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JOINT-4EARING&-ON -THEARAN-CONTRA- ..--...---...------...
INVESTIGATION

Testimony of George P. Shultz

THURSDAY, JULY 23, 1987

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN

AND
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SECRET MILITARY

ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION,
Washington, DC.

The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:00 a.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee).presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Select Committees welcome before
their hearing this morning the Hon. George P. Shultz, the Secre-tary of State.

Mr. Secretary, we are very pleased to have you this morning;
Would you stand please and raise your right hand to take the

oath?
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF HON. GEORGE P. SHULTZ, SECRETARY, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you, sir. You may be seated.
Mr. Secretary, do you have an opening statement?
Secretary SHULTZ. No, I don't, but with your permission, Mr.

Chairman, I would like to make a few remarks.
Chairman HAMILTON. Please proceed.
Secretary SHULTZ. I have testified on the general subject of these

hearings on four different occasions.
First, I believe in this room in an open hearing on December 8th,

then before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence-later in
December. Then in closed session before the House Foreign Affairs
Committee in mid-January and before the Tower Board.

You have that testimony. It is basically the same testimony. So I
don't choose to read it out again.

You have got it available, and I think it has been declassified, so
it is available.

In addition, Mr. Chairman, I have, as instructed by the Presi-
dent, made available to the committee as well as to other designat-
ed investigative groups-the FBI, the special prosecutor, and so

(1)
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on-my records, cables, memoranda, my notes of my personal recol-
lections made contemporaneously with events, all of the material
that I have has been made available and you have it.

This includes material about conversations that I had with the
President and all of this is pursuant to the instructions of the
President, who right from the beginning of these events took the
position that all of the facts about what transpired should be made
available as quickly as possible.

I supported enthusiastically that decision on the part of the
President, and I think it is to his everlasting credit that he took
that position and gave that instruction.

I want to make one point about it, however. I have on numerous
occasions-including, I think, before your committee right here,
Chairman Fascell-been asked about what advice I gave the Presi-
dent on this, that, or the other subject.

And I have always taken the position in 101/2 years as a member
of the Cabinet that those conversations are privileged, and I would
not discuss them.

This is an exception, and I have made this material available at
the President's instruction, but I mention it because if I am testify-
ing before you on some other subject sometime and you try to use
this as a precedent, I won't buy it. I am just putting you on notice
right now.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
We will begin the questions this morning with Mr. Belnick. I

want to remind members that unlike previous formats, Mr. Belnick
will be the only attorney questioning and after he completes his
questions, we will go immediately to the four principal questioners.

Mr. Belnick?
Mr. BELNICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SHULTZ. Good morning.
Mr. BELNICK. Before commencing the examination, Mr. Secre-

tary, and Mr. Chairman, I would like respectfully to call the
panel's attention to exhibits GPS-A, B, and C. Those exhibits are
chronologies of certain key events pertinent to Secretary Shultz's
testimony which have been prepared by the staff and by the Secre-
tary's office.

The entries in those chronologies are based on the Secretary's
recollection and his records. The Secretary has approved those
chronologies after reviewing them as accurately reflecting his
knowledge of, or participation in, the events which are summarized
there.

I should note, however, that these chronologies are intended, Mr.
Chairman, solely as a convenient reference device and summary of
highlights. They are not intended to be nor are they complete or
exhaustive of the Secretary's recollection, knowledge, or involve-
ment in any of the matters before the panel.

With that, Mr. Secretary, you are, as the Secretary of State, the
President's chief foreign policy adviser and foreign policy spokes-
man; is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
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Mr. BELNICK. You are a statutory member of the National Secu-
rity Council; is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct. And I might say there are four
statutory members: the President, the Vice President, the Secre-
tary of State, and the Secretary of Defense. There are also two stat-
utory advisers.

Chairman H.AMILTON. Mr. Secretary, excuse me for interrupting.
Mr. Secretary, you will have to speak right into that microphone.

It is voice activated.
Secretary SHULTZ. The statutory advisers are the Director of Cen-

tral Intelligence and the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; and
there are two other statutory advisers, on other occasions, the Di-
rectors of the Arms Control Agency and of the U.S. Information
Agency.

I say that because I find in these discussions often people refer to
the NSC when they really mean the NSC staff. .There- is, a differ-
ence.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, as I understand, -as-Secretary of Stte, you are
responsible, second only to the President, for the conduct of the for-
eign relations of the United States; is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. With these points in mind, Mr. Secretary,- I would

like to begin this morning by reviewing certain key events that the
panel has been considering in order to establish when the Secre-
tary of State was first informed of those events.

With your permission, I will come back later-and I know mem-
bers of the panel will-to discuss the events in some detail, but for
now I would like simply to establish, as I said, when you were in-
formed of them.

With that, let me begin with this question: Mr. Secretary, when
were you first informed that the President of the United States
had signed a covert action Finding authorizing the sale of U.S.
arms to Iran?

Secretary SHULTZ. On Novemoer 10, 1986, at a meeting in the
Oval Office with the President's principal advisers during a brief-
ing by Admiral Poindexter on what had transpired over the past
year or so.

Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary when were you informed that there
was more than one such covert action Finding signed by the Presi-
dent?

Secretary SHULTZ. When I was testifying before the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence, I believe it was Senator Cohen, during
the question period, asked me about a January 6th Finding. And I
said to him, "Senator, I think you must be thinking of the January
17th Finding." I believe that was you. And you said, "No, January
6th." I said, "Well, that is the first I've heard of a January 6th
Finding." So that is when I heard about it.

Mr. BELNICK. When were you first informed, Mr. Secretary, that
the President had signed also a third Finding on December 5, 1985?

Secretary SHULTZ. When it emerged in the course of these hear-
ings.

Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary, when were you first informed that
this nation had sold weapons directly to Iran?
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Secretary SHULTr,. Well, it depends upon what you consider being
informed. But when this all started to break in very early Novem-
ber, 1986, there were press reports of arms sales that seemed au-
thoritative, and so that was my information literally on an arms
sale from the United States to Iran.

Mr. BELNICK. Prior to then, prior to those reports in the press,
had any member of the U.S. Government informed you that the
United States had sold weapons directly from the United States to
Iran?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BFLNiCK. Mr. Secretary, when were you first informed of the

McFarlane mission to Tehran?
Secretary SHULTZ. It was after the mission, but I think shortly

after it was completed.
Mr. BELNICK. And were you given the details of the mission at

that time?
Secretary SHULTZ. I was told that it had fizzled and that With

those events in mind, the fizzling of that initiative, that the whole
project had been told to stand down.

Mr. BELNICK. Were you told at that time that Mr. McFarlane
had brought U.S. weapons with him to Tehran?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary of State, when were you first in-

formed that Country Number Two, a major Middle Eastern nation,
,-had provided $31 million to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance,

which I shall refer to as the Contras, between 1984 and 1985?
Secretary SHULTZ. In June-I think it was June 16th, according

to my record, I received a telephone call, a secure phone call, from
Mr. McFarlane, who gave me that information.

Mr. BELNICK. June 16 of v hat year, sir?
Secretary SHULTZ. 1986.
Mr. BELNICK. When were you first informed that Country

Number Three had contributed $2 million to the Contras in 1985?
Secretary SHUITZ. I have to get out your code here. -
Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir.
Secretary SHULTZ. I was-this has emerged here during the

course of the hearings, and that is as I learned it.
Mr. BELNICK. You never were informed of that fact prior to these

hearings?
Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary, when were you first informed that

Country Number Four had been solicited by the NSC staff to pro-
vide lethal assistance to the Contras in 19847

Secretary SHULTZ. I-these things have all emerged during the
hearings. That is when I learned of them.

Mr. BELICK. Mr. Secretary, when were you first informed that
U.S. negotiations with the second channel in the early autumn of
1986 had produced an agreement on a so-called nine-point agenda
which provided for additional arms sales to Iran in exchange for
hostages and which contained provisions also with respect to ac-
tions directed at the Government of Iraq?

Secretary SHULTZ. On December 13th of 1986. But if I may inter-
rupt your questioning, I would like to expand on that.

Mr. BELNICK. Please.

I
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Secretary SHULTZ. In the course of the effort to come to grips
with what was taking place, the President put the management of
Iran matters into my hands by that time. This-we are talking in......Decemb r; srt of-at-fi-rt a littl-ebit, b~t then-toi'sure. .....

And I discovered that the CIA had a meeting scheduled with an
Iranian for that date; and so we considered what to do, and we de-
cided that we should go ahead with that meeting, that the CIA rep-
resentative, who was scheduled to be the representative there, Mr.
Cave, should go, but we would have accompanying him Mr. Charles
Dunbar, who is a Foreign Service officer and Farsi speaker. And
we would have instructions carefully written designed to use the
meeting as a means to tell that channel that there would be no
more arms sales discussed in that channel or anywhere else, but
we wanted to get it through that way as well as other ways.

At the meeting, the message was delivered, but also as our repre-
sentative listened, there were-it was back and forth discussion
about this agenda, nine-point agenda. And so gradually then and in
discussion with Mr. Cave, Mr. Dunbar got a reasonable idea of
what was on this agenda. And then he called that back on Decem-
ber 13th, which was a Saturday, to the Department, and I saw it on
Saturday afternoon, and it was astonishing.

So I called the President, or I called the White House to get an
appointment with the President, and there was a lot of back and
forth, what did I want to see him about, and so on, and I didn't
seem to be getting an appointment right away. So I picked up the
phone Sunday morning, and I called the President. I said, "Mr.
President, I have something I should bring over here and tell you
about right now." So he said, "Fine, come over." He happened to
be in Washington.

I went up to the family quarters, and Al Keel, who was then
Acting National Security Adviser, went with me at my request.
And I told the President the items on this agenda, including such
things as doing something about the Dawa prisoners, which made
me sick to my stomach that anybody would talk about that as
something we would consider doing. And the President was aston-
ished, and I have never seen him so mad. He is a very genial,
pleasant man and doesn't-very easy going. But his jaws set and
his eyes flashed, and both of us, I think, felt the same way about it,
and I think in that meeting I finally felt that the President deeply

'tAa 4e. a..t rd that somHthi~ ficaClly wiranthere.
There's more to all this than that, but I thought it was impor-

tant to expand on that, because that was not just another event in
chronology that you are going through.

Mr. BELNICK. It is an important event, Mr. Secretary. We will
come back to it later. Senator Rudman will be questioning you fur-
ther about that event during his period with you.

Mr. Secretary, you have testified to facts which on one interpre-
tation would indicate that you and the State Department were kept
in the dark regarding the Iran initiative and matters pertaining to
the Contras by those who knew the facts.

On the other hand, there has been testimony here recently by
Admiral Poindexter, for example, that to the extent you were not
informed it was because you asked not to know or to be involved
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particularly with the Iran initiative after you lost the argument
with the President regarding that initiative.

In particular, Admiral Poindexter testified that he did not with-
hold anything from you that you did not want withheld from you.
With this in mind, Mr. Secretary, this testimony in mind, let me
ask you, first, whether you ever told Admiral Poindexter or any
other member of the adminstration that you did not want to be
kept informed of the Iran initiative?

Secretary SHULTZ. I never made such a statement. What I did
say to Admiral Poindexter was that I wanted to be informed of the
things I needed to know to do my job as Secretary of State.

But he didn't need to keep me posted on the details, the oper-
ational details of what he was doing. That is what I told him.

Now, the reason for that was-I'm not-that is the gist of what I
told him. I don't remember the exact words I used, but that was
about it. The reason for that was that there had been a great
amount of discussion of leaks in the administration, justifiably so.

I think it is a terrible thing that goes on in Washington, leaks
from everywhere, constantly, and we are all very concerned about
it. And there had been, in connection with what to do about it, dis-
cussion of the idea of giving very large numbers of people who
were-who had access to classified information, lie detector tests
on a regular, random basis, which I opposed.

While I was on a trip abroad in the latter part of 1985, a direc-
tive encompassing that idea was signed. So I didn't comment on it
when I was abroad, but when I got back here I did comment on it,
registered my opposition, talked to the President about it, and it
got changed.

Now that, I recognized, put me at odds with the intelligence and
national security community, to put it mildly.

So I-what exactly would be done-and I am sure we will go into
this-after the January meeting remained to be seen. But in terms
of particulars, like who is going to go someplace to meet somebody
and so forth, all of this kind of operational thing, it seemed to me,
in the light of the suspicion cast on me as a result-and the hostili-
ty-that I would not know that. So I felt it would probably leak,
and then it wouldn't be my leak.

So that was the background of this. It had to do with the prob-
lem of leaks.

But that doesn't mean that I just bowed out insofar as major
things having to do with our foreign policy are concerned.

And then your previous question, the things that were being
talked about, to consider that that statement would mean that I
shouldn't be informed of things like that is ridiculous.

Mr. BELNICK. The main events you wanted to be kept informed
of?.

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And that was true not only with respect to Iran,

but with respect to all areas of foreign relations activity, including
activities engaged in by the NSC staff in Central America?

Secretary SHULTZ. Not only did I want to be informed, but when
I found out things, sometimes by chance, I did my best to act on
those things.
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Mr. BELNICK. With these claims in mind, and Admiral Poin-
dexter's testimony, let me review--

Secretary SHULTZ. They are not claims. They are just descrip-
. _ tions of what I said and my-view of what I said.

Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir.
Let me review certain events with you.
Do you recall, Mr. Secretary, b-eing briefed by Admiral Poin-

dexter when he was about to assume the position of National Secu-
rity Adviser on December 5, 1985, concerning the Iran initiative?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. He called me on the secure phone and
gave me a lengthy briefing, and I felt very good about it, and I re-
marked to my executive assistant, who was there, that he told me
more than I had known before of what went on in the latter half of
1985, and I felt this was a good thing and we were off to a good
start.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall what you told Admiral Poindexter
about your views concerning the Iran initiative as he described it
to you in that briefing?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I told him that I thought it was a very
bad idea, that I was opposed to it. That doesn't mean I was-I was not
in favor of doing things that had any potential for rearranging the
behavior of Iran and our relationship with Iran, but I was very
much opposed to arms sales in connection with that.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you tell him at that time that, in your view,
the proposed policy amounted to paying for hostages and had to be
stopped?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. In that same conversation, sir, on December 5, the

day that Admiral Poindexter briefed you on the initiative, did he
tell you that on the very same day the President had signed a
Covert Action Finding authorizing an arms shipment to Iran?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Admiral Poindexter brief you about that Find-

ing 2 days later, on December 7, 1985, when you met at the White
House with the President and other senior officials to discuss
whether the proposed initiative ought to go forward?

Secretary SHULTZ. No. That was-I'm sure that was not men-
tioned in that session.

Mr. BELNICK. We will return to that December 7 meeting subse-
quently.

But let me ask you now about a subsequent meeting with the
President and other senior U.S. officials on January 7, 1986, also
concerning the Iran initiative and whether it ought to go forward.

Were you informed by Admiral Poindexter at that January 7
meeting that just 1 day earlier, on January 6, the President had
signed another Finding with respect to arms shipments to Iran
from the United States?

Secretary SHULTZ. That was never mentioned in that meeting.
Mr. BELNICK. Then 10 days later, on January 17, 1986, according

to the chronology, you attended a family group luncheon with Ad-
miral Poindexter and others, at which there was a discussion of the
legality and wisdom of the proposed Iran initiative.

I understand you argued at that luncheon that the initiative, in
your view, would be both unwise and unlawful?
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Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct. I came back to my office, and I
told my assistant that we had had another discussion of this, and I
had once again said that I thought it was illegal and unwise.

Mr. BELNICK. Am I correct, sir, that at this January 17 luncheon
the admiral did not inform you that on that scu.me- day, January 17.
the President had signed the third of the Findings authorizing U.S.
arms shipments to Iran?

Secretary SHULTZ. I would hardly have come back from the meet-
ing saying that it was illegal if I had been informed that the Attor-
ney General had provided a proper legal basis for proceeding.

Mr. BELNICK. And do you recall another briefing listed on the
chronology by Admiral Poindexter, a month later, on February 28,
in which he discussed the hostage situation and advised you then
of a possible high-level meeting between Bud McFarlane and cer-
tain Iranian representatives?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I do. He told me that as a result of the
discussions they had been having, that the Iranians had said they
wanted a high-level meeting, and if there were a proper high-level
meeting discussing our future possible relationships, that would be
the occasion in which the hostages would be released.

I said, well, that sounds almost too good to be true, but anyway,
if that's the case, I'm in favor of it. But I said I would-I believed
that-he told me that Mr. McFarlane had been selected by the
White House to conduct this mission, but I believed there should be
written instructions, and -';hat was agreed to, and so-called Terms of
Reference were drawn up, which I saw and which I thought were
fine.

Mr. BELNICK. Did those Terms of Reference or instructions that
you saw say anything about delivering U.S. weapons to Iran at that
time or in connection with a McFarlane meeting?

Secretary SHULTZ. I believe they had at the end of them the sug-
gestion that at some future time under the right circumstances it
would be possible to resume an arms sale relationship and of
course we have always taken the position that if we have an end to
the Iran-Iraq war and an end to terrorism coming from Iran and so
on, well, then, we could resume the relationship that we had had
at an earlier time possibly.

Mr. BELNICK. Did Admiral Poindexter tell you that the agenda
for any meeting between Mr. McFarlane and Iranian representa-
tives would include current deliveries of U.S. arms?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, in fact I regarded this written Terms of
Reference that-I asked to be dr'iwn up, and which I revieweds RR p
kind of reassurance to me that after all of the discussion, this nego-
tiation had been taking place in a manner consistent with what I
thought was proper, and I thought, well, maybe I won the argu-
ment after all with the President.

Mr. BELNICK. In that light, did Admiral Poindexter tell you on
February 28 that only 1 day before, that is on February 27, the
United States had shipped 500 TOWs, TOW missiles to Iran, and
that about 10 days earlier the United States had also shipped 500
TOW missiles to Iran?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, he did not.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Admiral Poindexter tell you or inform you of

the scheduled date for McFarlane's trip to meet with the Iranians?
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Secretary SHULTZ. Well, what I was first told was that this was
scheduled to be in Frankfurt, and I have forgotten whether there
was a precise date attached to it, but the following month, I think,
according to my records, on March 11, he called me and said that
the discussion- hadcontinued-and- the Iranians wanted-to meet-on -......
an island in the Persian Gulf and that in the end the meeting
hadn't come off, and I got the impression because Mr. McFarlane
objected to it. -#_

Mr. BELNICK. Were you told by Admiral Po-ndexter that the trip
was off, period?

secretary SHULTZ. So it was off.
Mr. BELNICK. Did there come a time, Mr. Secretary, in May 1986,

when you were advised by the U.S. Ambassador to Great Britain of
an approach to a British entrepreneur by Mr. Nir about getting in-
volved in an arms deal to Iran which had White House approval,
which supposedly had White House approval, which had John
Poindexter as the point man and which included participants such
as Mr. Adnan Khashoggi and Mr. Ghorbanifar?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. I was in Tokyo for the economic summit
taking place there in early May, and I received a cable from the
Under Secretary of State, Mr. Armacost, who had been called by
Ambassador Price, Ambassador Price reporting a conversation that
had been volunteered to an officer in the Embassy in London.

The officer, obviously, having reported it to Ambassador Price. And
the cable, detailed more or less what you said. I received it there in
Tokyo.

Mr. BELNICK. And if you look in your exhibit book, please, Mr.
Secretary, at exhibit GPS-20, is that a copy of the cable that you
received?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. We know from prior testimony that you have given

that once you received this information, you spoke to Don Regan,
the President's Chief of Staff, and Admiral Poindexter; am I cor-
rect?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. I understand that in those conversations you ob-

jected strongly to any such deal, to the United States being in-
volved, insisted that if there was such an operation, it be called off
and warned that the President was seriously exposed and at risk if
this information you had received was true.

Is that a fair summary?
Secretary SHmTZ_ Yes, that is a fair summary. You can imagine

how I felt when I read this cable. And so I-in the way we were
staying, we were in the Okura Hotel and I was in one area of the
hotel and the President and his immediate staff, including Mr.
Regan and Admiral Poindexter, were in another part.

So I just walked over to the President's part of the hotel to talk
to whoever was available; we were getting ready for the next meet-
ing of the summit meetings, and I found first Mr. Regan and then
Admiral Poindexter. I wasn't able to reach the President. And I
went through this and I said, "Well, that is what you said."

Don Regan seemed to me to be very upset about it, said he would
take it up with the President when he saw him at his own staff
time, later told me that the President was upset and this was not
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anything he knew about, and Admiral Poindexter told me, I think
his words were something like "We are not dealing with these
people. This is not our deal."

He told Ambassador Price, who called him, that there was, I
------think his-words -were "only- a smidgen of truth in it," something

like that.
Mr. BELNICK. So was it your impression from what Admiral Poin-

dexter told you that there was no truth to the information you re-
ceived, that we were not involved in th-at kind-oftranraction?.

Secretary SHULTZ. I couldn't know whether or no; the people
mentioned were involved in some kind of- transactions, obviously,
but from what Admiral Poindexter told me, I concluded that, as he
said, this is not our deal, it may be going on, but it is nothing we
have to do with. So the representations that this is something that
has been explicitly endorsed by the U.S. Government were wrong.

Mr. BELNICK. Well, when Admiral Poindexter told you that this
was not our deal in that conversation, which I understand from the
chronology was on May 4, 1986, did he inform you that our deal
involved an upcoming mission, which by then had been resched-
uled to Tehran, which would be led by Bud McFarlane. which
would include a shipment of HAWK spare parts to Iran?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, the conversation again between you and Ad-

miral Poindexter about the information from the London Embassy
was on May 4, 1986. With that in mind, sir, would you please turn
to exhibit 21, GPS-21 in your book. That exhibit, Mr. Secretary, is
a PROF note from Admiral Poindexter to Oliver North sent 1 day
after you informed him of the information that you had learned
from the London Embassy and after he told you that there was no
truth to it or that it was not our deal. In that PROF message sent
on May 5, 1986, Mr. Poindexter--

Secretary SHULTZ. I must have the wrong one.
Mr. BELNICK. It is GPS-21.
Secretary SHULTZ. That's what I've got here. Go ahead.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you have it now?
Secretary SHULTZ. This says, "Note from John Poindexter. Have

you talked to Casey about this?"
Mr. BELNICK. That's the bottom one. I'm referring to the note on

top. There are two notes on that page. I don't want the one on
bottom-the one on the top. In that note from Poindexter to North
on May 5, 1986, he instructed North to bypass the London Embassy
during the trip to London, and he said, quote, "Do not let anybody
know that you are in London or that you are going there, d not
have any contact with the Embassy." That as I said was one day
after you informed Admiral Poindexter that the London Embassy
had informed you of the approach to the British entrepreneur. I
take it that Admiral Poindexter did not tell you that he had imme-
diately instructed Colonel North to bypass the London Embassy.

Secretary SHULTZ. No, he didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. Also, Mr. Secretary, if I could, let me ask you to

turn to exhibit 24. That exhibit, sir, is a PROF note dated May 17,
1986, a few weeks after your conversation in Tokyo. It is a PROF
note from Oliver North to Admiral Poindexter about the McFar-
lane trip to Tehran which was then being planned and about to lift off,
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and you will notice that near the end of that PROF note Colonel
North suggests to Admiral Poindexter that there be a quiet meet-
ing with Bud McFarlane and the President prior to the departure
of the mission, and he queries whether the participants in that sug-
gested meeting ought to include you and Secretary of Defense and
the DCI. Do you see that?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I see that.
Mr. BELNICK. If you turn please to the next exhibit GPS-25, you

will see Admiral Poindexter's reply to that suggestion in the- last
sentence of the PROF messages that he sends back, and I quote, "I
don't want a meeting with RR, Shultz, and Weinberger." I take it
you were unaware of this exchange as well?

Secretary SHULTZ. Obviously.
Mr. BELNICK. And again, sir, when you spoke to Don Regan and

Admiral Poindexter at the summit in May of 1986, about this infor-
mation, nobody told you that a few weeks later the former Nation-
al Security Adviser was heading to Iran with U.S. arms?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, they did not.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, there came a time on July 26, 1986, that

Admiral Poindexter, according to the chronology, advised you of
the release from captivity of Father Jenco. Did the admiral inform
you that this release had been achieved in any way as a result of
the U.S. Iran initiative?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. At that time, sir, in fact were you operating under

the assumption that there was no initiative?
Secretary SHULTZ. I was operating under the assumption after

the stand-down discussion that we would continue to work at the
problems presented by Iran, and we had normal ways of doing that.
And I think by that time we had initiated one additional one that
you never know what may have some promise, but, anyway, it was
a different and official proper way of trying to have a sensible dis-
course with them.

So that I didn't assume that we had lost interest in the Iran
problem, we didn't, we never lost interest in it, but it is a question
of how you do it.

Mr. BELNICK. By the way, the stand-down discussion was in late
May or early June 1986, am I right?

Secretary SHULTZ. That's my recollection. I don't have a note in
my records about it, but that is my, what is in my head.

Mr. BELNICK. But you understood when Admiral Poindexter told
you that the people involved had been told to stand down that it
was over?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Now Admiral Poindexter has testified that in par-

lance, the term "stand down" means that there's only a temporary
hiatus, it is an intermission. But that's not how you understood it.

Secretary SHULTZ. That's not how I understood it, but I'm not,
I'm a Marine, I'm not a Navy man. So I may be wrong about that.

Somebody looked it up in the dictionary, though.
Mr. BELNICK. What did they fimd?
Secretary SHULTZ. Stand down means it's done, according to the

dictionary.
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Mr. BELNICK. A dictionary does not take sides between the serv-
ices.

Secretary SHULTZ. That's not necessarily a naval dictionary. I
accede to Admiral Poindexter on that, but, what I understood that
to mean was that this has been conducted and worked at and they
went all the way to Tehran, and it fizzled. So, enough.

Mr. BELNICK. Whether Army, Navy, or Marines, the admiral did
not say to you we expect this to be rejuvenated within the next sev-
eral weeks or any particular point in time?

Secretary SHULTZ. No. Although the initiative or effort that I
mentioned a moment ago I think was something that he suggested,
and I thought it was a good suggestion. I worked on it and a few of
the key people who knew a lot about Iran in the State Department
worked on it, and so it wasn't as though things were dead, as I
said.

Mr. BELNICK. But to be clear, as I understand your testimony,
and please correct me if I'm wrong, this other initiative did not in-
clude or envision arms shipments to Iran?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary, you testified earlier when we began

this line of questioning that you had told Admiral Poindexter that
while you didn't need to be informed of what you called operation-
al details, you did want and need to.be kept informed of those facts
which you needed in order to do your job, correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Sir, in order to do your job as the nation's chief

diplomat and as a statutory member of the National Security
Council at a time when, through Operation Staunch, you were in
charge of attempting to persuade our allies and other nations
throughout the world not to sell arms to Iran, did you need to
know that the United States itself was selling arms to Iran, that
the President had signed Covert Action Findings authorizing those
sales and that the President's former National Security Adviser
was in Tehran on a diplomatic mission, bringing with him the first
installment on a delivery of U.S. HAWK parts?

Did you need to know those facts?
Secretary SHULTZ. Certainly.
One of the many arguments that I used, and Secretary Wein-

berger used, in opposing having an arms sale dimension to the Iran
initiative-one of the arguments-was that we felt that one way of
getting the Iran-Iraq war to come to an end was to do everything
we could to deny weapons to the country that was refusing to come
to an end, and so we had a rather vigorous program called Oper-
ation Staunch.

Ambassador Fairbanks was in charge of it for a while and when
he left Ed Derwinski, now Under Secretary of State, then counselor,
was put in charge of it, and we made a very considerable effort to
persuade people, and with some success.

Mr. BELNICK. Were there any facts, Mr. Secretary, concerning
the Iran initiative that you chose not to know and wanted not to
know?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I chose not to know the operational de-
tails of how they were arranging meetings and so on, and I think
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Admiral Poindexter, if he understood that he didn't need to tell me
about that, was perfectly proper.

On the other hand, when you go beyond that into these more
substantive matters, that's a different matter altogether.

Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary-
Secretary SHULTZ. At least that's the way I saw it. He obviously

saw it a different way.
Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary, now I would like to turn in greater

detail to your recollection of the key events, some of which we have
summarized, involving U.S. policy toward the Nicaraguan opposi-
tion and the Iran initiative in the period 1984 through 1986.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to start with events involving sup-
port for the Nicaraguan opposition, and specifically non-U.S. Gov-
ernment support for the Contras. And, again, these events are sum-
marized in the chronology which is GPS exhibit A.

Mr. Secretary, you recall discussions in the spring of 1984, in our
government in which you participated, concerning seeking support
for the Contras from certain third countries, correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And one of those countries, as the chronology indi-

cates, is the country we have given the number one to, and you op-
posed going to Country One for Contra assistance, am I correct, as
well?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I did.
Mr. BELNICK. And by April 18th of 1984, according to the chro-

nology, you had made clear to Bud McFarlane, who was then the
N-ational Security Adviser, that you were opposed to approaching
Country One for Contra assistance, correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Yoa had also said and expressed yGur position that

in no event would you agree to the U.S. Government serving as an
intermediary or a conduit for aid to the Contras from any third-
country source; is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That's correct, and I questioned- without
being a lawyer, I questioned the legality of any such arrangement.

Mr. BELNICK. Now, after expressing that position-those posi-
tions, rather-did you then learn in May 1984, from our Embassy
in Country Number One that Mr. Teicher of the National Security
Council staff had, in fact, approached Country Number One for a
contribution to the Nicaraguan opposition and had said that the
U.S. Government would serve as a conduit for any such contribu-
tion?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. We had that from the Ambassador, Am-
bassador Sam Lewis.

Mr. BELNICK. Prior to that, did you have any information from
the National Security Adviser or staff that a member of that staff
was going to make this approach, the same approach that you had
expressed opposition to?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, I didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. I understand that after you learned' from our Em-

bassy of the information, that you saw Mr. McFarlane at the White
House at the beginning of May and confronted him with what you
had learned, correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That's right. I objected to it.
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Mr. BELNICK. And what did Mr. McFarlane tell you regarding
what you had learned of Mr. Teicher's approach and suggestion
that the U.S. Government serve as a conduit for any contribution
from Country One?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, as I recall,- and I think my notes to this
effect are that he said that Mr. Teicher was there, was not operat-
ing on instructions, he was there on his own hook.

Mr. BELNICK. Subsequently, did you hear otherwise as to whether
Mr. Teicher was there on his own hook?

Secretary SHULTZ. Mr. Teicher, as I am remembering it, this is
all something that can be looked up in these records, but as I re-
member, Mr. Teicher went to Ambassador Lewis and said that he
wanted Ambassador Lewis to know that he was there under in-
structions.

Mr. BELNICK. And that what he had said was the result of strict
instructions he had received?

Secretary SHULTZ. Right. That is what Teicher told Ambassador
Lewis.

Mr. BELNICK. I gather, then, Mr. McFarlane did not tell you at
the time, after he told you that Teicher was there on his own hook,
that he had both asked Mr. Teicher to make the approach to Coun-
try Number One and that after you had expressed opposition to
any such approach by April 18, Mr. McFarlane had sent Mr.
Teicher back to the official of Country Number One with further
instructions to make another approach. I take it you were not in-
formed of that?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, I wasn't.
Mr. BELNICK. In that connection, sir, would you please look at ex-

hibit no. 58 in your book, which is a redacted version of a memo-
randum from Mr. McFarlane to Mr. Teicher dated April 20, 1984,
and I can represent to you that the country name, which is blocked
out, is the name of Country Number One.

Mr. McFarlane, under the heading "Help with the Contras," said
to Mr. Teicher on April 20, "As we discussed, please reaffirm to the
official of Country Number One as he has already heard, one, we
will not press them on the question of assistance- to the Contras;
two, it i3 an important matter to us, and we face a temporary
shortfall in goods; three, we are of course very conscious of the vul-
nerability it would create for the Government of Country Number
One; four, if they should decide that they could help, it ought to be
done bilaterally although we would be pleased to provide a point of
contact," which is blacked out, "five, please also let it be known
that in your view I am a little bit disappointed in the outcome, but
we will not raise it further."

Was that an approach which you had authorized, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Was that an approach you were informed of?
Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Have you ever learned of it before now?
Secretary SHULTZ. No. This is just stuff coming out here.
Mr. BELNICK. I would like to turn your attention now, Mr. Secre-

tary, to an NSPG, National Security Planning Group, meeting,
which took place on June 25, 1984. You have in one of the books, I
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hope before you, excerpts of the minutes of that meeting which are
still-it is one of the thin ones. That is too thick.

Secretary SHULTZ. These are your books.
Mr. BELNICK. I take no responsibility.
Secretary SHULTZ. Tell me where to look.
Mr. BELNICK. I will inform you that I didn't put those books to-

gether. These are excerpts of the minutes of the NSPG of June 25,
1984. They are still classified, but they can be referred to for pur-
poses of refreshing recollection. The subject of that meeting was
the situation in Central America and specifically, insofar as we
have excerpted the discussion, whether to obtain third-country sup-
port for the Contras. Am I correct that your position at that meet-
ing on June 25, 1984, was that you did not believe it would be
lawful at that time to seek third-country assistance for the Nicara-
guan opposition?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct. What I must have had in
mind is that there would be ways of doing it that would be unlaw-
ful, and I perhaps had-I am not sure about this-but in my mind,
the proposal that I had seen was for us to be essentially a conduit.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you have a view then as to the wisdom of the
policy of approaching third countries for assistance at that time,
June, 1984?

Secretary SHULTZ. I am a very strong supporter of the idea of
helping those people in Nicaragua who are ready to fight for the
freedom and independence of their country to do so. And I am con-
vinced that it is very much in the interest of the United States and
of the new democracies in Central America to provide that kind of
help, and I hope and pray that when we come to act on this
matter, we will continue to do what was put into place last year. So
I have always been a very strong supporter.

My feeling always has been that in the end, to provide that kind
of support that really will do the job, it will be necessary to do it
with the support of the Congress. I felt, and feel today, that the
Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance is a genuine force and that
somehow they would hold themselves together, and as Tony Motley
put it, they could rustle up their own money somehow, at least
enough to keep going.

But our major concern should be to conduct ourselves so that we
maximize the chance of persuading the Congress to come back on
board and give support. And I felt that if we, if we actively solicit-
ed third countries, we would be cutting against those objectives in
our arguments with the Congress, and beyond that it seemed to me
that since this is a matter of vital interest to the United States, we
couldn't, we didn't want to get ourselves in the position where we
have to rely on what we can persuade other people to do to serve
our vital interests. We have to step up to those ourselves. That was
my thinking.

Mr. BELNICK. On the legal side, did you conclude and express the
view at the NSPG meeting that you ought to get an opinion from
the Attorney General as to whether the United States could help
the Contras with assistance from third countries?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. There was a back-and-forth argument
about the subject of legality, and I am always a little hesitant to
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express myself on those subjects surrounded by lawyers, as I am
here and everywhere.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, there is never enough.
Secretary SHULTZ. But I have noticed in my-I have noticed in

my experience in the Government that when you go to an official,
professional lawyer--

Mr. BEL CK. Uh-oh.
Secretary SHULTZ. -who is holding office and-you say, "I want an

opinion, I want you to write it down and sign your name to it,"
that that gets their attention: It is better than a casual, you know,
"I guess it is OK" kind of thing.-

So I said, "Well, let's have a formal opinion, and then we will.
know what we can do and what we can't do."

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall what Mr. Meese, who was not Attor-
ney General at that time, but who was present at the meeting, do
you recall what Mr. Meese counseled with respect to obtaining an
opinion from the Attorney General?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, I don't recall the sort of back-and-forth of
discussion particularly. It was quite a while ago.

Mr. BELNICK. Would you look at page 4, please, of the excerpts of
that meeting and tell me whether it refreshes your recollection, the
top of page 4, under the heading, "Mr. Meese," whether it re-
freshes your recollection of the comments that Mr. Meese made
about going to the Attorney General for an opinion.

Secretary SHULTZ. I don't remember that, but I see that he is
saying, "We want to tell the Justice Department we want a proper
and legal basis, so I don't have any objection to that." But I don't
remember that.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall that Mr. Meese also indicated that if
you went to the Department of Justice for an opinion, it would be
important to tell the Department of Justice where you wanted to
come out?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, I don't recall that he said that. Maybe you
can get that implication from that sentence, but I don't think
that-I don't remember that at all.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Do you recall that at the conclusion---
Secretary SHULTZ. Actually, I don't think that it works that way.

At least based on my experience. I remember a time I think I was
the Director of the Budget and one of the big issues at the time
was impoundment and Presidential authority to impound funds.

I see some of the old timers here remembering that fight or
issue.

And the-it was obvious that the President had the right-going
back to George Washington, had impounded funds that the Con-
gress had appropriated, but the authority had been used sparingly,
so it had never been a subject of much debate. But there was in
mind an effort to use it much more aggressively, in an effort to cut
down spending, which we were trying to do.

Sounds familiar, doesn't it? And the question was whether the
President could refuse to spend funds that the Congress had appro-
priated, could impound them.

So the answer seemed to be, well, let's make it-be sure we are
legal, we will ask the Justice Department for a proper and legal
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basis, and so we would ask our good friend, who was the Assistant
Attorney General for whatever it is called, Legal Rulings, or what-
ever, to do it. And so they did put the question to that man, who
happened to be Bill Renhquist.

And they got back an answer that they really didn't want. So
that registered, as you can see, very deeply with me and that is
why I say that you take a top-notch lawyer who is in office and you
ask him for a written opinion that he signs his name to, that is a
pretty good way to proceed.

Mr. BELNICK. OK.
And at the end of the June 1984 meeting, as I understand it, Mr.

McFarlane proposed that things be held in abeyance and that there
be no authority for anyone to seek third country support for the
Contras pending receipt of an opinion from the Attorney General?

Secretary SHULTZ. I believe that is right.
Mr. BELNICK. While Mr. McFarlane so proposed at that time, Mr.

Secretary, did he inform you that at the same time, or thereabouts,
that he, Mr. McFarlane, had met with an official of Country
Number Two and obtained a contribution of $1 million per month
for the Contra cause?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, he didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. And is it the fact, sir, that the same information

was withheld from the State Department when the Under Secretary
of State, Mr. Armacost, asked Mr. McFarlane on August 7, 1984,
how the Contras were being funded?

Secretary SHULTZ. We were having a discussion of that fact
among a group of people, and I have some notes on that that says
who, but Mr. Armacost did raise the question where are they get-
ting the money and Mr. McFarlane said he didn't know. But they
seemed to have money coming in at a rate of about a million dollar
a month.

We didn't think that was particularly surprising. That is, it
seemed to us quite possible that the Freedom Fighters could raise
that much money.

Chairman HAMILTON. Excuse me, Mr. Secretary, Mr. Belnick. A
vote is pending in the House, so House Members will be leaving to
vote. I think we should continue with the questions.

You may proceed.
Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Did you ever receive the legal opinion from the Attorney General

that was dikussed at the June 1984 meeting?
Secretary SHULTZ. No. The subject seemed to die down.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know if the opinion was formally sought

from the Justice Department?
Secretary SHULTZ. I don't.
Mr. BELNICK. I would now like to turn, Mr. Secretary, to another

NSPG meeting which occurred almost exactly 2 years later, the
minutes of which are excerpted in the same book. That meeting
was held on May 16, 1986, and the subject was again the need for
money to sustain the Contras at that time.

Now, at that meeting, as I read the notes, you were a forceful
proponent of soliciting third-country assistance for the Contras,
even as a more desirable alternative for the temporary period, for
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the bridge period than trying to rely on getting reprogrammed
funds from Congress.

And my question, if that is a fair characterization of your posi-
tion, is why your views had so changed in the 2 years between
June 1984 and now, May 1986?

Secretary SHULTZ. The whole atmosphere had changed. Congres-
sional attitudes had changed and the law had changed. And so I
thought under those circumstances, it was perfectly proper to do it,
in fact, perhaps even desirable if we could do it in the right way.

Mr. BELNICK. And the change in the law to which you refer was
the change which. expressly provided that the State Department
could solicit humanitarian aid for the Nicaraguan opposition, sub-
ject only to the strictures of the Pell amendment, am I correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, the meeting in May 1986--
Secretary SHULTZ. In fact, I think--
Mr. BELNICK. I am sorry.
Secretary SHULTZ. -I think it is important to recognize that the

Pell amendment, which has the structure of a restriction, is, in
effect, an authorization so long as you pay attention to the restric-
tion.

There was later a different and very much more direct authoriza-
tion, but the Pell amendment we regarded as a clear authorization,
and since we particularly were involved in the negotiations about
that amendment, we felt we had a very clear notion of what the
congressional intent was.

Mr. BELNICK. The May 1986, NSPG meeting ended with you
being asked to prepare a list of countries which could be ap-
proached to make donations or contributions to the Contras; is that
correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. When you were asked to undertake that assign-

ment, did anyone inform you then of the prior solicitation of Coun-
tries Number Two, Three, Four or any others?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. But subsequently, as you testified earlier today,

you heard from Mr. McFarlane on June 16 of 1986, a month after
the NSPG meeting when you were asked to come up with a list,
that Country Number Two had given $31 million; correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. I take it that at that time when Mr. McFarlane so

informed you, you were unaware of an exchange of messages be-
tween Colonel North and Admiral Poindexter on June 10 to which
I would like to direct your attention.

They appear at tab 28 of your exhibit book; 28.
Secretary SHULTZ. I turn this paper over-I don't know where

the television cameras are. I know this is a very secret code here. I
don't want anybody to know it.

Mr. BELNICK. The second page of the exhibit, 28, is a PROF note
from Colonel North to Admiral Poindexter dated June 10, 1986,
and near the end of that last several lines, he says, "I have no idea
what Shultz knows or doesn't know, but he could prove to be very
unhappy if he learns of the"-and Country Number Two is one of
the countries' named there which has been blacked out-"of the
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Country Number Two aid that has been given in the past from
someone other than you. Did RCM"-that is McFarlane-"ever tell
Shultz?"

If you will look, sir, at the first page of the exhibit, that is Admi-
ral Poindexter's response to Colonel North's PROF note, the same
day. And he says, a few lines up from the bottom-actually a few
lines down from the top, "To my knowledge, Shultz knows nothing
about the prior financing. I think it should stay that way."

You obviously were unaware of those messages and of the fact
that subsequent to sending this message, Admiral Poindexter
talked, as he has testified here, to Bud McFarlane who then called
you in June of 1986.

You were unaware of those events?
Secretary SHULTZ. I was unawfire of that. But-I was mystified

as to what was the reason for this call out of the clear blue sky
from Mr. McFarlane, so this seem.3 to explain it. But I didn't know
that at the time.

Mr. BELNICK. And Mr. McFarlane gave you no context for the
sudden information about a $31 million contribution?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, after the May 16, 1986 meeting, did you

pursue the assignment you had been given to come up with candi-
date donor countries?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I did. But it is not that easy. At least
given the way it seemed to me you should think about it. It seemed
to me not a particularly good idea to go to countries with which we
had a big military or economic assistance relationship, because it
could be too easily misinterpreted. And I didn't think it was a good
idea to go to a country where we would, in a sense, be giving them
a major marker and where we had things that were very difficult
and delicate to deal with or to a country that was being run in a
way that we found essentially undesirable and somehow could wind
up compromising us.

So by the time you place all these restrictions down, you elimi-
nate a lot of countries.

Mr. BELNICK. Among which would have been Countries Two and
Three and Four for various reasons?

Secretary SHULTZ. Probably, I think it was questionable. But at
any rate, you ought to try to think of something else first, I
thought, and rack your brains about that.

Mr. BELNICK. And what country did you come up with?
Secretary SHULTZ. It wasn't my idea, but I think it was a very

good idea, and I will say the name of the country, although I have
been resisting it all this time, because we told them we wouldn't.
But they have made their own announcement. We came up with
the idea of Brunei, or Elliott Abrams, at least to my knowledge,
thought about it and it seemed perfect.

Mr. BELNICK. And you tasked Elliott Abrams with the assign-
ment of attending to the details of approaching Brunei at that
time, of getting things set up so that the approach could be made?

Let me be specific. You knew that Mr. Abrams obtained an ac-
count number from Colonel North into which a contribution from
Brunei, if it were obtained, would be deposited?
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Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I think what happened was that he
made this proposal, I thought it was a good idea, kind of in the ab-
stract or in principle. This was just before I was about to go on a
trip to Asia, an annual meeting with the Asian foreign ministers,
and when I do that, I always try to go to one country in the
Asian group beyond the one where we happened to meet, so that
I go to all of those countries. And I had planned to go to Brunei as
part of this effort and everybody knew that schedule.

So the question was should I bring this up when I was in Brunei.
I decided it wasn't appropriate for me to do that, but at any rate, I
raised the question with Elliott, "Suppose I am there and they
agree, then what do I tell them to do next? How do they make this
contribution?" And that is what brought forth the bank account
number.

Mr. BFLNICK. And am I correct that yovi were informed that the
number was the number of a Contra accc unt?

Secretary SHULTZ. The idea was that we were making a solicita-
tion for humanitarian aid to help the Freedom Fighters and that
the way to do it was to deposit the money in an account that the
Freedom Fighters controlled and then that transaction would have
been made. That was a way of having that happen so that it
didn't-the money didn't come to us and then go to them. It was a
direct contribution of Brunei to the Frr.%Aom Fighters.

Mr. BELNICK. And were you informed that the account you were
given was, in fact, an account that the Contras controlled?

Secretary SHULTZ. That was my understanding, which I got from
Elliott, and I-he has told me that is the information he got from
Colonel North, from whom he solicited-or whose advice he sought,
who gave him this number.

Mr. BE NICK. And as I understand it, Secretary Abrams gave you
the account number on a card which you carried with you to the
conference in Asia in the event you were going to see the Chief of
State of Brunei and the contribution was discussed, you were to
give him that card or at least the number on it; is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That was the idea. I don't know that I carried
it around personally, but anyway, we had it on the trip.

Mr. BELNICK. And had you on that trip seen the Sultan or a rep-
resentative of the government, and had the contribution been dis-
cussed and agreed to, you would have given him the account
number that Secretary Abrams had given you?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, but I didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. I understand, sir.
Secretary SHULTZ. As it turned out.
Mr. BFLNICK. But those who sent you with the account number,

Colonel North, others knew that that account number was one
which the Secretary of State might hand to the Chief of State of
Brunei in connection with seeking a humanitarian contribution to
the Nicaraguan opposition; correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, without-I don't want to overdo the
niceties of things, but I doubt that in the end I would have handed
it to the Sultan. I think probably that would have been-if I had
done it, it would have been discussed and some way would have
been found to give them the number, a proper way.

Mr. BELNICK. But the number was intended--
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Secretary SHULTZ. It's not relevant, but I think-I wouldn't want
the Sultan to think that I would try to conduct that level of busi-
ness with him.

Mr. BEiLNIcK. The account number was intended to get to the
Sultan?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNiCK. All right.
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, get to the Government in an authorita-tive 7ay.M.. LmCK. All right. And nobody informed you at that time-

not Colonel North, not Admiral Poindexter-that the account
number you were given which was intended to get to the Govern-
ment of Brunei for the purpose of the humanitarian contribution
was the account number of Lake Resources, which was an account
that was used for buying arms and furnishing lethal assistance to
the Contras as well as for other purposes, and was under the con-
trol of Messrs. Albert Hakim and Richard Secord? You were not in-
formed of those facts, were you, sir?

Secretary SHULTZ. No. We were informed otherwise; that this
was an account controlled by the Nicaraguan Resistance.

Mr. BELNICK. The remainder of the--
Secretary SHULTZ. I would say Elliott was informed of that and

that is the information he gave me. I didn't-I wasn't that much
involved directly in the discussion about that number.

Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary, I don't propose to go into the re-
mainder of the Brunei story. That has been testified to by the
panel, testified to by other witnesses before the panel. Members of
the panel may have questions for you on it, and I would just point
out that the record that the committee has before it on Brunei is
now augmented by the exhibits which appear at 56A through U
which make up the account number and the cable traffic between
the State Department and the Government of Brunei concerning
this matter.

But I'll move on.
Mr. Secretary, during his appearance before the panel, Colonel

North testified that you were aware of his activities, knowledgeable
about his activities in assisting the Contras and in coordinating
what was referred to during his testimony as a full-service oper-
ation of resupply and lethal assistance to the Contras during the
period of the various Boland restrictions.

Let me read to you some of the precise testimony that Colonel
North gave on that point. In questioning by Mr. Nields, Colonel
North said as follows, in response to questioning by Mr. Nields: "As
I said yesterday, counsel, it was fairly well known, certainly to
those men although they may deny it, what I was doing. There
came a time when the man at the top of that list-" and he was
pointing to a memo, sir, which had your name at the top of the list
as a recipient-"there came a time when the man at the to pof
that list, at the occasion of the retirement of Ambassador Rbert
Oakley took me aside just weeks before I was summarily fired, put
his arm around my shoulder, and told me what a remarkable job I
had done keeping the Nicaraguan Resistance alive. There is no
doubt that they knew what I was doing, and yet I didn't think it
was necessary that the hundreds of staffers who would see that
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memo on the way to their front officers had a clear recognition of
what I was doing."

In response to further questions by Mr. Nields on that same
point, Colonel North then testified as follows: "Now as I just indi-
cated to you a few moments ago, when Secretary Shultz took me
aside at Ambassador Bob Oakley's retirement, I knew what he
meant. He didn't have to say you did a great job on the L100 re-
supply on the 9th of April. He knew in sufficiently eloquent terms
what I had done."

Did you, sir?
Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you describe this event to, as you recall it at

Ambassador Oakley's retirement, at which time you spoke to Colo-
nel North, if you did?

Secretary SHULTZ. I hardly know Colonel North, although like
everybody else in America, Ifeel I know him well by now.

But I hadn't any direct contact with him other than seeing him
occasionally in meetings which he sometimes but not very much
spoke, so I had no direct knowledge. But I had heard a lot about
his devotion to the cause of the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters and
particularly from Mr. McFarlane- on various occasions-but.-vari-
ous occasions that he had worked very hard to keep up the morale
and work with the. leaders of the Nicaraguan Resistance during the

eriod when they weren't getting any support from the United
states. And that that effort on his part, which was rather personal,

had been an important element in keeping their spirits up. That
was what mainly Bud McFarlane had told me, and I had no reason
to doubt that, and, in fact, I think it is probably true.

So we had a little-I think I gave Ambassador Oakley an award,
and a little reception, and people were invited who he had worked
with. And Colonel North was there in a sort of a room in the State
Department where we do that, and I noticed him. And I went over.
I don't remember putting my arm around him, but anyway as I do
go around, particularly to people that I don't see much and say
hello, and I did, and I said to him, I don't know precisely what, but
that I knew that he had extended himself to keep up the morale of
these leaders, and I appreciated it, and I do.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir--
Secretary SHULTZ. But that was the sum and substance of it. To

build on that remark this superstructure of implication is entirely
unwarranted.

Mr. BELNICK. Would you look, sir, at exhibit 31 in your book,
which is a PROF note to Colonel North from Mr. McFarlane dated
July 29, 1986, and I'm-I refer you to the sentence at the end
which states, "George Shultz finally realizes what an enormous job
you have done. If he didn't before, he does now. After 4 hours this
evening at his place with just the four of us preaching the gospel to
him to include Elliott's key role."

Do you recall that occasion with Mr. McFarlane?
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. It was an informal supper at my house

that our respective wives had arranged, and he came over and we
talked about this and that, and I don t remember precisely, but this
perhaps was one of the occasions when he talked to me a lot about
the work of Colonel North and the fact that he had been singled
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out by people who were very much against our help to the Nicara-
guan Resistance, was taking a beating on that accord, and so on.

He had made the same presentation and Admiral Poindexter had,
as questions had been raised about Colonel North's role to us and
to Members of Congress. I think there were a couple of occasions
on which questions were raised and it was looked into, and on one,
Mr. McFarlane and another Admiral Poindexter weighed heavily
and, I think, with you, Mr. Chairman. So these questions had been
raised and people satisfied themselves that everything was being
done in a proper way.

Mr. BELNICK. And you were not informed by Mr. McFarlane or
Admiral Poindexter, as I understand your testimony, or anyone
else of the extent of Colonel North's activities regarding the Con-
tras except to the extent you've testified this morning?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is right.
Mr. BELNICK. Sir, did you ever express the view that Colonel

North was a loose cannon.
Secretary SHULTZ. No, I didn't. What I said-I think what you

are referring to is an incident toward the end of a staff meeting in
my office in which I told Elliott Abrams-the question was where
are the Freedom Fighters getting their arms, as I remember, and I
said to-Elliott said he didn't know. I said well, you re our point
man here, you should find out. Or something like that.

Mr. BELNICK. As I understand, that conversation took place on
September 4, 1985. Secretary Abrams has described that conversa-
tion here based on a note that he took in which he said you told
him to "monitor Ollie."

Is that your recollection of the instruction you gave him?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, my recollection is based on a note that

was taken by somebody else who was in the meeting about what it
was that I said and what I said is the way I put it. But no reason
why Elliott shouldn't have taken it that way, because Colonel
North was commonly seen as a principal contact with the Freedom
Fighters.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you have a view at that time that Colonel
North, because of any information that you had about him, was
someone who had to be watched closely or that Elliott ought to
monitor?

Secretary SHULTZ. There was talk around about erratic behavior
on his part, but I had no particular knowledge about it and didn't
want to pass judgment. I'm not-and I can't get myself in the posi-
tion of supervising people down the line working for others.

Mr. BELNICK. But you did expect, based on what you told Secre-
tary Abrams, September 4, 1985, that he would keep himself in-
formed about the activities, and as I have read the note specifical-
ly, about how the Contras were getting supplied with arms and not
simply shut his eyes to that?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir, in light of what you now know or

have heard from the investigations regarding, for example, the role
of Colonel North and other NSC staff members in assisting the
Contras during the period of the Boland restrictions, the involve-
ment in the Hasenfus flight, the involvement of at least one of our
own Ambassadors, Mr. Tambs, in negotiations for an air strip to be
used in Central America for Contra resupply and in helping, as he
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testified to this panel on instructions from Colonel North to open a
southern military front against Nicaragua during the period of the
Boland restrictions, in light of those facts and others that have
come out during the investigations, is it your view that Secretary
Abrams carried out your instructions to keep himself and you in-
formed?

Secretary SHULTZ. What has been brought out in these hearings
about all of the activities you mentioned has surprised a lot of
people. It surprised me, it must have been a surprise to Chairman
Hamilton, who looked into this as couple times and had assurances.
So I imagine it has surprised the President. So things have come
out that we didn't know about.

It wasn't too long, I think, after I had that conversation with Mr.
Abrams that the results of inquiring into Colonel North's activi-
ties-and at that time I think Mr. McFarlane was the National Se-
curity Adviser-concluded with our feeling, and I think Chairman
Hamilton's feeling that we had looked into this matter and there
was no problem. So this was part of the general understanding, and
that is what Elliott thought, and that is what I thought.

Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary, Senator Rudman will have addition-
al questions concerning Secretary Abrams and other matters relat-
ing to him, including his testimony before the Senate Select Com-
mittee on Intelligence last year, so I will move on.

I would like to go now to the more detailed discussion of events
involved in the Iran initiative and your participation and knowl-
edge beginning in the summer of 1985. And from the chronology, I
understand that the events begin in connection with what you
began to learn roughly at the end of May, 1985 when Ambassador
Lewis reported back to Washington that Michael Ledeen, who was
then in Israel, talking to Israeli officials about obtaining intelli-
gence concerning Iran, with the twist being that Mr. Ledeen was
there without prior notice to the U.S. Embassy in Israel or the
State Department, is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. But seeming to represent himself as being on
an official mission.

Mr. BELNICK. And when you received that information, you got
-n touch with Mr. McFarlane complaining and asking him to ex-
plain. Am I correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. I think there is a detailed chronology that you
can pull out of my notes, and I am not sure I can remember it
right out, but basically Ambassador Lewis-who is a terrific Am-
bassador and as a point of pride knew, felt he should know every-
thing going on in the country where he was Ambassador that in-
volved the U.S. Government and intended to find out-called, upset
that this meeting had taken place and there was no, he had no in-
formation about it, and he called my executive assistant and said,
"Do you know anything about it?" And he said, "No, we don't
know a thing about it."

And then the process proceeded from there in a series of back-
and-forth statements that wound up in the form of cable traffic, be-
cause it wasn't long after that that I left for Europe. But I think if
we go through these notes, my memory isn't good enough to re-
member precisely each event.
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Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Belnick, excuse me for interrupting.
Would it now be an appropriate time for recess?

Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. We will stand in recess for 10 minutes.
[Recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will come to order.
Mr. Belnick, you may proceed.
Mr. BELNICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, if I could ask, would you please turn to exhibit 5

in your book. And I believe you will be able to identify that exhibit
as the cable that you sent to Mr. McFarlane at the beginning of
June, 1985 concerning the Ledeen visit about with which you were
testifying at the break. Am I correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And then exhibit 6, the next exhibit, so that we

don't have to take time on the testimony, I believe you will recog-
nize as McFarlane's cabled response to you, dated June 7, 1985, in
which you will see on the last page in a PS that Mr. McFarlane
said to you that Mr. Ledeen was "there on his own hook" and that
Mr. McFarlane was "turning it off entirely." That is what he in-
formed you, correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is what it says.
Mr. BELNICK. And likewise a year earlier, Mr. McFarlane had in-

formed you that Howard Teicher was in Country Number One, in
effect, on his own hook.

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. But you-what is happening here in this,
in your interrogation of me, is something like this: There is a huge
flow of events that is going by me daily, weekly, monthly, every
year, it is gigantic, and we have a pretty good recordkeeping
system in the State Department, and I have a practice of trying to
keep my own personal notes when something important happens,
or just dictate off something that gets written down so I can keep
track of what is going on, and if there is something I need to do, I
remember what somebody told me, and I will go do it.

So we have this gigantic amount of stuff, let's call it a big hay
stack, and now comes this investigation, and I want to find out ev-
erything I can about these events. And so we scout around in the
department for all the records we can find, and I look through all
of my notes, or have my executive assistant do it, since he wrote
them down mostly, and it is like you are going into this hay stack
and finding a needle here, a needle there and another needle and
so on, and you get all these needles out and lay them out one after
the other, and there is-and it is possible to make more coherence
out of it than perhaps there really is.

You are connecting an incident involving Mr. Teicher in 1984
with an incident involving Mr. Ledeen both in Country One-and
so those things happened, but it isn't as though, in my mind, I am
saying, gee whiz, I remember back in '84 about Teicher, that had
left me. I was-so it is-I am not making this statement in any
critical way. That's the way you have to go about it, but I think
you can link these things up too much.

Or perhaps you could say maybe I should have been linking
them up more, but it's not so easy as you are coping with all of
these things going on.

75-986 0-88-2
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Mr. BELNICK. I understand what you are saying, Mr. Secretary,
and on this occasion I was not meaning to suggest that when you
heard this in May of 1985 you immediately thought back-to what
you had heard in 1984 about Mr. Teicher. There is coherence and a
pattern that sometimes does emerge after the fact that is not seen
prospectively.

Secretary SHULTZ. Exactly. So that's what is happening.
Mr. BELNICK. It is somethirg, though, we do see and are trying to

bring some coherence to it?
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I agree.
Mr. BELNICK. But I wasn't trying to suggest more than that with

that question.
To move along with the events, getting to the first meeting I

want to discuss with you, you recall that there was a draft Nation-
al Security Decision Directive circulated by Mr. McFarlane in June
of 1985, as your chronology indicates, which among other things
provided for a change in American policy toward Iran, such that
there would be provision of military equipment on a selected case-
by-case basis.

Your comments on that draft NSDD appear at tab 7, dated June
29, 1985, and in those comments you objected certainly to that por-
tion of the proposed NSDD that dealt with loosening the restric-
tions on arms sales to Iran, and you recommended that the Presi-
dent not si the NSDD as drafted.

And I take it, as far as you know, that NSDD was not signed by
the President; am I correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
There were two things that I objected to. One was the intelli-

gence analysis that was stated in it, because I thought they were
not reading the Iran situation right, and the other was the sugges-
tion that basically flowed from the intelligence estimate that it was
desirable to change our policy on arms sales.

So the two things were connected.
Mr. BELNICK. The next event, sir, involving this as we obtained it

from you was in July of 1985, July 14, when you received a cable
from Mr. McFarlane in which he discussed with you proposed Is-
raeli-Iranian contacts which might include a delivery of TOWs
from Israel. That cable appears at exhibit 9 of the exhibit book.

You cabled back, exhibit GPS-10, saying that if anyhing Mr.
McFarlane ought to express a positive but passive reply, that we
ought not to get actively involved, and that Mr. McFarlane ought
to inform the Israeli emissary who had brought this proposal to
him that you and Mr. McFarlane would be in close contact every
step of the way on that matter.

Is that a fair summary? If not, feel free to add.
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I think what took place was an emissary

to Mr. McFarlane that came from the Prime Minister, and the
burden of it was that they thought there was a way. in which the
relationship with Iran might change and that at the same time we
might be a le to get our hostages out but that it might very well
involve some sales of arms by Country One to Iran.

Now, you get something from the Prime Minister that has that
kind of suggestion in it, and having marched up that hill and
thought it was stopped at least two times by now, it seemed to me,
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well, he is probably going to explore this anyway so let us try-I
wanted to be sure I had some kind of control over it or association
with it.

So I said, well, all right, let us give a passive reply, without com-
mitment, let's find out more, what exactly is it that they have in
mind-that was the idea-without commitment, and also that I ex-
pected to be kept fully informed at each step. That was explicit in
the cable.

Mr. BELNICK. About a month later, on August 6, 1985, you at-
tended a meeting with the President-Mr. McFarlane was there as
well-at which Mr. McFarlane reported on three contacts which
had by then taken place between the Israelis and the Iranians, and
he reported also that the Iranians wanted a dialog with the United
States, arms from the United States and then 100 TOWs from
Israel in exchange for what he reported would be four hostages. He
also talked about the deal being totally deniable.

Mr. Secretary, can you give us your recollection of that meeting
and specifically what you said in response to Mr. McFarlane's
report and his assertion that if our government blessed this deal, it
would be, in his words, totally deniable?

Secretary SHULTZ. I think your summary of that meeting is
taken from my own--

Mr. BELNICK. It is.
Secretary SHULTZ. -notes that I wrote after the meeting.
But I believe that that was one of my regular meetings with the

President. I have an arrangement whereby, assuming we are both
in town or not travelling, I meet with him a couple times a week,
and the National Security Adviser is present. And I think it was
one of those meetings, but I'm not absolutely sure about that.

At any rate, the substance of what you read out was discussed,
and I said that I thought this was a very had idea, that I was op-
posed to it, that we are just falling into the arms-for-hostages busi-
ness and we shouldn't do it.

Mr. BELNICK. Did the President express any views?
Secretary SHULTZ. He didn't. As I remember, he didn't seem to

push one way or the other. He listened and it seemed to be rela-
tively new information for him.

Mr. BELNICK. No decision was reached?
Secretary SHULTZ. No decision was made.
Mr. BELNICK. But you did challenge Mr. McFarlane's assertion

that any such deal, if it went forward, could be kept secret or be
made totally deniable?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. I didn't think it could be kept secret, but
I thought it was undesirable even if it were kept secret, for all of
the reasons I had laid out in my cables and in my response to the
draft NSDD-everything-there are lots of arguments strewn in
through there, and those are the same arguments.

Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, subsequent to the August 6, 1985, meeting
did Mr. McFarlane inform you that he had heard from the Presi-
dent approving the proposed deal and approving the Israelis going
forward and shipping TOWs to Iran?

Secretary SHULTZ. No. I have no recollection of being so in-
formed.
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Mr. BELNICK. Were you informed of the Israeli TOW shipments
themselves in the early fall, September, of 1985?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, I wasn't. I believe, according to my notes
and recollection, that at a meeting in December, I think December
7, the general meeting on the subject, that Mr. McFarlane said
that there had been that shipment. But I didn't know it at the
time.

Mr. BELNICK. And you were not informed that Reverend Weir's
release was in any way connected to a shipment of arms to Iran
from Israel?

Secretary SHULTZ. No. I tended to take the statements of Rever-
end Weir about his release and the use of it by the hostage takers
to carry a message as more or less at face value.

If you look through the history of the taking and releasing of
American hostages going back to Mr. Dodge, it's an odd sort of his-
tory, but people get taken hostage and then they have been re-
leased or probably allowed to escape, as in the case of Mr. Levin,
and it's not easy to see exactly why these different things happen.

But, at any rate, there was a note in this case, and I thought
that probably was as good an explanation as any. That is what Am-
bassador Bartholomew thought, as well.

Mr. BELNICK. Moving ahead, in November 1985 you were with
the President at the summit in Geneva, correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And you had a conversation at that time with Mr.

McFarlane about what we now call the Iran initiative.
Can you recall that conversation, sir?
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. It came in the form of a secure phone call

that I took in the little box that goes around with me with a secure
phone, and my executive assistant was present in the box with me,
and it came just before we were getting ready to go to the last kind
of occasion in the meetings between the President and Mr. Gorba-
chev.

We had had very good meetings, and this was a social dinner
that the President was the host for.

But it was very clear to me that, as far as I was concerned, it
was going to be a working dinner because we-while we had made
headway and I thought we had things pretty well understood-they
weren't nailed down as to exactly what was going to happen the
next morning, and we had a big negotiation going on about a state-
ment, so that was what I was preparing myself for, how to make
that into something productive, which it turned out to be.

And this phone call came in kind of out of the blue, about a hos-
tages release and arms sales to Iran.

Mr. BELNICK. And did Mr. McFarlane tell you that it was then
proposed that Israel would send an air shipment-through a Euro-
pean city-of some 100 HAWKs to Iran?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. That was-he described the structure of a
deal in which a plane would go from I think someplace in Portugal,
as I remember, and it would be contingent on release of the hos-
taps, a rather complex arrangement.

Mr. BELNICK. But the burden of it was that if the hostages came
out, the weapons would go to Iran; if they didn't, the weapons
wouldn't?
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Secretary SHULTZ. Exactly. It was a straight out arms-for-hos-
tages deal.

Mr. BELNICK. What did you tell Mr. McFarlane?
Secretary SHULTZ. I told him I hoped that the hostages would get

out, but I was against it, and I was upset that he was telling me
about it as I was just about to start so there was no way I could do
anything about it.

But anyway, if it was happening, I hoped the hostages would get
out.

Mr. BELNICK. After you objected, though, you learned within the
next several days that no hostages had been released and your in-
formation was that the deal had, therefore, collapsed?

Secretary SHULTZ. Exactly.
Mr. BELNICK. Your notes indicate-in the chronology-that you

told your executive assistant on November 23, 1985, it is over?
Secretary SHULTZ. That was what I understood.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Mr. McFarlane tell you during this period, No-

vember 18 to 23, 1985, that our Embassy in the European country
had been approached to contact the foreign minister or other offi-
cials of that country to try to get flight clearances for the Israeli
plane that was intended to go with the HAWKs to Tehran?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Mr. McFarlane or anyone else inform you that

in addition to having the Embassy in that European country make
those contacts, the Embassy was also asked and directed by the
NSC to send a diplomatic note to that European government-
which appears at exhibit tab 14-saying thanks but no thanks for
that country's declining to provide the flight clearances?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, but I believe what happened was, as I now
understand it-though this is all news to me since this came out-
that the communications were via a non-State channel and that
Ambassador Oakley, who was then our Ambassador-at-large for
counterterrorism, was approached and asked to help on this and he
authorized a cable to the charge' about it.

So there was that-the State Department was in the loop to that
extent.

Mr. BELNICK. To that extent?
Secretary SHULTZ. Not in describing to Ambassador Oakley what

was being shipped, but just that there was a sensitive shipment
that they wanted to get cleared, as I understand it, but you would
want to talk to him about that.

Mr. BELNICK. We have. If you lok at exhibit 55, Mr. Secretary,
you will see and the panel will see a copy of an affidavit from Am-
bassador Oakley in which he records what he was told at the time
in November 1985 by Colonel North so that he would contact your
Embassy in the European country. You will see on the first page of
that affidavit, that Colonel North told Ambassador Oakley that he
had become aware, he, Colonel North, had become aware of Israeli
arms shipments to Iran, that he had discovered that relationship
when somebody from his staff had stumbled on to an arms warehouse
in the European country while there to try to obtain arms for the
Nicaraguan Resistance.
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That is how Colonel North learned of the Israeli shipment, ac-
cording to what he told the Ambassador, and then said, if you turn
to page 2, "We are having trouble getting flight clearances."

You will also see in paragraph C of the affidavit that Colonel
North advised Ambassador Oakley that you were aware of this
matter and had been contacted in Geneva. There was no statement,
however, to Ambassador Oakley that you had objected to the pro-
posal. And also, sir, as I understand from your testimony, no one
had said to you that this originated with somebody stumbling upon
an arms warehouse in a European country while they were seeking
arms for the Nicaraguan Resistance?

Secretary SHULTZ. Later on, as I believe Admiral Poindexter was
describing this to people, he stated that it all started with stum-
bling on a warehouse.

Mr. BELNICK. That was in November 1986?
Secretary SHULTZ. But since I had personally seen what I regard-

ed as the start of it with the Ledeen visit and so on I thought that
was a cock-and-bull story.

Mr. BELNICK. And the record will show, Mr. Secretary, that that
story was told by Admiral Poindexter on November 10, 1986, to you
and the President of the United States in a meeting at the White
House.

Moving from November, your conversation--
Secretary SHULTZ. This statement of being aware--
Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir.
Secretary SHULTZ. I don't know whether that was presumably a

reference to tbh phone conversation that I had with Mr. McFarlane
that we talked about earlier or not. But presumably it could have
been said.

Mr. BELNICK. In any event, Ambassador Oakley was only in-
formed to the extent that his affidavit indicates, as he has testified
to us, and you were informed to the extent of what you have said
this morning?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Sir, on December 5, 1985, you received your first

briefing from Admiral Poindexter about the Iran initiative. We
covered that earlier this morning, and I won't go through it again,
except to note from your chronology that in speaking to Admiral
Poindexter on December 5, you pointed out to him your objection
to the fact, which you had learned that the State Department had
been cut out of the cable traffic relating to the hostages; correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Could you please, sir, tell the panel what you had

learned about the State Department being cut out of that intelli-
gence traffic?

Secretary SHULTZ. Only that there was a certain class of cable
traffic that I don't particularly want to go into that we had been-
that those who manage it had told us we weren't getting, told to
Under Secretary Armacost.

Mr. BELNICK. When you brought that up with Admiral Poin-
dexter, what did he say?

Secretary SHULTZ. I don't-I'm not recalling very well. You probably
have my notes and can see what it says there.
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Mr. BELNICK. It doesn't indicate, but I take it that Admiral Poin-
dexter did not rectify the situation? You didn't start receiving
cable traffic after you spoke to him?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, I didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. Sir, was there any other-has there been any other

instance in your experience since 1982 as Secretary of State when,
to your knowledge, the State Department was deliberately cut out
of intelligence and cable traffic regarding a foreign policy initiative
or program?

Secretary SHULTZ. Not that I know of.
Mr. BELNICK. On December 7, there was a meeting at the White

House, and you have alluded to that meeting earlier, at which
senior officials were present: you, Secretary Weinberger, Donald
Regan, Admiral Poindexter, and, of course, the President, in which
the subject was the Iran initiative and the proposed dealings with
Iran.

You spoke at that meeting, and, as I understand from your notes
and prior testimony, expressed forceful opposition to the proposed
policy?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct, and just as forceful was Secre-
tary Weinberger.

Mr. BELNICK. If I could ask you, please, to turn to tab 16? Tell us
whether the document at that tab is a copy of the talking points

------ which you prepared for the December 7 meeting and whether those
points are a fair summary of the arguments you made against the
Iran initiative to the President and others at that meeting?

Secretary SHULTZ. These were the talking points that I had and I
worked from. In the flow of a meeting, you try to make your points
as effectively as you can, and so I used these as a basis for my com-
ments.

Mr. BELNICK. Who spoke in favor of the policy at that meeting?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I felt that Don Regan shared the view of

Secretary Weinberger and I, and Mr. McMahon, who was repre-
senting the CIA, seemed to be, as I recall, rather passive. He didn't
seem to push one way or another, but I may not be remembering
that just right.

Mr. McFarlane and Admiral Poindexter seemed to be more pro
doing this. The President, I felt, was somewhat on the fence but
rather annoyed at me and Secretary Weinberger because I felt that
he sort of-he was very concerned about the hostages, as well as
very much interested in the Iran initiative.

So it was a very vigorous discussion, and it took place in the
family quarters in a rather informal kind of setting, and I think
Secretary Weinberger started off by saying something like, "Are
you really interested in my opinion?" And then the President said,
"Yes." And so he gave it to him. So did I.

Mr. BELNICK. Was the President fully engaged in this conversa-
tion?

Secretary SHULTZ. Oh, yes. This idea that the President just sits
around not paying attention, I don't know where anybody gets that
idea. He is a very strong and decisive person.

Mr. BELNICK. Was he a strong proponent of the proposed policy
at that meeting against your opposition and that of Secretary
Weinberger?
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Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I don't remember that he sort of argued
with us. He listened, and you could feel his sense of frustration. He
said at one time-because Cap, who is a good lawyer, particularly said
"There are legal problems here, Mr. President, in addition to all of
the policy problems."

You know how people get sometimes when they are frustrated.
He said, "Well, the American people will never forgive me if I fail
to get these hostages out over this legal question or something
like that.

And Secretary Weinberger-"but", he said, "visiting hours are
Thursday," or some such statement.

So there was that kind of banter. I know people have looked at
those notes and wondered if the President was advocating violating
the law, and there was no such tone to that at all. It was the kind
of statement that I'm sure we all make sometimes when we are
frustrated.

Mr. BELNICK. Where did you understand that the matter stood
when that meeting ended on December 7?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I wasn't sure. But I felt that between
Secretary Weinberger and I, we had made a real dent and that
with the-Don Regan seeing it the same way, we having talked
through various aspects of what might be done, that perhaps we
had won that argument. And, in fact, I think it turned out that
way, because Mr. McFarlane was dispatched to London to talk to
his contacts about a different kind of relationship and our hostages
out, but no arms. So that was the right way to put it, I thought, I
was very much in favor of doing that.

But he got nowhere with that, which wasn't surprising.
Mr. BELNicK. And, in fact, you received a cable from Under Sec-

retary Armacost-which appears at tab 17-in December, 1985
after the meeting in which he told you, as you have testified now,
and I am quoting, "Bud's recommendation upon returning from his
latest discussions was to drop the enterprise. That has now been
agreed, but the President wants other possible avenues for securing
the release of the hostages to be energetically pursued."

So that by the end of December, your understanding again was
this initiative, to the extent it involved arms for hostages, was
done?

Secretary SHULTZ. Right.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you then hear-in the words of the movie-

that they are back in the beginning of January, 1986?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I received information from Admiral

Poindexter about a visit that he had, again I think purporting to be
or presumably was on behalf of the Prime Minister of Country
One, about another proposal.

Mr. BELNICK. And that was on January 4, 1986? Admiral Poin-
dexter advised you that Mr. Nir had come forward with a proposal
which would involve the release of certain Hizballah prisoners, the
sale of 3,000 TOWs to Iran, and the release of American hostages.

My understanding from your chronology is that when Admiral
Poindexter put this to you on January 4, you objected.

Secretary SHULTZ. It is the same proposition basically with the
same problems. So I said the same things.
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Mr. BELNICK. Then again on January 7, 1986, there was a meet-
ing at the White House among the same-pretty much the same
principals who had attended back on December 7, except that At-
torney General Meese was at the January 7 meeting, as was Direc-
tor Casey.

The proposal that Mr. Nir had brought was put on the table, and
you and Secretary Weinberger argued against it again?

Secretary SHULTZ. Right.
Mr. BELNICK. What was the President's position?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, it seemed to me that as people around

the room talked, that Secretary Weinberger and I were the only
ones who were against it. And so that included everybody who was
there on the other side of the issue, which surprised me, and it
almost seemed unreal, and I couldn't believe that people would
want to do this. I thought it was a bad idea.

Mr. BELNICK. When you left that meeting, did you feel that a
final decision had been made by the President to go forward?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, it was very clear to me that he wanted
to push in that direction. But, of course, I had been there before, in
the sense of things starting and not really jelling, so I went away
puzzled, distressed.

Again reminding you of the difficulties I had with the intelli-
gence and security people about lie detector tests, I was continually
concerned about that. I didn't debrief, so to speak, at the depart-
ment to my executive assistant, so I don't have any notes on that
meeting. But I do remember it very well.

Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary, feeling as you did at the time that
the President may have reached a decision or was heading toward
a final decision in favor of a policy that you thought would be dis-
astrous, did you seek to speak to the President alone about that
matter?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, I didn't. But there was no doubt in the
President's mind about my opinion. It wasn't as though there was
something that I had missed or that I felt he hadn't quite gotten. I
felt I had made myself very clear.

Mr. BELNICK. On January 16, 1986, as your chronology reflects,
you attended a Cabinet meeting at the White House from 2 to 3
p.m. in the afternoon. Admiral Poindexter and others have testified
that subsequent to that Cabinet meeting, there was a post-Cabinet
discussion among various senior officials about the Iran initiative,
including the Finding which the President would sign the very
next day.

You were not at that meeting?
Secretary SHULTZ. I have no recollection of being at such a meet-

ing, and my records show that I arrived back in the department at
3:20, I believe.

Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir.
Just to take this one more step, Admiral Poindexter testified

that while you were not at the meeting, the post-Cabinet meeting
at which the Finding was discussed, that you had been invited to it
by Admiral Poindexter, that he had told you what the subject
matter would be, but that you had said to him, in words or sub-
stance, that you had another engagement, that in any event the
President and he-Admiral Poindexter-were aware of your view
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and you were opposed to it, period, and then you didn't attend the
meeting.

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I don't remember that, but if I was re-
corded as being o opposed to it, that was certainly accurate.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall Admiral Poindexter telling you at
the time, however, that they were going to discuss that day a pro-
posed Presidential Finding that would authorize the very policy
that you had been arguing against for 6 or 7 months?

Secretary SHULTZ. I don't recall him using that term.
Mr. BELNICK. If Admiral Poindexter had said to you we are plan-

ning to discuss a Finding, would you have considered that a water-
shed event, notwithstanding that you felt the President was in
favor of the proposal as of January 7?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Why, sir?
Secretary SHULTZ. In the sense that as it had been argued that

without any new Finding an arms sale from the United States to
Iran would be a violation of the Arms Export Control Act, then
without that we are still basically in the area of talking in general
about an Iran initiative and the kind of effort that Mr. McFarlane
made in his London mission or other similar kinds of efforts, and
you wouldn't have arms connected with it directly.

So a Finding that specifically made it legal to do that would have
been a change in the situation. It wouldn't necessarily mean that
arms were going to be sold, but it would have clarified the-legal
point that was involved.

Mr. BELNICK. Was there-in addition to that, Mr. Secretary, did
Finding itself have other significance in terms of the process that
would have had to-it would have had to go through, the proposed
Covert Action Finding, before reaching the President's desk for sig-
nature?

Secretary SHULTZ. The normal way in which a Finding is pro-
duced is that the-there is the policy part of it and there is a legal
part of it. So in the case of the State Department, I rely on my
legal adviser, and I happen to be blessed by having a very good
one. So the legal adviser would look at it, aid I would look at it,
and presumably the same thing would be done in the Defense De-
partment and the CIA and the Attorney General, of course, is the
chief law officer of the United States. He would be involved. And
then there would be a discussion of that and the President would
then, in the light of the advice, both on the policy side and the
legal side, make a decision on signing the Finding or not. That's
the general process that you presumably go through.

I don't think it's required by law that you do that, but certainly
as a statutory member of the National Security Council, I would
expect that we would go through a process of that sort. And I think
it's very desirable to do it that way.

Mr.B ELNICK. And it's been your experience that that was the
process that was followed with other Findings?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. That's generally the way it goes.
Mr. BELNICK. That process, though, was not followed so far as

you know or the State Department was concerned with respect to
the Finding that you discovered had been signed in January 1986
that you learned about in November?
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Secretary SHULTZ. I am sure it didn't go through that process.
Mr. BELNICK. That would be true with respect to what we now

know were two other Findings as well on the same matter, insofar
as you know?

Secretary SHULTZ. The other two that you have mentioned didn't
go through that process either. And I didn't know anything about
either of those other two.

I want to be-the subject of legality was discussed periodically in
all of these discussions. The precision of a Finding is something dif-
ferent from that.

Mr. BELNICK. It would have mooted the discussion? That is, on
January 17, for example, the day after the 16th meeting, as you
testified earlier, you were at a family group luncheon in which the
subject of the legality of this initiative came up again?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. So there's no point in discussing it or I
wouldn't have argued about it or reported back to my assistant
when I debriefed on that meeting that L-had said that I-I don't
mean that I'm trying to act like a lawyer here, but that it was my
sense that there were still legal problems and that it was unwise.
That was the net of the meeting as far as I was concerned.

Mr. BELNICK. Nobody told the Secretary of State that those legal
problems in the view of at least some in the adminstration had
been solved because the President had signed the Finding the very
same day?

Secretary SHULTZ. Not to my recollection.
Mr. BELNICK. Sir, I don't want to go through all the events that

take place between then and November concerning Iran, because
we have summarized them earlier and they are listed in the chro-
nolof-y which is in the books, but to summarize the summary: they
included information that you received from Admiral Poindexter
that the initiative was over, the proposed trip by McFarlane that
he said didn't take place and then told you had fizzled, some infor-
mation that McFarlane had been in Tehran after the event, but
without knowledge imparted to you of what he had done there or
what he had brought with him; the incident involving the informa-
tion that you received from our Embassy in London; and your con-
versations with Admiral Poindexter and Don Regan.

I just want to pause on that one, though, for a moment; that is
the response to the information you received from the London Em-
bassy. You testified earlier today that you spoke to Don Regan
about it and to Admiral Poindexter who told you it was over. Did

ou also speak to Director Casey? Did you also receive a call from
Director Casey in that time period?

Secretary SHULTZ. I had a conversation or a phone call with Di-
rector Casey later, and I can't again place just when that was, but
the gist of that call, and I think it was after the trip by Mr. McFar-
lane to Tehran was that, along the same lines as Admiral Poin-
dexter, that this had fizzled and it was-I don't think he used the
word 'stand down," but some equivalent.

Mr. BELNICK. That was in late May or early June after you re-
turned from the Philippines?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. But I got back from the Philippines-
from Tokyo I went to Korea and the Philippines, so I got back to
Washington sometime after the President and his party did. But I
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had been back from the Philippines-I don't know exactly when it
was I got back. Certainly, by the middle of May.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, would you look at exhibit 27 in your book
which is a memorandum to Mr. Platt, Executive Secretary at the
State Department, from Ambassador Oakley dated June 2, 1986.

Did you receive a copy of this memorandum or a report, do you
recall, on what it contained?

Secretary SHULTZ. I don't recall seeing this memorandum or
hearing about it particularly. If I see a memorandum in the system
that we have, it comes in in a folder and I read endlessly through
these cables and memos and so forth, put it in the outbox, and then
somebody goes through and they stamp-have a little stamp GPS
on it, so that's how it s known by the record that I have seen a par-
ticular memorandum. And I don't remember seeing this.

However, I, of course, was aware of what had been contained in
the cable I got from Mr. Armacost following his conversation with
Ambassador Price, and I had had my conversation about that. And
then I think about this time, I had been told that this matter had
been stood down, or whatever. And so I-if I had seen this, I prob-
ably would have regarded it as something that had already been
dealt with as far as I was concerned by these statements.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, would you then turn please to exhibit 29,
which is a copy of a memorandum you received, or at least was
sent to you, by Under Secretary Armacost, dated July 2, 1986, and
I think your records reflect that you did receive this memorandum.
And in it, the Under Secretary tells you that there is renewed con-
jecture about a NSC-sponsored search for a U.S.-Iran deal for hos-
tages and that-that would produce an early result, the Israelis
were involved, et cetera.

Did you take any action on this information from your Under
Secretary Armacost, or did it square with any understanding you
had of what was in progress at the time?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, as far as my understanding was, the
whole thing had been stood down, so this didn't seem to fit with
that.

Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir.
Secretary SHULTZ. And I don't recall what, if any, conversations-I

had or inquiries I made on the basis of this. But I know I did see it,
but my recollection is not there on that.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall whether you were concerned by the
information that Secretary Armacost was giving you in July?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, certainly I would not want to see this
get started again. On the other hand, I had been given a pretty
firm assurance, and it made sense in terms of how many times do
you strike out, that this had ended.

Mr. BELNICK. Subsequent to that, as we discussed earlier this
morning, you were apprised of hostage releases and not told that
that release, including the release of David Jacobsen, on October 31
or thereabouts was connected in any way to a program of supply-
ing American arms to Iran. And that brings us, then, to the begin-
ning of November, 1986 and November 4, 1986, when the Lebanese
press disclosed U.S. arms sales to Iran.

And if you will turn, please, to exhibit 35 in your book, that
should be-.-and I think you will recognize it, Mr. Secretary, as a
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copy of a cable that you sent to Admiral Poindexter as soon as the
Lebanese press article broke and you had had an opportunity to
see it or be apprised of it on November 4, 1986, and in that cable
you advised him, among other things, to get out all the key facts as
promptly as possible. Correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, the cable also talks about, or conveys your

suggestion that in getting out the facts our government could make
clear that this was a special one-time operation, I am quoting from
the cable, "based on humanitarian grounds and decided by the
President within his constitutional responsibility to act in the serv-
ice of the national interest."

What operation were you referring to?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I had seen the reports of an arms sale

connected with the most recent release of Mr. Jacobsen, and so
that was, I was presuming that took place. And as far as I knew,
there hadn't been any other arms sales, but naturally you wonder
when you see this.

But at any rate, I had been thinking about this, of course, I had
no-I was in a different place than the President, Admiral Poin-
dexter and their party through this period, and I was on my way to
Vienna stewing about what was taking place, and so I just weighed
in, out of the blue, that this is a potential problem and the way to
handle these problems is to get the facts out, whether they embar-
rass you or don't embarrass you, get them out as fast as you can.

Mr. BELNICK. You recall Admiral Poindexter's reply, which you
will find at tab 36, in which he said that he didn t think it was
time to make the facts public?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. He also told you in that cable in paragraph 6 of

exhibit 36 that he was establishing two compartments to deal with
an ongoing program to try to get the hostages out, one that would
be operational and one that would be essentially limited to intelli-
gence.

What I wanted to ask in connection with that, Mr. Secretary,
was whether you by this point had been briefed or obtained any
knowledge on what we have come to refer to as the second channel
with Iran.

Secretary SHULTZ. What I knew about were two things that,
again, were reassurances to me that our efforts with Iran were
being conducted in what I regarded as a good way. One was the
initiative that I mentioned earlier, and the second was in the form
of a call that I had received in September, the middle of September
sometime, from Director Casey telling me that they had made con-
tact with another person who seemed to be more authoritatively
connected with the Government of Iran, whereas the earlier people
they were dealing with were nct so official, and that he felt that
this would be potentially useful intelligence information. And I was
very pleased to hear that.

Mr. BELNICK. Did Director Cascy or anyone else tell you that this
second channel or new opening was being pursued by Colonel
North, Albert Hakim, and Richard Secord?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
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Mr. BELNICK. Did anyone ever tell you that Richard Secord or
Albert Hakim was involved in any way with the Iran initiative,
first or second channel?

Secretary SHULTZ. I never heard of Mr. Hakim until these hear-
ings came about, and I had only heard vaguely of General Secord,
and I have never met him.

Mr. BELNiCK. And I take it you would have had a position to ex-
press on whether General Secord or Albert Hakim ought to be ne-
gotiating for the United States wi th the Iranians?

Secretary SHULTZ. I certainly would.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, enrly in November, after your exchange

of-well, may I ask: What would that view have been?
Secretary SHULTZ. Negative.
Mr. BELNICK. OK. I didn't want the record to be unclear.
After the exchange of cables with Admiral Poindexter, you re-

ceived a proposed press guidance which appears at tab 37, if I could
ask you, Mr. Secretary, to look at that exhibit. And it was a state-
ment made in response to the question, "Does the United States
still have an arms embargo against Iran in the Iran-Iraq War?"
The answer in the press guidance was: "As long as Iran advocates
the use of terrorism, the U.S. arms embargo will continue. More-
over, the U.S. position on the Iran-Iraq War remains the fighting
should stop and the two sides should reach a negotiated settlement
of their dispute. We favor an outcome wherein there are no win-
ners or losers."

Do you recall receiving that?
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. What was your reaction when you received it, Mr.

Secretary?
Secretary SHULTZ. I thought it looked great.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you then rethink that position when you fo-

cused on the answer, the beginning of the answer I have just read
to you?

Secretary SHULTZ. Then I began to look at it a second time, par-
ticularly as this unfolded, I found great resistance to saying flat
out "no more arms sales" and started hearing what kind of intelli-
gence was being put forward.

And then it dawned on me maybe they are saying Iran is no
longer advocating the use of terrorism, and, there fore, this means
they can sell arms. That set my alarm bells ringing hard. Because
it was the kind of tricky and misleading statement that looks great
on the surface, but then you start looking at it more carefully and
you say it is going in a different direction entirely.

Mr. BELNICK. From whom had you received the press guidance
containing that statement?

Secretary SHULTZ. I am not sure how it arrived, but we-this was
a period of great turmoil, and the question is: What is to be said to
the press? I had been instructed from the White House that they
would take the questions on this subject, and I would have no com-
ments. So I didn't have any comment. Things were being said in
the press, I said "no comment." That was the White House instruc-
tion and this was issued. So we issued it.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, in the period of early-from November 4 to
roughly November 10, when you attended the meeting at the
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White House that I will go into in a moment, there are indications
in the records that we have seen of you expressing the view, in sub-
stance, that you weren't deceived or weren't cut out of events. This,
again, as I say, is in the period between the 4th and the 10th of
November.

In light of the facts, as you began to get them after November 10
and have them now, is that still your view?

Secretary SHULTZ. We were discussing, I believe, what my role
was, and people said, "Well, you didn't know anything about this."
I said, "Yes, I did know something about it, I knew quite a bit
about it." Because,- after all, I had been-you have related quite a
few things that took place in 1985, 1986 that I knew about and
weighed in on, so I didn't want to say I was uninformed, I was in-
formed. I said my information at some point along here was frag-
mentary and sporadic or some such words, and, of course, I now
know that was the understatement of the year.

But, at any rate, I didn't ever take the position and wouldn't
have taken the position that I was totally uninformed, because that
was not accurate.

Mr. BELNICK. Let's move then to the meeting on November 10,
1986, at the White House, which you attended with the President,
the Vice President, Admiral Poindexter, Don Regan, Mr. Keel, who
was Admiral Poindexter's Deputy, Director Casey, Secretary Wein-
berger, and the Attorney General. And at tab 39, Mr. Secretary, is
a set of Mr. Keel's notes of that meeting which we have previously
made available to you and, if I am correct, you think is a fair sum-
mary of what transpired at the meeting.

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. And it is reasonably consistent with the
notes that I gave to my executive assistant.

Mr. BELNICK. And if I may for the sake of time summarize what
we undersand from you in those notes. Admiral Poindexter gave a
briefing concerning the operation with the President present, as I
said, and he informed all of you at that time that a total of 1,000
TOWs and 240 HAWK spare parts were sold to Iran and also told
you that this whole operation, as you said before, had started when
an Israeli arms warehouse was located in Europe. That comports
with your recollection?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Shortly thereafter at another briefing he said there were 2,000

TOWs, so I was very uneasy about these briefings.
Mr. BELNICK. And at this first briefing on November 10, as you

listened, notes indicate that you criticized the entire operation
saying that it sounded like HAWKs for hostages no matter what
face was put on it, is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. But the President said that he disagreed with that

view at that time.
Secretary SHULTZ. The President's view, as I have heard him ex-

press it, and I believe that he felt very clearly, was that this-was
basically about an initiative toward Iran and that as an aspect Uf
it, we would get our hostages back and that a small sale of arms to
Iran as a token of good intentions might or might not be part of
that package, but he had no objection if it were. That is the way
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his mind was arranged on this, as I have heard him talk about it,
and I am sure that is what he does believe.

Mr. BELNICK. Later in the day, after the meeting-
Secretary SHULTz. And I think it's perfectly possible to see it ex-

actly that way. The only trouble is, as you look at particular things
that happen when you get down into the dirt of the operational de-
tails, it always comes out arms for hostages and, at least as I saw it
right from the beginning, that was what was going to happen, and
that's why I objected to it so much.

Mr. BELNICK. And as I understand from the notes and discus-
sions, during that period from November 10 on in various conversa-
tions with the President and his advisers, some of which we will
talk about, you continued to argue that the record would not sup-
port an assertion other than that this was arms for hostages, or at
least the record would not support an assertion that it was not
arms for hostages.

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct. But the President felt that he
didn't authorize an effort that was simply and purely an effort to
trade arms for hostages, and so we went back and forth on that
quite a bit.

Mr. BELNICK. And did you begin developing the view, particular-
ly as of November 10-we'll talk about the additional press guid-
ance that you got on that day-that the President's advisers were
misleading him and not giving him the facts concerning what had
actually transpired in the Iran initiative?

Secretary SHULTz. I developed a very clear opinion that the
President was not being given accurate information, and I was very
alarmed about it, and it became the preoccupying thing that I was
working on through this period, and I felt that it was tremendously
important for the President to get accurate information so he could
see and make , judgment.

His judgment is excellent when he is given the right information,
and he was not being given the right information, and I felt as this
went on that the people who were giving him the information
were, in a sense-had-I think I even used the word with some of
my advisers, they had a conflict of interest with the President and
they were trying to use his undoubted skills as a communicator to
have him give a speech and give a press conference and say these
things and, in doing so, he would bail them out.

At least that's the way it was-I don't want to try to attribute
motives to other people too much, although I realize I have, but
that's the way it shaped up to me.

So I was in a battle to try to get what I saw as the facts to the
President and get-and see that he understood them.

Now, this was a very traumatic period for me because everybody
was saying I'm disloyal to the President, I'm not speaking up for
the policy, and I'm battling away here, and I could see people were
calling for me to resign if i can't be loyal to the President, even
including some of my friends and people who had held high office
and should know that maybe there's more involved than they're
seeing.

And I frankly felt that I was the one who was loyal to the Presi-
dent, because I was the one who was trying to get him the facts so
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he could make a decision, and I must say as he absorbed this he
did, he made the decision that we must get all these facts out.

But it was-it was a battle royal.
Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary, in that battle royal to get out the

facts which you waged and which the record reflects that you
waged, who was the other side?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I can't say for sure. I feel that Admiral
Poindexter was certainly on the other side of it, I felt that Director
Casey was on the other side of it, and I don't know who all el&.
But they were the principals.

Mr. BIRLNCK. Mr. Secretary, if you will turn, please, to exhibits
38A and 38B, I think you will recognize the first of those exhibits,
38A, is a draft press guidance that you received after the meeting
on November 10 from Admiral Poindexter as you were en route to
an OAS--Organization of American States-meeting in Guatemala.

And in that proposed press guidance the statement was made
that as has been the case at a number of similar meetings with the
President, referring to the meeting earlier that day, his senior-
with his senior advisers on this matter, there was unanimous sup-
port for the President's decision.

You found that statement misleading, correct?
Secretary SHULTZ. That statement wasn't misleading; that state-

ment was inaccurate.
Mr. BELNICK. And you told Admiral Poindexter to take it out?
Secretary SHULTZ. I got-this meeting that we talked about earli-

er was in the morning, I think, on November the 10th.
Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir.
Secretary SHULTZ. And I was leading our delegation to an OAS

meeting in Guatemala and left in the late afternoon sometime, and
this proposed press statement was cabled to me on the plane. I got
it on the plane and responded from the plane.

Mr. BELNICK. And your response essentially was to tell Admiral
Poindexter, as you said, it was inaccurate and take it out, that you
supported the President and that could be stated, but it could not
be stated that there was unanimity on the decisions regarding the
Iran initiative; is that i fair summary?

Secretary SHULTZ. That's correct. I think I said in the meeting
itself, somebody said, well, we should all go out and say we support
the President's decision as we have in the past, or something like
that,-and I said, no-in the meeting, said I support the President,
you can say that any time you want, because I surely do support
the President, but I didn't support that decision so don't-and
this-it was part of the concern I had going back to the press guid-
ance that I got when I was in Vienna, I guess is when I got that.
That there's a tendency to put out statements that are misleading
and are false, and that's the way you get yourself in a jam, so don't
doit; get the facts out and get them out accurately.

So that's what was in my mind here when I objected to this
seemingly innocent press guidance.

Mr. BELNICK. And did Admiral Poindexter tell you that your ob-
jection was most unfortunate?

Secretary SHULTZ. I said-he said this had been cleared by every-
body who was at the meeting and they were coming to me and I
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said I won't clear it and it has to be changed, and he said that's
very unfortunate. But they did change it.

I wasn't altogether comfortable with the way it was changed, but
anyway it was changed.

Mr. BELNICK. On NovemJer 12 the record reflects that you asked
and urged the President's Chief of Staff, then Don Regan, to assist
you in persuading the President to turn Iran policy over to the
State Department and end the Iran arms-or end Iran-sales of
arms to Iran.

On November 13 the President made his speech concerning the
Iran initiative, and on November 14 you met with the President
after the speech.

Do you recall the substance of that meeting between you and the
President on November 14, the day after he spoke to the nation?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I would have to-I need to go back and
look at my notes to refresh myself on that particular meeting. But
I imagine it was more of the same.

Mr. BELNICK. As I understand your notes it was.
Secretary SHULTZ. There was a constant back-and-forth between

me and the President, and I sought him out to change this around.
And going back to something you read out from an earlier cable
about the compartments that were being created, I didn't want to
become in one of Admiral Poindexter's compartments, I wanted to
get this out where I could see it for myself and get it managed
right.

So that's what I was driving for, and to get the statement made
flat out, no more arms sales.

Mr. BELNICK. And continuing with that, on November 15, which
was a Saturday, you gave a draft paper to Don Regan to give to the
President, again calling for an end of arms sales, and Regan in-
formed you that he understood the position but the White House
was not then in a position to adopt it, correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Correct.
Earlier, as we had been discussing this, I had been asked by the

White House to respond favorably to an invitation to appear on
"Face the Nation," and I was very reluctant to appear because I
didn't see quite what I was going to say about the arms sales ques-
tion, and at the same time I wanted to support the President, and
this is-this is one thing, you are investigating this in great detail
about Iran and I want to at some point in this hearing, if I can, to
at least register the fact that there are other things going on in the
world that are very good and represent a strong, positive, effective
foreign policy that the President has structured.

But, at any rate, Don Regan said, well, please go on, we need to
have an administration spokesman and so on, and so I said OK, but
I kept battling about this.

Now, the Saturday that you mentioned, Mrs. Thatcher was a vis-
itor to the United States and she met with the President in Camp
David, and so I went up for that meeting. And Mrs.,Thatcher likes
to have meetings with her opposite number and she doesn't need
anybody else around. So she likes to meet with the President by
herself.

I remember once when I went to meet her, I was a private citi-
zen but I was on a government mission, and she invited me to come
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to Chequers to meet her, and I didn't reahze what was going on,
but obviously she wanted to meet me alone. So there was-but ev-
erybody likes to come to these meetings.

So she said, well, we'll have a lunch at Chequers and everybody
will come. But why don'tyou come at 11:00 and we'll talk. So I
transmitted that, and the Embassy gave me a car, and took me out
there, because I was on a Presidential mission, and one of the offi-
cers in the mission went with me, and we got out of the car, and I
had known her and said hello, and I introduced my colleague, and
she said, oh, yes, and she said, here's Mr. so-and-so, and I know he
is here to take notes and so-and-so can take notes, but he said have
you ever looked at the notes? She said we don't need them, why
doesn't he show your friend around Chequers and you and I will go
around the corner and talk.

That is the way she likes to do business, and I admire it. And I
think at some point in this development if you ever get around to
talking about what are the implications for the way the govern-
ment ought to work, I think one of the messages that we can get
from Mrs. Thatcher is that the government ought to work by the
accountable people in it talking to each other and not having ev-
erybody and his brother's staff talking to each other all the time,
and that's her--

Anyway, to go back to this story, we go up to Camp David and of
course most of us stand around and talk to each other, the staff,
me, and the President and Mrs. Thatcher meet and then they come
and join us and we have further discussion, and there was a nice
luncheon and then left.

So I had no real shot at talking to the President, but I knew that
Don Regan would probably get a word with him. So I wrote out and
I gave it to Don, I said see if you can't get this cleared, and he said
no-I felt he agreed with me but he said I can't make it.

So there I was, appearing on the television, and I was asked-I
thought the interview was-many people said it was a tough inter-
view. I regarded the interviewer as doing actually an excellent job
because that's their job, to smoke out the story, and I said on that
interview, yes, in my opinion there should be no more arms sales to
Iran under current conditions, and then she said, well, do you
speak for the administration, and I had to say no, I don't.

It was a sad day for me, very sad. But it was the truth.
However, the next day the White House put out the word that I

did speak for the adminstration and there would be no more arms
sales to Iran.

But this was the kind of battle that was going on.
Mr. BELNICK. Sir, on November 18, you gave directions to the

U.S. Under Secretary of State, Mr. Armacost, and your executive
assistant, that your Dopartment had to get access to all of the facts
concerning the Iran initiative. Notes reflected this was part of your
continuing concern that those facts were being twisted and misrep-
resented.

On the same day, the State Department Legal Adviser, Judge
Sofaer, attended a general counsel's meeting at the White House
and his testimony before the panel has indicated, and your notes
show, he reported back that the NSC's Counsel, Commander
Thompson, had declined per instructions from Admiral Poindexter,
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to give the full story either to Judge Sofaer or to the President's
Counsel, Mr. Wallison, who also attended that meeting.

On the next day, the 19th, the President was set for a press con-
ference that evening, and your record reflects that you spoke to the
President earlier in the day before the press conference and told
him, "We've been deceived and lied to and you have to watch out
about saying no arms for hostages."

Do you recall that meeting with the President before the press
conference?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. That was-I think it was one of my regu-
lar meetings, and I used the meeting to focus on this, and I think it
was at that meeting the President said to me, he said, "You are
telling me things that I don't know, that are news to me."

And I remember saying, "Well, Mr. President, I don't know very
much, but if I am telling you things that are news to you, then you
are not being given the kind of flow of information that you de-
serve to be given," or something like that.

I think it was at that meeting that I said that, because I made a
note afterwards.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall also at that meeting that you said to
the President that Mr. McFarlane had once told you, alluding back
to the November 1985 conversation that you had with Mr. McFar-
lane in Geneva, that Mr. McFarlane had once told you about a
planeload of arms that would go to Iran provided that the hostages
were released.

This in connection with your point that it was dangerous to say
that this did not involve arms for hostages, and that the President
replied to you that he had known of that shipment and-that he
had known of that proposed shipment and had approved it?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I don't know whether it was at that
meeting or one subsequent to his press conference, but I did use
that illustration because I didn't know about the structure of the
various deals and still don't know them clearly, but I used that il-
lustration to say now here is one, and this is arms for hostages.

And he said, "Yes, I knew about that," or "I know about that,"
or something like that.

The President with me-as he discussed-was always very ready
to say, "Yes, I knew this, I didn't know that," and so on.

Mr. BELNICK. The press conference was that evening.
What was your reaction to what you heard?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I called him after the press conference.
Mr. BELNICK. Called the President?
Secretary SHULTZ. I always do, and I knew that he had been

urged to have this press conference, and I told him that I thought
it was personally a very courageous thing to do and. to take on
these subjects, but that I felt there were many statements made
that were wrong or misleading.

So I thought it was a very unfortunate press conference from
that standpoint; and I said, "If you would like, I would welcome a
chance to come around and go through it with you, and I will go
through these points and tell you what I think is wrong with them
and why."

Mr. BELNICK. And what did the President say?
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Secretary SHULTZ. He said, "Well, I welcome seeing you." So I-
the next day, I met with him in the family quarters. It is a little
more-a good setting for that kind of discussion than in the office.

I asked Don Regan to be with me. I went through the things that
I thought were wrong in the press conference with him. It was a
long, tough discussion, not the kind of discussion I ever thought I
would have with the President of the United States.

But it was bark off all the way.
Mr. BELNICK. Did the President say he disagreed with you?
Secretary SHULTZ. The President-he didn't disagree with me.

He corroborated things like the November 25 things, very open,
strong discussion, but he had in his mind that what he authorized
and what he expected to have carried out was an effort to get an
opening of a different kind to Iran and the arms and the hostages
were ancillary to that. That was not his objective.

And that-and I am sure that is what the President felt. He
wasn't just saying that. That was his idea, and I kept trying to say,
"Well, I recognize that, Mr. President, and that is a good objective,
but that isn't the way it worked," at least insofar as I can see.

So we-and then there were other things that were said that I
was very concerned about. He was being given information that
suggested that Iran was no longer practicing terrorism. That was
wrong. And I don't know, various other things, but the gist of it
was that there were things that he had been given as information
from the people who were briefing him and providing him with the
information and the press conference preparatory sessions that
were not, in my view, correct.

And I don't think that the people doing that were serving the
President. In fact, I know they weren't serving the President, and I
was trying to get that point across in as strong a way as I could
with not just sort of listing the arguments, but saying, "You have
got to look at these facts."

Mr. BELNICK. On November 21, the President authorized the At-
torney General to go forward with an inquiry into the facts relat-
ing to the Iran initiative. You were interviewed, you recall, by the
Attorney General on Saturday, November 22.

Secretary SHULTZ. I was very pleased to hear that the President
had decided there should be an investigation. And I remember
after my session with him that I described, I came back and I had
felt-and I think I told my executive assistant I didn't make a dent
on him. But then when I saw this investigation, I thought well
maybe he had some second thoughts, maybe I made more of an
impact than I thought.

Mr. BELNICK. The notes of your interview with the Attorney Gen-
eral reflect, among other things, your expressing the concern to
him on that Saturday that this Iran matter-or fear that this Iran
matter would somehow get wrapped into aid to the Nicaraguan Re-
sistance.

What was the basis for that fear that you expressed on Saturday,
the 22d?

Secretary SHULTZ. Because somebody had pointed out to n that
the-I think it is the Souther a Air Transport was used in the Cern-
tral American situation and also in terms of the flights of arms
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and so I said, "Well, my gosh, if this gets connected, then we are
going to have a problem with our policy in Central America."

That is what I noticed.
Mr. BELNICK. On Monday, November 24, there was an NSPG

meeting on Iran. The record reflects there was continued discussion
of points you had been raising about ending arms sales to Iran and
criticizing the policy, and I take it there was no discussion at that
meeting of the NSPG about what the Attorney General had discov-
ered over the weekend concerning what we now refer to or as what
has been referred to as the diversion?

Secretary SHULTZ. I perhaps don't have my dates lined up, but in
my mind, when the Attorney General started his investigation,
he-I heard about that Friday night, and he asked to see me early
Saturday morning, and that is when I had my interview with him.

Mr. BELNICK. That is right.
Secretary SHULTZ. And then I went off for the weekend and then

this all broke open early the next week.
Mr. BELNICK. Tuesday was the date of his press conference.

Monday was the NSPG. And the discussion so far as we have been
able to see related solely to Iran. And you have no recollection of
the Attorney General discussing what he had discovered during the
weekend at that time before the press conference, before the morn-
ing of the 25th?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, I don't. Perhaps that was the NSPG meet-
ing in which, again, Admiral Poindexter and Director Casey were
explaining this initiative, and I think Mr. Cave-that was the first
time I saw him in action, came and he explained to us about Iran.

Mr. BELNICK. Talking about the second channel?
Secretary SHULTZ. I think maybe that was the meeting.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall that later in the day on November 24

that Admiral Poindexter called the State Department, returning a
call from Secretary Whithead, and at that point, in a seeming re-
versal of what he had been saying up until then-this was on
Monday, the 24th, the night before the press conference, Poin-
dexter said that he thought State had to get involved and take the
lead in the policy, that he wanted to get out of it?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. That is right.
Mr. BELNICK. He didn't tell you what was moving him at that

particular point in time?
Secretary SHULTZ. No, but I was very glad to hear that, because

it enabled us to get hold of it and inform ourselves better on the
one hand and do things about it on the other, which we proceeded
to do.

Mr. BELNICK. The next day-and we are coming to the end, Mr.
Secretary-November 25, you learned at a meeting that morning
about the discovery of the diversion, that Admiral Poindexter had
resigned, that North had been relieved of his duties at the NSC,
State was now going to take over administration of the Iran policy,
a matter which you, according to the record, discussed with the
President the next day on November 26th.

There was then activity aimed at setting up what was to be a
meeting which State would now attend for the first time with the
second channel. The record reflects that on December 12, Secretary
Armacost and Director Casey-December 12, 1986, Secretary Arma-
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cost and Casey agreed on ground rules for the upcoming meeting
with the second channel, among which were-was the rule that the
channel would be used only for intelligence and not for policy; do
you recall that?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. And this was one of the things that we
were very concerned about, and I have been very concerned about
for some time. That is the mixing up of intelligence and operations,
and so we, as I described earlier, when I authorized this meeting to
take place, with a Farsi speaking State Department officer present,
we drew up explicit instructions, talking points, for him to use and
read out. Don't just use them as a basis. Read them out; and as
part of that, we wanted to get across the idea that the policy-no
more arms, but this channel is for intelligence, not policy and to
get the Agency separated from policy.

That was our object. That was not, I suppose, so important for
Iran as it was for us, but nevertheless, we wanted that to be clear.

And so Under Secretary Armacost, in his meeting with Director
Casey, worked out an agreed set of talking points. I was-I think I
was out of the country at the time. I was on my way back from a
NATO meeting, I think.

Mr. BELNICK. And those talking points were relayed by cable, ex-
hibit 49, to Ambassador Dunbar who was to be State's representa-
tive at the upcoming-the meeting in Frankfurt that was then to
take place with the second channel?

Secretary SHULTZ. Right.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, did the ground rules also include that Mr.

Cave would be replaced as a negotiator with the second channel?
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you learn that Director Casey had done some-

thing to nullify these ground rules after he agreed to them with
Secretary Armacost?

Secretary SHULTZ. What we learned was that Director Casey
called John Whitehead. In the meantime, Mike Armacost had gone
to a planned trip to Southern Africa. He had left the city. So-and
so John Whitehead was the senior officer, would have been
anyway, but he was there to follow these things. And Director
Casey called him and said that he had heard from Keel that there
had been a change in the instructions that had been agreed on and
he should call Keel to find out what was what. So he did.

And basically what was changed was that the policy came back
in again, so he said how did that come about? And the answer was
that Director Casey had called Don Regan and told Don Regan that
he thought this was not in accord with the President's wishes and
he should take it up with the President, which apparently Don did,
and Keel was called in and told to get it changed. So it was
changed.

Mr. BELNIci. And then, as you testified earlier, at the meeting in
Frankfurt, on December 13, after Ambassador Dunbar delivered
what you believed to have been the agreed upon message, that
there would be no more arms sales, the Iranian representative said
lets talk about arms sales, and brought out what's been referred to
in these hearings as the nine-point agenda, which included a prom-
ise to get the Dawa terrorist prisoners released and other promises
that affected the foreign relations and war making activity of the
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United States, and that was the first time the State Department
learned of the existence of those accords; am I correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That's right. I learned about it via the secure
call we got from Mr. Dunbar after the meeting, and he got what he
had gotten from the meeting and from his conversations with Mr.
Cave. Of course, we then subsequently went to-I went to Mr.
Gates and he then found the document which we subsequently, I
forget just when-came into possession of. But what Mr. Dunbar
reported was the essence of the matter.

Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Chairman, members of the panel, Mr. Dunbar's
report and other information which the Department received at
the time is reflected in memos that appear at tabs 50 and 51, to
which I will refer the panel's attention rather than review them.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. Chairman, I don't know, perhaps everyone got
the point, but I didn't quite get the point about what changed. I
don't know whether the Secretary could go back over that? We just
talked about a change that took place, and I'm not sure the sub-
stance of that change is clear.

Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretaiy, tl:e change the Senator is referring
to is the one you discussed, were the ground rules which said this
channel would be used irr intelligence only, was now put back to
be a channel for both policy and intelligence, and the question, as I
understand Senator Nunn, is what was the significance of that
change? What did it really mean to say that a channel that you
had insisted and thought would be used now only for intelligence
was going to be a channel that would be used for both intelligence
and policy?

Secretary SHULTZ. I meant that the battle to get intelligence sep-
arated from policy and control over the policy was very much in
play and the Director of Central Intelligence wanted to keep him-
self very heavily involved in this policy which he had been involved
in apparently all along. That's what it meant. To me that's what it
meant.

Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Secretary, did it indicate to you that State had
not-that your belief that State had now been given control over
the policy towards Iran might not, in fact, be the case, and that, in
fact, nothing had changed?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, a lot had changed by this time:_It wasn't
that nothing had changed, but as you well know, or maybe you
don't-you are not a Washingtonian-nothing ever gets settled in
this town. You have to keep fighting, every inch of the way.

Mr. BELNICK. But at least on that point, it occurred to you that
what might not have changed was that State was still not firmly in
the driver's seat when it came to Iran policy?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I felt that we were in the driver's seat
all right. On the other hand, obviously Director Casey had man-
aged to go, after having agreed to something, and not calling-he
didn't call John Whitehead back and say John, you know we
agreed on that, but I think we ought to change it. He went to basi-
cally to the President and got it changed, and used a rather, I
think, deceptive way of letting us find out that it had been
changed.

Mr. BELNICK. It occurred to you in connection with that and with
the revelation about the nine-point accord that the deception that
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you feared had been in progress before was continuing even after
November 25?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I was worried about it. Of course, I got
back after this message went out, and I was sitting in Washington
when the meeting that Mr. Cave and Mr. Dunbar had with the Ira-
nian took place. I was in Washington then. And still, you know,
trying to struggle, keep track of all this.

Mr. BELNICK. But nobody had told you as they informed you that
State could now take over the policy, and ground rules would be
developed, that there was still a proposal on the table to sell arms
to Iran and on top of that, to release terrorist prisoners, to prepare
for possible intervention in a war, to undertake opposition to the
Government of Iraq, nobody had informed the Secretary of State of
that? Correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Nobody had informed me of this so-called 9-
point agenda. But as far as I was concerned, ou'-policy was clear.
No more arms sales under these circumstances.

Mr. BELNICK. As you testified earlier, and will be gone into later,
you reported your discovery to the President on December 14, and
based on his reaction, you felt that now at last you had gotten
through?

Secretary SHULTZ. The President was stunned, and he was furi-
ous, as I have said before, and this just had a big impact on him.
He had no idea of this at all, I am sure-

Mr. BELNICK. At that point, Mr. Secretary, the argument which
had begun in 1985 was finally over?

Secretary SHULTZ. I hope so.
Mr. BELNICK. So do I.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will stand in recess

until 2:30 p.m.
[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 2:30 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:30 p.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings of the Select Commit-
tees will come to order.

The Chair recognizes the chairman of the Select Committee from
the Senate, Chairman Inouye.

Mr. Chairman?
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SHULTZ. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Before I proceed, I would like to thank you,

Mr. Secretary, and your staff for assisting us throughout this diffi-
cult period, and I would like to single out two members of your
staff, Judge Abraham Sofaer, and Miss Elizabeth Keefer.
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In case you didn't know, both of them were extremely helpful to
us. They spent weekends with us late into the night, and if for a
moment you thought you lost them, they were with us.

I just wanted the record to show the State Department has been
extremely helpful and cooperative.

Secretary SHULTZ. Thank you. That was our intent, and I share
your high opinion of the two people that you mentioned.

Chairman INOUYE. Before I proceed, Mr. Secretary, just. in case
the people of the United States know you only as Secretary of
State, I think they should know something about your background.

For example, that soon after December 7, when you received
your bachelor's degree from the Princeton University, you enlisted
in the Marine Corps and soon found yourself in one of the bloodiest
battles of the Pacific, the battle of the Palau Islands. You got your
master's degree at MIT and your Ph.D. in industrial economics.

Soon after that, you served as the Senior Staff Assistant to the
President's Council of Economic Advisers during the adminstration
of President Eisenhower. Then in 1957, you were called by the Uni-
versity of Chicago, School of-Graduate School of Business, you
became dean of this graduate school, and a fellow at the Center for
Advanced Study at Stanford.

Then you served in the administration of President Nixon as Sec-
retary of Labor for 18 months, and thereafter as Director of the
Office of Management and Budget. And during that period, you
also served as chairman of the Council on Economic Policy, chair-
man of the East-West Trade Policy Committee.

And in 1974, you joined one of the most important engineering
companies in the world, the Bechtel Corp., and you soon became
President and a Director of the Bechtel Group, Inc. And prior to
your appointment in 1982 as Secretary of State, you were the
chairman of President Reagan's Economic Policy Advisory Board.

You have written over a dozen books of great promise and
wisdom.

I just wanted this background to indicate to one and all some-
thing about your contributions to this country as an outstanding
public servant.

Mr. Secretary, at the outset of these hearings which began about
2 months ago, I made a sad prediction that when the story began to
unfold, the American people will have the right to ask, "How did
this ever happen here or how could this ever happen in the United
States?"

And I think at the same time Americans would have the right to
demand that it never happen again.

The story we have heard over the past 10 weeks of testimony to
some have been sad and depressing and distressing, and to many of
us on this panel, and many of us are old timers and a bit sophisti-
cated, but we found it shocking and at times frightening. And I be-
lieve that may be the question the Americans will ask and the ex-
pectations they have a bit more compelling.

Mr. Secretary, you and I have lived through the agony and the
nightmare of Watergate, and we saw it ruin a President, ruin his
senior advisers, demoralize the country, and cause the American
people to lose faith in their political leaders.
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Therefore, it is especially troubling to me, and I am sure it is to
you, to see this Nation once again faced with this breakdown of
trust between the important branches of government.

And, more importantly, between the government and the Ameri-
can people.

Mr. McFarlane, just before this thing began to unravel, sent a
note to Admiral Poindexter, and he said, "I lived through Water-
gate, John. Well-meaning people didn't intend to lie, but ultimately
came around to it."

My question is a very general one, Mr. Secretary, but with your
background in public service and being at the helm of the State De-
partment, I hope you can give us a response: How did this happen
again and how did life-long public servants, patriotic Americans
like Admiral Poindexter, Bud McFarlane, Bill Casey, and Oliver
North find themselves in a position where they misled you, kept
information away from the Secretary of State, from the Secretary
of Defense, lied to the Congress, withheld information from the
President of the United States, destroyed, shredded, tore up, al-
tered important documents, government documents to hide or
cover up their activities, and involved rather shady characters-
and that is an understatement, I think-in participating in the for-
mulation of foreign policy and the implementation of such while at
the same time skirting around the people who should be doing that
work, to wit, the Secretary of State and the Ambassadors?

And more importantly, Mr. Secretary, if you could also touch
upon and advise us as to how we can prevent this from happening
again and thus avoid the suffering of national self-doubt and inter-
national humiliation that follows such an ordeal?

I realize this may be a big plate, but I am certain you can fill it,
sir.

Secretary SHULTZ. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your
very generous opening comment and your invitation to comment
on these major questions, and I'll do my best.

The first point, I think it's very important to recognize, you
spoke about restoring trust and confidence. The first point I think
we need to keep before us is that a tremendous amount has gone
right for America in the last few years. In fact, in many respects
we're on a roll. And our efforts to help people move toward democ-
racy and freedom, our efforts to show that a form of economic orga-
nization and economic policy that emphasizes markets and incen-
tives, enterprise, things that have worked for us and we believe in,
those things have gone forward.

Our efforts, that the President has led, to bring about a situation
where the agenda, for example, on arms control is not limitation
on how much you can increase but drastic reductions, that is the
agenda now. When the President put it forward 6 years or 5 years
ago, people said it was unrealistic, it showed he wasn't really inter-
asted in arms control, but now that's the agenda.

And in Central America, which has a principal focus of attention
here, we ought to remind ourselves that things have been going
quite well in Central America, and through this process that we
have of argument and so on, and I don't know how many times I've
testified before this, in this room before the Foreign Affairs Coln-
mittee and other committees on Central America and other issues,
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and, boy, we have had some argument, but now what do we see
down there? We see that instead of just Costa Rica we have four
countries with civilian-elected Presidents, we have a broad-and
broad support for them in the Congress, bipartisan, and we have a
general recognition that Nicaragua is the odd-man out. And we
have differences of opinion about what ought to be done about that.
But hardly anybody has a good word to say for Nicaragua, for very
good reasons, and most everybody realizes that the Soviets are
pouring stuff in there. So by last year we had a vote, had to have a
lot of Democrats as well as Republicans voting for it, that support-
ed the people fighting for freedom in Nicaragua.

So'I state that because it shows our process, with all of its diffi-
culties, can work, and things have been going our way, and the fact
of the matter is that-the revolutionary idea in the world right now
is our idea-freedom. So part of restoring trust and confidence in
our system is to recognize that with full recognition of what has
been brought forward by your committee, that this is not the totali-
ty of government, this is not the totality of our policy. There's a lot
more, and it's basically good.

And I would say with respect to the revelations that were
brought out this morning and that I've been learning about of the
deception and so on, and people coming and telling you that they
lied to you and so on, as they did- to others, that's not the way life
is in government as I have experienced it. It is-government in the
Congress and in the Executive Branch is basically full of people
who are here because they want to help and they're honest, they
work at it. We argue. But I would say, for example, right now in
the State Department, the people I work with, I have never worked
with more able and more dedicated people who just work their tails
off when they see the substance in what we are doing and what we
are trying to achieve.

So government is full of that, and I think, like you, I want to
send a message out around our country that public service is a
very rewarding and honorable thing, and nobody has to think they
need to lie and cheat in order to be a public servant or to work in
foreign policy. Quite to the contrary: If you are really going to be
effective over any period of time, you have to be straightforward
and you have to conduct yourself in a basically honest way so
people will have confidence and trust in you. So I think-that's a
second point I would like to make to people.

I had the great benefit, when I first came here in the Cabinet
almost 20 years ago, to have a great American take me under his
wing, and many of you know him, Bryce Harlow, a wonderful man,
very experienced in the ways of Washington, and, boy, nobody was
sharper at figuring the angles and getting things his way. He was
sensational.

But everybody listened to him, there was never any mark on
Bryce. Why? He drummed it into me when I first came here. He
said, "Remember, George, one thing: Trust is the coin of the realm,
trust is the coin of the realm. Be careful when you make a promise
to somebody because you want to be sure you are ready to carry it
out. And no matter how tempting it may be if you are trying to
persuade somebody to vote for this or that or the other to say yes
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to something that they want, don't say yes unless you are prepared
to work your heart out to get it or think you can deliver it.'

So trust is the coin of the realm. I think Bryce was absolutely
right about that. And I think you know very well, as you sort out
your own colleagues, they are the ople who do their homework,
and they are the people who basically, you have confidence in, and
those are the ones that count.

I think there are a lot of things to be learned myself, reflecting
on these events, if not from these events, that seem to me, as I
have thought about it, worth mentioning. Some of them were
brought out in the discussion this morning. One that I think was
most vivid in response to Senator Nunn's question, and that is, I
think that the importance of separating the functions of gathering
and analyzing intelligence from the function of developing and car-
rying out policy. If the two things are mixed in together, it is too
tempting to have your analysis and your-the selection of informa-
tion that is presented favor the policy that you are advocating.

And even if you are very good at avoiding that, still when it is
known that you are a strong advocate of a certain policy, the
people who don't share your view are bound to wonder about the
intelligence. What the American people have done, what the Con-
gress has done through your appropriating process is to create an
intelligence capability that is really very impressive in its capacity
to gather information, its capacity to analyze it and present it in
an effective way, and it seems to me that one of the reflections
here is, should be that is a very big and important job, and that is
enough. Do that. They serve the President, they serve the members
of the National Security Council, they serve the Congress, they pro-
vide us information. It is up to us to use it. It is up to us to ask
them the right questions so they gather-so they will gather infor-
mation that is bears on the things that are on our mind.

I figure the way it should be, perhaps using my business experi-
ence, that in a sense the intelligence agencies are out there, and I
am their client. They have to serve me. They are not my competi-
tor. I am their client. So I think that is one message, and I am very
reassured, as I have talked with the new Director, Mr. Webster, at
the way he is approaching it, and I think he believes that this is
the right way to go about it.

But I think it is a very profound thing, and it is very easy for it
to slip away, and I hate to say it, but I believe that one of the rea-
sons the President was given what I regard as wrong information,
for example, about Iran and terrorism was that the agency or the
people in the CIA were too involved in this. So that is one point.

dI feel very clear in my mind about this point. And I know that
long before this all emerged, I had come to have great doubts about
the objectivity and reliability of some of the intelligence I was get-
ting, because I had a sense of this. So that is one point.

A second point has to do with accountability. I think the oper-
ations of the government, of the Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment, I will confine my comments to that, but I want to get to the
interactions between the branches. You stop me, Mr. Chairman, if I
am carrying on here. You ought to interject.

But I think the Executive Branch ought to be so organized that
to the maximum extent possible the people who are running things
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are accountable people. Accountable people are, number one, the
President and the Vice President, they are accountable to the
American people, they run for election, just like in the Congress
the accountable people, in my opinion, are the Members of Con-
gress, the Senate and House, you run for election, you are account-
able to your constituents.

In the Executive Branch there are also a lot of other people who
are accountable in a different way. They are people who get nomi-
nated by the President for a post and they are examined and so on
and they get nominated, and then they appear before you. I ap-
peared and spent 2 days-before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee-of examination. And then the full Senate votes.

So they examine you and then that's not the end of it, by any
means. From then on you are accountable in the sense that you
can be called to testify.

And it's not only the Cabinet officers, but all the Presidential ap-
pointees. Judge Sofaer-if you have some problems with what s
going on in the legal adviser's office or something you want, you
have him come up here and testify. He's accountable, and I'm ac-
countable.

And there's hardly a day goes by when the Congress is in session
when-if there's not somebody from the State Department who is
an accountable officer, an assistant secretary, under secretary, or
deputy secretary, whatever, that isn't appearing before some com-
mittee or some committee of this Congress answering questions,
presenting testimony, and in that sense being accountable.

So, I believe that the operations of the government should be in
the hands of accountable people.

Now, I watched as much of your hearings as I could. I have a
full-time job so I didn't watch it as much as I would have liked to.
But I heard the question put to Admiral Poindexter, did he tell the
President about this fund diversion, and he said no, he decided that
he wouldn't do that, and of course the President has said that he
had no information about the fund diversion.

I have no doubt about the President's word on that matter-
never have-because I've heard him say that in private as well as
public.

But in a sense, when I heard that question and answer, I said to
myself, well, that's an interesting question, that's a Washington
question, "who did what to whom" type question, but the deeper
question is how could it be that a staff person was the sole posses-
sor of such a piece of information and had operational control over
it and his colleagues didn't know about it and he had that decision
in his hands.

That decision shouldn't be in his hands in the first place.
So I believe that the Tower Commission was absolutely right in

saying that the staff of the National Security Council should not be
involved in operations at all.

I believe that the Tower Commission, in its recommendation that
the staff of the National Security Council chair the meetings of
Cabinet officers, the adviser, and the deputy, the sub-Cabinet and
so on down the line, thereby putting the National Security Council
staff at the center of the process-I think the Tower Commission
recommendation on that is totally wrong.
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I think the chairmanship and all that stands for should be in the
hands of the accountable departments, whatever the subject may
be, and the National Security Council staff should not be anywhere
near the size that it is now. It should be much smaller and it
should perform a very, very important job, which is a tough job,
and that is the job of coordinating, the job of being up on their toes
and running whenever there is a problem and you have a real time
thing that you have to cope with-so I'm doing something here,
Secretary Weinberger is over there, we are coordinating with the
President, we have somebody to call into-like, for example, when
the decision was made to try to bring down, get forced to land a
plane that we knew about that was carrying terrorists and the
President made the decision to get that plane down.

That was a good operation in the sense that it worked well to-
gether, it was coordinated well by Admiral Poindexter, the Presi-
dent was very decisive and vry quick, and the job was done and
we got the terrorists down, and one of them was subsequently let
go but the others weren't, and we were able to deliver the message:
There's no place to hide, Mr. Terrorist.

So that was a good operation, and I might say in connection with
that, there was hardly a peep out of Congress. They weren't con-
sulted by the President before he made the decision. There was no
way he could consult with anybody. He had to decide one way or
the other or the opportunity was gone. He stepped up to it, he de-
cided it and it was done.

So the NSC staff has an important role to play, but you don't
have to be very big to play that role.

So I think that the forum of organization in which the accounta-
ble departments are basically running the operations is the right
forum.

Now, how can that work? It is not so easy. But I took part in an
experiment or an effort in my prior time in the government when I
was Secretary of the Treasury.

The President decided that the Secretary of the Treasury ought
to also work for him in coordinating economic policy, and that is
the case today.

The Secretary of the Treasury is the chief economic officer and
he has a coo acting function, and I support that, and I work
under his direction in that regard, and I know enough never to
have anything to say about the value of the dollar, even though I
once used to have that job and I have my ideas. I never say a word
about it.

So I had my office as Secretary of the Treasury in the Treasury
building, but I also had an office in the White House, and I had as
my deputy in the White House role, a very able person, Ken Danm
who was Deputy Secretary of State for a while.
- So there was a coordinating role there, but more important,
there was a White House identification.

When I was asked by the President to be Secretary of State, I
was in London on a business trip and I flew to Washington and
was choppered up to Camp David-it was a Sunday-to meet with
the President and we talked things over.

And I said to him, "Mr. President, I consider myself part of this
group. I am your guy. I am part of the White House. I am your
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person designated to manage the State Department for you and to
use the tremendous resources that there are over there to develop
policy, to help carry it out as you direct."

The President is the guy who got elected. He is the guy who has
the right to call the shots. So it is up to the Secretary of State to
have a completely confident relationship with him, so that I know
what is on his mind, I know how he thinks, and talk with him
about it, and I think-and I have tried to do that.

But I think it would be a good thing if the Cabinet also had of-
fices in the Executive Office Building and they, so to speak, had a
White House point of view, the President's point of view, and they
worked back and forth between their departments and there was a
plan put forward to the Congress when I was in the Budget Bureau
under President Nixon that had this idea in it, and it said every
department should have a strong deputy secretary and you would
expect the deputy secretary would basically run the department
and the Secretary is working closely with the President, you are
the President's person.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Secretary, excuse me for interrupting
you. There is a vote pending in the House. That is why the House
Members have left. I am informed that there will be another vote
following the one now taking place. I apologize for interrupting
you, but I know Members want to know that.

You may proceed, sir.
Secretary SHULTZ. I am reassured, because I thought-that is

why I asked Senator Inouye maybe I am carrying on and he wants
me to stop. I am losing my audience.

Chairman HAMILTON. No. This is not a good place for us to inter-
rupt you, Mr. Secretary, but it is necessary at this point.

Secretary SHULTZ. Where was I?
The idea was have the Cabinet close to the President. It is often

said here that give a person a couple of weeks-Bryce Harlow used
to say this: "Put somebody in as Secretary of one of the services
and give the services about 2 weeks and he's theirs," or the same
in any department.

There are points of view in departments, but the Secretary
should have the President's point of view and make the depart-
ment respond to that point of view. That is our form of govern-
ment. That is the way it says it should be.

Su I think there should be a rearrangement of things that em-
phasizes the importance of Cabinet government in that sense. And
that would necessitate some shifting around, but I think it would
be basically beneficial.

It would be beneficial, among other things, in the final point that
I would like to make in this set of comments, that is, on the inter-
action between the Executive Branch and the legislative branch.
And we have a lot of problems right now in that regard is my sense
and probably we are responsible for some of them, and I think you
are responsible for some of them.

But at any rate, we have a system that is described as checks
and balances or division, separation of powers and it is a good
system, I think.

Now, separation of powers to me means that there are different
functions to be performed by the different branches. The two
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branches-I will just confine myself now to the executive and legis-
lative-they shouldn't be trying to do each other's job, they should
respect each other's job. It is for the legislature to pass the laws
and appropriate the funds and raise the taxes.

A legislature can't manage government policy. It is just not
wieldy, it doesn't work, it is not constituted that way. That is why
there is an executive Branch, to manage things and to develop poli-
cies and to push them.

But the Executive Branch can't do it unless it gets appropria-
tions and, of course, it has to live by the laws.

So I think-looking at it from the Executive Branch standpoint,
we have to respect the fundamental duties of our colleagues on the
Hill, but we have to expect them to respect ours and what that
means is, as many have pointed out, that while we have a system
of separation of powers in the way it is constituted, it inevitably
means we also have a system of sharing powers, and tho're isn t
any real way to say here is the answer by some kind of a formula.

You have to have a sense of tolerance and respect and a capacity
to work together and a desire to do it, for us to share information,
for you to put forward your ideas, not to keep telling-us all the
time how to run things, but keep tabs. To have a way of interact-
ing, and I think, as I said this morning, the people you should want
to interact with are the accountable people and the people that we
should want to interact with as accountable people in the Execu-
tive Branch are the accountable people.

I am a great respecter of staff and you cannot operate without it
and there is a lot to be done by staff work and interacting of staff
work, but that is really not the way for us to do our business to-
gether primarily.

The way for us to do things is basically to deal with each other
and you can only do that from your standpoint if you fel when
you are meeting with the accountable people that they really are
the ones who are running things.

If somebody else is running things, you are not meeting the right
ru or girl.

S these are some of my reflections. Intelligence separated from
policy. Let the accountable people run things. And be sure that the
accountable people are tied in with the President.

In a sense, the President should feel that the Cabinet is his staff.
I read in the newspapers the other day that it is inevitable that

because the National Security Adviser is in the White House and
meets with the President all the time that he is bound to be the
President's principal adviser on national security affairs.

I don't agree with that at all. And this is not, I hope, a turf-con-
scious kind of statement, because I didn't come here to do that. It
is a statement about what people regard as inevitable, but-which
shouldn't be. And if it is true that your influence depends upon
where you sit or-and so on, then I think there should be some
places to sit for the Cabinet closer to the President and he might
even make a practice of sitting over there some himself, because
obviously you couldn't do it all in the White House.

You have to use what some of us old timers still call the old
State, War and Navy building. It used to hold that whole shebang.
If we could pull some of the staff out, there would be enough room
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for the Cabinet in there, and for the President in there, and we
could have more accountable government.

So those are some thoughts.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary, I have another question and I ask this with great

reluctance, because I realize it is rather personal in nature, but I
think it is relevant.

On that basis, I wish to ask you this question: I have been ad-
vised-that in August of 1986, you tended a letter of resignation to
the President of the United States.

Is that true? And if so, can you tell us something about it?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, you must have learned that from the

fact that these notes that I have kept have been shared with the
committees and there is something about that in there. That is
true. And I have asked the President to let me leave this office on
a couple of other occasions earlier. That is the case.

I don't know if you have some question you want to ask me
about that or--

Chairman INOUYE. Was that in any way related to the Iran-
Contra affair?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, in August of 1986, I thought that it was
over. There was no-I didn't know anything about the Contra side
of it anyway, but on the effort with Iran, I thought was basically
on a proper track. But it was because I felt a sense of estrange-
ment.

I knew the White House was very uncomfortable with me. I was
very uncomfortable with what I was getting from the intelligence
community, and I knew they were very uncomfortable with me,
perhaps going back to the lie detector test business. I could feel it.

What I have learned about the various things that were being
done I suppose explains why I was not in good odor with the NSC
staff and some of the others in the White House. I had a terrible
time. There was a kind of guerrilla warfare going on on all kinds of
little things.

For example, as you know, the Congress doesn't treat the State
Department very well when it comes to appropriated funds, and
not only have we historically taking a beating, but we have been
cut brutally.

This is a pitch I am making. It is true, though. And I think in a
manner that is not in the interests of the United States. There is
no-it is not time for us to be hauling the flag down around the
world at all.

But anyway, one of the conventions that's grown up because we
have no travel money to speak of and the Secretary of State can't
travel around on our budget at all. There is no way. And the con-
vention is that there is a-the Air Force runs a White House Presi-
dential wing, and when the Secretary of State has a mission, that
gets approved and then I get an airplane and the State Department
doesn t pay for the airplane and it's paid for out of this budget. If I
had to pay for that airplane, I couldn't travel. So you have me
grounded unless I can get approved.

Now, it's not a problem. The system works all right and it's just
assumed that that is the way it is supposed to be; but I started
having trouble because some people on the White House staff de-
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cided that they were going to make my life unhappy and they
stopped approving these airplane things. And we fought about it
and so on, and finally-I hated to do this-I went to the President
and gave him a little memorandum, check off "yes," "no." That's
no business for the Secretary of State to be taking up with the
President of the United States. But I found out there was a charac-
ter in the White House that was in charge of doing this. His name
was Jonathan Miller. You've seen him here. He was knocking me
out of-trying to knock me out of trips, which-I took the trips.

But this atmosphere that I found-I felt that I was no longer on
the wave length that I should be on, and so I told the President. I
said I'd like to leave and here's my letter. And he stuck it in his
drawer. He said, "You're tired. It's about time you go on vacation,
and let's talk about it after you get back from vacation." So I said
OK, and I guess everybody knows what happened.

Beginning early in September last year, it was a tremendous
stretch of activity and so nothing ewr happened on that. So I sup-
pose you could say it was related to all of this, but I didn't-,0,asn't
exactly on the point.

At an earlier time, in the middle of 1983, I resigned, and that
was because I discovered that Bud McFarlane, who was then the
Deputy National Security Adviser, was sent on a secret trip to the
Middle East, to Saudi Arabia, Syria, Israel, Jordan, Egypt, I guess,
without my knowledge while we were busy negotiating out there,
and also, I found some things happened with respect to actions on
Central America that I didn't know about beforehand. So I went to
the President and said, "Mr. President, you don't need a guy like
me for Secretary of State if this is the way things are going to be
done, because when you send somebody out like that McFarlane
trip, I'm done."

In the labor relations business-I used to be Secretary of Labor.
There used to be a lot of intervention in labor disputes and we used
to say when the President hangs out his shingle, he'll get all the
business. When the President hangs out his shingle and says, "You
don't have to go through the State Department, just come right
into the White House," he'll get all the business. That's a big
signal to countries out there about how to deal with the U.S. Gov-
ernment.

And it may have had something to do with how events tran-
spired for all I know, but it's wrong. You can't do it that way. And
on that occasion, we had a very strong discussion and that is the-
how these regular meetings that I have with the President got
started, and they have been very, very helpful.

So the other time I resigned was after my big lie detector test
flap, and again I could see that I was on the outs with everybody,
so I said, "Mr. President, why don't you let me go home. I like it in
California." And again he wouldn't let that happen. That was in
late 1985. Mr. McFarlane had resigned, and Mr. McFarlane and I, I
think, worked very effectively together in the-in our efforts with
the U.S.S.R. and in what became that Geneva meeting, and in the
end, I didn't feel, with Mr. McFarlane having left, that it was fair
to the President of the country for me to leave at the same time, so
I didn't.
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But I do think that in jobs like the job I have where it is a real
privilege to serve in this kind of job, or the others that you have
recounted, that you can't do the job well if you want it too much.
You have to be willing to say goodbye. And I am.

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
I'm now pleased to yield to the Vice Chairman of the Select Com-

mittee, Mr. Rudman. But before doing that, I would like to an-
nounce that the balance of my time will be yielded to the gentle-
man from Maryland, Mr. Sarbanes.

Senator Rudman?
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary, I must say, Mr. Secretary, that this morning at

about a quarter to twelve, as you were testifying about ycar efforts
to exert what you thought were the proper influence over the
President and his decisions and your loyalty to him in a difficult
situation, your references to how government ought to operate,
your references to how you believe members of the Cabinet should
conduct themselves, I think has come pretty close to the essence of
really what these hearings are all about. I hope that many Ameri-
cans were watching that portion, because that is what these hear-
ings are about.

Mr. Secretary, as the chief foreign policy adviser to the President
of the United States, I think it would be fair to observe that all
during this initiative that this committee is looking into, you had
major involvement in matters involving the security of this nation
in the Middle East, in Europe, with the Soviet Union, that that
was a very busy period of time for the Secretary of State; am I cor-
rect?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. All times are busy for the Secretary of
State. It's a very demanding job.

Mr. RUDMAN. And as a matter of fact--
Secretary SHULTZ. But a fascinating job.
Mr. RUDMAN. As a matter of fact, although there is not necessar-

ily linkage between each item, if policies are being carried out that
the Secretary of State is unaware of in the Middle East, in Iran,
wherever, there are tremendous problems with that in terms of
how that might affect other things that the Secretary is doing.

Looking at Iran, for instance, and its geographic position, its re-
lations or lack thereof with the Soviets, the whole Persian Gulf
problem which now suddenly is in the news, that has been on your
mind for a long time. And I would have to assume that one of the
great risks of what happened here is that harm might well have
come in other areas that could have been anticipated had you been
aware of what was going on in this initiative?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, there is a sense in which everything is
connected to everything else. I think the deeper aspect of it is sort
of the immediate ricochet, and the emergence of our having said
one thing and done another. I think other than all the ins and outs
you've brought out, that's probably hit people as hard as anything.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, I guess if you were to broadly state what you
really are about every waking hour, which are many, if you were
going to try to oversimplify it, I guess the greatest concern of the
American people-the two greatest concerns that you hear ex-
pressed for those of us who spend time with our constituents, there
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are two major overriding concerns in America when it comes to
foreign policy.

Number one, people are greatly concerned about the whole possi-
bility of nuclear war, and they are very concerned about American
young men dying on foreign fields. Those are the two major con-
cerns. Those are, I expect, your two major concerns. That is what
you are preoccupied with.

It just seems, at least to me, that any action by anyone without
your knowledge impairs what your basic job is about; is that not
correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, if it is taking place in a manner that's
inconsistent with our policy, I have to tell you that it's inevitable
that there is an awful lot that takes place that I don't know about.
There is no way anybody can keep track of everything. And you
try. But when something goes in an opposite direction, that's a
problem.

Mr. RUDMAN. I want to go from that to what have been, I think,
overly dignified in these hearings, using .. ie reference of one of the
witnesses, what were called the Hakim accords.

You didn't realize, of course, that Mr. Hakim was an ex-officio
employee of the Department of State. He may not have either, but
certainly the people he was dealing with had the perception that
he was speaking for the government.

And there was some conflict of testimony here. I want to just go
over it briefly.

So that everyone understands about the Dawa prisoners and why
the President has the intensity of feelig that he expressed to you
privately, and that he has expressed publicly, and to others pri-
vately, they are the 17 terrorists who were tried and convicted of-
by Kuwait for the involvement in bombings of U.S. and French fa-
cilities in December of '83. That was shortly after the bombing of
the Marine compound.

Intelligence, without disclosing it specifically, indicates there was
a close tie between those Dawa terrorists and those responsible for
the two bombings in Lebanon, including the Embassy and the
bombing of the Marine compound, with the terrible loss of life.
There was an involvement in connection with those people with
the TWA hijacking, and I might add, with the kidnapping and
brutal murder of Mr. Buckley.

I want to refer to the testimony broadly. The testimony is, from
Colonel North, that he had permission to discuss these nine points
from Admiral Poindexter.

Admiral Poindexter was questioned as follows by Mr. Liman:
"Did Colonel North report to you that part of the plan was for
General Secord or Hakim to come up with a plan that the Iranians
could use to attempt to convince the Kuwaitis to release the Dawa
prisoners?"

The Admiral replied: "I believe he did. That was my understand-
ing.

"That it was not something that General Secord--
"I don't-I can't say that I really remember Albert Hakim's role,

but my recollection would be that General Secord was to come up
with a plan which he could give the Iranians, that the Iranians
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could execute, not that the U.S. Government would do it or not
even that General Secord would actually do anything."

Mr. Liman's question: "Did you clear that with the President?
Mr. Poindexter: "My best recollection is I did."
And I think we have become fairly attuned on this panel to de-

termine absolute answers from what I consider to be equivocal an-
swers. I would say that "my best recollection is I did" falls some-
where in the middle.

Now, I've heard you testify this morning, and I've been aware of
the President's reaction to your disclosure to him in December. I
want to refer now to Colonel North's contemporaneous notes that
had part of the so-called Hakim accords.

Let me be clear that Admiral Poindexter did not represent that
these were binding representations of the U.S Government. What
he represented was that these were negotiating positions and that
they would have to be approved. I'm not sure after what I've heard
here by whom, but he said they would have to be approved.

And Colonel North's notes read as follows.
-Secetary S iuiLz. I-could-bring--them--o-you,-Senator,-and -you

could vote whether to ratify them or not.
Mr. RUDMAN. I think I know how that would come out, Mr. Sec-

retary.
His notes say, "What must be done for us to achieve an honora-

ble peace and as for us an honorable peace means that Saddam
Husayn must go." He, of course, is the President of Iraq. "Then the
two parties will establish a well-defined plan and timetable for the
exchange of information and intelligence. The U.S. Government
will provide maps and information, deliver 1,500 TOWs, paid for by
the IRG," which, of course, is the Iranian Revolutionary Guards,
which, I might say parenthetically, if they are the moderates, I
don't know the meaning of the word moderate. They are Kho-
meini's loyalists, am I correct, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary SHULTZ. To my understanding.
Mr. RUDMAN. Now, my question is that, is simply this: Did you

have any indication from the President of the United States, when
you discussed the Dawa matter with him, that you learned about
for the first time that he had any knowledge whatsoever that any
government officials were talking about it as representations, as in-
ducements, whatever?

Secretary SHULTZ. I am positive from the way the President re-
acted to what I told him that he was totally surprised, astonished,
furious, just no question about it. I don't have any knowledge, I
don't know about his discussions with Admiral Poindexter, but the
President certainly was surprised by what I told him.

Mr. RUDMAN. As a matter of fact--
Secretary SHULTZ. And he was, and he reacted like he had been

kicked in the belly. So I didn't have to tell him what the Dawa
prisoners were, he knew very well what they were, and he knew
what that stood for. That stood for the fact that here is a small
country in a very vulnerable place, right there next to Iran, and it
isn't only that the Dawa prisoners, what they did and why they are
in jail, but in an effort to intimidate Kuwait, there have been more
than one effort at their government to force them to change their
stance, and they have always stood up to it.
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And in our efforts, our government's efforts to work on the sub-
ject of terrorism, we have well recognized that you can only fight
this if you fight it as an international effort, and we have to stand
up to it ourselves, and we have to persuade others to stand up to it.

And here was little Kuwait, very vulnerable, standing up to it.
So we have to support them. They are much more vulnerable than
we are. If they can stand up for it, dog-gone it, so should we.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, Mr. Secretary, based on your description,
which I think even though you used terms like "made you sick"
and "was the President looked like he got kicked in the stomach",
the fact is that may be even understated, as I understand it, the
President's reaction. The President was outraged, am I correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. So I think we could fairly observe that since Admi-

ral Poindexter said it was his recollection that if you had to make,
if you don't know, you weren't there, but your view on all of your
dealings with the President and that incident would be that as to
that event in the so-called Hakim accords, that his recollection,
based on all that you have seen, is probably incorrect concerning
the President.

Secretary SHULTZ. I am sure of it. I have known Ronald Reagan
for almost 20 years, and I have worked closely with him before he
was President and during his Presidency. And-we have our mostly
agreements, sometimes disagreements, we have had plenty of dis-
cussions, and I think I know him as a human being pretty well.
And I know that I have not misjudgedhis reaction.

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Secretary, this morning in the course of one of
your answers you made the point that if you present the President
of the United States, this President, with facts, and all of the facts,
that his instincts are good and he makes the decision based on
those facts, he is not one to back away from decisions. Am I cor-
rect?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is right. He is comfortable with himself.
He is decisive, he steps up to things, and when he decides, he stays
with it. And sometimes you wish he wouldn't, but anyway, he does.
He's is very decisive, and he's very strong.

Mr. RUDMAN. You also testified that at the time following the
disclosure of this entire matter, which in many ways, at least to
me, is as disturbing as the issue itself, that you felt that the Presi-
dent did not have the facts in his possession that would enable him
to be his usual forthright and direct self to the American people.
Am I correct in that?

Secretary SHULTZ. He was forthright and direct, but he was not, I
don't think he was given the correct information.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, forthright, correct, and accurate in what he
said.

Secretary SHULTZ. I felt that the intelligence he was getting
during that period was faulty about Iranian terrorism, I felt that
he was not being-having described to him accurately, the operation-
al aspects of arms for hostages-he had a perfectly good idea in his
mind that was the basis for his decision to begin with. He had
every right to make it, a perfectly good decision. I didn't agree with
it because I felt underneath it was arms for hostages.
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But nevertheless, that's what you got to do when you get elected
President, you make those decisions, his decision to make, perfectly
proper, but people kept trying to sell him on that when the time
went by and he wasn't being given I felt the right kind of informa-
tion-and I also feel that the intelligence that was the basis for the
original recommendation was faulty and that it was tied in with
policy.

So that's why, in response to Senator Inouye's question about,
"What do you learn about all of this?" One of the primary things I
learn from it is keep that intelligence away from policy, and let
those people tell it like it is as they see it. You don't have to agree
with it.

But, anyway, this is the best, some very sophisticated people with
gigantic capability of gathering information, what they think. So
you should know that.

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Secretary, as a matter of fact, one of the major
problems that the President had duringthat period was that from
that period until sometime I believe in March the President did not
believe that it was an arms-for-hostages swap. As a matter of fact,
Admiral Poindexter still doesn't think so, even though it is appar-
ent from the President's public statements in March that when
presented with all of the evidence that was gathered by the Tower
Board and people like the Secretaries of State and Defense and
others that he came to the conclusion that it didn't start out that
way in his view, but it certainly turned into something like that.
That is a paraphrase.

So the President was making statements that were contradicted
by the record, but he didn't have the record. Isn't that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, that's my opinion.
Mr. RUDMAN. Now I want to get to a particular item here, and I

want to get to exhibit 15 in your book because--
Secretary SHULTZ. I should qualify that some because I-an

awful lot happened, and I'm sure there were lots of discussions be-
tween the President and Admiral Poindexter and others that I
knew nothing about, so I shouldn't be so cavalier in such a state-
ment.

I am uninformed. I believe probably what you say is right.
Mr. RUDMAN. I don't think it is cavalier at all, because I think

there happens to be one compelling piece of evidence.
Going back to your statement about the President, if you present

the President with the facts, then he will decide, he will look at the
facts-and that is exhibit 15 in your book, which you don't have to
look at, but it is the Finding that Admiral Poindexter testified that
he thought was politically embarrassing, but he also said that it
really wasn't accurate because it didn't really explain what the
entire initiative was about. Exhibit 15 is the Finding of the Presi-
dent of the United States that Admiral Poindexter destroyed.

The scope of the Finding says, "Hostage Rescue-Middle East."
The body of the Finding says, "The provision of assistance by the
CIA to private parties in their attempt to obtain the release of
Americans held hostage in the Middle East: Such assistance is to
include the provision of transportation, communications and other
necessary support. As part of these efforts, certain foreign materiel
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and munitions may be provided to the Government of Iran, which
is taking steps to facilitate the release of the American hostages."

Mr. Secretary, had this been put in front of the President of the
United States, as you know him, on or about the 20th or the 21st of
November 1986, do you not believe that he then would have been
armed with the ultimate fact that at least his statements would
have been accurate?

Secretary SHULT7. Well, it would have been very sobering for
him to see that certainly, and it would have been a good thing.

Mr. RUDMAN. As a matter of fact, you believed that this Finding,
which Admiral Poindexter dismisses as being not important, not
accurate, in view of the Secretary of State at that point in time,
based on your testimony, you believe it is accurate?

Secretary SHULTZ. I know nothing about that Finding, but I be-
lieve that the President's conception, as I said earlier, was that he
authorized an initiative toward Iran and that he felt there would
fall out of that, if it worked, the release of our hostages, which he
felt was very desirable, and as I'm sure we all feel is very desira-
ble, and it is very frustrating because it is not so easy to figure out
how to bring that about.

And he was willing to go along, if it proved to be necessary, with
some small-as he regarded it-token shipment of arms. That's the
way it structured in his mind, and I think I and-well, you'll hear
from Secretary Weinberger, I won't try to speak for him-but judg-
ing from arguments we had, he and I both felt that with all due
respect to that, what it seemed to come down to, or was likely to
come down to when somebody started doing.something, was arms
for hostages. And I think that proved to be right.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, as a matter of fact, Mr. Secretary, you made
a statement this morning which I agree with totally. I think I'm
quoting you generally accurately, but it may be a paraphrase.

But essentially you said that the people who were giving the
President the facts-and I put the word "facts" in quotes in what I
wrote here at noon-that those people had a conflict of interest in
that in some ways they would have liked the Great Communicator,
to use your words, to bail them out. That really was a major prob-
lem during that period. Is that not correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. I felt that it was, and the President is a very-
a person who is very good at expressing himself, both extemporane-
ously and in prepared speech, and very persuasive, and everybody
knows that.

He is persuasive in part because he believes the things that he
says, and that comes through. The content comes through.

And so it seemed to me what was happening was they were-
people were trying to use that undoubted capability to sort of carry
through this and get rid of the problem and go on with their pro-
gram.

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have a few more questions. If you
wanted to take the afternoon break, I would like to ask one more
and finish 5-or 10-minutes afterwards. I would like to finsh just one
question.

I know members have been sitting here for a while.
Chairman HAMILTON. Why don't you finish one question and

then we'll take a recess.
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Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Secretary, again, you are not here to cast as-
persions on other people. That is not why we want you here. But
there is a basic question here that's been troubling many people on
this panel. I will put it to you generally.

Do you agree with me-and I think most members of this
panel-that a Cabinet officer or someone of Cabinet rank who as-
sumes responsibility for some sort of a major initiative-I'm refer-
ring to the diversion-without Presidential authority has an obliga-
tion-law aside, courts aside-has an obligation to his President,
who placed his trust in that individual, to tell the President, at the
least, of what he did on his own authority?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I think the obligation goes earlier than
that. I think a Cabinet officer must recognize that I-the Cabinet
officer-I didn't get elected to anything, the President got elected,
and it is one of my responsibilities to be sure that the things I'm
doing are consistent with what the President wants. And when
there's something of genuine significance, even if I am sure it's
what he wants, I want to have him take part in it and be sure that
he sees it and takes responsibility, and the more difficult it is, the
more I should go out of my way to point it up to him so he doesn't
miss the point of why it is that I am concerned about this.

For instance, we talked about the Dawa prisoners, and Admiral
Poindexter thinking that he probably told the President-I think if
you were going to do something like that, and I can't imagine that
you or I would, but suppose you were-you had a responsibility to
the President not just to sort of pass it by him, but to go and say,
Mr. President, here is something that is proposed to be put on the
table and let me explain to you these are terrorists, they murdered
people and so on, and it is totally opposed to our policy to do any-
thing about that, and we've assured Kuwait and so on, so, Mr.
President, I'm telling you all these things to be sure it is clear in
your mind if you approve going ahead, that's the way you should
tell him-not say by the way-Mr. President, here is this thing,
check here, or something. You have to highlight the problem to the
President if you are doing your job right; that is an obligation-not
to try to get something approved, but to be sure that it is done, I'll
say-to use a perhaps pompous term-constitutionally.

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Secretary, I will close it there just with a brief
comment.

There is a term that is well known around this town and the
world about the arrogance of power. Ronald Reagan has never had
the arrogance of power, in my view. But it seems to me that some
people working for him surely did.

Chairman HAMILTON. We'11stand in recess for 10 minutes.
[Brief recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The committees will resume sitting.
Senator Rudman is recognized.
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, it is my understanding that there is some misun-

derstanding about some of your testimony in response to questions
by counsel, Mark Belnick, this morning concerning the President's
policy vis-a-vis selling arms to Iran and the control of the general
policy subsequent to the 25th of November.

I'd like to give you an opportunity to clarify that testimony.
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Secretary SHULTZ. The President decided-whatever the date
was-that there would be no more arms sales. That is our policy.
The President has had no second thoughts about that whatever.

Mr. RUDMAN. That was in November, I believe?
Secretary SHULTZ. Whenever that was. I don't have the date in

my mind.
The question of what was involved in Director Casey's reinser-

tion of the word "policy" into the talking points, as I understand it,
is the source of misunderstanding. Those talking points continued
to say no arms sales. That is what was read out. That is why it
basically didn't make much difference as far as the Iranian end of
it was concerned. That message was delivered firmly, unequivocal-
ly. The President fully supported that.

I imagine that the President-I know the President felt very
strongly about the importance of continuing to pursue the effort to
rearrange things with Iran, which we continue, and I think he was
just concerned that that not be dropped, and Director Casey was
concerned that he stay in the policy loop, and I was concerned that
he get out of the policy loop.

That is what-that was an internal battle, and I think at this
point it is no longer any battle. The CIA is not in the policy loop.

Mr. RUDMAN. I think it is clear from your answer that the battle
was about who would control the policy. But as far as what the
policy was as of that date-and I believe it is about the 25th of No-
vember-the President made a firm decision there would be no
more arms sold to Iran; am I correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Absolutely. And, of course, who controls the
policy? The President controls the policy.

It goes back to what I was saying in response to Senator Inouye.
But here, beyond who is going to be working on policy issues with
the President, is also the issue of the intermingling of intelligence
with policy. And I think that is one of the sort of philosophic-type
issues-or whatever you want to call it-that comes out of this.

I feel very strongly, as I've said, that the two should be separat-
ed.

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Secretary, I have used about a half an hour of
my hour.

I am going to yield 15 minutes of my time to my friend from
Idaho, Senator McClure, who I believe is going to follow Senator
Sarbanes.

Before I conclude-and I do not believe I will use the balance of
time remaining for myself-I just want to make a couple of obser-
vations, Mr. Secretary, because I think your testimony has been ex-
traordinarily useful and vital and important to this committee and
for the American people.

I fear there has been a great deal of misunderstanding about
what these hearings are about. You have received a great deal of
criticism since last November about your role, which you now have
had a chance to truthfully, and I think forcefully, state here.

Members of this committee have received a great deal of criti-
cism from those that are very loyal to the President, for being crit-
ical.
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But, of course, it is my underlying view that the most serious
thing that happened here was a total breakdown of those people
who owed the President the most.

I do not believe, from what I have seen looking at thousands of
documents, that the President was ever adequately briefed on what
was going on here. We know that he was purposely omitted from
sharing or, in fact, making the decision on diverting proceeds from
this arms sale to the Contras.

Some people think that this hearing has been about aid to the
Contras. To the extent it has educated the American people better
about the problems in Central America, that is good, but that is
not the purpose of these hearings.

The purpose of the hearings, it seems to me, is to show the
American people what happened and to also show them that there
are people in this government who function the way the Constitu-
tion envisions the government should function. I believe that one of
the saddest things I have seen since I have been here in the
Senate-and it is only a blink in time, 7 years-but one of the sad-
dest things I have seen was watching you stand there this morning
and raise your hand and take the oath to tell the truth. That is a
sad commentary on what happened in this affair, because I can't
think of anyone in Congress who agrees or disagrees with you or
your policies or what you believe that thinks that you need to take
an oath to tell the truth.

You demonstrated here today, and I hope that people have been
paying attention, that you have an effective and tough foreign
policy. You conduct it lawfully without lying, without shredding,
without withholding key information from your President, without
compromising the basic trust that honorable people believe in in
the conduct of government.

More really, Mr. Secretary, than the substance of your testimo-
ny, which is important, I believe is the fact that you stand for
honor, decency, and observance of the law in government. I think
that is the true importance and what will be remembered about
your testimony.

Finally, there has been a lot of talk about heroes. I do not believe
that heroes are people who deceive their President. I do not believe
that heroes are people that protect themselves at the risk of their
President. I believe the real heroes are people who speak up to
their President, make their views known and are willing to take
great personal risks in confronting their President who they are
loyal to to give him the best possible advice that he can get. You
are such a hero, Mr. Secretary, and I appreciate your testimony
today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, how much time do I have?
Chairman HAMILTON. Chairman Inouye and I agree on every-

thing, but we can't seem to agree on the amount of minutes you
have. I think it is 30, Senator Sarbanes.

Mr. SARBANES. Counting my own time?
Chairman HAMILTON. I think it is 30 minutes total.
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Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Chairman, I-would like to reserve 10 minutes
of that time and use the balance.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Senator is recognized for 20 minutes
then.

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Secretary, welcome. Mr. Secretary, I would
like to make this observation. Perhaps one minor benefit of these
hearings is that on the day that Robert Owen testified that he and
Jonathan Miller cashed traveler's checks for Colonel North and as-
sisted in funneling the proceeds to the Contras, that a few hours
later Jonathan Miller resigned from the White House staff. And
that may be just one minor benefit of the hearings. The Secretary
may be able to get his airplane now.

Mr. Secretary, I think we have reached a stage in the hearings
where we are really addressing the larger questions, and I welcome
that. Because I think what is at issue is how policy was being made
and who was making it and carrying it out, how the whole policy-
making function of our government was proceeding, both within
the Executive Branch and in terms of the relationship between the
Executive Branch and the Congress.

In fact, I think that whichever way you resolved these contradic-
tions in testimony that we have had between Colonel North, Mr.
McFarlane, Admiral Poindexter, Colonel North or Admiral Poin-
dexter, Mr. McFarlane, your perception of the President's reaction
to the Dawa prisoners point, as compared with Admiral Poin-
dexter's statement in the record, even Admiral Poindexter's state-
ment on the question of diversion, that a more important issue
than all of those factual determinations is the overwhelming sense
that this is no way for a great power to conduct its affairs.

I find it staggering that the President signed three Findings on
the transfer of arms to Iran and that you didn't-the Secretary of
State and-I understand although we will have him here to testi-
mony-the Secretary of Defense, the two officers charged with na-
tional security responsibilities in terms of their departments, did
not know about it.

You have been criticized by some as not being a good soldier for
the President's policy, but how could you have been expected to be
if you didn't know, in fact, that that was a formal determination of
Presidential policy that occurred in early December of 1985 retro-
actively and then twice in January of 1986.

My concern over how we do our business is intensified by just
referring back to Mr. Hakim's testimony. When he was before us,
he was asked, "When you were told that this agreement that you
had negotiated had been approved by the President of the United
States"-this is the nine-point agreement that Senator Rudman
asked about and that included within it the provision for trying to
work out a plan for the release of the 17 Dawas imprisoned in
Kuwait.

"When you were told that this agreement that you had negotiat-
ed had been approved by the President of the United States, you
must have felt very proud.

"Mr. Hakim. I felt proud throughout, sir. I felt proud being part
of the team.

"Question. Did you feel like you had been the Secretary of State
for a day?
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"Mr. Hakim. I would not accept that position for any money in
the world, sir.

"Question. Well, you had it better than the Secretary of State in
some sense. You didn't have to get confirmed, correct?

"Mr. Hakim. I still believe that I have it better than the Secre-
tary, and I can achieve more, too.

'Question. And if this initiative had succeeded, did you ever
make any calculation as to how much you and General Secord
would make?

"Mr. Hakim. In what period of time, sir?
"Question. People tend to think in terms of 3- to 5-year plans.
"Mr. Hakim. Many millions.
"Mr. Liman. Did it bother you at all that here you-and I say it

respectfully-a private citizen was left with this kind of task of ne-
gotiating an agreement in which if it succeeded you stood to benefit
very substantially?

"Mr. Hakim. Mr. Liman, what bothered me was that we didn't
have the competence within the government to do what I could do.
That still bothers me."

Mr. Hakim was left there by General Secord and Colonel North
to negotiate on behalf of the United States of America with the Ira-
nian interlocutors. It was then that this nine-point plan was negoti-
ated, in effect, gearing up this involvement of freeing the Dawa ter-
rorists to obtaining hostages.

North went on the proposition that all hostages had to come out
and the nine-points had 1 Y2 hostages.

I don't want to belabor the point, but I think it is clear that
doing business this way demeans the power and majesty of the
United States. And leaving aside all of the contradictions and fac-
tual assertions, it seems to me the overwhelming lesson that comes
through is that this is-the overwhelming sense is that this is an
incredible way for a great power to have been conducting its af-
fairs.

Let me turn -to two or three specific questions.
I am concerned by the extent to which in all of this activity, in

effect, the State Department itself was being subverted so that
your ability to do your job was being undercut or undermined. I
want to refer just briefly to Operation Staunch and to the question
of Ambassadorial responsibility.

Now, on Operation Staunch, I take it that at the very time that
these arms transfer efforts were under way, you and your col-
leagues in the Department-you, specifically, for instance, at the
UN, when you meet with the leaders of-the foreign ministers and
the leaders of countries from around the world-were involved in
urging in the most uncertain terms countries not to ship arms to
Iran.

Could you tell us a bit about the efforts you were making in Op-
eration Staunch?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, it was an effort that took place over a
period of years and it was part of our policy toward the Iran-Iraq
war, as I explained this morning . We had a very capable person,
Ambassador Fairbanks, devoting a major fraction of his time to it,
and he traveled around and he gathered information, had people
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helping him gather information about where the problems might
be.

When somebody complained about the possibility of a sale that
might go from country X to Iran, we said give us chapter and verse
and we will go right to work on it, and we did.

So it was a very clear and. visible effort to discourage and stop to
the extent we possibly could the sale of arms to Iran, and it was a
known, visible, and we thought toward that war, important policy,
and Ambassador Fairbanks and many of you know him.

He is a person of great individual personal stature and he had a
high position in the Department.

Mr. SARBANES. I would just observe that reviewing-one of Ambas-
sador Fairbanks' memos on this issue, I notice that he.singled out
for special attention trying to stem any arms movement a country
which was called upon unbeknownst to you, I believe, to assist in
an arms movement to Iran.

So it was a direct conflict between your enunciated policy that
you were seeking to implement and what was occurring because of
this effort to transfer arms to Iran.

Secretary SHULTZ. I should add, I talked about Ambassador Fair-
banks' work when he left the government, Ed Derwinski, who was
counsellor and is now under secretary, and a person you all know
because he was a Member of the House for many years and is a
very good operator, knows how to get things done, he took this job
over.

He has also worked on it, and I think he has done a good job of
getting it back on the track, and we are in business. The fact that
we had this UN vote recently helps us.

Mr. SARBANES. Was another factor for not shipping arms to Iran
in addition to the position we were taking on the Iran-Iraq war the
fact that Iran had been identified as a terrorist nation?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. SARBANES. And is it correct that it is our view that Iran had

ties with the elements in Lebanon that were responsible for blow-
ing up the Marine compound?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. SARBANES. I would like to turn to the--
Secretary SHULTZ. And I think our evidence is that Iran, if it

doesn't have absolute control over the hostages, has a very consid-
erable measure of control, and I think that is true.

Mr. SARBANES. So we were in the position of sending arms to a
country that had supported the elements and, as you have just in-
dicated, had extensive control that were responsible for the bomb-
ing of the Marine compound and the loss of 241 American lives
and, also, according to the Hakim accord, we were going to put on
the table the possibility of freeing the Dawa terrorists who had
been imprisoned by the Kuwaitis for their terrorist attacks on
Americans and Frenchmen in Kuwait; is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct. But I don't want to sit here
with any implication at all that whatever Mr. Hakim may have
thought, whatever Colonel North may have told him, that this was
in any way U.S. Government policy.

Mr. SARBANES. I understand that.
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Secretary SHULTZ. It was not, and it could not have been cleared
with the President and was misrepresented.

Mr. SARBANES. I understand that, but that it could happen is in
itself an important comment on how policy was being made, or per-
haps, more accurately put, how policy was not being made or not
being imp&eted?

Secretary SHULTZ. It's an example of how something got off the
rails when it was being administered by a staff that was not su-
pervisable in the normal, accountable sense. That gets back to a
point that I was making earlier. -

Mr. SARBANES. Let me ask you about the Ambassadors. How
many-

Secretary SHULTZ. Let me just say that a minor aspect of all this
that galls me, as you look at almost any part-this is minor, but it
nevertheless, it galls me. Our guys, to the extent that the staff
people who were doing this, they got taken to the cleaners. You
look at the structure of this deal. It's pathetic that anybody would
agree to anything like that. It's so lopsided. It's crazy.

People say you can't trust the State Department to negotiate a
tough deal. Well, I'll tell you.

Mr. SARBANE. Let me turn to the question of the Ambassadors.
How many instances do you know in which Ambassadors in the
Department operated through a back channel, Ambassadors or
others in an Embassy, operated through a back channel direct to
the NSC and cut out the State Department and cut you out?

Secretary SHULTZ. It's a perpetual problem. It's always a prob-
lem. It's a problem today, but I have been doing everything I can
and I think the President has been trying to help me-I know he
has-in trying to make it clear to the Ambassadors, and I give
them written instructions to say there is a chain of command
around here and the top man in that chain, our boss, is the Presi-
dent. And the next person in that chain is me, and the Ambassador
takes instructions through that chain of command. They come
from the assistant secretary in Charge of that region of the world
and the Ambassador is not to take instructions from anybody else
unless the President decides that he wants to instruct the Ambas-
sador personally.

Now, no doubt an NSC adviser personally might call an Ambas-
sador, let's say, and give an instruction, but I hope it's gotten
through people's heads that if that happens, even though the state-
ment may be made, "I'm calling on behalf of the President," before
he does anything, he is tasked to tell me. And it's got to be that
way and they've got also to be accountable.

Now, it's a hard job. You are very familiar, as a member of the
Foreign Relations Committee, with the nature of an Embassy and
how it works, but you have the Ambassador. Less than 30 percent
of the people working for him are in the State Department. In
other words, most of the people are from some other agency. And
in this day and age of communications, of course, everybody has a
telephone. But some of the agencies have their own channels and
so the flow of information is difficult to control, but the Ambassa-
dor is charged with knowing. His job is-he should know what is
going on in the country. He is responsible as the President's repre-
sentative for administering in that country all of the different
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things that are part of the U.S. Government activity, except for
military bases, and there he has to coordinates with the command-
ing general, or whoever.

So all of these people from different departments are, so to
speak, responsible to him, but they aren't. They are also responsi-
ble to their department. And it's a hard managerial job, particular-
ly when you have all these channels of communication. And we try
to get control of that.

And I have said-I have worked very hard on the management
of the Department since I have been in this job and on security,
both physical security and counterintelligence security. And it's ob-
vious I haven't worked hard enough. But anyway, I have worked
hard on it. And-particularly recently have said to the Ambase.-
dor, "'You not only have this chain of command, but you are ac-
countable, Mr. Ambassador, for anything that may go wrong," and
I'm thinking particularly right now of counterintelligence. So if
somebody thumbs their nose at you, I expect to hear about it.

Mr. SABANEs. Well, now, did you know that Ambassador Tambs
was opening a Southern Front--

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. SmwANES. -assisting Colonel North in establishing an air-

strip and engaged in the Singlaub-Pastora agreement?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I heard about the Singlaub agreement.

That was reported. And that was totally out of line, and Ambassa-
dor Tambs--his report was that he wasn't involved in that, but he
learned about it and he cabled us about it and we went back to him
promptly and said you have to tell Mr. Pastora, this is without re-
spect to the merits of the agreement, that particular agreement
was OK in its terms but that there was-that was not an agree-
ment from the United States of America, it was a misrepresenta-
tion, and he should in no way think he has an agreement with the
United States.

Mr. SARu NEs. Did you know that the officials in the Embassy in
a friendly European country were working to try to move ship-
ments of HAWK parts through that country to Iran in November
of 1985?

Secretary SHULTZ. I didn't know that at the time.
On the other hand, in that particular instance there were some

representations-I guess I would have to call them misrepresenta-
tions-to Ambassador Oakley in the department, and so in that
case there was a departmental contact that was-which the charge'
involved, I think, relied on. So I think that is a little different sort
of case.

Mr. SARBANEs. Now, the actions that Ambassador Kelly in Leba-
non took, working with Colonel North, were totally unknown to
the department; is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That's correct.
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Secretary, the final subject I want to ask you

about are these efforts to establish a sort of on-the-shelf, ready-
service covert operation.

North, Secord, Hakim had such an operation. Were you aware of
it?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
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Mr. SARBANES. I would like to send you an exhibit, which is not
one of your exhibits, but it has appeared twice in the course of
these hearings. This appeared once as an exhibit with General
Singlaub and again with Colonel North. It is a memorandum found
in Colonel North's safe, and it sets up a scheme which is perhaps
best understood by this table on the second page, in which the
United States would move high technology to Country B, Country
B would move military equipment over to Country A, and Country
A would then put weapons into this trading company, and the trad-
ing company would then allocate it out in various places around
the world.

So it would be a self-contained scheme outside of any account-
ability, outside of having to come to the Congress, in fact, outside
of even having it known within the Executive Branch and subject
to the checks and procedures in the Executive Branch, and on the
following page it says as the one example of results, "The United
States then has at its disposal a large and continuous supply of
Soviet technology and weapons to channel to Freedom Fighters
worldwide"-this is the third paragraph on the page following the
table-"inandating neither the consent or awareness of the Depart-
ment of State or Congress."

I assume this is the first time you have seen this.
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. And I hope you feel you are in good com-

pany being linked to the Department of State.
Mr. SARBANES. Well, I'm trying to say to you I do, as a matter of

fact.
Secretary SHULTZ. Thank you.
Mr. SARBANES. I think that this proposal, which was never imple-

mented-instead, of course, what they did was they took a different
approach, which was the one that Secord, North, and Hakim estab-
lished whereby they would get the money from private parties,
from contributions by third countries, and through the overage on
the selling of arms, and then build up their reserve in what Secord
called the Enterprise, and then engage in covert activities any-
where, potentially anywhere and everywhere in the world, as they
chose, without responsibility and accountability-is one of the most
dangerous matters we have looked at in this entire hearing.

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I can tell you that having talked to him
about it, anything that the President-President Reagan wouldn't
touch this with a 10-foot pole. It's totally unacceptable. And you
know that and I know that.

Mr. SARBANES. Let me ask you to respond to this final question.
Admiral Poindexter, in talking about the use of the proceeds of

the Iranian arms sales for the Contras, also addressed using it for a
series of other covert projects, and he was asked was that the first
time you ever heard about that, and he said, "It i the first time
that I've heard it discussed in that depth; I don't at all doubt that
Colonel North and Director Casey may have discussed that; frank-
ly, it is an idea that has some attractive features in my mind."

Is it an idea that has any attractive features in your mind?
Secretary SHULTZ. None.
Mr. SARBANES. Would you explain why?
Secretary SHULTZ. Because it is totally outside of the system of

government that we live by and must live by.
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You cannot spend funds that the Congress doesn't either author-
ize you to obtain or appropriate. That is what the Constitution
says, and we have to stick to it.

Now, I will join everybody in saying that sometimes it gets dog-
gone frustrating With what the Congress does or doesn't do, and I
can be critical. However, that's the system that-we have to accept
it and then we have an argument about it and try to persuade you
otherwise.

Just as I was saying about the funds for the Nicaraguan Free-
dom Fighters, when I was asked about third country solicitations
back in 1984, I think that in the end if this is going to work, we
have to persuade the Congress to support it. And when we per-
suade the Congress to support it, which is the present situation, the
results are much stronger.

That's where our long-term bet has to be. We have this very dif-
ficult task of having a separation of powers that means we have to
learn how to share power. Sharing power is harder, and we need to
work at it harder than we do.

But that's the only way. And this is not sharing power, this is
not in line with what was agreed to in Philadelphia. This is a piece
of junk and it ought to be treated that way.

Mr. SIANEs. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much. As I understand, I have 30

minutes. I will use a portion of that time and reserve the balance. I
do want to give other members the opportunity to use their time in
rotation rather than using all of my time first.

Mr. Secretary, I want to get back to one portion of the mandate
of this committee, which I think has been neglected a little bit in
the course of these hearings, and that is how did we get to the
policy that was expressed with respect to Iran and what that policy
was and, in your opinion, what it ought to be.

Now, as I recall the testimony and the evidence before the com-
mittee up to this time, it was Mr. Ledeen who came to Mr. McFar-
lane and said, "I was in Europe recently and I ran into a person
there that believes there is an opportunity to open a dialogue with
different elements in Iran that might lead to a different relation-
ship in the future than the one that we have today with the Kho-
meini Regime." Is that your understanding?

Secretary SHULTZ. I guess that is right. I came in perhaps a little
later than that, but you have been studying this more than I have.
Nothing wrong with that. That is perfectly good. That is what we
want to do.

Mr. MCCLURE. If, as a matter of fact, anyone came to a responsi-
ble official of our government and made the suggestion that there
was the opportunity to effect a different relationship with a future
government in Iran than the one we now don't enjoy, it would be
irresponsible for us to turn down any such opportunity, would it
not?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, but let me say to you that it has hap-
pened quite a lot as we get approaches from this person or that
person and we try to follow them up. But usually they turn out to
be fraudulent.
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Mr. MCCLURE. You would do two things. First you would judge
that on the credibility of the source of information: Did it appear to
have substance? And, secondly, to explore it to see whether it had
substance if you believed it had any at all, is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct. But the world is full of con
men, and they are constantly out there.

Mr. MCCLURE. And some of them get elected to Congress.
Secretary SHULTZ. And they know that we have certain interests,

and they try to put a little bait out there, and you have to watch it
and be careful.

Mr. MCCLURE. I understand that. And I am not suggesting that
just because somebody makes a suggestion to us that we automati-
cally put the whole apparatus of government at the disposal of that
particular information. The amount of your effort would depend
partly upon the credibility or apparent credibility of the informa-
tion that you got and then you would move forward in that, to
probe it to see whether it had substance, I would assume.

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct. I want to point out to you that
there are ways in which we communicate with Iran that are clear
and in a sense official. The Swiss are our protecting power in
Tehran. Any time we want to pass a message to the Government of
Iran, we can do that easily by writing it out carefully, calling in
the Swiss, asking them on our behalf to deliver the message, and
they will deliver it. That goes on.

Mr. MCCLURE. That is a time-honored diplomatic process, is it
not, just not in this instance, but in a lot of instances?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is a constant process, and it is a very
useful convention, and Algeria is Iran's protecting power here, and
they can deliver a message if they want or receive one from us.

In addition, there is the claims court in the Hague, and there
there has been a process that was set up. It has actually been a
very good process, pretty good process, and we have our representa-
tives there and the legal adviser to the State Department runs it
from the standpoint of the United States and goes there. His coun-
terpart is there, and they talk. Although they don't talk about
policy things, they talk about that particular matter. There are
other official ways.

The point I want to make is this, that you send messages that
way, and you have a design. You want to get certain things across.
And if you then have all these other entrepreneurs around and you
give them any running room, then what you are liable to do if you
aren't careful is confuse the signals.

So I am trying to respond to your point: Should we respond to
everything that comes along? Well in a sense, yes, you are always
looking, and you are always on the alert, and we do. But also you
need to be a little careful when you do it that you don't wind up
doing harm. It is not benign necessarily.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Secretary, I agree with what you are saying,
and I appreciate your response, and I think it is a valuable addi-
tion to our evaluations to be able to keep that in mind.

It is, however, not exactly the point I wish to make or to elicit
from you. And that is: If indeed-well, let me preface it with a dif-
ferent question.Is Iran important to us geopolitically?
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Secretary SHULTZ. Iran is clearly a country of importance in the
world, and it is a country I think that inevitably at some stage of
the game will want a relationship with the United States. We don't
have to pay for it. They will want it. We want, similarly, to have
one. But there they are with a big border with the Soviet Union,
the Soviet Union includes territory that at one time was part of
Iran. It is not necessarily a benign partner on the border.

So having a relationship with the United States is useful to Iran
potentially, and sooner or later I am sure it will come about. We
don't know just how or when, but we need to be alert to that, and
it will be to their advantage to reestablish a better working rela-
tionship with them.

Mr. McCitui. It's also important to us.
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. But not at the expense of our policies on

hostages, not at the expense of our policies towards the Iran-Iraq
War, not to the extent of our policies against terrorists. We don't
have to pay any of those prices.

Mr. McCLURE. But still important to us?
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. McCLuRE. Without going back into all of recorded history, at

least as a recent history we could look to as evidence of that impor-
tance to us, back in the Eisenhower, well we'll go back before that,
the end of World War II when it was apparent the Soviet Union
was planning to move into and occupy the territory of Iran, Presi-
dent Truman said, you do and there is a war, and they didn't; is
that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. We have had a long struggle and I think it
shows various incidents that you could adduce that it is well recog-
nized in the United States that Iran is an important country and
so we will extend ourselves having that in mind. Right now, of
course, our problem is different.

Mr. McCLUPm. And at one time, President Eisenhower, during
the Eisenhower administration, had occasion to show the United
States interest in what happened within Iran internally.

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. Those are matters of history and they are recent

history and although they are not exactly the same as today, obvi-
ously with the change of the government, the fall of the Shah and
the substitution of a radical revolutionary Islamic Government
that we have a different relationship certainly with that govern-
ment, but no less interest in the people, the topography, the geopo-
litical, geostrategic area of the world in recogniz.ng the Soviet
Union's interest m the same area; is that correct.

Secretary SHULTZ. Correct. And you have to be impressed with
the people, and I don't know whether you have been there or not, I
have been there.

Mr. McCLURE. I have.
Secretary SHULTZ. As a construction man--
Mr. MCCLURE. Not recently, however.
Secretary SHULTZ. If you go into some of those mosques built

hundreds of years ago and see the marvel of construction, the
beauty of it, you know that there is immense inherent capability.

Mr. McCLuRE. Would you suggest-do I get either by direct testi-
mony or an inference that you believe that the conditions in Iran
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are such today and the regime in Iran is such today that we ought
do nothing at all except sit and wait for them to make the initia-
tive?

Secretary SHULTZ. We have made plain our readiness to have a
dialogue with them. We have made plain our views about their
policies. And what it takes to have a normal kind of relationship.

Mr. MCCLURE. Well, I was getting from you what I thought to be
a rather-a rather positive reaction that said, these are bad guys,
we are not going to do anything with them until the conditions
change when they see it is in their advantage, to their advantage
to do better with us and then we won't pay any price for that new
relationship, they will. Is that fair?

Secretary SHULTZ. The behavior of Iran now is not behavior that
is acceptable -as far as we are concerned.

Mr. MCCLURE. I don't think any of us would argue with that.
Secretary SHULTZ. So we say that to them and we point out to

them what we think it is that stands in the way from our stand-
point of a different kind of relationship. And, of course, it isn't, it is
not so much a relationship with us as such, it is Iran's behavior,
and so in working with Iran or trying to understand Iran and have
some impact there, it isn't only what might or might not take place
in a dialogue with us, but there are other countries that are un-
doubtedly better positioned at this time to have an impact, and
they do try among the-our chief allies, you have Germany, you
have Japan, and among other great friends of ours, you have coun-
tries like Pakistan, and Turkey that perhaps have a little better
understanding of the culture, and so we talk to those countries a
lot about Iran.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Secretary, I don't mean to cut you off, but 15
minutes is a very short time and two thirds of my time is already
gone. And I really was trying to get the sense of what it is you are
trying to tell us, because there seemed to be a contrast between
those who were eager to make, to exploit what they saw as a
breakthrough or an opportunity towards a breakthrough and with-
out-I don't want to paraphrase your words wrongly, but it seems
to me you are expressing a great coolness to that idea.

Secretary SHULTZ. I am expressing a great coolness to the idea of
paying for it by selling, by arms. That is what always seemed to
come forward.

Mr. MCCLURE. You are jumping way over where I started. Maybe
you are so eager to make that point that you-what I am trying to
get at is whether or not you saw any opportunity that was worth-
while in trying to establish a different relationship, and let's don't
even talk about arms yet because they haven't been talked about
yet.

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. I think we should keep--
Mr. MCCLURE. It is when you got into the question of arms and

other concessions that you found unacceptable that you then
become cool to the idea of trying.

Secretary SHULTZ. I think we should try in the right way, with
the right kind of channels and with the right kind of content.

Mr. MCCLURE. I don't disagree. I am just trying to find out where
you are coming from so we can know what your . motivation was
and what your reaction was so we can maybe contrast that with
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mother people who may have had different motivations and, there-
fore, came to different conclusions. And I don't disagree with you, I
think it is a great mistake to barter for hostages or to sell arms to
Iran in an attempt to get them back.

If we look at that Finding that is referred to as the arms-for-hos-
tages Finding, Admiral Poindexter said that he objected to it be-
cause it didn't state it correctly, it was not simply arms for hos-
tages. If I understand you, you believe that the President also did
not see it as arms for hostages at the time this was going on; is
that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. The President's policy has always been no
arms for hostages, no trades for hostages. That has been, is our
policy, and I believe I am correct in saying that the President feels
he has never deviated from that policy.

Mr. McCLuiE. And if that Finding conveyed that impression on
the face of it, that would not at that time accurately reflect the
President's attitude.about it?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, that would be my impression. If some-
body had gone to the President flat-out and said to him, "Mr. Presi-
dent, we have an opportunity to get our hostages by trading arms
and maybe as a side benefit, we might have a little different rela-
tionship with Iran, but really the point is, let's see if we can get
our hostages out this way," he would have told them to get lost.

Mr. McCLuRE. Now, there was an earlier, there has been another
precedent in which we had the same kind of debate in this country,
and that was the Daniloff-Zakharov, I was going to say "exchange,"
but I know you would not characterize it as such, because you've
repeatedly said it was not, and yet the perceptions of a great
number of people in this country are just as clearly that that was a
trade as the Iranian venture was an arms-for-hostages trade. How
do you explain the difference between the two?

Secretary SHULTZ. There are some things about that that I would
be glad to testify to in a closed session, but I don't intend to discuss
it here in this forum.

In that case, we made an effort to structure it carefully, and we
had a flow of events that was part-what was really happening
here was an effort on our part, which succeeded, to reduce the abil-
ity of the Soviet Union to use its UN mission and its mission here
for espionage purposes, so we had told them they had to reduce the
numbers in their mission in the UN, and we were in the process of
having that happen, and of course we are also watching activities
of individuals, and in the course of that, having watched Mr. Zak-
harov for some time, the FBI decided to make that arrest. The
Soviet Union arrested Mr. Daniloff. We took certain actions our-
selves here in their embassy, naming names in the UN, and the
overall interaction of this was such that we reduced-the net of it
was we have reduced their numbers in the UN quite considerably.
We moved out by name, if my memory is right-well, I don't re-
member exactly-a fairly substantial number of people and we had
a pretty good idea.

Mr. McCwum .Twenty to twenty-five.
Secretary SHULTZ. And they retaliated in various ways. And at-

in the process of doing that, there was also a negotiation about
Zakharov, Daniloff, Orlov, and potentially others. So that is what
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was taking place. It was a broad effort which basically succeeded;
Mr. Daniloff got caught up in it, and for that reason and various
other reasons, it seemed to the President, and I certainly subscribe
to it, very important that we work at getting him out.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time,
but I do want to say, so far as I can see, I think the exchange of
Zakharov and Daniloff and the other negotiations that went on at
that time were as inexplicable to me as the American public seems
to have skepticism about arms-for-hostages in Iran, and I've read
the record, the transcripts, I've read all of the press conferences
that you and the President and Mr. Whitehead and others had, and
I guess if those who stubbornly say, well, Iran was arms-for-hos-
tages, this Senator has to say, Daniloff-Zakharov were an ex-
change.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, Senator, I believe that if I had some pri-

vate-a private meeting with you under conditions of no leaks, I
could give you some information that would lead you to think that
statement of yours was not correct.

Chairman HAMILTON. Senator McClure reserves 10 minutes. The
Chair recognizes Mr. Fascell.

Mr. FASCELL. Thank you.
Mr. Secretary, it is nice to see you again back in this old, famil-

iar room. Let me start off by expressing my appreciation to you,
first of all, for the cooperation with the Foreign Affairs Committee
as well as these investigative committees.

I recall that you were a little bit apprehensive at first last year,
but then willingly decided you had to bite this bullet, and you did
and you came up here and testified, as I recall it, willingly, without
subpoena, openly, and told us pretty much about everything that's
been told to us today, except now you have had the benefit of going
back and looking at your records, reading your notes and listening
to all the testimony. But as far as I can tell, it's pretty much. con-
sistent and straight and strong, and it's one of the reasons you
have enjoyed a good relationship with the Foreign Affairs Commit-
tee, although we haven't always agreed with you. -

But the fact is, we know you to be a straight, tough man in
charge of foreign policy. We like it that way, frankly, and that's
the way I think it ought to be.

One of the things that went wrong with this one, the one that
we're interested in right now is it got skewed in an effort to get
around what appeared to be an obstruction, mainly the Congress,
and therefore they had to put a CIA covert operation in the NSC,
run by the Director of the NSC. It is that simple.

Then it just got out of hand, because. you couldn't run it, Wein-
berger didn't have anything to say about it, nobody had anything
to say about it, just four people in the United States Government,
which, as Senator Sarbanes has said, is no way to run a railroad,
certainly not a major, modern government.

Now I know you thought the policy was dumb, stupid, and dan-
gerous, and you told the President and anybody that would listen
to you.
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Just as a matter of curiosity, did you ever put your concerns in
writing to the President other than the talking points you carried
to the meeting that day?

Secretary SHULTZ. The only things written by way of a memoran-
da are the things that you have, and if you look at my response to
the draft NSDD, and the cable traffic and so on, I think most of the
reasons that people have adduced in commenting on this, you will
find them in there in one way or the other.

I never sat down and wrote a memorandum to the President.
Mr. FASCELL. I am happy to hear that, frankly. We all have a

tendency around here to write letters that cover our position. You
expressed yourself immediately, forthrightly and openly to all this
matter as it arose, am I correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is right. But I want to be clear, Mr.
Chairman. I didn't object to an effort to find a different relation-
ship and a different pattern of behavior from Iran. And that is
what the President was pointing at and I didn't disagree with that.

I agreed with that. I thought in mid-1985, or wherever that was,
that the intelligence upon which the NSC staff's thinking was
based was-wrong. I didn t agree with that judgment, and they had
linked-and one of the problems here I think is that in the-even
in the intelligence document that was being used, there was in it
the notion that because of this intelligence, we should reconsider
our arms policy.

In other words, the intelligence contained that link. And I
thought the intelligence was faulty.

Mr. FASCELL Or?
Secretary SHULTz. And so, therefore, the conclusion you drew

from it was not warranted. I am not so sure I would have drawn
the conclusion anyway, even if I had agreed with the intelligence.

Mr. FASCELL. I understand. We have the same problem, at least I
do. I am not too excited about accepting right off the top of the
printed page what the intelligence assessment is that comes out of
any intelligence community.

Need to know what the raw data was and who made the assess-
ment. Then I have a better understanding of what it is somebody is
trying to get me to do because they are feeding me the intelligence
for the purpose of me acting, and you know, I am like everybody
else. I don't like to be manipulated.

And I am sure you don't. I can tell that every time I have talked
toyou.

I want to get back to something for just a moment. You know, a
lot has been made about this nine-point agenda and what not, and
I don't think it was too good either, Mr. Secretary.

But, you know, during the testimony of some of the other wit-
nesses here, they just tried to kiss that off, saying, you know, the
end was desirable and, therefore, it didn't make any difference
what we did. And we would have lied to them, promised them ev-
erything, promised them the moon.

It didn't make any difference, you know. All we are trying to do
is get the hostages out and open up a second front.

Now, I don't look at it that way, because that means to me they
never were going back. As Secretary of State, would you make
those kinds of promises in an effort to "open up a secondchannel"
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and try to get our hostages out and what you have done is made
arrangements that you know you are not going to keep and you
expect to go back and deal with the same people again? Does that
make any sense to you?

Secretary SHULTZ. You have the same problem that we were dis-
cussing more generally in the conduct of foreign affairs. And you
need to build a posture of confidence around the world.

So if you do something that breaches that in one place, it rico-
chets around. The United States is a special country. We all are
very proud of our country and in some respects, it is different, and
as the most powerful country in the world, there are expectations
about us that are a little different, and I think that we have to fun-
damentally, basically say what we mean and mean what we say
and have a consistency and I think we have to display a consisten-
cy over time in what we do.

That is one of our problems. We are-people worry about our re-
liability.

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Secretary, the other thing I have wanted to
compliment you on, I have done this before. I have some small idea
of the struggle you have been in internally that has gone beyond
the normal kind of infighting that occurs in an administration.

Your ability to run and to do your job and to be loyal to the
President has been made immeasurably more difficult because of
domestic politics, internal infighting, and a whole bunch of people
trying to run your department instead of letting you run it, not the
least of which is you trying to get somewhere internally with re-
spect to your budget problems, since the State Department now is
one of the smallest departments in the government and operating
on a budget at about a 1969 level in real dollars and is really hurt-
ing-how you do the job, I don't know. Or how your people do the
job.

Wh xn you finally--
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, you can remedy that, Mr. Chairman.

And I wish you would give some attention to that. You wouldn't
wreck the budget if you did it, because we are not talking-we are
talking about peanuts in relationship to this trillion dollar budget
that you people have.

Mr. FASCELL. As you know, Mr. Secretary, and I threw you that
football to give you an opportunity to tell the American people why
it is so important to have a State Department and to have the nec-
essary money to run it. But I want to tell you straight out, if we
don't get Republican votes to help us pass a foreign aid bill, there
isn't going to be any.

Now, that is not your responsibility, so I am not lecturing you.
Secretary SHULTZ. It is part of my responsibility, to work with

members of my party. I try to do it.
Mr. FASCELL. Bill Broomfield, my ranking Republican member on

Foreign Affairs, and I have worked very hard to get a bipartisan
foreign policy effort to support you and worked very hard to get
the necessary authorization to make your efforts worthwhile.

We are going to keep doing that. We need a lot of help.
Secretary SHULTZ. Thank you.
Mr. FASCELL. Let me ask you this. When you finally thought you

had control over the foreign policy mechanism, after all this in-
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fighting and what-not, and your chief spokesman at that time was
Elliott Abrams-still is, for Central-Latin American policy, et
cetera-and you instructed him, said you go find out what hap-
pened, how are these Contras getting the arms. Curiosity. Did you
ever get a re pot back?

Secretary SHULTZ. The report came back to me in the same way
basically as it did to you. Questions were asked in the Congress
about Colonel North's activities, as I said this morning, just as I
asked Elliott to find out what is-where is this coming from.

And while we didn't find out in an affirmative way, we did satis-
fy ourselves, as you did, basically relying upon the word of Mr.
McFarlane in one instance and Admiral Poindexter in another.

There were records. You went through the same process. We
both concluded everything was fine.

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Secretary, so both the Department of State, the
Secretary of State, and the Congress were out of the loop from the
standpoint of getting information that was accurate.

Secretary SHULTZ. I believe the President was also out of the
loop.

Mr. FAScELL. So do I.
Secretary SHULTZ. That is one of the points here we have to re-

flect on.
Mr. FASCwLL. Now, when you found out about the back-channel

operation by Ambassador Kelly operating with Colonel North, that
was a disaster. It just-I was thunderstruck. I am sure you were.

You recalled him. You brought him back here as it totall de-
stroys the whole system of operation for the Department of State.

Did you want to fire him? Did you want to get rid of him?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I wanted him to know that I didn't ap-

preciate what he had done, the fact that he had been briefed by
Mr. McFarlane and by somebody-I forget who in the White House
about this operation, and was told that I was opposed to it, but he
didn't have to talk to me about it because they would talk to me
about it, and he accepted that, and then took directions from them.
I didn't appreciate that at all. And he knows that.

But he is basically a very good man and I hope he's learned his
lesson.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, the truth is, Mr. Secretary--
Secretary SHULTZ. As a matter of fact, let me point out to you-

and this happens all too frequently-I called him on the telephone
the other morning to give him my reassurance, because for most of
the night, the Ambassadorial residence has been under fire in
Beirut. We think probably the fire was aimed at the Presidential
palace, which we are nearby, but at any rate, Ambassador Kelly
was under fire and we spent half the night struggling to get that
stopped, and we did, but life in the Foreign Service, particularly in
a place like Beirut, is not the most pleasant nor is it the safest in
the world. And so I think that with all of the problems that we
have talked about with respect to Ambassador Kelly, we also have
to say he's out there. He is literally on the front line, and he's
doing a good job.

Mr. FASCwu=. He is on the front lines, Mr. Secretary. And I cer-
tainly do not demean his service in any way. I simply am making
the obvious point that the Secretary of State doesn t have control
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over Ambassadors the way he wants to. He's got a problem. It's
called politics, and that's in the best sense, not the worst sense, and
the White House. You cannot move the pegs around at your will
because you have the Congress to deal with, that all-powerful U.S.
Senate, and then you've got the White House to deal with, and
then you've got domestic politics to worry about.

So if you really wanted to move your pegs around, you'd have a
big problem anyway. That's the only point. I'm sure you agree with
that?

Secretary SHULTZ. You and I are both old enough to remember
Jimmy Durante. Remember what he used to say? It's the way I feel
as Secretary of State: "Everybody wants to get into the act."

That's the way it is.
Mr. FASCWELL. Mr. Secretary, you've been criticized by some be-

cause you were so vocal in your opposition of this plan that you
thought was not only dangerous but stupid and whatnot, and you
were criticized because you didn't have an alternative which you
offered which could give any relief.

Now, as a matter of fact, we were following-the United States
was and is following a very-strong policy with respect to our effort
dealing with the hostages. Would you want to tell the American
people that there is an alternative and it is different from the one
that was presented at these hearings?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, there are alternatives. Of course, we
work on the hostage problem constantly. We have a unit in the De-
partment of State that is in touch with the hostage families con-
stantly to pass them information, hear any information they have,
give them reassurance, telephone number that will answer at any
time.

We are in touch with intelligence services with other countries,
and we have our own trying to find out where the hostages are and
to persuade, try to see if there is any way that we can reach those
who are holding them. We are ready to talk with anybody about
the subject, but, of course, we have our policies. We are not going
to pay ransom or do other things that are against our policy.

Now, we know, for example, that those holding the hostages have
said in various ways, such as when they released Father Jenco, at
least I thought, and it seemed at the time he was released so that
he could give a message. Namely, that if you don't get the Dawa
prisoners out, the hostages are going to get killed. So we know
what they are after.

Now, to think it; is a great idea and shows the innovative capac-
ities of the NSC staff to think of the notion that you could trade
the Dawa prisoners for the hostages, I mean that's nutty. That
kind of great idea I'd like to be saved from.

So we work at it. It is hard. It is frustrating because we basically
haven't got very far, and I might say we have quite a bit of compa-
ny. There are eight countries that have hostages being held we b
lieve in and around Beirut. There are nine Americans there now. I
think there are 24 all together from the 8 countries, and it is very
frustrating.

I believe people should stay away from Beirut. I think it is like a
place that has the plague, and we have tried and tried and tried to
get Americans to realize that. And the most recent person, Mr.
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Glass, that was taken went there against that stricture. That
doesn't mean we are any less interested in helping him. We will
work at that as with anybody else.

Now, part of the policy of trying to work to get hostages out has
to be making it plain that you will not pay ransom, bribes, or what-
ever for them. The minute you do that, what you do is expose the
vast number of Americans who are traveling around to a greater
risk because those who take hostages see that it pays.

And, furthermore, those that are holding the existing hostages
feel that the price of what they've got ha j:st one up some.

So I think we have to work at it. I think i is much better if we
work at it quietly. Doesn't do any good for the hostages to have a
lot of publicity.

Mr. FAsCL. Mr. Secretary, let me interrupt you.
From an Iranian point of view, it seemed like this was a pretty

good operation. You get some arms and you give up some hostages,
and you go out and take some more hostages, pretty soon you get
more arms.

The French found that out. They released some hostages; they
went out, they got some more hostages, but in the meantime they
got some mirages. That sounds like a pretty neat idea to me, if you
are an Iranian.

Where we wound up was at the same level that we entered in
terms of our hostages. And that is the danger you just pointed out,
that this thing cuts two ways and the other people who are your"adversaries"-and I put that in quotes-you have to give them
credit for having some brains. They are not all raving lunatics.

Secretary SHuLTz. That is why I feel very confident in what I
said a little bit earlier, that if the proposition presented to the
President had been we can get the hostages out by a trade and as
an incidental part it is conceivable that we'd have a dialog with
Iran which might be worthwhile, and he would not have taken that
proposition, because he fully understands, and has always, exactly
these points that have been made, and that is the basis for the
policy that he has set and continues to have.

Mr. FAscEIL. Mr. Secretary, it was stated during the course of
these hearings that this policy could be justified for many reasons,
talking about this whole Iran bit. One of them was very important.
It was that during this period of time-'85-'86-that it was a good
policy because Iran stood down on terrorism.

Now do you agree with that assessment?
Secretary SHULTz. No.
Mr. FASCELL. You want to tell us why?
Secretary SHmUvZ. First of all, because they didn't stand down on

terrorism. There is some evidence that the action against Ameri-
cans was diminished somewhat, although it didn't stop.

And I think we should note that some hostages were taken and,
of course, no one knows exactly who, but I think we have to re-
member that the Iranians are masters of the plausible deniability
theory in all of this and their influence is there. But there was
some evidence of some slowdown in efforts against Americans.

Now, I mention that because I believe that while, of course, we
always are happy if our citizens are less of a target, we can't afford
to look at it that way in this day and age. We have to recognize
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this is an international problem, and we have to work at it togeth-
er, and it is not good to help me at the expense of you, and we have
made great efforts with other countries where sometimes there has
been a tendency with some terrorist group to say, look, we'll make
a deal with you, you can have safe haven here but leave us alone.

We just don't make deals like that. No safe haven for terrorists.
We have to look at it on an international basis, and in looking at it
on an international basis I don't think that you can see Iran forgo-
ing terrorism.

For example, I don't know just when-I forget just when the date
was, but during this period a large poundage of plastic explosives
was found on Iranian pilgrims on their way to Mecca for the Haj.
That is directed not against us, against somebody else, and that is
terrorism. And I could give other examples, some against us and
some against others.

So I don't believe that Iran did or does renounce its policy of the
use of terrorism.

Mr. FA CELL. Mr. Secretary, during the period of time we are
talking about-I have a very short list here and I would be happy
to have the State Department counterterrorism office supply the
full list for the record-but June 14, 1985, was the TWA flight hi-
jacking; July 1st, 1985, the Madrid bombing; July 22, was the Co-
penhagen bombing; November 24 was the car bomb explosion in
Frankfurt, wounding 32 people, mostly U.S. military; December of
'85, bombing in France, Paris; and so forth and so forth.

I think it would be useful to put in the record simply to make
the point that just because we were dealing with Iran on a matter
of considerable importance, it didn't stop their activities really, and
it is an unfair assessment to leave in the record.

So I would appreciate it if you would supply that.
Secretary SHULTZ. We can give that to you. We have lists like

that.
As I said, it is not possible to connect things precisely, but at

least our intelligence suggests that there are connections in enough
cases to convince us that Iran continues to use this tatic.

Mr. FASrELL. We know it is a serious and important matter. It is
very serious, Mr. Secretary. As you know, the Foreign Affairs Com-
mittees ox the Congress have worked with you in providing the nec-
essary legislation to the President to support every one of the Exec-
utive initiatives, in supplying the authority and the money.

We have also worked with you very diligently to provide and
support the international effort which was being responded to by
many of our allies.

And I know that from firsthand experience because I personally
went to New York, met with many of the Ambassadors of our allies
whom you were contacting, as well as the representatives of those
countries here in Washington.

We had a good program going. It was tough but slow, and we
want to do more.

Secretary SHULTZ. Mr. Chairman, we still have a good program
going.

Mr. FASCELL. OK.
Secretary SHULTZ. Let me just say, as one aspect of it, over the

last couple of years, as a result of this-this is just the intelligence
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and intelligence-sharing work with other countries in trying to
keep track of what is going on-we have averted about 180 terror-
ist incidents that would probably have takenplace, but because of
the work being done they didn't take place. So that is prevention.

And, of course, I think that the President's actions against Libya
punctured Qadhafi's balloon, and that has helped. There are a lot
of things that have been done.

At the Venice summit here just a month or so ago, again we had
a strong statement on this, and we see the rule of law-which is
something you have emphasized-the rule of law starting to exert
itself more and more.

As we say to the terrorists, you are not going to have any place to
hide, it is going to be the use of extradition, countries will get you,
they will try you, and we are making progress.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Fascell, excuse me for interrupting. I
am informed that a vote is taking place in the Senate. That is the
reason for the Senators leaving the chamber.

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, in that case, maybe this is a good
place to stop. I can reserve the balance of my time.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair would like to go until about 6:00
p.m. if possible, Mr. Fascell. Is that all right with you, Mr. Secre-
tary, to go until 6:00?

Secretary SHULTZ. I will make a deal with you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FASCEL. I will take 2 minutes now, or you can leave and I

will wait 2 minutes.
Secretary SHULTZ. I will stay here all night as long as we can

finish at a reasonable time Friday, and I don't have to come back
Monday. I would like to have a nice weekend in the country. If I
have to come back Monday, I will have to stay and study.

Chairman HAMILTON. We are not planning on bringing you back
on Monday. You deserve a long weekend, Mr. Secretary.

Mr. Fascell, why don't you go for a few minutes longer. Then
we'll go to Mr. Broomfield until six or so.

Mr. FAsCEL. Mr. Secretary, this whole mess must have drastical-
ly affected our capability both in terms of foreign policy and coun-
terterrorism specifically.

Secretary SHULTZ. No, it hasn't.
Mr. FASCmL. Well, o. Tell me how come.
Secretary SHULTZ. =use--and here I think it is so important

to register on what the President did, and I don't think this has
gotten the notice or attention it deserves. The President decided
right early on that we had to do two things, and he drummed this
into me. I agree with it wholeheartedly. One is, get the facts out,
and the volume of stuff that has inundated this committee and the
other investigating agencies is unprecedented, and it has been
given willingly at the President's direction.

And the second thing that he said was make this stuff available
and cooperate and so forth, but you have got a lot of work to do,
George, so get at it. And we kept going, and we have gone to
people, and we have talked about our policies, and the saving grace
here is that our policies are sound, and people continue to support
the policies and work with us, for example, on terrorism. Why? Be-
cause it is in their interests to do so, because the policy is a good
policy.
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Mr. FASCELL. Let me interrupt.
Secretary SHULTZ. And the same with other things. People real-

ize around the world that a strong United States is of critical im-
portance to everybody in the free world. They are not anxious to
see us beat ourselves to death. They want to see us go ahead, inves-
tigate, do whatever, but let's get back on the track as fast as we
can. That is the way the world looks at it.

Mr. FASCELL. I agree. But, Mr. Secretary, the problem, as I see it,
and it may not affect other people, is the constant shift in policy or
apparent shift in policy. We lose 243 men in Lebanon, so we don't
blow anybody out of the water. Somebody attacks a hot dog stand,
or whatever it was, in Germany, and we bomb Libya. Iran is on the
hall of infamy list and has been for a long time as the seat of ter-
rorism, and we don't do anything to them. We wind up selling
arms to them.

You know, if I am on the outside and I am your friend, it is
going to confuse me. I am on the inside, I am your friend, and I am
confused.

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, we could go around the world in terms
of our foreign policy, and I think it is a strong positive one admin-
istered with consistency, although we have our problems from time
to time, and this Iran business that we are talking about is one of
them. And the difficulties we sometimes have in following through
is one of them. And I would have to say, Mr. Chairman, that the
Congress contributes, because you don't always follow through with
us and you short us. So that is part of the problem, too.

That is why it is so important to learn everything we can out of
this about not only our separate tasks, but much more how we go
about sharing power more effectively in the interests of a positive
government policy. Sharing power is much more difficult than just
exercising it all by yourself.

Mr. FASCELL. I agree with that thoroughly. I certainly concur in
the conclusion that we need to work together. So we will leave it at
that and hope.

Mr. Chairman, I will reserve the balance of my time for further
efforts at philosophical discourse.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Fascell reserves 30 minutes.
The Chair recognizes Mr. Broomfield until about 6:00 o'clock. Mr.

Broomfield?
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I want to compliment you on your appearance

here today. I have known you for a long time, but I have never
heard you any better. You have been extremely candid, and I have
really truthfully been very impressed by the way you responded to
some very difficult questions.

I want to make a couple observations about this committee, be-
cause we have been at it a long time and hopefully we are getting
toward the end. Actually, I think you appeared before the House
Foreign Affairs Committee last December. This committee, of
course, got organized sometime in January.

The reason I am bringing this up is I have been very upset over
how long this committee has been in operation and how many wit-
nesses and so forth. This has been a very important investigation.
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But what was the most important question facing the American
people and Congress? I will tell you what it was.

What did the President know? Did he know anything about the
diversion? That was the important question.

The reason I mention it is that Admiral Poindexter took a depo-
sition in May, I understand it was May the 2d, and it was brought
up then and those were the key statements, that the President
didn't have any knowledge of diversion of funds for the Contras,
and we in Congress, as well as the American people, have been
held hostage all of that time waiting until just a few days ago to
hear from Admiral Poindexter to verify the very thing he gave in
the deposition and I just think it is regrettable, something that im-
portant, I understand you even went to Venice with the President,
to the economic summit, with this kind of cloud hanging over the
administration.

I think--
Secretary SHULTZ. I have to insert there that the President did a

very good job in Venice and the meeting went off extremely well,
and, as a matter of fact, I think we are all interested to see this
most recent UN vote and the efforts made at Venice with our
friends there helped a great deal.

So it is a problem, but the President seemed to have managed.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. I am sure of that. But my point was that that

portion of Admiral Poindexter's testimony, deposition,* could have
been released tW the American people, and it would have changed a
great deal. Because all you had to do was be here in this committee
room and listen to Admiral Poindexter when those words came up,
the press started leaving, you could almost feel the relief right in
this committee, because the key question had been answered.

And, again, I say that I think it is regrettable that these hear-
ings have had to go on as long as they have, and I think what you
are doing today is extremely important and I think what Colonel
North did was extremely important.

I think probably North did a better job-now, wait a minute,
Dante-of explaining our Central American policy. I really believe
if we had a vote today probably we could get additional money.

I don't know whether it will be that way in 2 or 3 months, but I
really believe he did a very, very effective job. And I might say
this, that I have been very disturbed-at the beginning of these
hearings that letters were coming in that we were treating wit-
nesses as if they were criminals.

Boy, I don't think they are criminals. I think whether you talk
about Poindexter or North, anyway, those two men, were men that
were trying to do the right job, but they did-wrong policy.

I think what happened as far as selling arms to Iran and the so-
called diversion was absolutely wrong, and it was a flawed policy,
and I guess that you have said that many times today, that you
agree with that, it was a flawed policy of selling arms to Iran and
diverting that money to the Contras.

I think there has been two separate and distinct foreign policy
decisions made-the decision to sell arms to Iran based on that
flawed policy but conducted pursuant to a Presidential Finding, the
decision to divert profits from a sale to the Contras, I think prob-
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ably there was a little merit to it, but conducted to the exclusion of
the President, the President had no idea about it.

I believe, too, if the procedures had been followed, foreign policy
disasters might have been avoided. I think we have got to do more
to consult and pursue a bipartisan consensus on foreign policy.

I want to say, Mr. Secretary, I was looking over, you have served
now for 5 years as Secretary of State and that is pretty distin-
guished company.

There is just two others in the 20th Century that have served as
long, and that was John Foster Dulles and Dean Rusk, and I
happen to reflect back, Dante Fascell and I both were here when
John Foster Dulles was here, and Dean Rusk, and yourself.

I thought it was a very interesting thing you are in that catego-
ry, and I think one-of the great Secretaries of State.

I would like to ask you a basic question.
Are you back in charge now? Do you really feel now after all we

have gone through?
Secretary SHULTZ. I would like to say yes, but you know it is a

fight all the way all the time and that is life in Washington. Just
to take an example.

I think economic, international economic developments are a
very important part of foreign affairs. You people have-are in the
process of putting together a so-called antitrade bill or trade bill
that will have a big impact on us. I wish I were in charge, and I
wish I could persuade you not to do what you seem to be deter-
mined to do.

I think it will be very bad for us. That is a sense in which I am
not in charge. I am not in charge of the trade negotiations.

I am not saying I should be. But I am just pointing out that the
operational aspect of foreign affairs of the United States is a great,
big ongoing thing, and I am trying my best to orchestrate it,
manage it and have knowledge of and some impact on all the dif-
ferent things that are going on so I can look at it from the stand-
point of our relationship with a country or a region of the world
and have people have at least a center of reference on that,

That is my job.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. I would like to ask you a few questions regard-

ing our Central American policy. I think it is an area that we still
need to ask a few questions.

Mr. Secretary, we have to spend billions of dollars overseas in
far-off lands to advance freedom and to protect the United States'
national security interests. Why do you believe we are unable to
maintain a bipartisan policy that advances freedom and protects
U.S. interests in our own backyard in Central America?

What do you think is behind that? Why couldn't we get biparti-
san support for that?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I dare to think we are getting there.
When I came here we struggled to get funds for El Salvador, and
you know how many acrimonious sessions we had right here in this
room over that.

When I came here, you weren't allowed to pronounce the word
Guatemala, let alone ask forany involvement. Now we have a
strong relationship, and as I said earlier, we have four civilian-
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elected presidents, we have much more attention to the rule of law,
along with democratic processes.

We have had a bipartisan commission that Henry Kissinger
chaired, a genuine bipartisan commission and it wasn't sort of
House Democrats along with the Republicans. It was very real.
And people accepted that.

And I thought it was very important, it has been unnoticed, that
with all of the budget problems that we have, and their fears, that
in the supplemental that was voted here recently an additional
$300 million for basically the Central American democracies was
there, and, of course, the money as such, additional money was con-
troversial, but the fact that we would give that much money to
support our objectives in Central America was not controversial at
all.

It had broad bipartisan support. And we have also seen a much
broader and common understanding of the problem that Nicaragua
constitutes for those four countries and for us. And I am not trying
to say that we have reached the kind of agreement on support for
the Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua that we have for the four coun-
tries, but I think we have reached a rather common analysis of
what that country is about.

And last year both houses of Congress voted affirmatively by
narrow majorities, but they voted affirmatively, for a reinstitution
on a stronger basis than we have ever done it before to support the
Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua, and I just hope and pray we will
be able to follow through on that, and in a subsequent vote.

But my point is to say that it is possible out of thisapeculiar proc-
ess we have of arguing back and forth and hearingg-and your going
down and observing elections and so on, in this case it has worked,
and we have a general support for this line of policy, not perfect,
but it is very, very different than it was when the President ad-
dressed a joint session of Congress back I think in 1983 and laid out
basically the program that he has been following since that time.

So I am not one who says despair, there is no bipartisanship, I
think there is. Take the subject of our present situation with arms
control, the dual track decision and so on. That was a decision
made in the Carter administration, it was implemented in the
Reagan administration with a lot of interaction, and we have a ne-
gotiation going on, and while there are arguments about it, each
body has an observer group, you do, the Senate does, and I would
have to say I was a little skeptical about these bodies when they
were concocted, but Max Kampelman, the Chief of our delegation,
will tell you, as he has told me, that it has turned out to be ex-
tremely helpful, and the members come to Geneva, and they are
thoughtful, and they find out what is going on, and they-the Sovi-
ets talk to them, and they find out that America is America. And
so let's not give up on a bipartisan foreign policy. I don't think we
are so far away from it as sometimes the arguments we have sug-
gest.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Maybe it w9uildnt hurt to have the members
reread that speech the President gave back on April 27, 1983.
Maybe it will do some good.
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Secretary SHULTZ. Maybe. Or read the bipartisan report, which
basicall-I mean, how did that come into being? That was a
sugestion of the late Senator Henry Jackson, one of our great-

Mr. BROOMFIELD. You bet he was.
Secretary SHULTZ. -people, and that is how that got started. He

was a Democrat.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, no one can condone lying or de-

ceiving Congress, but in the strategic sense of the word, as a nation
have we benefited from Colonel North and Admiral Poindexter's
efforts to keep the Contras alive and fighting against the Sandi-
nista Government in Nicaragua and bridging the gap, that theory?
How important was that?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I think it is important to keep the Free-
dom Fighters alive. My feeling has always been they are a very le-
gitimate group, and the amount of money they had to get along on,
after all if you think of-I gather it is something like $1 million a
month, and you are talking about 10,000 people, do that arithmetic,
and you see that it is not going to go very far. So their staying
power is a measure of their legitimacy you might say.

But I think that the efforts made, I testified earlier about this
incident where I complimented Colonel North. As I understood it,
he had extended himself personally to try to buck up the leaders
and keep them going, and I think that was a service. But I don't-I
don't think that desirable ends justify means of lying, deceiving, of
doing things that are outside of our constitutional processes. That
is not in the picture as far as I am concerned.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Well, I certainly agree with you. I am curious,
though: How essential was that aid at that particular time?

Secretary SHUTz. Well, no one can say about it. I think, as I
have said, I think that the Freedom Fighters have more to them
than perhaps they are given credit for in some circles. But obvious-
ly they needed to have help, and so they survived. I can't really
answer your question in any definitive way.

One of the pathetic things, as you see, as I have been reading
about this so-called money trail, out of this big diversion of funds
and so on, how much did they actually get, the Freedom Fighters?
They got practically nothing out of it.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Well, not only that, but this investigation itself,
if you take all the costs involved, both as far as the independent
counsel and this committee, will probably exceed $10 million. In-
credible. Anyway, Assistant Secretary Abrams testified to the
effect that Congrer3 forced the adminstration into engaging in tin-
cup diplomacy. I remember that very well. Would you agree that
tin-cup diplomacy is a demeaning position for great powers like the
United States?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, it is a good vivid phrase, and Elliott is
good at that. It is not the way a great power should proceed, and as
I spoke about my views in 1984 about the process of solicitation, it
seems to me that we don't want to depend on another country to
do something if we feel it is in our vital interest. We need to do
that ourselves, not become dependent.

On the other hand, under the circumstances that existed a
couple of years subsequently, when the Congress had expressed a
different attitude, and there it was in statutes, it seemed to me
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that we should take a different view. And, of course, working with
other countries is part of what we do to advance our security and
our prosperity and our values. So we don't operate all by ourselves,
that is what our alliances are abeut.

We will do this, and you will do that, and we will both achieve
something that we both desire So I think it is not a simple ques-
tion.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. As you know, Congress appropriated $100 mil-
lion to support the Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua, and Congress,
as you know also will be asked to provide additional support for

,4he Contras later this year. These funds will largely be spent by
agencies other than the Department of State. As Secretary of State,
do you feel that you have sufficient control over the way this pro-
gram is administered to avoid costly future mistakes?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I hope that they will be avoided not just
because of the Department of State but the President's direction
and people who are expending them. The Congress in appropriat-
ing that money placed a special responsibility on the Secretary of
State to pay more attention to what, in effect, another agency is
doing than you would normally expect and so we have been work-
ing hard to exercise that responsibility in an effective and collabo-
rative way with our fellow departments.

It is a hard thing to do, but I think it is working out, and wheth-
er you want to continue that or not I don't know. But at any rate
we have a reasonable system in place that Elliott Abrams has con-
tributed a great deal to.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Are you an advocate of the Reagan doctrine
and will you explain the importance of supporting those who wish
to struggle for their freedom throughout the world?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. You wanted more of an answer? I am be-
ginning to get tired, I guess.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I thought I would give you an opportunity
to--

Secretary SHULTZ. Let me say thiscx Advancing our values is one
of the essential ingredients of our foreign policy. The value of free-
dom, of democracy, of the rule of law, as that spreads, that is good
as I see it, not just because it provides other people a chance to live
under conditions that are more decent, but it also makes the world
more secure from our standpoint, so we have a major interest in it.

And I think one of the most interesting and beneficial things
that has happened in the last few years is the spread of exactly
this idea. And President Reagan has advocated it and worked at it.

His speech to the Parliament in London back in 1982, I think it
was, set it out very clearly, and we work at it in various ways, of
course.

For the most part, the sweep toward freedom and democracy
that's taking place, and we don't take all the credit for it, don t
misunderstand me, it is-basically the credit belongs to the attrac-
tion of the idea of freedom. But it has taken place mostly on a
peaceful, evolutionary basis, sometimes with considerable trauma
and sometimes with a lot of support from us, and I would say with
some real bipartisan and executive-legislative collaboration.

I think the readiness of Members to go, for instance, to El Salva-
dor when they were having those votes and observe was a major
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contribution. I think in the Philippines, as we worked at that to-
gether, there were quite a number of Members who went to the
Philippines and who were very effective in observing and then re-

rtin back, and all of that gave to the world and people in the
hilppines a sense that there was an American policy in support

of what was taking place. Just as I think in Korea right now there
is at least a good chance, and we have all been working at this and
it's difficult to do, and it's basically the Korean problem, not for us,
we can't do it, they have to do it, but if they can put a political
miracle alongside that economic miracle, it will be sensational. So
that's one way we work at it.

Another way we work at it is to support people who are ready to
fight for freedom and independence in their country. And I'm
much in favor of that. Of course, you have to pick your spots care-
fully. I think there's room also in this policy, if you find a country
which has been way over here in the Soviet direction but which
seems to be seeing things in a little different way, if you can bring
them over, that's good. I don't think we need to have the same for-
mula everywhere, and I'm sure you understand the different lay-
outs.

I've studied somewhat the transitions to democracy that we have
seen in the last 20-25 years; it's fascinating. You go back to Greece,
Turkey, Portugal, Spain, Latin America-

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Central America.
Secretary SHULTZ. --Central America, and each case is unique.

And you've got to study each one, and yet there is this thread. But
I think it is one of the things that has been happening that is a
very powerful trend, and it's one of the reasons why I said earlier
that we have a great deal to be proud of about what s happening in
the foreign policy area. And, in many respects, we could say if we
can just get this out of our system and go on, we can find we can
be on a roll here.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, I want to ask you about Elliott
Abrams and I think you have already answered this, but he has
acknowledged that he has made mistakes in misleading Congress,
about some of his statements about on lawful solicitation of funds
from a foreign country. Do you believe he has learned from his in-
discretion?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I do. He made a mistake. He knows it.
And he is full of remorse about it.

I think he is a very able, energetic, fine person with a real in-
stinct for public service. And the country needs people like that.
And he has a rebuilding job to do as a result of this thing that took
place, and he knows it. And my effort is to support him, because he
is good, really good, and to try to help him rebuild the kind of trust
that you have to have.

And I wish everybody would take part on that. Because this is a
guy who tells you he made a mistake, tells you he is sorry, tells
you he understands why he did it, and that-and that he doesn't
intend to do that again. So he deserves help in my opinion, and he
is a big contributor to what we're trying to do.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, I want to switch to the effects of
these hearings and ask you two or three questions. These hearings
have revealed, sometimes in great detail, the foreign policymaking
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process of the United States as well as certain intelligence oper-
ations. Do you feel that this disclosure of the foreign policy process,
particularly the flawed process that was followed here, will lead to
adverse reactions and mistrust of the U.S. foreign policymaking by
foreign governments and the public overseas?

Secretary SHULTZ. I think it's important for people to see that
there's a lot more to American foreign policy than this Iran arms-
hostages, fund diversion, and so on problem that we have been dis-
cussing here. It's basically very good and very positive, and the
President has given it strong leadership, and we have worked effec-
tively with the Congress.

I mentioned the Philippines here. $o we should realize that and
others should realize that.

Now, obviously the world follows us avidly and, as I said earlier,
the rest of the world understands, perhaps even our adversaries
understand, a strong United States is a good thing, and they want
us to be that way. So they want us to get it over with and conclude
whatever we conclude.

I do think there is a problem with public emergence of things
that were secret, and it's particularly a problem when something
that involves another country is involved, because other countries
conclude that they cannot do business with us. If they say any time
I give to the United States a piece of information that I regard as
secret, it's liable to be public, they'll cease giving it to us. There
has to be a capacity to keep a secret, and that's a problem that I
listed in response to Senator Inouye's provocative question, good
question, a number of things, I should have had that on my list-
we've got to learn again how to keep a secret legitimately. And we
have lost that.

I'm not looking at Congress about this. The leaks that come out
of the executive branch are breathtaking. They also come out of
the Congress, and it is a problem that we have here in this town
and we have got to figure out a way to do something about it, and
for my money, it isn't polygraphing everybody.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. What effect has this investigation had on your
ability to pursue U.S. interests with the countries--you've got that
list 1 to 10. 1 would also add: How about the other 150 you have
to deal with? Pretty much the same as what yov' said.

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. We are doing all right. We have had a-
just to take my recent travels, as I had a number of meetings back
to back in different parts of the world. The meetings in Venice
were very productive and worthwhile, and the President, as
always, has to be looked to to give leadership.

There were good discussions. The Foreign Ministers meeting in
Reyk javik that followed that was the best Foreign Ministers meet-
ing I ve ever attended in the sense of its productivity.

In the arms control field, in particular, both in terms of the INF
problem and conventional arms, we made a lot of progress.

Then the Asian meetings that I had were also excellent. Of
course, everybody is terribly concerned about protection in the
United States and it's a matter of great attention everywhere.

And then we went on to Australia and had good meetings there.
It was interesting there that they had an election campaign going
on. My meetings were scheduled long before that was scheduled,
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but they wanted us to go ahead with the meetings. And I met, of
course, with the government and with the opposition and both the
government and the opposition wanted to make it clear publicly
that they were happy to see the United States around. So that was
a little refreshing.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, I want to comment about your
colloquy with Chairman Fascell about the Congress being tough on
the State Department and foreign aid-there were a number of
issues. There is no question about that.

But regarding the foreign aid bill, we are having our problems,
both Mr. Fascell and I, trying to work out some kind of a compro-
mise. I just want to say I know what my priorities are for foreign
aid that meet our security commitments, treaty commitments to
our friends and allies; promote democracy and stability throughout
the world; and create the economic opportunities abroad for the
United States and our friends.

I would like to ask you what your priorities are.
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, that's a good list. Now, let's put our

money where our mouth is. We are not doing it. That's the prob-
lem. We are not doing it.

I am going to testify-I think next week is it, Mr. Chairman?-
before you on this subject. Incidentally, if we recognize that these
funds we are talking about are funds that we are expending on
behalf of the security of the United States, the prosperity of the
United States, the values of the United States, the effort against
terrorism with which we are concerned, the effort against drugs
with which -we are concerned, we say that's what this money is,
then I think the words "foreign aid" don't apply. Foreign aid im-
plies-seems to imply that this is some money we have lying
around and we can pass it over to some other people. That's not
what this money is for. This money is for the interests of the
United-States and when we don't use those resources, we suffer.

You know, the Soviet Union-I am not trying to justify our poli-
cies by comparison with them, but their economy is about 45 per-
cent of ours, and they outspend us in this field by two to one. They
outspend us in Gantral America and the Caribbean-of course, the
biggest is Cuba--- . economic assistance, things that go mainly to
Cuba on the order of six, seven, eight to one. And the same with
military assistance.

So we have to look at these things in our interests. And we are
not doing it.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Well, I would like to say we just have to have a
better selling job. I think that responsibility--

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I am trying.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. I understand that. Pardon? I'll be glad to yield

to my friend.
I really believe that. I think this is part of the problem. In other

words, we have got to have better consultation and effort on the
part not only of the State Department, but on Congress; and when
you have a tight budget like we have right now, and you have a
foreign aid bill comes up, you know where they are going to cut.
They are not going to cut social security or any programs affecting
the aged.

i,
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Secretary SHULTZ. Why don't we call it a U.S. aid bill? It's all for
our interests.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Well, I won't disagree with you. Both Fascell
and I have been on the committee for more than 25 years. I think
we really understand it.

Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Secretary, you know, if you keep on like this, Cap
Weinberger is going to want equal time.

Secretary SHULTZ. You ask him when he testifies, Cap Weinberg-
er and I agree absolutely on the importance of this money, on the
importance of the kind of support needed, for instance, for our base
rights countries, and so on. There is no difference of opinion what-
ever.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Chairman, I want to reserve the balance of
my time, but again I want to compliment you. I've never heard you
any better. You've really answered the questions very forthrightly.
It's been a very important hearing as far as I am concerned.

Chairman HAMILTON. The gentleman reserves 25 minutes.
We will meet at 9:00 tomorrow morning.
I ask unanimous consent to correct the record to show that Mr.

McFarlane stated that the Boland Amendment did apply to the Na-
tional Security Council in the remarks I made at the end of Admi-
ral Poindexter's testimony.

Without objection, so ordered.
We will recess until 9:00 tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 6:05 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 9:00 a.m., Friday, July 24, 1987.]
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The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:00 a.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will come to order.
The Chair would like to announce that he has pending a large

number of requests for time. We would like very much to' be able to
complete the testimony of the Secretary of State today, so I want to
urge Members to yield back time if they possibly can and to be
careful in observing the time limits that are set.

The Chair would appreciate that very much and indeed it is necr-
essary if we are going to complete the work of the committee.

Senator Rudman?
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to yield back the bal-

ance of my time. I think that most of the questions that I want to
ask have been asked either by myself or others.

Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very much.
The Senator yields back 15 minutes.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Broom-

field, to continue questioning.

CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF GEORGE P. SHULTZ, FROM JULY 23
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, yesterday during our discussion, I failed to include

one other Secretary of State within that group of three that had
served the longest in the 20th century.

Believe it or not, when I got back to the office, there were a
number of people throughout the country that wanted to make
sure that I understood that Cordell Hull had served between 1933
and 1944 and they wanted him included.

One man even went so far as to say, "If you don't, I will sue
you."

(99)
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Secretary SHULTZ. I am glad you mentioned Cordell Hull, be-
cause one of the really great things he did was to start us on the
road toward more open trade, and the people-he was obviously
not there after the end of World War II, but he started the recipro-
cal trade agreements idea, and the foundations that were laid at
the end of World War II in economic matters and in security mat-
ters have stood us in good stead ever since. And people should re-
flect on how much we have prospered as a result of that regime.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, in view of your testimony yester-
day and the conflict that has gone on in recent years between you
and the rest of the administration, do you feel you can continue to
do an effective job as Secretary of State in the remaining year and
a half of President Reagan's term?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, first of all, I think the premise of the
question is not correct. We have focused here in this discussion on
an area where there was a lot of dispute, but by and large the
President's foreign policy has gone forward with widespread sup-
port, I think widespread support in the Congress as well as within
the administration.It has been a very strong, coherent set of policies, and of course
we debate about them. I think it would be alarming if there were
never any debate within an administration about important mat-
ters. But they have gotten resolved and great headway has been
made.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, the Iran program was reborn ac-
tually in early to mid-January of 1986 after apparently winding
down in December of 1985 after Bud McFarlane's unsuccessful trip
to London to meet Ghorbanifar.

You have testified, I believe, that you saw the President person-
ally on this matter during January of 1986 in order to register your
objection.

You even, I believe, offered to resign at that time.
Are you confident that you went far enough in attempting to

persuade the President not to pursue this unwise program that was
being promoted by the NSC staff and I am wondering should you
have threatened to resign more forcefully at that time?

Secretary SHULTZ. I don't think that the President was in any
doubt about my views, nor was he in any doubt about Secretary
Weinberfer's views. So they were presented to him forcefully, fully.
So I don t know whether-I don't think there are any more argu-
ments I could have thought up. You said that I threatened to resign
in January 1986.

I didn't threaten to resign-I don't believe in threatening to
resign. You resign, you don't threaten to resign-at least that is
the way it seems to me.

The reason why-I think it was toward the end of 1985-that I
suggested to the President that I ought to leave was the dispute
that I was in with most of the people in the national security area
and in the intelligence area over whether or not there should be
widespread use of lie detector tests to apply to anybody in the Gov-
ernment really, including you, who has access to certain levels of
classified information. Andthere was a great deal of unease with
me as a result of that stand.
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I haven't changed my mind about that, I might say. So it is still
a dispute.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, the Iran arms sales have almost
certainly resulted in just the kind of damage that you predicted.
The Arab countries will further doubt our reliability and our other
friends doubt our seriousness about terrorism and the Gulf war.

Can the damage to the U.S. relations in the Arab world and to
our policy on terrorism be remedied?

Secretary SHULTZ. It has been remedied. I think we had a rough
spot, but the basic validity of the President's policies is shown by
the fact that people have welcomed the fact that we continue to
assert them and support them, and I used yesterday the example of
the Venice summit and the statement about terrorism and the con-
tinued work on that. So the policies stand and they go forward.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Would the reflagging of the Kuwaiti ships also
help in that regard?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I think the--it is clear that we have
stood by our responsibilities insofar as the Gulf area is concerned,
and that is something that we have done for a long time and we
are doing it. So people see that. We haven't backed off.

Mr. BnOOMFIELD. Are you comfortable with your position as Sec-
retary of State following this process of self-examination that we
have had?

Secretary SHULTZ. Are you a psychiatrist or something?
Mr BROOMFIELD. No, I was just curious.
Secretary SHULTZ. You could charge big fees for this.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. I know. You have been so honest and candid, I

just wondered if you had any information on that. Are you confi-
dent that the nrew staff- -

Secretary StuLTZ. At Stanford, I told this story. Not too long ago
they offered me a name chair and I said I was honored and delight-
ed but when I get through with this job, I won't be able to use a
chair; did they have a couch. They don't have a couch. Maybe that
is what you are looking for.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Are you confident the new staff of the NSC will
not conduct foreign policy activities without your knowledge and
approval, and I think that ought to be pointed out that President
Reagan has taken steps to change the operation of the NSC follow-
ing the problems we had with the Iran-Iraq war with Frank Car-
lucci in there, and it is a whole new operation. I wish you would
explain it and if you feel comfortable with that.

Secretary SHULTZ. The President has recruited and brought into
the White House in a brilliant way outstanding people, and I think
the country is very lucky that Frank Carlucci, who has a real
breadth of experience, is serving in the job of National Security
Adviser, and General Powell, who is an extraordinary person, is his
deputy, and others there, and of course, as the Chief of Staff in the
White House, Howard Baker, is a sensational team. So they are
very, very good people.

There are structural issues, and I mentioned them yesterday.
That is separate from the people. The people are outstanding, and
I-and they are straight-up people on the top of the table.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Do you think. the fact that Bill Webster has
been named Director of the CIA will also add to a better working
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relationship now all around in this whole question of foreign
policy?

Secretary SHULTZ. He is an outstanding individual, and has
taken hold quickly, and, at least for my perspective, does seem to
agree that intelligence is one thing and policy is another, and they
should be separated. So I am glad to see that.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Am I correct in the new NSC policy there that
they are not going to be involved in any covert activities anymore?
Is that your understanding?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is my understanding.
Of course, covert activities are a necessary part of our activities.

There are procedures for conducting them. We must have the abili-
ty to do those things. And the process through which they get de-
cided on and then administered is one that the President super-
vises and the National Security Council staff takes apart in that
process, so they won't be totally out of the loop, but they won't be
conducting them.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. The operational end is what you are getting at?
Secretary SHULTZ. The operational end.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. I couldn't agree with you more. I think that

was probably the main problem once they got involved in the oper-
ational, and did not include the Secretary of State and Defense, we
ran into serious problems because we didn't have the checks and
balances we should have; isn't that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. I believe that is correct.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. In early to mid '85, certain NSC staff and the

CIA analysts were promoting a reformulation of U.S. policy toward
Iran, including the consideration of permitting arms sales by the
United States and its allies. Both Bill Casey and Bud McFarlane
apparently supported this shift in policy. Who do you believe was
actually behind this redirection of policy back-in '85?

Secretary SHULTZ. I don't-I don't think I can usefully speculate
on that. There was an intelligence estimate and there was a draft
NSDD, and I don't know the extent to which that intelligence esti-
mate has been declassified, so I am hesitant to talk about it. But I
do think that estimate and the draft NSDD and the way the pro-
posal was structured in relationship to the intelligence estimate
showed there an interplay between intelligence and policy that il-
lustrates the problem I have been talking about here.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, did you ever take your disagree-
ment with Bill Casey and Bud McFarlane over this policy to the
President except that one time in January, I believe, of '86?

Secretary SHULTZ. I believe I testified yesterday that one of the
reasons that I asked to be relieved of my job last August was my
sense of unease about my relationships generally and my unease
about my relationship to the Intelligence Community and my
unease with the intelligence that was being provided.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. You were present at a November 10th meet-
ing-in '86-meeting with the President at the White House in
which the President was briefed on the Iran program, but obvious-
ly not the diversion, by Admiral Poindexter.

The day after the President's press conference on November
19th, you met again with the President and Don Regan. By this
time Director Casey and you had differing positions and you did
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not agree with the story that the NSC and the CIA were putting
out.

Did you ever try to work out directly with the President the
problems you were having with Director Casey?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, this was a period of-rather intense
period with fast-moving events, and I met with the President a
number of times and I think I have testified about that. I don't
want to retrace all that.

But my focus was not so much on individuals as it was on sub-
Ptance-the substance of what you, are being told, I believe, was not
accurate.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Do you feel the President continued to rely too
much on Bill Casey as a result?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, he was the Director of Central Intelli-
gence, so naturally he has access more than any other individual to
this immense and impressive flow of information and to the analyt-
ical capabilities that go with it.

So you have to look to the Director of Central Intelligence as a
principal person, without a doubt. That doesn't mean that the in-
telligence estimates can't be challenged, and they were.

For instance, I challenged the idea that Iran had dropped off in
its use of terrorism.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I am still troubled by your testimony yesterday
that you have obviously been a very close friend of the President
for some 20 years-at least you indicated yesterday-that you did
not have the necessary influence with him, in other words, that
you were not able to get to him. And I am just curious why you
weren't able to see the President at any time, if you were so dis-
turbed at what was developing on the Iran arms sales.

Secretary SHULTZ. I think I could see the President any time I
wanted and I saw the President a great deal, and I'm sure if I, as I
did one Sunday morning, called him up and said, Mr. President, I
have something I need to see you about, and he said come on
over-I had no problem with access to the President.

I used that access very sparingly because he is a very busy
person.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. In retrospect, don't you feel you could have
been more forceful? Why weren't you more forceful at an earlier
date? Maybe you could have headedoff some of this.

Secretary SHULTZ. I was present at the meetings in December
and January when Secretary Weinberger and I expressed our views.
I'm sure you will hear Secretary Weinberger. But I thought he was
very forceful and I thought I was forceful, too. We didn t sit there
andsay, there's five arguments this way and four arguments that
way. We were arguing.

So if your point is that the President was in some doubt about
our views, your point is wrong.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I am more concerned about who had the most
influence.

Why didn't you have more influence with the President? That is
what disturbs me the most. Apparently he was relying on Bill
Casey.

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I think the President was relying on
himself. You seem to miss the point that the President is a very
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decisive person, and he viewed all this and he made a decision,
which he is perfectly entitled to make.

I don't-as Secretary of State, I don't think I-just because I
think something I should get my way all the time. You can't-it is
the President that gets his way, and it is up to people who are serv-
ing him, if they are serving him well, to be sure he is exposed to
the points of view that can be brought to bear and the arguments
and the risks and so on. And I think that was done.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Were you ever denied the ability to meet with
the President when you considered it necessary?

Secretary SHuLTz. Never. And I think thePresident-I am sure
he respects my views and listens to them, and I think I have won a
few, but I don t win all the arguments.

You can't expect to win all the arguments. Do you win all the
arguments in Congress?

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Absolutely not, I have been in the minority for
21 years. You know we haven't been in control of this House since
1952.

Mr. Secretary, I have one other question here I would like to ask
you. Do you agree with the premise that once the Soviet Union
learned from these hearings that there wasn't a smoking gun that
would bring down the President, they began to get interested, and I
might say real interested, in our new proposal for arms control
which was announced a few days ago?

Secretary SHULTZ. I don't have the slightest idea what the rea-
soning in the Kremlin was.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Well, can you tell us anything about their new
initiatives that apparently have been announced, that they are
looking more favorably upon the recent U.S. proposal?

Secretary SHULTZ. It is not a recent U.S. proposal. It is a proposal
the President made in '81. And we have been struggling to first get
people to give it credibility around here-many people criticize the
President for his zero proposal as being unrealistic, and he has
been battling away for it ever since. And maybe we are about to
get there. I hope so.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. One of the purposes of this particular panel is
obviously to get all the facts. This is not a court, and we are not
trying people, that is all going to be done by the Independent Coun-
sel, and obviously there have been a lot of mistakes, but one of the
things some of us hope will come from- these particular hearings
are possible discussions for legislative proposals that will help the
conditions, that we don't get into it like we have in the past.

Do you believe it would be reasonable to ask the President to
notify at least the four leaders of Congress about serious and very
important covert activities; in other words, one of the problems is
the question of leaks; in other words, the administration doesn't
trust Congress and Congress doesn't trust the administration. How
can we start rebuilding this confidence-because we have got to ob-
viously, in my judgment, provide some kind of forum where there
isn't secrets-even the most serious secrets or important secrets of
our country ought to be discussed at least with the leadership on
both the House and Senate. How do you feel about that?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I believe as a general proposition in a
system of separation of powers, as I said yesterday, which the other
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side of the coin of that is it is a system of shared powers that the
process of sharing is hard and needs to be worked at, and there is
no way to make a formula about it. It depends on people talking to
each other and working with each other and having some respect
for the mutual functions that are to be performed.

For the most part, everything is open and should be. That is our
system. You are focusing on a certain class of activities that cannot
be open, and everybody agrees they cannot be open, and how do we
keep each other informed about that in a manner that keeps the
activities secret? And it is a problem that we haven't solved yet,
and partly I imagine there will be some proposals that you will
make that are perhaps statutory, or something of that kind. But I
think it probably comes down in the end to people working togeth-
er. There has-you cannot have a system in which the President is
required to notify people before he acts in all cases. It won't work.

I gave an example yesterday of the President's action in ordering
our Navy planes that were on a carrier in the Mediterranean to
find that, the plane, which they were able to do, that had terrorists
on it and force it to land. And this was a very rapid set of events in
which I might say that the sstem of intelligence, State, Defense,
NSC staff working with the President-he happened to be travel-
ing at the time, which made it especially difficult, but it worked
very well, and the President was quick and decisive, and there was
no way there could have been consultation with fhe Congress on
something like that.

But, of course, it happened fast and it was over, and then fully
described, and I don't think anybody would have any reason to
question that procedure. It worked quite well.

Now, I think there are also occasions where you-where the
President probably will feel he must reserve a right to move inde-
pendently, but what kind of restrictions in time and what not, I
think that needs to be talked out, and I understand that though I
haven't been involved in it that there have been some very fruitful
discussions between Intelligence Committees and the new Director
of Central Intelligence.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Yes.
Secretary SHULTZ. And I believe Mr. Carlucci has been involved

in them, and it has been going along in constructive ways, so I will
leave it there.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. That is my understanding. The administration
is addressing this by working very closely with the proper commit-
tees and the leadership of the Congress. When you became Secre-
tary of State, you met with your security officers every day for over
a year, I guess, to improve security practices. What can Congress
do to improve its security practices and better assure the executive
that we can also keep a secret?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, that's for you to debate.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Yes.
Secretary SHULTZ. I think-there used to be a saying in World

War II: "Loose lips sink ships." Remember? We should get up some
current version of that.

Mr. BROOMFI LD. Well, thank you very much.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Secretary, I want to say the testimony you gave yesterday, I
think, was the most extraordinary I have heard during my 15 years
of service in Congress. I think that all of us are aware there is ideo-
logical struggles, and personality clashes and turf battles are about
as old as the Constitution, but I think you shed some light on a
level of conflict many of us could only speculate actually existed.

I think I would like to point out a lot of emphasis is being placed
on the need for men and women of action in public service, and
indeed we need them, but we also need men and women of wisdom.
So I think you provide a rare and a real combination of those two
characteristics.

I would like to ask you, first of all, whether or not the State De-
partment has any Farsi speakers?

Secretary SHULTZ. Oh, yes. Mr. Dunbar, for example, that I men-
tioned I believe was one of the hostages in Tehran, as a matter of
fact.

Mr. COHEN. Actually, he happens to be from Maine. He comes
from Maine, Senator Mitchell advises me, so we have a Maine con-
nection there. So we don't have to rely upon-

Secretary SHULTZ. As Maine goes, so goes the nation.
Mr. COHEN. We don't have to rely upon the talents of Albert

Hakim in order to carry on translation of policy on the part of the
United States?

Secretary SHULTZ. It is a very bad idea for the United States to
have an international meeting where we rely on somebody else's
interpreter. We need to have-if we have a meeting, for example,
with Mr. Gorbachev, as we did in Reykjavik, we not only had our
interpreter there but we had our notetaker there who was a Rus-
sian speaker. So he heard the Russian and then he heard the trans-
lation of the Russian, and he could compare them. So you have to
be very careful, if you are in a negotiation, to have somebody who
is really a good translator, and it is a skill. It is much more than
just knowing two languages.

Mr. COHEN. All I was trying to get at, Mr. Secretary, is we have
Farsi speakers in the State Department available to conduct nego-
tiations?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, of course. We have an outstanding inter-
pretation group there.

Mr. COHEN. You mentioned yesterday the Battle Royal that took
place in November of 1986, and I believe you indicated the partici-
pants were Admiral Poindexter, and I believe Director Casey. Ear-
lier in your testimony, in December of 1985, you indicated you
thought that Donald Regan was really sort of on your side and that
of Secretary Weinberger.

I take it that- following December, sometime in January, 1986,
Mr. Regan tended to side with the President on the issue as to
whether to go forward, is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. What I testified to was that in the meeting in
January, where Secretary Weinberger and I argued against this
initiative, that it seemed to me all of the other people in the room,
which included Mr. Regan, had a different view, but I don't remem-
ber precisely what he said or if he said anything, but that was the
impression I got.
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Mr. CoHmN. Let me go back to the Battle Royal then. In Novem-
ber of 1986, did the people who were urging you to sing this false
song to the American public about what had happened include just
Admiral Poindexter and Director Casey, or were there others who
were urging you to come on board or get off the ship, one or the
other? Did it include Mr. Regan, for example, did it include the At-
torney General, did it include Secretary Weinberger? Who else was
involved in that royal battle?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, there were a lot of people outside the
Government who were after my scalp, which people are always
after my scalp. There is not much left of it up here.

Mr. COHEN. That has been true since you have been here,
though.

Secretary SHUmTz. I am used to that.
Mr. CoHEN. On that day or those days when you were debating

the issue of not going forward or letting the President go out on
the stage and give a speech to the American people with incorrect
or indeed false information, who was waging that battle against
you or with you?

Secretary SHuLTz. I was in favor right from the beginning of full
disclosure of the facts. So I wasn't opposed to the idea of a Presi-
dential speech or press conference or anything, although I think
there was obviously a need for a better assessment. It was more a
question of what was the content. That was the problem as I saw
it.

Mr. COHEN. Well, were you the only person arguing during that
debate that the contents should be changed? Were there other
people, allies, on your side to say, "Mr. President, you can't go out
with information like this and present this to the American
people"?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I don't know. I just am able to testify
about what I did, and what other people may have done--

Mr. COHEN. Who else was there.
Secretary SHUiTz. -I don't know.
Mr. COHEN. Who else was there?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, at the meetings, I had my own meeting

with the President on the afternoon, I think, before he had his
press conference, and I expressed myself, I forget who was there,
either the-Mr. Poindexter was there, Admiral Poindexter or his
deputy, who by that time was Al Keel, but somebody was always
there when I met with the President, and I Ibelieve Don Regan may
have been there. Don Regan was present in the family corridors
when I had a lengthy meeting with the President on it. I preferred
to have somebody present.

Mr. COHEN. Did Director Casey suggest that you resign if you
couldn't support the position that we all unanimously supported,
the initiative so-called?

Secretary SHULTz. Not that I knew of. I didn't know of anybody
going to the President and saying that he should fire me other
than what you have read in the papers about the advice he might
have been getting from people outside the Government.

Mr. COHEN. Are you now aware that Director Casey actually
wrote to the President suggesting he needed a new pitcher?

Secretary SHULTz. Yes, I have seen that letter.
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Mr. COHEN. A PROF note was written by Colonel North to Admi-
ral Poindexter indicating the colonel had called President Arias of
Costa Rica threatening to cut off economic assistance in the event
a press conference was held to disclose the existance of an airstrip,
and Admiral Poindexter wrote back on his PROF's computer
system, "Well done, but let's keep it a secret." Or "You did the
right thing", I think, are the exact words, "You did the right thing,
but let's not talk about it."

Do you think it is appropriate under any circumstances to have a
staff member of the NSC to be calling the head of a State to
engage in that kind of a threat?

Secretary SHULTZ. Certainly not. But I am not even sure that
phone call was actually made.

Mr. COHEN. It wasn't. The fact is it was not made. The question I
raise is under any circumstances would it be warranted and
should it be condoned if it had been placed?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. COHEN. Now, I think we all have something of a difficulty in

terms of trying to analyze what happened between December 5 of
1985 and January 6 of 1986. The testimony we have heard before
indicates, for example, both you and Secretary Weinberger felt that
somehow, to put it graphically, the baby had been strangled in the
cradle, someone testified to that before the Intelligence Committee,
and 3 1/ weeks later the baby is alive again, and it seems to me
there is one word that keeps bringing this child back to life, and
that is "hostages." The President apparently insists that the Irani-
an initiative be invoked like some sort of a mantra. But the fact is
it comes down in your mind to the bottom line, which was hos-
tages.

I think we have learned that the President is very passionate, a
compassionate man, and he cared about their well-being. I think he
and Director Casey either suspected or knew Bill Buckley had been
tortured to death. He met with families of the hostages shortly
before Christmas, Colonel North urged that we continue working
with Mr. Ghorbanifar or the hostages. would die. The Israelis sent
an emissary to persuade us to continue, again arguing the same
message, and all of that tended to culminate in that January 6 de-
cision.

And I think you would agree with most of us I think in this com-
mittee, if the hostages were not the driving force of the so-called
Iranian Initiative that the President probably would have told Mr.
Ghorbanifar to take a steam bath in Baghdad, I assume. Is that not
right?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, no. I tlink that-let's leave Mr. Ghor-
banifar out of it.

Mr. COHEN. Well, he is important. Take the hostages out.
Secretary SHULTZ. If there were a way of having a discussion

with the Government of Iran that would bring about a change in
their behavior and the change in the relationship between Iran
and the United States, we would want to do that, and we continued
to work at that, so I don't think-I think that is independent.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. Secretary, if the hostages--
Secretary SHULTZ. That is what the-
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Mr. Comm. If the hostages were not involved, could you conceive
of the President agreeing to sell arms to the Iranians in order to
open up a "new dialog with the Iranians"?

Secretary SmULTz.I obviously felt that such a thing was very ill-
advised, and my guess is that-well, I don't know why, I can't spec-
ulate about it.

I don't think it's the kind of price that we should pay. There is
no reason to pay a prince.

Mr. Comn. Mr. Secretary, the Tower Commission is rather criti-
cal, or at least implicitly critical, that you and Secretary Weinberg-
er, having voiced a very strong objection, had a further obligation
to go to the President and indicate you could not support the pro-
gram in good conscience.

I think you indicated yesterday that one of the reasons you-
after January 6th or at least January 16th of 1986-turned away
and said, you know my position and I'm strongly opposed to it, just
keep me apprised of major policy developments.

The question will arise, when you knew, for example, that Mr.
McFarlane was going to have a meeting in Tehran, should there
not have been some State Department participation in that ven-
ture?

Secretary SHmUTz. Well, I didn't know about Mr. McFarlane's
trip to Tehran before it occurred.

Mr. CoiHm. And had you known, would you have insisted?
Secretary SHUnTz. What I did know, however, was that in Febru-

ary sometime-the date is in the record-Admiral Poindexter in-
formed me that through the process of discussion that was going on
and which I recognized was going on, it seemed that an agreement
had been reached in which there would be a high-level meeting,
and he put a lot of emphasis on the idea the Iranians want a high-
level meeting, someone who clearly is close to the President and
recognized as a major figure, to discuss this broad relationship, and
when that takes place the hostages would be released.

And I said wonderful, congratulations if that worked out. But I
said I would like to see instructions, written instructions, and he
told me that Mr. McFarlane had been suggested for-picked for
that mission.

So as a result of that, I guess-or perhaps they were doing it
anyway--some Terms of Reference were drawn up, written Terms of
Reference which I reviewed. And I felt that they were fine.

Then I learned in March-the middle of March sometime, Admi-
ral Poindexter told me that the-it had evolved into a desire to
meet on an island in the Gulf, and in the back and forth I had the
impression from him Mr. McFarlane had been quite reluctant at
that time to get involved, the whole thing had fallen apart and
been scrubbed.

Mr. CoHzN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I would like to just offer a couple of observations.
I first want-to thank you for bringing the hearings back into

focus. I think your testimony confirms that this is not a story about
tires or security fences and it's more than one about smoking guns
or choking shredders.

I think it's a story, in the final analysis, about power-who has
it, in what measure and how it's to be exercised.
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I think it's clear from our discussions you believe this, as well,
the Founding Fathers decided that power necessarily had to be en-
trusted to someone, but that no one could be trusted with power.

Secretary SHULTZ. It had to be distributed. But there must be
power to act. If we don't have the ability to act as a country, we
are in deep trouble.

Mr. COHEN. Let me just finish my observations, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SHULTZ. Excuse me.
Mr. COHEN. I think they found history and experience taught

them power that was unchecked led to its arrogant use and inevita-
ble abuse, and so they diffused it, they deliberately diffused it and
set up these institutional checks and balances.

And I think that, yes, we need people who can conduct action
and take action and cut through red tape and cut through the bu-
reaucracy, but the fact is that speed of action was never the abso-
lute goal of democracy, because a king is faster than a congress-
man on any given day.

They decided the nature of a democracy should be debate, delib-
eration, discussion and even dissent, so that the leaders might at
least have the opportunity to act wisely, rather than quickly or
passionately.

And I think it's clear, at least to me, that the President's deci-
sion to include arms as a part of the package to establish this new
relationship and obtain the release of hostages came over the
strong objection of its two top foreign and military defense policy
advisers, and no one, no one on this committee can challenge the
President's sentiments or motives.

I think it's clear-if it was not clear then, it is now-that he
,nade a mistake and that his heart overruled his head.

But I think it's also clear-I want to say this myself, at least-
that the American people do not want to see him pilloried or politi-
cally paralyzed for being human. They simply want-and I think
they deserve-an acknowledgement of the truth.

As you pointed out, it is one thing for a President to make a mis-
take; it is quite another for others to exercise the power for him.

To me-I have said this before-the most serious revelation we
have had during these hearings, is the fact -we were selling Ameri-
can property, at grossly inflated' prices, taking the windfall profits
and diverting a portion of those profits not to the U.S. Treasury,
but for a purpose that was not authorized by Congress, setting up a
fund whereby future covert activities could be conducted without
the knowledge perhaps of the Congress, perhaps not even the Presi-
dent himself, and that is not a constitutional form of government
that was celebrated last week in Philadelphia, and that is not what
we want to leave as a legacy to the generations that come after us.

Now, a couple of people have raised the question about the cost
of these hearings. I think that when we do so, we have to weigh it
against the price of preserving a constitutional government. If we
are willing to spend $100 million to promote democracy in Central
America, I think we can spend a small fraction of that amount to
make sure that we preserve democratic principles in our country.

I came across an essay written back in 1933 that I think has
some applicability today. It said any administration which has ex-
ercised as much power as this one needs criticism for its own good,
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it needs to hear the objections, it needs the clarification which
comes from having to explain what it's doing, it needs protection
from its own courtiers, from the delusions of its own unexamined
premises, from the conceit that sooner or later afflicts the human
animal when everybody around him says yes; it needs, in short, a
series of great debates in which the principles and measures it is
using are thoroughly aired, thoroughly questioned and thoroughly
explained. And if fresh debates are provoked, it will do the country
a great service.

I think these debates are, in fact, doing the country a great serv-
ice.

I thank you, as Secretary, for being willing to provoke and par-
ticipate in these debates.

Secretary SHUITz. Could I make just one comment, and I appreci-
ate your very thoughtful comments. But going back to your com-
ments about the President's decision and my opposition -and Secre-
tary Weinberger's opposition, with all due respect to debate and so
forth, there also has to be a capacity for decision and action, and
it's the combination that we look for. And with respect to the in-
sides of the Executive Branch, I think we all have to keep remind-
ing ourselves that the President is the guy who got elected.

Mr. COHEN. Exactly.
Secretary SHuLTz. And I am an appointee of his who has gone

through a rigorous process leading to nomination and a rigorous
process of examination by the Senate, and I am accountable and I
am here and all that. But nevertheless the President is the boss.
I'm very clear about that and I seem to recall some story, I think it
was about President Lincoln, wasn't it? who took a poll of his cabi-
net and he was in favor of something and everybody else was
against it. He said nays, eight, ayes, one, the ayes have it, or some-
thing like that. The President it) the boss, and he should be. And
you have to respect that.

Mr. CoHEN. We're in complete agreement, the President is the
boss. I think you spoke eloquently yesterday about not only his
power to decide but also his responsibility to remain accountable
for that decision. That's what the hearings are about, the account-
ability which you talked about so well yesterday.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAmLTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHwfEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Secretary. Welcome

before the committee this morning.
Thinking about your years of service and your resume and the

fact that you worked for I believe the Eisenhower, Nixon and
Reagan administrations and I know personally that you undertook
sensitive diplomatic missions during the Ford administration for
President Ford so that in effect, you've served every Republican
President of the last four, over a total of about 30 years, is that
correct?

Secretary SHmUTz. That's correct. I also was asked to chair a task
force on the employment service and such things by President, Ken-
nedy, and the White House Task Force on employment or anem-
ployment problems in our inner cities by President Johnson, a task
force whose recommendations led to the Jobs Program. So I have
had an association with those administrations as well.
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Mr. CHENEY. The point would be that you clearly have the cre-
dentials to help us in our task of trying to place these events in a
broader perspective and frankly, Mr. Secretary, one of the things
that concerns me about these proceedings is that we develop sort of
a hothouse atmosphere. We've got the television cameras and the
TV lights and the best reporters in the business, and some of the
most distinguished Members of Congress focused on these series of
events, but it's sort of a mutually reenforcing kind of an operation.
There's a strong incentive on the part of both groups to dramatize
these events, they are important events, I don't mean to downplay
them at all, but sometimes our intense focus upon the problem
we're analyzing I think obscures some relevant comparisons if you
will to other periods of time or other events in other administra-
tions, and what I'd like to do if I can is focus a little bit on that
today and with your advice and counsel, see if it isn't possible to
maybe bring perspective to these events.

It is tentative for us to talk about a grave constitutional crisis.
Some of my colleagues are fond of saying this is the worst thing
that has happened in this case since Watergate, and I mus'. say I
have trouble with those arguments, the notion that this is a crisis
strikes me as inappropriate. If it ever was a crisis it ended last De-
cember when the President put an end to those policies that are
under investigation here and as to the extent we are focused on en-
forcing the Boland Amendment, we have to remind ourselves peri-
odically that the Congress repealed that law over a year ago. I look
at the arguments about Watergate which some of my colleagues on
this committee are fond of pulling out as a relevant analogy, and I
must say I don't see any relevant comparison at all. I think the
analogy is grossly overdone, but you served in the Nixon adminis-
tration and went through those difficult years as well, and I jut
wonder if you would agree with my judgment that what we have
here is a radically different set of circumstances and not a political
crime, but rather fundamental disputes over policy, and whatever
the motives of the individuals involved might have been, and
whether we agree or disagree with their policies it is clear that it
was a policy struggle, not a struggle for domestic political advan-
tage if you will, and it's also clear this President responded very
aggressively when he found he had a problem, and contrary to run-
ning the so-called coverup that was part of the Watergate incident,
this President has done anything but that. He has made available
even his own diary to the members of this committee, appointed
the Tower Commission, cooperated in every single respect with our
activities.

I wonder if you might comment based on your perspective of
your service over the years, whether or not you think that analogy
is appropriate.

Secretary SHULTZ. I believe that the Watergate problems were
not so much about the burglary as they were about the cover up.
That was the essence of the Watergate problem. In this case we
had a set of events involving an initiative toward Iran that were
undertaken, broadly speaking, given the Finding that we know
about with attention to proper legality. And something happened
in the course of that by way of fund diversion, which the President
didn't know about. And as the events started to tumble out and
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then especially when the President and-the President set in
motion a very quick investigation by the Attorney General as he
began to sense that something was wrong very quickly, and then
when he found something was definitely wrong he put it out imme-
diately, and has gone in just the opposite direction of a cover up.

It was-you have been inundated with materials, and to
some extent I think some of the materials that have been put in
-the hands of the congressional committees, it is unwise to do it. But
at any rate, the President has gone all out to see that all of the
facts are available, and I think it's to his everlasting credit, that
was his immediate instinct.

I think as a matter of fact with a great deal of-has been re-
vealed by thcqe investigations and I personally have been aston-
ished at some of the things that have come out.

But the basic structure of what happened, the Iran initiative, the
distortion and the fund diversion, that was brought out long ago,
and I think that that is the essential set of facts, and that remains
what you have before you, is to find out why did that happen and
who knew about it and all that.

But the basic facts were set out at the President's direction in
November.

Mr. CHENEY. And the evidence that the committee has uncovered
so far and we have indeed reviewed massive amounts of evidence
basically supports the story that he has told all along.

I want to move on-yesterday you were, I thought, fascinating in
your description of the debate, the struggles within the administra-
tion over policy and we all know that those debates and struggles
are perhaps extraordinary in this case, but they occur in every ad-
ministration and obviously one of the historic, certainly a trend or
a theme if you will, that you can find in virtually any administra-
tion in recent years are disputes between the NSC staff and the
State Department or between the Secretary of State and the Presi-
dent's NSC Adviser.

Can you comment upon the proposition that this is not a new set
of problems? I recall the Brzezinski-Vance battles of the Carter
years and certainly the struggles between Secretary Rogers and
National Security Adviser Kissinger in the Nixon administration
were legendary-books have been written on the subject.

Can you compare the kind of policy disputes you described yes-
terday with those other debates?

Secretary SHULTZ. I do recall Secretary Kissinger saying that he
thought Secretary Vance wanted to have the National Security Ad-
viser explain American foreign policy to the Chinese one at a time.

Mr. CHENEY. That was not meant as a compliment, I take it.
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, there are these disputes, and there have

been disputes in the Reagan administration.
Of course, when there is an argument about something, that

tends to become the focus of attention. But one of the points that I
tried to get across yesterday, and I don't know that I sL-ceeded
very well, but it is that there has been a strong, successful, broadly
supported foreign policy in place that has had the strength that
comes from continuity, and a great deal of accomplishment, that I
think all Americans can feel good about.
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So that in a sense most of the time things are going forward in a
good way; arguments around the edges and so on, but nevertheless,
a lot of progress, and I gave some examples yesterday, and I think
in response to Congressman Broomfield's question we see one right
in front of ug- in the possibility of a major agreement that people
generally support in the arms control field, and there are lots of ex-
amples. And they are very strong, but when there is something
comes up that people argue about, then everyone focuses on that
and we shouldn't think that because we focus on the arguments
that everything is argued about. It isn't.

And I believe that is true also in most administrations.
Mr. CHENEY. Let me state it a different way. Why should the

committee reviewing the Iran-Contra affair believe that the events
you described yesterday are any different fundamentally than the
kinds of conflicts that occur from time to time in administrations
over policy between the State Department and the NSC?

Secretary SHULTZ. There was a particular operational role that
was undertaken by the staff of the National Security Council that
was in a sense not knowable-that is, it was hard for anybody to
find out about it.

So it became sort of unaccountable. And I think what that does
is it causes you to say how do we design our procedures so that if
some operation is undertaken, it is undertaken by people who are
accountable in a kind of formal sense, as it has been developed in
our system of government.

And if you have a staff group with all the merits in the world,
but it is unaccountable and can do things and nobody is able to
find out about them, then you have to say to yourself, I think, and
the Tower Board did say, that the National Security Council staff
shouldn't be undertaking things of this kind.

Now I think it would bn a mistake, however, to lay down some
absolutely flat rule, because I am sure there will be times when it
is the judgment of the President, perhaps in concert with his other
advisers that here is an occasion when it could be very useful to
have the National Security Adviser go do something or other, but
it ought to be gone about in such a manner.

But I think you don't want to lay down flat rules about it. I
think that is the problem, but in the course of reviewing these mat-
ters, it seem to me as I said yesterday, there are some other things
that at least loom in my mind, and one is the-I think-necessity,
and I would be all in favor of a good, flat rule on this-of separat-
ing the function of providing intelligence and analyzing what we
have and so on, from the functions of policy.

Mr. CHENEY. Let's focus on that point for a minute.
Your testimony yesterday on Director Casey was obviously of in-

terest to those of us who serve on the Intelligence Committee, too.
Would it-again to turn it around a little bit and to try to ex-

plain why he felt apparently so strongly about this and why he
became an advocate of the program to recover the hostages. Do you
think that was tied in any way to the fact of his concern over Mr.
Buckley?

Here we have one of the hostages, not a man who voluntarily
went to Lebanon over the objections and against the advice of this
government, but because the Government sent him to serve in
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what has to be one of the most dangerous posts in the world, our
CIA Station Chief in Beirut-a mni who spent his career in the
clandestine service of his nation, and I don't find it surprising that
the Agency o, people in the Agency and Mr. Casey would feel very
strongly abut the importance of trying to recover, if you will, free-
dom for one of our own.

Secretary SHULTZ. Absolutely, and I share completely his con-
cern, not only about Mr. Buckley, but other Americans who are
taken hostage, and we need to work in a strong, intense way to do
something about our hostages.

But I think we have learned from all this, I hope it has sunk in,
that there are some things that are not a good idea to do. It is not
a good idea to publicize and make it clear to those who hold the
hostages that there is practically nothing we wouldn't do to get
them released.

That is counterproductive.
Mr. CHENEY. I would agree.
Secretary SHULTZ. And if you pay for hostages, you just encour-

age taking more of them and so on.
There are certain things, and I think all of this has probably use-

fully driven those lessons home--
Mr. CHzzY. Without concurring with the policy, I think it is

clearly possible though to say it is understandable why people took
the position they did.

Secretary SHULTZ. Of course, and we should.
Mr. CHENEY. On another point, you talk about the operational

role of the NSC and I am inclined to agree with you, that oper-
ations at the NSC are generally a bad idea, but it is a well estab-
lished pattern also in government that Presidents become frustrat-
ed with the bureaucracy, that they and their staffs oftentimes for a
variety of reasons, as time passes, find it increasingly necessary in
order to achieve their objectives or they think in order to get
things done in a timely fashion that they have to reach out into
departments and agencies and bring things into the White House
that might not otherwise get done, and sometimes this happens be-
cause, as you mentioned in your quote attributed to Henry Kissin-
ger, the Department seems to be concerned primarily by negotiat-
ing while the White House is primarily concerned with completing
the negotiations. We find turf battles among Cabinet Members.

Is it possible, for example, if you get two Cabinet Members at log-
gerheads on policy unable to agree on major issues that rather
than continuing to hammer away at trying to reach agreement
within Cabinet councils, that the staff and the President decided
they want to proceed down a different track without involving these
individuals?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I think if there are legitimate disputes,
and I think the basic things that are debated about are legitimate,
they are substantive matters of importance and they get debated,

a in such a case it is up to the President to decide, and then
people take that decision. And I believe it is also a mistake to think
that the only times the President needs to make a decision is when
he sees there is a dispute.

It may very well be that there is something that people in the
Cabinet all agree on, but the President has a different idea. So he
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needs to see the flow of things, including the things that people
may be agreeing on, and look at them himself.

But he is the-he is the final arbiter of these things.
Mr. CHENEY. I see my time has expired.
Mr. Secretary, I would like to thank you for some fascinating tes-

timony. It has been very helpful to the purposes of the committee.
Thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Heflin.
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Secretary, let me first commend you for the re-

lationship of your attorney and you in your presentation of your
testimony. I am accustomed to being in a courtroom, and generally
it would be rare indeed for an attorney to be able to whisper into
the ear of his client or witness and to do so during the course of
examination or cross-examination; however, our rules do allow it and
I am not critical of the fact that this has occurred. It makes it a
little unusual as to whether or not the testimony comes from the
witness or whether he is being a parrot. It is one of those things
of--would you like to introduce our counsel who is not with you
but who has occasionally passed you a note.

I think it has been a refreshing thing to see the relationship of
you and your attorney today. Would you like to introduce him?

Secretary SHULTZ. I assume you're speaking about Libby Kiefer
here, a member of Judge Sofaer's legal office. And this is Judge
Sofaer. You don't have to worry; if Judge Sofaer thinks that he
should get into my mind, I'll hear from him.

Mr. HEFLIN. I think it is refreshing. There is nothing wrong and
I don't criticize it, but every now and then some of the attorneys
have grabbed their clients, jerked on their arms and gone into con-
tortions to get to their ears, then it sort of at times looks like the
interaction of the attorney and the lawyer resembles the contor-
tions of a wrestling match on TV. Anyway, we are delighted that
this relationship is here.

There are some things that trouble me. One is the decision that
was made relative to the visit to Iran by Mr. McFarlane and Colo-
nel North and others in May of 1986, 1 believe it was, and there
was no question that for them to go was a courageous thing, that
life could have well been in a real serious situation, and that they
testified, as others have testified, that they took preparations to the
fact that they could have taken their own lives if they could have
and if it had become necessary.

What worries me was that the selection of these two, certainly
Mr. McFarlane, with certain knowledge of the entire activity per-
taining to the National Security Council, were sent, and I am re-
minded also that about that time, we had had the experience con-
cerning Mr. Buckley of the CIA-I just wondered what type of
crisis we might have been gambling with in the event that Mr.
McFarlane and Mr. North would have been taken as hostages on
those events, at that time?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, it would have obviously presented us
with very serious problems.

Mr. HEFLIN. Well, I just--
Secretary SHULTZ. I mean, what are you getting at?
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Mr. HEuN. High-level officials like that, it almost presents a
crisis of where you are almost required to take some very strong
affirmative action. Could it have resulted in a war?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I don't want to speculate about it. Clear-
ly, if Iran had detained them we would have wanted to do some-
thing about it, but just what and so on, I don't want to speculate
about.

Mr. HEFLIN. Well, since Terry Waite has been taken as a hos-
tage, it causes me concern as to whether or not it was more of a
gamble than we might have thought of at that particular time.

Let me ask you-
Secretary SHULTZ. They felt that they were there, I guess-I

don't know, I wasn't part of the decision to send them there, but
they must have felt that they were there more or less at the invita-
tion of the Government of Iran, so that is a little different than
wandering around on your own hook.

Mr. HmriL . Well, I hope--
Secretary SHULTZ. There are some French diplomats that

thought they were there with the Government in the proper way;
they are having their troubles. It is an erratic regime.

Mr. H N. Let me ask you now about the suggestion that was
contemplated by some of the people that the dialogue between the
so-called moderate elements in Iran and the groups that were deal-
ing with them from America might have proceeded to the point of
where they could have had a mini-summit involving possibly the
Vice President and the Speaker of the House or Speaker of Parlia-
ment in Iran. Are there problems with that type of approach from
your viewpoint?

Secretary SHULTZ. These seem to be sort of fantasizing by people
about how things might go, trying to construct how a relationship
might evolve, but certainly if a relationship evolves with a country
with which we don't have one, it would undoubtedly take place
through a series of steps that involve some diplomatic contact that
probably would not be visible, and understandings reached with a
gradual engagement of people at a higher level. And so you tend to
see that kind of evolution, so I think that if we-when there comes
the time, and I believe there will come a time, it is sort of inevita-
ble, as I was saying yesterday, because of the strategic situation,
that the U.S.-Iranian relationship will change. It will probably go
through some sort of process that winds up with a high-level ex-
change of some sort.

Mr. HxE N. The process that you are speaking about normally
includes the Department of State and their officials or there're
dangers of getting outside of a process of using the Department of
State in the evolving of that type of process.

Secretary SHULTZ. That is the business of the Department of
State. That is what you put it there for, to conduct diplomacy, and
there are a lot of skills there and institutional memory and so on
to do it, and on the whole, I think it is done quite well. But there
are exceptions to the rule. The one that is usually cited, and I don't
know what others can really be cited as effectively, is the opening
to China in the Nixon administration, which was basically done
without the participation of people in-the Department of State, al-
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though people who were working in the National Security Council
staff and were Foreign Service officers took a strong part in it all.

Mr. HEFLIN. Let me ask you a little bit about the solicitation of
Brunei. You mentioned that the law had changed, the law at the
time that the officials of Brunei were solicited, that there was spe-
cific authorization for the State Department to make such solicita-
tion. However, I am fuzzy about the testimony that has occurred
concerning the selection of the bank account that the money would
be deposited in.

There has been testimony to the effect that, first, Colonel North
was requested to provide such an account. He gave the number.
Then the Chief of the Central American Task Force of the CIA was
asked to provide an account. He established an account separate
and apart where there would have been no commingling. Then the
decision was made to go to the original North account which had
transposed numbers and caused some confusion.

Relative to this, was there any discussion with you and the As-
sistant Secretary Abrams pertaining to what bank account would
be selected?

Secretary SHULTZ. There was discussion. I was involved in a little
of it, but it was more between Assistant Secretary Abrams and
some others.

But basically the account number that we got, that Mr. Abrams
got from Colonel North, was described ,to us or described to Mr.
Abrams as an account that, so to speak, belonged to the Nicara-
guan Democratic Resistance, the Freedom Fighters. It was their ac-
count. And that is the one that I knew about when I went on a trip
that included a stop in Brunei, but I didn't use it or make any so-
licitation on that occasion, but that number was in our possession
at that time.

I believe that later the CIA account number was provided. That
was a CIA account. And so in the discussion that ensued, and I was
not a part of it, but they discussed this question of which account
to use. It was thought that if the money went from Brunei into an
account controlled by an agency of the U.S. Government, then it
becomes the government's money, so to speak. And what we were
authorized to do was to solicit third countries to contribute to the
cause of the Democratic Resistance. And so we thought, well, it is
better then to have Brunei make the deposit into an account that
is controlled by the Democratic Resistance, and that was the line of
reasoning that the people involved went through, and I think it
was a good line of reasoning.

Mr. HEFLIN. Well, in your investigations and discussions with
people concerning this, have you uncovered any evidence that
there was any direction given to the Hakim-Secord enterprises that
$3 million out of that $10 million would be used for arms purchases
and that the other $7 million would be reserved for some decision
to be made at a later date as to its disposition?

Secretary SHULTZ. The only information on their plan that I
have is what I saw, and I happened to be watching the hearings,
when I guess Mr. Hakim or somebody testified along the lines that
you suggest.

Mr. HEFLIN. Let me ask you about the--
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Secretary SHULTZ. I might say that what that shows, among
other things, is that the representation to us that this was an ac-
count controlled by the Democratic Resistance was not correct. That
was bum dope.

Mr. HmuFLN. Well, that would appear to be an accurate descrip-
tion.

Let me ask you about the evaluation in the discussion of the-
when they were going through the Presidential Findings pertaining
to our direct sale of arms to Iran through the Enterprise. At that
time, was there any evaluation of the effect of 4000 TOWs upon the
Iran-Iraq war that you heard any discussion about?

Secretary SHULTZ. Senator, I didn't know about the sales, and so
on, as they occurred, and I wasn't part of such a discussion. I don't
know whether there was or were not, and I think you should ask
that question to those who were involved.

Mr. HFLIN. Well, I thought that you made your arguments
against the Presidential Finding in that pei od where they were
discussing whether or not there would be a direct involvement, and
that you were participating in the consideration of that.

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes. When we were arguing the merits and
demerits of proceeding, there were a number of arguments used,
and one of them was that our posture, insofar as the Iran-Iraq war
was concerned, that we didn't sell arms to either side, that is our
posture today, and that we wanted to see the war come to an end
with no victor or vanquished and with the territorial integrity of
each side intact. And it was clear from what happened, for exam-
ple, in response to some previous U.N. resolutions, that it was Iran
that was the intransigent party at the time, and so we had a policy
called Operation Staunch of obviously not selling arms ourselves,
but also trying to persuade others not to sell arms to Iran on the, I
think, reasonable theory that if they were denied arms, they would
have a hard time keeping the war going, or if you were effective in
Operation Staunch, it would make it at least more difficult and
more expensive for them to get arms and that would be an inhibit-
ing force. If you then sold arms in the face of that, you create all
kinds of difficulties for yourself. You would make a possible change
in the balance of the war, that if we breached our own discipline,
then what would happen, would that open the flood gates for other
people who said, "You have been telling us not to sell arms and we
have agreed with you; now we see you are selling arms so we are
going to go ahead." So it Wasn't just our sales but the potential
impact on others that we had to consider, and all of this was point-
ed up.

Mr. HmniN. Well, was a voice of the actual military aspect of the
evaluation of 4000 TOWs upon the Iran-Iraq war at those discus-
sions--did you hear any evaluation of the military impact?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, it wasn't-no, the discussion wasn't,
didn't get to that level. The discussion, the argument was more on
a general plane rather than if we are going to do it, what kinds of
weapons and what would their impact be at least as far as I am
concerned.

Mr. HzFUN. Thank you, sir. My time is up.
Chairman HAmILTON. Mr. Fascell.
Mr. FAsczu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Secretary, we left off yesterday, we were on the road to some
philosophical instruction, but my time is kind of limited, so I will
just offer a few.

It seems that territorial imperative and ego and zeal are all part
of the necessary adjuncts of mankind and that the only time they
cause any problem is when they substitute for intelligence and
common sense.

I gather--
Secretary SHULTZ. I got the impression you didn't want me to

philosophize, so I am keeping quiet.
Mr. FASCELL. I wanted to see if we were talking about the same

thing in a general sense. The same way with power. It is not the
use of power, it is the abuse of power, and our Founding Fathers
decided when they set up this system of government they were con-
cerned about the use and abuse of power.

Therefore, they created the institution in which room we now sit
called the Congress of the United States.

You and I discussed this many times. The last time I believe was
before the Bar Association. And I hope that my impression has
changed, Mr. Secretary, that you don't consider Congress an obsta-
cle in the path of the exercise of power by the executive, that we
have some co-equal function.

Secretary SHULTZ. Sometimes it is tempting.
Mr. FASCELL. Having gone from the broad general philosophy of

government now, I want to put the microscope down on what some
people have considered minutia, but the minutia is important in
the context of this overall investigation. Because it demonstrates
the totality of the determination of running this operation.

So I want to talk to you about the Office of Latin American
Public Diplomacy, otherwise known as LPD, and the head of that
office said he reported directly to you, and as I understand it, the
office was placed in your office as such.

Am I correct?
Secretary SHULTZ. That office was created as a result of a discus-

sion in the Executive Branch about the importance of letting the
American people know what was going on in Central America and
the Caribbean. It was part of public diplomacy in that sense, and
that is one of the functions that we are supposed to undertake in
the Department of State and in government generally. That is our
process, is a process of education and so on.

Now, that is what that office was supposed to do and it was cre-
ated for that purpose and its job was--

Mr. FASCELL. Was that a direct responsibility handed to you by
the President or did that arise out of a discussion of the National
Security Council?

Secretary SHULTZ. It arose out of a discussion and just about the
President's interaction with it precisely I don't know, but the Presi-
dent was very much in favor of trying to tell the story as effective-
ly as possible and he was a major participant in doing so and con-
tinues to be.

Mr. FASCELL. And part of that effort also was to lobby the Con-
gress and make sure we voted correctly? I mean there is nothing
abnormal or wrong about that. I mean that is a normal kind of an
operation.
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Secretary SHULTZ. Well, there has to be public diplomacy efforts
in the Department of State a line drawn between trying to talk to
people, talking to people about our foreign policy and the problems
and opportunities and so forth on the one hand, and using appro-
priated funds to lobby the Congress on the other.

But the President has often said as far as his own role was con-
cerned that if the Congress doesn't see the light, he will try to get
them to feel the heat by appealing to the American people on
behalf of his policies. And I think that is a perfectly legitimate
thing to do. An important thing to do and every President does it.

Mr. FASCELL. Absolutely.
Secretary SHULTZ. And should do.
Mr. FASCELL. What was your understanding of the NSC's role in

this Central American public diplomacy effort, what were they
doing in it?

Secretary SHULTZ. The effort was something that involved vari-
ous departments, so there needed to be coordination, and this unit
was created to be a unit that involved itself in studying the materi-
als and getting out materials and getting speakers around and so
forth, and it was coordinated in an interagency group setting, and
I think the chairman of the coordinating group was a member of
the NSC staff if I am not mistaken.

Mr. FASCELL. Walter Raymond.
So this organization or effort, did you really want that in your

office?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, when you say my office, the State De-

partment classifies offices by letters. Judge Sofaer is in charge of L,
and--

Mr. FASCELL. So. So what's L?
Secretary SHULTZ. The Secretary's Office is called S, and in S,

there is a lot of things that I work directly with, but it is also a
place where in a sense miscellaneous things get put. I will give you
an example. Our mission to the Vienna CSCE Conference is located
in S. And Ambassador Warren Zimmerman is therefore there and
in an organizational sense you might say he reports directly to me,
and he does, and I am, of course, very interested in that subject as
you are. But the real supervision of that effort is done by Roz
Ridgeway and her group in the European Bureau. That is where
the thing is mostly concerned and that is where the day-to-day
operational aspects are.

So something may be located in S. There is some 450 people in S
who have quite a variety of functions and this happened to be one
of them.

Mr. FASCELL. They all report directly to you if they are in your
office?

Secretary SHULTZ. On an organizational chart, but obviously, the
work has a different pattern. In this case, there was a coordinating
group that was under, and as I would see it, our AR-5 Bureau
would be a primary source of information about what is going on,
so if they are going to publicize and educate, they have to get con-
tent and that is where you get the content.

From my standpoint, what I saw coming from that office, was
you might say a work product. And the work product was various
publications that I saw, and information about scheduled appear-
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ances and things of that kind that all seemed to me to be quite
good.

Mr. FASCELL. As a matter of fact, of course, that office reported
directly to the NSC, or at least was coordinated by the NSC. Did
you know that?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, there is-I have learned more as a
result of your probing than I knew at the time, but there was a
coordinating group, and that was set out and, as I said earlier, the
chairman of that group was a member of the NSC staff.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, now, isn't it a fact that the Office of Public
Diplomacy for Latin America and Central America was separate
and apart from the Office of Public Diplomacy?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. FASCELL. Two separate institutions. Now, did you consider

that in this case that there was an unnecessary duplication?
Secretary SHULTZ. It has been somewhat troubling me to look at

the various places where things get done. In the Under Secretary's
office, there is also a Public Diplomacy Unit that emerged follow-
ing the, I think following the President's speech in London on the
freedom theme, and a number of things have grouped around it,
grouped around there, and there has been a group working, and
that has been separate.

So, in trying to work at the organization of things, there is now
an effort under way by our Assistant Secretary to group things
more in the Office of Public Affairs.

Nevertheless, I think there was felt a need to do something spe-
cial.

Mr. FASCELL. Special.
Secretary SHULTZ. And that seemed like a sensible thing under

the circumstances, and I think it was on the whole a pretty good
operation.

Mr. FASCELL. No, no. Well, now, you say what you saw was a
work product, so you couldn't manage everything that these people
did. As a matter of fact, Ambassador Reich and his deputy, Jona-
than Miller, had very super-frequent contact with Colonel North.

Were you informed of what they were doing at all? Do you have
an idea?Secretary SHULTZ. I couldn't supervise their day-to-day activities,
of course, but I think in the context of a government effort of
which they were a part coordinated in the manner that you and I
agreed, you would expect them to interact with people in the NSC
staff, nothing unusual about that.

Mr. FASCELL. No, it is not. Except looking at the material and
the evidence that we have, it looks like actually the whole thing
was being run by North out of NSC. That is the only point. Were
you aware that the LPD contracted for the services of Internation-
al Business Communications, that is Frank Gomez and Rich Miller,
and/or the principals or the subsidiaries for seven contracts,
amounting to $441,00, more or less?

Secretary SHULTZ. I was not aware of that at the time, but, Mr.
Chairman, as this subject has come up, you have, your committee
has had an investigation going with which we have, I believe, been
fully cooperative, and as questions-when questions arose on the
advice of my legal adviser, I asked our own Inspector General to
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look into the matter, and he has made me a report on it, and I
have that report now.

It has just come in, and I am glad to make that available to you,
if you would like to have it. Or maybe you already have it.

Mr. FASCELL. Yes, Mr. Secretary. There is the report there. But,
you know, you have cooperated, but I must tell you, as I have told
you before, it has been like pulling teeth to get this information.

We started with press reports back in January or February. We
are now in July, and the Inspector General has rendered his
report. We got our last copy of the requested contract about a
month ago. It has taken us 5 months to get something we could
have gotten in 5 minutes, you know.

But I raise that only because it is important in this relationship
with Congress not to lose sight of the fact that we have a responsi-
bility, we are trying to provide the money to operate.

We have got little enough money as it is, you know, and the
question that arises while we are closing down consulates all over
the world, because we don't have money to operate, in our zeal to
get this information across to the American people and the Con-
gress of the United States, which is OK, I mean it is a very impor-
tant subject, but nevertheless, under the circumstances that exist
of turning to private-contractors to perform the service when all of
that capability exists in-house is a very questionable matter.

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think, if I can describe
this, as I now understand it, when the office was first created, it
obviously, it suddenly had responsibilities and things to do expect-
ed of it, and it was just getting started. It didn't have any way of
doing these things and so it contracted out to get them done; some
of them. And leaving aside. the question of contracting procedures
for the moment, that was a perfectly sensible thing to do, and that
was done.

Mr. FASCELL. Except--
Secretary SHULTZ. As time went on and their capabilities built

up, I think as the Inspector General says, it was too slow to termi-'
nate that contracting out process. And also in the process the In-
spector General has informed me in that report some material was
classified that shouldn't have been classified.

Mr. FASCELL. It was one of the contracts-
Secretary SHULTZ. And there was a very poor procurement proc-

ess involved. So he has reported on that, and I think that it is an
investigation from which we can learn something about our pro-
curement procedures. We don't procure a lot of things in the De-
partment of State. It wasn't done well.

Mr. FASCELL. That disturbed us too, because what happened is it
was sole source reporting and one of the contracts was classified
secret and there was absolutely no reason in the world to classify
that secret.

Secretary SHULTZ. I agree with that criticism and the Inspector
General does and I acknowledge that.

Mr. FASCELL. The reason it was raised, however, is everything
else that was going around this contract. In other words, here you
had Spitz Channell as a private fund raising organization as part of
this effort to educate and lobby the Congress getting private funds
and raising a lot of funds and funds being used, advertised against
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Members of Congress, to do whatever else you do in a public educa-
ticin program, but a lot of that money went into IC, was funneled
through them at the same time they were getting a State Depart-
ment contract. That's the real question mark that is raised and I'm
not saying that anything was done that was illegal, but the money
was commingled. They were performing services for the Govern-
ment under somewhat questionable circumstances on one side, and
tying it in with privately raised money on the other side used for
perfectly legitimate purposes trying to get Congress to feel the
heat, but part of that money also then winds up in offshore bank
accounts in the Caymen Islands, and part of it winds up in Lake
Resources, so this whole tie-in begins to look like something that
needs stronger consideration.

Secretary SHULTZ. So it was-as soon as I found out about these
possibilities, Mr. Chairman, I put the Inspector General on it and
he has investigated it. And he has made quite a few critical com-
ments about the process from which we can learn. One of the
things that he concludes in that report is that there's no evidence
that the money contracted for with respect to the contract with the
State Department was used in the manner that you describe, recog-
nizing that there is a fungibility of funds, but the accounting and
so forth was done in such a way at least the Inspector General con-
cluded-

Mr. FASCELL. I'm glad the Inspector General could do that. The
only point I'm making is the money is fungible and it became very
questionable, that's all. As a matter of fact three of the individuals
who were involved in all this and properly so, I certainly can't
complain about it, but it's just interesting to note two of them
became ambassadors. One went over into the White House and quit
when he found out, when it was determined he was cashing checks
for Ollie North along with Rob Owens.

Secretary SHULTZ. Before he did that he conducted guerrilla war-
fare against me. I agree with you.

Mr. FASCELL. I understand that. He wound up in the White
House interfering with your travel plans.

Secretary SHULTZ. I'm sorry I brought it up here. It got too much
attention. It's just an example.

Mr. FASCELL. Now, we were told that the Director of this oper-
ation had a secure telephone in his office, and he was in constant
contact with Colonel North. Can you imagine why in that particu-
lar Office of Public Diplomacy you had to have a secure telephone?

Secretary SHULTZ. I don't know the ins and outs of how that ar-
rived, but secure phones are common, particularly, and no doubt
an office like that would come into possession of classified informa-
tion and would need some capacity to talk about it on the tele-
phone. We all have secure phones.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, when we--
Secretary SHULTZ. And we ought to be, we ought to discipline

ourselves to use them more.
Mr. FASCELL. Even between officials in the Executive Branch.
Secretary SHULTZ. Absolutely. That is the whole purpose of the

secure phone is so you don't get overheard, and elaborate precau-
tions are taken in my case when I travel, or anything, to try to pro-
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vide not only a secure phone but a secure environment in which
that phone sits.

Mr. FASCELL. I can understand why the Secretary of State would
need a secure telephone. I can't for the life of me imagine why
somebody in the Office of Public Diplomacy needs one who is sup-
posed to be public and getting all the information out to educate
the American people and lobby the Congress. I mean, how can you
do that secretly?

Secretary SHULTZ. I don't know the answer to why it was decided
that a secure phone, how that's done office by office all over the
State Department. But there is a need when somebody will come
into possession of classified information and may discuss it with
others to have a way of doing it, other than going to see them in
his office, and that is what a secure phone is supposed to provide.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, I don't want to prejudge this at all, but it
seems at least right now that to me it has the appearance that the
Office of Public Diplomacy and the NSC were partners in running an
operation with a lot of private organizations out here and that may
be fine. I don't know how far you can go with that, but you have
two curious or several curious things involved. One is that they are
getting contracts under the circumstances which the Inspettor
General has pointed out; the other is all these outside organiza-
tions who were raising and funneling money for arms and weap-
ons, they were targeting Members of Congress for television ads
and trying to get us to feel the heat, they were organizing briefings
and meetings all over the country, again legitimate, all in coordina-
tion; however, this was--

Secretary SHULTZ. Briefings are--
Mr. FASCELL. All I am saying is--
Secretary SHULTZ. Targeting Members of Congress is not a legiti-

mate function.
Mr. FASCELL. Well, it is for private organizations.
Secretary SHULTZ. But not for a publicly funded operation, and

that's where an effort was made to draw a line. Whether it was
successfully done or not, I asked the Inspector General to look into
it, and he has, and you have his report.

Mr. FASCELL. I understand that, Mr. Secretary, and I appreciate
the fact that you turned your Inspector General on it, and we are
glad to have it, and I hope the matter has been resolved and ulti-
mately every dollar that was spent will have been properly dis-
posed of.

But the appearance still remains, at least to this member, that
what we had here was a totally controlled massive effort to go with
the Iran arms sale, Contra diversion fund operation, managed out
of the White House and with or without your knowledge and con-
sent using an office in your department as part of that effort. That
is all.

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, that is an idea that you have and worry
about. I can understand that. And, as I have discovered this poten-
tial problem, I had it investigated, and I didn't realize the report
had been distributed. But at any rate, I am glad it has and that you
have it. Maybe it was leaked to you. However, you got it, I am glad
you got it, and I hope you find it useful.
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Mr. FAscEL. Mr. Secretary, it is only because I have always just
about have been persona non grata with your department in an
effort to get the information dealing with this very small little
amount of money, 440 some thousand bucks, but it simply points
out, once again, one is the totality of the control over this oper-
ation; the other, it raises the question again about the relationship
of Congress.

One of the important factors raised in these entire hearings
having to do with why the hearings were even held is because of
the relatioiqhip that is necessary between the Congress and the
Executive Brdnch of government, and we cannot keep fostering
this idea that Congress is some kind of an unnecessary branch of
government that should simply rubberstamp everything that the
executive does.

Secretary SHULTZ. You have never gotten such an idea from me
in 10V2 years as a member of the Cabinet. Ever.

Mr. FASCELL. That is true, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SHULTZ. Although sometimes you do things that I

think are wrong, but that is life, we argue about them.
Mr. FASCELL. I just got the impression from time to time you just

felt that Congress was an unnecessary pimple on the path of
progress.

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, those are your words, Mr. Chairman, not
mine.

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I will reserve the bal-
ance of my time.

Chairman HAMILTON. We will take a recess now for 10 minutes.
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Trible.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Trible, if you will excuse me, it is

the intent of the chair to go until 12:30 and then to resume at 2:00
o'clock.

You may proceed.
Mr. TRIBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, over the last several weeks, we have heard from a

number of would-be Secretaries of State. I am mighty pleased
Reagan chose George Shultz.

I also want to thank you for a powerful soliloquy yesterday on
democratic values in ,;overnment. It was something that we all
needed to hear and I hope along with each of us many of our fellow
citizens as well.

Very sadly, though, Mr. Secretary, I think your testimony yester-
day also underscored that neither the President nor you as Secre-
tary of State were told the truth about important activities of the
National Security staff, and clearly that is not right, it is not the
way to transact the peoples' business, and it doesn't work.

It makes it virtually impossible to shape coherent and successful
public policy and you underscored that point yesterday in your tes-
timony.

Let me ask you a couple of questions if I might. Admiral Poin-
dexter in his testimony before us was highly critical of the press,
the Congress and the State Department.
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For example, he said the State Department offered no leadership
in extricating the hostages and was unwilling to develop innovative
programs to tackle the problems facing the President.

Let me read you his words because I think in fairness you should
have the opportunity to respond.

In response to a question posed by Mr. McCollum, the gentleman
from Florida, on July 21st, Mr. McCollum asked, "I am curious if
Secretary Shultz or Secretary Weinberger offered the President
any alternatives for getting the release of our hostages, alterna-
tives to this Iranian initiative. As I recall, you said the President
had expressed a desire to explore every avenue possible to get the
hostages back. Did they offer any alternatives to the President?

"Mr. Poindexter: They did not.
"Mr. McCollum: At any time after that, did they?
"Mr. Poindexter: No, nor to my recollection any time before that.

The NSC staff, I feel, was the driving force from the very beginning
in trying to figure out how to get the hostages back. I don't mean
to imply that other Departments and other officials were not con-
cerned about the hostages, but very frankly, I don't recall a single
recommendation from those two Departments on initiatives to ac-
complish that objective."

Surely that can't be the case, Mr. Secretary.
Could you respond?
Secretary SHULTZ. There is an ongoing program to find out

through direct contacts, through intelligence, in any way we can,
information about our hostages, to see if we can find out where
they are, to talk to people who may have information about them,
to stay in touch with the families so that they know always that
there is some place, there is a person in the Government who is
trying to keep track. It is hard. It hasn't been successful in the case
of those held in Lebanon.

On the other hand, it has been successful in other cases. For ex-
ample, the efforts to get out the hostages that were held on that
TWA plane were basically-that was basically done under the
President's direction right out of my office, and with very impres-
sive professional work by our people in the field, and if you talk
about somebody coming through under pressure, as it turned out in
that case, a key was our contact with President Assad in Syria.
By chance, the Ambassador was not there, so it fell to the person
who was the charge', who I'd never heard of, to undertake an ex-
tremely difficult, delicate piece of diplomacy. And then it emerged
there was a woman there named April Glassby, who was just great,
and she is a little-known but I think genuine heroine of that whole
effort, and she's a Foreign Service Officer, and a darned good one.

But I look at the brilliant innovations that were produced, a ter-
rific idea, let's trade the Dawa prisoners for the hostages-fantas-
tic. Lord deliver us from such bright ideas as that.

But it is hard. You know, there are held in and around Beirut
probably, there are, I think, 24 hostages, nine of whom are Ameri-
cans. There are eight other countries that have hostages there. It is
very frustrating and it is-and we wish we could find the answers
to how to get them out, but I don't think the answer is to give the
hostage-takers what they want in terms of things like releasing the
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murderers who are being held in Kuwait. That is not an answer;
that is not a bright idea.

Now, as far as other things are concerned, the fight to do some-
thing about terrorism under the Presidents direction has been led
right out of the State Department. We have been very strong and
determined, and we have made a lot of headway for the United
States and other countries in that fight.

The work with the Philippines-under the President's direc-
tion-was basically done right in the State Department and we
were fortunate we had an excellent Ambassador there. We had a
former Ambassador as under secretary, we had a chairman of the
Joint Chiefs who had been CINCPAC, all very familiar with the sit-
uation. It was a good operation.

So to say that I or others in the State Department never had any
ideas or never did anything, I just don't accept that as a descrip-
tion of the reality. But as far as the hostages are concerned, we try
and try, but obviously we haven't succeeded.

But the brilliant ideas cooked up by the NSC staff are not the
answer. They are-that was a catastrophe.

Mr. TRIBLE. Mr. Secretary, let me move on. There have been a
number of questions raised about your knowledge and participation
in the solicitation of moneys from Brunei and there is a PROF note
that I think confirms what you have said, and thus far it has not
been pointed out and I would like to do so at this point.

It is exhibit no. 28, which is a communication between John
Poindexter and Oliver North on June 10, 1986. As you are turning
to exhibit 28, let me read to you from that PROF note. And I quote:
"To my knowledge, Shultz knows nothing about the prior financ-
ing. I think it should stay that way. My concern was to find out
what they were thinking so there would not be a screw-up. I asked
Elliott at lunch. He said he had recommended Brunei, where
Shultz is going to visit. They have lots of money. It seems like a
good prospect. Shultz agrees. I asked Elliott how the money could
be transferred. He said he thought Shultz could just hand them the
account number. I said I thought that was a bad idea, not at all
letting on that we had access to the accounts."

Would you like to respond to that?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I don't think it needs any response. It is

just another example of the kind of deception that was practiced,
because our information was that that was an account number be-
longing to the Freedom Fighters, and the money would go to the
Freedom Fighters. They gave us that impression knowing, accord-
ing to that note you just read, that the account belonged to them or
their partners. And I could only react when I saw the hearings, in
describing how this money was supposed to be handled, that I was
glad that the numbers or something had been transposed and they
didn't get their hands on it after all.

Mr. TRIBLE. Mr. Secretary, let me move on to a final question.
Secretary SHULTZ. Sometimes I feel like I would like to wring

somebody's neck.
Mr. TRIBLE. Admiral Poindexter told us that h. did not talk to

the President about the diversion of funds to the Contras because,
in his view, it was unimportant, a matter of implementation, just a
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detail. Do you share that analysis? Shouldn't the President be told
about that kind of decision?

Secretary SHULTZ. I think it is the responsibility of someone like
myself or in the position of the National Security Adviser to seek
the President's decisions. That was a very big thing and, in my
opinion, a very wrong thing. So to decide on behalf of the President
not to tell him about it is totally wrong.

I think that the more controversial in a sense something may be,
that you as a person in charge of some operation want to do, the
greater your responsibility to point up to the President exactly
what is controversial about it, not to try to-in this case, the deci-
sion was not to tell him at all but you can imagine people going in
and sort of passing something by the President in a way that he
perhaps doesn't quite see in a busy schedule the significance of it.
But I think the more controversial it is, the more it is your respon-
sibility to point it up, because, as we all know, and as I keep saying
here, it is the President that got elected, and so lie is the guy that
gets the right to make the decisions.

Mr. TRIBLE. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. Chairman, it is not my intention to prevail any longer on the

Secretary, but I would like to add just a personal observation at
the end.

Mr. Secretary, your actions and your testimony before this com-
mittee vividly demonstrate that public service can be rooted in
principle and graced by nobility. To the degree that the purpose of
this committee was to ascertain the truth we have been remark-
ably successful.

But uncovering the truth has been for many of us a dismaying
and dispiriting process. The distinctiveness, the decency of public
service have been subordinated to the requirements of bargaining
in Middle Eastern bazaars.

Those who wielded considerable power and influence readily ad-
mitted that principles were sacrificed to expediency. We have been
presented two very different views, visions of America, truth and
falsehood, consultation or compartmentalization, accountability or
deniability, trust or suspicion.

Your appearance before this committee is an eloquent refutation
of the doctrine of political cynIcism. Also, sir, as you have indicated
here, our Nation has enjoyed a significant number of foreign policy
successes under the leadership of Ronald Reagan.

We have seen the resurgence of freedom and democracy in the
Americas, the liberation of Grenada, establishment of democracy in
the Philippines, a significant movement now toward political free-
dom in Korea.

The administration has won support for anti-Communist Free-
dom Fighters in Afghanistan, Angola, and Nicaragua, and there is
now before us the potential for substantial reductions in nuclear
arms in the hope that we can make this a safer and saner world.

Those are hard-won goals, yet a strong President, Ronald
Reagan, aided by an able Secretary of State, George Shultz,
achieved success time and time again, and you have done that by
means that undeniably conform to the requirements of our law,
our Constitution, and our political tradition.

That must be our future as well as our past.
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Mr. Secretary, these 2 days, millions of people have seen you,
and they have come, I think, to see you just as we know you. You
are a good and honorable man, and for your leadership, for your
service and for your wise counsel, every American should be grate-
ful. And I thank you.

Secretary SHULTZ. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Hyde?
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Secretary, a slight change of pace. I may sound

like a-like a Democrat, but-and I most certainly am not, as some
know, and I think you have painted a picture in its darkest terms
of a foreign policy in disarray, there is no gainsaying that, a Presi-
dent---

Secretary SHULTZ. I certainly have not. I have to tried to paint a
picture of a foreign policy that is strong and successful, and we
have a problem here that you have been investigating where things
went badly, but the general foreign policy picture is a very strong
and positive one.

Mr. HYDE. Let's just say a significant part of a great foreign
policy was in disarray, operating out of the White House by an ad-
miral and by a lieutenant colonel, and cutting you out of a signifi-
cant part that had potential for World War III, was in disarray.

That is my assessment of it, perhaps not yours. Then you have
painted a picture of a President impervious to your arguments and

secretary Weinberger's arguments on why this was a terrible idea.
Secretary SHULTZ. It is a fact that arguments were made to the

President, he decided otherwise, and that is his prerogative. You
wouldn't want a President who just always goes along with whoev-
er argues with him.

He is a strong-minded person, and I admire him for that.
Mr. HYDE. I hope nothing I have said ever indicates that I would

want a President who could be swayed by anybody against his own
convictions. I like people with the courage of their convictions,
sometimes even if they are wrong.

You have told us that you forcibly went to the President, you
made every argument that you could that this was a terrible idea,
and the consequences could be disastrous, and he preferred to do
otherwise.

So, as I see it, on one side, there is ourself and Secretary
Weinberger, and let me stipulate you are aslutely right, and the
other side was absolutely wrong, so make no mistake that I am
defending what I think is really indefensible.

Secretary SHULTZ. If what the President had in mind had come
off by some chance, although I thought the chance was slim to non-
existent, but if it had come off, you would all be singing his praises
as having taken a chance and won.

Mr. HYDE. I think that was the charm of the operation. I think
the luck of the Irish, it was proved that is not infallible, because
you had Director Casey, President Reagan, John Poindexter and
Colonel North, who are less leprachaunish than the other two--

Secretary SHULTZ. I want you to know my wife is Irish, so be
careful.

Mr. HYDE. I new there was something else I liked about you, Mr.
Secretary. It seems to me, though, and of course, we will never
know, but by a process I hope of inductive reasoning that Bill
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Casey was the heavyweight who influenced the President-you
were against it, Cap Weinberger was against it-somebody had to
be for it, and it would seem to me, but we may never know that
Mr. Casey thought this was doable and like a pool shot, with one
shot you could open to Iran, get the hostages back, and possibly
keep the Contras going in between the illucid moments of Congress
when they were vacillating.

So, that was what was going on. And as I see it, now, it may be
too simplistic a line-up, but in any event, let's proceed from there.

I think we can all criticize, I don't know anybody who doesn't
criticize the judgment of Admiral Poindexter and Colonel North.
Their judgment was absolutely flawed in many ways, and we
needn't resist that, but I don't think we can criticize their commit-
ment. They were committed to this, they thought. this would be a
great thing for their country and they were committed to it, judg-
ment flawed, commitment, in my judgment, admirable.

As a matter of fact, they were willing to risk their careers and
reputations for a very long shot, high-risk series of initiatives.

Mr. HYDE. Now, Mr. Secretary, I can't escape the notion that had
you opposed this flawed policy and were willing to resign over this
policy difference as Secretary Vance resigned or over a policy dif-
ference with the previous President. You could have stopped it dead
in its track and if you couldn't, you and Secretary Weinberger sure
could.

Now, it is easy to be critical of you talking to the President and
not saying, "Mr. President, if you do this, because I love you and
respect You, you got to do it without me and you got to do it with-
out Cap.

I cannot believe if you had been that forceful and that committed
to opposing this flawed initiative as much as Poindexter and North
were committed to advancing it, you couldn't have stopped it dead
in its tracks and I ask you if that is not so.

Secretary SHULTZ. I doubt it very much. And I will describe to
you my own thinking and course of action.

As I have thought about and looked at what happened, there is a
sense in which it falls into in a sense three time periods. And I, as
the testimony here has brought out, was opposed to this from the
beginning, really even before the President got engaged in it, and I
won't go through all of the sequence that has been gone through
here.

The first period was from sometime in the middle of 1985
through, say, the middle of December 1985.

During that period, I unearthed it, I opposed it, I thought I had
taken part in killing it on more than one occasion. I saw a draft
decision that I disagreed with in writing.

I argued with it in cable traffic when I was away, and I argued
against it with the President on two occasions that I recall precise-
ly because of my notes, and I was joined by Secretary Weinberger
and in the end, as it turned out, the President agreed with us in
the sense that he dispatched Mr. McFarlane on his mission to
London with the kind of instructions that we thought were proper.

So something came up, it was a strong proposal, it was clear as it
went on that the President had a desire to do it, and I didn't just
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say, "Well, you seem to be leaning against me, I am going to
resign."

I thought about it, and I don't say I prevailed. The President lis-
tened to everything and he decided what he decided. So that is epi-
sode No. 1.

I don't think-would you have said that I should have sat there
on December 7 in the White House and said, "Mr. President, I see
you are wavering and if you should decide against me, good-bye?"

at is not the way to play this game at all.
I am there to help the President, not make his life more difficult.
Let me have a second episode and then a second episode and

third.
The second episode goes as I see it between early January 1986

and late May-early June or so, in my way of thinking,
There we had a proposal made brought to us by the Israelis

which became the topic of a meeting, and I took a position in that
meeting, and so did Secretary Weinberger, and while there was no
decision made at the meeting that I recall, I certainly did have the
sense that Secretary Weinberger and I were on one side of the
issue and everybody else, including the President, was on the other
side, and that somehow or other this was going to move ahead.

So again I didn't say, "Agree with me or good-bye." And I don't
want to sort of overplay this, but I keep trying to call this commit-
tee's attention to the fact that there is a lot more going on around
the world than this particular set of events, and we were heavily
engaged under the President's leadership in doing a lot of things
that were very positive.

So always in the question of whether you resign or not is the
question of the chance to help the President accomplish some posi-
tive things, plus the fact, as I have said here, nothing ever gets
settle in this town, and you can say, "I will give up and leave or I
will stay and fight."

So in this case, obviously after the January meeting, I was sur-
prised really at its outcome, but I stayed and waited. I made a
statement to Admiral Poindexter which we reviewed here that I
wanted to be informed of things that would affect my job as Secre-
tary of State, but as he pursued this, the operational details that
he would have to do, he didn't have to inform me about that, and I
explained why I said that.

It went back to the question of the major argument that we had
about the use of lie detector tests, and I recognize there are many
people here, maybe all of you think that we should give lie detector
tests to everybody.

I noticed that the House of Representatives voted by a large
margin to single out a group within the State Department and
insist that they all get lie detector tests. I frankly think that is out-
rageous.

Mr. HYDE. Mr. Secretary, if I could intrude for just a second.
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, you want me to answer your question or

not? I'm trying to answer it.
Mr. HYDE. I would like you to answer the question and not talk

about some legislation that we passed singling out the State De-
partment. I would like to get back to the use of a meaningful
threat to resign as a deterrent to a flawed policy, as we have ballis-
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tic missiles on the hope that we'll never use them. It would seem to
me that you and Secretary Weinberger, as being number one and-
number two in the Cabinet, if you both said, "Mr. President, this
policy is a disaster and we hereby tender our resignations, it is so
bad"-I would hope he would not accept them. I don't believe he
would, but I think it would have been a very forceful way to-bring
home to him the consequences of what he was doing. Yes, there
were other things going on, but you--

Secretary SiHULTZ. I didn't rest my answer entirely on other
things going on, although I think it is quite relevant when you see
the kind of accomplishment that President Reagan has led us to, to
feel that-and you have a chance to play a part in it-to feel that
that is a worthwhile thing. However, insofar as this particular ini-
tiative is concerned, there was this period between early January
and late, end of May or so, along in there, where something was
going on.

I had made a statement to Admiral Poindexter that I've ex-
plained why, and then various things came my way. From time to
time, I asked him, "What's going on?" And what I got was not
candid. And then I received information about, as we testified here,
I testified here about the mission to Frankfurt initially proposed.
And I asked that there be written instructions, and that was done,
and I saw them and I thought they were perfectly proper, and if
what was described to me by Admiral Poindexter had actually
taken place, it would have been terrific. And that fell apart. And
I-so my assumption was there's nothing going on here. I did not
know that there had been a Finding, and my assumption was they
are doing things but they aren't getting anywhere, which is what I
thought would likely be the case anyway.

Then I get this cable when I'm in Tokyo about this deal that was
apparently proposed, and that was a specific thing, and I was sur-
prised by that and upset by that, and I marched over to the Presi-
dential area of the hotel and I talked to Don Regan and, at some
point in through there, John Poindexter; I was told by Poindexter,
"We are not dealing with these people, this is not our deal." And
what do I find out in the course of your investigation here? I find
out that the next day, I guess, or shortly thereafter, Admiral Poin-
dexter is sending Colonel North off to do something that looks sus-
piciously like the deal that be denied, and telling Colonel North,
"Now the last thing in the world you want to do is don't go any-
where near the mission in London." But he gave me reassurance
it's not our deal. And I objected. I didn't throw that cable away; I
did something about it.

And then comes early June, I guess it was, or sometime in there,
when it became known to me, I don't recall exactly how it became
known to a number of people that there had been the mission to
Tehran, and it had fizzled, and Admiral Poindexter told me then
the whole thing had been told to stand down. So at that point, I
don't have anything to resign about.

Subsequently, a couple other things took place that gave me the
feeling as I've described them here, that we were going forward
with the effort with Iran, which I thought was something worth
doing-I always did-in a proper way. So I have no, no problem.
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And I thought, not that I had won but that the-this is the way it
had come out.

So that is my line of reasoning, Congressman, for whatever it's
worth. But, as I said yesterday, I don't think you can do a job like
mine well if you want it too much. And I have never hesitated in
my time in the Cabinet to speak up to Presidents or to resign, if I
felt the situation warranted it. In this case, I looked at it the way I
did.

Now, I said right here in this room the first time I testified on
this subject in public session, I said, "I don't give myself A-plus in
all this," and I looked and I asked myself, did I do enough, could I
have done more?

But I have to tell you, Congressman, that as this hearing has
gone on and I've seen in the form of these PROF notes and so on
the systematic way in which the National Security Council staff de-
liberately deceived me, I might say long before I made the com-
ment to Admiral Poindexter about not needing to know about the
details, this was not something that started after that, long before
and afterwards, that my sense of "did I do enough" has to a certain
extent given way to a little edge of anger about it.

So anyway, that's my story and there it is.
Mr. HYDE. Well, Mr. Secretary, let me just say this. Your advice

was the sound advice and the right advice, and might have saved
an awful lot from happening that we're not through with yet, and
it is simply my position that I wish you had done everything hu-
manly possible, and you have indicated that you think you did, al-
though on the 21st of January when you testified, you said you
should have been more aggressive in probing this. But all I'm
saying is-

Secretary SHULTZ. My colleagues say I'm too self-critical. I am. I
worry about these things. And as I say I don't give myself A plus
or anything like that in all of this. But, as I also said, I had no idea
of the misrepresentations that characterized this whole thing. And
in response to Senator Trible just now, not having to do with the
Iran business at all but in response to a legitimate congressionally,
statutorily proper solicitation of funds from Brunei, we were given
a number to use and told this was a number controlled by the
Freedom Fighters, and the note that Senator Trible read out
showed that Admiral Poindexter knew absolutely well that they
controlled that number or their colleagues did, and they were de-
ceiving us.

Mr. HYDE. Mr. Secretary, my time is up. I just want to say I
guess the bottom line with me is I'm glad you didn't resign, but I
wish you had gone up to the brink. Thank you.

Secretary SHULTZ. I don't believe in threatening.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Boren.
Mr. BOREN. Tiiank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary,

as you said there's other things going on in the world back in those
times and other things going on in the world now. I had vowed I
was going to pass my turn and try to move this along. There are
other things I need to be working on. Like energy and agriculture,
the other things my constituents are concerned .bout. But in all
honesty, after listening to you both yesterday and today, I resisted
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the urge and the feeling that I should pass my turn because I had
to express to you how I feel.

There have been times as I have been sitting here over the last
many days in which I have been depressed about what's been going
on in our government, concerned about it, worried about it. I've
thought you know the American people are being confused by
what's being said and done here,..that they seem to be drawing the
lines in the wrong ways. Here I sat as supporter of aid to the Con-
tras and it's almost as if you couldn't be for the Contras unless you
were for going around the law and the legal process. That's not the
point.

I sit here as one who believes we have to have covert actions,
that secrets have to be kept in this government. I'm adamant about
it, I tried to change the rules of the Intelligence Committee to do
something about it. But I sat here wondering whether the Ameri-
can people are being led to believe you can't have covert, secret op-
erations and still have any accountability, and even knowing where
the taxpayers' money ended up going by the time it ended up. I
didn't believe that.

So as I've listened to you and as I've reflected on the common
sense and decency that has been shown in your testimony, I have
to tellyou I have had the urge at times and I hope this will not
sound overly emotional to simply stand up and cheer. And I hope
that the American people have had that kind of feeling as they
have been watching you.

I read an article the other day and I believe it was in the Boston
Globe, an interview with the father of one of those brave young
American Marines that was killed in the tragic bombing in Beirut,
and he said he was having a hard time understanding how our gov-
ernment had made a decision to sell arms to terrorists who had
some alleged involvement with that government in Iran. And I'm
glad to hear that there was a debate and I'm glad to hear there
were those who said you can't deal with terrorists on that basis,
because I think the American people don't want to see us sending
arms without a total change in attitude on the part of that govern-
ment that held our own diplomats hostage and have dealt with ter-
rorist groups like those who ended up murdering our heroic young
Marines in Beirut, and I'm glad to know there was debate made
about that.

I'm glad to know there is respect for the system and as I listened,
if there is any one statement you have made again and again
during this testimony, it's been the statement the President is the
one that was elected by the American people, the President has the
right to make the decisions. And as you have said, the truly loyal
staff member to the President is the one that gives the President
the advice and let's the President make the decision.

And I sat here troubled, and I'm not asking you to comment on
this, I sat here very troubled as I heard Admiral Poindexter say
that he himself hadtaken on the power to make the most contro-
versial of all decisions without even telling the President, and I
wondered to myself sometimes as the American people are watch-
ing these hearings, are they simply thinking we are here like some
children on the school ground saying, we're mad that Congress be-
cause we weren't told because we in Congress have our preroga-
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tives? Or we're mad because the President wasn't told because he
is an elected official or we happen to like Ronald Reagan and we
want him told everything? That's not the point. I wonder if the
American people realize that the person from whom power was
really being stolen in this whole process was the people them-
selves? The only way the people have to control their government
is through the ballot box, they elect people. That's the only control
they have over their government. And if bureaucrats take all the
power away from the e[wted officials and make all the decisions
for themselves, l-ople don't have any control of their own govern-
ment again. And T hope it will begin to make the American people
angry. They voted for Ronald Reagan, they didn't vote for John
Poindexter. They didn't have any say in decisions he made and I
hope they'll understand that as we are on this committee express-
ing concern about elected officials being involved and appropriate
constitutional officials confirmed by the Congress of the United
States and operating under the orders of the President, I hope they
realize it's their own power, it is the power of the people we are
looking after. And I think you have made that point very clearly.

You have recognized that it was the President of the United
States, because he was the one that was elected, that should have
the right to be informed about what was going on and to have the
right to make those decisions. All of us here have staff members
who work for us, and I can tell you how I feel about staff members.
I think those that are truly loyal are the ones that will tell me the
truth, give me all the information, and never presume to make de-
cisions for me. That is the definition of true loyalty.

It is your friends that can get you in trouble sometimes, some-
times mistakenly by not telling you what you need to know, and I
think you have been an example as a public servant, one who has
exercised that responsibility wisely and well.

Then, last, I simply want to thank you for something else. Thank
you for the challenge that you have given to us in the Congress,
the challenge to try to work together as one team with the Presi-
dent for this country. A lot of wars we would like to end around
the world that are important for this country to end, the war be-
tween Iran and Iraq. Our young Americans are in some jeopardy
now, because that is going on. It is a very tense situation. We
would like to see it ended, we would like to see the hostilities in
Central America ended.

But I think the war the American people would most like to see
ended is the war between the two ends of Pennsylvania Avenue,
the war between the White House and the Congress. And I think
they realize when we are divided before the rest of the world, our
national interests are really hurt.

I happen to be a Democrat. But we only have one President of
the United States. He is going to be in office until January of 1989.
His name is Ronald Reagan, and he is a Republican. And I hope he
succeeds not because he is a Republican, but because he is the
President of the United States. And you have challenged us to try
to get back together, you have talked about the check and balance
system. That is what the framers set up. That system works very
well to assure accountability.
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It also puts a special obligation on us to try to work cooperatively
together. We have to work harder than they have to do in a
Parliament system. We have to work harder. We have to reach out
on this end of Pennsylvania Avenue, and the President has to reach
out toward us. And the challenge that you have given us to do that,
put aside being Republicans and Democrats, Members of Congress,
members of the Executive Branch and work together for the Ameri-
can people, is a challenge I hope we will take up.

Senator Cohen and I talked on the floor of the Senate last night
about our discussions with Senator Baker, the White House Chief
of Staff, Mr. Carlucci and others, as we are working together trying
to build a common approach toward how we deal as partners, the
White House and the Congress, on sensitive national security mat-
ters. I want you to know we have heard your challenge, we are
going to work to meet it, we are going to work together for the
American people.

And while I haven't stood up in my chair and applauded what
you have said to this committee and what you have said to the
country and the reassurances you have given to us as a public serv-
ant, I hope you have felt not only my appreciation but the appre-
ciation of the American people as well. I am sorry that I wasn't
able to resist making this speech, but I hope that the words I have
spoken will help us meet the challenge you have given us.

Thank you very much.
Secretary SHULTZ. Thank you, Senator, for a very eloquent state-

ment.
Chairman HAMmTON. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Secre-

tary.
Mr. Secretary, on the occasion of your January 17 meeting, I be-

lieve that you made your views strongly known that the Iranian
arms sale proposal was both unwise and illegal, and there was no
doubt that you gave this statement and hoped, however, that to-
gether with that, that you might have been brought into the proc-
ess, and you have testified the other day that under the normal
way that a Finding is produced, both legal and policy people look
at it, the State Department, the Defense Department, and the At-
torney General as the chief law enforcement officer.

Let me ask you this: The Attorney General, did he participate in
providing legal advice which you considered improper, unlawful?

Secretary SHULTZ. No. As far as I can see, and as I have testified,
I didn't take part in meetings about that Finding. But nevertheless,
the Attorney General was apparently part of that process, and the
Finding that was produced was on its face a perfectly good docu-
ment.

Mr. RODINO. Well, did he provide--
Secretary SHULTZ. To render a decision about it, or give a legal

opinion about it, that is not for me to do. As far as I can see--
Mr. RODIO. I asked whether or not he did give a legal opinion,

because you stated that you considered that illegal and unwise.
Secretary SHULTZ. I was not commenting about a Finding, be-

cause I didn't know there was one. I was commenting on the gener-
al structure, and I was making a layman's point that it seemed to
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me there were legal problems connected with it which we have re-
viewed, the Arms Export Control Act.

Mr. RODINO. Well, wouldn't a Finding-
Secretary SHULTZ. And of course, if I had been told in that meet-

ing that a Finding had been produced that satisfies that problem
and the Attorney General has so ruled, I wouldn't have made the
argument I made.

, I guess about all that shows was that I wasn't aware of the
Finding.

Mr. RODINO. But wouldn't a Finding have been predicated on
something you considered totally illegal and unwise in the first
place, and therefore wouldn't the Finding be flawed and wouldn't
you be interested in finding out whether or not there was a legal

asis for that Finding?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, as I understand it, this is after the fact

as people have given the legal reasoning of this Finding, that it is a
proper conclusion under the circumstances or proper legal Finding
that the Finding under the, whatever it is, the Intelligence Act, I
guess it is, would make these arms sales legal, even though if it
were just the Arms Export Control Act, they wouldn't be legal.

That is, as I understand it. Now, if we are going to get into a
legal argument, I think I will bow out, but this is-

Mr. RODINO. I don't want to-
Secretary SHULTZ. This is the way the argument structures itself,

as I understand it, and it is a perfectly good argument, and I think,
as it has been recounted to me, goes back to a ruling made or an
opinion given by the Attorney General back in 1981, a different At-
torney General than Attorney General Meese.

Mr. RODINO. Are you saying, Mr. Secretary, or do I understand
you correctly that Attorney General Meese did give you his opinion
as to whether the Finding was legal?

Secretary SHULTZ. What I recounted to you was, A, what I got
from discussion of this Finding subsequent to all of this was the fact
that the Finding came out and as the nature of the Finding was
explained.

This is not something that I went through at the time, because I
wasn't involved in the development of the Finding. I didn't know
about it. But since that time, as it has come to light, and we have
had discussions, the legal theory, I guess you would say, of the
Finding has been explained and I guess it is solid, as I understand
it.

But you, in this, need somebody other than me to talk about the
legalities.

Mr. RODINO. Well, wasn't the normal way as you testified yester-
day that you be brought in as the Secretary of State, into the proc-
ess of producing a Finding?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is a different question and I think that
the right way to produce a Finding is that the relevant-the agen-
cies that are-certainly the ones who are statutory members of the
National Security Council, and obviously the intelligence agencies,
since they are going to be the operative in the covert action, consid-
er both the policy side and the legal side of the action, and each
department has its legal adviser or general counsel, and people to
consider the policy side, and those things are developed, and then
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it is put before the President and people say whatever they have to
say about it and the President decides. That is the process. That
process wasn't followed in this case.

Mr. RoDmo. In other words-
Secretary SHuLTz. That doesn't make the Finding illegal.
Mr. RODmO. In other words, you were cut out of the process at

that point?
Secretary SnUvTz. Yes.
Mr. RODINO. Let me ask you, Mr. Secretary-
Secretary SmTz. At least that is the way it seemed to me. I

guess Admiral Poindexter has testified otherwise, but I certainly
had no knowledge of that Finding.

Mr. RoDNo. Did you speak to the Attorney General on Novem-
ber 20, 1986?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, was that the date in which he inter-
viewed me as he started his investigation?

Mr. RoDiNo. No, that was not. The date on which he--he inter-
viewed you on the 22nd.

Secretary SiUuTz. Well, I would have to look at my records. I
don't know the answer offhand. But I have a record of my schedule
on November 20th, and-

Mr. RoDmo. Did you say anything to Don Regan about having
talked to the Attorney General?

Secretary SmULTz. I would have to look at my records and re-
fresh my memory about my schedule on that date, and I have con-
siderable records as I have testified, but I hesitate to just try to
pull something out of the air here.

Mr. RoruNo. If I suggested to you that you did talk with Don
Regan and Don Regan would testify to that, that you discussed
with him your conversation with the Attorney General pointing
out various discrepancies and various factual errors in presenta-
tions that had been made, would you say that Don Regan is not
telling us what actually transpired?

Secretary SmUmTz. Don't try to put words in my mouth. I am per-
fectly ready to look at my records on November the 20th. It is just
that I'm not humanly capable of remembering everything about
every day, and I have to look and see, and I have testified probably
about November 20th, so if you will give me a moment to get my
records and look, if I had a record with Don Regan that day I will
see that and I will remember it, and I did testify about one I think
but I don't remember whether it was November 20th or what day
it was.

Mr. RODINO. You testified that you learned of the Attorney Gen-
eral's inquiry on Friday, November 21st, 1986, you have testified to
that.

Secretary SmmUTz. Yes.
Mr. RoDmo. Could you tell me when you learned of this inquiry,

whom you were told by that this inquiry was going to take place?
Secretary SHUTz. I don't recall who literally told me, but it was

some time in the late afternoon or early evening on Friday, it prob-
ably came into my office that the Attorney General wanted to talk
to me about an investigation that he was undertaking at the Presi-
dent's direction.
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And so I agreed to meet with him, I think at 8 o'clock the next
morning, which I did. That was a Saturday. It helps me a little to
know the day of the week rather than the number, and I met with
him I forget how long, an hour or so.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Secretary, in your testimony you emphasized
the fact that if the President were presented with the correct facts,
that he would make the right decision.

Now, let me-let me first point to your chronology, which says
that on November the 19th you had a discussion with the Presi-
dent. You told him that we have been deceived and lied to, and you
have to watch out about saying no arms for hostages. You remind-
ed the President about McFarlane telling you about a planeload of
arms would go to Iran if hostages were released. The President told
you at that time that he knew of that. And this is just prior to his
press conference that night.

Now, my question to you is: Since you had expressed so strongly
over a period of time that this sale of arms for hostages, sale of
arms to Iran, is so wrong, could be a disaster, and the President
was about to make a statement that night, a statement which
would have enormous consequences, and you knew this didr t
square with what you believed was correct, because you were be'ag
lied to, you said we were being deceived-now, don't you think that
at that time, Mr. Secretary, either you should have suggested to
the President, before you go on tonight there is this disparity, let
us find out just who is right, who is telling you the truth, so that
you can be saved from making such a terrible blunder in going

fore the American people and once more saying that you weren't
selling arms for hostages, and that we will not-because that is the
statement he made that night.

Now, I want to ask you, would that not have been a proper re-
sponsibility on your part, knowing how deeply you felt and the
enormous consequences of a President going before the American
people and being looked upon as lying or deceiving them?

Secretary SHULTZ. First of all, I want to comment on the Presi-
dent's soundness of judgment.

I have worked with him closely now for 5 years as Secretary of
State, and earlier, during the campaign, and in various other ca-
pacities been with him as he has been doing things, and I have
come to have a profound respect for his capacity to make good deci-
sions and to be decisive.

He is not a trimmer. He looks at something and he decides, takes
a position. And at least as I have observed it, his positions have
been good positions, and they have worked.

So I consider the President-one of his outstanding attributes is
his capacity for judgment and his willingness to be decisive and
stand up to the decisions he makes. And he has made a lot of un-
popular decisions, as you know, and in many cases people now-the
things that he thought or said are part of conventional wisdom,
and they were very controversial at the time he made them. So I
have a profound respect for his soundness of judgment.

I didn't agree with his judgment in this case. The discussions
that I had during this very dramatic period between when I got
back from Vienna in the early part of November-and I suppose
beginning with that November 10th meeting, on through until the
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revelation of the fund diversion, in that period-were very intense,
and what we were differing about was not so much-was the per-ception.

The President's perception was that what he had authorized, and
what he believed was taking place, was an initiative with respect
to Iran, and there was the potential benefit from that of the re-
lease of our hostages.

And he had agreed-by this time the facts were more or less get-
ting out-he had agreed that as a token-this is the way he looked
at it-we should be willing to sell a small amount of arms. That is
the President's perception.

My perception was agreeing with the general objective, that
whenever I found out about anything specific, it was arms linked to
hostages.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Sectary -----
Secretary SHtmTz. So that it was a difference of perception, and

we argued back and forth about that.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Secretary, you also, if I recall, stated that-

these are not your exact words, but anyone looking at the record
would agree that it was your position, which would be the position
that everyone would see, and so I don't know how it squares with
what you say when you say, putting the facts before the President,
he makes the right decision.

Now, if you mean by saying the right decision he makes a deci-
sion that he considers right because he was so involved, so im-
mersed in the hostage cause-I could appreciate that. But it seems
to me that you put the facts squarely there, and if you are saying
that he would make the right decision, then I just don't follow that
reasoning-

Secretary SImTrz. So be it. You are as tough to persuade as the
President is.

Mr. Rovmo. No, I just-
Secretary SHuLrTz. I can't get through to you.
Mr. RoDiNo. Mr. Secretary, I am just following logic. All I can con-

clude is, very frankly, that the P'resident was so immersed in the
hostage cause, frankly, my opinion is that he was so sensitive to
that issue, that no matter what you might have brought before
him, I think that the President was going to come out saying that
the presentation that was made, since he certainly didn't go along
with yours, no matter how strong it was, no matter how well you
presented it, no matter how you said on the face of the record, no
one else could agree otherwise, it seems to me that that is the only
conclusion that can come out.

Secretary SwrmTz. There was, Mr. Chairman, a very intense
period between the early part of November, when the fact of an
arms sale emerged, until whenever that date was that the Presi-
dent publicly put forward the fact that there would be a fund di-
version-what was that date-November 25th.

Mr. RoDINo. 25th.
Secretary SHLTz. So, you have got a space there of, say, 20 days.

It was a very intense period, and during that period, I had a
number of sessions with the President in meetings, hearings, brief-
ings and commenting on it, in my own meeting trying to make my
point of view clexr, in a meeting with him after his press confer-
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ence in saying why I thought various things that were said were
not correct, and I carried my argument into others that I thought
might have some effect, and I talked to Don Regan, and I don't
know whether that is the meeting you were talking about or not,
but I tried in every way I could to present my point of view.

Mr. RODIO. Mr. Secretary, I am not at all-
Secretary SHULTZ. So, I did that. Let me finish up.
Mr. RoDmNo. My.time-
Secretary SHULTZ. Let me finish. And so, in this very intense

period and in this space, I and perhaps others, I don't know, but I
was banging on the President very hard, and he came into this
with a certain conception, but at one point, and this is not a long
period of time, he apparently came to the conclusion-whether my
comments-had anything to do with it, I don't know-that there was
something wrong, and so, he got a hold of the Attorney General,
and he told the Attorney General, "Look into it."

And in the space of, I think, about 3 days, the Attorney General
turned up the essential facts that are still the essential facts that
you are talking about.

And as soon as the President saw the fund diversion, he immedi-
ately made it public, and he instructed me and everybody else, let's
get out the facts, and we will just have to see where they take us.

So, I think the President's performance in this case-if you want
to look around for a hero, I think in many respects it is Ronald
Reagan, who recognized that he had been on a track and wanting
something, and it didn't work, and he got pounded on, and he con-
ducted an investigation, and as soon as he saw anything, he made
it public, and he instructed everybody, "We are not going to cover
anything up, we are going to go forward and make it all available."

And I think that judgment on his part was a very good judg-
ment.

Mr. RODINO. Well, Mr. Secretary, my time is up, and I am going to
conclude by saying that I know you made every effort. I was focus-
ing on the President's going to go before the American people on
the night of the 19th, when you had vigorously then said, we are
being deceived, and I would have thought that at that moment, the
President of the United States, knowing that his Secretary of State
fought so vigorously and presented the facts, and you say that
when he is presented with the real facts, he will make a right deci-
sion, that knowing that there was such a disparity between what
you were saying, what Poindexter and others were presenting to
the President, the President at that time, in my judgment, could
have said, "Before I go before the American people, I want to
know," and I would have expected that at that moment, he would
have called you in and everyone else in that was involved, and
asked the pertinent question then, so that he would be spared all
the damage that has now been visited on him.

And I think, at least that is my thinking-if I had had a problem
with my staff, with the people who are supposedly loyal to me, and
there is such a wide disparity of thinking, I would want to know
then, before I go once again before the American people and make
a statement such as he did that night.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Brooks.
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Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I want to express my appreciation for your re-

freshingly candid testimony. These committees, we have sat
through many days of testimony permeated with "I can't remem-
ber. It might have happened, I wouldn't deny it, but I'm just not
sure." And they all have photographic memories, you know, those
people do, so don't feel bad about not remembering a few things.
Even people with photographic memories can say "I don't remem-
ber" dozens of times.

You have interjected a degree of honesty and integrity that has
been sorely missing so far on the part of our witnesses and you
were exactly right in your observation that trust is the coin of the
realm. Our government will only work if that principle is accepted
and practiced through all the branches, legislative, executive, judi-
ciary, and those of us, like you and me, who have been around for
a few years, through seven or eight Presidents, appreciate the
wisdom of that advice more each year. And even though I may not
always agree with your positions, I want you to know that I do ap-
preciate your adherence to what you believe is fair and right, and
your willingness to express your opinions openly, candidly, and
your dedication to trying to make the established institutions of
this government work for the benefit of all Americans.

Now, Mr. Secretary, I want to particularly commend you on your
courageous stand against the widespread use of lie detector tests to
screen Federal workers for their loyalty. I was heartened to hear
you say in December of '85 that you would resign if you had been
asked to submit to such a test, and you may know that I have op-
posed for yec N use of lie detector tests to screen employees. I
think both ot us agree that the pseudo-science of Rube Goldberg
ideas have no place in our efforts to protect national security and
reliance on polygraph testing will ultimately harm and not en-
hance our nation's security, and they are .particularly offensive to
those subjected to them. As you pointed out December 20, 1985, the
minute that this government-I'm told that I'm not trusted is the
day that I leave.

Mr. Secretary, I appreciate your stand on that issue and I must
recall to you, maybe you didn't hear it, but when I was opposing
this in Congress, I suggested to the Members, who seemed dedicat-
ed to vote for it, that if it was any good at all, all their wives would
have one.

Now, Mr. Secretary, on another matter-
Secretary SmUvTz. All this uneasy laughter around here.
Mr. BROOKS. Now, Mr. Secretary, when Elliott Abrams appeared

before us in June, he told us that he misled the Congress about $10
million the Sultan of Brunei tried to send to the Contras because
h. said he wasn't authorized to discuss that matter without going
to you. That is his testimony of June 2d, page 193. He explained
that the reason he wasn't authorized to tell us the truth was be-
cause your Department had given assurances of confidentiality to
the Sultan in the process of soliciting that money.

Now, did you or any other official of the Executive Branch in-
struct Mr. Abrams not to testify truthfully in regard to this
matter?
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Secretary SHULTZ. Everybody in the government, certainly any-
body that works for me, should know that they must not lie and
must not mislead. Nobody has to get my permission to tell the
truth. They must tell the truth.

Now, in this case, Elliott had a piece of information that he could
not reveal. To do so would have been a breach of faith with the
country involved, and they had made-they had said that they
would make this contribution on the understanding that it would
be a confidential thing. They were going to contribute to the Free-
dom Fighters.

So there are all sorts of ways to handle it. When you are in a ses-
sion, as Elliott found himself in, he wasn't expecting to get ques-
tioned about this, but it came I think on the afternoon of the day
when there were these revelations, and he was questioned by vari-
ous Senators on the Senate Select Committee, particularly Senator
Bradley. I say this because I had a very long and a good conversa-
tion with Senator Boren about all this. Among other things he said,
he asked me if I would get the transcript and read it.

And so I did that, both the first meeting with the Intelligence
Committee and the second one. A:d I think that a perfectly accept-
able thing, I imagine, to the committee, would have been to say,
"Senator, I don't want to testify on this. I would like to come
back," or to say, "The State Department is authorized by law to
make solicitations, as you know, and we have made a solicitation
that we believe is successful, but I cannot reveal the name of the
country because we have given a pledge of confidentiality." That
would have, I am sure, been quite satisfactory. There are all sorts
of ways that you can respond with candor but without revealing
the name.

Elliott made a mistake, and he knows it. He knew it more or less
right away. He discussed it with various people in the department,
what to do. And he was told what to do is to go back to Senator
Bradley and tell him. You don't have to tell him the name of the
country, but tell him, so you correct the record.

In fairness, I didn't-he didn't lie, so to speak, directly. There
wasn't any way for a Senator there to ask him if he had solicited
Brunei. There was no way for them to know to ask that question.
But it was clear enough that they were asking him about solicita-
tion, as I read the transcript at your suggestion. So he knew he
made a mistake. And then he corrected it in a later meeting, and
again you asked me to read the transcript, which I did, and I think
I told you that I agreed that he made a combative apology. Elliott
is a combative person. That is one of his endearing qualities as far
as I am concerned; he is a fighter.

But, anyway, he is full of remorse about this, and in my opinion,
he is a first-class person, a person of high character, very able, a
person with a real instinct for public service. He performed bril-
liantly as the Assistant Secretary for Human Rights, a real driving
force, and I think he has performed brilliantly in his current job,
which is a very, very tough job. So I have said that I think that he
should continue in that job and continue to contribute. And he rec-
ognizes that he has a rebuilding job to do.
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And I have talked to some of you, actually, individually about it,
and I hope that you will join in the effort to help him rebuild, be-
cause he is a good guy.

Mr. BROOKS. Well, Mr. Secretary--
Secretary SHULTZ. And the people who are really well qualified

and have an instinct for public service are rare enough. You want
to save them. So that is my feeling about Elliott Abrams.

Mr. BROOKS. I figured it would be. I did not sign the recommen-
dation by a large number of Members of Congress that they
remove him from office. I, personally, do not agree with your high
regard for him. I thought he made a fatal error as far as his useful-
ness to your administration, but that is your choice the way I look
at it. You want him, you got him.

But I would say if he thinks he is combative, I want him to come
back.

I have one more question for you. I wish you well. Last week I
pointed out to Admiral Poindexter that the North-Secord-Hakim
operation, with which you are vaguely familiar now, bought $11.5
million of weapons from Monzer Alkassar, a Syrian arms merchant
linked to various terrorist groups. Admiral Poindexter indicated
that that doesn't disturb him because it is just a fact of life in car-
rying out covert operations.

In fact he told us the other day when you are buying arms on
the third-world market, you often have to deal with people you
might not want to go to dinner with. Mr. Secretary, does it disturb
you that agents of the U.S. Government were purchasing weapons
from a terrorist supporter to carry out what they claimed was a
government policy of giving those arms to other terrorists?

Secretary SHULTZ. First of all, somehow it grates on me to say
that those people were agents of the U.S. Government. But certain-
ly--

Mr. BROOKS. I understand your concern about that.
Secretary SHULTZ. I am opposed to terrorism. We all are opposed

to terrorism, and we don't want to have any dealings, if we can
help it, that in any way contribute to the resources that terrorists
have. So I would say-I have forgotten exactly how you phrased
your question, yes or no, depending on the phraseology-I am
against it.

Mr. BROOKS. I want to say that I enjoyed visiting with you and
you are a delightful witness, and we appreciate your being here. I
yield back the balance of my time, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, the following exhibits
will be made part of the record, JMP-114, GPS chronologies A
through C; and GPS-165.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will resume at 2:00
o'clock.

[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-
convene at 2:00 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:00 p.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
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(chairman of the House Select Conimittee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings *1Ill come-to order.
Senator Inouye.
Chairman INOUYE. I am pleased to recognize Senator Mitchell.
Mr. MrrcHELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, good afternoon.
Yesterday, Senator Rudman asked you about the nine-point plan

that was negotiated in October of 1986 by Mr. Hakim and the Ira-
nians.

Colonel North said he obtained Admiral Poindexter's approval of
the plan, Admiral Poindexter said to the best of his recollection he
obtained the President's approval.

Under that plan, one American hostage would be released defi-
nitely and an effort would be made to get one other. That is why it
was called one and a half in the plan.

In exchange, the United States agreed to provide 500 TOW mis-
siles to Iran, some HAWK spare parts, and certain intelligence in-
formation.

And in addition, before the American hostage was to be released,
Mr. Hakim was to provide to the Iranians a plan for the release of
17 terrorists held in jail in Kuwait.

Those are the so-called Dawa terrorists who had been convicted
of bombing the United States and the French Embassies in Kuwait,
killing four people and injuring 87 more.

Yesterday you said that it was that part of the plan that made
you sick to your stomach and when you told the President about it,
it made him madder than you had ever seen him before.

Now, Colonel North defended this provision in the plans. When
Senator Rudman asked him how could we possibly be advocating in
some way that they be released, Colonel North replied: "I don't be-
lieve that what I was talking about was an advocacy for release."

And he went on to say, "The fact is that those people were going
to come to be released anyway, and I believe they will because his-
tory is a precedent in that particular part of the world and with
those kinds of groups and there ought to be some benefit derived
from that for us."

Now, when Mr. Dunbar reported to you on his meeting with the
Iranians on December 13 of 1986, he wrote a memorandum, and I
quote a part of it now, it is exhibit 50 in your book. I will read one
paragraph from it.

On the U.S. role regarding the Dawa prisoners, Mr. Dunbar
wrote, "Poindexter told Cave that he personally had asked the Ku-
waits to do something about the Dawa prisoners. Cave believes that
Poindexter met with the Kuwaiti Foreign Minister here in the fall
and may have seen him in the region at some point as well. North
also met with the Kuwaiti Ambassador and perhaps with other for-
eign ministry officials as well."

Now, of course, if Poindexter or North or both met with the Ku-
waitis and asked them to do something about the Dawa terrorists,
that would be an advocacy for release.
, So my question to you is: Do you have any information, other
than Mr. Dunbar's memorandum to you, on whether Admiral Poin-
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dexter did personally ask the Kuwaits to do something about the
Dawa terrorists?

Secretary SHULTZ. What I know is what Mr. Dunbar reported
and the information I received from Mr. Gates at the CIA when I
brought it up and asked if they had possession of a piece of paper
on this that I should look at, he found one and sent it to me. And
what contacts had actually been made, I didn't know, but after my
meeting with the President and after finding out what additional-
ly I could, I felt that whether there was, had been a contact or not,
I wanted to give reassurance to the Government of Kuwait that
whatever anybody might have said to them, the policy of the
United States remained as it had been and so I sent a cable to him
saying that.

Mr. M ,ZL. I see.
Now, your meeting with the President occurred just 2 months

after the plan was negotiated, and according to Admiral Poin-
dexter, after it was approved by the President. You have said you
told the President about it on a Sunday morning, and he reacted
very negatively.

My next question is: Based upon your knowledge of the President
and your personal observation of him during that meeting, are you
convinced that the President could not have approved that plan in
October, just 2 months before that?

Secretary SHULTZ. Absolutely.
Mr. MITCHELL. Now, you talked yesterday-
Secretary SHULTZ. And I would say, Senator, that any self-re-

specting person working for a President, if he were going to make
such a proposal to the President has a responsibility to point it up
to the President what is involved, because it clearly would be a
gross violation of everything that we had said and stood for.

So, if-and I have no idea what Admiral Poindexter did or didn't
do, but if he were to have undertaken that at all, that sense of re-
sponsibility, he had an obligation to make sure that the President
understood fully what he was talking about, and I know that that
couldn't possibly have happened.

Mr. MTFCHLL. Well, I believe all of the members of the commit-
tee share the concern you have, and what you indicated the Presi-
dent expressed over any efforts to release the Dawa terrorists.
Indeed, it is clear that one of the purposes of the taking of Ameri-
can hostages in Lebanon is by groups who seek to use them to
obtain the release of these terrorists who, as I noted earlier, had
been convicted of bombing an American Embassy, and that is one
of the reasons why I asked those questions.

Now, I want to go on to another subject. You talked yesterday
about how information had been kept from you, primary by Ad-
miral Poindexter. I think there is more to it than that. In February
of 1985, the President met with the Head of State of a country that
has been identified by number here, and during the course of that
meeting, the President was informed that nation was contributing
$25 million to aid the Contras.

Mr. McFarlane testified that immediately after that meeting,
you and he met with the President for a debriefing on the meeting
with the-that the President had with the Chief of State. Am I cor-
rect that such a meeting occurred and in it, the President did not
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tell us that he had been informed during that meeting of the con..
tribution?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I don't remember the details of that set
of events,but I believe that the first that I heard of this contribu-
tion was in a telephone call in the middle of June in 1986.

Mr. MITCHELL. Now, as you testified yesterday, you did not know
about the Findings that had been signed by the President authoriz-
ing the Iran initiative. The first of them was signed by the Presi-
dent on December 5, 1985.

You met with the President on December 7, 1985, with other offi-
cials, and you have described that meeting in some length about
how you vigorously opposed the Iran initiative. Am I correct that
the President did not then tell you that he had signed a Finding
authorizing the sale of arms to Iran 2 days before that m,-ting?

Secretary SHULTZ. I believe that the President has said that he has
no recollection of signing such a Finding, and there is no copy
in existence, so-but he didn't inform me of signing it, but he has
said that he has no recollection of doing so himself.

Mr. MITCHELL. Admiral Poindexter has testified that he was per-
sonally present when the President signed it.

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I understand that. All I can do is report
the things that have been said.

Mr. MITCHELL. All right.
Then, we will go on to the next Finding, which occurred on Janu-

ary 6. The President signed a second Finding on January 6, 1986,
and on the following day, met with you and the other principals of
the National Security Council to discuss the Iran initiative.

And am I correct that the President did not tell you then that he
had signed a Finding on this matter on the day before?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Mr. MITCHELL. And then, on January 17, the President signed a

third Finding on Iran, and that same day, in the afternoon, met
with you. Did the President-am I correct in my understanding
that on that afternoon, the President did not tell you that he had
signed a third Finding on the Iran initiative on that very day?

Secretary SHULTZ. To the best of my recollection, the first I
heard of the January 17 Finding was in the briefing on these mat-
ters on the 10th of November.

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, my point is with all due respect, Mr. Secre-
tary, it wasn't just Admiral Poindexter who was keeping you in the
dark, was it?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, if the thrust of your question is that the
President was part of an effort to see that I didn't know what was
going on, I don t believe that.

Mr. MITCHELL. No, that is a conclusion.
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, that is right.
Mr. MITCHELL. I think my point is that the President signed

three Findings relating to Iran.
Secretary SHULTZ. He signed two that we know of for sure, and

another that if he signed it in Admiral Poindexter's presence, it ap-
parently didn't register with him very well, at least he doesn't re-
member it. And, quite possibly, the President assumed that some-
how or other there was a process of discussion going on that wasn't
in fact going on.
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I am just speculating. But I don't know.
Mr. -MJnrHu. In any event-
Secretary SHUITZ. I have a relationship with the President such

that I don't think he is out to deceive me.
Mr. Mrncuw. No, and I certainly didn't mean to suggest that.

My point was that the President, for whatever reason, did not
inform you that he had signed these Findings, even though you
participated in discussions with him regarding the Iran initiative,
we'll take just the last two, on one occasion, or, the very same day
and on the other the day after.

Secretary SHuLTz. He didn't inform me and nr'ther did any of
the other people involved.

Mr. MrrcimL. Well-
Secretary SHUTZ. But I-
Mr. MrIrHma. I won't draw any conclusions.
Secretary SHULTZ. I'm not accepting the conclusion that some-

how the President was deceiving me. I don't accept that.
Mr. Mrra~ma. I want to make clear I'm not suggesting collusion.

I guess all I'm suggesting is I think in fairness to Admiral Poin-
dexter, I think the events as described and as they occurred could
have led him to conclude that it was the President's wish that you
not be informed since he knew that the President had signed the
Findings; he knew that you were Secretary of State and had par-
ticipated in discussions on these matters almost contemporaneous
with the Findings, and chose not to tell you about them.

Secretary SHuLTz. I think it is equally arguable or maybe more
so given my knowledge of the President that he assumed that what
was happening I was aware of.

Mr. MrIcHELL. I accept that.
On another matter, in preparation for the President's conference

in November of 1986, Colonel North testified that he and others
prepared some questions and proposed answers for the President's
use. One of them asked the question: Has this initiative with Iran
had any positive effect? And the proposed answer was: Yes, there
have been a number of positive effects. Although it is too soon to
give a complete assessment, we have seen a marked reduction in
Iranian-sponsored terrorism over the last 18 months. The same ar-
gument was made here forcefully that one of the successes of thisinitiative was a marked reduction in such terrorism.

Do you agree with that conclusion?
Secretary SHULTZ. No, I don't. I think that Iran continued to

practice terrorism. It's, I think, possible to argue that it had dimin-
ished somewhat with respect to the Americans, but I have argued
here earlier that terrorism is something you have to fight on an
international basis, and you can't get yourself in the position of
saying that I'm going to in effect buy some protection for myself at
the expense of somebody else. We are in this together, in a civilized
world, and we have to fight it together, and there are quite a few
instances, somebody here had a list yesterday, I forget, Chairman
Fascell, that you can point to. For example, I mentioned yesterday
the Iranian group going to the Haj that was caught with a fairly
large amount of plastic bomb material, but there are other ex-
amples, some directed against Americans.
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There were three hostages taken in October, I believe, in Beirut,
and in one way or another, I think it's quite probable that the.Ira-
nians had something to do with it, although it's always difficult to
pin it down exactly.

Mr. MTCHFJL. I have a brief comment. You, sir, have been in
four cabinet positions, you have dealt with the Congress many
years, you have testified before congressional committees several
times. Have you ever felt it necessary to lie to the Congress to do
your job?

Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. MrrCHELu. Do you believe lying to the Congress is justified?
Secretary SHULTZ. No.
Mr. MrrCHELL. Well, Mr. Secretary, I just want to conclude by

joining my colleagues in thanking you for your testimony, particu-
larly your forthrightness. You must know, or if you don't you
should, that you have the respect of most, if not all Members of
Congress. I don't know-how much good that will do you given the
view many Americans hold of the Congress right about now, but
that respect is there and I wanted to express it and thank you for
your testimony.

Secretary SHULTZ. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, what I would like to do is make a few brief obser-

vations and comments and then ask you if you want to comment
on them as I finish, because I have a very short period of time, as
you know.

Mr. Secretary, I share, as you probably can suspect, your com-
plete and profound respect and admiration for the President of the
United States, and I think one of the reasons I do have that respect
is because he is an individual that can make decisions, and I re-
member one witness said sometimes you have just lousy options. I
would imagine when you are President, sometimes your options are
lousy, but this President can make a decision even when some of
those decisions are very tough.

And also even if the information is less than perfect, Presidents
have to, I think, make decisions based on imperfect information,
and also I would observe that I think the hearings have demon-
strated that even Presidents of the United States don't know that
which they haven't been told. And it seems to me one of the les-
sons learned here is that Presidents should be informed of very
sensitive information and very sensitive decisions.

An observation that I have with respect to your comments be-
tween the State Department and NSC, in my recollection, that
other administ -rations have had similar problems, not similar prob-
lems but have had difficulty in having these two organizations
work together, maybe that is inherent. Hopefully, in the future it
would not have to be so.

And I think you, yourself, comments--I believe it was in 1971
President Nixon commissioned Henry Kissinger to open up the
China Initiative, and it is my understanding Bill Rogers, the then-
Secretary of State, was kept in the dark about that particular
plight.
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Also I might mention that a great deal has been said by all wit-
nesses about Central America, about the Resistance, about Nicara-
gua, and I would just point out the most recent figures from the
Defense Department shows that the Soviet Union and the Warsaw
Pact countries have given the Sandinistas in Nicaragua $300 mil-
lion of military equipment since this committee started its work.
That is so far this year and totals over $2 billion, which is some-
thing I think we should keep in perspective.

I, a number of days ago, and often, talk about the need for people
to distinguish between policy and tactics. Sometimes we call one
that is the other and the other that is the former. And I would like
to read a couple parts of what I think is a remarkable article by
Ariel Sharon of Israel. He -.as a Defense Minister. He was a Minis-
ter in the Cabinet for about 10 years, and I am sure you know him.
He wrote, I think, a remarkable article in January of this year and
said a couple of profound things. In this clarity that must come by
Members of Congress and all people in distinguishing between
one's tactic and one's policy, I think sometimes we could equate it
to a battlefield commander in a battle: Merely because the troops
are withdrawn a kilometer for rest and for resupply and regroup-
ing, later to move on, doesn't mean that that one kilometer retreat
establishes the policy of retreat.

Mr. Sharon indicated in the article that "In November, 1983,
Israel released 4,500 terrorists captured in Lebanon, an additional
98 other terrorists serving prison terms, in order to gain the re-
lease of six Israelis." He goes on and says "Eighteen months later,
I supported the government's decision to free an additional 1,127
PLO terrorists, most serving terms for sabotage and murder, in ex-
change for three additional Israeli lives." He goes on and says that
"for us no human life is expendable; even if we are talking about a
single captured soldier, we will not cease our efforts until he is
returned."During Israel's long and ceaseless war on terrorism-and I
might editorially add-no one can say Israe[ is soft on terrorism-"I
have always viewed these unhappy decisions as tactical retreats
aimed at saving lives without changing overall strategy. Tactical
retreats are acceptable in a long and tough war if it remains clear
to the enemy that he will eventually be punished.

"But the war on international terrorism," and I read on a little
bit further in the article, "must be waged internationally, and no
nation," he says, "played a greater role in this strategic effort than
the United States under Ronald Reagan."

He indicated two incidences: Number one is the capture of the
terrorists who killed, in cold blood, a crippled American onboard
the Achille Lauro, Mr. Klinghoffer, during that episode that we
found out who they were, located them and brought down an Egyp-
tian plane to bring them to justice; and he refers also to the bomb-
ingn April of Muammar Qadhafi's terrorist camps.

e goes on and says, "In this context, I understand President
Reagan's decision to supply American weapons to Iran in exchange
for hostages not only as a strategic step but also as a humanitarian
one. The United States, like Israel, several years ago faced the di-
lemma of having no realistic alternative to the task of freeing its
citizens."
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He indicated that he was receiving reports about William Buck-
ley, as you did many, many months ago, that he was being tor-
tured. He said his reports indicated that his eyes were plugged out,
and finally murdered to cover up the crimes to the American
people.

He said, "I am convinced that this American tactical retreat of
sending limited quantities of arms to try to free the hostages does
not signal a fundamental change in the Reagan-Shultz policy of an
iron fist against terror."

And let me go on, if I would, Mr. Secretary. Terrorism, I think, is
a fundamental part of these hearings. International terrorism
brought down probably one President and perhaps brought down
another. It has a great deal to do with the origins of these hear-
ings. And terrorism, as everybody knows, is just not wanton, irra-
tional killing of people; it is the killing or the capture of innocents
to further a particular policy goal.

What I'm concerned about to a degree-and maybe you can com-
ment on this when I finish, it will only take me another few min-
utes-I'm just wondering whether it's time now for this committee
to talk about the future, as to what type of a counterterrorist
policy the United States has so a third President, the one that is
elected in 1988 and starts serving in 1989, is not brought down or
politically injured by terrorist activities.

It would, I think, Mr. Secretary, be a mistake if these hearings
showed that secrecy is unimportant. I think it does show that it
does have a valid place even in democracies and even in democra-
cies we cannot expose everything and every operation at all times.

Certainly, however, these hearings I think have demonstrated
that dealing for hostages for arms has been folly. I think it has
been exposed as a folly.

In practice, trading has meant first, I think, extraordinary na-
tional embarrassment for the United States and the President of
the United States, and also the inevitable, more hostages. It has
been brought out in these hearings there's more now, in that part
of the world, Americans than there were before. Hostages regretta-
bly are a renewable resource, and hostage-taking has been proved a
powerful weapon by some governments who don't have the type of
moral fiber that many governments have.

When we give in, in my mind, to terrorist demands, there can be
no other message. A collapse even though it is for moral reasons is
still a collapse and will appear such to the terrorists.

Before 1981, Mr. Secretary, I never felt that we had a stated
counterterrorist policy in this country, but I think because of your
work and the work of the President, we did have a strong state-
ment and we did some pretty remarkable things that there thereto-
fore considered unusual and perhaps excessive.

What I would like you to address, perhaps this forum is not the
best one, but this committee certainly to discuss is a reaffirmation
of the counterterrorist policy that this nation must have for the
future.

We need I think a renewal of our determination to see, as
Ronald Reagan says, that terrorists can run, but they cannot hide.

I am disturbed to read in the press that a white paper on Abu
Nidal's Eastern European Mediterranean supporters has not been
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published. I regret the apparent willingness to normalize relations
with Syria, because one of many groups that protects Abu Nidal
has in icated that he will return his headquarters to Damascus.

I was frankly astonished to see the Defense Department's annual
book, "Soviets Military Power," which I think is extremely impor-
tant to publish each year, last year had a long section called
"Soviet Support of Terrorism" and this year includes but one para-
graph, small as it is, retitled "The USSR and Low-Intensity Con-
flick," I think a retreat.

I think the United States needs clarity for the future with regard
to terrorism. It is as if sometimes Soviet grenades were not found
in the Istanbul synagogue or Bulgarian grenades were not used in
the Rome and Vienna airport attacks, or the Polish machine gun
pistols were not the hallmark of Abu Nidal operations, almost each
and every one of them.

It is as if Czech plastic explosives called suntacs had no place in
the Syrian bomb given to a pregnant woman who then went on and
boarded an El Al flight to London and had not been found in half a
dozen uncovered arsenals and bombs throughout Europe.

You would think that the network of some 40 training camps
throughout the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, much publicized
a few years ago, had almost suddenly gone away.

We had a strong policy in 1981 and 1982. I think what we have
to have is a restatement of that policy and movement in the future.

People have different solutions to international terrorism. It is
easy to come up with easy suggestions like increasing your intelli-
gence-gathering capabilities.

I have heard that ad nauseam in Congress and other places, but
I think we have to do more and I know you agree. I think we have
to get the cooperation of allies in other nations to fight terrorism.

Those are easy things to say and perhaps not easy to do, but they
are soft.

I think four things should be considered, each one of these four is
difficult, you may comment on them now oi at some other time..

One, that a President should be required to suffer publicly as
little as possible when there is an American held captive.

Number two, we should make use of options of forceable arrest
to bring killers back to the United States.

Also, I would suggest that we should train new unique special
forces, a counterterrorist strike force for the purpose chiefly of
making arrests and abducting terrorists in different parts of the
world and bringing them to justice.

Also, I think we have to continue the use of international bound-
aries and also make use more frequently of punitive strikes against
known terrorist camps with the avoidance of civilian deaths.

One last thing you may comment as my time expires, the Con-
gress of the United States and this panel has had great fun in sug-
gesting that it is a shame that the State Department was cut out,
that there was an effort by people in the administration not to give
you full information on areas of foreign policy, and I agree with
that.

But you may want to comment on the attempts of the Congress
to cut out the State Department, because I know you have com-
mented on before, there has been incidences where Members of
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Congress demanding to meet heads of state excluding the Secretary
of State, excluding the Ambassadors that you send there, excluding
the State Department all together.

So if the Congress is going to be consistent in demonstrating
moral outrage of the State Department being cut out of one area, it
seems to me to be consistent we should, when we meet with heads
of state, embrace the fact that the State Department should be
there as well as not cut them out.

I know that is a lot in a short period of time. If you want to com-
ment, please do and if you want to wait for another day and read
what I said, I can understand.

Thank you very much.
Secretary SHuLT.z. I see that the red light is on, so I know that

you don't want me to take time.
I welcome your emphasis on the importance of the problem of

terrorism and I welcome your sense that one of the things we need
to do now is to focus on substantive issues and that is certainly one
of them.

We do have a strong policy and implementation of it, as you
noted, and we made further progress at the Venice summit, the
President did in his discussions there, and so all of those things are
very much to the good.

I would be glad to welcome a chance to talk with you further
about it and do welcome very much your strong support for the De-
partment of State.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Foley.
Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Secretary, I think we could benefit from question-

ing as long as you are able to stay, but we have a schedule that
anticipates your conclusion of testimony this afternoon and to
make my contribution to that I will defer any questioning.

Let me join with other colleagues to express to you our apprecia-
tion for your testimony, which I think have ben extraordinarily
candid and forthcoming and is extremely valuable to this commit-
tee and we are in your debt, sir.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Foley, I want to thank you for setting
such a good example for the committee.

Mr. Stokes?
Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry I have to be an exception to the rules established by

Mr. Foley.
Mr. Secretary, my own personal association with you here in

Congress goes back to 1969 when you were Secretary of Labor in
the administration of President Nixon.

Over the years, you have appeared before us on several of the
committees on which I have served, so we have come to know one
another very well over the years.

While on occasions we have disagreed on government policy, we
have always been able to disagree without being disagreeable.

In fact, I want to say publicly that I have great respect for you
personally.

After listening over the last 10 weeks to Government officials
who espouse running our Government, lies, deceit, deception, and
withholding of information, your testimony is indeed refreshing.
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As a public official, your moral principles and your personal in-
tegrity are a comfort to those of us who believe that public service
is a high cling that demands conduct commensurate with that
office.

Now, Mr. Secretary, during the course of our hearings, we have
received testimony from several witnesses who unashamedly told
us how they shredded and destroyed Government documents rela-
tive to our inquiry, thus depriving, this committee and the Nation
of vital evidencee about the Iran-Contra affair..

Colonel North, in particular, boasted that the Government had
given him a shredder for a reason. He found it unexceptional that
he should be shredding documents in the presence of two assistant
attorneys general who were in the process of investigating his ac-
tivities.

Admiral Poindexter testified that he destroyed the December 5,
1985 Finding, a key link in the chain of accountability for the Iran
operation.

Mr. Secretary, can you tell us what is your policy-at the Depart-
ment concerning the shredding of Government documents, and par-
ticularly documents signed by the President of the United States?

Secretary SHULTZ. I can't give you chapter and verse off the top
of my head about the filing system of the State Department, but I
know that we are very concerned about historical records, and we
preserve them, there is a historian's office which publishes docu-
ments periodically, and we believe that it is an important part of
the job to maintain that record, so that in the future people can
read it and scholars can look at it and we can all learn from expe-
rience as best as possible.

Obviously you can't save everything that you have, and so you
have to get rid of some things that aren't needed or whose time has
passed and so you shred documents.

I guess you must do that here as well.
It is also true that at posts we, particularly posts that are in a

tough area such as in Beirut, that we don't want the post to have
on file information that, would, if captured, be a problem. And so
we basically take the view that we should have the memory banks,
so to speak, here rather than there, and they are instructed to
shred documents after they have read them and used them.

But basically I think, in response to your question, I think it is
an important function as the process of Government goes oiL to pre-
serve the records so that the future can do as much as possible of
learning from the past, and that is something that we try to do, hnd
that is why the Historian's Office is there, that is why we have an
Archivist for the Government as a whole and pay a lot of attention
to those records.

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Secretary, wouldn't you also say, in line with
your earlier comments about separating intelligence from policy
functions, that one of the faults of the NSC staff was that it was
both the staff element and the operational element for the Iranian
initiative and for the Contra-supply operation; that is, didn't the
merging of those two functions create the conflicts and miscalcula-
tions, the short-sightedness and the mistakes that these hearings so
amply detailed?
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Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I've said I think there is a problem when
intelligence is mixed in with operations. That is as distinct from
operations having staff work done for them. They have to have
staff work done for them. But the mixing of the task of gathering,
sorting out, analyzing intelligence, I think, is something that we
ought to separate from operations. Not that people in the oper-
ations don't look at intelligence and they may accept it or not, they
have their own ideas, and should, but nevertheless I think to keep
the functions separate is an important thing, and I believe there
are instances in the set of events that you are examining that show
the nature of the problem that comes when you mix the two things
together, or can come.

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Secretary, would you agree with me that if the
United States launches a covert operation which is authorized by
the President after receiving the full advice of his National Securi-
ty Council, it is in the best interests of the United States to use
Government professionals to conduct these operations?

Let me tell you, I ask this because what we have had described
to us by Colonel North was an effort to develop sort of a mini-CIA
outside the Government. He spoke of a layer, another layer of gov-
ernment with funds that were not appropriated by Congress, funds
that were not subject to audit. It was run by private citizens who
were interested in making money in the course of operation whose
knowledge of and adherence to U.S. policy was dubious, whose con-
cern for the chain of command up through the President was less
than convincing and whose accountability to anyone in the U.S.
Government, the President, the Congress or the NSC itself, was
practically nil.

So I would ask you as the official of the U.S. Government respon-
sible for the execution of our foreign policy, including the coordina-
tion of our covert policy, whether such an operation is in the best
interests of the United States?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, as I understood the premise of your
, -mtion stated at the beginning, it was the question of whether or
not operations, covert operations or other important things to be
done by the Government should be conducted by professionals. I be-
lieve that we want to get the conduct of our government done by
the best people possible, and career people, who I guess is what you
mean by professionals, have a great deal to offer.

We have access to the historical memory. They are very high-cal-
iber people and dedicated people. But I don't think that means that
they should do everything, by a long shot. There are Americans
from all walks of life that get drawn into the work of our govern-
ment, and it provides often a real lift, and I think we need to have
the criterion that we want the best person possible to do the job as
best we can do it, and sometimes that is career professionals. It is
almost always the case that career professionals can help greatly.

I think also we should not want to rule out at all the use of pri-
vate citizens in connection with government missions. It is a ques-
tion of picking the right ones and defining the mission adequately,
and so on.

I have done missions for both President Ford and President
Reagan as a private citizen. I have chaired task forces under Presi-
dent Eisenhower, under President Kennedy, under President John-
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son as a private citizen, so I have done a lot of that myself, and I
thought I did it reasonably. So I think you have to sort of try to get
things done in the best way you can.

Mr. STOmms. I suppose I really-
Secretary SHULTZ. But I feel that some of those involved, like Mr.

Ghorbanifar, had a very bad history, as recorded in the informa-
tion that we had available about him, just to take one of the indi-
vidual names.

Mr. STOKES. I suppose maybe I should have pointed my question
more in the area of covert type of operations where we are talking
about a highly specialized area. Would your answer be different if I
had posed the question in terms of covert operations?

Certainly I realize that under ordinary circumstances, historical-
ly we have certainly utilized our best talents, our best minds. in
terms of our private citizens to help our government, but in the
area of covert operations, a highly specialized area, what would
your answer be?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, there are certain specialties that people
train for and that don't exist in the private sector and do exist in
government, certain things in special operations, for example, so
that you want to turn to the people who are trained for it. And if
you are talking about a covert operation, obviously you are keeping
it secret and you must apply a need-to-know kind of rule to it so
that it stays that way, and that clearly restricts the number of
people who are going to be involved, and you probably must rely on
those who are professionally involved and able to do it.

Mr. STOKES. You've talked to us, Mr. Secretary, about the neces-
sity to separate intelligence activities from policy activities. One of
the things I have noted, being on the Intelligence Committee of the
House, is the CIA operation officers often are placed in the position
of advocating the President's covert action programs to the Con-
gress. It has always seemed to me to be more appropriate for the
Department of State or the White House to give an explanation of
the policy behind a covert action and leave to the CIA the details
of how it would be accomplished, but I can say to you that so often
we find that the lead witness that comes before us is a CIA official,
and in most instances, the State Department officials rarely speak
up and leave the presentation of the testimony to that lead witness
from the CIA.

So I guess my question is, shouldn't those roles really be re-
versed?

Secretary SHULTZ. I believe there are two parts to a typical
covert operation. One part is-a covert operation is a method. It is
not an objective; it is a method. It is a method to implement some-
thing you are trying to achieve. And so you have to start with the
policy. What is the policy that we are trying to achieve through
this method? And what other methods might there be to achieve
it?

I think it is a reasonable argument to say that the use of covert
actions is not something that you want to do too much of, so you
look for other ways to achieve the objective you are trying to
achieve, and presumably that foreign policy objective is discussed,
and I think quite properly the State Department usually, whoever
is speaking for us on that occasion, should describe it. Then when
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the covert operation gets going, I think the Congress wants, proper-
ly so, to be kept abreast of what is taking place so you know how
this means that is being used is being implemented.

In that case, the people who are directly involved are the people
doing the implementing, and so I think it is rather natural that
they should be the ones who would tell you about that.

So there is a mixture of policy and implementation, and who will
have the most to say that is worth listening to at a given time will
depend upon the stage of the operation, although in the procedures
that are in operation, an interagency group stays posted on what is
going on in the various covert operations and those who are imple-
menting report to them, and you stay abreast of it.

Mr. STOKES. My time has expired. Thank you very much, Mr.
Secretary.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, you testified yesterday that you felt the President

had been given faulty intelligence and you testified at length, and I
must say I completely agree with you about the importance of sep-
arating intelligence gathering and fact gathering from policy so as
to assure the objectivity of the intelligence gathering and also the
perception of objectivity. Is that a fair assessment?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. I want to ask you to consider with me a moment a

memo that Admiral Poindexter prepared for the President dated
January 16, 1986. I don't know whether you have that in front of
you. I will read it to you, but it was the memo that accompanied
the Finding which I'm sure by now you have read. I will a-sk if the
staff does have a copy of that memo, to deliver it to the Secretary.

The key paragraph, as far as this question is concerned, is the
first paragraph. It says, and I quote from that memo from Admiral
Poindexter to the President, quoting, "Prime Minister Peres of
Israel secretly dispatched his special adviser on terrorism with in-
structions to propose a plan by which Israel, with limited assist-
ance from the United States, can create conditions to help bring
about a more moderate government in Iran."

And this is the key sentence here, "The Israelis are very con-
cerned that Iran's deteriorating position in the war with Iraq, the
potential for further radicalization in Iran, and the possibility of
enhanced Soviet influence in the Gulf all pose significant threats to
the security of Israel."

The part I want to focus on is, "The Israelis are very concerned
that Iran's deteriorating position in the war with Iraq. . ." I asked
Admiral Poindexter about that and he said that he did give this
memo to the President. He also said not only did he give him that
with no other view, but that indeed was Admiral Poindexter's view.
He believed that the Iranian position was deteriorating. So Admi-
ral Poindexter testified that he agreed with the Israeli position.

I'm not sure this was the Israeli position, but that is what it was
portrayed to be to the President, and we'll assume for the purpose
of this that it was.
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My question is, was that the assessment that you understood was
the U.S. Government assessment at that time, that the Iranians
had a deteriorating position in the war with Iraq?

Secretary SHULTZ. No. My-I will be careful how I state this, be-
cause I'm not sure just what the classifications of these things are,
but broadly speaking, there was an assessment in the middle or so
of 1985 that was-that had a rather, had very much the view that
the situation in Iran was deteriorating. The Ayatollah was aging,
possibly near death and so on, and argued that there was a threat
of Iran turning to the Soviet Union for arms, and therefore in the
intelligence estimate, we should consider changing our policy inso-
far as arms sales are concerned. And that was the basis used in the
NSDD draft which was sent around, which has been stated, and I
think you can see more or less that in there.

That was an intelligence assessment. I felt, and a number in the
State Department-not in the intelligence unit, but people who
were familiar with the situation-felt that that was not a correct
assessment.

In early 1986-I don't know just what the date was-there was a
reassessment made, and the reassessment in a sense corrected that,
and gave an estimate that the situation, that the analysis of mid-
1985 had been proven wrong, and I think much more the way we
had thought really it was, and I think it is quite clear that during
much of 1986, Iran was very much the aggressive country in the
war.

So I wouldn't agree with the assessment that you read out.
Mr. NUNN. I have been informed there was an interagency task

force that had, before this memo was written, had reached the con-
clusion that the chief U.S. concern was Iraq's deteriorating position
on the southern front. Do you recall that?

Secretary SH'JLTZ. Well, I referred to a reassessment, and per-
haps that is the one.

Mr. NUNN. Well, I think in terms of the duty of the National Se-
curity Adviser, would you believe that the National Security Advis-
er would have a duty to at least alert the PresideDt of the United
States before he signs a Finding on something like that, this impor-
tant, that there was more than one view, at least within the gov-
ernment?

Secretary SHULTZ. In the case of this reassessment, it was an in-
telligence estimate. That is, it had been examined by not only the
CIA, but the various other intelligence groups around the govern-
ment. They do this periodically, as you know, and make an assess-
ment of a given situation and put forward a view, and the view
that I indicated was, I believe, the view, and there were no foot-
notes to it.

So, it wasn't as though there were variations from the one that
you read it. That was not in accord with a rather uniformly held
view in the intelligence -ommunity at the time.

Mr. NUNN. Well, does it-
Secretary SHULTZ. I should say I think that is true in the sense of

the literal dates. I don't have in my mind the date in which these
reassessment was issued in comparison with the date of this memo-
randum.
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Mr. NUNN. Well, do you find it surprising that Admiral Poin-
dexter testified that he and Director Casey believed that the Irani-
an position was deteriorating and that is what they informed the
President?

Secretary SHULTZ. My opinion is that that was not an accurate
appraisal of the situation, so I am surprised that that would be put
forward to the President, and I don't know that it was other than
what you read to me.

Mr. NUNN. Well, that is what Admiral Poindexter testified to.
You mentioned the importance of separating intelligence from
policy, and as I said, I agree with that. Do we need change in
either law or regulations to ensure that that is done, or do you be-
lieve that the administration has now corrected that?

You said that you thought intelligence and policy in the form of
the CIA being involved in both had merged in this Iranian oper-
ation.

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I think that it is very clear that it had.
And I think it is one of the things that led to a rather misleading
picture being presented to the President. The present situation is,
and Director Webster appears before your committee, so you talk
to him, but I believe he very firmly believes that there should be
this kind of separation; that is, when you have agencies follow
their given task in comparative advantage.

Mr. NUNN. Have you talked to the President about that?
Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I have.
Mr. NUNN. Does he agree with your assessment?
Secretary SHULTZ. He has told me that he agrees with that.
Mr. NUNN. Has he issued any directive you know of to ensure

that that is done?
Secretary SHULTZ. I am not sure about-I haven't seen any direc-

tive to that extent, but my sense of it is that as a participant in
this, that this separation has taken place.

Now, you have some administrative aspects to it that need to be
handled with care, and I am sure as a very careful and strong, im-
pressive administrator, Mr. Webster will do this, and it is my un-
derstanding that this is traditional in the CIA, and Director Casey
also did it, and that is, if you are charged with running a covert
operation on something, then you are operating-you are involved
in the implementation of a policy, and you are running this covert
operation.

And so, you have the task of gaining w~tat intelligence you can
from the covert operation, of course, of informing that operation of
your intelligence so that it can operate, but at the same time, of

aving a separation so that your intelligence doesn't wind up being
infected by what you hoped for, and you don't get in the position
just because of the covert operation of allowing the wish to be the
father of the thought.

So you need to have a method of building a wall, and I believe
they do that, much like a commercial bank building, a wall be-
tween its commercial banking activities and its trust activities.

Mr. NUNN. Do you build a wall around your intelligence unit at
the State Department separating intelligence and policy?

Secretary SHULTZ. It is hard to do that, and I make a big point
they are there as part of our process, but their job is to provide in-
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telligence, and I don't want to hear-I am not interested in their
views about policy. I don't want them tc be working on policy, I
want them to devote their attention to intelligence.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. Secretary, on another line of questioning, I see
Judge Sofaer here today, and I know he has spent a great deal of
time on extradition matters. I would ask you whether the word get-
ting out that we indeed had conversations and perhaps even exten-
sive conversations about helping free the Dawa prisoners who had
been convicted of terrorism in Kuwait has had any effect on our
efforts to extradite terrorists who have perpetrated crimes against
American citizens?

Secretary SHULTZ. I think that the effort to control and to win
the war against terrorism is very widely supported, people see its
importance. They see-the rule of law for doing so, and extradition
treaties are an essential ingredient in connecting countries in that
regard, and people understand that.

And as I mentioned earlier, at the Venice Summit, I think the
President made further steps in cementing this philosophy. So, if
there were any setback to all of this to our problems, our policy on
terrorism and the convictions behind it, and so on, it has been tem-
porary and I think it is behind us.

Mr. NUNN. What about the effect on Operation Staunch? Have
we been able to revive that in light of the revelations about sale of
arms to Iran?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I think we have effectively revived that,
and of course, the unanimous vote on a very tough, unprecedented
Chapter 7 resolution in the U.N. last Monday helps us in Operation
Staunch, and of course, if it turns out, and I hope it doesn't turn
out to be necessary, but if it turns out we go on to another resolu-
tion that does call for mandatory sanctions, and I hope if the time
comes, we will have support from everybody for that, it remains to
be seen, but we are working hard for it, then that would be in a
sense an international version of Operation Staunch, which is what
they have sought.

Mr. NUNN. What effect have these revelations about the Iranian
arms sale and the hostages and so on had on our relationship with
the moderate Arab states in the Gulf region?

Secretary SHULTZ. It was quite a setback for a while, and I think
I would be correct in saying that King Hussein, in particular, was
very disappointed. Because he felt that the way he looked at it, and
I think understandably, he said, "Iran is your enemy and you sold
arms to Iran, and I am your friend and you will not sell arms to
me." And it was tough.

And we had had a team in Jordan, an Operation Staunch-type
team, just before all of this came out. And I would have to say
from my own personal standpoint, I had been carrying the ball on
Operation Staunch up at the U.N. in September and October, so I
didn't appreciate it much.

Mr. NUNN. Did this episode have any effect on the view of the
moderate Arab states towards the State of Israel?

Secretary SHULTZ. I think, I think we have gotten over this well,
and I believe that most of the states in the region accept the fact
that Israel is there, Israel is here to stay. I think the strength that
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Israel has, which we have helped with, is a primary reason for
that.

I think it is very important to notice that Egypt has maintained
very steadfastly its peace treaty with Israel, never deviated, in
spite of the effort by other Arab states to isolate Egypt and now, in
the last year and a half or so, and it is continuing, Arab states are
moving back in a relationship with Egypt.

Jordan has established full diplomatic relations, Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait have made some financial contributions, King Hussein
has met publicly with the Prime Minister of Israel and so on. So, I
think that there is positive motion in that regard.

Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I want to-I have got a light up there and time is running, and

your country weekend time is running too if we go very late. Let
me just commend you for your testimony. You have made it clear
that there is not a basic incompatibility between survival in a dan-
gerous age for a democracy and the Constitution and rule of law.
You have made it very clear that you believe in the rule of law,
you believe in our form of government, you believe in-the U.S. Con-
stitution.

You have also made it clear to millions of American young
people who may aspire to government service, whether it is For-
eign Service or the Intelligence Service or service in our military,
that you firmly believe that the Secretary of State has the world's
honor and the world's trust. I think that message is enormously
important, and coming from you, I think it has had and will con-
tinue to have a profound impact on the young people of our coun-
try.

So I commend you. I know that there are literally tens of thou-
sands, hundreds of thousands of young people around the world in
the military and Foreign Service and intelligence who are risking
their lives to defend the values of this country. They take an oath
to uphold the Constitution of this country, and I think you have
helped build on and restore their sense of obligation and duty and
love of these values and this Constitution.

You said yesterday, Mr. Secretary, that trust is the coin of the
realm. I believe that you have helped restore that trust, and I
think you have enhanced the value of that coin. And I thank you
for it.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. McCollum.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I know it has been a long day, a long couple of

days. I have one or two questions I would like to ask you about.
You have been criticized, in fact were criticized as recently as earli-
er this week, for not providing any alternatives to the Iranian
arms initiative for getting our hostages in Lebanon back, and I
think you rather extensively have responded to that, both from a
question by Mr. Fascell and one by Mr. Trible today, and I think
the essence of what you said was, simply put, that there is an ongo-
ing operation, that you have always hadone over there, and that
you would rather not have any new ideas if they are going to be
the type that trade arms or prisoners for hostages, and I happen to
agree with you on that.
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But, I think that there is a fundamental question the American
people have been yearning to get an answer to, and it may simply

they don't have a full understanding, and we need to give you
the opportunity to give it to them. I think the American people are
wondering why all these many months, with the hostages we have
had in Lebanon, we haven't had a special operations team go in
and try to pull some of them out. I think the American people are
wondering if we don't have the stomach after Desert 1 to try some-
thing like that any more.

I think they are also wondering why the Soviet Union, who has
been reported to have a couple hostage situations over there a
couple years back, why they were ineffective in their apparent
effort to deter that, and we have not been. At least that is the im-
pression the public has. They may not have been effective. I
wonder if you would take a moment to comment on that, as to why
we haven't used a special operations team to get somebody else or
tried to, if you know, and I assume you do, and why the Soviets
might be more effective than we are ai deterring the taking of
their citizens as hostages in the Lebanon-Middle East area.

Secretary SHULTZ. On the latter, for one thing, they don't have
any way near as many people wandering around, and they are
much less able to act independently as an individual citizen. No
doubt, there are other reasons as well.

As far as special operations are concerned, to conduct one suc-
cessfully, you have to know, first of all, where are the hostages ex-
actly. And then you have to-and we, of course, do have highly
trained and very impressive people. I don't know whether you have
gone and seen what they can do or not, but I have as part of my
education on this subject. They're really good.

But then you have to feel that you can carry this operation off
without winding up having the hostages get killed in the process.
And I am not in any position here to go into the ins and outs of
people's thinking about those matters, but I think it's quite obvious
that we haven't as yet felt that the conditions were quite suitable.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Without disclosing anything that I wouldn't want
you to disclose and you wouldn't want to today about this sort of
thing, have you participated in discussions where this has come up? I
mean, has this been discussed as a possible option from time to
time, and among the national Security Planning Group, with the
President, with others in the administration over the past few
months, or is it just something sitting there we just can't. do it now
because we don't have intelligence, cr whatever?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, the issue gets discussed. We have an anti-
terrorism group. There is an ambassador at large in the State De-
partment who chairs it. Our efforts with respect to terrorism have
improved a great deal over the last 3 or 4 years, and the possibility
of using special forces is very much there.

I might again point out that it isn't as though what we have
done has been completely ineffective by any means. In the last 4
years, there have been about 70 instances of terrorist incidents
that we are pretty sure were about to happen which didn't happen
becav-'p, of our improving intelligence capability; and in the last
coup.. of years, the number is something like 180, or so, not juist
Americans, but people from other countries. So the network of col-
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laborative intelligence activity that has been put together, a capa-
bility of doing something about it, is very much present.

Beyond that, I think that the terrorists need to know not only
that they have no place to hide and that there is active law en-
forcement effort as we see in various countries-and I think apply-
ing the rule of law here is very very important-but that countries
will take action, and I think the actions the President took against
Libya had a big impact on puncturing Qadhafi's balloon, the Presi-
dent did that very effectively, and also the time that was referred
to by-just a few moments ago-in bringing those terrorists down
who were in a plane, it was an example of doing something.

Mr. McCoLLUM. I agree, Mr. Secretary. And without asking an-
other question, I would also add a personal comment that I think the
sooner we get the Assistant Secretary of Defense of this operational
force for special operations, the better off we will be in coordinat-
ing these things, and I know that is another political question, but
it is one that some of us are a little irritated by in the whole proc-
ess.

I want to move on to something else: Central America, the Con-
tras. We talked a lot about the hostage business, very little about
them in talking with you. I am concerned, I am one of the strong
supporters of the Contras, I happen to believe deeply, as many
have testified here before this committee, that we have some real
problems if the Contras fail.

But I am not sure even after Colonel North's moving testimony
that we are going to have votes this fall to renew the aid. If Con-
gress, heaven forbid, does not renew that aid, do you have any rec-
ommendations that you are prepared to make to the President as
to what we do in Central America with regard to Nicaragua?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, Congressman, I, like you, feel that sup-
port for the Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua is essential, and I hope
very much that we can have a continuity of the policy that has
been put in place by the Congress with respect to the freedom
fighters. So I prefer to fight to keep that going, and I don't want to
take the chance of undermining that fight by acting as though
there are a lot of other good options.

Mr. McC0LLUM. I don't think there are.
Secretary SHULTZ. I don't think there are good options.
Mr. McCOLLUM. I don't think there are either.
Secretary SHULTZ. I think there are some things to be said, how-

ever, about our Central American policy. Because it's very impor-
tant in gaining support for this policy for people to see that there
is a lot more to it than just supporting the Freedom Fighters, im-
portant as that is. In the first place, partly as a result of our poli-
cies, the instinct of people in Central America to want freedom and
democracy and the rule of law has come to pass now in four coun-
tries. It's fragile, but it is making progress, and we are supporting
it, and through the discussion and the debate that's taking place
the support is broad, bipartisan, and I think it's quite heartening to
see how that has moved along, and that is an important element in
this policy.

Among other things, if Nicaragua is surrounded by countries
that are treating human beings much more decently and where
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they are getting ahead much more ably, that sends a message in
itself.

Second, with respect to the Nicaraguan problem, we have an-
other instance of the fundamental approach that the President has
used in time after time, and that is an interplay of strength and
diplomacy. It's very difficult to conduct effective diplomacy if you
have no strength. It's very difficult for me to expect that there's
any chance at all of getting the Nicaraguan Communists to talk
sensibly at any Central American bargaining table if they don't
have some facts on the ground to confront that show them that
they're not going to get their way in totalitarianizing that society
and suppressing religion and the press and so on. And if they see
that this natural instinct for freedom and religious expression in
Nicaragua just can't be denied, they may have to shift their
ground, and we should support it.

And in the process, of course, we should support a genuine nego-
tiating process that is designed, if it's possible, to achieve a satisfac-
tory negotiated result.

Obviously, we don't want a bad agreement, but if there is a good
agreement to be found we should be ready to try to find it so that
strength supplements diplomacy and diplomacy supplements the
strength. So we have a multi-faceted approach to the issues of Cen-
tral America that is working, and has broad support, and we have
a particular element that is crucial; namely, continuing to support
the Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua. And we must continue to do
that for all of the positive reasons I have spoken of, but also for the
reasons of denial of the Soviet Union to get themselves a base, in
effect, on the mainland of the Americas to be able to surveill our
Pacific regions as they now can do out of Cuba and the Atlantic.

And they are, as somebody here read out, pouring lots of funds
and military equipment. They outspend us in Central America and
the Caribbean by quite a lot. You have to ask yourselves why. But I
don't want to justify what we're doing just on the basis of pointing
to what the Soviets are doing. I think what we're doing is funda-
mentally to be explained and motivated by our desire to see free-
dom and democracy and the rule of law be the way of life in our
neighborhood, because we think it's a much better way of life for
those people, and we also recognize that from our own standpoint;
our security, our prosperity, our values will be more secure if our
neighborhood is a democratic neighborhood.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Secretary, you have always articulately and
convincingly explained that whenever I have been in a forum where
you have been present discussing this issue, and I'm very delighted
you took the occasion of my question to do it again for the public
today.

I want to comment on something it just can't help go away from
me here. When Elliott Abrams was up here testifying a few weeks
ago I brought up something before him that disturbed me a great
deal, and I know from what he said it disturbed him. And it has to
do with something, we are not always very good about criticizing
and that's ourselves, we Congress persons. We often are very quick
to criticize you or somebody downtown no matter what it is, but we
don't find self-fault too often.

I brought to his attention a series of unclassified State Depart-
ment cables from El Salvador which discussed in those cables the
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numbers of organizations that were f-mdraising for the FMLN, the
communist guerrillas in El Salvador, the countries where we have
one of those democracies, the shining light down there. Ihese
aren't cables. We are not talking 2 or 3 years ago, we are talking
within the last 6 to 8 months. Amongst those were discussions how
they did it in the United States, raising money right here. I also
showed to Mr. Abrams copies of letters that had been signed by
three Congressmen, three Members of Congress raising money for
some of these organizations and also in one case raising money for
the Nicaraguan network, one of the Sandinista supporting groups.

I don't know about you, but no matter how noble purposes my
colleagues might have in their efforts to be humanitarian with
this, those cables described how good, sizeable, hunks of moneys
raised by these organizations go not to free the humanitarian
needs but go for weapons, arms and so on especially in El Salvador
for the communist guerrillas. And I wondered if you shared my
concern and indeed in my case outrage that my colleagues would
go out and do that kind of fundraising in the face of what you are
trying to do with your diplomatic efforts and what we are trying to
do to resolve that situation down there, and I frankly want to
know. Do you feel the same way I do about it? I just don't think it
ought to be done.

Secretary SHULTZ. I agree with you.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. One last comment.
Secretary SHULTZ. People do have rights as Americans and you

can't tell them what they can or can't do. But it always surprises
me how easily people seem to accept raising funds to support the
Nicaraguan communists and how much, how negatively they seem
to react to raising funds to support the people fighting for freedom.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I have one closing_ comment with you which has
nothing to do with that directly, although I'm deeply disturbed y
it. Commentators in the last few weeks as we have conducted
these hearings, Mr. Secretary, have kind of gone on a balance
sort of a strawman situation with regard to President Reagan as I
see it. They have set a situation that is sort of no win. They have
been saying for weeks and weeks now that if the President hadn't
been telling the American public the truth about his knowledge of
the Iranian initiative and the Contra diversion and so on, then of
course he is condemned.

On the other hand, they have been saying that if it turns out in
these hearings that the President had been telling the truth, that
he really didn't know about the diversion, it was going to come out
he was a weak, hands-off President and that he would be con-
demned for, too. Well, as it turns out in the last few days, including
I think your testimony, it's become very clear to the American
public that the President of the United States is right on both of
those counts. He has been telling the truth to the American people,
I don't think there is any evidence supporting any view to the con-
trary about his statements about these matters, in fact he has been
overall honest in some views, he has been very frank about having
erred in, been mistaken in his concepts of what his view of the situ-
ation was with regard to the arms for hostages question which I
don't think any of us agreed with up on this panel.
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But, on the other hand, it's now very apparent, too, that while he
has admitted to not knowing a few things like the diversion he also
is a hands-on President, pretty darned tough, decisive, knew full
well about the Iranian policy in general that he supported even
over your objection. And certainly has-been actively interested in
bridging the gap for fundraising or the Contras during the Boland
Amendment time. Maybe not knowing every detail but a strong
President.

Now these same commentators are coming back and saying, well,
so he is not a weak President and so he has been telling the truth
but he is still to be condemned because these are terrible policies
and they are all wrong. My gut feeling is about all of this and I
think the public shares, this, is that indeed Ronald Reagan may
have made one mistake or two with regard to the Iranian initiative
and certainly the arms for hostages part of that, which he has
fessed up to. But now we look at it, I don't think he made any mis-
takes with respect to the Contra business. He has a lot of problems
underneath his administration which we've talked about and you
put them into context, is only a minor part of it and what we are
left with is a very, a big picture of a very decisive President who
would that kind of decisiveness we would not have had Grenada, the
Libyan operation and we would not have had the support necessary
for the Contras to remain alive and I'm rather proud of that frank-
ly, and I kind of feel that's what is coming out of these hearings at
this point unless somebody tells me otherwise. I don't know how
you feel about it. You may respond if you want, but that's all my
time that I've got personally.

Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SHULTZ. I am glad you said what you have said. I am a

strong supporter of the President and admirer of him.
Chairman INOUYE. The panel will stand in recess after Senator

Hatch's questioning.
Senator Hatch?
Mr. HATCH. Mr. Secretary, I have a lot of respect for you. This is

one conservative who has a great deal of respect for you and I
imagine by now you realize that as bad as being Secretary of Labor
was, this can even be worse, being Secretary of State, but you have
served in a distinguished way, Secretary of Labor, of OMB, Secre-
tary of Treasury, of State, I don't know of anybody who has more
brass plates on the back of his Cabinet room chair.

They say you have so many brasb plates there that the chair
leans over backwards.

I have respect for you and for the complexity and difficulty in-
volved in your position. I also understand the national conflicts
that arise between the Department of State, the Department of De-
fense, the National Security Council, the CIA, and other agencies.

It is a constant battle and it has been not just in this administra-
tion, but in almost every administration, and you have held your
own quite well.

I think that is one of the most fascinating aspects about Wash-
ington life and you operate a very large Department with very di-
verse views and I understand that as well.

And I also understand your statement that in this particular in-
stance, and I accept it, that you know, if you could have done
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things over, you might have done them a little differently, that you
would not give yourself an A-plus.

I think we in retrospect can find lots of faults. I think anybody
can. And I thought that was a humble thing to say.

I would like to make a statement and ask a couple of questions
before we finish, but one of the things these hearings are doing, I
believe, is giving a lot of people a better understanding of the
President, and you have done a good job of that.

You and I have the pleasure of knowing him, but a lot of people
don't have that opportunity.

You and other witnesses have portrayed him as a strong leader,
as a strong decisionmaker, as a decisive leader, and one who
doesn't shy away from tough choices, and if given the facts, will
make the right choice.

He has also been shown to be a compassionate human being and
I think that is very important in this matter.

I think a lot of us have forgotten how really intense the pressure
was during this affair, from the hostage families, from the country
at large through the media, to do something about the hostages in
1985 and 1986, and I believe that the President was motivated in
the Iran initiative to open up a long-term relationship with the
post-Khomeini regime or post-Khomeini Iran and I am sure if the
hostages could have gotten released as a result, that would have
been hailed as a great thing.

Had this succeeded, it would have been a covert action that prob-
ably wouldn't have us here today and people would be saying it
wasn't a bad idea.

But it didn't work that way, and unfortunately that is why we
are here.

As I review the chronology of events that you have prepared, it
appears you became aware of the proposal to open up a new rela-
tionship with Iran as early as June of 1985, when Mr. McFarlane
circulated his NSDD proposing a change in U.S. policy toward Iran.

Then in July of 1985, you received a cable from Mr. McFarlane
in which he discussed Israeli contacts with certain Iranians and ex-
pressly mentioned to you that the Israelis were interested in a dia-
logue between the United States and Iran which would commence
with Israel delivering TOW missiles to Iran and the Iranians
trying to arrange for the release of American hostages.

Then on August 6, 1985, you had a meeting with the President
where Mr. McFarlane again brought up the subject of a new U.S.-
Iran dialogue which would involve Israel selling American-made
TOWs to Iran attempting to arrange the release of four hostages,
and then later in November when you and the President and Mr.
McFarlane were at the Geneva summit, you learned about the
HAWK shipment.

You knew at that point in time that all of the discussions about
the Israelis selling U.S.-made arms to Iran had actually been car-
ried out. And therefore, as I review the records, you were informed
by Admiral Poindexter on December 6th that the HAWKs had
been sent, but had been rejected by Iran and then on December 7th
you attended a meeting at the White House to discuss the future of
the plan.
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On December 10th, you were told things hadn't gone very well at
McFarlane's meeting with Ghorbanifar in London.

On December 11th, you were told that the President wanted
other avenues "energetically pursued."

On January 4, you were advised that Mr. Nir from Israel-or
Mr. Nir's visit to the White House where he proposed reviving the
talks with the deal involving 3,000 TOWs.

On January 7, you attended another meeting at the White House
where you again voiced your disapproval where the President and
eveybody else present with the exception of Secretary Weinberger
decided to go forward with the program.

Then on January 17 at a family group lunch at the White House,
the Iran proposal was again discussed and you again voiced your
opposition.

As I count it, Mr. Secretary, over a seven-month period, you were
personally involved in at least five major meetings and numerous
telephone calls and other discussions about the Iranian proposal.

It would seem to me that after all those meetings and discussions
that you were pretty well aware that something was going forward,
that arms had been frequently discussed as part of the process,
that the President was most interested in reestablishing ties with
Iran and that people close to the President were actively working
on this plan.

So you had quite a knowledge about this and you have been
candid in your responses on this.

Now, in fact two other things that I would like to bring up for
the record-in fact, you knew as early as February 28th, the full-I
might add, a full 3 months before the McFarlane mission took
place, that there were plans for a possible high-level meeting be-
tween Bud McFarlane and the Iranians, and you even approved of
the 'rerns of Reference there and after all at the earlier discussions
about a possible new dialogue between the United States and Iran
after the frequent mention of arms sales to Iran in connection with
those discussions-my question is, did you raise-after all of this-
did you raise with anyone the questions of whether arms were in-
volved in Mr. McFarlane's mission, and I am curious to know just
what were your thoughts at that time about what was going on
and what really should have been done?

You voiced your disapproval, but you are the principal player in
this whole process, as I view it, and I think the adviser probably
the President should have most listened to on this matter.

What were your thoughts at that time as you went through that
whole process.

,Secretary SHULTZ. You mentioned a whole string of things and I
testified extensively here on most of them, and I don't want to just
go back through and repeat.

Mr. HATCH. Sure.
Secretary SHULTZ. But with respect to the February information

that I had about a high-level meeting that was to be held in Frank-
furt, as I have said several times here, the information that I had
was that through the contacts that had been made, it had been ar-
ranged that what the Iranians wanted was a high-level meeting to
develop this dialogue.

Mr. HATCH. Right.
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Secretary SHULTZ. They wanted somebody who was clearly a
person well-known to the President, a prominent person, and what
was said to me was that if we had that high-level meeting, then we
start the dialogue at that level, and as that meeting takes place,
our hostages will be released, and what did I think of that?

And I thought that was great, if that happened. I must say I was
astonished that that could get arranged. And I asked-I said if Mr.
McFarlane is going, then I think he should have written instruc-
tions.

So that was agreed to. And Terms of Reference were drawn up,
and I read those Terms of Reference, and they were very satisfac-
tory as far as I was concerned. The question of arms, as I recall,
was in them in the sense of saying that at some subsequent time, if
things sort of changed aroun , which has always been our policy,
that could be considered.

So, I thought, that is fine. Then, in the middle of March, and I
don't want to keep repeating things that we have gone over here,
but I was told that the venue had been changed to an island in the
Persian Gulf, and that on further discussion, in part because of re-
luctance by Mr. McFarlane to undertake the mission and other
things, it had all been scrubbed, so it was over.

This incident, to me, suggested, A, things are going forward but
they are going forward in a way, apparently, consistent with what
I had thought was the right way to go. about it, although it hadn't
succeeded, and it was in part for that reason that when I was-
when I got a cable from Mr. Armacost describing what had come
into our London Embassy, I was so startled and distressed and im-
mediately went to register my view, and do something about it.

And then I was assured, in Admiral Poindexter's words, we are
not dealing with these people. And I find now, as your investiga-
tion reveals all of this information that I didn't know about, that
within a day or two I guess it was, Admiral Poindexter is dispatch-
ing Colonel North with specific instructions in the light of my pro-
test, I guess, to go about his business in London, but don't go any-
where near the Embassy.

Mr. HATCH. I can see--
Secretary SHULTZ. So that the record is just replete with these

deceptions, which have been brought out here to a distressing
detail. You listed the things that I knew about, which are accurate,
and I have never said that I was uninformed, oh, quite to the con-
trary. I have said that my information was sporadic and fragmen-
tary, I said that very early on, and as I look at the record of what
was done, I can only say that that was the understatement of the
year.

Mr. HATCH. Yesterday afternoon, Mr. Secretary, you had, as you
know, and also heard some harsh words of criticism about the way
the President was served by certain of his advisers, and you men-
tioned that a good adviser should go out of his way to point out the
drawbacks to any plan so that the President could be fully and
properly advised.

Secretary SHULTZ. 'Particularly the more controversial some ele-
ment of it is, that ought to be highlighted.

Mr. HATCH. You said when you are dealing with foreign policy,
you said words to this effect, that the more controversial the ap-
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proach is, the more it is your responsibility to point it out. I believe
that is true, I think it is a valid criticism of Admiral Poindexter
and Colonel North, for that matter.

However, I think it may be equally a valid criticism of you, Cap
Weinberger and of Ed Meese and of Bill Casey, because all of you
are there to provide checks and balances in that process so that no
one part of that process gets out of balance?

Secretary SHULTZ. I am perfectly willing to accept criticism, and
I get it all the time, I am used to it, but in this case, I pointed up
the problems on a number of occasions, and I might say that Secre-
tary Weinberger did so as well, with considerable force and elo-
quence.

Mr. HATCH. I think what I am saying is, I am wondering in retro-
spect, do you have any thoughts on what you, as one of the Presi-
dent's closest advisers, if not his closest adviser on foreign policy,
could have done to have better advised the President? Do you think
that you yielded to temptation when your advice was rejected to
refuse to have anything to do with the project, and in effect, sit
back and wait for the day you could say, "I told you so"?

Secretary SHULTZ. Senator, I said I wanted to know the things I
needed to know to do my job, and I think Admiral Poindexter so
testified here. But particularly in light of the fact that I was in the
doghouse with the intelligence community because of my attitude
toward lie detector tests, I said the operational details of this you
don't have to inform me of, so that if Mr. X goes to City Y to meet
Mr. Z, and you want to keep that a secret, you want to keep that
arrangement to as few people as possible, I said OK, but when it
comes to something that affects my job, I want to know about it.

Mr. HATCH. I agree with regard to the lie-detector test. You were
right on, and courageous to speak out against them the way you
did.

On the other hand, it seems to me one of the major responsibil-
ities you had is to be a vociferous, forceful advocate when you
knew something was out of line and out of sync and out of balance
with the President. And I think because you didn't, there was a
role to be played.

I presume that was one reason why-you did to a degree--
Secretary SHULTZ. I tried to be as forceful as possible. But I

didn't make a sale.
Mr. HATCH. I didn't make those comments at the beginning be-

cause I think that you are not a great Secretary of State. I told you
I understand the difficulties. But now in retrospect, if you had to
do it over, I think hopefully you would have gotten in there and
really let the President know and hopefully you would come up
through all the minions at the Department of State with alterna-
tives to these type of programs.

Look, I said from the beginning of this process that there should
never be a transfer of arms for hostages. This was more than that,
and I think most witnesses, including you, have agreed that at
least that was their intention, to do more than that. Although you
have said you think that is what it ultimately came down to, and it
did.

Number two, I do not believe that the National Security Council
is equipped to do covert actions and to operate them, and I don't
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believe that they should be operating covert actions, although they
do participate as the ultimate consumer for intelligence.

Three, as neat as Oliver North thought the idea was to sting the
Ayatollah and send the extra moneys to the Contras, I don't think
that should have been done.

Number four, I think this points out the difficulties with privat-
ization of foreign policy, but anybody who doesn't understand that
just through human intelligence alone sometimes you privatize for-
eign policy, just doesn't understand foreign policy, but it does point
out the problems.

Number five, you can't let Congress off the hook either, because
we have thrown roadblocks up consistently to a viable foreign
policy on the part of the administration and you more than any
other person understands that, it seems to me, except the Presi-
dent.

I guess what I'm suggesting here is that in addition to providing
good judgment, a truly good adviser needs to support his leader
and help him to implement his plans. I think you have done that
by and large. But that's even if the adviser disagrees with his
leader. I don't think you have to carry out a program you think is
wrong. But I think you have an obligation to come up with alterna-
tives, and I think you have an obligation to point out where it is
wrong, consistently and throughout the process; there were many
aspects of that process.

I will end again by saying that I respect you. I think you have
worked as hard as anybody in our government in the best interests
of our country. I have a lot of regard for you, and I know that you
have done it in the most difficult situation that anybody could be
in outside of the President in most respects. And I think you have
managed it well and you have handled the internal difficulties
within the Department of State well, and there are plenty of those,
and I have respect for you.

And I don't mean by my questions or comments to be overly crit-
ical of you, but I'm sure you did what you thought appropriate
under the circumstances, and it's easy to criticize with the benefit
of hindsight. So I don't want to leave the wrong impression. You
are a truly dedicated American with great skills; I have no doubt
about that. But I do think that the reason you have on that Na-
tional Security Council not just a National Security Adviser but
the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense-

Secretary SHULTZ. The National Security Adviser is not a statu-
tory member of the National Security Council. Let's get that
straight.

Mr. HATCH. He is there and he participates, and you and I know
it.

The reason you have all of these people there, including the Vice
President and the Secretary of Defense, et cetera, is so you have
checks, balances, and ways of getting different ideas when some-
thing like this, a flawed policy like this comes forward. And that is
what has happened here.

Again, it's easy to criticize in retrospect, and I apologize for
having done so, but I want to say I respect you in the process.

Secretary SHULTZ. Could I make one comment, Mr. Chairman. I
know the red light is on.
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To the extent that these hearings are about what went wrong in
order to see what needs to be done for the future, when I testified
in this room on December the 8th and said I didn't give myself an
A plus, I was thinking I guess very much like you were saying-
somehow I should have done more, and that is the answer to what
went wrong.

As I have seen what happened unfold, this vast record that I
knew nothing about at the time, and I tend to be perhaps more self
critical than I need to be, or at least that is-some tell me that-

Mr. HATCH. You do.
Secretary SHULTZ. But my tendency to be self critical on the one

hand has given way to anger at this deception, but, on the other
hand, in thinking about you, about what happened and what went
wrong, I think if you conclude that what went wrong was that the
Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense didn't fight
enough, and if you only had harder fighters around, eveyhing
would be great and that is the end of your investigation, I don't
think you would have made the point.

The point is that what went wrong was a number of things that
go a little deeper than that. What went wrong was that intelli-
gence got mixed up with policy in a way that led to, I think, an
incorrect impression to the President. What went wrong was that a
covert operation was conducted by a staff group that was not ac-
countable to anybody.

Mr. HATCH. Rat is right.
Secretary SHULTZ. What went wrong is that you had a staff

person, the National Security Adviser, in the possession of informa-
tion about some funds, and he had the decision to make all by him-
self, shall I tell the President or not that we can use these funds
for some other purpose. And leaving aside the questions of did the
President know, didn't the President know and so on, that you all
have looked into and come out very clearly, I think, the President
did not know, the more important question is: How is it that that
decision was solely in his hands, and I think that shows what was
wrong. The operation was not in the hands of an accountable
group.

So in kind of reacting to your very nicely couched criticisms
Mr. HATCH. I hope they were.
Secretary SHULTZ. I accept them, and I will take any criticism

anybody wants to give, but I think that you shouldn't delude your-
self in analyzing this into thinking that the problem was just that
some people who should have been more forceful weren't. It is
something different, and you have to look for other explanations,
and I would say whatever, having listened to Secretary Weinberg-
er, he was pretty forceful.

Mr. HATCH. Yes, he was.
Secretary SHULTZ. And he can do it. And I was too.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. Chairman, let me just say this: I appreciate

those remarks, and certainly I haven't deluded myself. I under-
stand the other aspects of this. It still doesn't negate the fact there
was a lot known, even though there was some deception practiced
here.

Last but not least, if you look at the major foreig' policy goals
that are sprinkled throughout the hundreds of thousands of docu-
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ments in this affair, it was a lot more than just arms for hostage
too, and a lot of those goals, in fact most all, were pretty darned
good goals.

The question is how do you do it, and who comes up with the al-
ternative approach that what was superior to what was offered in
this particular case, and I don't think many alternatives were of-
fered.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will stand in recess.

When we return, we will hear from !Pngressman Boland.
[Recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will resume.
Mr. Boland?
Mr. BOLAND. Good afternoon, Mr. Secretary.
You might have given yourself less than an A-plus when you

were here in December before the Foreign Affairs Committee, but I
am going to give you an A-plus for yesterday and today.

When you get to the bottom of the ladder, all the questions that
have been asked, it is almost impossible to think of one that has
not been asked and that you have not answered.

There is just a couple that I will ask as I am conscious of the fact
that you would like a nice week in the country, weekend in the
country, and I think the temperature up in the Berkshires runs
around 80 degrees and that will be a nice place to go for the week-
end.

Mr. Secretary, you have testified that Attorney General Meese
interviewed you in connection with the Iran affair on Saturday,
November 22d, and the committee has received evidence that indi-
cates that your meeting with the Attorney General came shortly
after he was informed that you had notes reflecting your knowl-
edge of the November 1985 HAWK missile shipment.

Did he give you any reason to believe that your notes presented
any problems for the administration?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, sir. He interviewed me to find out infor-
mation that I could give, and I tried to answer all his questions.

Mr. BOLAND. I presume that he indicated the notes were, to him,
might have been very important.

Wasn't he called back from West Point at that time for that
meeting?

Secretary SHULTZ. That I don't know. I heard on late Friday
afternoon or early evening that the President had directed him to
make an investigation and he wanted to interview me. So I came.

I don't know that he talked about notes. He wanted to get infor-
mation that I had. And I believe the information that Judge Sofaer
had used to intervene on a point of fact in some testimony pro-
posed to be given as-and Judge Sofaer's intervention was based on
information that I had probably triggered his interest in me.

Mr. BOLAND. Thank you.
Now, Ambassador Tambs testified that he received instructions

from Colonel North to open a southern military front in Nicara-
gua. He said, Ambassador Tambs, that he complied with those in-
structions because he assumed that they came from the Restricted
Interagency Group, the RIG, on Central America.
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What is your understanding of the limitations on the ability of a
RIG to make policy decisions?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, that interagency group was basically a
coordinating group on the conduct of our Central American policy
chaired by Elliott Abrams, and it was more of a tactical sort. There
were other potential meetings, groups, including, of course, the Na-
tional Security Council Group with the President as the ultimate
authority.

Mr. BOLAND. Now, if the RIG had reached any conclusion on the
advisability of opening a southern military front in Nicaragua,
would you have expected to have been informed about it by your
representative on the RIG?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, major policy changes or developments
would presumably be discussed either in the course of the normal
activity and interaction or in somewhat more formal meetings.

Mr. BOLAND. And, to your knowledge, did Ambassador Tambs
ever question a representative of your Department about the au-
thorization for the instructions given to him by Colonel North?

Secretary SHULTZ. Not to my knowledge. I write a letter to each
Ambassador, and I have been particularly conscious of doing so for
the last few years, that has an explicit paragraph in it about the
chain of command, and who it is that an ambassador should take
his instructions from. And that goes from the President to me and
through the Assistant Secretary of the region involved to the am-
bassador.

Mr. BOLAND. I want to thank you for your appearance here yes-
terday and today. Your testimony has always been candid and com-
plete, and I think it has contributed enormously to our understand-
ing of what happened in this affair and why it went so tragically
wrong. You are a person of enormous experience in and outside of
the government, and very great ability. And as the President's
chief spokesman in foreign affairs, your views should have been ac-
corded far greater respect in the Iran-Contra affair than they were.
Regrettably, you were viewed by the architects of these policies as
an impediment to be circumvented rather than as a voice of reason
to be consulted. Perhaps they feared that had you learned of the
inducements they were offering the Iranians, the manner in which
the transactions were being structured to produce residuals and
the uses to which those residuals were being put, you would have
done what they did not have the integrity to do, to inform the
President.

Because you would not subscribe to a policy which you could not
agree, you have been criticized for not being a good soldier. But
government service, especially at the cabinet level, must involve
more than blind devotion. It demands people who are not afraid to
disagree because they will be accused of being disloyal.

You understand that, and I believe that Ronald Reagan to his
credit understands it, too. Your principal dissent in this affair pro-
vided far greater service to the President and this country than did
the actions of those who with supreme arrogance believed they
could substitute their judgment for that of the President they pro-
feased to serve. And I hope that this particular investigation and
the lessons that will be learned here will sink in with the Ameri-
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can people, because I think they clearly indicate to the American
people what happened and what went wrong.

Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SHULTZ. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. DeWine.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary, for your testimony.
As I have sat-here for the last day-and-a-half I have been trou-

bled by one thing, and I would like to, if I could, Mr. Chairman,
just briefly state that for the record. I fully understand the White
House's decision to instruct you, Mr. Secretary, to come to Capitol
Hill and reveal the conversations that you had with the President
of the United States. I understand why that decision was made. I'm
not even critical of that decision. The President wanted to cooper-
ate with Congress, the President has cooperated with Congress, and
he felt that was the best thing to do under these circumstances.
But I do agree with you, Mr. Secretary, that this should not be and
cannot be considered a precedent, and I just wanted to make sure
that that was on the record.

Secretary SHULTZ. I appreciate your returning to that. It's a very
important principle.

Mr. DEWINE. I think, Mr. Secretary and Mr. Chairman, to
permit the disclosure of intimate conversations between the Presi-
dent and his advisers is really destructive of meaningful and
candid dialogue. My concern stems not from the revelations of the
last day-and-a-half nor from the fear of the truth, but rather from
the chilling effect of pursuing this course. It is essential that the
President and those advising him feel uninhibited in their commu-
nications. They should believe without reservation that their pri-
vate conversations, memorandum can be totally forthright and
candid. To feel otherwise would rob the President, any president, of
the kind of advice he truly needs.

I just have several questions. As Mr. Boland points out, when you
get down to the end of the game here there aren't too many ques-
tions left, Mr. Secretary. But there is a couple areas I would like
for you to clarify and things that I think are uniquely in your
knowledge.

Mr. Secretary, as you know, the last of the Boland Amendments
which went into effect in November, 1985, provided for $27 million
in humanitarian aid for the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters. This
specific law also spelled out this could not be administered by the
CIA nor by the Department of Defense.

Ultimately, this responsibility was turned over to the State De-
partment. Were you in favor of that, first of all, administering that
program?

Secretary SHULTZ. I didn't like the idea. But it came to. be clear
that that was what I had to agree to if we were going to get the
money, and I was very anxious to get the money, and so I said, all
right, if that's what it takes, we'll do it. And I think we did it quite
well.

Mr. DEWINE. Could you describe why you had some reservations
about that and maybe any problems, very briefly, with the limited
time I have, any problems that you may have had in regard to ad-
ministering that? Is there anything about that type of program
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that is maybe tougher for the State Department to administer than
some other agency?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, there are basically two things. Number
one, it was an overtly voted program, that by its nature had to be
administered covertly. And I think that-that is not the State De-
partment's thing to do. That is what CIA does; they administer the
covert action programs. So you-I'm a great believer that we have
different organizations in the Government because there are differ-
ent kinds of functions, and it's a mistake to mix up functions.

So that I think was one principal reason. And the other reason
was that we didn't have any direct experience in administering
that kind of thing in that area. Of course, we-AID had facilities
and so forth and we weren't totally without experience, but we
weren't doing that. So we had to kind of get something going from
scratch, and as I say, I think it was done pretty well.

Mr. DEWINE. You were ultimately criticized by Congress, or at
least one subcommittee of this Congress I happen to serve on, for
the way your department conducted that. Did you think that criti-
cism was justified?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, I don't. I think it was based on an ac-
counting difficulty, really. We were charged with delivering hu-
manitarian aid into a place where we were not permitted to be.
Therefore, it was not possible to put certified public accountants in
that place to account for the fact that what was delivered was actu-
ally delivered and to the people for whom it was intended.

And our only method of verification was through the intelligence
that we were able to gather about it, which fundamentally satisfied
us that by and large it was delivered. But we were not able to
share that intelligence with the GAO md so they said that we, as
far as they were concerned, we couldn't account for it.

So I think that was a misplaced criticism myself.
Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary, Mr. McCollum asked you a question

and he listed a response from you about the Contras. I would like
to ask a specific question about that.

You have always been a very forceful advocate for the Presi-
dent's policy in regards to Central America. There is a discussion
on the Hill that maybe what we should do this year is go for a two-
year appropriation or a long-term authorization and appropriation
in regard to the Contras. Do you have any comments, very briefly,
about that?

Secretary SHULTZ. I think that the greater the extent to which
we can let people see that the United States has staying power
behind its policies, the better those policies will work, and the
quicker they will work. So if we signal that this is something we're
sticking with, unless things change in a favorable direction, I think
it will help to bring about the results that by and large everybody
seeks.

There are arguments about how to go about it. As we know,
that's essentially what this is, but we should make up our minds as
to the degree we did when the money was voted last year and then
the more we can show that capacity to follow through and stay
with it, I think the better off we re going to be.

Mr. DEWINE. Let me switch gears, if I could, Mr. Secretary. I be-
lieve you said yesterday that the intelligence information that was
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supplied by the CIA regarding this whole Iran initiative was not
good, was incomplete or inaccurate.

Could you clarify for me what you meant by that, and just tell
me, if you could, how you came to that conclusion? What made you
think it was bad?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I disagreed with it. That doesn't neces-
sarily make it wrong. But others did, too. But I felt, I felt the anal-
ysis presented in the middle of 1985 was faulty, I felt that by early
86, as I testified in connection with questions from Senator Nunn,
that it had tended to get corrected, I felt that the information
being presented about Iran and terrorism was not on the mark.

And I felt that beyond these specific things, there was, so to
speak, a kind of structural fault in that the intelligence gathering
and assessment function had been joined together with the oper-
ational function, and that tends to at least make you wonder
whether or not the intelligence was affected by the desires of the
people in the operation.

And that may or may not have been true, but I think it gives
you that suspicion and it is better not to have it.

Mr. DEWINE. Did you have independent intelligence that you
were comparing with that, or was this just an instinctive reaction
to it?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, we basically rely on the same sources, but
what happens, as you know, is--

Mr. DEWINE. Communications?
Secretary SHULTZ. -if intelligence flows in and you see it, and

there is general information around, and there is a lot of informa-
tion that is just publicly available, and you are aware of that. And
then a group of people who are the intelligence analysts get togeth-
er and they examine things undoubtedly with greater care and so-
phistication and thoroughness then people who are busily doing
other things can do, and they draw up an estimate, it is a rather
formal process, and present it.

But that doesn't prevent any individual here who sees the flow of
the raw, of the semi-raw or processed intelligence from having a
different view than the systematically presented one.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary, did you tell the President of your
belief that this intelligence information was wrong?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, I did. I told him that I thought that-one
of my problems was that I had become uneasy with the intelli-
gence.

Mr. DEWINE. When was that you told him?
Secretary SHULTZ. I told him that on the occasion in which I re-

signed in the middle of August. I told him that, I wrote it out in
1985 when I responded to a draft NSDD. This didn't necessarily go
to the President, but I registered in my written response which you
have that I questioned the intelligence, I said I have two problems
with this memorandum.

One is an analytical problem, and the other is an operational
problem. And then, in other conversations, I questioned it.

Mr. FASCELL. WIll the gentleman yield at this point, and I will
yield you part of my time?

Mr. DEWINE. I appreciate that. I certainly will. I yield to my
chairman.
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Mr. FASCELL. Isn't it a fact one of the problems you ran into was
information that came to your attention that there was a report
and assessment on Iranian activities dealing with terrorism, it was
over in CIA, and you got the information that that report was
being suppressed by the Director?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I can't remember all of the ins and outs
of it, but I know there was a great controversy about the analysis
of Iran and terrorism, and we in the State Department and I were
troubled by it all, and by the way in which we felt the true situa-
tion was not being allowed to appear. And I don't know about any
suppression of data. I don't recall that.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, I will call your attention to this memoran-
dum when you get a chance. Thank you very much.

Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much.
Mr. FAWSCELL. I yield him whatever time that took.
Mr. DEWINE. If I understand your testimony, you came away

from the January 7, 1986 meeting in the White House with the re-
alization your opposition to arms sales to Iran had really not car-
ried the day, is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. What was presented was a set of things, some
of which I objected to and some of which I didn't object to. The
arms sales were one of the things that was in the package that was
presented, and that was basically what I objected to so strenuously.
The impression I had of the views around the meeting I reported
on, but as I have said here, nothing is ever over, and you can stay
and fight about it and see what happens and so on, and that is
what I did.

Mr. DEWINE. It was after this that you basically or at this time
you basically said that you wanted to know anything that the Sec-
rctary of State needed to know, but you didn't want to know neces-
sarily the operational details, isn't that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct. That's what I said, and I be-
lieve that's about what Admiral Poindexter said, and we agree on
that.

Mr. DEWINE. That is true. What type of information could you
tell us about what type of information a Secretary of State should
have been aware of in this type of operation?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, just to take an extreme, the things that
were part of this nine-point program were sweeping revisions of
policy, and just breathtaking. I will just use that as an example.

However, at various times during this process, as has been
brought out in the testimony, I inquired about what went on. I was
given information about various things which I think perhaps un-
derstandably led me to some conclusions. When I got information
as in early May, I intervened with respect to that information, so
my view and my concerns were certainly known to people.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary, who did you feel was going to supply
you with that information, whose role was it in this case?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, when I asked Admiral Poindexter what
was going on, I expected an answer from him. When he told me
about the planned meeting in Frankfurt, I expected that he would
describe it to me accurately. When I went-

Mr. DEWINE. Basically-
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Secretary SHULTZ. When I went to him about this cable involving
what was told to people in our London Embassy, I expected him to
respond to me candidly about it.

Mr. DEWINE. So you looked to Admiral Poindexter then.
Mr. Secretary, let me, if I could, I see my time is almost up, I

just have a couple comments that I would like to make and then if
you would like to respond in any way, I think I maybe have one
minute or so.

Let me make, if I could, a very brief statement at this point. I
want to thank you very much for your testimony. You have been
very candid. I think you have been a very good Secretary of State.

I have enjoyed having the opportunity on the Foreign Affairs
Committee to work with you.

I think it is clear, the facts are very plain, that you were right
about a lot of this, with regard to the arms sale, you were right
about the whole thing.

In essence, you were a prophet, just about everything you said
was going to go wrong did go wrong.

Having said that, I do feel that after listening to your testimony
and after listening to the evidence for the last 8 weeks, that I am
in general agreement with the Tower Commission.

I think the basic problem, at least in this Congressman's mind,
was that neither you nor the President really knew the essential
facts.

You gave Admiral Poindexter complete authority to decide what
you needed to know.

You took the risk, and it was a risk, that he would give you
enough information about the Iran initiative for you to do your job.

In essence, you left the fox to guard the chicken coop.
Secretary SHULTZ. That is not correct. When I asked him--
Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SHULTZ. No, no. When I asked--
Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary--
Secretary SHULTZ. -about the information I got in Tokyo, I was

not leaving it up to him to decide whether to tell me about that or
not. I was putting information to him and what I got in response
was not accurate.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary, I appreciate your comments, and I
have my thoughts-and I know you have yours, and if I could finish
mine, then you can certainly say anything you want to.

You are a very articulate individual and you have impressed this
committee very much.

If I could say what I think as a Congressman who has sat here
for 8 weeks listening to the testimony and I am in basic agreement
with what the Tower Commission said.

I think it is very clear that you had and have and deserve to
have good relations with the President of the United States. It is
proper. It has been demonstrated very amply when you had what
you describe as a barking session with the President after this
whole thing started tumbling down, you went to the President,
took the bull by the horns, and got the President and got him the
essential fats and you got the facts as well.

So you have that relationship.
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You have been a Secretary of State who has served along with
and through the tenure of four National Security Advisers.

You have been a strong Secretary of State. You are well respect-
ed on Capitol Hill as the last 2 days have amply demonstrated, yet
in my opinion, you let Admiral Poindexter cut you out.

You discussed your resignation on three separate occasions, on
one of those occasions having to do with a polygraph, but you did
not discuss it in regard to what has turned out to be the major for-
eign policy disaster of this administration.

You stated you did not want to know the operational details. In
my opinion, you purposefully cut yourself out from the facts.

In fairness to you, there is no doubt you were lied to, you were
misled and you clearly were deceived. But in hindsight, Congress,
those of us who sit up here, are always good with hindsight, no
doubt about that.

In my opinion, you walked off the field when the score was
against you. You took yourself out of the game.

It seems to me, Mr. Secretary, you permitted Admiral Poindexter
to get between you and the President just as he got between the
President and the American people.

As a result, our foreign policy suffered because the two key play-
ers, George Shultz and Ronald Reagan, were out of the game.

Thank you very much.
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I will just say that is one man's opinion

and I don't share it.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. The Chair recognizes Senator McClure for 10

minutes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I

thank my colleague for accommodating my need to go at this time.
I want to review the record in a couple of respects and what might
surprise you, Mr. Secretary, to go into the record in areas where
we are in agreement rather than seeking out areas where we may
be in disagreement, but before doing that I want to touch back on a
couple of comments made by the Dawa prisoner release because I
am afraid the last 2 days may have left the American people with
the wrong impression about what was proposed, who proposed it
and what it meant and recognizing that in this instance, those
facts that we have are subject to interpretation and therefore inter-
pretations may differ and honest people may come to different con-
clusions.

It was characterized yesterday in bringing the subject up that
the nine point-the Hakim nine-point program included a promise
to get the Dawa prisoners released. I don't read the record that
way. That is not the way I heard it, that is not what I read in the
nine points. I might also point out that the nine points were the
product of Mr. Hakim given to us in a corrupted version of Farsi
that caused a little bit of difficulty to the translators, even to write
it out for us in English, and to check his translation into English
from what was originally written in Farsi.

I think it is important to remember what Mr. Hakim said about
it, the Iranians needed something. It was suggested to us by the
Iranians and the Israelis that this was an important emotional
issue to them and if we just give them a little something to lead
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them on we could let them down later or words to that effect. I
think to extrapolate that into somehow a U.S. Government repre-
sentative position that we were going to promise to get the prison-
ers released is a tremendous extrapolation from the known facts
into the speculative, and I for one don't follow that.

I noted also, and I don't think Senator Rudman intended to mis-
lead anyone, but his remarks might have left the wrong impression
with some who don't know the record as well as some of us who
have been living with it for some time, because in his comments
about the nine points and the Dawa prisoner release he also re-
ferred to that other document that has a discussion about Saddam
Husayn must go. It is important for us to recognize that that is not
a part of the nine points, and it was not included in the Hakim
proposal and as far as I know, was not at any time even represent-
ed to this committee that it had been approved by Admiral Poin-
dexter or presented to the President and approved by the Presi-
dent.

If I may then turn to a number of things upon which you have
testified in the past, and I want to just read a little bit if 1 may
about some of your prior testimony so we won't have to repeat it
all here today. You have argued that Israel's significant role in the
Iran initiative was problematic because Israel's agenda in the
Middle East differs from that of the United States. You also be-
lieved that Israel's participation increased the possibility that the
secret arms sales would be leaked to the press. Those are based
upon excerpts from your earlier testimony.

In the House Foreign Affairs Committee, you said, as far as the
Israeli connections here are concerned, it is quite clear that the Is-
raelis apparently came, back to the people in" the NSC on a number
of occasions and revived this or in one way or another kept it
going. In my judgment it is not correct to in some way try to blame
the Israelis for that. I don't think they can say that they were not
passive, that this is not correct, either. Before the Senate Intelli-
gence Committee you said on June 5, 1985, "in Portugal I sent a
message to Mr. McFarlane complaining about Mr. Ledeen's contact
with the Israelis which had bypassed both Ambassador Lewis and
myself. I said that Israel's record of dealings with Iran indicates
that Israel's agenda is not the same as ours. An intelligence rela-
tionship with Israel concerning Iran might not be one upon which
we could fully rely. I felt that it could seriously skew our own per-
ception and analysis of the Iranian scene."

Again at another place in the hearing record before the Senate
Intelligence Committee you said, on June 7, 1985, "Mr. McFarlane
said it had been on Israeli initiative and that Mr. Ledeen was
acting on his own hook," referring to Mr. Ledeen's visit to Israel.

In the House Foreign Affairs Committee you said on January 5,
1986," Vice Admiral Poindexter told me that Amiram Nir, Prime
Minister Perez's adviser on terrorism, had come to see him to
revive the hostage idea. I said that this presented all the same
problems as before. It would be a payment that blows our policy
and Israel would have an interest in leaking such a deal."

In the House Foreign Affairs Committee you testified, "I have
been told that Newsweek had the story on the Kimche-McFarlane
meetings but did not run it. I noted that Kimche may have leaked
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it deliberately. My impression at the time was that Vice Admiral
Poindexter's remarks to Mr. Nir's idea was negative."

In the Tower Board hearings, you are recorded as having said
the reason for all of that is that "I felt that one of the things Israel
wanted was to get itself into a position where its arms sales to Iran
could not be criticized by us because we were conducting the Oper-
ation Staunch and we wee trying to persuade everybody not to sell
arms. That is what all that is about."

Before the Senate Intelligence Committee you said, "the Israelis
have had an arms relationship with Iran that goes back to the
Shah's day. The Israelis are legitimately concerned. We are, too."

At a later point in the same testimony--
SecretarySHULTZ. That was with respect to Iranian Jews I think,

that comment.
Mr. MCCLURE. "The Israelis must consider the Arab countries as

their enemy, at least technically and sometimes literally at war
with them. We are not. So from the Israeli standpoint, I think it is
reasonable to say that if the Iranians are engaging the Iraqis and
debilitating them, well, so that is all right. I don't want to presume
to speak for the Israelis. Whereas our view is we are better off,
given our interests, if the Iran-Iraq war is brought to an end under
proper circumstances and we are more concerned in terms of our
relationships with the Gulf states and with the Egyptians and
others about Khomeinism than the Israelis are."

That is the end of your quotations. I just want to express my
agreement with the statements that you have made. I think those
several statements actually portray some of the concerns this coun-
try should have had and I think you did have with respect to the
developing policy in which the Israeli interest was so very evident
and their initiative was so very important, and yet their interests
might be slightly different from ours, which is not to condemn
them at all; they were looking after their interest, but it is to say
that the U.S. Government and its representatives should have had
that in mind as they formulated policy. And I think it argues elo-
quently for keeping people in the process who are involved in the
process all the tim.

I also wanted to note that I think that had something to do with
your concern about the intelligence background. Senator Nunn
went into that at some length with you, about your concern about
the background of intelligence upon which all of this initiative was
being based apparently.

It also, it seems to me, bears on the fact that some of the-I don't
want to go back into what Senator Nunn said, but it bears upon
some of the other facts involved in that intelligence background.

You had suggested that your memorandum in regard to the in-
telligence background indicated your objections. The real objections
you had were with respect to the assessment about the political sit-
uation inside Iran and the comparative advantage of the Soviet
Union. When there was an intelligence update in February of '86,
that intelligence update referred primarily to the deteriorating sit-
uation in Iran as had been reported by the Israelis to us and had
been used by Admiral Poindexter and others as a basis of our
policy, a subject to which you had not addressed yourself in your
response to the draft Finding.
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I just wanted to get on the record a number of those things,
which I think are important to our understanding of where we
were.

Let me say too, Mr. Secretary, I have only one disagreement or
one concern with your testimony with respect to Central American
policy. I want to give you a chance to respond, because it seems to
me that I remember you saying at some point that you had been
given some advice, and I don't recall now by whom, somebody I be-
lieve within the State Department, that even though the funds had
been cut off from the U.S. Government, they would get along some-
how and we shouldn't be involved in support to the Contras outside
appropriated funds.

Now, I have a little trouble with that for two reasons. One is I'm
not sure exactly how they would just get along somehow, if that
was the statement, and secondly, I understood it to be the Presi-
dent's policy that we would attempt to do all we could to find
sources of funding for them that were not prohibited by the law,
and that would aid them in bridging over until Congress again
yielded to the pressure of the White House or were persuaded to
vote the continuation of support for the Contra effort.

Do you have any comment with respect to that later point?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, you have given me a cafeteria full of

items, assertions, commentary, some of which I agree with and
some of which I don't. I don't quite know how to--

Mr. MCCLURE. Most of that was yours. I assume you don't dis-
agree with that?

Secretary SHULTZ. Let me make" few points in each of the cate-
gories of your commentary. First of all, with respect to the Dawa
prisoners, I didn't know at the time that I was so upset that there
had been apparently some contacts with the Government of
Kuwait, so I have heard here, by Admiral Poindexter and Colonel
North, and Admiral Poindexter I understood testified to this com-
mittee that he had approved of this nine-point agenda.

So, I don't think it can fairly be described as a flight of Mr.
Hakim's fancy.

Mr. MCCLURE. Did you hear Mr. Hakim's testimony?
Secretary SHULTZ. No-well, I heard bits and pieces.
Mr. MCCLURE. I think you are not being quite accurate to charac-

terize the nine points which he wrote, which were his product, and
to understand them unless you had also heard his description of
them.

Secretary SHULTZ. Let me withdraw from an effort to try to in-
terpret the information that you have been gathering, which I am
not a primary source for. I am really here to testify as a primary
source.

The only comment that bothered me in that respect of yours was
that maybe since they were so interested in the Dawa prisoners, we
should just kind of give them a little something, and I think that is
a problem, when you break over from your principle into the little
something. I remember one of my favorite Senators, maybe because
he was a University of Chicago professor beforehand, was Senator
Paul Douglas, and he used to have a statement about corruption,
and his statement was, it all starts with a cigar.

And I think you have to watch it--
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Mr. MCCLURE. With all due respect to Mr. Hakim, he didn't have
a cigar.

Mr. HYDE. You are right, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary SHULTZ. The second category of information involving

our relations with Israel, as everybody knows, I am a very warm
supporter of a strong relationship with Israel, and I have worked
on that very hard.

However, I think we have to recognize that while our interests
and Israel's interests are parallel in many respects, they are not
always exactly the same, and we have to be smart enough to see
that, and they have legitimate interests which are not necessarily
exactly our interests, and we have to recognize that fact.

When it comes to undertaking something by the U.S. Govern-
ment, then we have to recognize also, however, that we are big
boys and we have to take responsibility for whatever it is we do.
We can't say that well, somebody else suggested it to us, therefore
it is their fault.

We have to take information from where we get it, and look at it
in our own lights, and take action. So, I believe on the one hand
that we do need to look at our interests always, and be careful that
we don't assume that we are parallel, or look at sources of informa-
tion and analyze them and so on, and then in the end, we have to
take responsibility for our own actions.

The third category of your commentary and questions on Central
America, this goes back to 1984, I think, that reference. It was my
impression, which I got from Tony Motley, and from also Mr.
McFarlane, that somehow or other the Freedom Fighters could, in
Tony Motley's phrase, they could rustle up their own money as
long a the needs were not too great. And maybe they could some-
how hang together on $1 million a month, which Mr. McFarlane
said they were getting, and he didn't know from where.

And it seems to me in the long run, on the one hand, if they
were doing that, they were demonstrating their own legitimacy,
which they have done, but, on the other hand, if we are going to be
successful in this policy over the long run, I felt, and I feel I was
right in this, that we have to be able to persuade the Congress to
give support, because if you are talking about a force of 10,000 men
or so and you are talking about $1 million a month, you are not
going very far with that. Just do the arithmetic. So if you are
really going to get somewhere in the end, we have to persuade you
that it is a good idea and get you to go along with it, which you did
last year, and I hope you continue to do.

But that is where we have ultimately to put our bets, and, there-
fore, we have to work with you and try to persuade you and not do
things that will make it more difficult to exercise that persuasion,
and that is what I had in my mind at that time.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, I know my time has expired.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Rudman has 15 minutes remain-

ing. He will yield back 13 minutes and wishes to be recognized for
two.

Mr. RUDMAN. I think at this point in the record, Mr. Chairman,
following on that dialogue, I would like to make a comment here
which the Secretary need not respond to unless he feels he would
like to.

75-986 0-88-7
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On examination of the transcript, it would indicate that I was
discussing with the Secretar the risks that we run when people
who purportedly represent te United States put forth ideas. Let
me point out to my good friend from Idaho that in a transcript that
has been declassified that is part of this committee's record, Colo-
nel North-and he testified with authority-represented to the
second channel representing the Iranian Government that the
President's attitude was that Suddam Husayn must go. Thit is a
transcript from a tape recording of that meeting.

I would make the suggestion-I am addressing this generally to
the Secretary of State-that I would have to assume that if Iraqi
intelligence had come onto that piece of information, hearing that
it was represented to an official of the Iranian Government by an
official purportedly representing the President, and not unlikely
the official was residing in his work in the White House, that that
could cause, I would expect, some problems.

So that was the point on which Senator McClure didn't com-
ment.

Mr. MCCLURE. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. RUDMAN. I would rather not yield, I would rather finish

what I have to say.
Secondly, since there is some misunderstanding about the nine

points, let the record show what the evidence states regardless of
what Mr. Hakim states. The record states Colonel North states
under oath, and I believe him, that he had authority to work with
those nine points. Admiral Poindexter testifies, and I have reserva-
tions about that part of his testimony, that the President approved
the nine points.

Mr. RUDMAN. That's the record. Now, whether that was an offi-
cial U.S. Government policy or not, we know it wasn't. We know it
from the Secretary of State. We now it from our own instinct. But
unfortunately those listening to it thought it might have been and
that is the kind of mischief I was discussing with the Secretary of
State.

Certainly I would say to my friend from Idaho if I had misstated
its context, I had no intent to do so, but I think that is the meaning
of the element.

So I will yield.
Mr. MCCLURE. I only want to affirm what I said earlier, that I

did not think the Senator from New Hampshire had intended to
mislead, but I was afraid the American public might have gotten
the wrong inference because the conversation with respect to
Sadan Hussein was not a part of the nine points, but was brought
into the conversation by the Senator from New Hampshire in con-
nection with the nine points, I was afraid a misimpression had
been left.

Mr. RUDMAN. I appreciate that. My main point was to illustrate
in my examination of the Secretary of State that there were people
running around the world representing themselves as official rep-
resentatives of this government making, I believe, incredible repre-
sentations which if the Secretary had known at the time probably
would have lost what remaining hair he now has.

Chairman INOUYE. The Chair recognizes Senator Sarbanes for 4
minutes.
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Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I just want to put a couple questions and make an

observation.
First of all, I think it is very important for the record, because it

has come up again, but I think you ought to state very clearly who
are the statutory members of the National Security Council.

Secretary SHULTZ. The President, the Vice President, the Secre-
tary of State, and the Secretary of Defense-

Mr. SARBANES. Only those four officials?
Secretary SHULTZ. Those are the four. There are two categories

of statutory advisers. One category is the Director of Central Intel-
ligence and the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the other
category, obviously, depending upon- the nature of the subject, the
Director of the Arms Control Agency and the Director of the U.S.
Information Service.

Mr. SARBANES. But they are advisers, the members are the Presi-
dent, the Vice President, the Secretary of State, Secretary of De-
fense?

Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. I don't want to pursue this now, but I think it

may well be worth exploring whether those four members should
be made aware of all covert Findings, but that is a matter I think
is worth looking at as one way of addressing the problem here.

I want to say a word about the importance of the hearings be-
cause there have been some comments about that implying that
somehow they were a waste of time or a waste of money. -I think
frankly they reflect the strength of our democracy and I think
what has taken place here rather than weakening the Nation will
in the end strengthen the Nation.

It is too bad we had to have the hee rings, but they were proml~t-
ed by these series of events which occurred which are in a sense a
tragedy.

But I think the hearings in the end will bring strength to the
country.

They have shown in my judgment a breakdown or more accu-
rately put, a deliberate breaking down not only of the checks and
balances between the Congress and the executive, in other words,
the relationship between the two independent branches of our na-
tional government, but also a breakdown of the checks and bal-
ances within the Executive Branch itself.

And I think what we have seen is that a web of intrigue and de-
ception was being spun, a compartmented web if such a thing is
possible, and perhaps of even greater concern than what actually
happened is what might have happened, the potential in terms of
what was taking place.

One is the contradiction between announced policies, policies you
were seeking to implement, Operation Staunch, and what was hap-
pening unbeknownst to you.

In fact, in one country they inquired of us whether our arms
transfer policy towards Iran had changed, and they were assured
by our Embassy people it had not, that Operation Staunch was still
in effect, and within a few days we were going to officials of that
country to help us expedite the movement of arms through that
country to Iran. That's but one example.
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But you were placed in this incredible position of in effect be-
seeching and urging other countries to follow this policy at the
same time the United States was pursuing a different policy.

Secondly, and, in my judgment, more important; was the dangers
of an unaccountable covert network operation outside of all estab-
lished channels and legitimate authority. I regard that as chilling.
People were prepared to go outside the constitutional process to
achieve their ends. And in a sense, in the name of supposedly en-
couraging democracy abroad, they were prepared to subvert it at
home.

One of the most distressing features uncovered by this inquiry
has been the revelation of officials exercising significant power who
did not have an understanding of or respect for our constitutional
system.

We put up around the Capitol sayings of our leading public offi-
cials from the past and there's over in the Capitol a statement by
Justice Brandeis which says, "The greatest dangers to liberty lurk
in insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but with-
out understanding."

And I simply want to close, Mr. Secretary, by observing that in
my view, the most salutary feature of your testimony over the last
few days is that you have exhibited that you do understand, that
you understand how American democracy should work, that you
understand the vital and essential proposition that in seeking to
achieve one's policy views, no one is entitled to go outside the con-
stitutional process. You have reiterated that again and again, the
necessity to respect that constitutional process. And because you
have demonstrated, particularly in this year of the Bicentennial of
the American Constitution, your understanding of our system, I'm
grateful to you for your testimony.

Thank you.
Secretary SHULTZ. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Secretary, you are almost on your way home. I

think we have finally got to the end of the line. If I had a KL-43
machine, I would simply send you a secure message, "well-done,"
but not having one, I'll ask a couple of questions.

I'm somewhat confused, frankly, from listening to some of the
comments of my colleagues. I hope we don't confuse the issues, be-
cause I think you have laid some real issues before us that I'm
greatly appreciative of.

You are criticized because you were unpersuasive, yet it appears
to me on more than one occasion that-you.owere informed that the
deal was over, and it appears to me that you were persuasive but
the snake went dead, it kept coming back on more than one occa-
sion.

You were criticized because you did not resign in protest, yet it
appears to me at all times the President of the United States
needed you, it was at this particular time, to try to undo any harm
that might have been done with our relations with other nations,
and when he learned of the true facts, when the President learned
of the true facts, I think that he undoubtedly thought that he
needed you more at that time than at any other time, to try to o n-
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tinue the Staunch program that we had started many, many
months ago.

All of us are against selling arms to Iran under these circum-
stances, yet it appears to me you have placed that decision by the
President in the best light, because you have indicated that he was
misinformed, and I think that his closest adviser, you, the Secre-
tary of State, was in the best position to do that.

So I'm somewhat confused about some of the statements that
have been made. Nevertheless, I don't want myself to get away
from the issues.

One of the most important things I think that you have stressed,
and I'm not on one of the committees that has this jurisdiction, but
with the separation, clear separation of the responsibilities of the
National Security Council and its staff and your office, in the field
of intelligence gathering appears to me to be something that this
Congress ought to address as the President has apparently taken
steps to do so, and I think that is a very critical area for us to
think about. The Constitution which I mentioned in my opening
statement when these hearings-began that the responsibility of the
President under the Constitution is that he shall take care that the
laws of the nation be faithfully executed. I was concerned about
that, but based upon your testimony and others, it appears that the
President could not, if our information is correct, know that the di-
version was in existence, because that was withheld from him, and
I think that obviously, contrary to some of the statements made,
you have been the greatest advocate here in the last 2 days of the
President and of the actions that he took.

As far as the operation to hold the body and soul of the Contras
together, I don't know whether your staff has ever had an occasion
to look at this fact, but it appears to me that of the $18 or $20 mil-
lion in profits or residuals that were accumulated, only about $3
million of that went to the Contras. And of that $3 million, most of
that went for the construction of an air field that was not used. So
I doubt that we could say that this kept the body and soul of the
Contras together.

Has your staff had an opportunity to see where this money
went?

Secretary SHULTZ. My information on the amount of money and
where it went is simply derived from what I read from this investi-
gation, and I think that what you have said is right, pitifully little
of it went to the Freedom Fighters. So I think that's a sad fact.

Mr. JENKINS. It appears to me that those who support the Free-
dom Fighters, including myself, should be more disturbed than the
others, that the money that was allegedly accumulated for that
purpose didn't get there.

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I wasn't, I didn't know about the fund
diversion,but that's not the way to get the funds. But when they
tried to get the funds that way, they didn't succeed.

Mr. JENKINS. The ratio is probably excessive it appears to me.
The last question I want to ask is about the operation of the Na-

tional Security Council. Does the Council meet on a regular basis
and is it their responsibility to take up such matters as the selling
of arms to Iran as well as the diversion, which I understand was
not taken up in your presence?
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Secretary SHULTZ. The National Security Council, either the full
Council or what's called the NSPG meeting, which is just the prin-
cipals with the President, it's a much smaller group, meets quite
frequently, and there are subjects of national security policy, for-
eign policy around the world that are discussed. There is typically
an agenda, you know what you are goin7 to talk about ahead of
time and you prepare for it and there's a discussion and so on.
Sometimes it's kind of information sharing and that kind of thing,
and sometimes it is a meeting designed to inform the President of
people's views and have his decision either at the meeting or subse-
quent to the meeting about some particular matter that's under
review.

The range of issues that are discussed obviously are immense.
Mr. JENKINS. Normally if a decision such as the diversion of

funds-assuming that that was going to come up it would have
come up at that level normally, would it not?

Secretary SHULTZ. The question of-I'll put it this way. The ques-
tion of a covert action which involves doing something that is
funded is discussed typically at an NSPG meeting, and when you
get to that meeting there has been consideration of it by the rele-
vant departments and the legal advisers in the departments, so by
the time you get to a discussion with the President there's been
quite a bit of discussion and probably a consensus reached. And
that is reflected in the discussion and the President then decides
whatever he decides, and I would put this in the category of a
covert action, but there's no, there was no knowledge about this
lind of funds and these kinds of -fund s shouldn't have beer there to
have knowledge about in the first place.

So I don't know quite how to grapple with the question. But
anyway, the process of discussing a question of assistance to a
group of Freedom Fighters somewhere would not normally come up
in that manner.

Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Secretary, I simply want to end by telling you
that when I first saw the nine-point program that has been testi-
fied about here in these hearings, I think that I along with most
members, probably all members of this committee, were shocked,
just as you were, as you have testified, and I'm reassured by realiz-
ing that the Department of State would not have anything to do
with such an agreement.

Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Fascell is recognized for 4 minutes.
Mr. FASCELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I want to emphasize the points you made about

the separation of policy and intelligence and hope that we never
get in this pickle again where the head of the Agency for gathering
of intelligence for the use of all of the clients in government that
need that intelligence is not put in the position either directly or
indirectly where he's driving policy.

I agree with you thoroughly, the information necessary for an in-
dependent policy judgment is vital and that to have information in
a position where it suits the person driving the policy or the lack of
information making it possible to sustain or substantiate the policy
is a very dangerous matter. And that is the reason I raise the ques-
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tion about the fact that there was-have you had a chance to re-
fresh your memory on that subject?

Here was a report on the desk of the Director of the CIA which
pointed out very clearly that Iran was using terrorism at the time
of that report as a weapon, and yet that information was sup-
pressed and not made available to you or anybody else in govern-
ment as far as I know.

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, I have-a note that there was a statement
made by a knowledgeable person in the State Department to the
effect that there was an intelligence report having to do with Irani-
an terrorism which was being sat on. That is just a report that
drifted in.

There was issued in the end a report, a rather controversial one
as I have stated here, on that subject. But the fact that there would
be such, that kind of a fight about an intelligence Finding suggests
an unwarranted connection of the Findings with policy, and that
just gets us back to the subject that you were-

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Secretary, I don't blame you for being. con-
cerned and wary of the information that was being fed to you. I
don't know how you could operate under'thcse conditions. Thank
you very much.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Secretary, so far as I know, we are at
the end of questions now. Do you have a closing statement you
would care to make?

Secretary SHULTZ I would appreciate a chance to make just a
few comments, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAMILTON. Please proceed.
Sccrctary RifuL.z. First of all, I sense an instinict here in the

committee that you need to go through all of the details and ins
and outs of what has been brought before you, but what you really
want to do is raise yourselves up out of these details and reflect on
the meaning and what is to be done to make our wonderful system
of government as good as it can possibly be. And I welcome that
instinct.

And I have offered you some thoughts about which we have dis-
cussed, about the separation of intelligence from policy, about the
nature of the Cabinet and accountable government, as I see it, and
the implications of that for staff operations of various kinds, in-
cluding yours perhaps, and about the need, as you see it, to reflect
together on what separation of powers means, about our separate
functions that we have to discharge ourselves and about the impli-
cation of that obviously for the sharing of power and the obvious
difficulty-of sharing power, but the importance of sharing power in
an effective way.

I want to say to you and through you to the Members of the Con-
gress that as you engage in this kind of reflection, or as we work
together on this delicate and central problem, that I want very
much to help and be a part of that constructive effort. And I pledge
that to you.

But this has to do with part of what you have been discussing.
Another part of what you have been discussing has to do with our
foreign policy and America's place in the world, and I would just
like to offer a few thoughts about the future, looking ahead. Be
cause it is my view that for the past few ye rs, and right now
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things are going very much our way, that the basic idea of freedom
is the revolutionary idea, whether you are talking about political
organization or whether you are talking about economic organiza-
tion, it is on a roll.

I see the potential of big changes coming-about in the future, a
potential. Who knows? But I don't think it is out of the question
that a different kind of relationship with the Soviet Union can be
built if we go about it right, and obviously we have to go about it
with our guard up, but we need to go about it.

It seems to me clear, as you look to the future, as the world GNP
grows, as it is dispersed around the world, we will see more and
more countries that have genuine capability because they will have
a size that will make our world different than it has ever been
before. The notion of a bi-power world has long since gone, and we
will have a diverse world where capability is widely dispersed. I
think that is clear.

It is also clear that just as capacity will be distributed, capability
is distributed. There are smart people everywhere. And there are
people all over this world that are working very hard, along with
their smarts, so that this spread of capability and capacity is going
to change the structure of the world economy and the strategic sit-
uation, and we have to try to understand it.

There is a, I think, gigantic amount of change in technology to
go with this. We can see processes replacing materials. The old
notion that everything depended upon raw materials is beginning
to fade.

I think a clear and obvious example that everybody can see is the
way in which fiber optics are substituting for copper, but that is just
an example.

So, we see. this structure changing. I think we can see that
advances in biotechnology are changing the ability to feed ourselves,
and particularly when you combine that with obvious points of how
economic activity can be organized to promote production of food.

Malthus is being stood on his head. The capacity to produce food is
not the limit on the population of the world. The capacity to
produce food is -very great. Our difficulty when we see pockets of
hunger is in the distribution, and sometimes in natural disasters,
but this can be faced up to. -

So, that is a change. Information technology in its generic sense
is having a profound effect on everything. Financial markets are
now worldwide, there is no other way to think about them. The
production and trading of goods is worldwide.

When people talk about a world car, that is exactly what it is, it
has things from everywhere in it. I see all the lawyers here, I dare
say that the way you practice law is to a certain extent profoundly
affected by information technology, the way you do research about
medicine and health is profoundly affected, the way you conduct di-
plomacy, the whole thing is different.

And this change is a change that favors societies that are open.
Because it is open societies that are accustomed to the free flow of
information, and closed and compartmentalized societies have diffi-
culty with it.
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So, it flows in our favor. It is a cliche to say it is a small world,
but it is a small world. We are a big part of it. There is no way
that we can once again, as we did after World War I, sort of
remove ourselves from the world, it is impossible.

The only question is: How effectively are we going to engage and
how well our interests are served in our foreign policy will depend
upon the nature of that engagement. And one of my fears right
now is that somehow, as we look at all of the difficulties, and some
of the things that you have brought out, that there will be a tend-
ency for people to throw up their hands and say, stop the world, I
want to get off.

We can't get off. We have to be engaged. It is extremely impor-
tant to do so. And when we do so, that future can be a wonderful
future for America.

So, we need to do everything we can to get our house in order
and keep it in order, to recognize how fruitful and beneficial to the
interests of the United States have been development in foreign
policy around the world, and to try to sense what is out there in
the future and undeotand-it--an4-debate it-and talk about it, so
that we can adapt our policies in a way to engage those great op-
portunities to the best possible advantage.

And I believe if your hearings can produce those deeper reflec-
tions on how we proceed with respect to the kind of content that
we must address, it will have been a very useful set of exercises,
even though painful in many ways, difficult in many ways and cer-
tainly arduous for all of you.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the courtesy with which
you and your colleagues have treated me, and I appreciate the op-
portunity to appear before you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Inouye?
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Secretary, in behalf of the members of

the Senate Select Committee, I wish to thank you for your most
profound and meaningful testimony. In a few days, we will begin
the process of drafting our final report, and I can assure you
throughout this process, your wise words will be etched in our
minds.

Mr. Chairman, when the gavel is struck in a few moments to call
this hearing in recess, it may very well be the last time you will be
presiding over the hearing of the joint panel. Because next week
we will be going.to the Senate Caucus Room. And so, on this histor-
ic occasion, I wish to thank you for your leadership in this most
difficult investigation.

You have displayed throughout all the hearings an extraordinary
patience. You have shown meticulous fairness, and each day and
every moment, you have been a gentleman of good grace and much
wisdom.

For all of that, we thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Senator Inouye.
I might give you a word of encouragement, and that is it is a lot

easier in this chair when you don't have to contend with a defense
lawyer out there. I do not view the fact that I will no longer be
presiding as an altogether unhappy circumstance, I might say.

Mr. Secretary, you have spent 2 full days with us. AndIknow
that is a large hunk of time for a Secretary of State. And we deeply
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appreciate it. And I will not try to sum up. I simply want to say
that I think the importance of your testimony for us is that you
have really changed the focus of the committee's work.

Up until your appearance, we really have been focusing on the
question of what went wrong, and in a sense, that is the easy part
of our work, though it hasn't been easy. And I think from now on,
as you have said several times in the course of your testimony, we
have to begin to focus on what needs to be done, what kinds of con-
structive suggestions we can come up with to make this system of
ours work better, and I noted with particular appreciation your
offer just a moment ago to work, to continue to work with this
committee as we develop the recommendations for our report, and
I want to assure you that we will call on you as we work through
that report for additional advice from you.

I suspect these 2 days have not been easy for you, even though
you have had a vast amount of experience testifying before Con-
gressional committees. And all of us appreciate that.

So, we wish you a very pleasant weekend, and we wish you the
continued opportunity to serve this country with distinction, as you
have done, and with that, the joint hearings are recessed until
Tuesday, July 28th at 9:00 a.m. in the Senate Caucus Room, when
we will hear from the Attorney General. Senator Inouye will be
presiding, and I ask unanimous consent that GPS-66 be made a
part of the record. Without objection, so ordered.

Chairman HAMILTON. And we stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 5:25 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

conveneat"00_am_,Tuesday,JuLy_28,1987,] -- _ ___
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The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:00 a.m., in
room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INOUYE. The Select Committees will please come to
order.

Mr. Attorney General, welcome, sir.
Attorney Genal-MEE Th ---k-y-tu.
Chairman INOUYE. Will you please rise and take the oath.
[Witness sworn,]

TESTIMONY OF HON. EDWIN MEESE, IIl, A O'RNEY
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Nields.
Mr. NIELDS. Good morning, Mr. Attorney General.
Attorney General MFzsE. Good morning, counsel.
Mr. NIE ws. I understand you have a statement.
Chairman INOUY&. Mr. Attorney General, do you have an open-

ing statement?
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, 1 do. And I

believe copies have been distributed. With the permission of the
chair, I would like to have the entire statement submitted as part
of the record, but with your permission I will only read parts of it,
in the interest of time.

Chairman INOUYE. Without objection, so ordered.
Attorney General MEEsE. Chairman Inouye, Chairman Hamilton,

members, and counsel of these committees:
I welcome this opportunity to come before these committees and

assist in your review of this administration's Iranian policy initia-
tives, as well as other activities that were aimed at providing fund-
ing for the freedom fighters in Nicaragua. A number of witnesses
have preceded me and provided an accounting of the policy deci-
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sions that were made and that were not made, and have described
efforts undertaken for the ostensible purpose of furthering those
policies.

Before continuing that description, let me discuss briefly my role.
As the Attorney General of the United States, it is, of course, one
of my responsibilities to serve as the nation's chief law enforce-
ment officer. In that capacity, I am privileged to assist the Presi-
dent in making sure that the laws of the United States are faithful-
ly executed.

In addition, as prescribed in the Judiciary Act of 1789, which cre-
ated the office of Attorney General, I am assigned the responsibil-
ity of providing legal advice and opinions to the President on such
matters and at such times as he directs.

Further, the Attorney General is and has been since 1791 a
member of the President's Cabinet, and thus has the distinctly sep-
arate role as one of the general advisers to the President and the
Executive Branch.

My exposure to the Iran-Contra matter was not confined to any
one of those areas of responsibility, but from time to time has
touched them all. believe that one can better understand and ap-
preciate my limited role in the events of the period by understand-
ing in which of the several capacities I was approached for advice
and assistance.

Some 8 months ago the President asked me, as his principal legal
adviser, to develop a factual overview of the events relating to the
Iranian initiative. During that hectic weekend in November, 1986,
we were able to piece together a basic outline of what is now
known as the Iran-Contra story, which has been essentially validat-
ed-during-the-extensive- investigations-which have-occurred-since.

I mention this because after many months of televised hearings
and intensive press coverage, some might understandably have dif-
ficulty recalling that, as we embarked on our factfmding inquiry
on the 21st of November, 1986, few people inside or outside the
Government understood the true nature and scope of the Iran
matter, let alone knew of the many details of the related activities
and events. I certainly had no such detailed knowledge.

My first exposure to the Iran initiative was in reality rather
brief. I recall on the 7th of January, 1986 being asked to attend a
meeting with the President in the Oval Office, along with other
members of the Cabinet and certain members of the White House
staff. Parenthetically, let me state that my calendar shows, and I
have been told by others, that on the previous day, the 6th of Janu-
ary, the Deputy Attorney General, Lowell Jensen, and I met with
Lt. Col. Oliver North, who gave us a short briefing on an Iranian
initiative. I do not specifically remember that meeting, but I am
satisfied that it took place.

At the meeting on the 7th of January in the President's office,
Admiral Poindexter and Director Casey raised the proposed Iran
initiative. As described, the initiative involved overtures to more
moderate elements in Iran, and the cultivation of a relationship
that could in the future be to the geopolitical advantage of the
United States.

The pros was also described as possibly helping to end the
long Iran-Iraq War. The initiative was also seen as a means of de-
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creasing Iranian sponsorship of terrorism, forestalling Soviet de-
signs on the area and gaining Iranian assistance for the release of
the Americans then being held hostage in the Middle East.

We discussed the Israeli suggestions concerning the initiative, es-
pecially concerning a transfer of arms from the United States and
assistance in the release of hostages from Iran, as a means of estab-
lishing with each side the good faith of the other. I was present at
that meeting both as the President's legal adviser and as a member
of the Cabinet and of the NSC.
-One-legal- issue that-was raised-concerned the appropriate statu-

tory authority for an arms transfer as part of the strategic initia-
tive. Based on my familiarity with a 1981 opinion by then-Attorney
General William French Smith, I concurred with the view of Direc-
tor Casey that it would be legal for the President to authorize arms
transfers pursuant to the National Security Act.

Admiral Poindexter and Director Casey favored the initiative.
Secretary Shultz and Secretary Weinberger opposed it. My own
counsel was that, while a very close question, the benefit seemed to
slightly outweigh the risks, especially since I had the impression at
that time that a timeframe of 30 to 60 days was contemplated and
that the risks were, therefore, short-term.

It's my recollection that the meeting included a brief discussion
that a Presidential Finding would be necessary because of the pro-
posed involvement of the Central Intelligence Agency. I believe
there was also a discussion of the necessity of notifying Congress
and the legality of delaying that notification because of the ex-
treme hazard to the hostages and others. I do not recall anyone at
the meeting arguing in favor of immediate notification.

--- With -regard-to-the-legality-of-the-deay,I-do-recall-stating -that-I
believed a short delay was appropriate but wanted to examine the
statute before I agreed that such a postponement would be permis-
sible. At the conclusion of the meeting the President decided that
the project was worth pursuing and directed Admiral Poindexter
and Director Casey to proceed.

I should add parenthetically that it was not my understanding at
the meeting that anyone was discussing arms-for-hostages transac-
tions or that the President understood the proposal in those terms.
Quite the contrary, no deals were to be made with any of the
groups who had taken or were holding American hostages. The
President was very firm on this point. A limited number of defen-
sive weapons were to be sold to certain Iranians to demonstrate the
United States' good faith. They, in turn, as a display of their good
faith, were to negotiate separately with forces in Lebanon for the
return of the American hostages. No direct dealings with the hos-
tage-takers nor the payment of any type of ransom was ever con-
templated.

Following the meeting on the 7th of January and over the next
10 days, I attended one or possibly two follow-up meetings which
included Director Casey, Admiral Poindexter, CIA General Counsel
Sporkin, and myself. The one meeting that I most clearly recall
took place on the 16th of January, 1986. I believe that Secretary
Weinberger also attended at least part of that meeting. We dis-
cussed section 501 of the National Security Act, the law involving
notification to Congress of certain covert activities. General Coun-
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sel Sporkin explained his analysis of the statute. After reviewing
the statute, I concurred with the Central Intelligence Agency's
advice that notification to Congress could, in the circumstances, be
postponed due to the imminent danger facing the hostages.

In this regard, I should emphasize that the expectation at the
meetings that I attended in January was that the administration
would notify Congress as soon as possible after the hostages were
on board an airplane, out of the Middle East, and under the control
of the United States. -

There was no desire or plan, to my knowledge, to keep this
matter from the Congress. There was simply a recognition that this
was a highly sensitive activity and that human lives were at
stake-the lives of the American hostages and the lives of the more
pragmatic Iranian elements who were willing to attempt a rela-
tionship with the United States.

We were all acutely aware that if word of the initiative got out,
however innocently or inadvertently, it would likely be fatal to the
hostages and to others helping in their release.

It is precisely because of this concern that knowledge of this op-
eration within the administration was so closely held and shared
on only a very strict need-to-know basis.

Indeed, I was among those not kept advised of the Iranian initia-
tive after rendering the advice that I mentioned in January of '86.

Apparently there was no continuing need for me to know of ef-
forts undertaken to implement this program. And in that regard I
had not been included as a necessary participant in 1985 when the
concept of an Iranian strategic initiative had first been suggested
and developed. And I, along with some other members of the Na-
tional Security Council, had not been informed at any time in 1985
about any arms shipments that occurred during that year or about
any related Presidential Findings prepared or signed prior to Janu-arf 1986.had no awareness of such matters until I learned of them for

the first time in November 1986, and thereafter.
As the testimony of others before these committees has indicat-

ed, there were only two occasions that I can recall in the summer
of 1986 when Department of Justice matters prompted a conversa-
tion between me and Admiral Poindexter that related to the Irani-
an initiative. On both occasions I acted in my capacity in those
matters as the country's chief law enforcement officer.

The first arose as the result of an inquiry from within the De-
partment of Justice concerning a criminal investigation originating
in New York, relating to arms smuggling to Iran. The suspects in
that investigation alleged that the U.S. Government had author-
ized their arms sales.

Criminal Division attorneys had asked that I check to be sure
that no such authorization existed. I, therefore, called Admiral
Poindexter and received his assurance that the arms sales in ques-
tion had not been authorized and were not connected with the Ira-
nian initiative. A declaration was subsequently filed in court, I be-
lieve, that stated this fact.

The second incident occurred around the end of October 1986.
Admiral Poindexter telephoned me and inquired about a Federal
investigation which included an air carrier known as Southern Air
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Transport. He advised that the airline was involved in efforts con-
cerning the Iranian initiative that were at a criical stage. He,
therefore, asked whether it might be possible to delay a scheduled
visit of investigators to Southern Air for around 10 ays so as not
to disrupt this activity relating to the Iranian initiative.

I informed Admiral Poindexter that we obviously could not
impede, weaken, or interfere with the investigation, but that I
would check with FBI Director Webster to ascertain if it might be
possible to delay certain nonurgent aspects of the inquiry.

Through Associate Attorney General Trott, who handles the
criminal matters within the department for me, I was informed by
Director Webster on the 30th of October 1986 that the delay could
properly take place without in any respect adversely affecting the
investigation.

I have since been advised by Director Webster that this is pre-
cisely what occurred, that the investigation of Southern Air Trans-
port resumed on November 26th and that it was in no way preju-
diced by that delay.

In early November of 1986, events occurred which were of great
consequence to the Iranian initiative. On or about the 4th of No-
veinber, following publication of a story in a Middle Eastern jour-
nal, American newspapers began to print widely varying accounts
of this matter.

Therefore, on the 7th of November I advised Charles Cooper, the
Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel-which
is the office that assists me in my responsibility as legal adviser to
the President and the Executive Branch, including on matters re-
lating to national security-that his efforts would probably be
needed on the legal issue-that might-arisein-egardctol-the Iranian
initiative.

The following Monday, which was the 10th of November, I at-
tended a meeting with the President and other advisers, at which
the Iranian initiative was generally discussed.

On the 13th of November, the President addressed the nation on
the Iranian activities. Six days later, on the 19th of November, he
held a press conference on the subject.

At Admiral Poindexter's invitation, I attended a meeting in his
office the next afternoon, the 20th of November, with Director
Casey, Assistant Attorney General Cooper, and for most of the time
National Security Council staff counsel Paul Thompson and Lt.
Col. North. There may have been others present from time to time.

I was invited to that meeting as the President's legal adviser, to
review the legal aspects of the Iranian initiative prior to adminis-
tration witnesses being called upon to give scheduled testimony
and briefings before the Congress.

I recall seeing for the first time at that meeting a draft chronolo-
gy of events that, from all appearances, had been prepared earlier
in the day by the National Security Council staff.

In addition, drafts of proposed testimony were distributed-
again, which I was seeing for the first time. Those documents were
reviewed and discussed, and corrections and revisions were made at
the suggestions of those who had knowledge of specific events.
of Mr. Chairman, questions have been raised during prior hearings
of these committees here about my participati,, in this meeting

I
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and whether I so-called acquiesced in the statements included in
the proposed testimony being prepared.

The truth is, I did not at the time have knowledge sufficient to
allow me to make any sort of judgment regarding the accuracy of
the proposed testimony, or the prepared chronology, or the revi-
sions or corrections that were being suggested.

You will recall that the Iranian operation had been rigorously
compartmentalized and only those, as I stated earlier, with a need
to know were brought into the planning and the implementation.

Thus, while I was generally aware on the 20th of November 1986
that there may have been arms transfers to Iran by Israel in 1985,
I had no personal knowledge about such shipments, about our role
(if any) in assisting with the transfers, or about the contemporane-
ous knowledge of other administration officials concerning the de-
tails of these shipments.

It was after that meeting, late in the evening, when I first
learned in a secure telephone conversation with Mr. Cooper-I hap-
pened to be at West Point, New York, at the time-that there were
apparent differences in the recollections of the Secretary of State,
former National Security Assistant Robert McFarlane, and perhaps
others. I was concerned that great care be taken to resolve these
differences so that accurate testimony would be given at the con-
gressional hearings and briefings that were scheduled for the next
day.

I believed that, because the Iranian initiative had been such a
highly sensitive matter, and because it had been so rigidly com-
partmentalized, no one seemed to have all the facts and all seemed
to me to be trying to piece together various parts of the story with-
out full knowledge of the events.

As a consequence, there appeared to be considerable confusion as
to what occurred when, and the many conflicting and inconsistent
news stories only seemed to exacerbate the situation.

It was for this reason that I went to see the President the next
day. I advised him of my concerns and recommended that he have
someone undertake a fact-gathering review into the Iranian initia-
tive to ascertain a fuller and more accurate picture of the events
and the activities that had occurred.

The President agreed totally with my assessment and directed
me to commence an immediate review. I had indicated that I would
be willing to do that if he so decided.

He asked that I complete this task before the National Security
Planning Group meeting which was to be on this subject and that
had been scheduled for 2:00 p.m. on Monday, the 24th of Novem-
ber.---

It might be helpful if I spend just a few minutes on the activity
that took place during that weekend.

The essential point to keep in mind is that our purpose was not
to conduct a criminal investigation. Indeed, on the 21st of Novem-
ber there was no hint that criminal activity was in any way impli-
cated in the Iranian arms transactions. Indeed, I later learned that
the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice had separately
conducted its own independent review of criminal statutes that
might possibly be involved and, as reflected in a memorandum
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dated the 22d of November 1986, found no basis to suspect that
crimes had been committed.

Early Friday afternoon-this is now the 21st of November, after
my meeting with the President, I discussed the matter of the fact-
gathering inquiry with FBI Director William Webster, who con-
curred that it would be inappropriate to utilize FBI investigators.
Our purpose, plain and simple, was to find out what the facts
really were and report to the President.

I, therefore, put together a small team of lawyers who were
knowledgeable about national security matters and proceeded to
systematically talk with each of the persons having information
about the Iranian initiative and to review the applicable docu-
ments.

As Secretary Shultz said in his testimony last week, our efforts
in the space of just over 3 days turned up the essential facts that
are still the essential facts today. Obviously much more informa-
tion and many additional details have been uncovered by the vari-
ous investigations, including those by these committees, and the
months of effort that have taken place since that weekend.

But the basic outline of facts that the President and I related to
Congress and to the public on the 25th of November 1986 remains
intact today.

From the afternoon of Friday, November 21st through the
evening of Monday, November 24th, a number of people were inter-
viewed, documents were examined, and information was obtained
from the relevant agencies that had participated in the strategic
Iran initiative. Much of the information we obtained has previously
been provided to these committees by the witnesses that have ap-
peared before you and in the depositions and the documents which
are part of your record.

Therefore, I will not chronicle in detail the events of that week-
end, but I will, of course, be happy to respond to any questions you
may have about it.

During our review, we discovered facts indicating that funds ob-
tained from the arms transfers in Iran had been diverted to the
Democratic Resistance forces in Nicaragua. I brought this informa-
tion to the President, who determined that it should be reported
promptly to the Congress and to the American people and that im-
mediate corrective action should be taken.

Therefore, on Tuesday, the 25th of November 1986, a briefing for
congressional leaders was held at 11:00 o'clock and a news confer-
ence was conducted at noon.

Although our information was by no means complete at that
time, [and we recognized that much investigative activity would
follow, the President requested that I disclose all that we had
learned to date so that there would be no claim of withholding of
information or charge of coverup.

Several actions were immediately commenced to pursue the nec-
essary followup investigations ar remedial actions.

The President announced that he was convening a special review
board to investigate and make recommendations to ensure that the
mistakes made in implementing national security policy in this
case would not occur again.
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We also took immediate action concerning the possible criminal
law implications of the information which had been uncovered. I,
therefore, met with Assistant Attorney General William Weld, who
heads the Department's Criminal Division, and headed it at that
time, to discuss the initiation of an investigation by his attorneys
and the FBI into the possible violation of criminal statutes. That
process was well under way by the same evening.

I also directed Deputy Attorney General Arnold Burns to contact
the White House Counsel to secure all files in the NSC offices.

As these steps were being taken, it was clear to me that the initi-
ation of an independent counsel was probable. The activities of the
Criminal Division included the initial inquiry to determine wheth-
er the legal and factual predicates required by the independent
counsel statute were present.

By the 2d of December, I had concluded that seeking an inde-
pendent counsel was appropriate and advised the President of this
fact.

On the 4th of December, the formal request for assignment of an
independent counsel was presented to the Special Division of the
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. That request
was ultimately granted and Lawrence Walsh, as you know, was ap-
pointed as independent counsel. Since then, I have continued, in ac-
cordance with the President's wishes and my own best judgment, to
be fully supportive of and cooperative with all the official inquiries
into this matter.

Today is my sixth session of testimony on this matter. Others in
the Department and elsewhere in the administration have also ap-
peared multiple times, and there has been an unprecedented will-
ing disclosure of perhaps millions of pages of sensitive government
documents.

That in brief, Mr. Chairman, is my knowledge of events sur-
rounding the matters under consideration-by these committees, but
I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge one of the often-stated
goals of these hearings-the need for a constructive relationship
between the executive and the legislative branches in the conduct
of foreign policy.

It is in the spirit of hoping to assist you in your examination of
the facts and in contributing toward the cooperation between our
respective branches of government that I am pleased to be here
before you today, and I welcome any questions yow the members of
the committees, and your counsel may have.

[The prepared statement of Edwin Meese, III, appears in appen-
dix B.]

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Attorney General.Chnrm, 1 1otrE. Mr-. Nietds.
Mr. NIELDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning once again, Mr. Attorney General.
In August and September of 1985 and then again in November of

1985, Israel made certain shipments of weapons to Iran, and I
think you have already covered this, but I want to make it clear.

Did you have any knowledge of either of those shipments at the
time?
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Attorney General MESE. I have no recollection whatsoever of
having any knowledge of those shipments at the time, Mr. Nields.

Mr. NIELDS. There was a Finding drafted by the CIA and specifi-
cally its general counsel, Mr. Sporkin, on the 25th of November
1985, which was eventually signed according to the testimony of
Admiral Poindexter, on December 5th, 1985. Were you consulted in
any way in connection with that Finding?

Attorney General MEESE. No, Counsel, I was not.
Mr. NIELDs. And did you have any knowledge of it at the time?
Attorney General MEESE. I had no knowledge of it at the time.
Mr. NIELS. I take it then that your first knowledge of the so-

called initiative involving arms sales to Iran came in January of
1986?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I think you have testified or in your opening state-

ment you have already said that you had at least three meetings,
one of which I think you recall only through looking at records,
which was the one on the 6th of January?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And one on the 7th of January.
Attorney General MEESE. That I recall very well.
Mr. NIELS. And one on the 16th of January and maybe one

other?
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I am not going to ask you to go through these meet-

ings again since you have already described them in your opening
statement, but I take it, it is fair to say that the one on the 6th
involved Oliver North?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, it did.
Mr. NIELDS. And the one on the 7th included various members of

the Cabinet, Director Casey, Admiral Poindexter, Secretaries
Shultz and Weinberger, and the President?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, and also the Vice President, I
believe-I don't know whether you mentioned Donald Regan, the
Chief of Staff of the White House, and it is possible there may have
been one other person there from the NSC staff. I can't remember
for sure.

Mr. NIELDS. And the one on the 16th included at least Admiral
Poindexter, General Counsel Sporkin, Secretary Weinberger, and
yourself?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, and I believe Director Casey was
there.

As to Secretary Weinberger, I am not sure that he was there for
the entire meeting, but I believe he was there for at least part of
the meeting. I donqt have as good a recollection of his presence.

Mr. NIELDs.1 take itthat one of-thA issues on whi-h you were
consulted during these meetings was the policy question of whether
it was wise to sell arms to Iran under the circumstances?

Attorney General MEESE. In the meeting on the 7th of January
with the President, the issue of whether the Iranian initiative, and
it was never confined to selling arms per se, it was a total initia-
tive, it had several objectives which I related in my opening state-
ment, but to just again refer to them, first it was always in the
light of this being a very dangerous area of the world. The pres-
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ence of the Soviet Union and the menace to the region by the
Soviet Union was one that was a part of the total backdrop of the
discussion.

The initiative had to do, first of all, with the objective of develop-
ing a channel of communication with elements in Iran. Iran has
several factions in its government and it was felt that one of the
factions or representatives of one of the factions might be amena-
ble to continuing communications so that we would be able to in-
crease our influence over that government either in the near
future or in the distant future when there would be a change in
that government.

Secondly, an objective was to use contact with that element to
try to end the Iran-Iraq war.

A third objective was to again, through that medium, through
those forces, to try to decrease Iranian participation in or sponsor-
ship of terrorism.

And fourthly, to try to use-to encourage that group to use their
influence to assist in the obtaining of the release of hostages that
were being held in the Middle East.

The transfer of weapons was a part, as I mentioned in my open-
ing statement, of reciprocal good faith on both sides and the issue
was discussed at great length, that was the primary discussion in
the meeting on the 7th of whether this should be done or not.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it that, I think you said it, you recognized it
as a risky proposition, but on balance, you thought it should go for-
ward. I gather or I guess I would like to ask you whether a factor
in your thinking was the question of whether the venture was
likely to succeed?

Attorney General MEESE. It was in part whether it was likely to
succeed. There were risks involved in terms of the people who were
involved in Iran. There were questions as to whether it would suc-
ceed. There were questions, frankly, about whether it was a good
idea to include the transfer of arms as a part of the showing of
good faith.

All of these were aspects that were discussed at that meeting.
Mr. NIELDS. Did anyone at that meeting or any of the other

meetings during January make reference to the fact that Benjamin
Weir had been released simultaneous with an earlier transfer of
weapons?

Attorney General MEESE. Counsel, I cannot recall whether that
was mentioned or not at that meeting.

Mr. NIELDS. Did anyone make any reference to any of the prior
history of this initiative at that meeting?

Attorney General MEESE. No. At that meeting I do not remember
any reference to the prior history of the initiative. I have thought
afterwards that it is possible some people might have made allu-
sions to it, but I wouldn't have had the background to pick up the
allusion if they had.

Mr. NIELDS. Did anyone, for example, make reference to the pos-
sibility that as a result of what had gone before it would be danger-
ous to the hostages' lives to stop now?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I don't recall anything of that
nature. Everything that I recall about that entire meeting was that
the whole project was prospective in nature.
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Mr. NIELDS. Did anyone make reference to the fact that the most
recent transaction, the one which you now know occurred in No-
vember of 1985, had caused the Iranians to be angry that it had
been botched, and that it wes important to repair the situation?

Attorney General M&zsz. No, sir, I don't recall any discussion
such as that.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it that another issue on which your advice
was sought was the propriety of not notifying Congress at the time.

Attorney General MEFSE. There was a brief discussion of that-
actually I think Director Casey raised that issue, said that he and
his counsel felt it would be appropriate to delay the notification of
Congress. There was discussion about notifying Congress as soon as
possible, and I believe there was discussion at that session that we
wouldn't even wait until the hostages were back in Weisbaden, I
think that is where they had planned to take them, but as soon as
they were on board the planes and under U.S. control, that there
would be an immediate notification of Congress.

Mr. NiELDs. And I take it eventually you concurred in that proce-
dure?

Attorney General MEESE. I said I thought that that was correct,
but I wanted to check the law first, which I did, and then gave my
views in more detail or at least my concurrence with the CIA view
on 16 January.

Mr. NIELDs. Did anyone tell you during any of these meetings
that the President had one month earlier signed a Finding in con-
nection with this initiative which called for postponed notification
to Congress?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I cannot recall any mention of
that at all.

Mr. NIELDS. And that includes General Counsel Sporkin at your
meeting on the 16th?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Made no reference whatever to the prior Finding?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall any reference whatsoever

to any prior Finding that had been signed by the President.
Mr. NIELDS. What was the-I thin kyou have already given the

practical basis for your judgment that postponed notification was
warranted. What was the legal basis for your judgment that it was
permissible?

Attorney General MEESE. The legal basis was that Section 501(b)
of the National Security Act of 1947 provides that the President, if
there has not been prior notification under Section 501(a), shall
make timely notification of the Congress.

Mr. NIELDS. Were you aware at the time, either your initial con-
versation on the subject or after you had checked the statute, of
view s expressed in the-egis ative historyby Members of-Congress
and most significantly the chairman of the Senate Committee who
is presiding today, Chairman Inouye, that the only circumstance in
which prior notification could "e foregone would be where the exec-
utive did not have time to notify Congress in advance?

Attorney General MsEES. I am not sure that I was aware at that
time. Since that time I have looked into the legislative history, and
I have seen references to a variety of views that were expressed
when the amendments were passed in 1980, views which Members
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of the Senate which also indicated that were some severe limita-
tions on what Congress could impose upon a President regarding
limitations, regarding notification because of his constitutional re-
sponsibilities.

There was a colloquy between Senator Javits and Senator Hud-
dleston particularly in this regard and that there was also legisla-
tive history that the word "timely" was inserted and also words
such as "consistent with the President's constitutional responsibil-
ities and duties", and so on, so as not to create a confrontation over
this particular act.

There was also testimony, I believe, before the Senate in that
regard by Admiral Stansfield Turner, who was at that time the Di-
rector of Central Intelligence, as to the lack of desirability or
indeed the danger of Congress requiring under certain circum-
stances notification immediately by the President.

There was also, I believe, a -considerable discussion of this at the
time of the signing of the act by-that included this particular pro-
vision by President Carter, acknowledging the prerogatives of the
President and reserving, in effect, the ability of the President to
delay notification of the Congress.

Indeed, I think there has been written material by Admiral
Turner since that time noting that, in fact, there were such delays
by President Carter during his administration.

Mr. NIELDs. Did you review any of this material at the time,
prior to giving your opinion?

Attorney General MEESE. No, at the time I reviewed the-statute,
and I believe the annotations.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you consult with anyone else in the Department
of Justice on the-question?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I didn't. I would have ordinarily,
but this was such a closely held matter that it was my understand-
ing that no one was to know outside of that very small group of
people that was involved in advising the President on the 7th and
those people in the operating departments who were necessary to
implement the initiative.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it then that there was no opinion done in
writing on this question?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. Not at that time. There
have been opinions since that time.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that would include any opinion that
made no reference to the specific facts of this initiative, but ad-
dressed the question of what the timely notice requirement meant
in the statute at the time--

Attorney General MEESE. There were none at that time. As I say,
threhasbeen-since-

Mr. NIELDS. You have testified, I think, to the length of the delay
which you anticipated at the time you gave your opinion on the
propriety of delaying. Can you tell us again just what your under-
standing was of the length of the delay?

Attorney General MEESE. My understanding was that this would
be a near-term type of activity, that things were going to go for-
ward virtually immediately and that it would be accomplished in
30 to 60 days. I am not sure that anyone actually put that time-
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frame on it in the discussion, but it was certainly implicit in what
was said at that time.

There was discussion about the weapons transfers taking place,
the hostages coming out immediately, and it was in that kind of a
timeframe that it was discussed in general terms.

Mr. NIELDS. You may want to make reference to exhibit 9, which
is-you don't need to, but I am going to make reference to it. It is a
cover memorandum to the January 17th Finding. And on page 2,
at t)he bottom, it says, "if all the hostages are not released after the
first shipment of a thousand weapons, further transfer would
cease.P

Attorney General MEESE. I do not believe that I ever saw this
document at the time, but that certainly is consistent with what we
were led to understand was a part of the discussion that I remem-
ber taking place on the 7th of January, and this was what led me
to believe that this would be a very short-term operation.

Mr. NIELDS. Just to make it clear, either the weapons would be
delivered and the hostages released at which point notice would be
given, or the weapons would be shipped and the hostages not re-
leased, in which case the whole thing would be terminated and
notice could be given.

Attorney General MEESE. That is what this says and that's what
I remember being discussed on the 7th of January.

Mr. NIELDS. As we all know, at this point the weapons were
shipped, no hostages were released, but the initiative was not ter-
minated. Were you ever advised that there was a change in plan in
terms of the length of delay?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir. I was not. I found out about it
obviously in November of 1986 that that, in fact, is what had oc-
curred.

Mr. NIELs. At any of the meetings in January of 1986 did
anyone point out the advantage of consultation notice to Congress?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall anyone pointing out the
advantage of consultation with Congress or notification of Con-
gress. It could possibly have been raised by someone on the 7th, but
I certainly don t remember it. Anything-I think I said in my open-
ing statement that there was no one who was arguing for notifica-
tion. I don't remember anyone.

Mr. NIELDS. No one, for example, argued either that it would be
helpful to get input form congressional leaders or that it would be
helpful if the project failed to have some congressional support
behind you?

Attorney General MEESE. Not that I recall, Mr. Nields. Actually,
the notification of Congress was a very brief part of the meeting on
.. the 7th._The principal discussion at the meeting on the 7th woa

whether this should be done at all and there was a rather heated
discussion of that in which I only had a very minor part.

It was primarily conducted on the one side by Secretary Shultz
and Secretary Weinberger and on the othei side by Director Casey
and Admiral Poindexter.

Mr. NiELDS. Was this discussed as a U.S. Government proposal or
an Israeli Government proposal that the United States was agree
ing to or participating in?
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Attorney General MEESE. My best recollection was that they had
talked about a the-that Israel had made suggestions about this
initiative, and indeed, I believe that someone, a representative
from Israel, had visited with Admiral Poindexter just a few days
before.

Mr. NIELDS. I may say that, again, you may refer if you wish to
exhibits 7 and 9. You already have 9 in front of you, which is the
cover memorandum to the January 17th Finding.

Attorney General MEEsE. Right. I see there that it starts out by
saying-by the way, this is a memorandum from Admiral Poin-
dexter to the President attaching the covert action Finding regard-
ing Iran, and it starts out by saying that Prime Minister Peres of
Israel secretly dispatched his special adviser on terrorism with in-
structions to propose a plan by which Israel, with limited assist-
ance from the United States, can create conditions to help bring
about a more moderate government in Iran.

So it does certainly verify that point.
Mr. NIELDS. Is that consistent with your recollection of how the

project was briefed to you at the time?
Attorney General MEEsE. Yes, sir, it is, and I am looking now at

exhibit 7, which talks about Covert Action Finding regarding Iran,
which appears to be a similar document.

Mr. NIELDS. That document, I should say, is dated the 4th of Jan-
uary, and is believed to relate to the Finding which was signed on
the 6th of January.

Exhibit number 7, which is the one dated January 4th, describes
a proposal pursuant to which Israel would ship weapons from its
stocks which would later be replenished by the United States.

The exhibit number 9, which is the cover memo for the January
17th Finding, describes instead a transaction pursuant to which the
United States would ship its weapons directly to Iran, and it places
the change on legal grounds. I might read it, it is at the bottom of
page 1 of exhibit 9, and it says "we have researched the legal prob-
lems of Israel selling U.S.-manufactured arms to Iran. Because of
the requirement in U.S. law for recipients of U.S. arms to notify
the U.S. Government of transfers to third countries, I do not rec-
ommend that you agree with the specific details of the Israeli
plan."

However, there is another possibility, and it makes reference to
the opinion of Attorney General Smith that you referred to earlier,
and states that the objectives of the Israeli plan could be met if the
CIA using an authorized agent as necessary purchased arms from
the Department of Defense under the Economy Act and then trans-
ferred them to Iran directly after receiving appropriate payment
from Iran.

And-I guess my question to -you is, were you consulted-on-the
legal issues raised by Israel selling from its stocks followed by re-
plenishment as compared with direct sales from the United States
to Iran?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe there was a discussion of that
in which I participated at the time that we were looking over the
Finding, possibly on the 16th of January. I do remember that at
the meeting on the 7th of January, my best recollection is that Bill
Casey said to me, you remember Bill Smith's memorandum in-
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and I don't know whether he gave the exact date, which was in
1981 or some years earlier, authorizing CIA to transfer weapons
under the National Security Act, and I did remember that because
I had been present during a rather lengthy discussion of that at
the National Security Council, and I indicated that I did.

This was really the basis for the discussion. I believe Secretary
Weinberger at the meeting on the 7th said that he wanted to check
that out with his general counsel that this could be done through
the National Security Act rather than the Arms Export Control
Act.

My recollection is that either while I was there or separately he
had provided the information to Admiral Poindexter that his Gen-
eral Counsel was satisfied that the National Security Act could be
used and there was at least a brief discussion in my presence in
Admiral Poindexter's office on some occasion, I think it was the
16th, in which a variety of different modes of transfer were dis-
cussed.

One was the Israeli proposal of the Israelis transferring their
weapons and our government replenishing their supply.

A second method was to go through an international arms dealer
in which the Israelis would not be involved directly, and a third
option was to have the CIA transfer the weapons directly to Iran or
through Israel, but where CIA would be the principal entity doing
it as is set forth here in exhibit no. 9.

I believe that the recommendation of the CIA General Counsel
was that that be the method that be used. Certainly I agreed based
upon Mr. Smith's memorandum which incorporated an original
opinion that had been established by the State Department and
with which the Department of Justice concurred in 1981 in another
matter.

Mr. NIELDS. I think I understand, bnt I want to make certain.
The committee has heard testimony from various sources, General
CoUnsel Sporkin, some people from the Defense Department, and
other testimony that there would be problems raised, legal prob-
lems raised if the Israelis transferred weapons that they had earli-
er purchased under the Arms Export Control Act, and that it was a
cleaner and more appropriately legal way to do it, to simply trans-
fer directly form the United States to Iran pursuant to an intelli-
gence Finding.

Attorney General MEEsE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you concur with that judgment at the time?
Attorney General MEESE. Right. Let me amend by saying pursu-

ant to an intelligence Finding and through the provisions of the
National Security Act, and I did concur with that, yes.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it from your opening statement that you were
-- pretty much-not-inthe-loop, so-o speak, from the-time thisFind-

ing was signed on the 17th of January until the publicity that
arose in the November 1986 period?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I think you made reference to a couple of brief con-

sultations on tangential matters, but I take it you were not advised
of particular shipments, for example?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
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Mr. NIELDS. Now, I take it then during the week of the third of
November 1986 some newspaper reports appeared making refer-
ence to this initiative.

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And I think that the record reflects that initially the

President indicated publicly that these were without foundation, or
words to that effect, but the articles continued, and there was a
meeting of various members of the National Security Council on
the 10th of November 1986. Do you have a recollection of that
meeting?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall statements by the Presi-
dent that you have characterized, but I do recall the meeting on
the 10th of November, yes.

Mr. NIELDS. Was one of the topics of that meeting the question of
what the press ought to be told about the initiative?

Attorney General MEESE. Let me first state, Mr. Nields, that the
meeting on the 10th of November I believe you characterized as the
National Security Council meeting. Did you?

Mr. NIELDS. I think I said various members of the National Secu-
rity Council were present, but I will ask you that question. Was it
a National Security Council meeting?

Attorney General ME.ESE. It was not. That is the point I wanted
to make. It was a meeting in which a few members of the National
Security Council were gathered in the President's office, in the
Oval Office, I believe, rather than where the National Security
Council or National Security Planning Group would normally
meet, which is either the Cabinet room or the Situation Room.

At that meeting, and if I may, I will refer-I believe you have an
exhibit that has some notes of mine on the 10th of November. If I
may look at the--

Mr. NIELDS. I think you are referring to exhibit number 17.
Attorney General MEESE. OK.
Mr. NIELDS. We would appreciate if you would, at least for the

time being, use that solely for purposes of recollection refreshing.
Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I do have-I am now referring to

exhibit 17, which characterized, interestingly enough, I have char-
acterized it as a national security meeting, not a National Security
Council meeting, I think that may have a significance that I men-
tioned to you, ip the Oval Office on the 10th of November at 11:30.
I am looking now at my notes to refresh my recollection.

I see a note I took that says "Washington, D.C., too much talk,"
which may have to do with press accounts, and I see here my notes
that says "Lives of those with whom we deal, for example, in Iran
could be jeopardized," which I am sure was at least possibly in ref-
erence to how this should be handled with the news media. I don't
have any other notes, but I am sure that at least a part of that
iieeting-was-involved-with-how this- should-be-handled-with-the-
press.

Mr. NIELDS. What was the President's position on that subject at
that meeting?

Attorney General MEESE. I think his position, as best I can
recall, was that we should be very careful in statements to the
press for a variety of reasons. He was concerned about the hostages
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who were still in Lebanon, he was concerned about the elements in
Iran because at that time I believe there was some discussion that
at least the communication with those elements could perhaps con-
tinue.

There was-I have a note here that says "debriefing of Jacobsen
may lead to new opportunity," which would lead me to believe we
felt there was still a possibility of getting hostages out, and I also
have a note on my-a notation here on the second page of my
notes that says "North, two more hostages by this weekend," which
leads me to believe there was still hope we would get hostages out
even in the course of this revelation.

So I believe the principal concern that the President had in
regard to the way in which this was treated by the news media was
to do nothing that would endanger either the hostages or the
people in Iran.

Mr. NrELVs. There is another set of notes that relates to this
meeting, which is exhibit 19, they are Mr. Keel's notes. On page 7
of them, the President-it is attributed to the President. We don't
talk TOWs, don't talk specifics. Is that consistent with your recol-
lection of the position that the President took at the meeting?

Attorney General MEESE. I will assume it's here. I can't find it,
but as a matter of fact, I can hardly read it.

Mr. NIELDs. It's difficult to read.
Attorney General MEESE. But in any event, I don't have any

recollection one way or the other whether he said that specifically.
I do know that the more details that were given, such as TOWs,
the more danger there would have been to the people in Iran and
presumably to the hostages as well, so that would not be inconsist-
ent with what I recall as the general tenor of the meeting.

Mr. NIELDS. Do you recall any other contrary views being ex-
pressed?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I do not. As a matter of fact, I
think that was the general sentiment of most of the people there.

Mr. NIELDS. Either at the meeting or following the meeting, I
guess I want to ask you, following the meeting, did you ask anyone
in the Department of Justice to commence legal research into po-
tential legal issues that might arise as the result of the publicity.?

Attorney General MEsE. Yes. I had already given a warning
order I believe sometime the previous week, prior to, on or about
the 6th of 7th of November, I think Admiral Poindexter had talked
to me about possibly needing some legal advice, or at least some
help on legal issues. It was anticipated at that time that there
would probably be testimony and questions raised in Congress, and
he alerted me that probably we would need some legal assistance.

So the 7th of November, 1986, at a management planning confer-
ence that we were having, that was a Saturday, I believe, orFriday, actualyTaskedMr.Cooper ,usverybriefly I alerteL
him to be prepared that he-and I suggested he have one other
trusted person in his section be prepared to do some legal research
on this, and I may have even mentioned at that time that he might
be hearing from Commander Thompson, who wis the assistant to
Admiral Poindexter, and I believe served generally as the legal
counsel for the National Security Council staff.
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Mr. NIELDS. I take it at that time you were aware that there had
been a Presidential Finding signed on the 17th of January?

Attorney General MEESE. I am not sure that I knew it had been
signed. I knew it had been prepared, because I had been part of the
preparation on the 16th. And so I assumed that it had been signed,
yes.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it, based on your familiarity with the
prior opinion of Attorney General Smith, and from having read the
statute, you felt comfortable that the transactions that had been
done pursuant to that Finding were appropriate?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Were you at that point in time aware that there had

been these earlier Israeli transactions which had occurred prior to
the time of any Finding?

Attorney General MEESE. I am not sure that I was aware on the
10th. I would have to look back at my notes, which are exhibit 17.
And I don't remember whether we were told on that day as to
what the time sequence was, or whether this was in 1985 or 1986 or
whether we were told at all. I do know that, my notes show that
Admiral Poindexter talked about our-well, the meeting started
with the President saying there was no bargaining or trading for
hostages, and he said we would not trade anything in return for
hostages.

Admiral Poindexter said it had to do with our long-term strategy
in regard to Iran and listed the objectives, which I have already re-
ferred to, and then talked about the 17th of January, 1986 Find-
ing-so the Finding was actually referred to in the meeting on the
10th-and then talked about Israelis, talked about a warehouse in
Portugal, talked about a McFarlane trip to Tehran in May of '86,
and talked about the arms transactions including the numbers of
arms that had been shipped in the different shipments.

It is interesting to note that, at that time, he talked about 1,000
TOW missiles. Later on, in subsequent meetings, it was learned
that that number was too low, that it was erroneous, it was twice-
that many, it was over 2,000 TOW missiles and so on. So I don't
know here whether in fact anything was mentioned specifically
about 1985 in that meeting.

I did ultimately learn that there were transactions that took
place between the Israelis and Iran in 1985. But whether I knew
them on the 10th, I am not sure.

Mr. NIELDS. While we are on that meeting at the 10th, you might
want to refer to exhibit number 19, the second page, those are Mr.
Keel's notes. Do you have those in front of you?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Up near the top of the page there is a little one with

a circle around it. And opposite that, it says "First 500 TOWs
went," and it looks like "without permission. We found out eventu-
ally. Reimburse Israel." And then it says "Ed, we didn't sell," and
in parentheses "Israel sold," and it looks like "was multi-phased
transaction."

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, first of all, do you have any recollection of that

interchange?
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Attorney General MEESE. No, I don't have any recollection of it. I
don't know whether that was a question I asked or a statement I
made.

Mr. NIELDS. But it would appear from the notes that the subject
of the earlier Israeli transaction came up and you either knew
something about it or were asking a question about it.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I don't know that I knew any-
thing about it. I do know that even-whether this was an earlier
transaction or a later transaction, because it was originally de-
scribed in our meeting on the 7th of January that we would-this
multi-phased transaction was the suggestion of the Israelis.

That is what had been explained to us initially, even for the 1986
transactions, and I am not sure that I knew which of the three al-
ternatives had ultimately been adopted by the President because I
had never seen that memorandum that Admiral Poindexter sent to
the President, which you described earlier as-I believe it is exhib-
it--

Mr. NIELDS. Nine.
Attorney General MEESE. -exhibit 9, which is the memorandum

dated the 17th of January. So I may have had in mind, when I
asked that question, the original plan of the Israelis, because it
said in these notes here, it says at the top of the page, Bud went in
Ma 1986, the only trip. And then after that it says sold 1,000
TOs and sold 240 types of HAWKs.

So I don't know whether we were told actually that any of this
had taken place in 1985 at that point in the meeting.

Mr. NIELDS. In any event, I take it at sometime within a matter
of days after the 10th of November you became aware there had
been these pre-Finding shipments by the Israelis?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir. I believe Mr. Cooper actually
told me that, that he had learned that from Commander Thomp-
son.

I may have learned it from other sources, as well.
Mr. iIELDS. Did you have a meeting with Mr. Ledeen on the 14th

of November?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I did. I believe so. And I believe

we have an exhibit that relates to my notes or my calendar that
indicates that.

Mr. NIELDS. That should be exhibit no. 25.
Attorney General MEEsE. All right.
Yes. This is from my daily-kind of a spiral notebook that I

keep-dated the 14th of November 1986, and it shows that Michael
Ledeen at 2:05 p.m. met with me in my office.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, Mr. Ledeen was-based on the information
that is available to the committee-was involved in the transac-
tions in 1985 and then stopped being involved sometime prior to
the January 17th Finding.

Do -you recall what you were discussing with Mr. Ledeen and
what the reason for the meeting was?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. Mr. Ledeen asked to see me be-
cause he said he wanted to talk to me about some matters relating
to terrorism.

And at the start of the meeting, he said I want to talk-he said I
want to mention about Iran. He said, my notes reflect here-he
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said we can still work with the original Iranian group with which
he-Mike Ledeen-initiated the original contacts. And he men-
tioned Ghorbanifar and others.

Then I put a note at the side. It says Mike claims to have worked
with McFarlane in 1985. And he had referred to something called
channel one. Channel one had been referred to in the meeting, I
believe on the 10th, that there had been two channels that had
been worked, although I did not know the time sequence, I don't
believe, with-each of them.

And then he got on to the business that he had acti;ally come to
see me about. There were two items basically. One was he said that
there was a lot of information in the hands of journalists that was
not getting to the FBI, about terrorism, and he felt that- the FBI
should be more aggressive in talking to journalists particularly
who had been overseas, who would have information and knowl-
edge.

I don't remember this without having refreshed my recollection
from the notes that are deleted from this memo prior on this meet-
ing, I might add.

And the other thing he talked to me about was that he was
available to help the administration in any way in matters relating
to terrorism.

I might say parenthetically as to this item on Iran, I did not
pursue that with him. I didn't know how much he knew, I didn't
know how much he was authorized to know, I didn't know what his
connection was, so I just dropped the subject and we went on to
talk about what he had come to see me about, which was terrorism
generally.

Mr. NIELDS. Do you recall if he made reference to arms transfers
in 1985?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall that he did and I don't
have any notes that say that he did, other than he claims to have
worked with McFarlane in 1985, presumably in regards to some re-
lationship with the Israelis.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it it would be fair to say that at whatever
time you learned from Mr. Cooper or from whatever other source
about these pre-Finding transfers, that they raised a different and
more difficult legal issue than the transfers occurring pursuant to
the January 17th Finding?

Attorney General MEWEs. Yes, they did, and although Mr. Cooper
had only briefly mentioned that to me, I didn't have a very great
deal of knowledge about it, didn't know much about it at the time.

Mr. NIEULs. The President had a press conference on the 19th of
November?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you have any part in briefing him for that press

conference?
Attorney General MEESE. No, I don't believe that-I know I

didn't have any part in the briefing. I don't know whether any in-
formation was asked of us for the briefing. It may have been from
someone in the Justice Department, but I had no personal partici-
pation in the briefing.

Mr. NIELDS. I want to ask you about that second part of your
answer, and you might want to turn to exhibits 30 and 31.
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Attorney General MEESE. Right. I see an exhibit marked exhibit
30, and I don't see the date. The date can't be made out, but I
think it may be the 18th or the 19th.

Mr. NIELDS. I believe it is the 19th. It looks like the 19th of No-
vember stamped in the upper righthand corner.

Attorney General MEESE. It would show I received a phone call
from Peter Wallison, who was then the White House counsel, at
9:15 in the morning, and one of the topics we talked about-the
second topic, according to my notes-was a briefing to the Presi-
dent on the legal aspects of the Iran arms situation, and I presume
that he did that.

Mr. NIELDS. Was he seeking some input from you on this subject?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't know. I can't recall what the

conversation was. By looking at exhibit number 31, I see that at
our staff meeting on the 19th of November a matter came up re-
garding the briefing of the President for the news conference on
Justice-related issues so it is entirely possible I w.As calling him to
say our people were available to provide any information he might
need for the briefing of the President.

He would have been participating in the briefing, and I wanted
to, I may have wanted to let him know that our people were avail-
able on the legal aspects. He may have asked me about it, I can't
tell from my notes.

Mr. NIELDs. So you know the issue was raised with someone at
the White House in connection with the press conference, and you
don't recall exactly how-

Attorney General MEESE. Either raised with them by me or he
raised that issue with me, one of the two.

Mr. NIEUDS. Did you listen to the press conference?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I was working late that night and

so I listened to a part of it in the car going home. I think it was at
8:30 or 9:00 o'clock, whatever time it was. I listened to a part of it
in the car.

I missed a part of it going form the car to the house and then
picked it up where my wife was watching it on television.

Mr. NIEus. Did you hear anything that caught your attention or
needed further attention?

Attorney General MEEsE. Yes. I had heard or seen one of the
two, that the President had, I believe, mentioned that there had
been no third countries involved, or words to that effect.

Mr. NIELDS. And did you do something as a consequence?
Attorney General MmuE. Actually, my feeling at the end of the

news conference was that I felt the President had not been proper-
ly briefed based upon all the information even that was discussed
at our prior meeting on the 10th. Because the President is very
good with facts and with details if he has received the proper infor-
mation, and so I was concerned that what-the way, the answers
that he had given on the 19th were not consistent with him having
been thoroughly briefed for that news conference, including, par-
ticularl y, this matter of no third country being involved.

Mr. NIELDS. Maybe we should just turn to it. It is exhibit number
32. And I think the portion that you have reference to is at page
1586. I take it there on the lefthand column there is a question:
"Mr. President, I don't think it is still clear just what Israel's role
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was in this. The questions that have been asked about a condoned
shipment. We do understand that the Israelis sent a shipment in
1985 and there were also reports that it was the Israelis that con-
tacted your administration and suggested that you make contact
with Iran. Could you explain what the Israeli role was here?"

And his response is, "No, because we, as I say, have nothing to
do with other -.ountries or their shipment of arms or doing what
they are doing."

And the answer continues.
Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NipLDs. I take it that's one of the answers that you had in

mind when you were listening to the broadcast.
Attorney General MEESE. That was one of them. I also, looking

up higher in that page, I see questions about a thousand antitank
missiles and saying it is a shoulder-carried weapon. I wasn't that
acquainted with TOWs at that time, but I had questions in my
mind whether, in fact, it was a shoulder-carried weapon.

And also, the other parts happened to be spare parts for an anti-
aircraft HAWK battery, and as I say, all those weapons could be
very easily carried in one mission.

There were a lot of questions then that had not been discussed at
the meeting on or there were a lot of issues that had not been dis-
cussed at the meeting on Monday, and I had some questions wheth-
er that had been properly briefed to the President as well.

Mr. NIELDS. I think then on the next page, 1587, there is another
question and answer on the Israeli subject at the bottom of the
lefthand margin, lefthand column, there is a question, "Mr. Presi-
dent, going back over your answers tonight about the arms ship-
ment and the numbers of them, are you telling us that the only
shipments with which we were involved were the one or two that
followed your January 17 Finding and that whatever your aides
have said on background or on the record, there were no other
shipments with which the United States condoned?"

And the answer is, "That is right.-I-am saying nothing but the
missiles that we sold." And then the answer continues.

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it those are the answers that prompted some

action on your part and, if so, what action did you take?
Attorney General MEESE. I called Admiral Poindexter. It was pri-

marily the reference to the third country, but this also was a ques-
tion. And I was concerned about all of the answers, that they didn't
seem to be the usual crisp, clear way the Presidenthas when he is
in possession of all the facts, and so I called Admiral Poindexter
that night, immediately following or within a few minutes follow-
ing the television program, and asked him what had gone on, the
news conference had not gone well, and I didn't think the Presi-
dent had been properly briefed, or words to that effect.

Admiral Poindexter said that the White House was issuing a
clarification or a correction within a few minutes on the third
country aspect. And I believe it was in that conversation he told
me that the next day they were going to go over the testimony that
was going to be presented to Congress on Friday about these mat-
ters and asked me if I would attend a meeting in his office.
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I was supposed to be away that day, I was supposed to be at West
Point the following day for an all-day trip and so I told him I
would delay my trip long enough to attend a meeting in his office
in the afternoon.

Mr. NIELDS. The record should reflect there was a correction
issued on the third country issue and then moving to the subject
you just raised, I take it you did attend a meeting the following
afternoon in Admiral Poindexter's officer on the subject of the up-
coming congressional briefings and testimony.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. As I mentioned in my opening
statement.

Mr. NIELDS. And I think you said that Director Casey was there
and he was scheduled to testify the following day and Admiral
Poindexter was there and he was scheduled to give briefings the
following day.

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And you were there and Mr. Cooper?
Attorney General MEESE. I was there, Mr. Cooper, I believe, Com-

mander Thompson was there for some or all of the meeting, I be-
lieve that Lt. Col. North was there for at least part of the meeting,
if not most of the meeting, and there may have been others present
as well from time to time.

Mr. NIELDS. What was the purpose for your being there?
Attorney General MEESE. I think that it was the same purpose

that Admiral Poindexter had talked to me earlier, that there would
undoubtedly be some legal issues coming up and I felt it was im-
portant that these legal issues be accurately stated, and, therefore,
I delayed my meeting.

I think I may have known about this meeting in advance and
had planned to have Mr. Cooper attend, I am not sure. But in any
event, I planned to attend myself after talking with Admiral Poin-
dexter on the evening of the 19th.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it again you were there because of the
possibility that some legal issues would arise?

Attorney General MEESE. That is right.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, of course, you were actually able to catch a fac-

tual error in the President's statement of the night before based on
your having been involved from the beginning and the fact that
this was an Israeli proposal and that they were, in fact, involved.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. But your presence on the afternoon of November 20

was not, I take it, to give factual input but rather legal?
Attorney General MEESE. It was certainly to give whatever legal

input was necessary and to help in any way that I could.
Mr. NIELDS. Did the subject of the Israeli pre-Finding shipments

come up again at that meeting?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, yes, at that meeting, as I men-

tioned earlier, I had already some knowledge from Mr. Cooper,
very brief knowledge, that there had been shipments in 1985, prior
to the 17th of January 1986 Finding.

In that meeting, it did come up, and particularly I think there
was a discussion of some shipments, of a shipment of HAWK mis-
siles in November of 1985.

7-936 0-88-8
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I remember that there was general discussion. For the first time,
I saw also a chronology of the different shipments that had oc-
curred, which the NSC had prepared. It was a two-page kind of cal-
endar of events that had taken place, and I saw that for the first
time, I remember, I was quite interested in that because that laid
out for me in some detail the different shipments that had taken
place, the hostages had been released and so on, in both 1985 and
1986.

I also saw, at least briefly, a chronology which was a more de-
tailed narrative, which had been prepared by the NSC staff, I be-
lieve, earlier that day on the 20th. And then saw testimony, and-
there was testimony that had been prepared for Director Casey and
there was also a memorandum relating to specifically the HAWK
shipments in 1985, in November of 1985.

Mr. NIELS. And the memorandum, would that also be, could that
also be termed an insert?

Attorney General MEESE. I think it was designed to be an insert,
yes. It was in memorandum form. It said some subject-well, I
imagine you have that as an exhibit also.

Mr. NIELDS. Yes, we do. It is exhibit 33.
Attorney General MEESE. exhibit 33, yes. This is what I am refer-

ring to. It says, "Subject: CIA Airline involvement," and that was,
as I understood it, intended to be an insert in Mr. Casey's testimo-
ny, and this was discussed and that is what I was referring to when
I talked about the November 1985 HAWK shipment.

Mr. NIELDS. What do you recall about the discussion on the sub-
ject of this November 1985 HAWK shipment?

Attorney General MEESE. There seemed to be an awful lot of con-
fusion about who had done what and how much people knew at the
time. And I believe that Colonel North appeared to be the most
knowledgeable person about what had taken place. I believe Mr.
Casey, if I remember correctly, had actually been out of the coun-
try when this took place and didn't have much personal knowledge
of it.

There may have been someone else there from the CIA, I have a
vague recollection that George Cave might have been there, but I
am not positive, or John McMahon or someone like that.

In any event, there were corrections that were made in the
insert that were suggested by different people there, such as among
others I believe Colonel North.

Because I notice in my handwriting here that I put in things
that were suggested to be changed, and I have looked at another
exhibit which is similar and which I see here is exhibit no. 34
where someone else who's handwriting I do:i't recognize was appar-
ently doing the same thing.

Mr. NiELDS. OK Just so the record is clear, with respect to exhib-
it 33, that document contains your own handwritten interlinea-
tions, I take it.

Attorney General MEKESE. Yes.
Mr. NELD. And particularly on the third-from-the-bottom para-

graph, there is in the middle of that paragraph, there is a state-
ment, "No one in the USG found out that our airline had hauled
HAWK missiles into Iran until mid-January when we were told by
the Iranians."
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I take it that is your handwriting that put in the words "no one
in the USG found"-

Attorney General MEESE. That is my handwriting, but someone
else suggested that correction and that is why I say apparently
someone else was taking the same notes because exhibit 34 has
similar interlineations.

Mr. NIELDS. I think there is testimony on the records that the
similar interlineations on exhibit 34 are those of Colonel North.

Attorney General MEESE. I see.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, in some of the document-notes we have gone

over today and in some others that we have not, there were state-
ments made during this timeframe that the U.S. Government
didn't find out about the August and September TOW shipments to
Iran by Israel until after they had happened.

Now, I take it with respect to this HAWK shipment, as you
learned at this meeting, it was not possible to take that position
because the CIA airline had actually been used to carry them.

Attorney General MEE. That was not my understanding at the
meeting. I believe at the meeting we were told that a CIA proprie-
tary had been suggested to the Israelis, or that the name of a CIA
proprietary, but that airline had acted as a normal carrier and not
as a CIA expedition, and there was some discussion back and forth
on that at the meeting,

Mr. NIELDS. In any event, there had been U.S. Government par-
ticipation in arranging the actual movement of the goods, whatever
goods there were.

Attorney General MEESE. What we were told at that meeting,
and I had no knowledge personally as to whether this was correct
or not, was that the only involvement that-well, first of all, we
were told at the meeting that these were, to the best of the knowl-
edge of people in the U.S. Government, these were oil-drilling
parts, and we were also told that the only involvement of the U.S.
Government was to suggest an airline, which happened to be a CIA
proprietary, and that the suggestion to the airline, and that the
CIA would notify the airline that they should take this shipment.

Mr. NIELDS. Just so the record is clear, you said you were told at
the meeting that the U.S. Government believed they were oil-drill-
ing-had been told they were oil-drilling parts.

Attorney General MEESE. This is my understanding and that is
my recollection of what we were told at the meeting that that was
true.

Mr. NIELDs. Again just so the record is clear, the understanding
at the meeting I take it was that in fact what was shipped was
HAWK missiles?

Attorney General METSE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. But that at the time of the shipment, the U.S. Gov-

ernment was told they were oil-drilling parts.
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. But there was at least some involvement of the U.S.

Government in actually moving whatever it was that, we were told
was being moved at the time?

Attorney General MEEE. Well, the involvement we were told
about was the recommending of an airline to carry them, yes.
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Mr. NimRs. And who was it at that meeting that proposed this
insert with this interlineation, namely that 'no one in the U.S.
Government found out that our airline had hauled HAWK missiles
into Iran until mid-January?"

Attorney General MEESE. I don't know for sure. I can't remember
who. I think most of the suggestions, however, were coming from
Lt. Col. North.

Mr. NiELs. Did anyone dissent from this, anyone at that meet-
ing dissent from this statement in exhibit 33?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't remember anyone dissenting,
and I doubt if I would have written it in unless there was general
agreement that that is what should have been put in there, that
that is what was agreed upon to be put in there.

Mr. NiELs. Did Admiral Poindexter dissent?
Attorney General MEESE. Not to my recollection, but I can't be

.ibsolutely-I am sure that he did not because I don't think he said
much of anything during that meeting.

Mr. NIELDS. Did he dissent later on? Did he call you on the
phone?

Attorney General MEESE. Not that I-no, he did not.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it from your testimony that you were not

aware at the time that this statement was contrary to fact?
Attorney General MEESE. I had no knowledge whatsoever about

the truth or falsity of any of the material there. This was all new
to me.

Mr. NIELDS. Did this question, namely whether the CIA or the
U.S. Government had acted with knowledge that there were
HAWK missiles on the proprietary relate to any of the legal issues
that were on the table at the time?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't think we discussed this in
regard to the legal issues at the time. I don't remember it, this
coming up as a specific legal issue. Although it may have, it obvi-
ously had a legal ramification as an after-the-fact consideration in
November of 1986, but I don't remember much discussion of the
legal aspects of it.

It is entirely possible it did.
Mr. NIELDs. I take it when you left the meeting, this formulation

in exhibit 33 had been, as far as you were concerned, agreed to?
Attorney General MEESE. I believe that is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And that that is what-at the time you left the

meeting, that is what Director Casey would tell the committees the
following day and that is what Admiral Poindexter would tell the
committees the following day?

Attorney General MEESE. That is what I recall, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you receive a call-I take it then you left the

meeting and went to West Point?
Attorney General MEESE. Right, I flew to West Point where I was

giving a talk at a banquet that night.
Mr. NIELms. Prior to the time that you actually got on the air-

plane for West Point, did you receive any telephone calls on this
subject, namely the HAWK missile, 1985, subject?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall receiving a telephone call
specifically, but I have been told that I did and I believe it to be
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correct that I did receive a call, and my understanding is it was
from my deputy, Arnold Burns.

Mr. NiELDs. Do you recall what he told you in this conversation?
Attorney General MEESE. No, I don't recall it, and he doesn't

recall what he told me, but as best as I can piece together from
what others have said, he told me that there were some concerns
about the Statement or the testimony that Director Casey was
going to give and that those concerns came from the State Depart-
ment.

I have a very vague recollection-my best guess, I guess you
would have to say, based upon what Mr. Burns and I have talked
about, is that I said something to the effect that we have just been
working on getting that statement corrected, or something to that
effect.

In any event, something that in effect completed the conversa-
tion, but I can't recall specifically what I said.

Mr. NIELDS. I think you are making reference to materials that
have been made public, and they are to the effect that Judge
Sofaer had a copy of the same testimony that you had reviewed
that afternoon and had raised objections to the statement that
there had been no knowledge in the U.S. Government that HAWK
missiles were being shipped, and made a call to your deputy and
received a call back from your deputy that he had discussed it with
you and that you were aware of the problem, and knew facts that
essentially made it okay.

Attorney General MEESE. I am not sure that it was his-I don't
know what his objection was. It was that he felt that there was
something wrong with the testimony that Director Casey was going
to give, and I said to Mr. Burns, as near as I can piece together,
that we had just been correcting the testimony, so I assume what-
ever problems he had would have been taken care of in the correc-
tions that we made.

Because to our knowledge the one person who was most knowl-
edgeable about this whole thing was Colonel North and he had
been there making the corrections.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you-let me withdraw that.
Are you saying that Mr. Burns did not tell you what the problem

was so far as the State Department was concerned or that you
have forgotten what he told you?

Attorney General MEESE. I can't tell you for sure. I don't recall
the details of' the conversation, but I am almost positive he did not
go into the details-the specifics of what the State Department con-
cerns were, because that would have raised a lot of questions in my
mind, and what he told me did not.

I think the reason he didn't is we were on a nonsecure phone,
probably a phone that was in my car as I was racing to Andrews
Air Force Base.

Mr. NIELDS. Did he give you an impression that there was a
sense of alarm at the State Department or was it--

Attorney General MEESE. Not that I recall-that they had some
of the same questions about the statement that we had just been
correcting over in Admiral Poindexter's office.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it then you went to West Point and at some
point that evening received a telephone call from Mr. Cooper?
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Attorney General MEsE. Yes.
After several attempts to get the secure phone working finally

around 10:30 that evening or so, I received a call from Mr. Cooper
which put a quite different picture before me, and that was that,
there were some severe concerns in the State Department that
there was a good deal more knowledge within the U.S. Government
about the fact of HAWKs being shipped in November 1985 that
was known then than anything we had been led to believe earlier
that afternoon.

Mr. NIELDS. Was he specific?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, since we were on a secure phone

he could be specific, and he indicated that Mr. Shultz had knowl-
edge in November of 1985 and had been told, I believe, by Mr.
McFarlane, that the shipment of the Israelis that was going to Iran
did contain HAWK missiles.

Mr. NIELDS. Did he mention any documentary support for Secre-
tary Shultz's recollection?

Attorney General MEESE. I think that he did mention that notes
had been taken at the time or that Secretary Shultz had notes
about HAWK missiles being shipped.

Mr. NIELDS. And what did Mr. Cooper suggest that you do?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, he was concerned about this and

said we couldn't let Director Casey go and testify the next day with
erroneous information, and I said I absolutely agreed, and asked
him to get in touch with CIA general counsel, I think his name
was Dave Doherty at the time, that evening, and to go out if nec-
essary to CIA in the morning before Director Casey left for his tes-
timony and make sure that if there was a difference of recollection
on these matters to be sure that either it was resolved or if it was
not resolved to be sure that Director Casey did not put anything in
his statement that might be inaccurate.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, I take it that from your opening statement and
other information that you returned to Washington?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I was supposed to go from West
Point to Harvard and participate in a seminar there. I decided that
I better return because at that point, in my view, we had so many
people involved in this and each had a little piece of information,
that there was obvious confusion and that we better get a coherent
account of what, in fact, had occurred.

Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Nields, is this a good place to take a
recess?

Mr. NIELDS. That would be just fine, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess for 10 min-

utes.
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Mr. Nields will resume his questioning.
Mr. NIELDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, when Mr. Cooper called you in West

Point, did he tell you that Judge Sofaer was sufficiently alarmed
about this issue that he or people in the government were ready to
resign over it?

Attorney General MEOW. I don't recall whether he mentioned
that or not to me, but I certainly was concerned about the situa-
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tion, and I am sure that he registered with me his own consider-
able concern.

Mr. NIELs. And you have testified to there being in your mind
some confusion--

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIEWS. -widenced by the various versions that you heard,

but I take it that it occurred to you during that conversation with
Mr. Cooper that if the Secretary of State had a note, a contempora-
neous note, that he had been told by Mr. McFarlane at the time
that there were HAWK missiles going to Iran, I take it it occurred
to you that if that was the case, the testimony which-the proposed
testimony of Mr. Casey would be false?

Attorney General MEESE. That it certainly would be inaccurate,
and my impression throughout that whole time is that Mr. Casey
really had not known what was going on at the time because, as I
mentioned, I think he was out of the country in '85, in November,
or was at least not familiar with these facts. That was obvious from
seeing what went on in Admiral Poindexter's office earlier that day
and also what it did appear to me as to the whole general situation
was I knew myself that this had been a highly compartmentalized
situation. I didn't know very much about it, as I've already related
in my opening statement. And so what I expected was there were a
lot of people who had bits and pieces of what had gone on, and no
one had tried to do a complete overview to figure out what, in fact,
was a comprehensive or coherent account of what had taken place.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it that the person who was I think you de-
scribed as. most knowledgeable, Colonel North, was the one who
had been present in the meeting and had proposed the language
which appeared to simply be wrong in light of what the Secretary
of State had?

Attorney General MEESE. Colonel North seemed to be the one
who was most in possession of the facts at the meeting, but also I
had in mind, I believe from Mr. Cooper telling me, but it may have
been from just prior knowledge, that Mr. Shultz's knowledge of the
situation came from him being over in Geneva with Mr. McFar-
lane. So I didn't know but what Colonel North knew some things,
Mr. McFarlane knew other things, and Mr. Shultz knew still other
things. Because 1 think it had been related in the meeting that
afternoon that Mr. North got involved in the situation to provide
some minimal assistance because of a phone call from Mr. McFar-
lane.

Mr. NIELDE. But I take-well let me ask you: Was Colonel North
pretty definite and assertive about the version of facts that he was
relating at the meeting on the afternoon of the 20th?

Attorney General MEESE. Colonel North is assertive about most
things, but I don't know that he was particularly vehement about
it. It was really-what I got was that people were trying to be help-
ful in putting together a truthful and accurate account of what had
happened.

Mr. NIELDS. Did it at least cross your mind during your conversa-
tion with Mr. Cooper that you might be dealing with something
more than just confusion?
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Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, it did not. As a matter of fact,
that didn't cross my mind at any time during that day or the next
several days.

Mr. NIELDS. I will pursue that, but just for the moment, I take it,
in any event, that whatever Mr. Cooper said or whatever was on
your mind, it was sufficient to cause you to cancel your trip and to
return to Washington?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I felt that I owed a duty to the
President to let him know that there was a great deal of confusion
about this matter, and this was obviously a major issue as far as
the administration was concerned, and r wanted to be sure that
particularly the initial testimony that was being presented to Con-
gress, which was to take place on Friday, and the briefings that
were going to be held by Admiral Poindexter, would be totally ac-
curate, and if there was a gap in information that was available to
us, that that be frankly ac nowledged to the Congress rather than
to say something that might later turn out to be untrue.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it you did return to Washington, and the fol-
lowing morning after a staff meeting, you had a meeting with the
President?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I didn't actually have a staff meet-
ing in the sense of our normal staff meeting in my office, because I
didn't get back in time for that, but there was a meeting of some
members of my staff later that morning where I was brought up to
date by Mr. Cooper and others on what occurred during my ab-
sence. I had been told that Mr. Casey's statement had been
changed to be sure that he did acknowledge that we didn't have all
the facts on some of these things, or words to that effect, and then
I called, I think Admiral Poindexter, either Admiral Poindexter or
Don Regan and asked to see the President that morning, and I be-
lieve we had an appointment that was set for 11:30, sometime after
11:00.

Mr. NIELDS. Your records reflect 11:30, 1 believe. I take it you did
have a meeting with the President? What did you say to him?

Attorney General MEESE. I told the President-and here I might
say for the record that I normally do not relate conversations with
the President, but with his permission I will give it as accurately
as I can recall-I told the President that we had been working on
the preparation of testimony for Director Casey and for the prepa-
ration for the briefings of Admiral Poindexter-incidentally, in the
meeting were the President, myself, Don Regan, and Admiral Poin-
dexter-and that I was concerned that there seemed to be a lot of
confusion among the people who were participating or who had
some knowledge of the Iranian initiative.

I mentioned that it was probable that this was because different
people were doing different things, the CIA was doing some things,
the Department of Defense was doing other things, the NSC staff
had certain responsibilities, and so on, and that because of the
highly compartmentalized nature of the whole initiative, that
people had not talked to each other, you did not have the normal
documentation and reporting, and that therefore there was a great
deal of confusion, and I was afraid that there would be inaccuracies
both in what he would be saying to the public and in what would
be tpelified to before Congress if we didn t have someone look into
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the matter to the extent of trying to develop a coherent overview of
all the facts.

I told him at that time that I thought this was absolutely neces-
sary.

I can't recall whether he told me in that conversation that
George Shultz had talked to him the previous evening about the
same thing or not, but I did gather that he was already aware that
there was such confusion. And I think Don Regan expressed agree-
ment that something like that had to be done, as did Admiral Poin-
dexter.

In any event, the President-in the course of the conversation, I
said to the President that if he wanted me to do it, I would do it or
he could get someone else, but someone really had to get on top of
the facts so that we did know exactly what had happened.

The President, in the course of the conversation, asked meto do
that. I think maybe Don Regan or someone, I'm not sure, said that
we would have to be talking with Cabinet members, so it would be
desirable to have a Cabinet member doing the fact gathering.

In any event, I left that meeting with the charge from the Presi-
dent to try to develop an overview of the facts, and he asked-I
think Don Regan, probably Don Regan, interjected, could I get that
done by 2:00 o'clock on Monday afternoon, the 24th, because we
were supposed to have a National Security Planning Group meet-
ing on the subject of Iran.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you explain precisely what the discrepancy in
versions of the facts were?

Attorney General MEESE. I can't, I am not sure how much detail
I went into. I do think I remember saying that Lt. Col. North knew
some things that people in the CIA knew other things, that George
Shultz knew some additional information, and that nobody had put
all of this information together.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, I take it from your prior testimony that there
was a specific issue of conflict, namely whether the U.S. Govern-
ment knew at the time in November of 1985 that HAWK missiles
were being transported rather than oil-drilling equipment.

Did you disclose that that was the issue on which there was a
conflict?

Attorney General MEEsE. I may have mentioned that that was it,
but my own view in light of the Presidential news conference the
previous Wednesday, the confusion that was apparent on Thursday
afternoon and then the additional facts I had learned on Thursday
night gave me the impression that there was pretty general confu-
sion about what had gone on and that we needed to pull the facts
together.

Mr. NIELDS. Did Admiral Poindexter give any factual input
during that meeting? Did he clarify his version of the facts?

Attorney General MEESE. No, he did not. My recollection is that
he agreed that that would be a good idea to do that.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you ask the President whether the U.S. Govern-
ment had known of the HAWK missile shipment at the time or
whether he had approved of it?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I don't believe that ever came up
in the conversation.
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Mr. NIELES. Now, following receiving this charge from the Presi-
dent, I take it you met with various people on your staff at the Jus-
tice Department.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, what I did was I went back to the
Justice Department and brought together people who were knowl-
edgeable on this subject or on related subjects so that we would
have a small team. I brought together Mr. Reynolds, who had had
a lengthy career in complex litigation and who was one of our top
people in the Department and who had also done a number of Na-
tional Security Council-related projects for me.

I brought together obviously Mr. Cooper, who had been working
with me on this specific matter, and the legal aspects of it previ-
ously, and who, of course, was in the office that has responsibility
for advising me and the President on all the executive Branch
matters, including the national security matters, and I brought to-
gether John Richardson, who was an assistant in my office who
handled the foreign intelligence matters for me, and I brought
them together because of their knowledge and also they were
people I could count on to work over the weekend, and so as a
result we started work and brought them together at noon on
Friday and commenced a plan then of how we would go about this.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you select anyone from the Criminal Division?
Attorney General MEESE. No, I did not.
Mr. NIELDS. Was there a reason for that?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, there was no reason to select

anyone from the Criminal Division inasmuch as there were no
criminal aspects to this.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, you said that you worked out a plan of action,
and I take it that you identified people that you wanted to talk to
and also documents that you wanted to review.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I believe that you have an exhibit
that reflects at least some of that here, which lists, is the list that I
started on the 21st and then added to as we went along of the
people that we wanted to talk with and also the actions that we
wanted to take.

Mr. NIELDS. That is exhibit no. 42.
Attorney General MEESE. I will turn to that if I may to assist me

in answering any questions you have.
Mr. NIELS. Please do.
Attorney General MEESE. On that--
Mr. NIELDS. I don't think we need to spend a lot of time with

this.
The first page is a list of people, and I take it those are people

you felt ought to be interviewed.
Attorney General MEESE. Yes. And, counsel, just so we are sure,

the list bears the date the 21st of November 1986, and I think at
least the first five or six or perhaps more names were added or
were put on there at that time and then other names were added
as we went along as I discovered other people that might be worth-
while talking to.

Mr. NiELS. And the second page has a number of other items on
it, the first one that isn't blocked out says, "JMP." I take it that is
Poindexter.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
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Mr. NIELDS. It says "every document, telephone logs, et cetera,"
and there is a check next to that, "contact person Paul Thompson."
There is a check and then there is "What did GPS give to or show
RR," and there is a check there.

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And again I take it you had not asked RR earlier

that day what GPS had given to or shown him?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't know how, I think that possibly

the President may have said something or John Poindexter may
have said something that he had given something to the President.

In any event, we wanted to see what that was and asked that be
made available.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, the first item says every document, telephone
logs, et cetera, and you have checked it. Does that reflect the fact
that you made a call to Admiral Poindexter at about 3:00 o'clock in
the afternoon?

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
My notes show there was a telephone conversation on that date,

the 21st of November 1986 at 3:00 p.m. and the checks would mean
that I mentioned each of those things to Admiral Poindexter that
we wanted to first have-first of all, that we wanted to have a
chance to look at every document, telephone logs or other things
that might be helpful in developing kind of a chronology or over-
view, secondly, I asked him who the contact person would be.

I assumed it would be Paul Thompson, and he said that it was,
and I asked the question: "What did George Shultz give to or show
the President?" If there was anything.

I don't know whether I knew there was anything or not. So I
can't be sure on exactly what that meant at the time, but at least I
asked that question of him.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, in any event, I take it it is clear that you made
a request by telephone of Mr. Poindexter for relevant documents.

Did you give him a time when you wanted those documents by?
Attorney General MEESE. I probably, I don't know whether I did

or not. But I probably, I may well have at least told him the next
morning, because obviously we wanted to get all the documents to-
gether, and also, I was going to proceed to talk to Mr. McFarlane
that afternoon, so I think that I specified then it would be the next
morning.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, I need to ask you this question because the
committee, as you know, has heard evidence that that afternoon a
number of the relevant documents were destroyed both by Admiral
Poindexter and by Colonel North. Was there a reason for not doing
the document review Friday afternoon?

Attorney General MEESE. The only reason that I can remember
is by the time I called him it was 3 o'clock, and I would figure they
would need at least a little time to get those documents together
and so that was the only reason that I told them that we would
have our people there the next morning so they could go through
these things in an expeditious fashion.

Mr. NIELDS. The--
Attorney General MEESE. Incidently, I believe, counsel, that you

also received testimony that most of the documents, or much of the
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documents had already been shredded before that time, if I remem-
ber correctly.

Mr. NiJDS. We have received testimony of shredding earlier and
shredding that afternoon. The first witness on your list is Mr.
McFarlane, and I take it you arranged to have him interviewed on
Friday afternoon.

Attorney General MEEsE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELw. And did you ask him during your interview whether

what he knew about the cargo on the plane that went to Iran in
November of 1985?

Attorney General MEESE. Let me consult, if I may, my notes, or
the notes that were taken of the interview with Mr. McFarlane.

Mr. NiRLDs. Exhibit 40.
Attorney General MEESE. All right. I think I also have copies of

those notes that may be easier to read. Let me try this.
Mr. NIELS. The relevant portion of the notes is page 3 at the

bottom and page 4 at the top.
Attorney General MEESE. OK. I have copies of the same notes

here which are one xerox removed, I believe, so if I may, I will
refer to those.

Yes, it relates to-it says "November HAWKs, McFarlane thinks
he first learned of it when he was briefed for the trip to Iran in
May. Iran sent back the HAWKS because they couldn't reach high
altitude bombers." I am relating now what our notes reveal that he
told to us. He said, "North briefed McFarlane, he was the action
officer on this beginning in October or November."

And then he goes on to say that "November 16 or 17 at the
summit in Geneva," I assume this relates then to 1985, "he learned
that Israel had shipped oil equipment, Rabin called him from New
York and said they had a problem with a shipment to Iran."

"McFarlane asked North to assist. North reported back that
Israel hit a snag in Customs in Portugal, and it may take a call to
the Prime Minister of Portugal. A couple of days later he talked
with the Prime Minister of Portugal." And I am not sure whether
that refers to North talking or McFarlane talking, but I believe it
was McFarlane, but I am not positive.

"McFarlane said it was an important project" and that Rabin
had told him that it was an imortant project and "would appreci-
ate his, McFarlane's, assistance.'

"McFarlane remembers no mention in all this of arms. McFar-
lane didn't know this involved procuring a plane, doesn't remem-
ber his chat with George Shultz but he probably had one."

Mr. NIELDS. I think you have read the relevant portion. Is that
consistent with your recollection of your interview with Mr.
McFarlane?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes sir, it is.
Mr. NIELDS. So that Mr. McFarlane told you on the afternoon of

November 21 that he had been told, at the time, in Geneva that oil-
drilling equipment was being shipped, that his information was ob-
tained from Colonel North and that he didn't learn that there were
HAWK missiles on the airplane until May of 1986.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I believe, if you put all of this to-
gether, he actually learned, it is hard to say who he learned from
that this was supposed to be oil-drilling equipment, it may have
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been from Mr. Rabin, who was calling from New York who was tell-
ing him that this was an important Israel shipment.

So that knowledge could have come through that route rather
than from Colonel North.

Mr. NIELDS. Correct. But he does say as a general matter that
North was the action officer and--

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, he said--
Mr. NIELD. -and North briefed McFarlane.
Attorney General MEESE. Well, he says that he asked North to

assist after getting the call from Rabin. As I read these notes and
having my recollection refreshed, the narrative that Colonel North
gave to us was that he had gotten a call from Mr. Rabin or from
Israel officials, and I believe it is Mr. Rabin, calling from New
York saying that there was an important Israel shipment going to
Iran, that they needed our help, that because Bud McFarlane was
in Geneva with the President, you remember this was the summit,
that he asked Colonel North, called Colonel North at the NSC staff
offices and asked him to assist.

North reported back that Israel had hit a snag in Customs in
Portugal and that it might take a call, I believe from McFarlane to
the Prime Minister of Portugal, in order to clear this snag, and a
couple days later he, and I believe that is McFarlane, did talk with
the Prime Minister of Portugal.

You are probably more knowledgeable from Colonel McFarlane's
testimony than I am of this.

In any event, it was an important project and so Mr. McFarlane
was trying to do what he could but a iot of the pick and shovel
work, there was not an extensive United States involvement in all
of this, and at least Mr. McFarlane's version was it was to clear a
Custom's snag in Portugal.

In any event, this is, Mr. North had worked on that and the in-
formation that Mr. McFarlane had was this was oil-drilling equip-
ment and that he later learned these were HAWK missiles.

Mr. NIELDS. Later, meaning May of 1986?
Attorney General MEESE. That is what he told us, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, when you heard Mr. McFarlane's version of

the facts, did it occur to you that it was squarely contrary to the
version of the Secretary of State?

Attorney General MEESE. No, because I hadn't talked to the Sec-
retary of State yet.

Mr. NIELDS. But you had heard, I take it, from Mr. Cooper that
the Secretary of State had a note contemporaneously made that
Mr. McFarlane had told him in Geneva that the cargo was HAWK
missiles?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe that the information that I
had was that George Shultz knew that they were HAWK missiles.
I don't think I knew at the time or I may not have known at the
time that he had learned that from Mr. McFarlane because I really
didn't know much about what Mr. Shultz knew until I talked with
him the following morning.

Mr. NIELDS. Do you recall Mr. Cooper telling you the night before
not only that he had learned from Judge Sofaer of the State De-
artment that Secretary Shultz had a note indicating that he had

learned about HAWK missiles from Mr. McFarlane, but that he
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had then asked Commander Thompson to doublecheck the store
with-Colonel North and McFarlane and the word had come back
that they stick to their story? Do you reall that?

Attorney General MEEsE. I don't recall that precisely, but it is
entirely possible. I know I did ask Mr. McFarlane about whether
he remembered a conversation with George Shultz. He said he did
not but he probably had one.

Mr. NImWS. I take it you asked that question because you had
heard about that conversation before the interview?

Attorney General MEEsE. I'm sure I had. It is even possible that
Mr. Cooper might have asked that question. I'm not sure. But at
least that came up in the conversation.

Mr. NIELS. In any event, by the time the interview was over,
either because of what Mr. Cooper had told you earlier or because
of what he was relating during the interview, you had now uncov-
ered what appeared to be a square conflict between Mr. McFar-
lane's claimed lack of knowledge and Secretary Shultz' claim that
McFarlane had told him?

Attorney General MEESE. Or at least a difference in their recol-
lections, yes.

Mr. NIELDS. Did it occur- to you that it is at least unlikely that
the National Security Adviser and the Secretary of State, on a
matter such as this, would fail to remember whether oil-drilling
equipment or arms were involved?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, the whole-Mr. McFarlane's
memory about this was very hazy, very murky, and I attributed
that at the time to the fact that he was primarily involved with the
summit with the President and with the meeting with the General
Secretary of the Soviet Union and really didn't probably pay an
awful lot of attention to this.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, after the interview with Mr. McFarlane, did-I
take it the interview was conducted in the presence of Mr. Cooper?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, it was-Mr. Cooper and I were to-
gether in my office with Mr. McFarlane.

Mr. NIELDS. And indeed these are Mr. Cooper's notes that you
have been referring to?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. No one else was there, I take it?
Attorney General MEESE. No, I don't believe anyone was there at

any time. Someone may have wandered in or out during the-I
think it was about an hour, a little more than that. But not that I
can recall.

Mr. NIEuS. Now, at the end of the interview, did Mr. Cooper and
Mr. McFarlane leave together and did Mr. McFarlane then return
and have a discussion with you, just the two of you?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe they were both going out, and
I think either I was walking out with Mr. McFarlane or he turned
back, something like that. But we did have a conversation just be-
tween the two of us.

Mr. NIELDS. What did-did Mr. McFarlane initiate it, or did you?
Attorney General MEESE. I think Mr. McFarlane did, as near as I

can recall.
Mr. NIELDS. What did he say?
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Attorney General MEESE. He said something to the effect that I
have been taking a lot of this on my shoulders in the speech I gave
this last week and what I have said this last week but I want you
to know-it was something to the effect he wanted me to know
that the President was generally in favor of pursuing the Israelis'
ideas all along.

Mr. NIELS. And did you respond to that?
Attorney General MzESE. Yes. I said, "Well, Bud, just be sure

that whatever you do you tell the truth." I said "Don't try to shade
this one way or the other, thinking you are helping the President,
because the best thing to do is just get the whole truth out." I said,
"It might even be helpful to the President, not hurtful, if he is gen-
erally supported this from the start", or words to that effect.

Mr. NiELS. Did you tell him in words or substance that if the
President had approved the Israeli transactions before they oc-
curred, even if he didn't do it in writing, that that might actually
solve the legal problem?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I don't think I went into that much
detail. I think it was just very briefly to the effect that if the Presi-
dent had approved or supported this earlier rather than later it
might be helpful rather than hurtful. My main purpose there was
to do what I had done actually at the commencement of my conver-
sation with him, and which I did. with I think virtually everyone
that I talked to, and that was to say "Let's not try to think about
what the outcome of this is going to be, what we need", and I am
referring now to the notes, "We need the facts and the total chro-
nology,' and I encouraged each person to be sure they didn't try to
think they were trying to protect somebody or do anything other
than get all the facts out and to be sure to tell the truth.

Mr. NIELDS. Exhibit 41 is a message that is neither from nor to
you, and you would have had no reason to have seen it. It is a mes-
sage from Mr. McFarlane to Mr. Poindexter later on in the same
day after his interview with you, and in the first paragraph he
makes a reference to his interview with you.

In the second paragraph, he says: "But it appears that the
matter of not notifying about the Israeli transfers can be covered if
the President made a 'mental Finding' before the transfers took
place. Well, on that score, we ought to be okay because he was all
for letting the Israelis do anything they wanted at the very first
briefing in the hospital. Ed seemed relieved at that."

My questions are simply does that refresh your memory in any
way at all on the following two points: do you recall using the
phrase "mental Finding"?

Attorney General MEESE. I am sure that I never used the phrase"mental Finding." This is the first time-I have seen documents
similar to this-in preparation for these immediate hearings, but the
term, "mental Finding," is not one that I can ever recall using or
that I would have used.

Mr. NIELDS. Do you recall expressing relief at the idea that the
President might have approved these transactions in advance,
thereby improving the legal t osture?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I don't think that anything I said
would have-that I would have characterized it as expressing relief
but rather just approximately what I did say to you earlier.
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Mr. NIE WS. Now, the second witness on your list was Secretary
Shultz.

Attorney General MFsE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And you Interviewed him, I take it, the following

morning, that is Saturday morning early, at 8:00 o'clock?
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Was that at his office or yours?
Attorney General MEESE. That was in his office. He had called

me the night before. I believe he had been out of town and got back
and said, "I understand that you would like to talk with me." He
had heard about this from someone, perhaps Admiral Poindexter
or somebody, and said that he would be available the next morn-
ing, whatever time I wanted, and we agreed upon 8:00 o'clock at
his office.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, during that interview, did the Secretary of
State personally inform you that he had been told by Mr. McFar-
lane in 1985 that HAWK missiles were being shipped?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe he did. And I am going to re-
fresh my recollection from the notes of that meeting.

Again, I am referring to notes that were taken by Mr. Cooper.
This took place on the 22d of November. Present were myself,
George Shultz, a gentleman by the name of Charles Hill, I believe
it's Charles, Mr. Hill anyway from the State Department, and
Charles Cooper.

And I asked him about the November HAWK episode, and he
said that during the-and again, I am referring now to the notes. I
don't know, do you have these notes as an exhibit?

Mr. NIELDS. These are not an exhibit at such.
Attorney General MEESE. These are the notes I am referring to of

the conversation, and he said that during the Geneva Summit after
the second day's meeting, he thought it was on the 18th, Mr.
McFarlane came to George Shultz's hotel and said that a complex
deal was underway, that there was a shipment of arms, he may
have said HAWKs, according to Mr. Shultz, would go to Iran on
the assumption that hostages would be released. The Iranians
would know what was on boara the plane.

And then Mr. Hill said: "McFarlane said the plane would go
from Israel to Lisbon. If the hostages were released, it would go to
Iran. If not, it would go back to Israel, and that we would be ad-
vised through Turkey that hostages, that the hostages were re-
leased."

Do you want me to continue with the conversation?
Mr. NIELDS. I think that is enough, Mr. Attorney General, thank

you.
I take it now that you did have conflicting versions at this point

of which you had personal knowledge?
Attorney General MEESE. We had certainly conflicting recollec-

tions of what had occurred.
Mr. NIELDS. And you also had heard Colonel North's version 2

days earlier and you had heard from Mr. McFarlane that indeed
North had been the active participant and indeed Mr. McFarlane
had received some of his in formation from Colonel North. His ver-
sion also conflicted with Secretary Shultz.
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Did it occur to you at that point in time that you might be deal-
ing with something other than confusion?

Attorney General MEESE. No, it really didn't because each of
these people had been very straightforward in what they told and
again as I said with Mr. McFarlane I remembered that he was at
the summit with the President and this was a year later so it was
not unusual that he had a different recollection.

I thought that probably George Shultz was-perhaps had the
best recollection of what he had learned between the two of them,
between he and Mr. McFarlane because there had been notes
taken at the time, not contemporaneously, but afterwards he had
given the information to Mr. Hill.

I also know that George Shultz had been very much concerned
about it because he told me that he had said to Mr. McFarlane it
was a very bad idea; he didn't think it would work.

He said he was being consulted not for approval, and then he
also said that he thought it didn't happen because no hostages
were released and he said he had been told around Thanksgiving
that it hadn't worked out and that the whole thing had shut down.

He said that he had breathed a sigh of relief.
Mr. NIELs. Did Secretary Shultz during that conversation make

reference to a concern he had about the involvement of Southern
Air Transport and the fact that it was involved in both the Iran
and the Contra matter that had hit the press recently?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't have any recollection that he
did. I don t think he did. I certainly see nothing in here that he
did, and I don't know why he would because Southern Air Trans-
port wasn't involved at all in this shipment of HAWKs in Novem-ber of 1985.

I learned that from other sources, but it was not involved.
Mr. NIELDS. Following your interview with Secretary Shultz, I

take it you returned to the Justice Department and met with your
team of attorneys?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And then you dispatched Messrs. Richardson and

Reynolds to review documents at the White House?
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And you then had an interview with Judge Sporkin?
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. Nizws. What was the reason for selecting Judge Sporkin?
Attorney General MEESE. I believe that he was available. I think

we may have tried to get other people, because I know I was inter-
ested in getting to Colonel North, but I do believe that we called
Judge Sporkin, now Judge Sporkin, then I guess he was a judge
then-in any event, we got hold of Judge Sporkin and he said he
was available and would come down.

I don't remember whether we tried to get anyone else. If I look
at exhibit 42--

Mr. NIELDS. I haven't made my question clear. I wasn't asking
why did you take him out of order on your list, but rather why did
you put him on your list in the first place? What did he have to do
with this transaction to your knowlede?

Attorney General MEESE. He had been the general counsel at
CIA during the time that this all took place, these transactions,
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particularly in November, and somewhere we had learned-and it
may have been Thursday afternoon or it may have been subse-
quent to that-we had learned that there had. been a discussion at
CIA about a Finding or whether there should be a Finding made
because of the very limited CIA participation.

I think it is important to note here that in November of 1985 the
shipment of whatever it was, whatever it was known to be, oil-drill-
ing equipment or what was actually HAWKs, was entirely an Is-
raeli operation.

There was no involvement in the management or direction or
source of weapons as far as the United States was concerned. It
was the Israelis who asked us through the call from Mr. Rabin Ere-
sumably and perhaps others to Colonel North-I mean to Mr.
McFarlane, that they needed help with some minor aspects of it.

One item of help that McFarlane new about or had been told
about was that they needed some help with Customs in Lisbon.

Later-on, Colonel North apparently had been told that they
needed help to find an airplane. There is a lot to that that we can
talk about when we talk about Colonel North's testimony.

In any event, there was a tangential involvement or assistance
by the United States. But even that, there were people at CIA in
1986, November 1986, felt that it would have been preferable to
have a Finding and in any event the people who had been involved
who had been assisting Colonel North at CIA were told to talk to
Mr. Sporkin, so his name had come up and we asked him to come
in and talk with us.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you have a copy of a proposed Finding in your
possession at that time?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not. I don't believe I have
ever seen a proposed Finding in the sense of the one that we now
know is related to the events occurring in November of 1985.

Chairman INoUYE. May I interrupt? There is a vote pending in
the Senate at this time necessitating the absence of the Members.

Please proceed.
Mr. NIELDS. We don't need to go into a great amount of detail

here, but let me ask you one question about your interview with
Judge Sporkin. Did he tell you that he was aware at the time that
munitions were involved?

Attorney General MEESE. Again, I am referring now to notes that
Mr. Cooper took of that interview. He said that, and if I may, I will
refresh my recollection from these notes-he said that Mr. McMa-
hon, who at that time was the Deputy Director of Central Intelli-
gence "around November or December of 1985 sent to Sporkin two
guys from operations," I am reading verbatim, "who he couldn't re-
member who they were, who reported that there was an arms ship-
ment and transportation.

"They told him of an arms shipment and transportation being in-
volved. Sporkin said they would need a Finding and he drafted one
and told McMahon that it should be used."

Mr. NIELDS. I think that is enough.
Attorney General MEESE. There is one other point I think that

probably is relevant and that is, he had in it something that
would purport to ratify anything that already be done, which I
think is important in that it was done after the fact.
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Mr. NumWS. Now-
Attorney General Mmisc. Excuse me-if I could just add one

thing, because I see it in the notes I think it is important to show
the state of Mr. Sporkin's knowledge-he says he thinks that
what was done was something to facilitate an arms transfer, a
planeload of some kind of arms going to he thinks Iran.

"He can't recall if Israel was involved." That was Mr. Sporkin's
knowledge at the time.

Mr. Nrmae. So you now as of the time o! your interview with
Judge Sporkin had learned that Director Casey's general counsel
had been aware of the fact that arms were shipped. Did it at that
point occur to you that you might be dealing with something more
than confusion?

Attorney General MUE. No, because this was consistent with
what we had learned on Thursday afternoon. There was no doubt
on Thursday afternoon that this had been HAWK missiles shipped
and what Mr. Sporkin said was that he learned about it after the
fact and actually it confirmed some of the things we had heard ear-
lier that somehow this had come to the attention of CIA after the
actions had been done and it was at that time that Mr. McMahon,
being concerned because arms were involved, asked the people who
had v: )rked on this to talk with the General Counsel.

There was still confusion in my mind at that point as to who had
learned what, when, and that is why I added to my list of people
here in addition to Mr. Sporkin, who was already on the list, opera-
tives one and two, who I believe were people who may have had
something to do with providing the information to Mr. Sporkin,
and I think I also called around that time Mr. Casey asking if we
could have the names of the people at CIA who were in any way
involved.

Mr. Casey told me, and again, I have refreshed my recollection
from a note on this, that he would make available the names of all
the people who were at CIA headquarters, but if any of them were
operating in the field, he would not make that available except on
a one-by-one basis if they were actually necessary, which was ap-
parently their normal procedure.

Mr. NiELus. The two operatives you were interested in are the
ones who had told Judge Sporkin what had been on the plane?

Attorney General MEEsE. That is right.
Mr. NiELes. I take it following your interview with Judge Spor-

kin you had lunch at the Old Ebbitt Grill?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. Nimws. And you there met up with the two lawyers who had

been doing the document review at the White House, Messrs. Rich-
ardson and Reynolds?

Attorney General MEEsE. That is correct. Mr. Cooper and I went
over there first and they joined us a few minutes later.

Mr. NiELm. And I take it they, at that time, during that lunch
disclosed a document that they had found to you?

Attorney General MEESE. They talked about what they had done
and said in the course of looking at the documents they had found
a particular document that related to a possible plan or a plan that
was laid out in the document that had to do with diversion of
funds.
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Mr. NimiiS. And when you say diversion, what did they tell you
it was a diversion to?

Attorney General MEESE. I can't remember the exact words they
used, but it was that there had been that funds which had been
derived from the profits of the transfer of arms to Iran had been
used for the Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua.

Mr. Nir~w. Following your lunch, I take it you returned to your
office?

Attorney General MEESE. I returned to my office, yes, and they
returned to the NSC office, NSC council staff offices.

Mr. NiELS. Did you receive a telephone call from Colonel North?
Attorney General MEmsE. I don't recall receiving a telephone call

from Colonel North, although he may have been calling back. My
recollection was that I called him, but he may have been calling
back from a call I had left earlier that morning. That is possible.

Mr. Nixws. In any event, at some point in time you attempted to
reach him in order to schedule an interview and you did have a
conversation with him either because you called him or because he
called you after you returned from lunch?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe that is correct, yes.
Mr. NiELm. Did you schedule an interview?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, we scheduled a meeting for the

following afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Mr. NIELDS. Very shortly thereafter, did you receive a telephone

call from Director Casey?
Attorney General MEESE. Some time during the afternoon I re-

ceived a call from Director Casey, yes. I think I may have talked
with him earlier in the day ,also.

Mr. NIELDS. You should have a set of appointment and phone
logs. Do you see that in front of you?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, it says "Edwin Meese, November
1986, appointments and phone calls."

Mr. NIEL. Now, it will take you a minute to find, but it is in
chronological order and I would like you to turn to a sheet of paper
dated November 22d, Saturday, which appears to be in your hand-
writing.

Attorney General MEESE. I have something that says schedule
for this, and there is a list that says telephone calls Saturday the
22d of November 1986. but it is not in my handwriting.

Mr. NIELDS. But I take it it relates to yar telephone calls?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, it appc ars to, and I believe it is

probably in the handwriting of my confidential assistant, whose
handwriting often is similar to mine.

Mr. NiELDS. Just looking at that, does that refresh your memory
about the timing of your calls from Colonel North and Director
Casey?

Attorney General MEESE. It says that "at 9:55 a.m., received a
call from Bill Casey."

Mr. NIELDS. Take a look at the bottom too.
Attorney General MEESE. Then it says "at 3:40 received a call

from Oliver North," "at 3:46 received a call from Bill Casey."
Mr. NIELw. So Director Casey called you some 6 minutes after

the origination of your conversation with Colonel North?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
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Mr. NRmWS. And you then scheduled a meeting, I take it, with
Director Casey at his home that evening?

Attorney General Mmmsc. Mr. Casey said he had something he
wanted to talk with me about. I said why don't I drop by on my
way home this evening, since we live not very far apart. So we did
that and I scheduled a meeting for-I said I would be by some time
after five.

Mr. Nmws. How long did you stay?
Attorney General Mums. Probably somewhere between a V hour

and 45 minutes, something in that neighborhood, perhaps as long
as an hour.

Mr. NnwmS. What did you discuss?
Attorney General M&~sz. Well, I had already talked to him

about what I was doing at the President's request, and he told me
that he wanted to tell me, because of what I was doing, that he had
received information in October from a Mr. Roy Furmark, who was
a friend of his or a business associate of his from his earlier days in
New York.

Mr. NIzus. What did the information-well, let me just ask it to
you this way, did the information relate to diversion of funds to the
Contras?

Attorney General MEESE. No.
Mr. Nimmns. Not at all?
Attorney General MEESE. No, not at all. The information was

that Mr. Furmark had called him to say-and this was somewhere
I think in the early part of October and that this was at a time
when the whole Iranian initiative had not been made public, and
Mr. Furmark had called to tell him that there were some, I believe,
Canadians who had been middle-men in providing financing for the
arms transactions and that they apparently provided in effect
bridge funding, because the Iranians didn't want to put up the

- money until they got the weapons, and the CIA representatives
worki-g through the Israelis didn't want to turn over the weapons
until they got the money, so somebody had to put up bridge fund-
ing, if you will, in order to make this thing go, and that these
people were apparently putting up bridge funding, I believe dealing
with the go-between, who I later learned was a Mr. Ghorbanifar-I
may have known it at the time-and that the people who had been
these financiers claimed that they had not been paid back all the
money that was owed them, apparently they were putting it up for
a short periods of time, like 30 days, and then were receiving a
rather high premium or interest rate for their putting up the
money and that they were threatening to go public with this if
they did not get their money.

And Mr. Furmark felt-I believe Mr. Casey told me that Mr.
Furmark felt that they were going to go public as a means of
trying to get the United States to replace the funds that they felt
they had not received.

In the course of that conversation, he said that they might even
claim that the money that should have gone to them was used for
other-I am not sure whether he told me this in so many words,
but I later learned in other documents that Mr. Furmark had de-
scribed it as going for United States and Israeli projects other than
what was involved in the Iranian transfer.
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Mr. NIEWS. I think you said a moment ago that you had already
discussed with Director Casey what you were doing for the Presi-
dent. When did you have that discussion?

Attorney General MEESE. I think I probably told him that on
Friday night. I tried to reach each of the Cabinet members on
Friday night that we would probably be talking to. Actually, in Mr.
Casey's case, it was just so that they were all on notice. Ve already
knew what he knew from the work that had been done on Thurs-
day afternoon in the preparation of his testimony, but so that as I
was asking these questions and talking to people, including people
in CIA or former CIA people, they wouldn t hear about it for the
first time from somebody else and would know what I was doing
and why I was doing it.

Mr. NIELS. Director Casey made this disclosure to you at his
home?

Attorney General MEESE. He told me about Mr. Furmark's con-
versation with him earlier, yes.

Mr. NIZws. Concerning the possibility that funds from the Irani-
an arms sales may have gone to some other projects?

Attorney General MEESE. That wasn't the disclosure. The disclo-
sure was that Mr. Furmark had said that people were, in effect,
trying to extort money from the U.S. Government by claiming that
they would otherwise go public, and the claim of the money going
to other projects was more or less incidental.

Mr. NiEus. But you had just read a memorandum from Colonel
North's files that contemplated money from the Iranian arms sales
going to the Contras.

Did you mention that to Mr. Casey?
Attorney General MEESE. No, I didn't, and for a very good

reason. I felt that while this was some preliminary information we
had gotten, I didn't know where it would go or what it involved
until we talked to Colonel North-incidentally, I didn't know this
came from Colonel North's files. It came from the documents that
had been presented to us by the National Security Council staff, so
I didn't know what the origin was.

But, in any event, I felt it was not appropriate to discuss this
with anyone, even as good a friend as Mr. Casey, until after I found
out what it was all about.

Mr. NIELwS. Without disclosing it to him, did youqpk him about
it?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I did not ask him about it because
that would have disclosed the knowledge that I had. And there was
nothing in his conversation which would have led to it logically.

Mr. Nium. Well, he had raised the topic of someone extorting
money from the U.S. Government by making a disclosure that
funds from the Iranian arms sales had gone to other projects?

Attorney General MEESE. No. What he said was that they were,
in effect, trying to pressure the United States into paying them the
money that they felt they were owed by saying that they would go
public with this information, which would have of course then ex-
ploded, if you will, the Iranian initiative, and that they might
even-I think Mr. Furmark had told him, if I recall correctly-and
I'm not positive that he told me that night, but I think he did; I
later found it out in some documents-that they had talked about
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money that should have gone to them being used for other Israeli
or U.S. projects.

Mr. Ni iL. This was on the 22d of November?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELps. The President had had his press conference on the

19th?
Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NcLw. Hadn't the President pretty much disclosed the Is-

raeli-the Iranian initiative during his press conference of the
19th?

Attorney General MEzsz. Yes, but what I'm saying is that Mr.
Furmark, when he talked with Mr. Casey, had talked with him I
think in early October when this was still a highly secret, sensitive
matter, and it was at that time that they had threatened he said
these people were threatening-Mr. Furmark was not involved-he
said these other people, the Canadians as I think they were known
to me at that time, were threatening to go public with this matter.

Mr. NIzLS. There was, as I understand what you have said,
there was one thing that these people, if they went public, would
disclose which had not yet been disclosed, which wqs that funds
from the project had been used for other purposes.

You had just heard a similar-you had read a similar thing in an
NSC document. Didn't that logically-didn't the two logically
relate? And I guess my question is why didn't you mention to Di-
rector Casey the information that you had on this subject.

Attorney General MEEsE. Well, because I only had very scant in-
formation, which was a memorandum, which we didn't know
whether this had ever been followed, what had happened to it, and
I felt it was appropriate not to talk with anyone about that until
we had pursued that memorandum, and the logical person to
pursue it with was Colonel North, as in fact happened the next
dar. Ninw. Did you ask Director Casey, when he told you that

there was this threatened disclosure of funds being used or other
purposes, did you ask him is that true, were funds used for any
other purposes, to your knowledge?

Attorney General MEEsE. Yes-well, I don't know that I asked
him that. It was a minor part of what-the real thing was the dis-
closure making this whole thing public, and in effect blowing the
Iranian initiative.

What the funds were used for, as Mr. Casey reported to me, was
a minor part of what Mr. Furmark had told him. But he also told
me, and I believe it was that night, that he had talked to Admiral
Poindexter about this and Admiral Poindexter assured him there
was nothing to it and that nothing wrong had happened in regard
to the funds.

Mr. NizLs. Now, I understand from what you are saying that
what was on Director Casey's mind was the threatened lawsuit or
the threatened going public.

Attorney General MmEsE. That's right. I believe he did mention
that they were threatening a lawsuit.

Mr. NImLaS. I take it at least one of the things that must have
been on your mind at the time was the diversion ir formation that
you had learned .t lunch that day. And my question is, I gather
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you were attempting to do a full factfinding investigation, and why
didn't you ask-why didn't you take the opportunity to ask Direc-
tor Casey what he knew about any use of arms sales proceeds for
other purposes?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, as a matter of fact, he told me
that he had talked to Admiral Poindexter about this-I believe it
was at that time that he told me this-and that Admiral Poin-
dexter had told him that nothing wrong had been done and that
there was nothing to this.

In any event, the two did not seem to be directly related, particu-
larly as he told me that this was something that was just a threat
and that Furmark had portrayed it to him not as though they had
any knowledge of anything, but that this was a threat'that they
were going to use to try to get the money from the United States.

Obviously I marked it in my mind as a matter to refer to later
on, depending on what we found out from Colonel North the next
day, and would have done so had that opportunity presented itself.

Mr. NIELDS. When you spoke to Colonel North in the afternoon
to schedule his interview the following day, did you mention to him
the new subject on which you wished to question him?

Attorney General MEESE. Absolutely not. As a matter of fact, I
-asked him really to meet with us in the morning, because we were
trying to meet with him on Sunday morning. He said that was the
only chance he got to go to church with his family and would we
mind if we made it in the afternoon; I said that would be all right
with me.

So we settled on 2:00 in the afternoon.
Mr. NIELDs. Mr. McFarlane has told the committee that he met

with Colonel North on Sunday morning prior to his interview with
you and that Colonel North was unhappy because he felt that
there was a record of the diversion.

And I guess my question to you is, can you think of any way that
he might have learned of the discovery of the record of the diver-sionf

Attorney General MEESE. No, I know of no way he could have,
and I doubt-I would personally be very surprised if he had
learned about it because when we presented him with the memo
that afternoon, Sunday afternoon, he certainly seemed surprised.

Mr. NIELDS. I was going to ask you about that. He seems like a
fellow who is pretty cool under fire. Everyone has told the commit-
tee that he exhibited clear surprise when the document was shown
him.

Would you describe how he exhibited this surprise?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, I'm not sure I can describe it

except to say that he was obviously-I would describe him as being
shocked that we had the memorandum and that we were raising
this issue with him.

Mr. NIELDS. Was this in words, was this a facial expression?
Attorney General MEESE. I think it was a combination of words

and facial expression, primarily facial expression and body lan-
gua ge, if you will.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, I guess we. are on the subject of that interview,
and I have a number of questions about it.

I take it it occurred at 2:00 on Sunday afternoon, the 23d?
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Attorney General MEESE. Yes. Again I'm referring to notes of
that. I believe you have notes as one of your exhibits, do you not?

Mr. NIELDS. Exhibit 47.
Attorney General MEESE. And I will refer to your exhibit 47, and

use my copy of the notes which again are a little easier to handle.
Yes we met actually at 2:13 p.m. on Sunday the 22d of November:
Colonel North, myself, Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Cooper, and Mr. Richard-
son. And what part of the interview do you want me to talk about?

Mr. NIELDS. There are a number of different subjects and what I
would like to do is take them in order.

Attorney General MEESE. All right.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it that when you originally started this week-

end inquiry, the issue, the principal issue on the table was this
business of the HAWK missiles and the oil-drilling equipment.

Now, you had heard one version from Colonel North on Thurs-
day the 20th. What did he tell you on that subject on the 23d?

Attorney General MEESE. Perhaps it might be better if I gave you
the interview just as it happened. I don't want to prolong this.

Mr. NIELDS. It is going to be a very long-this is 30 pages of
handwritten notes, Mr. Attorney General, and if you read them all,
we are going to be here a long time.

What I would like to do is on this subject, because there are a lot
of notes on it, is ask you whether you have a recollection of what
he told you about his state of knowledge and then if there are par-
ticular parts of the notes that would be helpful, I will refer you to
them.

Attorney General MEESE. All right.
I cannot recall in sufficient detail to answer those questions. I

can when my recollection is refreshed by the notes; the only thing I
wanted to say as a preface to this was that he mentioned to us that
he had discussed with Mr. McFarlane the philosophy of-rather
that-excuse me, I am recalling it from notes here.

He said, first of all, that he was totally unwitting of the 508
TOWs until after the fact, that he did not know that. And in
answer to your specific question, he said that Bud McFarlane had
called him as to this shipment in November 1985, which you are
referring to now, I believe.

He said that the call was from Geneva. He said that Bud told
him that Rabin had a problem, he needed to move something
around. He said that he had discussed with McFarlane the philoso-
phy of Israeli's helping moving something to Iran, and I presume it
is in that phonp call.

He said that as a result he called Mr. Rabin back and that they
wanted him to send a man to help with a big problem relating to a
port.

I believe that was the Lisbon situation. And he said, and that
Rabin told him, we want to move some things that would support
what you want to do.

And he said that Rabin's assistant told him that they were
moving items which would support the rapprochement with Iran.

Mr. North told us at that time that he got in touch with Richard
Secord who was an international businessman, and that he had
Mr. Secord go to see the person in Lisbon. He said that Rabin had
told him that it was oil-related equipment.
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He said that he had several more conversations with Bud McFar-
lane, that he encouraged him to call the port officials and he
thinks he did.

He said that the Israelis aborted the move, this initial shipment.
He then went on to say that Mr. Secord went to Tel Aviv pursuant
to an Israeli request.

It was clear to him that this was a high-priority shipment.
You want me to go on with his narrative of this event?
Mr. NIELDS. Well, I think you only have to go on a couple of

more lines, and I will ask you, you don't have to read it, I will
simply ask you whether it isn't the case that Colonel North told

ou that Mr. Secord was sent to Israel, to Tel Aviv, and that after
e got there he learned that the shipment was HAWK missiles and

that that is how Colonel North found out they were HAWK mis-
siles?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. He did that apparently
after he had called the CIA and got the name of a proprietary air-
line.

Mr. NIELDS. So that Colonel North's version of the facts during
this interview was that he had originally been told it was oil-drill-
ing equipment by Mr. Rabin and that he found out that the ship-
ment had been HAWK missiles after Mr. Secord went to Tel
Aviv-

Attorney General MEESE. That's right.
Mr. NIELDS.-which, as we have heard previously in these hear-

ings, was a number of days after Mr. Secord had first been sent
over and indeed after the missiles had actually been shipped.

Attorney General MEESE. That's correct. So that that was some-
time after the whole transaction had taken place.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, the second topic I want to ask you about is the
topic of diversion, and my first question is: Would it be correct to
assume that prior to your interview you had studied the document
that Mr. Reynolds had found in NSC files?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I had.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you ask Colonel North, among other

things-well, I guess maybe I should say first, did you verify from
him that a diversion had in fact occurred, not only had been
planned but had occurred?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I did ultimately. But what I did
really was to take him through all of his knowledge of the transac-
tions, or lack of knowledge of the transactions, that had occurred
in 1985 and 1986 and exhausted what his information on every-
thing without any mention of the diversion, so that I would get,
without letting him know that we knew of that, all the information
that we could about what he knew about the matters pertaining to
what we might call the conventional aspects of the Iranian initia-
tive.

And we did that and, as you say, it goes on for several pages,
meetings in London, the fact that he felt that the November oper-
ation was a mess, that he felt that if he got involved they could do
it right, and that for that reason he did get involved, particularly
early the following January, the events that I knew about in the
meeting with the President, the events that led up to the meeting
with the President, and so on-talked about the Finding that had
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been developed in the work in early January-he said that work
started in mid-December-and talked about the entire thing
through meetings with Sporkin and Casey and others, preparatory
to the meeting with the President on the 7th.

Then there was more discussion of the HAWK missile shipment
in November of 1985.

Mr. NIELDS. Then I take it you eventually addressed the topic of
diversion.

Attorney General MEESE. Well-lhii we also talked about Mr.
Ledeen.

We really tried to get everything that he knew. And then talked
about the return of the HAWKs. And then after what is recorded
here as 12 pages of information that we got on all the other aspects
of it, then I asked him about the memo.

I showed him the memo and asked him if it was something he
prepared.

Mr. NIELDS. I don't want to skip over things, but I think the only
thing we need for our present purposes, since we have these notes,
is-I take it it's correct that he verified there had been some diver-
sion of funds to the Contras.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, what he did, I showed him the
memo andthen he went into a reference to the original shipments
and so on, and then he acknowledged the fact that there was a di-
version of funds, yes, and that-he said that- I'm trying to find
the spot here where I mentioned to him-I said, now this memo-
he had talked a lot about the relationship with Israel and all that
sort of thing, and he said that the Israelis were interested in help-
ing us, and then he said-I got him back to talk about the memo
and I said it appears to be written between the 4th and the 7th of
April and it mentions the use of money that was transferred.

And he said yes, that as a part of transfers that had taken
place-and I have here the date of the 16th of May-money was
deposited to the Israeli account and that some of this money was
used for Israeli replacements, and he said that there was $12 mil-
lion in residual funds that went to the Nicaraguan Resistance.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you ask him who knew--
Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS.-that funds had been diverted to the Resistance?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I asked him, and as the notes-

there is a lot more about how this all came about. But I said was
this ever discussed with the President, and he said not as far as he
knew, not with North.

And I said was it discussed with Poindexter, and he said he was
the point of contact with the President, and he described Poin-
dexter apparently-that he was the point of contact with the Presi-
dent and that that's why he would not-he, North-would not have
discussed it with the President.

He said Fortier was involved, too,. because he became the princi-
pal deputy, and then I said-or at least in the course of this I said
who else knows.

In the course of this discussion,-and the notes show it, he would
wander off into other topics, or at least the conversation, the dis-
cussion wandered off into other opics about the amount of money,
who got them, how it was handled, and I said how much more is
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there to it? And I said, who else is involved, Mr. McFarlane or
Poindexter? He said that he had told McFarlane in April or May of
1986 that there were-and then he said very clearly-there were
only three who could know in the United States, meaning the U.S.
Government, and that was: McFarlane, Poindexter, and North.

Mr. NIELDS. Did he tell you whether Director Casey knew?
Attorney General MEESE. He said again there were only three

who knew. I didn't ask him specifically about Casey or anybody
else. I said, "Who knew?" And he said, "There were only three who
could know in the United States, and that was McFarlane, Poin-
dexter, and North."

Mr. NIELDS. Let me turn the question around: Did he tell you
that Director Casey knew?

Attorney General MEESE. Absolutely not.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, the next topic I want to ask you about is what

he told you on the subject of flow of funds involved in the diver-
sion, and I think you should turn to page 12, and then you will
want to come back to page 16 of these notes. And in the middle of
page 12, it says "Money moved to CIA account," and then there is
"Iranians" with an arrow, "Israelis," and then an arrow, "CIA ac-
count," then an arrow, "Army".

Attorney General MEESE. This was our discussion before he had
any knowledge that we had the memo, and he was discussing the
general flow of money as a part of what I have described as the
conventional aspects of the Iranian initiative, and he said the
money moved to a CIA account, and then he went into it in more
detail.

He said the Iranians gave the money to the Israelis, the Israelis
put the money in CIA accounts, and the CIA, in turn, reimbursed
the Army for the original purchases.

Mr. NIELDS. So even prior to the time that you had shown him
during the interview this memo, he was already telling you that
the money went directly from the Israelis to the CIA account, and
he completely leaves out Secord and Hakim's account, private en-
terprise, or anything of this sort.

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. As a matter of fact, I
didn't learn about any of those aspects of it until much later.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, then, if you will turn to page 16, about two-
thirds of the way down, it says: "Israeli offer," and then there is an
arrow to Calero, then another arrow, "Open three accounts in
Switz, Switz," and then it says, "and gave numbers to Israelis,"
and then there is another dash, "Dollars to accounts."

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. What is he telling you there?
Attorney General MEESE. He is saying there, you have to go back

a few lines above that when he says this was an Israeli idea. They
wanted to be heldful. He said they wanted to be helpful in regard
to the Contras. And he said he guessed '-he money got to them from
this. He said the Contras knew the money came, in effect, from
Israel and appreciated it.

And then he said that Israel, the Israelis, made an offer through
North to Calero, Calero being a representative of the Democratic
Resistance Forces, and that Calero would open three accounts in
Switzerland, and that then North gave the numbers of those ac-
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counts to the Israelis and that the Israelis deposited the money to
those accounts. He then said that the CIA had no knowledge of
this.

Mr. NIELDs. I take it, I just want to make this clear now, because
it is important: did Colonel North tell you during that interview
that the money had gone directly from the Israelis to Contra ac-
counts?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, he did.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, that was different from what you had learned

from reading the memorandum, the so-called diversion memoran-
dum. Isn't that true?

Attorney General MEESE. If I could, I would like to have you
refer me to that exhibit so I can refresh my recollection.

Mr. NIELDs. Yes. It is exhibit number 44. And the relevant part
of it is at the bottom of page 2.

Attorney General MEESE. I read here, if I am reading the right
place, it says "By Monday, the 7th of April, the Iranian Govern-
ment will transfer $17 million to an Israeli account in Switzerland,
the Israelis will in turn transfer to a private U.S. corporation ac-
count in Switzerland the sum of $15 million, and then on Tuesday,
April 8, or as soon as the transactions are verified, the private U.S.
corporation will transfer $3.65 million to a CIA account in Switzer-
land, CIA will then transfer this sum to a covert Department of the
Army account in the United States."

It goes on to say "on Wednesday, April 9, the CIA will commence
procuring--"

Mr. NIELDS. You don't need to read further. The part of it that I
have reference to is the $15 million going to a private U.S. corpora-
tion account.

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And then if you read the next paragraph, it shows

$3 million going to the CIA for a difference of something under $12
million.

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And then on page 5 it states that the residual funds,

including $12 million, will go to the Contras. So I take it it is cor-
rect that this document shows the diversion, so to speak, coming
out of a U.S. corporation account.

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, my next question is: Didn't you ask Colonel

North about the flow of funds reflected in the diversion document
during your interview?

Attorney General MEESE. No, we let him tell it exactly as he was
telling it. He had the document, we showed him the document, I
don't think he read it carefully. I think he knew the document.

Mr. NIELDS. Then I would like you to turn to page 17 of the
North interview.

Attorney General MEESE. Oh, yes, excuse me, yes, we did ask him
because-it says Iranians to Israel to an account corporation, to the
CIA account.

Mr. NIELDS. So there is a reference right there to the corporAtion
account.

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NIELDs. Now, what did he tell you about that?
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Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall that he said, I don't recall
anything that he told us about that account other than it was an
account of a corporation. I think my own view was that it was
probably a blind account for the CIA, or at least a blind account of
some sort.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, this is important, so I don't want to jump over
it. The document indicates that the $15 million went into this cor-
poration account.

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And that the moneys coming out of the corporation

account were the ones going to the Contras.
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, did North confirm that or deny it during this

interview?
Attorney General MEESE. No, I think he confirmed that the

money didgo to an account of a corporation. He didn't go into any
of the details about it, but I see from the notes here, I don't have
an independent recollection, but he did say, apparently from this,
that it did go to the account of a corporation.

Mr. NIELDS. All right. We will come back to this in a moment.
There is one other topic that I would like to ask you about

coming out of these notes, and it is on page 19. And I guess we
ought to start at the bottom of page 18 of the notes.

And there it is written, question, "What else like Nicaraguan
angle?" And I take it somebody, either you or someone else, wants
to know if there are any other troublesome aspects that you
haven't heard about yet.

Attorney General MEESE. Or any other diversions like the Nica-
raguan situation. And his answer was nothing.

Mr. NIELDS. It is nothing, but then on the top of the next page
the note-taker has written down, apparently coming from Colonel
North, "If this doesn't come out, only other is November HAWKs
deal."

Now, did Colonel North suggest to you during the interview that
you keep the diversion information from coming out?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't know. I don t recall that he did.
It is entirely possible that he did say that we shouldn't let this
come out, but I can't actually recall that independently, and I don't
see anything in the notes here that say that.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you make a response to it?
Attorney General MEESE. I am sure I didn't.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, during this interview, if I understand your tes-

timony, Colonel North told you in effect that Casey did not know of
the diversion?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Now--
Attorney General MEESE. As a matter of fact, that seems to be

indicated again, because there was a note here again on page 17, it
says, "No other U.S. official involved, just McFarlane and Poin-
dexter are knowledgeable."

Mr. NIELDS. Now, according to Colonel North's testimony before
this committee, that was false. He told you that the money was
funneled into three Contra accounts in Switzerland.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
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Mr. NIELDS. According to information the committee has, that
was also false. He told you that Defense Minister Rabin had told
him that oil-drilling equipment was to be shipped in November of
1985. According to his testimony here before this committee, that
was also false.

Now, my question to you is: Following his interview, did y..-a be-
lieve the representations that he had made? Did you accept them
as true, or did you have questions about them?

Attorney General MEESE. I accepted them as true and had no
reason to believe otherwise. He had been very forthcoming in re-
sponse to what we had asked him and had laid out the whole
scheme that was basically consistent with the memorandum that
we have.

Mr. NIELDS. Wil! you describe his demeanor during the inter-
view?

Attorney General MEESE. Obviously he was a little more con-
cerned and upset, I would say, because we had the memo, and that
was a source of concern to him because, in effect, what had gone on
there was something he didn't realize anyone else knew, and it was
a highly sensitive thing from his standpoint because it had to do
with his efforts to get funds to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resist-
ance, and so I think that my view was he was mostly concerned
because if this got out this would impede his efforts to help the
Democratic Resistance in Nicaragua.

Mr. NIELDS. In answering your questions, did he do so in a forth-
right manner?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. He was basically forthright, and I
didn't think, he certainly did not appear to be concealing anything.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, at the end of your interview, you now con-
firmed the diversion. At that point in time did you believe that you
were dealing with something other than confusion, something seri-
ous?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, very definitely, in that there was
a whole new aspect of this situation.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you regard it at that point in time as now a
matter proper for criminal experts?

Attorney General MEESE. No. There was no-at that point we
still hadn't figured out whether there was any criminality in-
volved, whether this was an authorized activity, whether anyone
else knew.

There was a possibility certainly down the line that there might
be criminal aspects, but certainly what happened had happened
per se there-there was no obvious criminality at that point.

Mr. NIELDS. Again, I must ask you this question because the com-
mittee has information that there may have been some more
shredding between that time and the time when it was finally re-
ferred to the criminal division. Did you give any consideration at
that time either to referring it to your criminal division or inde-
pendently taking some steps to secure files?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I don't believe anybody did give
any consideration to that at that time. I think there were various
reasons. One is that there was no hint to us of any destruction of
documents.
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Secondly, we had all the documents, because we had been given
access to all the documents to our knowledge at the National Secu-
rity Council staff offices. And Colonel North had been very forth-
right and forthcoming in his answers.

So that there was nothing that at that point would have given us
a hint. I must say it is always easy some 8 months later to look
back, and it certainly looks a lot different to us now than it did
then but at that time there was nothing that did give us that hint.

Mr. NIELDS. Now---
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Nields, is this a good time to break?
Mr. NIELDS. Yes.
Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Chairman, if I could make one

statement so that the chair knows, we do have an unusual situa-
tion tomorrow morning with the memorial service for Mr. Baldrige,
which I think many members and myself will be attending.

In order to comply with the schedule the committee has set for
my testimony to take place these 2 days, I wanted you to know I
will be ready to appear here at any time today or tomorrow as
early or as late as the committee wishes to go so we can complete
this by sometime tomorrow evening.

Chairman INOUYE. We appreciate this very much. At the present
time we would like to schedule you tomorrow at 12:30. Will that be
all right?

Attorney General MEESE. That will be fine. I will be happy to be
here.

Chairman INOUYE. The panel will stand in recess until 2:00 p.m.
[Whereupon, the Select Committees recessed, to reconvene at

2:00 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:00 p.m., in
room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Mr. Nields will resume the questioning.
Mr. Nields?
Mr. NIELDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Mr. Attorney General.
Attorney General MEESE. Good afternoon.
Mr. NIELDS. This morning I think you testified that Colonel

North showed surprise when you disclosed the so-called diversion
memorandum to him.

Now, I take it he had written the memorandum.
Attorney General MEESE. If I may, I will just take a moment so

that I can find those notes again and be sure--
Mr. NIELDS. It is exhibit 44 and should be in the big book to your

left. I am not going to ask any questions particularly about that
memorandum, just about Colonel North's reaction to being shown
it.

Attorney General MEESE. The reason that I raise the question is
that I am not sure that he did in fact admit to us that he had writ-
ten the memorandum.
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I might say also, counsel, as part of your question I ought to clar-
ify something I mentioned this morning. The shock and surprise
actually did not come when we originally presented the memoran-
dum itself, but at the point where he got in the memorandum to
the explanation of the diversion process.

There was some lead-on material up until that point and it was
not until he got to the second page and saw what was contained
therein which related to the diversion scheme that he actually
showed the shock and surprise.

Mr. NIELDS. Maybe I can shorten this.
Attorney General MEESE. I can't remember precisely whether he

said that he had written the memo or whether he indicated that he
was not sure. I said-I said is it something you prepared with
Terms of' Reterence dated April 1986 and then it had reference to
the 13th of September and so on.

And I am not sure whether we ever did actually get him to state
that he did prepare the memorandum.

I will see if I can find that later on and try to see if I can find
that in the notes. But I certainly know that it ultimately was es-
tablished that this had come from files to which he had access, and
I believe he may have indicated to us he had prepared it.

Mr. NIELDS. And he was certainly familiar with the information
in it dealing with the diversion?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. So that the surprise wasn't at the information, he

was already familiar with the information?
Attorney General MEESE. The surprise was, without any ques-

tion, that we had the copy of the memorandum that had that infor-
mation in it.

Mr. NIELDS. The memorandum that had that information in it
was something within the scope of your request for information rel-
evant to the Iranian arms initiative; isn't that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. We asked for any docu-
ments relating to the Iranian initiative.

Mr. NIELDS. How then did you understand-did you interpret his
surprise that you had a memorandum referring to the diversion
which was well within the scope of your request?

Attorney General MEESE. Just that he was in fact surprised and
didn't realize that we had it.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, let me ask the question in a slightly more lead-
ing way perhaps.

Did you understand that he had not intended for you to see that
document?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't know whether he intended for
us to see it or not. He certainly was surprised that we had seen it
or appeared to be.

Mr. NIELDS. Did that raise in your mind the possibility that Colo-
nel North had or would try to select the documents which would be
made available to you and your people?

Attorney General MEESE. I didn't really have any basis on which
to make a judgment like that. We had asked Admiral Poindexter to
have all the documents pertaining to the Iranian initiative made
available.

76-936 0-88-9
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Our contact had been originally with Commander Thompson in
this regard to me and to our people who had been there. There had
been no hesitancy or reluctance in giving information to us.

As a matter of fact, when as they were perusing some of the ma-
terial they thought that there might be some additional material
that might not be there, they made a request and that additional
material was produced.

Mr. NIELDS. But now something new had happened which was
that Colonel North had expressed shock that you would have a rel-
evant document, and my question is did that raise in your mind a
suspicion that Colonel North either had or would prevent you from
getting access to other relevant information?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't know whether he was surprised
that this document was still around or what the basis of his shock
was. All I can tell you is he was surprised. We felt that at that
point by the time we had talked with him and that was the reason
for our going through the day Saturday before talking to Colonel
North, was to be sure we had all the documents that were present
at the NSC staff office, and it was our belief at that time that we
did.

Mr. NIELDS. Were you ever made aware on Friday, the 21st or at
any time over the weekend, that the head of the Department's
Criminal Division had expressed a desire to have this investigation
handled by his division?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I don't believe I was. As a matter
of fact, I have talked with him and he has indicated to me that he
never was of a desire to have this investigation that I am talking
about handled by his Criminal Division.

Quite the contrary, he indicated that his interests had to do with
something totally different, which was the investigations that were
going on in connection with New York's smuggling activities and
that sort of thing.

Mr. NIELDS. Do you recall having a conversation with him on
Monday the 24th in which you told him that the decision not to use
the Criminal Division had been a deliberate one, not an inadvert-
ent one?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I don't have a recollection of the
discussion, but I believe I did call him on Monday, and indicate
that to him.

Mr. NIELDS. What did you have in mind in telling him it wasn't
inadvertent?

Attorney General MEESE. I can't recall, frankly, because I don't
recall the conversation, but there may have been some indication
to me that shouldn't we let Bill Weld know that the Criminal Divi-
sion isn't being cut out of this or something to that effect.

And of course, they weren't. I indicated to him that at an appro-
priate time-I don't recall the exact conversation, but my intention
was that at an appropriate time if there was any indication of
criminality that we would bring him into it, and in fact that was
what happened.

Mr. NIELS. I take once again as of the finish of your interview
with Colonel North on Sunday, you still did not regard this as a
fitting subject for investigation?
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Attorney General MEESE. Not at that point, but we still had
much to do yet. We had to talk with people, including Admiral
Poindexter. We had to talk with others in the White House to be
sure that it had not been authorized and we had a number of
things yet to be done.

Mr. NIELDS. Let's turn to them.
On Monday, did you have a second interview with Mr. McFar-

lane?
Attorney General MEESE. Mr. McFarlane came in on Monday

and we did have a further interview primarily to discuss with him
what we had learned on Sunday and to find out what he might
know about it.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you ask him whether he had been aware of the
diversion?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I did.
Mr. NIELDS. And what was his response?
Attorney General MEFSE. And I would like to look vt the notes

here, but I think my recollection is that he indicated tkiat he had
become aware of it in April or Ma of 1986, when he was preparing
to or was actually on a trip to Tehran, after he had returned from
civilian life to take on a special assignment and that at that time
he was told more or less in passing by Colonel North about the di-
version program, and he was given to believe at that time that it
had been authorized.

If you will permit me just a moment, I will see if I can find my
notes and confirm that that is-that my recollection is correct.

Actually, I don't think there are any notes of that particular con-
versation, but I believe my recollection is correct.

Mr. NIELs. Did you ask Mr. McFarlane who else knew of the-di-
version?

Attorney General MEESE. I asked him what he knew about it,
and I believe the only things that he told me were that he knew, of
course from Colonel North that Admiral Poindexter he believed
knew and that that was all that he knew who might have any
knowledge of it.

Mr. NIELs. Did you ask him why he hadn't disclosed the diver-
sion to you in your earlier interview?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall whether I did or not. It
was a very hurried conversation with him. He got there late, and I
was on my way to a meeting with the President at the White
House so there was not an awful lot of time to talk with him.

Mr. NIELDS. What happened when you met with the President at
the White House?

Attorney General MEESE. I met with the President at about 11:00
o'clock or I guess a few minutes after 11:00. I believe he was run-
ning slightly late or perhaps I was. In any event, I met with him
and with Don Regan. We did not have Admiral Poindexter with us
at this time, and I related to them what we had found over the
weekend in my interview with Colonel North, that we had found
evidence of a diversion of funds from the Iranian initiative to the
Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua and then related generally what
we had found out in fairly brief form.

And the President was quite surprised and indicated he had not
known anything of this and I believe Don Regan said at that time
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or at least indicated that he was surprised. As I went into this, the
President was interrupted because after I had told the story of
what we had found and so on, he was interrupted because he had
an appointment with a visitor from overseas, I believe it was Chief
Budalase from South Africa, and so the meeting was adjourned
until after the National Security Planning Group meeting that
afternoon, and I was asked to come back and continue with the
President as to what steps we ought to take.

I do remember the President indicating that we were going to
have to be sure that this-work out a way to get this out as soon as
possible, and I told him that I still had other people I needed to
talk to, one of whom was Admiral Poindexter.

Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Regan has told the committee that the subject of
the diversion did not, in fact, come up until your meeting with the
President reconvened in the afternoon and in your press confer-
ence the following day, you made reference to having told the
President in the afternoon.

Do you feel certain that you told him in the morning as opposed
to the afternoon?

Attorney General MEESE. I can't be sure. My best recollection is I
think I told him at least initially in the morning that we had found
something unusual. I don't think I was able to tell him the whole
story in the morning because of the interruptions that I mentioned.

Mr. NIELDS. I think you said earlier that there was a scheduled
meeting of the NSC at 2:00 o'clock in the afternoon on Monday.

Attorney General MEESE. A meeting of the National Security
Planning Group, yes NSPG.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take you attended that meeting?
-Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I did.
Mr. NIELDS. I think as you indicated earlier you were to report

on the results of your investigation to the NSPG at the 2:00 o'clock
meeting.

Attorney General MEESE. Not that I was to report to the NSPG.
The President asked me or Don Regan asked me if I could complete
my review or as much of it as possible by 2:00 o'clock, at which
time the NSPG was going to meet on the Iranian subject, so that I
would be prepared to participate in that meeting on the basis of
what we had learned.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you mention at that meeting the diversion?
Attorney General MEESE. No, I did not, for the reason that I had

not had a chance to discuss it fully with the President as yet.
Mr. NIELDS. Originally, as I understand it, you were going to do

an inquiry to straighten out the differing stories with respect to
-the HAWK shipment in November of 1985.

Did you report on that subject at the NSPG meeting?
Attorney General MEES. I contributed to the discussion, and I

believe I have some notes on that which constitute one of your ex-
hibits; if you could enlighten me as to which one.

Mr. NIELus. It is exhibit 49.
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you.
I will refer to that now because there are considerable portions

of that which have been redacted as classified, and I don't want to
refer to anything that is not properly concern for open discussion.
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Mr. NIEU)s. We have left in all portions of it that relate to the
HAWK shipment.

Attorney General MEESE. Did you say exhibit 45?
Mr. NIELDS. I am sorry. I may have. I should have said exhibit

49.
Attorney General MEESE. Forty-nine, There is quite a bit of that

redacted, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, exhibit 49-I take it these are notes that you

took at that NSPG meeting at 2:00 o'clock in the afternoon?
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Your notes on the second page of the exhibit begin

with the words "DTR." I take it that is Mr. Regan?
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct, Donald Regan.
Mr. NIELWs. And he is the one, apparently, who raises the subject

and says, "Question re: HAWK missile shipment, who authorized,
who knew, was RR told?"

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELS. And then you write down a remark by JMP; that is

Admiral Poindexter?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And he says, "Bud handling by self from July until

December 1985, no documentation."
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. That is what I have

written down.
Mr. NIELDS. Do you recall his saying anything further?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall anything further, and I

recall that only from looking at the notes.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, Admiral Poindexter has testified before this

committee that he had destroyed the original signed Finding that
related to this HAWK shipment.

I take it you would have regarded that as documentation of sig-
nificance to the inquiry that you were conducting over the week-
end?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I certainly would.
Mr. NIELDS. And he has also told us that once he saw that and

destroyed it, that the pieces began to fall back together and he
began to recollect his involvement in that shipment.

I take it from your notes that he did not come forward with any
information on the 24th?

Attorney General MEESE. No, he did not, not as to that at least.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, from your notes, I take it, that Mr. Regan had

inquired who authorized the shipment, who knew, was RR told..
Did anyone ask the President or did the President respond in

any way to that question?
Attorney General MMsE. Not that I can recall, and I have made

no notations that he did. This was not necessarily a verbatim ac-
count of what was going on. It was notes that I took to refresh my
recollection, but I have no notation here as to anything the Presi-
dent might have said at that stage.

Mr. NIELW. Following the NSPG meeting, did you arrange an
interview with Admiral Poindexter?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. For some reason I wasn't able to
reach him in the morning and so I did go up to his office immedi-
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ately following the NSPG meeting and had a conversation with
him at that time.

Mr. NIELDS. How long?
Attorney General MFZSE. I would say it was a very short conver-

sation, probably about 5 or 10 minutes, because I was due in the
President's office as soon as I could after that meeting, but I did
want to see Admiral Poindexter before I saw the President.

Mr. NIELDS. Would you describe your conversation with Admiral
Poindexter?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I described to Admiral Poindexter
what we had found, that we had found a memorandum that indi-
cated a diversion of funds. I indicated that we had talked with
Colonel North, that Colonel North had verified that there was such
a scheme and that a quantity of money had been taken from the
so-called profits of the arms transactions and had been transferred
through a series of bank accounts to the Freedom Fighters, and
that, told him, in essence, what we had found.

And I asked him whether he knew about this, and he said that,
and I believe his exact words or close to his exact words, "Ollie has
given me enough hints about this so that I generally knew, but I
did nothing to follow up or stop it" or words to that effect.

And then I asked him, I said, have you told anyone else or does
anyone else in the White Housb know? And he said, no.

Mr. NIELDS. Was that the sum and substance of your conversa-
tion?

Attorney General MEESE. I think those were the salient parts of
the conversation.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you ask him whether he had ever received a
final version of the document that you had talked to Colonel North
about?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I did not. I didn't go into any more
detail than that. Those were the key elements that I wanted to
know before I talked to the President and then since I was already
late for the President's office, I went there almost directly.

I may have stopped by to Vick up Don Regan or he may have
already been in the President s office, but Admiral Poindexter did
not go with me at that time.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you ask him whether there had been any other
documents referring to the diversion which had been sent up the
line by Colonel North?

Attorney General MEESE. No. I asked him only whether he had
told anyone else or anyone else in the White House knew and he
said no.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you ask him whether he had told the President?
Attorney General MEESE. Implicitly, yes, when I asked who else

in the White House knew or whether he told anyone else in the
White House, and he said no.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, Admiral Poindexter testified before this com-
mittee that he did not recall your asking him whether he had told
the President. Did you make any notes of that interview?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I did not.
Mr. NIELDS. Was there anyone else there?
Attorney General MEESE. No, I was the only one with him, and I

did not actually ask him in the exact words "did you tell the Presi-
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dent?" I said, "did you tell anyone else in the White House or does
anyone else in the White House know?"

Think I may have related to him what Colonel North said about
who knew.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you ask him whether he had approved of the di-
version?

Attorney General MEESE. I didn't ask him separately, he had al-
ready indicated what his participation was in the words that I
mentioned to you, that he knew enough about it, that he knew
what was going on, had a general knowledge, but that he did noth-
ing to either follow up on that or stop it.

Mr. NIELDS. I think you said you were on your way to a meeting
with the President?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And that was a continuation of the meeting that was

interrupted in the morning?
Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. Would you describe the conversation you had with

the President after your interview with Admiral Poindexter?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I then related in more detail to

the President, and also added what I had just learned from Admi-
ral Poindexter about his knowledge and participation. There was a
discussion then in the President's office between Don Regan and
the President and myself about the next steps to take.

I indicated that I probably ought to do some additional checking
or at least there were other people that I wanted to talk with. One
of them-just to touch all the bases-with the Vice President.

And also there was a discussion of-I know distinctly there was a
discussion: should John Poindexter be relieved of his duties?

And the President said he would like to think about it overnight
as to what steps should be taken, and we agreed to meet again in
the morning, I believe, at 9 o'clock.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, before you met again--did you, in fact again
meet at 9 o'clock?

Attorney General MEESE. Let me also say there was one other
thing. The President said at that time, again, reiterated what he
had said to me on a previous occasion, that was that we want to be
sure that we get this out as soon as possible or words to that effect.

And that was one of the-there were several things he had in
mind, but that was one of the things we were going to talk about
the following morning.

Mr. NIELDS. And did you, in fact, have that meeting at 9 o'clock
in the morning?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I believe it was at 9 o'clock that I
was in the President's office along with Don Regan, and we settled
on a plan of action for the next steps to take.

M r. NIELDS. Prior to the meeting at 9 in the morning, did you
have a meeting early in the morning?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I met with Mr. Casey at about 6:40
or so.

Mr. NIELDS. How was that arranged?
Attorney General MEESE. I was just leaving the house about 6:30

and Mr. Casey called me and said that Don Regan had told him
about the diversion of funds the night before and he wanted to talk
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about it, and I said that probably rather than talking over the
phone, it would be better for me to drop by his home. I had men-
tioned earlier to you that he lived very close to me. So I dropped by
there on the way to work.

Mr. NIELDS. Would you describe the conversation you had with
Director Casey that morning?

Attorney General MEESE. Basically I had told him what we had
found, and he had already heard the story generally from Don
Regan. He indicated to me that he had been surprised by what Don
Regan told him, and he also said we have got to get this out as
soon as possible.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you ask him whether he had known of it earlier?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't think I did, because he had indi-

cated to me in the conversation that he had been surprised and
had not known of it before Don Regan told him.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it then that you did not ask him--
Attorney General MEESE. I didn't ask him point blank, did you

know about it before Don Regan told you, but he certainly indicat-
ed that in the conversation. I can't remember the exact words.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it then you didn't ask him whether he had
ever discussed it with the President or anybody else?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I did not.
Mr. NIELDS. Was that the sum and substance of your conversa-

tion with Director Casey?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, it was, because while we were

talking, we were interrupted by a phone call for me by the White
House switchboard and Don Regan was trying to reach me, and
they had called my car and the car told him I was inside and so
they reached me in Mr. Casey's home or perhaps the call somehow
got to the car and ultimately to me, I am not sure of the exact se-
quence.

And then I talked with Mr. Reagan and he indicated that he
would be asking for John Poindexter's resignation that morning.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it-well, let me ask you: whose decision was it
to ask for John Poindexter's resignation?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, ultimately it was the President's.
And I think at that point it was Don Regan's strong recommenda-
tion that John Poindexter should resign.

Mr. NIELDS. What was done with respect to Colonel North and
whose decision was that?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, that came later in the morning,
when we were talking with the President, and the question was:
should Colonel North be allowed to resign? And I believe it was
Mr. Regan, but I am not positive, but the resolution in any event
was, well, he is just on detail from the Marine Corps, so he can just
be transferred back to the Marine Corps.

Mr. NIELDS. Was it decided by anyone that he would be fired?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, I think when you-I don't re-

member the words actually "fired," I remember the words "gener-
ally transferred back to the Marine Corps." That could be inter-
preted as being fired in the sense of a White House position, but
there was a difference in the position that Colonel North held re-
lated to that which Admiral Poindexter held.
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Admiral Poindexter actually was appointed. He was a commis-
sioned member of the White House staff as the Assistant to the
President for National Security Affair, whereas Colonel North was
one of many military personnel that V--!re detailed to the White
House, so there was a technical difference in terminology as to the
two.

Mr. NIELDS. Whose decision was it that Colonel North be trans-
ferred?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, ultimately it was the President's
decision, and I don't know who suggested it, I think it was Mr.
Regan, but there was general agreement by all that were there
that that should, in fact, happen.

Mr. NIELDS. What was your position on it?
Attorney General MEESE. I certainly concurred.
Mr. NIELDS. And for what reason?
Attorney General MEESE. On the basis of his involvement in the

diversion of funds which was an unauthorized activity and some-
thing which had not been approved and would not be approved by
the President had he known.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, were you under the impression that it had or
had not been approved by Colonel North's superior, Admiral Poin-
dexter?

Attorney General MEESE. I would say that my impression was ex-
actly as I had been told by Admiral Poindexter, that he had con-
doned or allowed the activity to go forward.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it it was decided at some point in the morn-
ing, as you said, to get the facts out.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, actually we developed a whole
series of steps. The first step was to take care of the problem of the
resignation and the transfer, resignation of Admiral Poindexter,
and the transfer of Colonel North.

A second decision was to convene a special review board to im-
mediately start work and make sure that, make recommendations
to ensure that this kind of thing couldn't ftappen again. The Presi-
dent was very firm on that.

Thirdly, to let the rest of the National Security Council members
know, and, in fact, a meeting was convened at 10:15 for that pur-
pose.

Next, to let the Congress know, and a meeting was called for
11:00 o'clock for that purpose.

And, finally, to, or next after that was to let the American
people know, and a press conference %'ws scheduled-for 12:00
o'clock for that purpose, and I believe at that time, although I am
not positive whether it was then or immediately after the news
conference, that I indicated that I would be meeting with our
Criminal Division people in the Department of Justice. I had al-
ready started activity on Monday to look into the possibility the
criminal laws may have been involved.

Mr. NIELDS. I would like to turn to the press conference now if
we can, and the transcript of your portion of it is exhibit 54.

Attorney General MEESE. I see that here. I also have a copy that
is a little more legible, so I will move from copy to copy, if I may.
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Mr. NIELDS. Now, during the course of the press conference, did
you make various statements about who was aware of the diversion
and who was not aware of the diversion?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I believe that I did.
Mr. NIELDS. And what did you say with respect to Director

Casey?
Attorney General MEESE. I believe that I said that Director

Casey was not aware of the diversion. I would have to, of course,
check-I believe that is what I said.

Mr. NIELDS. That is correct, and it is at page 3 of exhibit 54, you
need not turn to it, it is a simple question and answer that has to
do with Director Casey, and you say CIA Director Casey and then
various other--

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. -Cabinet officials, none of us knew.
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, did you make various statements also during

the course of that press conference about the flow of funds, how the
moneys were routed from Iran to the Contras?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I did. And I think I ought to add
that I also made a number of statements during that press confer-
ence that I was providing information on the basis of what we then
knew, that the information we had was preliminary, certainly frag-
mentary, that we did not have the complete picture, and that I was
giving the best information we had as of that time.

Mr. NIELDS. I would like you to turn to what is page 6 of exhibit
54. It may be easier to use that because the pagination can be fol-
lowed.

Attorney General MEESE. All right.
Mr. NIELDS. In the middle of the page the following question is

asked: "One final followup, then, how did Colonel North-let me
put it this way-these transfers of moneys, did they go only
through one man, Colonel North, were there no other people in-
volved?"

And your response is: "No transfers of money went through
anyone. Bank accounts were established as best we know by repre-
sentatives of the forces in Central America. And this information
was provided to representatives of the Israeli Government, and the
funds are-or representatives of Israel, I should say-and these
funds were put into the accounts. So far as we know at this stage,
no American person actually handled any of the funds that went to
the forces in Central America."

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct, that's what we had
been told by Colonel North on Sunday.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, just referring back to this morning's question
and answer. We went over some questions and some answers, and I
think you indicated that Colonel North told you the money was
flowing through the account of a U.S. corporation.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I think there were two different
accounts that were given by Colonel North. One was the way the
system went when it was, when he was describing the conventional
flow of moneys or the flow of moneys during what I have charac-
terized as the conventional aspects of the Iranian initiative, and
then he gave us a different picture when he was talking about the
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diversion of funds to the Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua. And so
when I was talking about this then in response to the question that
you cited, I was talking about what he indicated to us was the way
in which the funds were diverted.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, I think we also this morning went over the so-
called diversion memorandum which also showed the $15 million
going into the account of a U.S. corporation, and then from there
to the Contras. Did you have that in mind when you were describ-
ing the flow of funds at the press conference?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, what I had specifically in mind is
what I testified to this morning and which was, is included in the
notes of the interview with Colonel North on page 16 where it says:
Israelis, it says, "Israeli"-singular-"made an offer, Colonel North
contacted Calero, who opened three accounts in Switzerland, North
gave the numbers to the Israelis, the moneys went to those ac-
counts, CIA had no knowledge." That is what I was referring to
when I answered that question at the news conference.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, again, I don't want to belabor it, but I think
you also indicated, and this is reflected at page 17 of your notes of
your convei--ation with Colonel North, that you specifically con-
fronted him with the diversion memorandum and the flow of funds
reflected there, and that he described it again as being Iranians,
Israel, account corp., CIA account, Army weapons.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. But that my understanding was
the accounting or the flow of the legitimate funds, the funds that
went ultimately into the CIA account and into the Army weapons
account, rather than the money that was diverted to the Freedom
Fighters, which, as I understood, went directly from the Israelis
into those secret bank accounts, at least that is what he had told us
on that day, so that money was diverted from the normal flow of
funds which is reflected on page 17.

Mr. NIELDS. But I think you also indicated earlier, and perhaps
this is incorrect, but I think you indicated earlier that the flow in-
dicated on page 17 was taken out of the diversion memorandum
itself, which showed the money, the $15 million, going into the cor-
porate account and then on to the Contras.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I am not sure. This has a ques-
tion mark next to it here as to what the exact flow was. It is true
that in the diversion memo, there was one flow that was described,
there is another flow that is described by Colonel North when he
told us how it was established and how the funds went into the
Swiss bank accounts directly from the Israelis.

So to the extent that there seems to be a discrepancy, I think the
notes reflect it as it was told by us, and certainly as to what the
question that I was answering in the news conference was based
upon the rather definitive account that Colonel North had given us
as to the flow of moneys specifically that got to the Contras.

Mr. NIELDS. This question about the flow of funds, I take it, was
of some potential legal significance.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, it was, and, of course, I anticipat-
ed, as in fact it was due to be followed up by more investigation
after the news conference, and as a matter of fact, I had in mind at
the time of the news conference that there would be extensive in-
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vestigative activity, as I mentioned in my opening statement this
morning.

But it was the President's desire that we present to the Ameri-
can people, as well as to the Congress, as rapidly as possible the
information that we knew at that time, without waiting around for
further investigation, so that there would be no hint that anyone
was trying to cover up the facts and withhold the facts from the
American people.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it that the legal significance was that if the
money went from the Iranians to the Israelis to the Nicaraguan
Resistance, it might well be that the U.S. Government had no con-
trol over those funds, whereas if it went through, if it went into the
account of a U.S. corporation acting as agent for the CIA, as you
indicated before, or Colonel North, then perhaps the U.S. Govern-
ment would have control over the funds.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I am not sure-actually we didn't
do a legal analysis at that time because that's something we were
intending and have intended and have done since that time. But I
am not sure that that would affect the legal significance. It may
have been a factor, but it certainly may not have been definitive.

Because as we then, on the afternoon of the 25th, explored the
various legal theories, that any profits from the sale of American
weapons made by anyone who was acting in any capacity as an
agent of the United States could, under a constructive trust theory,
those funds could very well be a part of, be property of the United
States, and so I am not sure of the particular way in which the
bank accounts flow had any real significance based on the con-
structive trust theory.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you also at that press conference make reference
to the U.S. Government knowledge and participation in the pre-
finding Israeli shipments?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe I did, but you may want to
refer me to the specific portion of it here.

Mr. NiELDs. I think pages 9 and 10.
Attorney General MEESE. I guess it would be 9 and 10 if they

were numbered.
Mr. NIELDS. You are correct, you have to count from the begin-

ning. I apologize.
It is a page that starts off, "That was after."
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, here we have it.
That was after the information had come out, and then--
Mr. NIELDS. Down at the bottom of the page there is a question:

would you please clarify the whole question of the President con-
doning a third country shipment prior to signing this order?

And I take it that was the question on which there had been
some confusion last week and you had done the weekend inquiry in
order to resolve the confusion.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Your answer is: "this is still bcing looked into. The

President did not have full details of all the aspects of transactions
that took place prior to the Finding. There were-there was at
least one transaction that we know about in which Israel shipped
weapons without any authorization from the United States."

What was that statement based on?
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Attorney General MEEJSE. That was based upon my understand-
ing at that time from Colonel North primarily, but also I believe
from Mr. McFarlane, that the original TOW shipment, which took
place, I believe, in the latter part of August or the early part of
September 1985, had been undertaken by the Israelis without any
prior knowledge of the United States.

Mr. NIELDS. Thank you.
Then your answer continues: "there was another transaction of a

similar nature, although there was probably knowledge on the part
of people in the United States about it and this"-and the question,
when was that?-you continue your answer-is one of-"there was a
transaction, one transaction in late August or September, and
there was another transaction in-of '85, in November, and in the
November transaction actually those weapons were returned to
Israel, it's our understanding. That was the whole-both of those
transactions took place between Israel and Iran and did not involve
at that time the United States."

And then the question comes back: "At what point did the
President know?"

You said he didn't have the full details.
You answered yes.
The question: "What details did he have about those transactions

and when did he have them?"
And you responded: "the President-this is one of the things that

we're recollecting now-the President was informed generally that
there had been an Israeli shipment of weapons to Iran sometime
during the late summer, early fall of 1985, and then he later
learned in February of 1986 the details about another shipment
that had taken place in November of '85, which actually had been
returned to Israel in February of '86."

What was the basis for your statement that the President
learned in February of '86 details about the November '85 ship-
ment?

Attorney General MEESE. I can't recall now, but I believe that we
had been told that by one of the participants. Whether it was Colo-
nel North or Mr. McFarlane, I'm not sure.

Again I might say that there was considerable confusion during
the course of the press conference with questions being thrown at
m-1 from a number of members of the press. I was trying to recall
details as best I could at that time without notes, and to testify-to
account to the press for what we knew.

This was why, as you will see, this press conference is replete
with statements that I was telling what we knew at that time and
telling to the best of our knowledge and indicating to the press that
that might not be a full and accurate account, and that much more
would be forthcoming later.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, on the subject of the flow of funds, did you get
a telephone call from the Prime Minister of Israel at the end of the
day in which he straightened the story out?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I did. And if I may refer you to
exhibit 56, it's a page from my spiral notebook dated the 25th of
November 1986. At 4:40 p.m. I received a call from Shimon Peres,
then the Prime Minister of Israel.
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Mr. Peres is a man that I was well acquainted with. I had been a
guest in his home. And he told me that they had transmitted the
defensive weapons upon United States request.

He said the money-and I'm reading now from my notes-he
said the money had been paid directly by Iranians, not by Israelis,
to the account of an American company in Switzerland. The Israe-
lis were only told the amount, they didn't know the end user.

He said they were releasing a statement to that effect in Israel
in 20 minutes and he said-he wound up by saying they want to be
helpful to us in any way they could.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, exhibit 63 is a memorandum done in the
Criminal Division based on the information thvt you had released
at your press conference, and on page 3 it states, "It seems to me
clear from the information made public by the Attorney General
that funds available to the Department of Defense were used to
store, transport, load, and ship to Iran the arms eventually turned
into aid to the Contras."

And then down below it says, "If the above information is true, it
appears to me fairly clear that anyone who designed the Iran oper-
ation to deliver weapons to Nicaragua, concealed that information
from the President, and then ordered the deal to go forward, could
reasonably be said to be in violation of the Boland Amendment."

Do you agree with that statement?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, I'm not sure. I had not seen this

memorandum until preparation for this hearing, and I would think
that there was certainly a possibility that could be true, depending
upon what branch of the government that individual was in.

I would have to look at the Boland Amendment that was in
effect at that particular time and do that analysis. I have not done
that.

Mr. NIELDS. I have just a few more questions, Mr. Attorney Gen-
eral.

Was the Department of Justice ever asked for an opinion on the
applicability of the Boland Amendment to the NSC?

Attorney General MEESE. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, exhibit 69 is an opinion done on another topic,

December 17, 1986, by Mr. Cooper, Assistant Attorney General,
Office of Legal Counsel, and at page 5, note 10-and again I want
to emphasize this is on a subject matter here as a different law, not
the Boland Amendment-he states the NSC clearly falls within the
definition of an intelligence agency given in Section 403(b)1 of the
Intelligence Authorization Act, and then he quotes: "Any depart-
ment, agency or other entity of the United States involved in intel-
ligence or intelligence-related activities."

Would you agree with that statement?
Attorney General MEESE. As it pertains to the Intelligence Au-

thorization Act, and that given section, and that definition, which
is probably the most extensive definition of what is involved in-
what was concerned with this particular act, I think it is probably
that the NSC would fall within that, since it is-or at least it could
be deemed to be-an entity of the United States involved in an in-
telligence-related activity.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, was the Department of Justice, to your knowl-
edge, ever asked to give an opinion on whether a covert operation,
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a full-service covert operation done by the NSC overseas, would
have to be reported to Congress?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall that there has been such
a request. I don't know of any request, and I don't believe that
there has been, that information or a legal opinion was requested
of the Department by the President or anyone.

Mr. NIELDS. Again referring to this same memorandum and on
the same page, that's exhibit 69, page 5, footnote 11, starts off-and
again this is Mr. Cooper's memorandum-"Covert intelligence op-
erations are subject to the congressional reporting requirements of
Section 501 of the National Security Act, whether they are con-
ducted by the CIA, the NSC, or some other agency."

Would you agree with that statement?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I think generally I would.
Mr. NIELDS. So that if the NSC were running a covert operation,

even without the involvement of the CIA, there would be a congres-
sional reporting requirement that would apply?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, again, I would have to give you a
definitive legal opinion, which I would have to be totally knowl-
edgeable about the kind of CIA operation.

This says covert intelligence operations, and it would depend a
lot on what all of the circumstances are, how they were being run,
and under what authorization and so on.

Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Attorney General, to your knowledge, is it an of-
fense to make false statements to Congress?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, to the best of my knowledge, it is.
I think there's specific statutes that relate to that.
Mr. NIELDS. And does that apply to statements whether they are

under oath or not?
Attorney General MEESE. I believe Section 1001 of U.S. Code

Title XVIII does pertain to that. Again, I'm not used to giving
horseback legal opinions without looking at the statutes, so what
I'm saying here I hope will not be considered legal advice.

But it's my recollection that that is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Section 1001 is a section that criminal lawyers in the

Department of Justice work with fairly frequently, I take it.
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, indeed.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it there is no-it is a felony, I take it.
Attorney General MEESE. I believe it is, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And there's no exemption for employees or staff at

the NSC, to your knowledge?
Attorney General MEESE. Not to my knowledge, and I doubt if

there would be.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
The Chair recognizes Mr. Van Cleve.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to make sure that you can hear me, Mr. Attorney Gener-

al.
Attorney General MEESE. I can indeed. Thank you.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I would like to start off this afternoon if I might

with the-with an effort to put a few biographical details on the
record for the benefit of members of the committee. And I would
ask as I recite a few of these if I say something that is incorrect
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Mr. Attorney General, if you would just correct me, I will appreci-
ate it.

My understanding is that you served from 1959 to 1967 as a
Deputy District Attorney in Alameda County, California, a large
urban California county.

At that time, the District Attorney's Office had about 100 attor-
neys and you served as a criminal prosecutor and served, among
other capacities, you were in charge of special investigations for
the District Attorney's Office and served as Legal Adviser to the
Grand Jury; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct, the latter being true
for about four of those years, yes.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. In addition, you served as the Vice Chairman of
the California Organized Crime Control Commission from 1977 to
1980?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I take it that is a statewide body with statewide

responsibility?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes. It served under the leadership of

the State Attorney General.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Finally, I understand that you served as a law

professor at the University of San Diego Law School from 1977
through 1981 and among other things you taught criminal law?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And you were the Director of the Center for

Criminal Justice Policy and Management during that period as
well?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, at that law school.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I thought it would be useful for Members of the

committee to have that background so that they are aware of your
extensive criminal prosecutive experience before you joined the
Federal Government in 1981.

With that background, let me proceed, and the way I am going to
proceed this afternoon, Mr. Attorney General, is to ask you a few
brief factual questions about an area that Mr. Nields essentially
did not really cover in his examination, and that is the Contra
aspect of our investigation.

And from there what I would like to do is then to review some of
the areas that he did cover with you in his examination and to
finish up with a few additional legal questions.

I give you that general outline just to sort of give you a roadmap
for my questioning.

During 1984 while you served on the staff of the President at the
White House, were you involved in any discussions with Mr.
McFarlane, Colonel North, Director Casey, or NSC officials with re-
spect to compliance with the Boland Amendment?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall any specific discussions
directly with those individuals. It may be that discussions were
held as a part of National Security Council meetings which I at-
tended or at National Security Planning Group meetings that I at-
tended.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. But you have no recollection of any specific dis-
cussions concerning compliance with the Boland Amendment?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I do not.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. I might note that the amendment that we nor-
mally refer to as the Boland Amendment, that is the appropria-
tions rider, was in fact adopted in October 1984 toward the end of
the time you spent at the White House, if I am not mistaken.

Did you participate in any discussions during 1984 with respect
to the question of whether the NSC staff would be covered by the
Boland Amendment?

Attorney General MFE. I don't recall any such discussions, and
I doubt if I did.

Mr. VAN Cia. During your tenure as Attorney General, was
your advice sought either formally or informally concerning the
question of coverage-the coverage of or compliance with, the
Boland Amendment prior to October 1986, when it was effectively
repealed?

Attorney General MEESE. I do not recall any time when my
advice was sought on this subject or any discussion or conversation
about it.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Were you aware prior to the disclosures which
have taken place in these public hearings of any aspect of Colonel
North's private Contra resupply project?

Attorney General MEUs. I don't think I have-that I recall ever
hearing about it in those terms or about that. I did know while I
was in the White House that Colonel North was very active in pro-
moting support in a general sense for the Democratic Resistance
Forces in Nicaragua, but as far as any specifics of a so-called resup-
ply effort or anything like that, I don't believe that I recall any-
thing of that nature.. . . . . ..

Mr. VAN CL~v. Let me be a little more specific so that the
record is clear on this. Were you aware that Colonel North may
have been involved in providing military advice to the Contras?

Attorney General MEESE. I do not recall ever learning of that
prior to these hearings.

Mr. VAN CLxvE. Were you aware that Colonel North may have
been involved in fundraising activities related to the Contras?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall any specific instance in
which I was aware of it. I think there were articles in the paper
perhaps that I may have seen about Colonel North or others in the
White House addressing groups that were supportive of the Nicara-
guan Resistance, but I don't have any specific recollection at this
time of a particular article or a particular instance or a particular
involvement of Colonel North and others.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Were you asked during your service in the
White House in 1984, or during your tenure as Attorney General,
for your advice on the legality of the use of private funds to sup-
port the Contras during the pendency of the Boland Amendment?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't remember any such request for
advice and the reason I say that is there are always people having
hallway conversations at the White House and- it could possibly
have been discussed in my presence, but I don't have any recollec-
tion of ever being requested for my advice.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Do you recall any request for advice on the sub-
ject of the legality of the use of third country funds for the support
of the Contras during your tenure in the White House?
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Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe I was ever asked for
advice on that subject either and it would not be normal for me to
gie any legal advice in any event during the time I was at the

ite House because I was not there in a lawyer capacity-let me
say in a lawyer capacity. I was there as the counselor to the
President.

It was a principal staff position, and I was there in a policy posi-
tion rather than a lawyer position.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I would like to turn now, if I might, to the sub-
ject that Mr. Nields began with this morning, and that is your
knowledge of the 1985 shipments of arms.

Mr. Nields asked you, I think my notes reflect, specifically about
your knowledge of those shipments at the time they occurred, or
during the period prior to November 1986, and he also asked you
whether you were consulted with respect to the Finding.

I wanted to ask you whather or not during your tenure as Attor-
ney General and prior to November 1986, were you ever asked for
legal advice with respect to those shipments?

Attorney General MEESE. I do not recall ever being either asked
for advice or notified or given information about those shipments
prior to November of 1986.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Turning now to the meeting on November 10,
1986 that you testified about this morning and of which you have
notes and we have notes by Ambassador Keel, my distinct impres-
sion of those notes is that Admiral Poindexter made a presentation
at that meeting that sort of recapped the history of the Iran initia-
tive for the benefit of the participants. Is that a fair description of
what happened?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. That is my recollection of the
meeting also.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Based on your recollection, would it be fair to
say that Admiral Poindexter glossed over the details of the initia-
tive up until that point? That is, if you look at the notes them-
selves, you can see that he introduces the January 1986 Finding
and only then begins to talk about any of the details of the ship-
ments.

Attorney General MEESE. That is my best recollection, and that
is what is indicated on the notes that I took on that occasion.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I take it that really in that context on Novem-
ber 10th the basic position that the President was taking was that
he was still very concerned about the lives of the hostages, still
thought it was a possibility that discussions with the Iranians could
continue, and that therefore he did not want there to be any specif-
ic comment about the details of the initiative in any event.

That was basically the position he wanted to take; is that cor-
rect?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. So that from the point of view of the partici-

ants in the meeting, they really didn't need a detailed blow-by-
low as to the precise history of the initiative at that point; is that

fair?
Attorney General MEESE. I would say I think that is probably

correct in one sense. On the other hand, there was a considerable
amount of information given, including the quantities of the mis-
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siles and so on, but as you point out, it was all presented in the
context or at least in the way it was narrated as related to or fol-
lowing the 17th of January 1986 Finding.

Mr. VAN CijmV. Turning now, if I might, to the day after the
President's press conference, the November 19th press conference,
this would have been November 20th, you have testified earlier
today that you attended a meeting in Admiral Poindexter's office
to consider a draft of Director Casey's testimony before the Con-
gress the next day.

I got the distinct impression from your testimony that you then
left that meeting in a hurry to get to the airport because you had a
scheduled speaking engagement. Is that a fair--

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. I was due to be the
banquet speaker at the Military Academy at West Point where
there was a national collegiate gathering of students from a
number of universities there.

Mr. VAN CLEVxE. And you testified that although you don't have a
distinct recall of this telephone conversation, you believe you did
receive a phone call from Deputy Attorney General Burns while
you were in the car on the way to the airport; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. I do believe that that occurred, I have
been told that it did occur, that there was some contact between us.
Neither Mr. Burns nor I remember it exactly, and I would imagine
the conversation was fairly vague, particularly if it was over the
telephone and also because Mr. Burns had no context for the infor-
mation that he was transmitting.

He knew nothing about the Iranian initiative other than what
was in the newspaper, he certainly had no knowledge of anything
that had taken place in terms of weapons shipments, and I suspect
that what he was passing on to me was in rather simple terms that
State Department had some problem with the testimony that was
about to be given the next day based upon the prepared copy of
Mr. Casey's testimony that had been distributed to us at the meet-
ing. And I presume State Department had a copy as well.

Mr. VAN CLEvE. Am I correct that you have since discussed this
phone call with Mr. Burns and that he tells you that it is his un-
derstanding that Judge Sofaer had not said anything to him in the
prior phone conversation about having had notes of the earlier
transaction, so that the chances are quite good that that informa-
tion was not, in fact, ever transmitted to you at that point?

Attorney General MEESE. I think that is correct, and I believe he
has told me that Judge Sofaer said the same thing.

Mr. VAN CLzVE. That evening you got a phone call from assist-
ant Attorney General Cooper at West Point. I take it that it was
very difficult to set that phone conversation up because it was a
secure phone conversation.

Attorney General MEESE. It was difficult to set up because the
portable secure telephone that we had at that time was highly unre-
liable and it took considerable time for it to be set up. I remember
leaving the dinner or the reception that followed the dinner on a
number of occasions ,'nd when I got there they had lost contact on
the secure phone and it was finally after two or three tries they
finally got contact with Washington, D.C.
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As I mentioned earlier, I think that was around 10:30 or so in
the evening.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Would you describe Mr. Cooper as having been
agitated when he reached you finally?

Attorney General MEESE. I would say that Mr. Cooper's demean-
or or approach was more of concern than agitation per se.Mr. VAN CLEVE. Can you recall whether or not during that con-
versation at any point Mr. Cooper suggested to y(u that there
might have been any intentional wrongdoing on the part of any of
the participants in the November 20th meeting?

Attorney General MEE E. I can't recall any part of that conversa-
tion where he indicated there was any intentional wrongdoing. It
was more that a lot of people had different recollections and that
the situation was pretty well fouled up because of that.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, on the morning of November 21st, you re-
turned to Washington early in the morning and you then met with
your staff at the Justice Department for a period of about an hour
and a half, I think the records show.

I wanted to ask you, were you shown at that time a copy of Di-
rector Casey's actual testimony that had been delivered that morn-
ing?

Attorney General MEESE. I am not sure whether I was shown a
copy. I believe there was a copy or there may have been a copy in
the possession of Mr. Cooper or others who were there. I don't spe-
cifically recall that it was shown to me or that I read it.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Mr. Cooper testified, and I ask you, whether you
are aware of this, that that testimony does not, in fact, mention
that the United States had been involved in a shipment of HAWK
missiles in November 1985.

Were you aware of that, sir?
Attorney General MEESE. I am not sure whether I was aware of

it or not. I may well have been. My recollection now is that the
testimony had been-had a statement in it of something that
there-that there were questions as to the involvement of the
United States or questions as to the degree of our knowledge of in-
volvement of the U.S. persons as of that time or some words to that
effect, leaving it as rather an open question in Mr. Casey's testimo-
ny, but I don t know the exact substance of that statement.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. But I take it there was no affirmative decision
made of wbich you are aware that Mr. Casey would not disclose
that information to the committees before which he testified that
day.

Attorney General MEESE. Would not disclose--
Mr. VAN CLEVE. -the fact of the HAWK shipment to the com-

mittees before which he was testifying that day. There was no af-
firmative- decision of which you are aware?

Attorney General MEESE. Not that I know of or recall at this
time, certainly.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Later that day you assembled a team of Justice
Department employees to assist you in the factfinding investigation
that the President had commissioned you to conduct and you de-
scribed for the committee briefly the backgrounds of several of
these individuals. But I want to confirm for the record if this is cor-
rect that Assistant Attorney General Reynolds, as head of the Civil
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Rights Division, has criminal prosecutive responsibilities, because
the Civil Rights Di'kision, in fact conducts criminal prosecutions; is
that correct?

Attorney General Mk9E. That is correct. Let me also say coun-
sel, if I may, we do not consider it a factfinding investigation inas-
much as we were not really going into it to build a case or to inves-
tigate in the depth that that term implies.

It certainly was an inquiry to find out what the facts were.
Mr. VAN C=Lvx. I wanted to refer back to your earlier testimony,

Mr. Attorney General, that you called Admiral Poindexter and you
asked him to produce every document and all phone logs that relat-
ed to the Iran initiative.

You made it clear to him, I take it, that you wanted comprehen-
sive information from the National Security Council, everything
that they had about the Iran initiative; is that correct?

Attorney General MEs. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. To your knowledge, did the National Security

Council staff make available the so-called PROF notes to your staff
when they came to review documents the next day? These are the
electronic mail messages that have been so much in the news.

Attorney General MEESE. I don't know whether they did or not.
That was a term that I had not known of until actually I think
when these hearings commenced here. But I don't know how much
information and what documents they presented there.

There was a considerable body of documents that were presented
because it took our people all morning and on into the early
evening hours to go through all the material.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Mr. Chairman, I think the record will show that
Mr. Cooper testified before the committee that with respect to sev-
eral of the key exhibits in his examination, and these are PROF
notes that show contemporaneous knowledge on the part of certain
NSC employees such as Colonel North, that he had not seen these
documents until he was examined earlier in the week and that Ad-
miral Poindexter, for example, had never told him about such
PROF messages.

So that the fact is that your staff simply didn't have this infor-
mation available to them when they undertook this factfinding
review?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe that may well be correct. As a
matter of fact, it is my understanding that there were people in the
NSC that didn't know those records were available either at the
time.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I think it is very important for the committee to
bear in mind that we are in the process now of taking a look back
in time in a situation where we have considerably better documen-
tary evidence available than was available to any of the partici-
pants, whether they were the NSC staff officials or the officials of
the Department of Justice, who were actually conducting this fact-
finding inquiry at the time.

Attorney General MEESE. Counsel, I appreciate your mentioning
that because that certainly is the case. As a matter of fact, it was
for that reason that I was so tentative in th. statements that I
made at the press conference that Mr. Nields referred to earlier. I
think if you count in the press conference transcript you will find
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in at least 40 instances I indicated that I said we are looking into
there or as best we know or I don't know precisely or something to
that effect. That whole thing, it was the President's desire to get
the facts as quickly-as possible, and when we made this discovery,
it was a matter then of getting that before the American people as
quickly as possible, knowing that additional investigation would be
carried on afterwards.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, in the course of the weekend, and I take
this from Friday through Monday, you met with, amo- g others,
Mr. McFarlane, Colonel North, Director Casey, and Secretary
Shultz, to discuss their knowledge of the 1985 HAWK shipment
and related matters.

And without getting into the question, for the morrent, of the-
their intent with respect to the disclosures that they made to you
and to your staff, would it be fair to say that you repeatedly ad-
vised these present and former NSC staff officials that the most
useful thing they could do to serve the President was to make full
disclosure of the facts?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe that I did in virtually every
case at the beginning of our discussion, made a statement to that
effect.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I might note that several of the exhibits that are
before the committee today, which are contemporaneous notes
taken by members of your staff, reflect those instructions that you
made to people that you interviewed. And yet as far as the commit-
tee can tell, and again, without asking you to pass judgment on the
accuracy of what you were told, there appears to be the distinct
possibility that full disclosure was not, in fact, made by a number
of these participants in these events, is that a fair statement?

Attorney General MEESE. Again, I am not in a position to evalu-
ate, but it may appear that way based upon all of the testimony
that has been heard in these hearings and the other investigative
activity.

As I mentioned earlier, there is a far different picture of the situ-
ation today than there was during that weekend in November of
1986.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I have two specific questions about that, if I
might Mr. Attorney General. The first is it is my understanding
that Secretary Shultz told you that the President, to his knowledge,
was aware of the HAWK shipment at the time it occurred in No-
vember 1985. It is my recollection that he told you or made a state-
ment to you to that effect during your interview with him; is that
correct?

Attorney General MEESE. Counsel, I would have to check the
notes of that interview because I don't recall without that that
issue coming up. S-cretary Shultz saw the President on the
evening of the 20th, I believe, of November 1986, and discussed
with him the whole situation at that time. The President said that
he knew of the shipment that had taken place in November of 1985
but I am uncertain both from the notes and from my recollection
whether the President's knowledge was as of November 1985 or as
of November the 20th, 1986, when Secretary Shultz talked to him
about it.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. But if I might Mr. Attorney General, and I ap-
preciate your confusion, the context of that meeting between the
Secretary and the President was that the Secretary met with the
President to express concern about the accuracy of congressional
testimony that dealt with precisely this question and the question
was, in effect, what knowledge U.S. officials had had of the ship-
ment at that time, and so if I am not mistaken, what the Secretary
was relating to you on the morning of November 22d was that the
President had told him that he was, in fact, aware in November
1985 that there was going to be a HAWK shipment.

Would that be a fair conclusion to draw from the context?
Attorney General MEESE. That is possible, but I am just not abso-

lutely positive either from my reaction or from the notes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I believe earlier today you were asked another

question about your meeting with Secretary Shultz, and that was
whether or not the subject of the involvement of Southern Air
Transport had been raised at the meeting with Secretary Shultz,
and my recollection is you said that you did not recall that subject
having come up.

Am I correct about that?
Attorney General MEESE. That was my recollection, yes. And I

am looking through the notes and I don't see any-any particular
reference to that.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I might just notefor the record here that the
committee has previously released the deposition of Judge Sofaer,
the State Department legal adviser, which was taken June 18,
1987, and at page 68 orthat deposition, Judge Sofaer makes the fol-
lowing statement in response to a question.

The question is on the general subject of the diversion and the
question is, "and did that lead you to conclude that there was prob-
ably a surplus of funds that had been generated in this transac-
tion?"

Answer, "I didn't conclude anything, but it led me to mention to
the Secretary on Saturday the 22d at the end of the meeting with
him after he had spoken to the Attorney General that I was very
concerned about the possibility that there was a surplus of funds
and that I had no idea how it was used but that I was also con-
cerned about the presence of Southern Air Transport in the pic-
ture."

Then Judge Sofaer makes it clear, on page 69, that he was not
present at your meeting and that this discussion occurred after you
had left. So I think that probably reinforces your recollection on
that subject.

Chairman INouYE. Mr. Van Cleve, may I interrupt? The House is
presently on a roll call. This will explain the absence of House
members.

Please proceed.
Mr. VAN CLEW. Mr. Attorney General, I apologize for the delay

while I am shuffling paper here. I want to ask some-very specific
questions now about the relationship between your prior legal
advice, that is, the advice you gave with respect to the January,
1986 Finding, and the activities of the weekend of November 21st
to the 24th, 1986. The first question is this-you testified earlier

I- . - -
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that you weren't informed prior to November 1986 with respect to
these 1985 arms shipments; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And it, therefore, follows that you never ex-

pressed an opinion as to the legality of those transactions prior to
November 25, 1986; correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is my recollection, yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the oral legal opinion that you did render

in January, 1986 was directed to and solely confined to certain as-
pects of the 1986 arms shipments; correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct to the prospective arms
transfers, which were discussed at the meeting on the 7th of Janu-
ary as part of the total Iranian initiative, yes.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. And after you became Attorney General, if I un-
derstood your earlier testimony correctly, you never were asked to
and you never gave legal advice to anyone in the administration on
the legality of using excess proceeds from the sales of U.S. arms for
any purpose on or before November 25, 1986; correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. As a matter of fact, I
didn't know of any such thing or of any contemplation of any such
thing and had I been asked for my opinion, I would have advised
strongly against it.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. In short, during the weekend of November 21
through 24, 1986, during your factfinding inquiry, in other words,
you weren't asked to assemble facts concerning which you had
given prior legal advice, were you?

Attorney General MEESE. I was asked to 'assemble facts as to the
Iranian initiative about which I had given legal advice in January
of 1986.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. But if I, so the record, is clear, the principal fac-
tual uncertainties that you were asked to take a look at really
dealt with the 1985 period, isn't that correct? That was where peo--
ple's memories were haziest, that's where the documents were the
least clear?

Attorney General MEESE. My understanding was that the factual
overview had to do with the entire Iranian initiative, but you are-
correct in the sense that the memories seemed to be least clear as
to what had happened in 1985 about which we had very little
knowledge up until I commenced the inquiry over that weekend.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. There have been some suggestions, and I want
to personally disassociate myself from these suggestions, that po-
tential for conflict of interest in your factfinding existed because of
your close personal relationship with the President. And I have a
series of questions for you about that.

The first question is: is it the case that there were a very limited
number of people in the Government at the time that your inquiry
took place who could have conducted the investigation, given the
fact that there was still concern about the lives of the hostages and
a continuing relationship with the second channel in Iran?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I think that is true. It would obvi-
ously fall to one of the people who were already knowledgeable
about the general picture or had some knowledge, of that situation.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. And is it also the case that it is a traditional
function of the Attorney General serving as the attorney for the
President to conduct this kind of factfinding review?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I am not sure that this particular
type of factfinding review has been engaged in before on a topic
similar to this, but certainly these types of reviews in the past,
there have been plenty of precedent for that.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. And further, I think it is important to be aware
that the Independent Counsel statute, which I gather will probably
be a subject of discussion later on in the course of your testimony,
and which might be thought of as a political conflict of interest
statute of sorts, specifically recognizes the key role of the Attorney
General in finding basic facts even in cases where there is, accord-
ing to the statute, a clear potential for conflict.

Is that a fair description of the stat-1te?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, the Independent Counsel statute

is a statute which provides an opportunity for a separate investiga-
tion where there is certain legal and factual predicates achieved, so
that, in effect, the top officials in the government are not investi-
gating themselves.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. But even in cases where the factual and legal
predicates clearly exist, the statute specifically requires that the
Attorney General be involved in conducting the basic inquiry that
leads to the appointment, isn't that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I misunderstood your question.
Yes, that is correct.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. And if it is the case, the statute mandates that
type of role for the Attorney General even in cases where Congress
has, in effect, said we regard this as a conflict of interest situation,
then it seems to me to follow that in a situation such as the one
that you faced in November 1986, you would have been well within
the purview of the provisions of that kind of a notion of conflict of
interest in undertaking the inquiry which you undertook.

Would you agree with that?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, counsel, I think I do, if I under-

stand your question correctly.
Let me say this, that it was clear to me from the outset on the

25th of November 1986 that if there was to be a criminal-if there
was a basis for further criminal investigation, it was highly likely,
highly probable that an Independent Counsel would be needed be-
cause of the closeness of this situation within the White House
itself, the National Security staff and so on, and I discussed that
with some of my senior colleagues in the Department of Justice at
the time that that was the case.

Had it been different, had, for example, it been otherwise that it
was probable that we would retain that case in the Justice Depart-
ment, there would be a Justice Department investigation ongoing
as opposed to an Independent Counsel investigation, then I would
undoubtedly have recused myself ultimately from the Justice De-
partment investigation not because of any conflict of interest, but
because I was, in fact, a fact witness to some of the events that
took place.,
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. I wanted to return, if I might, briefly to a sub-
ject about which you testified very briefly earlier, and that is ex-
hibit 63. Would you please turn to that?

Attorney General MEESE. I have it.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. This is a draft memorandum which doesn't have

a date and which is identified as to authorship only by initials, but
I take it these were the initials of a couple of Justice Department
employees.

The first question I wanted to ask you is: had you ever seen this
document before it was sent to you yesterday?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And have you had an opportunity to review it at

all?
Attorney General MEESE. I have glanced at it, I have not had a

chance to study it carefully.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I take it, then, it would be fair to say that the

contents of the document don't reflect your opinions.
Attorney General MEESE. I don't know whether they do or not

since I haven't had a chance to study it, but there is no reason to
believe that they do or don't reall .

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I understand. ?had a couple of additional factu-
al questions that concern the investigation of Southern Air Trans-
port. Now, your opening statement referred to the circumstances
under which Admiral Poindexter contacted you and asked for a
delay in the pending investigation of Southern Air Transport, and I
had some specific questions about your conversations with Admiral
Poindexter on that subject. And the first one was: did Admiral
Poindexter ever tell you during those conversations that Southern
Air Transport, to his knowledge, was involved in the Contra resup-
ply operation in some fashion?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe that that was discussed
at all in his conversation with me. His conversation with me was
more to determine whether there could be a brief delay in the
visits of FBI agents, as I recall, to Southern Air Transport's head-
quarters or one of their offices, because my impression was that
the people involved who were to be interviewed or were to produce
records, whatever it was entailed, were needed because of a critical
aspect of the Iranian initiative, and that-this occurred before any
of this had been made public, and this was the only aspect that I
knew of, and it was on that basis that I said that, as I mentioned in
my opening statement, that we could not do anything to impede or
interfere with the investigation, but that if a temporary delay in
that particular phase, where I believe he wanted 10 days, could be
undertaken to the satisfaction of the FBI without in any way weak-
ening or damaging their investigation, that that would be agree-
able to me.

So that is why I did commence through the usual channels the
inquiries to the FBI, and I think perhaps the best way to give the
full picture is to make reference to the memorandum that was
made at the time by William Webster, the Director of the FBI, and
I believe you have that as an exhibit.

That memorandum, dated the 31st of October, 1986, to Mr. Clark,
who is the head of Investigations, Criminal Investigations in the
FBI, says regarding Southern Air Transport, "This confirms my
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telephone conversation with you late yesterday afternoon. Associ-
ate Attorney General Stephen Trott ,alled on the secure line at the
request of the Attorney General to ask that we suspend for 10 days
any non-urgent work in the Southern Air Transport Neutrality Act
investigation. Apparently there is some sensitive hostage negotia-
tions now underway that could possibly be prejudiced. He emgha-
sized that the Attorney General did not want to do anything w ich
would wreck the investigation but simply to present a good climate
for the negotiations to the extent possible. You informed me we
were just at the preliminary stages and this should present no diffi-
culty. And I would like to know '-he goes on to say, "I would like
to know if these instructions create problems for us at any time."

I think that probably memorializes best the general tenor of the
conversation which I transmitted through Mr. Trott and the action
that was taken, and, of course, the full aspect of the investigations
was resumed very shortly thereafter.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I have just a couple additional questions on that
line. The first is: did Admiral Poindexter ever tell you that Colonel
North had had dealings with Southern Air Transport through
either General Secord or Colonel Dutton?

Attorney General MEESE. No, he did not.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And as of October 1986 did you personally have

any reason to know that White House officials' were in one form or
another connected with Southern Air Transport?

Attorney General MEESE. Connected in a--
Mr. VAN CLEVE. In the sense they were engaged in the type of

operation which has since been testified to, using Southern Air for
part of the services?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I do not believe that I knew
anything about that at any time prior to November, prior to the
inquiries later on in November.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Mr. Attorney General, I would now like to turn
to a different subject, and these questions refer to exhibit 69, which
is a legal opinion by the Office of Legal Counsel, the Department of
Justice, dated December 17 and entitled "Memorandum for the At-
torney General, Re: Legal Authority for Recent Covert Arms
Transfers to Iran."

I take it that this memorandum was written after the basic fac-
tual structure of the 1985 arms transfers was known, that is, al-
though the committee has certainly heard quite a bit of additional
testimony as to the details, the basic outlines, factual outlines,
were available when the memorandum was written.

Is that correct?
Attorney General MEESE. I believe that essentially much of the

information was available at that time as to the general series of
events that had transpired, based upon the different revelations by
Colonel North to us, Mr. McFarlane, and by the things that had
been included in the congressional briefings and testimony, yes.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I probably should ask you that question in a dif-
ferent and somewhat more specific way.

Has Mr. Cooper, the author of the memorandum, notified you of
any facts which have come to his attention in the last few months
which would require him to modify his conclusions?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I do not believe that he has.
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dum, which is the conclusion section, this is an analysis-I might
mention, for the benefit of the Members-of both the 1985 and
1986 arms transfers that occurred, and the department concludes or
Mr. Cooper concludes, "For the foregoing reasons we conclude that
a covert intelligence or intelligence-rElated operation authorized by
the President and conducted by members of the NSC staff and/or
the CIA could lawfully have included the sale of arms to Iran. Such
an operation would have been carried out pursuant to Presidential
powers recognized in Sections 101 and 102 of the National Security
Act. An oral authorization by the President would have sufficed to
allow CIA participation under the Hughes-Ryan amendment. The
use of Israel's American-supplied weapons under an arrangement
by which Israeli stocks were later replenished appears not to have
violated conditions under which American weapons are supplied to
Israel."

I want to ask you, Mr. Attorney General, do you agree with those
conclusions? Is that the position of the Department of Justice at
this time?

Attorney General MEESE. This is a memorandum to me that was
based upon certain assumptions that are contained in the opening
statement here.

I think we-I'm somewhat guided by the fact that says because
the exact details of the transfers have apparently not completely
transpired, this memorandum will provide a general framework for
analysis with reference ony to the basic facts that have already
emerged.

So I don't think we can consider this memorandum a definitive
opinion on whether specific transactions, whether in '85 or '86,
were in fact legal. But it gives a general framework for examining
those transactions, rather than a specific conclusion.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. And with that qualification, would you agree
with the basic reasoning and conclusions of the memorandum?

Attorney General MEESE. I would agree with the basic conclusion
as stated and with that caveat, yes.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Mr. Attorney General, thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you, counsel.
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess for 10 min-

utes.
[Recess]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
I am pleased to recognize Chairman Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. TI ank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General. Attorney General, you have had a long-

standing relationship with former Director Casey, had you not?
Attorney General MmsE. I had known Mr. Casey since 1980,

January of 1980, yes.
Mr. RODINO. I would note, Mr. Attorney General, that you are

quoted in the July 14, 1980 edition of the Washington Star as
saying, "I discovered Casey. He is a rare brand of Irish humor, ex-
perience, and sagacity."

Do you consider him also a personal friend? Was he a personal
friend?
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Attorney General MEESE. Yes, he was.
Mr. RODINO. Your calendar logs reflect numerous calls and meet-

ings with Mr. Casey over the years, some at his home.
For example, is it fair to say that your professional and social re-

lationship brought you into frequent contact with Director Casey?
Attorney General MEESE. I would say relatively frequent, yes.
Mr. RODINo. The testimony that we have had before the Select

Committees has indicated, Mr. Attorney General, that Mr. Casey
was aware of the 1985 HAWK shipment roughly contemporaneous-
ly, Mr. Casey knew of the diversion before the fact and may even
have suggested it. Mr. Casey was shown a diversion memorandum
drafted by Colonel North for Presidential approval as early as Feb-
ruary 1986. Mr. Casey also spoke to Colonel North several times a
week, according to the testimony.

Mr. Casey had specific and detailed knowledge of Contra resup-
ply operations, and Mr. Casey, according to the testimony, told
Colonel North that someone senior to him would have to take the
hit.

Now, leaving aside, Mr. Attorney General, your numerous con-
tacts with Mr. Casey throughout 1986, you spoke to him, met with
him repeatedly during the period November 20 to November 25,
through that period, 1986, and I would like to recite: Thursday, No-
vember 20, phone call and meeting with others of at least 1 and V2
hours; Friday, November 21, a phone call after your interview of
Mr. McFarlane; Saturday, November 22, a morning phone call, an
afternoon phone call, and a one-hour meeting at Mr. Casey's home.

The afternoon call from Mr. Casey came just 6 minutes after
Colonel North called you. That day, I would note, the diversion
memo was discovered at the White House. Then again on Monday,
November 24, a meeting with Casey and others.

Tuesday, November 25, a 6:30 a.m. phone call and subsequent
meeting at Casey's home.

Now, Mr. Attorney General, is it your testimony that Director
Casey, a friend and colleague of some years and of some conse-
quence did not share with you any of his extensive knowledge
about the 1985 arms sales, the diversion to the Contras, Colonel
North's activities at any time throughout the 1986 until he talked
with you the morning of November 25, when he told you Mr.
Rejan told him of the diversion?

ttorney General MEESE. That was the first time that he told me
of any matter pertaining to the diversion of funds that we have
been discussing here, yes, sir.

Mr. RODINO. I have got to conclude from that, Mr. Attorney Gen-
eral, that you are saying that Director Casey knowingly withheld
vital information from you and your inquiry knowing tht you on
November 25 already had started your inquiry?

Attorney General MEEsE. Mr. Rodino, I have no basis on which
to conclude that. Throughout his life and my knowledge of Bill
Casey from 1980 to 1987 when he passed away, I always knew Bill
Casey to be an honorable man, and I have no information personal-
ly that anything he told me was other than the truth.

Mr. RODINO. But I recited to you a set of facts which have been
testified to which Director Casey knew of. My question to you is:
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did he then knowingly withhold this information from you at a
time when he knew you were conducting your inquiry?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, you are talking about facts that
have been related to you by other people. Bill Casey has never been
before this group to defend himself, so I can't make a judgment on
what he withheld or didn't withhold. I only know what he did tell
me.

Mr. RODINO. OK.
Let's go on, Mr. Attorney General.
Just hours before visiting CIA Director Casey at his home on No-

vember 22, 1986, you had learned of the diversion memorandum
found in Colonel North's White House office which said $12 million
from the Iran arms sales would be sent to the Contras. Casey told
you at that time that the Iranian intermediaries were still owed
$10 million they had advanced on arm sales and were threatening
to expose the administration's secret arms deals with Iran and pos-
sible funding of other projects.

And according to Secretary Shultz's testimony and notes of his
various meetings, he told you that day that he believed there was
an overlap between the Iran sales aid the Contras.

I have got-ask in view of that fact, Mr. Attorney General, how
it was possible for you, in view of the information you had already,
knowing that you were conducting an inquiry, how you could fail
to ask Director Casey a question concerning that very problem of
Iran funding?

Attorney General MEE E. Well, first of all, Mr. Rodino, your facts
are not correct. I had no information from Secretary Shultz at all
about any concern or knowledge that he had of any overlap be-
tween the Iranian initiative and the Contra funding. That was not
in any way discussed that I can recall at the meeting that I had
with Secretary Shultz that morning, and indeed, to the best of my
knowledge, that was never discussed with Secretary Shultz prior to
the discussions we had in the President's office on Tuesday, the
25th of November.

Furthermore, I had heard of the memorandum that you describe.
I had not seen the memorandum and did not know the details. As a
matter of fact, I didn't see that memorandum until the following
morning, and as I previously testified, I believe in answer to ques-
tions by Mr. Nields, I had deliberately not talked to Mr. Casey
about that until such time as I would have the opportunity to read
the memorandum and talk to Colonel North and know what the
whole situation was about.

Mr. RODINO. The question that I have to ask again Mr. Attorney
General, and I ask it of myself as I ask it of you, is how would it
have been possible for you not to have asked Director Casey, after
having had some knowledge of these matters, when you knew that
you were responsible for conducting a factfinding inquiry?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Rodino, as I indicated earlier, both
in response to you and to Mr. Nields, I first wanted to find out
what this whole Iranian-Contra link, if there was one, was all
about. All I had received at that time was verbal information that
there was such a memorandum. I had not had the opportunity to
see the memorandum, 1 knew nothing of the details, and had
known that the person that seemed to know the most about it
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would be Colonel North, and, therefore, I made the conscious deci-
sion not to talk to Mr. Casey or anyone else about it until we had
found the facts from Colonel North. Obviously, had there been any
indication that Mr. Casey knew of it, or maybe just to determine
whether he knew about it, I would have questioned him further
about it after finding out the facts from Colonel North and after
seeing the document.

In fact, the events of Monday eclipsed that because it was Mr.
Casey himself who told me on Tuesday morning that he had known -
nothing about it.

Mr. RoDINo. Mr. Attorney General, you have talked about the
factfihding process, and you have repeatedly referred to it as such
and not as an investigation. You have also said in public state-
ments that you were conducting the inquiry as a Presidential advi-
ser and not the chief law enforcement officer of the country.

In your deposition, you said you were acting as the legal adviser
to the President and when Colonel North testified before this com-
mittee, he stated that you were conducting your inquiry in some
cases he characterized it as a friend of the President and as a confi-
dant and adviser to the President. Admiral Poindexter described
you as wearing two hats.

My question to you is: did you tell Colonel North or Admiral
Poindexter that you were acting merely in the capacity as a friend
of the President?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I never used that characteriza-
tion. I told them the same thing as I have told this committee, and
I told each the person with whom I dealt and that was that the
President had asked me to conduct a brief review or a quick review
to provide an overview of the facts surrounding the Iranian initia-
tive.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Attorney General, you keep talking about a
quick review, and I am puzzled-knowing the enormity of the prob-
lem that you had to deal with, weren't you, weren't there some sig-
nals being sent to you that this was going to necessitate more than
a quick review?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, Mr. Rodino, as I mentioned, I was
asked if I could pull together the facts in time for a meeting on
Monday, the 24th of November, and I was requested to do this ap-
proximately at noon on Friday, the 21st of November, so that was a
very brief period of time, approximately 72 hours, and that is why I
have characterized it as what it was. I was not meant-that is why
I have been careful not to use the word "investigation." It was not
an in-depth investigation as you would do if you were developing a
case for litigation or something like that, but it was an overview to
try to find out what the facts were and to present that to the Presi-
dent.

Mr. RoDINO. Mr. Attorney General, in response to press ques-
tions at your November 25, 1986 press conference, you said, "I will
say this. I think every member of the administration owes it to the
President to stand shoulder to shoulder with him and support the
policies that he has, the policy decisions he has made, as well as to
stand by him when something has happened which the President
didn't know."
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My question to you, Mr. Attorney General, were you suggesting,
knowing that you were going to be an independent impartial en-
forcer of the law, an investigator, if you will, how could you stand
shoulder to shoulder, ask anyone to stand shoulder to shoulder
with anyone in support of the President's policies?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Rodino, I think I would have to
find out the context in which that question was asked and what
the question was that I was answering, and I am looking now. Do
you have a citation as to where that appears in the press confer-
ence?

Mr. RODINO. It is at your press conference of November 25th.
Attorney General MEESE. I know the date, and I know the place.

I am just wondering where in the press conference it is. I think we
referred to that as exhibit-perhaps Mr. Nields could be of assist-
ance here in identifying the exhibit and the spot.

Mr. RODINO. Well, we will move on to that.
Attorney General MEESE. Let me say, because I think it is impor-

tant, what was the question that that was responding to, Mr.
Rodino?

Mr. RODINo. The question is your statement that you make about
standing shoulder to shoulder with him, meaning the President
and supporting the policies that he has, and my question is that
how can you be an independent enforcer of the law and suggest to
those whom you might be then investigating that they should
stand shoulder to shoulder with the President and tell a witness to
do so?

Attorney General MEESE. I was never talking to any witness in
that press conference. I was talking to members of the press, and I
believe the question had to do with what members of the Cabinet
should do in regard to the President's policies, it had nothing to do
with witnesses or law enforcement. It was a totally different ques-
tion. That is why I am trying to find the context.

Mr. RODINO. You were going to be interviewing or at least even
though it was a factfinding inquiry, you were going to be interview-
ing Cabinet members as well?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Rodino, this was after that fact-
finding weekend was over. This was the news conference on Tues-
day, the 25th, and I had already done the factfinding which re-
vealed this possible diversion of money to the Contras.

Mr. RODINO. Your investigation was not complete at that time,
was it, Mr. Meese?

Attorney General MEESE. The inquiry was pretty much over be-
cause we had found this rather astounding piece of information
and that would then be the basis for a criminal investigation,
among other things, which would be taken on by others. But at the
time that I was talking in the abstract to the press, it had nothing
to do with law enforcement, criminal investigation, or talking to
witnesses; it was, I believe, an abstract question that somebody had
asked me in regard to the role of Cabinet members vis-a-vis the
policies of the President.

Mr. RODINO. Well, I am still puzzled, because it would suggest to
me that this was almost like a signal being sent to people who
would later on be interviewed at a later date by the Criminal Divi-
sion.
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Attorney General MEESE. In no way was it a signal to anyone
who was going to be interviewed by the Criminal Division.

Mr. RODINO. It could be construed as such?
Attorney General MEESE. Not to anyone who understood what I

was saying. And I might say also that this was an abstract question
related I think to something relating to Cabinet members and how
they should follow or oppose the policies of the President, and I be-
lieve my statement was that a person, in essence, should follow the
policy of the President or if they couldn't, then they should resign
from the administration, and I feel that today as far as Cabinet
members are concerned. It had to do with policy mattersand noth-
ing to do with law enforcement or criminal matters.

Mr. RODINO. Can you tell the committee why you took no notes
during your interview of Admiral Poindexter and your discussions
with Vice President Bush, Secretary Weinberger, and CIA Director
Casey? You were conducting an inquiry for the President. I think it
was important for you to take notes.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, at the time that I talked with
each of them, it was a very brief discussion. I recall the details of
the conversation, it was so brief and in most cases it was just a
casual conversation, certainly with Director Casey it was not any
part of the inquiry as such, but was rather a casual conversation.

I did on those matters where there were what you might call
formal or informal interviews of detailed conversation that took
more than a few minutes, then we had someone taking notes.

Mr. RODINO. But during that period from when you were delegat-
ed or designated to conduct that factfinding inquiry, weren't all of
your interviews important and essential, and wouldn't notes estab-
ish afterwards for you a basis for whatever you would find?

Attorney General MEESE. I did, Mr. Rodino I obviously took notes
of those things which were long and complicated. It was our plan
actually, to develop an outline of the facts. And as I'say, this was
kind of eclipsed by the discovery that we made that put the whole
thing into a different mode.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Attorney General, we have talked a bit and you
have testified this morning about why you didn't use the Criminal
Division, and you do know that there have been news accounts,
people have stated-former high-ranking Justice Department offi-
cials, both of this administration and previous administrations,
have criticized the political team you have put together to conduct
the inquiry and your failure to use any career attorneys in the
Criminal Division.

They have pointed out that if you had used experienced career
investigators, they would be more sensitive to the situation, to the
fact that you were conducting at a later date a very, very impor-
tant investigation which might be considered as being handled po-
litically instead.

Didn't you think it was necessary for you to conduct the inquiry
with a team of career employees, rather than the political allies
you designated?

Attorney General MEESE. I didn't have political allies Mr.
Rodino; I had competent people who were the most experienced
people on this subject matter in the Department of Justice.

75-98 0-88-10
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At no time I think was there contemplation by anyone that there
was any reason to bring in the Criminal Division, and so the people
that I brought were those who were the most experienced on the
issues that were being looked into, namely, the national security
issues.

As I mentioned earlier, I brought in Mr. Cooper, the head of-
who is not any more political in his appointment than is the head
of the Criminal Division. They are both appointed by the President
and confirmed by the Senate.

Mr. Cooper was the head of the division of the Department of
Justice that has the specific responsibility fbr dealing with the
issues about which we were finding the facts, namely, national se-
curity issues.

I brought in Mr. Reynolds, who likewise is an appointee of the
President, confirmed by the Senate, who was knowledgeable not
only as a long-time expert trial lawyer who was considerably expe-
rienced in complex litigation and would have the personal skills to
participate in this kind of R factfinding inquiry, but also had done
a number of projects for me in the national security area in which
he had looked into the relationship between the various working
groups that are a part of the national security process. So his back-
ground knowledge was, of course, important.

I also brought into it Mr. Richardson, who was a trusted member
of the Department of Justice in matters relating to foreign intelli-
gence and who had had that background.

So actually what I did, Mr. Rodino, was to pull together the
people who had the most knowledge about this subject or who had
the best experience in the Department of Justice to participate in
this factfinding inquiry.

Mr. RODINO. However, I might point out, and I'm sure you are
aware, that there have been law enforcement officials in your own
department who have stated to the committee that the evidence
appropriately called for bringing the Criminal Division in earlier
and as a result, I suppose, now this criticism of your having
brought in a political team.

On reflection, do you think you might have done otherwise?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't know of any member of my de-

partment who has made that criticism.
If you have any knowledge of that, I would like to see the deposi-

tion and find out who it is who has made a statement. Is there
such a person?

Mr. RODINO. We will go on and I can assure you that we have
that testimony.

Attorney General MEESE. I think I'm entitled to see who it is and
what the basis is for their knowledge and experience in this
matter, because no one that I know of who has looked at this situa-
tion has made that criticism.

Quite the contrary, Director Webster, then director of the FBI,
concurred in my judgments as to how this should be handled. And
subsequent to that, the leadership of the FBI, the top leadership,
said that to a person the FBI leadership felt that I had made no
mistakes and had made no errors in the way that I conducted that
investigation.
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So if you have contrary information Mr. Rodino, I would certain-
ly like to see it.

Mr. RODINO. Well, we will show it to you.
Attorney General MEESE. I would like to see it and, if there is no

such information, I would like that statement retracted, because
there has been a lot of criticism that has been attributed to anony-
mous sources in the news media.

Quite frankly, I think that on that weekend the team that I put
together did a pretty fine job. It is as a result of their efforts that
this whole matter was discovered, was made available to the Con-
gress and made available to the American people, and it is as a
result of their efforts that this whole series of hearings has been
available to be conducted.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Attorney General, let me read you a portion of
Mr. Weld's deposition.

"You stated that you expressed your feelings rather strongly.
Can you give us a sense of what you said?"My exact words, as best I can recall, were I'm not sure it makes
very much sense for the Criminal Division and the FBI not to be
involved in this."

Attorney General MEESE. Could I see the deposition? Is there a
copy of that available?

Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. I would like to ask that copies of this be made avail-

able to everybody. I don't believe we have a copy.
Mr. RoDNo.--This-is- a-depositon-of-Mr-Wiltiam-Wed- and-the-... ..

deposition was taken on July 16, 1987, and I am going to move, Mr.
Chairman, that the deposition of Mr. William Weld taken July 16,
1987, be marked as an exhibit and included on the record.

Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. I would object to that request until the members

have a copy of the deposition.
Chairman INOUYE. I can assure the Ranking Member that before

the matter is placed into the record, it will have to be cleared and
approved by the leadership.

Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Chairman, perhaps the gentleman, Mr. Rodino,
would withhold his request until we have an opportunity to see the
deposition and then he can make that unanimous consent request
later today.

Chairman INOUYE. I believe your suggestion is a valid one.
May I suggest that copies be made immediately.
Mr. CHENEY. Thank you.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, we will move on and I will defer my

motion until later, but--
Attorney General MEESE. I would like to answer the question

though Mr. Rodino, because I have now looked at this, arid this has
to do with a meeting that was held on Friday, November 21st, at
8:30, whepe I was not present. But I have since talked to Mr. Weld
about this statement because he asked to see me and to explain
what he was trying to tell the committee, and he said that he was
not talking about the inquiry which I was going to conduct later
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because he didn't even know about it at that time, nor, as a matter
of fact, did I at that hour of the day on the 21st.

It wasn't until that noontime, sometime after that meeting that
the President asked me to conduct that inquiry. And what he was
talking about was a totally different investigation, the so-called
Evans investigation out of New York, which was a separate Irani-
an arms smuggling investigation in which the Criminal Division
was very much involved.

So it really has nothing to do with the investigation you are talk-
ing about that I conducted, or the inquiry.

Mr. COHEN. I could just ask you to yield for just a minute.
Mr. RODINO. I yield to the gentleman
Mr. COHEN. May I just inquire as to whether or not that meeting

on November 21st at which the Assistant Attorney, General had
the meeting-you were not present.

Attorney General MEESE. I was not present.
Mr. COHEN. There was a discussion that took place about the

need for his recommendation was to have the Criminal Division
handle that, and then on the following Monday I believe you had a
conversation with what is his name-Mr. Weld in which you ad-
vised him as to why it was not inadvertent that the Criminal Divi-
sion was not involved; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. I think we are talking about two differ-
ent things.

My understanding is-that on Friday Mr. Weld was referring to
the aspects of the Evans investigation and, as a matter of fact, I'm
sure-he was-not-referring to the factflnding inquiry that I was in-
volved in, because on the 22d of November his own Criminal Divi-
sion had come up with a memorandum saying that there were no
criminal offenses involved in the Iranian situation as they under-
stood it and so there would be no basis for the Criminal Division to
be involved,

Mr. COHEN. The only problem was that during the period from
Friday through Monday there was a discussion about diversion
which you immediately recognized as being a serious, potentially
explosive problem, which was never conveyed to him at all.

Attorney General MEESE. It was indeed. It was conveyed to him.
Mr. COHEN. On Monday?
Attorney General MEESE. It was conveyed to him. I'm not sure

whether it was on Monday or Tuesday when we had finished, but
certainly Mr. Weld was brought into it as soon as there appeared
to be a possibility of a criminal offense, which I believe was on
Tuesday, the 25th.

On Monday, the 24th, I had asked Mr. Cooper, based on the facts
that we knew, to see if there was any possible criminal law viola-
tion. Mr. Cooper reported to me he thought there was enough that
we could at least bring in the Criminal Division, and on Tuesday,
the 25th, Mr. Weld was asked to look to see whether he felt there
might be any criminal involvement.

He wasn't sure, and so his people worked all afternoon and by
evening came up with the basis that they felt there was, while it
was slim, there was enough to proceed with an initial criminal in-
vestigation.
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So there was at no time any attempt to keep the Criminal Divi-
sion out of anything that had criminal implications.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, we will move on and when I make
that motion for the deposition to be made an exhibit and part of
this I will also rely on the deposition and I think that will settle it.

I am sure that Mr. Weld will be able to speak for himself
through that deposition.

Mr. Attorney General, you have testified in your deposition that
you were aware of the Judiciary Committee independent counsel
request of October 17, 1986, regarding the Hasenfus flight.

You also knew that the Criminal Division-was conducting an in-
quiry based on that request and that request specifically named the
Vice President, Director Casey, Secretary Weinberger, Admiral
Poindexter, and Oliver North as individuals to be investigated.

All these individuals were on your list to be interviewed during
your factfinding inquiry, as well.

Didn't the fact that the Criminal Division had an inquiry under-
way already raise concerns in your mind at the outset about the
propriety of speaking to these individuals without criminal investi-
gators present?

I know you have had lots of criminal experience conducting in-
vestigations. Didn't you think that that was the proper thing?

Attorney General MEESE. It never was raised at all, Mr. Rodino,
because there was absolutely no connection whatsoever at all be-
tween the factfinding I was doing relating to Iran and the investi-
gation which was proceeding in the Criminal Division7Whih--lad
to do with Central America or South America.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Attorney General, didn't you know of possible
connections, for example, and I recite: you knew Colonel North-
and this is according to your depositions-handled both the Iran
and Contra accounts at the NSC; you knew Admiral Poindexter,
who was involved in the arms sales had called you to delay the
Southern Air Transport investigation on the basis of the Iran situa-
tion; and on Friday, November 21, Mr. Reynolds notes indicate and
department officials discussed the possibility that TOWs were redi-
rected to the Contras; on November 22, according to Secretary
Shultz's notes, he expressed concern to you about the relationship
between' the arms sales and the Contras because of the involve-
ment of Southern Air.

Now, it seems to me that all of these had some connection and
might have raised some concerns with you.

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Rodino, I think you have got
things mixed up here.

Mr. RODINO. I don't have them mixed up, I am just reciting facts,
Mr. Attorney General.

Attorney General MEESE. I think it has been brought out in testi-
mony today. Secretary Shultz's notes that you refer to had nothing
to do with a meeting with me, that was a meeting that he had with
Mr. Sofaer and his legal adviser at a time after the meeting he had
with me, so this had nothing to do with anything that I knew about
or that took place while I was present.

Furthermore, the Southern Air Transport investigation, I knew
none of the details of that. I merely referred it to the FBI so they
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could determine whether or not their investigation could be tempo-
rarily delayed.

I had no knowledge myself of how that connected with any of
these other events, and to my mind and to the best of the knowl-
edge of anyone else who was there as we discussed this, including
Director Webster, there was absolutely no connection between the
Iranian initiative about which we were asked to do a factfinding
inquiry and any other criminal investigation taking place in the
Department.

Mr. RODINO. Vlell, Mr. Attorney General, I am going to read to
you from a deposition that was taken of Secretary of State Shultz by
Mr. Belnick, and this is a matter of public record. "The notes of your
interview . . ."-this is Mr. Belnick talking to the Secretary. "The
notes of your interview with the Attorney General reflect, among
other things, your expressing the concern to him on that Saturday
night that this Iran matter, or fear that this Iran matter would
somehow get wrapped into aid to the Nicaraguan Resistance. What
was the basis for that fear that you expressed on Saturday, the
22d?"

Secretary Shultz: "Because somebody had pointed out to me that
the-I think it is the Southern Air Transport was used in the Cen-
tral American situation and also in terms of the flights of arms
and so I said, 'well, my gosh, if this gets connected, then we are
going to have a problem with our policy in Central America.' "

Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe that was ever stated at
any meeting with me. I don't have the document, I don't believe,
you are reading from. Can I have a copy of that deposition?

Mr. RODINO. This is public testimony, and this is a public record.
Attorney General MEESE. I was not here when that was given,

Mr. Rodino, and I would like to see a copy of it before I respond to
something that I have no idea what you are quoting from or what
the context of the question was. I can only tell you that I have--

Mr. RODINO. I am quoting Secretary of State Shultz's deposition.
Mr. COURTER. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Rodino, do you yield?
Mr. COURTER. I have a parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Will you state it?
Mr. COURTER. I am just wondering whether it is the accepted

rules of this committee if depositions are cited that the witness out
of fairness be given an opportunity to look at those depositions.

Chairman INOUYE. We have permitted this throughout the hear-
ings.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, I regret that I referred to it as a dep-
osition. This is public testimony before this committee.

Mr. COURTER. Mr. Chairman, I think the same goes with public
testimony. I think out of fairness, the witness should be given an
opportunity to look at those statements.

Chairman INOUYE. The Congressman is correct. The witness
should be given a copy to look over.

Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. The clerk will take a copy to the witness.
Attorney General MEESE. I see the statement of the Secretary of

State in this transcript, Mr. Rodino, but I have looked at the notes
that I have taken, or that were taken by Mr. Cooper at the time of
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my meeting with Secretary Shultz, and I have looked at the notes
that were taken, I believe, by Mr. Hill, and I find no reference to
that.

And I have no recollection that there was such a conversation
with me.

Mr. RODINO. That is your response?
Attorney General MEESE. And I believe that there was previous

testimony here in this session this afternoon which indicated that,
and which would clear up the matter, that Mr. Belnick was appar-
ently in error when he talked about notes of the interview with the
Attorney General and that rather those were notes of a meeting
with Mr. Sofaer, the legal adviser of the State Department at a
meeting after the one in which I took place.

So I think in order to resolve this, the only way to do it would be
to look at the respective notes of those two meetings.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Attorney General, moving on to another area,
the Select Committees have sent you six letters dating from Janu-
ary 20, 1987, seeking Department of Justice documents. These let-
ters are in addition to the letter I sent you last December as chair-
man of the Judiciary Committee seeking these same materials in
preparation for these hearings.

Yet I have got to point out we still have not received all the doc-
uments we have requested. Other materials have been provided
only within the past few days.

Moreover, still other documents have been produced only in
heavily redacted form.

This non-production, delayed production, and non-coinpliance
with committee requests over a 6-month period has made witness
interviews difficult, made it possibile that some witnesses will have
to be reinterviewed and this has complicated our preparation for
your testimony.

I would like to point out the July 7 response from the Depart-
ment is particularly illustrative of what I have just said. It states
that documents have been provided when they have not; notes that
only now are some Department officials files being reviewed lbr
relevant documents, wherein these have been now, I guess, pending
for six months; refuses to provide unredacted copies of your logs,
calendars and notes, and erroneously blames the Independent
Counsel Walsh fbr delays in production.

The July 22 response that we received from the Department is
similar. It confirms that previously requested documents are only
now being made available despite having been requested months
ago.

And I want to give you some examples. The Department's July 7
letter states that the committees have received copies of, quote,"all entries" in your logs that relate to our investigation. Yet.
when the committee staff went to the Department to review the
unredacted copies of the log, after Chairman Hamilton insisted
that they be permitted to do so, they found numerous relevant en-
tries that had been redacted.

For example, a handwritten log of November 24, 1986, which was
not provided at all, included p)hone calls to Don Regan, the Vice
President, Bud McFarla-ne, and John Poindexter; V handwritten
telephone log of Noveri:,.-,- 2.- also wa.- not p,,vidcd -1t all -,,Lcluded
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on it were the following phone calls: three with Director Casey, one
with Don Regan, one with Ross Perot, and one with Judge Webster.

Other records of phone calls which were either not provided at
all or which were redacted, included phone calls with Admiral
Poindexter, Colonel North, Terry Slease, Ross Perot, and others.
Why weren't these entries not initially provided when redacted
copies of your logs were delivered to the committee?

And it seems to me that, and I have got to note this for the
record, Mr. Meese, that other Cabinet officials have made docu-
ments available to us without being redacted, and I am sure that
they have had to deal with as sensitive matters as you have had.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, Mr. Rodino, all I know is that
you must have received the information or you wouldn't have it in
front of you right now. But I know that we have provided all the
information that we possibly could.

There may be that from time to time, because of the fact that all
of the information that we have has to be reviewed at least by the
Independent Counsel to make sure that public exposition of it will
not interfere with the Independent Counsel's investigation, but I
know that everyone in our Department has cooperated to the maxi-
mum.

I might say that in the course of the last 6 months, 39 of our
present and former Department of Justice employees have been
questioned by the committee, they have engaged in some 30 inter-
views with representatives of the committees, they have provided
17 depositions, there have been a total of 146 hours of meetings
with members of the committee or representatives of the commit-
tee, not including the public testimony.

In addition, we have provided the depositions and we have in ad-
dition to that provided something in excess of 36,000 pages of docu-
ments to the committee.

Now, I don't understand what the problem is, but if there is a
problem, I would certainly hope that the committee counsel would
consult with Mr. Bolton of my office so that that could be correct-
ed.

But to the best of our knowledge, we have fully complied with
everything the committee has requested. I myself have testified
some six times including this session, and I know that there has
been a spirit of cooperation among all elements of the Department
of Justice to provide all the information that this committee might
need.

I met personally with Mr. Inouye and Mr. Hamilton at various
times on this subject, and so there certainly is a desire to cooper-
ate. And if the chairman of either committee feels there is a prob-
lem, I would certainly be happy to have Mr. Bolton of my office
meet with your counsel and get it remedied, but to the best of my
knowledge, until you mentioned it today, Mr. Rodino, on informa-
tion you apparently already have, I didn't know there was any
problem.

Mr. RODINO. Well, there has been a problem, and it has b3en a
continuing problem, Mr. Attorney General. As a matter of fact, I
would like to state that-and this you will appreciate-committees
repeatedly had asked for a list of the specific steps DOJ has taken
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to secure all relevant materials in DOJ and copies of any written
directives regarding document preservation.

On July 7, we received a letter, and there was a statement rela-
tive to that request, and it is a conclusory, nonspecific response. It
says, I quote: "Each component of the Department took whatever
steps were necessary to preserve its documents. But we received no
written directives. They were not provided to us."

That hardly seems to me to be in response, Mr. Attorney Gener-
al, to the request that we have made. And since you say you are
going to provide them, are the requests that we have made which
haven't been fulfilled, are you ready to provide them before we ter-
minate this inquiry?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't know of any requests that have
not been fulfilled, and as I mentioned to the chairman of the two
committees, if your committee counsel would advise Mr. Bolton of
my office, I am sure that any unfulfilled request will be immediate-
iy complied with, but I know of no unfulfilled requests at this time.

Mr. RODINO. Well, I will furnish this to you, but I will tell you we
have not received Bolton's notes, all INS records requested, tele-
phone toll records of Miami-U.S. Attorney's Office, Reynolds' calen-
dars, and telephone logs and message sheets, originals of Richard-
son's notes to check for improper redactions, which we have got,
and frankly we are not able to understand.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I believe Mr. Richardson's notes
are an exhibit here, and we have been referring to them all day
long. I don't notice any redactions on those notes. But as I say, if
there is something the committees would like, we certainly would
like to provide it.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, how much time do I have remain-
ing?

Chairman INOUYE. You have 22 minutes, Mr. Chairman.
May I make an announcement at this juncture? I have been ad-

vised by the counsel of this committee that the references to which
Mr. Rodino referred are, in fact, in Mr. Hill's notes of the interview
of Secretary Shultz's by the Attorney General, and we will be
pleased to point out, point these out to the Attorney General at the
overnight recess, and Mr. Rodino, if he wishes, may examine them
as he chooses. And Mr. Rodino, you have 22 minutes remaining.

Mr. RODINO. I am going to ask one other question, and then I am
going to reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. Attorney General, when you state that Mr. Webster agreed
with you that criminal investigation was inappropriate, was that
based on a detailed discussion with the Director about the facts in
your possession at the time, or was this only a casual conversation
with the Director that didn't go into the specifics of the inquiry?

Attorney General MEESE. It was a conversation in which I relat-
ed what I was being asked to do by the President, and actually I
had very few facts in my possession at that time as we had not
even commenced the factfinding inquiry.

Mr. RODINO. Well, I would just like to point out, Mr. Attorney
General, that your own deposition points out, and I don't think I
went into specific details about it other than what I mentioned,
that different people had remembered different parts of it.
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Attorney General MEESE. Yes, and that's basically what I knew
at that time and was the basis on which the President asked me to
initiate the factfinding inquiry to find out what the facts were.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Attorney General, thank you. I am going to re-
serve the balance of my time.

Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Mr. Rodino.
Chairman INOUYE. The Chair recognizes Mr. McCollum.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr..Attorney General, welcome here. I am used to seeing you

more in the Judiciary Committee forums, but we are here today
about something that has far wider implications than many things
we have discussed in the past. At the outset of talking with you
today and having listened to what you have said up to this point, it
sometime seems to me from a public perspective, it is hard to de-
termine who the players are in this or determine your role, if I am
sitting out in the public somewhere listening to all this.

In my listening to all the weeks of testimony we have had, I have
concluded, and I think just about anybody who thinks about this
has, it wasn't the Justice Department that ran any of these oper-
ations regarding the Iranian initiative or the Contra initiative, it
was not the Justice Department that got involved with the Iranian
arms transaction, it seems to me you made it very clear that from
the standpoint of you, as the Attorney General, your only involve-
ment with the Iran arms transaction until you got into your fact-
finding inquiry in November 1986 was to make some determina-
tions with regard to the legalities of the Finding in the 1986, in
January, and to respond to a couple of inquiries of Admiral Poin-
dexter on the phone to see if you could do some minor aiding in
one or two very very minor aspects of it.

It also was not your office which destroyed or altered any docu-
ments involved in any of these matters. It was not you who misled
Congress or misled the Secretary of State about any of the facts in-
volved in these matters. And it seems to me that when we talk
about all of this, it also is very clear that it was you and your office
and your staff who unearthed the discrepancies with regard to the
issue of the November, 1985 arms shipment that led, in turn, to
your factfinding mission the weekend of November 20 through 24,
1986, and that, in turn, it was you and your office who discovered
the diversion memo, and it was you and your office who took the
lead after questioning Colonel North to point out that the diversion
memo was indeed a diversion and a real potential problem. And
you had recommended, you the Attorney General, to the President,
and to Mr. Regan that this matter be made public as quickly as
possible, and it was over a period of approximately 4 days after you
started into it all.

And so I guess the reason I went through that little litany was
that I think we need to put all this in perspective a little bit today
at the end of a day where we have been talking about so many details in-
volved in this. I agree that we have a job to explore and a duty as a
Congress, and certainly normally I am wearing that hat over in Ju-
diciary instead of on the Select Committee, to oversight the role
that the Attorney General plays and whether you do an appropri-
ate role or do your job.
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But a lot of the criticism that I have heard before today and a lot
of it today about your work, especially over the weekend of Novem-
ber 25, sounds like the old lawyer's term "fly specking." I don't
know how many people have heard that, but several of us up
here, including yourself, are attorneys and that used to be the old
term about looking for the very nitty-gritty issue in some abstract
or title to land. It looked to see if there were some little fine points
you could object to down there. Forty-forty hindsight is pretty good.

But let's go over some of the facts just to refresh the situation
here today and put it all, as I see it, in more perspective.

My understanding is that you met with the President after you
had been called up at West Point, you met with him on Friday
morning the 22d of November, and he tasked you to find out the
facts about this November, 1985 arms transaction to resolve dis-
crepancies between Secretary Shultz and Mr. McFarlane's version
of some of the details. Is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct, Mr. McCollum. Not
only the differences in recollection between those two people, but
the various, the fact that very, that there were various recollec-
tions by different people as to what had occurred and no one had
put together a sort of an overview of what, in fact, had happened
during a period of time in which a lot of different things were done
by different people but where no one person seemed to know all
the things that were going on.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. You were working under some kind of a time-
table after that, weren't you?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. As I testified earlier,
we were hoping to have our at least initial inquiry into the facts
completed by 2:00 o'clock on Monday afternoon, the 24th.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. That was for a meeting.
Attorney General MEESE. That was for a meeting that was to

take place at that time in which I was to participate.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. And that was the National Security Planing

Group meeting, right?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Now you are a member of that normally, this

wasn't a meeting you were just happening to be going to go that
particular day, you are a member of that planning group, right?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. And you were a member of that group before

you were Attorney General, weren't you?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I was asked to serve in that capac-

ity by the President as early as 1981.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Could you tell us-refresh our recollections on

just exactly what the National Security Planning Group did, what
it was?

Attorney General MEESE. This was a group composed of the four
statutory members of the National Security Council: the President,
the Vice President, the Secretary of State, and the Secretary of De-
fense. The two statutory advisers, the Director of Central intelli-
gence, the Chief, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
three persons appointed by the President: the White House Chief of
Staff, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Attorney General.
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The purpose of this group was a smaller-was to meet as a group
and usually in a smaller meeting than the National Security Coun-
cil meeting which was normally attended by a number of assistants
and staff members to handle the most sensitive or the more sensi-
tive issues of foreign policy, national defense, and other national
security matters.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. And in terms of what they did, they gave advice
to the President basically, and he made the decisions on a lot of
these things, obviously. Is that not correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct, Mr. McCollum. It was a
group which was advisory to the President, the same way as other
elements of the Cabinet are as well.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. And-the objective in all of this over that week-
end initially was to get the facts on this straight so that you all
could discuss it at that meeting, right?

Attorney General MEESE. That was correct.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. And then you would have something to base the

recommendations to the President on, right?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes. Indeed, Mr. Poindexter was going

to be prepared to present information at the meeting, others were,
Secretary Shultz and others had views, and inasmuch as I was
asked to provide an overview of the facts, I was asked to have that
done in time for that meeting.

Mr. McCOLLUM. And as soon as you got designated or pretty soon
after that you made a call, as you testified, to Director Webster
and asked him about the possible involvement of the FBI in help-
ing research all of this, and you have testified that the two of you
concluded that that was not a responsible or appropriate thing to
do because there weren't any criminal implications at that point; is
that not true?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. Almost completely, Mr. McCollum.
The only thing was it was not a telephone call, it was a conversa-
tion that took place in my office, rather than a telephone call. But
we did have that conversation, we did reach that conclusion.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. And you reviewed this matter with him even
after you had your press conference and another personal conver-
sation, didn't you-Mr. Webster and you?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir. He was, I believe, present in
my office again when we discussed this matter and the probability
that the FBI would be very soon called into it, that we were in the
process at that time of having the Criminal Division give us an
answer as to whether there was sufficient possibility of criminal
violations to involve a criminal investigation, and that the FBI
would be called into it if they did answer in the affirmative.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. And that was after the fact, though, that was
after the press conference?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But he concurred at that time there had been no

reason and he agreed there never was a reason to call him in early
on. It looked bad. If you had, as I recall in the deposition testimo-
ny, you all thought it would look like it was a misuse of the FBI
because there wasn't any basis for using them, right?

Attorney General MEESE. That's correct. I was very cognizant
that previous Presidents had been critized for misuse of the FBI
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in non-criminal or non-investigative situations, and that was one of
the aspects of our consideration.

I might say, Director Webster has repeated the fact he was total-
ly satisfied with the situation on numerous occasions, including his
own confirmation process when he was confirmed as Director of
Central Intelligence.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Now, you started this investigation or factfind-
ing, as you called it-it really wasn't an investigation-on Friday,
the 22d of November, and did it over Saturday and Sunday, and by
Monday you were putting it together and by Tuesday morning you
had gone to the public with it after the President had made some
decisions, and all of this was done in a period of about 4 days. And
if I'm not mistaken, you didn't have any inkling of this diversion
memo until Saturday, so you really only had 3 days after that and
you didn't know what that diversion memo meant, from what you
said this morning, until you talked to Colonel North on Sunday
afternoon.

So you only had a day and a half between that discussion when
you learned of the significance of the diversion memo to bring this
out to the public, which you did with the President on Tuesday.
Am I correct in that?

Attorney General MEESE. That's correct, Mr. McCollum.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Now, let's talk about some of the misleading

things that occurred to you that weekend. I think that needs to be
laid out.

Mr. Nields laid some of that out for us this morning. He went
through a pattern of those discussions you had, two of them with
Mr. McFarlane, several small chit-chats with Admiral Poindexter,
a long discussion with Colonel North, and a couple of discussions
with Mr. Casey.

And during all of that time it was very clear that Admiral Poin-
dexter at no time told you, nor raised with you, even though he
knew exactly what you were doing-he was in there meeting with
you with the President to get this assignment-he never volun-
teered to you, nor did he in any way come forward and say we had
a Finding, Ed-as he called you in the hearings-we had a Finding
back in December and here's a copy of it, maybe this will help you.

He never did that, did he?
Attorney General MEESE. At no time did Admiral Poindexter

produce the Finding that you are referring to.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. In addition to that, I know you have eloquently

made some nice statements about Director Casey, but the fact of
the matter is we know from the testimony-we don't have him, un-
fortunately, here to rebut it in any way, but we have heard it a lot
from other sources-Colonel North, Admiral Poindexter-Mr.
Casey at all of this time knew fully about this diversion; some
people didn't know who knew what but in the end everybody has
agreed he knew about it and was intricately involved in that proc-
ess.

But he not only didn't tell you about his knowledge when you
chatted with him but, as I recall, he denied it.

And I would like to call your attention to a particular exhibit.
This is exhibit number 53 in your book. This is a set of notes that
was taken by one of your-one of the staff m( mbers at a meeting
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with Members of Congress just before this announcement was
made on the 25th of November.

It's an exhibit that was prepared, by the handwriting, it says
here, of Mr. Richardson. This was a congressional briefing where
the President attended, where Admiral Poindexter, I think, had al-
ready been exited from the scene, but you were there, and Mr.
Wright was there, the Speaker of the House, Mr. Casey was there
apparently, from looking at these notes.

I would like you to look at those.
Mr. Shultz apparently was there-Secretary Shultz appears to

have been there.
Do you recall who all was at that briefing session?
Attorney General MEESE. To the best of my recollection, it was

the President, Secretary Shultz, Secretary Weinberger, I believe
that Mr. Regan was there, I was there, several members of my staff
were there, and there may have been others-I can't tell you all
the people that were there-in addition to the leadership of the
Congress, the leaders of the House and Senate, the Speaker of the
House and the Majority Leader of the Senate, the Minority Leaders
of both Houses, and there may have been others besides that from
the Congress. But it was quite a group of people from the Congress.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Well, unfortunately the exhibit does not have
the pages marked, but if you will flip 10 pages over into this, you
will see a discussion that starts at the top with Mr. Wright's name.

These are Mr. Richardson's notes made at that meeting with the
President?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. If you have found that--
Attorney General MEESE. I have found it.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I would just like to go over that with you and

see if you agree with me that's what this says.
If says Wright says Poindexter vaguely aware. RR, that's Presi-

dent Reagan, I assume-he says yes. Wright says, done with tacit
blessing. RR says Ed?-he's turning to you, he's meaning you
there, right. Then it says, you are quoted as saying allowed it to go
forward, and then Wright, the Speaker of the House, says CIA
know-Casey? That's what it looks like because the next one says
Casey-now it's Casey:-Mr. Casey was there, then, is that not cor-
rect?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Casey's answer there reads what?
You read it to us. What did he say when--
Attorney General MEESE. It says, no, I didn't.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. And I think that's significant. The point is that

even at this moment in the presence of the President and in the
presence of the leadership of the House and the Senate, on the
25th of November, the day that this became public-the diversion
did-Mr. Casey is still withholding the fact that he knows, not only
withholding but saying I didn't know.

My point of this, and I could go through the same litany Mr.
Nields did this morning-I'm not going to go through all of that-
there were numerous occasions in Colonel North's interview and in
the interviews with Mr. McFarlane where you were not given the
full facts, you were misled.
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Is that not true?
Attorney General MEESE. Mr. McCollum, since I did not have the

benefit of watching their testimony except very occasionally, I
couldn't say for sure, but I will accept your characterization of it.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. OK.
Well, it's true and unfortunate and I think that needs to be

pointed out simply so that anybody reviewing this and trying to
put it all together can see what you are working with.

You were working with a 4- or 5-day timeframe. You were work-
ing with people who weren't giving you all the truth, and you were
working with a minimum of knowledge from your own experience.

Now, I would like to turn to a couple to the things that you have
been battered around the ears with here in the last few days.

One of them has to do with the issue that Mr. Rodino just
brought up with you. Judge Sofaer supposedly got wind of this
business about Southern Air Transport having a connection with
the Contras and this Iranian matter in the process of the weekend
of November 20th to 25th, and during that time, as we have heard
discussed-you were asked questions about this just a few moments
ago-he talked about this with Secretary Shultz at some point, and
you related the fact that in your conversation with Secretary
Shultz on the morning of the 22d, a Saturday, that didn't come up.

Am I correct?
Attorney General MEESE. I cannot recall that coming up in our

conversation.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Let me relate to you-this is now-we will make

sure this is all made public, too, if it isn't in some way. I just hap-
pened to pull this out on the occasion, but I understand this deposi-
ton already has been released, the June 18th deposition of Mr.
Sofaer. It is my only copy right here.

On page 68 of that deposition, Mr. Sofaer was asked about his
review of this whole matter of the TOWs, that is, the missile in-
volvement in September and some of the sales later and so on, and
he said on the 21st I came back to town and called Mike Mattison
and I asked him to get me the figures on the cost of TOW missiles.

"Question: He gave you"-these are attorneys asking these ques-
tions for us, this committee-"he gave you those figures and what
did you conclude when you looked at the figures?

"Answer: I concluded"-Judge Soafer says-I concluded "that the
fair market value of the TOWs was substantially in excess of what
the Department of Defense received from the CIA as payment.

"Question: And did that lead you to conclude there was probably a
surplus of funds that had been generated in this transaction?

"Answer: I didn't conclude anything, but it led me to mention to
the "Secretary"-that is, Secretary Shultz, his boss-to the Secretary
"on Saturday, the 22d, at the end of the meeting with him, after he
had spoken to the Attorney General, that I was very concerned
about the possibility there was a surplus of funds and that I had no
idea how it was used, but that I also concerned about the presence
of Southern Air Transport in the picture."

The point of' that is that he apparently talked about it with Sec-
retary Shultz right after you left or he left you.

Attorney General MEESE. I left him and apparently that is cor-
rect , ad I apprEciate youw" correcting the situation which vwa,.:, re-

I,; -
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ferred to earlier by Mr. Rodino. There is no way that that subject
as far as his discussion with Mr. Sofaer could have come up at the
time that he discussed it with me.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Something else has been bothering me for sever-
al days. Nobody asked you about this here today. It has been
around 1411 times as Colonel North testified it seems to me that
some of your staff was present there going through these papers in
Colonel North's quarters on Saturday, 22 November and the colo-
nel, Colonel North has testified that all this while he was shred-
ding.

Now I thought he was an excellent witness and had great credi-
bility up here, and I think the public thought so, but this was one
issue I had real problems with.

I asked him some about that. I would like to ask you about that.
Did you have occasion or have you since all this came up to talk

to Mr. Reynolds and the others who were down at Colonel North's
office on Saturday 22 November as to whether they observed any
shredding going on while they were looking? This was time, you
know, they found the diversion memo.

Have you asked them about that?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I have, Mr. McCollum, and I have

been told by Mr. Richardson and Mr. Reynolds, who were the
people who were on the scene, that at no time in their presence or
in their field of vision or within their hearing was any shredding
going on by Colonel North or anyone else, to the best of their
knowledge.

As a matter of fact, I believe there is also testimony that has
been received by the committee by Lt. Col. Earl that the shredder
that was supposed to be involved in Colonel North's office was ac-
tually broken and there is also testimony I believe by Colonel Earl
that in order to shred they had to take the documents out of that
office into another office some distance away, so that it would have
been virtually impossible to have that shredding going on so called
under the noses of either Mr. Richardson or Mr. Reynolds.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I brought that up to Colonel North and put that
portion of Colonel Earl's deposition in the record.

Now Colonel Earl was the assistant to Colonel North. I have a
copy of that. I woulc like satff to take that down to you.

This is from Colonel Earl's deposition that was taken contempo-
raneously with some of the other things that were going on in this
committee.

The reason I want you to be able to look at it, I think we need to
go over that in a little more detail. I think it is important for more
reasons, because I was very short with Colonel North that day.

I did not have a lot of time to ask him questions, and during that
period of time, he said his recollection was that shredding went on
and if Colonel Earl had another one, essentially what he said was
that was another story.

This deposition-This portion of the deposition is fairly lengthy,
but I think it is important we go over some of it.

On page 74 is where it starts, a deposition taken May 2d of Colo-
nel Robert Earl by this committee.
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He says about midway down through the paper, "The next morn-
ing," the question was asked him on page 74, "Saturday, November
22. Did you go to work that morning?"

The answer, "I got a call from, I believe, the White House
Signal, but I am not sure how now whether it was Paul Thompson
calling me or whether a message was relayed though the White
House Signal, but somebody called me to say, 'Come and open up
the office,' that Colonel North wasn't available, couldn't be found.
So I went in and opened up the office."

Question: "Just let me ask you. Back on the 21st-do you know
Tom Green?"

Answer: "Yes."
Question: "Did he come to Suite 302 on Friday, the 21st, before

you left?"
Answer: "Not that I recall. He may have, but not that I recall."
Question: "Now we are back on Saturday morning. You get a

contact from the White House Signal, et cetera. Do you go to 302 and
open up?"

Answer: "I recall driving through the gate and parking on the
street between the Old Executive Office Building and the West
Wing. I wasn't sure whether I ought to go up to Paul Thompson's
office or over to Paul's office. I recall considering that, but I don't
recall what my solution to the dilemma was. I went to one of the
two places first. I do recall I did eventually, either directly or sec-
ondly, go to the office and open it up," presumably referring to the
302 office.

Question: That's Colonel North's office-302 in the Old Executive
Office Building-"You were the first guy to arrive at 302 that
morning?

Answer: "Yes."
Question: "Now, do you remember, were files laid out when you

opened the office up?"
Answer: "This is another one that I cannot recall, whether the

circular table in front of Colonel North's desk had files on it at that
point when I got there or whether it was empty, and I added all
the files for them to review."

Question: "In any event, the table you are referring to-which I
imagine you are going to tell me, the AG representatives reviewed
documents, right?"

Answer: "Yes."
Question: "That on exhibit 2 is the table marked 'conference

table' in North's office, right?"
Answer: "Correct."
Question: "OK. Did the Attorney General's people arrive next or

someone before-tem?"
Answer: "At some point, I am not sure exactly how much later,

but I think what happened next was that Paul Thompson brought
over two representatives from the Department of Justice, Bradford
Reynolds, and I think his name is John Richardson, introduced me,
said they were there to look at files on the Iran project, and then I
think Paul Thompson left."

Question: "And Richardson and Reynolds started their review?"
Answer: "Correct."
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Question: "Do you recall their asking for any specific documents,
files?"

Answer: "I recall that they asked for more documents, or maybe
all of them. If the table was empty, they asked for all the docu-
ments; if the table had some of them arranged, they asked for
more. I recall going behind Colonel North's desk into his credenza
and going through files in his credenza pulling them out and look-
ing at the subject title to see if they were relevant and putting
some of them that were I believe relevant onto the table for their
review. So I looked through all those documents behind Colonel
North's desk, I couldn't find them. I will go into that more if you
want. They were subsequently found them."

Question: "Where did you find them?"
Answer: "I didn't find them, Colonel North found them. When he

came in, I told him of their request for them."
Question: -"Now, Richardson and Reynolds were in Colonel

North's office, you were in there with them?"
Answer: "Initially, I was in there looking for the files in the cre-

denza, and I also from his desk placed a call to him to let him
know that I was in his office and the people were there, and to see
if he had gotten the call and was en route, and he said, yes, he had
gotten the call, and he would be there in a while. I am not sure
exactly how much later, an hour, or maybe 2 hours later."

Question: "That was the substance of your conversation with
him?"

Answer: "Yes."
Question: "He arrived next, at 302. Was he the next person to

come in?"
Answer: "No."
Question: "Who came next?"
Answer: "The next thing that happened is that they left to go to

lunch with the Attorney General. On their way out, in the passage-
way, they ran into Colonel North coming in. They had a brief con-
versation in the hallway., and then Colonel North came into the
office."

Question: "Did you overhear their conversation?"
Answer: "No, I observed it, I was on my way out and saw them

down there talking to Colonel North. So I never got out of the
office when Colonel North arrived."

Question: "North came into the office?"
Answer: "I told him of the request of the team. He said he didn't

know where they were filed and started looking around, and appar-
ently found them."

That is redacted as to what it was he was looking for.
"I am not sure that he found them while I was stijl there or

while I was on the same floor with him. My recollection is when
Richardson and Brad Reynolds returned, there was a file, an empty
file folder on the desk that had not been there before that Bradford
Reynolds held up and said, 'Now, that is very sensitive,' becairse it
was empty, and I couldn't explhikn why it was sensitive."

Question: "We get protection of documents like that from the
White House all the time.'
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Answer: "Colonel North was out of the office at that time. When
he returned, he explained they had been filed in one of these files
over here.

Question: "In front of Barbara Brown's desk?"
Answer: "Yes, and had taken them and put them with"

some of the other materials. It is redacted as well.
Question: "Before the AG team came back, did you and North

have any conversation apart from talking about" blank-redacted.
Answer: "Not that I can recall the substance of, although there

were a couple little parts that I recall before the AG's team-
before they returned.

Colonel North continued to review documents, and I think found
others that were suitable for the category that we had been looking
for the day before.

Question: "Termination?"
Answer: "Termination,"
Mr. Leon: "Where was he looking for those, among the files-they

had just reviewed?"
The witness: "I don't think so, but I am not positive. I think it

was other files back on his desk. I am not sure where-oh, and one
of the things he told me when he first came in was that the shred-
der had broken the night before, because I reached up to turn it on,
and sure enough, it wasn't working. Then when he was compiling
material-"

Mr. Belnick, question: "Can I stop you there for a second, Bob?
Was the shredder bag full?"

Answer: "I don't recall."
Question: "Was the machine the kind of machine you could see

the bag, or would you have to open it? Was the bag visible?"
Answer: "I think it was."
Question: "It didn't work. Did he ask you to find a working

shredder?"
Answer: "He didn't ask me. I intuited it from what he was doing.

I told him I was going across the hall to CMC where I knew they
had a shredder and see if we could get in there. The door was
locked, so I couldn't get in. And at some point-the recollection
that I had, rather than speculate how we get to it, is of Colonel
North with a file and a stack of documents that I knew from all of
this were to be shredded, had Paul Thompson standing beside him
and in some way a reference to going over to the sit room"-and I
am sure they mean Situation Room--" with a hefting of docu-
ments-I am not exactly sure what, but I knew what he meant,
and I don't what Thompson knew or inferred from that."

Anyway, I am not going to read to rest of this. I read a lot of it.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. McCollum, may I interrupt? There is a

vote pending in the Senate at this moment. May I suggest the Sen-
ators return to the floor to vote, but immediately return to the
room here. At the recess, we will have a special meeting, all of us,
including our staffs.

Please proceed, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. The bottom line of this, Mr. Attorney General,

why I read all that is that it is very clear from Colonel Earl's depo-
sition that just been reported and hasn't been put forward to the
public that if you believe what he had to-say from his testimony,
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Colonel North didn't come in the morning and didn't arrive at his
office until about noontime when your people were leaving to go to
lunch and it was at that time they discovered the shredder was
broken, and I think that needed to be brought out, and I appreciate
your indulging me to do that.

Is that consistent with your knowledge?
Attorney General MEESE. That is my understanding, Mr. McCol-

lum. It certainly is consistent with my understanding that at no
time was shredding being done in the presence of people from our
office who were there that day.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I would like to ask you one last question and re-
serve the balance of my time, Mr. Attorney General.

No one has mentioned it, but it seems to me at some point, it's
come to our attention, over this short 4-day weekend while you
were calling up everybody, whether it be Mr. McFarlane or Mr.
Casey or whomever, you also at some point talked to the Secretary
of Defense, did you not?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, I did. I talked with him by
phone. His wife was in the hospital, and I did talk with him on the
telephone, I believe, on Friday night when I informed him of what
I was doing at the President's request, as I had the others, and
then again on Saturday we had a brief conversation on the phone.

In talking with him, I ascertained that he didn't know much
more about the situation than I already knew and therefore we put
off any further conversation until after the weekend.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. At this point in time, I would like to reserve the
balance of my time, Mr. Chairman, if I could be advised of how
much more that might be.

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Attorney General.
Will you return tomorrow afternoon at 12:30?
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be

happy to be here at that time.
Chairman INOUYE. The joint session will stand in recess until to-

morrow afternoon at 12:30.
[Whereupon, at 5:10 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 12:30 p.m., Wednesday, July 29, 1987.]
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The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 12:40 p.m., in
room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

- Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Mr. Attorney General, we apologize for the short delay.
The chair recognizes the Vice Chairman of the Senate Select

Committee, Mr. Rudman.
I have been advised he will share part of his time with Senator

Cohen.

CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF EDWIN MEESE, III, FROM JULY 28
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you very much, Ir. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Mr. Attorney General.
Attorney General MEESE. Good afternoon, Mr. Rudman.
Senator, I wonder if I might just advise the chair, as I mentioned

yesterday, I am prepared to remain with the committee or the com-
mittees as long as you may wish to be in session today.

I do have commitments tomorrow that I previously advised the
committee of and will be willing to stay as late as necessary in
order to finish today.

Chairman INOUYE. I appreciate your spirit of cooperation. We
have been checking with the members of the panel, and it appears
that we should be able to be out of here before six o'clock.

Attorney General ME sE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Rudman?
Mr. RUDMAN. I don't like to start off the day disagreeing with my

chairman, but I hope we can be and I will contribute to that, Mr.
Attorney General, by attempting to go through some issues that I
am concerned about and try to ask the questions in a way that we
can elicit some direct answers, as you have been giving yesterday,
and hopefully not use all of my time.

(301)
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Let me start out by saying that I have had dealings with you for
some time as Chair of the State, Justice, Commerce Subcommittee
of the Appropriations Committee.

I want to say at the outset, as I have said publicly, that although
I have a great deal of trouble with some aspects of your investiga-
tion and the Justice Department's investigation, I think it is gross-
ly unfair for anyone to infer or suggest that the Attorney General
of the United States and the Justice Department was involved in
some effort to cover up or obstruct the discovery of the true facts in
this matter..

I just want to start this examination by making it clear that is
not my view. I have expressed it in strong terms to the contrary.

Having said that, I want to go through a number of issues that I
believe your answers will be very important for this record. I will
start out by observing that you are, of course, the chief legal advis-
er to the President of the United States.

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. When you were brought into the arms initiative in'

January of 1986, you were brought in to give legal advice on the
initiative as it was requested; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. And you gave advice, I believe, on two legal issues

that were raised by the arms sale; am I correct?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, Senator.
Mr. RUDMAN. And one issue was whether or not Congress could

be delayed under the timely notice of the Hughes-Ryan and the
other was whether the arms sales could be done under the Nation-
al Security Act rather than the Arms Export Control Act; am I cor-
rect?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. When you gave those opinions according to your

testimony, you didn't ask anyone at the Department of Justice to
do any additional legal research for you on those issues; am I cor-
rect?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. Your reason, as stated yesterday, was that you did

not ask anyone to do that research because you felt the matter was
too sensitive to share with anyone in the Department; is that cor-
rect?

Attorney General MEESE. What I said was that it was so sensitive
that it was my understanding that it was to be-that knowledge of
this was to be limited to those people essentially who were in the
group advising the President at the time and those that were abso-
lutely necessary in order to carry out the initiative in ccher depart-
ments.

Mr. RUDMAN. Was that some limiting factor that was given to
you by someone at the White House?

Attorney General MEESE. I am not sure whether it was explicitly
stated. It was certainly implicit in the fact that even in the group
that met with the President, not all the members of the National
Security Council were included.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, I understand that, but knowing your depart-
ment fairly well, and knowing of the people in it and the high
degree of professionalism of those people and some of the people-
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in fact, you have an intelligence section, if you will, within the De-
partment-I just don't understand why there were not at least one
or two of your bright young people-professional or political, it
would make no difference-whom you could have consulted to give
you some basic research on the issues that you had t- look at,
which unfortunately were not researched.

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, they were researched. I per-
sonally looked into them. It is quite interesting to note that after
this matter came to public attention in November of 1986, I did
have them separately researched at that point by the Office of
Legal Counsel in the Department of Justice.

The conclusions they reached after several days of research coin-
cided exactly with the conclusions that I presented during that
period in January of 1986.

I might say their research was independent of anything I sug-
gested that they do.

Mr. RUDMAN. Wouldn't you agree with me, Mr. Attorney Gener-
al, that there are people in the Justice Department, professional
people, no matter how extraordinary the circumstances, that can
be consulted on matters of utmost sensitivity to give an underlying
research basis for whatever opinions the Attorney General of t! e
United States gives the President?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, and if I felt they had been
needed in this instance, I would have brought them in.

Mr. RUDMAN. I want to turn to the matter of the DEA agents.
I believe in May or June-and I might say, I wonder, have you

seen Mr. Lawn's interview given to this committee?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I have not.
Mr. RUDMAN. Are you aware of the interview?
Attorney General MEESE. I am aware that he had an interview. I

have not had a chance to read the transcript of that interview.
Mr. RUDMAN. Was it furnished to you, do you know?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe it has been furnished to

me. No. I have seen it in Mr. Lawn's hand. I have never had a
chaace to actually read it.

Mr. RUDMAN. But the Department does have a copy of it?
Attorney General MEESE. I think the DEA does have a copy. I am

not sure, Senator, exactly. What I saw were notes that were
taken-what I saw in someone's hands as they were discussing this
with me were notes taken by someone who was with Mr. Lawn. I
have never seen a transcript of Mr. Lawn's interview. I don't know
whether the Department has one.

Mr. RUDMAN. I would simply observe that there are no major in-
consistencies between his interview and your statement. The
reason I want to say that if you haven't seen it, as I understand
your natural caution in making statements not having seen other
people's recollections, but there are no basic inconsistencies. I just
want to go through that, because obviously what this committee
was told is somewhat different from, I think, the circumstances as
they were related to you.

My understanding is in May or June of 1985, you approved a re-
quest from the National Security Council to detail two DEA agents
to NSC for a mission relating to the hostages; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. What was the year?
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Mr. RUDMAN. May or June of 1985, I believe. Am I wrong? Do I
have the date wrong here? No, I think that is right. It is 1985.

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall-I recall Mr. Lawn talk-
ing to me in the latter part of 1985 and early 1986 about DEA
agents assisting with providing information to those who were in-
volved in trying to obtain the release of the hostages. I don't have
any particular basis to fix the date earlier than that.

Mr. RUDMAN. Do you have a recollection of a discussion with
either Mr. McFarlaue, while he was National Security Adviser, or
Oliver North regarding this issue?

Attorney General MuESE. I do remember-I just don't-I am not
sure about the date. That's what's troubling me.

I do remember very vaguely that there was a discussion at one
time with I believe Colonel North relating to his desire to have
DEA agents, who were working in the Middle East, provide what
assistance they might to the group that was interested in trying to
obtain the release of the hostages.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, did you get the impression from that briefing
that, as I believe I understand your previous statements, that this
wos an intelligence matter that they were dealing with as opposed
to an operational matter?

Attorney General MEESE. It was primarily intelligence and sup-
port utilizing assets which DEA agents had in the Middle East.

Mr. RUDMAN. Were you informed at the time of your briefing on
this, either by Colonel North or Mr. McFarlane, that, in fact, there
would be extensive operational aspects of this and there would be
private funds involved in the implementation of the plan?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe that I was ever informed
that the DEA agents would be involved in what I would describe as
operations. It was my understanding they would be involved in in-
telligence and support functions rather than operational functions.

Mr. RUDMAN. I believe that is consistent with Mr. Lawn's state-
ments to the committee.

Now, in light of that, we would have to conclude that the infor-
mation that you were furnished concerning their activities did not
accurately or fully describe what in fact they were going to do and
in fact did; is that not correct?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I am not acquainted with what
precisely they did. I might also say that this gets into a very sensi-
tive area, even at the present time. There are still activities ongo-
ing in regard to our hostages, and yesterday morning, as a precau-
tion, I talked with the Assistant to the President for National Secu-
rity Affairs to verify that fact.

So anything that would relate to details of operations that were
previously conducted which may be still continuing or which may
be comparable to things still continuing I believe should be taken
up in executive session and I'd be happy to do that.

Mr. RUDMAN. I agree fully. I have no intentions of discussing the
operations whatsoever. I was just asking whether or not you were
aware these were operational in nature. I think your answer is no.

Attorney General MEESE. Not what I would define as operational.
Mr. RUDMAN. There was an executive order in existence at that

time, 12333, and directive 159 under 12333 that were issued by the
President, both of them. I assume you would agree that if in fact
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this was operational, as this committee has evidence that it was,
that someone-certainly not you, you didn't, were not in a position
to have the facts from our evidence-but someone should have
sought a Presidential Finding or approval from the President; am I
correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. There should have
been a Finding. Indeed, there may have been one. I am not sure.

Mr. RUDMAN. We have no evidence that there was.
Did you ever give any instructions to Mr. Lawn of the DEA or

the agents pertaining to the use of appropriated or non-appropri-
ated funds? Were you present at any time when that might have
been discussed?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall any occasion on which
the subject of appropriated or non-appropriated funds was dis-
cussed. It could have been discussed in my presence, although I
don't recall at this time, or it could have been discussed perhaps in
documents I saw, but in any event, I don't have any recollection of
that becoming an issue at any time or being presented to me as an
issue.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, I think what we could observe-since the
committee is largely involved in process, that is what the hearings
are truly about-is there are some lessons to be learned in terms of
the kind of information that the Nation's chief law enforcement of-
ficer was receiving from people in the National Security Council
and that the head of the DEA was receiving from the head and
one of the deputies at the National Security Council, referring to
Colonel North, as to things they wished you to do that you were
not fully briefed on?

Attorney General MEESE. I agree, Senator. As a matter of fact,
when the committee makes its recommendations, I have a number
of thoughts along these lines that I would be happy to share with
the committee at an appropriate time.

I think one of the things that would contribute a great deal to
what I talked about in my opening statement as far as improving
the cooperation between the branches and improving generally the
way in which sensitive projects are carried out is if there were a
more rigorous set of procedures which would provide for Depart-
ment of Justice participation in the formulation as well as in the
approval of any covert activity and particularly one, of course, as
you suggest in which DEA, a branch of the Department of Justice,
might be involved.

I also think that there are other techniques, including a clear
provision, in case there's anybody-anybody is in doubt that Find-
ings should be in writing and that Findings should be circulated to
the necessary members of the NSC, obviously in a way in which
would protect their classified nature so that these can be reviewed
with the kind of research you discussed earlier prior to a meeting
in which a person is going to be required to give an opinion on
that.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, you testified yesterday that you totally reject
the notion that you told anybody there was such a thing as a
mental finding. I assume you affirm that today?

Attorney General MEESE. I assume there can be a mental find-
ing, but it is not something that I believe is either-should be, cer-
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tainly, the basis for proceeding as though it were a Finding within
the meaning of the statutes you are talking about.

Mr. RUDMAN. In other words, what you are saying is that a
President may decide that something ought to be done and advise
people, but it's got to be formalized if the statute is to have any
chance of working?

Attorney General MEESE. I agree with that. I think that is the
view also of our President.

Mr. RUDMAN. I want to turn to another subject, the whole ques-
tion of the money in the diversion. Although there is an independ-
ent counsel now investigating the criminal aspects of this case,
there is some amount of money in some Swiss bank accounts-we
estimate $8 million, maybe slightly more-that will be a matter of
some contention. I assume it eventually will be a civil matter for
the Department of Justice.

I want to just take you through some of Admiral Poindexter's
testimony, General Meese. I'm going to-I'm going to summarize it,
but I think I'll summarize it very accurately because I have the
transcript here if you like to look at it.

Attorney General MEESE. I wonder, Senator, if I might I just inter-
ject one point? You raised the $8 million in Swiss bank accounts.
There has been a lot of contention about this in the press. That is
why I appreciate this opportunity to make one point. That is that
during that phase of this matter when, prior to the appointment of
an independent counsel, the Justice Department did take steps to
freeze whatever assets might be in Swiss bank accounts and we are
continuing to work with the cooperation of the independent coun-
sel, portions of our Department that are working directly with the
independent counsel, to maintain that situation, so that those
assets presumably would be available at such time as the civil suit
would be appropriate in a way that would not jeopardize but would
complement what is being done by the independent counsel.

Mr. RUDMAN. And I assume you agree with me that that is a
matter with is truly within the department's jurisdiction, not
within the scope of the IC in terms of recovering those funds if
they, in fact, should be recovered. That is a civil matter, I assume?

Attorney General MEESE. It is a civil matter. We are prepared to
do whatever is necessary. We don't want to interfere with what the
independent counsel is doing. The independent counsel is author-
ized under the statute to become involved in civil as well as crimi-
nal matters and this is a matter in which our people are carefully
coordinating with the independent counsel.

Mr. RUDMAN. Let me just run through because as the Nation's
chief law enforcement officer, I think it is important with some of
the testimony we have had here, some of it rather bizarre in my
opinion--

Attorney General MEESE. I trust that refers to testimony prior to
yesterday.

Mr. RUDMAN. It does so far.
Admiral Poindexter testified that government officials approved

each arms transaction with the Iranians in advance, that the gov-
ernment officials approved all non-price conditions of the arms
sale, that government. officials knew of the price being paid to Gen-
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eral Secord for the arms before each sale, and that General Secord
was expected to sell the weapons only to the Iranians.

He further agreed that General Secord was, in effect, although
he is not a lawyer, but was in general parlance an agent of the
United States.

That is his testimony, the highest-ranking official of this govern-
ment who was involved in this transaction.

Do you believe that all the money paid to General Secord less ap-
propriate expenses that now remains belongs to the people of the
United States and should be returned to the Treasury?

Attorney General MEFSE. Senator, again, without having all the
facts other than what you have said and taking what you have pro-
posed to me as a hypothetical situation based upon the testimony
you have received, I would say that as a general matter, it is
highly probable that those funds should be on a constructive trust
theory or agency theory the property of the United States.

Mr. RUDMAN. Do you have any current thoughts as to whether
any other laws or laws-period-were violated by the diversion, I
would suggest two possibilities, the Anti-Deficiency Act, which I'm
sure you're very familiar with, and the Miscellaneous Receipt of
Money statute, which is 31 U.S. Code 3302(b)?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, I think it is possible that
those laws may be applicable. I am reluctant to make a statement
for two reasons.

One is to say that a crime has been committed without full pos-
session of the facts and the ability to relate those facts to statute is
something we generally don't do in the Department of Justice; and
two, this whole matter is under investigation by the independent
counsel, and I would not want to have my viewpoint prejudice
what he is doing.

I am sure they will be ultimately answered by the investigation
that he is conducting.

Mr. RUDMAN. I assume that you would agree at the very mini-
mum, and I understand your position and it's a proper one for the
Attorney General, that at the very least probable cause exists to
look closely at those two statutes in light of the events that this
committee and others have uncovered?

Attorney General MEESE. It does.
As a matter ce fact, that was uncovered in our own inquiry be-

cause on Monday the 24th of November, I asked our lawyers who
were familiar with the facts to look into the same subject that you
just raised to see if there were applicable statutes.

They raised some of those same statutes and that was the reason
why this was turned over to the Criminal Division for a criminal
investigation to commence 25 November.

Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you. I am going to turn to the Evans case, a
case that you referred to in your opening statement.

You are familiar, I assumie--with the case generally although
maybe not all the specifics?

Attorney General MEESE. I am familiar with the case generally,
Senator. I also am somewhat precluded from commenting on an on-
going litigation that is now taking place in the courts.

Mr. RUDMAN. I understand that.
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Attorney General MEESE. As to the general perimeters that you
may want to ask about I will cooperate as much as I can.

Mr. RUDMAN. I just want to talk about the public record on it.
There is a public record. You referred to the Evans case in your
statement, you didn't name it, a case involving the sale of arms
by-the alleged sale of arms by individuals to the Iranians; am I
correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is my understanding of the case.
Mr. RUDMAN. I want to preface the next few questions with a

remark that I guess you would agree with that just because the
United States had a policy supported by Findings to sell arms to
Iran for whatever reason, that is not exculpatory of individuals
selling it for profit-we can agree on that, I assume?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, as a matter of fact, there are
wholly different sections of the laws relating to private activities
and those activities engaged in lawfully by agents of the govern-
ment.

Mr. RUDMAN. I have a problem with this matter in terms of the
administration of this case, which I think is illustrative of what
happens with this. I would like to read something and see if you
can explain it to us.

You were asked by one of the defense counsel at the Justice De-
partment questions about whether or not arms sales had been au-
thorized to Iran. That was a defense motion.

The U.S. Attorney in New York asked the Department, because
Mr. Giuliani had to make pleadings, Mr. Giuliani, one of the most
outstanding United States Attorneys in this country, I am sure you
would agree-when you found out that that particular sale had not
been authorized, was passed on to the U.S. Attorney in New York
that they could make a declaration to that effect.

Now, the thing that I am troubled with is in the pleading in the
U.S. Court up in New York, this statement appears, this is an
answer filed by the United States in response to a defendant's
motion.

I want to read to you one paragraph. It says, "Obviously we
intend to produce any documents indicating that the proposed
transactions," those that are a matter of that lawsuit up there,
"that the proposed transactions were, in fact, sanctioned or that
the foreign policy of the United States during the period of conspir-
acies as charged in the indictment was to permit the shipment of
U.S. arms to Iran."

So far so good.
Then, "At this time, we are aware of none."
Now, at the time that this was filed in the United States District

Court up in New York, September 16, 1986 or slightly thereafter,
obviously the arms initiative to Iran wasn't known. So essentially
we had a statement here that the United States Attorney in'New
York, relying on information from main Justice, was filing that
was false.

Will you comment on that?
Attorney General MEESE. I have not seen that document, Sena-

tor, and it would have-I would have to look at all of the aspects of
it. But certainly the proposed transactions were not authorized,
and I would have to know the context in which that was filed in
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order to say that it was in fact false. Certainly nothing that was
said by the Department to my knowledge would have given the
U.S. Attorney's Office in New York a basis to make a statement
such as that inasmuch as the only information that was provided
that I know of by the Department, certainly by my office to the
Criminal Division, was that this specific transaction was not au-
"thorized.

Mr. RUDMAN. I am not going to spend a lot of time on it, General
Meese, but let me simply say that when you look at this and I will
make sure you get a copy, and I would like to have you comment
for the record because I think it is a serious matter, although not
involved here-there was no question when you read it and read
the pleadings, you will agree with me that that statement stands
on its own four legs.

It says, "At this time, we are aware of none." I get very con-
cerned about United States Attorneys being put in the position of
making affirmative misrepresentations to courts, and I am sure
you are, too.

Attorney General MEESE. I suspect I am even more concerned
about it than you are, Senator.

Mr. RUDMAN. I hope so.
Attorney General MEESE. This is the kind of thing that may well

be an error in language was made by an assistant U.S. Attorney,
but I will have to look at that before I make a judgment, and I
would appreciate a copy.

Mr. RUDMAN. Let me move on to the Casey meeting.
I want to start out by just making an observation based on some

of your comments yesterday.
I think it is important for this record to say something about the

evidence on Mr. Casey.
You testified that Colonel North advised you that only three

people in the U.S. Government were aware of the diversion: Colo-
nel North, Admiral Poindexter, and Bud McFarlane, who learned
it pretty far along into the transaction; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. Admiral Poindexter testified that he did not know

that Casey knew about the diversion.
You are aware of that testimony, I am sure?
Attorney General MEESE. I am now that you have told me. I did

not see that myself.
Mr. RUDMAN. As a matter of fact, he expressed some surprise be-

cause he had told Colonel North not to share that information with
anyone.

Both of those events took place while Mr. Casey was still alive. I
am talking about the admiral's knowledge in his mind that Casey
didn't know and Colonel North's discussions with you in November
of 1986.

The only evidence that this committee has before it that Mr.
Casey knew about the diversion was Colonel North's testimony
here, which was some several months after Mr. Casey died.

Mr. Casey, it is my understanding from your testimony, denied to
you that he had knowledge of the diversion before it was disclosed.

Am I correct?
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Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, he told me and in my presence
he told then Congressman Wright and a group of people gathered
at the White House the same thing.

Mr. RUDMAN. I just wanted to clear that record.
Attorney General MEESE. I am glad you did, Senator, because

Mr. Casey, in my opinion, was one of the most honorable people
that ever served the Government and served the people of the
United States. I think the fact that he is not able to defend himself
means that the record should not contain an assumption necessari-
ly that at any time he was not telling the truth or lying when he
made the statements that were made in various fora that I have
discussed.

Mr. Casey was, as I said, a person that I would believe without
question, and I think that under the circumstances, I appreciate
very much you bringing this up.

Mr. RUDMAN. I think it is important because it will be a matter
which will be in dispute in our report, I am sure, but I think it is
curious that the only time we have this statement made is after
Mr. Casey is no longer around to discuss it.

Now we know that Mr. Casey had numerous meetings with Colo-
nel North, 35 at Langley by count of our staff and others that we
are aware of.

I think it is important that the state of that evidence be known. I
want to ask a few questions about that meeting that was covered
yesterday.

It is my understanding that just a few hours before your meeting
with Casey, you learned about what we call the diversion memo;
correct?

Attorney General MEESE. I learned about it, yes, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. I think it's fair to say that you were shocked when

Brad Reynolds told you about the existence of it?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir; I was.
Mr. RUDMAN. As a matter of fact, your very able assistant, Mr.

Cooper, described your comments with some politeness ar d said
that you exclaimed something like, "Oh, gosh, oh, darn," I think he
said.

Attorney General MEESE. I think that is close enough.
Mr. RUDMAN. You thought it was pretty significant?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir; I did.
Mr. RUDMAN. I mean, it raised a whole line of new issues in your

mind?
Attorney General MEESE. It certainly did.
Mr. RUDMAN. When you got to his house that night, he told you,

of course, about the Furmark conversations, which indicated there
might have been some Israeli involvement, some U.S. involvement,
am I correct?

Attorney General MEESE. The bulk of that conversation was
really about the Canadians and these money lenders and what they
were griping about to Mr. Furmark, and that they were threaten-
ing to go public with this thing and even commence a lawsuit. That
was the principal subject, and he also indicated to me, I believe at
that time, that he had some documents relating to that that he
would send me.
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Mr. RUDMAN. He also, I believe, told you the Canadians were
claiming that money from this transaction had been diverted to
other U.S. and Israeli projects; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. Not in as many words. What he said
was that Mr. Furmark had told them that as a means of pressing
their claim, they would even say that moneys had been used for
other U.S. and Israeli projects, and it was clear to me that what
Mr. Furmark had said to Mr. Casey was, as he related it, not that
Mr. Furmark believed that had happened or Mr. Casey believed
that had happened, but that they were going to use that as lever-
age to try to get the United States to pick up the difference in
what they felt they were owed.

Mr. RUDMAN. I think that is precisely right. I think that is exact-
ly what occurred, and here is my question that flows from that.
Didn't you draw a connection at that point between this memo
which had really shocked you and your associates just a few hours
before, and here now you are hearing a story about other uses or
diversions of U.S. funds? Did you make a connection in your own
mind at that point?

Attorney General MEESE. I didn't make a connection in the sense
of saying this must be connected, but rather I put in my mind this
is going to deserve further investigation after we find out what the
so-called diversion memo was about itself, and whether in fact that
had happened.

Mr. RUDMAN. But you chose for reasons you explained yesterday
not to ask Casey about the specific diversion that you were aware
of?

Attorney General MEESE. I es, sir. I chose not to talk to anyone
about that actually until we learned more about it and found out
what we had and went into it in a systematic way rather than a
casual way.

Mr. RUDMAN. Let me just give you a problem with that and I
would like you to respond. It's a problem that others have. It seems
to me there is a fundamental conflict in that and it may be a con-
flict because we don't understand your state of mind at that point.
Hindsight is 20/20. Even giving it that, you claim, and I believe
you, that you had not thought of this as a criminal investigation
even at that point, I take it; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is right, it was not a criminal in-
vestigation at that point and at that point we dn't even know
whether this memo accurately portrayed anythiYg that had hap-
pened.

Mr. RUDMAN. If it wasn't criminal then, it was something else. It
was political, it was just a problem with a capital "P" but it wasn't
criminal?

Attorney General MEESE. I would call it a factfinding inquiry to
determine what in fact had happened in the implementation of a
governmental policy, administrative in nature rather than crimi-
nal.

Mr. RUDMAN. I'll accept that. And if it was not criminal and it
was administrative and you were trying to find facts, the thing
some of us have difficulty with is, since you weren't worried about
anybkey being involved in a crime, why didn't you ask your close
and trusted friend Bill Casey? Listen, you have heard this story
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about Canadian investors. Let me tell you about something that ac-
tually happened, we think. Why didn't you do that and ask him
right then and there? That is very puzzling to many people.

Attorney General MEESE. I'm glad you gave me the chance to
answer that because it certainly isn't puzzling to me. I've gone into
complex factfinding inquiries before, spent a good portion of my
life as a lawyer doing those kinds of things. One of the things you
do is you follow particular leads and get the information on those
leads before you start asking people who were not otherwise in-
volved about them, and that was what I was doing on that occa-
sion.

Even, as I mentioned yesterday, even as close a friend as Mr.
Casey, I felt it was better to find out all that we could know with
the person who, to our knowledge, would probably have the most
information about it, in this case Colonel North, before I started
talking with Mr. Casey about it or Secretary Weinberger or any of
the other people who might possibly have information.

Chairman INOUYE. May I interrupt to announce that a vote is
now pending in the House of Representatives. This will explain
their absence. They did not run away from you.

Attorney General MEESE. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Attorney General, I have a couple more areas

to go into. I want to talk about the North interview.
At the end of that interview, you showed Colonel North the

memorandum and you asked him several questions about it, you
and your associates did, am I correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. Actually, it was in the
middle of the interview roughly, after about an hour of discussion.

Mr. RUDMAN. One of the questions asked was whether or not
there was a cover memorandum that indicated some approval of
some kind, am I correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That came up in the course of the ques-
tion that was asked as to whether the President knew about this or
whether this had been shown to the President, and he said, "Is
there a cover memo?" and I understood what he was talking about
because the memorandum that we had at that time was not the
kind of thing you would give directly to the President; it was the
kind of thing that might be attached as an addendum to a decision
memo to the President. And, of course, we said that no such cover
memo had been found.

Mr. RUDMAN. Of course, at that point you asked him whether
there were any other files that might contain those memos, is that
correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. Do you remember what his response was?
Attorney General MEESE. I believe that he said he didn't know

but he would check, or words to that effect. But that was really in
regard not to files that were of the type we had seen. I was asking
him whether there was a separate file kept by the National Securi-
ty Council staff of approved policy documents where the President
had approved them. I thought that there might possibly be a file of
Presidential memoranda where once the President signed off on it,
it was kept separate in a more secure environment than, say,
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normal routine memoranda auch as the ones we saw. I say routine
meaning the process, not in terms of its contents.

Mr. RUDMAN. I want to get to that point right there. At that
point in time there were several things that existed that in the
minds of some, at least, were major alarm bells that were going off
that maybe this wasn't just the matter that you had thought it
was.

Number one, you certainly had enough evidence in the few days
before this that some strange things were going on in terms of
statements that people were going to be making to the Congress,
people in the State Department saying that statement is not right,
people telling you things which subsequently-and Mr. Cooper-
which subsequently turned out to be, I'll say, if not true, certainly
misleading. You certainly had some concerns at that point that
some things were going on down there that didn't make much
sense. Is that 6 fair observation?

Attorney General MEESE. I would say, as I did yesterday, that we
had concerns that there were differences in recollection that should
be resolved, yes.

Mr. RUDMAN. There were some major differences in recollection.
We are talking about something where obviously you have either

got a cover story or you have got somebody with a terrible memory
who's confusing oil-drilling equipment with missiles?

Attorney General MEESE. Actually, what we had was a situation,
Senator, in which different people who were in different parts of
the world had differing recollections, which were easily explainable
in terms of the fact that the people who couldn't remember par-
ticular things or remembered them differently were occupied in
probably the biggest event in the history of the Presidency, Presi-
dent Reagan', meeting with the General Secretary of the Soviet
Union, and to me it was understandable that they didn't have pin-
point recollection or even general recollection.

I have been in situations with the President, and quite frankly
the big event shuts almost everything else out of your memory.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, that may be.
Attorney General MEESE. So those were the reasons why it didn't

seem particularly strange to me, but it certainly did raise issues in
which there were differences of recollection that I felt ought to be
resolved.

Mr. RUDMAN. If that didn't set off a loud alarm bell, certainly
the diversion must have set off sirens?

Attorney General MEESE. No question at all-that it did.
Mr. RUDMAN. At this point you have Colonel North, who is a

can-do fellow who's carrying out orders. He's sitting in your office
and he tells you that he will try to find some things for you. I
just--

Attorney General MEESE. No. No, I asked him the question. I
didn't ask him to find anything. I asked him the question, "Is there
a separate file of Presidential documents?" He said, "I don't know;
I'll check." We didn't leave it at that. I sent my people over to talk
with Admiral Poindexter the next day to see if there was such a
file.

75-936 0-88-11
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Mr. RUDMAN. I understand that, but he obviously indicated he
would check on it? You didn't ask him to do that but he said he
would? I understand that.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, but we certainly didn't leave it at
that. We went ahead and found out for ourselves whether there
was any such separate file.

Mr. RUDMAN. My question is a simple one in light of what we
now all know. Even if the conflicts in memory were just that, they
weren't, of course, but they might have appeared to be, and then
you found the diversion memo. Didn't you have any concerns at all
to let the fellow who was in the center of this back to where all
those records were in terms of your factfinding investigation, even
assuming it was not a criminal matter?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, none of the people who were
there had any such concerns, including myself. One of the reasons
we didn't is we had already been showed all the records. Our
people had completed their search and their review of all the
records that had been given to us by Admiral Poindexter and his
people.

Mr. RUDMAN. Of course, you know what happened thereafter
from testimony. I believe you know.

Attorney General MEESE. I understand that there was some
shredding, although I do understand that most of the shredding
had been done prior to our people even getting on the premises and
most of it had been done prior to the meeting with Colonel North.

Mr. RUDMAN. There was some left, evidently, because we have
White House records supplied to us by the Secret Service that show
that Colonel North went back to his office that night, sometime
after his meeting, and was there till roughly 4:00 in the morning,
and when one of the secretaries came in the next morning, the
shredder bag was full. So I dare say there might have been some-
thing there that you might have found interesting?

Attorney General MEESE. It may be that there were. I don't
know.

Did the committee, when they talked to Colonel North, ask hin
what documents he did in fact shred?

Mr. RUDMAN. I don't think Colonel North had a clear recollec-
tion of what documents were shredded. I think there were so many
that were shredded over a period of time that some of them were, I
am sure, legitimately part of the National Security files and others,
of course, we will never know. That, of course, is one of the major
problems.

I guess I'll get to this question and reserve the balance of my
time and yield to my friend from Maine.

I want to ask you what is probably the single-most important
question that we can ask you, which is one that none of us under-
stand, and if you can explain it to us, we would be very grateful.

By the morning that it was decided that Colonel North and Ad-
miral Poindexter would be relieved of their posts, although you had
major portions of the story, to your credit, there were many things
that you didn't-have. You didn't know how much money was in-
volved from the people who were involved with it. You didn't know
who the agents were. You didn't know who else in government
knew. I could go on.
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One thing came through loud and clear from both Admiral Poin-
dexter and Colonel North: No matter what else you might want to
say about their testimony, it was clear, at least to me, that they
were very loyal to this President and they were very loyal institu-
tionally to the office of Commander in Chief and the President, and
what we have a hard time in understanding is, I understand the
pressur, but we are talking about maybe 1 or 2 more days; how is
it that the President, through his Attorney General, or the Presi-
dent directly on your recommendation did not get these two people
into an office at the White House before they left, before an inde-
pendent prosecutor, before you even thought it was a criminal
matter, and asked to write not a chronology but a report on who
did what to whom and when and how it was paid for? Why didn't
you get the whole story that would have foreshortened our job, Mr.
Attorney General, by a matter of months? Obviously, there might
have been facts disclosed at that time that we still don't know.

Attorney General MEESE. First of all, we did know much of the
things you mentioned. We did know how much money was in-
volved. Colonel North had told us that he thought that there was
about-there had been in this one particular situation about $12
million involved, and he felt that that had happened two or three
times. That was the basis for my estimate during the news confer-
ence, that it was somewhere between $10- and $30 million that was
involved. So we did have the word from Colonel North already at
that time as to how much money was involved.

Secondly, as to who the agents were, Colonel North in his de-
scription of what he had told us, and we had no reason to think he
would change that on further questioning, indicated how this had
happened, I related that yesterday, and indicated that he was the
one who had worked with the Democratic Resistance Forces in set-
ting up of the bank accounts and who was doing the different ac-
tions.

And, thirdly, he had already told us, as had Admiral Poindexter,
who in the Government knew, so we knew exactly what their story
was on those points.

I think those are all reasons why we knew a great deal at that
time. But to go on, at that point there was no doubt in my mind
that it was in fact a criminal investigation that would be needed
to ensue, and therefore we did bring the criminal division or the
criminal attorneys and the FBI into it immediately, and they
would have been the ones to question both Admiral Poindexter and
Colonel North. And by the time they were prepared to do that, of
course, they had gotten attorneys.

Mr. RUDMAN. That may be, Mr. Attorney General, but I would
submit to you, having great respect for the criminal justice system,
that under these extraordinary circumstances that two members of
the Armed Forces, a rear admiral and a lieutenant colonel, both
with distinguished military careers, with all that you have said
being so, would have been able to tell their Commander in Chief
anything he asked them, and I'm just surprised that someone
didn't put them into that situation and thus avoid the country
much of the agony.

For instance, had we had a statement from Admiral Poindexter
in writing signed and witnessed as to what he told this committee
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dated the 25th day of November, I dare say that we wouldn't have
any lights in here at all.

Attorney General MEESE. The interesting thing, Senator, is that
what he told this committee when he was here was exactly what
he had told me in terms of the President's knowledge or anyone
else in the White House.

Mr. RUDMAN. But, of course, by the time he left the White
House, that statement was unavailable to this committee.

Attorney General MEESE. No.
Mr. RUDMAN. Oh, yes.
Attorney General MEESE. I am saying he told me exactly what he

told the committee. So suppose he had said to anyone else 2 days
later what he told me on Monday, the 24th, how would that have
made any difference?

Mr. RUDMAN. I think a great difference would have been if we
had had from Admiral Poindexter before he left the White House,
and Colonel North, a written description of what they did and what
authority he had. I think there was an obligation to do that to the
President. Let me just wind up.

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, let me also say the President
could not have ordered them to do that without reading them their
rights under section, I believe, 31 or 32 of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice. A whole different set of circumstances had come
into play by that time than what we had when I talked with Colo-
nel North and when I talked with Admiral Poindexter on the 23d
and 24th.

Mr. RUDMAN. I agree.
Attorney General MEESE. People have even made the statement,

"I should have read him his Miranda rights." Obviously, there was
no reason to read him at that time. But by the 25th, there certain-
ly was reason to read him his Article 32 rights or Article 31-as
the case may be-under the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

Mr. RUDMAN. I think, all things being equal, taking Colonel
North's testimony that he would "literally stand on his head" if or-
dered by the Commander In Chief, it would have been time to have
a little history made and have them read their Article 31 or 32
rights. I think this matter was so important that the President of
the United States was entitled to all of the facts from his two sub-
ordinates before they left the White House, criminal charges not-
withstanding. That is my view.

Attorney General MEESE. My view, Senator, is that we had all of
that information before they left the White House and that not one
thing that has been said since that time by Admiral Poindexter,
and only in the case of Mr. Casey has it varied from what we were
told on that Sunday and Monday.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, you would agree, I expect, with Secretary of
State Shultz, who said that at the time that all of this was happen-
ing, the people that were advising the President-he was not
speaking of the Attorney General, he was speaking of the people at
the NSC-had kind of a built-in conflict of interest, that they were
hoping the great communicator would bail them out. You would
agree the President was not well served by his people when he was
trying to make a forthright statement to the American people, not
only wasn't the President dealt with very accurately, but you were
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not dealt with, it seems to me, in an open and direct way. Would
you agree with that?

Attorney General MEESE. I think there were instances where
that occurred, yes.

Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Attorney General. I will reserve
the balance of my time.

Chairman INOUYE. Senator Cohen is recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think the record should

show the equal division of time by the chairman and vice chairman
of the committee is really on New Hampshire mean time. I appre-
ciate Senator Rudman for accommodating me.

Mr. Attorney General, yesterday I was a bit confused initially
with Mr. Van Cleve's asking you several questions calling the in-
vestigation a factfinding inquiry. On a couple of occasions, I think
you indicated one time you were asked to assemble facts, and then
you, in the same paragraph, said a factual overview. I assume that
you associate this with a factfinding inquiry, your investigation
from the 21st of November through the 25th?

Attorney General MEESE. I considered my activities a factfinding
inquiry, also a factual overview, and also a review of the facts.

Mr. COHEN. All the same thing?
Attorney General MEESE. All the same thing.
Mr. COHEN. I was curious on January 7th, 1986, you apparently

were brought into the meeting that occurred in the White House
pretty cold?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. I think you indicated you may have had a meeting

the day before. You had been apprised of that but had no recollec-
tion of that. But as of January 7th, you were brought in and asked
to give an opinion as to the wisdom of going forward with this so-
called Iranian Initiative?

Attorney General MEESE. I wasn't asked to give an opinion in
that sense. I was asked to participate in the discussion, and I was
asked to concur in some legal views.

Mr. COHEN. Did you not indicate that you favored the initiative
going forward?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. I was asked what my opinion was,
as were others there.

Mr. COHEN. Isn't that an opinion?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, but not in the sense of being the

sole person to give an opinion. As one of a group in a discussion,
yes. My opinion was asked during the discussion.

Mr. COHEN. All I am getting at is you were brought in, and this
is the first time you had any information concerning this. You
were not aware, for example, of the conversations Bud McFarlane
had back in July of 1985 and August of 1985. You were not aware
of the decisions in September or October pertaining to the ship-
ment of HAWK spare parts? You were not aware of the December
7th meeting even though your records-you thought you were
there?

Attorney General MEESE. No. I never thought I was there.
Mr. COHEN. Someone apparently thought you were at that meet-

ing?
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Attorney General MEESE. Only people who didn't know what was
going on. I knew very clearly I was in Vienna on the day of that
meeting.

Mr. COHEN. So you had no basic background in this entire initia-
tive prior to January 7th?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. You were called upon to, as a member of the NSC, as

such, to give an opinion as to your judgment as to whether, who
should go forward at that time, correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. You were aware of Operation Staunch that the Sec-

retary of State was very much concerned about in terms of trying
to persuade our European allies and others not to sell weapons to
the Iranians?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir. I was generally aware of it.
Mr. COHEN. And the Department of Justice also, I think, had a

fairly active antiterrorist program it was promoting?
Attorney General MEESE. Very definitely.
Mr. COHEN. What was it that led you to decide in favor of going

forward under those circumstances where the Secretary of State,
the Secretary of Defense were vehemently opposed to the sale of
weapons to the Iranians as part of this package?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, there were several-things, Sena-
tor Cohen. I described it since that time as a 51-49 percent type of
judgment which could have gone either way. The principal things
that were involved were, first of all, the statements that had been
made to us, I believe, by Admiral Poindexter that the Israelis had
talked to them about the fact that there were elements within the
factions in the Iranian Government that were willing to develop a
channel of communication with the United States. I had been very
much concerned as a member of the National Security Council,
studying that whole region, about the Soviet threat to that region
and about the high probability that any continuation of the Iran-
Iraq war could create a vulnerable situation which the Soviets
would be able to capitalize on what was happening in that region.

So, secondly, we were very much concerned about the way in
which events had turned since 1979, that what had been a rather
staunch ally of the United States in that area was now an implaca-
ble foe, and it was a great desire on my part, as it was on many
there, to develop a means of establishing an improved rapport for
the future with the Government that either might follow the Kho-
meini, which some day that will have to happEn, or any other
change in the Government that might take place.

Mr. COHEN. You had no prior discussions about the need to
change the relationship with Iran and the United States?

Attorney General MEESE. Oh, sure.
Mr. COHEN. Oh, you had?
Attorney General MEESE. This had happened on many occasions,

going back to 1981, when we had overviews of the geopolitical situ-
ation in the world.

Mr. COHEN. But all of those came back negative in terms of
trying to establish a relationship based upon any transfer of arms?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I don't think the subject of trans-
fer of arms had ever been brought up. I think it was a matter
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rather of the desire to have an improved geopolitical situation. I
think also we were all concerned about the Iran-Iraq war and what
that was doing, and, indeed, had that initiative been successful, we
might not have some of the problems we are having today.

There was also the aspect of terrorism, and there was representa-
tions made to us at that meeting that this particular element
within the Government was trying to lead Iran away from support
of or participation in terrorism, and, finally-and this was certain-
ly a factor-there was an indication that these elements did have
some influence upon the Hizballah or other forces in Lebanon that
were holding our hostages and that as a means of obtaining their
assistance in trying to get the release of those hostages, this would
be one aspect of the total initiative.

Mr. COHEN. That was a consequence then?
Attorney General MEESE. No. That was a part of the initiative.

That was one of the signs of good faith, but also one of the possible
results or anticipated results, actually. And furthermore, it was de-
scribed to us that we would be involved only with small quantities
of defensive weapons which would not alter the balance or contrib-
ute particularly to increased terrorism or to affecting the war
through the weapons as opposed to affecting the war through the
activities that these particular-this particular element would
engage in.

Those were the factors that I had in mind when I agreed with
the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs and
the Director of Central Intelligence that on a close call, I thought it
was worth trying.

Mr. COHEN. I believe at that time you indicated that you recalled
the William French Smith opinion?

Attorney General MEESE. As to the means, yes. The question was
asked of me, would it be-Bill Casey, I believe said to me, as you
know, this can be done through the National Security Act rather
than the Arms Export Control Act, as Bill Smith's opinion indicat-
ed, and I remember very clearly, because there had been quite a
NSC discussion of that whole matter in relation to another situa-
tion in 1981.

Mr. COHEN. So Director Casey raised the William French Smith
opinion?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir; he did.
Mr. COHEN. And you recalled that?
Attorney General MEESE. I recalled that very clearly.
Mr. COHEN. You didn't have to look at the opinion?
Attorney General MEESE. No. I recalled the opinion very well, be-

cause I had studied it very extensively back in 1981 when it was
first issued.

Mr. COHEN. Didn't the opinion also contain the following lan-
guage: "In order to satisfy the congressional reporting require-
ments imposed on the Secretary of Defense under DOD Appropria-
tion Authorization Acts and on you by the Intelligence Oversight
Act of 1980, the House and Senate Intelligence Committees should
be informed of this proposal and the President's determination"?

Attorney General MFFSE. Yes, it did.
Mr. COHEN. That wasn't applied in this particular case?
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Attorney General MEESE. That was a separate issue. Then the
issue was raised at that meeting on the 7th, can the President-I
think everybody there was in agreement that the President should
delay notification of Congress, and I was asked, "Is this legal?" I
said I believed it was under the provisions of the National Security
Act, but I would want to check that by reading the statute.

Mr. COHEN. Yesterday--
Attorney General MEESE. And, in fact, I did.
Mr. COHEN. Yesterday you indicated in your judgment, at least

the way in which it was portrayed at that time, that you contem-
plated and everyone else contemplated a period of roughly 30- to 60
days during which time the hostages would be back, as soon as
they were on board ship in the Mediterranean, Congress would be
notified?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. Actually aboard a plane is what I
understood it to be. But it would be a relatively short period. Al-
though while that was not definitive in terms of this, it certainly
made it easier to come to the conclusion that timely notification
could be delayed.

Mr. COHEN. How would that further the relationship for the Ira-
nian moderates if we were to within that 30- to 60-day period get all
of our hostages, assuming that we could, put them on board either
a plane or a ship, notify Congress, run the risk as everyone was
concerned about this leaking, and consider having a long-term rela-
tionship with the Iranians? Wouldn't that totally wipe out the so-
called first channel or later the second channel if in fact we-once
we got our hostages back, now is the time to notify Congress and
run the same risks of leaks that we were unwilling to run before?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I think two things. First, it cer-
tainly would not have posed a risk to the hostages, and that was
one of the risks.

And, secondly, I think that having had that successful aspect of
it, that it was less likely that we would run those risks. Certainly
the Iranians could be much more removed from the situation than
to be directly involved in sensitive negotiations with the Hizballah.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. Attorney General, I just want to make the point
again that I think the administration has overstated the case in
trying to hold out the fear of a leak coming from one of the leader-
ship, either the House or Senate, on this issue that it would jeop-
ardize the lives of hostages. I think it is clear from the record that
we are entrusted with many many covert actions that certainly in-
volve the risk of lives, involves many more millions of dollars than
were involved in this particular case. Yet the Congress has been
trusted.

I would venture to say I think the reason that we were not to be
entrusted with this operation, number one, because it was an ex-
pressed contradiction to the public policy adopted by the adminis-
tration, namely trading weapons with the Iranians; and, number
two, that the administration was so deeply divided. I am struck by
the notion that somehow Congress could not have been trusted
with this information about the transfer of weapons to Iran when I
look down the list of those who knew. We have Ghorba, the Irani-
an, who has been described as a professional or pathological liar.
We had Adnan Khashoggi, who is an international financier. We
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have Mr. Furmark, and we can talk about him in a moment; we
have two Canadian businessmen; we have Rafael Quintero; Mr.
Nir; Nimrodi; Mr. Schwimmer; Mr. Ledeen; Mr. Clines; Mr. Secord;
Mr. Hakim; but not Bob Dole, or Robert Byrd, or Lee Hamilton, or
Dick Cheney, or not Speaker O'Neill or Bob Michel. That really
troubles me.

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, I can only say as an observer,
because I can share your concern, quite frankly, the one thing I am
convinced is that in the President's mind, and certainly my mind
as well, this delay in complying with this timely notification re-
quirement was solely out of concern for the jeopardy of the hos-
tages and the elements in Iran.

The other aspects, whether there was a divided administration,
or whether there was some policy differences that might come from
this, certainly was not a consideration in my mind, and I am sure
it was not in the President'i mind.

I also would say that I think personally it should-that there
should be few, if ever, instances, and this was one of the very rare
instances where this administration has not immediately provided
prior notification. I have been present, for example, in the Grenada
rescue effort where those same officials you mentioned were
brought down in my presence. I think it is a very rare thing that
would happen.

That it why this was-that is why I am convinced that in the
mind of the President, rightfully so, in the mind of others there,
this was such a rare situation that also key people within the ad-
ministration were not even notified. So it was not, in any way, a
slight, I don't think, a deliberate slight of Congress as opposed to
the administration.

I think most of us are as much concerned or more concerned
with leaks in the Executive Branch than we are with the Intelli-
gence Committees or the leadership of the Congress. I assure you
that it is my own view that notification of Congress is not only im-
portant from the standpoint of complying with the provisions of
the law, but also is the best way to have support for those kinds of
initiatives, whatever they might be.

I might say this administration, of course, is not alone. The pre-
vious administration on, I think, three different instances used the
same technique of delaying timely notification.

Mr. COHEN. Not 14 months' delay that I am aware of.
Attorney General MEESE. I don t know what the delays were. I

just know there were those instances.
Mr. COHEN. When did you first learn about the off-the-shelf, self-

sustaining fund that was designed for the use of other covert activi-
ties?

Attorney General MEESE. I'm sorry.
Mr. COHEN. The off-the-shelf, self-sustaining fund to be set up by

the sale of American weapons to the Iranians through the so-called
agents or middlemen-inflate the price and use a portion of the
price to go to the Contras and other operate ions.

When did you first learn about that?
Attorney General MEESE. I would think that you are talking now

about the diversion scheme as we've come to know it here?
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Mr. COHEN. Beyond the diversion scheme; I am talking about
that fund sitting over there in a Swiss account which had funds for
other projects that Bill Casey mentioned to you about the allega-
tions coming from Furmark and Canadian businessmen dealing
with other American-Israeli projects, when did you first learn
about that?

Attorney General MEESE. Bill Casey never talked to me about
any fund. All Bill Casey told me on the evening of the 22d of No-
vember was that these people were threatening to say that money
had been used for other projects.

As far as a fund in terms of what you talk about, off-the-shelf
funding and all that sort of thing, I don't believe I learned any of
those details to the extent I know them until these hearings com-
menced and a great deal of that information was portrayed here.

Mr. COHEN. Is it fair to say if such a fund were set up, it would
require notice certainly to the President and to the Congress of the
United States if covert activities were to be carried out using those
or any other funds?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. Now, according to the testimony, Director Casey,

Colonel North, Admiral Poindexter and even some members of this
committee thought the diversion was a fairly neat idea, and it
struck me that, after all, this is the ultimate covert hat trick.

We trick the Ayatollah, we trick the Sandinistas, and we trick
the Congress itself because we ended up using funds for a program
which it thought it had prohibited.

And I was wondering, what is wrong with that particular ar-
rangement? What is basically wrong with it?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I think for one thing using funds
in a way if it were illegal to deceive the Congress.- first of all, I
think deceiving the Congress in any way is not a good idea.

Mr. COHEN. I agree with you.
Attorney General MEESE. I think that is one of the aspects.
I think again there's some things that have to be done in a

covert manner, but again the processes of notifying Congress and of
obtaining congressional support of the leadership for these things
is very important.

Mr. COHEN. You knew intuitively, the moment the question of di-
version arose, that there was something wrong with that?

Attorney General MEESE. Absolutely. I knew that it was unau-
thorized. And I knew it was a violation of the implementation of
the President's policy.

I also knew that it had a tremendously adverse impact or poten-
tially an adverse impact on the very thing that was trying to be
done, mainly assistance to the Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua.

Mr. COHEN. Would you agree that the Economy Act was never
designed to allow a transfer from the U.S. Government to a third
party, but rather the Economy Act was designed to allow transfers
from the Department of Defense to the CIA, and we don't want to
have one department charging or making a profit at the expense of
the other, but there was never any intent to allow U.S. taxpayer-
owned property to be sold under the Economy Act at an inflated
price so that the profits could be used for something else?
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Attorney General MEESE. I am satisfied that is consistent with
the intent of the Act, yes, sir.

Mr. COHEN. Could I inquire, Mr. Attorney General, why did you
advise Colonel North to get an attorney as of Friday, which would
have been November 21st?

Attorney General MEESE. I did not advise him to get an attorney.
Mr. COHEN. You did not?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir. I have no recollection of ever

talking to Colonel North about getting an attorney.
Mr. COHEN. All right. Because at that point there was no reason

for him to get an attorney, was there?
Attorney General MEESE. Not that I knew of.
Mr. COHEN. As far as you were concerned, everything had been

authorized-as far as the sale of weapons to the Iranians, the
President had signed off on that, and as far as the covert activity
or secret activity with the Contras, that was expressly or implicitly
adopted by the President, so there was no wrongdoing there?

Attorney General MEESE. So far as I knew, there was no reason
for him to get an attorney and indeed I never-as I say, I don't
recall ever having any conversation with him whatsoever about
getting an attorney.

Mr. COHEN. I was curious, in response to Senator Rudman's in-
quiry about the diversion situation, about the only consistent testi-
mony we have is the nature of the expletive you used. Everybody
recalls exactly what you said when you were finally confronted
with that diversion-very clear. All the people involved know what
you said.

But something obviously changed in your mind from that point
on. It was no longer simply a sort of a factfinding inquiry on a civil
matter. Something went off in your head, I think you used the
word "a siren"-Senator Rudman said sirens must have been going
off and you agreed.

\ attorney General MEESE. I agreed it was a wholly different situa-
tion than the one we started with at noon on the 21st of November.

Mr. COHEN. It became so on Saturday after you talked with Di-
rector Casey, more so, because then you learned about the so-called
Canadian businessmen seeking to perhaps extort money out of the
United States?

Attorney General MEESE. No. I honestly didn't think that that
had any particular relation. I didn't think that that had any con-
nection.

There was nothing Mr. Casey told me that would indicate it did,
although it was worth coming back to and looking at later on to
see if there might be a connection.

Quite frankly, when I got the documents the following Wednes-
day that related in much more detail, again there was no connec-
tion.

Mr. COHEN. You certainly found a connection as of Sunday after-
noon after you talked to Colonel North?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. At that point in time, hadn't-in your vast experi-

ence as a prosecutor in California and elsewhere on the part of this
Government, at that point in time, once you learned from Colonel
North himself that indeed a diversion had taken place, didn't that
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click in your mind that now we had the potential for the violation
of criminal statutes?

Attorney General MEESE. We had the possibility of criminal stat-
utes being violated or at least the potential for that. That is why I
indeed had people look in to see whether there were criminal stat-
utes.

Mr. COHEN. Basically it is no longer a factfinding inquiry or over-
sight. Something went off in your mind that said wait a minute, we
have got a serious problem, not only about the diversion memo but
now we have it from Colonel North himself that funds were in fact
diverted.

In your mind, at least, it is no longer a civil inquiry; you are
leading up now at this point in your mind, as a former prosecutor,
that there is the very real possibility of a violation of existing law?

Attorney General MEESE. I didn't know of the violation of any ex-
isting law at that time. What was in my mind-my mind set at
that time was we had a continuing civil inquiry but there was a
potential in the future for determining it might have criminal im-
plications, which in fact had occurred-or at least suspicions along
that line had occurred by the following evening sufficient that we
were able the next day to refer to the Criminal Division.

Mr. COHEN. I found it somewhat curious, Mr. Attorney General,
that all of the evidence involving Presidential knowledge and ap-
proval of the Israeli transfers was either altered or shredded.

Do you have any idea why such an effort was made to either
alter the evidence or destroy it with respect to that transaction?

Attorney General MEESE. Obviously the Prec*.4:ntial Finding
that was signed on the 17th of January is still in existence. I be-
Aevethe committee has copies of that.

Mr. COHEN. I am talking about prior to January 17.
Attorney General MEESE. Apparently-I don't know.
Mr. COHEN. What is the problem? Is it because there was no

Finding? We know that the President believed he gave an oral
Finding? Was it because it was retroactive in application?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't know. We found numerous doc-
uments relating to that. There were numerous memoranda in the
NSC.

Mr. COHEN. They were all altered.
Attorney General MEESE. Why they were altered, I don't know.
Mr. COHEN. To reflect it was not a United States either authori-

zation or-indeed, almost no acquiescence. I don't understand what
the effort was to portray this as somebody else's idea and the U.S.
had no connection at that time.

Attorney General MEESE. I am not sure that is correct, Senator.
As the story was told to me in November by various people, in-

cluding Colonel North, there was no-at that time, there was no
hesitancy to acknowledge the United States involvement.

As has been pointed out here, Mr. McFarlane even went to great
lengths to indicate Presidential involvement earlier, rather than
later, at a particular point in his testimony.

So I don t really know the answer to your question.
Mr. COHEN. Yesterday I interrupted Congressman Rodino on the

Evans case. I would just like to clarify it for the record.
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My understanding is-and Senator Rudman raised this issue
with you again this afternoon-that on Friday, November 21st, a
staff meeting was held at the Department of Justice, during which
time you were not present, that Mr. Weld argued that the Criminal
Division should be involved because they were involved in the han-
dling of the Evans case. That basically was the argument he pre-
sented to his associates.

Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe that is correct.
Mr. COHEN. Let me finish and I'll show you.
'Then on Monday apparently you called, placed a call to him to

indicate-apparently the information had sort of percolated up to
your level at that point-that Mr. Weld thought there should be a
Criminal Division investigation.

Attorney General MEESE. No, that is not correct either.
Mr. COHEN. You called him on Monday; is that correct?
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. You indicated to him at that time it was not an inad-

vertent oversight or error as to why the Criminal Division was not
involved, right?

Attorney General MEESE. Actually these are two separate in-
stances.

Let me take Monday first. What I did on Monday was call him so
that if he heard about an inquiry taking place in the department,
he wouldn't wonder why the Criminal Division was not involved. I
indicated to him, as a matter of indicating to him, that we had in
mind the Criminal Division, they hadn't been forgotten.

I may have even said-I don't know, I don't recall the specific
conversation, but in talking with Mr. Weld about it, in trying to
reconstruct, I believe I was assuring him that theeriminal Divi-
sion might well become involved.

Mr. COHEN. My time is running out, Mr. Attorney General. I just
want to make a couple of statements and observations about this
entire affair.

It is obvious to many of us on the committee that General Secord
and Admiral Poindexter and Colonel North are all rather bitter
and angry toward you over the decision to go forward with the spe-
cial prosecutor. I think that they indicated they felt betrayed. And
the question is why-obviously, because they felt they had author-
ity.

According to their analysis or at least recollection, there was an
oral Finding in August of '85, a December Finding in '85, the Janu-
ary 6 Finding, a January 17 Finding, all of which authorized the
sale of weapons.

There was a secret supply of the Contras that had long been un-
derway. A couple of these key individuals were involved in helping
to keep that particular freedom fighter movement alive. -

There was also a creative financing scheme that was utilized by
the Israelis and approved, apparently by either Director Casey, but
certainly Colonel North and Admiral Poindexter. Admiral Poin-
dexter believed that he could read the telepathic wave lengths of
the President-if the President had known, he certainly would
have approved this.
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Then we had the disclosure in the Beirut newspaper on Novem-
ber 3d. That set off the series of activities that became the subject
of this investigation.

Colonel North then, under Admiral Poindexter's either direction
or acquiescence, sort of stoked up the shredder-actually it choked
up the shredder is the way it turned out. The documents were al-
tered. We had chronologies being constructed to so-called gild the
President's record.

Then on November 25th you disclosed tne revelation about the
diversion and that the factfinding inquiry suddenly had a shift td a
po e) itially prosecutorial one.

Admiral Poindexter and Colonel North and General Secord ex-
pected you to stand behind them because they thought the Presi-
dent was standing behind them and that either you squeezed the
sort of hair trigger under public pressure or you threw them over-
board to save the captain of the ship.

I find it somewhat ironic that the members of the President's
action team are critical of you for making haste and that members
up here or elsewhere are critical of you for making haste too
slowly. That is one of the many ironies involved in this.

There is another one I want to mention briefly.
These hearings that we are conducting have been associated with

another event that occurred back in the early '70s. I think Con-
gressman Cheney has spoken on many occasions as to why this
particular occasion is odious. But there is one superficial parallel
that continues to haunt me a little bit.

Fifteen years ago as a night watchnan-his name was Frank
Wills-I am not sure many people remembered his name, but he
discovered a piece of tape on an office door and that led to the dis-
closure and the unraveling of the surreptitious plan of political vin-
dictiveness and even an abuse of Presidential power.

In this case we don't have a night watchman. We don't have
tape. But we have an Assistant Attorney General and a small para-
graph in a diversion memo. Had that paragraph not been either ob-
served or preserved, then at least I think one could argue that we
would not be here today.

All references to the authorization of the shipment of weapons
by the Israelis in 1985 had been altered. The December Finding
with its retroactive provisions had been destroyed. The January 17
Finding made no reference to prior actions and only one draft
memo survived Colonel North's shredding machine.

Now, if there was no diversion memo, there was no evidence of
wrongdoing, there would be no money trail, no U.S.0. Enterprise,
no firings, no need for an independent counsel, no Tower Board, no
joint committee-just a straightforward foreign policy decision by
the President to open up a dialogue with the so-called Iranian
moderates and get the hostages back in the process.

So we could then be in the position of challenging the wisdom of
the President's decision but not his power to decide.

Now, I am overstating this just a little bit because I think the
controversy would have continued to boil and the vigorous Ameri-
can press that is out there would have demanded and eventually
discovered more facts and answers.
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Nevertheless, we have the situation, some are always going to
speculate that everyone who had approved the Iranian initiative
had hoped that Colonel North would have had enough time to com-
plete his search and destroy mission and that Secretary Shultz
would stand in what I would call a false phalanx that some tried to
structure around the President in the name of loyalty. When that
didn't happen, the center could no longer hold and the story
couldn't be contained, not without compromising at least two addi-
tional members of the Justice Department.

What I want to say, Mr. Attorney General, is whatever criticism
any of us might have concerning the investigation, I prefer to be-
lieve that men and women who are regarded as "idealogs" do not
allow their political views or values to obscure their personal
honor.

Bradford Reynolds comes to mind. It took intelligence to recog-
nize the significance of that-diversion paragraph and honor to ob-
serve it. And I think honor for you and the President to report it.

One final point and I think perhaps a final irony if I can. You sit
before us today not as an NSC member, not as a Presidential advis-
er, but as the chief law enforcement officer of this country. And
you hold this position, in my judgment, by virtue of the existence
of a so-called special prosecutor law that a number of us on this
committee had a great deal to do with writing back in 1978, rewrit-
ing in 1982 and rewriting again in 1987.

You took advantage of that law when criticism was leveled at
you and you looked to the special prosecutor to clear your name,
and he did. As a result of that, I think you are sitting here today as
Attorney General.

I find it ironic because your assistant, Mr. Bolton, who sits
behind you, has now vigorously criticized that law as being uncon-
stitutional.

I think it is clear that you and the attorneys general who have
preceded you wear too many hats-Presidential adviser, personal
friend, NSC member, chief law enforcement officer. It is not clear
to everybody else which hat you are wearing at any given time.

I think that is the reason why Congress felt it was important to
write a law allowing for the appointment of special prosecutors, be-
cause we believe the American people would not perceive or believe
that our laws were being fairly and impartially administered when
it came time to passing judgment on high-level officials, including
the President himself.

If we want to do away with the special prosecutor or independent
counsel laws and restore the mantle of impartiality to the Justice
Department which it deserves, then I think it is time to stop the
time-honored practice of appointing personal friends or indeed even
relatives-I am thinking of Robert Kennedy-as attorneys general.

Let the President appoint his close friends as White House coun-
sellors, but let him pick a person recognized not only for his ability
but impartiality as the chief law enforcement officer of this coun-
try. Then we can abolish all the independent counsel laws.

If we insist the FBI director be a person of high and independent
caliber, then I find it indeed ironic we would have tolerated over
the years the practice of his superior being viewed as a political
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figure and a personal friend of the President, rather than the insti-
tutional protector of justice in America.

Frankly, I have no illusions this recommendation will be warmly
eitibraced, but I don't believe we will ever restore the people's
belief in the impartial administration of justice until we pick im-
partial people.

Thank you very much.
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Senator.
If I may just make three comments on your very eloquent state-

ment. First, I am appreciative, on behalf of myself and others
members of the Justice Department, for your comments on the
honor and integrity that was displayed in the investigation.

Secondly, I want to make it clear that our Department has not
opposed the independent counsel law, but has sought to work with
the Congress to remove whatever constitutional infirmities there
might be in the law so it can go forward and withstand attack by
those who are attacking it on constitutional grounds.

And thirdly, I think that in regard to your suggestion as to the
Attorney General, what you have said about the way in which we
have conducted the investigation, and without regard to the Presi-
dent, the people we worked with in the White House or anything
else, we did present the facts as we knew them even to seeking an
independent counsel and initiating a criminal investigation, be-
cause that was the right thing to do, even at the risk of what you
call the resentment of those who feel we should have done other-
wise, "to protect the President."

So I think that in itself is an explanation, if not a representation,
as to the position that I at least hold, the job of Attorney General,
and the fact that as Attorney General, as I said the day in which I
was sworn in, regardless of who's involved, from the President on
down, I'm going to enforce the law with integrity, firmness and im-
partiality, and I think, as you pointed out in your remarks, that in
fact was done in this case.

I thank you for what you said.
Chairman INOUYE. The chair is pleased to recognize the Deputy

President Pro Tempore of the United States Senate, Senator
George Mitchell.

Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I understand that I
have 45 minutes, Mr. Chairman?

Chairman INOUYE. Forty-five minutes.
Mr. MITCHELL. Good afternoon, General.
Attorney General MEESE. Good afternoon, Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHELL. When these hearings end next week, the comnit-

tee will begin to prepare a report. One of the problems we face is
the conflict of eviderce on several key points, how, if at all, car we
determine credibility. You are in a unique position to help us. You
knew most of the people involved and you personally interviewed
them in the course of your factfinding inquiry. So I would like to
begin with a few questions about credibility.

You said yesterday that former CIA Director Casey told you he
knew nothing about the diversion. Your words were, and I quote
you, "It was Mr. Casey himself who told me on Tuesday morning
that he had known nothing about it."
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As you know, Colonel North told this committee that he had told
Mr. Casey of the diversion, that he showed Mr. Casey a written
memorandum describing the diversion, and that Mr. Casey knew in
advance of the diversion, and in Colonel North's words, "was en-
thusiastic about it."

Now, those statements are in direct conflict as to Mr. Casey's
knowledge. They cannot both be true.

My question to you is, which of those statements do you believe,
Mr. Casey's statement to you that he knew nothing of the diver-
sion, or Colonel North's statement to this committee that Mr.
Casey did know of the diversion?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, Senator, it is always hard to
judge credibility when you have not had the opportunity to observe
the witnesses yourself, and in the case of Colonel North, I was not
here and did not see him testify. I saw an occasional glimpse of his
testimony, but I could not really have the same vantage point that
you had at that time.

But let me say this in judging--
Mr. MITCHELL. If I may just interject-you interviewed Colonel

North at some length?
Attorney General MEESE. I'm coming to that.
Mr. MITCHELL. And he specifically responded to that question.
Attorney General MEESE. I'm coming to that. Rather than judg-

ing the credibility of the individuals, but rather as to which state-
ment is true, it seems to me that we would have to look at the
statement that was given to me at the time that this matter first
came up when there was no jeopardy to the individuals involved
and at a time when Mr. Casey was still available to refute any
statement that might have been true or untrue.

And at that time Colonel North said to me, without any ques-
tion, that there were only three people in the Government who
knew anything about this: himself, Admiral Poindexter, and Mr.
McFarlane. And so it would seem to me, if I had to judge, that the
statement given at that time probably has the most value as an ac-
curate statement.

Mr. MITCHELL. You are saying then that you believe Mr. Casey's
statement to you?

Attorney General MEESE. I do believe Mr. Casey's statement to
me, based upon that kind of rationale, yes.

Mr. MITCHELL. And you disbelieve the statement made later by
Colonel North?

Attorney General MEESE. As I say, I'm not in a position to evalu-
ate that, but it seems at odds with what he told me on the 23d of
November.

Mr. MITCHELL. On the subject of credibility and statements to
you. You interviewed Colonel North at some considerable length in
your office?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I interviewed him for 2 hours-I
was present for 2 hours of the interview and others in my office
interviewed him about an hour and 45 minutes beyond that.

Mr. MITCHELL. Exhibit 47 represents notes taken by one of your
assistants of that meeting.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, that is correct.
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Mr. MITCHELL. Colonel North told you in that meeting that an
Israeli official, Mr. Rabin, had told him that Israel was shipping
oil-drilling equipment to Iran in November, '85, and that he, Colo-
nel North, later learned about the HAWKs from General Secord.

Are you aware that Colonel North testified here, contrary to
what he told you, that he knew all along that the '85 shipment to
Iran contained HAWK missiles?

Attorney General MEESE. I did not know that until I heard it ad-
dressed briefly yesterday, and now in more detail by your state-
ment.

Mr. MITCHELL. Colonel North told you, according to your recollec-
tion and the notes of the meeting, that Admiral Poindexter was to-
tally innocent until after the fact with respect to the November,
'85, shipment.

Are you aware that Colonel North testified here, contrary to
what he told you, that Poindexter was involved before the fact in
coordinating the '85 shipment?

Attorney General MEESE. I'm aware of it now that you have
said--

Mr. MITCHELL. You were not previously aware of that until I
raised it with you?

Attorney General MEESE. I was not aware of that before. No, sir.
That is right.

Mr. MITCHELL. Colonel North told you that Israel decided how
much money would be diverted to the Contras and that U.S. in-
volvement was none.

Are you aware that Colonel North testified here, contrary to
what he told you, that General Secord had control over the funds
set aside for the Contras and other projects?

Attorney General MEESE. I'm aware of what he said here now.
Mr. MITCHELL. You are learning of this for the first time?
Attorney General MEESE. General Secord, yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. You are learning here for the first time what

Colonel North said about General Secord's control over the funds?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, that was not mentioned to us at

all in November.
Mr. MITCHELL. Have you become aware of it since then or are

you learning of that now for the first time?
Attorney General MEESE. I am learning it now from what you

said.
Mr. MITCHELL. Colonel North told you that the diversion of the

funds to the Contras was Mr. Nir's idea.
Are you aware that Colonel North testified here, contrary to

what he told you, that the diversion was Mr. Ghlorbanifar's idea?
Are you learning of that now for the first time?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir. I had not known that.
Mr. MITCHELL. You had not been aware that was Colonel North's

testimony?
Attorney General MEESE. I did not follow Colonel North's testi-

mony in detail.
Mr. MITCHELL. Colonel North told you that the CIA had no

knowledge of the diversion. As you know now--
Attorney General MEESE. He said very definitely.
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Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, you testified. As you know, Colonel North
testified that, contrary to what he told you, that Mr. Casey knew
about the diversion. You were aware of that prior to today?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. Colonel North told you that Mr. Calero opened

three Swiss bank accounts and that he, Colonel North, gave the ac-
count numbers to the Israelis so the Israelis could deposit arms
sales funds into those accounts.

Do you recall that statement to you by Colonel North?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. Are you aware that Colonel North testified here,

contrary to what he told you, that the funds to be diverted were
placed in Swiss bank accounts under General Secord's control?

Attorney General MEESE. I'm aware of it now that you have told
me, yes.

Mr. MITCHELL. You had not previously been aware?
Attorney General MEESE. I had seen reference to this in the

newspaper, I believe, in general terms, but not in as much detail as
you have explained it.

Mr. MITCHELL. When Colonel North made those statements to
you, did you find him to be credible and did you believe him?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, I found him to be credible, and
I did believe him.

Mr. MITCHELL. Are you learning today for the first time that
Colonel North's testimony to this committee was contrary to what
he told you in several respects?

Attorney General MEESE. I have heard of this during the time
that he 1,as testifying from things that were told to me by people
that watched the testimony, by some of the news accounts, but not
in as much detail as you have explained them today as to the fact
that different statements were made before this committee appar-
ently than we made at the time when Colonel North talked to me
on the 23d of November 1986.

Mr. MITCHELL. How do you feel about that? Does it bother you?
Attorney General MEESE. It does bother me that there is a dis-

crepancy. I can appreciate the problem of the committee in trying
to determine which is correct and which is not correct.

There is one aspect of it, that when he made the statements
before the committee, there were two things that were different.
One is he was under oath. And, secondly, he was under a grant of
immunity. That may be something that will be of help to the com-
mittee in determining which statements are credible and which are
not.

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, of course, just a few moments ago you
argued that his statement to you regarding Mr. Casey should be be-
lieved over the statement to the committee because he was not in
jeopardy at that time?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I am just saying that they are dif-
ferent considerations. The other major difference is that Mr. Casey
is not available to rebut his statement, which I think is probably
more profound than even immunity and oath.

Mr. MITCHELL. Apart from what you call discrepancies, you are
the Attorney General of the United States.

Attorney General MEESE. Sure.
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Mr. MITCHELL. You are conducting a factfinding inquiry at the
explicit request of the President of the United States. Does it
bother you that apparently you were told things that were not
true; therefore, you, yourself, made public statements to the Ameri-
can people which turned out to be incorrect on the basis of state-
ments made to you?

Attorney General MEESE. It certainly bothers me if statements
were made to me that were untrue. Fortunately, the basic outlines
that I revealed to the American people were essentially true and
remain essentially true. The details as to what you meant indicate
here, most of which I did not really talk to the American people
about, remain the same as I talked about them on 25th of Novem-
ber, but the fact that the more profound question you raise that
untrue statements were made to me by anyone, I absolutely find it
a matter of great concern to me. I don t condone under any circum-
stances anyone lying under any circumstances whatsoever, includ-
ing whether it is a factfinding investigation, testimony before a
congressional committee, statements to the President or statements
to me as Attorney General, and I think there is no reason, justifica-
tion or excuse for it whatsoever.

Mr. MITCHELL. May we take it that you condemn such actions?
Attorney General MEESE. I do indeed.
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you, General. In your testimony yesterday

and today, you referred frequently to your notes which formed a
significant basis of your recollection of the interviews that you con-
ducted.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. On Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, November 21,

22, and 23, you interviewed Mr. McFarlane, Secretary Shultz,
Judge Sporkin, and Colonel North. On each of those occasions, a
member of your staff was present and that person took notes, and
it is on those notes that you have frequently relied in your testimo-
ny here.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. In your meeting with Colonel North on Sunday,

he confirmed that a diversion had taken place, and he told you
that Mr. McFarlane and Admiral Poindexter were the only other
persons in the administration who knew about the diversion.

I am struck by the fact that on the following day, Monday, No-
vember 24th, you met briefly with Mr. McFarlane and interviewed
him again, and at that meeting you were alone, and you took no
notes, is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. MITCHELL. You next spoke with Donald Regan, the Presi-

dent's Chief of Staff, interviewed him, and you were again alone
and took no notes.

Attorney General MEESE. That wasn't next. Actually, I talked
with Mr. Regan late in the day on Monday, the 24th.

Mr. MITCHELL. When you did talk with him--
Attorney General MEESE. I talked with him and the President, I

met with he and the President and did not take notes at that time.
Mr. MITCHELL. I think Mr. Regan's recollection is contrary to

yours, but in any event, when you did talk with him and the Presi-
dent, it was you and them, and you took no notes?
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Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. MrIcHEuL. On Monday afternoon you spoke with the Vice

President, and you were alone with him and took no notes? -

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. MITCHELL. Later on Monday afternoon, again you inter-

viewed Admiral Poindexter, and again you were alone with him,
and you took no notes, is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. MrCHELL. On the following morning--
Attorney General MEFSE. Actually, the sequence is different. The

Vice President was, I think, the last person I talked with on that
evening.

Mr. MrrCHELL. But in each of the meetings that I have described
with Mr. McFarlane, with Admiral Poindexter, with the Vice
President, with the Chief of Staff, and the President, you alone
were present and took no notes?

Attorney General MEESE. When I was with the President and the
Chief of Staff, there were three of us.

Mr. MrICHELL. Right. The next morning, you visited Mr. Casey at
his home on your way to the office, is that correct?

Attorney General MESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. And one of the notetakers for you at the meetings

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday was one of your assistants, Mr. Rich-
ardson?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. MrrcHELL. Was Mr. Richardson with you in the car at the

time you drove to Mr. Casey's home?
Attorney General MEESE. He was with me. He was riding in to

the office with me that morning, yes.
Mr. MrTCHELL. When you went in to see Mr. Casey, you left Mr.

Richardson in the car?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. MrrcHELL. In your meeting with Mr. Casey, it was again

alone, and you took no notes of that meeting?
Attorney General MEESE. It wasn't a meeting. It was a quick con-

versation, yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. In your conversation, right?
Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. MrrCHELL. The result of that, of course, is that as to the

interviews that you conducted on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
our recollection has been supported and you have relied extensive-
yon notes taken at those meetings. As to the critical events of

Monday and Tuesday, there is only your undocumented recollec-
tion and it does raise a question, which I want to ask you. Is there
a reason why at each interview you had, up to and including the
meeting with Colonel North, there was always another member of
your staff present who took notes but that with respect to every
interview thereafter you were alone and no notes were taken, or is
0.at pure accident?

Attorney General MEESE. It is not totally pure accident. It is
pure accident in a general sense, but they were totally different
types of conversations. In the meetings that I had with Secretary

hultz, the meeting with Mr. Sporkin, the meeting with Mr.
McFarlane, the meeting with Mr. North, all -of these are what you
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might call interviews where we were seeking to elicit a great deal
of information and in which notes were important in order to
record that information which we were hearing in each case for
the first time.

The other conversations that took place were not for the purpose
of eliciting great amounts of information. They were either casual
conversations, conversations in which I was the only person
present, for example, with the President and Don Regan, in which
I don't usually take notes in those quick meetings, or they were
meetings in which I was seeing people like Mr. McFarlane simply
to confirm information we already had in the long interviews that
had already taken place, and it was just by happenstance, in that
case it was an accident that nobody was there, because Mr. McFar-
lane came in just as I was leaving for the White House.

In the case of Admiral Poindexter, all I was just trying to do was
to confirm what we already knew, and he did in fact confirm it.
Had he not confirmed it, for example, I am sure we would have
gone through the usual interview process with him and taken a de-
tailed statement from him.

Obviously, with the Vice President and the President, it is not
normal in those conversations to take notes, and the same was true
with Don Regan, who I talked with to my recollection and I think
my recollection is accurate-after I had met with he and the Presi-
dent at 4:30, I went into some detail with him before going to the
Vice President, detail in terms of what we were going to do the
next day. And I think it was at that time that he again said to me
that he had known nothing about this. -

Mr. MITCHELL. Giving you every benefit of the doubt, I think it is
difficult to understand that you did not regard Admiral Poindexter,
one of the three people in the Government who was alleged to have
information about it, the President's National Security Adviser, as
a person not sufficiently important enough to have an interview
with, but rather a casual conversation.

Attorney General MEESE. The reason that there was no interview
was that what he said essentially confirmed--

Mr. MITCHELL. But you couldn't know before hand what he was
going to say, could you?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I was trying to find out because I
had very little time between the NSPG meeting and my meeting
with the President. I thought it important to confirm with Admiral
Poindexter, the idea being there would have been ample opportuni-
ty to go into a formal interview situation had that been necessary.

Mr. MITCHELL. I will leave it at that and say it is really very dif-
ficult to accept.

Attorney General MEESE. I don't understand why it is difficult to
accept.

Mr. MITCHELL. Admiral Poindexter was a central figure. And to
say that you didn't interview him--

Attorney General MEESE. But everything that he told me was to-
tally consistent--

Mr. MITCHELL. But you could not have known before you talked
to him what he was going to say. That is the purpose of having
someone there to record the meeting.
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Attorney General MEESE. That is right, but had he said anything
differently than that, we would have had a more formal interview
to get that information. I explained the circumstances, that I was
literally rushed into his office to try to verify this before I was due
in the President's office. And it may be strange to you, it may
strike you that truth being stranger than fiction, but I take offense
at the idea that it is hard to accept, because what I have told you is
the absolute truth of what happened. So if there is any question in
your mind, I want to get that settled right now.

Mr. MITCHELL. No, as I've just said it is hard to accept.
Attorney General MEESE. As long as there is no question as to

that being the truth, I will accept your statement.
Mr. MITCHELL. No, it is just very hard to accept. I mean you

didn't for example-you didn't-well I go into that there are some
questions that could have been asked, we can leave it at that.

I would like to turn to another question, that is the securing of
documents. You began your factfinding inquiry on the morning of
Friday, November 21.

Attorney General MEESE. Actually, it was the afternoon of
Friday, November 21--

Mr. MITCHELL. You met with the President in the late morning I
think and began--

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, the inquiry itself started that
afternoon.

Mr. MITCHELL. Almost immediately thereafter, sometime Friday
you made the decision to examine certain documents, is that cor-
rect?

Attorney General MEESE. We made the decision to review the
NSC documents to provide a basic documentary background for our
factfinding inquiry, right.

Mr. MITCHELL. But the decision to secure documents was not_
made until the following Tuesday afternoon, as you have testified
here previously?

Attorney General MEESE. Actually, Senator, we follow the same
procedure that you do in your committees. We made a request for
the documents, and we expected that that request would be ful-
filled, and indeed it was fulfilled the next day.

Mr. MITCHELL. You in fact were acting in good faith that you ex-
pected those with whom you were dealing to act in good faith; is
that a fair statement?

Attorney General MEESE. That is absolutely correct.
Mr. MITCHELL. But unfortunately, as we now know, on Friday

afternoon and late Sunday night Colonel North shredded large
numbers of documents.

Attorney General MEESE. We know that now some months later,
yes.

Mr. MITCHELL. You met with Colonel North in your office on
Sunday afternoon?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. You confronted him with the memorandum which

made reference to the diversion?
Attorney General MEESE. Right.
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Mr. MITCHELL. You testified that he acted surprised. Mr. Cooper
testified that Colonel North then asked if you had found a cover
memo.

Attorney General MEESE. No. He asked that in a different se-
quence. The way in which that occunmd~-we showed him the
memorandum, we showed him the portion of it that pertained to
the diversion scheme. We then-at some point during the conversa-
tion after that he was asked was this ever shown to the President
or does the President know about this. It was at that time he asked
if there was a cover memo.

As I mentioned, I believe in answer to either Senator Rudman or
Senator Cohen's question, I understood what he was talking about
because a document such as the so-called diversion memo would
not have been presented to the President as it was. If it had been
presented to the President, it would have had a decision memoran-
dum or cover memo with it, and I understood him to be talking
about that.

Mr. MITCHELL. I will get back to that in a moment. I have some
more questions about it, but I just wanted to go on.

Later that evening, as we now know-and of course you could
not have known then-at about 11:00 Colonel North returned to
his office. He was there until 4:15 the following morning and, ac-
cording to his testimony and other evidence, he shredded many
documents that night.

He also shredded many documents on Friday afternoon after
learning that lawyers from your office were going to be coming
over there to review documents. None of us probably will ever
know exactly how many documents or what they were.

You said yesterday that looking back with hindsight is easy, that
things look different now than they did 8 months ago, and of
course you're right, but there isn't any alternative because a funda-
mental principle in our democracy is public officials must be ac-
countable for their actions and accountability necessarily involves
review and evaluation of past actions.

Every member of this panel goes through it whenever we meet
constituents and are called upon to defend and explain past votes,
past decisions, past statements.

So I would like to ask you some questions on that, recognizing
that there is hindsight involved, and you could not have known all
of these things at the time.

The first involves testimony by Colonel Earl, who was an associ-
ate of Colonel North, and I have his deposition and I would like to
have somebody, a member of the staff take it down to you because
I want to read a portion of it and then ask you whether the conver-
sation alleged in this testimony did occur.

This is Colonel Earl's deposition, page 65, which is the first page
you have there, beginning at line 15.

Colonel Earl is describing a meeting he had and a discussion he
had with Colonel North on that Friday afternoon, November 21st,
and this is Colonel Earl speaking.

He says he, meaning Colonel North, "mentioned that he had
asked-he had said to &e Attorney General or asked the Attorney
General can I have or will I have 24 or 48 hours. He didn't say
both, he said one or the other. I can't recall whether he said 24 or
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48, but he asked for that-and he told me that the Attorney Gener-
al had said something like that he didn't know whether he could
have that much time, something like that. Again, I am not quoting."

And then it goes on to describe further the meeting.
My question to you is: did you talk with Colonel North on the

afternoon of Friday, November 21st?
Attorney General MEESE. I do not believe that I did. To the best

of my recollection, I did not.
Mr. MITCHELL. You can recall no such conversation?
Attorney General MEESE. I can recall no such conversation, no,

Mr. MITCHELL. Either in a meeting at the White House or any-
place else, or a telephone conversation?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe I attended any meeting
at the White House on the afternoon of the 21st. I also do not be-
lieve I had a telephone conversation with Colonel North, and I'm
sure that I never had any conversation such as that depicted here.

Mr. MITCHELL. You would remember it if he had asked you some-
thing like this?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe I certainly would, yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. So you did not have any such meeting.
On the securing of the documents, it is with hindsight, but a rea-

sonable case can be made that the time at which preservation of
documents should occur is the time when inspection of documents
occurs, that is, if it is important enough to look at documents, it
ought to be important enough to think about preserving them.

I gather from what you are saying is that you were acting in
good faith, it simply didn't occur to you at that point on Friday
that any steps should be taken to preserve documents from de-
struction?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct, it did not occur to me
or anyone else, and we follow the same process as I mentioned that
you do in your investigating committees here.

Mr. MITCHELL. When did you first think about the possibility of
criminal investigation?

Attorney General MEESE. The first real thought that I gave to
the possibility of criminal investigation was probably on Monday
afternoon-the investigation was probably Tuesday, the 25th.

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, before you go any further, recall what you
just said in response to Senator Cohen.

Attorney General ME&SE. There I said the possibility that crimi-
nal laws might possibly have been violated.

Mr. MITCHELL. Criminal implications I think--
Attorney General MEESE. Criminal implications, right.
Mr. MITCHELL. -was on Sunday when you talked to Colonel

North?
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. MITCHELL. Would that have been the first time that entered

your mind?
Attorney General MEESE. Criminal implications, yes, I'm sure.
Mr. MITCHELL. But you still did not think about securing docu-

ments at that point?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, Senator, we already had exam-

ined all the documents and we already, in fact, had the key docu-
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ment, the evidentiary document known as the diversion memo,
which was the significant document-a copy of that in our posses-
sion.

Mr. MITCHELL. When you say we had examined all the docu-
ments, you had examined all the documents that you had seen
until then, but in fact there were a great many documents that you
never did see nor anybody else?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, we don't know whether those
were relevant documents, irrelevant documents, or what they were.

Mr. MITCHELL. Do you think Colonel North spent from 11:00 in
the evening until 4:15 the next morning destroying irrelevant docu-
ments?

Attorney General MEESE. I think he probably did. I think there
were a lot of documents that he destroyed that had no relationship
to the Iranian initiative or had any relationship to the Contra di-
version of funds.

There were probably a lot of other things that he may well have
destroyed documents that he didn't want anyone to see.

Mr. MITCHELL. On what do you base that opinion?
Attorney General MEESE. That is just a guess, as much specula-

tion as yours that there were relevant documents.
Mr. MITCHELL. In the notes taken of the meeting with Colonel

North, there is one part of it that raises questions in my mind, par-
ticularly in light of your response to Senator Cohen's questions,
that when you brought the diversion memo to Colonel North's at-
tention, you at that point thought of the potential criminal implica-
tions.

It is page 15 of the notes, exhibit 47.
You may wish to refer to those. The last six lines or actually last

eight lines.
The notes read, "If President OKs something into working files

of."
The next line reads: "AG: If RR approved it, you'd have it? Yes.

Don't think it was. Other files there it could be in? To verify it
didn't go forward?"

Then there is a star circled, "OLN will check."
Do I gather that that represented a conversation between you

and Colonel North in which you asked him if the President had
okayed something, into which working files it would go? And then
you asked him if RR, meaning President Reagan, approved it,"you'd have it," meaning Colonel North, and he said, "Yes," but he
didn't think it was approved?

And then you asked him are there other files it could be in to
verify it didn't go forward? And then you asked Colonel North to
go back and check his files to see if there were any memorandum
which included approval by the President?

Is that a summary?
Attorney General MEESE. No. That is noLwhat this says.
Mr. MITCHELL. Would you go ahead and tell us what it says?
Attorney General MEESE. What it says, my statement, I asked if

the President OKs something, does it go into the working files of
the NSC or-and I don't remember-it doesn't indicate what his re-
sponse was. I assume he said something like yes.
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I said, "If he approved it, you'd have it, in other words?" And he
said, "Yes, I don't think it was approved," or words to that effect.
Then I said "are there other files that it could be in"-and there,
that is a shorthand for me asking, I do recall this independent of
the notes-would there be another file it was kept, say by Admiral
Poindexter of approved Presidential Findings or approved Presi-
dential documents? And I said I would like to find out about that
to verify that it didn't go forward.

And he said, as I recall, that he would check into that.
As I mentioned, I believe, in answer to Senator Cohen's question,

we didn't leave it to Colonel North to check into whether there was
another file. We had our own people go over and check into it inde-
pendently.

Mr. MITCHELL. What does the star mean next to--
Attorney General MEESE. I don't know. That is Mr. Richardson-

he apparently put a star there. He put stars on various things. Put
a star on the previous page.

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, I'll represent to you Mr. Richardson has
said the star designated an action item, something that was to be
done by someone after the meeting.

Do you know, in fact, who went to check the records other than
Colonel North?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe Mr. Richardson went back-
Mr. Richardson or Mr. Reynolds-I think it was Mr. Richardson
went back to check with Colonel Thompson as to whether there
was a separate file of approved Presidential decision memoranda.

Mr. MITCHELL. So your testimony is that this was not Colonel
North going back to check, but rather someone from your staff was
going to check it out?

Attorney General MEESE. No. No. I think Colonel North said he
would check and let us know about that, but I also say that in par-
allel we also checked separately.

Mr. MITCHELL. Oh, I see. All right. Thank you.
I would like to go now to the question that was raised regarding

the testimony for Mr. Casey and the briefing for Admiral Poin-
dexter.

As you will recall, you said that on November 20th, you partici-
pated in a meeting in Admiral Poindexter's office to prepare testi-
mony for Mr. Casey to give to Congress the following day and for
Admiral Poindexter to use for briefing Members of Congress.

Now, at the meeting, the proposed testimony was changed to say
that no one in the U.S. Government knew about the shipment of
HAWK missiles to Iran in the fall of 1985.

Do you recall that aspect of it?
Attorney General MEESE. I recall that. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. Colonel North testified here. He told us-that he

proposed the change and that when he did so, he knew the state-
ment was false. He further said that Admiral Poindexter and Mr.
Casey knew it was false; in his first statement, he included you as
knowing it was false, but later under questioning he said he had no
basis for that, and you and Mr. Cooper both testified that you did
not know it was false because you had no factual basis on which to
make a judgment one way or the other on.
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Now, it was only later that day that Secretary Shultz who knew
the statement was false protested and that was brought to Mr. Coo-
per's attention, who brought it to your attention.

You testified at some length about that yesterday that you got
the phone call up at West Point and you returned.

Now, you have said repeatedly in describing those events that it
was a matter of confusion, different recollections, but it seems
clear, at least to those of us who heard Colonel North's testimony,
that it was a problem of a deliberately false statement being pro-
posed to be made that some of the persons there knew was false,
others did not, you being among those who did not know. And it
was not until later that Secretary Shultz, who had an independent
recollection based again on notes that Mr. McFarlane had told him
while at Geneva that they knew it was HAWK missiles, that this
was raised.

So my question is, when did you become aware that the problem
was one of a deliberately false statement proposed to be given by
Mr. Casey and Admiral Poindexter rather than one merely of con-
fusion arising from different recollections?

Attorney General MEESE. I would say that I probably did not
become aware of that until at least the time that I had the chance
to talk with Colonel North, and I am not even sure then, and it
may have been even later.

It may have been after the course of these hearings here.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, on that point, you talked to Mr. McFarlane

on that Friday, that same day?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. And you and Mr. Cooper interviewed him, and

Mr. McFarlane told you that he had not known until after the fact
that the 1985-the November 1985 shipment contained HAWK
missiles?

Attorney General MEESE. He told me that is what he recalled at
that time.

Mr. MITCHELL. And you recall at your deposition you indicated
that Mr. McFarlane seemed concerned and somewhat hesitant
about this aspect of the interview; do you recall that?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, actually he seemed somewhat
c-oncerned and hesitant about a number of-about the TOW mis-
siles, the missiles that had previously been transferred by the Is-
raelis, and when I say concerned and hesitant, this was a feeling
that I got that he might be hesitant. He seemed hesitant in answer-
ing the questions.

I didn t know whether it was faulty memory or those being at
that time more than a year and a half or 2 years earlier, a year to
a year and a half earlier, but in any event, I did indicate that I
thought he was somewhat hesitant about that, yes.

Mr. MITCHELL. Did you discuss your reaction with Mr. Cooper?
He testified, and I quote him now, "I did not leave the interview,
nor did I take it during the interview that Mr. McFarlane was
being entirely straightforward and entirely forthcoming."

Did you discuss after that with Mr. Cooper your individual reac-
tions?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't think so. I don't believe I dis-
cussed it with him. But I thought at the time that he was trying to,
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as I think I-not distort his testimony, but certainly shade his tes-
timony because he had some idea that this was protecting the
President. The President was not involved.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is right.
In fact, you said after the meeting, you talked separately with

him, outside of Mr. Cooper's presence?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, that was incidental. I would have

said the same thing if Mr. Cooper had been there.
Mr. MITCHELL. He wanted you-McFarlane wanted to make the

point to you that the President really was generally behind this
whole thing and that led you to tell him the importance of telling
the truth and the best way to help the President was to tell the
truth?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. The next morning you interviewed Secretary

Shultz. He described to you in some detail his version of the events
of the November 1985 shipment which is in direct contradiction to
the version of events given by Mr. McFarlane.

Isn't that correct?
Attorney General MEE. That is correct.
Mr. MITCHELL. All right.
And a few hours after you interviewed Mr. Shultz, you learned of

the diversion memorandum?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes. Five hours or so, yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. Sometime early afternoon, I gather?
Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. Mimr iELL. Well, and again this is hindsight, and we all un-

derstand how difficult it is when you are in the middle of events,
but it seems that you had Mr. McFarlane telling you a story that
was directly contradicted by Mr. Shultz.

Mr. McFarlane making a point of speaking privately with you
about the President and you warning him to tell the truth. You
had the diversion memorandum, at least that you knew of at that
time.

You are an experienced criminal investigator and people think of
criminal investigators as being, if not cynical, at least skeptical
about things.

Did anything register in your mind then that there might be
here an effort by those involved in this initiative, in the diversion,
to prevent the facts from becoming public?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, first of all, the diversion
aspect was totally separate from what had occurred in November
of 1985. So there was nothing there that would have aroused suspi-
cion as to those two events.

Secondly now, I was dealing with people who had been entrusted
by the President with some of the most important tasks as well as
the important secrets of the country. People I all knew to be-I
knew all to be honorable and reputable individuals.

And in each case, in the case of the difference in recollection of
Mr. McFarlane and Secretary Shultz, Mr. McFarlane said that he
couldn't remember that conversation with Mr. Shultz, a conversa-
tion about HAWKs with Mr. Shultz. He couldn't remember even a
conversation with Mr. Shultz on this general subject at Geneva.
but he didn't doubt that he had such a conversation.
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And as I think I testified earlier, I chalked up that lack of recol-
lection to the fact that he was almost totally preoccupied with the
main purpose of his being in Geneva, which was the summit.

So those were the reasons why it didn't flag anything that
anyone was being deceptive. Furthermore, I had no reason to be-
lieve there was any reason for anyone to be deceptive about these
particular events.

Mr. MITCHELL. One final area of questioning.
You testified that finally early the next week, you contacted rep-

resentatives of the Criminal Division and asked for some analysis
of the statutes. And within hours, Mr. Weld came back to you with
what you referred to as the constructive trust theory.

Attorney General MEESE. Actually, I think I had told him that
there may be a constructive trust theory.

Mr. MITCHELL. You thought of it before?
Attorney General MEESE. I thought of it as an abstract theory as

we were discussing it.
Mr. MITCHELL. Basically that is legal talk. What it was was the

view that government property was sold, a profit was made, and if
the funds were government funds, they belonged to the govern-
ment and could not be used for other purposes without authoriza-
tion. Is that a fair layman's description of what the legal implica-
tions were?

Attorney General MEESE. That was my discussion in general with
Mr. Weld. He, with his people, after several hours, verified that
and came back to me and said that he thought there was enough
that we could legitimately open a criminal investigation.

Mr. MITCHELL. My questions is, is it too much hindsight to
wonder why you and Mr. Reynolds and Mr. Cooper and Mr. Rich-
ardson, all these lawyers, didn't think of that when you saw the
diversion memo? It seems a rather obvious thing, that here was
government property sold, a substantial profit made, the funds
used for another purpose, leave aside the question of legality of
aiding the Contras for any other purpose, without any authoriza-
tion.

I gather that did not occur to you when you saw the diversion
memo or when you confirmed the diversion on Sunday?

Attorney General MEESE. Actually, at that time we were think-
ing-we were proceeding first of all, to make sure to find out if it
was authorized. I think Mr. North in his statement said that he
didn't think it was authorized, or words to that effect.

In any event, he mentioned that Admiral Poindexter had known
about it. I wanted to find out from Admiral Poindexter whether, in
fact, it had been authorized. He indicated it had not been author-
ized by anyone who had the ability to authorize it.

It was in the course--
Mr. MITCHELL. Would you say that again? Admiral Poindexter

told you it had not been authorized?
Attorney General MEESE. I said he indicated to me-he said that

no one else-the President had not authorized it obviously. He said
he allowed it to go forward, but that was not sufficient. So our con-
centration was on that whole transaction. It wasn't at that point,
but it was following that conversation with Admiral Poindexter, or
at about that time, that I asked Mr. Cooper to look into this and it
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was at that time that the ideas of constructive trust and things like
that started to develop.

Mr. MITCHELL. Would you repeat for me please what it was you
said Admiral Poindexter said to you?

Attorney General MEESE. Admiral Poindexter, as I testified yes-
terday, said that he knew about it generally, but that Ollie had
given him enough hints so that he knew about it generally and
that he had allowed it to go forward and hadn't followed up on it.

Mr. MITCHELL. So-
Attorney General MEESE. So as far as I was concerned, that was

clear to me then that it had not been authorized by anybody in au-
thority.

Mr. MITCHELL. So your use of the words authorize and authority
are characterization of Admiral Poindexter's words, not what he
said to you?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, I thank you, Mr. Attorney General. I want

to commend you for your condemnation of lying to the Attorney
General and lying to Congress, and I would see if in closing I can't
get one more condemnation from you.

In your opening statement, you said, "Obviously, the destruction
of documents and any breakdown of communication within and
outside the administration deserves serious review and reflection."

You are, of course, the Attorney General of the United States,
the chief law enforcement officer of this country, and for many
Americans, a symbol of justice.

Surely it's not the most you can say about the destruction of
documents by government officials, that it deserves serious review
and reflection.

Can I ask you if you would not also condemn the destruction of
documents by government officials?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, I have no hesitation at all con-
demning anything that is used to deceive or to otherwise withhold
from proper authorities information they should receive. That in-
cludes lying, it includes the withholding of information that should
properly be reported to the President, for example, or to the Con-
gress, and it also includes the destruction of any Official documents
in an effort to deceive those who are in authority who should have
access to that information.

I have no hesitation whatsoever in condemning all of those
things.

Mr. MrrCHELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Attorney General.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. The Senator has 2 minutes remaining.
Mr. MITCHELL. I will reserve that in case I want to make a last

closing statement.
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess for 10 min-

utes.
May we come back into order?
Mr. RODmNO. Mr. Chairman I think we can just dispose of this.

May I just renew that motion I made yesterday, that is to make
the deposition of Assistant Attorney General Weld part of the
record as an exhibit, I referred to this yesterday during my ques-
tioning of Attorney General North, there was some argument on
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the part of some of the members and there was an objection, I be-
lieve, that since then I have discussed this with Mr. Cheney, who
made the objection, and I would hope that this would be entered
into the record as an exhibit.

Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. Reserving the right to object, Mr. Chairman, it is

not my intention to object, but I want to make it clear what my
concerns were yesterday.

Mr. Rodino suggested in reviewing the transcript focused on only
two pages. I would urge those who look at this, especially in the
press, to take into account pages 13 through page 20 of the deposi-
tion because I think it shows fairly clearly that Mr. Weld's com-
ments support those made by the Attorney General, that he did not
call for the involvement of the Criminal Division in this investiga-
tion on the grounds that there was some kind of ethical problem at
all. That his reference was to the Evans case in New York.

I would also point out that my concerns yesterday, Mr. Chair-
man, were raised in part by the fact the Attorney General had
never had the opportunity to review the deposition. It is over 65
pages long.

I think it is important that the committee conduct itself in a way
that is fair to its witnesses, and for that reason, I was constrained
to object when a unique procedure was requested. Having made
that statement, Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to withdraw my
reservation of objection.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, let me add that I am rot going to
argue the deposition. I will let the deposition speak for itself. That
is what I hoped might be the case yesterday afternoon. I think
what will be reflected will not be just on those pages, but wherever
there is this reference to how this investigation might have been
conducted and those I think are the reflections that I referred to of
Mr. Weld.

With that, I think the deposition should speak for itself.
Chairman INOUYE. With such clarification, and without objection,

so ordered.
We will stand in recess for 10 minutes.
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
General Meese, I think we should remind ourselves that this

panel here is not convened to determine the guilt or innocence of
anyone. This is not a court of law, and we are not here to deter-
mine the culpability, criminal culpability of anyone involved.

However, if we are to file a final report to the people of the
United States, we would have to have available to us the best fac-
tual chronology of what did occur, and the problem we have is that
the testimony to date has been confusing and contradictory, and I
believe that is an understatement.

And so I wish to call upon you and your 8 years of experience as
Deputy District Attorney in Alameda County, over 2 years as At-
torney General, and some of the questions I would ask may be re-
dundant and repetitive, but all of us here are eager to get to the
truth.

Now, there is no question here that Colonel North was not
honest with you. Admiral Poindexter lied to you, and yet you have
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indicated to us that you were convinced at that time that they
were truthful.

You depended upon their friendship and long association. Al-
though you have indicated that it might make a difference since
these two officers appeared before us under oath that they may be
a bit more truthful here, but isn't it true that under Section 1001,
it makes no difference whether you are under oath or not, that if
you lie to the Attorney General or lie to the Congress, it is still a
felony? Isn't that true?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Chairman, that is correct if it is an
official statement and so on. There are certain requisites as to the
provision of Section 1001. But in general, the statement you have
made is correct.

Chairman INOUYE. When you were on your factfinding mission,
wasn't that an official function?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, it was.
Chairman INOUYE. And that being the case and based upon your

experience with the colonel and with the admiral and with the Di-
rector of the Central Intelligence Agency, do you have any advice
to us as to how we may determine who is lying and who is not
lying?

Attorney General MEEsE. Mr. Chairman, I recognize as you have
stated that this is a very difficult and a very important responsibil-
ity of the committee. I think that in a sense what the committee, I
am sure, wants to come out with are some recommendations and
some suggestions as to processes that will assist in more fundamen-
tal areas of cooperation between the executive and legislative
branches, and it may well be that as to the narrative account, the
factual account which is of course a subsidiary to the legislative
function that the committee may have to put almost in parallel the
various accounts that have been revealed here both in terms of
what was told to me the weekend of the 21st through the 24th of
November and what was told to the committee.

As far as whether any person will be prosecuted, as you men-
tioned, that is something for other sources to develop, particularly
the independent counsel.

I would only say that in many aspects the different statements
that have been made do have a certain consistency, so that I think
there are a number of things in which the committee can draw
conclusions because as I mentioned in my opening statement, much
of the basic outline of what happened, the essential facts, remain
the same today.

I think there is no question that there was, in fact, a diversion of
funds. I think we are all agreed to that. I think there is no question
that certain people were involved in that.

There is some question about to what extent they may have been
involved, but as far as their basic involvement, I think that is
pretty well established.

There are certain other aspects which are more murky. The com-
mittee itself has the testimony about the involvement of some of
the players such as Mr. Secord and Mr. Hakim and others that
have been mentioned here about which I had no information be-
cause that was not revealed to me over the weekend that we were
looking at it.
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So I would think that the most important thing is to develop the
factual outline as I did where all of the information seems to be
relatively consistent and then perhaps to highlight those areas in
which there is an inconsistency, but which I don t think will affect
the basic responsibilities of the committee in terms of whatever
recommendations come out of their several weeks now of investiga-
tion.

Chairman INOUYE. I was one of the junior members of a prosecu-
tor's office about 35 years ago in Honolulu, and at that time I was
told whenever interviewing witnesses or a factfinding assignment, I
was required to take notes and to submit a memo at the end of my
factfinding mission or after the interview.

Is this the standard procedure in your office, where your assist-
ants are required to take notes and submit a memo?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, generally they are, Mr. Chair-
man.

Chairman INOUYE. Why didn't you as Attorney General of the
United States carry out the directive that you have issued to all of
your assistants and take notes? I notice that according to the ex-
change you had with Senator Mitchell, notes were not taken.

Attorney General MEESE. Well, Mr. Chairman, as I think you
will remember from my discussion with Senator Mitchell, most of
the time in the interviews, the notes were taken and in fact those
notes have been relied on here for much of the information about
which I have testified and there were only a very few instances
that notes were not taken.

Chairman INOUYE. But these were the important interviews,
after you began to get suspicious that something was wrong.

Attorney General MEESE. The only interview I would-I wouldn't
call them interviews, they were conversations-I would say the
only conversation even in which probably notes would be valuable
and had I had the time on the occasion, I would have jotted them
down although I must say I have a very good recollection of them,
would be the discussion with Admiral Poindexter.

Chairman INOUYE. After you made your expletives deleted and
were convinced that something was dreadfully wrong, don't you
think that at that moment you got very concerned that notes
should have been taken?

Attorney General MEESE. I think at that time notes were taken
in the ensuing interviews.

Chairman INOUYE. Can I now touch upon the diversion memo?
Was it apparent from the face of this memo that it was a draft

and not an original?
Attorney General MEESE. I wonder if I might have the chair's in-

dulgence to give me the exhibit number of that memo.
Chairman INOUYE. I have none, but this is the one that Mr.

Reynolds located?
ttorney General MEESE. Was it obvious that it was a draft?

Chairman INOuYE. Yes.
Attorney General MEESE. I can't recall again whether it was ob-

vious or not. It appeared to be a draft. I believe there has been tes-
timony or notes to that effect.

Chairman INOUYE. Did you ask Colonel North what happened to
the original of the memo?
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Attorney General MEESE. Well, the memo itself-again we asked
about the memo, and my recollection is that he indicated finally
that it had been a memorandum prepared either by him or under
his direction, and I don't remember any conversation, and again I
would have to look at the memorandum to see whether it was
clearly a draft, whether he mentioned it was a draft, or just exactly
what it was.

Chairman INOUYE. Did you ask the colonel whether he had sent
this memorandum to Admiral Poindexter?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe-again, I would have to refer
to my notes-I believe that there was -

Chairman INOUYE. I believe you did not ask him.
Attorney General MEESE. Let me look at my notes if I may and

see whether we asked him about that or at least Mr. Richardson's
notes. We asked whether it was something that he prepared, and
ultimately we found out that it was. First he said he didn't-I
think at first he hesitated as to whether or not he had prepared it,
but ultimately acknowledged that it had been prepared by him or
under his direction. And I am looking now to see whether we-
what was asked about it.

Chairman INOUYE. What I would like to know is did you ask him
whether he had sent that memo on to the admiral?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. That is what I am trying to find
now, Mr. Chairman. I don't believe that there was any discussion
as to this particular memorandum. There was a discussion whether
Admiral Poindexter knew about this, but not as to the scheme. But
I don't find any particular reference and I can't recall at this time,
Mr. Chairman, whether we specifically asked him whether he had
passed it on to Admiral Poindexter.

Chairman INOUYE. I am certain you were aware that he was a
subordinate to the admiral?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Wasn't it important to know whether the

head man got the memo, whether he knew or approved of the di-
version?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, there was no question in what
Colonel North told us that Admiral Poindexter did know about it
and did know about this. He said that he was one of the three
people in the Government who did know about it.

Chairman INOUYE. Did you also ask him whether he approved
the diversion?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall that question specifically
being asked.

Chairman INouYE. When you were first advised of this diversion,
you were startled to a point where you said things that you would
not ordinarily utter, and so it was very important to you, wasn't it?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Did you ask Colonel North who authorized

the diversion?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall whether it was asked spe-

cifically in those words. It did--it was-and again I am-I think we
asked whether this had been discussed with the President, and
Colonel North said not as far as he was concerned, and then it was
asked about-or he said that Admiral Poindexter was the point of
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contact with the President, and that Mr. Fortier might be involved
too because he was the principal deputy. I think that was the dis-
cussion that was had on that subject.

Let me just see if there is anything else that would shed a light
on that. I think there is-definitely he told us that Mr. Poindexter
was knowledgeable about this. I don't know whether the question
was asked in the form of did he authorize it?

Chairman INOUYE. When a decision of this magnitude is made, I
am certain as in your office, as in other offices, there are other
drafts and memos. Did you ask the colonel whether there were
other memos relating to the diversion?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall whether that was asked.
It may have been asked after I left the meeting.

Chairman INOUYE. On your 10-minute casual conversation that
you had with the late Director of the Central Intelligence Agency,
can you tell us again why you did not think it was important
enough to discuss the most important matter that was pending in
the administration at that moment, the diversion?

Attorney General MEESE. Which conversation are we now talking
about, Mr. Chairman?

ChairmaniNo Y. This is the one you stopped off at his house
for 10 minutes and the conversation that you had with Mr. Casey?

Attorney General MEESE. Is this the one on Saturday evening?
Chairman INOUYE. Yes.
Attorney General MEESE. That was more than 10 minutes, that

was about, I think I testified, anywhere from 45 minutes to an
hour. During that conversation, I did not bring this particular
matter up, the diversion memo, because at that time I had not seen
the diversion memo myself, I didn't know very much about it, we
had not verified what that memo meant, whether there ever had
been a diversion scheme. I knew we were going to talk with Lt. Col.
North about it the following day, and I made the decision not to
talk with anyone about that, including Mr. Casey, until such time
as I knew more about it.

Chairman INOUYE. But you knew enough and suspected enough,
didn't you?

Attorney General MEESE. I didn't have any basis to suspect any-
thing. We didn't know whether that memo was just somebody's
pipe-dream, some idea, or whether there was actually some sub-
stance that it had been implemented. At that time we had no
knowledge whatsoever of what this particular document meant. As
I mentioned, I had not even seen the document itself.

Chairman INOUYE. Although you weren't quite certain as to the
full import of the document, you were startled, and--

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. And shaken by that.
Attorney General MEESE. I was startled even by the possibility

that somebody was thinking in those terms.
Chairman INOUYE. When you dealt with Mr. Casey, you were

dealing with someone who was one of your closest friends. You had
worked together with him in campaigns, raised funds together, you
had enjoyed victories, and some defeats. You had gone through tur-
moil of politics. You weren't dealing with a stranger, were you?
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Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Chairman, I had dealt with Mr.
Casey in one campaign and fortunately we had only victories, no
defeats, and that was the campaign of 1980, but he was a good
friend.

Chairman INOUYE. So you were dealing with someone friendly?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Not a stranger?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Why were you so shy in asking him the

$64,000 question?
Attorney General MEESE. Because of the importance of this par-

ticular situation, and because I didn't know what that information
that had been discovered meant yet, and so I made the decision in-
stinctively, I think, as any lawyer would, not to talk with anyone
about something that important until such time as I knew what I
was talking about.

I think, Mr. Chairman, I have always thought since that time if I
had talked with Mr. Casey on that Saturday evening, then this
committee would now be asking me,. "Why did you tip off Mr.
Casey and let him cover the ground before you talked with Lt. Col.
North?"

Chairman INOUYE. Weren't Colonel North and the admiral
tipped off already?

Attorney General MEESE. Not at all. They didn't know that I-
that we had the memorandum. As a matter of fact, that is why
Colonel North the next day when I talked to him showed consider-
able surprise that we had it.

Chairman INOUYE. In dealing with Mr. Casey, he did bring up
the diversion with you, didn't he?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. He talked about Mr. Furmark.
Attorney General MEESE. He talked about Mr. Furmark, but I

didn't view that as part of this diversion or part of any diversion at
that point.

Chairman INOUYE. Did that tip you off that this may have been
related?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir. The way he talked to me about
the Furmark matter had nothing to do with this kind of a diver-
sion or anything to do with the Contras, and it was more a threat
to go public with a lawsuit, which was something quite apart, and
was still part of the whole aspect of the Iranian initiative and had
no relationship whatsoever with what was going on in Central
America.

Chairman INouYE. Did you discuss the diversion with the Vice
President of the United States?

Attorney General MEESE. I did on Monday, the 24th, yes, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Who was present at this meeting?
Attorney General MEESE. I was present with the Vice President,

the two of us.
Chairman INOUYE. No one else?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Did you take notes on this meeting?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I didn't. It was a brief conver-

sation. It was more of informing him of what was going on, but in
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the course of that I did ask him if he knew, or he said he didn't
know, one of the two.

Chairman INOUYE. You are trying to recall now whether he
said--

Attorney General MEESE. I don't remember whether he volun-
teered, I certainly never knew anything about that, or whether I
asked him whether he knew; I can't recall.

Chairman INOUYE. I believe, if my recollection is correct, that
you indicated that this Finding was such that it would be resolved
in 30 to 60 days?

Attorney General MEESE. I testified, Mr. Chairman, and it is still
my recollection, that at the time we were briefed on this on 7 Janu-
ary, 1986, it was my impression that this would be accomplished
within a period of 30 to 60 days. It was an imminent type of thing.
It was described in the conversations there, and I think there has
been testimony to that effect, that this would be something that
would go forward rather quickly.

Chairman INOUYE. That was your basic reason for acceding to
the suggestion that the Congress not be notified immediately?

Attorney General MEESE. That was not the basic reason. The
basic reason had to do with the jeopardy of the hostages and the
jeopardy of the people that we had hoped to develop a relationship
with in Iran, but it certainly was a part of the overall framework
and assumptions that I was proceeding under at that time.

Chairman INOUYE. That 30 to 60 days would have been sufficient-
ly timely?

Attorney General MEESE. The timeliness related to when the risk
was no longer present. But 30 to 60 days was a part of my consider-
ation, yes.

Chairman INOUYE. When was the Congress notified?
Attorney General MEESE. My recollection is that the project was

still ongoing when this became public in November of 1986. And so
it was at that time that notification came to Congress.

Chairman INOUYE. Not through official channels?
Attorney General MEESE. Not through official channels; that's

correct.
Chairman INOUYE. So the waiting period was beyond 60 days?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Did you or the administration have any inten-

tion to notify the Congress?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir. Everything that I had been

told at the time of the briefing was a very definite intention to
notify the Congress and that, as a matter of fact, I think there
were great pains taken to identify the point at which Congress
should be notified and that was as soon as the hostages were re-
ceived and were back safe in United States custody, and as I think
I testified earlier, even before the plane on which they were arriv-
ing landed at the Air Force hospital in Weisbaden, Germany.

Chairman INouYE. I have many other questions I'd like to ask,
but I would like to now call upon my colleagues here, so I would
like to reserve the balance of my time.

May I now call upon my cochairman?
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Cheney under

the 15-minute rule.
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Mr. CHENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General, I would like to follow up on the questioning touched

upon by the chairman of the Senate Select Committee with respect
to this question of notifying Congress.

One of the things I note about this whole set of developments is
that oftentimes, while I find I disagree with the decision that was
made by the administration, when we dig into it, we find that
there was at least understandable justification why the President
was concerned about the lives of the hostages, or Mr. Buckley, or
some other aspect of it.

I would like to look at the question of notifying Congress on that
basis. It is my recollection that you testified that you believed,
based upon your review of the statutes and legislative history, that
the President had the authority clearly to withhold notification
from the Congress; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That was my belief at that time, and
still is, that timely notification indicated there could be a delay
under certain circumstances.

Mr. CHENEY. There was some flexibility. Did you consider at all
the possibility of notifying just the so-called "Big Eight," the chair-
man and Ranking Member of the House and Senate Intelligence
Committees, the Speaker and Republican Leader of the House and
their counterparts in the Senate?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Cheney, I was not really consulted
on the process of notification. It was rather on the legal aspects of
a delay in notification. So really I was not present at any time
when there was a discussion of who to notify. It was a question of
can notification be delayed.

Mr. CHENEY. Well, I bring that up because I'm-I notice, I can't
help but be aware of stories they ran in the morning newspapers
this morning. I've got one in front of me from the Washington
Times, the headline of which is, "Leahy Confesses Leak Lead Him
to Step Down." I read briefly from it as follows: "Senator Patrick J.
Leahy, former vice chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee,
admitted yesterday that he resigned from the oversight panel earli-
er this year because he had leaked details of the panel's Iran-
Contra investigation to a television news reporter. The Vermont
Democrat issued a statement last night admitting he had been
careless in violating committee rules in November when he allowed
a news reporter to view an unclassified document listing a chronol-
ogy of events in the Regan administration Iran arms sale."

It goes on, the same story, to cite further down, "Mr. Duren-
berger, a Republican from Minnesota, then the chairman of the
Senate Intelligence Committee, currently is being investigated by
the Senate Ethics Committee over allegations he leaked details
about a U.S. intelligence source in Israel."

My point in raising this is that even had the President been pre-
pared to deal with the so-called "Big Eight" in this particular case,
he would have found himself dealing with two Members of Con-
gress, one of whom has admitted he made an unauthorized disclo-
sure of the document the committee voted not to disclose, the other
of whom-according to press reports-is currently under investiga-
tion on allegations that he leaked details about U.S. intelligence
sources in Israel.
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I think that's an important point to make. Viewed in that con-
text, it is a little more understandable why the administration has
over the months and years been concerned about dealing with Con-
gress on sensitive intelligence matters.

I must say, General, that I don't find the decision not to notify
Congress acceptable. It seems to me both of us have to find some
way to overcome the distrust that is currently rampant between
the two bodies with respect to these matters, but it is clear that
there was, or at least it would appear from these reports and ac-
counts there was legitimate cause for concern that Congress could
not keep a secret and a lot of evidence that, in fact, at various
times in the past, various Members of Congress had in fact been
responsible.

Chairman INOUYE. Will my friend yield?
Mr. CHENEY. Certainly I will be happy to yield to the chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. I think the record should show that Senator

Leahy released unclassified information.
Mr. CHENEY. Well, if I may reclaim my time, Mr. Chairman? I

don't dispute that it was not classified, but I note that the Senate
Intelligence Committee last night issued a statement saying a
member of the panel violated committee rules by making an unau-
thorized disclosure and resigned effective January 13, and that the
committee had in fact voted against releasing the report and the
vice chairman of the committee decided to unilaterally go ahead
and do it himself. I think the record ought to reflect that.

I will be brief, General. I don't have a long list of questions. I
think you've covered a lot of territory.

1 think it is important for us as a committee, though, to avoid
trying to force the evidence to fit some preconceived conclusions or
notions about what transpired here. We have investigated for
months the question of the charge that somehow the President had
allegation-had knowledge of the allegation that there had been a
diversion of funds, and, of course, the fact of the matter is we
found absolutely no evidence to support that.

I am somewhat suspicious now, that in light of the fact that no
smoking gun was found in connection with the diversion matter,
that the focus has now shifted to a suggestion that somehow there
was a cover-up of some kind; that at the direction of the President,
with your active involvement, the administration undertook to ob-
scure the facts in this particular case. Again, I find absolutely no
evidence to support that allegation.

We had the story this weekend in the Washington Post on
Sunday that implied that the President presided over a meeting on
November 10 where there had been an initiation of an effort to
cover up these events. Of course, we find when we analyze the
basis for that story, that while that may have been the implication,
the story simply doesn't support it. The President clearly was con-
cerned on November 10, as your notes and the notes of others
clearly demonstrate, with trying to obtain the release of two addi-
tional hostages, that his basic message to his officials was not to
discuss the subject at all.

I have a vivid recollection of that period of time when David Ja-
cobsen, one of the hostages recently released from Lebanon, was
standing on the steps of the Rose Garden at the White House
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pleading with the White House press corps not to dig too deeply in
this matter because lives were at stake. I think it is clear that the
allegation that somehow the November 10th meeting involved a
cover-up simply doesn't hold up.

The allegations obviously with respect to your involvement fo-
cused on that weekend of November 21st through 25th. Again,
while the committee has an obligation to ask difficult questions
and to probe these matters, I also think we have to resist the tend-
ency to be Monday-morning quarterbacks and to put ourselves in
your position and judge your actions now with the benefit of hind-
sight.

I think it is very clear to me that based on the evidence we have
seen, that any allegation that there is a covel'-up simply is untrue,
that it is not supported by the facts, just as there was no evidence
to support the allegation that somehow the President had knowl-
edge of the diversion. There is absolutely no evidence to support
the allegation that somehow there was a coverup.

I think the members of these committees need to keep a few
basic facts in mind. We often operate as if we were the ones to un-
cover the events being investigated here. That the committees took
action to stop the sale of arms to Iran, et cetera. Of course, that is
not true.

The facts are that the President is the one who, together with
the Attorney General and other officials in his administration,
made the decision to stop the policy, that he changed the policy
when it became clear there was a mistake, that he undertook the
factual inquiry or had you undertake the factual inquiry, that led
to the discovery of the diversion memo, that he directed you to
make the diversion memo public, that he's the one who set up the
Tower Commission and subjected his administration to the some-
what excruciating scrutiny that that entailed, that you called for
the appointment of the independent counsel, that the President re-
placed the NSC Adviser, the deputy, and many key members on
the NSC staff, hired a new Chief of Staff for the White House, and
a new CIA Director, and all of that happened before this committee
held a single day of public hearings this spring.

Finally, I think it is important for everyone to remember that
the President has gone all out to cooperate with the committees.
That he has directed that all administration officials come forward
and cooperate with the committee, that not one single claim of Ex-
ecutive Privilege has ever been imposed, although it certainly was
justified in many instances. The committee has had access to the
most sensitive minutes of NSC and NSPG meetings. We have had
access to the detailed notes of the President's subordinates, yours
and others, and finally the President gave us access to his own per-
sonal diary to review these events.

We are here today having had a full and complete airing of these
matters and nearing the end of our investigation in large part be-
cause of the actions of the President and yourself and other mem-
bers of the administration. I think this committee and the press
need to recall these facts in order to keep these events in perspec-
tive and in order to avoid misleading the American people about
the events that we have under review.

Thank you very much for your testimony.
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Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Mr. Cheney.
Chairman INOUYE. The chair recognizes Senator Cohen for 2 min-

utes.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to respond for a moment about the statement

concerning Senator Leahy. I don't think that it should be taken out
of context.

Number one, I voted last January to oppose the release of the
Intelligence Committee's first draft of its investigation. I believe I
was the only Republican to do so and took considerable heat for
doing so. I did so because at that time the administration was put-
ting pressure on the membership to come out with a report so the
President would know what in fact had happened in his own ad-
ministration. I was not opposed to releasing the classified-the
non-classified document, but I was concerned that it was incom-
plete, that the members hadn't read it, so I opposed it.

Ironically, this report was the one the administration wanted
out, so Patrick Leahy, in essence, unwittingly was doing the admin-
istration's work in that regard.

But it should be pointed out consistently, it did not involve cla3si-
fled information, and if there is any evidence that Senator Leahy
or Senator Durenberger have ever released classified information,
any member who has that information should bring it forward.

I just want to say that if the President was concerned that either
Senator Leahy or Senator Durenberger were untrustworthy, then
he could have gone to the "Big Four.' That is the leadership of the
House and the Senate. And if the President did not feel that the
two leaders of the House and the two leaders of the Senate were
trustworthy, I think we are in big trouble as a country.

I think that disclosure on the part of Senator Leahy ought to be
placed in context. We were opposed to the release of that docu-
ment. It was, in fact, inadvertently or unwittingly leaked, however.
Nonetheless, I think Senator Leahy's departure from the commit-
tee was a strong signal that we on the Senate Intelligence Commit-
tee are not going to tolerate it, and that indeed the administration
can have faith and confidence in the committee of the House and
the committee of the Senate.

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much. The Chair recognizes
Senator Heflin for 15 minutes.

Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Meese, I would like to get into the question a
little bit concerning the legality of the decision that was made by
which the profits from the arms sales were diverted or given to the
Contras-not from the viewpoint of the Boland Amendment, but
from the authority of the official who made the decision.

It appears that it was Admiral Poindexter, but from the view-
point of leaving that possibility open, it-Mr. Fortier or somebody
else possibly could-but from the viewpoint of the person who
made the decision, and assuming that it was-that it was an offi-
cial of the National Security Council or in that office, there is no
question in your mind that other than the President, there would
be no one who would have the authority, if it was otherwise legal,
to have made the decision, is there?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir. There is no doubt in my mind
that the authority would have to come from the President.
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Mr. HEFLIN. So we really have what is basically a decision that
was made that was an illegal act.

Now, if you had had a written document and the name of Ronald
Reagan had been forged to it, it would have been an illegal docu-
ment, would it not have been?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. So we have what is in the effect of close to being the

moral equivalent of a forgery that occurred-forgery usually mean-
ing the signature, but the act itself was unauthorized, illegal, and,
in effect, technically because of that creates a nullity relative to its
authority, power and its scope; would you not agree?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir. I think I would generally
agree with that statement, that there's no question that there was
no authority for the actions that took place.

Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir.
Now, do we have on the statute books criminal statutes relative

to unauthorized acts by officials who do not have the authority?
Attorney General MEESE. It would depend, Senator, on the par-

ticular circumstances.
In this case it is conceivable that, because funds were involved,

that the statutes relating to misappropriation of funds would be ap-
plicable under a variety of circumstances that may be present here.

Mr. HEFLIN. Now, do we-well, I will ask this, do you feel that
our laws are adequate to prevent the unauthorzed sale or the
misuse of government property or government money?

Attorney General MEESE. To the best of my knowledge, Senator,
the current laws that we have are adequate, and we really
wouldn't know the answer to that in this case until we see the re-
sults of the independent counsel's investigation.

But based upon the preliminary review that was done by the De-
partment of Justice in the Criminal Division and in our Office of
Legal Counsel, I would say adequate laws do exist on the books for
coverage of the kind of situation here.

Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir.
Now, you mentioned-relative to ownership of the money in the

bank accounts, you mentioned the constructive trust. A lot of lay
people probably don't understand what a constructive trust is.

Can you give us sort of a capsule definition of a constructive
trust?

Attorney General MEESE. Basically the theory would go, Sena-
tor-as you probably know better than I, from your experience as a
judg-but it would be based upon the Agency idea, and that is
that a person who is an agent of the U.S. Government and who
sells U.S. Government property ana makes a profit on that sale,
that is not entitled to keep that profit for himself or herself or to
divert it to some other use of that person's choice, but rather that
that-those profits also become the property of the United States,
and that anyone who then misappropriates those funds may them-
selves be guilty of a crime.

Mr. HEFLIN. Would you agree-this is-I am quoting from
Black's Law Dictionary, not always a good source of law, but it sort
of succinctly there puts it. It quotes a constructive trust as being a
trust created by the operation of law against one who, by actual or
constructive fraud, by duress, or by abuse of confidence, or by com-
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mission of wrong, or by any form of unconscionable conduct or
other questionable means, has obtained or holds legal right to prop-
erty which he should not, in equity and good conscience, hold and
enjoy. That is the definition.

It would appear that your constructive trust concept here may go
back to the-also further to the illegality of the authorization to go
forward with the diversion as it would apply to the properties that
were acquired pursuant to the diversion, such as airplanes, other
properties which might be there.

Would you agree with that?
Attorney General MEESE. It is possible, Senator. And these are

facts, of course, that I don't have, so it is difficult to comment.
Let me say, however, we have been talking about essentially ab-

stract theories. I want to make it clear that I am not saying that
anyone is guilty of any crimes. This is a matter for the independ-
ent counsel, and also-I say this particularly because I have a very
high regard for the individuals involved, and I think it is important
to recognize that there may be a lot of equitable reasons and other
matters that are involved that would have to be judged by someone
who is weighing the entire situation.

So what I have said is really talking to you in the abstract,
rather than either saying that anyone is guilty of any crime or
anyone should be accused of any crime.

Mr. HEFLIN. Well, I agree with you. I am certainly-do not want
to be construed as having put forth an idea that anybody is guilty,
because I think that's a determination that has to be made through
the criminal process that we are going through.

But these matters are things that I think we will bear in mind,
because really the question, one of the probable areas we ought to
look at, is the question if an illegal act did occur and it is the cause
for many, many of the problems that we are confronted with today
as to whether or not the laws are adequate to take care of illegal
acts in the future.

Now, while we are speaking on a legal basis, I wonder if you
might recall, at the time that you made the decision to seek the
appointment of an independent counsel in this case, what criminal
laws did you consider might be-might have been violated which
would have therefore caused you to move into the area of request-
ing an independent counsel?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, it is my recollection that the
kinds of laws that might be involved, might possibly have 'been in-
volved, went to misappropriation of government funds or defraud-
ing of the government-the kinds of things we have just been dis-
cussing.

I say might be involved, because that's exactly what it was. We
were not able, under the independent counsel statute, to use some
of the procedures that you would normally use-grand jury testi-
mony, granting of immunity and the like-in the Justice Depart-
ment in our opinion because of the fact that officials involved were
high-level persons in the White House or the National Security
Council staff, and it was for that reason that we felt the spirit of
the independent counsel act clearly mandated our seeking the ap-
pointment of an independent counsel through the District-
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through the Special Division of the Court for the Circuit Court for
the District of Columbia.

Mr. HEFLIN. Let me leave legal matters and ask you, in your
press conference that you had on the 25th of November at which
you announced the resignation of Admiral Poindexter and the dis-
missal of Colonel North, you used then that there could have been
from 10 to 30 million dollars diverted from profits of the arms sale
to the Contra use.

How did you calculate that bracket of from 10 to 30 million?
Attorney General MEESE. As I mentioned at that news confer-

ence, we didn't have all the facts at that time so we had to do some
rough calculations, and I said, I believe on some 40 occasions, that
there was more to come, more information to come, and that we
didn't have total information on which to base the different items
of information that were being revealed.

But i. that particular matter, I believe Colonel North told us
that in the one transaction that he remembered clearly, that he
thought that there were about $12 million 'hat had resulted from
that transaction which had gone to the Freedom Fighters in Nica-
ragua. He said he thought it was either two or-that there was
either one or two additional situations.

And so trying to get some kind of a bracket, as you say, I indicat-
ed in the news conference that the amount was probably some-
where between 10 and 30 million dollars, just getting a rough ap-
proximation based on what we had been told on the previous
Sunday.

Mr. HEFLIN. I'm led to believe that-and it may be erroneous,
but this is my understanding-that relative to the decision to ter-
minate Colonel North rather than allow him to resign, that this de-
cision was made largely between you and Mr. Donald Regan, per-
haps with the President.

Who recommended-whose idea was it that Colonel North be
fired rather than being allowed to resign his position?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, I can't remember for sure.
It was not a matter of firing him per se. It was a matter of trans-

ferring him back to the Marine Corps where he was on detail.
Mr. HEFLIN. Well, it comes out to the public he was fired.
Attorney General MEESE. It comes out the same way, I agree

with you.
I think there was no question in anybody's mind that his contin-

ued service on the National Security Council staff was probably not
advisable at that point, and therefore it was a matter that his situ-
ation was different than that of Admiral Poindexter, who was an
appointed or-in terms of the White House parlance-had a com-
mission from the President which he would have to resign.

Colonel North was in a different category. He was assigned to
the White House or to the National Security Council staff by the
Marine Corps, so it was simply a matter of having that detail be
removed and he be transferred back. So there were two different
types of personnel actions.

As far as who-it was decided-it was discussed among the three
of us at least-there may have been others there-the three of us
being the President, Mr. Regan, and myself.
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I can't recall exactly who soid what, but I think it is obvious that
Mr. Regan, as the Chief of Staff of the White House, had a major
role in it.

Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Chairman, I have no further ouestions.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Fascell is recognized.
Mr. FASCELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, on December 10 of last year the Director

of the CIA testified before the Foreign Affairs Committee. He had
previously testified, I believe, before the Senate and House Intelli-
gence Committees, and without characterizing the testimony in
any way-it is not my purpose here-I noticed that your Assistant
Attorney General for Legislative Affairs was there during the
whole hearing, took copious notes.

The question I have is-and I think that is standard; we see that
all the time-did he report to you as to what had transpired in
that hearing?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Fascell, I don't have any recollec-
tion that he did.

This was on the 10th of December?
Mr. FASCELL. Yes.
Attorney General MEESE. 1986?
I don't have any recollection. It is entirely possible that he might

have reported to me on the hearing. But I just don't recall it at this
time.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, I know he's a good notetaker. I am sure if he
had detected anything at all that should be flagged as well as just
what the general trend of the testimony was, I know that he would
report that to you. I just assume that. I take judicial notice of that.

I'm just wondering if you have any independent recollection as to
whether or not he told you at that time that the testimony given
by the Director at that meeting was totally in conflict with some-
thing that you already knew to the contrary.

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir. I don't recall anything like
that. And I don't recall any of the subject matter that you are re-
ferring to.

Mr. FASCELL. Now, the chances are that if that had occurred, it
would certainly be noted in his notes, and it would come to your
attention if he thought it was important.

I am just surmising that. You don't have to agree or disagree.
In other hearings and also in depositions taken for this hearing,

there have been representatives of your office in attendance. They
have taken many notes, and I suppose John Bolton was the chief
among them.

I assume that they reported to you, since he works for you, as to
what the contents of those notes were, or he has some reason for
taking them.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. From time to time there may have
been reports. Part of it was just to, I'm sure, record the informa-
tion so as to have that information available if testimony was pre-
pared or if other-for other reasons, including meetings such as
this.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, now, as a matter of fact, on November when-
ever it was-when the President said I've got to have somebody
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look at this, review this whole thing, you were that person. So you
were in charge--

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. FASCELL. -of looking at this entire matter. You talked to the

principals who are involved and you conducted your review-I
want to stay away from the formality of the matter-you conduct-
ed your review and at or about the same timeframe and from then
on there were hearings, all kinds of things were happening. But
the real part of this didn't start, as far as these committees are
concerned, until after we were organized, January, February, or
whenever it was.

Then we started taking a lot of depositions, and I assume, as a
normal function of the Attorney General's Office, you would have
to keep up with everything that was going on-you're still Presi-
dent's chief legal officer.

Now, the same thing was happening in the State Department
and the CIA. All the depositions and the hearings, they had note-
takers from State and from CIA.

Now, did those offices, that is, the general counsels or whoever
they are, did they report back to the Attorney General as to what
they had observed or heard?

Attorney General MEESE. At the various hearings?
Mr. FASCELL. Various hearings or depositions or whatever.
Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe they did. They may have

in particular instances, but as far as I know in general, they prob-
ably would not have.

Mr. FASCELL. But as far as anything that came within your gen-
eral interest area, as the Attorney General, you would do the
normal thing and have your note takers present, and that informa-
tion would be correlated, consolidated, and reviewed or whatever?

Attorney General MEESE. Ideally that is true. Sometimes there
are so many things going on that the correlation, consolidation,
and review is not as complete as we would like to have it. But in
riny event, the notetakers would probably be there.

Mr. FASCELL. It would help this committee, it seems to me, if we
had the benefit of that because I am sure the note takers were very
,ensitive to any differences or even intonation that might possibly
shed some light as to what was going on and if we haven't done
that, Mr. Chairman, I think it would be very essential for us to get
John Bolton's notes and anybody else's who had some responsibil-
ity dealing with this Iran affair, particularly at the time the Attor-
ney General was put in charge of the review.

Again, I am not ascribing that anything is wrong, but it seems to
me we have so much information, yet we have so much informa-
tion that we don't have, it would be useful to get the information
that we don't have.

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Fascell, I believe in the case of the
Justice Department, almost every piece of information we have has
been presented to the committee.

I know that, as I mentioned yesterday, some 36,000 pages of ma-
terials have been provided.

In the case of Mr. Bolton's notes that you described, most of the
time Mr. Bolton only takes notes for immediate purposes of report-
ing if there is any reason to report and when transcripts of hear-
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ings become available, he routinely then discards his notes because
the transcript is a more accurate way of depicting what went on
than the notes themselves.

Mr. FASCELL. I don't know whether I agree with that. The tran-
script will not reveal what Mr. Bolton said or wrote and if we don't
have those notes, I would be a little bit unhappy and surprised that
they are not available, since they would make a tremendous contri-
bution to this committee.

I have not seen any. Maybe somebody on the committee staff
knows that they are here.

Now let me just switch gears a minute, because you see it would
be very important for you to know as Attorney General if the testi-
mony given in a hearing was in direct conflict with the facts as
early as possible.

I just can't-you know, I for some reason have a hard time with
that and it would have to be relayed to the question of do you turn
it over to the Criminal Division, do you go to independent counsel,
all that may have been in your mind.

At some point in time, you may have decided well there is so
much here, I just can't take a chance, there is potential criminal
liability, it is a possibility, and we have to avoid the conflict and we
just have no choice, we have got to go for the independent counsel.

But my recollection is when it started out, there wasn't much en-
thusiasm for an independent counsel. That is the way I recall it.

Whether that is fair or not, I don't know.
Now, you had a press conference with the President, and I think

I know part of the answer, but why did you have that press confer-
ence with the President?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Fascell, the reason was that the
President, as I mentioned I believe in my opening statement and a
couple of times since, the President was adamant that the informa-
tion that we had at that time be presented to the Congress and to
the American people, and as I believe I indicated in my opening
statement, the purpose was to make it clear that there would be no
withholding of information from the American public and from the
Congress and that there would be absolutely no basis for any
charge of any coverup, and I think that was a wise decision of the
President which has been validated in effect by a number of the
comments that were made during the course of this hearing.

Mr. FASCELL. I think it was a wise thing to do also, Mr. Meese. I
have no argument with that. But what got me is something that
we have dwelled on a long time here about North's surprise when
he found out what was happening. He was a little bit stronger than
that when he was testifying, so was Secord, and Poindexter a little
less so.

But you know, basically, and I am paraphrasing here, the record
will speak for itself, but as I remember Colonel North's position on
this, based on a direct question and an answer thereto, he said,
"Man, they just threw us over the side."

Now, what I have been struggling with this whole time is why he
would have that feeling. In fact, I got a total feeling of animosity as
far as the AG was concerned.

One would be led to conclude that he was literally shocked out of
his boots that, one, the information would be made public. You
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have testified you have no reason to understand why he would take
that attitude.

Attorney General MESE. Oh, no, Mr. Fascell, I can understand
why he would take that attitude because Colonel North, as you
know from his testimony here, believed deeply in what he was
doing, and I have a very great respect for Colonel North, I have a
great respect for his exemplary military record and for him as a
person, and I can fully understand why he would have that view.

At the same time, I hope he and others would understand the
position that the President and I were placed in, and that is that
neither of us could carry out our responsibilities with the possibili-
ty that someone would claim that we were withholding information
from the public, from the Congress, or that we were trying to
engage in some kind of a coverup and that in the long run the in-
terests of the United States would be harmed more by a failure to
reveal this information promptly as we did.

Mr. FASCELL. Well General, I thoroughly agree with you and it
would be unreasonable it seems to me except in the heat of passion
or as you say enthusiasm, to assume that the diversion could
remain secret forever. That was the judgment you had to make,
wasn't it?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, and also there was the matter
of the integrity of the administration and of the Government in
terms of something that had been unauthorized and something
that had major policy implications as far as both the administra-
tion and the Congress.

Mr. FASCELL. Now you also had to make another decision in that
press conference, and that was that you had to say that-with dis-
claimers, you were right in doing it that way-that there was a di-
version of funds, and that-and this was a preliminary decision
with disclaimers, but this money did not belong to the United
States Government, as I recall your statement at the time, and I
know that you have allowed yourself plenty of room to deal with
the fact that it might be U.S. Government money through con-
structive trust or conspiracy or otherwise.

I know that, so I am not-but what gets me is why did you have
to make that statement at that time? What was your judgment in
saying we have discovered a diversion of funds, it is X number of
dollars, and we believe to start with that it is not public money?

Attorney General MEESE. The distinction I was trying to make,
Mr. Fascell, and perhaps did not make it sufficiently accurately at
the time was that this was not taxpayers' money in the sense that
if somebody had taken money out of appropriated funds.

Mr. FASCELL. In other words, it wasn't appropriated funds.
Attorney General MEESE. I wanted to make it clear that this was

not appropriated funds which were being diverted, but rather that
if was from the profits of the arms transactions which were over
and above and beyond anything in the nature of appropriated
funds.

Mr. FASCELL. I must confess, General, that when I first read that,
the impact on me was, well, folks, we have done our job, now we
want to tell you that arms went there and it was extra money, but
don't worry because it really doesn't belong to the United States.
That is the impression I got.
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Attorney General MEESE. Perhaps the phraseology, in retrospect,
with the time we have had to discuss the matter, we might have
changed the phraseology. I thing the important think was--

Mr. FASCELL.-to set it out.
Attorney General MEESE. Number one at that time to get it out,

but as I mentioned earlier in my testimony today, we also immedi-
ately took steps to safeguard whatever money was still available so
that it could be recovered for the benefit of the United States based
upon the appropriate legal theories.

Mr. FASCELL. Were you consulted or involved in the decision as
to when the President would appear-for example, at the press
conference, a decision was made to have the President with you to
demonstrate a follow-on, I gather, of the President's request and
order, and that here you were, the chief legal officer, responding to
the American people. Did you participate in that decision?

Attorney General MEESE. The President said that he wanted per-
sonally to present this to the American people, and really I was
along as a supporting player, if you will, because I had the factual
information on the basis of what had happened that weekend and
that was the reason that he asked me to lay out the facts for the
people.

I might also say, if I could Mr. Fascell, just so that there is no
misunderstanding, I did not consider what we were doing was toss-
ing anyone over the side. As I mentioned, I have great respect for
the individuals involved, and I think in that news conference I was
very careful not to attach any blame or charge of illegality against
any of the people who were involved, but merely to report what we
had found. That was important to me at that time and it is still
important to me today.

Mr. FASCELL. The decision then for either Presidential state-
ments or other statements coming out of the administration after
you took charge of this operation, were you involuVed in those deci-
sions? Did you participate in that on the basis of your fact finding,
your legal background, et cetera?

Attorney General MEESE. I participated in the decision to bring
this to the attention of the American public on Tuesday, the 25th
of November, but it was hardly a decision. There was no one who
voiced a contrary opinion that I know of in the circle around the
President.

Also, I participated briefly in some other subsequent decisions
about public information, but it was only a very tangential partici-
pation.

MN r. FASCELL. So as far as, if you want to call it, the spin or the
presentation to the American people was concerned, once you had
made your report you were basically out of it; you didn't write
speeches or worry about the timing?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not.
Mr. FASCELL. The reason that I ask is because I was curious.

Colonel North testified he even wrote speeches for the President,
and that meant you know that they were really close in trying to
decide what to say and how to say it and what to do.

It just occurred to me that the chief legal officer of the United
States would be involved in those decisions or should be. I am a
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little bit surprised that you weren't. I mean we are talking about
legal questions here.

Attorney General MEESE. On legal questions, I was involved.
There is also a White House counsel that gives day-to-day legal
advice. I was involved on some legal matters that took place after
that, for example the decision to announce that we were seeking
an independent counsel-that was the kind of decision where I
would be involved in the legal aspects of it. The timing of when it
was announced or who announced it would be in the province of
others.

Mr. FASCELL. Thank you, General.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Broomfield.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, welcome.
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. I'm happy to see you here, and I want to com-

pliment you on your appearance. I think you have been very direct
and candid with the committee, and I think it has been obviously
very useful.

Listening to you over the last couple of days, I think frankly you
have been somewhat maligned by statements made by people
before you made your appearance before this committee. I think
statements that your investigation attempted to cover up are some-
how inappropriate, before you testified to this committee, in my
judgment, has been regrettable. Characterizing your testimony
prior to your appearance prejudges the public perception of your
participation in these matters.

Mr. Attorney General, I think it is extremely important that
your involvement in gathering the facts be placed in context. You
discovered the diversion memorandum on September-November
the 22d, as I recall. Within 3 days after your discovery, the Presi-
dent disclosed the Contra connection and made it public to the
American people. A lot has been said about the destruction of evi-
dence, but if your factfinding mission had not discovered the diver-
sion memo, it may have been possible for Colonel North and others
obviously to eliminate all documentation of the Contra fund diver-
sion.

I say-some of them may say that you did your job too well.
Your testimony before the committee has been very useful and you
have been very cooperative and responsive to the committee re-
quests for information.

I have just three or four questions that I would like to ask you
regarding the decisionmaking process. I think it would be helpful
for our committee.

My first question is-should the attorneyy General always be a
participant in the review of Presidential Covert Action Findings?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, Mr. Broomfield, I believe that the
Attorney General should. I think that the opportunity for the De-
partment of Justice to review such Findings in advance of a meet-
ing, to be sure that their form is sufficient as to satisfy the require-
ments of the law and to provide advice to the Pre. ident on the
Finding, should be and is a very valuable bit of information that
can be provided to the President.
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It is also my understanding that this is a procedure which the
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs is current-
ly developing, and we look forward to participating in such a proc-
ess, and I believe it would be a very valuable addition to make that
a standard operating procedure.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Should the Attorney General be a participant
in Presidential Findings which authorize activities contrary to ex-
plicit U.S. policies adopted through law or executive order?

Attorney General MEESE. I think absolutely an Attorney General
should be involved in the consideration of such matters.

I would expect that there would be very few, if any, such Find-
ings or such projects contemplated by an administration, but there
may be exigent circumstances where it is necessary, and I think to
have sound legal advice is very important in those situations.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Should the Attorney General participate in
covert activities in which the transfer of U.S. military e quilmer t
or the employment of U.S. personnel overseas is involved?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe that the Attorney General
should participate in the decisionmaking process as to such covert
activities, yes.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. What about covert activities that could be in
conflict with specific international legal obligations of the United
States?

Attorney General MEESE. I think it is important that the Attor-
ney General and the Justice Department be involved in the consid-
eration of such measures, particularly so that they can provide
complete, adequate and thorough advice to the President in regard
to what international law or international legal matters might in-
dicate, so that he will have the benefit of that advice in making his
decision on the matter.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Attorney General.
Mr. Chairman, I will reserve the balance of my time.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Trible.
Mr. TRIBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Attorney General,

good afternoon.
The legal and factual questions that I had planned on pursuing

have been more than adequately covered.
So what I would like to do is turn to a couple of institutional

matters, if I might, Mr. Attorney General.
As you know, the committee's attention is now turning to its

report and to the legislative recommendations that we will make to
the Congress. To that end I want to pursue some of your earlier
and very brief comments to Senator Rudman about the procedures
that apply in the Presidential Finding process.

In the early years of the Reagan administration all Presidential
Findings for covert activities were seen by the Department of Jus-
tice. Your predecessor, William French Smith, insisted on that.

Then, because of the opposition, it seems, of the CIA and the Na-
tional Security staff, a decision was made to discontinue that prac-
tice.

I would say parenthetically, that was before you became the At-
torney General of the United States.

To date there have been 33 Findings during the Reagan years; 17
were reviewed by the Justice Department and 16 were not.
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Let me ask you, if I might, a couple of quick questions about that
procedure.

Is there an established procedure in the administration in regard
to who should review Findings? For example, why is it that in
some instances the Attorney General is consulted, sometimes not?
Often the Secretary of State will be consulted, sometimes not.

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, it is my understanding that
there has been a difference in the way Findings have been handled
in the past and that there has not necessarily been a procedure
that has been routinely followed in the handling of Findings.

It is also my understanding from conversations with Mr. Car-
lucci, the current Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs, that a change is being made to develop a specific process,
and that this will include, with a high degree of definiteness, which
officials are consulted in the case of Findings, and that would in-
clude the Attorney General as well as the Secretary of State.

So I think the thrust of my answer to your question is that while
there has been some difference in the way these things have been
handled in the past, I think that a standard procedure, as I men-
tioned to Mr. Broomfield, is being developed at the present time
and will guide the handling of these Findings in the future.

Mr. TRIBLE. Heretofore then there really was no one that was di-
recting or monitoring that process?

Attorney General MEESE. The process was directed and moni-
tored, if you will, by the National Security Council staff, but there
was not a routine review of these by other officials who participate
in the activities of the National Security Council itself.

Mr. TRIBLE. Surely the Attorney General should have the oppor-
tunity to be consulted and you have said that here today. You have
also mentioned the Secretary of State.

What about the Vice President and Secretary of Defense? They,
too, of course, are statutory members of the National Security
Council and would have important input.

Attorney General MEESE. I believe that all of the statutory mem-
bers of the National Security Council, as well as the statutory ad-
visers, the Director of Central Intelligence and the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, should participate in the review of covert ac-
tions.

I also believe that the appointed members of the National Securi-
ty Council-which would include the Secretary of the Treasury, the
Attorney General, and the Chief of Staff of the White House, who
normally attend National Security Council meetings-should also
be consulted.

Mr. TRIBLE. So basically what you are saying is that when the
administration contemplates these kinds of activities, that all the
wise men should be consulted, because that is an important part of
the process, is it not?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe it is, and I think that the
whole idea of having a National Security Council was to have a
single body which ccald provide the kind of advice that a President
needs on these kinds of issues, and that certainly Covert Action
Findings and covert action projects are the kind of thing that are
contemplated as the ideal subject matter for National Security
Council deliberations.
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Mr. TRIBLE. As Attorney General, you also believe that Findings
should be reduced to writing as well?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, without question.
Mr. TRIBLE Let me turn our attention to the issue of congres-

sional notification, hard to define, but obviously an important part
of the process. The National Security Act, as you well know, re-
quires prior notification to the Intelligence Committees of the
House and Senate for all covert activities. Where there is no prior
authorization or prior consultation or notification, the committees
must be informed in a timely fashion.

Now, there is no statutory definition of timely fashion, and it
may well be impossible to legislate one, but we have to have a
better sense of what it is that represents timely notice. What, in
your view as Attorney General, should constitute timely notice?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, I think that in the normal sit-
uation, timely notice, if there has not been prior notification, would
seem to me to be something in the neighborhood of 48 hours. I be-
lieve that there are currently discussions going on between repre-
sentatives of the National Security Council staff and representa-
tives of the standing Committees on Intelligence at developing
some kind of a procedure such as that.

Mr. TRIBLE. Forty-eight hours might not be enough time in my
own view, but certainly 11 months is too long, so there has to be
notification in a more timely manner.

As I understand your testimony, you were consulted in terms of
the January Finding, and it was your view that this was going to
be a short-lived operation, that notification would follow promptly.
And then you really were kind of cut out of the process, is that not
the case?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct, as I believe I stated in
my opening statement. It was apparent that I was not among those
who had a need to know, and I certainly accept that. I would think,
however, in regard to timely-going back to what you mentioned
about timely matters, there may be occasions when, as you point
out, 48 hours is too short a period of time. There may be exigent
circumstances in very rare cases where more time is necessary for
some peculiar condition which might include some jeopardy or
things like that.

But I think as far as the timeliness, certainly a way to prevent it
from going to something like 11 months is that the National Secu-
rity Council itself should periodically review covert actions, par-
ticularly those which have initially a short timeframe but which do
drag on, and I think that would be another way to have periodic,
on a quarterly basis or a 60-day basis, a regular review of covert
actions, particularly if there is any circumstance where Congress
has not been notified, to be sure that there still is validity, number
one, to the action itself and, number two, to the delay in notifica-
tion of Congress.

Mr. TRIBLE. What we need to do is to construct a process where
decisions can be made in confidence and yet not in a vacuum. It
seems to me we have to find a way in which the wise heads within
the administration can be fully consulted and at the same time the
administration and the Congress can move forward together. Clear-
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ly, that is essential if we are going to have coherent policy on the
one hand and succeed on the other.

Attorney General MEESE. I agree with you entirely, Senator, and
I know that is the desire of President Reagan. ie has specifically
requested Mr. Carlucci to develop that kind of a process so that
that relationship will result from an effective understanding be-
tween the two branches as to how they can best work together for
a constructive policy-constructive process that will produce the
best results in terms of a policy that will be supported by both the
executive and the congressional branch.

Mr. TRIBLE. Let us pursue thcse matters. We would welcome
your advice and counsel, and I thank you for your testimony and
yield back the balance of my time.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Foley
Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Attorney General, the day is growing late, so I'm

not going to take my full time. In fact, I was going to put some
questions to you that were the questions that Senator Trible exam-
ined. I think they are important questions, and I want to compli-
ment you on the answers, and I hope that this will be the effort of
the President to establish a regular review of covert actions and to
establish some understanding of what timely notice is meant to be.
I think this is a very constructive addition to the hearings.

Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, general. I just want to put a plug in for flexibil-

ity. When it comes to timely notice, 48 hours is relatively meaning-
less. I would say one should measure timely notice by the nature of
the event rather than the ticking of the clock.

For example, in Iran we had about six of our people over there
who found their way into the Canadian Embassy, and it took, 3
months to get them out--some very fine work by the Canadians
and our CIA. And the Canadians insisted that no notice be given to
anybody because their citizens' lives were at stake, and one must
respect that, and one doesn't want to be violating the law by re-
specting the wishes of a third country.

So I am not concerned with the phrase "timely notice." I think
that is about all one should say, and the events should determine
whether it is timely or not, in my humble opinion..

Let me comment about some benign criticism that the President
had the bad taste to appoint a friend to be Attorney General.

One must smile at that because of the ultimate appointment of a
friend was by the revered John F. Kennedy who put his brother in
office, and as one passes the hallowed halls of the Justice Depart-
ment, past the portrait of Ramsey Clark and others, I think we are
fortunate to have Edwin Meese in there, and the fact that the
President put someone in whom he has known, in whom he has
confidence and trust, it seems to me is an asset, not a liability.

I, too, however, perhaps-contrary to Mr. Bolton for whom my
admiration is boundless-don't think badly of the independent
counsel concept.

When Griffin Bell was Attorney General and Hamilton Jordan
had some problems-which happily were resolved in his favor-but
I felt it perhaps inappropriate that Griffin Bell deal with that. I
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think that situation is true for members of the Reagan administra-
tion.

So I have no problem with independent counsels. Perhaps there
is some way to structure the law so there is some more accountabil-
ity and perhaps to a panel of court, but I have no problem with
that.

But I notice we in Congress distance ourselves from our own al-
leged peccadillos, the ethical problems that Members of the House
and Senate have. We aren't enamored of the idea of an independ-
ent counsel looking into our problems.

We keep it inside in the club, so to speak.
And you know, as one who may be the beneficiary of that club

some day, God forbid, I can understand the attachment to that
notice, but it seems to me a little-I detect a little of the sound of
tin when people complain about lack of zeal for the concept of inde-
pendent counsel, when they themselves remove themselves phys-
ically and spiritually and politically from the same concept.

Now, my friend from Maine, who is not here-yes, he is here. In
fact, I say my dear friend from Maine, now that is here.

Mr. COHEN. What would you say if I were not here?
Mr. HYDE. My very dear friend. I wouldn't want to overdo it, but

nonetheless, he talked about the hat trick. Only he had a different
hat trick. He said fool the Ayatollah, fool Congress, and help the
Contras. That was his hat trick.

My version of that hat z- *ck was, use the assets of tyranny to
support the cause of freedom and maybe get some hostages out.
That is a real hat trick.-Assuming it is legal and assuming it
works.

I am not yet convinced, having listened to the dialog between
yourself and members of this committee, that there was a diver-
sion. I don't know.

The constructive trust idea is interesting.
Judge Heflin read a definition from Black's Law Dictionary that

I suppose is acceptable, but as I understand it, General Secord
bought the weapons from the CIA, paid upfront whatever they
charged, whatever they wanted.

They didn't release the weapons until he paid for them. Then he
- in turn sold them to Ghorbanifar.

Now, he also marked them up for handling charges, insurance,
transportation, and whatever. He set the final price, the ultimate
price to Ghorbanifar, who then dealt with the Iranians.

Now I am not altogether convinced that those proceeds necessari-
ly belong to the Treasury since Secord bought them from the CIA.
and paid whatever they wanted in front. I don't know. I think
there is an argument there.

I suspect without knowing that some of those millions are being
held in another constructive trust, perhaps for some Iranians who
were willing to pay those prices in the expectation that there
would be some baksheesh, I believe the term is. I don't know.

But I wouldn't rule that out, as the phrase goes around here.
Attorney General MEESE. I think you will remember I was speak-

ing only hypothetically and did not come to any conclusions along
that line for the reasons you suggested.
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Mr. HYDE. I understand. I understand. I think it is a fascinating
legal problem. We have all rushed to judgment on it, and I have
not seen a real analysis yet. But I am sure that will happen in an-
other place, perhaps at another time.

Mr. Attorney General, in an earlier Congress, when-where
many members of this committee served, I might add-I am speak-
ing of April 23d, 1980-it seemed to me we had a clearer under-
standing of the value of secrecy, where hostages lives were in-
volved.

There were two resolutions of inquiry in the House demanding
that the Carter administration tell Congress everything they knew,
had done-documents, information, about relations with the Shah,
any arrangements made to take care of the Shah, now that he had
left Iran, abdicated-and the other resolution was for all of the de-
tails of our relationship with Iran, and those two resolutions were
debated on the Floor of the House, and one if the people engaging
in the debate, who is also a member of this committee, his ideas
prevailed, I might add.

He said, "To accuse the Whitc House-" and this may be "deja
vu again," Mr. Attorney General-"To accuse the White House
and the State Department of ineptitude is indeed like shooting fish
in a barrel. But what does it profit us? It is our government. It is
the only government we have, and if we continue to publicly dis-
play our lack of confidence in our government, we continue to pro-
vide grist for a Soviet miscalculation.

"Mr. Speaker, the stakes are extremely high. It is not simply
springing 50 hostages. The Soviets are poised on the borders and if
we continue to show division to the international community on
the home front, if we continue to divert our attention from the in-
credible breaches of decency that have occurred by the Iranian
Government and talk about division and ineptitude and lack of
support on the home front, we encourage the Soviet Union and the
militants in Iran to say, 'Look, they are falling all over themselves.
The longer we hold on, the more they will continue to snipe at
their government.'

"I think the stakes are too high to put our dirty linen-and
indeed it may be dirty linen-out on the line for the world to see.
Therefore, I support the motion to table."

And I might point out both of these resolutions were tabled by
overwhelming votes of 342 to 57, 314 to 90. And every member on.
this committee that was in the House of Representatives on that
date, save one, voted to table those resolutions, recognizing the
need for the lives of the hostages being in jeopardy, the need for
protecting them.

So, as I say, what goes around comes around. Maybe we will
come back to those times when there was more sensitivity to the
lives of hostages, thus permitting some secrecy.

Now, leaks have been mentioned by my friend from Wyoming.
That is a very sensitive subject up here, because there is a myth
that we don't leak. It all happens down the street somewhere.

The truth is, of course, everybody leaks. The executive-more
leaks from the executive, because there are more people connected
with the executive.

You talk to the State Department, all of the agencies.
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I guess per capita, we might leak more up here. I don't know of
any scientist-maybe Norman Ornstein could go into that, taking
time out from whatever it is he is doing.

Yesterday's New York Times had a fascinating little squib on
leaking, a poll on leaking. I don't have the page, but it is a column
called "Briefing."

It talks about leaking, defines it, and points out that there was a
poll in a magazine called American Politics that circulated to what
it calls Washington insiders, Members of Congress, government of-
ficials, lawyers, lobbyists, and diplomats.

Of 780 readers who filled out a questionnaire in the June issue,
28 percent admitted to having engaged in leaking.

I won't tell you how many were Democrats or Republicans, be-
cause we are, if nothing, we are nonpartisan in this committee.

I will say this: philosophically, 36 percent of the leakers said they
were liberals; 29 percent moderates-I guess that is a euphemism
for progressive-and 23 percent conservatives.

So we have 65 percent of the leakers admit they are moderates
or liberals and 23 percent conservative.

I don't know what that adds to our store of information here, but
I kind of like that statistic.

Thank you, General.
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Mr. Hyde.
Chairman INOUYE. The Chair recognizes Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, I know it is late. I know you are anxious

to get this session completed, and I suspect you are only slightly
more anxious than we are. But there are two or three questions I
think might be helpful to add to the record at this point just to
kind of round out the testimony that you have given.

I noticed on, in particular, on page 13 of your opening statement,
I will just read from it, I think you will remember that you had
said that you had discussed the matter of the fact-gathering in-
quiry with FBI Director William Webster, who concurred that it
would be inappropriate to utilize FBI investigators.

I wonder if you would tell us why it-why you and he thought it
would be inappropriate at that stage to use FBI investigators?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator McClure, the reason was that
this was essentially a policy factfinding responsibility and putting
together facts that had occurred within the Executive Branch. It
was not an investigation, either criminal or civil, in the normal
sense, and both Director Webster and I were mindful that previous
Presidents had been severely criticized for using the FBI for
normal administrative purposes for the benefit or policy purposes
for the benefit of the administration rather than for the purpose
for which funds were appropriated, namely for primarily criminal
investigations.

Mr. MCCLURE. I know some have been very critical of you for the
fact you had not launched this investigation as a criminal investi-
gation at an earlier time, and you have rather extensively an-
swered that question in several different ways today, but I think it
is one of the more puzzling-and perplexing to a number of
people-as to why if you had these hints of wrongdoing, why didn't
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you seal the records, lock up the doors, and exclude the personnel,
and be worried about shredding documents and so on?

It has also been suggested here, I think by earlier witnesses and
alluded to today, that Poindexter, McFarlane, and North have all
expressed some resentment of the fact that they were kind of being
left on their own, that they were not being supported by the Presi-
dent as they believed they ought to be. I think that is a fair charac-
terization of at least a portion of their testimony.

And if that is the case, what would they have done at that time
if, instead of asking them what the facts were, you had started
reading them their Miranda rights? Would you have been more
likely to get information or less?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, I think there is no question in
my mind we would have gotten less information if we had proceed-
ed in that manner, plus the fact, as you implied in your question,
that there was absolutely no basis to commence a criminal investi-
gation at that time.

Mr. MCCLURE. I do believe that a great many people are wonder-
ing about that and have suggested from time to time, indeed as has
been suggested here today, that perhaps you should have moved
more vigorously. I can understand the basis for that concern, but I
can also believe that at least at the outset, until you knew what
the facts were and had some glimmering notion of what the facts
were, you wanted to get information.

That has been one of our problems with this committee. Over the
entire period that we have been charged with the responsibility of
getting the facts out to the American public, there are parallel
criminal investigations and possible criminal action against indi-
viduals. We have had to be very careful as we tried to separate the
two. The American public is equally perplexed about why didn't we
get at it back in January? Why did we wait until so late to get at
our investigation and our hearings?

I think there is at least a parallel in your activities and ours cer-
tainly of a different character and a different time. But I want to
ask you some questions that I asked of Mr. Cooper when he was
testifying, and I will refer to his testimony, and it shows in the
transcript of the testimony before this committee on June 25,
1987-you are being handed a copy of that transcript.

I asked this question: "Mr. Cooper, I believe you testified this
morning that during the ride back to the office after your luncheon
meeting where you were informed about the diversion memo, that
the legal significance was still not clear to me. I believe you added,
it is still not clear to you today; is that a fair summary of your
statement?"

He answered: "I think that is a fair summary of my statement."
How would you regard that question and that answer?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, I think what Mr. Cooper was

saying, and I would certainly concur with it, is that the legal sig-
nificance, in terms of possible criminal culpability, is still under in-
vestigation by the Independent Counsel and will not be clear until
that investigation is complete.

Mr. MCCLURE. Further down the same page, I asked him,
"Would it be fair to say that then and now you are not certain in
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your own mind with respect to possible violations of law that may
be indicated by that memo?"

And he responded affirmatively.
Would I understand that you agree with that?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I would, Senator. I think that was

implicit in my answer to Mr. Hyde's comment on that a few min-
utes ago.

Mr. MCCLURE. And on the next page, he responded again that,
"The so-called diversion issues are not issues that I have arrived at
any judgments on."

Would you concur in that statement?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, Senator. The judgments, I think,

have to be made on the basis of all the facts as a result of an exten-
sive criminal investigation which is ongoing.

Mr. MCCLURE. The next question related to the Boland Amend-
ments, and he gave a similar answer. Would you agree with that?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. On page 272, at line 6234, I asked, "You have tes-

tified that you have come to the conclusion in your mind that at
least a good case can be made that the proceeds of that sale, the
net proceeds of that sale, are moneys that belong to the U.S. Gov-
ernment; is that correct?"

And he answered, "Yes, sir."
And I went on to say, "You were somewhat less than totally dog-

matic about that statement."
And he responded to say, "It is my view-it is my view--"
I then said, "You have indicated that it took you some time to

come to that point in your discussion or in your thinking about
that question." And I go on and discuss for some time in some
detail there in the next several questions about whether or not it
was absolutely clear as a legal question that indeed the proceeds of
the sale are property of the Federal Government of the United
States.

Mr. Meese, you have been an active attorney in a variety of dif-
ferent incarnations over the last several years. Is there any con-
ceivable legal theory under which Mr. Secord could claim that the
proceeds of the sale belong to him and not to the Federal Govern-
ment?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, Senator, without knowing all the
facts, it is hard to say, but I think, at least hypothetically, you can
conjure up theories under which that would be possible. I might
say that on that particular Monday, we had to do a considerable-
Monday, the 24th of November-we had to do a considerable
amount of checking ourselves with the Army as to the cost of the
weapons that were involved, with the CIA as to the process of the
transfer and other things, before we were able to arrive at a con-
clusion that the constructive trust theory we have heard so much
about might even apply, so that there are a lot of factual and legal
matters that would go into any determination such as that.

Mr. MCCLURE. Just as a matter of criminal law, there has to be a
union of act and intent? A person must violate a law, and he must
intend to violate it or must have a guilty mind at the time that he
performs the act in order to have the requisite basis for a criminal
prosecution; is that not correct?
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Attorney General MEESE. That is correct, Senator. And one other
aspect of it is, of course, that a person-the law must be in such a
condition that the person is given fair warning of what the crime is
that he might possibly be accused of.

Mr. MCCLURE. I think certainly the latter is true with respect to
the Boland Amendment, because there is a great deal of disagree-
ment among Members of Congress as to what is meant by that, not
to say that Congress is the best place to go to find out what the law
is. Often it is not.

I also recognize there are differences of opinion. But I mention
that with respect to the proceeds of sale, because some people have
immediately assumed that if as a matter of fact it is determined
that that money belongs to the Federal Government, there must
have been a crime in misappropriating it. That would seem to me
at least that if the parties that were involved in that had any basis
upon which they could make a claim, there-and they honestly be-
lieved the basic of that claim, that they couldn't be found guilty of
a crime.

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, there certainly-intent to de-
fraud is a necessary requirement of theft, and so there certainly is
a definite possibilities as to potential defenses that could be exer-
cised.

Mr. MCCLURE. I mention that only because I don't want this
panel nor people listening to this panel to jump to conclusions on
the basis of what it is we are talking about here. I think there are
a lot of questions that we are not going to answer. It isn't in our
charge to answer, and we cannot answer them. We are not here to
determine guilt or innocence. I am not sure even that the earlier
discussion about who is lying or who isn't lying is relevant to the
purposes of this panel.

Our determination is to try to look at process, try to determine
what did happen, and there is going to be some ambiguity left
when we finish, and as in every trial, a jury is going to be left to
make up its mind. The jury in this case is made up of the Congress
trying to determine what laws are, the administration as to what
process should be, and the American public as to who is or is not
telling the truth or is telling the truth.

Finally, Mr. Meese, there has been some talk, and you used the
term just a few minutes ago and it really troubles me. That is in
response to a question that was asked, you had been cut out of the
action after a certain point, and you had responded by saying you
understood that determinations were made on the basis of need to
know. I understand the need for compartmentalization. I under-
stand the reasons for it in terms of security, but I cannot under-
stand why there would be a determination of need to know or com-
partmentalization where it came to members of the National Secu-
rity Council.

Think one of the very essential requirements, one of the reasons
that there is a security council, is to get the variety of opinion, fol-
lowing the old adage that "two heads are better than one," that
somehow in the process, you better have a number of responsible
officials look at matters of this kind. And the statute structures
who is on the National Security Council. I can't conceive of the cir-
cumstances in which any member of the National Security Council
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should or could be excluded from the right to know on the basis of
need to know. It just seems to me that that is by definition impossi-
ble.

Would you care to comment?
Attorney General MEESE. Senator, I agree with you. There may

be some unusual circumstances just as I mentioned there occasion-
ally are exigent circumstances that require what many might
think is the timely notification of Congress. I think those are very
rare. I generally agree with you, that the course that you suggest,
that the-all the members of the National Security Council be
fully acquainted with particularly any covert actions or other mat-
ters, that that is the better practice. I think it is one that you will
find will be followed in the future.

Mr. MCCLURE. One of my very bright and able staff people sug-
gested to me when I was talking about what we might ask of you
this afternoon, he said, "Well, everything has really focused on 4
days. Nobody is much concerned about what the Attorney General
did before the 21st of November, and nobody seems to care much
what he did after the 25th of November.

So let's look at those 4 days. If we just divide up those 4 days
among all the members of the committee, each one can get down to
the minutes and seconds of the day and night which I thought was
not a bad suggestion. Then he went on to suggest that I can take
the period from 1:30 to 6:30 on Sunday morning when you were
asleep, and I could just yield back all of my time.

So I will, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess for 10 min-

utes.
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Chairman Hamilton.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, as you no doubt will recall, I have had

some problems in the past with your legal position on certain
issues, particularly with regard to your suggestion that the Presi-
dent is not required to enforce laws or portions of laws which he
believes to be unconstitutional.

You will recall that the President and the Justice Department
took the position that a certain portion of the Competition in Con-
tracting Act, signed into law by the President in 1984, was uncon-
stitutional. Your Justice Department directed the OMB to issue a
bulletin, OMB bulletin 85-8, that ordered the executive agencies to
ignore that portion of the Act, and when questioned about it before
the House Judiciary Committee, you took the position that the
President can refuse to enforce a statute that he thinks is in con-
flict with the Constitution.

At that point the House Judiciary Committee voted to cut off all
funds for the Attorney General's personal office-you remember
that-and with that action and two rulings by a Federal judge, or-
dering the administration to implement the Competition in Con-
tract Act in full, the OMB order to ignore portions of the Act was
finally withdrawn. In his opinion, Judge Ackerman stated, "Such a
position by the Executive Branch I find flatly violates the express
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instruction of the Constitution that the President shall take care
that the laws be faithfully executed."

Now, in addition, I am troubled by your position that the Presi-
dent can delay indefinitely reporting to the Congress when a covert
activity is undertaken. In the case of the January 17, 1986, Find-
ing, you apparently expressed your opinion that there was no time
limit in which the President should report this to Congress. I be-
lieve that you testified that you thought the activity was going to
take 30 or 60 days, and would be over. In fact, it went on for over
10 months, during which time Congress was never told, and I
gather you never revisited the question.

While I am not saying that the legal opinion was indefensible, I
do think that along with your position on the constitutionality
issues, it reflects a little bit of a hostile attitude toward Congress
and makes it a little more difficult for us to work together.

In addition to questioning some of your legal conclusions, I do
find it troublesome that the investigative techniques used in this
particular situation when you called ahead to alert the people that
you were sending investigators over to go through the files and you
failed to seal those files for several days instead of doing it that
afternoon and you failed to ask the 'President and Regan and
Casey, I believe, and Shultz a lot of what would seem to be obvious,
pertinent questions when you interviewed a number of key players,
and then failed to make notes of the discussions in many cases.
You obviously recognized the significance of this whole episode
when you recommended to the President, with some courage, I
might add, that the investigation be undertaken in the first place,
but it seems to me that a more tightly structured format for carry-
ing it out would have benefited you and the President and every-
body involved because it would have removed some of the doubt
and uncertainty that now surrounds the investigation itself.

General, I want to give you and your associates at the Justice
Department credit, and I have done so on national television, for
recognizing the significance of the diversion memo that was found.
It may have been mostly luck that one remaining diversion memo
was found, you know. You told them about a day in advance. North
was shocked when you showed up with it. He thought he had got
them all. And it was hardly the product of a highly skilled investi-
gative technique, but fortunately it was found and you recognized
it when you got it. It is 45-44 in our document list, a long docu-
ment laying out the whole scenario of what was to be done.

But what really worries me is what you didn't find, because
there were so many opportunities, after you notified him, opportu-
nities for them to shred and to alter and to change and to haul off
in various manners. You wonder what documents might have been
lost that might have shed some real additional light on this.

So I will say, Mr. General, that you also have some credit for re-
alizing that the President did need to move quickly to disclose the
facts. Now, you were a little slow about providing them sometimes,
and you played a few games with that, but basically you under-
stood the problem and did have the courage and I believe the judg-
ment to encourage the President to do that and to make some
changes in those operations at the White House.

I've got a couple of questions for you.
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Were you ever asked by the President or his Chief of Staff or Na-
tional Security Adviser or anyone else for legal advice as to what
extent the National Security Council staff could be used in oper-
ational activities such as covert activities?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I was not.
Mr. BROOKS. Have you been asked for any such advice since No-

vember of 1986?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe that I have, no, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. Would you think about it a minute? You feel sure

that they have not asked about it or inquired about it since then?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe that any specific advice

has been sought on that subject. I believe I have voiced my own
opinion in a variety of circles that NSC staff members should not
be involved in operational activities. Whether those conversations
included members of the White House staff, I can't recall. But I
don't think I have had a direct request for my opinions on the sub7
ject.

Mr. BROOKS. But it was your opinion that you decided since No-
vember of 1986 that NSC staff should not be involved in operation-
al activities?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, and I believe that would have
been my opinion even before November of '86.

Mr. BROOKs. If they had asked you?
Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. BROOKS. Do you believe that the NSC staff was getting in-

volved in activities which should have been undertaken by other
agencies of the government?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I do not.
Mr. BROOKS. You don't believe that the CIA or the Defense De-

partment or the State Department might well have been acting in
those capacities if they had not taken over those activities?

Attorney General MEESE. I may have misunderstood your ques-
tion. I thought you asked the question whether I felt that NSC
staff members should be involved in activities.

Mr. BROOKS. Whether they were involved in activities which
should have been taken up by the CIA, the State Department, or
the Defense Department.

Attorney General MEESE. Again, Mr. Brooks, that requires a
judgment on a great deal of the evidence that has been produced
before this committee which I have not been privy to personally,
but I think I certainly feel that there is a high degree of possibility
that that is true based upon what I know of what you have heard
here.

Mr. BROOKS. General, Colonel North and Admiral Poindexter
both have asserted that the Boland Amendment doesn't apply to
the NSC staff. You indicated yesterday that you believe they are
wrong and that it does; is that right?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I believe yesterday I was asked
questions about other provisions of the Intelligence Act, the
Hughes-Ryan amendment and other things.

On the Boland Amendment itself, you would have to define
which of the several Boland Amendments. There were five of them
we are talking about, but I then could give you an answer as
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whether it would be my view that a particular version of the
Boland Amendment would or would not apply to the NSC staff.

The only thing that I can tell you is that this is something on
which we have never been asked for an opinion. I think, perhaps,
that's the answer that you recall. I was asked whether I had ever
been asked for an opinion on the Boland Amendment applying to
the NSC staff, and I said, no, we had not either been asked or ren-
dered such an opinion.

Mr. BROOKS. In addition to this comment, I think North and
Poindexter have asserted that their operation to support the Con-
tras wasn't affected by Boland because it was not run with appro-
priated funds. Do you believe that Executive Branch officials are
constitutionally permitted to organize or conduct American foreign
policy initiatives funded by private citizens and foreign govern-
ments?

Attorney General MEESE. I think there are several circumstances
under which they are. As a matter of fact, 1 believe there were par-
ticular provisions in some of the Boland Amendments that allowed
third-country contributions for just such purposes.

Mr. BROOKS. Well, General, I want to point out that the Constitu-
tion, in my reading of it, vests the power over the purse in Con-
gress so it can control the Executive Branch in conduct of both do-
mestic and foreign policy, and Charles the First, a former king of
England, was beheaded because he attempted to bypass Parliament
to raise money to support his own programs, and I think that
maybe that incident was on the constitutional framers' minds
when they were thinking about this problem in Philadelphia 200
years ago, and I think that to do this, to allow them to raise money
privately from private sources, would void our whole constitutional
system, and I also wonder if that doesn't bring about one of the
reasons why we have $8 million that is still over there in Switzer-
land and that-you have frozen those funds, I understand.

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. Does that mean we are going to have a chance at

getting them?
Attorney General MEESE. I certainly hope so.
Mr. BROOKS. Well, I hope that we can. I thank you, and yield

back the balance of my time.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Attorney General Meese, I also want to recognize you for having

had the sensitivity-you and your assistants-to understand the
importance of the diversion memo and for also encouraging the
public disclosure thereof, as tough as that was at that time. So I do
commend you and your assistants for that.

Senator McClure asked a little while ago about the Miranda
rules and why you didn't read those rules and you indicated it was
not, at that stage in your mind, a criminal investigation. And I un-
derstand that, depending on the definition of when that would
have been a thought in your mind-but it is my understanding
that your inquiry-and this is the 4 days in November, 21st
through 25th, that I'm referring to-that your inquiry was basical-
ly an information-seeking inquiry; is that right?

75-936 0-8-13
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Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, it was, Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. And it was under the direction of the President of the

United States? --

Attorney General MEESE. It was at the request of the President
of the United States, yes.

Mr. NUNN. What generally did he ask you? What was the scope
of what he asked you to find?

Attorney General MEESE. He asked me Lo provide a factual over-
view of the Iranian initiative and to determine who had-what had
occurred, and to resolve to the extent possible the differing recol-
lections as to a series of events that had occurred during the imple-
mentation of that initiative.

Mr. NUNN. So he was primarily asking you to seek information
and to report back to him with that information?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, and to the National Security
Council.

Mr. NUNN. And to the National Security Council.
Now, Attorney General Meese, when you talked to Admiral Poin-

dexter on Monday, November 24th, you said it was a brief conver-
sation of 10 minutes and he essentially confirmed what you already
knew.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. And that is that he knew of the diversion of funds to

the Contras?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. Admiral Poindexter has testified that he told you he

was generally aware of the diversion and then I think you testified
yesterday that Poindexter told you, quoting from that testimony--
this is quoting you as to what Admiral Poindexter told you-"Ollie
has given me enough hints about this, the diversion, so that I gen-
erally knew, but I did nothing to follow up or stop it, or words to
that effect;" is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That's correct.
Mr. NUNN. Did you ask Admiral Poindexter who approved the

diversion?
Attorney General MEESE. I did not ask him in so many words. I

did ask him whether anyone else-whether he had ever told about
tis to anyone else in the White House and he said no.

Mr. NUNN. Did you ask him specifically whether he had told the
President of the United States?

Attorney General MEESE. I didn't ask him specifically whether
he had told the President. I asked if he had told anyone else in the
White House or discussed it with anyone else in the White House
and he said no.

Mr. NUNN. So you never asked him whether he had told the
President?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I assumed--
Mr. NuNN.-directly?
Attorney General MEESE. No, because that was included in the

answer that I had received and the question I asked.
Mr. NUNN. Did you ask him if he had directly-if he had ap-

proved the diversion?
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Attorney General MEESE. Not in that many words, but I did ask
him what he knew of it and he told me, in a sense-in essence
rather, that he had allowed it to go forward.

Mr. NUNN. So you took that as tacit approval?
Attorney General MEESE. I believed-he told me that that was

the extent of his involvement, and I took that as tacit approval, the
fact that he allowed it to go forward.

Mr. NUNN. But I believe that you testified that you did not be-
lieve he had authority to approve that.

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. Did you ask him if he thought he had authority?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not.
Mr. NUNN. So you never discussed that with him.
Did you ask him when he learned of the diversion?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe I asked him precisely

when, nor did he tell me precisely when he had learned.
He indicated, as you quoted, that Colonel North had given him

hints over a period of time.
Mr. NUNN. Did you ask him why he did not tell the President of

the United States about the diversion?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not.
Mr. NUNN. He just said he didn't tell anyone in the White House

other than the named individuals.
Did you ask him if Colonel North had discussed this or had ap-

proval from anyone other than him, that is, anyone other than Ad-
miral Poindexter?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I did not, because in our conversa-
tion with Colonel North he had indicated that Admiral Poindexter
was the only one in the White House who knew about it.

Mr: NUNN. What about outside the White House?
Attorney General MEESE. The only one he had indicated outside

the White House in the Government or who had been in the Gov-
ernment was Mr. McFarlane.

Mr. NUNN. Did you ask him whether anyone outside the White
House in the Government, other than Mr. McFarlane, knew about
the diversion?

Attorney General MEESE. He told me that. He said that there
were only three persons in the U.S. Government who knew this,
and those were himself, Mr. McFarlane, and Mr. Poindexter.

Mr. NUNN. Did you ask him about who knew it outside of the
U.S. Government?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir. He told me those were the
people that knew it.

Mr. NUNN. He said in the government. Did you ask him about
people not in the government?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir.
Mr. NUNN. That didn't occur to you?
Attorney General MEESE. That did not occur to me.
Mr. NUNN. Did you ever have any conversation with Admiral

Poindexter or ask him any question about whether Colonel North
and Director Casey had discussed this issue?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not ask Admiral Poin-
dexter, because Colonel North had told me that, again, just who in
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the Government knew about it, and I asked Admiral Poindexter
only whether he had told anyone in the White House.

Mr. NUNN. So you never asked Admiral Poindexter if he had told
or discussed this with Director Casey?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not.
Mr. NUNN. Did you ask Admiral Poindexter under what author-

ity he had approved this diversion by Colonel North?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not.
I don't know whether you were present earlier, Senator Nunn,

but at that time I testified why this wari so brief and why I didn't
go into more extensive questioning, and that was that I was literal-
ly on my way to talk with the President and my main purpose was
to verify what I had been told by Colonel North the previous day,
and particularly as to whether anyone in the White House knew
about it and what the knowledge was on the part of Admiral Poin-
dexter.

Mr. NUNN. I believe I heard that.
Did you ask Admiral Poindexter anything about the money,

where it went?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not.
Mr. NUNN. And how much it was?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir.
Mr. NUNN. Did you ask him anything about whether the Contras

got the money?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not.
Mr. NUNN. I understand the rush of events that day. )ut it does

seem to me that there were almost no direct questions asked by
you to Admiral Poindexter.

Attorney General MEESE. That's correct. I mentioned already the
timeframe and also the fact that we had had a detailed account of
this whole thing by Colonel North the previous day.

Mr. NUNN. But you were trying to determine-as you said, from
the President your directive was to see how you would resolve vari-
ous conflicts, and it seems to me you gave very short treatment to
whether or not the two key players in this may themselves dis-
agree.

Attorney General MEESE. The purpose was to resolve the con-
flicts and to get a coherent story when we started out on the Irani-
an initiative.

As I told-as I testified earlier, we had a totally different situa-
tion in regard to the discovery of the diversion of funds, and there
the primary objective was to verify what in fact had happened, get
an account of all of the essential facts and then determine what
the next steps would be.

So the mission considerably changed from Friday noon when it
started until roughly Sunday evening when we had a great deal
more information.

Mr. NUNN. I believe yesterday you testified that when you told
the President you had found the diversion memo, quoting you from
yesterday's testimony, "The President was quite surprised and indi-
cated he had not known anything of this, and I believe Don Regan
said at that time, or at least indicated, that he was surprised."

Is that right?
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
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Mr. NUNN. When you said that the President said he had not
known anything of this, what did the word "this" mean to you?
Was that the diversion memo?

Attorney General MEESE. He indicated that he did not know any-
thing about the diversion scheme. I talked to him about the diver-
sion scheme.

Mr. NUNN. Did you ask him that question?
Attorney General MEESE. Not precisely, no.
Mr. NUNN. Did he volunteer that?
Attorney General MEESENO, sir. Well, he volunteered, he said

this is a surprise to me or a shock to me, or something like that. I
can't recall the exact words. But it was clear from his reaction---

Mr. NUNN. His reaction to what? What had you told him?
Attorney General MEESE. About finding the memo and having

the conversations with Colonel North and, in essence, the whole di-
version scheme.

Now, that was told to him in brief initially and then in more
detail when we got together in the afternoon, as I recall.

Mr. NUNN. So the first thing he said to you was he didn't know
anything about it?

Attorney General MEESE. No. He indicated that to me by his sur-
prise and shock at what I had told him, and in the course of that
indicated he knew nothing about it.

Mr. NUNN. When he said that, you took that to mean the whole
diversion scheme, not simply the memo?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. Did the President ask you at that stage who had car-

ried out this diversion?
Attorney General MEESE. I told him, and I think much of this

was probably told in the afternoon, rather than the morning---
Mr. NUNN. The afternoon would have been after you had dis-

cussed this with Admiral Poindexter?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir. And I told him then what the

scheme was, the sale of weapons, the profits, and then the profits
being diverted.

I mentioned Colonel North and I believe I told him about the
bank accounts and that sort of thing.

Mr. NUNN. Did he ask you about the money? And how much
there was?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't remember whether he asked or
whether I told him or gave him an estimate of what we thought it
might be.

Mr. NUNN. Did he ask you whether the money went to the Con-
tras?

Attorney General MEESE. I think I told him that the money did
go to the-that we had been told the money did go to the Contras.

Mr. NUNN. Did he ask you who authorized the decision?
Attorney General MEESE. I believe I told him, particularly in the

afternoon, what Admiral Poindexter told me, namely that he knew
about it, but had not stopped it and allowed it to go forward.

Mr. NUNN. Did the President ask you whether Admiral Poin-
dexter thought he had authority to approve that diversion of
funds?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe that he did, no, sir.
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Mr. NUNN. Did he ask you anything about whether Colonel
North felt he had the authority to carry that out?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't think the question of authority
ever came up because it was clear to both the President and myself
that nobody had that authority.

Mr. NUNN. It was clear in what way? Did you discuss it? Did you
have a discussion with the President that no one had that author-
ity?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't know whether we said it in that
many words, but there was certainly no question in either of our
minds that no one had that authority.

Mr. NUNN. Did he say anything to the effect, golly gee, I wish
they had consulted with me, or anything like that? Or how did
they think they could possibly have the authority to do that? Did
he express any sense of outrage?

Attorney General MEESE. I think he expressed real concern that
this had happened because-and a lot of this was obviously in both
of our minds, that this was -a major blow, that it cast a cloud upon
both the Iranian initiative and on the assistance to the Freedom
Fighters in Nicaragua.

Mr. NUNN. It sounds as if it was more in the terms of you read-
ing each other's feelings rather than expressed words, is that a fair
statement?

Attorney General MEESE. I think on the part of all of us, Mr.
Regan, the President, myself, we both had a generally similar reac-
tion, yes.

Mr. NUNN. Did the President ask you whether he should fire
someone at that stage?

Attorney General MEESE. I think at that point he said-this is
now on the afternoon of Monday-I think the question came up,
and I don't know whether he raised it or whether Don Regan
raised it, about whether Admiral Poindexter should be relieved of
duty, and the President said that was one of the things he wanted
to think about overnight, because he wanted to consider several
things that ought to be done.

Mr. NUNN. Did you talk about relieving Colonel North or did the
President say that?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't think that came up until the
following morning.

Mr. NUNN. Who brought that up?
Attorney General MEESE. It was either-I think it was Mr.

Regan, but I'm not positive. I think it came up in the whole gener-
al discussion of the different things that ought to be done.

Mr. NUNN. Did the President concur in the termination of Admi-
ral Poindexter and Colonel North, or was it his reaction to this in
terms of outrage? In other words, were they terminated based on
your recommendation or based on the President's own feeling?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, it was ultimately the President's
decision. I think it was primarily to - great extent Mr. Regan, as
the Chief of Staff of the White House, who probably made the sig-
nificant recommendations in that regard.

Mr. NUNN. I want to ask you one other line of questioning here.
You said in your opening statement, Mr. Attorney General, and

this relates to the hostages and so forth, sensitivity of the oper-
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ation, "We were all acutely aware that if word of the initiative got
out, however innocently or inadvertently, it would likely be fatal to
the hostages and others helping in their release."

I don't want to go through this whole thing with you, and I don't
know about the interview that Reverend Pat Robertson had with
President Reagan in 1985-do you know about that?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I don't.
Mr. NUNN. That probably answers the question, but I'll read it to

you very briefly. This was a TV interview, and Reverend Robertson
has twice, in interviews with the Los Angeles Times, said Colonel
North told him he was relating and working with the Iranians to
free hostages. Colonel North in testimony denied that.

But getting directly to the question, I m not trying to get you in
that dispute, but Reverend Robertson on television asked President
Reagan back in-on September 20, 1985, quoting from that inter-
view, "Word reached us that a member of the White House staff
was dispatched on Sunday to Iran to seek the release of the re-
maining six"-and actually was seven at that time. "Is there any
word on that that might give hope to us?" And President Reagan, I
won't read his whole reply, skirted the issue and handled it I think
rather skillfully.

The question I have to you is, did anyone say to you that this
was a serious leak?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir. I don't remember ever hearing
about that before your reference to it now.

Mr. NUNN. This is very puzzling to me. Here everyone was com-
partmentalizing, or at least that was the effort, keeping this very
secret. Your testimony and many others was that one of the rea-
sons that you didn't let this get out to Congress or to the other
people in the administration was the sensitivity, the lives involved.
Yet, here the President of the United States is asked a question in-
dicating some very sensitive information is in the hands of the
interviewer, and no one knows about it. Nobody investigates it. Ad-
miral Poindexter is never notified. You, as Attorney General,
weren't notified. No one did anything about it.

Does somebody monitor what the President says and what he's
asked on television?

Attorney General MEESE. Normally there are people who are
watching those things. I cannot respond to you as to why this oc-
curred.

Mr. NUNN. You don't have any knowledge of it'?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Attorney General.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Courter?
Mr. COURTER. Mr. Attorney General, good afternoon.
Attorney General MEESE. Good afternoon.
Mr. COURTER. Yesterday, there was an individual on this panel

that suggested that your office and you personally did not cooper-
ate fully with this committee by supplying all relevant documents
or information. I just want to give you a chance to answer that and
clear the air.

I'm just wondering whether r any request in writing or otherwise
from this committee, fiom the chairman or the Vanking inembers
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of the committee, or the counsel have gone unresponded by you or
your office?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Courter, not to the best of my
knowledge, and we have tried very hard to provide all the informa-
tion that has been requested. And I might say that this has in-
volved a great deal of time and effort which we felt was appropri-
ate in view of the President's desire that we cooperate fully with
the cofrmittee.

Mr. COURTER. Mr. Attorney General there's, I will recognize
there's been a great deal of conversation, a great deal of comments
with regard to your investigation. I'm well aware of the fact that if
we had you stay here another 24, 36 hours, we would have been
asking you or had the time to ask you about the investigation for a
longer period of time than you were given to perform the investiga-
tion or the factual inquiry.

I'm also aware of the fact that hindsight is 20/20, that I can hear
the criticisms now of your performance, if, for example, you imme-
diately impounded and sealed off and walled off the National Secu-
rity Council and Oliver North's office, that if no documents were
removed or altered or destroyed there, then people would criticize
you for not doing the same for the State Department, the Defense
Department, the Vice President's office, the White House, et
cetera, that there is no limit to the imagination that we could come
up with with regard to criticism of that 72 hours that you had to
conduct an investigation.

But nevertheless, it seems to me that this was, and you must
have sensed, you have very good political sensitivity. We all know
that-you must have sensed the enormity, the importance of the
task that was given to you by the President of the United States
way back in November of last year, that business could not be con-
ducted as normal, that there was a great deal riding on the investi-
gation that you had to conduct in a 72-hour period.

I'm just wondering, you know, based on reflection, whether you
would have done anything different? I personally have been criti-
cal-maybe I feel somewhat better about the investigation now
after hearing you personally. I still have the feeling that perhaps
additional notes should have been taken, some tougher questions
asked. Maybe I don't understand it, because I'm not Fjure what the
Presidential request was. I know that-I saw the movie, I suppose
you did, too-"Murder on the Orient Express." Investigator Poirot
walks in the room where the murder was and said, "Touch noth-
ing." We all expect that's the type of investigation you were to con-
duct.

Can you articulate to a little bit greater degree the type of
charge that you felt you were under-your responsibility, was it a
full investigation? Was this something to report to the President so
he could inform the American people? Or precisely what was the
President's recommendation and charge to you?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, Mr. Courter. Let me just start
from the end of your statement there. It was not a Hercule Poirot
investigation or an investigation at all, really.

It was not to assist the President in getting to the bottom of
some deep mystery and reporting to the American people. It was in
essence to correlate information from various people in the admin-

memo"
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istration, all of whom were assumed, as we would in any everyday
investigation, to be acting in good faith and to be fully cooperative
with the President, to look at what people recalled of some events
that had taken place up to nearly 2 years before, and then to put
that together into a coherent outline so that what the President
did talk about with the American people, what he knew himself,
and what people testified to before Congress would be accurate and
would relate to the different recollections that different people had
of what had occurred.

It was something quite different than an investigation. That's
why I have been rather careful in my depiction of it. It was more
akin to having someone develop a coherent piece of testimony to be
presented to a legislative hearing.

Mr. COURTER. Oliver North testified when he was here for 6 or 7
days about the fact that his activities with respect to Central
America and the Democratic Resistance there was-I am not sure
whether he said common knowledge, but he indicated a lot of
people knew about it in the administration, and it was really not a
surprise when George Shultz came up to him during a retirement
dinner, he put his arm around him, came up to him and said, "I
know what you are doing, you are doing a great job."

When Elliott Abrams wanted to get the bodies of two Americans
that were killed in the Hasenfus flight back to the United States,
he knew enough to call up Oliver North. Can you confirm that?
Was it common knowledge?-Was Oliver North's workings, sup-
port, coordination of the Resistance in Central America, was that
common knowledge in the Cabinet and in the administration?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Courter, I would say that there
was probably general knowledge that he was working in the gener-
al field of Central America. I know that he certainly seemed to par-
ticipate in a lot of activities relating to the support of the Freedom
Fighters there. As to how deeply he was involved or what, his
duties are, I didn't have any specific knowledge of that. He was
doing a whole group of things. He was the head of what I believe
was called the Political-Military Section of the NSC staff, and that
encompassed a lot of things, such as the Central American oper-
ations. It was obvious he was involved, at least by November, in
the Iranian initiative. I knew that he had been involved in efforts
to locate the hostages. So there were a number of things he was
doing that had to do with that particular aspect of the National Se-
curity Council staff.

Mr. COURTER. If someone asked you the question a few months
ago, before all this wag revealed, that asked you the question
whether Oliver North, as far as part of his responsibility, was
working in conjunction with private efforts to help the Democratic
Resistance, you would have said yes, you were aware of that?

Attorney General MEESE. I think I probably would have said yes,
I am generally aware of that, or it is entirely probable. I probably
wouldn't have had any specific information that he was doing that.

Mr. COURTER. You indicated prior in your testimony that you
had-had you been asked, you would have recommended against
the use of the residuals or the diversion of money from one oper-
ation to the other operation. I am just wondering whether you
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would have made that negative recommendation to the President
based on policy grounds or legal grounds?

Attorney General MEESE. I think I would have made the recom-
mendation on both grounds.

Mr. COURTER. You indicated also that you, although you can
speculate and someone can argue about the fact that the profits for
this weapons sale was possibly a constructive trust arrangement
and, therefore, in one sense the property of the United States, I
don't read it that way. I am not in favor of the diversion, and I
would not have indicated to the President my support, had he
called me up, but nevertheless, it seems to me that the U.S. Gov-
ernment did bargain for the sale of weapons to get a certain sum of
money, that the U.S. Government does not sell weapons for profit.
That was not the motive here. The motive here was clearly either
hostages or some sort of rapprochement with Iran, or a conmbina-
tion of both.

Since, number one, the motive of the sale was not a profit and
since, number two, the U.S. Government got every penny it bar-
gained for, it seems to me that money would have to fall in one of
two other categories. I would like your opinion.

Number one, third-country or second-country money, number
two, private money. I am wondering if you would like to comment
on it.

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Courter, I think arguments can be
made as to both of those conclusions. I think an argument can also
be made-and perhaps even some would consider the better argu-
ment-that under an agency or constructive trust theory, the
money does become property of the United States. When someone
acts as an agent for a principal, whatever profits may accrue-even
if unintended-may belong to the principal, so that I think there
are a number of legal theories that are applicable here.

Among the things I have indicated earlier is that since this is a
matter which will be ultimately the basis for certain conclusions of
the Independent Counsel, I have deliberately tried not to make an
absolute conclusion on this matter. We will have an opportunity to
cooperate with the independent counsel as to the civil aspects of
this at an appropriate time.

Mr. COURTER. I am familiar with the laws of principal and
agents. It seems to me that an argument could be made that you
do have that type of legal arrangement, an agency or implied
agency, the agent has to do what the principal wants. I am just
wondering whether your familiarity with this case now, maybe you
can't guess, but I am fairly familiar with it, it seems to me that if
Albert Hakim was called up and said to use the money for some-
thing against the United States or against the country of Iran or
individual businessmen, that he wanted in Iran, he wouldn't have
cut the checks. It seems to me that theory of the principal and
agency does fall down because there was a certain degree of discre-
tion in General Secord and certainly quite a large degree of discre-
tion in Albert Hakim.

You don't have to comment on that unless you would like to. If
you would like to, you can.

Attorney General MEESE. I think I'll pass that opportunity,
thank you.
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Mr. COURTER. There is another area. This is basically my final
area. Maybe I can get through before 15 minutes are up. It does
bother me a great deal, and it is something that perhaps is being
sacrificed, not wittingly by yourself or wittingly by the administra-
tion, but it is the idea of executive privilege. It is something that
our Founding Fathers wrote about. It is in the Federalist Papers.
George Washington performed it. We have leading attorneys in the
United States that are concerned about its erosion. It is there for a
particular important reason. You indicated in your opening state-
ment that there was, and I quote you, "an unprecedented willing
disclosure of perhaps millions of pages of sensitive government doc-
uments," in other words, in providing these government documents
to this committee.

I am just wondering whether we are creating a problem for
future Presidents with respect to this. Those people that recom-
mended this full disclosure, the Presidential notes, the classified
documents given to this committee and other investigators, were
they more concerned about protecting this President rather than
doing a favor for future Presidents, and did not in one sense the
idea and the privilege and the right of executive privilege be sacri-
ficed on the altar of short-term political gain?

And before you answer that question, I might note that one of
the distinguished attorneys on these two panels, someone that I
have gotten to know personally and I respect a great deal profes-
sionally, Arthur Liman, wrote-I recommend it to everybody, a re-
markable study done by him in 1954 entitled "Limited Government
and Unlimited Investigation." He indicated, and I will read, on
page 10, of that "theorists thus held that Congress could ask for
executive papers and that the President should comply with the re-
quest except when disclosure would be detrimental to the best in-
terests of the country. They found no solution to the problem of
how to insure a nonpartisan interpretation of detrimental to the
best of interests."

Further on in that report, on page 108 on that study of Arthur
Liman, he indicated the following: "The other important way of
checking aggrandizing congressional committees is for the Presi-
dent to refuse them access to information on the grounds that dis-
c.,osure would be detrimental to the public interests. President
Washington set the precedent for such refusal in 1796 by declining
to lay before the House of Representatives papers relating to the
negotiations for a treaty with England. Such refusals are in the
shadow land of constitutional law because of the lack of delineation
between the powers of Congress and the Presidency."

I will skip down. He concludes as follows: "If the committee can
convince the public that the reason for the President's refusal is
fear of exposure and not public interest, it will eventually have its
way."

The committee always has its way because of the pressure placed
on the administration not to be publicly criticized for lack of disclo-
sure, for hiding something, for not being candid, not being open,
not being in favor of sunshine and full disclosure. I am just won-
dering whether you sense that +his investigation, the recommenda-
tions made to the President with regard to release of classified in-
formation, and other prior investigations are eroding executive
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privilege and whether that is something that is important to try to
eep so we can pass on to future executives, or do you think it is

worthwhile to sacrifice that on, as I say, the altar of political gain?
Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Courter, I share your concern

about this whole matter of executive privilege. I am aware of Mr.
Liman's learned paper on the subject, and I thiink it is a consider-
ation that has to be taken into account.

This is, of course, one of those issues in which there is a great
deal of balancing has to go into the decisions that are made.

In this case, I think the President did two things, and many of us
who talked with him about it, some more closely than I on this par-
ticular issue, people in the White House Counsel's Office and so on,
assisted him in making two decisions.

One is he did not want to, as you suggest, sacrifice the principle
of executive privilege, particularly as far as future Presidents are
concerned.

At the same time, he determined that it was important so that
the American people would have confidence in the institutions of
government, particularly the Executive Branch, that there be full
disclosure in this particular matter.

And very carefully, I think, limited the waiver of executive privi-
lege to this particular issue and made it clear that he did not view
this as a precedent for future presidents or even for himself in
similar situations as to other issues, but I share your concern.

This is a very delicate area of the law that has to-where a
President has a real responsibility to preserve the institution of the
presidency and the intended privileges of the executive.

Mr. COURTER. My concern is that it is not really up to the Presi-
dent, this President, to say that it is not going to be a precedent. A
precedent is a precedent because of what happens, not because
someone says it is not. I am concerned about it. I hope this commit-
tee is as well.

Finally, my time is up, but I would like you to comment-it goes
very quickly, believe me. I think it was the Secretary of State,
George Shultz, who indicated that he had a recommendation. That
would be that intelligence-gathering agencies do not participate in
policy recommendations.

Do you share that?
Attorney General MEESE. I think that I would share the view

that intelligence-gathering agencies should not participate in policy
decisions. I think their technical information is necessary to the
decisionmakers, but I agree that they should not participate in the
decisionmaking process per se.

Mr. COURTER. How about recommendations?
Attorney General MEESE. I think recommendations would be ap-

propriate from intelligence agencies because they are the ones that
have the technical details to know what should be contained in the
recommendation.

Mr. COURTER. I thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. I yield 30 seconds to the Vice Chairman of the

Senate Select Committee.
Mr. RUDMAN. On behalf of the Senate counsel, I want to thank

Mr. Courter for reading Mr. Liman's junior exposition at Harvard.

I
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He advises me he was 21 when he wrote it, that this is the first
time anyone -probably read it, including the professor he wrote it
for.

Mr. COURTER. I assume he was right then and he will admit that
people should read it. I enjoyed reading it. I think it is important
that they do.

Chairman INOUYE. He has matured in the last 33 years.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Stokes.
Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, listening to your testimony over the last 2

days, it is obvious to me that Director Casey was a man for whom
you had tremendous respect. He was a man whom you knew very
well, you worked very closely with. And obviously from your testi-
mony, he was a man of great integrity.

Knowing everything that you now know about this case, includ-
ing conversations you had with Mr. North about it and your inter-
views with him, do you believe that Director Casey devised a so-
called fall guy plan under which Colonel North was to be the fall
guy and the one, so to speak, to take the hit?

Do you believe that?
Attorney General MEESE. Again, Mr. Stokes, I condition my

answer only on the fact that I have not heard the testimony that
you and the members of the committee have. But that to me would
be uncharacteristic of Mr. Casey based upon my knowledge of him.

Mr. STOKES. Now, I want to ask you also with reference to Direc-
tor Casey if you can conceive of him, knowing his relationship to
the President of the United States, knowing the role he has played
in the President's campaigns and his affection for the President,
his high regard for him, if you can see him encouraging Colonel
North to divert these funds from Iran without the President's ap-
proval?

Attorney General MEESE. It would be hard for me to imagine
that occurring, based upon what I know of Mr. Casey, including
what I believe would be his appreciation of the tremendous dangers
of doing that to policies he thought were very important as well as
to the legal and ethical aspects of it.

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Attorney General, yesterday you told us that if
you had been asked, that you would advise strongly against the use
of excess proceeds from the Iranian arms sales for the Contras.

Would you have objected on legal grounds?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir. I would have objected on legal

grounds, policy grounds, and also practical grounds.
Mr. STOKES. Exhibit 3, which you have there, on page 3, lists

your telephone calls for Wednesday, November 26th, 1986. The first
one listed is a 7:00 a.m. call from Director Casey which, if I read
my copy of it here correctly, was completed at around 8:00 a.m.

It appears that you must have talked for about an hour.
Do you have that? I think it is on page 3 of exhibit 3.
Attorney General MEESE. What this means is that Mr. Casey

called me at 7:00 o'clock, but I didn't get back to him until 8:00
o'clock in the morning.

In other words, it was completed-it was at 8:00 o'clock.
Mr. STOKES. Completed means you got back to him at 8:00

o'clock?
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Attorney General MEESE. It wasn't an hour conversation.
Mr. STOKES. How long did you talk on that occasion?
Attorney General MEESE. I have no idea. I have no recollection of

the call at all.
Mr. STOKES. No recollection of the subject matter of the call?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir.
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Attorney General, this morning in response to

Senator Rudman's questions, you said that you were not aware of
the operational role of the DEA agents in locating and extricating
the hostages in Lebanon; do you recall that?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. STOKES. Now, also when you testified before the House Judi-

ciary Committee, you testified that you were not aware of a plan to
use private money to bribe people in foreign countries.

You recall that testimony?
Attorney General MEESE. I believe the testimony was that I was

not aware of a plan to use private funds to ransom people in for-
eign countries. I believe it was the word ransom.

Mr. STOKES. All right. We will accept that.
I want now to direct your attention to exhibit 2 which is an NSC

memorandum drafted by Oliver North some time around May or
June 1985 that reads in part: "Once contact has been established
and a meeting arranged, two DEA officers would depart for Cyprus
via a European city where they would deposit $200,000 and estab-
lish an account for the $2 million-$500,000 of which will be ava.l-
able immediately in U.S. dollars cash for use in Lebanon."

The memo goes on then to explain how the bribes will be paid
and transportation for the hostages arranged.

The next page explains the DEA officers will rent a safe house
and as soon as the hostages are released, the remaining $1.5 mil-
lion made available by the donor will be released.

The financing of the operation is described as follows: "Travel ar-
rangements and operation costs are currently being financed from
funds from private sources."

Mr. Attorney General, this memorandum from which I have just
read was provided to us from your files.

My question is, is it still your position that you did not know the
operational activities of these DEA agents or of the fact that this
operation was financed from private money?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Stokes, I am a little bit con-
strained, as I mentioned earlier, about doing too much talking
about this because there are still activities going on in which this
information may be relevant.

Let me only say this: that the statement that I made earlier not
knowing about operational activities DEA agents would still stand
and nothing that I know in this memo that DEA agents would do
would be operational.

It would be intelligence and support activities. It would not be
operational activities within my definition of operational activities.

Mr. STOKES. Well, DEA agents do not become involved in intelli-
gence activities in other countries, do they?

Attorney General MEESE. Oh, yes. They become involved in intel-
ligence activities relating to narcotics certainly.

Mr. STOKES. Yes, but in non-narcotic matters?
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Attorney General MEESE. Only in exceptional circumstances such
as this. They do not get involved in normal espionage, counterintel-
ligence, foreign espionage or the type of things that would be done
by the Central Intelligence Agency.

This was an unusual situation in which permission was sought to
use assets of the DEA in attempt to assist in release of hostages
and since this was a major priority of the administration, it was
the judgment of both the Administrator of the DEA and myself
that assistance should be provided within the general parameters
that DEA agents would not be involved in operational activities.

Mr. STOKES. Is it proper to finance the expenses of U.S. Govern-
ment agents with private funds?

Attorney General MEESE. Actually, I am not sure. It would
depend on the circumstances, and I am not sure of all the circum-
stances that are involved here.

As a general rule, our DEA agents are financed usually by-di-
rectly by appropriated funds, although many of the activities that
our DEA agents are involved in are ultimately financed by the
funds of the drug traffickers themselves because we usually confis-
cate funds, again we are getting into some very classified areas, but
for the most part private funds are not used in their financing.

Mr. STOKES. Let's turn for a moment to exhibit 3, Mr. Attorney
General.

Your telephone log reflects three telephone calls from Ross
Perot, the private donor of the funds used to pay off these foreign-
ers.

My question is did Mr. Perot tell you that he had donated this
money for this purpose?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe I ever had had-I don't
recall any conversations with Mr. Perot on that subject or anything
relating to that matter. I was talking with Mr. Perot on another
matter which was of considerable difference and which is also a
classified matter.

Mr. STOKES. Was the President of the United States briefed about
this operation that we are talking about?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe he was by NSC staff members.
I can't tell you for sure.

Mr. STOKES. You are not?
Attorney General MEESE. We are talking now about the activities

that included some DEA support and assistance in attempting to
obtain the release of hostages?

Mr. STOKES. That is correct.
Attorney General MEESE. I believe that he was.
Mr. STOKES. Do you think it was by some NSC personnel?
Attorney General MEESE. That is my understanding.
Mr. STOKES. At no time did you brief him on it?
Attorney General MEESE. I did not brief him. It may have been

discussed with me or in my presence with him, but I can't recall it.
M'. STOKES. Directing your attention to exhibit 4, which is a

letter from the President to Ross Perot on January 11, 1986, in
which the President says he has been briefed on Mr. Perot's efforts
and thanking him for his discreet assistance in this regard. Do you
know the purpose fbr which the President sent this letter?
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Attorney General MEESE. I had not seen this letter until it was
shown to me or referred to in preparation for these hearings. I
don't know the purpose or the details of the letter.

I can speculate, but I have no personal knowledge.
Mr. STOKES. Did you want to speculate?
Attorney General MEESE. No.
Mr. STOKES. Did you say no?
Attorney General MEESE. I said no. Thank you for the opportuni-

ty.
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Attorney General, you appeared before the

House Intelligence Committee on December 19, 1986, at which time
I asked you some questions about discussions at the White House
concerning immunity or pardon for Poindexter and North.

Do you recall that?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. STOKES. That testimony has not yet been declassified, so I

won't refer to it. I will just ask you the questions again that we
talked about at that time.

On December 16, 1986, were you involved in discussions at the
White House concerning immunity for North or Poindexter or both
and will you tell us what was said and by whom?

Attorney General MEESE. It is hard to answer these questions
again without having the opportunity to look at my testimony
before the committee at that time.

Mr. STOKES. We have it here if you would like.
Attorney General MEESE. I would like to see it if I may-all

right, yes.
Mr. STOKES. OK. The question is, can you tell us what was said

and by whom at that time?
Attorney General MEESE. As I recall, that there was consider-

ation being given at the White House to develop a way in which
the information that Admiral Poindexter and Colonel North had
might be brought to the attention of the American people primari-
ly to eliminate any doubts that might be extant about the Presi-
dent's knowledge or participation in the diversion, and at that time
it was particularly about immuniLy, although I don't recall pardon
being considered, but if it was, it was only considered in the con-
text of pardon or immunity as being used to accomplish the same
result.

As I mentioned earlier, at that time I was asked to read a state-
ment that had been prepared, I believe, by White House counsel. I
read the statement, made some suggestions that would be a more
correct statement of the law regarding immunity.

I indicated also that anything that was done-:-along that line
should be coordinated with the independent counsel, and I'm not
positive I don't think the independent counsel had been appointed
at that time; I think it was appointed a day later or so.

Also I participated in a general discussion as to the way immuni-
ty worked, the difference between transactional immunity and use
immunity and so on.

Mr. STOKES. Can you tell us Mr. Attorney General, who else was
present at that meeting?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe that it included Mr. Wallison,
who was the White House Counsel at that time; I believe Mr.
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Regan, who was then the White House Chief of Staff; I believe at
least part of the time the President was present when the discus-
sion was being held or it was being held in his office.

There may have been others.
Mr. STOKES. Can you recall on this occasion or any subsequent

occasion where you have given the President any advice with refer-
ence to a pardon involving either Colonel North or Admiral Poin-
dexter?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe I have ever discussed-I
can't recall at least discussing that with the President nor recall
him asking me about a pardon as such.

As I say, the only possible reference that might have been to a
pardon had to do with essentially the immunity aspects that were
being discussed on the 16th of December.

Mr. STOKES. In another area, Mr. Attorney General, I want to be
certain I understand your statement of yesterday concerning exhib-
it 69, a December 17 memorandum written by Mr. Charles Cooper
to you.

You were asked whether you agree with the conclusions of this
memorandum and you said that you did with a caveat, and I didn't
quite understand what you mean by a caveat, and my question is
what was that caveat?

Attorney General MEESE. The caveat was that the conclusion
that is found on page 18 of the memorandum which states for the
foregoing reason, and then they give some conclusions, is modified
by the initial assumptions that said this memorandum responds to
your request for a summary of the legal -authorities. Because the
exact details of the transfers have apparently not completely tran-
spired, this memorandum will provide a general framework for
analysis with reference only to the basic facts that have already
emerged.

In other words, this is not meant to be a definitive memorandum
on a specific set of facts, but a general memorandum using as as-
sumptions the known facts about the covert arms transfers.

Mr. STOKES. Just one other question with reference to that same
conclusion that you've referred to, the sentence reads as follows:
"An oral authorization by the President would have sufficed to
allow CIA participation under the Hughes-Ryan amendment."

I suppose they are making reference to an oral Finding. So my
question would be, is it your view that the President can make oral
Findings that need not be reduced to writing?

Attorney General MEESE. He can make oral Findings because the
law only requires that he find that something is in the national se-
curity interests of the United States so obviously the letter of the
law permits an oral Finding. It is not something that I would rec-
ommend or have ever recommended to the President because I be-
lieve that a memorialization of' his finding is absolutely necessary
in order to provide a record.

Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Attorney General.
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Mr. Stokes.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Hatch.
Mr. HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Attorney General, I

am impressed by the fact that when you first learned of the diver-
sion of funds you and the President reacted immediately, it seems
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to me, with a plan to go public with the news. As I listen to your
testimony, it appears to me that the President's initial and consist-
ent response throughout has been to tell the American people what
happened; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir; it is.
Mr. HATCH. In early November, apparently the President was of

the view that the press should not be given too much or too many
specifics about the Iranian initiatives. Is it accurate to say that he
was motivated by a hope that more hostages would be freed and
that premature disclosure of specific details might jeopardize that
possibility as well as jeopardize the second-channel Iranians and
place both them and the hostages at serious risk?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, that was his concern at the
time.

Mr. HATCH. As I understand it, the original deal proposed by the
Israelis in early January, 1986, was for the Israelis to sell the arms
to Iran. What the Israelis wanted from us was an assurance that
we would replenish their supplies. When were you told of this
original plan?

Attorney General MEESE. I was told of that plan that I specifical-
ly recall on the 7th of January, 1986.

Mr. HATCH. Whose idea was it to change the plan and to have us
sell the arms directly to Iran under the National Security Act?

For instance, in his testimony, John Poindexter, Admiral Poin-
dexter suggested that you were the person who suggested that
change. Could you tell us the genesis of that change?

Attorney General MEESE. To the best of my recollection, it came
as a result of a conversation in which I believe Director Casey, Mr.
Sporkin, then the general counsel of the Central Intelligence
Agency, myself, Admiral Poindexter, possibly Secretary Weinberg-
er, there may have been others participating, and at that time I
remember being presented with a-or in the discussion, a variety
of alternatives were presented. The plan suggested by the Israelis
that you referred to, the idea of using an international arms mer-
chant and the idea of using the CIA directly involved in the arms
transfer.

I believe it was probably-I don't know to what extent it came
from Mr. Sporkin or could have come from Director Casey, but the
fact that the National Security Act provided specific authorization
for the CIA to carry out a mission such as this, I think gave to all
of us who were participating, at least the lawyers participating, the
feeling that that would be a way of carrying out the mission that
was more consistent with the language of the National Security
Act.

Mr. HArcH. Whose idea was it t0 not tell Congress about the ini-
tiative?

Attorney General MEESE. My recollection is that that was in the
plan originally suggested by either Admiral Poindexter or Director
Casey, suggested by the two of' them, and that either it was Admi-
ral Poindexter or Director Casey who had mentioned that on the
7th of January, 1986.

Mr. HATCH. As you read the statute, and I'm speaking specifical-
ly about the Hughes-Ryan amendment to the National Security
Act, did you find a constitutional basis for the provision that al-
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lowed the President to withhold prior notice to Congress in special
cases?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, I did. Both the language of the
Act, which says that whatever was being enacted there was consist-
ent with the constitutional duties and responsibilities of the Presi-
dent, and secondly, with the subdivision (b) of section 501, which
has to do with, if prior notification is not provided, then timely no-
tification should be provided.

Mr. HATCH. That's the way I read it also. Based on your under-
standing of the Constitution, General Meese, do you feel it would
be an unconstitutional intrusion into the Fresident's responsibility
to carry out the country's foreign policy if he were required in
every case to give prior notice to the Congress of every action?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, I believe that that could be an
unconstitutional limitation on the President's authority.

Mr. HATCH. As you know, General Meese, Congress has the
power of the purse and the President is, to quote Chief Justice
John Marshall, "the sole organ of foreign relations."

John Jay's 64th Federalist Paper explains why the framers gave
the President the leading role. He stated this. He said that "perfect
secrecy and immediate dispatch are sometimes requisite. There are
times where the most useful intelligence may be obtained if the
persons possessing it can be relieved from the apprehensions of dis-
covery. There are countless many who would rely on the secrecy of
the President but who would not confide in that of the Senate."
That was John Jay in the Federalist Papers. I think that quote is
particularly applicable here but it is also clear that the Congress is
not required to appropriate the funds exactly as the President
wants them appropriated. So there has to be a balance.

As Henry Kissinger commented in an article I just read yester-
day, an op-ed piece, sometimes we dwell too much on the checks
and not enough on the balances that are contemplated in the Con-
stitution.

So looking back on the Iran-Contra events, what can we learn
abcut the proper constitutional balance between the executive and
the legislative branches of government in foreign affairs?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, Senator, I think, as you've sug-
gested, there has to be a certain flexibility in what the President is
able to do and the reporting requirements, to the extent that they
are valid, on what he is doing so that he has the ability to carry
out foreign policy and national security policy, particularly in
those very sensitive areas where the lives of Americans overseas
are at stake.

At the same time, I think the power of the purse is one that does
belong to the Congress, as you point out, and the best way of
achieving a balance, as you mentioned, is to have procedures
worked out such as some of those we discussed earlier, where a
President in normal situations will confide in the Congress and
obtain their support for his activities, but at the same time have
the flexibility in unusual, rare occasions where such consultation
or such notification has to be delayed in order to achieve some
other national interest.

Mr. HATCH. Finally, I would like to read something that Attor-
ney General Robert Jackson, who later became a Justice on the
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U.S. Supreme Court, said back in 1940 about the power of the Fed-
eral prosecutor. ie said, "If the prosecutor is obliged to choose his
cases, it follows that he can choose his defendants. Therein is the
most dangerous power of the prosecutor, that he will pick people
that he thinks he should get rather than pick cases that need to be
prosecuted. With the law books filled with a great assortment of
crimes, a prosecutor stands a fair chance of finding at least a tech-
nical violation of some Act on the part of almost anyone. In such a
case, it is not a question of discovering the commission of a crime
and then looking for the man who has committed it, it is a question
of picking the man and then searching the law books or putting
investigators to work to pin some offense on him. It is in this realm
in which the prosecutor picks some person whom he dislikes or de-
sires to embarrass or selects some group of unpopular persons and
then looks for an offense that the greatest danger of abuse of pros-
ecuting power lies. It is here that law enforcement becomes person-
al, and the real crime becomes that of being unpopular with the
predominant or governing group, being attached to the wrong polit-
ical views or being personally obnoxious to or in the way of the
prosecutor himself." I think that is a pretty interesting quote. I
think it applied then in 1940 on April 1st and it applies today and
it certainly applies in this instance.

In a sense, that quote seems to me to apply to our inquiry here
and of course to the independent counsel. As the Nation's chief law
enforcement officer, do you have any comment on what Justice
Jackson, then Mr. Attorney General Jackson, had to say?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, Senator, I certainly concur with
the sentiments that he expressed. I have a very high regard for Mr.
Jackson in general, but particularly in view of what he says there
and the power of the prosecutor and the necessity of using that
power in a very legitimate and proper way to see that justice is
done, rather than to vent personal prejudices or personal interests,
is something about which I talk to each training class of entering
assistant U.S. attorneys and new lawyers who come to the Depart-
ment of Justice.

Mr. HATCH. I commend you for doing that. I think it applies
here. I think it does point out maybe some of the difficulties that
independent counsels face, because with all the expense and all the
months gone by, all the hundreds of thousands of documents, all
the-people-on-the-payrll, ,nsum might fel that they just have to
prosecute somebody.

In this particular case, I have to admit there were things wrong,
things that can be criticized, things that certainly were errors in
judgment, but it struck me very interestingly how difficult it is,
unless you just go to what really are catch-all provisions of the law,
to find out whether the law has been violated here.

Your efforts and those of your team of lawyers have been scruti-
nized throughout this process and they have been attacked with
the benefit of perfect hindsight. When I look back on your work
and the very short time that you had to gather the facts, and when
I compare the vast resources this committee has and the independ-
ent counsel has and the hours that have been put in and spent by
this committee investigating the same facts, we have spent more
time in public testimony with a single witness than you had to
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complete that whole investigation back then, really, your initial in-
quiry.

Now, when I look at all that, I am impressed with how much you
were able to accomplish with your team of lawyers from the Jus-
tice Department and how well your initial Findings have really
stood up, because, as you have said, the basic Findings 1. ou found
then are the basic Findings that propelled this investigation for-
ward, and which we found after 7 or 8 months with hundreds of
thousands of documents, countless investigative and analytical
hours being put in, and of course the benefit of perfect hindsight,
so I just want to say this, I want to thank you for your testimony. I
think you have stood up well. You have made a good witness, and I
think you have made it pretty clear that it is a iough position to be
Attorney General of the United States, and I think the American
people probably appreciate that more than ever at this particular
time.

Thank you, sir.
I used about half my time, so I turn back the rest to the commit-

tee.
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Attorney General, apparently my hope that we would be out

of here by 6:30 will not be fulfilled. We have approximately 2 hours
remaining if all members decide to use their time.

My question to you, sir: Would you like to have a recess at this
moment or shall we just plug along?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Chairman, I would prefer just to
continue. I'll be happy to stay here as long as the committee
wishes.

Chairman INOUYE. Fine, sir. Thank you.
Chairmen HAMILTON. Mr. Aspin.
Mr. AsPIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, let me just go back over one thing. I am

kind of intrigued by the question that Mr. Stokes raised about Mr.
North being the fall guy.

And I was looking at your testimony, at the transcript of your
press conference the time you announced the diversion and laid it
out, and as you have said, there are a lot of points in it at which
you put in a lot of qualifiers and other things, saying we didn't
know and we weren't sure, but on the part about who knew and
what they knew you were pretty firm at that point.

I would like to just read the relevant passages. Here you are
saying-here is the question: "General Meese, who in the NSC was
aware that this extra amount of money was being transferred to
the so-called Contras, or under their control? Did Admiral Poin-
d'exter specifically know? Who else knew and did the CIA know?
Was CIA Director Casey aware of this?"

Your answer was: "The only person in the U.S. Government that
knew precisely about this, the only person was Lt. Col. North. Ad-
miral Poindexter did know that something of this nature was oc-
curring, but he did not look into it further."

"And what, if I could follow up, sir, what about CIA Director
Casey?"
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"CIA Director Casey, Secretary of State Shultz, Secretary of De-
fense Casper Weinberger, myself and other members of the NSC,
none of us knew."

"When you say that Poindexter knew, do you mean that he ap-
proved of it?"

"No. Admiral Poindexter knew generally that something of this
nature was happening. He did not know the details."

"Did he try to stop it, though?"
"I don't know precisely when he learned it. He knew of it some-

time during the last year."
"But did he try to stop it, sir?"
"He did not try to stop it."
That is pretty definitive and pretty categorical. There is no

"Well, we think at this point or we have some impression at this
point." I take it from your subsequent testimony that this defini-
tive opinion about what Admiral Poindexter knew or did not know,
your testimony yesterday mainly, came from that brief meeting
you had in his office; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct. What I was relating
there in the passage that you quoted was, first of all, what Lt. Col.
North had told me about his own knowledge, and, secondly, what
Admiral Poindexter had told me about his participation.

Mr. AsPIN. But you went with a flat statement and you did not
ask Admiral Poindexter the flat question, I take it, is what you are
telling us? Your testimony yesterday, you said that you got from
the conversation that he knew something about it but you didn't
press him saying, "What did you know-how much did you know?"

Attorney General MEESE. I got from him what he toldme, which
was all he told me at that time, that he knew about it, namely,
that Colonel North had given him hints about what was going on
so that he had a general knowledge and that he didn't follow up on
that or do anything to stop it.

Mr. ASPIN. I'm just kind of surprised that you went with such a
flat statement at the press conference, given the kind of sketchy
information that you had at that time.

Attorney General MEESE. I felt it was important to tell all that
we knew at that time so I related, I think almost verbatim, what
Admiral Poindexter told me about his participation, and I related,
again almost verbatim, what Colonel North had told me about his
participation.

SMay I say--
Mr. ASPIN. But without any qualifiers?
Attorney General MEESE. Without any qualifiers, because that I

did remember exactly what they had told me.
I might say also that there were qualifiers before and after that

about our general state of knowledge which certainly applied to
that, and furthermore what I was doing was talking about what
people had said they had done. I was not attaching any evaluative
content to it, as to whether they were guilty of crimes-whether it
was proper or not proper--

Mr. ASPIN. Did you ever follow up with Admiral Poindexter any
other questions about-I mean when he resigned-you talked to
him on the morning of the 25th and told him that it was time to
resign?
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Attorney General MEESE. I talked to him very briefly on the
morning of the 25th, and I did not go into s nything further of a
substantive nature at that time.

Mr. ASPIN. According to your testimony, you told him that now
was the time to resign?

Attorney General MEESE. I told him that I was sure his resigna-
tion was going to be requested and that it was time.

He had talked to me about that the previous day.
Mr. ASPIN. Did you relay your feelings about the case of Colonel

North? Admiral Poindexter testified or said that you at that time
said that Colonel North was not guilty of anything at that point.
Do you remember that?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall specifically that, but I
certainly may have said that because at that point we had made no
evaluation of any criminal activity.

Mr. ASPIN. But the diversion then, in your mind, at that point
was not a criminal activity?

Attorney General MEESE. We had not at tha; point established
for sure, well at no time did we ever establish for sure that it was a
criminal activity.

Mr. ASPIN. So at that point you did not believe that the diversion
was a criminal activity; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. I didn't know that it was or certainly
for sure. As a matter of fact, we were at that time in the process of
examining to see whether there were any applicable laws, and that
was going on late Monday night, and then it was further going on
on Tuesday.

Mr. ASPIN. Why would Admiral Poindexter get the word from
you that he should resign?

Attorney General MEESE. It was basically because the afternoon
before when I was talking with him, he said to me, I knew when
this started to come out-he said, I knew when I heard from Colo-
nel North that if this came out I would probably have to resign,
and he said, I trust you more than anybody else to--

Mr. AsPIN. To make that call?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, in general just trust him-trust-

ed me for advice generally in the whole thing, and so I felt that the
next morning that it was only fair that he hear from me what the
probable consequences would be, because in a sense--

Mr. ASPIN. Why did you think that it was important for him to
resign at that moment?

Attorney General MEESE. Well I think for several reasons. One is
that there was no question in the Chief of Staff s mind at the
White House that he would have to resign, and he ultimately had
the primary responsibility to the President and also, in my mind, I
didn't see how he could continue in view of this unauthorized activ-
ity having taken place under his watch, where he knew of it-just
as he testified here and as the President said that day, he took the
responsibility for it. He was unfortunately responsible.

I have very high regard for Admiral Poindexter as well as for
Colonel North, both as individuals and for the fine job they did for
the administration, and this whole matter, at that time particulaly
and since, has been a matter of great sorrow to me,.
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Mr. ASPIN. Let me lay out a theory. If I was a real cynic like
Courter, not like I am, but like Courter, if I was just a cynic like
Courter, I might put together the facts as I see them and come to
the conclusion that you-I don't know whether you personally or
Mr. Casey-somehow somebody was operating a plan A and plan B.

Plan A was we cannot tell a lie, Ollie did it. Plan B was we
cannot tell a lie, John Poindexter did it.

Let me lay out the evidence for that. First of all is the nature of
the investigation that you conducted and your very definitive state-
ments here at the press conference. Second is the evidence of-that
is, that John Poindexter did not reveal right away that he in fact
had authorized the diversion and had not told the President.

The committee was very puzzled why John Poindexter didn't say
that right away and avoid an awful lot of speculation over those
months in the paper as to whether the President knew or didn't
know. He didn't come forward right away. and I think it is because
you all were operating plan A.

It ib consistent with North's testimony before this committee
that he was willing to take the political fall but not the legal fall.
It is consistent with North's testimony of a conversation that he
had with Bill Casey where he, North, said that he would be willing
to be the fall guy if this ever came out and Casey remarked to him,
well, you're probably not big enough-we would have to go prob-
ably higher to Poindexter.

It certainly is consistent with the fact that Poindexter was al-
lowed to resign and North was fired. And it is consistent with the
fact that you told Poindexter now-that it was now the time to
resign. I think you were operating under plan A. And if plan A did
not succeed-and it looks like plan B is-my question to you is,
what was plan C?

Attorney General MEESE. All of the imagination that you put
into this is incorrect. There was no plan A, no plan B. I have no
idea what plan C might be conjured up in your imagination.

Mr. AsPIN. So you are not going to confess? No?
I have no more questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
General, I want to direct your attention to your opening state-

ment. On page 2 of that statement, you say that the administration
has thoroughly cooperated with the independent counsel and will
continue to do so. You then state, as the concluding sentence, "It is
imperative both in fairness to the independent counsel and to those
individuals who have been involved in the Iran-Contra matter that
its efforts not be prejudged or impeded."

I take it by that you would mean that any assertions, whether
the independent counsel should or should not prosecute are really
not appropriate? He should be allowed to do his job without receiv-
ing counsel from outside as to what decision he should reach? Is
that the import of that sentence?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, Senator.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, did I understand you earlier to say in re-

sponse to Congressman Aspin that you continue to have a very
high regard for Admiral Poindexter and Colonel North, that you
said you had a high regard? You continue to do so?
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Attorney General MEESE. I have a high regard for both of those
gentlemen, yes, sir.

Mr. SARBANES. In light of some of the testimony that they gave
to you which subsequently proved not to be correct or accurate?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, I think you have to look at an
individual on the basis of all the things you know about them. I
know about Colonel North, that he has an exemplary war record, a
record of heroism, and that he worked very hard for the President
and for things that he believed in for this country, that he has con-
tinually exhibited, in the time that I knew his work at the White
House while I was there, a high degree of enthusiasm and at great
personal sacrifice in terms of time with his family and other
things.

I know that Admiral Poindexter is one of the finest men I have
met, a man who has sacrificed a promotion, assignment in the
Navy which would have, had he accepted it, gotten him away from
the White House at a time when he might well have been the next
chief of Naval operations or future chief of Naval operations. He
sacrificed those opportunities to do what he thought was a task
where he could better serve this President.

I think when you look at a person's record and some things have
come out here that would tend to detract from those reputations,
but in both cases, I think you have to look at the entire history and
experience and background of the individuals, and I can say that I
still have high regard for both of them.

Mr. SARBANES. Recognizing the things you have commented
about, do you think they leveled with you in full in the course of
the factual inquiry in which you were conducting?

Attorney General MEESE. This is a difficult question for me to
answer for the reasons I stated to the chairman and others earlier,
that I don't have the benefit of much of the testimony that has
been given before this committee. I also don't think that it is my
place, quite frankly, to sit in judgment upon them.

Mr. SARBANES. When you met with Admiral Poindexter, I must
tell you I still find it a puzzlement as to why you never interviewed
him, in effect, over the course of your investigation, your inquiry
beginning on the 21st of November.

You had an extended discussion with Colonel North, Secretary
Shultz, the former National Security Adviser, McFarlane, but not
with Admiral Poindexter. And while you have addressed that
matter -anumber of times- in-your-testimony, it is Still a puzzlement
to me how you could carry out this inquiry without a proper ses-
sion with Admiral Poindexter, who, after all, was the National Se-
curity Adviser, and in the-the significant person in the chain of
command.

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, the reason was that we were
planning, when we started out this whole matter, to interview Ad-
miral Poindexter. The order of people that we took was primarily
to get at those things that I had no knowledge whatsoever about,
which were the incidents that took place during 1985.

During 1985, Admiral Poindexter, to the best of our knowledge,
had very little to do with that because-with the Iranian initiative,
because most of those activities, according to what we had been
told, were undertaken by Mr. McFarlane and later on we learned
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by Colonel North. There is no doubt that had the diversion situa-
tion not been discovered, that we would have had an extensive
interview with Admiral Poindexter as well.

Mr. SARBANES. Well, why didn't the discovery of the diversion
memo make it even more essential to have such a session with Ad-
miral Poindexter?

Attorney General MEESE. Because we looked at the people who
were most knowledgeable. That was Colonel North. We got a com-
plete outline from him as to what had occurred.

The point at which Admiral Poindexter came into that was not
in how the whole transaction went forward, but how much he
knew, what he knew, and those were the questions that I asked
him.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, Colonel North in your interview did not
assert that he was doing the diversion on his own, did he?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe that he asserted that he
was doing it on his own. He told me that Admiral Poindexter knew
about it.

Mr. SARBANES. So Admiral Poindexter, who was next in com-
mand, above Colonel North, became a key player in that matter,
did he not?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes. Yes. That's why I talked with him.
Mr. SARBANES. But only in passing, as I understand it?
Attorney General MEESE. No. It wasn't in passing. It was for a

very specific purpose, to find out what he knew, who he had told,
and what his involvement was in this whole matter.

Mr. SARBANES. That was on Monday?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES, You had one meeting with Admiral Poindexter on

Monday the 21st?
Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. SARBANES. And then on Tuesday morning, you summoned

him to your office in order to tell hirfi he was to be-he was to
resign?

Attorney General MEESE. I had heard from Secretary-from Mr.
Regan that it was his feeling that Poindexter would have to resign
that day and that he was going to recommend this to the Presi-
dent. I felt, for the reasons I mentioned, I believe, to Mr. Aspin,
that just on the basis of the confidence that Admiral Poindexter
had in me that I wanted to tell him that because of our conversa-
tion of the previousz day

Mr. SARBANES. When you went to the President to say that you
thought this job ought to be done, I take it that's how it originated;
is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. I-we are now talking about Friday the
21st of November?

Mr. SARBANES. Yes.
Attorney General MEESE. At that time I told him I felt someone

should put together a coherent account of all of the things that had
transpired in regard to the Iranian initiative so there would be a
factual overview on which we could depend for testimony and for
public statements.

Mr. SARBANES. But you went to the President with that idea?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SARBANES. Did you ever ask the President what he knew
about the various matters in the course of carrying out your in-
quiry?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I did not. At that stage, no.
Mr. SARBANES. Did you at any stage before the press conference

on the 25th of November?
Attorney General MEESE. No, I didn't. Well, yes, I talked to him

about this and learned that he knew nothing about this diversion,
which was the main subject of the press conference on the 25th.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, you said just a few minutes ago thqt an-
other part of it that you were looking at was the-what occurred in
1985, which, as I understand, was one reason you placed such an
importance on McFarlane's testimony rather than Poindexter's,
since he was the National Security Adviser at that time.

Attorney General MEESE. Yes.
Mr. SARBANES. I take it that related to the November shipment

amongst other things?
- Attorney General MEESE. There were two shipments in 1985, one
of TOW missiles, 508 missiles, I believe in, I think, August or Sep-
tember, and then the HAWK missiles that were shipped in Novem-
ber of '85.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, did you ask the President about his knowl-
edge on either of those matters?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, I did not. I'm sure we would
have gotten into that later on, but as was already testified to today,
as soon as we learned about the diversion, that changed entirely
the focus of what we were discovering and what would be present-
ed to the American people.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, you didn't ask Admiral Poindexter about it
either?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Although the testimony here has subsequently re-

vealed that with respect to the November shipment, the President
signed a Finding and Admiral Poindexter tore it up, which would
have been highly relevant information for your inquiry, would it
not?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. When you-when did you find out that there had

been a shipment to Iran in November of 1985?
Attorney Genxeral MEESE. I believe I found it out in November of

1986.
Mr. SARBANES. And when you found it out, did you find out it

had been a shipment of arms?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, initially I think the information I

got was that it was first known to be a shipment of oil-drilling
parts, but that later it was discovered that it was a shipment of
arms.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, when you interviewed Mr. McFarlane, he
told you it was a shipment of oil-drilling parts; is that right?

Attorney General MEESE. I think by that time, I think he told me
that he had been told by Mr. Rabin that it was a shipment of oil-
drilling parts.

Mr. SARBANES. You testified yesterday at some length about
being told that they were interrupted at the Geneva summit about
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this matter, that a phone call was placed to the Prime Minister of
a friendly country to intervene for the shipment to go through. Did
it strike you as strange that that kind of high-level intervention
should have been necessary in order to move a shipment of oil-
drilling parts?

Attorney General MEESE. Senator, we were told either by Mr.
McFarlane or Colonel North, or perhaps both, that Mr.-that the
representative of Israel had indicated that this was a very impor-
tant shipment that had to do with the-with a project in which the
United States was interested, namely the Iranian initiative or the
Iranian relationship that was going on at that time.

Mr. SARBANES. It did not strike you as strange that you would be
intervening with the Prime Minister of a country to move through
oil-drilling equipment?

Attorney General MEESE. At that time, I knew that these were
arms. Mr. McFarlane indicated he had been told by Mr. Rabin that
it was oil-drilling equipment. All I know is that he considered it
important enough and a significant enough shipment that he felt
that it was proper for him to intervene.

Mr. SARBANES. You did not ask Mr. McFarlane that question?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't recall asking him that question

per se, no.
Mr. SARBANES. Well, I find it very difficult, because Judge Sofaer,

in his deposition-in fact, when he called Cooper in your depart-
ment about the fact that this was-about the statement that was to
appear in Casey's testimony that no one in the U.S. Government
knew that the November shipment was HAWKs, as opposed to oil-
drilling equipment, and he responded that the claim was impossi-
ble in light of what he knew to have been the conversation between
the Secretary of State and McFarlane in November of 1985. And
then he went on to say, "Yes, and I also thought it was untenable
as a matter of logic that the CIA would not have reacted in the
way that Casey's testimony indicated; that is, with a warning that
they would not do this again. Generally the whole thing smelled to
me like the kind of thing you see in a trial, and I presided over
hundreds."

This is Judge Sofaer in his deposition. "In a narcotics case, for
example, where they refer to the drugs as shirts or something like
that. You always have some kind of phrase that you use to describe
what you are selling when you don t want to talk about it direct-
ly."

"Question: And here it was oil-drilling equipment?
"Answer: Right. Oil-drilling bits."
Now did you have the same suspicion?
Attorney General MEESE. Senator, I don't think I had the same

suspicion in the same sense because I knew what was involved
there. It was a matter of my finding out what people recalled, what
their recollection was. As I was going through this, it was not a
matter of cross-examining people at that stage or even trying to re-
solve conflicting accounts, but trying to find out what people did
remember so that we could put these different pieces together. I
think that obviously Mr. Sofaer at this stage, as I would with all
the information that is now available, might have a very different
view.
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Mr. SARBANES. Well, let me ask you a couple of follow-up ques-
tions on testimony that was given in the course of the day. At one
point when it was-the question was put to you, "Why, when you
met with Director Casey on Saturday night, the 22d of November,
you did not raise with him the diversion which you had found out
about about midday of that day through the discovery of the diver-
sion memo by Mr. Reyolds?"

And you responded, amongst other things, and said, "Well, the
committee would be criticizing me now had I told Casey for tipping
him off," and it just prompts me to put the question to you: Was
one of the reasons for not telling Casey that Saturday night to
guard against such a danger?

Attorney General MEESE. No. No. No, Senator. I had no idea at
that time of any such danger, so to speak. It was just, as I men-
tioned earlier, the natural lawyer's instinct, I think, that you don't
tell somebody about something, even someone as close a friend as
Mr. Casey, until you know all the details when you are in the proc-
ess if finding facts.

Mr. SARBANES. Were you aware of the close relationship appar-
ently between Director Casey and Colonel North?

Attorney General MEESE. No, I was not. Not until I heard testi-
mony here.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, in response to Senator Mitchell earlier
today, I think you indicated the view that the documents that Colo-
nel North destroyed on Sunday night, late Sunday night, early
Monday morning, from 11:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m., were irrelevant.

Attorney General MEESE. I didn't say they were irrelevant. I said
they may have been irrelevant. I have no idea.

Mr. SARBANES. A reasonable person could certainly proceed on
the view that North, having had an interview with you at some
length on Sunday afternoon, and then going to his office at 11:00
that night and engaged in extensive shredding until 4:00 in the
morning, that pertinent documents might well have been shredded.
That is not an unreasonable view to take, would you say?

Attorney General MEESE. It is not an unreasonable view after
the fact, learning those things, although I have-I think one of the
things that we did know at that time was that we had been
through the documents. Our people had been through the docu-
ments. They had, in fact, discovered this particular document that
led to the discovery of the diversion.

Mr. SARBANES. Of course, the diversion was an alarm bell,
amongst-ther-reasonsbecause the covert operation with respect
to Iran was being done pursuant to a Presidential Finding, which
you had been involved in preparing, as I understand it. In fact, I
think the legal analysis came from you for the January 17 Finding,
is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. No. I concurred in the legal analysis
that was presented by General Counsel Sporkin.

Mr. SARBANES. Well, I think General Counsel Sporkin gave us
some testimony that indicates he was relying upon you. I mean
each of you may have been relying on the other in that instance,
but in any event, that Finding did not authorize taking the money
from the transfer of arms to Iran and using them for the Contras.
That is very clear, isn't it?
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Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. Is that the basis on which you became alarmed

about that situation?
Attorney General MEESE. I became alarmed on the basis that it

was-that when I learned about the diversion of funds, that was
certainly a far cry from what the President had authorized on the
7th of January and in the Finding of the 17th of January, 1986 and
a far cry from my-from anything I had ever heard authorized by
him.

Mr. SARBANES. Finally, would you take the view that establishing
a covert operation of the sort that North, Secord, and Hakim had
set up outside of the channels of accountability is a totally unac-
ceptable way to proceed?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Boland?
Mr. BOLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, slowly, but imperceptibly, we are coming

to the end of this day. You have testified that on November 21st of
1986, President Reagan instructed you to ascertain all the facts
concerning the Iran arms transactions.

Since you were aware that this initiative was in your words rig-
idly compartmentalized, at what point in your investigative process
did you plan to ask the President what he knew so that you could
both assure yourself that you had a full account of what had tran-
spired and check the accuracy of other information that you had
received?

Attorney General MEESE. It would have been after I had put to-
gether the information obtained from the other individuals who
were involved.

Mr. BOLAND. When you informed the President of the diversion
on November 24th, did he indicate to you what instructions, if any,
he might have issued concerning the provision of military support
to the Contras during the period between October 1st of 1984 and
October 18 of 1986?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir. I don't believe that came up in
the conversation.

Mr. BOLAND. Mr. McFarlane has testified that he brought the Is-
raeli proposal to ship TOW missiles to Iran to President Reagan's
attention in July of 1985, the TOW missiles, but that the President
needed a few days to consider the proposal before he approved it.

is it your testimony that during the time he was considering the
Israeli proposal, he did not ask you for your legal or personal
advice on it?

Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
I might also say there was probably a good reason for that. I

think I was either in-well, I was not asked for my advice at any
time, but probably even if he had wanted to, he couldn't because I
was in Europe during most of that time.

Mr. BOLAND. I am interested in what was said between you, the
President, the Vice President, and Donald Regan before Admiral
Poindexter joined you in the Oval Office on November 25th of 1986.

What kind of a briefing did you provide for that group, absent
Poindexter?
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Attorney General MEESE. On the 25th of November 1986, this
was at 9:00 o'clock in the morning, I believe-you recalled-I be-
lieve the Vice President was there.

I know Mr. Regan was there. I know the President and I were
there.

I think at that time I don't believe I provided much of a briefing
inasmuch as I had told the President and the Vice President the
previous evening what I had found out. It was more a matter of
discussing the action steps to be taken which included the appoint-
ment of the special review board, the termination of Mr.-Admiral
Poindexter and Lt. Col. North as members of the White House
staff, or the NSC staff, the convening of the National Security
Council members to advise them, the convening of a meeting with
the congressional leadership, and the holding of a news conference
to announce this to the American people.

Those were the things we talked about on that morning.
Mr. BOLAND. Did you indicate to that group what Poindexter's

knowledge was of the diversion?
Attorney General MEESE. I believe I talked to them about that

the previous day, or at least I certainly had the President. I believe
at least in summary form with the Vice President.

Mr. BOLAND. As I understand your testimony, in a meeting, you
had several meetings. These would be between January 7 and the
17th of 1986, you attended with the President on the Iranian initia-
tive. Mr. Reagan was insistent that no deals were to be made with
any group holding hostages.

Secretary Shultz has testified that information available to him
caused him to conclude that Iran had absolute control over the hos-
tages.

To your knowledge, was that information made available to the
President?

Attorney General MEESE. I have no knowledge that it was. At all
times-and I was only in one meeting with the President on this
subject in January of 1986. But at other meetings, even as late No-
vember of 1986, when this matter was discussed as to the Iranian
influence or the extent of this control, I believe we were advised by
Admiral Poindexter, it may have been others, that while the Irani-
ans had influence over the-those who were holding the hostages,
they did not have control over them.

Mr. BOLAND. You testified that your reading of the applicable
law led you to conclude that a "short delay" of notification to Con-
gress of the Iran arms sales was authorized. How do you believe
that the duration of that short delay was to be defined? How would
you define the short delay?

Attorney General MEESE. I would define the delay not really in
terms of time, but in terms of the reason for the delay. The reason
for the delay was the jeopardy to the hostages and also potentially
to people in Iran if this should come out.

But particularly to the hostages, and it was established by the
President that the delay would only be so long as the hostages con-
tinued to be held and that the notification would take place just as
soon as the hostages were released and in the United States con-
trol.
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Mr. BOLAND. In his testimony, Admiral Poindexter made clear
his belief that had the President known about the diversion, he
would have approved it.

Did your discussion of the diversion with the President on No-
vember 24th and 25th, 1986, support or rebut the admiral's conten-
tion?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe that he President, had he
been notified about it, would not have approved it.

Mr. BOLAND. On November 25th of 1986, the administration con-
cluded that a criminal investigation of this matter was warranted.
The committees have evidence indicating that there was no FBI
search of White House files until November 28th.

What was the reason for that delay, from the 25th to the 28th?
Attorney General MEESE. I have no knowledge of any reason for

that delay. I do know, however, that the White House files had al-
ready been secured as of the 25th, I believe. At least I gave the
order on that date to do it, concurrent with the commencement of
the criminal investigation.

Mr. BOLAND. And what is your view of the legal standing of a
Covert Action Finding that seeks to ratify already conducted covert
operations?

Attorney General MEESE. In my opinion, it does not have any
effect because the law provides that the President make a Finding
that something is in the national interest or the national security
interests, depending upon the particular statute, and I think that
clearly implies that the Finding be made prior to the commence-
ment of the covert action.

Mr. BOLAND. Let me ask as a final question, did Reynolds and
Richardson, and Cooper, and you have a nice meal at the Old
Ebbitt on the 22d?

Attorney General MEESE. Let me say, Mr. Boland, the meal was
a lot better until they told me about the discovery of the memo and
also that the Old Ebbitt has gotten a good deal of publicity out of
these hearings, from what I understand.

Mr. BOLAND. Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. DeWine.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, thank you for your time. We are getting

close, we're almost there, maybe we can all go eat at the Old Ebbitt
in a minute.

You served as White House counsellor to the President. I don't
know if that is the official title. You were very, very close to the
President of the United States from the time he was sworn in in
January of 1981 until the time that you were sworn in as our At-
torney General; is that correct?

Attorney General MEE E. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. And during that time you became very familiar

with how the White House works?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. Of course, you are very familiar with how Ronald

Reagan works, as well, and you know him very well?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
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Mr. DEWINE. You know that when President Reagan has all the
facts, that he handles the situation very well. That, in fact, when
he has the facts, he is a strong and decisive leader; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. You alsoknow that no President, no matter who he

is, can function unless he has all the facts?
Attorney General MEESE. That is correct.
Mr. DEWINE. Now, from your testimony, you described that night

when the President-I believe it was on the 19th of November-the
President had that press conference. You described driving home,
having your car radio on, listening to part of the press conference.
Then you got home and went in the house.

I believe you told us your wife had the press conference on TV,
so you watched the rest of it at that time; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. After watching that, based upon the testimony that

you have already given to us, you knew there was a problem, did
you not?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. You knew that obviously the President of the

United States did not have all the facts that night?
Attorney General MEESE. It certainly appeared that way from

the press conference.
Mr. DEWINE. It was clear there was a problem. It was clear that

Admiral Poindexter and Donald Regan for some reason were not
getting the essential facts to the President of the United States;
isn't that true?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, I don't know who was responsi-
ble, but I did know that the President did not appear to be in pos-
session of a lot of facts that I felt he should have known at the
time.

Mr. DEWINE. You have been very kind for these 2 days. I know
you don't want to criticize anybody. I am not going in any way to
try to twist your arm to do that.

But they were the critical advisers to the President during that
time? We are talking about the Chief of Staff, Donald Regan, and
talking about the National Security Adviser; isn't that true?

Attorney General MEESE. They were obviously principal advisers
to the President. There are a lot of things that go into briefings for
press conferences. So--

Mr. DEWINE. All right. I'll let you--
Attorney General MEESE. I wouldn't try to pin it on any one

person. I think it was the situation that concerned me, rather than
any individuals.

Mr. DEWINE. As a consequence of the President not having all
the facts, frankly the American people were confused. And that
was tragic, was it not? Because this President, when he has all the
facts, is not detached and evasive, he is engaged and forceful, isn't
he?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, he is.
What was particularly of concern to me was this was an issue of

major proportions and major public interest and also an issue
which people for political purposes could severely damage the ad-
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ministration, so it had a lot of reasons why it was important to get
accurate facts out to the public immediately.

Mr. DEWINE. After you realized some of the President's closest
advisers were for any number of reasons apparently ill-serving
him, you took it upon yourself at that time to go to the President
and ask him for specific authority to discover the facts, did you
not?

I believe what you said was "Either I can do it or somebody else
can do it, but somebody has got to get the facts out."

Attorney General MEESE. I didn't feel anybody was ill-serving
him in that sense when I went to him on Friday. I was rather con-
cerned that because of the way this whole thing had occurred, that
different people had different recollections-that seemed pretty
clear to me-and that it was necessary to get a total factual over-
view.

Mr. DEWINE. So when you went to him and you got that authori-
zation-now, over the course of the next few days, you discovered,
according to my notes, at least the following: number one, a diver-
sion of funds to the Contras from the sale-of arms to Iran; two, that
three people in the U.S. Government-North, Poindexter, and
McFarlane-knew about the diversion; three, that the U.S. Govern-
ment officials were assisting the Contras with diverted funds; and,
finally, number four, that the President of the United States,
Ronald Reagan, did not authorize, nor did he know of, that diver-
sion.

Would you agree that those were four essential facts that in a
very, very brief period of time, relatively brief period of time, you
were able to find out?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Mr. DEWINE. What did you do with that essential information

once you had it?
Attorney General MEESE. I presented that information to the

President.
Mr. DEWINE. And what did the President then do, the first thing

he did?
Attorney General MEESE. Well, the President determined that

this should be made public. The President also determined that he
wanted to take steps to make sure that it did not reoccur. He also
wanted to be sure that the people who had been responsible for
this were removed from the White House staff, and that the Con-
gress and others in the administration were notified, as well as the
American public.

Mr. DEWINE. That ultimately resulted, then, in the press confer-
ence, several people leaving the administration, and then finally
the Tower Commission; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir. All of that was planned essen-
tially on the morning of the 25th of November and then imple-
mented immediately thereafter.

Mr. DEWINE. What did you do then and what did the President
do about any possible violations of law?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, as already mentioned, I told him
that I would be convening a criminal investigation, or would prob-
ably convene a criminal investigation, ae uocn as I received infor-
mation from our Criminal Division that there was reason to.
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We did that on the afternoon of the 25th and then, based upon
information provided to me by the Criminal Division that there
were adequate legal and factual pret'icates, I requested the ap-
pointment of an independent counsel during the week of the 1st of
December.

The actual request went forward on the 4th, although I had an-
nounced publicly on the 2d that we would be doing so.

Mr. DEWINE. Finally, the Congress in its proper role passed a
resolution which created this committee-these two committees ac-
tually. How did the President react to that resolution and the fact
that this committee has been established-the Senate Committee
has been established-and the House Committee?

Attorney General MEESE. The President ordered all members of
the Executive Branch to cooperate fully with the committees.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Attorney General, I'm not going to take all of
my time. Let me just say in closing that those 6 days-and that is
stretching it, because it is actually portions, by my calculations,
portions of 5 days-had to be unbelievably eventful for you. I don't
know how you got everything done that you testified that you did.
I'm sure you did, but it had to be an unbelievably stressful period
of time. You got a lot done.

But it was also an extraordinarily important time for this coun-
try. You have been criticized and you are going to continue to be
criticized, I am sure, for moving too slow. Some people have criti-
cized you for moving too fast. Some people said you didn't have the
right players in.

My first reaction, frankly, after I heard it was a little critical
myself.

I would echo what several of my colleagues have said. It would
seem that maybe if you had gotten, that last day, got Poindexter
and North in there, got them in a room with the President, we
could have gotten all the facts out and avoided some of this.

I listened this morning to your explanation of that. It seems to
me to be a logical explanation.

Mr. DEWINE. But hindsight, I guess, also could say, and I am
sure that you would agree at this point that if you had it to do over
again, you would have sealed those offices and that is looking back,
and we see that the shredding occurred and it did, in fact, take
place.

But it seems to me, and this is from one former prosecutor to an-
other former prosecutor, the bottom line is this: you got the job
done. You got the facts, the essential facts to the President of the
United States.

Your investigation, factfinding mission, whatever you want to
call it, may not have been perfect, it may not even have been
pretty, but it was a win.

You got the job done. You did what you had to do.
In conclusion, let me just say that in this Congressman's opinion,

you did not get between the President and the American people.
You did not allow others to come between you and the President.

You didn't leave the game when the score was against you. And
that is this man's opinion.

You had, Mr. Attorney General, the good judgment to play to our
strength.
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While others took him out, you had the foresight to put Ronald
Reagan back in the game.

Thank you for your testimony.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Mr. DeWine.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, I only have a couple of questions 'cause I

think every question has already been asked.
I guess the thing that concerns me more than anything else is

how important decisions are made by the National Security Coun-
cil.

I understand that the Security Council can't make a decision if
you don't know about some action that is being taken, but at the
time that you rightly decided to get the facts straight on the 21st I
guess it was, Friday, November the 21st, you were just concerned
about the 1985 shipments and the discrepancies in the statements
that had been made about the 1985 shipments; is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. Well, we were interested in putting to-
gether the facts about the entire Iranian initiative, including the
incidents that had taken place in 1985, but that was the primary
area in which there was much less apparent knowledge and docu-
mentation.

Mr. JENKINS. And when you called Mr.-Admiral Poindexter at
9:20 in the morning to set up a meeting with the President, you
went with Admiral Poindexter and took Mr. Regan with you to see
the President?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. And according to the, I guess it is your schedule,-------

you must have spent 45 minutes maybe with the President at that
time?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe we spent-this is on the
21st-I believe we spent about 20 to 25 minutes with him.

Mr. JENKINS. What did you tell the President that the real prob-
lem was of the 1985--

Attorney General MEESE. I told the President that it appeared
that different people had different recollections of what had oc-
curred or partial information as to what had occurred and that no
one seemed to have a complete account of what had happened, and
as a result there seemed to be differences of opinion as to what ac-
tually had occurred.

Mr. JENKINS. And, of course, I would assume at that time you in-
formed him that 'ou didn't know anything about the 1985 ship-
ments yourself, individually?

Attorney General MEESE. I am not sure whether that came up
specifically, but certainly I did not, other than what I had heard, of
course, in the preceding few days.

Mr. JENKINS. In trying to help you and-the President didn't say
"I signed a Finding for the 1985 shipments"?

Attorney General MEESE. No, that was the kind of thing that I
would be developing in the course of this factfinding inquiry would
be things like Findings or anything else that occurred.
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Mr. JENKINS. It would appear to me that it would have been
normal for the President to volunteer that he had :signed a Finding
back in 1985.

Attorney General MEESE. I don't think we went into any of those
kinds of details of the particular transactions.

Mr. JENKINS. Admiral Poindexter, who had the Finding in his
possession, did not volunteer any information at that time?

Attorney General MEESE. No, sir, he did not.
Mr. JENKINS. Looking back on it, does that seem unusual to you?
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, it does.
Mr. JENKINS. I think that type of lack of being forthcoming is the

same thing that bothers the committee.
For what little time I have, I want to turn to exhibit 47, which is

the-which are the notes of the interview of Colonel North, and I
know that inferences can be drawn that are sometimes, inferences
are wrong, and I want to ask you about a couple of statements that
Colonel North gave you during this interview.

First of all, did Colonel North keep insisting to you that this was
entirely an Israeli operation?

Attorney General MEESE. I believe he indicated to me that it was
an Israeli proposal initially, but that the United States agreed to
participate in it and to replenish the weapons and otherwise par-
ticipate in it, and in effect adopted this or adopted a participation
in it.

Mr. JENKINS. Did he state to you that it was his idea to continue
the operation or was he saying that it was entirely an Israeli-it
appears to me, from looking at the notes and from your press state-
ment that you made subsequent to this, that you were contending
at the press conference that this was an Israeli operation and that
we had some knowledge of it.

Attorney General MEESE. No, I think there was no question
about United States participation, but in '85 it was primarily the
relationship, the transactions between-that took place were be-
tween Israel anc Iran, and the United States role was in replenish-
ing arms for Israel, but there was no question in my mind that at
least after the fact we had condoned the shipments, and there was
some confusion, some differences of information we received as ex-
actly what happened.

The things we did know was that the original idea came from the
Israelis, or we had been told that, that the actual weapons ship-
ments in '85 had been Israeli shipments, the United States had
participated later by replenishing the weapons to Israel.

Mr. JENKINS. Please turn to page 13 so you might explain this
portion of the notes, if you are on page 13. North believes-about
the center of the page-"North believes that R.R. authorized it
himself because 'M' '-McFarlane I am assuming-"wouldn't go
off on his own."

Then down below, "North went to talk with R.R .... " with
Reagan, "strategic relation, and with Ronald Reagan it always came
back to the hostages drawn to the linkage. Terrible mistake to say
that Ronald Reagan wanted the strategic relationship because
Ronald Reagan wanted the hostages." What was he telling you at
that point?
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Attorney General MEESE. He was saying that in his contacts with
the President, the President's main focus was on freeing the hos-tags.

vIr. JENKINS. And at that point when he made that statement, I
am assuming the next part is your statement--

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. JENKINS. That "R.R. talked about both, not agreed to arms,

add hostages." What did you mean by that?
Attorney General MEESE. I told him that in my contacts, the

meeting I had attended, he talked about both. This was about both
the strategic relationship and the hostages. If it was just the rela-
tionship, I didn't think he would agree to the arms, and I am not
sure what "add hostages" means.

Mr. JENKINS. But Colonel North was insisting that the Presi-
dent's primary concern was getting the hostages released; is that
right?

Attorney General MEESE. That was his comment, and I felt that
that was incorrect, because I had heard the President talk in Janu-
ary of '86, and I had heard the President talk again on both the
10th of November, 1986, when he met with members of the Nation-
al Security Council, and again on the-I believe the 13th of Novem-
ber, 1986, when he had talked with people in the congressional del-
egation.

Mr. JENKINS. So you were simply trying to straighten out Colonel
North's belief--

Attorney General MEESE. I apparently made that comment in
the course of the discussion, yes.

Mr. JENKINS. Now, turn to page 19 and see if you can clarify-
well, turn to page 18 first at the bottom of the page: "Question:
What else like the Nicaraguan angle?

"Answer: Nothing."
And then on the top of the next page, "if this doesn't come out,

only other is the November HAWKs deal. Think someone ought to
step up and say this was authorized in November."

What does that mean, "someone ought to step up"?
Attorney General MEESE. I think what it means is-I don't have

a specific recollection, but from the notes, I would conclude that he
said that he thought that somebody ought to come up and say that
the November HAWK shipment was, in fact, authorized by the
President.

Mr. JENKINS. Which it was.
Attorney General MEESE. It was certainly in the signing of the

Finding after the fact. Whether the President had authorized it
before or not, I think this may be one of the things that the Presi-
dent indicated he can't remember exactly when it was authorized.

Mr. JENKINS. What does that sentence, "if this doesn't come out,
the only other thing is the November HAWKs deal?"

Attorney General MEESE. I don't have a recollection, but it looks
to me like you might conclude that he was suggesting the diversion
of funds not be made public or not come out.

Mr. JENKINS. That is the part that I was-that's the way I read
it, too.

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. JENKINS. Was he asking that yc" keep this quiet?
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Attorney General MEESE. I would conclude that. I don't recall
that part of the conversation, but I certainly think that would be a
fair conclusion here.

Mr. JENKINS. No one responded to him on the proposition to keep
that quiet?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't remember what was said at
that time. I know in my own mind that was not a reasonable prop-
osition.

I did say, it looks like from this again and I'm drawing conclu-
sions here based on notes, that I have to share it with the Presi-
dent and see if he was aware of it.

Mr. JENKINS. To see if he was aware of the diversion?
Attorney General MEESE. The diversion, right.
Mr. JENKINS. Well, that is the same conclusion that I came to in

reading those notes, and I simply wanted to know if that was a
proper inference to be drawn, that there was a desire to button this
thing up; is that right?

Attorney General MEESE. Right.
Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Attorney General.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. Rodino has 20 minutes reserved.
Mr. RoDINo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Attorney General, we are back again. Hopefully the witching

hour will sound, and we will all go home.
Mr. Attorney General, yesterday we had an exchange. I asked

you questions relative to your conducting a factfinding inquiry
without using the Criminal Division, and in answer to my question
you stated that you did not feel that it was necessary at that time,
and you also interjected, I believe, that you had a discussion with
Director Webster, who somehow or other--you seemed to suggest
that Director Webster had agreed with you and that there was no
need for the Criminal Division.

Am I correct in recalling that?
Attorney General MEESE. Actually I believe the discussion was in

the presence of Director Webster, that we were not--that it was
not a criminal matter, and more specifically as far as he was con-
cerned that it was not appropriate for the FBI to come into it.

Mr. RODINO. Let me just refer you, Mr. Attorney General, that
the record indicates, both from your deposition testimony as well
as from Director Webster's testimony before the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence, that your discussion with Director We'-
ster on November 21st, 1986-and I want to be clear on this, and I
refer you to your own testimony-was merely a casual one that oc-
curred on the way out of another meeting.

As a matter of fact, I will read part of the deposition which is
yours."What exactly did you tell Director Webster?"

Your answer: "I told--well, I can't recall the exact conversation,
but I indicated the President asked me to do a factual review of the
matters pertaining to the Iran initiative, and because there were
different people and different bits of information and that we
wanted to try to put i. together into a coherent version of the
wholti thing."
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Question: "Did you explain to him the discrepancies in Casey's
testimony?"

Answer: "I don't think I went into specific details about it other
than what I mentioned, that different people had remembered dif-
ferent parts of it."

"Do you know whether or not he was aware that Mr. Casey was
testifying that day?"

"I don t know whether he was or not."
Turning to Director Webster's testimony before the Select Com-

mittee, there were various questions put to him, and the chairman,
I think, stated: "Let me turn your attention now to your conversa-
tion with Attorney General Meese on November 21, 1986, when he
informed you of his prospective inquiry." And it goes into say, "Did
Mr. Meese explain to you in any kind of detail why he was con-
ducting this inquiry?"

Mr. Webster: "Well, it was a very casual conversation, not an
agenda item."

He recalls that it was Friday, November 21st, and in answer to
Senator Specter's question asking again about the conversation, he
states, and he said what-this is Senator Specter--and you said
and Director Webster said, "as best I can recall he said no, I don't
think so. I don't think there is any need for it. There is nothing
criminal about this that I can see, do you? And I said, well, no, not
on the basis of' what I know now, andhe agreed and that was the
end of the conversation."

I merely point this out because I'm sure you didn't want the
committee to believe that you had had a full conversation with Di-
rector Webster as to whether or not he was going to offer an opin-
ion as to whether this was to be a criminal investigation.

Attorney General MEESE. That's correct. He was relying upon
what I had told him, but as I mentioned--

Mr. RODINO. Which was the result of a casual conversation with-
out any specific details? I just want to get the record straight. And
of course the deposition, your own deposition, is here and Director
Webster's is public testimony.

Attorney General MEESE. Right-let me just say I think there is
some interesting testimony that Director Webster has given in
which he says--

Mr. RODINO. What are you referring to?
Attorney General MEESE. I'm referring now to his confirmation

testimony--
Mr. RODINO. What date was that?
Attorney General MEESE. It was the 8th of April of this year, at

which time he said essentially what I have said here, that neither
of us saw this as a criminal inquiry, the purpose was to try to get
the facts straight so that the government could be speaking with
one accurate voice and so on.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Attorney General, just so that we keep the
record clear, I'm referring to a conversation that occurred on the
21st--

Attorney General MEESE. We are both referring to the same con-
versation.

I'm telling you that his testimony about that conversation clari-
fies or elaborates on what you have said there.
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Mr. RODINO. We will have to leave that to the record.
Attorney General MEESE. All right.
Mr. RODINO. We also talked yesterday, and I want to make cer-

tain that the record is clear here, again, on Shultz's notes on the
Contra connection. Yesterday you seemed to dispute that the com-
mittee had any evidence on that point. I just want to make clear,
Mr. Attorney General, that-and I said to you if you don't, that
there is-first of all, that the committee last week had received tes-
timony from the Secretary of State. It was sworn testimony, that
he did tell the Attorney General on November 22d at his interview
that he was worried about a possible connection between the Iran
arms matter and the Contras.

And then of the notes of his special assistant, the special assist-
ant of Secretary of State, Charlie Hill, who was present at the At-
torney General's November 22d interview of Secretary Shultz's
record, that the Secretary of State told the Attorney General that
day, and these are Mr. Hill's words, "Another angle worries me.
Could get mixed up with help for Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua.
One thing may be overlapping with another. May be a connection."
And that is the conversation that took place which is being reflect-
ed by Mr. Hill.

I thought that I want to keep that record straight.
Attorney General MEESE. Yes, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rodino. I usu-

ally see you in the role as chairman. In this particular case, I think
the point that I misunderstood at the time was the implication that
he saw some connection, some actual connection between the two
matters, the Iran initiative and the Freedom Fighters of Nicara-
gua.

On the contrary, this appears that people might put a political
connection between the two things; as he said, our enemies on the
Hill would love to wrap the two together, rather than any actual
connection.

Mr. RODINO. Let me read you further in the testimony by Mr.
Secretary of State. In answer to Mr. Belnick, who said, and this is
on page 115 of the testimony that was given that day, "Mr. Bel-
nick: The notes of your interview with the Attorney General re-
flect, among other things, your expressing the concern to him on
that Saturday that this Iran matter or fear that this Iran matter
would somehow get wrapped into aid for the Nicaraguan Resist-
ance. What was the basis for that fear that you expressed on Satur-
day the 22d?

"Secretary Shultz: Because somebody had pointed out to me that
the-I think it is the Southern Air Transport was used in the Cen-
tral American situation and also in terms of the flights of arms,
and so I said, well, my gosh, if this gets connected, then we are
going to have a problem with our policy in Central America."

Attorney General MEESE. But obviously that was not said to me;
that was said to the committee here.

Mr. RODINO. That was said to the committee here, yes.
Attorney General MEESE. But at no time in my conversation with

Secretary Shultz did he ever raise the issue of Southern Air Trans-.
port.

Mr. RODINO. You don't believe that Mr. Hill's reflection of the
Secretary's notes reflecting what the Secretary said at that meet-
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ing with you, the interview, that that doesn't suggest "another
angle worries me. Could get mixed up with help for freedom fight-
ers in Nicaragua. One thing may be overlapping with another. Ma-,
be a connection."

Attorney General MEESE. That refers to a political connection
that enemies of the administration would love to wrap together as
he says here. It certainly does not suggest anything related to
Southern Air Transport or an actual connection.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Attorney General, moving on to a matter that
the House Judiciary Committee was concerned with. As you will
recall, the House Judiciary Committee on October 17th sent you a
request that you apply for an independent counsel, and this was
after the Hasenfus crash, and you received a letter which was
signed by a number of members. I was not one of the signatories,
and you made reference to the fact that I hadn't signed it, but it
did reflect what 17 members, a majority of the committee-a ma-
jority of the majority. And the officials named in that letter were
Oliver North, John Poindexter, and William Casey, and this is ex-
hibit 13 if you want to see that letter just to call it to your atten-
tion. That is the letter. It is exhibit 13. And I don't think there is
any need to go into that letter. It is a lengthy letter.

And then the C-13 which crashed was linked to Southern Air
Transport and that is reflect in exhibit-I think it is exhibit 12.
And what I want to call to your attention is that on or about Octo-
ber 30th, 1986, you received a call from Admiral Poindexter to
delay the investigation because Southern Air Transport was in-
volved in the Iran arms sales, and John Poindexter made that re-
quest to delay that investigation.

I'm a little puzzled, because Poindexter was named in that letter,
and possibly a subject of any investigation that you might conduct,
and I understand that there was a delay, and of course some rea-
sons were recited.

My question is, is this something that would be done under ordi-
nary circumstances? An individual is named in a letter, could be
the subject of a possible investigation, and yet a request is made to
you and you delay the investigation for a period of days. You did
resume it later on.

Attorney General MEESE. He was not a subject of the investiga-
tion at that time. Indeed--

Mr. RODINO. No, he was the subject of the letter which was writ-
ten to you, which could have, if there had been any basis, which
could have led to an application for independent counsel. That was
the request.

Attorney General MEESE. Possibly. I mean that was the request.
But at that time we had looked into the letter and the letter con-
tained no real evidence and at that time we had requested from
Mr. Conyers any evidence they might have that would enable us to
even conduct the initial investigation.

Mr. RODINO. Well, had you, Mr. Attorney General-I am not
clear on this. Had you delayed the investigation-ordered it de-
layed--

Attorney General MEESE. No, no.
Mr. RoDINo.-the investigation before you received that, be-

cause--
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Attorney General MEESE. No, no.
Mr. RODINO.-I am not aware of that exchange between you and

Chairman Conyers.
Attorney General MEESE. It was an exchange between the head

of our Legislative Affairs Office and Mr. Conyers saying that we
would request that whatever information they have that might be
helpful be provided to us, but beyond that, to-at my knowledge at
that time and in fact the fact was that Admiral Poindexter was not
the subject of any investigation.

Mr. RODINO. Well, what you are saying is that you requested that
Mr. Conyers and the committee furnish you with whatever infor-
mation there might be, but the request was to the Attorney Gener-
al, the Department of Justice, to inquire into this matter.

Wasn't it your responsibility to do so?
Attorney General MEESE. And indeed our people did, and they

were inquiring into the matter, but anytime we get something like
this, we want to know what the basis is, and I think it was the feel-
ing of our people who were looking into it that there was inad-
equate basis in the letter---

Mr. RODINO. Was that the reason for the delay, was that the
reason for your ordering the--

Attorney General MEESE. No, no. That had nothing to do with it.
What I am saying is there was no active investigation in which Ad-
miral Poindexter was the subject at the time that he called me.

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Attorney General, on November 21st, you met
with the President, Don Regan, and Admiral Poindexter at 11:30 in
the morning, and you were directed by the President at that time
to conduct a factfinding inquiry, get to the bottom of this.

Admiral Poindexter has testified that later that day after being
advised by you that the Justice Department was going to be coming
to the NSC offices, he destroyed the December 1985 Finding signed
by the President and some other documents.

Now, frankly, of course, I don't understand why the admiral de-
stroyed that document. Of course, and the reason why I ask that is
because you had been with the President and Don Regan and you
talked about fact finding and undoubtedly the President told you to
get at the bottom of this and conduct this fact finding.

Yet, we have got Admiral Poindexter going right back and de-
stroying this document, this very significant document.

Any reason for that?
Attorney General MEESE. I don't understand it either.
Mr. RODINO. Well, Admiral Poindexter did in testifying before

the committee, said that he took it upon himself because he consid-
ered that it might be politically embarrassing to the President.

These matters would then be revealed and it would be shown
that the President might have been doing something contrary to
often-stated policies that he had been against.

And my question, since he said he wanted to save him from polit-
ical embarrassment, was there any discussion that day when you
were talking with the President about anything that might come
up which might be embarrassing?

Attorney General MEESE. There certainly was no discussion
about anything coming up that would be politically embarrassing.
The only thing the President said that might even be related was,
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"If you find anything wrong at all, we want to be sure to get it
out."

Mr. RODINO. And yet Admiral Poindexter, who had this very sig-
nificant document, notwithstanding all of this, does go back and de-
stroys a very significant document, and, of course, you and I don't
know the reason for it? Is that correct?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't know the reason. You've lis-
tened to his testimony and presumably he gave reasons here.

Mr. RODINO. Well, he stated that it was to spare the President
any political embarrassment, so he made that decision.

And, of course, that is what we have to stand by, stand on.
Let me ask you one other question, Mr. Attorney General, con-

cerning the-concerning some of the letters that were sent out.
You learned of the diversion memorandum on November 22d.

On November 24th, according to your testimony, you asked
Cooper to do a preliminary review of possible criminal issues and
then on November 25th, you began a criminal inquiry.

I want to ask why were letters not sent to the White House, the
CIA, and other agencies asking them then to segregate and pre-
serve relevant documents?

Why weren't they sent until November the 28th, 6 days later, ac-
tually? And that November 28th, I might tell you, happens to be a
Friday, which certainly would give any person who is interested in
knowing that these requests were going to be made, giving them an
opportunity to destroy those documents.

Now why the delay?
Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Rodino, first of all, as far as the

White House documents and the NSC documents, a request for
those to be sealed and preserved was sent on the 25th, as soon as
the criminal investigation was started. Telephonic direction was
sent then. I don't know any reason for the delay other than that in
the normal process of this getting started, I think the 27th was
Thanksgiving holiday.

The Criminal Division started on the 25th. It was the 26th by the
time they probably got their investigative plan going.

I imagine that is the reason why an additional day was involved.
Mr. RODINO. I think to be fair to you, I am going to point out

that I think those letters, some of those letters had been prepared,
but somebody just goofed and didn't send them out for a couple of
days.

Attorney General MEESE. That I can't tell you because I don't
know anything about the preparation or the dispatch of those let-
ters.

Mr. RODINO. Let me ask you a final question, Mr. Attorney Gen-
eral. You talked a while ago about Poindexter and we have heard
that you felt it was unnecessary to ask him anything further be-
cause you heard all that you needed to know apparently, and I am
wondering, however-and I am going to refer you to your exhibit
no. 42, I am wondering, however, in looking at exhibit no. 42,
which is a list of the interviews that you were going to conduct,
and you have Mr. McFarlane, Mr. Shultz, Mr. North, Mr. McMa-
hon, Mr. Sporkin, CIA Associate Deputy Director for Operations,
Mr. Thompson, Secretary Weinberger, the Vice President, Deputy
General Counsel CIA of Operations, and then another CIA.
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But there is no mention of Admiral Poindexter and there is no
mention of Director Casey.

Attorney General MEESE. No. There is also no mention of Don
Regan, no mention of the President on there. But I think that
these were people that undoubtedly would have been talked to as
well.

Mr. RODINO. Well, I don't have any further questions, Mr. Attor-
ney General. Just let me say in closing that I recognize that a good
many of us, of course, have been puzzled by the manner in which
this whole matter has been handled.

Of course, you have come before us and you have explained and
some of us, of course, will still have questions.

I wonder whether or not considering the fact that the President's
credibility as the polls indicate has been damaged, why some of
those key questions weren't really asked in order that maybe this
matter might have been disposed of way back then right after No-
vember the 25th, after you had conducted your inquiry, if those key
questions had been asked.

I think that regrettably the issue that is going to remain in the
minds of many is just that: why weren't key questions asked?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Rodino, the key questions were
asked. As I testified here innumerable times, the questions were
asked who knew about this. The answers were given by Mr.-by
Colonel North that the three people who knew about it were Mr.
McFarlane, himself, and Mr. Poindexter.

The question was asked of Mr.-of Admiral Poindexter, did he
know about it. He said yes, which confirmed what Mr. North had
told us. Colonel North had told us. We asked the-Admiral Poin-
dexter whether he told anyone else in the White House. He said
no.

All of the things that were the key questions, as you call them,
were all answered in the course of our weekend factfinding inquiry
and all of those answers have stood right down to today.

Mr. RODINO. Well, thank you.
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. McCollum is recognized. He has 30

minutes reserved.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I certainly hope I

don't use the 30 minutes.
I know, Mr. Attorney General, you should be aware that you are

setting the record. Arid I hope it is the final record, as a matter of
fact, for the lateness of the hour at which our hearings have been
conducted in public session. We appreciate very much your endur-
ing this with us.

I want to just clarify a couple of things since you and I last
talked earlier yesterday.

One of the points that was just raised with you regarding your
meeting with Secretary Shultz on the morning of the 22d con-
cerned the whole issue of what Secretary Shultz might have con-
veyed to you about the idea of a connection, putting sort of a bug
in your ear between the Iranian initiative and the Contra thing.
You very adequately, I think, explained that the Southern Air
Transport subject really never came up. I think Mr. Sofaer later
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discussed it with Mr. Cooper at some length a couple of nights
later.

I think there is another point. Sometimes we pound on these
days, the 21st, the 22d, the 23d, the 4 or 5 days you were involved
in this. This was Saturday the 22d, this was the day that you found
the diversion memo. It was just a few hours after this meeting with
Secretary Shultz where he might have made that comment that
you didn't draw a connection from but could have, just a few hours
later you learned of the diversion memo, because Mr. Reynolds had
found it. So frankly I don't know if you see it the way I do. Even if
you missed something Secretary Shultz was trying to give you, it
really wasn't material to this whole thing in the end. You found
out about the diversion and the connection anyway, right?

Attorney General MEESE. That's correct. But I think-and I
agree with you, that what Secretary Shultz was telling me had
nothing to do with any actual connection between the two but
rather that our enemies, as he called them, or as at least Mr. Hill's
notes call them, on the Hill, those who were opposed to the admin-
istration policy might try to take two unrelated subjects and use
them, what had happened in the two, to hurt us.

In other words, the Iranian initiative Secretary Shultz viewed as
a very bad thing as we all know from his testimony, and he felt
that there might be some spillover from that of the natural-what
we viewed as the natural antagonism on the Hill for that might
hurt us in what he was trying to achieve, which was assistance to
the freedom fighters.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. So he wasn't conveying to you an impression of
the connection for the purposes of any suspicious activity. It was
an entirely different thrust. Even, as I said, even had it been other-
wise and the bell had gone off, it didn't matter, it was only 6 hours
before you found out about the diversion or something like that.

Let me relate one other thing that came up in your questioning
by Mr. Rodino. I would like you to refer back to this. This is the
testimony of Mr. Webster in his confirmation hearings. You had
that a minute ago. Could you pull that back out again, please, Mr.
General?

I think this issue is interesting. There is no question that your
discussion with Mr. Webster about this subject was a fairly short
period of time. But I don't think we ought to let the record go with-
out having it very clear as to precisely what Mr. Webster was
thinking about in connection with this, whether it was over a
minute or two or whatever in your discussion.

If you have that in front of you now, if you would turn to these
pages I have in front of me, starting on page 39. If you would turn
to page 40. You mentioned on page 40 of that where Judge Webster
said, "Neither of us saw this as a criminal inquiry," down around
line 16. I would like for you to read for us and for anyone else who
is observing and listening to this, line 25 on page 40 through line
13 on page 41-do you see what I'm talking about? It says, "you
can always . . ." Would you read what Judge Webster said to the
Intelligence Committee reviewing his confirmation on this subject?
Just that paragraph.

Attorney General MEESE. He said, "You can always look back
and ask in light of what transpired, could the FBI agents have
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done a better job of conducting such an inquiry or looking for ma-
terials. I don't think we are in a position yet to know really the
answers to that question. There is also the downside of sending FBI
agents into the White House when there is no known criminal ac-
tivity to investigate. So you can see-sure, maybe we knew better
how to ask the questions or maybe we knew better how to do some-
thing else, but it was not a criminal inquiry. The Attorney General
took his own group of experienced attorneys from the Department
of Justice, and I am just not able to say that in hindsight we could
have done a better job than they did."

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you very much for reading that, Mr.
Meese.

I would like to ask unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, to intro-
duce into our record the pages from that testimony that were cov-
ered by myself and Mr. Rodino and the Attorney General, pages 39
through 43 that I have here, the testimony of April 8, 1987.

Mr. RODINO. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I will be glad to.
Mr. RODINO. I hadn't made that request, and I ask the same

unanimous consent request.
Chairman HAMILTON. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you. Let me turn to an entirely unrelated

matter.
Yesterday, you testified before us at some length, and I was a

little surprised this morning to learn from reading the Washington
Post that you testified, according to them, yesterday that in your
opinion, the National Security Council was cover63 by the Boland
Amendment. I didn't hear that yesterday. I wondered if you could
tell us, did you testify to that? Is that your opinion?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't believe that I did. That's not my
opinion. I don't believe that I testified about--on that subject at all.
I believe I testified that we had never been asked for an opinion as
to whether or not the National Security Council staff was covered
by the Boiand Amendment.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Do you have one, an opinion?
Attorney General MEESE. I have-well, again, it goes back to

which Boland Amendment. There are five of them. If you are refer-
ring to the period-and again I'd have to look at the actual lan-
guage-let me just say that we have not rendered a formal opinion
on it.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I understand.
Attorney General MEESE. And so it would be important to know

which of the Boland Amendments we are talking about, because
the language is very important.

I gave an analysis of some language yesterday in another act in
which it was the opinion of the Justice Department in a memoran-
dum that I referred to that the National Security' Council staff
would be included under that particular provision.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. That. was something else.
Attorney General MEESE. It is my understanding that the Boland

Amendment has different language which perhaps would not apply
to thme National Security Council staff.
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Mr. McCOLLUM. Well, I think we can-I don't have il of those
cites in front of me.

The more current ones-'84 and '85 and '86 would be what we
would be most interested in.

Do- you have an opinion that you can give us about any one of
those? Did one of those not-was not-clearly it was not covering,
in your opinion, the National Security Council?

Attorney General MEESE. Just so it is understood, I am not
giving a definitive legal opinion.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Understood.
Attorney General MEESE. I believe there is a proper view that

can be taken of the fiscal year 1986 Boland Amendment which says
that funds available to the Central Intelligence Agency, the De-
artment of Defense, or any other Agency or entity of the United
tates involved in intelligence activities and so on may be obligated

only as provided in a certain section of the classified schedule.
The phrase "involved entity of the United States involved in in-

telligence activities"-in my opinion, the better view of that would
be that that would not include the National Security Council staff
inasmuch as the "agencies involved in intelligence activities" has a
generally accepted definition in the intelligence community and is
even defined in-statute and in executive orders as such agencies as
the Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, the
Defense Intelligence Agency, the offices within the Department of
Defense for the collection of certain items, the Bureau of Intelli-
gence Research of the Department of State, intelligence elements
of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps, and of the Feder-
al Bureau of Investigation, of the Department 'of Treasury, and De-
partment of Energy, and also intelligence elements of the Drug En-
forcement Administration.

So that I think there is a generally accepted view of what are
entities involved in intelligence activities. That is as opposed to
what I read yesterday, a separate statute which talks about intelli-
gence activities and intelligence-related activities.

I think that under the definition that is contained in the Boland
Amendment, a view, a proper view, could be formed that the Na-
tional Security Council staff would not be included within that def-
inition.

It is an issue, though, on which reasonable minds might differ.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I appreciate your clarifying it.
Fiscal year 1986, the year for which you made that comment to

us just then of your own opinion and interpretation, is-the most
pertinent year. That is the year when all this activity took place
that Colonel North, Admiral Poindexter and everybody else has
been criticized for. I think that is extremely important at least to
have on the record, your own opinion-granted you didn't go it for-
meally.

Attorney General MEESE. I appreciate your correcting the news-
paper account. Because, it is very clear that I did not say that the
Boland Amendment applies to the National Security Council staff.
That may be included tomorrow in the corrections page of the
Washington Post.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I hope it is at least on the corrections page, if
not somewhere else. I hope they are still here. I think one night I
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brought something up, and the reporter said he wasn't still here.-
But I think probably they will be for that one.

Let me ask you about another matter. I think it is important
that these hearings wind up on a positive note of things that this
committee can recommend in the way of changes and the way of
new policy and the way of new legislation if it is appropriate to try
to further the cause of keeping the type of things from happening
that we find in this instance did in regard to the Iranian-Contra
initiative.

The whole of one area, the Iranian initiative itself, deals with
hostages, deals with terrorists who took those hostages, deals with
the testimony we have had over a period of days about the fact
that there was this matter of the hostages pressing on the mind of
the President and on everybody's concern here, and there has been
a lot of discussion about there not being any real alternatives being
offered under the arms-for-hostages deal which none of us, certain-
ly in hindsight, nobody I think really thought was such a hot idea.

But apparently rescuing the hostages wasn't feasible for one
reason or the other, according to testimony we have had. It brings
me to something I think is much more down your alley than the
abstract or the foreign policy discussions, though you certainly
have the background to do that. That is the issue of terrorism and
the law, terrorism in general. I don't know if you have read it or
not, but when Admiral Poindexter was testifying he said on the
way back from Europe, I believe, in May of last year, the President
had read the book by Benjamin Netanyahu, "Terrorism: How the
West Can Win." I don't know if you have read that book. Have you
read this book? Do you know what I am talking about?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir. I have the book. I have read at
least parts of it.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. This gentleman, if anybody doesn't that, and
maybe the public does not, is currently an Israeli representative to
the United Nations. He is a rather famous figure, formerly here in
Washington with us. It is a highly sensitive book. I think a very
good discussion in it. At one point in there, he defines it-terrorism
is the deliberate and systematic murder, maiming, and menacing of
the innocent to inspire fear for political ends. That is a definition
from the Jonathan Institute, named after his brother that was
founded over in Israel. It comes from 1979 I believe.

The reason I raised it with you is that I remember, because of
my hat on the Judiciary Committee. We have been trying for some
time-and you have been trying-to come up with some new laws
dealing with terrorism and defining terrorism has been pretty
tough.

Are you supportive of some law changes in this area that would
get us into a better position in this country at least to deal with
terrorism, to redefine that?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, Mr. McCollum, we are. We have
achieved some new laws that ha-Ve been helpful. There are others, I
believe, that we could-that could be enacted which would further
the cause against terrorism. I am very much impressed with the
recommendations and the suggestions that Ambassador Netanyahu
makes in his book. He is a friend of mine, a man I respect greatly,
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particularly for his knowledge of terrorism. He and I have partici-
pated in a number of seminars and panels together.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I think this committee would be very apprecia-
tive if before we adjourn, or even afterwards, you could participate
in any kind of suggestions or have your department do that to us
on any way that we could recommend. We cannot enact legislation,
but we can recommend it. We are going to be deliberating it. If you
wouldn't mind sending it up here, I think all of us would appreci-
ate it.

I have another book that I would like to recommend that people
read. It's called, "The War Against the Terrorists: How to Win It,"
by Gay le Rivers. And this particular book is a book that is written
by a fellow who was engaged in antiterrorist activities. I am not
going to do a book review, but he explains in that book about how
we got real problems in conducting antiterrorist activities because
we don't take the steps that others have taken in the past to get
tough in preemptive ways in dealing with terrorists. That is a lot
about the same type of thing Netanyahu sugTests in his book.

The point of that is I am disturbed by something I want to call to
our attention. It is a provision in an Executive order we have
een talking about for some time. It is Executive Order 12333. That

has been brought up here in this series of hearings a number of
times, in fact, earlier today with you. Under a section of that, 2.11,
there is the language that reads 'Prohibition on Assassination. No
person employed by or acting on behalf of the U.S. Government
shall engage in or conspire to engage in assassination."

On the surface of that, that sounds like something everybody
would support. It is in that Executive order. I am concerned about
its application, though, because of the very nature of terrorism and
whether it is not a problem for us. I don't expect a definitive opin-
ion out of you this evening, but I want to ask a question or two.

In your judgment, Mr. Attorney General, does that Executive
order prohibition-do you have a copy of that? Are you familiar
with that?

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, I do. I have it, and I am familiar
with it.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Does that apply in wartime to our military?
Attorney General MEESE. I believe that it would apply in the

sense of-and again I would have to look at the entire context and
1 don't view this as a legal opinion.

Mr. McCoiLUM. I understand, I wouldn't hold you to it.Attorney General MEESE. I would apply--I vould expect that it

would apply in general in a wartime situation as well as otherwise.
I would also say that an act of war properly declared by the Con-
gress would not be considered assassination, in other words, the
killing of a person, an enemy, would not be viewed as assassination
and come within the prohibition here.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. But it does apply to military personnel by its
very broad definition, doesn't it? It would include the defense intel-
ligence agents and nilitarv personnel at least in peacetime,
wouldn't it?

Attorney General ME,--*,. in my opinion it would, yes, but in my
opinion an act against a hostile power would not come Nvwdhi, the
definition of assas0i,:atc,- ri.- leal zr -ese.
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Mr. McCOLLUM. Let's talk for a minute about something more
specific that bothers me because I do think we have a war on ter-
rorism, and it's always questioned legally, a war if we declare it is
pretty well defined, but a war on terrorism is like the war on
drugs, is kind of a logo. It doesn't have a real good legal definition.

If you are talking about a preemptive effort against terrorists,
you are talking not just about something like with a country. If
you are listening to Netanyahu's definition, you are talking not
about another country, but probably about individuals out there as
we have seen in the Middle East who take our hostages to do
things.

Does the language in this Executive order prohibit the President
from sending in or prohibit our military or anyone else from going
in in a preemptive manner against a terrorist-a known terrorist
group, and if you will, eliminating them if it is not another govern-
ment?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. McCollum, it certainly has not pro-
hibited or prevented the President from taking appropriate action
against terrorists in regard to the Libyan action that was taken,
for example, and to the best of my knowledge this has never been a
hindrance to taking appropriate action against actual terrorists.

If there were a problem with it, then we would discuss perhaps
amendment of the Executive order.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. The President can do that without our interven-
tion, I know, if he has to. One last thing on the-this is what really
bothers me; it has come to my attention, and I would appreciate if
you would check into it in your own way and so forth, that there
are some in our government offices who have been very restrained
about even giving assistance to other governments in certain areas
because of the fear that this would be violated by the activities of
the other governments who are fighting terrorism. Again, all I can
do is ask that you look into it.

It is on its face something we would all support in general, but
when it comes to how broadly it is interpreted in terms of fighting
terrorism it could present problems as I see it. If you have any
thoughts about it, please give them to us.

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. McCollum, I think that the prohi-
bition against assassination is a very important part of our general
application of human rights policies and of maintaining a high
moral ground, even in the battle against terrorism.

I do not believe that it has been a hindrance to our country in
taking proper and appropriate actions and indeed it, I think,
squares with the concepts in Ambassador Netanyahu's book where
he talks about inflicting violence upon, in effect, civilians, innocent
people.

I think that appropriate measures can be taken to apprehend or
to cope with terrorists without in any way running afoul of this
particular provision in the Executive order.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Attorney General, I respect that as a lawyer
as somebody who has wrestled with this, I would have to agree
morally andin many ways that is true.

I have a question of where the moral line is drawn on terrorism
in my own mind. I am not advocating assassination, but I am won-
dering if we are not overly interpreting that out or having some of
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our people do it more broadly than it should be out of fear of vio-
lating it. That is really my concern.

Let me raise one other subject with you. One last subject and
that's the question of leaks. We have discussed leaks for a long
time in this hearing and I have looked at and several of us have
looked at the laws regarding the crimes that are on the books now
for somebody who discloses or releases sensitive information.

My understanding is that Mr. Casey, some years ago, sent up to
the Hill some proposed revisions in the law that would close down
some loopholes and would indeed make it a much tougher thing to
defend against if somebody leaked sensitive and classified informa-
tion if especially they were officials or employees of the Federal
Government.

Several of us-I am going to introduce a bill tomorrow-several
of us have gotten together on an idea that is not perfect by any
means, and I am hopeful that, whether it is that or some other leg-
islative version, that our committee will recommend some legisla-
tion to batten down the hatches, so to speak, on this whole issue of
leaks.

Do they concern you in general within the administration as
much as they seem to concern other people who have been before
us?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. McCollum, I am very much con-
cerned about the unauthorized disclosure of classified information
which you refer to in generic terms as leaks. I think we have a se-
rious problem. I think there are a number of things that ought to
happen.

First of all, I think we have far too much classified information. I
have talked about that for the entire 7 years I have been in Wash-
ington.

Too many things are classified. As a result, nobody pays much at-
tention to classified information in some circles. I am not saying
that that is true of the committee, certainly, or the Intelligence
Committees, but it to me is a very bothersome thing that we have
so much classified information or that so much information is
classified.

Secondly, I think too many people have access to classified infor-
mation and if there were less of it, we wouldn't need as many
people given access to it.

Thirdly, I think the things that really ought to be classified,
those things that seriously would affect the vital national interests
of the United States if they were revealed should have a very high
degree of protection and a very high degree of penalty for those
who permit or participate in unauthorized disclosures.

So I think the kinds of steps that you are suggesting along with
those that I have mentioned here would be very important and
very valuable as far as taking what really needs to be secret and
ma ing sure that that is a limited quantity of material and that it
is properly protected.

I agree with you entirely.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. The billI am going to introduce tomorrow is cer-

tainly not perfect, and I hope and in fact I invite any of my col-
leagues to join in cosponsoring it. It's going to be perfected-we're
going to need to do a lot, it is just a working product for discussion.
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We would appreciate it-I would appreciate it if you would not
only comment on it, but get your staff to help us work on it to
make sure that we do a good job in whatever we recommend in the
end, assuming that we do.

Would you be willing to do that?
Attorney General MESE. I would be happy to do that.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. When I got done talking with you yesterday, I

got all kinds of calls in my office about fly specking, people want-
ing to know what in the world that was. I really didn't realize how
long it had been since lawyers gave legal opinions-title opinions
on real property and house closings. They all give insurance-you
get title insurance if you buy a home now. But that old archaic
word, now I guess archaic, in the law provision dealt with looking
at the minutia.

Some lawyer found in a title opinion that the period wasn't there
or the Mr. was left off, it wasn't carried on to the next deed, and he
could, if he wanted to, raise all kinds of problems for people.

But in reality those things are easily cleared up and you just had
to go back into court and file another paper and get rid of it.

I meant it then and I mean it now, it seems to me despite all of
these hours you have spent with us till after 8 o'clock today and all
day yesterday, and while you have done a good job, I think of help-
ing us in many ways, when it is all said and done, there has been
very little other than fly specking in the way of criticism that has
been found or fault that has been found with you and what your
staff did in working on whatever you call it, fact finding or investi-
gation over those 4 or 5 days of November 20th through the 25th.

While we may all look back in 40-40 hindsight, I think it is a lot
like Judge Webster said when you read from what he was testify-
ing before the Intelligence Committee in his confirmation hearings,
that we just simply might do it differently, but it is unlikely we
would have done it very differently, and you did one darn good job
as far as this member is concerned and I think I speak for most of
the panel.

We appreciate very much your coming up here. Thank you very
much.

Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Mr. McCollum.
Mr. McCoLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much Congressman. Mr. At-

torney General, originally I had intended to yield the balance of
my time to Mr. Thomas McGough, committee counsel. I have asked
him to submit to you questions, which I felt would clear the air
and give you an opportunity to take a cloud which is presently, I
believe, resting over your head. However, I have decided to, after
listening to some of your responses, to ask a few questions myself,
so I will just ask Mr. McGough to submit to you questions for your
response in writing, but if you may, Mr. McGough, can you just de-
scribe the questions or the nature of the questions to the Attorney
General?

Mr. McGOUGH. General Meese, we were going to explore for a
few minutes the allegations that have been made about interfer-
ence or attempt to deflect or stall criminal investigations in the
Southern District of Florida that have been reported in the press.
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We were going to go through a few of those. But if we have addi-
tional questions on that, I will submit them to you.

Attorney General MEESE. I understand that that matter has been
thoroughly cleared up by depositions that have been received from
the attorneys and it is proved conclusively that any such allega-
tions are false. I understand that there is depositions to that effect,
and if you wish to make them public, I would certainly encourage
that.

Mr. McGOUGH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Than, you.
Mr. Attorney General, I must say that I was a bit surprised and

quite distressed with your response to questions asked by Mr.
McCollum.

As the chief law enforcement officer of the United States, are
you suggesting, or is it your opinion that once the 1986 Boland
Amendment was passed, setting forth certain activities that are
forbidden to the CIA, the NSA and others, that the NSC could have
assumed these forbidden functions without violating the law?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Chairman, the question was direct-
ed to me as to whether the Boland Amendment applied to the NSC
staff. I indicated that this was an issue on which we had not ren-
dered an opinion in the Justice Department. I also indicated that if
you look at the language, it is possible to make a strong case for
the fact that the Boland Amendment does not apply to the NSC
staff.

Whether it would be wise for the NSC staff to pursue things
which were forbidden, as you call it, to the CIA and other entities
of government is a question of policy rather than of law.

But if the Boland Amendment does not apply to the NSC staff,
then they would not be included within the prohibitions.

Chairman INouYE. Are you telling us that the staff of the Na-
tional Security Council can carry out functions that are forbidden
to the CIA without evading the laws of the land of the United
States?

Attorney General MEESE. If the law doesn't apply to them, then
they can without violating the law, obviously. That's a tautology.
And when I say the law doesn't apply to them, the law by its lan-
guage does not include them.

Chairman INOUYE. But if an agent of the CIA carried it out, that
would have been a violation of the law?

Attorney General MEESE. Because the law applies to the CIA by
its very terms. But the law by its terms only applies to the CIA, I
believe the Defense Department and entities of the Government in-
volved in intelligence activities. Normally, under the list that I
read to you, that is not normally deemed to include the National
Security Council staff.

Chairman INOUYE. Even if they carried out intelligence activities,
covert activities?

Attorney General MEESE. It would depend again on the circum-
stances. It is a hypothetical question. But by the language there I
think a good case can be made that Congress in its enactment of
that law did not include the National Security Council staff within
the purview of the agencies that are listed in that section bs in-
volved in the prohibition.
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Chairman INOUYE. Did not Mr. McFarlane, when he was the di-
rector of the Agency, communicate by letter with Mr. Hamilton,
chairman of the Intelligence Committee, to the effect that the
Boland Amendment did apply to the National Security Council?

Attorney General MEESE. Again, I don't know, because I don't
know the letter, I don't know which Boland Amendment. Remem-
ber, we are talking about five different Boland Amendments.

Chairman INOUYE. In other words, from what you are telling me,
employees of the Department of Agriculture could have done the
same thing without evading the law.

Attorney General MEESE. I think that it is entirely possible--
Chairman INouYE. To carry out covert activities?
Attorney General MEESE. That, as the law is written here, where

it says funds available to the Central Intelligence Agency, the De-
partment of Defense or any other agency or entity of the United
States involved in intelligence activities maybe obligated and ex-
pended only as authorized in specific sections. Now, as I read that,
as I said earlier, a strong case can be made, I think, that that does
not apply to the Agriculture Department, that it doesn't apply to
Health and Human Services and a number of other entities which
are not involved in intelligence activities.

Chairman INOUYE. But if some agent of the Department of Agri-
culture involved himself, with the approval of the President, in
some covert activity, would that law apply to him?

Attorney General MEESE. By its language it does not appear to.
Chairman INOUYE. Then the Boland Amendment can be evaded

very easily.
Attorney General MEESE. I don't think it would be an evasion if

the law itself doesn't apply to a particular entity. It certainly
would not be an evasion.

M. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to state I know that
has been the subject of a lot of discussion and debate, and I don't
want to attempt to debate it with the Attorney General. I merely
wanted to state that there is another point of view--

Attorney General MEESE. Yes, sir, and I acknowledged that earli-
er.

Mr. MITCHELL. -which is that the Boland Amendment pro-
scribes certain activities by persons in two categories. The first is
those identified by name of agency, and there are two, and the
other is by activity, those engaged in intelligence activities.

I believe the point the chairman is making, to which I subscribe
but which I recognize is not-not everyone agrees to, is that if an
official of the United States is in fact engaged in intelligence activi-
ties, then that person is covered by the act regardless of which
agency he happens to be working for or whose payroll he's on.

Now, I am not asking you to agree or disagree with that, but I
personally feel any other interpretation of the law, such as the one
you have made, would not be accepted by any court because it
would render the law meaningless, and I believe it is a fundamen-
tal principal of construction by the courts that they will not accept
a construction which renders a law meaningless, because the inter-
pretation you provided would mean that all that would have to be
done would be for, to circumvent the law, would be for the Presi-
dent or the Director of the CIA to say to half a dozen people who
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are engaged in such activities which the law intended them not to
engage in, say, "You go over and sit in the Agriculture Depart-
ment, put yourself on the Agriculture Department payroll, contin-
ue to do the activities which you are now doing, and you will then
not be covered by the law."

I think that it is a matter of interpretation. You have expressed
one view. I think it is important that it be clear that there is an-
other point of view on that which says essentially and I repeat
myself now that the coverage is defined not only by name of
agency but by activity, and a person cannot evade it by moving
from one agency to another and still engage in the proscribed ac-
tivity.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOLAND. Would the chairman yield?
Chairman INOUYE. Be happy to.
Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Chairman, I guess this has been my baby, and

all through these hearings we have been hearing about it, and we
have constantly heard witnesses before this committee testify to
the confusion, the ambiguity of the Boland Amendments. There
have been, as the Attorney General has said, a few of them, but
there are really only two-there are really only two that are impor-
tant, and that is Boland Number 3, section 8066, the Department of'
Defense Appropriation Act for fiscal year 1985, and this is where
the full prohibition is on support for military activity. Very simple
and very clear, and that was in effect from October 1st of 1984
through December 19th of 1985, and let me read it. You have read
it, and there has been a reference to it. Let me read it in full.

"During fiscal year 1985 no funds available to the Central Intelli-
gence Agency, the Department of Defense or any other agency or
entity of the United States involved in intelligence activities may
be obligated or expended for the purpose or which would have the
effect of supporting directly or indirectly military or paramilitary
operations in Nicaragua by any nation, group, organization, move-
ment or individual." That is the effective full prohibition Boland
number 3.

Let me go to Boland number 4. Boland number 4 is section 105 of
the Intelligence Authorization Act for 1986. It permitted humani-
tarian aid, communications support, intelligence sharing, infra-
structure expenditure, but no expenditure for lethal equipment. It
did permit the exchange of intelligence information, communica-
tion equipment, infrastructure support.. It was clear from the
debate on the Floor that it would not permit military equipment,
very clear.

And let me now read from Executive order-I presume an Execu-
tive order is the law of the land until it's overturned or until some
other law is passed or until it expires. This was signed by the Presi-
dent on December 4, 1981. Let me read the purpose-the purpose of
the National Security Council, which was established by the Na-
tional Security Act of 1947, "is to advise the President with respect
to the integration of domestic, foreign and military policies relating
to the national security. The National Security Council, the NSC,
shall act as the highest executive branch entity that provides
review of, guidance for and direction to the conduct of all national
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foreign intelligence, counterintelligence and special activities and
attendant policies and programs."

I take "direction" to mean more than just a supervision, more
than a coordination. I take it to mean a direction and a special ac-
tivity in which the NSC might very well become involved, and this
was a special activity, this covert action was a special activity, run
completely and almost solely by the National Security Council.

Is there any question about that? Incidentally, the National Se-
curity Adviser, one of them, indicated that the Boland Amendment
did apply to the NSC, and so did a former Director of the CIA, Ad-
miral Turner. I know there have been opinions on both sides of this
question, but this is very plain English, both the language of the
Boland Amendments, the two that are important, and also the lan-
guage of the Executive order that was signed by President Reagan
on December 4, 1981. So you can have your opinion on whether or
not the NSC is engaged in intelligence activity, but clearly, clearly
the purpose, as outlined in the Executive order, clearly indicates
that the NSC does engage in intelligence activity and is an entity
of intelligence.

Chairman INOUYE. Senator Rudman.
Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Boland, if I could say this, I feel I

have gotten in the middle of an internecine warfare here. It is per-
sonally my view that the NSC staff should not be involved in intel-
ligence activities. Direction, coordination, tasking those kinds of
things are a proper role, but I think one of the problems that we
have had here that you have been discussing is the NSC staff get-
ting involved in either intelligence or operations, and that is some-
thing I would not recommend.

Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Attorney General, if the administration was so
unhappy with the Boland Amendments, why did it not suggest ve-
toing the bill in which the first Boland Amendment was contained,
the continuing resolution?

Attorney General MEESE. Mr. Boland, I have not indicated frank-
ly a policy position one way or the other on the Boland Amend-
ments. This is something I have not been asked my opinion on by
anyone in the administration, as I mentioned earlier.

Mr. BOLAND. You are the chief law enforcer of the United States,
you interpret the law for the administration that is in power, you
interpret the law for the President or any of the departments and
agencies that look for an opinion from you, do you not?

Attorney General MEESE. Certainly we do and as I was--
Mr. BOLAND. Were you ever asked for an opinion on this amend-

ment--
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. -or the Intelligence Authorization Act?
Attorney General MEESE. I am not sure about the Intelligence

Authorization Act. We've never been asked for an opinion that I
know of on the Boland Amendment, on what you read. On the
other hand, I do think that it is proper to have the President have
the opportunity to veto or approve such a bill, and that is why I
think that it should not be attached to an appropriations measure,
but rather should be sent as a free-standing bill to the President so
he can act on it and not have it as part of a continuing resolution
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in an appropriations bill or something else in which he cannot
really exercise his free unfettered judgment.

I would certainly think that would be an excellent suggestion
that I would offer to this committee, that measures such as this be
sent to the President as free-standing bills so that he can give it his
unfettered judgment.

Mr. BOLAND. Well, the President took the opportunity to veto a
continuing resolution back in 1981, and his reason for that was
that there was too much spending in the CR. He could have easily
vetoed the Appropriations Act for 1984 in which the Boland
Amendment was contained, but he sought not to do so.

Chairman INOUYE. Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I don't think we ought to end quite

on this note, and the Attorney General, I think, came close to an-
swering a question that I was going to ask but I think I will ask it
another way.

The whole argument of the Boland Amendment really would
make a great Bar exam question, but we are not talking about Bar
exams, and the point I want to make, Mr. Attorney General, I
assume you would agree with me-from what you said a few mo-
ments ago that other than looking at the strict structure of a par-
ticular statute passed by the Congress, that when you look at the
intent of the Congress you have to deal in good faith with that
intent. Is that not so?

Attorney General MEESE. That's correct, Senator.
Mr. RUDMAN. I assume that so we don't leave here with a story

appearing stating something that you don't believe, your opinion
on Boland is your opinion. You probably get a hundred lawyers,
you might get eighty opinions.

But the point . want to make is that certainly you would not ad-
vocate trying to evade or avoid the impact of a law by the kind of
means that snme have suggested could be carried out, such as put-
ting it in the Department of Agriculture or the DEA or whatever.

You certainly- that is not a policy you, as the Attorney General,
would advise, I assume?

Attorney General ME.ESE. Absolutely not, and furthermore, as I
said earlier, this is something on which we have not rendered an
opinion, and I have not rendered an opinion, and I was answering
a specific question, and the real answer is thai I did not say yester-
day that the Boland Amendment applies to the NSC staff, nor have
we rendered an opinion on the subject.

I was asked whether you could make a case that it did not apply.
I think you can make a case that it did not apply.

As Senator Mitchell says, you can also make a case that it does
apply.

IM11r. RUDMAN. That's a whole separate issue.
Attorney General MEESE. This is a whole hypothetical situation

which I think really is, if I might be permitted an observation, is
probably wasting the time of this committee at this point.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, I would expect so, but I don't think the
record ought to indicate that you are advocating subtle avoidance
or evasion of the law by reading statutes so closely and so carefully
that we find ways to frustrate what is the obvious intent of any
"..nendnmenf be it Boland or anything (?lse
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Attorney General MEESE. I have indicated that is correct-that is
my view, that we should not be trying by unusual techniques or
tricks to evade the intent of Congress, just as I feel that the Presi-
dent ought to have the opportunity to approve or veto these meas-
ures on their own merits and not as a part of a lot of omnibus leg-
islation.

Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Attorney General, I have one other
matter that has bothered me in listening to your responses.

You spoke very eloquently and very charitably about Admiral
Poindexter and Colonel North and their military records. You sug-
gested that if the Admiral had not taken the assignment in the Na-
tional Security Council, he would have very likely have been a top
candidate for the Chief of Naval Operations. And then you spoke of
Colonel North's courageous battle records in Vietnam.

I hope that, as the chief law enforcement officer of the United
States, you are not suggesting to us that persons with good military
records be exempt from laws relating to lying to the Attorney Gen-
eral or lying to the Congress.

Should they be exempt?
Attorney General MEESE. No, sir. No one should be exempt for

any of their acts.
What I said earlier-and I think it is important that it not be

taken out of context-was explaining why I have respect for these
two gentlemen and the fact you have to take their entire career
into account and not just a particular segment of it when making a
judgment on a human being.

Chairman INoUYE. But your opinion now is that they should not
be exempt from the laws of the land?

Attorney General MEESE. I don't think that anyone should be
exempt from the laws of the land, from the President on down, and
I think that is the view of the President, as well.

Chairman INOUYE. That pleases me, sir.
With that note--
Chairman HAMILTON. I just want to extend my thanks to you,

Mr. Attorney General, for your appearance, and to say that I ap-
preciate particularly your willingness to offer some help as we
move into what we hope will be a more constructive phase of the
committee's operation, and to raise one problem with you.

I noted earlier that you said that you wanted to cooperate fully
with the committee, and I want to say that I think the cooperation
of the administration has been very good and we have appreciated
it.

However, we have had some problems in getting documents from
the Department of Justice and we have not had problems in get-
ting documents from other agencies and departments. So I would
appreciate very much if you would check carefully on that point.

There are still some documents that we have requested that we
have not yet received, and that request has been rather long-stand-
ing, and I know it is your intention to cooperate and to provide the

-documents.
So if you would check on that for us, we would appreciate it, sir.
And we thank you for your appearance over these several hours.
Attorney General MEESE. Thank you, Mr. Hamilton.
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Chairman Hamilton, Chairman Inouye, I want to thank both of
you and particularly thank the committee for their courtesy to me
in continuing the meeting tonight so that we could conclude these
sessions today as far as I'm concerned.

Chairman INOUYE. I would like to join Chairman Hamilton in
thanking you for your patience. You have responded to our ques-
tions in good grace and we are most appreciative.

It has been a long, long day, and I think the time has come for
us to call this to a halt.

We thank you again.
I would like to call the session in recess and announce tomorrow

morning we will meet here at 9:00 a.m. to receive the testimony of
Donald Regan, former Chief of Staff of the White House.

[Whereupon, at 8:25 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-
convene at 9:00 a.m., Thursday, July 30, 1987.]
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EXHIBIT GPS-CHRONOL0GY-A

TEST:dO1;Y CF SECRE7ARY OF STA7E

CHRONOLOGY Of 1.ON-USG SUPPORT FOR NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION FORCES

(12/b/B3 - 12/4/86)

12/883 DOD Appropriations Act enacted. Provides that
"During FY 84, not more than $24 million of thne
funds available to the CIA, DOD or any other
agency or entity of the United States involved
in intelligence activities may be obligated or
expended for the purpose or wnizh would have the
effect of supporting, directly or indirectly,
military or paramilitary operations in
Nicaragua.'

02/16/64 ARA reports to GPS that CIA program for
Nicaraguan opposition has funding shortage.

04/16/84 MCFARLANE proposes seeking support for
Nicaraguan opposition from Country #1 in a
discussion with GPS, CASEY, ano two other State
officials. MCFARLANE also mentions Countries 1.
and 12 as candidates. CASEY and GPS do not
reply, focusing instead on legislative strategy
with Congress.

04/17/84 Report from US Ambassador to Country 1.
MCFARLANE has raised with him aid from Country
i. HOWARD TEICHER has already spoken to
official of Country i, telling him that Country
I could contribute to the Nicaraguan opposition
directly or use USG as a conduit. GPS says no
to USG as conduit.

04/18/84 GPS tells MCFARLANE he does not favor seeking
aid from Country 1 and is opposed also to
seeking aid from Country 6 and says we should
not get dependent on others -- we must do it
ourselves.

05/9/84 GPS learns that TEICHER told official of Country
1 that U.S. would be intermediary for funding by
Country 1, and that TEICHER made this approach
weeks before U.S. Ambassador to Country 1
learned of it.
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05/11.,'84 GPS confronts MCFARLANE with information
concerning TEICHER and his approach to Country
1. MCFARLANE says that what TE:CHER told the
official of Country 1 was not authorized.

05/23/84 Report from U.S. Ambassador to Country 1
concerning conversations with 7EICHER and
MCFARLANE. TEICHER advised that he had called
tne official of Country I to say that any
further discussions would be handled through the
U.S. Ambassador.

TEICHER also told U.S. Ambassador, however, that
in his previous discussions with the official of
Country 1, he was operating on strict
instructions.

MCFARLANE advised Ambassador that he had dropped
his idea that Country I take over all
responsibility for the Nicaraguan opposition
forces because Ambassador *blew the whistle' on
him.

05/25/84 ASSISTANT SECRETARY/ARA, LANGHORNE A. MOTLEY,
presents possible approach to third country
funding, developed by ARA/CIA staff, which
includes notifying Congress. U.S. would
facilitate, solicit and control the third
country support, but not serve as conduit. NSPG
meeting required. Countries considered as
candidates: 1, 3, 5, 6, 11, 7, 13. GPS opposes
both the proposal and the candidate contributors.

GPS speaks to CASEY on same day. CASEY agrees
with GPS' position that U.S. should not solicit
aid from other countries; if third countries
volunteer, OK.

GPS tells MOTLEY no.

05/28/84 State and CIA officials continue discussion of
funding options. Consensus opposes third
country solicitation.

06/25/84 NSPG meeting. Discussion of third country
funding. GPS raises legal questions and
suggests seeking opinion from A-TORNEY GENERAL.
MCFARLANE proposes no solicitation of third
countries pending opinion from A.G.
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05,7,'54 UNDERSECRETARY ARMACOST asks MCF.kRLANE status of
alternative funding. MCFARLANE replies that tne
Nicaraguan opposition is getting $1 million per
month, out he is not sure of source. Confident,
however, that the funding will continue for the
next 6 -.onths, but cannot carry on next year
without new source of funds.

10/12/84 Pronibition enacted against the use cf funds
available to agencies or entities involved in
intelligence activities to assist directly, or
indirectly, military or paramilitary operations
in Nicaragua.

01/10/85 State Department learns that MCFARLANE nad
arranged a trip to Central America without
knowledge of GPS. GPS insists that a State
Department official accompany MCFARLANE.

01/15/65 XCFARLANE claims to GPS that N4ORTH had kept
MOTLEY advised of MCFARLANE's travel plans.
MOTLEY denies.

06/8/85 Congress authorizes $27 million humanitarian
assistance for the Nicaraguan opposition
forces. Prohibits any arrangement with a third
country conditioning U.S. aid on the recipient
country's assistance for the Nicaraguan
opposition.

08/15/85 Congress appropriates $27 million for
humanitarian assistance to Nicaraguan opposition.

08/20/85 HPSCI begins inquiry into activities of NSC
staff in support of the Nicaraguan opposition
(similar inquiry by HFAC).

09/4/85 ASSISTANT SECRETARY ABRAMS advises GPS that
fundraising for the Nicaraguan opposition is
continuing and arms shipments increasing.
ABRAMS says he has not asked UORTH for any
information about fundraising for lethal aid.
GPS responds that State Department must not be
in the dark, that the Nicaraguan opposition is
an integral part of the overall Central America
picture, being managed by ABRAMS, and that
ABRAMS needs to know how they are getting arms.
GPS tells ABRAMS not to say 'go see the White
House. It is very risky for the 1Nhite House."
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09-10/85 MCFARLANE responds to HSPCI, SSCI, BARNES,
DURBIN assirina then about propriety of ::Sc
staff and NORTH activities.

i0/=285 ABRAMS reports to GPS that opposition forces are
broke because of foolish spending on huge arms
snipnent. Advises they need secure
communications equipment. Suggests approaching
third country which manufactures such equipment.

10/8-15/85 GPS asks senior official of Country 8 if his
government would be willing to supply the
radios. Official says he will get back to GPS.
He subsequently calls GPS and tells him that
Country 8 no longer manufactures equipment
needed.

12/8/85 Congress expressly confirms State Department's
authority to solicit humanitarian assistance
from third countries. Congress also
appropriates funds for radios.

03/31/86 DEPUTY SECRETARY WHITEHEAD reports to GPS on
SINGLAUB'S agreement with PASTORA, and
AMBASSADOR TAMBS' involvement. WHITEHEAD says
ABRAMS very concerned about TAMBS, noting 'it's
all illegal apparently and that there was *no
knowledge here until it over'. GPS tells staff
'we have to take this on.' Immediate cable
rejecting arrangement.

04/4/86 GPS tells POINDEXTER that PASTORA will be told
that he does not have an agreement with U.S.
(On April 11 GPS instructs ABRAMS to tell
PASTORA.)

04/21/86 Report at. ARA regional that $27 million
humanitarian assistance largely spent; NDR on
reduced rations.

05/16/86 NSPG meeting. Discussion of bridge funding for
the NDR and possible Third Country solicitation
for humanitarian assistance. GPS supports,
noting State"' discussionss with Country 8. GPS
tasked to draurp list of possible donors.
CASEY mentions that Countries 1, 2, 3, and 5 all
have some interest. ('o mention of prior
solicitations)

1&-936 0-88-16
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Early 06/86 - Decision at State to approach Brunei. ABRAMS
gets Swiss account number fror NOR7H.

06/16/86 MCFARLA£E advises GPS that Country 2 volunteered
and delivered $31 million to the NJicaracgan
opposition while USG aid was barred.

06/24/86 GPS advised by ASSISTANT SECRETARY SIGUR and
AMBASSADOR that Brunei should not be approached
on Secretary's current trip to Asia; need to lay
ground work. GPS agrees.

08/5/86 ABRAMS designated oy GPS to make contact with
Brunei.

08/6/86 ABRAMS reports that he will be meeting an
official of Brunei. Reports also that he has
received a second account number from CIA. Asks
HILL's advice on which account to use. HILL
says *use original number.'

08/6/86 NORTH briefs HPSCI members pursuant to House
Resolution of Inquiry into his activities.
Resolution withdrawn.

08/9/86 Meeting between ABRAMS and Bruneian official.
Brunei will contribute $10 million. ABRAMS
turns over Swiss account number.

09/15/86 Brunei confirms that 'arrangements have been
consummated.'

09/18/86 NORTH advises ABRAMS that Brunei funds have not
been received in account, query Brunei.

09/23/86 Brunei agrees to run tracer on funds.

09/26/86 U.S. AMBASSADOR reports that Bruneian officials
say they used procedures which would require
U.S. to 'wait for a short while before the
transaction is completed.'

10/16/86 ABRAMS tells GPS that HASENFUS plane shot down;
no US involvement; it is a private operation.

10/24/86 ABRAMS reports that he has just learned from
head of CIA Latin America Division that one of
its operatives (probably in region) was involved
in HASENFUS operation. ABRAMS says he celleves
that Head of CIA's Central America Task Force
and CLA:? GEORGE did not know. Says Chief of
Central America Task Force assured him tat CIA
clean, bit someone is lying within C:A.
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11/25/86 ABRAMS reports that Brunei money still has not
reached the Nicaraguan opposition. HILL

- instructs that information be given to LEGAL
ADVISER SOFAER (out of town).

ABRAMS briefing of SSCI re third country funding
of Nicaraguan opposition, does not mention
Brunei solicitation, misleads Committee.

12/1/86 SOFAER is informed of Brunei situation.
AMBASSADOR instructed to advise Brunei that if
funds still in Brunei's control, they should oe
frozen.

12/4/86 U.S. AMBASSADOR informs Department that Brunei
had transferred funds on August 19, and transfer
could not be withdrawn.

Department sends diplomatic note to Swiss.
Accounts related to Lake Resources and LTC NORTH
frozen.

12/8/86 ABRAMS testifies before SSCI cQncerning his
November 25 briefing. Discloses Brunei pursuant
to guidance from the Department. Is heavily
criticized by Senators.
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EXHBrr GPS- C~noNowco-B
TES71MONY OF SECRETARY OF STATE

IRAN CHRONOLOGY I

(5/85 - 10/31/86)

05/30/85 Ambassador to Israel SAMUEL LEWIS reports that
MICHAEL LEDEEN is in Israel talking to Israeli
officials to obtain intelligence about Iran,
without notice to the U.S. Embassy.

06/03/65 McFarlane reports to GPS, who is in Lisbon, on
meeting with RABIN; does not mention LEDEEN visit
to Israel.

06/05/85 GPS cables MCFARLANE objecting to LEDEEN visit to
Israel, to an intelligence relationship with
Israel concerning Iran, and to bypass of State
and Embassy.

06/07/85 MCFARLANE cables response to GPS insisting that
LEDEEN had been in Israel *on his own hook,* and
that MCFARLANE was *turning it off entirely.'

06/17/85 MCFARLANE circulates draft NSDD proposing change
in U.S. policy toward Iran, including the
@provision of selected military equipment as
determined on a case-by-case basis.'

06/29/85 GPS submits comments to MCFARLANE on the draft
NSDD, opposing the proposal regarding arms
transfers and stating oI cannot agree that the
NSDD as drafted should be signed by the
President.'

07/14/85 MCFARLANE cables GPS discussing Israeli contacts
with Iranians and Israeli/Iranian interest in
U.S.-Iranian dialogue, commencing with Israeli
delivery of TOWS and Iranian attempts to release
hostages. MCFARLANE offers analysis, favors U.S.
expressing interest.

07/14/85 GPS cables MCFARLANE proposing 'positive but
passive reply," involving U.S. willingness to
listen to Iranians, without commitment, on
operting.a dialogue and reinforcing MCFARLANE's
expr ed cautions against being drawn into arms
transfers. GPS tells McFarlane to manage the
issue persorrally and inform Israeli emissary that
GPS and MCFARtANE are 'in close contact and full
agreement every step of the way.'

d4 EXHIBIT.
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07/16/85 GPS sees intelligence report calling GHORBANIFAR
a 'talented fabricator.'

07/19/85 GPS visits the PRESIDENT in the hospital upon
return from ASEAN meeting. MCFARLANE present.
No discussion of the proposed Iran initiative.

07/24/85 GPS is reminded by his Executive Assistant,
CHARLES HILL, to ask MCFARLANE for a status
report on Iran proposal.

08/06/85 At GPS' regularly scheduled meeting with the
PRESIDENT, MCFARLANE states that three meetings
between Israel and the Iranians have occurred,
and that MCFARLANE'S contact is DAVID KIMCHE.
The Iranians want a dialogue with the United
States, want arms from the U.S. and 100 TOWS from
Israel, in exchange for four hostages. MCFARLANE
says that the deal will be 'totally deniable,'
and that he is pursuing the contact. GPS argues
that any policy of selling arms to Iran or
loosening arms flow restrictions is •:org, and
could not he kept deniable or secret.

09/04/85 GPS learns that NORTH is expecting seven hostages
to be released on a beach near Tripoli.

09/13/85 MCFARLANE tells GPS that the Israel/Iran dealings
are 'not moving.'

09/17/85 U.S. Ambassador to Lebanon BARTHOLOMEW tells HILL
that WEIR said he was released to bring pressure
for release of Dawa prisoners. BARTHOLOMEW
states that he knows 'precious little about
origins of this or who is involved.' Lunch
meeting among GPS, CASEY, MCFARLANE, and
WEINBERGER. MCFARLANE debriefs group on
hostages, noting that the hostage release is 'not
going anywhere.'

11/18/85 At the Geneva Summit, MCFARLANE tells GPS that
four hostages will be released in a few days, and
that Israel is sending an airplane to a European
city with 100 HAWKS, which will be shipped to
Iran if the hostages are released. MCFARLANE
says he has cleared this with the PRESIDENT. GPS
objects, both to the plan and to being notified
too late to be able to stop it.

I
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11/22/85 GPS is advised by OAKLEY of information from
various sources that the hostages will be
released for 120 HAWKS at $250,000 apiece. GPS
learns also that the proposed release date has
slipped in order to get flight clearance from a
European country.

11/23/85 GPS learns that no hostages have been released
and the deal has therefore collapsed. He tells
HILL: 'It's over.'

12/05/85 POINDEXTER calls GPS to inform him of a White
House meeting on 12/7 because Iran initiative had
reached a decision point. Later, GPS tells
POINDEXTER that he is basically uninformed
(about the proposed Iran initiative), although
BUD told me about it at the start and I said
no." GPS asks about congressional notification,
says that the U.S. is breaking with its hostage
policy, and states that 'this thing has got to be
stopped.' GPS also tells POINDEXTER that he is
upset that State has been cut out of cable
traffic.

12/06/85 GPS meets with ARMACOST and PLATT to prepare for
White House meeting on Iran initiative the
following day. GPS learns from POINDEXTER that
HAWK shipment was sent even though no hostages
were released, but that it *misfired" because
Iran rejected the shipment as *too old.'

12/07/85 Meeting at White House. GPS, WEINBERGER, and
DONALD REGAN argue against arms for Iran.
WEINBERGER expresses view that it is illegal.
MCFARLANE, POINDEXTER, and the PRESIDENT speak in
favor of the policy. The PRESIDENT supports
going ahead, emphasizing importance of obtaining
release of the hostages.

POINDEXTER proposes that MCFARLANE tell Iranians
that, if they release hostages without any arms,
the U.S. will then work towards a better
relationship. If MCFARLANE is turned down, he
would be authorized to ask Britain to 'pick up
the sale.' GPS objects to the latter aspect of
POINDEXTER's proposal, says this would be the
same misguided policy. Meeting concludes with
decision that MCFARLANE meet Iranians to seek
hostage release without arms dimension. In aside
after the meeting, POINDEXTER tells GPS that the
deal had fallen apart around Thanksgiving, and he
advised the PRESIDENT to disengage, but the
PRESIDENT said no.

9
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12/10/85 GPS (in London) is informed by staff that
Iranians have rejected MCFARLANE approach and
that at a White House meeting that morning, the
Iran initiative had been turned off. NORTH
reportedly had prepared a paper stating the
hostages would die as a result.

12/11/85 ARMACOST cables GPS that MCFARLANE has
recommended dropping the entire enterprise, but
the PRESIDENT wants all other avenues
"energetically pursued.'

01/04/86 POINDEXTER advises GPS that AMIRAN NIR had come
to see him to revive the hostage deal. NIR
presented a proposal involving the release of
certain Hizbollah prisoners, and the sale of
3,000 TOWs to Iran, in exchange for the
hostages. GPS states that this suffers from all
the same problems as the previous proposals,
calling it a paymentso for hostages. GPS thinks
POINDEXTER is negative toward proposal.

01/07/86 Meeting at the White House among PRESIDENT, VICE
PRESIDENT, WEINBERGER, MEESE, CASEY, REGAN,
POINDEXTER, and GPS. GPS and WEINBERGER argue
strongly against the Iran proposal, but everyone
else favors going forward.

01/16/86 GPS attends a Cabinet meeting at the White House,
from 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. but is not present at
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. discussion of the Iran
initiative.

01/17/86 GPS attends "Family Group Lunch' at the White
House at which Iran initiative is discussed. GPS
argues that the policy is both *unwise and
illegal.'

02/28/86 GPS has long talk with POINDEXTER concerning the
hostage situation. POINDEXTER tells GPS that
hostages will be released the following week.
Nothing is said about any arms transactions.
POINDEXTER advises that the Iranians want a
higher level meeting, and the White House has
picked MCFARLANE. GPS recommends that MCFARLANE
be given written instructions. GPS is
subsequently shown the Terms of Reference for
MCFARLANE's mission which are consistent with GPS
views. GPS approves Terms of Reference. (Terms
of Reference, used by MCFARLANE in May 1986,,
speak of arms sales as only a future prospect.)
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03/11/86 POINDEXTER informs GPS that MCFARLANE objected to
going ahead with the meeting and that the
initiative is 'all off' again.

04/21/86 POINDEXTER tells GPS that the :ranians have
complained, and the PRESIDENT said they could
'take it or leave it.' GPS asks if this means
that PRESIDENT is prepared to *leave it,' and
POINDEXTER says, 'I think so.'

05/03/86 ARMACOST cables GPS in Tokyo that Ambassador
PRICE in London has learned from a staff member
that TINY ROWLANDS was approached by NIR to take
part in arms transactions with Iran which had
White House approval and which involved
GHORBANIFAR and KHASHOGGI. POINDEXTER was
allegedly the point man and the State Deparmtent
was cut out.

05/04/86 GPS advises DONALD REGAN of PRICE/ROWLANDS
contact. He expresses his opposition to dealing
with persons mentioned in ARMACOST cable, and
argues that if a low level official such as the
Embassy staffer knows about this it will become
public and leave the PRESIDENT exposed. GPS says
REGAN must go to PRESIDENT and get him to 'cut
your losses and call it off." REGAN expresses
alarm and agrees to talk to the PRESIDENT.

GPS alerts POINDEXTER to the PRICE/ROWLANDS
contact and makes the same points as with REGAN.
POINDEXTER states that he told PRICE there was
only a 'smidgen of reality' to the allegations
and tells GPS *we are not dealing with these
people.' GPS voices his strong objections to any
such proposed transaction. POINDEXTER says he
does not share GPS' view. GPS argues that the
PRESIDENT is very exposed.

05/28/86 OAKLEY tells PLATT that the NORTH operation has
'fizzled,' negotiations have broken down, and
that MCFARLANE was involved and may have been in
Tehran. PLATT advises HILL, who informs GPS.

Late May or After GPS returns from trip to Philippines, he
Early June is told by both POINDEXTER and CASEY that the
86 Iran-hostage operation has ended and the people

associated with it have been told to 'stand down.'

I
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06/12/86 GPS advises PLATT that he told Attorney General
MEESE that, while the United States is
prosecuting Israelis for arms sales to Iran,
Israel could point a finger back at the United
States. MEESE was "not deterred' by GPS'
comments.

07/02/86 ARMACOST writes GPS concerning renewed conjecture
about arms sales to Iran; he argues against the
polcy.

09/16/86 LEDEEN asks HILL to arrange a meeting with GPS to
discuss the Iran matter. HILL takes no action.

10/21/86 LEDEEN calls HILL again about meeting with GPS.
He states that a 'grand strategy' involving a
strategic relationship with Iran had gone off
track with regard to hostages.

10/26/86 HILL advises LEDEE1N that GPS will not see him.

10/31/86 POINDEXTER advises GPS that release of DAVID
JACOBSEN is imminent.

- ', I -, - * -,
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EXHIBIT GPS-CHRONOLOGY-C

7ESIMO Y OF SECRETARY OF STA7E
IRAN CHRONOLOGY II

(11/1/86 - 12/18/86)

11/4/86 Lebanese press discloses U.S. arms sales to Iran.
GPS cables POINDEXTER advising that all the key
facts be promptly disclosed.

11/6/86 POINDEXTER responds that now is not the time to
go public because it would *complicate efforts to
secure the release of other hostages.*

11/10/86 POINDEXTER tells GPS that while GHORBANIFAR
channel shut down, new channel is open. GPS saysowe should shut it all down.0

Meeting at the White House among PRESIDENT, VICE
PRESIDENT, POINDEXTER, REGAN, KEEL, CASEY,
WEINBERGER, MEESE, SHULTZ. POINDEXTER briefs
group on operation, mentions January 1986
Finding. GPS says this is the first he has heard
of it; WEINBERGER says the same. POINDEXTER says
a total of 1000 TOWs and 240 Hawk spare parts
were sold to Iran. GPS criticizes the operation,
says it sounds like arms for hostages.
PRESIDENT disagrees. POINDEXTER says, 'How else
will we get hostages out?' GPS argues that
operation should be shut down.

Later in the day, en route to Guatemala for OAS
meeting, GPS receives draft press guidance from
White House describing as unanimous the current
and past support for the Iran arms shipments by
the PRESIDENT'S senior advisers. GPS tells
POINDEXTER to delete the claim of unanimity,
since not accurate. GPS supports the PRESIDENT,
but not the shipments. POINDEXTER agrees to the
deletion.

GPS tells HILL that he (GPS) must tell the
PRESIDENT that his advisers are distortinq
the record.

11/12/86 GPS urges REGAN to assist him in persuading the
PRESIDENT to turn Iran policy over to State and
end arms sales to Iran. CPS gives REGA- draft
statements for PRESIDENT's use announcing end of
arms sales.
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11/13/86 PRES:DENT's speech.

11/14/86 At his regularly scheduled meeting with
PRESIDENT, GPS makes arguments against arms for
Iran.

11/15'/86 GPS at Camp David gives draft paper to REGAN that
would return control of Iran policy to State and
end arms sales to Iran. (REGAN tells him (GPS)
he understands State's position, but White House
is not in a position to adopt it.

11/16/86 GPS appears on "Face 'the Nation.' Says that he
believes there should be no more arms sales to
Iran, but also states he does not speak for the
Administration.

11/17/86 SPEAKES announces that the White House has no
further plans for arms shipments to Iran. He
also confirms that the SECRETARY OF STATE is
Administration's chief foreign policy spokesman.

11/18/86 GPS tells ARMACOST and HILL that State must have
access to all the facts concerning the Iran
initiative.

State LEGAL ADVISER SOFAER attends General
Counsels' meeting at White House. Reports back
that NSC Counsel THOMPSON declined, under
instructions, to give full story.

11/19/86 GPS directs that HILL brief ARMACOST and SOFAER
on GPS' knowledge concerning arms sale to Iran.
GPS tells PRESIDENT that PRESIDENT is not fully
informed. GPS says 'we have been deceived and
lied to. . . And you have to watch out about
saying no arms for hostages.' GPS says MCFARLANE
once told him that planeload of arms would go to
Iran if hostages released. PRESIDENT says he
knew of this. GPS says he had been told in Tokyo
(6/86) that it had all stopped. PRESIDENT says
that GPS is telling me things I don't know.'
GPS says, 'Mr. Pre!,U'nt, if I'm telling you
something you don't Anow -- I don't know very
much -- so something is wrong here.'

GPS then calls REGAN and expresses concern about
PRESIDENTIAL press conference scheduled for that
night. He says PRESIDENT has been misled on the
facts.

PRESIDENT's Press Conference.
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GPS calls PRESIDENT. Tells him of factual errors
in the press conference. Reiterates that
PRESIDENT is not getting the full story.
PRESIDENT asks GPS to identify the factual errors.

11/20/86 GPS reviews list of factual errors with REGAN.
Learns that PRESIDENT, with VICE PRESIDENT, had
told POINDEXTER of GPS' assertions that PRES&DENT
not getting the facts.

GPS asks REGAN to attend when GPS sees the
PRESIDENT that evening.

GPS meets with PRESIDENT and REGAN at the White
House. PRESIDENT does not accept GPS' thesis.
PRESIDENT says he knew about November 1985
shipment, but disputes that it was arms for
hostages. GPS says that no one looking at the
record will agree.

11/22/86 GPS is interviewed by MEESE and ASSISTANT
ATTORNEY GENERAL COOPER. Among other things, GPS
tells MEESE that PRESIDENT told GPS earlier in
week that PRESIDENT knew of November 1985
shipment.

11/24/86 NSPG on Iran. GPS criticizes policy and argues
for its cessation. PRESIDENT does not agree.

Later that day, during WHITEHEAD meeting with
GPS, POINDEXTER returns call from WHITEHEAD.
POINDEXTER says State must get involved and can
take lead if it wants. POINDEXTER says "I want
to get out of it.*

11/25/86 GPS learns at NSPG that POINDEXTER has resigned,
NORTH has been relieved, and a diversion of funds
has occurred.

11/26/86 GPS meets with PRESIDENT to discuss State's
administration of Iran policy.

12/8/86 GPS testifies before HFAC.

GPS informed that CASEY questions GPS assertion
that he and POINDEXTER had told GPS that Iran
initiative had been *stood down.'
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12/12/86 ARMACOST and CASEY agree on ground rules for
- upcoming meeting with second channel. The
channel will be used for intelligence only.

--CASEY later calls REGAN and persuades White House
to continue to authorize policy discussions in
the channel, notwithstanding CASEY's agreement to
the contrary with ARMACOST.

12/13/86 Meeting in Frankfurt among Iranian, State
representative DUNBAR, and CIA representative
CAVE. DUNBAR delivers message that no more arms
will be sold. Iranian reveals the existence of
previous agreement with NORTH and HAKIM which
contained nine points. DUNBAR reports existence
of the 'Nine Point Agenda' oack to Department.
DUNBAR returns to Washington, CAVE remains in
Europe and holds second meeting with the Iranian,
contrary to agreement by CIA that no more
meetings in this channel would take place without
State representative present.

12/13/86 On receiving first DUNBAR report (by secure
telephone), GPS asks to see PRESIDENT.

12/14/86 GPS meets with PRESIDENT. Informs him of DUNBAR'S
meeting with second channel, including DUNBAR'S
discovery of previous agreement re release of
Dawa prisoners. PRESIDENT expresses shock, tells
GPS that we never agreed to pressure Kuwait.

12/16/86 GPS testifies before SSCI.

12/18/86 GPS sends message to KUAJAITI FOREIGN MINISTER
reaffirming that "the President and I remain
committed to the policy that 'the U.S. Government
will never ask Kuwait to release the Da'Wa
prisoners in order to get freedom for the
American hostages.'
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THE SCCRITARY OF StAT

WASHINGTON 25. Igr 243
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MI.ORANDUN FOR THE PRZSIDIt?

TROl, George . Shult -

SUSjtC?. Managing Our Central America Strategy

I believe it is ;mportant to confirm for the record my
understanding of the outcome of our discussion this morning.

Policy We have ad extremely difficult situation i
CentrelAiorica. Theze will be hard slogging ahead to
achieve what we want to achievao First of all, we need an
effective shield to protect the Salvadoran democracy against
the efforts of the rebels to destroy the government and thg
economy. We have to safeguard not only 31 Salvador but aIo
the other Central American co tries against the Nicaraguan
virus. At the same time we have to win.the struggle in our
own country to help the American people understand the
Soviet-Cuban-ficaraguan threat to the whole region. And we
have to obtain the support of the Cong ress. Although our
influence in Salvador Is probably waning because of the
conditions imposed by the Congress, we suet be able to be
persuasive with the II Salvador government in bringing about
those reforms in their system of justice necessary to win the
support of the American people and the Congress. At the same
time we must maintain pressure on the Nicaraguans to cease
and desist iron exporting their revolution to neighboring
countries.

Though we must continue to strengthen the shield against
the Salvadoran rebels and keep the pressure on Nicaragua, we
cannot expect a military solution, at least 'in the next
several years. In all likelihood the only way in which we
can reestablish a peaceful Central Atrica, free from foreign
incursions into democratic countries, Is by regional
negotiations leading to a reciprocal and verifiable agreement
in which the Nicaraguan* coe to ters wiAh the need for them
to mind their own business. At the same time, in forcing
Nicaragua to the negotiating table, we must not sell out the
Nicaraguan patriots who wish. the*i government to live up to
the promises of free elections and a pluralistic society made.
when the Sandinistas cam* to power.

114 .. . . , re 'j .
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Within El Salvador we must be prepared to seek negotia-

tions. But these negotiations must concern participation in
a free electoral process and not negotiations with respect to
power sharing.

Negotiations with either the Nlicaraguans or the
Salvadoran rebels will not be easy, because we will be
dealing with people we don't like and don't trust. Moreover,
we will not be able to achieve success unless we can show theNicaraguans that they cannot defeat the anti-Sandinista
forces in Nicaragua. Nor can we get the Salvadoran rebels to
talk about free elections unless we are able to show them
that they cannot win the military struggle and will probably
lose it in the long run. Finally, in bringing about a
reciprocal and verificable agreement, we have to be willing
and able to deal effectively with major regional governments
like Mexico.

Responsibility for Policy Ieplementattont These I
understand to be your policies. I support then, and I accept
the responsibility to carry then out. However, if I am to do
so, we need, as I believe we all agreed at the meeting, to4
establish simple and straightforward management procedures.
The present management situation is a mess and would not work,
even if the problems were simple. Therefore, what we
discussed was that you will look to me to carry out your
policies. It those policies change, you will tell me. It I
am not carrying then out effectively, you will hold me
accountable. But we will set up a structure so that I can be
your sole delegate with regard to carrying out your policies.

Organizational Arrangements. What this means is that
there will be an Assistant Secretary. acceptable to you (and
you and I have agreed on Tony Motley) who will report to me
and through me to you. We will use Dick Stone as our
negotiator, who, in coordination with Tony# will also report
solely to me and through me to you. Similarly, there will be
an interagency committee, but it will be a tool of management
and 'not a decision-making body. I shall resolve any issues
and report to you.

Ken Dam and Larry Eagleburger will work closely with me
so that there will always be someone fully informed and able
to act for me if I have to be away. Tony Motley will be our
chief of staff responsible for pulling together all our work
both within the State Department and within the government as
a whole.

lawwr I SENSITIVE
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Meanwhile, I $hall keep you and Bill Clark and others in

the White House fully informed at all times. I believe that
it is important for the NSC or the NSPO to mest on a regular
basis to review what we do and particularly to resolve any
differences with respect to policy.

we all agree that we have to do such better in public
diplomacy. We have to beef up our capacity here in the State
Department, and we plan to do so. In addition, I believe
that Faith Whittleoey could be very useful. But if she is to
be useful and effective, her work too must be handled in the
same way as operations and diplomacy. With respect to
Central America, she will therefore work directly with Tony
Motley. He and I in turn will be responsible for her work
with regard to Central America.

With respect to personnel decisions in the Department of
State, it will be important, with Tony Motley as a non-career
Assistant Secretary, to have a full complement of deputies to
his who are Foreign Service Officers or are otherwise fully
familiar with the machinery of the U.S. government and in
particular the Department of State. We will, of course, 
consult with Presidential Personnel, but after full
consultation, I would expect Tony Motley to have the dominant'
voice in making those personnel decisions;.

Porsonnolt As an immediate step, I propose that the
following assignments be mado

-- Ambassador Motley from Brazil to become Assistant

Secretary for ARA:

APPROVE DISAPPROVE

-- Ambassador Enders to become Ambassador to Spain,

APPROVE DISAPPROVE

-- Ambassador Luers, last posted in Venezuela, to
become Ambassador to Brazil.

APPROVE DISAPPROVE

-- Since Enders will be going to Spain, it is important
to decide Terence Todman's next assignment, which I
understand is to be to Denmark.

APPROVE DISAPPROVE

DE/SNSITIVEhDEC , OADA
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All of these personnel as well as organizational
decisions are to be made at once so that there is no
ambiguity in. anyone's mind that we are prepared to do what is
necessary to carry out your Central Aperica policies. we
should go forward immediately, because your Central Axerican
policies can ill afford any delays in getting our new
management system in effect.

I enclose an organizational chart and a draft National
Security Directive embodying what we agreed on this morning.

Attachmentst

Tab I - Organizational Chart.
Tab 2 - Draft NSDD.

. /SENS IT!v
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DRAFT NSDD

NATIONAL SECURITY DIRECTIVE NUMBER

CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

Pursuant to NSDD 2, there is established a restricted
Interagency Group (IG) to address policy formulation and
execution as they relate to Central America and the Caribbean.
The Secretary of State is responsible for the overall direc-
tion, coordination and supervision of the interdepartmental
activities incident thereto.

The Interagency Group (IG) shall be headed by the
Assistant Secretary of State for inter-American Affairs and
include representatives of the Secretary of Defense, the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Director of
Central Intelligence and the Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs. The President's Special Envoy for
Central America shall also participate. -The Interagency
Group shall report to the Secretary of State.

The Interagency Core Group, the Central American Working
Group and all other interagency organizations addressing
Central American policy or operations are hereby disestablished.
The Crisis Pre-Planning Group is relieved of its assignments in
this area.

-I 0 AR
- SCL i OADR
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THC WHITE MOUSE.

o WA0454IGOF

7 . May 14, 1962 N 29464

IZMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF STATE
THE SICRETART or THE TRW.AYU.
THE SECRETARY Of DZFE1SE
THE DIRECTOR Or CENTRAL ZITELIAGENCE
TVZ CHAZI.XAN, JOINT CHIEFS or STAIF

SUBJECT: Crisis Pre-Planning

National Security Decision Directive 3, Crisis Management.
establishes the Special Situation Group (SSG), chaired by the
Vice President. The SSG is charged, inter alia, with focmula&
plans in anticipation of crises. In order T-Iacilitate this
crisis pre-planning responsibility, a Standing Crisis
Pre-Planning Group CCPPG) is hereby established.

The CPPG vii be chaired by the Deputy AssLstant to the Presi
for National Security Affairs and will consist of senior repro
sentatives of your agencies and of the Office of the vice P
President. The CPPG will mest periodically in the White bous,
Situation Room and will

o Identify, to the extent possible, areas where US interests
are at stake in which rising tensions or other circumstanc
suggest the possible emergence of a crisis.

e For each potential crisis, insure that an interagency grok
is established and developing contingency plans. Provide
guidance to the group and task it with the p reparation of
preemptive policy options to prevent a crisis if possible
well as the preparation of politico-mllicary options for
dealing with the eventual crisis.

o Present such plans and policy option to.the SSG.

0 Devise procedural measures, draft executive instruments ar
identify resources essential to implement decisions by the
President.

e Provide to the SSG, as crises develop, alternative plans c
action/options and coordinated implementation plans that
permit successful resolution.

Aeviev on Hey i, 2002
Classified and Extended by 7Clark
Reasons MAC 1.13(d)

W 4
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Provide to the SS, recomended security cover, and
media plans that will enhance the likelhood 2946
successful execution.

The first meeting of the CPPG is scheduled fat . rd y,
ey 20 1982, in the White House Situation Aqom roX 1000-i:

*-4-ncibs aea requested to provide the name of their CPPG to;
sentative to Oliver North, NSC Staff (Telephone: 35-3345) b
May 14, 1902. An agenda will be circulated prior to each
meeting. The agenda tot the first CPPG meeting is attached.

FOR THE PUSZDK#T

amP lrk

Attachment

Tab A - Agenda for )tay 20, 1312 Meeting
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABLE GEORGE P. SHULTZThe Secretary of State
SUBJECT Managing Our Central American Strategy (SJ

I have studied your thoughtful memorandum on this ubject,dated ay 25, 1913. Your judgments regarding our policytoward the region are correct when read within the framwokof existing decision directives. So, too, is your assessmentthat implementation is the problem. (s)
Our national security interests in the region demand the mostcareful and cogent management and coordination that we canbring to bear. The institutional arrangements.established inNSDD-2. are, I believe, appropriate to fulfill, thisrequirement. They were specifically directed to ensure thatthe diplomatic, economic, military and intelligence aspect ofour national security policy would-be properly integrated inboth their planning and implementation. NSDD-2 provides thatths policy process will function through the 1G, SIG, NSCframework. That seems to me to still be a good system,developed over several administraetions. it provides that ifthe agencies agree at the 10 level then the issue need not beelevate further, but that if there is disagreement, then itis raised-to the SIG and if necessary through the NSC to me.(s)

The resources of the White Nouse will, of course, be availableto assist in this effort. Specifically, the White HouseOffices of Presidential Personnel and Public Liaison mentionedin your mo, report to and are supervised by the White HouseChief of Staff's Office. I have asked Jim Baker to see thatany activities or decisions of these offices affecting theimplementation of Central American policy be coordinatedclosely with you or your designee through the NSC as has been.our practice. (9)

L.r P. r, ,

-4-h
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Success in Central Americt will require the cooperative effort
of several Departments and agencies. No Iinqle agency can do
it alone nor should it. Still, it is sensible to look to you,
as £ do, as the lead Cabinet officer, charged with moving
aqressively to develop the options in coordination with Cap,
Bill Casey and others and coming to me for decisions. I
believe in Cabinet government. It works when the Cabinet
officers work together. I look to you and Bill Clark to
assure that that happens. (S)
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EXHIBIT GPS-1B

SC SCNCTARty OF eTATC
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NPDROIUNOQN fOR TIE PRSOgNT

RON I

S UIJIRCT i

GeCISe P. Shulto 4J. 58cuZnMll CM01j
ContCrl Ae C 014 D1aoue, Status end P9 oO5ct.

Tlhis memorandum discuss 0.3. objectS,.e end Pcospeats for
edvancLng then tbougb colonel negotiations.

I. U.S. OI9,CTIMU SIP

Our breed objoctives ares (1) 4N Gad to Nicaraguan support
got revolutionary groups etteptint to *Stithrov neigbboring9eeCnaonte (3) reduction and oventuel teruination ofICaeeSeIUeO securIty ties to Cube end the Soviet bleat (2) astable military balance between Nicaragua end Itreighbeces(4) Cespect for huan rights and political denocroMy IS all
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SL. .: 5,7 :C.d;...q ;a: a an Covert Acticn

Attached for your sisa:'-e ts he new Finding on the
N.-caragjan C:%Ie.t Ac:;,cn ;.-c:-an which was recommended
by the NSPG ioday. i .t.-c:.r=crates the changes presented
at the -neetinq by the oC: as well as those suggested by
Secretary Shult:.

The :C' and Secretary Shut:z will brief the Finding to
the Serate :-el": .ence C:.-..:ee on T'Jesday if You sign
the h :is weekend.

OK NO

- That you sign the Cover: Action Finding
at Tab A.

Attach.'ent '
Tab A Finding for Signature-

Prepared by:
Kenneth deGraffenreid
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:o tle -as.anaL security of : e . t:ed States. aid direct the

rector of CentraL :ncetojeqnc,. 3r 'te designee, to report tlie
ftnding to the :ntell:goece oaoteee of *e Congress pure4ot
to SeCtioQ 501 of the VW*oal SecrvY At of 197, 6 44 en4ed,
and co provide such rieftinge at -ecesiary.
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EXHIBIT GPS-3

U ~ 9 I~~EL SY STEM :v
1W H MNSC/ICS-4002:S

*a,,'..~. : 353

f4.rch 11, *95 S[NS:TIVZ

MI.MORANDtI. 7oR THE MONORAILI GEORGE P. SULTI
The Secretary of State

THE ONORABLE CAUSP? W. WKItt"12GI I 7'ltW Ts
The Secretary of Defense

THE NOORASLE. WILLIAM . CASECA9
The Director of Central Intellqence

GtHERAL JOK W. VISSzY, jR.

The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

SU8JECT: Assisting Progress toward Desecracy (c)

During my brief stop in made a convincing case for their
coimtment to democracy. They alse noted their critical need for
relatively small amounts of security assistance, economic aid,
and support for their etruqqlinq aqricultural sector. (C)

in recent veeks, there appears to have been an increase in
querrilla attacks and subversion. It ie entirely likely that we
will see more polarlsin; activity of this kind as the
elections approach. Unless g~e Army has adequate support,
certain elements 7may use the guerrilla action as a
reason to defer dTic ions orto justify counter-productive,
represeive measures. Unfortunately, the Conqress only provided

in r-US IRE? funds from the Administration's
security assistance request. While the FT-8I request for

)in socrity assistance provides hope for the future,
jt would eem that we need to look tar ways in which we can help

betweenm ow d their elections. (5)

It is, therefore, requested that fto%# take tto lead in
developing Lzaqinative alternatives can be
provided with assistance to improve their security situstion. We

- shou j'" 

. •

as WeLL
as act V or U.S. aqescies whkch puld KITFV-1positive
effect on internal security conditions.

Our qoal in all of. thi should be to provide all possible
assistance to progress toward democracy. (5)

Lwe, PIWO .rs of L J Im M
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JALd to e 3Learsqr Peeistance

Attached at Tab :i a 4em ferM yo to Seetartee tll S slt&d
Velaberger, rector Casey. IAd M 4.Vesey aqanq for thelr
views on increased U.S. assitIInc7 / Your D owi&6
caut as sugqestLon which derives (lkhtrtp to the reqbon.

.he tee) IA Le of you eJms s atofind a way by which VW 4A
46One t , thethe euaeurdtavy M4,t60ee nthe?

'o pmLdtain t4 S6he i Ued fIqptht**& At Tab U are
ern-oe ezigitcIatee iw atchthe provided for the

chase0o narLm Uesoe o.1 ; tats 5 aei veredto the.
0T111141so gieftmse age a 4"I"*@egequeineeof1the

totesi lst se ve IaWO .etliM land youth.
mmetulq with e ake OdI _, Ti e I iand veapons
identified LA twe* 141amets Willie delivered in several
ships"%$ a is SEaft aW Iby see) stlnq o ox o abou t
oreb 10. etI "I shiprtC v lbe delivered
eeetpte. " ' a it~mne4 erez to

11" fops0estlU aton
agivoe A60110etis esewinged. oa &ge*,that
have I m ove of witheLd amy oqu4psnt/nu&nMoAt S fom n he No
4IV5Ree whisb eave se o d o.

OWL"i410119* tse mtsqk -tin. Which usl
Pfeeee aboV we atieaqd , of
p ia a va U o09Itei mwNI thoy desperately iFe in
e680 2to preemnete i et tst the .ubarnesuporited
rmerilae. A OP Of@6 te ist ofat&eodat 1ab M. "Ch of
t"e items L det e Iae i priority within fe t principal
eateerao G 'terats * 6 levees uPmato*wefospons an
N*attlete,5 84WSb?.t10 IttUS 8Ifet.
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Yor mein a Tab I deee net refer to the arransWenMts WhI'c?. have
been sade for suppertanq the resistance thregqhi. _:
does, however, urqe that we take steps'new to &Mprove th
Iatuatlon. Ones we have approval for at least some of ,,t the
have asked for. we e, eses, thaat the 1,ft peepe aie
WriaIstan4 that we a0 able to pmlIde a ,silts from theiM
cooperation eo the reo&soese isOme.

MCOMMWOAT:00

hAt you sign and tree &t the m a t Tab 1.

Approve ; Disapprove

Attaehmsezto
Tab tU t aue lee to utzIu WeftLaqer./Casey'Vessey
Tab 11 sad-User CertLLcates
Ta 2:1 fM9tr qw..prent RequLrehments
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SAd TC WMIC POUSC

0V Na$ a 7 1 8 7
March .1. i SE S :-.T.'

mzwORoAOUM 703 m1gI NOtO3ABs GZ ORGZ P. SHULTZ
The Secretary of State

THE HONORA LE CASPAR W. WZNIZ3GKt
The Secretary of Defense

TNZ NOIWORAALX WILLIAM J, CASSY
The Director of Central Zntelliqence

GCXRAL JOHN w. V2SStY. ,It.
The Chairman, Join% Chiefs of Staff

SUBJICT: AsseitLnV Proreu stoard Democracy C

Durnq my bie atop in-
made a conv c-i tie fi 0

couvasiteV't to'Zawcrscy. They also noted their critical need
relatively small amounts of security assistance, econo td,
an~d support for teitr struqqlinq aqrLCuX.tu:aL sector. C)

In ecent weeks, there appears to have been an increase n
querrall& attacks and euversion. It As entirely liksey tht W'

wil s ee more polariztng activity of this kin as t*.(
elections approach. Unless ie *rmy has adequate support.
certain elemente - y use the qerrilla action as a
reason to defer eLectione orto justifY counter-productive,

.sepresoLie esures. Unfortunately, the Conqres only rorvded
in ry-6 MZM funds f:om the Adaxlfliltratln'sO.

secRrfty assistance request. While the Tyt-6 request
In security assistance provides hope fo .the "ut-re.

:t vGUIdij*s that we need to look for ways ir which we ca neL;

i " tveee now and theit eLec , ti iS.s)

t is, therefore, requested thst i tete take t e lead '

,dveleoxnq 1mqinatave alternotivee . ca tbe
preyided With aesi Le to UpreVe teft security stuatiOf.
C __ld____ ?__ as we.

caes eLvttes by other , e*X.gni*5 tevhco 14-.ave a pos5t.Ve

ef fet on ftteral security ondetLon-1

Ote goal In k8l eic.gth should be to provide all possibli--"

assistnafe td proress ward democracy. (St

pow ;a~ cflsff.'d O ad vd t M 112.
,.q¢Id VM .,- of F.J. 1239 1i '.
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WASHINGTON

June 29, 1985
" ,e J . -,

NSC - Robert C. McFarlane

Bud,

My comments on the draft NSDD on Iran are
attached.

, - ,on

u- Ar ~-' lr.

Attachment:

U.S. Policy Toward Iran: Comment on
Draft NSDD

...-, q a )¢
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U.S. Po011 .':-ard Iran: :oMrent on Draft .SZO -

Yne strategic .=porta-c of :rn and the value c!
:eosbes&ing our policy toward it are clear. The draft NSOD
:or.str.ct.;vely and pe::eptively addresses a number of t'%e xey
, ASS.&s. !-.sa..ee. however, witn one point in tne a,.a;r'ls
and one bpec;f;c raeC:?endation.

T.IC po..ticaA dnam-.cs ;n Iran are in flux and poorly
understood. b%.t '.ne draft NSDD appears to exaggerate current
ant;-regicie se.-timert and Soviet advantages over us in gaining
influernce. Most :mportantiy. its proposal that we permit or
erscoirage a flow of ie-tern ares to Iran :s contrary to our
interest boti in containing Knomeinism and in ending the
excesses of tnis regime. W@ should not altei this aspect Of
our policy wnen groups witi ties to Iran are holding US
nostages in Lebanon. 1. therefore, disagree witn the
suggestion tiat our efforts to reduce areas flows to Iran should
be ended. 'f the NSDD is revised to-reflect this concern, I
would like to ase t.'e d'aft again before it is puA in final
form. It it would ie helpful. I could ask oi3;f our senior
officers familiar with t:;is iss-ic to work directly with the NSC
staff on tie sJqgsted revisions.

.-is steady Jeciine of I:an's military capability is in our
i.'.te~ei, and we s.ou-d rot facilitate the supply of weapons
from western Eirope tiat waJld revive t.nat military capacity.
X.i:r S.;p;l.l -:,O.L t.ie West are not l'Kely to retard Iranian
ove:tw,ei to tie Soviets but could Ironicslly prolong the
Iri .-... i ,.a.. G~ven tne disparity in site between !ran and
ICa 4 . t..is coZ.4 u..irateay mean an Iranian victory, and a
fLes., u.rzt of eiergy for anti-Americanism tlrougiout tne
reg Ioh.

Also, in &igsit of our experience witn restraining arms
flows, it is uniaxely tnat we could loosen the restrictions
wit.lOwt tne flow oecoming uncontrolled. If otner Western
countries sell arms tney will do so primarily for commercial
motives and vita little ability or inclination to regulate
their mlee or to use them for carefully developed political
pu:poses. For us to be seen as bolstering tne Iranian ability
to continue tne war would be a hock to Saudi Arabia, the GCC

ON lED ~ )q4~L

: e.' ... 'h-,,;emfalvd 0.
''. ~ . Reger, .- .
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UNUk&IED
states. ad Jraq. It as Iran's refusal to end t.ie war wl-.
Iraq wnicn boan keeps ave the threat of a victory ever :roq
and as driviflt the Iranian regime to make overtures to to%
USSI. We need tfe war wound down# if not formally ended.

The iwerent limits on the Iranin-Soviet rolationsesp are
underplayed in the USD0 draft. Iranians have a deep historical
sistrust of the USSR. The Iranian feelers to the Soviets are
for ares and for limitations on Soviet are supplies to Iraq:
the Iranians do not eask a close relationship. gven if sore
Soviet are were available. translating that relationship into
substantial political influence would not be automatic, and
would be resisted by powerful elements within Iran.

he Soviets, uhile conscious of the strategic rise Iran
constitutes, have other important regional relations and
interests which mav explain their cautious replies to Iran.--

OFFONoetess some saiwovient in Zrarilan-uoviet

ould probably be expected. It io useful to recall
nat Iranian-Soviet relations under tne shah were closer and

more cooperative than they are now.

RohFjwogwtcor~i-n, eateng out

o6t nu willingness to have correct Wreletions, but it is
operative tnat they understand that such improvements are
icpossable so long as they lead support to terrorist activities
Ar Lebanon and oleeaere.

Hints of possible lprovements in Iranian-Soviet relations
are woirisome. and should give added impetus to our fundamental
policy goali seeln the Iran-Iraq war wind down. Maintaining
internetimal pressure oe Iran to changio its war policy is the
key to reading the inentives for an Iranian rapprochement
with the 8twiets. 1vertheles, wo should not leave Iran with
only a Soviet opria. Therefore, we should follow a two track
policy# continue to restrain arm flows and to support efforts
to mediate, as a we . while also
encouraging this 0 broaden their
commercial Contlo U mWieraaeT latton and to offer an
alternative to the Soviets.
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EXMBIT GPS-8
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EXHIBIT GPS-9

FPOM: ThP Wh.vte House

TO: The Secretary of State's Aircraft

please deliver the followinq message from Bud McFarlane to

Secretary Shult2 personally and to no other for him. It must

repeat rust be opened by the Secretary 
only. If it Is not

posible to do so, then so advise this station.

SUBJrCT: israeli-iranian Contact 4 z

1. -Top Secret Entire Text.

2. This message is for Xou only and unt v@ cam exchatnqe

thoughts on it, I would request that it notZbo shared with

anyone. It concerns a proposal by an Iranian Ofticial endorsec

by the GovexpCent of isr* it has a shot' ter -to

dimension to it. The i-iot-,term dimersion concerns the seven

hostages; tha long terry dimension invc-ves the establishment of

private dialogue with :ranian officials on the broader relation:

3. !t may perhaps first be useful to provide some background c:

how this natter came to my attention. Today, I received a

private emissary? who asked to convey a message from Prime Minist

Peres. Reduced to its essentials, the oral 
message expressed th

Israeli position that their access 
to- Iranian officials (which

became Clear has involved extensive dialogue for some time) had

surfaced serious interest aronq authoritative persons in the

Iranian hierarchy in opening a dialo ue with the west. A month

or so ao, the Israeli# surfaced this interest in a Peres sessi

with Michael Ledeen who reported it to me. Separately, Rabin

L ndir oM40n] 01 LO. 12T36 "

75-936 0-88-17
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reporte"- t ,e contact to Sam Lewis and he to you. Ledee,- h'ad teen

in Israel Cn his Owr and without any sponsorship from me but he

did rmrort the contact. r was awaiting a chance to report it to

vnu when Sam's report reached you and following your stated

disircl'nation, I told Leden to state tersely to whorrever .e

dealt with that we did not favor such a process. Re did go.

4. Last week, during David Kimche's visit, he asked for 10

minutes with me following a larger meeting. Kimche

that they were puzzled by

our disinclination and that he was instructed to determine its

accuracy. r stated flatly that we could not undertake such a

dialogue (or trialoque) at this time. David did not amplify in

any degree as to what they intended but clearly understood my

flat turrdcwn. He asked aain i that I raise

it with appropriate authorities and reconfirm it. I com fitted to

do so but frankly thought it could wait until your trip and some

of our more pressinq business was behind us. My lone thought at

the time was that it was interestinq that 1Xinche

S. Then eme today's emissary who aqain,

__me stated that Israel has for some time

been conducting etings with high level persons in Iran. At a

recent meeting in Germany attended by Rimche, a ran named Al

Schwim ver (Father of the Israeli aircraft industry), and on the

J, I. / 5 AIv'.' jj, .
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adv.sor to the Prime Minister named Gorbanifar, the Iranians

cresented a picture of contemporary Iran that was extremely

-.Ossimistic; continued economic decline, stalemate o the war

f:c.rt; no im movement even assuming Khomeini's passing w.thcut

havirg "an option.= Their hope and that of what they portrayed

as a significant cadre of the hierarchy was to develop a dialoq.e

with the west. At this point and often throughout the conversat

Itimche reminded them that they were talking to Israelis who

aren't the *west* per se and what did they have in mind? The

interlocutors stated emphatically that they sought a dialogue

with the United States. The Israelis pressed (in the interest o!

vetting the bona fides of the Iranians with the real power in

:ran) for some tangible show of their ability 'io deliver* in

such a dialogue. The Iranians stated that they were very confide

"..hat they could in the short term, achieve the release of the

seven Americans held hostaae in Lebanon. But in exchange they

would need to show some gain. They sought specifically the

delivery from rsrael of 100 TOW missiles. But they' stated that

the larger purpose would bow the opening of a private dialogue

with a high level Ametran official and a sustained discuision of

CS-Tranian relations.

6. The concept raises a number of imponderable'questlbns.

First, there is your very reasonable concern raised a month ago

when the issue was just intelligence sharing

That is very real and one has to consider how

such a Itrialogue" would be affected over time by sustainedUMtAftJ
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Israe', ,.ovement. Sure'v we owght to expect that rsraells

fears cve: any Arab (as opposed to Iranian) fallout would not
ae.wavs necessarily coincide with our own.

7. On the short term aspect, there is a family of questions

related to our terrorism policy against negotiating with terrorist

notwithstandingg the thin veil provided by Israel as the cutout I

or. this specific matter), As a footnote I have checked and

determined that Iran had TOW missiles before the Shah's fall and,

ccnsequertly, their using TOWs now would not necessarily raise

too many eyebrows.

8. Then one has to consider where this might lead in terms of

our being asked to up the ante on more and more arms and where

that could conceivably lead, not just in the compromise of our

position, but to the possible eventuality of the Iranians "winn..n

and where that would put the security of the neighboring Gulf

States. Clearly that is a loser. But I would think that,

qiven the vulnerability of the Iranian interlocutor to our

discrete blowing of his cover with Rhomeini, ought to enable us

to control that.

9. At the end of the day, our long term interest remains in

m-.aintaininq an ability to renew ties with Iran under some more

sensible successor regime. Whether or not this contact is

U rA YtEWfl
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440f"M, 111avTL U
ccrrec-edt c viable, stabe ;art.es ir, Iran rema ins to be seen.

it c.Ad te ta. these people are no more than self-serving,

self-prci oters who seek to curry favor with an eleme-t of the

m:1: r~V -- thcse who happen to want TOWs riqht now. But I would

thj,-k their risk of exposure again, p provides some insurance

against that. And Israel is not noted for dealing with fools and

charlatans.

10. George, I cannot judge the equities on this. We need to

think about it. eut r don't think we should tarry.

On balance my

instincts are to see our larger interest in establishing an

entree to someone in Iran and the check provided by' the Iranian

irterlocutor's vulnerability to beinq "blon* as qiinq us some

insurance against perfidy. We could make a tentative show of

interest without commitmer.t and see what happens. Or we could

walk away. On balance r tend to favor qcin, ahead.

10. As a final note, and please understand that I intend no

comment on" the NUA bureau for which I have profound respect, I

don't believe this should go beyond you and Charlie Hill. It

isn't at all that others lack judgment. It is simply a matter ofb

the potential for compromise as the circle wieens which is

aSiomatIic.
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5i ... • * {: return to Israel on Tuesday. We Sue' ld

give r sc:-e !-gf.a. by then, preferably en Monday Wes? '-nqton

time. - T wi I av'ait ard abide fully by your decision.

I. Finally, te Presider.t has been in t.e cperatlg room fr.

hours. T " keep you advised.

warm Regards, Bud

P.S. - I have )ust received word from Don Regan that the

has been completed and was entirely successful.

X'S-T NS I TjUrInuuu L
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EXHIBIT GPS-10
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:. o. ess ,,a

0 :ran-craq war oeqan Septemoer ,9)0, nag produce w..
OVr a mi lion casltles, wit.1r C. 680*,00 :rnLA..
deatnl and c. 65,000 :caq& deans

0 Kid-Ml'ch sOuMen offend ve endea wkt :ran;4n.
gaining swampilno in exchange for .Jp to 20,300 4L..ed.

o :n PArCn. :raq repeated its earler jso of Cnomica
weapons: Iran ne not ised its nascen: CW capaot:.'I.

o Iraq oean 0a11y ooSoLng of ::antan ci:tes, inc..4di,..
Tercan, Lin PAcn, nopnq to force neqotia:tons.

o :can, at greet disavantage in aLCpoeer, responded
with occasional Scua susIle it(rae against Sagndad.

0 No formal limited ceasefire exists, out attacks on
cities ,ave oeen auspenoed since June 15.

o Zn Jun*, Iran announced enit to defensivee holy war':
frequent small-scale attacKs to intlct casualties and
Keep Iraqis off-.oaAnce, out no more ouq otfansuves.

it. Settlement prospects

o Iraq wanes comprensnsuve ceasefre and negotiated
settlement of tae war.

o Iran refuses to net fighting unless Iraq condemned as
aggressor and Iraq& regime removed: meanwn&e seees to
pressure Iraq on CW use, ooUDtlg afn* sehpping ateacits.

o IRediattofl efforts my _____

W *tc* all led where and are now dormant.

lit. us policy

a OG weeks neot1ated ettlement preserving sovereignty
and tetea orll Integrity of Data sides.

o as eS not supply arm to either side and actively
€ISC@MS414e alesel to Iran Dy US friends and a11e6.

o SG see puonAcly condemned Iraq& CW use and opposes
DOWnL01 of cities.

qv14I we continue to strengthen security cooperation vitn
Gaif states.

LP, u' , .,.. -,
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EXHIBIT GPS-13
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EXHIBIT GPS-14

L (I"3f~
4696

.No.

The Embassy of the United States of America
presents it compliments to the Ministr jo orei n
Affairs and expresses regret that the

was unable to-fulfill the request of the
Government of the United States for the humanitarian
mission referred to inw

The Embassy of the United States o America wishes
to avail itself of this opportunity to renew to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs the assurances of its
highest consideration.

Embassy of the United States of America
November 23, 198S

I

• rt8a,-y Declassjlied/Released on ALL!.I f)
under provisilos of EO. 12356

by 3. Reger, N',tical Security Council
L.

-. . - .
o o

,, .e
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ExHBrr GPS-15

0 0#4 C m

UNCLASSIFIED

ME, IRANOUMl FOR:

Pursuant
the President
passed around

26 Novuioer 1985

1 0400

Vice Admiral"John M. Poim exter. .S
Oeouty Assistant to te President

for National Securi.ty Affairs

residential Finflng on Middle Las:

to our conversation this should go to
for his signature and should not te
in any hands below our 1*ve&.

Attachment:As stated
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rLnding Pursuant to Sect.on 662 of the Foreign
ASslst.Ance Act of 1961, AS Amended, Concerninq
-Operations Undertaken ov the Central _Te1hlLence

Aqgenc~a in Foreigrn Count:es. Other Than Those
i-nended Solel. .or -e ?,ose o !nelligece

Co te-1con 040

have teen briefed on t.'.e efforts being 'made by :.vate
parties to ootain t.e release of Anericans held hostaqe .,

trie Middle East, and hereov .fLnd that the following operat.o-s
in foreign countries (jncludinq 411 support necessary to
such operations) are important to the national security of
the United States. Because of the extreme sensitivity of
these operations, in the exercise o! the Presxden 's co:.st,-
tutional authorities, r direct the Oire~tor of Central
Lntelliqence not to brief the Congress ot the United States,
as provided for in Section 501 of the National Security Act
of 1947, as amended, until such tine as I may direct Otherwise.

SCOPE
Hostaqe Rescue -

widdle East

:ESCRIPTION

The provision of assistance by the
Central. ntelliqence Aqency to
private parties in their attempt to
obtain the release of Americans
held hostage in the Middle east.
Such assistance Ls to include the
provision of transportation,
communications, and other necessary
support. As part of these efforts
certain foreign materiel and munitions
nay be p:ovided to the Government
of Iran wh-:h is takinq steps to
faciLeate the release of the
American hostages.

All prior actions taken by U.S.
Government officials in furtherance
of this effort are hereby ratified.

The White House
Washinqton. .C.

Oate:

,.~ -'

U -
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ExHIBrr GPS-16

-- I am-very unenthusiastic about this;

-- We ha-e made the point for years that we will not make deals
with terrorists. If we start paying now, it dill never stop

.and will negate the whole policy:

-- Ultimately, the whole story will come ,iut someday and we will
pay the pcice:

--I also doubt it will buy us the kind of influencee we want in
Iran. The only people there who can get our hostages free are
the radicals. They will not be influenced by our supplying
arms. Although moderates may welcome our help, they have no
influence in freeing our hostages;

-- We also have to think about the effect on our moderate Arab
friends. They will be badly shaken if they ever find out that
we are breaking out commitment to them and helping the radicals
in Tehran fight their fellow Arab Iraq:

--Our Allies would also be shocked if they knew we were helping
Iran in spite of our protestations to the contrary;

--I believe we should put this operation aside, step back and
take a hard look at where we are going with Iran. We should
have two or three people work quietly with John to look at how
best we can increase the chances that in the coming years lran
will turn back to us and the West.

57
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EXHIBIT GPS-17
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PACE 1 Of 1 7 STIAE I 716 I 101 sc Z11l
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C14/1S I6i8 1001:

2. THE HOSTAGES. lUD' S I(COMM(E ArIO1. JPON RETURING is
FROM HIS LATEST ISClJSSIONS IAS TO OlOP THE [(T(IPRISES
rXAr HAS NOW EEM AC AEE0 JUT THE PS IENT WAITS OrHER

POSSeOLE AIcqUIS F0 SECUIRING THE RLEASE OF THE HOStAcES
TO IE (IMIGETICALLV PUISUED AMONG OTHER TIiNN m

1. CoItcr W IN IlRA. I COMVALL E itrow
vil H IICN ANII TAGE A4IIC 1AFNILALIl
cmiss ROS3 rO oIsCUSS wHE1Hw OUR L01i TEM INtlEItST II
PROMOTING A MORE MODERATE EVOLUTION or IRAN'S POLICIES

"O110D USAN L THINS COULO IS EIHANCED 6? NOl( OI(CT

CONTAC T.

Y1l111 (E.G.. O TN HOSTAGES OI TEEIOIIS. ETC.)
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EXHIBIT GPS-18
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EXHIBIT GPS-19
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PAGE 11 OF 15 STATE 1391ll Tt5H4Cj.III C13/IS 912U4 4OTAZ

PEIRS) KIASNOSCI. All AN IRANIAN ARMS MERCHANT MAMEO
GNORIANILIAt (i SLEAZE JAC OF OUIIOUS DB E0UTI

Nil CLAIM0E rHAr ARRANGEMENTS HAO IEEV UNOERWAY F-,1
SOME TIME THAT FACIAL ATED LARGE-SCALE SALES Of GRAIN
MILITARY SPARE PARTS AND WEAPONS ro IRAN FROM couNrIEs
AS FAR AWAY AS m91

-- N O ICATED THAT HE WANTED ROLANOS' LONRO COMPANY
TO POYlOE AN UMBRELLA FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF FUTURE

SALES.

.. KHASHOC=o CLAIMED THAT VERY IIG MONEY WAS INVOLVED
ANO HE EVIDENTLY SHOWED ROWLANDS RECEIPTS FOR vERY
LARGE SCALE TRAIISFERS OF CASH TO SWISS BANNS.

AS Nil OESCEIED TNE OPEAT1Olk SPAII PARTS AND
WEAPONS SUPPLIES WOULI fCA11teni

ACCORDING TO Nil AND XIASNOOGI MANY IUSINESSMEM
WERE ALREADY PLAYING rE GAM. THE SCHEME MOREOVER JAS
OKAY 'ffIH THE AUFR"I CALLS. It iAO BEEE CLEARED WITH
THE Iurr HOUsr. POIIGEITEN ALLEGEDLY IS THE POINt
1AA. OILY-FOUR PEOPLE IN TUE U. S. GOVERNMENT ARE
KNOWLEOGAILr AOUT TiE PLAB. THE STATE DEPARTMENT
HAS rNE[ cur OUT.

-- ROWLANDS ALTO CECS[ rH sroRy OUT IvTHin *HO
COFoIta[o IT WAS FOR REAL AI THAT HE WAS GETTING HIS
CUT.

3. COMMENT I ASSUMED THAT WHEN THE ISRAELIS WERE
PICK(D UP II 1UINUDA FOR ALLEGED INVOLVEMENT IN ANOTHER

, -I i It 7
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"Dep ~tnCS/s-a

"tn n ofState OUTG

PACE (4 Of III STATE 131#9( ThSEC-.iiiII Cf311*9 4 1O02IZ
SALE 0f ARMS to IRA*t. THE PIE.31OEIT HAD PUT A HOLD ON
THIS ENTIRE OISTASrTETI OPERATION. EVIONTLY THAT I
NOT THE CASE. NEW ELENIJITS SUGGESTED SY THIS REPORT
ARE THAT 'I) THE ISRAELI$ ARE SERVING AS MIOOLEMEN
FOR RMS SALES TO IRAN Ar PRECISELY THE MOMENT
WHE 'T AANCE IN THE IRAN-IRA~J y* Y 1E SHIFTING
TOWARD TEHRAN. ANO 121 GIVt rH m ONECTION
Turs ENTisE OPERATION. MAY IC DESi I iT A MEANS OF
SIPHONING OFF AOOITIONAL MATERIEL FOR tOrrH

mommo - LEGAL CONCRUS SEEM-NOT O IMPOE
ANY CONSTRAINTS WHATSOEVER ON OUR FRIEND IN THE WHITE
HOUSE. LOWLANDS MENTIONED NO AGENCY CONNECTION IUT
I WOULO SE ASTONISHEO IF rERE WAS NONE. (NO COMMENT

4. CHARLIE ASID ME WHAT I THOUGHT _OF __TH - _I _ -_EXPRES SED
MY PERSON. DISTASTE FOR AN OPERArioS rAr CUTS ACROSS
Ole EFOo rO RESTRAIN AINI sn5-f TI" rimr. PARTICULARLY

WHEN ir MIHr IfE AChIEViN rHE UIPER NANO' IN rE
GULF WAR £30 AN he ir EiMAi N OeIICrTE o rxE SYSTEMric
SPPOrT OF TERRORIST OPERATIONS ANO THE HOLDING OF
AMERI:A HOSTAGES. CHARLIE EXPRESSED rOTAL AGREEMENT
ON SIJSTAl C AND ADMOE MIS OWN ANXIETIES AIOUT THE
POTENTIAL O01SrTIC POLITICAL RAMIFICATIONS OF T1IS
FOR IN( PlrESILE1T, C-LEASLY IE RICOCNIZES THAT IF
T'IY lMASlI i 12 WORINV I AU MINT IILlNESS(Ill ARE
AIUA 0114 T LIlE sAUI . teSll ILAC i WILL NOT

LOW ITU11JU, .WIUSIIAL.

S. IALIARIE X . WIVW wE snow TAlE ter matrm UP
wiTo jOn ParuicrTi. I ENCUVIRA#[S H TOEll X 1 To PRESS HIs
OIL VIEWS OILLCTLY TO JO1 AU IF TrlE OpPOlrTuITY
PtrK OlT' IILF 1O 'A IIICTIT TO TINE PiESiOENT
AlOU THI5 MTT'N. I TOL11 R IMTAT I WOULD INFORM YOU.

CJIALIE WILL PlOlAILY CALL TU[ PANTY -- EITHER JOHN
01 TIe PUlIIlTVT - EARLY SATUIIA TOKYO TIME.
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MiZTNa WITH TRH NATIONAL SECURITY PLANING GROUPP (RSPGI

OAT:i
LOCATION

TII: i

Friday, May 14, 1904
White House situation Room
1,00 a.m. -12,00 noon

rRON JOn N. POINOZXThR

I. PUyP3$S

To resolve issues on aid to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces 4DRI) and our current posture in the Contadora process.

11. ACKGROUD

The delay iw Congressional action on your aid proposal for the
DP., coupled with the ongoing Contadora discussions, are creating
expectations and anxieties in the U.S. and in Central America.
The resistance itself is increasingly desperate as available
supplies are depleted. As of May 1, no further medical supplies
or clothing are available. Sy oid-June the outside support the
resistance has received will have been consumed, and no further
significant support appears readily available.

As time goes on without any USO or outside assistance, t e
capabilities and morale of the resistance will be seriously
debilitated. Despite our assurances to the Central American
democracies, we still do not have a clear legislative path that
will assure a positive vote in the next few weeks. This factor
is also influencing Central American thinking on the Contadora
accord.

Contadoera neqotie

The eAadimistas will likely proclaim that they "we progere-to
sign another version of the treat, containing proposale which
our friends have Ireected. We will then find ourselves engaged
In a propaganda contest In which each side will claim the other
is inttansigeat. our oblective should be to support or fcrindso
position' as a pIeit&v and coUtrctive Central Amerian effort
to deal with the reyon's pcobles, while denouncing the
Sandinistas for refusing to negotiate.

~ev~n~

V ):. Rc.s, ;: . jO E,. 13nc

.1 to.

cc Vice President
Don Regan

IC73 P W~ "
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volatile *V o Car Issue whii 0 as-created considerablespeculation that a treaty is about to be signed by the Central
Americans which would *se1 out@ the DRfr. This NSPG meeting &aan opportunity for you to clarify the facts and restate our
position on Contadora:

-- The USO will support a verifiable and enforceable treaty
which ensures that all the Contadora 21 Points are
addressed.

-- That this country cannot and will not be&a party to anyagreement which does not assure that implementation of these
21 Points can be fully verified.

A consistent Administration position on Contadora, as indicatedabove, will be helpful in Central America and with the Congress.
Our legislative experts advise that the only realistic vehicle
for aid to the DA is the Military Construction Bill which ispending Committee action in %he House. We have indications that,while Speaker O'Neill will accept ORF aid amendments to this'billduring the week of June 9, he has no intention of allowing it to
pass. Even if such a vehicle passes in the House, we stand agood chance of filibuster in the Senate and the likelihood that
no aid would be available until August or September 1986.

Given the urgency of the situation within the resistance, it isimportant that we identify measures which can provide some form
of immediate assistance. Three options have been developed:

An immediate reprogramming of $15K from DOD to CIA forhumanitarian assistance to the DRF. These funds would
reduce your subsequent request from SOOM to $ISM. This
action would require approval in the Rouse and Senate
Intelligence Committee, the ArmedServices Comittees, andthe Defense Appropriations Sub-Committees. we can sake a
good case that thLs humanitarian assistance 155K per month
through August 19361 is essential to maintain the option of
DRY pressure in order to improve prospects for a verifiable
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and enforceable Contadora agreement. Those who counsel
delay 9n any DR aid until after the Contadora process has
*played out' can be deterred by the argument that a
ceasefire under Contadora still requires the OR? to surve
while national reconciliation flegotiations, are underway.
A Presidential appeal for private donations by U.S.
citizens. Such a step would undoubtedly result in
considerable domestic criticism and perhaps a Congressional
move to make such activity unlawful. We would also have to
ensure that donations were properly managed and disbursed
in such a way as to support a broad based democratic
resistance movement.

A direct and very private Presidential overture to certain
Heads of State who are financially and politically capable
of "bridgingO the resistance needs until a more favorable
Congressional environment obtains. Such a step would likely
allow us to demonstrate the viability of the resistance -
without having to endure further domestic partisan political
debate. This option has two significant liabilities:

Public exposure would exacerbate the current partisan
atmosphere.

The foreign contributors would ultimately expect that
their largesse would result in some kind of USG
concession in their favor.

Finally, all agree that our poicy in the region on both
Contadora and the resistance requires you to increase your
personal profile on the issues. If this meeting results in
consensus on these two issues, we should quickly submit a
Presidential Message to the Congress noting the immediate need
for-the SISK in non-militar., assistance to the ORF. Your Messaqe
should cite the consequences of a failure to act and its national
security implications.

111. PARTICIPANTS: See clearance list at Tab B.

IV. P3283 PLAN: None.

V. SnICEW OF IYvtrS: See agenda Tab A.
Prepared by:
Oliver North
Ray Surghardt

Attachmnts
Tab A - Agenda
Tab A - List of Participants
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MhUTZG WvTT TwI NATIONAL SECURITY PANNING GROUP .(SPGI

Trday, Nay 6i, 1916
White Noue Situat ion Room
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

1. :RODUCTzON .............. John Poindexter
(2 minutes)

It. INTELLIGEVM2.I28EFING ....... .. Director Casey
(5 minutes)

II. CONADOPA SUMLARY ............. Secretary Shultz
(10 minutes)

IV. RESISTANCE FUNDI.NG OPTIONS; .... I... John Poindextetr
10 minutes)

V. DISCUSSIONI . .... I........ All
(30 minutes),

V1. SUMI4AAV 4 1 . John, Poindexser
13 minutes)

1"Wo.E.0Mmofy-, --*W I. I
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MNG WI Tilt PATIOM-LSKCUSITY PLANNING GPEP (NSpo:

rriday, may 16, 19e
White sous Iituation cam
11100 a... - 12800 noon

VIP Oftvce

Mr. Don Gre"

State

Secretary George Shults
Assistant Secretary 9lliott Abrame

Defense

Secretary Casper Weinberger
Under Secretary fred Ikle

CIA
-Jac* anCasey

Admiral Williaa Crcwe
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EXHIBIT GPS-26

rWashiipw, D.C. :0;,.V

U . -.: MAY 22 19%

TO: INR - Morton AzromowitZ

FROM: ARA - Elliott Abrams 'A

SUBJECT: News Story on Administration Support for Private
Donors of Aid to theNicaraguan Resistance

The Miami Herald carried an article on may 6 concerning the
role of the RSC's Ollie North in introducing potential donors
to resistance representatives and raised the possibility that
North's activities may have violated the Congressional ban on
aid to the resistance. The source of the information about
North was given as a State Department intelligence analyst'.

W ,
The President's request for aid faces an uphill battle for

Congressional approval. These reports only sake our efforts to
gain approval of the President's request more difficult. I
hope you will 3oin me in reenphasizing the need for sensitivity
in our dealings with the press on this issue.
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ARA - E.o. ro amz

FROM: :NR - Mo:ton Aoram

SUBJECT: News Story on Acminis:ration Supper: for P:*va-t
Donors of Aid to tne Nicaraguan heesaance

Thanks for calling our attention to the miami Uerald
ar:cle. I have directed tha: a thorough security
investigation be conducted immediately in :i to try to
determine if anyone here was in fact a source.

z an troubled however by- the statement in your memo that
aya *:he source of the information about North was given as a
,-_to aeDepartment intelligence analystM The article (a:tacned)
lists the fa.lowing sources:

-- Philip Pabry Of Ft. Worth
--*A congressional source*
-- 'Administration sources'
--'Administration sources intiately involved in the cont:a

program'
-- 'A State Department intelligence analyst'
-- " Aai lastration sources'
-OAn adminiaation, official autnorized to reply to

inquiries'-
-- 'OtIne;dr .admin.ist:ai o oz'cials
-- '.Anq . esn;
-- rt Davy

JO.Lrnal:s:s cove: their sources, so that the same sou:e
my ze quoted more an once (and it is curious :nat he would
seemingly finger XIN) but it :s clear that :ne:e were a-goodly
nuoer o souzces. At all events, given Congressional
stricturee R tUe. intelligence community in regard to support
of th M e I don't think Ollio would have given any NX
officer the name of a private security consultant to whom
potential cont:e aid donors were to oeretfe:red. it would also
be surprising zoat sach an event weuld. have gene unreported to
our front Oflice.

Attachment:
i. iami erald Article
2. kozaaa/Azzapovi:z xemo of 5/12/86

4, r

. 12
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EXHIBrr GPS-27

:4 !IORANDU!1

TO: . ,'S - :ir. P .. t:

.rt/CT - t S. Oak.ey i '

SU JC-: Efforts to 9ree US hostagess in Lebanon

Z believe (and hope) that Mike Ar cost spoke to the
Secretary before he left about the latest 3TSC efWort to
obtain the reiea e of US hostages, following the discussion
'na ad with- Anie andi Mand th.e 3t:ong enpipasLnpLaced zy

________ ___________ n maintai~inng tne

yrPCInciple of no deaIs, no ran oM IoC hostages. You =ay 4isn
to discuss this memo with or send it to him; if you prefer,
I will send it dirctly.

3y own personal information on what has been going on
recently is cicumstantial, based upon qstnq co on sense to
deduce what really lies behind certain actions taken for
hostage-release purposes which seem highly Lrrational unLess
there is a hidden explanation. Nowever, when put together
with other information acquired separately? over the past two
• aeks by Arnie and tike, plus kno'ledm. of "Jhat 'iaa :.a..anad
be.or and the lery obvious but qnspec .- Led leasing of :he

e.g. they are iware of an at-i..t~d "diW ,
I11iW1 doult as to. what :s qc.nq on during th, last

ten days in May. This was in di:rect -latAnt .viola:-on if
"!a:&ic hostage pol cy approved, reapprovd, stated And

restated v. the, President and the Secr:aryC Of Stat2 i
equally in violation of .3oth the police! and the la' cn a:-s
transfers to certain countries: and -. has o::losi.,
domestic political. and foreign police y 'I..-. Ications. .he:e
Ls evidently an assumption somewhere t.;at nothing -4ll ove:
be known publicly, at least with any reasonable degree of
certainty: therefore anything goes for hostage Cilease which
is humanitarian and should be popular at home.

tn Mny udqment this is both a ter'ilite wa'y to conduct
;zreign or domestic policy anda& naive, unrea.4:.c,
dan.eroun dis3 rice to Prasidtn: .eagan. Too nany neco-.4
s:onqly suspect or know at least .a:. of :hat " Ion, on,
and are bad-* .. pcst by or. a a a:san -,iscn- :o . a:

o:, or si-ence to continue to pceva." should :he:? :e
S T-""''.=oOt:L.'EXHIBIT

M3 ItM.: X:, H 1,,.
'Iff R
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lurtfler efforts. :t lere 3nould 6e a aucc2s3,8j :i.-,az
the t:uth will sti.l Ilmost certainly come out, 41:n :ne o,
over :e4"arn of t:16 .1osages only te.ipo-al.. e
:ouqh questions/c4; LtcLsmS/&aCU3a.Lon !:o,,n ceri.n r ot;n
;ovecnment and domestic ;o! i : -C12 3. -di.:.:n
PuoDl.c C:ticisms, .nece Ls the proo'.em -- cftfn cl-ed
correctly by the Secretary -- -.Iat tno3e holdnq o:
hostages and other pocanelal hostage-taki'nq ;coups wi'" know
of t and will 'know to deal w th or ge thnqs !:om :7e
United States. ?inally, even if thecs were to be no outs-de
knowledge of these efforts to gnore fundarental ;o:.icy
tenets, the supsc-vecroft ive, apparently hypocrtical
approach to the problem has a significant negative !.npac%
Upon Many Of those Who are aware of .t and who are also
i vclved in doinq] their utmoat in wocing fa.thf l.ly for
hostage :e'ease and an oth-r problems .tthiln .ooL-c.
guidelines.

P.S. _raised this Issue with Armacost,
then Pi t "htSc- Ra3.C interaqency group and finally more
stconqly In private with VMR Poindexter. n.. ey apparently
had two reasons Eoc doinq so: tr.-inq to stay taoqethec wth
us on matters of pcinciple: and anger that we i hte
deviai rmterniI

*were not 9 eased by0 exafI,17qo to .:'
SAClacosts5 statement that "Ie .1.11 -lot .ay ;-.nson !Ir -.oc:ac
r.lea.... /,/:
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;ubfrct: PIJIVATf 8LA51 CHFtuK
lut of Ithe la:;t N;PS, 00 Crttal ,oopic4 jhuItz dCjrAi that be would think
*.i.,t third country sources. T wanted to qet am answer from his so we couldl4-t out of t6*! bu.iness. ,,i I understand the law there is nothing that
,pIlemt,; rtat- (tom gttIn,) iuvolveJ in this nov. To my knowledge jrhultz knows tr x1uthing abcut the Iiot tinancing. I think it should stay that way. Fly concern#as to find out vaat they were thinking so there would o t be a screw up. Le:;ked %'l iot at Iu.ch. lie said he-ad CecOmm*nbd were Sbultz is goingto visit. 71ey lav lots ot money W Itseelike, a qood prospect. Shultz agrees, as td Elliot how the some could be-iramsferted. lie said Ie thought Shultz could just haed them an account number 1 2545t said that Wds a bad idea not at all lettin# on tat had accezis toaccounts. I toIJ LIllot that the best way was tot to direct their-mbd--'ay here to [eceive a peCson that OW- would desigLqate and the (minds couldbe trausterrPI tbhod,jn his. Dowlt you think that i* best? I still want to
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(Le: JUPR6 OrSLIo AO GLXt HOUSP S13 0I [ A0 1
-1duce yos visibility. Let m kion "bat you think sed I will talk to George.

agree about CIA b6 so have got to qet the legislation past.
PI918 sis cice a

IS PEON: ISOLI -CPIA TO: SSJUP -- CPSi 06/tO/de 23:21:54
!o: HSJUP --CP9A

so* seply to sote of 00/31/05 13:26
#tT PIO: olivi DOTS
Subject: IinSVTT 9LAUK CMSCR
46pe1117 Iol bee by now bees sf ormed that UNO/roa safell released the eight
teat Cgouass this 00e6m6g jst before dark at the religious coesume at
rosillas. Prasklib is beaded oxtb l attempt to jet across the as$& ad

metote the SaNdilistas cam close imo him. it this point the *all liability
0e still bat* is one of 28bOC ACT INC.0s air lanas Is sired in the and fit in
:he &aley season dov tbereB46 Tbey bOlpO to
save it out by damn. ON a seperate bet rlated atter: The r-aso Sb, £ asked
to speak to yoo urgently earlier today is that &ay called Elliott Abrams
regarding the third country issue, 3111tt b a talk. to Shuatz sed had
preparedd a paper, re going to the w a dt#16 or contributions.
Illiott cakied so &ad asked wheote to sead te eosel. I told Elliott to do
sothingo to seed mo papers iadto talk to No one further abot this natil he
talks to Io. ne is seeig you privately tomorrow. At this point I seed your
' '"ll. As lam know, I have the accounts and the oes by which this tig seeds
to be accoiplLsbedo I have so Idea *bat Sbaltz knowns or doess$tno at be
:old prove to be eery unhappy if be learns @1 the sad ald
that has been gives In the past fro* someone other thanOo B'd tCE er tell
Waltz?

~2'
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EXHIBrr GPS-29

UNCLASSIIfIED
)

4P. 1e11M -ON LY

Met. Soccaeacy:

United Sta DOvatamt of Sta.

M%6rSMa1@i #V*$iw
kr P"C 4A"fi
FaA&,S., D.C a=

July 2, L91 I

YOU Should as &ac that thece L nesewed eCOn~evtugee thatthe NSC-VGpS.4Ce4 IeaCCa, fog a U..-.Zg3 a deG.A *OnbOeec tpCouce an acly _"e ,* The stor'. La that one hosage sy beceJeamo4 tomorrow tL E.04sof. It say .. .. t aa eg tarlyea1aca. Zn ebe past, ZtagaGaA L@rCrLo",coC. 4dt det.Lver.out a usually oecacm.* (au becetogce skeptical. source) La moceupbeat about tat Latest rufoc.
The Iscaetls ceaLn tne Preuuwt e micddlemen.p~ayeg - Avam M, 4.,......

i o anvolved in "ILA "de.. -os -or a a.Pay e - .a 9 a - o
c O laUI t a da yv a m , e~w a , . ..

Tw M., rie wU4 Li ouat aNA4 aOUad.
The l f4C cle1e Ceu a deaL 9e eLLbeyoad getting the,hostages back. Ther aivue that raw La te sticatetao pi. inthe aCe, ant tuat sub ros provision se aCS. can pave te wayto a Ocoadec cappleocasemot

The C'ocept hae 091t to a pCs*vetoes OMen VA~4. a*...

-HM 49M to aim t And Lt sa" ever'et theat she Le aias we are deaAtaw vita La thiA aaecase ,Aq t.o p"sA ay u Ia a ,eft- aws"L zam.
In the MIAeAG.le, as M St o,. we ace -LZI taecu 4a0" o am ea. lm as, who vtLL cca.LLowe tgx 1 iM dlals tw baeeies ad ma a ee

cka OL. Aru1gt, R-3-\
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ExHIBrr GPS-30

p

p~O08Z- 1069
Liiaaid States Dbamm 1I~

°AmAoiw ° D.C. 1"SJVZtaj 9.-O L,

*far Snator oOn6A:

I aseR l tlpoiU to thoe noA¢en tosed by your

Con&t I uentcaqad~nqtiad* between :stool and
haln.

As pact ot ou eoffOrt to combat ntlcttatLoall togOgillM

this A d DaCft O has LOP0l1d CutCLC@&On$ On ONporCl It

Seflsitlve Ites, luCin as i itary oquLpSont aid 4€ccC4at, to

Teafl. We loVe not, however. LmOpId a total trade ttoaco on

:can. We ate avae that many fliendly ceuntc[oI, includlng

:$cal, trade to some extent ihv Iran. we d0 not op se all
tcadt Vith [cin; what we do oppose to the 6010 of Srms by any
County to ioan.

0ur position an this Issue has boen made Cleat to a11 Of
out crieno, Lnclualn5 Iscal. The GoveonSent of Isral has

assured uS# in response to out equeste, that they wil not
4ll aees to Zian oc-appcove such sale by private individuals.

z hope this in osattoln will be of aoiektanc@ io
responding to qeslt.

with beat washes,

sincerely,

4. ldvaI4
A aSiStnt SecretaCy

Lol1latilve end Intaegovenflntal Affairl

Te HenOralle,
DavLd L. *Cen,

United States Senate

fieMd/Pslh a ~
UM P*Y1 Of V. 12356
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E"HBrr GPS-31

rtOi --CPUATo, mix -oCm§

Repl tmeo t o111/46. 3 J 595
wn0 riomi: tgI7NCAIZI
Subject: tether--0* 1 Release
Rogir; take yoUr tL.l TNOthinPs have co" tito*y Lts vhich Ot" of interest
to F". Telicitt Lo word (tog one of the lo politicians I respect thatM ike

larties do ert have chance in the flarylmd Senati race. The second to that C
eerie lutts LAIsy relis* $what on enoaoul job you have done (if hei dn't

before h does now Oftet tour hours this evnaenl at his piece with Just the to
ur of Wu preichias the gospel to his (to include |liotta' key role

as$ sme cost.

bl
ai

0%N,
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o.Us c, 11el ee, t"S . soot ho coted o 4e. 4 feot th , k & e Esll

mo Pnet SOpll -- cOVA
"S, stllp --CHt

a
O*f/M6 128:590111

06 toply to mote of 09/10/4 itSAWOIPrt al tiL2"4 gt
3obects Ies
tot loe mate e the aetOelleao ro 4 t eAlted cot &ad told old mie od_
to et e lti the eat*&* lpeeet i e I ot 4s4 61o I & *a ae4- oid had
fit tboeeo )OWt Os"tG4 tAh wdtveillusco sest. We eseiledled It
Oppeoesl tot the #U&a bet mold be *oa ce ete4 oboet bites e amold be

, I J__ _ L_, )IW7

M"t FRqg JINu #0196a211

P21148 *unO wlIln 3 033 lll1C3 JL0 3S AGROCI

t ood to tell Sbt Lb gedcgl tot&@ thbt se **o to ihi to ometbot bi*9*o h M Lea ad that ve boeah fill hib Le aotte t6*SmToies& Icoteoted
tkt eausiaqoe oSe4 that 3ettlJ jlt __ _,
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EXHIBIT GPS-33
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EXHIBIT GPS-34
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EXHIBrr GPS-35

Departnzent

PAGE 02 OF Ii SEC TO 2ilij 142j161

ATNFO 10-I OS-

MOOS I W

qf State S/S
INC

G459t
CoS/Is 1867j) Vc

.................. 14)155 *AZJSSl 'sI
1 JJZZJ;Z NOW 86
FW USOEL SECRETARY AIICRAFr
TO SECSTATE WASHOC FLASH 6l#1

S E C R E T SECTO 23913

... *'* :!ea on S
- ,x:,: :.p , of E.J. 12356

.. :, : Sec,.: Cuncil

FOR PLAIT ONLY

1. 0 12356. OAOR " .-'
TAGS. OVIP ISHULTZ GEORGE P I -/
SUSPECT: U S. POLICY ON IRA"

PLEASE HAVE FOLLOWING TEXT DELIVERED S1 HAND DIRECrLI TO AO
POINOEXTER FROM THE SECRETARY. X " 15 1 T

J OHN

I AM NOW IN THE AIR ON MY WAY TO CSCE IN VIENNA AND HAVE
JUST HELD Of USUAL I1-FLIGNT PRESS CONFERENCE. THE DIG STORY THE
PRESS IS AFTER IS TO ESTAILISM THAT THE U.S. VIOLATED ITS OWN POLl(
IT CUTTING A SIC SECRET ARMS DEAL WITH IRAN IN ORDEN TO GET OUR
HOSTAGES RELEASED. I ACCORDANCE WITN THE AGREED GUIDANCE I IOTA'
REFUSE TO ENGAG( WITH THEIR OUESIIONS. SAVING THAT TREY WILL HAVE
TO DIRECT ALL THEIR OUESTlONS TO THE WHITE HOUSE. SUT THEY ARE
LIKELY 10 FILE A STORY OF SOME SORT SP(CULATINC ON SOME SORT OF
WllITE HOUSE DEAL WITH TN TERRORISTS..

I %AVE SEEN RACKING I BLAINS ALL OAT TO FIGURE OUT A WAY TO HELP
TURN THIS SITUATION If TN[ 1sT POSSIBLE DIRECIiON. I HAVE NOT
COMEi UP WITH A SATISFACTORY ANSWER. AT THIS POINT THE STORY IS
BUILDING AND THER( ARE 3O MANY ASPECTS TO IT - POLITICAL LEGAL
DIPLOMATIC. All IN POLICY iERMS - THAT LEAKS AND IIALA1TONS

UN,'+

ni
w

I
I

f
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Department of State si:
IN(

.. 5 f 5'?7
PAGE 03 OF 93 SECTO 23003 5422316Z COS'gg 006T

COULD KEEP IT GOING FOR A LONG TINE IN A BIGGER AND BIGGER WAY
AT THIS POrNr rE BEST I CAN OFFER IS TO SUGGEST THAT THE BEST
WAY T0 PROCEED IS TO GIVE THE KEY FACTS TO THE PUBLIC NE :OUL
M AKE CLEAR THAT THIS WAS A SPECIAL ONE TIME OPE RATION1. 8ASE0 31
NUMANIrARIAN GROUNDS AND DECIDED BY THE PRESIDENT WITHIN HIS
CONSTITUTIONAL QESPONSIBLILITY TO ACT I N THE SERVICE OF T HE
NATIONAL INTEREST - AND THAT OUR POLICIES TOWARD TERRORISM -N0
TOWARD THE IRAN/IRAO WAR STAND. THERE WILL BE MANY LOOSE ENOS
TO TRY TO TIE UP FOR A LONG TIME TO COME. BUT IT SEEMS TO ME
THAT THIS IS THE RIGHT WAY TO GET ALL THIS. BEHI ND US AS
RAPIDLY AS POSSIBLE AND TO BE ABLE TO CONTINUE BUILDING ON THE
;M'PRES. I'E ACHIEVEMENTS WHICH THE PRESIDENT'S ANTI-TERRORIST
POLICIES HAVE MADE POSSIBLE

'5 TH :/ARM REGARDS

GEORGE P SHULTZ
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EXHIBIT GPS-36

TA'$4# a *@,I*'* IO 0hdl ~~ j~~'

WOUSI SITUATION 00M PAGi 11

N 12439

Fa T HOUSE

To

a" I I I T VIA PAIVACT CHAHELS ETES OhI,! ,,3cO(.

!YV!S ONLY FOR SECRItTAII Si~Oa. SIULTI frOP ASSISTANT TO T1!
IPfS?0ET 'GFG ATjOhAL -9CUR!TY lFgA:A$ JC0'h P. !CT

SUVJ: U.S. POLICY O IRAN (T)

P Ef: SCTO 23.033

.I , E~-f.TI' TilT

?. . TilT. E XHIBIT

DEAN 6!OpfiE:

to THANK YOU FOR PROVIDING NE WITH YOUR PERSPlCTIVt ON OUR PROSLENS
ViTH IAN. I SHARI YOUR DESIRE TO FIND A VAT TO PREVENT FURTHER
SPECULATION Akf LEAKS ABOUT US, POLICY ON IRAN. NOT ONLY WILL
SUCH COMPLICATE OUR EFFORTS TO SECURE THE RILIASE OF OTHER
NOSTA6SEt BUT NAY ALSO UNIERINE OPPORTUNITIES FOR EVENTUALLY
rSTAOLISHIN A CORRECT RELATIONSHIP WITH IRAN ANM POSSISILITIIES
FOR AN ACTIVE U.S. ICLE IN ENDING THE IIAN-INAI WAN

THE WNITI HOUSE C652 IT6:0$5 NOV 86 PSIN: 07629
S. . TONS 34912219

7 10 P l"s, , . .

Iift ' u
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* . . . * , T 0 P S E I j TE* •

A'E 1 ? C6/S WHITE MOUSE SITUATION liOOP pA. 02

MESSAGE (CONrTINU1O):

* AT SOPE POINT. WE bILL HAVE TO Li. OUT ALL OF THE FACTS.
A C % VICS W'v 16 CO LAY ;uT THE FACTS T

pAjT I! WiLL SE
'WLL PtC.IVEO Sl'C- :T S A GC ." S OTQ t QV. hh G SAID THAT, 1 00
Nc.T BELIEVE THAT POb IS THE TIlE TO GIVE THE FACTS TO THE
PUU LICo THERE ARE SEVERAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER IN ADDITION TO
THE NEED TO GET THEr OIHER HOSTAGES OUT AND TNEN BRIEF THE
INTELLIGENCE COMPITIEES BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATION SPEAKS
PUBLICLY ON THIS MATTER. FIRST, WHILE WE ARE NOT COMPLETELY
SURE WHAT PNOVOKEO RAFSANJANI TO RAKE THESE RiLEVATIONS (bWICH
AlE NOT TOTALLY ACCURATE), IT IS 'APPARENT THAT A POWER STRU6GLE
OF SOME SORT 1S UNDERWAY IN IRAN* THIS STRUGLE COULD PROMPT
OTHER IRANIAN OFFICIAL! TO MAKE ADDITIONAL RELEVATIONS1.
DISCLOSURES 9T THE U.S. CCULD LEAD TO CONTRADICTORY IRANIAN
STATEMENTS AND MISINTEePRETATICN OVER OUR ATTITUDES AND
INTENTIONS. SECOND, bE MAY HAVE AN OPPORTLIITY TO AFFECT THE
INTERNAL POLITICAL SITUATIOk JAI TEMRAN AND TlKE ADVANTAGE OF IT"3 %*:V NC--" (.'JA- AjG!, C%,+AL A%, *A TI-T-RoCoIl!T INT.!R5.S'rS, M SVE',,

Fcl: IL S'ATcr."-_'o, "3 T": I.PS, ,, LL .%LY PL Y1 T T ' [ A'4C!
OF RADICAL IRANIANS %IHO CONTINUE TO WANT TO DISTAkCl IRAN FIOR
THE U.S. t. , THE %!ST ",^ THE PIAxPUM EXTS " OSSISLE-

7, TTHEREFOR. S'[AIP CONVINCED THAT WE MUS' lR;'Ak A9SOLUT!LY
CLOSE-POUTHED WHIL. STOESSINS THAT CUR "!ASIC POLICY TOWARD IRAN,

HE GULF wAR, AND DEALING WITH TERRORISTS HAS NCT CHANGED.
WOREOVIER, SP.CULATIC% I8OUT OUR EFFORTS TO SECURE THE HOSTAGES
VELEASE ONLY INCREASES THE DANGER TO THE HOSTAGESes

4, TO.AY I HAV" TALrKE Il"' VD, CAP AND EILL CASEY, THcY
aGREE wITH AT APPROACh.

5. 1 NAVE ASKED MY STAFF TO PREPARE A CA6LE TO RELEVANT FOSTS
C-XPLAINING OUR POLICY IN THE IRAN-I1AG WAR HAS NOT CHANGED AND
WE ARE NOT GOING TO CORMENT ON NEWS REPORTS AND SPECULATION
BECAUSE OF THE DANGER TO HOSTAGS. WE WILL SEND THE DRAFT OVER
7O STATE.

6. TODAY I AN ESTABLISHING TWO COMPARTMENTS& ONE IS
OPERATIONAL AND I AR WILLING TO BRIEF JERRY IEMER INTO IT
PROVIDIkG HE REPORTS ONLY TO YOU. THE SECOND IS ON POLICY AND
LONG TERN STRATEGY TCARD IRAN@ I WOULD LIKE TO INCLUDE ONLY

THE VHITE HOUSE 0652 DTG:0SiNOV 86 PSN: 076t.29
TOR: '0912219Z

" " S ,,-J ' --I- j ,, " U.
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i 'c filN 12 441

DATE 1Z/M 606 HNITE MOUSE SITUATION io0 p j

,ESSAEf (CONTINUED):

PIgE AOACOS *40 0f IE APEL IN THIS ONE. I IS ESSENTtIAL
-HAT KIItGWL. Gf o06 Ir f ,''IE CeMPAIlTPENT ! !TIRPILY LIITED.

7. "TaONOO w MEET WIT AhW ILL SE INTERESTED IN
HIS ASSESSENT AS Tc HAT IPT1APE4IN IN TEMIAN 1 81THE AY,
VE DISAGREE WITHIHE 14 ARTICL IN THIS ORWOINE'S SUMMARY,
IUOTE IRAN: THE POLITICAL POT BOILS UN4UOTE. WHE NOU SIT IACK

I WILL GIVE IOU MY VIEW AS TO WHAT IS NAPPIAINS. I THINK IT IS
VERY SIGNIrICANT THAT AFSAPNJAX41S STATEPEIT YeSTESAY THAT SUD
WENT TO TEHRAN 1N SEPTEISE AND OTHER FACTS AlE WRONSe SiNCE
HE OVIOUSL KNOWS THE FACTS, BELIEVE ME IS TRYING TO SENI US
A MESSAGE.

?o PAIESS GUIDANCE ATTACHED,

:;AN ~;CUIDA%C-
1: I0GT NCFALAN r l ARE PARTS Of MAP5 lC I'RAN?

4: .1 NAVE NO CPFIIT 04 Th.!SE Pz:@OTS. AS i.CNrj IS TIE jAt-
AMINICAN HOSTAGES 61N6 HELD IN THE 'IDOLE EaST WE WILL NOT 61
RESPONDING TO QUESTIOhS LIKE THIS. A SIMPLE 1O CONIP T WILL Of
PAD TO ALL GUESTIOh! 'BOLT TALKS O ACTIONS THAT RIGHT 01 PIGHT

NOT if TAKI14G PLACE, YOU SHOULD INFER NOTHIN6 TO THESE RESPONSES*

4: lCfS T4IE U.S @ T !LL HAVE AN LS -N64AGC AANST IRAN INI i1
ZRANl- AG WAR?

A: AS LONG AS IRAN LOVOCATES THE USE OF TERRORISM, THE U.S.
461S 'Wll4P O bILL CeOTILE. M0TCVI@, THE U.S, POSITION C4 ?H

cIN:a A N ' -iI Tio: FlA-!1.6 !hC'fLL $?CC &A.)Tipv. 7C

5IDES SHOULD REACH A NEGOTIATED SITTLIINT OF THEIR DISPUTE* we
FAVOR AN OUTCOME WHEIN TEIIE ARE NO WINtERS 0R LOSlRS.

9. HCPI THE TALKrS WITH i n O WILL.

WARN ESARDS, JOHN

THE WHITE 4OUSE 06SZ TG:05 I% hNOW 86 P: . 29OZ
TON:339 - 92

•,. .,,Asat ,&• " '.A N 5"o.f
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EXHIBIT GPS-37

U j.-rn3'.I~ '- Dl 3 I ,7:ran Press Guidance

S:5-T p.m.

I

Q: About Mcrarlane or spare parts or arns to Iran?

A: We have no ccmznert on these reports. As long as there are

American hostages being held in the Middle East we will not be

responding to questions like this. A simple no comment will ae

made to all questions about ta' 'r actions that might or might

not be taking place. You shoul- afer nothing to these

Caponses.

0: Does the U.S. still have an arms embargo against Iran in the

7ran-Iraq War?

As long as Iran advocates the use of terrorism, the U.S.

A-
~Arm&...mAriiflTlotinuie.
IMoreover, the U.S. position on the

Iran-Iraq war remainss that the fiqhtinq should stop and the two

sides should reach a negotiated settlement of their dispute. We

favor an outcome wherein there are no winners or losers.

Partially Declasied/Releasid on
under provisions of .O. 12356

by B. Riftr, National Security Council . CLASSIFIED

I

r
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EXHIBIT GPS-38A

0 5 4 1
Al Ali LA CR U r

?C S"4N,11E-2
ZEN

1 1. - ! ','A 3l1en I4 a
PLEASE C..EL:VEP ?E FOLL,)rNG mE$S4CE 'om EclE .R 3 '.L , FPOfW
ACRPIAL POINOEXER"

PKS GUIDANCE ON HOS764.E siTuarzON4
TkE PpEsoDET TOCAY RET UTH HIS. SENICR NATION., SECLJReAVIATORS RECAPOI0G THE STATUS OF' THE .MER CAN HCS-'AGE.S INLEBA ,ON THE mEETING bAS PROmPT0E BY THE PIESIOENT'S CCNCE:R FOTI,( SAFETY OF THE RE4A IHING HOSTAGES ANO HIS PEAR THAT THE SP ATEOF S1ECuLtI E STORIES WHICHHAVE ARISE£ N 3IJCE THE RE"S.,E OP
OWvI JACOBSEN MAY PUT THEN $V40 OTHERS A RISK.

alRI)NG THE EETr,'. THE PRESMOENT II[VUEO c -GOIIG EFFORTS TOACHIEVE THE RELEASE OF ALL THE HOSTAZ., AS WELL A.S OUR OT-,.IOAC, POLICY CONC C N1, I THE MIO fLE EAST AMD PERSIAN GULF. AsHS BEEN T-E CA$ T NUPIER O SIMILAR MEETINGS WITH THE
PFESIDE1T "D.N HZ E loot AOVISOpt Crj HIS NAT?pE THERE WASUNANIMOUSSr.7OC145 FCO THE PRESIODENT.s DECISIONS.j] WHILE SPECIFICOE"$TSO C. '(io.Ic..8 AT' THE PIETT[NCF.INOT e[ CALGED, THEPIRESOE NT 010 AS, IT SE REEMrPASIZED THAT NO U.S. LAbS HAVE BEIOF' WILL SE VlOLArE AND ?NAT OUP POLICY OF NO? A0NC.. CONCESSIONS
TO TERROR RISTS REMAINXY iNTArCT.
AT ime C-ONCLUSION OP TE OIETNG, THE PRESlOrENT mRE 1 CLEAR I'DALL THAT HE APPRECIATEO THEIR SUPPORT AND EFFORTS TO GAIN THESfE RELEASE CIf A.L THE HC6T AGES. STESING THE FACT TIATHCST,4.E LIV,1S ARE AT STAKE, THE PRESIDENT ASKED HIS r4VISOrS TOEIUIE THAT THEIR OEPARMENTS REFRAIN IFRCIG WLING CCOMENTS ORsPECLTING A8OUT THESE MATTERS

Partially fled tiejd/RanSjd on..±~~ 20,$4undir pftonlj of E0. 12356
by B. Riflr , Nlational Segurity Council

. 1 XHIB IT
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--,-e.:.r :..see aspects to the Iran thing that Vd 1.1K to

;o over with you: the strategic policy: getting the hostages

released: And how to deal with this massive criticism r;.gt now.

The St.ategic Di .ension

It is important for the united States to have Iran taKe a

fore moderate position and recognize its own strategic

necessities.

Iran appears to be doing just this. Iranian authorities

have contacted us, indicating that they want secret -- but

officially structured -- discussions on improving relations.

And they have not posed any preconditions (e.g., arms sales)

for such talks.

This reaching out to us has been inevitable. Ultimately

they have no choice. Any Ianian government -- looking at

their long border with the Soviet Union -- just has to turn

toward the U.S. eventually. And they have plenty of other

troubles: the war, a devastated economy, the Soviets in

Afghanistan, domestic social unrest. Moderation makes sense

these circumstances.

Z:an needs us. They are starting to realize it and act on

that realization. And we are quietly engaging with them on

this .
rjr.3Iy Declassitled/Raleswd on ___________Ll N UD P~i~dOf fL0. 123.54by 8. R&I, NH'tcaI Secuit)' Council
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So we sho'2.d work for a better relationship with X:an but

we don't have to pay up front for it. it's in the interest of

both the U.S. and Iran that the relationship improve. But t .ev

are the ones reaching out. Arms sales at this point are not

necessary.

On the contrary, the arms sales hurt out effort to build a

constructive strategic relationship with Iran. The idea is to

enable "moderat%*- to show they can produce results from the

U.S. But if our goal is to build ,s long-term relationship of

mutual respect and responsibility, the arms sales have damaged

our interests. Our own policies and official statements -- on

the Gulf war, on Israeli deliveries, on AWACs, on terrorism --

have just been turned upside down by this operation. The

Iranians see this. It has to affect their attitude toward us.

It makes us look like an uncertain and unreliable policy

partner.

So it wasn't a good idea from the standpoint of our

strategic policy toward Iran.

!,k V CLASSIFIED
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The gost ges

Then, we are working to get the hostages released. :o arcs

sales help us in this7 I don't have the details but It .oKs

like arms shipments took place in the context of a hostage

release, or even that the release was conditioned on the arms

transfer.

This also is not a good idea, for a long list of reasons.

-- Criminals and terrorists see that hostages can be

taken for profit. The reality is that more Americans

keep being taken hostage because people now think we

are willing to buy them back.

Since we're nov selling arms to Iran, the door is open

for bigger arms

sales. The military balance in The Gulf will be

affected. The effort to end the war by drying up the

arms flows has been undermined.

UNCLASSIFIED
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moderate Arabs in

less secure than before.

And our effort to get a sustained, increasingly strong

unified effort against Syrian terro ism is dead in tne

water. Our tough line with the allies does not stand

up, because they see us doing exactly what we

pressured them not to do. So our ::edibility there is

pretty much shot.

Cred biity Jt

This leads to the third -- and mayte the most important --

part of the problem.

Or iLILT49P LI~)IIL

5 C5:35
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The facts of what has happened are coming out fast. There

is a real danger of spinning a web of misleading if not

incorrect statements that won't stand up to press and

Congressional investigation. If there is not full and swift

disclosure -- to the public and to the intelligence committees,

as appropriate -- this Affair is going to go on and on in an

agonizing and terribly corrosive way.

in the eyes of the Amezican people the most impoctant

achievement of the Reagan Administration has been the

restoration of the stature and dignity and credibility of the

Presidency. Ronald Reagan is a guy who stands by his

statements and doesn't mislead. Se has reestablished the

people's confidence in the office of the Presidency. That has

to be maintained, oc egary achievement of this Administration

will be at risk.

I L I3SIFIEU I
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HS. STAHL: Welcome to FACE THE 1LATION. I'm Lesley
Stahl. President Reagan'b efforts to quiet the criticism of his

secret arms shipments to Iran have cnly fueled the fire and brought
on renewed attacks--frci Congress, from moderate Arab states, and
from U. S. allies.

PRESIDENT REAGANa I think most Americans will approve
of our efforts to better relations between our countries, ano

rejoice that it has resulted in the freeing of some of our fellow
citizens who had.been hostages.

hS. STAHLs But the President's explanation of why he
sent arms to Iran and his denials of a trade for hostaeu were met

with widespread skepticism.

SENATOR CARL LEVIN (D.-hich.)t How in the name of
heaven we coula bo saying one thing sc clearly in public, we could

.. be certifying one thing so clearly to the Congress, and doing

scething so totally different in t&ct.
SENATOR BAFRY GOLMEATER (R.-Arizona)h I think President

Feagan has gotten his butt in a clack on this Iran thing.

MS. STAHLs President Reagan's admission that he approved
arms deliveries to Iran is ctrainin relations with friendly Arab
nations, perturbed that just six weeks ago Secretary of State
Shultz assured their delegations at the U. N. that the United
States was not doing what the President now says i . was doing.

DONALD REGAN (4hite House Chief of Staff)t Wo were not

trading arms for hostages.

IS. STAHLs The President's men pursue their sales
carVaign, a media blitz, trying to drown out the controversy, as
the White Houso hinted it might refuse to cooperate with congressional
investigations, suggebting officials would claim executive privilege
and refuse to answer questions.

F SENATOR ROBERT BYRD (Senate Minority Leader): %.e have
heard that the Secretary cf State and the Secretary of Defense
were displeased and irritated by this situation. So who's Taking

po licy?
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hS. STAHLt Did the two cabinet secretaries oppose the

secret plan.__nd, if so, why? We'll ask Secretary of State George

Shultz and we'll hear from the incoming Speaker of the House, Jim

Wright, on what plans the Democrats have for investigating the

operation.

The U. S. sends arms to Iran. What did we get in return?
An issue lacing the nation.

AJ7NOUNCERt From CBS flews, Washington, FACE THE NATION,
wth National Affairs Correspondent Lesley Stahl.

FACE THE NATION is sponsored by General Motors, the G11
odyssey, science not fiction, leading the way to the 21st century.

(Announcements.)
MS. STAHL With us now frcm Oklahoma City, House Majority

Leader Jim Wright. Welcome to FACE THE NATION, Mr. Wright.

REPRESENTATIVE WRIGHTs Thank you, Lesley.

HS. STAHL: As we know, congressional investigations are
being plannt. From what you know so far, bas the Administration

broken any laws in its operation with Iran?
REPRESENTATIVE tIRIGHTs Yes, Lesley, it appears that

lawo have been broken. Most members of Congress approve Zhr. Reagan's
efforts to seek a friendlier relationship with Iran, but we feel
very strongly that he should not have sent arrs to that terrorist
country nor should he have instructed his administrators to withhold
vital information from the Congress for eighteen Uonths in contra-
vention of the law.

MS. STAHL: Before I ask you about the investigations,
and &pacifically what you think they violated, do you believe,
despite what the President said, that in fact arms were traded for

hostages?
REPRESEIUTATIVC 4IRIGHT& Lesley, it is my inclination to

accept the word of the Prcsident of the United States as to his

motives and his intentions. Unfortunately, it must appear to many
countries throughout the world that arms were exchanged, though

indirectly. I think our important mission is not to establish any
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precedent by which any country on earth may thin that it can
seize American citizens and hold then hostage and then barter

their freedom for arms <,r for any cther covert change in American

foreign policy. We have to establish clearly that we Americans do
not. deal with terrorists; we don't deal in human misery or trade

on human misery, and we don't pay ransom to kidnappers.
MS. STAHL: Well, if it wasn't for the hostages, d o you

agree that because, as the President says, iran is of such strategic

importance that it was necessary to show som. good faith, a sign
of good faith, and that therefore ending, as he says, just some

minuscule amounts oi arms was worth it just to establish better

re lations?
REPRESENTATIVE ;8RIGHTt Well, we shouldn't have sent

arms. We should have -tent medical suppLies or things of a benign
character that their country needs.

I think of course that Iran is a very important geostrategic

country. It is a country with which we have in the past enjoyed
very fine relationships, ad I find no fault whatever with an

effort on the part ot the President and our State Department to

try to explore every avenue cf improving relations, particularly

with the mderate factions in Iran.

But I don't think we should send arms, because I think
the law expressly forbids the shipment of arms to terrorist countries,

and the law expressly defines Iran as such a country.

NS. STAHL: Well, what you're saying is being said
almost universally by just about every--every expert, Democrats,

Republicans, and you now have not only heard the President speak

publicly, but you've been briefed at the lohite House. How do you

think this came to happen with so many people saying we shouldn't

have sent arms at all? How did it happen?

REPRESENTATIVE WkIGhT: $,4;1, apparently the cvenesis of

it was in January, January 17th, on-which date the President wrote
an instruction to the director of the CIA to withhold from Concress

information about this transaction.
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That I think as the beginning of the difficulty. The

law ---
MS_ STAHL: Was that a breaking of the law, in your mind?

, EPRESENTATIVE WRIdGHT: Yu, I believe that it is. As I

read Sections 50I and 502 of the National Security Act, there are

express provisions to the effect that the CIA and every agency

involved in intelligence activity must report to the Congress.

How, on those extreme exigencies, which th& law recognizes, Where

a sudden decision has to be made, in light of ever swiftly changing

circumstances, it sets up an alternate provision under which the

President may simply notify the leaders of Congress. But in this

circumstance that wasn't followed.

That provision was followed, incidentally, just hours

before the invasion of Granada and just hours before the bombing

of Libya. But in this instance, for eighteen long months Congress

was kept in the dark.

Now, it's possible that under the constitutional provisions

the President may be claimin executive privilege, but I don't

believe it aplies in this case. And in that we are a government

of laws and not a covernmsnt of men, even the President of the

United States ic compelled to respect and obey the law. And why
we don't ceek a confrontation--we'd much rather have a conciliation

and an understanding in which the President and the Congress can

find an avenue in which jointly to seek consensuc. lie have to

call attention to the fact that these laws were written for a very

clear purpose, and that purpose was to avoid mistakes in foreign

policy. It's like the safety catch on a gun.

MS. GTAHL: There are already hints that if you do try

to hold a hearing and call or even subpoena th4 Pretident'% White

House aides--Mr. Poindextcr, Oliver North, people who were the

ones directly involved in this operation in Iran--that they will
refuse to testiLfy on the grounds- o executive privilege. And
apparently the President has a legal right to prevent his aides
from testifying to a concrcssional committee.

E
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What would you do then?

REPRESENTATIVE WRIGHT: Lesley, let's not anticipate

that" I hope it doesn't come to that.

MS. STAHL: But what if it does?

REPRESE1,TATIVE WRIGHT: It doesn't have to be that way.

MS. STAHL: And let me ask you something else. What if

you all ---
REPRESENoTATIVE WRIGHT: I want to anticipate instead

that our Administration is going to obe} the law and respect the law.

1:S. STAHLs Well, what if you determine that the White

Hoube Lroke the law or the Presiaent broke the law, %bat could you

do about it? Mlhat's the recourse?

REPRESENTATIVE IRIGHTi I have no intention to try to

er.barrass or punish any person in the executive branch. But I do

think that we need to establish a very clear unequivocal precedent

that the law is supreme, that it hau to be followed.

MS. STAHLt Yes, but what would you do, if you all
determined they broke tht law? What can you do?

REPRESEITATIVE WRIGHT: Please don't put me in the
position ot uttering threats.

iS. STAHL: Well, steak hypothetically, without referring

to President Reagan specitically. It the Congress finds that the

White House, in a case like this, breaks the law, what could you do?

REPRESEUTATIVE KIJCHTt Well, of course, there are other

and extreme cases. This is what came finally to the crashing

confrontation and that very, very sad episode in American history

surround4 .ng Watergate and Mr. Nixon's claim of executive privilege.
Let's not even anticipate that scmthing so severe as that would

ever occur. We don't want that kind of thing. le want the creation

of an atmosphere in whichh metcLers of Congress and the President
can sit down in mutual trust and mutual respect and talk these

things out, as the law anticipates that we shall.

MS. STAHLs Mr. Wright, let me ask you a final question ,

it I can. There are so.e people who say that because the Ijraelis
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were behind this, and perhaps even suggested this trade of arms,

that the Congress will never really pursue this investigation.

Can )kou respond to that?

REPRESENTATIVE WRIGHT: Lesley, I really don't think

that has anything to do with it. The law is clear, and it's

unequivocal, and the Congress exists for the purpose of making

laws, working with the President of the United States in the
pursuit of foreign policy. We don't want to give the world the

impression that we are so eaten apart by the corrcsive acids of

internal political division that we are incapable of conducting
foreign policy. ;.e want to have unity, and I'd like to help

restore the kind of an atmosphere that existed when I first came
to Congress, when Sao Rayburn was the Speaker and Mr. Eisenhower

was the President, and we worked together. And that's the kind of

thing I'm inviting.

So I want to ask the President and the Secretary of

State to be very assiduously mindful of the requirements of law so

that we can avoid these things in the future.

MS. STAHL: well, h~r. Wright, Secretary of State Shultz

is coming up very shortly. We do thank you for being our guest.

RCPRESrIITATIVE WRIG:IT: Than you, Lesley.

MS. STAHL: Thank you. We will be back with the Secretary
of State. But first this clip from 1980 when then candidate
Reagan criticized then President Carter for his handling of the

Iranian hostage crisis.

THEN-CANDIDATE REAGAN: It is time for us to have a

complete investigation as to the diplomatic efforts that were made

in the beginning, why they have been there so long, and, when they

come home, what did we have to do in order to bring that about,
what arrangements were made. And I would suggest that Congress

should hold such an investigation.

(Announcements.)

MS. STAHL: Joining us now, Secretary of State George

Shultz. l elcome to FACE THE NATION, fr. Shultz.
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Is it true, as has been widely reported, that the secret

shipment of arms to Iran, the operation, went forward despite your

objections to it? And, if that's true, why did you object to it?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: I never discuss the advice I give to

the President, that's something between the President and I. But

let me tell you how I see this. First of all, as Congressman

Wright, Speaker Wright, said, there was an opportunity to probe

for a different relationship with- Iran, and, because of the strategic

situation, that seemed important to us--and I night say, because of

the strategic situation, it undoubtedly is important to Iran, so

there's something mutual there. In addition* the war, Iran's

terrorist acts, its efforts to ship its revolution abroad, constituted

a problem, and if something could be done about that, we'd be

better off. By and large, everybody agrees that that's a good thing

to do. So the President decided on a probing operation to sort

of feel his way, find out what might be done. In order to be

effective, clearly that had to te done secretly, and I think

people would agree on that.

In the course of that probe, which was conducted by his

National Security Adviser--that's his designated hitter--as the

President said in his address to the nation last week, he decided

that a signal should be sent in terms of a small defensive arms

shipment to show his serious intent and good faith. That's debatable.

You can ---

MS. STAHL: But that's the crux of it.

SECRETARY SHULTZ: No, wait a minute. You can argue for

that--there are sona good reasons why; you can argue against it.

At any rate, when you eat elected President, that's one of the

things you get the right to do, is to make decisions of that kind.

So the President decided on this signal, and he did it. And he ---

MS. STAHL: On whose advice, though?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: And he set that out before the nation

very clearly. Now, the probe has gone on, and we all recognize that

there are two principal obstacles to the kind of relationship we'd
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like to see with Iran. One is the continuing war witn Iraq--and

Iran is the country that seems intransigent not wanting to get it
settled. Furthermore, Iran has and continues to pursue a policy
of terrorism, as shown, for example, in the fact that some te:rorists
were part of the pilgrimage to mecca recently, last summer, so

they continue in that policy. And we have to be concerned about
terrorism, whether directed against us or directed against anybody

else. So those are two principal and mixed-together obstacles.

MS. STAHL: May I ask you ---
SECRETARY SHULTZ: And we need to, of course, respond to

those. And among our responses is our denial of arms shipments to

Iran. And that policy remains our policy, it is in effect, and
there it is.

MS. STAHL: You must explain that to the American people.

You ---

SECRETARY SHULTZ: I've just explained it.

MS. STAHL: No. that--let's try to concentrate on the
arms part of this. Everybody will--I will stipulate with you that

a lot of people think the probe was a good idea. It's the arms

that everybody is concerned about. First, before we even get into

what you just said, that that continues to be our policy, you went

yourself to the U. N. six weeks ago while this secret operation
was under way, after the President had sent some arms directly,
and apparently sanctioned, condoned, third-party shipments to
Iran, and told the moderate Arab states at the U. N. that we
weren't doing that. Now, how could you have done that?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: The President decided, as he said
publicly to the nation--he didn't particularly want to disclose it

at that time, but he felt he needed to ---

MS. STAHL: Because he got caught.

SECRETARY SHULTZ: Well, no, I don't think that's a fair

way to put it. He was conducting an ongoing probe, and he was

seeing some responses to that, and so he wanted to keep it going--and

I think we all recognize that, for better or worse, all of the
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publicity probably sets that back somewhat. AL any rate, he
decided to put-forward as a gesture--as a signal, I think was the
word he used--of his good intent something that they recognized
was tough for him to do, and he did it, and wanting to give a
signal of a desire for a different kind of relationship. Now,

that's controversial, and there it is. And you can argue for it,
you can argue against it.

MS. STAHL: But why did you then go and tell the Arabs
that we weren't doing that?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: First of all, my own information
about the operational aspects of what was going on was fragmentary

at best, so that's one point. Second, our policy, insofar as arms
shipments is concerned, remains and there hasn't been any flood of
U. S. arms to Iran as seems to be implied, as far as I understand.

MS. STAHL: I still don't understand why you went and
pledged and told the moderate Arab states that we were not sending
shipments of arms to Izan when we were.

SECRETARY SHULTZ: Well, as far as I knew at that time,
we didn't have any ongoing further signals. tie had a signal, we

had given the signal, and our discussion continued. It's a problem.
But the President decided to send something small as a signal, and

he did it.

MS. STAHL: I don't want to badger you, but you are not
answering my question.

SECRETARY SHULTZ: Well, no, you can badger me.
MS. STAHL: Why did you--okay, good--why did you not

tell the Arabs the truth? Why did you tell them an untruth?
SECRETARY 4HULTZ: The basic truth is that we continue

to have a very firm arms embargo, and we continue to ---
MS. STA3L: How can you say that-to the American people?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: --- work at it.

MS. STAHL: You're trying to say--you know, it's just
like Daniloff, you try to tell us that a swap wasn't a swap, you

. are trying to tell us that we have a policy of not sending arms
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when we have sent arms directly and we have permitted it through

Isrami--and I expect that you are not going to confirm that, but

we all know that. Now, how can you say we have a policy against

sending shipments to Iran? How can you look at the American
people and tell them that?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: We have a policy of not sending arms,
and the Pre3ident decided that he would go ahead and send this
signal. And that's a decision that he made in the light of all
the c!rcumstances. And, as I says you can argue for it and you
can argue against it, but there it is.

MS. STAHLt What did we get in return for the shipments
of arms?

SECRETARY SHULTZs Well, it remains to be seen what
precisely takes place. There is a certain amount of evidence that

our ability to talk to Iran in a sensible fashion has improved,
and a certain amount of evidence that their terrorist acts against

Americans at least has improved, although I want to quickly say
that we must look on the terrorism matter as an international
matter, not just something limited to Americans.

MS. STAHL: Did you ever consider resigning over this?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: Oh# I talked to the Presidentl I
serve at his pleasure, and anything that I have to say on that
subject I'd just say to him.

MS. STAHL: Who has taken the three new hostages?

Mr. Poindexter, the National Security Adviser, went on a televisiion

show earlier this week and said that radical elements in Iran took
the three new hostages. Is that your understanding?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: I think it's hard to know exactly
ihat is going on. We don't know where our hostages are, and we

don't know exactly who holds them. But it does seem to be reasonably
clear that groups in Lebanon associated with Iran are the ones who

are dealing with the hostages.
MS. STAHL: Mowe let me ask you about U. S. ---

SECRETARY SHULTZ: And I might say that Iran's use of
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s taking of hostages, to me is something that we

jalnst very hard and unequivocally.

rAHL: What can the United States do to restore its

cs greatly damaged credibility, over this with the

scalding mad, as I know you know, because you have

Lth some of their representatives here, and U. S. allies
en leaning on not to send shipments of arms to Iran?

going to do to try to repair this damage?

CRETARY SHULTZ: 1e have to set out our policy, let
:11 ly that what we sent was a signal--a signal has
and that's that; and continue to probe and probably

it in some different framework with all of the publicity

MS. STAHL: Well, let me ask you, if you tell our allies

diplomats that our policy remains to embargo arms against
n't they just going to smile and laugh and say come on,
,ing it, we're going to do it?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: Probably they will. On the other
se have to be serious about it ourselves, and we have to
ce it, and we have to point out to them the reason why we

nat policy. And the reason why we have it applies to them

.1: they have a stake in a changed Iran, they have a stake
end of the war, they have a stake in a change in terror, and

1. So I think the basic policies of probing Iran but at the
time being tough about an arms embargo and being tough on

:or'sm and not.trading arms for hostages--the President said
t L t was not his intent and he did not do that--and I think

is clearly wrong to trade arms for hostages. So that is our

y, that remains our policy. And I might say that all of the

lic dis us on probably helped somewhat, because it has kind of

confirmed the fact h cruel as it may seen to the families
-tnd we all can feel-'a-till, it isn't the right

"", trade arms or anyth-g--else for hostages,
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MS. STAHL: Will there be any more arms shipments to
Iran, either directly by our government or through any third parties?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: It's certainly against our policy.

MS. STAHL: That's not an answer.

SECRETARY SHULTZ: And I think the signal has been given.
MS. STAHL: Well, sir, It was against our policy before

and we went ahead and did it. You seem to be saying there will be.
SECRETARY SHULTZ: We gave a signal and the signal has

been given, and, as far as I'm concerned, I don't see any need for

further signals.
MS. STAHL: Well, then, why don't you answer the question

directly? I'll ask it again. Will there be any more arms shipments
to Iran, either directly by the United States or through any third
parties?

SECRETARY SHULTZ: Under the circumstances of Iran'r war
with Irag, its pursuit of terrorism, its association with those
holding our hostages, I would certainly say, as far as I'm concerned,
no.

MS. STAHLs Do you have the authority to speak for the
entire Administration?

SECRETARY SHULTZt No.
MS. STAHL: On that note we'll take a short break, and

we'll be back after this message.
(Announcements.)
MS. STAHL: To my own amazement, we have run out of

time. I would like to thank the Secretary of State for being our
guest. I am Lesley Stahl. Have a good week.

ANNOUNCER: This portion of FACE THE NATION was sponsored
by the men and women of the Ceneral Motors Corporation, GM, mark
of excellence.
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EXHIBiT GPS-46B
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EXHIBIT GPS-47
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3534
' . Im ; I I I W I, " C ." S 0 F." ', I.a aa Pr I . ; s A C ao1,e1

Mr ,4' C: 1 i t S ogI 1ra cs , ..

I !'.I t _ . L e jA Lcne~b , ,C R3A I ikF R
"" 11 "J -" X ¢:lecr.ed i.e ')o02(a;nc

$,, .:P: ,,i +; - .- We ::; ee .. di.," uals.

,ho blrx ,'a . "' " s -rinci;al .:.-er:,ed'arv, .s %,.!I

%.5ori1 to US 4m1 ii t. " iouo+ect -. a '!Iurn %olce" based 3n aij
3-C$.Rcl t~d ! *.0 ,1 ~ 21 "9b;i. C&ptenhi of ;N

u t , -.- ? .. cIs ,.ri v t er ;*pv of ".iat :eo .

t, i .. .J " -Ti:. rla to seP rate fact rowM
;t:on. , . , . g .r : r Ielat.e assess ent o
:s i tr iwcq. ;,om Cn .a I. Is a r .su t of .ta considerable

i';:.an 1,irlouno.:ag il; tm::rm .:n. I Iowever, to g ive hie ii
: . .incre is const tI role r act s-rrc d..Id g tne wide c.cle oi
-if :urnt:ll Z.-tta¢: ,. ., o ;+S'.£ :' ; . t his lattet

Aspect of l0c pai t lJf i ttertstca tne N4S.. lit ,as . in
!aci , a iiseft . it ,,,cui.lt ; e i erledlary.-, I, an a S! 'n ".e Prio ,tlisier's
) f( e, bpr i,,atrdn:!v:S 'anirv , (a obernPent con: ci.

o , we k - ... , fJa:"ec f om Chorbanifar and
VI t .6IC C t 'j t

t. le praeoY1. 1-51: . ..inneI to te Iranmian toveraala
:91e. a(er pruhtess Utroull the Ihor3ank
ground taa iiat. 6,C iol never 0iea'. O -
%S .c a se U 11 l it li t % n m e th ouV 3 o t' he r I r
INCIO Inl cofll;L. Ewcrytliig we LAiO% about
oblatned frum Jiect colitactS vltO .iml and tni
in contact with thy !ISL.

v"..

Ii I,...t. - l 1.1

1
Il

e tember

W whom tney
as been

or Iranians

4'0/Ir7

. I Y ______

DLC.L
im171
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/ /4W
" 3S3S

V.4..,. 1 - ,i. rh t 11,1"J|' f : *!3/ uC:.eh: ,;h ,.-A.N:FIARI

:ar u'8a°'a: .o .: l . j * . aI:&: &. I . a L PertIra.
'.& o-O 5 k ' * .V jo '1 '. ira,% .i & 1 S4 .
*..V..r, ,i,* , JC .." .NS r I n I s !Aa-.&i and iAs use!
. ar , :s 0 1 ;J. , n ; . i.sz ;1. I i an !.aniaa i'I:en
zu::.v'v ,j5:il L.,a,'it : iss 3 .I eI address, :hougn he
S4rIant~ii/ a te$J~ric, '- :..c "ten -:1 a r a * 4 ;. NiCe. lie C as
,1tsel( in -eapur. ,Spor .. s:nssran" and %as %iad a close
busluess, rel.oatonuip ibitti Acnan kis t :.ie Saudi fI.ancler.

tohorban ifar 11 4,.: wed *n .ite rania ay and clai'.s to
:4,v uorscJ (o i.e a. vnce lanagin Dlrector of the
,$laeis-Confectei btat .. ie ,:4:i;;Ni. Coopanv. lie Lis I setft' _

uCej '.ll iw.~get 12-11 aoo0ts 1.0 coritacts with US
*s3@f .. t rania An on ve~~.jiycM5 14

asipurt Le the Ian o iralan
I11tm lieOdo Vf ;a' ur u ad C O have, an

passpor: In in 41 0 mie, as Well.

Pitf tee Ithi tail ut tie 'Shah, tIhorbanitar claimed to have
access to Maity tpii:ut silitaiv and government officials, as

L as V.ooi c O(ptetv ;-i :.le Iranian underworld. In late 1979
%as a =iebet t{ ::, Th1,itc. ilovever, ho and his tvo

brothers were implicited in an abortive coup in July 1910 and
zjb resulted in d usaiilm/t O, :1aIs 6i.C0 ', ". a Ne
ti.t time he ]ait veirlted out of Lulope. He has remained in
¢|cose contact wila terious Iranian tilc e groups t. gurope, but
,ii AlSo sit,. tir flab itportoed ea these gro.zs to the present

cnhran re 00.ee

ihOrb1iai ta lis oben actil In tlte aris rocu.ement
business on behial ( cC Irea'ia relgie since tne revolution.
In IVej. be vo&Levira ifermatie about terrotit activities
aailnSt U.a. lettib. 1.60 r, polygraph *asn$ by otft CIA and
LiAo 'eciot racee 1842caied tuct ae had fabricated his
nf~seumiem. A4 a result of these deC'uvT5t 'TXi-Agcy

puUlisw in is etel (bisaeter "burn notice" on his.

Is 1981.M

Oilted tat lherbaulaar ase one

"lraamse &telligeie eflicAl" interested to aegeclatia a
sectleeat of the hostte issue.

1'"IJ~\4.~ 'a~,il cIY___._C By

,,' ~MU FILM,...
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,iae, Sec'ensrv .r* tt
P,w c€l 4.:TPu i-t. -..

-*a atfqrDC :!0520-

.4.

has$atlST

M4EMCRANDUM F:)R :XE 3E.k-:P

S

as expect. 7o C:A or~:ec .: s :arAen.s -0 ::,ee Ae
aS~ed -..-e ',SC staf! !or :eeC.^.a )! :. -- :nvVrsati-3ns. Again
we got ll.:'e latsl1c:t-n. .4cwrrd :11e? C~IL.9*d tece woce
.o neMcors, :Qt tnat . e .nad kep: sa,;I notes. Ie Agreed :na. no
votild wr~te .ip nis notes witr% tne neip of j.or;o .ave. wno was
present at -lost of .I@e lee:stinqs. Th. .s oovLousl not very
satisfactory. The ;ust:ce Depart:ment ay nave moct Lu4x in
ootainn n wnatever records may axis:.

r proposed :nat Arnie :.aL: a o: .n.; ;:oup :.s afternoon
:o develop a game pLan !or next steps "n o: :n ;oL y. e
is invi:in one represen:ative !:om eac. &;sncy. 'ere 'as
some loose ta k oy NSC representatives A=I.;: le:ng Qp a new
NSOD. I deflec:ed :nis for now, anC " seK Acn'e :: e'eLop a
paper you can use 1- your next ee.tn; 41::- ne PresLCefe: woi:n
outlines a comprenensive action p.ar.

N~tae13.A:2AC:at

t d

Ole OR
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ExHlBYF GPS-48

UNCLASSIFIED
i '

: S/S AMoassadoc I.:.o.as 42ac: S 421

FRON: It.A * ohn R. Xe*Iy

SOIJC?: Amer can Hoscaqes LA Leoanon: NSC involvement

As you cequested there foow my account of the events
LLudlnq Rooec .Ictarane, Oliver Noc=n, and others and %A*
release of Amerccan hostaqe avid .acoosen LA Lebanon.
quest cia you forward cals to tie Seceotacy.

: NOOUCON: As : reported in Sy cable to you# in
accordance vth out standard practices %2 miLntaifl S1nfial
classLfied holdinqs *cause of the danqe: if attack, all * %n
cablel celatcnq to %Nis iattec were desc:iyod. t have
reconscructed the followinq from an admi::edly hazy smocy.
was an intense 4-day period vth occasional fqhtn l in and
around Seicut. There were many secure phone calls and quite a
Iumoer of cLassifLed cables. t qot vecy li;:le sleep durc q
:at percod. ?hrouqhoul the entLre affair I operated 4ndec :o

relief that the Secretary was beinq kept ingocmed zy
Poindexter. t r ee profoundly thac tnis appears not :o have
teen the case. Sleauae of Poindexcer's o: e!A .3;qnc:1*n
tz Communicate to the White Souse only hrouqh and t.e

occasional scatement to me that 0State was aaeL. rt

of,* I believed that t was followtq thne Proper Course.

TUTs On JulY 31 I met with* the Secretary for 30 llnutes
to dlscussem ahhlqnment n Leoanon. s ad not yet set vi:L

RXerct Mdlr lane t was unaware of the 3n"OtatiOns wItt. :.Pn

tnvolvinq arms tralqsfer.

UNfeTA~6~E
'Ii.61
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2,nt -ou:e ia lis: ts.e'a:eed enq letting :QC14se !i
experiene n:acanon. :. i :e C:u:Se *f a ;enerx. lsc.-;ssol
of oaner ta o... a caeene . ed oI* tat :ne ? asg:erf: a
4ec ded (no date as .ven) to a14torizo e oiq at.ium '.:A ::am
'nLCn wvould L.voLVe % sa e of ker oan arms n xc:-anqe !:c
:no eLease of :Amer csn osraqes .In Leanon. Xc!&rAnq Z2.4 10
%mat tne Sec:etary of State lad 39posed SUCe a oC y :ha
c ner CA ounc l oers ea 3..R .ivoleve o znac :e ?ttsi:gn-

mad valdo n s dec on. U&c~. one Ised words :* :on *fn *q j
tALS W4e A 4cLose nld* oper aon involving an QxC:*A' ,j
restricted num ec of individuals.

A CdFAClIa e $aed hac even yhouqh noe ad 'eft the Covernment,
he was Stll Lnvolved weCn Ie negotiatons e n oan and had
lad* a trip to :an in %me Spri :. Mcfaciane said tt sould
%no negoiations 3ear f[ .L*e , I -eould CICeLV*b4CX CAnanne
.st:ructions !ram Adm&:aI ?oLndaxter concerninq the Potential
release of any hostages.

an August 11 :e istocefly with Rooert Carle of the NSC
staff who dored !or North. OactA v as :ut ot town and a' did

not Se hwee Pteo to dePash for eL: . l Ce Said tt ! n
.nderstood that t had zcen acLefed by Mc~arlane and Chat
Admiral PoLndextr would need my coope ron ayf hce efforts
,arauqht any results.

on Au eut Le t e Senate conf:nead e and on August A3
departed for 3o~rut.

r heard nothing mace on th suo:et Anci r hucoday,
OCtOoer 30, W4I COrecLved a message i 3*&:'ic to telephone
"Mr. Coodo* at a Phn* number Lfn (;ersanY At acout 1:10 P--1.
Mr. O:oode turned out to be Olivet North, 'dno advised -e no
things were movtnq and Ishould Prepare !or- visitors. Our inq
:Ae course oC the afternoon of that day [ receLved several
Secure telephone calls from Robert larle and/or Craig Coy of
CA* NIC staff. also received a cable from AdmLral Poindexter
slqqqed "yIS ONLY for me. The calls and cte messaqe iAformea
me hat z was to aA0 to transport Olvr
North, Rtcnard Secord, S ' hat miqt:
:at I was to provide a 30fnousoe and ocner
details Ln relatLon to helicopters and otner tc
arranqementsi The caoe from Poindexter Atc:t€zed -e :o
:ommunicate on tnis suo:ect only witn an and onby oy IZA
"PRIVACY* channel.

V"4GAS I
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UNMM0,ff lED
S 4225

3,eiLeved t at kdm%:a ?oi.dex:e was 44 eep: t.*
See:weaty !Af med. Late : ac ag:ernoon enc an 4!1!S :NLIt
- dex:c prvinq ac:anqeuen:S on :a e n atenou

410 ~lls 3 oc~, secor o.W

AC appr0XLaMe*1 I P.3. : W advIsed oy SecUre lot:* %na
Mor: and patty iad ac:ived Ln C€cp s oy a Swiss cnar:er .e
and would arcr~e Ie'3L:4 at ac d 11. -t 0 p..
VACOUA LfC0CC: :sPoc%1 a 4 a 4to 1 and
Leoanese press source !2nceri. . .e a oelaft :o
LAC* thse Casasy. : cepor:ed CeAse oy secure Voice to Rooec:
Carloe the White House.

At about U1 p.m. North a A _Acrd arrived by
helicopter. Norn vade a cal to t e Whz* L: oule
outside o -sy heacr.q. Second , :ferany out of my
hearcnq. Ourti an of:on Lnlerrpted one houe discussLon North
and Secqcd various opaque references to neqOcati•ons Ltn .
a petty n1aeA n4 ocners.

North cold mie that wo hostaqes wer* expected o ae
reLeased *ut Lt '4l 9nCl4er dweter tAe :e1ease Would ocCjr 13
3er'J1 or Oaascus. Nor:n discussed win: as v4CLOUI
arranqemencs to handle the hostages In UamAecuS or Ln *eLCC.
MOCth Sent an !TYIS ONY* calOe tO POiLdeQXeC AmO. lSenE LA
Cqprus and Chacqe Ranso In Syria# concerninq Logistic
arranqenents for Cho hostage re les. North reiterated : 2o
that I should send no message$ to tne Oeparctenc of Stage
Lnplytnq (but my eomory L uneaer) thac :nS Was on tne ordec
of tne Pr e No. reth and S ac-ed by helo aougmdn qht*so.d d

Ouetnq the day of Friday, October 31, C had varlaus sec¢ce
telephone ConveSAelong ith 9arle and Coy at te 4SC who
Asserted tBty vee speakLng on behalf oa POLndextec. : aso
received additional CY23 OW? c 6 les from Poindexter. All of
these c811s and cableS related to the loListcs and LocatLonS
9o a possible release.
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saturday, lovemoer ., das Iflotne 4ay o
C.Al~s Wth sarle and :3Y and some Cy!si Z4LI4 ~Oe
Poin~dexter cantared scout wnetner :.-e re east wou ' ;. pact

~J~~~ror Damasc~s. Sho 1, afer6?.. coed
in! :Om ZarIe ^.r Coy :e....,q -as tne :elease 'o%,A :e
o""'Ifi :-at night And :1 :em4Ln on a4'er: to exfj.t:a~

however Was released. : :9ma;ned -4:n Iy 4ey pecsonne at tne
smoassy al1 :iac nlqn% awa.: .nq laews.

At 7:45 &.,m., Sunday, 4ovemcor 2, :was -..nforned zy ly
secuC:y of!¢cec tnac :acoosen nad 3een released at Out Annex
in West Ieut. C pcepacd an acmed motoccade to cross :ne
Green Lcx him 4p and attempted to coach Carle or Coy
on ti Neither was Chere so [ spoke to the Senior
office*i NO'White Mouse Situation Rooe and told him to
inform Admiral Poindexter. I followed this wtth a fLASM 4!YS
oNLXY cable to Poindexter. At aout 6:15, t4e acmed motocade
departed and returned WICAin 45 minutes With OavLd JAcooSen wo
*4as deLveced to mY residence. r then instructed a¥ syat to
send a FLASR caole to State LmformLnq the bepacment of
jaceosen's release. Susequently, I was informed by Care that
Admiral Poindexter was mosc displeased that t had violated his
L.IslcuctLons to comunicate only witn hrl.

:_ Sent several :&aliI! Q~
V XRItec rea4Vnq 6sbeens moments on tne demands
ueend byt. ca rorso the conditions of othe hostages.s

cc. t also Asked for a
. come JC acoosen oUt Was told by the
hioe louse to keep acoseen in jerut to await tne release of
a second hostaqe. C wag told that premature polictty could
:eopardtze the second release. : also had numerous secre -
convecsations about heLicopter fli h s

About 1:1$ p.m. a local radio Station oCoKe the story Of
jacobgen'S 0loese. The State Operations Center called me on a
non-secure ILe to sK for details o wnat was qoLnq on.
cold them that I could not speak on a non-secure Lin. : :nee
called acle on secure, told him anout tne inquicy fcom State,
and asked that appeopciace people at Stae oe oCefesd. C tn:nA
r also asked that JCS be knfoce because of the movementcs o
military htelcopters and the possible need for a military
MEDVAC elqht, but C may have sade that request the preced!Aq
day. I was told several times by Carle oc Coy that State and
*CS h"ad been taken cate of.4  C interpreted this to mean mnat
appropriate personnel had been L forced and/or nad oen
recevinq Copies of my cables to PoIndextec.

U N "=V~
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S 4 'i
Doe ~ ~ ~ : au:~ a::/e ?~£

f:u :Yrpus ind :01.3 &C~ouefl utt~n said %nat no 40C(6
f*C SecoCI and Mor: on :nis Opea&fLm. ie SaLd %nar :s 'as a
:etI:e4 A!: ?1r:4 3f!.:Ir. Later NOCZ3 !:ew .Ico :ypr~s in a
Svss C€arer f!lqnc, =uz due :o oad ,eanec :o*Ud not !teso t3
Selftj. At Aouto .;:00 p.m. : 0OOK :acoosen, WaL:t and 1:4tzn
Co ly resLdence :o u.eep over n.qnt. SoMetSCe around :ten :
receLve a call !:oa :2e State OperCAronu center on :e 2pen
:In* and !:O nare6 oC c:y on :ae Secure &aginq ie 1! Actj:Ler
was snoLlnq my mouse as was =eLnq :epocod ay t'nt 3ed;a.
declined ;a respond to the State Ops Center on C 1 non-sec4ge
Line and asked tarle to pass tne word tnat re haose was not
beLnq shelled. The neatest rounds Were LSpactinq 1200 metec
away. 9 think I aqan asked the (SC reacd&nq talkLnq to State
and was taold that tney would tate cace of the ashnqton. end
and chat I should came care o the iLcut end.

At $:I5 a.m. MovemoeC I r too% jacobsen, Wait* and Dut:on
bacx to the Massy and &waited Morcn's arctval by helo at
I a.m. Mcc0r roeain*d on the qcound Cor perhaps 1/2 hour and
talked to me concern nq a possible addLional hostqsQ coelase
asxinq se tO maL L Cho 94SSy on al*e: !OC another
*xtractLo. At aOout 4:45 a.m. b0€th, a:ooseo Wait*, and
Dutton depa:ed my nelLcopter.

OuCinq the remiLndeC o MovemoeC 3 : !Ad a !ew secuO Voice
exchanqes Wi:h the White HoUse, which Lndicated the SSC was
satLl hoping for a second release.

The evennq ot 4ovmoec 3, the pco-Syr.an AcAOIc-IQnquaqe
maqazine As-Sh Lra. pablished in leicrt, rOKe :e StOC of
iCtAlCane'S trip ad neqot&LtOna wx: t:an.

On L1/4, as lt caa eMe*I*Cr t receive a ,al messaqe
f:om Poindextec whic told m t could stand down f:om alec:
statuA but rettecate4d that any furt Lon on :nese
stters shoiu4 be "2Y OLY to hS I

V I A
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EXHIBIT GPS-49

Cll IS 136117
PAGE 92 Of 13 STATE 336623

OIlIN 1OOS'l1

INFO, LOG-o / I !uR

ORAFIED I1: TEXT PROVIOO I WHITE HOUSE

APPIOVED 1 iT S/S AMOUIN

0. MGROSSAN 4SUSSI
S/S-0 RMIll SHOP
0[$11(0 OISTIIUTION

Nor TO ADS
.................. 162332 ]1 S41Z /il

0 13IS11 DEC 16 IFFO
FM 5ECS TATE WASHOC

TO AMCONSUL FRANKFURT NIACT IMMEDIATE

'----t-t-t-C-t't----S IATIE 3 16 62 3

TREAT 4S SPECIAL CAPTION

r

E. 0. 12356 OC( OAOIR
TAGS-
SUIJCT- CAVE/OUN8AR TALKING POINTS FOR USE WITH

EYES ONLY FOR CHARLES OUNIAR OF NIA FROM S/S

I. IOP S1CR(T E- NTIRE TEXT.

2. FOLLOWING DISCUSSIONS WITH THE WHITE HOUSE. THE

ACTING SECRETARY HAS DIRECTED THAT TOU USE IHE FOLLOWING

TALKING POINTS IN YOUR MEETING ON MECEMOER 13. TNSt

TALKING POINTS SUPERCDE ALL PREVIOUS POINTS.

3. NSC/wHIIE HOUSE APPROVE TERMS OF FIRENCE FOR

CAVE/OUNSAR OISCUSSION WITH

I111111 i poliro rn

S/s-0
OUTGO I NG

N0O As I

Adwo- 6A ----It LO. 12356
S. Iwo IUW41 $Ksj6jy courd
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PACE 13 OF 13 STATE 316623 CI IS 1 11 ?NODLS

- .THE MUTUAL STRATEGIC I TERESTS OF OUR NATIONS REMAIN

UNCHANGED DESPITE RECENT REYELATIONS. IH(REFORE.

PlES1OElT INTENDS TO CONTINUE A CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATIONS

TO THE GOVERNMENT OF IRAN.

. THE CURRENT CHANNEL. CYEN THOUGH A COLLEAGUE WILL TAKE

THE PLACE OF CAVE. WILL C ONT NUE TO 8( -JStO FOR 60Tt

POLICY AND INTELLIGENCE DISCUSSIONS. --

IN THE FUTURE. IHE OEPARTMENT Of STATE WILL BE (S-

TAILISHINiG AN APPROPRIATE CHANNEL FOR PASSING

AUTHORITATIVf POLICY MESSAGES.

-- THE UNITED STATES SEES THE UTILITY OF HAVING A MEANS

Of CONDUCTING A DIALOGUE WITH rOUR GOVERNMENT. HOWYER,

THERE WILL BE NO FURTHER TRANSFERS OF AMERICAN MILITARY

EOUIPMENT TO YOUR GOVERNMENT WHILE IRAN REFUSES TO

NEGOTIATE Al END TO IRAN-IRAQ WAR AND WHILE IRAN CONTINUES

TO SUPPORT TERRORISM AND SUBVERSION.

.. THE CONTINUED HOLDING HOSTAGE Of U S. CITIZENS IN

LEBANON BT A GROUP SUSCEPTIBLE TO YOUR GOVERNMENT' S

INFLUENCE REMAINS A MAJOR OBSTACLE IN THE IMPROVEMENT

OF RELATIONS BETWEEN OUR TWO COUNTRIES,

• - WE TRUST TIAT IN FURTHERANCE Of OUR MUTUAL GOALS.

TOD WILL TAKE IT UPON YOURSELF TO ARRANGE THE RELEASE

Of ALL WESTERN HOSTAGES HELD I LEBANON AS QUICKLY AS

POSS IBLE.
SNUL Tz

UNIFIEO
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EXHIBIT GPS-50

UNCLASSIFILU
'C' 2 :04 F _R THE RE,:' RD

FRC4: NEA - (harles T.hnbar

ri n ove rnment. F r A ur t ece

Georea - ive and i e t of t

r:on n, t, ?arK -lotel in Frankfurt
,~ v;,jar1 a s . n~~a~ . F~ I ~ ~ ut IIJ not zcne

the Teetine. The internediaiv beee a m ,ae Ir
arranging this "oeting was 4-1 ert wakim who ,,T ,, Frankfjrt
ind who k pt :ave posted, first In ,ashington and on :ece.!ter
I' n Frai.nflrt, on !he varP)us chanRes in the Iran:ans'
schediile. ihen he and Cave ,rieflv at a Frankfiirt hotel )n
December 12, Haki-. said he would insist that his lawyer be
Preant for any stihselnt 'ipetints with Cave and/'or me. Cave
also met lr-eflv wit it 9:40 a.m. and intoried h"ti
tat the :aan meeting a en postponed to 11:00 a.m. (This
change was necestatited by the arrivAl at our Consulate shortly
1 ,fore 9 00 a.m. of a telegram transmitting new talking points.)

)Pr-sentat ion

At Cave's And ra, sug~estion began the
meetangwith a ZO-Rinute Dresntatke all his

%uhsequent remarks, was low-key and free of polemics. He noted
that my presence at the meeting seemed to iark the change in
the way lisc'issi;ns would be conducted. In previous
lasciissions with Messrs. 4orth, Secord and "Sam" (the alias
cave had ised in their previous meetings), he said a fram.,work
had heen established fi which each side tried to help the

other. '-w,, ho aaid, [ran "s unsure of what the J.S. Dositi:n
•s, what steps are to be taken next, and what the future of the
relationsh:t is to be. He noted that "the press" had ,made
-ro e' .e-s, : that the two s' 4 es ,onetheless needed to :onsider
,.hat subjects to take tp next.

The two sides, n:ntnued, have heen the issues
lisclissed in great ta fdie7T'l77W tran's positions on them are
cleAr. It may be, he said, that we can push ahead, and Iran
will try to solve prohlems the U.S. has. He made a point of
saving that Iran would have no difficulty Ln pushing forward.
Thn issue of relations with, the U.S., he asserted, is one that
Iran's leaders can discuss -Eranklv with the Iranian people.
The Deople, "whnse ways are well known to You." will support
the position taken by the leaders. Thus, he noted, if the U.S.
Government can control its people, things can move forr .4 OxxttB

I
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UNCLASIIED
Turnhat seemed to he the first ooint on Iran's

agenda, .sal,j the Iranians are ready to present

their ides en Ing the Iran- Iraq war and on the reMoval of

;%Adam -nd "his nrqan atian.,, (Tishkiliat in Persian. Cave
Said 'its 1ners tdellng was that this aeant those around Sad.am,

not the onttre Oa pai i tparat' ) lJriznI Me to inform

kinerican loa,'trs inwent on at some length ahout how

-',cN the [ran3an hop e a. s ,fferod as j resu lt )f Iraq's

Ireait 3veressL n. the t wn -) C :jjl, - 'e issr:e-. -iad t el -. t

v ,ore that ptO ricke's sin' ' a sr -eqgn, in tt ere -1

heen homhings throughout the country. Those responsible !:r

sich losses must he punished.

The 'ar : ontint. is -nt st-plv a conf ":Ct

between iran n Trao7 n fact, the whole world is involved.

The Soviet Union and France are Iraq's principal suppliers of

weapons. However, the people of Iran believe that the U.S.

stands hohind Iraq, ind the U.S. Governmen.Lh.2±i d make clear

that this is not the case. The U.S . AsserteA, had

saic it understood the princ iles which ntT y -Iv Iran to

fight. This iS.Ll,_LlLlL development. At another noint in

the discussion ;ai'l that Smddam should be removed

from the middle East scene to ensure that he does not repeat

his atpression. Iran co,,ld not Ne expected to allow Saddam.

who had publicly torn tip the 19'S order aer-eeent with Iran,

to remain in place if the war were ended.

40te - Cave said this was the first tine it their meetings that

'-,ad omitted the requirement th3t Iraq rvay war

reparations to Iran from his lran-Iraq war ,resentatton.

Cive Also unerstoo in say 1hat the Iranian

cenoe had been prepare'dRy a Arr of reesle proAgarda to

support the lne-plannd offensive A'ainst Ir t

it tn brint them a victory. Accorina to Car

siOt the leoAership was cnncernel t these itah *peccations

And was not .infident that a vicDtor coult '" achieved.

The second point on his jae ,di sw.j, %.as the

autestton of Iranian property in trnee T s he neant both

red military equipnent And frozen financial assets.

Said that hoth the Secretary of Defense and the

,is a 0 the Joint Chiefs had recngnized the val 5 .itv of

Iran's claims and that he wis anxious to know how the U.S.

planned to pursue the question.

T.e djenda item was the provision of U.S. arms to

I ran. spoke generally of land and air defense

svstes. er in the discussion he said that the U.S. was to

UNO SIFIED

75-936 0-88-21
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UNCLAS& IEIED
sDi1 Y ISO0 TOW SIssLI1,s and 100 launchers. He ilso referroi
tI the 72 Phoe m x and !40 Hawk mIssila0S. (in retrospect. I
Jovect he was referring to tne Z40 Hawk spare parts ki!s
aIrea dv Io 1vere-1 to Iran and to Iran's reqijest for Ph'an z
spare I

FnAIv inSt ,$Issr the ',.S. hos4ies :

L a P . S,7 n e ~ C r s dr P h r s I '

s'nmeth ng ahoJt the U.S. hostaqe% in Le, aron. kt the sale
rie, he noted that tho Lebjanese, although their support )f t.e
[iam Khomeini was strong Ind' aro nq, oere iriepondent. Ir-N.
Ne s-t14 . was thus InIAh e. In I -n Any :Ise %io,1i1 not try. t o
force the release of (he hostages.

a sse teA that the Dawa prisoners were important
to I e "ane . He --ade it clear that the U.S. should try to
in noro and that Ira-i's nt.i a .Q.oach to t.e Kuwaitis had not
worked. In an asid o to Cave, .said that. following
ut on U U.S. s,,ggestion, the ®rs"WT rte in Kuwait had ,gade
a pla to the Kuwaiti Foreign 14 r for the release of the
Ixwa nrisoners. The ministerr said, merely
"thanked us," and nothing has #0010eeM

M t rhlso mentioned the Lahad prisoners hrittv,
saying that perhaps something should be done about them.
According to Cave, we had suggested thAt we might try to use
our tood offices with the Israelis who in any case, may be
Jisosed to releasing the 309 prisoners in question. The lAe a,
Cave note. wAs that if the Lahad prisoners were freed, the
I.ebanese nieht le hettr disposed tA discussing the liberation
if our hostages. Cave said thAt this idea wAs present* in
previous meetings but until now had evoked no Iranisi response.

Throtih ,it his presentation so'iht to 1 e
11gratiatimi. [ran, he insisted, ru
ron-aligned with ties neither to the U.S. nor the U.S.S.R. He
-a1e at least two ref-rences to Pres,:- ,t Reatln %.ho ,n .1 str'i
Iran s wishes generallY And its position as t~ne agri !vei ,ar:'
in the Iran-Iraq war in particular.

The litne-Point kienda

Scmy own present nation, I sought clar ifIcat ion
i p in on some of the points he had raised.

ineaasade the Logical but i ncorrect assumption that
WES yT rad in on what had happened in the previous

meetints, and his comments In the early part of the discussion
were interspersed with phrases like "as you know." my

UNCIAS PIED
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s , ons Ied h1i to re-ea t anI a 'pl fv his point ,Ijt t

.*n lone thanks t o t he efforts of North, Secord and 'Sa.' 
'his connection, he ref rr'l to a ..i"eoont a en-a I

n agreed jn I ot -een the t n s i e . Under t(e agenA.
i.e r e r ,o t e r. ern t int st*n$ b' each side. ccor I )I t

:e ".o s ,'es 'ad reached step f ve or sit t
1 e4 s c is s n r.,i c,-,l

"r c 1c4se 1 3 -. 11 i. ; n . I- " - ,
4 ~as a n' t' j'~~ a r e e~e ~ i r 1p

shw It C~ 111e ~t 1c 1 I et ttzr o3f .t s a no A at
see "he S rS. n

H g w : s S S " e ' " * * . . r : s a : ' : n ; r n c : -l e ,f t e

'i e -ptovnt a ,"a fl A' ,at !he IJ. 'ta i 'i ei
certa i act ct ns n n or wh ch ,te !ranians haJ otaine1
t he reI-ase of -ne and a hail hosta es." when I sought

On of t,%e ,Int qIcal a,o' a n this lea, Cave 1,nd
'ca tId the Hei 'a! 6een t)at one hcstaie

)a t Iran had inf] ' ence to ensure he re ,iase of a sec-nd at
iOm,* point -1 ! . e ne r I ',J!

4v nresenta ao,2n

I -arried out he nstruct .or, i n t he , itle received on the
tor nin of ecem',r 13 wtth no 'mbellIshment. A text of the
nni ts is attached, nd I wi ll sbmit to the Iran Country
Directorate a transcript of the Persi ;n- 1 nguage vers on of the
$oir, ts I oreparrd. e I I e eie
non- Darer (nor I. , took ciar!f'il
'oteS. Re had ",* ago o wO of Ow e poi sF Fin s re that I ,.e
-3d them corre c t Y not '1.-reaction

In- ,,lsse 4 He eo4Dhasi Ze t [ C. f 'Iat a sa1 a
r-mI jy" 1. 41'got iael And ,3e e eI ~r.'s 5

r ,' rred fo the third t : t o , he e ff rt f crrsS 7 :rt"
"zecori and Sam' He not,l that three- to-four -eeKs iaI .assed
since %, 'a it -,Ret in . and he had etpectel th~t I ,i u o be
,ore knowle!qeaNI e than I ib,1ouslv was a0out ,ha t %a J
transpir l . -e asked that I iiform self Qs quickly as
- )t 1 1 An,! .ot h1 k ) w ,,here mAtters stood. Tho 'hr, s t of his
re'9rks ws that 6e Pad "returned to :ero." Jndoine "UCh if
,.hat had Al.'adv been agreed. He closed "he neet ing .l th a
comment to the effect that Iran recognizec both the need for a
relationship with the 1J.S. and the President's fair - indedness.

UN OA'IFIFD
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,,hiseguent (onversation with ave

In lunch and ,tinr.r con,-rsat tons foll 11 i the ?ee ,-q
Cave pav, me tho following Nackvround LnfnrMa :n (The iaterill
II from imirv an1 i tes tAken immeltatelv if: the
conversatii s. It -av not be lOOt accurate.

A. nv01Ita0! hrlnl f eetnqs tc.

-1 cl:t-r( R) 5~ J0 t he I r n 1 'ns S I :~ 2S 7
to Iran from IsraeIi stocks. Th, aLssiIes are t) te
replaced fr v J.S. stocks.

F abrJary 6 01: 7 w0 s f rom J.S. s:cks z- :

Iran. CIA ts ,t1rectlv involved in the sh: inett for
the first tL-e.

March 1986: Ghhorbanif3r indicates that the Iranian
Government is to !ecome involved in discoisstons with
the U.S. Cave is briefed on %arch 5 and on arch "
goes to Paris to meet with North and Shorbanifar. The
possibility of government-to-government 

dealings is
Ce~ ored,

- prt1 1996: Secorl ne-ts alone : n russels wtth
Ghorbanifar.

.av 1986: North and rave (and probahlv others) ,eet
with Ghorbanifar in London, and te final arrange ents
ire made for the McFarlane trip to Iran. Ghorbanifar
promises meetings with it Khamenei and Rafsanjani.
The original proposal is to meet oq Yish Island. Sut
the Iranians ask for Tehran and the Aericans alree.
It has Seen agreed that '40 perhaps .14) Hawk spare
part kits will he shipped to Iran at this time;
'1cFarlane's plane carries :0% of the soare parts kits
.hich fit onto one pallet. McFar!ane ilso brines a
cke and S lift pistols which are not Jeliyvered
because of the failure of the ml't . t Ls
meeting, the group first eet
who is thel .ri *cI erIocut0r a to g
more senio presides at the beginning
of the talks. 0 ane carrying the rest of the Havk
spares k;ts is diverted when no hostage is released.

September 1986: Folloving the h d he
f the Tehran meerin a

Rafsanjani, comes to nor meetings
o ave et at Septe 20.

the group's first meeting wt
is a much more authoritative in t hFs egin
to move more quickly.

UNC* fIED
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october 8-9, 1986: meeting in Main: within
The release of Jacnhson is arranged and mie ain two
last 500 TOWs (and remaining Hawk spares (!)) go to
Iran.

i 0. 1986: 'leecing in Frankfurt with

Iber 11986: Meeting in Ceneva with
There may also have been another meet inR

- .eor 3. In any event, November I is the last
meeting until December 13.

S. The Nine-Point Agenda

It is a formal agenda Sut has not been signed. There
apparently was no formal -exchange of texts. Cave says
there is a copy of the agenda at the CIA and indicated
he would oake one available to me.

The agenda envisages the shipment of 1000 more TOWs
and perhaps some more anti-aircraft missile spares
Iits. The question of TOW launchers (see above) was
never discussed. These are the limits of what the
President agreed could be shipped.

A- A , technician was to be sent to Iran to look at
t 0 2 riand new but inoperable Phoenix missiles which
the Iranians have stored somewhere and perhaps at the
Hawks as well. The reason for this provision is that
the Iranians ordered every spare part extant for the
Phoenix. DOD experts said the Iranians couldn't
possibly use all the parts and concluded that they
were simply going to 4o by trial and error. The
technician seemed an efficient way of solving the
problem.

The agenda foresees a high-level meeting at about
stage 7. The McFarlane visit to Tehran was to be
followed by a Deputy Secretary/Deputy Iranian F:reign
Minister meeting. By the end of the nine points, the
two countries are to be "close to" having a diplomatic
relationship of some sort.

All U.S. hostess in k.ebanon are to he free by the end
of the agenda.

Some Dawa prisoners are to be Cree hy the end f the
agenda. both sides recognize that the two or three
sentenced to death will not be freed and that about
five are scheduled to be parolled in 1987. It is the

ParKtjWa8A " ec0 - TOP SECRET
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- with interwRediate 'enlth sentences who are -)i z-cern.

l.estion still t,- a- jiswere,1 re the nine-_oP0 t aj3e <a
A4re roen Irjniai iIt tarv equipment and f n-ancaII isle's

n the 3gend;t'

UC. e w ?r Isnner s

P i ndex t e r I ". v t " 3t he p e r s on i I
asikeI t. e u-I L t s - ! 3 s,'met , about the Dawa
Prisoners. Cave believes tha t :oindexter ie t .th the
i(jwai tI Fore in l: siter her , .n the fall nd nay hae se,.n
tiI m In the region at s -ie c-: t is well. 'orth also "iet

.iith the K.jwa t t bass ,'3 j4,m perhaps with othPr Foreian
M iIistrv of f IcI a Is '

D. HostaRes

Cave 1,)es not heil i ve the Iranians can deliver I L the
hostages. They are controliej by different groups even
0hough they mav 3ll be being neld in the same place. The
Iranians have less influence :wer some jriups than others.

k .,!nter to this areunent ,s tat . !rin~ans
apparently told us in the fall that we coijJ have any one
-'C tho hostiees we wanted. "we, )f course, !eclined the
.nvi:a*t3 n to chose, and the :ranains aee :hose
llcohson.) This offer suptests that tie degree of ian;an
control over each aroiop was the same.

E. Financin.

rave says the the CIk received $1' mill ion for the
TOWs and spares that went to [ran. The CIA has no
knowledge of what the Iranians may have P&i J for the
equlpment. The CIA has overcharged the Iranians by about
$ 300,000 because of complicated DOD accounting and
Administrative procedures.

0ll kw I
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F. Cave's view

Cave believes the Iranians are in a very bad . 5os ttion

and are looking ft) a way Out. 4 political relationship
.4th the ').S. iav seem a %o ,ition to some, hut the

I ff icultv of selling such a relationship across the

Iranian political spectrum is erpat. It is also hari t)

see how the Iraniins 1an ;ive in on their Je-'and t.hiat

Salda% be re-oveJ. They WOul 3poear to have fought the

war for nothing. In this situation, Cave's fear is tiat

there will he chaos ,hich the Soviets will somehow be able

to exploit. His view ,s that we have a high geo-political

intrest in savi'q , e Iranians frorn themselves.

UNC tIM43IfED
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EXHIBIT GPS-51

UM&'VlED
. secretarY -

6353
'4,

-U - -

1!1 ea 35e I. A .~ S t At

at Z:.e ::- noter tt 3.:

4 .a sn".:n 7e s.ay S I- . ei l~:sse^ :M tn*~J.

J# -ad Ie: Ce 2e sn-9 :.: scen.aco % -0 :
ltscr*.ood stePS n e *-S Ind ::In-0. to.. :A,(* Ax:touqn aV ve .
tnl- dSs a :~y Of '.no e:' ~-a~ at tn Aqn cy,"
sail no 445 not &war* Sjcn I ; ece :! :&per existed. Re ~

no C - .4L :3tn /.& . XA.: a z: i3L. :o-versaciin iI

--.~,fase of .awa csontrs
--F.;:ter arns for::a
.-R.f~As* of :ran'lan assets, Military'

- - .rvqu~p.r.d i in .no

--reeno ! f r .*S 3 s a q 4
::~:tV o Ae ~V.~ -- g o~~ reicno

-C:oPeration to
.--. d s.6-:cort !or ior~vrivs in t-t

-- 3ov sileu agreed to org t ind t-ne ar
- - : - 4. 1A Mt U S Q p por t

-'-.4
.4.

we Svow:td eeo in mind that we do -ot vet ('cd 0 qeneu-s o!
* agenii/sceonaro or the degree to dndcn Q C s.de .S

:-nr:ted :-. i:. we &Iso have not yet :earned now eacn *:e-en:
s oitei to tne otnerso and wsmeer tn*e was aqroevent on
ne order in which tme var~ouSstt~ps do"Id ce -.p~enon:ed.

Additional items of interest wn.c - oned:

-- In January, we discussed with :ran the deZl'ery of 4,504
.OWs . does not know the genesis of tnat nner nor
what AINd O commLtment was iade from our SLe;

Agom0
A . •

-',., .,,,.

y
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*-.oroanIlfw had Pro".Sod 'ri :e $3 .. . .*e,.

autn- fized to ,atK*s.Cm a 6mnot

.Vo a .: :.C'.o:-.l -as :a.-cd . e:~ -

:ave aoout estsoIIsn. " 'q a : : .:-'5ssIam"t sc.ss 3-':t
policy isu*$. :!to ::Inan S A* S.;qgqs:ld :nat:v:Pr~lset:a:.
!:om te $:s5 be at tne '$'nr S*Cr ' I 2 Stte "vo' -
raised :acor to :'~e Dopwty S*C:tAry. Accoclinqto
orrtn responded nat c -e tnree .S epresera:.ves on:e

CCILS5Lon .ould e Ol; oi, ',:X Secord and :eor;e Cava.

wi llo o kep you Inefacd as we obtain
(COrn I Gec Caveoan cne [ran connsctom.

!:tnec .t~orvnac

A. lAph4]I
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EXHIBIT GPS-52

" ' THE SECRETARqY OF OlElrNSE

PPWA, MINIGTCft THq[ OiSTRICT OF' COf ,L~klA

ecmber 23, 1916 N 36548
8411

Honorable George P. Shult:
Secretary of State
Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear George:

I attach a memorandum which I have sent to the White
House, and about which I feel very strongly. I think the
memo discusses a very bad way to do very bad business. I
hope that we will soon have an NSPG to prevent what I see
is substantial further damage that can come to the
Administration from a continuation of the same practices
that have caused so much of the trouble' we are experiencing
now.

I think it is particularly unfortunate that tOw Srate
Department's public statements are now denying thot we are
continuing contacts with the Iranian government through Third
Country representatives, which is true only in the most
technical sense of terms, and which I ar, afraid will cause
further adverse reactions when the truth is known.

Sincerely,

U L4Ir IE C16
,'lEu

-'~~~r ..."A1 11 %f

\1b I
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WJM~tW01f I U
*'ASCO~ft THt 01STMICT Of COL.UlkIA

CAL
2 2 OEC W

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ACTING ASSISTANT TO THI PRESIDENT FOR
NATIONAL SECURITY AFAIRS 1 " '-

When the President announced in late November or early
December that all further arms shipments to Iran had ceased,
and after it became apparent that the channels we were using
to discuss hostage release, and other matters with the Iranians
were, at the very least, ineffective, and, as is easily apparent
now, totally counterproductive, I had assumed that we were
finished with that entire Iranian episode and so testified to
Congressional Committees during last week. I was astounded,
therefore, to learn, on Friday, December 19, 19$6, after my
testimony, that United States negotiatorss were still meeting
with tho same Iranians. I learned this not from our State
Department or from anyone in the American govermnent, but by
the same route I learned initially of the ori iicussions
with the Iranians about a ales, that is to say
... When we uired of
NSC as to the meaning I was finally advise
that we did indeed have negotiators, ely, Mr. Raphael of
the State Department, and probably others, still negotiating
with the same elements in the Iranian group. I was told that
we were no longer talking with then about selling themarms
and I hope this is true, but I have no way of knowing if it
is true.

I must point out as strongly as I can that any attempt
co conduct ma)or activities in the security field with the
deliberate exclusion of those who have some responsibility for
security cannot succeed in anything but adding to the troubles
we already have. I would very much have appreciated an
opportunity to present to the President arguments as to why
we should not continue dealing with these channels in Iran.
Their total unreliability and inability to produce anything
except public accusations against the United States makes the
entire procedure not only fruitless, but particularly dangerous
in view of today's Iranian problems.

I think the President was entitled to have the advice of
all of his security advisors, and I must strongly object that
the continuation of this practice of secrecy and attempts to
pclude various advisors whose advice it is apparently feared

Ln P V k I Of £O. I356
by S. Rijir, tfaCnj $evunly CcV:iiS cn %fX

-ICS..2 Se BY: SeCoaf IM
OCCLSSWY 04:CAA
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may not support the agenda of the State Department, in this
case, or some other agenda in ot.sr cases, can only get us in
more and more difficulty, and serves the President very badly.
I therefore ask that there be a meeting of the National Security
Planning Group so this matter can be discussed properly, and
presented properly, to the President, and that our so-called
negotiators with the Iranian government, wherever they are,
be brought home and instructed not to take any further action
qf any kind to meet with or discuss anything with Iranian
gover",ent officials unless and until there is a Presidential
decision growing out of an NSPG meeting to do so. And if there
is such a decision, I would ask that the Defense Department
and the NSC be kept fully informed and advised, and onsulted
as to what is happening or about to happen. N 4  - %'ted

I am sorry to be so blunt about it, but it seems to ne
incredibly wrong that the precise mechanisms of secrecy and
attempts to exclude advisors who, it is feared may have different
views, which helped cause so many of our present difficulties,
are apparently being pursued by the State Department at this
time.

I have now learned, thanks to your forthcomingness with
me, and by reason of our investigations, that McFarlane had
actually offered the Iranians sensitive intelligence information,
passed by the U.S. as to Iraq, and that State plans another
meeting with the Iranians on December 27 in Genena. I urgently
u-rge that no such meetings be permitted until we have had the
.SPG you very forthrightly offered.

I will urge, at that meeting that we tell all Iranians
in whatever channel or channels there may be that we will discuss
nothing with any cf them until all American hostages are returned
unharmed. The terms of reference you kindly showed me today
seem to me to be wholly inadequate.

J

cc: Don Regan

UNUCTOWMU
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EXHIBIT GPS-53

r:'()A. '. ,t n : , "":5IXHIIIIT

received .fy copy of tne attached lemo ftoift Sece-f
4e;ioerger to then-acting national Security Adviser Keel on
1eCemor 24. 199S. 1 called Cap that day to tell. him ,
reaction to his memo. I told him his aSsumptions were wrong.

that I das glad to let him know what is going on and if ne
wanted to kow te .'acts ,ie ought to cease firing off
t.itemperate neos aoout .ne State Department and Instead PIcK
-p te ;none and cal.1 le. Cap said he would do that.

The State Department found out about continuing is* of a
,na ne, to the Iranians after the fact. it is ironic that

others would accuse us of perpetuating a tactic we found
outrageous. r specified for Cap some of the numerous occasions
when we tried to shut this down and when we found out after the
(1ct that the channel was stall being kept open:

F
A week before John Poindexter resigned we tried eta
decision on no more arms to Iran. we found out

ias communicating directly] tih CIA
Director Casey. "Rave not been a party to those contacts.

We found out the :ranians'had been maintaining direct
contact with ex-CIA offCial George Cave and wanted to nave
another meeting. When we found out the meeting was to take
place, we insisted on having one of our people there.
Charlie Dunbar. a Farsi-speaking Foreign Service officer
joinedd Cave. We saw this meeting as an opportunity to tell
the Iranians 1) we would provide no more arms, and 2) this
channel would no longer be used by the ';SG to convey policy
messages: we were there to listen. Casey subsequently made
an end run to Don Regan who went to the President who told
NSC director Keel to change the instructions for the
meeting and keep the channel open both for policy and
intelligence exchanges. When we found tis out, I went
oack to the President and got agreement that Mike Armacost
would be in charge of coordinating our policy on Iran.
includingg identifying and getting control of all the
various channels. The President said he wanted to pursue
contacts with the Iranians but no more arms would go to
them.

when the meeting took place, our representative Dunbar
found out that the Iranians didn't have to word that this
cannel had changed, were operating on promises of arms and
trying to megotiate with Js on the oasis of a nine point
agenda 4hiCh they C1a1e1 mad been agreed upon.

After Ounoar let F: 3n'frt. Cave -tot w: :n nks :ranlan
.no next Za: , - , second *.f 7ne -:A contends

. -.'.e:-; tOk n..-: " ian :e(uFSt. we .id not
+ z t' ;e~o- .. .. .e w o ,ere lot ;.Ifor pd ;n

advance It Was -.0 t .A K 3Ce.

UNU A&IIED V014a d a i".e 12356
YB.RNg~r, Ptical Suhty Council
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EXHIBIT GPS-54

- -e secretat, :! StteHII
Secrtary of :e.e,se

attorneyy enea .

vie ,:nited States -as a e.t,-lLte and Cont~nuV. .nteest

.n better :e'at ons --. : . :ts "oc3tion, -esou.ces a-.

size assure tlat ::an w ' : e 3 na or regional actor in -i

years to core.

'le ave Oeq un a 1:focesS o.-! f d13 oge tn elements .n ::3n

whO 1lay also se4 tette relations wttn te United States.

t.at !-aloge I'I cont .je: however. tre ti e nas come to ;t

tnese discussions into regular, though stIU quet . 4pomat.-

:nannels. I t'e:e.ore dA:ect t'ie Secretary of State to assume

f.Jll tspoms~ll tY for tiese discussions.

At the same time. it :s clear tnat America has other

,-oortant interests and endsns I.n the region. 4any of tnese

1:e threatened oy ::an today. T!ey nust toe assured of

c-nr 'nn ed Aec.can s.;;poct.

Moreover, Iran continues to support terrorism. esptte some

inprovenent In tne last two years. Aner:c3 condemns terror

wnetar directed against AMerIcanMs or aqa.nst non-Amer icans.

Ttis prinC ip.e nas teen, and remains, ce,:ral to our efforts t=

encourage broader international cooOerat":. in the fight

against terrorism. So our concerns witn ":anian backed

terrorism cannot be assuaqed jnti.l :ran :eases all terror::t

icts, regardless of the targets.

These obstacles will necessarily t .nte ,pos t.iit.es '-

better relations wit, Iran. UntA I.r:an ceases to e a threat

to her ner ntors, ends te war with :raq and stops supporting

and iskng terrorism, the US Government will ship no nore arns

to :ran. .nd Jntil these conditions are net, -,e will strive

vigorously and through all available Channels to discourage

tnird country arms shipments to Iran. 'we will not condone vn'

such shipments until out conditions are fulfille .

FinalL'l, we will not abandon our hostages. 'Je have al.'a'!s

said tat we a re w 11ing to talk to any one, to any group, to

any government aoout their a.e release. 71, s :on-:nes t= 7e

our polcy. 3ut we have not, and will not, ;ive .n to

ttrror~it !e-nands. Wde will pay no ransoms. '!e wil c3i

:olic.es as a result of terrorist !emands. :or 411'. de 3s( a

otner gover-.ment to o.'e in to 12mands. 7%tere ire 'ae~
3.sKS .n sucn a oo .c '. 31t in t% 1 -n, :ornjt-q o .

irm - 0 'ZC of :e ;S to t.'e .n t e t .0or:. :' aC.-

te safer r \mer .can -. tzens and a tot:er :arn "

.\neriC.2n .,,:erests.
An .,
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EXHIBIT GPS-55

AFFIDAVIT

C-MES NOW AFFIANT ROBERT 8. OAKLEY, who states as follows:

1. My name is Robert B. Oakley, and my current position

is Senior Director of Middle Eastern, South Asian, and North

African Affairs for the Natiopal Security Council.

2. From September of 1984 to September of 1986, 1 served

as Director of'the Office of Counterterrorism and Emergency

Planning, Department of State. My title was Ambassador-at-Large

for Counterterrorism, My responsibilities included coordination

of activities regarding international terrorism and the United

States response to terrorism.

3. 1 recall conversations in November 1905 with Lt. Col.

Oliver North (North} regarding a problem wit-fliqht clearances. To the best of my recollection

and belief, these conversations included the following:

a. Nort. stated that he was aware of Israeli arms

shipments to Iran in exchange for certain intelligence

North indicated that he

had discovered this relationship when "one of his people'

went to an arms warehouse to obtain arms for the

Nicaraguan Resistance, and learned that the Israelis had been

obtaining arms from the same source for shipment to Iran.

Pa rtiafly Deossi fW /fR kud onA1
u n ade p r o v is io m s o f L o , lC L S I L

by 8. Repf, NHanal Secuulty CONCCE (SSIYOD BY:
f 1E0SSIY ( --: OADR
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b. North stated that a problem had been encountered

with on getting flight clearance

rights for shipping the HAWK missiles through

c. North stated that Secretary of State George

Shultz was awarea of this matter and that National

Security Advisor Robert McFarlane was in overall charge of

the operation, had been contacted in Geneva (where he was

with the President and the Secretary of State) and had

agreed to help get the flight clearaicea, if necessary by

his personal intervention. Based upon these assurances by

North, I authorized him to communicate with t '.

States Enbassy y and to ad-vise that the

Department of State was 'aware* of the matter and the

Embassy could request clearances.

d. At no time during this conversation did North

mention *oil drilling equipment" as the cargo involved.

4. 1 recall an Operational Sub Group (OSGI meeting with

North on or about May 22, 1986, at which North discussed

release of the American hostages.

To the best of my recollectiron and belief, that conversation

included the following:

a. North stated that he was going to be travelling

UNRtAS1'mEDn
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-3-

to London
to Cprus He ndicted had arranged

for a $10 million contribution

b. North stated that once the money was transferred,

the American hostages would be released.

c. North did not mention any planned trip to

Teheran, Iran, ior any arms transactions that may have teen

contemplated at the time.

d. I advised the Execut:.'e Secretary of the

Department of State, Nichclas Platt, of my conversation

with North and the information he had pr'vided. I advised

Platt that, based on North's recitati:n, I was hopeful that

our American hostages would be released in the near future.

de lare under penalty of perjury that the !oregoing is

true and correct.

Robert B. Oakley

Date

UNOIED
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-. 4.61*4.
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EXMBrr GPS-56K

02 O~f 1'I I 6c

;CT nOUi~0.9

. .OG I .-. - -OS.It /009t
.... . ... .... 2 *JQZ ?II423Z

0 m01Z AG iM lFF*-4

10 S(CSfAT( WASHOC IMMEIAT tII

NOO IS

(.0. I?356: OAD$

3UllEct PROJECT

Q(F. W 152

S 4186

C -

PIC(IM PASS folOI C to C 10L"5 Is S L

( E I ~O II $ 1 0( 1.11 !C( P?-p & Is pt( -I t f
V '~JE C (c C psl10 %1 )f E T NO I

I

L.

UNCLAS

P lrti, lI; lssifio/Peleaso4 on /94P ffp.

. c,. *i : ; ,: of .3J 12355
:, "1iS:iC-onl

'SIFED i N-4

I - SECRT( H ti i1( TEXT
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EXHIBIT GPS-56L

Dorumnt..f Sffe.6

PACE 62 Of 1 3 l1698 1117.141
101o LOC-I AOS-I /ll V

"..... ........... ;-141)3 1 IS3Z
0, 31!?301 AUG IS
FM AM(N4SA$YS
TO 3(CSTAk( WASOC MIACT IMPIM 1859

MO 0 1

C 0 A I E C I E 0 C 0 P Y IPASSING IISTRUCIIOMS ADO(D)

PLEASE PASS FOLLOWINC ti(SSAC( TO ASSI SECJ

[.0. 12356. OAOS

TAGS: 4! 6
SUIIJ ECT ROJ CT

I q 'TI :(IT

2 I WAS 1A I'! By HIS VORI' ItG ': (!4(R HIS

F I :I R 4[ 0 A I :t 10O . C 9

, C 1:0 [f LC 0LM1 I .I 10 I OU O , 1.0 0UI r . L r. L S

a5 518L( ASKED INAI AS SO0# AS I ;0 A hiPLT I

'UlI ST 1.14 "lOI(JC( F ,j R

'No ITS ..4GNITUO.

S OTN (SI T I ",UT ;, ~( A(A45 4( 1 4l9..,( S

i0 1 1( EuiaE POJ(CT R IS (rJ MIS ..OR

5'0 HE ' 1UST P O1(CT H'. SC f B./H S TO "U 4h T C TT O

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

36 itSl64 h 0

S 4187
/11/61

ioN
.9

I
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%m ,

PACE 03 OF 9.3 - 111 11 113 4Z C1/li ifStf4 w(
PROJECT AND l 31 NITUOC. t ALSO SUGGESTED THAT
WHEN I M I HAVE A MESSAGE Of APPRECIATIONS 4188
I I HAND.

d. IT is If MY JUDGEMENT THAT IT IS IN OUR INTEREST FOR
ME TO SEC AS O UICXLT AS POSSIBLE. IN ADDITION
TO MESSAGE Of APPRECIATION FROM AS NIG A LfVEL AS POSSIBLE.
IT WILL I( SUFFICIENT FOR YOU SIMPLY TO V(RIfY THAT
MAGNITUDE IS ASW[ ORIGINALLY OISCUSSED. IF rHIS IS IHE

4 PLEASE REPLY IT IMMEDIATE TELEGRAM.

4

I
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EXHIBIT GPS-56M

PACE 12 OF 03 STATE

ORICIM MODS-it

imF0 LOG-II AOS-II

0 A AF T ED 8T -
PPROVED BT

ARA ( ABRAMS'

S/S-O RMSISHOP

DESIRED DISTRI8U.T ION

S/S-I ONL I

C I,04 gi7l12 NO ;

S 4189
, 9 9 Q

5/t PLATT

.................. 261 51i 11hZ /44

0 13 17 14Z S(P 86 1FF6
F M 5(CSTATr WASdLC.C

TO AMEMBASSY IMMEDIATE

ATI 2 76 3 0

FOR TH( AMeASSADOR fROM ASS ISTANT SEC,

( 0. 12a56
T AG S

' ?)(C T

OECLODOR

= OJCT

R[.r F 109 9

i SECREI - (,)TIRE 1[1

2 PLESE PASS- I m FOIE O vl Pt 4 fE ;SAGE POA SE CRE I R

S"L I7 Io

G.E G(AILY 'FRECIA11( OUR
. *K ,:r B E i v C HA S G RE A T

SUPPORT FOl IHIS (JDEYOR
!.PORI,:ICE FOR THE OVEPALL

I -,--, . . , = • • - . . .

SECURITY Of 'T9[ FREE ICRLO I LOOA FOF.'1'4RO TO CUR !7' EXHIBIT
COUJ iI U[O CL OSE C O CPERA JION O N ISSUES Of V%7L L CO N' C(;M 6 .

3S&E
3. IOU WAY ALSO CONFIAW IHI ',xXI UOE 0(; rH( PROJECT I

I icnIlAIV('?7.j; - ____________
-==
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4$ ORIGiMALLY 01SCUSSO.

I. AGAIN KANY TKHANS FOR YOUR EFFORTS ON THIS PROJECT
WHICH ARE MUCH APPRECIATEO HERE. VINITEHEAO

i II 6 2 1

S 4190
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p

EXHIBIT GPS-56N

Dpartinei State . OUTG

PAGE 62 OF 12. STATE 215191 C11/14 6551 go
ORIGIN moos-111

S 4191
INFO LOC-4 AS-0I

CRAFTED BY:
APPROVED DY:

S/S: APL AT T
S/-0: LTRACY -

DESIRED DISTRIBUTION
5/3 ONL Y

................... 12131I 1211551 /6t
6 112651Z SEP 16 ZFFI
FM SECSTATE WASHOC
TO AMEMIASSY 1JEOIA(TA "

S4- -1 . STATE 21$996

FROM ASSISTANT SECA FOR THE AIIAS''O011

E.0. 123SF" ODS
TAGS:
S IVJ( 'C T: PROJECT

1. 6 i ((TNIRE TEXT

2. WE RECOGNIZE THAT THE DEATH Of HAS
BROUGHT BUSINESS TO A NEAR HALT OUT WE MOPE THAT YOU
WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE TO SEE

AND 11 ORDER TO MOVE OUR PROJECT
FORWARD. THERE IS GREAT INTEREST HERE II AN EARLY IXHISI T

COIUSUUAAION of THE ARRANGIM[IT$ WE HAVE DISCUSSED. UA#!N iN.,.I

THANKS FOR YOUR CONTIUING E!fFORIS. SHULTAZ

- .* '*. .Partihk Dawwdwr X

- .. by 2. Rt ir, ffercrU g (y ftrcil
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ExHIIrr GPS-560

Ueparpne&a

P ACE 0O i . l158 1 9 1
ACIO 0003-00oS*

-1)f le

INFO LOG-0 AS-I1 ' /111 1
.................. .15511

FM AMEMBASSY
TO SECSTATE WASHOC IACT IMMiEOlVE 1399

s-- cit-T - isa

NOo IS

f 0. IM : OAOS
TAGS:(€,T (A I9O 1,T
SUIIJET oic

REF: (Al STAT( 25$996. 119$.

I NCO'

C1l/14 41)949 wO0
S 4192

ISe$SSZ /in/.%

(CI STATE 216314

].c4ft*t1NTIRE TEXT

2. PLEASE PASS FOL'LOVING TO ASSISTANT SECRITARYi,

AT THE OPEN ING OF BUSINESS MONDAY ]S SEPTEMSER.-

3. "THIS IS TO CONFJOM THAT ASSURES ME

ARRANGEMENTS HAVE SEEN CONSUMMATED.

4. TODAY WAS THE F IRST DAY. I WAS TOLD THAT It -WOULD BE

APPROPRIATE. FOLLOWING OEATH OF FOR ME

10 REOUEST AN AUDIENCE WITH OOR THE PURPOSE OF

DELIVERING MESSAGE CONTAINED IIIJ C AND VERIFYING MAGNITUDE

Of PROJECT. I HAVE IEOUESTED AUDIENCE AID IT COULD COME

AS EARLY AS TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 16. AT THAT TIME I- NEED

ALSO TO BE PREPARED TO CONFIRM CONSUIMMATION OF ARRANGEMENTS.

AS I MAY VERY WELL BE ASKED. ANY HESITATION ON THIS -d XHIBIT

POINT COULD BE E.IR(NELY AWKWARD. AS IT MIGHT RAISE

SUSPICIONS REGARDING JUST 011iI MY MEETING
. , :=,4rtaially 0c ssh1sd/ReI:ft oLa 1!1&

LflddT provi-454 of E.J. 12356
~ * .~i&)C.A ~.' y Rcqer. Sw~' Sa u Ciiit
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IIII'..'*

PACE 03 Of , r 1115 'i03$4Z e17si 40:

wi TH THE mIS SUPPOSED TO.ASSURE DO !1OT ARIS. S 4193
S. ,NEREFORE R(OUEST CONFIRMATION BY IMMEDIATE TELEGRAM.

-' I

I Uii "
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EXHIBIT GPS-56P

of ,f

Deprurizeui ef Sw

S5AT 291965

S 4194
vFo .1C.11 ADS9 /lot R

ORAFTEO BY
A7PROVED[ y
S/5. KOUIN
DESIRE OISTRIBUTION
S/S OHLY

c/ 081 01B 0 E 4A CE

..................... 217112 16 IIl /69

0 1 I1911 SEP 31 ZFF6
FM SECSTATE WASHOC
TO AMCMBASSY AME0DIATE 2435

se--.- .STATE 269965

ROD 1S
F OR AMBASSADOR FRO W

E. 0. 12 3561
TAGS,
SUBJECT.

O[CL OAOR

ROJECT

RE' 4M1ISi

1. SECRET - ENTIRE TEXT.

2. THOSE ON THE REC[IVING END HERE CANNOT CONFIRM

CONSUMMATION OF ARRANGMENTS, BUT THEY TELL US THAT THIS

IS NOT UNUSUAL IN VIEW OF THE PROCESS INYOLYED. IF YOU

ARE AS[D ON THIS POINT. WE SUGGEST THAT YOU SIMPLY SAT

THAT THE MATERIAL IS APPARENTLY STILL IN THE PIPE-LINE.

WHICH IS NOT UNUSUAL IN CASES OF THIS SORT. AND GO ON TO

EXPRESS OUR DEEP APPRECIATION FOR THE

UNIOERSrAU OI, OF OUR NEEDS AND HIS V4LUA6LE ASSISTANCE.

SHULTII-daZII

oU:"

I
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i; . V i,," //N " ~ lFIE

; I e" OF 12 STATE 2962 Ca01/1 96i5 'low,
ORGI NOS-A1

1 0, -o Ioc- A ASS- 14 , l/f1 S 41 97
* RAFTED ST-

APPROVEDY
ARA: EAORAMS I MQUINN

* S/S-O "RABOUCHER

DESIRED g1STRIBUTJON
S/S NLY

.................. 126325 1923141 /61

0 1923131 SEP 16 ZFF6
FM SECSTAIE WASHOC
TO 1 A ASIEYISS1 SYI O A T

521STAT 96219

FOR THE ABASSAOOR FROM ASSET. SEC I ft
E. 0. 1235i: OAD
TAGS:

SUBJECT- PROJECT

1 $ ENTIRE TEXT.

2 THE TRANSFER HAD NOT BEEN EFFECTED ;S OF THE EVENING

OF 9/I1. W SUGGEST OM riND AM llEARLY OPPORTUNITY TO SO

INFORM THE AND ASK HIM TO HAVE THE BANK HE USEO OR

ITS CORRESPONDENT BANK TRACE THE FUNDS INTEFMAEDIARY

BAIJXS HAT WISH TO CHECK WITH MR. JACOB STEER OF CREDIT

SUISSE IN GENEVA. THE ULTIMATE REC(PIE1T LNK TO ASK HIS

HELP IN TRACING THE FUNDS. SHULTZ l

, .'-, ,,m-

... . • p
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• ,JUjJ!I. .i iL I

ACIOM ,OOS-II

!NFO LOG-it AOS-01 /911 V

0 2317191 SEP1i Zf.Fl-4
FM AIUBASSY
TO SCSTAT WASHOC IMMEDIATE 1125

S I C A I T ills5

NOD01$

C 0. 12356: OA5

rAGSP
sum| cTF ROi[cc

REF: STATE 2916zI

CZ I 41 98
S 4198

-2i012S ZJI842Z /1f

.1

I RTN1- rmQC rE.xT

2 PLEASE PASS FOLLOWING TO ASSISTT S[CRErUlFp y

. i13n SUIPISEIS AT NON-RECCIP. HEC SAIC
H U8O1iSTOO PROCEOUi[ AND DlITITY OF ULT[AATE RECIPIENT
SANK. HE WILL RUN TRACERtS TOMORRO; SCP*,.meER z4. ANO
HOPES TO HAVE THIS MATTER OUICIY ,(SOLVI.D

ONCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBrr GPS-56Q

,,,+ , of , - ,,m, ent, r f )tate,L'MA
FAGE 01 Of1. m I6155 :urisi ~ Iz/4 1874 00,
ACTION NODS-of

S 4195
INFO LOC-I 0 OS-#I /#l V

................... 24L637 15J11hZ /4611!
0 111751Z SEP 16 ZFF-4
FM AMEUSASSY
ro SECSTATE WASHOC IMMEDIATE 1113
S-+- 4 1--E, T 1 6

MOOlS

C 0 A A E C T C C C 0 P .*.- TEXT

1. 0. I3 S6: OADS
TAGS:
SUSJECT: ROJ[CT

REF IA) STATE 219965. I8) *IIS

I. SECRET ENTIRE TEXT

2. PLEASE PASS TO ASSISTANT SECRETARY M

J. MANY IHANIS FOR YOUR TIMELY RESPOJSE. I WAS RECEIYFD
sy rmHEl TOOAtAV. NO ONE ELSE WAS PRESENT. I
DELIVERED MESSAGE FROM SECRETARY AI0 CONFIRMED THE EXACT
MAGNITUOE Of PROJECT.

4. THEflVA CORDIAL AND SEEMED PLEASED THAT TIts
RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN ESTAILISNED. I SAID THAT WE DEEPLY
APPRECIATE HIS UNDERSTANDING OF OUR NEEDS AND HIS- HISIT
YALUASLE ASSISTANCE. I WAS PLEASED THAT HE WOULD HAYC I!1 .s-+4QU
AN OPPORTUNITY THIS WEEK TO SEE SOMETHING Of OUR
COMMITME-T TO TKE SECURITY OfIH ISP GlktOf THE WORLD,

i4rpravis*n o lF-0. 12356
b y 2. Rqer. Ntic.lat $4tufltjCeunl
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PAGE I. OF 63. 615 161135 1

INC,

CII/ga 0889j t.

A,,D I THOUGHT HE -WOULD a Noy THE PROGRAM rTHAT IHAD SE
ARRANGED FOR NIH A8OARO THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER USSi n
TN'I SAID HE WAS VERY MUCH LOOX tig FORWARD TO THE
EXPERIENCE.

. , . L," " 7 f

S4

4196
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EXHIBIT GPS-56R

.% r.
p'G E f J01 1. 2"s 0 Z

.,TIOM :OOS- o

N e; O LOG. o I S-' o /i .

0 26133J SEP 86 ZF-4
ft A eIIAS STI
Infi LfIP ('rt a f whJ~ tU uf I Ie tr at If I4IV ,lF 2 I A3 U 1 41UtI22I

E 0. S/2351: OADS

SUJ iECl I P 1OJ (CT

REF" A) * 115, 8 STATE 296219

OW fr14-ENIIREsTEXT

2. PLEASE PASS FOLLOWING TO ASSISTJFT SECRETARYq

I 'fOLLOVIMGU~ 1 ICUO E I l WITH
TOOK WE ASIDE TO SAT THAI HE HAD I W~FcEO 1Tt
TR.?,GSFER OT YET IFFECT(D. ',PCCIFI CALL ., Tr :G144 JR.
I*'COS SiGEI Of CREDIT U ISE IN A' A '. I D-.rTHE

Rho RESPODEDTHAT HE HAD PER5O:;:.LL H :..DtC 0HE3d
TRANSFER THAT THE Y ,;li((OUITE CLEAR. ;S ..",,S
THE UtTIIAYE RECIPIEM BAlK. THE omm 00o) THAT
BECAUS( OF TH PROCEDURES THAT HAD IEEN USED WE 'AICHT
HAYE TO WAIT FOR A SHORT 1HIL LUORE SEORE THE TP.A./SACrtION
IS COMPLETED.

................... .. ......;... - .

S 4199

I
'U

b

p

4

i ,.



- d/'UIJ 'IJ -ILtL
P AG 6 1 F 0 1 1 1

I .l' I IHINK THR( I S ;, C 1SE :EIC E iq " S 4200
S URQE 1vh ' W t~ WILL 11OT DARE RAISE i'XIS5:~ U~~
i TH TH( I F OI THE NEIT FEW O.TS St THEN THE ,ATTER

- SHOULD HAVC RESOLYEO ITS1L F

i 4 1T 145 AOPANTU f I AM LEAVI IN LArER TOAY ON
m t OFT PSTPO I A11 5 RA NfIN TN IE EvENT T'HI5 4AT[TR

S 6 OLLD NOT 1( SE SOLE VEAI E A C(CENT INTRAL AND THERE I S
NE IEEO FOR A FURTHER EICXNACr OF MESSAGS
IS I:2j THATI WHO WILL Of IN CHARGE OUR ING ,4Y

A iSCE IS FULLY IRIEFED ON THE TEC HICAL ASPICS
A.WHCUC I NOT 0I TH" PROJECT I T'ELF? AND TH, T0CAl

D OAL 4ITN HIM IF NECESSARY I K EX CTLY THE SAME MANNER
AS W IIX ME-

-I
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EXmIBT GPS-56S

P.G( *lN Of . StA [ -of14

'"FO L)C-t A S- 1

.v'PIOV(@ 61 rN( SECEETAti

Pt IP U

S :-0 (DOwl(ty

0 1122311 D(C 11 IFFI
r SICSITA( wASNDC
TO :2('alASSi

S, S N PLAT
L ASOF A E

'v( AT (

----eL-- 4 s rATrE 3 72 1 s

( 0 12:56
T AS 19
SUI (Cr

ofCL 04 i

pi0 0 (C T:
.-,

212

I ' fir( IN( l(II;"

2 Pt(AS( 1(0f ST i OP atPEAT r OP
ACJON W1TN RESP(CT TO O(POSiT Of FUNOS iNiO
Wil "dl SIfCI P 1NOIMG FUIEr H IIFORMArION
31(P:lRT( T

.1T FjPf.Iq[
ICC ou ~r
a0N

I PL(AS E ADIISt 4SAP AS rOA O AWOWLIEGE OF STArUS
Of F U x OS E wICN-ro pR(v4 1 -3EPOIT Of 4NT- FUNOS lIVo
0(SIGIArCO ACCOUNT ' ( 0 1OW IF FUNDS tAV( S(E
DIPOSIIED t'" 0(1l TO T},at Olq, ar d IXHISIT 1

f.. il!

4~O<

*' : A , j a,A

.................. 1 521 I i i;2 .11 sl

14 y

to 44MIll).A s luv
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R 1UAPWi M
pG( 3] tf I I or a E ];218A

M :yV, I5 SA M , ,AT V tILL H , rouen SOON AS fo

:J '4 1 rC ;N 'ETN I C PfC I TO I 5 GI'VEROUS OFFER

F S 10 0 U 'AV I NF 0 RM r EEA
, c:ou r i.v 3UE StiOn ro ac AN fIAPPROPRIAIE C I

v ., r OF RE 4T (v(.4IS SHUL 1Z

fit , -

,0
I

: i I i --S i z 14 4-
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EXHIBIT GPS-56T

, £PAG O1 1 r ul 1141 jS/2S a|449 z
ACT IO1 NODS-1B

Il 0 LOG-#I AOS-,I /got W
.......................212 62 412Z /it

0 0-18241 DEC 81 IFF-4
FM AMEMIASSY
TO SECStATE WASHOC I&MEOIArE ZUI

5 ~P 3~ T14 61

E.0. 12356: 01ECL: OADI
r AGSm: o-
su JC r: PR0E CT 7
R( F: STAT( 312114 . ..

1. % (C'4-ENTIRE TEXT

2. PLEASE .'ASS FOLLOWING ro ASSISTAbl SECRETARY

. OPON RECEIPT TOUR MESSAGE I REOUESTID MEETING WITH
AND WAS RECEIVED At MORNING or

DECEUIE 3. I CARRIED OUT INSTRUCTIONS CONTAINED PARAS
2-4. WAS IUM(OlATELY ASKED FOR EXPLANATION AND USED
GUIDANCE COITAIN(D PARA S. UPON FURTHER OU(STIONING I3 SAID THAT I NAS NO FURTHER INFORMATION THAN THAT
CONTAINED IN REFTEL AND WAS NOT PRiEPARED ro SPECULATE.

4. M ,AS SURPRISED AID VISIBLY SAXEN. HE SAID THAT
HE HAS NO (Aoi TO SUPPOSE FUNDS HAD NOT BEEN DEPOSITED
IN Si(GE ACCOUNT BUT HE WOULD IMMEDIATELY BRING MATTER
TO ATTENTION OF = 4 GET BACK TO ME AS OVICILT AS

i POSSIBLE. HIS NEY COMMENT WAS: 'WE 010 THIS AS A GOOD

UNCLD'ASS1FIU 3 XHI ,i
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ov... m
PAGE 4I VF 3 541 J4S C35/9$ 794401

FAirH G(STJRE TO A FRIEND. LET US OPE ;i4AT AS A S r T 4204
oOES Nor NOTCOME PAIT OF A PUBLIC SZAUOAL'.

do• ..

S. THE TR DAY. DECiISUEN 4. 1 WAS ASKED TO CALL

STATED [rAr I4 RESPONSE TO
(U I NY DOLLARS TEN MILLION HAD HEEN

rRAN SICRRED .ON AUGUST 11. i.88. TO MR TACOI STEER. CREDIT
SUISSE. GENEVA. AS INSTRUCTED. THE TRANSFER HAVING BEEN
JAO(. THESE FUNDS COULD NOT SE WITHORAWAN EXCEPT ON THE
ORDERS OF THE RECIPIENT. M SAID TAT
KNOWLEDGE IAS L Il TED TO EZECUTINC THE TRANSFEA ORDER.
HE ALSO SAIO THAT HE HAD NOTHING MORE TO 5YX IfT -TO R(P(AI
WHAT HE HAD SAIo THE OAY EFo RE. TAIS GOOD FAITH GESTURE
BY HAO. BEEN BASED ON AN URDEASTANOING Of
CONF DENT rAL I T. IT WOULD BE MOST UNFORTUNATE IF THIS
UNDERSTANDING WAS NOT OSSERY O.

RI?

j
UI

4

)I

I!

0



\f) UNCLASSIFIED

,,d1,I '/~*

0

Acct I: z369 430-22-I
Credit Su se Bank
Eaux Vivps Branch
Geneve, Zwitzerlind
Attn. Hr. Jacob Steger
TELEX 228Q5
Answerback, CSGJ CII

UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBIT GPS-57A

MSWZOZCIMA23 AESA044 UI vfIJ~~ I
• I yrxll -ll."T

gg Y£XMI dG144 0441615

T' mom fa,
ko*S 4504

?**A-! T I,.lm ~I mAjL, 0 Ir ~~m

fl[ II, ll Vi ln. twint t, lh'..

cat ML. - Jcp

I.,
.,10 Rl#IM 51" Abe

@To @Utti5 uruiuw 6s

mmT r"SiZ 08AAA a&LrM' Amm a'EUVIS~A

.- '. TAM S10UJOPS b. nO U NA1 AP NPUJT V ll

-7. LW44 A US 13W 4#&- no= Txg PANSA & jP3f C241140

=~8~Ip An

TUnE .i L~T* 411.W IIU illm3lZW MAIl TMLS lAT EXHIBIT

=9'l~ AN& 4, SUM I N AJp IliAb . A lae') AOW
CVUI NA.L. IN NI33.W IF US SL WAK0p A02 A I

( lAm III PlAo,.

.. ... 1(111fl4of E,. 1235

4. 'a.15

-- m1 VHM JZl NA= NI& I
36 to l el a " Io3q
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w S 4505
IUIaMUlh 910 *c.

i. Aam V L2 VIt. w ZR . anv: AU
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EXHIBIT GPS-57B

On l 0 .......... Dp<31
@i I1 I1S*I,

0114l 111I-of

~w~'-~' ~
.3 4esq

I

lI1f0 LoIgl /fi II.

S
I

3/ 3: iiOA

.... '- IIT 21!Z! /1110 2132962 MAI O 1l2I

FI S1CSTATI WASNIC
TO ANMIA3I SAN JOSE ImMiIfrAtE

tLA-4-41OuNt" STATE '11833

molls
SPECIAL tiClIprrO. TREAT At SPIPErXL CAPTIOI

. 6 12 35 .1€: lAI
TA15 Pi01 lASS CI
SIM ICYC PASIOIAS E1 ISLAl ASIECEIT

[TIS OUT FOt AN. TAIUS FlA A11STAIT SCIETAI AllAN

'17 )-o JUS . U

I. S MY 1 rUT.

Z. I o MOTI IM TyinfVWTtifrl £MAMMIT
tOSlU rn16I UKIM. ltLAIMW All CRr PASITSA. I
VAI1L TO SWAU IOr AN& tii~l IC~t *s=suii
,,,.L,. wrimM~ l . uU wit. to. "MIT ri
.T Sr&= IP MINI, LITAI? 16VI.

AM ASOIS Ilt EIiff FW A StIlES If
M"1111110 m PAxIT3 PU£T.

OIAFTEO IT: AEA/MICEiMLrOt
APPROVE$ I'. AtAA ASUAN
AA, Wht EIIl
S/S-O* , LTSA Y

J. 41ML Simms Is £i x puTIf TV. COUPT [i EXHIBIT

LTAw pmo4 u of EL J 12356 C IA , 0 1
n . I 0, .. .. I 

t. 
•

MM/1 MM71
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Dexa4

I 'PA4C 61 @ 14- Sl"ATE 1113S5
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ExHIBrr GPS-57C
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ACTION 100-0I
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SUBJ C T PA R."Y- SING. AUI IE. MENT

REF STATE 3
1. EN [TIRE' TEIT

NO I MY SE F aE 2E
i SSOCIATEO WITm AY AGREEMENT ifTWEE GENERAL

SINGLAUi, AND EDEN PASTONA. WE MERELY TRANS I''E)

A ZOPY OF TME PRIVATE ACCORD BETWEEN SINGLAUI
'NO BARBARA r. STUOLEY. AS INDIVIDUALS. FOR YOUR

! FORMAT ION WNICN SINGLAUl TOOK UPO SELF TO
OITALIN FROM CEN PASTOR ALL " t 01 Oil

W(ONESOAV MORNING 'Z6 MAE 16 WAS TO LISTEN 1O

H IS REPORT COUNTER SOME OF S111GL..AUI'S.GROSS
MISCOICEPTIONS ABOUT PASTORA'S CAPABILITIES
AND ENCOURAGE UNITY AMONG ALL FACTIONS Of

NICARAGUAN.RESISTANCI SINGLAUS WAS SPECIFICALLY
URGED TO ENCOURAGE PASTORA TO INCORPORATE HIS

(*%IVIIq jjg,
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1.549

aJ OF 14 SAN JO 12162 Ii 151 :15/es 11;4:, N0011,'I
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3. MOVING BETWEEN GENERALL SINGLAUB A

P,ATONA WAS APPARENTLY ARRANGED IN U S

AiII HAD NO PREI OU5 KNOWLEDGE OF i S -;tP
vr ObMY F OUND OUT BY CHANCEE MONDAY :4 MAR:M

gy cIATT NG V TN ANOTHER PASSENGER ON "f

FLir YHO ;r, SE) US OF SiNGL AUB S PQESEU
ow cosrA Ri

s. A,,il'MER Ml 1s;ON NOR I HAD ANY NVOL MEN4'

w#pATSo IER 1N THESt ARRANGEMENTS NO U S
CoVlERIMENT FACILITIES OR SERVICES wERE PROVDfU'

ALL bISCU3SSOUS WERE EXCLUSIVELY BETWEEN

iMERAL Si NGLAUI AN EDEN PASTORA WITHOUT ANY

4EPRESENTATiON FROM THIS EMBASSY THERE WERE

,tO OT'IA U S, GOVERNMENT E EMPLOYEES LNVOLYED

IW TAlSE ARRANGEMENTS NEITHER WERE THEY

#3So<1 A"E0 WITH THIS INI T;AT VE SINGLAUI

0e 658 fl AT LEAST THREE TiMES BY US NOT TO

75-936 0-88-23

S 4020

f'wAiAUO SINCE HE ALREADY HAD AM APPOiNTMENT
WetS PASTOR SAIO E WOULO SEEK TO OBTAIN ON HIS
OWN ,DIVIOUAL !NI THAVE a PRIVATE AGREEMENT FROM
PACfOR A WHEREBY 'ASTORA WOULD AREf TO MEET UNO
REPEAT UNO CONDITIONS FOR RECEIPT OF SUPPLIES

4R I COMMENTEo ON HIS NEEDEDED EFFORT

,,,,, 55l, Y r E Ni MG i MAR -i S ,NGLAUJ WAS CA EFUL

ro ,oo /rMr OUT THAT -UNITED 0 5TEYS" £iA,5 CITED LW1
oenVPARAGRAPH OF LETTER SPfCI F ICLL! D O NOT
,dAM At fIrED STATE OVERNMENT " BUT MEANT MlN

A,, lb MIS SUPPORTERS . MOREOVER N4E TOLO ME HE AGA N
V'6L) PASTORA AND EDEN AGREED TO WORK THRU UNO

i

)uj )It c jj Jiu L t:
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EXHIBIT GPS-57D
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EXHIBIT GPS-57E
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EXHIBIT GPS-58

THE WHITE HOUSE

*AS P I No TON

N 10575
SECRET April 20, 1984

,tEMOR)ANDUM FOR HOWARD TEACHER

FROM: ROBERT C. McFARLANE

Howard, Iase draw upon the following points in your meeting
with a (without others present).

Help With the Contras

-- AS we di sjjld, please
& If A.b

SECRET
Declassify on: OADR

reaffirm t

(h J
(as he has

%$" 0 -
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ZN 1067 6

I) We will not press them on the question of
assistance to the contras.

2) It is an i-portant matter to us and we face a
temporary shortfall in goods.

3) We are, of course, very CLous of the
vulnerability it would create for the W

4) If they snou-d decide that they can help, Lt ough-
to be done bilaterally although we would be pleased to Provide a
point of &ntact ta _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___e

5) Please also let it be known that, in your view,
I am a little disappointed in the outcome but we will not raise
it further.

Destroy this memo.

UIALASSIBE L
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EXHIBIT GPS-59

OBJECTIVE N 51
To create a C@tl f" Mntainng S ConhAI flOw Of Sovet wWoOs &V

tecoogy. to be utined by the Ue Sue in 3 suppon of FPeom PgPiop~ ,

Nicaragua. Alghaitan. Agoa Camoea. 1lhopsa. et.

a. P"OISEM

Wfth eech PASn Ye. ConM has become Ifengty unpdalS t Ma

wncooperav repff te Preeidnre~ deev to p o te cause Of th4

Fr"eom rqpsrs, s Gpite glfng Sovi Splee . The fun have not ber

forthcoming to SWp euffe We eO " IW ree From Ig*eos o wn

Thierefor. ,n Wu of the ecessey fhoong to support Mt ga. the following 3.Wa)

Trade is proposed:

3. uPOSL >L
• ". RY A 'is e" Of e"A an ongong supOy a

Soviet-comlwble arms. 0 is at OR $ame WIe trying despa"tely t

d V* r GM miuuy %M"w &Vd SMam They woul Ike 1 purmue ftr

w n wo of mmr esipm

is e cp to inepee slaqgeriw o er bW W aresemer. AS su. 01

uned so is as m in fw RMINOi *aft Tftft

~dW...L~ZI~LThe ~ike $on is ae to po id W

dameM fe h TeOhMnI eilpWAmNe & WdWm . SaMd o t oonfodt

w Tt would epem a ftsm m2:

S&* 3 -tk-' C)
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4. RESULTSft. ni. whict in many eaMSets te kp 0tclda preset.

In rurn.1  lml e from the Untied Mtat"s epWmOnt an Iechmology t at i

could not ote a affo to purmn e.

Ni~n ives mubc.ned modermnmon for its lam". treby p nt"Ing a

amnger tUre4t to fte I~ Unon. in mum." eport an ongomg - of

domeW"eWly memsured rm4 . per waOn from the Ufntd States.

The Un4ed States then h a at is Iposal I alrge GM COnInuous supp!y of SOvi's

technology and weaponS to channel to Freedom Irqlhters worIdwide. mandalln
neither the consent or awareness of the Deatmn of Suate or Conglress._

The United SMes woutl be in a position to cspene the shipmentS thrMg a

newt F~m gn TrUing Company. @stab!-e solely for ths purpose.

onlywo io be Ow o of N i a 0 "U to "e Trene Cop€ " OW

Oesifd go a w iquemed. CORmparl in USO value to th e uilm nt

romiue from *9.t S would rmI be& a o e fnal destnaibo Of ay 0'

Y-- Ud y be m of ft bwy'S powe etxnded by Ow Unlot

US hnesoP, qS in hIpesi1wle USO vi ft VSWpm set
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The United Stite ai prS hIIVIo to a polcy of Proevt*g assIsaInce to o a

goal which wou be forwaifed though this triansaICn. Likewise. the United Slates ,I

Coflted to extending fiancial aft teChnOlOgIll aslsltaCe to the Stats of ft

This too would be accomplished There are many avenues available rgarci ng thi

0orr"s of credt w could be extended to Wooe.

We have received confirmion from f lad ,0l that they Are most

itetOrstvm in purwmlg theM rl t 11hi1 tade a emnt. Upon your enCouragement

&nd beef that he Unite StMes could perform its role. we wil pI cd with ma

the I defining their respectve roles and the equipment they are willing tO trade.

".l5 will serve to eStalioSh Ou initial Parametrs Of *Qulpom*Mt Quantitis. and the

proportiomate amount of cret required.
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EXHIBrr GPS-65
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The White My

FE826 48 7, wtmpo q2L2 7.
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sEQJmcITO W" Sam~ OsSO*o

€Min Pomwel _____ _____ _____

SOwm la

Pmi - _ __ __

soni m NNW_____ ____:_,,

US Iuwlt _ __ __ _ IIT__H

I

under prcx!io cf .O. 12 6L y8. r gcc ttionaI futy Coundcl

commue ShNb a y

* ..
IXHIBIT
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P' A ~% m mm
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COPY NO. -_ OF
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I
I

I
I

I

NSC INTELLIGENCE
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l' 4 L, Z IFIED
NATICNAL S11CURtTy CCj.NCrIL

w,%A-*41OAN •OC 2UO'

-v, / , '

ACTION
* August 7, 19ss 46ZC

m..ORAZDUM FOR JOHN K. POINDEXTER A
FROM: WALTER RAYMOND, JR.* .

SUBJECT: Central erican Public Diplomacy

in response to your PROF note. have prepared a memorandum for
you to send to Bill Casey (Tab 1I. Peter Dailey had a very good
meeting with my Thursday morning group on August 7, and I think
he can be very helpful as a adviser to this group. t do not
think it is necessary to revise the current structure. As I told
you in my earlier PROF note, I think the structure is in place,
but it constantly needs to be energized. I do this on a regular
basis. But having Peter Dailey available in Washington will be
an enormously useful asset during this next year while we imple-
ment the 8100 million in Contra aid. I would propose to have him
meet with the group periodically to critique and review programs
and processes, to work closely with Sob Kagan, the Interaqency
Central Amerian Public Diplomacy coordinator, and to help coord-
inate private sector activities such as funding that currently
cannot be done by either CIA or State.

RECOMMEtDATION

That you sign the memorandum at Tab I to Bill Casey.

Approve Disapprove

Ollie North, y dir= t Vince Cannitrar concur.

Attachments

Tab I Memo to Casey
Tab A Public Diplomacy Planning

DECLASSIFY ON. OADR

' :.
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THE WHIT HOUSE
WASPI NOVON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABLE WILLIAM J. CASEy 1 e,
The Director of Central Intelligence ,

SUBJECT: Central American Public Diplomacy (U)

I have looked into the question of our overall public diplomacy
effort concerning Central America. A great deal of hard and
effective work is beinq done. It is clearf-e would not have won
the House vote without the painstaking deliberative effort
undertaken by many people in the government and outside. (S)

The departure of Otto Reich has not resulted in any reduction of
effort. His public diplomacy coordination office (LPD) bas
continued. Although the independent office was folded into
Elliott Abrams' bureau, the White House has sent a clear tasker
to the community that this limited reorganization in no way
reflected a dimunition of activities. On the contrary, the same
interagency responsibilities are be nq exercised, and the grou,
reports directly to the NSC. It continues to be one of the few
offices in the government that is staffed by a truly interagency
team, including representatives from State, USIA, AID, and
Defense. The office chief is lob Ragan, who is a young, bright
and effective operator. In reality, the reorganization also
means that Elliott Abrams plays a strong public diplomacy role,
and in this way we have harnessed one of the best public diplo-
macy assets that we have in the government. (S)

There is a weekly Central American public diplomacy meeting which
takes place in the Old EO, chaired by Malt Raymond, and which
includes not only the four organizations noted above but also the
White House Press Office and Public Liaison Office, a representa-
tive from CIA's Central American Task Force, and key NSC Staffers.
This group takes its policy guidance from the Central American
RIG and pursues an energetic political and informational agenda.
The group seeks to focus both on domestic public issues as well
as the informational battle in Europe and Latin America. It
generates requirements for major publication efforts. I will
have the NSC Staff send you a package of some of the more recent
publications. The group also works closely with the concerned
legislative offices to be supportive in terms of the Congres-

DECLASSIFY ON: OADR
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siona.L cdtate and in a practical way it deals with a ,4r.aer o!
on-going daily issues. As an example, issues the group dealt
with last week included:

Steps to undertake EC support to Nicaragua;

TriTo of U.S. and/or foreign persons to tNic&N acagflV_ th
purpose of
greater foi, awareness of development in Nicaragua;

-- evelopment of programs to publicize religious repression
in Micaragiaai

eo Steps to strengthen the El Salvador public diplomacyeffort. (S)

There is a comprehensive public diplomacy action plan for Lattn
America in Europe, and I am attaching a copy for you. This plan
is monitored very actively by the LPD office, and periodic
reports of activity are provided to the NSC. (S)

While this group ensures that the issue remains a high priority
public diplomacy goal, I share your view that this program can
certainly benefit by the professional skill and insight of Peter
Dailey, and I am delighted that he is in Washington and available
to provide time to help this effort. Peter met with the Thursday
morning interagency group on August 7. It provided him an
opportunity to hear first hand from the action officers and be
briefed on their current programs. The exchange was useful, and
Peter has committed himself to meet periodically with this group
to help strengthen their effort. Bob Kagan, the interagency
coordinator, will seek Dailey's counsel on a regular basis and
will bring Elliott Abrams into this process. (S)

Peter underscored that the Nicaraguan issue remains a matter of
great urgency and that the next year is critical. We must show
progress both in Central America, but also in the eyes of the
world community, if we are to sustain and support the democratic
forces in Nicaragua. It will be necessary to "frontload" our
public diplomacy on this subject so that we can strengthen our
international support and change attitudes concerning this
program. Certain themes that he recommended at the first meeting
will be given serious consideration by the working group. One
special area of importance concerns generating pri "ate sector
support and funding. His assistance in this area would be of
greatest importance. (S)

U NC iiIFIED
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in gs,-ary, th~e ;ubI€c diplomacy community is hard at work and,
think properly focused. Peter Oailey's Input can be very valu.
able in en*flgi ing this effort, and we certainly intend to take
advantage of his presence to strengthen and diversify the thrust
of this pcogran. (S)

S603
Attachments

Public Diplomacy Planning

. " a . i,*.

Tab A
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AL June ., 1986

MEMIORANDUM FOR NICHOLAS PLATT
Executive Secretary
Department of State ,

JAMES r. LEMON
Executive Secretary
Department of Defense

R CHARD MEYER
Executive Secretary
Agency for International Development

RONALD J. POST
Acting Chief of the Executive Secretariat
U.S. Information Agency

SUBJECT: Public Diplomacy Plan for Central America (U)

The NSC Staff approves the Public Diplomacy Plan submitted by the
Department of State on this subject. We note that there has heen
considerable progress in the realization of our public diplomacy
goals concerning Central America amonq European audiences. we
must, however, continue to emphasize, our comprehensive policy
towards Central America at the sante time that we focus on the
specific question of Nicaragua. (C)

There is a need to maintain this as a high priority of our
missions Europe and Latin America. The opposition is engaged in
an intensive propaganda effort to sustain their point of view in
these areas; and our activity must be at a high level to gain
support for our policies. In addition to the continued provision
of important materials to the field missions, -we must- keep up a
flow of speakers to the target aseas. We must also seek to
utilize, as much as pcssible, Central American spokesmen to speak
on their own behalf in Latin America and Europe. Posts in Europe
and Latin America should find ways to encourage locals to travel
to Central America to gain on-the-ground knowledge of what is
happening. (C)

LSIFY ON: OAD
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The limited reorqanaztion of the SLPO function should Ln no wry
suggest any dtmunitlon of effort. (C

The NSC requests & status report of aCttvitjes undertaken to
Lmplement.the action.plan by August 31, 16. (UI

ZxErcutive Secretary

ff $z N : OADR
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Irbihl'fgan DC, '05.0

May 23, 19S6

UNCLASSIIFIEDI
MEMORANDUM TO VADN JOHN M. POINDEXTER

THE-WHITE HOUSE

SUBJECT: Public Diplomacy Plan for Explaining U.S. CentralAmerican Policy in Europe and Latin Amecica

T.e DepaCtment submits Merevith a public diplomacy planfor explaining U.S. Central American po Licy to Latrin-Americinsand Europeans. Parts of the plan focus on explaining thosesame policies to international political organizations such asthe Sociilist International, the international Democrat Union,and the Christian Democrats.

444. ^:S7
Nicnolas Platt

Executive Secretary

' itytachment:
-P-jalic Diplomacy Plan

E

MA .

I./ A ILrD
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VNuhAS'IfED
PUBLIC DIPLOMACY PLAN

FOR ZXPLAINING U.S. CENTRAL AMERICAN POLICY
IN EUROPE AND LATIN AMERICA

BACXRGOUNO N " . .1'

Te Sandinistas came to power in July 1372 in a coalition 'Lt
genuine democrats. However, within V*e4s the Sandinista
National Liberation tront (FSLN) oegan a pattern of actions
reflecting a betrayal of the revolutions internal repression
of genuine democcats and of non-communist institutions such as
religious organiaationsr aggression against fellow Latin
American countries through armed subvecsion, ties with
terrorist organizations in Latin America, the Middle cIt, and
ErJopal and a military buildup supported by tae Soviet bloc an4
Cba. That pattern continues today.

Under President Reagan, a balanced U.S. policy has been
followed in Central America. It contains four mutually
reinforcing elements:

1. Encouragement of democracy

2. Economic aid to improve living conditions,

3. Active diplomacy for realistic political solutions:

4. Security assistance to give the people of Central
America the means to defend themselves against
expanded Soviet-,loc/1Cu/an/:iCarAgua, sJoversion or
armed aggression.

Much progress has been made in four of the five, Central
American countries since 1981: Costa Rica, onduras,
El Salvador, and Guatemala are deoccatic and sre steadily
strengthening their democratic institutions. The U.S. Congress
has yeac by-year provided support for the President's policy
through increasing appropriations for economic and security
assistance (total ao.o.nts by fiscal year l933--$Sl3 millil:
1)34--$331 million 1)35-5951 million: 199S--S1,014 million).

I fl
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COALS ,
-- To convince audiences in Central and South A.merica

(particularly tne Contadora and Contadoca Support Group
contj.cies) and in Europe that U.S. policy toward Central
A.,ecica is balanced, workable, and the best alternative
poss L ble.

-- To convince audiences in Latin America and Europe that the
.Nicaraguan democratic resistance has a cohesive and
credible political program and that it is a viable,
democratic force worthy of the support of the U.S. and
other democratic nations.

-- To demonstrate to audiences in Latin America and Europe
that the Sandinistas support international terrorism and
that Sandinista external subversion threatens the nascent
democracies in neighboring countries.

-- To demonstrate that the Sandinistas consciously and
systematically violate human rights.

-- To convincs audiences in Latin America and Europe that the
United States seeks only that the Sandinistas deliver on
their promises of 1979 to the Organization of American
States that we believe that the best way to do. thMis is
for tie Sandinistas to engage in dialogue with the
opposition, that the Contadora process, if it can me-et our
three requirements that it be comprehensive, si.multaneoui,
and verifiable, is an alteerrative we can support.

-- To demonstrate to audiences in Latin America and Europe
ntow Sandinista ties to Cuba and the Soviet Union adveCseLy
affect U.S. and their own national security interests.

-- :o persuade the internationals (Socialist International,
christian D.mocrats, International Democrat Union, etc.)

to speak, out on their concern for civil and human rights
in Nicaragua, Sandinista intervention in neighboring
countries., and Sandinista ties. with- international
terrorists: and to encourage the internationals to oppose
aid to tne Sandinistas for the same reaso-s.

-- :3 ciuntar Sandinista lisinfomation activities with fic-s.

0
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ADIozTCNAL GOALS IN LATIN AMERICA 16 z03
-- To convince the countries of Central America that t.eUnited States shares their political and economic goals

aid can be counted upon to sticK with them for the long
Naul"(tne U.S. is a reliable ally).

-- To persuade Central American government, political,
church, and labor leaders to be more active in telling the
Central American story in Europe, South America, Mexico,
and the Caribbean.

ADDITIONAL GOAL IN EUROPE

--ro convince European publics that the U.S, is res ending
in a constructive Manner to the desires ot Central
American nations for political and economic reform.

THEMES

-* Stress positive aspects (economic development, promotion
of democracy, security) of U.S. policy in Central America.

-- Set record straight on U.S. policy toward negotiations
with Nicaragua and on Contadora, including Nicaraguan
refusal to negotiate a Comprehensive agreement and U.S.
aid to the Nicaraguan resistance.

E.'phasile democratic background and objectives of the
Nicaraguan resistance, wnile reiterating totalitarian
nature of the Sandinista regime. Point out militaristic
and undemoccatic Sandinista educational system exploit
existence of neighborhood committees and internal
repression. Remind audiences of Sandinists efforts to
crush internal opponents, especially the Catholic C.urc.
political parties, and labor unions not controlled by tne
government. Focus on new Nicaraguan constitution when itis unveiled by the Sandinistas and on totally controlled
process in which constitution will be subjected to "puolic
discussion."

- *amphsaize progress and s-ccesses in El Salvador, wniLe
publicizing te destructive and totalitarian nature of tne
Salvadoran guerrillas.
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-- Explain that the United States supports those people:and
government who Ire ertnerling tne democratic process--in
Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador--and
seeking to-foster reconciliation and the democratic
process in Nicar.agua.

-- Remind audiences of Sandinista and Salvadoran guercilla
ties with terrorists in Latin America (example, M-19 in
Colombia) and elsewnece (including Middle East), acrms and
drug runners, and of their Soviet-Cuban ties. Mention
Sandinista practice of giving Nicaraguan passports to
terror ists.

-- Continue to present U.S. position on, and rationale for,
withdrawal from Nicaraguan case before the international
Court of Justice. Note: The ICJ decision on the merits
of tie Nicaraguan case, expected in Maf, will spark
Nicaraguan attempts to garner support for calls for th.e
U.S. to comply with the Court's rulings, likely including
a Nicaraguan approach to the UN Security Council for
enforcement of the ICJ'$ ruling under Article 94(2) of e
UN Charter.

ADDITIONAL THEME IN CENTRAL A-4RICA

-- Europeans do not have a clear understanding of progress
to'nard democracy il Central America, nor do tney
understand the threat to democracy posed ty the
Sandinistas. The United States government cannot Alone
convey that story to Europeans. TMe Central A-erica.s
sould take on a snare of that task.

AUDIENCES

Political and government leaders in Latin Amecica And
Europe

Media in Latin America and Europe
Tme Internationals
Religious leaders
AcadelMcS

U N E D
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Note: The following three audiences nave Ceaiy access t tnQe
Alserican news. zei and to U.S. puZlic opinion data. T. is 'iLL
affect their willingness to accept materials in infocnati.on
aimed directly at them.

Euro)ean and Latin American delegations to the United
Nations

Latin American and turopean diplomatic missions in
Washington. D.C.

Latin American and European journalists in the United
States

ACT IONS

make increased use of WORLONIm as an intecactLve medium
fot explaining U.S. policy in Central Amecica (among
officials to *e sought as Spokesmen on Central Anerica ace
vice President lush. Ambassador Waltecs, Ass4stant
Secretary A~cam*, and AC*assadoc Habib).

Speech by Pcesident Reagan describing his positive vision
for Central AmerLcane. This should note our greatly
increased economic assistance, including scholarship
programs, and our identification with the hopes of the
people of the region for a better life. The speech snojld
also note that the door is open for Nicaraguans to s$hre
in this prospect--if their Sandinista leaders will allow
them the freedom to pursue it. This speech Should *e a
major event delivered on some appcopciate occasion,
preferably during the June 10-11 visit of the four .entcaL
American democratic presidents. Other possibilities Mint

e to nave the President speat to the O, S or during either
the president Sanguinettl or President .acona visits.

-- A senior Administration official, perhaps Secretary
Shlts, should pUblicly unveil the second annual cepoct ol
the i.pleentation of the Kissinger Comaission (or JaCkson
Plan) findings. This can be an opportunity to demonstcate
that we recognize the North-South dimensions of the
pcoolea, and to stress the affirmative part of our
strategy.

-- Foc Social-ist Zntecnstionsl in Lima, Jj.A.'e 20-23, State
4ill inStruct emfbassies in the countries represented tO
nate da.arches to party leaders. USIS Lima will try t*
place material on Centrcal, Amecica in the Peruvian media It
that tiLe, and will also distrioute ARALPD pamphlets
presenting U.S. vieas on Central Americe.

so.-o:
ui: .'; 1 I--F-:ED,
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-- USIA will maintain a steady flow of A.QARTS to Europe agn
Latin America to speak about Central America. These will
be arranged according to the needs identified by posts IA
their country plans.

-- In addition to continuous reporting by its own media, USIA
vil distribute abroad increased numbers of copies of
studies produced by ARA/LPD. USIA Will encourage its
posts in Europe to translate More ARA/LpD documents into
local languages.

-- O will continue its series ot research/study seminars i-
Latin America on the Strategic Challenges to Regional
Secur ity.

DOD and USIA will distribute the 0-piece slide
presentation "The Challenge and Response' to posts in
Europe and Latin America. USIA will consider translating
the show into local languages.

-- Put ARA/LPD sponsored "Arms Display' exhibit at key points
in U.S. and overseas.

-- ARA/LPO will work closely with IO/UNP to prepare U.S.
statements and eight% of reply in multilateral foray to
counter Sandinista disinformation.

-- ARA/LPD and USIA will be prepared to exploit any
Nicaraguan intransigence at the Esquipulas, Guatemala,
summit (May 24-26)t and at the June 6 Contadora meeting
(possible Contadora conclusion), and at-Contadora
negotiating sessions leading up to June 6. ARA/LPO and
USIA .ill also prepare to support positions taken by tne
Central American democracies.

ACTIONS (Latin America)

-- During president Duacte's travel to Costa Rica$ Peru,
Uruguay. and Brasil. Kay 9-23# US13 posts at each stop
promoted medLa coverage USIA media covered in depth.

-- At the Costs Rican Inaugural, may s, the U.S. delegation
tooK tne opportunity to ,eet it.i Contadora ani Contidari
support country leaders to Jeimonstrate U.S. support foc
their goals.

U~iiFIED
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Touring visit ot iruguayan PresidVnt1A~qgtt toWashington in June, Administration leaders will 4nderscore
.$. supCort for democracy and economic progress,emphasilonq a positive vision, rathec than Ceitecating

well-known AMeCiC&A opposition to oppression. USIA mediavillcover in full and also assist Uruguayan media
traveling vith the president.

USIA viii provide full media coverage and assistance tothe Working visit of Honduran President Ascona toWashington Kay 36-29. Appropriate jqotes by Ascona will
be played into Rucope and Latin Aneclca.
ARA/LPD will prepare A cable to embassies in CentralAmerica instructing them to discuss with goveCnmentofficials, political, church, and labor leaders the needto tell the Central AmerLcan story in Iurope. A specialeffort will be made to persuade President Duarte to begin
a P-jolic affairs effort in Eucope.
DOD Policy Support Staff prepared special briefing anddisplay mater ill on Central America for use at themeeting with air force chiefs of staff fcom 20 LatinA.verican and Caribbean countries May 5-9. Similarmaterials and briefings will be given to air force
intelligence chiefs from 20 Latin American and Caribbeancountries when they meet at Homestead AMPI Florida, in
August L36.
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EXHIBIT GPS-66

Foreign Media Reaction
Early Report

1qAN-QUNTRA HEARINGS Wednesday, May 6, 1987

Britain "Iran Hearings Open With Bitter Attack" Il
(Daily Telegraph)

Washington correspondent Ian Brodie reported in
today's conservative Daily Telegraph, "A retired
American Air Force General, claiming yesterday that
the Reagan Administration asked him to play a pivotal
role in the Iran-contra dealings and approved of it,
unleashed a blistering attack on the Attorney-General,
Mr. Edwin Meese...

"General Secord... is so convinced of the probity and
legality of his undercover actions that he testified
without a grant of limited immunity from prosecution
--the equivalent of a trapeze artist working without a
safety net..."

"Secord Faces Congressional Demolition
Workers" (Guardian)

The liberal Guardian's Washington correspondent
Michael White fied "The first day's hearing of the
joint Congressional inquiry into the Irangate affair
offered nothing prettier than the appearance of
General Richard Secord, the freelance gun-runner...

"Appearing as the first witness, General Secord said
he felt betrayed and accused the Administration of
abandoning those implicated in the Irangate affair..."

France "Secord Was Impressive" (France-Inter
radio)

France-Inter radio's Washington correspondent Bertrand
Vannier said, "Secord.. .provided a lot of details.
The CIA knew about the operation. The White House
knew and approved it. It seems he was the main pillar
of Irangate .... The first Impression after this first
hearing is that the U.S. Administration was much more
involved than it said it was."

"Irangate Again" (Le Monde (luh MOHND)J

A front-page editorial in liberal Le Monde noted, "A
typically American show is starting this week on
Capital Hill.
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Wednesday, May 6, 1987

"The atmosphere, however, got suddenly hot yesterday afternoon,
when retired General Richard Secord began his testimony .... He
answeredwithout hesitation, giving an impression of
frankness..."

"Curtain Went Up on Dramatic Political Show"

Ennio Caretto's report from Washington had top front-page
attention by centrist La Stampa and said, "With Secord's
accusation the curtain went up on a dramatic political show,
where the struggle for Reagan's political survival is mixed
with the electoral fight between Democrats and Republicans..."

SWITZERLAND: "Post-Reagan Era Has Begun"

An editorial headlined as above in independent La Suisse con-
cluded that, with the beginning of the Iran hearings, "It is
difficult to see how Reagan can surmount this situation.

"Instead, he is likely to be a lame-duck leader, to the
advantage of a Congress which has never forgiven him for
reasserting the privacy of the White House over Capitol Hill.

"The public hearings which opened yesterday have in fact
ushered in the post-Reagan era."

AUSTRIA: "A Remarkable Example of Living Democracy"

Socialist Party's Neue AZ, in an editorial on the opening of
the hearings, observed, "Before the eyes of the world, the
United States is giving a remarkable example of living
democracy and relentless search for the truth..."

IRELAND: "Reagan Doctrine May Be on Trial"

According to the Washington correspondent of the liberal Irish
Times, "There is another similarity between Watergate and
Contragate. Both have to do with undeclared wars conducted
largely in secret without electoral mandates. Both stem from
an anti-communist ideology which is used to justify strategic
U.S. objectives.

=This Administration has given the ideology a name, the 'Reagan
Doctrine.' What may be on trial for the next several weeks is
that doctrine."
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Wednesday, May 6, 1987

IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS

France "Such an exercise in self-flagellation is unique in
the free world and in line with the traditions of
American democracy...

"Congressional public hearingmight be more
embarrassing since they might show that the President
violated several points of law. But isn't the biggest
disgrace In this affair already inflicted on Mr.
Reagan the fact that it lowered him to the rank of a
mere politician who says one thing and acts
differently?"

West "The Price of Democracy" [Stuttgarter
Germany Zeitung (STOOT-garter TSEYE-toong)]

Liberal Stuttgarter Zeitung's editorial said,
"Fourteen years after the Watergate scandal the United
States once again can experience how Senators and
Representatives of Congress scrutinize a policy which
has fallen into disrepute .... On the other hand, the
hearings in Congress are also a striking proof of the
functioning of democracy.

"It is normal that senior officials get on the wrong
tracks, but it is unusual how vigorously the U.S.
democratic institutions will take action, if they
discover such a wrong track .... Governing becomes
difficult and makes the U.S. partners despair. It is
a price the United States likes to pay, for the
spectacle in Congress is also reason for a certain
pride."

Italy "Secord: 'The White House Knew'"
[Corriere della Sera (koh-ree-EH-reh
DEH-lah SEH-rah)]

Renzo Cianfanelli wrote from New York for the front
page of centrist Corriere della Sera, "Those who
expected a sensational beginning characterized by
tension and surprise developments were certainly
disappointed. Nobody in Washington seemed to be
expecting yesterday an historical turning point on the
first day of the Irangate hearings...

"The atmosphere, however, got suddenly hot yesterday
afternoon, when retired General Richard Secord began
his testimony .... He answered without hesitation,,
giving an impression of frankness..."
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Wednesday, May 13, 1987

FRANCE! "Hearings Fail to Provide Answer to Main Question"

France-Inter radio's Washington correspondent Bertrand Vannier
concluded, "The first three days of the hearings failed to
provide an answer to the main question: was Reagan informed
and if he was, when was he informed?

"It is now clear that if the Iran-Nicaragua network was
possible, it's because the White House leader was encouraging
his advisers to help the contras. Did he directly order them
to violate the law? He says he didn't..."

"Image of a Reagan With Failing Memory Has Vanished"

Liberal Le Monde stated, "On the fifth day of the hearings, the
image of a Reagan with a failing memory and overwhelmed by the
zeal of his advisers has vanished. From McFarlane's.testimony,
one has the feeling that the U.S. President was well aware of
what his advisers were doing, that he was anxious to see them
act in favor of the Nicaraguan rebels and that he even
sometimes took things in hand personally."

WEST GERMANY: Details on "How Deeply" Reagan Was Involved

Liberal Stuttgarter Zeitung said, "Since the beginning of this
week the Americans are getting first-hand information on ow
deeply Ronald Reagan was personally involved in the Iran affair
.... McFarlane made clear that his highest superior, President
Reagan, often gave the order to both parts of the Iran-contra
affair or at least knew about them most of the time..."

"The Patient in the Dentist's Chair"

Independent Koelner Stadt-Anzeiger commented in an editorial,
"The Congressional hearings will go on for months and the
President and his staff members are now in the position of the
patient in the dentist's chair. Somebody is constantly poking
on the sensitive nerve.

"The men in the White House now have to pay for having deceived
Congress. The final phase of Reagan's Presidency is over-
shadowed even if he is trying his best to leave the scandal
behind by demonstrating remarkable energy when it comes to
looking for a success in other areas."

75-936 0-88-24
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Foreign Media Reaction
Wednesday, May 13, 1987 Daily Digest

IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS--Reports abroad dis-
agreed on whether Robert McFarlane's tes-
timony "confirmed existing doubts" as to
how much President Reagan knew about the
illegal aspects of the Iran-contra affair.

BRITAIN: "McFarlane Plays Hard to Get on Reagan Cover-Up"

London headlines this morning included: "Swiss Executive
Withdrew Lost Contra Millions" (Times), "$10 Million for
Contras 'Deposited in Wrong Accountw (Guardian), "McFarlane
Plays Hard to Get on Reagan Cover-Up" (Independent), "Iran Arms
Sales Inquiry Told of 'U.K. Connection'" (Financi al Times) and
"Iranians in Secret White House Tour" (Daily Mail).

"Missing $10 Million Tracked Down by Congress"

The conservative Times' Washington correspondent Michael Binyon
reported, "Congressional investigators have tracked down the
missing $10 million donated by the Sultan of Brunei to help the
Nicaraguan contras..."

"How Badly Out of Control Reagan White House Had Become"

An editorial in the centrist Independent said, "The present
hearings reminded us that Americans have a different and more
democratic tradition. They face a genuine and intractable
dilemma between the Constitution's insistence that control of
foreign policy must be shared between the President and the
Congress, and the urgent exigencies of power.

"The revelations which will emerge from the Irangate hearings
will certainly suggest how badly out of control the Reagan
White House had become..."

"McFarlane Not Prepared to Tell the Whole Story"

In the opinion of the Independent's Washington correspondent
Peter Pringle, "Mr. McFarlane's ...answers were sprinkled with
inconsistencies and, in reply to several questions involving
his aides, Admiral Poindexter and Colonel North, he used
nonspecific phrases such as, 'I'm not sure.'...

"The impression was that Mr. McFarlane was not prepared, even
now, to tell the whole story..."
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Thursday, .iy 14, 1987

IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS

3ritain "Reagan Admits Contra Fund Briefings"
(Guardian)

The liberal Guardian's Washington correspondent Alex
Brummer reported today, "The protective wall built
around President Reagan sustained fresh breaches
yesterday with testimony that he was briefed 'dozens'
of times on contra fund-raising activities and by the
disclosure that two former White House officials are
providing evidence to a grand jury.

"This emerged as the President reversed his story and
acknowledged that he had discussed increasing aid to
the Nicaraguan contrast with King Fahd of Saudi Arabia
in early 1985. Mr. Reagan had personally denied this
24 hours earlier...

"Mr. McFarlane painted a picture of a President who
was fully informed on every aspect of the contra
operations. He received daily bulletins, and held
meetings with the late CIA director, William Casey..."

"Reagan Admits Talks With King Fahd on
Contra Aid" (Financial Times)

Washington correspondent Lionel Barber filed in the
independent Financial Times, "The White House has been
unnerved by charges that U.S. officials, unwittingly
or otherwise, may have broken the law in efforts to
help the contras during the Congressional ban on
direct and indirect U.S. military aid..."

"Reagan Admits He Discussed Contra Funds
With Fahd" (Independent)

The centrist Independent's Washington correspondent
Peter Pringle held, "The distinction drawn by Mr.
Reagan between soliciting and merely expressing
gratitude for the funds is crucial to the question of
whether the Congressional investigators will conclude
any White House officials violated the 1984 Boland
Amendment that forbade such activity..."
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Foreign Meda Reacton
Monday, May 18, 1987 Daily Dlget

IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS--Most foreign observers
held that the evidence from the past two
weeks' hearings has "banished" the "myth of
a disengaged" President Reagan.

BRITAIN: "Reagan Goes on Offensive Over Irangate Revelations"

London headlines today and over the weekend included: "Lying
for the President" (Observer), "Reagan Goes on Offensive Over
Irangate Revelations" (Guardian), "Reagan 'Kept to Law Over
Contras'" (Daily Telegraph) and "The Bud That Chills" (London
Daily News).

Reagan Changes Tactics After McFarlane Revelations

The liberal Guardian's Washington correspondent Mark Tran
reported today, "Priesident Reagan yesterday went on the
offensive in the Irangate affair by asserting that there was
nothing in the law that kept him or his National Security
Council from asking other people to help the Nicaraguan
rebels.

"In an interview with U.S. News & World Report magazine, Mr.
Reagan also argued that the Boland Amendment never prohibited
his national security adviser or the NSC staff from offering
aid to the contras...

"This change of tack on the part of the President and his
officials has been precipitated by the evidence from the
Irangate hearings .... McFarlane shattered the picture of a laid
back President who took little interest in the Irangate
machinations... 0

"Reagan Remains a Popular President"

Washington correspondent Alan Rusbridger said in the inde-
pendent London Daily News, "For all his sins of commission or
omission# Ronald Reagan remains a popular President .... There is
not great enthusiasm to bring him down or so to undermine him
as to emasculate the Presidency for the next 18 months..

"And yet, without the Presidential jugular to target, there is
a danger that the hearings could drift into an aimlest sideshow
--a process the White House is already doing its best 'to
encourage..**
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*He presented himself as the defender of morality and purity.
The facts show that his Administration has supported violations
of the law, that is, immoralities wnich are much graver for a
public figure then the amorous immorality which drove Hart out
of the Presidential race.

wIt is an interesting lesson now that the United States is
getting ready to choose its future President."

IRELAND: "Portrait of an Activist President'

The liberal Irish Times said yesterday, "Mr. McFarlane
portrayed an activist President....Mr. McFarlane's President
was in the middle of the action.

'He picked up $15 million or so from King Fahd of Saudi Arabia,
apparently, and when Honduras grabbed a shipment of arms meant
for the contras he sent a sharp personal message saying, 'Hand
them back.''

SOVIET UNION: "Reagan Conference on Iran-Contra Scandal'

Moscow TASS noted Saturday, 'President Reagan held on Friday a
special news conference for editors of the regional press, in
line with the White House strategy of 'selective contacts'
between the President and the press, aimed at countering the
serious consequences of the Iran-contra scandal which
undermined the Administration's credibility...'

HONG KONG: "Reagan Knows More Than He Is Willing to Admit'

The independent Hong Kong Daily News's editorial yesterday
observed, 'The testimonies of these (Congressional) witnesses
have made us realize that Reagan knows more about the arms deal
than he is willing to admit...

'Obviously, the fun ing of the Nicaraguan rebels was against
the law, but whether the solicitation of donations from other
countries was illegal will have to be decided by the court...'

INDIA: 'Bigger Dimensions Than Watergate'

An editorial in the independent Hindustan Times today held that
the Iran-contra affair 'is taking on bigger dimensions than
even Watergate because it does not involve a 'mere' break-in
but the constitutional relationship between the executive and.-
the legislative wings of the Government.
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'It also has international ramifications with the credibility
of American foreign policy at stake as also of its intelligence
services...'

ALGERIA: To What Extent Was Reagan Involved?

Government-owned, Arabic language ash-Shab's editorial today
pointed out, 'The question that remains unanswered is the
extent to which President Reagan was involved in this affair,
especially after the insinuations made by McFarlane and Secord
which hint that he was aware of the diversion of funds made
from the sale of arms to the contras ...

BRAZIL: 'President Vacillates in Front of Journalists'

Liberal Folha de Sao Paulo's New York correspondent Paulo
Francis wrote Saturday under the above headline that, in his
Friday interview with reporters, President Reagan seemed
hesitant and nervous.

6Public opinion polls have been devastating for Reagan. (At
the meeting with the journalists) he started by saying...that
he knew very well what happened in the transactions with Iran
but that he was unaware of the remittance of funds for the
contras. (This defense) is unlikely to work ...'

MEXICO: "Hot Easy to Show Reagan as Violator of Laws'

In the editorial view of leftist La Jornada Friday, 'Abrams and
McFarlane's testimony to the Congressional committee investigat-
ing the Tehrangate scandal has led to an immediate conclusion:
regardless of the many interests involved in the scandal, it is
not easy to show the U.S. President as a violator of his own
laws.

*It would be a suicidal action for the Government...'
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OA Rottent Horrible Week for Reagan Administration'

According to the middle-of-the-road Observer's Washington
correspondent Simon Hoggart yesterday, 'tW's been a rotten,
horrible week for the Reagan Administration...

*The result of the second batch of Iran-contra hearings is that
the White House has lost its last tatters of credibility in
Congress.

'It remains to be seen how long public opinion will continue to
put up with the seemingly endless flow of shameful
revelations...'

ITALY: *A Circus With Political Objectives'

U.S. correspondent Alberto Pasolini Zanelli took this view in
yesterday's leading conservative 11 Giornale, 'The debate has
simply confirmed what everybody suspected: that is, that the
whole circus has political objectives, and not the objective of
'defending the Constitution.'...

'This is a replay of Vietnam .... Those who are raising today
subtle political reservations about the aid to the contras want
indeed a victory by the Sandinistas, just as those who 15 years
ago criticized Saigon's imperfect democracy wanted what. they
got later: the triumph of Hanoi's totalitarian regime...'

SWITZERLAND: *Myth of Detached President Banished'

'President Was Very Much in the Know' was the headline in this
morning's middle-of-the-road 24 Heures, over a story by its
Washington correspondent that said, "The myth of a President
Reagan so detached from day-to-day business that he did not
know what was going on under his own roof has been banished.

"That is one of the main conclusions emerging from 40 hours of
public testimony given by two key witnesses to the
Congressional Iran-contra hearings.'

SPAIN: Administration Supported Violations of the Law'

An editorial in Saturday's leading liberal El Pais observed,
'The Congressional questioning helps to clear up many
misconceptions which have been the pillars for the Reagan
myth.
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ITALY: "President Perfectly_ Aware of Everything"

Leftist La Repubblica's New York correspondent stated, "The
President, who was always said to be unaware of the details,
has made a dramatic about-face, maintaining that he was
perfectly aware of everything, but that the Boland Amendment
neither applied to him nor the NSC staff..."

WEST BERLIN: ""So Many Difficult Questions"

Independent Der Tagesspiegel's Washington correspondent Marlene
Manthey said, "There are so many difficult questions focussing
on the differences... .between the Executive and the Legislative
bodies that lawyers will have years to lecture on them to their
law school students...

"However, can that be of interest to the average person in
America?

"To insiders, the Iran-contra affair may be very important. To
those outside, however, the economic situation, the budget and
trade deficit, a drop in wages, and agricultural problems cause
greater irritation..."

COSTA RICA: "Two Explosive Situations Fused Into One"

San Jose's centrist La Nacion said that while Washington
"vehemently requested its European allies not to negotiate
with terrorist groups or their sponsors, some White House
officials were doing just that.

"Even worse, by channeling some of the funds from the Iran
dealings to the Nica insurgents, two explosive situations
were fused into one, with adverse results that are very
plain today..."

NICARAGUA: "Reagan: I'm Wounded"

Pro-Sandinista media continued to give heavy play to the
Iran-contra hearings and related stories on this subject.
Under the above headline, the official FSLN daily Barricada
said, "President Reagan exploded yesterday on affirming that
'there is no doubt as to whether I was or wasn't informed; I
was involved in the decision to help the Freedom Fighters...'"

"Costliest Political Scandal"

The same paper said editorially, "In only six months, the
costliest political scandal since his election has produced
effects with considerable repercussions for the Reagan
Administration.

"Without evaluating the internal costs which Reagan is sufferingg
to his domest-ic policies, the international :amifications of
the scandal are no less costly or important..."
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IRAN-CONTRA AFFAIR--Some foreign observers
felt it 'well-nigh incredible* that President
Reagan was not kept fully informed by his

- top aides on the Iran-contra situation.
Otners described the hearings as providing a
'clear picture of a clandestine effort.'

BRITAIN: 'A Distinction Is to Be Drawn'

The conservative Daily Telegraph editorialized: 'A distinction
is to be drawn between the President's attitude towards
freelance fund-raising for the contras and his adamant claim to
have been in the dark over the siphoning of arms-for-Iran funds
to the contras by his officials--which was ultra vires.

'There are narrow lines to be drawn here. The overseas
observer may find it well-nigh incredible that men so close to
the President as some of these witnesses on Capitol Hill can
nave kept him wholly in the dark on a matter so close to his
heart...I

Calero Calls Hearings 'An Inquisition'

In another article the same paper said, "Aldolfo Calero, the
Nicaraguan reoel leader.. .denounced the Iran-contra hearings
yesterday as an inquisition...

'The fifth witness to appear before the Congressional probe
since it began admitted receiving funds from 'foreign sources
(and) patriotic Americans.'"

'A Clear Picture of Clandestine Effort'

The centrist Independent's Washington correspondent Patrick
Brogan reported "A clear picture of the clandestine American
effort to supply thg Nicaraguan rebels and its connection with
Iran is at last emerging...

'Mr. Calero gave about $90,000 of Saudi money to Lt. Coi; North
who used it for a variety of purposes....Most of Col. North's
money however, came from the profits on the sale of arms to
Iran, and was used to set up a separate contra army in the
south of Nicaragua...*
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'Realistic Peace Talks in El Salvaaor'

The same paper also carried an article from its correspondent
in Mexico'City who said, "The answer to the Central American
problem can only be found through realistic peace talks in El
Salvador, acknowledging true guerrilla strength; a negotiated
treaty of co-existence with the Sandinistas; and money to
fight the poverty and social injustice from which the regions'
instability initially sprang."

ITALY: 'We Fooled Congress'

Leading Italian newspapers continued to give feature cover-
age to the Iran-contra hearings. Reports by U.S.-based
correspondents drew from testimony by contra leader Adolfo
Calero. Leftist La Repubblica carried headline "Contra
Leader Admits, 'We Fooled Congress'.' Centrist La Stampa's
headline read: 'Contras Recount Irangate.'

SPAIN: 'U.S. President Confronts the Lawn

Under this headline, liberal El Pais ran an article by
Washington correspondent Francisco dasterra stating, 'Are
the U.S. President and the White House above the law? Ronald
Reagan thinks so, and he has launched a defense that will allow
him to break a law approved by Congress and signed by him...'

An Essential Tool of U.S. Policy'

The same paper published an interview with State Department
officer Luigi Einaudi which noted, 'According to a high
official from the U.S. Department of State, the contras are
still an essential tool of U.S. policy in Central America.

'At the same tiue, Washington thinks that the tactics used
so far by anti-Sandinista forces, giving more importance to
the military aspect than to the political one, has failed...'

AUSTRALIA: 'Ode to Gung-Ho Ollie'

Under this headline, Melbourne's independent Sun Washington
correspondent Geoffrey Barker reported: 'This began as a tale
of cloak-and-dagger action and ended, incongruously, as a love
poem.

'It was clear that Owen's overriding motivation was his personal
regard for Ollie North who, he says, he loved like a brother..."

ECUADOR: 'More and More Evidence Appears'

Quito's centrist El Comercio said in an editorial, 'As the
Irangate-Mearings continue, more and more evidence appears
indicating the direct participation of President Reagan. Now
he's a little frustrated and he will become progressively more
so...
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ITALY

"Reagan Appeared Self-Confident"

Washington correspondent Ennio Caretto filed in centrist La
Stampa, saying that Mr. Reagan, "elegant in a gray suit and red
tie, was in excellent shape .... The language during the
interview was optimistic. With Irangate in full swing, instead
of a leader facing a crisis and close to the end of his
mandate, Reagan appeared self-confident, firm and convinced of
his personal role in history.

"On Irangate, he commented, 'Frankly, I sleep very well at
night. I never thought about resigning.'

"He expressed positive thoughts regarding his dialogue with
Gorbachev: 'I believe we will have a summit in the United
States by the end of this year.'..."

IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS

BRITAIN: gIrangate Inquiry 'a Circus''

The conservative Daily Telegrapn's Washington correspondent
Hugh Davies reported today under the headline above, 'Fierce.
anger was voiced in the Iran-contra hearing yesterday over a
blistering attack on the panel by a former witness, Richard -
Secord... Panel members were astonishea to read a long article
for the Wall Street Journal, written by General Secord, who
accused Congress of staging a 'circus on Capitol Hill.'...

'Secord wrote that it was 'small wonder' that American allies
were shaking their heads in 'sadness and uncertainty' while
U.S. adversaries 'stand goggling at the spectacle of a great
nation inflicting injury on itself, and wonder if they.can
believe what they see.'...'
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Thursday, June 4, 1987

IRAN-CONTRA AFFAIR--British commentators
said Elliot Abrams' future must be "in
some doubt* following his appearance before
the Iran-contra investigating committee and
that Col. North "for the first time" has
been linked to "possible financial gains."

BRITAIN: "Abrams Future in Some Doubt"

The conservative Times' Washington correspondent Christopher
Thomas said, "Mr. E ott Abrams was given another harsh
grilling during the Iran-contra hearings yesterday. Several
Congressmen publicly and privately are saying he should resign.

"Mr. Abrams insisted that he had been assured by his superior,
George Shultz, that he was not a 'fall guy' in the scandal and
insisted that he would not resign. It is clear, however, that
his credibility is at a low ebb and his future must be in some
doubt..."

"Belly Button Account"

The liberal Guardian's Washington correspondent reported, "A
millionaire American businessman, Albert Hakim, told the
Iran-contra hearings yesterday that he set up a secret $200,000
Swiss bank account as a 'death benefit' for Colonel North in
case he was killed. The account was known as 'belly button.'

"Mr. Hakim's testimony was the first time the dismissed
National Security Council official has been linked to possible
financial gains as a result of the affair."

"Procedures Designed to Confuse Investigators"

The centrist Independent's Washington correspondent Patrick
Brogan stated, "Mr. Hakim was grilled all afternoon about the
'enterprise's' finances, and admitted that his accounting
procedures had been designed to confuse investigators...

"The other startling revelation in Mr. Hakim's testimony ,is
that he considered Col. North to be the head of the
'enterprise.' General Secord has insisted that the enterprise
was an independent, private operation..."
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WEST GERMANY: "Preparing for the Political Catastrophe"

Pro Social-Democratic Frankfurter Rundschau said under the
headline above, "What is worrying is the fact a man like Lee
Hamilton publicly refers to impeachment. Is he going too far?
Or does he want to start slowly preparing the public for the
political catastrophe facing the United States?

"The committee members already have a pretty good idea of what
Poindexter and North will say in their testimony .... Even
without any devastating disclosures, the President's position
is pretty miserable. Perhaps there's even worse on the way..."

ITALY: "Also Khomeini in North's Target"

Typical Italian headlines today read: "One of Khomeini's
Assistants Asked North, 'Help Us Kill the Ayatollah'" (Corriere
della Sera), "Colonel North Planned to Kill Khomeini" (La
Stampa), "North Conspired With Iranian Moderate Groups to Kill
Khomeini" (Il Messaggero) and "Also Khomeini in North's Target"
(Il Giornale).

"A Revelation From Poindexter"

A news agency dispatch in both leading centrist Corriere
della Sera and centrist Stampa Sera said: "According to a
report by U.S. News and World Report, Admiral Poindexter has
revealed to a Pentagon official that among Colonel North's
projects was one contemplating the assassination of Iranian
political leaders, including Ayatollah Khomeini..."

SWITZERLAND: "North Discussed Assassination of Khomeini"

Lausanne's middle-of-the-road Le Matin today headlined an
AFP/AP report "North Discussed Assination of Khomeini."

&GYPT: Praise fol Congressional Inmstigation of Irangate

A byliner wrote in yesterday's Government-affiliated al-Akhbar:
"While in Washington, I watched some sessions of the Con-
gressional committee investigating the Iran arms deal....The
sessions are an example of what a parliamentary investigation
should be. They are not a sham intended to hide the facts,
cover up for big wigs, or absorb public anger.

"This is a real trial in public in which the people are the
judge."
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IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS--Scattered media
reported the resumption of the hearings
with the question of whether Col. North
would testify.

BRITAIN: "Decisive Final Stage"

The independent Financial Times Washington correspondent Lionel
Barber observed: "The Iran-contra hearings reopen on Capitol
Hill today for what promises to be the decisive final stage
in the Congressional investigation of the affair.

"Over the next eight weeks, the joint House-Senate Select
Committee will hear evidence from President Ronald Reagan's
closest current and former advisers.

"Their testimony is considered critical to establishing how
much he and other senior U.S. officials knew about the secret
arming of the Nicaraguan contra rebels, and whether they
engaged in a cover-up..."

"North Still Haggling"

The centrist Independent's Washington correspondent Alexander
Chancellor said: "The Iran-contra hearings resume on Capitol
Hill today with the key witness, Lt. Col. Oliver North, still
haggling with Congress over the conditions for him agreeing
to give evidence to the investigators..."

WEST GERMANY: "North as Director of Hearings"

Headlines today included "Reagan Travels to the Quiet
Hinterland" (General-Anzeiger) and "Actor North Takes
on Role of Director in the Iran Hearings" (Die Welt).

"Current Reagan Trip Meaningful"

Independent General-Anzeiger of Bonn reported, "Far way from
the Potomac in the American hinterland President Reagan wants
to address those issues in the next few days which he hopes
are of interest to the 'real Americans': a healthy budget
and taxes...

"His current promotional trip takes place at a particularly
meaningful time because the second part of the embarrassing
Iran-contra hearings are to start in Washington today..."
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"Curtain. Rises on Second Act"

Conservative Die Welt of Bonn said, "Today the curtain will
rise to-the second act of the Iran-contra hearings, and it
cannot be excluded that it will turn into a drama without the
leading actor.

"The appearance of Oliver North, the key figure in this
scandal, has become questionable..."

FRANCE: "Reagan Tries to Restore Image"

Left-of-center Liberation said, "On Monday, President Reagan
started a series of visits to 'grassroots America' to try to
restore an image tarnished in Washington because of Irangate
and of the 'mediocre' achievements in Venice..."
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Friday, June 26, 1987 Daily Digest

IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS--Western European re-
ports focused on Assistant Attorney General
Cooper's revelations that State Department
officials objected to cover-up attempts by
Administration members. An article in the
Washingtonian claiming Colonel North "en-
listed the support" of Solidarity to divert
Soviet weapons to the contras drew wide-
spread coverage.

BRITAIN: "North 'Prepared Contra Cover-Up Testimony'"

These were significant London headlines this morning: "North
'Attempt to Rewrite Evidence'" (Times), "Solidarity 'Diverted
Arms' for North" (Guardian), "Reagan Aide Shot After 'Soviet
Arms Hijack Plot'.. .Casey and North in 'Plots'" (Daily Tele-
graph), "North 'Prepared Contra Cover-Up Testimony" (Financial
Times) and "'Darn' Was Meese's Reaction to Iran Scandal"
(Independent).

"Cover-Up Effort Failed When State Officials Objected"

The conservative Dally Telegraph's Washington correspondent Ian
Brodie reported, "The first insider's account of the attempt by
senior Reagan Administration officials to cover-up the secret
arms sales to Iran was given to the Irangate hearing yesterday.

"The effort failed when State Department officials objected to
the deception, said Assistant Attorney General Charles Cooper.
He said the State Department's chief legal adviser, Judge
Abraham Sofaer, had threatened to resign if the... late William
Casey went ahead with his intention to give false testimony to
the Senate Intelligence Committee last November.

"There was also a heated exchange in the private quarters of
the White House between Mr. Reagan and his Secretary of State,
Mr. Shultz, who warned that the proposed Casey evidence was
wrong..."

"North Enlisted Solidarity in Contra Arms Diversion"

The liberal Guardian's Washington correspondent Michael White
filed this report based on a story in Washinitonian magazine:
"Colonel Oliver North enlisted the supportof leaders of.
Solidarity...to divert a trainload of Soviet rifles and Sam-7
missiles into the hands of the contra rebels, according to
fresh claims yesterday, as Congressional hearings relentlessly
eroded the White House's credibility...
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"North Expected to Continue Cover-Up"

The centrist Independent's Washington correspondent Peter
Pringle wrote today, "Colonel North, the 'ultimate marine' as
his lawyer once described him, is expected to continue the
cover-up of the diversion of funds to the Nicaraguan contras
that he began last November when he ordered his devoted young
secretary...to alter White House memos and frantically shredded
key documents in his office before the FBI arrived...

*Thus, the centripetal question of exactly what his superiors,
including the President, were told about the affair, may never
be known, at least from Colonel North...6

eInvestigations of Alleged Saudi-Savimbi Connection'

The liberal Guardian stated, 'U.S. Congressional investigators
are pursuing a secret African connection in the Iran-contra
scandal under which the Administration appears to have obtained
Saudi money to aid Mr. Savimbi's rebel group in Angola...'

"North Drew Up Secret Plan for Military Takeover of U.S.'

A report in the conservative tabloid Daily Mail by Washington
correspondent Richard Beeston ran, 'Co lonely Oliver North
drafted a secret plan for the military takeover of the United
States, it was claimed yesterday...

'The report in the Miami Herald described sacked aide North...
as a key member of a 'phantom government' working secretly
inside the Reagan Administration...'

'A Petty Crook or a Patriot?"

On Sunday, the liberal Observer's Washington correspondent
Simon Hoggart reported, 'The star player, Lt. Col. Oliver
North, is to start giving evidence on Tuesday. This would have
been the top-of-the-bill climax to the affair if it weren't for
the fact that his lackluster boss, Admiral John Poindexter, is
to appear soon afterwards, with the considerable advantage of
knowing what North has already said.

'One problem is that North's credibility, such as it was, no
longer exists. Far from being a simple patriot, accused only
of too much zeal in the service of his country, he is beginning
to look more like a petty crook, engaged in numerous private
fiddles and crude attempts to cover them up...
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REAGAN'S IMAGE--Media observers in Lon-
don and Sao Paulo expressed views on

,,what they saw as the President's fadingimage.

BRITAINi 'Lost in a Wasteland'

The conservative Times ran the deadline oReagan Lost in the
Wasteland of Decline' over a report by Washington correspondent
Michael Binyon that 'these are sad and difficult times for a
once mignty President.

'The man who dominated American politics for six years, who
soared to the heights of popularity, invigorated a nation with
his optimism and success, now seems a spent force.

'Congress defies him with impunity. Republicans gradually but
deliberately seek their distance.

'Officials try to make up for the lack of action with tougn
talk and assertions of vigor. Advisers grapple for new
initiatives or fail back on tested slogans and issues.

'But behind the scenes, press officials limit the President's
exposure to questioning, aides scurry to correct mistakes and
senior Cabinet members push their own agendas ana bicker over
policy.

'The sense of drift is unsettling, and brings out the worst in
Washington: snide gossip, disloyalty and frustration.
Anonymous White House aices talk of the lame duck syndrome, and
lament the lack of energy. 'I think this place will be on
automatic pilot pretty soon,' said one recently.

'Tnere is much that is reminiscent of the last years of
Brezhnev.

'Mr. Reagan himself scoffs at the spate of political obituaries
that have appeared in the last few weeks. But the old sparkle
has gone. He has Degun to look all of his 76 years..."

BRAZIL: !Reagan Will Leave an Inheritance'

Liberal Folha de Sao Paulo remarked, 'It is easy to foresee
that Reagan will be soon forgotten as U.S.. President. If not
overthrown before, he will leave the Presidency in January,
1989, leaving an enormous domestic and foreign debt. Reagan
spent more than all U.S. Presidents together since Washington.

"Reagan was brilliant in selling an image of courage and
firmness as a President. But he will leave an inheritance
which transcends a mediocre performance in the Presiaency..."
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*On Whose Authority Was North Acting?'

Lionel Barber, Washington correspondent for the independent
Financial Times, filed, 'The all-embracing question facing the
Iran-contra panel is how this 43-year-old born again Christian,
whose mdrdicatl records reveal evidence of mental instability,
was allow~o wield such influence within the Executive. On
whose authority, if any, was he acting?

gOnly Colonel North can answer that question, which goes to the
heart of the Iran-contra affair...'

'Did Reagan Team Steal 1980 Election?'

The left-wing weekly New Statesman claimed, 'The question is--
did the Reagan team steal the 1980 election?...

'It has now been established that the shipment of arms to
Tehran began in February 1981, a few weeks after Ronald Reagan
was inaugurated as President. At that time, there were no
American hostages in Tehran or Beirut. Nor were there any of
the fabled Iranian 'moderates' in prospect. So for what 'quid'
were those arms a 'quo'?
'The theory now current is that the Reagan team made a deal
with the mullahs before the 1980 election. The mullahs were to
keep the American Embassy hostages and refuse to release them-
to Jimmy Carter. In return for this electorally disastrous
humiliation, the incoming Reagan Administration would ship
badly-needed spare parts and weapons to the American-equipped
Iranian armed forces...

8If there was collusion with Iran as far back as 1980, then the
evident panic in the White House today needs no further
explanation. Ronald Reagan owes his election to the reverses
suffered by Jimmy Carter in Iran.

'If it can be shown that he and his advisers deliberately
contributed to those reverses, and deliberately prolonged the
captivity of the hostages, then impeachment would be the least
of it. And the whole moral basis of the 'Reagan revolution'
would be retrospectively abolished. Watch this space.'

FRANCE: 'North Comes to the Scene'

Parisian headlines included: 'North Comes to the Scene'
(Figaro), 'North Comes to the Table' (Le Matin) and 'Washington
Under North Wind' (Liberation).

*Washington Is Holding Its Breath'

Washington correspondent Francois Sergent wrote in left-of-
center Liberation, 'Washington is holding its breath ....
Investigators will try to find out whether North and Poindexter
had informed the President of the diversion of funded in fCvor
of the contras .... North always gave the impression that he was
protected by very important people. A perfect culprit for the
Administration would be William Casey...
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AUSTRALIA: *Reagan and I Never Spoke on Contra Funds: Northm

The In4ependent Melbourne Age ran a page one story by Tim
ColebaZ9L).J.Was hington.headed: "Reagan and I Never Spoke on
Contra -Unds; North."

NEW ZEALAND: *North Is Not Going to Be Alone in Jail"

Connie Lawn, reporting from Washington for Radio New Zealand's
"Morning Report,' noted that North's testimony 'does appear to
pass quite a bit of blame on other members of the Cabinet and
certainly on the men who headed the NSC over this two or three
year period...

"If Oliver North goes to jail he is not going to be alone
there.'

ISRAEL: 'North Did His Best to Defend President Reagan'

Conservative Yediot Aharonot's Washington correspondent Erol
Guiney wrote, 'North did his best to defend President Reagan
when answering the key question of whether the President knew
about the deals with Iran and the transfer of money to
Nicaragua's rebels.'

'Officials Involved in False Chronology'

Liberal Haaretz's Washington correspondent Zvi Barel filed,
'North's testimony has shown so far that the late CIA Chief
William Casey and National Security Advisers Robert McFarlane
and John Poindexter, as well as Attorney General Edwin Meese,
were involved at some point or other in drafting a false
chronology, apparently aimed at protecting the Administration.'

Israel at Center of North Testimony

Israeli radio's Washington correspondent Shimon Schiffer
reported, 'Israel's involvement in the Iranian arm deals was at
the center of Oliver North's testimony tonight. The names
Yaakov Nimrodi, Al Schwimmer, David Kimche, Avraham Ben Yosef
and Yitzhak Rabin were mentioned again and again...'

ARGENTINA: 'Bring the American Junta to Justice'

A byliner remarked in the liberal Buenos Aires Herald Monday:
'If some of the ego-driven personalities of the American news
media started to examine seriously the process that has 0een
running their glass house of democracy over the past five or
six years, they wouldn't need a magnifying glass to find clues
that the little juntas in South America don't hold a candle to
the big one back home.
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Wednesday, July 8, 1987

"North Painted Utterly Dismaying Picture of Administration'

An ed;orial in the Guardian commented, "The pict-,lre that
Colon m.gSh painted yesterday was utterly dismaying for the
Adminfs gratin. It was a picture of a world where anything
went,,.where the chiefs of security and intelligence felt quite
free to commit crimes, shred papers or orchestrate the most
grandiose of lies in the President's name without a second
thought...

'If that is the way the rest of the hearings pan out, it will
merely confirm present reality--the reality of a President
suddenly aged, stripped of meaningful power and peripheral to
the policies that unfold about him .... This wasn't a way to run
the tiniest railroad. It was a manic way to run the greatest
democracy in the world--with lessons attached for that
democracy itself.*

'North Left Open Crucial Questions About Reagan's Role*

According to the centrist Independent's Washington corre-
spondent Alexander Chancellor, "North... left open crucial
questions about President Reagan's role...'

'North Damned Reputation of Many Leading Figures'

BBC-2 TV's Washington correspondent Gavin Esler observed, 'As
he defended the Reagan Administration's activities he damned
the reputations of many of its leading figures--Attorney
General Meese, former CIA Director Casey and former NSC
advisers McFarlane and Poindexter....Colonel North's statement
about the 'cover-up' will haunt the Reagan Administration in
its remaining months...'

FRANCE: 'North Clears Reagan'

Parisian headlines included: *North Does Not Compromise
Reagan" (Figaro}, 'North Clears Reagan' (Quotidien), "North
Tries to Clear Reagan' (Le Matin) and 'Hunt Against a Lame
Duck' (Communist Humanite).

"Reagay Cannot Run the Country Now'

Left-of-center Liberation's editorial said, 'The parallel
government which North and his pals were running in the
basement of the White House also gives us an assessment of
Reagan. North can try to clear him before Congress but
Reagan's innocence nevertheless accuses him of at least
possible complicity, because...it shows more the incompetence
of the U.S. President than his possible immorality...
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NORTH TESTIMONY

Britain *The White House has struggled mightily to divert
attention from Colonel North, but at least for the
filtat two days it has failed. It is an open question
how long * shelf-life as a media star Colonel North
will have, absorbing though the variety of roles he
plays is...

*One thing seems assured, however. By pointing to the
decision-makers higher up the White House chain of
command and not falling on his sword, Colonel North
has ensured that the forthcoming appearances of men
like former National Security Adviser John Poindexter,
Attorney General Edwin Meese and other top officials
in the next three weeks will also attract plenty of
attention. That is bad news for Mr. Reagan.*

'North Points Finger at U.S. Security
Chiefs (Guardian)

A report in the liberal Guardian by Washington
correspondent Michael White said, 'Any ground the
Colonel may have regained with Congress evaporated
during the afternoon when he admitted lying time and
time again in previous hearings to protect the covert
policies and complained that Congress could not be
trusted not to leak.'

France 'North Scores Over Congress' (Europe
One radio)

According to Europe One radio's correspondent in
Washington, Jean-Pierre Joulin, 'North is currently
reversing the situation to his advantage. This is the
most surprising development of the hearings. With the

hearings, Congressmen expected to deal a fatal blow to
the main Presidential assistant in the Irangate affair
and, through him, to the President himself. But with

his angel face, his ability to move his audience, and

his good-sense arguments, he has become popular...'

'How Far Can 'Irangate, Go?' (Figaro)

Conservative Figaro's Washington correspondent
Baudouin Bollaert reported, 'The fact that he was not

aware of the operation is not glorious for the most
powerful President of the world, especially because he
is a strong supporter of the contras...
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Is There a Shadow Cabinet?

Conservative Fijaro's Washington correspondent Baudouin
Bollaer 9 , eorted, *The fact that he was not aware of the
operation s not glorious for the most powerful President of
the world, especially because he is a strong supporter of the
contras.;.

'But this defense is double-edged. While it excludes Mr.
Reagan's participation in the most contestable undertakings of
his entourage, it strengthens the views of those who believe
that, in the shadow of an aging and careless President, a sort
of shadow cabinet is acting without the knowledge of Congress
and of the main officials in the Administration...*

'North Will Not Be Irangate Scapegoat'

Left-of-center Liberation's Washington correspondent Francois
Sergent concluded, "Colonel North will not be the scapegoat of
Irangate.... North no longer appears as the chief of a crazy
network but, on the contrary, as the loyal and zealous
executive of a policy supported as all the levels of the
Administration.

'The defense is clever but increasingly detrimental for the
close assistants of the President .... North does not want to be
the only one to be responsible and Poindexter's testimony next
week will likely be decisive...'

WEST GERMANY: *Scandalous Decisions Were Made at Higher Levels,

An editorial in independent General-Anzeiger said, *Oliver
North...gave the most precise outline so far of the picture of
the Iran-contra affair. The picture he painted shows the
President in comparably favorable colors but the rest of his
Government team in a more gloomy light...

'Reagan might indeed not have known anything of the diversion
of money from Iran to the contras. But the rest is bad enough
.... The simple officer in the Washington command headquarters
convincingly made it clear that he acted not only as a lone
wolf but that he also carried out orders from his superiors.
The scandalous decisions were made at higher levels...=
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Foreign Media Reacton
Early Report

NORTH TESTIMONY Friday, July 10, 1987

Britain 'Ollie's Greatest Show' (BBC-TV 2)

9BC-TV 2's ONewsnightO yesterday evening ran
Washington correspondent Gavin Esler's assessment that
'Oilie North has not only become the greatest show
here in Washington, but also the best known television
performer across America .... Opinion polls say most
Americans believe him, out that means accepting that
the U.S. Government did have control over the profits
of the ILanian arms sales which went to the contras;
it also means believing in a conspiracy to break the
law, and a high-level cover-up...I

'North Denies He Was Confidant of Reagan,'
'Personal Troubles for Reagan's Law Chief*
and 'Alarming Boy Scout' (Daily Telegraph)

The conservative DailX Telegraph's Washington
correspondent Ian-Brodie reported today, 'Lt. Col.
Oliver North denied he was a confidant of President
Reagan's yesterday in the course of an angry
denunciation of Congress for its on-again, off-again
support for the contras...'

Te paper's Washington staff added, "The personal
-:oubles of U.S. Attorney-General Edwin Meese, an old
friend of President Reagan, gathered momentum
yesterday amid speculation that he may soon be forced
to step down...

'Both inquiries (Wedtech and Iran) center on questions
of ethics, and they come when the Reagan Adminis-
tration can hardly afford to have its chief legal
officer tied up in a complex defense of his actions...'

An editorial in the Telegraph commented, 'Patriotism
is not enough. Much about Colonel North and his
activities remains disagreeably reminiscent of the
follies of the 1960s and 1970s in Indochina. The
principal question many citizens of America's allied
nations will continue to ask, having heard North's
testimony, is how the workings of the American
constitution permit an over-zealous service office of
his rank--a rather alarming boy scout--to play plumber
around the world, bending 1-hp ni-in- I "'
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NORTH 'E:S' IMONY

West *The picture of ignorance...paintea Dy tne top rloor
Germany. libt tne Redgan Administration nas fallen apart....Even

if Oliver North aid not say that Reagan knew and
approved his testimony nas still damaged the
President...

Washington has passeu sentence: toe President ias
ueen lamed politically, nis popularity nas collapsed,
if things go on like this, he will sink into
ouscurity."

Italy mhLe tlarine's Self-Conrioence Staggers"
(Corriere aella Sera)

Leading centrist Corriere uella Sera's New York
correspondent Renzo Cianranelli filed, 'Through the
uissection of toe hypotnesis ot a shadow government,
Liman intends to destroy tne castle of North's
inuestructible certainty...'

"Colonel Nortn's 'J'Accuse'" (La
RepuoulLca)

A front-page aLticle iin leftist La Repubulica oy New
York correspondent Enrico Franceschirl read, 'For
Colonel North yesterday was a two-sideu day: in the
afternoon, pressed oy Liman's questions...he tremoieo;
in the morning, in answering questions posed by Geurge
Van Cleve--tne RepubLican representative, that is,
Redgan's party--he tound tne going easier...'

A separate report noted, 'rhe Marine with tne icy blue
eyes has conquered America. Even Reagan--who snowed
inuifference at the ueginning--is now watching
closely...'

Israel 'Democracy at Work' (Israeli radio)

Israeli radius' Washington correspondent Shinon
Schiffer reporteu: 'Alter three days of testimony anu
incessant attempts on the part of Congress Committee
lawyers, Oliver Nortn still stIcKs to his version: '1
iuu nothing against the law.'...Qne of the problems

with tis testimony is tzaat North is relying on the
dead, like the late CIA head William Casey.'

rat i' "14ortto Prdises ir'cs '3ravery''
( erusalet Post)

.X.e iiueral Jdrusaiei, Post's corresponudeiit oavij:
:aKovK j tilea Lri.i iasiington: 'In his tniru day of
testilmuny in toe Iran-contra nearings, Oiiver Nortr,
iauuuu Isrdel anu pdrcicularly tne PrLe :1inistr's
suviser on Lerrutism, Aniram tir, roc playing key
roles in the cdotare or tr,,.. &- ,- • -
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F-- ecn Media Reaction
Friday, July 10, 87 Special Report

/ IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS

Summary

Lt. Col. Oliver North's testimony during the week to the Senate-
House Select Committee made headlines around the world. After
the third day, many writers judged he was emerging as a new
American hero, and that his account of his actions was highly
damaging to the President and key men close to him.

Typical headlines in Paris July 10 were: "Oliver North 'Super- -

star'' (Figaro), 'North Makes a Hit" (Quotidien), 'North,
Ameri:a's New Hero' (Liberation) and 'North Turns America
Around" (Le Matin).

Rome's leftist La Repubblica remarked that 'the Marine with
the icy blue eyes has conquered America.' And Geneva's
centrist La Suisse insisted that 'he is 'Rambo' timber.'

In the view of the independent Sydney Morning Herald: 'In
the public mind, there has been a dramatic sea-change as a
result of North's three days of testimony.. .it is he who
appears exemplary and Congress that is under scrutiny."

Liberal Le Monde of Paris maintained that 'no one can ignore
that a vise is tightening around him (the President) and that
Colonel North's testimony is destroying him.*

The pro-Chfstian Democrat Rheinische Post c. Duesseldorf held
that 'even if Oliver North did not say that kiagan knew and
approved, his testimony has still damaged the it*-xident.'

Several media observers compared the hearing to the Watergate
affair. London's centrist Independent called it 'the best
theater since Nixon.'

In Guayaquil, the moderate Extra judged that 'North's efforts,
like those of Moscow, are not signs of weakness but either
indications of authentic stupidity.'
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EUROPE

BRITAIN

*North Blames Congress for Scandal"

These e etLondon headlines July 10: *North Assails Inter-
rogators (Times), "North Is Urged Not to Take All the Blamee
(Guardlan),--Nortb Denies He Was Confidant of Reagan...Personal
Troubles for Reagan's Law Chief" (Daily Telegraph), 'North
Blames Congress for Scandal' (financial Times) and "Angry
North Says He Is Proud of His Actions...Best Show in Town
Since Tricky Dicky Called It Quits" (Independent).

'Colonel Denies He Was a Confidant of Reagan'

The conservative Daily Telegraphis Washington correspondent
Ian Brodie-reported, "it. Col. Oliver North denied he was a
confidant of President Reagan's yesterday in the course of
an angry denunciation of Congress for its on-again, off-again
support for the contras...

"Meese's Problems Gather Momentum"

The paper's Washington staff pointed out, 'The personal troubles
of U.S. Attorney General Edwin Meese, an old friend of President
Reagan, gathered momentum yesterday amid speculation that he
may soon be forced to step down...

'Both inquiries (Wedtech and Iran) center on questions of
ethics, and they come when the Reagan Administ:ation can
hardly afford to have its chief legal officer tisd up in
a complex defense of his actions...'

How Can Constitution Allow Over-Zealous Boy Scout to Take Over?

An editorial in the Telegraph commented, 'Patriotism is not
enough. Much about Colonel North and his activities remains
disagreeably reminiscent of the follies of the 1960s and 1970s
in Indoching.

'The principal question many citizens of America's allied
nations will continue to ask, having heard North's testimony,
is how-the workings of the American Constitution permit an
over-zealous service officer of his rank--a rather alarming
boy scout--to play plumber around the world, bending the
pipes of American foreign policy as fancy took him.'

7/10/87
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OA Box Office Hit'

Washington correspondent Lionel Barber remarked in the
independent Financial Times, 'Colonel North may be the best
rehearsed Congressional witness to appear on Capitol Hill since
John Deanaiu the Watergate hearings. His natural television
personality, communicated in a melodramatic tone, has already
turned.him into a box office hit...'

*North: A Problem for Reagan and Hill Republicans'

The centrist Independent's Washington correspondent Patrick
Brogan said, 'The town is obsessed with the Colonel. It's the
best theater since Nixon resigned...

'This all poses a problem for President Reagan and the
Republicans on the Committee. Colonel North is saying the
things they want to hear about the contras and the evils of
bureaucracy.and the liberals in Congress.

'But he also zealously and comprehensively incriminates all his,
superiors in his every action. He has in effect called the
Secretaries of State and Defense, the Attorney General and
lesser officials of lying about their roles, and though he
insists he never got a direct order from the President, he is
certain Mr. Reagan knew exactly what was going on.

'So Committee Republicans.. .are faced with a frightful dilemma:
either the Colonel is a hero and patriot, telling the truth--
which would show the entire Administration riddled with
perjurers and incompetents--or else he is a pathological liar...
which would mean all his political posturing was also quite
unreliable...'

'Greatest Show in Washington'

BBC-TV 2's "Newsnight' July 9 ran Washington correspondent
Gavin Esleris assessment that 'Ollie North has not only become
the greatest show here in Washington, but also the best known
television performer across America...

"Opinion polls say most Americans believe him, but that means
accepting that the U.S. Government did have control over the
profits of the Iranian arms sales which went to the contras; it
also means believing in a conspiracy to break the law, and a
high-level cover-up...9

7/10/87
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FRANCE

*0liver North 'superstar''

Parisian headlines July 10 included: 'Oliver North 'Super-
star's (Figaro)j "North Makes a Hit" (Quotidien), "North,
America's.wero" (Liberation) and North Turns America
Around' (e &Matin).

'Vise Tightens Around Reagan'

Liberal Le Monde's Washington correspondent Bernard Guetta said,
*Reagan was smiling to people coming to hear him call in favor
of his budget project, but no one can ignore that a vise is
tightening around him and that Colonel North's testimony is
destroying him.

'His revelations are extending the list of people who knew
about his activities in leading circles and the longer the
list, the more difficult it is to believe that the President
was the only one not informed of the diversion of funds.'

"Reagan's Desperate Attempts to Divert Attention From Show'

Pro-Socialist Le Matin's Washington correspondent Pascal
Audigier wrote, "While President Reagan is cautiously pro-
tecting himself in the White House, North is facing alone
the fire of Congressional questions...

'Reagan is making desperate attempts to divert attention from
the amazing show taking place on Capitol Hill .... But the star
is now the young officer who used to be in the shadow...'

'A Hit on Television'

According to conservative Figaro's correspondent in Washington,
Baudouin Bollaert, 'The Colonel is making a hit on television
.... The turnabout is spectacular .... Supported by his lawyer and
the discreet presence of his wife Betsy, the former Marine has
shown an extraordinary charisma...'

'A Hero, a 'Superstar''

France-Inter radio stated, 'Oliver North 'superstar.' He
is making a hit on television .... Before the hearings he
was considered a wild patriot; now he has become a hero.'

7/10/87
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'A Two-Sided Day for Nortn"

A front-page article in leftist La Repubolica by New York
correspondent Enrico Franceschini said, For Colonel North---
yesterday was. two-sided day: in the afternoon, pressed by
Liman's quest),ons...ne tremule; in the morning, in answering
questions posed by George Van Cleve--the Republican
representative, that is, Reagan's party--he found the going
easier...

'Tne marine Has Conguered America'

A separate report in the same paper noted, 'According to an ABC
News poll, 70 percent of the TV audience think that the ex-
Rambo of the White House is defending himself marvelously
.... Sixty percent believe he is telling the truth, while trying
to defend President Reagan...

'The Marine with the icy blue eyes has conquered America. Even
Reagan--who showed indifference at the beginning--is now
watching closely...'

SWITZERLAND

'America Fascinated by North's Testimony'

Among Swiss headlines July 10 were: 'America Ridiculed Over
Irangate Hearings" (24 Heures), 'Oliver North Counterattacks;
Puts Congress on tne Dock" (Le Matin), 'North-Inculpates Casey,
Shultz, Meese and Israel" (Tages-Anzeiger) and "America
Fascinated by North's Testimony; Radio and TV Bring It Live to
Public' (Der Bund).

Additional headlines read: 'Is North Scapegoat or Instigator?*
(Neue Zuercher Zeitung) and ''Rambo' North Takes the
Offensive...Accuses Congress' (La Suisse).

'North Seems More Afraid of the Law Than of Abu Nidai'

The report by Washington correspondent Yvette Janssens for
centrist La Suisse observed, 'Americans from all over the
country are standing in line to occupy, in half-hour relays,
the 14 seats at the Congressional hearings reserved for the
public.

7/10/d7
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Foreign Mecfla Reacton
Monday, July 13, 1987 DaIly Digest

NORTH TESTIMONY--F6reign media comment
generally agreed that Colonel North's
testimony has harmed' President Reagan,
Secretaries Shultz and Weinberger and
Attorney General Meese. Writers also
looked forward to Admiral Poindexter's
turn before Congress, seen as 'much more
important to the President's position.*

BRITAIN: OReagan 'to Survive' Poindexter TestimonyO

London headlines today read: 'North Gets a Boost From Opinion
Polls' (Times), 'Reagan 'to Survive' Poindexter Testimony'
(GuardianTT"Reagan 'Not to Be Impeached'...Admiral's Vital
Testimony to Follow North' (Daily Telegraph), 'White House
Fears Further Iran-Contra DiscFosures" (Financial Times) and
"Poindexter Will Be Next Target in Iran Case' (Independent).

'Poindexter Evidence Could Be 'Explosive' for Reagan*

According to the centrist independent's Washington corre-
spondent Alexander Chancellor, 'Lt. Col. Oliver North's
mesmeric performance as a witness in the Iran-contra affair has
greatly enhanced his own standing with the American public, but
has also aggravated the problems of the President he claims to
revere...

*Admiral Poindexter's testimony is unlikely to rival the
Colonel's as theater, for he is hardly a charismatic figure.
But, since the death earlier this year of former CIA Director
William Casey, the Admiral is the only person with intimate
knowledge of the Iran-contra operations who regularly saw the
President...

'Unlike-Colonel North, the Admiral has already been extensively
questioned-in private, and leaks from the Congressional com-
mittees have suggested that his evidence could be 'explosive'---
in what it reveals about the President's knowledge...'

Polls Show Americans Believe North

The conservative Times' Washington correspondent Michael Binyon
filed, 'Lt. Col. Oliver North resumes his extraordinary
Congressional testimony today, buoyed by opinion polls showing
that more than twice as many Americans believe he rather 'han
President Reagan is telling the truth...
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Monday, July 13, 1987

*Today is likely to be the Colonel's last day on the stand.
Tomorrow, Admiral Poindexter begins testifying. This is now
considered immeasurably more important after Colonel North's
assertions that he kept Admiral Poindexter informed at each
stage,-an# the Admiral's reported remark last November that Mr.
Reagan.bever knew of the diversion of proceeds.'

WEST GERMANY: 'North: For Reagan, a Highly Welcome Success'

Bonn's conservative Die Welt commented editorially, 'During
these four days North gave a more convincing rendition of (U.S.
Nicaragua policy) than any politician before him, including the
'great communicator' Reagan...

'For Ronald Reagan, North's testimony was an unexpected but
highly welcome success. In the past four days North has
willingly and courageously played the role of scapegoat...'

'Casey Will Have to Bear Responsibility for Iran-Contra'

Left-of-center news magazine Der Spiegel said, 'According to
the view held by many members of Congress, it will probably -
never come out whether Reagan personally approved the diversion
of funds to the contras. The majority no longer believes that
Poindexter's questioning will result in a clear answer.

"This makes clear that deceased CIA Director Casey will have to
bear the main responsibility for the Iran-contra scandal at the
conclusion of the Congressional investigations...'

The Collapse of the Constitution?

An editorial in liberal Hamburger Morgenpost observed,
'Applauded by a blind and gullible public openly admiring lies
and illegality and brainwashed by a rigid film culture, which
will even allow the worst criminal to pose as a hero, the
United States is experiencing the collapse of its Constitu-
tion. After that, the President will be allowed to do just
anything...'

ITALY: 'Ollie Is More Credible Than Ron'

These were Italian headlines today and over the weekend:
"Inouye: 'We Still Don't Have Elements for Reagan's
Impeachment'.. .Courage, Marine North, 3merica Is With You"
(Corrierd della Sera), 'America Sides With North Now* (La
Stampa), 'Colonel Superstar' (La Repubblica), 'Ollie Is More
Cdible Than Ron" (Il Messaggero) and wInouye: 'Here Is
Evidence; Reagan Is Guilty'' (Stampa Sera).
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'The Irangate Incident was nothing more than a political
dispute, but it was soon grossly exaggerated to such
proportions that it now affects the Administration and
policytfQrmplation of the United States...'

'The media are tq .blame for the undue publicity accorded the
covert arms deal with Iran...'

'Responsibility on the One-Who Was Elected'

The pro-PRC Tin Tin Dail said, 'After the four-day hearings of
Lt.-Col. North, the analysts of Washington pointed out: (1)
based on what North had said, there are enough reasons to
'assume' that the transfer of proceeds to the contras had
received tacit or non-tacit approval from the president, (2)
Under the U.S. Government system, it is concluded that there is
no other person except the President who can approve the
actions of North.

*North refused to answer some of the questions .... Analysts
concluded that the responsibility has clearly fallen on the one
who was elected by the Americans, not the Marine
lieutenant-colonel...'

SOUTH KOREA: 'Final Phase'

Independent Hankook Ilbo on Saturday ran the report of a
correspondent that "with the testimony of Lt. Col. North before
Congress, the so-called Iran-contra scandal seemed to have
entered the final phase.

'Since col. North did not clearly mention President Reagan's
advance knowledge of the diversion of the arms sale profits,
the President has won immunity from responsibility for the
Iran-Contra affair.

'Even though he has become free from political responsibility
for the affair, however, the affair will remain a political
burden for him during his tenure in office.'

THAILAND: 'Scandal Just Getting Into High Gear'

The independent Nation said, 'The Iran-contra arms scandal is
just getting into high gear and former aide... Lt. Col. Oliver
North has started to throw many a spinner into the
investigation...

'North, of course, according to the Democratic Congress, is
small fry while it is mainly after the President...'

76-936 0-88-26
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a reign Media Reacton
Tuesday July 14,'1987 Daily Digest

NORTH TESTIMONY--Some reports abroad saw
President Reagan and the contra cause as
benefitting from Colonel North's 'enormous
popularity.' Others judged that the former

. White House aide's testimony and Admiral
Poindexter's upcoming appearance could spell
*trouble' for Mr. Reagan and other high-
level officials in the Administration.

BRITAIN: oReagan Denies Poindexter Briefed Him on Arms Cash"

London dailies headlined today: "Irangate Fund Short-Term,
Says North' (Daily Telegraph), 'North Confirms British Link
With Irangate (Guardian), OWhite House Denies Reagan Briefed
on Covert Arms Profits...Poindexter Set to Take the Stand'
(Financial Times), 'Congress Tries to Stem the 'Olliemania'
Tide...Reagan Denies Poindexter Briefed Him on Arms Cash... The
Knives Are Out for Poindexter* (Independent).

'White House Indignantly Denies Poindexter Briefed Reagan'

The liberal Guardian's Washington correspondent Michael White
reported, 'The White House was stampeded yesterday into
indignantly denying that President Reagan was briefed by
Admiral Poindexter about the diversion of Iranian arms profits
to the contras even before the former National Security Adviser
has actually testified on the crucial point.

*In jittery contrast to last week's posture of detached
composure in the face of whatever Admiral Poindexter or Colonel
North might tell the Congressional inquiry, the Presidential
spokesman, Mr. Marlin Fitzwater, issued a pre-emptive denial...'

'Drama in Washington Tells Us Something About U.S. Democracy'

An editqral in the conservative Times commented, 'The drama in
Washington... touches on issues, all-Important for the peace of
the world and the survival of the our freedoms, about how to
counter terrorism.

'It poses grim questions about how a nation can engage in what
are necessarily covert operations within the framework of a
free Western society. It is also bringing to light serious
flaws in the White House's machinery of government.

'8tBt it is worth noting, too, that it tells us something about
the nature of a democratic system which is part of the United
States' great strength.'
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SOVIET UNION: *North Testimony to Congress'

Moscow TASS was reported today as having run this byliner's
view last Thursday: 'The most important result of North's
two-day testimony is undoubtedly the fact that it is completely
obvious a-d official leaders of U.S. foreign policy constantly
knew very well all about his actions.

*High-ranking representatives of the Administration including
Presidential assistants McFarlane and then Poindexter, let
alone Casey, the CIA Director, knew his every step. Secretary
of State Shultz was also sufficiently well informed on the
essence of the operations conducted by North and his personal
role in them...

'(North) is now rather clumsily trying to prove that he does
not know whether President Reagan was informed about his
actions...'

AUSTRALIA: 'Iran Caper Badly Judged, Appallingly Executed'

The independent Australian Financial Review, in an editorial
today, called it 'disturbing" that the Iran-contra affair 'has-
either stimulated or coincided with a truly drastic decline in
the authority of the U.S. Presidency just when there are vast
changes taking place in the structure of the world economy and
in the administration ot the Soviet Union...

'The Iran-contra caper was badly judged and appallingly
executed. It will be a major tragedy if the incompetence of an
American Congressional committee or the cheap chauvinism of a
gaudy Marine fail to make this plain to the American nation.'

The independent, English-language Sun's editorial depicted the
North testimony as 'a demonstration of the people's right to
know what has been done in their name by their leaders...

'Even Mikhail Gorbachev may agree it's an example of true
democratic 'glasnost.'...'

ISRAEL: 'Peres: North Was Scapegoat for Everyone"

The liberal Jerusalem Post reported under the above headline,
"Foreiga Minister Peres said yesterday 'everyone involved in
the Iran-contra affair knew more than they admitted to knowing
about the transfer of funds to the contras, and attempted to
lay the blame on Lt. Col. Oliver North...
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'Deeply Disquieting for the Rest of the World'

Conservative Journal de Geneve's editorial said, 'The fault is
not so-much North's as that of the people above him, right up
to the-Prtsident himself .... North recognized that there was a
power vacuum, and he filled it enthusiastically in the can-do
spirit.of the good.fighting Marine. The tragedy is that this
series of fits and starts, this mixture of slackness and
individual initiative, served as the foreign policy of the
world's major power and the leader of the West.

'The moral and political consequences of Irangate are largely a
domestic American matter. But the lack of a real foreign
policy that they reveal is deeply disquieting for the rest of
the world.'

SPAIN: 'North Has Finished Off With the Administration'

Barcelona's centrist La Vanguardia ran Washington correspondent
Rafael Ramos' report der the headline 'North Convinces
America of His Innocence and Makes His Superiors Responsible
for Irangate." It said, 'North, without wanting, has finished_
off with the Administration, involving more than before the
highest officials of the country, including President Reagan....'

PORTUGAL: 'Reagan Profits From Sympathy for North'

Yesterday's leading independent Diario de Noticias concluded,
'No matter what happens in the inquest, and apparently regard-
less of the possible implications of North's testimony...Reagan
profits from the sympathy surrounding the 'witness.' In fact,
North's charm has managed to reverse the game in such a way
that attention now seems to be focused on the methods used by
the committee..."

NORWAY: A Growing Wariness in Future of Undercover Operations?

According to Oslo's conservative Aftenposten, writing yesterday
on the *encouraging' nature of the hearings, "More than any
other nation, the Americans have a convincing ability to
correct themselves, to brutally point out weak points and make
unsentimental changes.

'We have every reason to believe that the result this time will
be a President who is stopped from making more mistakes in his
last one-and-a-half years in office--and a growing wariness in
the future of undercover operations carried out by political
fanatics.'
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IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS--Foreign media looked
forward to Admiral Poindexter's appear-
ance and what light it coulo shed on Pres-
ident Reagan's responsibility. Writers also
focused on the discrepancies between the
North and McFarlane testimonies and on Mr.
Reagan's reaction to the hearings.

BRITAIN: 'You Won't Shut Me Up, Reagan Tells Criticsm

Among London headlines today were: *North Tells of $1 Million
Bribe Offer' (Times), 'North's Testimony Disowned by His -

Ex-Boss...White House Raises Stakes in Bid for Contra Aid'
(Guardian), 'You Won't Shut Me Up, Reagan Tells Critics' (Daily

), 'McFarlane Hits at North Claims' (Financial Times)
an North Bows Out a Subversive Hero.. .Reagan Says He'll
'Yell' for More Contra Aid' (Independent).

*McFarlane Gave Boost to Administration'

The independent Financial Times' Washington staff reported,
'Mr. Robert McFarlane... last night disputed key elements in the
testimony of Lt. Col. North...

'Mr. M:Farlane in effect gave a boost to the Administration by
reviving the impression of Colonel North as an officer acting
to some extent on his own initiative...'

'White House High-Risk Strategy on Contra Aid'

Washington correspondent Michael White said in the liberal
Guardian, 'The White House is planning a high-risk strategy of
cashing in on Colonel North's stirring accounts of the
communist threat to Central America, by trying to increase aid
to the Nicaraguan contra rebellion--probably doubling it during
President Reagan's last 18 months in office to $300 million...

'The irony of th6 move is that many right-wingers have long
shared Colonel NOrth's stated belief that Mr. Reagan should
have done what the Marine has now done--confront Congress
head-on over the policy...'

*Reagan Announces: 'You Won't Be Able to Shut Me Up''

The conservative Daily Telegraph's Washington correspondent
Hugh Davies observed, "President Reagan, obviously irritated b/
suggestions from the Irangate committee that he has lied,
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VENEZUELA: OPresident Ollie'

Under the headline 'President Ollie,' a columnist wrote in
yesterdaf'e centrist Diario de Caracas, 'Simple answers to
comple k realities plus the magic of television are the perfect
mix to forge heroes in the United States. It does not matter
that the testimony of North gives a cold shoulder to the
uncomfortable mechanisms of democracy and shows a certain
inclination by the executive head of the White House to say one
thing in public and do another in private...

*If an actor who interprets the role of hero in the movies can
become President of the republic, why can't it be done by a
hero from real life?...'

HONDURAS: 'Paradox of a Nation That Wants to Lead'

Tegucigalpa's conservative La Prensa stated in an editorial
Monday, 'North has been conit ent in his objectives and
responsibilities. This has made him a star. From the accused
he could turn into the accuser, from the villain to the hero.-

'This is one of the paradoxes of a nation that wants to lead-,
but now--tangled up in its own web--does not know how to face
the serious problems its rivals will not hesitate to take
advantage of to further their own interest.'

MEXICO: 'Missing: Determining Reagan's Responsibility'

Leftist, nationalist Unomasuno carried an editorial yesterday
saying, *It is possible to make a preliminary assessment of the
results and effects of North's dramatic statements.

'No doubt there were violations of the law, otherwise there
would not be an explanation to the secret arms sale and the
assistance to the anti-Sandinista rebels. What is missing is
to determine President Reagan's responsibility, which will be
known once'former National Security Adviser Poindexter
testifies...

SENEGAL: 'It Is a Shame That North Attacks the Congress"

Saturday's semi-official Le Soleil carried an editorial which
praised the strength of the American system and condemned
Colonel Ndrth's attack on Congress.

It said that 'by his revelations Notth is hurting others more
than himself...
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'It is a shame that today he attacks the Congress, the American
institution that acts as a true guarantor of a democracy in
danger,. and whose only sin is having a lemocratic majority...
Some hero!'

NIGERIa: 'North's Contingency Plans to Suspend Constitution'

Kwara state-owned The Herald, as reported in a press round,o
yesterday, wrote: "So former White House aide, Lt. Col. Oliver
North, dre -up contingency plans to suspend the U.S. consti-
tution and impose martial law in the event of widespread
opposition to a U.S. invasion abroad?

"Those who refused to acknowledge the grave danger of the U.S.
invasion of Libya...last year must now begin to do a rethink-
ing.'

IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS

Britain "McFarlane*Hits at North Claims'
(Financial Times)

The independent Financial Times' Washington staff
reported today, 'Mr. Robert McFarlane... last night
disputed key elements in the testimony of Lt. Col.
North...

'Mr. McFarlane in effect gave a boost to the
Administration by reviving the impression of Colonel
North as an officer acting to some extent on his own
initiative..."

'White House Raises Stakes in Bid for
Contra Aid' (Guardian)

Wash.ngton correspondent Michael White said in the
liberal Guardian, 'The White House is planning a
high-risk strategy of cashing in on Colonel North's
stirring accounts of the Communist threat to Central
America, by trying to increase aid to the Nicaraguan
contra rebellion--probably doubling it during
President Reagan's last 18 months in office to $300
million...

'The irony of the move is that many rightwingers have
long shared Colonel North's stated belief that Mr.
Reagan should have done what the Marine has now done
--confront Congress head-on over the policy...'

'You Won't Shut Me Up, Reagan Tells
Critics' (Daily Telegraph)

The conservative Daily Telegraph's Washington
correspondent Hugh Davies observed, 'President Reagan,
obviously irritated by suggestions from the Irangate
committee that he has lied, announced yesterday that
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SWEDN: Congressmen Too Concerned With Saving Their Own Skins?

Stockholm's liberal Dagens Nyheter ran this editorial view:
'People may realize that it is not only wild CIA plans to get
around Congressional control which have been revealed. North
is pushing the responsibility for what happened upward.

'This is not to say that Ronald Reagan will ever-personally be
put in a hopelessly compromising position. Few Americans
believe that the President or Oliver North have told the truth
in the Iran-contra affair, but many are reacting to the fact
that Congress is clamping down on the White House. And this
sad affair will not end well if Congressmen become too
concerned with saving their own skins.0

DENMARK: 'Reagan Has the Political Responsibility'

An editorial in left-of-center Politiken commented, 'Now
Poindexter remains as the principal witness in the affair. - It
is difficult to see how he may have any other options but to
point to Reagan or to personally assume the entire part of the
responsibility that he cannot assign to Casey.

'But regardless of what happens, Reagan has the political
responsibility for both the scandal and for the many dubious
attempts to evade this responsibility.'

IRELAND: Why Did Reagan Not Know?

In the view of the conservative Cork Examiner, 'Surely the
whole point about the Irangate affair is not so much whether
President Reagan knew or not, but if he did not, why not?
Presidential responsibility is not something that can be
shrugged off by pleading ignorance, even though -t is early
days yet to come to any such conclusion.'

TURKEY: 'Bold Thief'

Yesterday's independent Hurriyet published a byliner's opinion
under the above headline saying, 'The present day American
public seems to have found the new 'national hero,' whose
absence was felt for a-long time .... Lt. Col. North is rising
from the witness chair as the person answering the average
American's search for a strong, effective, outspoken, and
'decent' leader.'
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FRANCE: 7McFarlane Unable to Compete With Brilliant Colonel"

According to France-Inter radio, "McFarlane was unable to
compete with the brilliant Colonel.....No, decidedly, he cannot
be a star in this series--since the issue is a real series--
which is replacing the soap operas or sort of stupid games
which are the daily distraction of the U.S. housewife.

'U.S. strategic interests are likely suffering in the short run
but it is always impressive to note the intensity of the debate
on the importance of the Constitution and of the force of laws
in this country."

'Poindexter Testimony Will Be Very Important'

Parisian headlines included: 'Ollie, the U.S. Heron (France-
Soir), 'Poindexter Testimony Will Be Very Important' (TLii )
and 'Reagan Not Cleared Yet" (Parisien).

'North Incarnates the American Dream'

Mass-appeal France-Soir ran- this report by Judith Weiner in New
York, 'Since the assassination of John Kennedy, America was
looking for a hero. It found it unexpectedly in the person of
Lieutenant Colonel North, a Vietnam veteran and the key man of
Irangate...

'Oliver North incarnates the American dream."

"Poindexter Can Tell: Did He Inform Reagan?'

Conservative Figaro's New York correspondent Jean-Louis Turlin
filed, "Poindexter is the only one who can answer the key
question of the affair: did he or didn't he inform the Pres-
ident of the diversion of funds to the contras? If he did, did
the President support the plan?...

'As to President Reagan, he showed in leavLng for a campaign
tour that he'is flot afraid of this testimony either.'

ITALY: M-cFarlane Says North Is Lyings

Today's dailies in Italy headlined: 'North, a Triumphant
Farewell" (La Stampa), 'North Wins Hands Down in Congress With
Show on Contras" (I Messaggero), 'Reagan: 'I Will Speak Up
When Everything Is Over'' (Il Giornale), 'Irangate, Reagan
Smiles Now' (Ii Tempo) and "McFarlane Says North Is Lying'
(Avanti).
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*First Blow Dealt to Ollie's Patriotic Truthw

Enrico Franceschini's report from New York in leftist La
Regubblica read, 'The patriotic truth presented by 'Rambio'
Ollie...was dealt the first heavy blow yesterday: McFarlane
...fully denied that North was acting with his approval in the
secret negotiations to sell weapons to Iran and send funds to
the contras...'

OReagan Cherishing North's Popularity'

Washington correspondent Ennio Caretto wrote in centrist La
Stampa, $North's departure was almost triumphal and was only
partially spoiled by McFarlane's contradiction of his story...

'Reagan, who is regaining his self-confidence, is cherishing
North's popularity. In a meeting at the White House with -

Congressional leaders, he reiterated his noninvolvement in
Irangate and informed them that 'when the inquiry is over,
nobody will be able to shut me up.-'..

'The two hottest weeks for the Reagan Administration... are
likely to conclude with less damage than was expected...'

*White House Delighted to Exploit Wave of Sympathy for North"

Roberto Pesenti observed from New York in Rome's centrist I
Messaggero, "With a surprise propaganda move, Colonel NortF
turned the--last day of his testimony... into a national public
relations campaign for the contras...

"The White House was delighted to exploit the wave of sympathy
for the Colonel and his crusade.- President Reagan immediately
relaunched his policy of support for the anti-Sandinistas...'

SWITZERLAND: 'North Has Done More for the Contras' Cause,

Center-right Journal de Geneve's report said, 'Not only has
North managed to.,put in a 'firebreak' to protect the President,
but he has done more for the contras' cause than any number of
speeches by Administration figures.

"North and Poindexter.. .are totally different personalities ....
The latter won't be able to make the impression on the
investigators that North has...'
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*A Transparent aqd Pitiful Moral Screen'

Renzo Cianfanelli's dispatch from New York on the front page of
leading centrist Corriere-della Sera referred to the arms-for-
hostages testimony and said, "With Poindexter's testimony...the
excuse of amnesia, insisted upon by the White House, is reduced
to just a moral screen which is transparent and pitiful...*

'Absolution Because of Lack of Evidence'

Leftist La Repubblica's Washington correspondent Vittorio
Zucconi held, wThe price Reagan had to pay for his safety is
not a small one...

'North and Poindexter saved the President's legal position but
damaged his political position. The final defense in which -
Reagan took refuge is really an absolution because of a lack of
evidence...

"We don't know what Reagan, remembers or has forgotten. We only
know that we don't know...'

'Poindexter Destroyed the Myth of Reaganism'

Ennio Caretto judged from Washington in centrist La Stampa,
"Poindexter cleared Reagan and the nightmare of a second
Watergate is coming to an end...

'While Reagan and Reaganism are absolved from legal respon-
sibility in the Iran-contra affair, the same is not true for
their political responsibility. Even though there is no new
development... the President will not succeed in regaining the
credibility he has lost. Yesterday, the ex-NSC Adviser
destroyed the myth of Reaganism...'

"Reagan Is Safe'

In the opinion of Washington correspondent Alberto Pasolini
Zanelli in leading conservative Il Giornale, "Ronald Reagan is
safe froff a legal, constitutional and judicial point of view.
There will not be another Watergate and nobody is even thinking
a5out impeachment any more...I

'President Is Coming Out Battered'

A front-page summary in Rome's centrist II Tempo said, 'The
U.S. President, even though he succeeded in avoiding th4! ghost
of impeachment, is coming out battered from an affair which is
not over yet and which is still full of unanswered questions...*
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"It is important to follow closely the developments of this
investigation becaUse it represents a lesson of practice ot
democracy.*

NICARAGUA: *Poindexter Saves Reagan From Being Tried"

Pro-Sandinista El Nuevo Diario front-paged this deadline,
'Poindexter Takes the Blame," adding tnat the Admiral had taken
the blame gin order to save the top villain" and that *with his
mea culpa, Poinoexter saves Reagan from being tried.'

ZAMBIA: Headline Treatment

In a front page lead, touay's Government-owned Zambia Daily
Aail neaulined "I Sni.lued Reagan, Says Poindext," wnile the
ruling UiNI Party's Times of Zambia headlined 'Reagan Is Safe in
Seat.'

POINDEXTER TESTIMONY

Italy 'Reagan Has Overcome Storm, He Blames It on Poindexter
Now' (Corriere della Sera)

'America: Enough of Irangate' (La Stampa) -

'Who Is in Charge at the White House?' (Communist
l'Unita)

Israel 'Credibility Open to Question" (Yediot Aharonot)

.Ch-arisma anYrdLong-Lashed Blue Eyes' (Maariv)

THE NUB.

Today's foreign reports described Admiral
Poindexter's testimony as having 'taken
the sting from the scandal,' though most
agreed that 'a long time will be necessary
to repair the damages caused to the cred-
ibility of the President."
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ISRAEL: OReagan's Credibility Open to Question'

Conservative Yediot Aharonot's Washington correspondent Erol
Guiney wrote, "Following Admiral Poindexter's testimony,
President Reagan no longer faces the danger of impeachment.
However, Poindexter's testimony corroborated the impression
that Reagan did not tell the truth on several important
points: the role of the White House staff in assisting the
contras and the objective of Israel's arms sales to Iran...

'The President's credibility therefore remains an open
question.0

'Charisma and Long-Lashed Blue Eyes'

Middle-of-the-road Maariv's Washington correspondent filed, -

'North is, among other things, a master liar. By putting in
motion a dubious policy of his own, he managed to do Incredible
harm to his country's prestige...

'His charm and eloquence did not impress the Iranian officials
he dealt with: Washington-Tehran relations did not improve,
most of the American hostages were not released (and new ones
were taken), and the contras have not accomplished much. It is
depressing to see so many citizens of this great nation succumb
to the charms of a man who has only charisma and long-lashed
blue eyes to go for him."

MEXICO: 'What Has Happened to the Government's Credibility'

Yesterday's leftist, nationalistic Excelsior ran an editorial
saying, "Poindexter chose to assume responsibility for the
illegal diversion of funds to the Nicaraguan counterrevolution-
aries. The political purpose...was to protect President
Reagan...

"What has happened to the Government's credibility and its

respect for Congress and legality?'

According to independent-, nationalistic Jornal de Brasilia,
'Even if'it is proved that the-President lied to the nation,
Reagan is already.enjoying a sort of popular amnesty. Public
opinion polls show that a great number of Americans believe
that the President lied, but they also think that his fault is
justifiable.
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Italy *Aware of the almost irreparable damage suftereu by
- nis credibility...President Reagan has started his
counterotfensive, announcing measures aimeu at
preventing the National Security Council in'tne future
trom niding tne truth to Congress, ana preparing a
speech to the nation in Which he will try to
capitalize on Colonel North's success...'

-Jho Is in Charge at the White House?0
(Communist l'Unita)

In the opinion of Communist l'Unita, 'Poinaexter's
testimony is like a double-eUged sword tor Reagan. By
claiming chat ne deliberately kept the President in
the uark on tne diversion of Iranian payments to the
contras, Admiral Poindexter cleared him on the point
4nicn could have led to aj±s impeachment. However, hq
created a hornet's nest on tue subject of wno governs
the country. Even the 4hite House now asserts tnat it
was a disservicee.'"

Israel oCredibility Open to Questions (Yedrot
Aharonot)

Conservative Yedlot Aiaronot's Wasnington corre-
sponuenc Erol Guiney wrote, "Following Admiral
Poindexter's testimony, Presiuent Reagan no longer
races the danger of impeachment. However,
Poindexter's testimony corroborated the impression
tnat Reagan did not tell the trutn on several
important points: the role of the White House staft
in assisting the contras and tne oojective of Israe±'s
arms sales to Iran...

"£ne President's credibility tiieretore remains an open
question."

*Charisma and Long-Lasneo Blue Eyes'
(Maariv)

middle-ot-tae-road Maariv's Washington correspondent
rlieu, "Nortn is, among other things, a master liar.
By putting in motion a dubious policy or Ls own, he
ianagea to do increcibie ,,arm to his country's
prestige...

"His charm ana elociuence did not impress the Iranian
otricials le uealt within: Washington-Tenran relations
aid not improve, most of the American hostages-were
not released (and new ones were taken), and the
contras nave not accomplished much.
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West OGo6d News for Gorbachev' (Frankfurter
Germany Ailgemeine)

Conservative Frankfurter Aligemeine's euitorlidl saia,
NTne fact that tne supreme commander knew notzning
about significant decisions on government policies or
that ne was deliberately kept ignorant ot what was
going on, is good news for Goroachev. On the uomestic
rront, tne still popular Reagan will survive the
3ftermatn of tne affdir..."

"Reagan's Leadership' (Stuttgarter Zeitung)

An editorial in liberal Stuttgarter Zeitung wondered,
'What type of leadership is tnis when it is
uelioerately Kept ignorant aoout far-reaching
activities in a sensitive area? What type of
leadership is tnis that apparently tolerates a
mentality which snows little regard for democratic
control and puts priority on pushing through a
predetermined political course?...

*Can a leading Western power dtforu such a style of
leadership in the long term? Gorbachev's enhanced
image particularly in the FRG and Reagan's decline in
tne poUDic image should make us stop and think about
th is.

Itaiy 'Reagan Has Overcome Storm, He Blames It
un Poindexter Now* (Corriere della Sera)

Renzo Cianfanelli tileu from New York in leading
centrist Corriere della Sera, 'Ronald Reagan has
perhaps overcome the main obstacle. Thanks to the
astute move of Admiral Poindexter...the President can
heave a big sigh of relief...

'As everybody knows, however, gratitude has very snort
roots in politics .... While Poinoexter was doing his
best to save the President... the President was
attacking and blaming him through his spokesman...'

'America: Enough of Irangate" (La Stampa)

Oashington correspondent Ennio Cdretto noted in
centrist La Stampa, Reayan is safe; Reayanism has
died; America Is sicK and tired and North is its
king...
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NORWAY: 'Essential Difference* Between U.S., USSR

Conservative Aftenposten of Oslo noted, '(North's) actions have
harmed the U.S. reputation abroad. But the American superpower
has a political system which ruthlessly swoops down on citizens
of his kind. The Soviet superpower closed the doors when the
people responsible for the Chernobyl accident are taken to
court.

"The TV thriller with North in the lead points out this
essential difference."

SPAIN: -Reagan: Not an Effective President for Nine Months*

A correspondent's dispatch in Barcelona's leading centrist La
Van~uardia read, 'The President has avoided the humiliation of
having to abandon power.. .as the result of an impeachment, bu
little more. In fact, he has not been an effective President
for nine months, he has lost a good part of his credibility, and
leadership capacity and he is simply.. .waiting for the
Presidential elections to take place...*

PORTUGAL: "Administration Will Have Difficulty Recoveting'

Lisbon's leading independent Diario de Noticias said,
'Poindexter's remarks have revealed the contradiction between
the words and the deeds of both the Government and the
President of the United States, contributing to a rapid loss of
domestic and foreign credibility...

'Whatever the result of the Irangate case, the Administration
will have difficulty fully recovering.'

HONG KONG: 'Reagan and His Scapegoats'

The pco-PRC New Evening Post's commentary, headlined as above,
asked today, Did (Poindexter) make up the story in order to
protect Reagan? Absolutely probable...

'The President always becomes muddle-headed at the key moment
of the key issue. Is he really that muddle-headed?"

SINGAPORE: 'President Must Act to Restore His Credibility"

An editorial in the English-language Straits Times said, 'The
melodrama is far from over .... But President Reagan should not
wait for the hearings to run their course or for the dust to
settle before acting to restore his credibility, to shkw that
the buck does stop with him...
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IRAN-CONTRA AFFAIR

Britain "Inaction Man Catches the Fall-Out From
North's Star* (Sunday Times)

The conservative Sunday Times' correspondent in
Washington, Will Elsworth-iJnes, reported yesterday,
"The two men are different characters, but the effect
of their testimony over the past two weeks has been
much the same: to paint such a devastating picuture
of the White House that Ronald Reagan will spend his _
last 18 months in office more as a ceremonial monarch
than a powerful President.

'The main difference between the two men's testimony
is that North at least helped his own cause;
Poindexter helped neither himself nor the President..."

''Fuzzy' Admiral Produces Lots of Smoke
but No Fire' and "Pious Rhetoric of the
Irangate Lynch Mob' (Sunday Telegraph)

In the view of the conservative SundayTelegraph's
Washington correspondent David BnrTheAdmiral,
whose bland testimony has lulled a nation to sleep and
taken the hearings off two of the three major U.S.
television networks, quietly defused the bomb ticking
under the President which could have led to his
impeachment.

-'It was a temporary lull .... Although Poindexter
confirmed.what Reagan has been saying for months, the
opinion polls showed that two-thirds of the U.S.
people think Poindexter is still covering up for the
-Administration and the President and three-fifths
think Reagan is not telling the truth...a
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'Such-a-situation remains quiescent when strong presidents are
in power, but that isn't the case today. The result has been
to make-U.S. foreign policy increasingly dependent on a
domestic policy which is always on shifting sand...

YUGOSLAVIA: Irangate Stalling Euromissiles Agreement?

Belgrade's Politika on Friday featured this byliner's
commentary on the hearings, "There had been a conviction that
agreement on Euromissiles would be made soon and that Gorbachev
would be Reagan's guest before 1987 ends. That has not been
eliminated as a possibility, but there is an air of stalling
due to Irangate.'

SOUTH KOREA: 'Problems and Doubts Remain'

Conservative Chosun Ilbo headlined Washington correspondent
Byun Yong-shik's dispatch Saturday 'President Reagan Avoids -

Dishonorable Discharge Crisis.' The correspondent noted,
'President Reagan seems to have gotten out of the political,
crisis caused by the Iran-contra affair, thanks to Poindexter's
faithful and advantageous testimony...

'Even though the President did not know about the diversion,
the Iran-contra affair left many problems and doubts. This is
because one cannot help but doubt whether Casey really did not
report to the President, considering the friendly relationship
between him and President Reagan.'

HONG KONG: 'Mistakes Which American People Can Forgive'

Today's editorial in the independent Ming Pao Daily News
concluded, '(The witnesses') testimonies all seem to point to
the following conclusion: Reagan was just a little 'senile'
and 'negligent' in supervising his subordinates. He
'miscalculated' the results of his covert missions and became
'forgetful' when pressed to untangle the whole mess. These are
mistakes which the American people can forgive..."

PHILIPPINES: 'It Matters Little Will of People Was Subverted'

A columnist wrote in Saturday's anti-Aquino Manila Standard,
'It is easy for those involved in the Iranscam to justify their
actions. 'Higher' causes can be found to excuse manipulation
of socio-political processes...

'It matters little that the will of the American people was
subverted in the process, nor that the very spirit of
democracy...was destroyed .... But the point has been made, the
righteous consider themselves a law and a power unto
themselves.'
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ITALY: "Reagan, the Magic Is Over"-

Centrist Corriere della Sera's-lead editorial-,-headlined as
above, judged today, "The- legal crisis (for President Reagan)
is over-th-e threat of-an impeachment has vanished; Reagan will
be able to govern for the remaining 18 months of his mandate.

'However, under what conditions? Even if the legal crisis is
over, the psychological crisis remains open and, furthermore,
it seems to have become more serious...'

DENMARK: USSR Might Profit From U.S. Democratic Courage

According to Copenhagen's tabloid B.T. over the weekend, "The
White House does not stink as it diT-uring Nixon's Pre3idency.
But the Congressional hearings have still been painful for the
Reagan Administration because they revealed to the entire world
that the 77-year-old President is not always aware of what goes
on around him.

'But more than anything, the affair has confirmed the U.S.
courage with regard to castigating people who do not respect
the rules of democracy...

'A certain other superpower which is currently busy introducing
'glasnost' might profit from borrowing just a tiny fraction of
the American political tradition..."

FINLAND: 'Reagan Was Right on the Contras'

Liberal Swedish-language Hufvudstadsbladet pointed out in an
editorial over the weekend, 'What is interesting in the
hearings is that they seem to have strengthened American
opinion that the Senate and the House of Representatives, with
their bills and directives concerning assistance to the
Nicaraguan counter-revolutionaries, were wrong, and that
President Reagan, who wants to support the contras, was right
from the very first and that North, despite dubious methods,
fought-for the right and proper course.*

SWITZERLAND: *U.S. Foreign Policy Dependent on Domestic Policy"

Independent Le Matin Dimanche declared, 'The basic problem
underlying the Iran-contra affair is that since Vietnam and
Watergate the Congress has been increasingly demanding not only
a hearing on shaping American foreign policy, but the deciding
voice in it.
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AUSTRALIA: 'Experiment in Masochism'

In the view of a byliner remarking on the Iran hearings in the
independent Australian, *What we are witnessing today (is) an
experiment in masochism, which with every day that passes
brings a great nation into contempt, and-weakens its power to
defend even its own strategic interests...

'Who finally speaks for the United States? And, once its word
is given to allies fighting for their country or their lives,
can it be relied upon?...'

INDIA: 'Reagan Is in for a Long, Drawn Out Battle'

Madras' independent Hindu concluded in an editorial, 'What is-
bound to haunt the WTh-te"House in the weeks to come is the
assertion of Poindexter that Reagan went for an arms-for-
hostages deal.. .Reaan- is in for-a--4ong, drawn out battle, for
there are many in the United States who are convinced that the
whole truth is quite far away but must be got.'

BRAZIL: "Rea an Will Come Out Demoralized'

Paulo Francis filed from New York over the weekend in liberal
Folha de Sao Paulo, 'There is no doubc that Reagan will come
out of this epis e demoralized-....Poindexter had a
photographic memory but seems to have forgotten a lot in
relation to Reagan's participation in the scandal. Even the
great public may perceive this..."

PARAGUAY: 'Hardly Reassuring'

A columnist for the Sunday magazine of leading pro-Government
Hoy observed about Poindexter's testimony, 'It is certainly
important that a President be legally innocent, but being
ingenuous, particularly in the case of the most economically
and militarily powerful country of the world, is hardly
reassuring."
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Thursday, July 23, 1987

*A Greater Political Role in the Future'

The liberal Guardian speculated: 'It is the fair-minded
comment of a chairman determined that the Iran-contra hearings
are nqt the 'show.trial' which some Republicans have claimed
they ard.

OBy holding steady, in the face of fire, Senator Inouye has
clearly put down markers for a greater political role in the
future--perhaps Senate majority leader, or even'the first
Japanese-American on a Democratic ticket.*

OMeese Under Close Scrutiny'

The paper's Washington correspondent reported: 'The embattled
Attorney General, Mr. Edwin Meese, is coming under close
scrutiny from the Iran-contra special prosecutor, Mr. Walsh...

'More serious is the suspicion that Mr. Meese may have been
involved in a cover-up. At issue is whether the Attorney
General tipped off Lt. Col. North that an investigation
was underway, giving the Marine enough time to destroy
key documents...

"There are also indications that Mr. Meese.. .discussed with

Lt. Col.-North whether the aide should seek legal advice...'

WEST GERMANY: "The Power of Morality"

Liberal weekly Die Zeit of Hamburg carried a lead editorial
under the above headline which noted, 'The central question
is who is responsible for U.S. foreign policy: misguided
toadies in the White House basement or the constitutional
organs in full light of the public?

'Our governments cannot and may not operate covertly. Without
the citizen's right to know there is no governmental accounta-
bility, and without governmental accountability there is no
democracy..."
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Friday, July 24, 1987

FRANCE: "Shultz Did Not Mince Words'

Europe One radio's Washington correspondent Jean-Pierre Joulin
repoc-ted, "The Secretary described at length how the men of
the White House kept him in the dark concerning their activi-
ties and how they were hiding the truth from the President.

"He described the formidable battle which took place among
members of the Administration and White House advisers .... He
did not mince his words..."

"Shultz Settles His Accounts'

Left-of-center Liberation's report from Washington corres-
pondent Francois Sergent read, "The Secretary did not want to
be here. He had to face ridicule and explain that, for two
years, he was disposessed of his prerogatives by the cowboys at
the White House .... Several months later, Shultz is still hurt...

"Of all those who came to testify, Shultz is the first to dare
criticize the policy which led to the disaster of Irangate.,. He
did not mince his words..."

WEST GERMANY: "Who Determines Foreign Policy?"

Under this headline, conservative Frankfurter Allgemeine said,
"The hearings have become the scene of conflicts between the
majority Democrats and Reagan's Republicans. Facts are no
longer very important...

'The Iran affair cannot be compared with Watergate. Reagan
will not be relieved of office. But the White House still
has its worries.

"The President, whose energy came from the affection and the
trust of Americans, is finding it difficult to cope with his
loss of authority...'

ITALY:- "Shultz Contradicts North and Poindexter'

Correspondent Renzo Cianfanelli filed from New York in leading
centrist Corriere della Sera, 'Never before has the split in
the Reagan Administration on the Iran-contra scandal emerged
so clearly.

"With irritation barely concealed by an impassive mask and
a monotonous voice, Secretary Shultz got a load off his mind
contradicting North and Poindexter and revealing that he was
systematically passed over and left in the dark about such a
major and sensational turn in U.S. foreign policy..."
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IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS

Britain vTie latest blow to the President's integrity
coincided with reports that a secret commando and
-intelligence team, under White House control and
coordinated by Colonel North, tried to sabotage
targets inside Nicaragua back in 1983-84...o

"Mr. Shultz's Sad Lesson" (Financial Times)

In the view of the independent Financial Times, "The
tale that Mr. George Shultz told to Congress about the
workings of the Reagan Administration was, 4n its way,
even more chilling and disturbing than anything which
had preceded it in the long Irangate investigation.
Yet it does provide a basis, along with the report of
the Tower Commission earlier this year, from which
some concrete and general lessons can reasonably be
drawn.

'The most important concerns the accountability and
the size of the National Security Council...'

France 'Shultz Blames Poindexter and Casey"
(Le Monde)

Liberal Le Monde's Washington correspondent Bernard
Guetta remarked, *Some details were so humiliating
that Shultz could have embarrassed himself. But, on
the contrary, his performance provoked admiration and
sympathy on the part of the committee. After all,
although he was treated carelessly, it's under his
leadership that the State Department succeeded in the
peaceful withdrawal of the Filipino and Haitian
dictators, Duarte's election and, most important, the
resumption of the dialogue with Moscow.

"The successes achieved under Reagan in matters of
foreign policy must be put to his credit....Shulz came
to say that the conservatism he defended throughout
his life is not compatible with Oliver North's bad

-novels.'

West "Shultz Had Nothing to Hide" (Sueddeutsche
Germany Zeitung)

Liberal Sueddeutsche Zeitung said editorially: "It
was a pleasant exception that the highest Cabinet
member answered the Senators and Congressional
members',questions without any lawyers. Shultz
answered the questions off the cuff. He had nothing
to hide...
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Monday, July 27, 1987

'New EvidnCde Raises Further Questions About North's Testimony"

The middle-ef-the-r~aU Observer carried an article which said:
'British arms dealers were asked by. Lt. Col. North to ship
missiles to Iran in November 1984, six months before the time
he admitted his involvement in the Irangate scandal began,
according to documents obtained by the Observer.

"The new evidence raised further questions about the truth of
Colonel North's testimony to the Congressional committee
investigating the Iran-contra affair.'

FRANCE: "Who Runs U.S. Diplomacy?'

Liberal Le Monde front-paged an editorial on Friday under the
headline above which stated that "Shultz's hearing confirms
that U.S. diplomacy was conducted in a bizarre way at some
point of Mr. Reagan's Presidency...

'The main question is to find out whether the philosophy of
the 'founding fathers'--who were rather isolationist--and the
institutional mechanisms which they inspired are well adapted
to the obligations of a superpower.'

'Shultz Blames Poindexter and Casey'

The paper's Washington correspondent Bernard Guetta remarked
under the above headline: 'Some details were so humiliating
that Shultz could have embarrassed.himself. But, on the
contrary, his performance provoked admiration and sympathy on
the part of the committee.

'After all, although he was treated carelessly, it's under his
leadership that the State Department succeeded in the peaceful
withdrawal of the Filipino and Haitian dictators, Duarte's
election and, most important, the resumption of the dialogue
with Moscow.

'The successes achieved under Reagan in matters of foreign
policy must be put to his credit .... Shultz came to say that the
conservatism he defended throughout his life is not compatible
with Oliver"North's bad novels.'

WEST GERMANY: 'The Constitution Has Stood the Test"

Liberal Stuttgarter Zeitung judged in a Saturday editorial that
*once again U.S. democracy--the Constitution laid down 200
years ago--has stood the test. This is the long-term decisive
result (of the hearings) which those Europeans should not
overlook who otherwise like to kid the naive Americans about
their cowboy mentality and the Hollywood actor as President...
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Monday, July 27, 1987

'A Lesson inDemocracy'

Pro-Christian Dembcratic Bonner Rundschau stated Saturday in an
editorial: For non-Americans and for many Europeans, in parti-
cular the Germans, the hearings of the Iran-contra fact-finding
committee are a lesson in democracy...

"Until everything has been brought to the fore, the investi-
gations will not end.. .and this is the remarkable, intriguing
aspect of this self-cleaning process of U.S. democracy...

'Shultz Had Nothing to Hide*

Liberal Sueddeutsche Zeitung said editorially: 'It was a
pleasant exception that the highest Cabinet member answered
the Senators and Congressional members' questions without
any lawyers. Shultz answered the questions off the cuff.
He had nothing to hide...

"The Secretary of State is also in an unassailable position.
There is no doubt that he was from the outset against the
secret shipments of weapons to Iran.... Shultz was unparalleled
in his declarations of loyalty to the President, although the
White House records clearly prove that Ronald Reagan fooled
him, too...*

WEST BERLIN: *Shultz Is a Refreshingly Honest Man'

Conservative Berliner Morgenpost emphasized on Saturday that "a
President has become the victim of his own palace guards. He
got incorrect information. They made him deliver TV speeches
and media statements which they knew were false. In order to
save face, they ran the risk of the President looking like a
fool once light was shed on the matter.

'Secretary of State Shultz's unparalleled, revealing statements
before the investigating committee...painted a shocking picture
of the U.S. Government...

'Thus it is not surprising that a man like George Shultz tried
to throw in the towel several times. The resignation from the
political stage of this often stiff but always refreshingly
honest man would be a loss for everyone including America's
allies.'

IrALY: 'Shultz, the Secretary Who Did Not Know'

Representative Italian headlines over the weekend were:
'Shultz, the Secretary Who Did Not Know' (leftist La
Re ubblica) and "Irangate: George Shultz Plays It'Down*
(centrist Ii Messaggero).
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In a July 24 editorial, semiofficial Le Soleil said, wShultz's
public testimony reveals once again those grand democratic
virtues of America. In another country all that would have
been hidden.

"Yesterday, like today, two major forces forced high officials
to speak: the press and the Congress. The press by its
completely guaranteed freedom and Congress by its obligation
and its power guaranteed by the Constitution.

"These two entities constitute without a doubt the soul of
American democracy. What makes America's greatness is neither
its pover as a state nor its military organization but the
solidity of its institutions which transcend men and their
partisan interests.'

N=Okg. A: %The. -earings Wi.l Have a Positive Impact'

In a comment today, independent Suara Pembaruan wrote, 'The
publicity by the world press of the U.S. Senate joint
committee hearings has become an educational subject as to the
openness of the U.S. Government system...

'In the long run we are sure the wide publicity will have a
positive impact toward a wider openness in many other
countries.'

BARBADOS: "The Buck Is Supposed to Stop at the Top'

The moderate Bridgetown Barbados Advocate's editorial today
said, 'When Admiral Poindexter invokes the Harry Truman
statement, 'the buck stops here' to justify withholding
information from the President, the Congress and even his
trusted deputy, Lt. Col. North, he sends shock waves through
the system.

'This is so because the buck is supposed to stop at the top,
not at the level of an unelected official who feels inclined to
make his own judgement call as to what the elected President,
who in any event is ultimately responsible, ought to know...

"America's allies can have no reason to put any confidence in
her foreign policy. Far from being taken seriously President
Reagan would reasonably be dismissed, not as a lame duck, but
as a dead duck.'

USIA/P/M
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Foreign Media Reactior
Wednesday, July 29, 1987 Daily Dige

MEESE TESTIMONY--Foreign observers pointed
out that the Attorney General's testimony
supported President Reagan's assertion
that he was not informed of the diversion
of funds to the contras. Critics noted
that Meese lacked hindsightO and his
statements did not make clear his role
in the affair.

BRITAIN: *The President Was Surprised'

Writing in today's conservative Times, Washington correspondent
Michaet Binyon reported: *Mr. Meese testified that when he
broke the news to President Reagan that Iran arms sales profits
had been diverted to the Nicaraguan contras 'the President was
quite surprised and indicated that he had not known of this.'
'His statement further supports Mr. Reagan's assertion that he
had been kept in ignorance of the diversion...

"His Investigation Was Somewhat Lacking'

The liberal Guardian Washington correspondent Alex Brummer
reported today: 'Mr. Meese effectively acknowledged yesterday
that with the hindsight of events his initial investigation of
Irangate had been somewhat lacking.

'There was no effort after his interview with Colonel North to
secure documents or to bring the Justice Department's criminal
division into. the investigation.

*It seems tohnave been only a matter of luck that the memo
outlining the diversion was rescued from the National Security
Council files before it found its way into Colonel North's -
shredder...'

St
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Thursday, July 30, 1987

JAMAICA: ' "North and His 'Terrorists of God'"

Writing in the Jamaican economic magazine, Money Index,
Tuesday, a leading Jamaican intellectual stated: "Oliver
North's self-righteous indignation is not good for democracy
and certainly worse for the third world nations struggling to
be themselves...

'People in the Caribbean, which is part of the 'frontier' of
North's perception of the world, must pray that he and his
large constituency of self-righteous 'terrorists of god' are
not let loose in a governmental system which is determined to
establish hegemonic control over the Caribbean region.'

SENEGAL: 'America Never Compromises Its Ideals'

In a Tuesday editorial, the semiofficial Le Soleil noted;
'Certain lessons are to be learned from these testimonies:
American democracy, which likes to have things crystal clear,
gives itself a way to address its own problems.

'The executive cannot get out of control as long as Congress
exercises its rights, all of its rights. Just like the press.

*Yesterday it was Watergate, today it is Irangaffe on a
different level. But America never compromises its ideals of
freedom and democracy."
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EXHIBIT GPS-67

UN"1P"t 115
MESORAYDUM

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

'age"= May 18, 1983

~-,,---- ACTION ~2
MEMORANDUM FOR WILLIrA P. CLARx

FROM: WALTER RAYMOND, JR. * EXHIIt

SUBJECT: Central American Public Diplbmacy

We must bring this whole effort into some organizational harmony.
I have prepared a memorandum for you to Jim Baker on this subject.
The key points will be:

-- to underscore that the White House's "Outreach Working Group
for Central America" is a welcome addition to our total efforts
to secure support for the President's Latin policies.

-_ to emphasize that this group should work in close coordination
with the President's Personal Representative Dick Stone who has
inter-agency responsibility and chairmanship for our public
diplomacy strategy concerning Central America.

From a management point of view Stone would set the basic guidelines,
develop the substantive materials, oversee the international program
and cooperate closely with the Faith 'Tittlesey domestic effort.
He or his designee would participate In all "Outreach Group"
meetings to ensure consistency of policy and themes, to assist in
providing substantive support and to collaborate in the domestic
effort. While much can be done by Faith's "Outreach Group", some
of this work--including Congressional activity, and domestic speeches1 and articles--is now underway.

Our vulnerability is that neither Dick Stone nor State has done a
01 . particularly distinguished job in implementing a "day-to-day" public
1) diplomacy strategy. Stone has worked on the "big picture" and not

gotten into some of the detail necessary to make "the wheels turn."

State/ARA has been disinterested, incompetent, overworked or all of
the above. The contrast to the "Dailey" effort is striking. Peter

i could rely on an effective inter-agency, and particularly State,
commitment and had two very competent staffers to help him with
his work.

Changes are needed in how we are to do business. Stone recommends
C.= that we simplify our approach to Central American policy making,

eliminating certain committees which tend to duplicate and
dissipate time. This would mean that the SIG would replace the

:4 frequent "Core" and "CPPG" groups which meet. If you wanted to
keep a discrete group looking at the covert action dimension,
it could be identified as the NSPG Working Group. There is, at the
same time, a need to establish an effective IG--now, a Working Group

DECLASSIFY ON: OADR w
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meets under Craig Johnstone. This should be strengthe4d 9l
Recognizing that you may have to have a White House chair in
certain cases, the NSPG Working Group would be a logical vehicle.

The public diplomacy coordinator should participate in the policy
making bodies and then work with the "international" Central
American Working Group (an upgraded ARA chaired element) and the
"domestic" Central American Working Group (Faith's effort), we
can not leave something to chance. The office of the Central
American public diplomacy coordinator must be strengthened. We
have discussed the need to add Mike Ledeen and John Glassman. This
should be done immediately. More additions may be needed within the
next few weeks. Failing to act on this will mean our international
program will be inadequate and our domestic program will go by
default to the "Outreach Committee."

Dick Stone's new. role as negotiator precludes, in my mind, his
continuation as Oublic Diplomacy coordinator. He accepts this.
Fortunately, I believe we have an excellent candidate to take his
place: Otto Reich, Assistant Administrator, Bureau of Latin America
and the Caribbean, AID. Otto is politically sound, recommended by
Stone, and Jeane Kirkpatrick, an area specialist and anxious to
take on the assignment. I think it is essential that Reich--if you
were to concur in his assignment--be given the same mandate as
Dick Stone's. Without a White House cachet he simply will not have
the clout to exercise discipline over the total effort: He will
lack leverage with ARA in State and the wOutreach Committee" in the
White House. I would recommend that you meet Reich, seek
George Shultz's concurrence and issue a statement similar to that
involving Stone. Timing may be dependent on a talk with Stone and
his confirmation, although I think we must move fast or we will never
catch up.

we may have an "in house problem. My sense is that State is
increasingly restive over Public Diplomacy representatives being
Presidential representatives responsible to your SPG. In one sense
there is a legitimate concern, but I think there are valid exceptions
and Central America is such an exception. Presidential and White
House staff involvement necessitates this type of assignment. In
reality, Otto will work very closely with Eagleburger, Shultz and
the Department of State and will be housed there. It may be argued
that Gil Robinson's assignment precludes the need for Otto Reich,
Dick Stone or whomever for Contral America. I disagree: We need
a top flight man full time on this issue! Eagleburger was going to
discuss the assignment with Reich but backed off because of uncertainty
as to how Robinson would fit in. We should proceed now with Reich.

Recommendations:

That you send attached memorandum to Baker

Agree Disagree

S44=U WS44tAED
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That you discuss the situation with Stone and Reich and advis

McPherson of your interest in Reich.

Agree Disagree

See Shultz with memorandum recommending Reich.

Agree Disagree

Subject to Shultz concurrence, sign off on Reich.

Agree Disagree

Strengthen the SIG/IG structure and eliminate management duplication.

Agree Disagree

Al Sapia-Bosch and Bob Sims concur.

Attachment

Tab I Mei,,orandum for James Baker
Tab II Memorandum for Secretary Shultz

VURiA&J5IE1
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MEMORANDUM FOR JAMES A. BAKER, III

FROM: WILLIAM P. CLARK

SUBJECT: Outreach Working Group for Central America

Your initiative establishing an outreach group to increase public
support for the President's Central American policies in the
United States is a helpful step. I am particularly anxious to
see a major campaign initiated both in this country and overseas.

I believe it is important that this effort move forward rapidly,
but also in a manner that is in synchronizaticn with the other
parts of the foreign policy establishment. Under NSDD-77 on
Public Diplomacy, which the President signed on January 14, 1983,
he established an overall mechanism to strengthen the organization,
planning and coordination of effort relating to matters affecting
foreign policy and public perceptions here and abroad. A Special
Planning Group (SPG), under my chairmanship, was established with
responsibility for overall planning, direction, coordination and
monitoring of the implementation of public diplomacy.

In February, Dick Stone was named as the President's Personal
Representative with the Central American public diplomacy mission
as his initial assignment. Strategy papers have been developed
by the SPG operating elements, in conjunction with Stone, to
sharpen our ability to deliver our message internationally. Much
more needs to be done and that is where your constructive initia-
tives fold in nicely.

From a management point of view I would like to establish clear
procedures so that we can maximize to the fullest the talents and
political acumen and access to Faith Whittlesey and her office. We
must be sure that the overall program is coordinated, that the
thematic treatments are consistent with policy and that we avoid
unnecessary duplication and false starts.

To accomplish this, I would ask that:

-- Dick Stone participate in your meetings as the link with the
foreign policy establishment and that Bob Sims, a representative
of our Public Affairs Committee also join your group.

DECLASSIFY ON: OADR

75-936 0-88-26
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-- That foreign policy materials be coordinated with Stone's office
to insure substantive accuracy and thematic consistency. Stone will
be in a position to confirm basic foreign policy positions on this
subject.

Stone, as the President's overall coordinator, will be able to
insure substantive consistency, thematic relevance and to present
unnecessary overlap. He will also ensure that you get the support
you need from the foreign policy establishment so that Faith can
complete her tasks.

I have a positive reaction to this total effort, but I think that
prior coordination for a major initiative in the foreign policy
field is essential to present unneeded duplication and possibly
conflicting policy implementation.
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SaGaag WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABLE GEORGE P. SHULTZ
SECRETARY OF STATE

SUBJECT: Public Diplomacy, Central America

I am extremely concerned about several aspects of our policy
in Central America. I would like to start with a simplification
of our policy management over Central American issues with a
discontinuance of the regular use of the CORE group and the
CPPG and other vehicles, to be replaced by a SIG-/Central
America under State leadership. This would be supported by
an IG/Central America also under State chair. Special
meetings devoted to covert action itemi vould be discussed
at an NSPG Working Group under NSC chairmaiship.

... We must get iur public diplomacy strategy concerning Central
America into shape. Among other things it is essential that
we, in the foreign policy side, are sufficiently focussed
and organized to assist,, coordinate an, provide general
substantive guidance to a burgeoning arfort within the White
House to generate domestic bipartisan support for the
President's programs in the U.S. I would expect the Public
'Diplomacy coordinator on this subject to participate in the
Central American SIGs and IGs where he would receive his
policy direction. He would, in turn, provide overall direction
to the international and domestic public diplomacy campaign.
The scope of this assignment underscores the essentiality of
his identification as the President's Personal Representative.
This has been Dick Stone's status and, as he prepares for
his new assignment, I think it is essential to replace him
irnuediately. The replacement will report to the SPG, on
which both you and Dave Gergen participate. As in the case of
both Peter Dailey and Dick Stone; the replacement will carry
out his responsibilities in the context of Larry Eagleburger's
International Political Committee (IPC). The replacement that
I have in mind, subject to your comment and reaction, is
Otto Reich who we both know as AID's Latin American Administrator.
He is a committed officer, a sound politician and an expert
in the field. I would expect that he would receive whatever
support he requires from the various Departments and Agencies,
similar to Dick Stone.

I would be extremely interested in your earliest thoughts on
this matter.

William P. Clark

DECLASSIFY ON: OADR UNC!.1O
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EXHIBIT GPS-68

C 112S"C'ASS1r i1
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

INFORMATION May 20, 1963

MEMORANDUM FOR WILLIAM P. CLARK
FROM: WALTER RAYMOND, JR. IIT

__ OI S .JR

SUBJECT: Weekly Report

Faith Whittlesey Effort. The Faith Whittlesey effort is off to
a good start. She had meetings with governmental representatives
on May 16 (Roger Fontaine and I attended from the NSC) and with
private interest groups on May 18. As I've indicated previously
to you, she has issued orders for a wide range of papers and
background materials to be prepared. Her meeting on Wednesday
was largely with conservative groups, and as she told me privately,
she says the Central American issue is a good one to reinvigorate
support-from the conservative sector for the President. She is
aware that the group will need to be extended and be bipartisan.
The private reps, at the second meeting raised the question of
establishing a "Coalition for a Democratic Central America." This
would be helpful if it happens.

I had a very pleasant half hour meeting with Faith today. She is
prepared to work very closely with us and 1as concerned about
George Shultz's charge that she was just duplicating an effort. I
described to her the NSDD-77 and our overall public diplomacy
approach. She does not seek to preempt any position on policy. She
defines her effort as one designed to build support for policy. She
recognizes fully the need for substantive and quality control of
the product and is quite prepared to depend on uso(NSC, State) for
policy correctness. She also is prepared to take any and all
information we can develop.

We both agreed that the biggest problem will be packaging the
product. She has asked for help and suggestions for writers who
could possibly be made available. She does not have any hang-ups
as to whether the writer sits in the White House on her staff (where
she has a vacancy for one) or in the Department with Dick Stone. She
is reviewing possible writers and I am too-. I have several leads.

Private Funding Effort. I have provided Jeff Davis with a list of
funding programs that require private sector support. He is
enthusiastic about th. package and proceeding forward. .Roy Godson
reported that he met early this week with a grotpof private donors
that Charlie Wick brought to the sitroom two months ago. The group
made their first commitment of $400,000 which includes support to.
Freedom House, a pro-INF group in Holland, Accuracy in Media, and a
European based labor program. These are useful steps forward.
More to follow.

U I AIl: .,. • .A, . ,,ED
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d XII 0tCLASSIFIED
THE SECRETARY OF STATE

WASHINGTON 2"3
May 25, 1983

N 29458
MEMORANDUM FOR, THE PRESIDENT

FROM, Goorg, P. Shultz
SUBJECTe Managing Our Central America Strategy

I believe it is important to confirm for the record my
understanding of the outcome of our discussion this morning.

Poliat We have an extremely difficult situation in
Central America. There will be hard slogging ahead to
achieve what we want to achieve. First of all, we need an
effective shield to protect the Salvadoran democracy against
the efforts of the rebels to destroy the government and the
economy. We have to safeguard not only El Salvador but also
the other Central American countries against the Nicaraguan
virus. At the same time we have to win.the struggle in our
own country to help the American people understand the
Soviet-Cuban-Nicaraguan threat to the whole region. And we
have to obtain the support of the Congress. Although our
influence in Salvador is probably waning because of the
conditions imposed by the Congress, we must be able to be
persuasive with the El Salvador government in bringing about
those reforms in their system of justice necessary to win the
support of the American people and the Congress. At the same
time we must maintain pressure on the Nicaraguans to cease
and desist from exporting their revolution to neighboring
countries.

Though we must continue to strengthen the shield against
the Salvadoran rebels and keep the pressure on Nicaragua, we
cannot expect a military solution, at least 'in the next
several years. In all likelihood the only way in which we
can reestablish a peaceful Central America, free from foreign
incursions into democratic countries, is by regional
negotiations leading to a reciprocal1 and verifiable agreement
in which the Nicaraguans come to terms with the need for them
to mind their own business. At the same time, in forcing
Nicaragua to the negotiating table, we must not sell out the
Nicaraguan patriots who wish their government to live up to
the promises of free elections and a pluralistic society made
when the Sandinistas came to power.

t c.!:7 E0:LO. 1=3 A:L.:ILU
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Within El Salvador we must be prepared to seek negotia-
tions. But these negotiations must concern participation in
a free electoral process and not negotiations with respect to
power sharing."

Negotiations with either the Nicaraguan@ or the
Salvadoran rebels will not be easy, because we wUl be
dealing with people we don't like and don't trust. Moreover,
we will not be able to achieve success unless we can show the
Nicaraguans that they cannot defeat the anti-Sandinista
forces in Nicaragua. Nor can we get the Salvadoran rebels to
talk about free elections unless we are able to show them
that they cannot win the military struggle and will probably
lose it in the long run. finally, in bringing about a
reciprocal and verificable agreement, we have to be willing
and able to deal effectively with major regional governments

--like Mexico.

Responsibility for Policy Implementation: These I
understand to be your policies. I support them, and I accept
the responsibility to carry them out. However, if I am to do
so, w, need, as I believe we all agreed at the meeting, to

/ establish simple and straightforward management procedures.
The present management situation is a mess and would not work
even if the problems were simple. Therefore, what we
discussed was that you will look to me to carry out your
policies. If those policies change, you will tell me. If I
an not carrying them out effectively, you will hold me
accountable. But we will set up a structure so that I can be
your sole delegate with regard to carrying out your policies.

Organizational Arrangements: What this means is that
there will be an Assistant Secretary acceptable to you (and
you and I have agreed on Tony Motley) who will report to me
and through me to you. We will use Dick Stone as our
negotiator, who, in coordination with Tony, will also report
solely to me and through me to you. Similarly, there will be
an interagency committee, but it will be a tool of management
and 'not a decision-making body. I shall resolve any issues
and report to you.

Ken Dam and Larry Eagleburger will work closely with me
so that there will always be someone fully informed and able
to act for me if I have to be away. Tony Motley will be our
chief of staff responsible for pulling together all our work
both within 4he State Department and within the government as
a whole.
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Meanwhile, I shall keep you and Bill Clark and others in

the White House fully informed at all times. I believe that
it is important for the NSC or the NSPO to meet on a regular

/dasis to reviews what we do and particularly to resolve any
differences with respect to policy.

We all agree that we have to do much better in public
diplomacy. We have to beef up our capacity here in the State
Department, and we plan to do so. In addition, I believe
that Faith Whittlesey could be very useful. But if she is to
be useful and effective, her work too must be handled in the
same way as operations and diplomacy. With respect to
Central America# she will therefore work directly with Tony
Motley. He and I in turn will be responsible for her work
with regard to Central America.

With respect to personnel decisions in the Department of
State, it will be important, with Tony Motley as a non-career
Assistant Secretary, to have a full complement of deputies to
him who are Foreign Service Officers or are otherwise fully
familiar with the machinery of the U.S. Government and in
particular the Department of State. We will, of course,
consult with Presidential Personnel, but after full
consultation, I would expect Tony Motley to have the dominant
voice in making those personnel decisions;.

Personnel As an immediate step, I propose that the
following assignments be made

-- Ambassador Motley from Brazil to become Assistant

Secretary for ARAI

APPROVE DISAPPROVE

-- Ambassador Enders to become Ambassador to Spain;

APPROVE DISAPPROVE

Ambassador Luers, last posted in Veknzuela, to
become Ambassador to Brazil.

APPROVE DISAPPROVE

Since Enders will be going'to Spain, it is important
to decide Terence Todman's next assignment, which I
understand is to be to Denmark.

APPROVE DISAPPROVE
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All of these personnel as well as organizational
decisions are to be made' at once so that there is no
ambiguity in. anyone's mind that ware prepared to-do-what i
necessary to carry out your Central America policies. We
should go forward immediately, because your- Central American
policies can ill afford any delays in getting our new
management system in effe(.t.

I enclose an organiz-ational chart and a draft National
Security Directive embodying what we agreed on this morning.

Attachments:

Tab 1 - Organizational Chart.
Tab 2 - Draft NSDD.

UICb$&ID

461

2
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DRAFT NSDD

NATIONAL SECURITY DIRECTIVE NUMBER

CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

Pursuant to NSDD 2, there is established a restricted
Interagency Group (IG) to address policy formulation and
execution as they relate to Central America and the Caribbean.
The Secretary of State is responsible for the overall direc-
tion, coordination and supervision of the interdepartmental
activities incident thereto.

The Interagency Group (IG) shall be headed by the
Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-Ainerican Affairs and
include representatives of the Secretary of Defense, the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Director of
Central Intelligence and the Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs. The President's Special Envoy for
Central America shall also participate. .The Interagency
Group shall report to the Secretary of State.

The Interagency Core Group, the Central American Working
Group and all other interagency organizations addressing
Central American policy or operations are hereby disestablished.
The Crisis Pro-Planning*Group is relieved of its assignments in
this area.

.OADR
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NSPG

/

INTERAGENCY GROUP
(IG)
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TI~M2 fay 14, 1982 • 29464

EMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF STATE
THE SECRETARY OF THE TREAiUR Y
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL IZNTELLtGENCE
THE CHArMRAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

SUBJECT: Crisis Pro-Planning

National Security Decision Directive 3, Crisis management,
establishes the Special Situation Group (SSG), chaired by the
Vice President. The SSG is charged, inter alia, witb formulating
plans in anticipation of crises. In or-der to-7acilitate this
crisis pre-planning responsibility, a Standing Crisis
Pro-Planning Group (CPPG) is hereby established.

The CPPG will be chaired by the Deputy Assistant to the President
for National Security Affairs and will consist of senior repre-
sentatives of your agencies and of the Office of the Vice
President. The CPPG will meet periodically in the White House
Situation Room and wills

o Identify, to the extent possible, areas where US interests
are at stake in which rising tensions or other circumstances
suggest the possible emergence of a crisis.

* For each potential crisis, insure that an interagency group
is established and developing contingency plans. Provide
guidance to the group and task it with the preparation of
preemptive policy options to prevent a crisis if possible as
well as the preparation of politico-military options for
dealing with the eventual crisis.

* Present such plans and policy options to.the SSG.

o Devise procedural measures, draft executive instruments and
identify resources essential to implement decisions by the
President.

o Provide to the SSG, as crises develop, alternative plans of
action/options and coordinated implementation plans that will
permit successful resolution.

Review on Miy 6, 2002
Classified and Extended by kPClark
Reasons NSC 1.13(d) "
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* Provide to the SSG, recommended security, cover, and -
media plans that will enhance the likelihood 6f 29465
successful execution.

The first meeting of the CPPG is scheduled fo± Thursday,
May 20, 1982, in the White House Situation R4om from 1000-1200.
Agencies are requested to provide the name of their CPPG ripre-
sentative to Oliver North, NSC Staff (Telephone: 395-3345) by
May 14, 1982. An agenda will be circulated prior to each
meeting. The agenda for the first CPPG meeting is attached.

FOR THE PRESIDENT

William P. Clark

Attachment

Tab A - Agenda for -ay 20, 1982 Meeting
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THE WHITE HOUSE 90687
WAS "INGTON

to-S ASSIj tE j4 29444
MEMOR DUM FOR THE HONORABLZ GORGE P. SHULTZ

The Secretary of State

SUBJECT: Managing Our Central merican Strategy (S)

Z have studied your thoughtful memorandum on this subject,
dated May 25, 1913. Your judgments regarding our policy
toward the region are correct when read within the framework
of existing decision directives. So, too, is your assessment
that implementation is the problem. (S)

Our national security interests in the region demand the most
careful and cogent management and coordination that we can
bring to bear. The institutional arrangements established in
NS00-2 are, Z believe, appropriate to fulfill this
requirement. They were specifically directed to ensure that
the diplomatic, economic, military and intelligence asp:ts of
our national security policy would be properly integrated in
both their plarAng and implementation. NSD-2 provides that
the policy process will function through the 10p S G, NSC
framework. Tha. seems to me to still be a good system,
developed over several administrations. it provides that if
the agencies agree at the 10 level then the issue need not be
elevated further, but that if there is disagreement, then it
is raised to the 1g and if necessary through the NSC.to me.
(s)

The resources of the White Rouse will, of course, be available
to assist in this effort. Specifically, the White House
Offices of Presidential Personnel and Publio Liaison mentioned
in your miso, report to and are supervised by the White Rouse
Chief of Staff's Office. I have asked Jim Baker to see that
any activities or decisions of tese offices affecting the
implementation of Central American policy be coordinated
closely with you or your designee through the NSC as has been.
our practice. (S)

€~

1118LI."p-1111 1 -0.:• " .- w--ft ' .e "-U tA h lllt ... ,./, ..
:.;/~m dd r 1 :'.::r0 \,. S
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Success-in Central Americt will require the cooperative effort
of several Departmen4m and agencies. No siale agency can do
it alone nor should it. Still, it is sensible to look to you,
as I doe as the lead Cabinet officer charged with moving
aqressively to develop the options in coordination with Cap,
Bill Casey and others and coming to me for decisions. I
believe in Cabinet government. It works when-the Cabinet
officers work together. I look to:you and Bill Clark to
assure that that happens. (S)

75-936 369
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NSOD-2 STRUCTURE FOR CENTRAL AMzRICA t 29446
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EXHIBIT GPS-70

oUN ULASOiflLU .1ee

NATIONAL SICUPITY COUNCIL

INFORMATION May 27, 1963
EMORANDUM FOR WILLIAM P. CLAM

FROM: WALTER RAYMOND, JR. Partlaifj DedsfedRseasa on.Ii#f.

SUBJECT: Weekly Report UW & of ED.- -
bry B. RuuWm lalOWa &aItY C~ud

Central American Public Diplomacy. CM

-- Faith Whittlesey's effort continues to move forward. She has
expanded her network. We had a very frank exchange of views in a
meeting on May 25. A considerable amount of USO prepared materials
will be available for the group next week. (U)

-- This whole operation is suffering vyoi much by the absence of a
public diplomacy coordinator on the foreign policy side. I really
think it is imperative to name a replacement for Dick Stone soonest.
See attached memorandum. Otto Reich, who has Jeane Kirkpatrick's
strong endorsement, is a very hard and dedicated worker who will make
the process effective. You called Ken Dam on this subject on May 24
but I am not aware of any response. As a result much is going by
default. (C)

-- The 19 page White Paper/tact Sheet on Central America is a case
in point. State/ARA is, as we know, actively disinterested in pushing
this paper forward. Reluctantly they agreed. I discussed the need for
a follow-up comprehensive strategy with Bud and he ordered it up at
the PAC meeting on May 26. If Stone's office were functioning properly
they could have taken the lead several days ago on this subject. (C)

-- El Salvador insurgent commander Montenegro. I have spent a
considerable amount of timtiiau

interviews with Charles r ry of the Baltimore Sun who has a syndicate:
column with national coverage and with Time Magazine. I arranged an
in-depth session for Montenegro with the Readers Digest and VOA (in
Spanish and English). Lastly I am brokering Montenegro's involvement
in a special which NBC is producing on Cuban-Nicaraguan involvement
in El Salvador, scheduled for June 7. (C)

SPG Meeting.

-- I have scheduled an SPG meeting for Thursday, June 2 at 3:00 p.m.
I have a detailed report from the IPC forwarding the public diplomacy
action papers requested at the la.t SPG. The meeting will discuss
these and the management of these issues. (U)

DECLASSIFY ON: OADR i.IEXHIBIT-11
2UNGLASSIFIED
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-- A second major ite for discussion should be Central American
public diplomacy. I think it is essential that Ve name Otto Reich
in advance of Uat meeting so that we can use that meeting as an
implementing meetLag for our new strategy. Also if we have Stone's
replacement on-board it will permit us to develop a proper relation-
ship with Faith Whittlesey. There are so many titles that he coulduse that it is really a function of your dialogue with the Secretary
of State. He and Dick Stone both feel that a link to the White Rouse
is very important for effective action. (C)

Attachme

Tab I

nt

Memorandum on Central American Public Diplomacy ded May 21, 93

46GM#*

UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBIT GPS-71

MEMORANDUM

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

6028

i; 33440
(n:9

INFORMATION

August 29, 1983

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN M. POINDEXTER

FROM:
SUBJECT:

WALTER RAYMOND, JR. - 1 '

Central American Outreach

As you are aware, I continue to get a number of proposals
dealing with how we can generate a private sector program to
support the President on Central America. A refinement of an
earlier proposal from Roger Chapin is attached at Tab II.
Chapin had earlier communicated with the Judge. I have sent
this to Tony Motley.

Bill Casey called on August 26 and would like to follow up on
his idea to have a meeting with five or six key public re-
lations specialists. This is referred to in my earlier
memorandum. I put him off until after Labor Day.

I think you are right about deflecting this to State. I
believe that it is, however, going to be quite time consuming,
even recognizing that the work done within the Administration
has to, by definition, be at arms length.-The more I reflect
on Gil Robinson's probable move into State as Shultz's public
diplomacy coordinator, the more I think he could be the glue
to put this sort of public-private relationship together. He
has done this sort of thing before. He has public relations
experience, knows how to operate behind the scenes, has the
political connections, and lastly, will be in the right place:
The Department of State. I do not think it is overlapping
with Motley or Reich. They will be plenty busy doing their
regular jobs and will benefit from what Gil could do. You.
might want-to touch on this with the Judge. When I
philosophized & bit with Bill Casey (in an effort to get him-
out of the loop), he was negative about turning the ball over
to State, but very positive about someone like Gil Robinson
working on the problem from within State.

Attachments

Tab I My memo, same subS, Aug 9, 83
II Chapin ms os, Aug 22 £ 19, 83

o-der : f Et ~L) ~5
ty a. Fh .tri. i:-ey COOiA

"I,

V

vp_ J#
,49,1
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MENICRANDUN U [ W * 33441
INFORPTION NATIONAL SECURITY OUVFC'h 3

MEMORANDUM FOR WILLIAM P. CLARK

FROM: WALTER RAYMOND, JR.

SUBJECT: Private Sector Support for
Central American Program

Several Administration supporters have identified steps which
they believe are important to generating public opinion
support for our policies in Central America. The various
proposals call for the creation of a bipartisan coalition of
concerned citizens to generate majority support for the
President's policies.. This requires detailed informational
programs which highlight developments and realities in the
region. It also requires programs which are designed to go
beyond simply reaching the committed. We must move out into
the middle sector of the American public and draw them into
the 'support" column. A second package of proposals deal with
means to market the issue, largely considering steps utilizing
public relations specialists--or similar professionals--to
help transmit the message.

A quick review of proposals which are known to me include:

-- A group of public relations specialists met with Bill
Casey a few days ago. Faith also met them. The group includ-
ed Bill Greener, the public affairs head at Philip Morris and
two or three others. They "stated* what needed to be done to
generate a nation-wide campaign. Several elements were
identified. The first, a fund-raising effort under the
direction of someone like Walter Wriston., Secondly, an
effective communications system inside the Government. The
overall purpose would be to sell a 'new product*--Central
America--by generating interest--cross-the-spectrum.

-- A group including Charlie Wick, Faith, myself# Alan
Bell (Public Relations) and Tom Korologos MLobbyist) met to
discuss how to get the story out into the countryside. In
addition, to traditional speaking tours by USG officials,
Presidential statements, etc, the Korologos-Bell proposals
focussed on the hiring of a public relations firm. They
recommended Ron Nessen. Nessen has subsequently presented a
proposal.

-- Faith subsequently advised Charlie Wick that she has
the prospect of funding from the Mellon-Scaife organization
(Terry Slease). Sloase wants Tom Cantrell, currently number
two in congressional relations in the Department of Energy, to
run the program. This would rule Nessen out. Slease also
speaks of a $1000 per pla';e ,nd raiser to get the activity

""0J ' ;EI ]
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going. It is not clear whether Cantrell's role.is- '6 33442
fund-raiser or as a political activist. Nor, is it clear
whether the goal is an "American, Coalition" or simply a
pressure group.. It sounds like an expanded 0OUtreach Group.0

-- Roy Godson and I have discussed this and we are
concerned that effort& undertaken b.y Faith's office tend to be
confined to preaching to the converted. We recommended
funding via Freedomnou or same other structure that has
credibilit-y in the political center. Wick, via.Murdoch, may
be able to draw dovn added-funds for this effort. Ron Kessen,
or the Wagner-Baroody firm recommended by Cliff White, could
be hired by Freedom House.

-- Dan James. He has the support of Jeane Kirkpatrick,
Leo Cherne, Al Burkholder and others. He has submitted a
paper which spells out the parameters of the problem. ie also
wants to include Latin Americans in the activity. His.
proposal calls for the creation of a bipartisan Americas
Coalition. He believes he can get funding from Ross Perot,
Clem Stone and others. Evidently Anne Armstrong will make
calls for him. James would like to have a fund raising dinner
in which Jeane Kirkpartrick has reportedly agreed to be a key
note speaker. James is a good publicist but not a
particularly good organizer. His role would be in support of
a larger effort.

-- Roger Chapin. He has a similar proposal for a group
called Stand Tall America which' would generate public
knowledge and understanding of the Central American program.
Chapin is untested on foreign policy issues although he haii a
track record of generating public support for causes. He
believes the first issue is clarifying the message, examining
marketing techniques and then generating a. broad popular
support base. He would play a support role. Chapin adds that

he thinks the only way to mobilize the American people is to
make it clear that the Central American issue is a threat
because of the Russian involvement.

-- Les Lenkovsky (Smith-Richardson Foundation) believes

that we need to create the equivalent of a "Coalition for the
Present Danger" to generate public support. Tom Korologos, in
a private conversation, said what one needed to do was to
identify a competent activist who would take on the organiza-
tional job--this includes principally fund raising* public
relations/packaging, substantive inout. He sai someone like
a Bill Greener or a Tom Cantrell mgt serve. Ultimately, we
would want to flesh out the conmnittee to make it suitably
non-partisan. Several of the names we considered for the
Central American Commission would be very constructive
participants.

The above discussion identifies several issues. I think there
is consensus that we should strive for the creation of a

xi r
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genuinely bipartisan, centrist structure to generate public
support around the issue of Central America. If we agree that
we will set up a committee and select an activist to put the
thing together most other issues fall in line: fund raising,
marketing, substantive input. Many of the people above could
play a role within the structure. A central office in the USG
should be identified on the principal point with this. outside
, independent group. This could be the NSC, the White House
(Whittlesey) or Otto Reich as Central American public
diplomacy coordinator. While it is possible for Faith to be
the point of contact, her mandate makes it difficult for her
to deal with the media and the Congress, two of the principal
audiences for this effort. This might argue for keeping the
contact within the public diplomacy context where substantive
support could be supplied, as requested.

We need an organizer. I would like to lead with our silver
bullet. I recommend that Peter Dailey be asked to put the
group together (spend one month) and turn it over to an
outside coordinator, such as Bill Greener (or Cantrell).

Coordination: Bob Sims

ta - ..
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off .- '. .: .to of 0:,C3/86 12:1.5
s,0,LE FROM: wa' ter R aymond

Subject: OTTO REICH

After mach discussion, Bob Kagarn, who was Elliot Abrars'
Special Assistant, was named as Otto's replacement. Kagan's
offic.was folded under ARA for command and control but
continues to have a reporting responsibility to the IPC and
the SPG as part of my effort to give it an interagency
mandate. It remains to be seen if this will weaken the
effort. One key will be the need for people to be
from an interagency pool. 6
Meanwhile, I continue to chair weekly meetings to sustain

the public diplomacy effort. They are attended by Kagan,
Speakes rep, Buchanan rep, DOD, CIA, USIA and NSC LA
officer. (When there is a Sitrm mtg of the Centam
coordinating group for Hill strategy we get a feed from that
group). Our brief is much broader. We seek to lay out and
implement broader international strategies, particularly in
LA and EUR. We approved a new strategy paper on 16 June
which was sent out over Rod McDaniel's signature. This
basically calls for a sustained effort to garner support for
our overall Centam policy, increase understanding of the
issues and, in the specific case of Nica, concentrate on
gluing black hats on the Sandinistas and white hats on UNO.
We have requested a community report on the level of
activity sustained under the latest.NSC PD tasking by 31
Aug.

The group has produced an outstanding collection of
materials to suuport our policy. It is also light years
ahead of whert it-.was three years ago, but much work needs
to be done. At our most recent weekly Centam mtg the
following items were covered:

--Senate strategy: Focus on key Senators- who can be
brought over to increase victory margin and show momentum.

-- Maximize exposure for" and La
Prensa to highlight Nic internal crack oi . ousy coverage
to date in foreign press and not much better-in US.

--Play on key themes in Europe which will strengthen
our case:

o Populari:e Centam support for UNO. Note USIA
poll which showed popular support for armed opposition to
Nics in Honduras and Costa Rica.

o We are on the winning side. The House vote can
help convince the Europeans that we will see this
through-.. .we are not going to. be blown away by the Rill. It
is always politically easier to support a. winner.

UC LASSIFID
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ACTION

August 7, 1986i

MEMOP.AHDUM FOR JOHN M. POIDXTER

FROM: WALTER RAYMOND, JR. M, - )
SUBJECT: Central American Public Diplomacy

In response to your PROF note, I have prepared a memorandum for
you to Vend to Sill Casey (Tab Z). Peter Dailey had a very good
meeting with my Thursday morning group on August 7, and I think
he can be very helpful as a adviser to this group. I do not
think it is necessary to revise the current structure. As I toldyou in my earlier PROF note, I think the structure ts in place,
but it constantly needs to be energized. I do this on a regular
basis. But having Peter Dailey available in Washington wilL be
an enormously useful asset during this next year while we imple-
ment the $100 million in Contra aid. Z would propose to have him
meet with the group periodically to critique and review programs
and processes, to work closely with Bob Kagan, the Znteragency
Central Amerian Public Diplomacy. coordinator, and to help coord-
inate private sector activities such as funding that currently
cannot be done by either CIA or State.

RECOMMENDAT ION

That you sign the memorandum at Tab I to Bill Casey.

Approve Disapprove

Ollie North, Ray- ,t -"'""n "nt concur.
Attachments

Tab I Memo to Casey
Tab A Public Diplomacy Planning

DICUATSIFY ON& OADR
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THE WHITE MOUSE

WNAS M I VON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABL. WILLIAM J. CASEY 1 ,
The Director of Central Intelligence

SUBJECT: Central American Public Diplomacy (U)

I have looked into the question of our overall public diplomacy
effort concerning Central America. A great deal of hard and
effective work is being done. It is clear we would not have won
the House vote without the painstaking deliberative effort
undertaken by many people in the, government and outside. (5)

The departure of Otto Reich has not resulted in any reduction of
effort. His public diplomacy coordination office (LPD) has
continued. Although the independent office was. folded into
Elliott Abrams' bureau* the White House has sent a clear tasker
to the community that this limited reorganizsation in no way
reflected a dimunition of activities. On the contrary, the same
interagency responsibilities are being exercised, and the qrou_.
reports directly to the NSC. It continues to be one of the few
offices in the government that is staffed by a truly interagency
team, including representatives from State, USIA, AID, and
Defense. The office chief is Bob Kaga, who is a young, bright
and effective operator. In reality, the reorganization also
means that Elliott Abrams plays a strong public diplomacy role,
and in this way we have harnessed one of the best .public diplo-
macy assets that we have in the government. (5)

There is a weekly Central American public diplomacy meeting which
takes place in the Old ],O chaired by Walt Raymond, and which
includes not only the four orqanizationsnoted-above but also the
White House Press Office and. Public Liaison Off icei a representa-
tive from CIA's Central American Task Force, and key NSC Staffers.
This group takes its policy guidance from the Central American
RIC and pursues an energetic political and informational agenda.
The group seeks to focus both on domestic public issues as well
as the informational battle in Zurope and Latin America. It
generates requirements for major publication efforts. I will
have the NSC Staff sen& you a package of some. of the more- recent
publications. The group also works closely with the concerned
legislative, offices to be supportive in terms of the Conqres-

DECASIFY ON: OADR
.:..,I '|
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sLona! cozate an~d i.n a practical way i~t deals withl a '%.oer o!
on-going daiLy issues. As an example, issues the group dealt
with last week included:

Steps to undertake EC support to Nicaragua;

-Trts f U.S. and/or foreign persons to NiCAWag4fdr_-tha
purpose of
greater focw i avatenes developments in Nicaragua;

-- Development of programs to publLcize religious repression
in Nicaraguas

Steps to strengthen the 9l Salvador public diplomacy
effort. (S)

There is a comprehensive public diplomacy action plan for Latin
America in Europe, and Z am attaching a copy for you. This plan
is monitored very actively by the LPD office, and periodic
reports of activity are provided to the HSC. (S)

while this group ensures that the issue remains a high priority
public diplomacy goal, I share your view that this program can
certainly benefit by the professional skill and insight of Peter
Dailey, and I am delighted that he is in Washington and available
to provide time to help this effort. Peter met with the Thursday
morning interagency group on August 7. It provided him an
opportunity to hear first hand from the action officers and be
briefed on their current programs. The exchange was useful, and
Peter has conmtted himself to meet periodically with this group
to help strengthen their effort. lob Kagan, the interagency
coordinator, will seek Dailey's counsel on a regular basis and
will bring Elliott Abrams into this process. (S)

Peter underscored that the Nicaraguan issue remains a matter of
great urgency and that the next year is critical. We must show
pr~qress both in Central America, but also in the eyes of the
world communiy, if we are to sustain and support the democratic
forces L Nicaragua. It will be necessary to *frontload" our
public diplomacy on this subject so that we can strengthen our
international support and change attitudes concerning this
program. Certain themes that he recommended at the first meeting
will be given serious consideration by the working group. One
special area of importance concerns generating private sector
support and funding. His assistance in this area would be of
greatest importance. IS)

UNCL4SSiFIED
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~S I SFI ED,
t~i s-,.a~ry, te Public diploma~cy community is hard at dork an.d,
think propecly focussed. Peter Dailey's input can be very. value
able xn ener ixing this effort, and we certainly intend to take
advantage of his presence to strengthen and divversfy the thrust
of this program. IS)

,N 1 603

Attachments

Public Diplomacy Planning

L , h,

Tab A

946"
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*.A" CNA. SEC ,".,,CrL F-

June 16. 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR NICHOLAS PLATT
Executive Secretary
Department of State3

JAMES F. LEMON
Executive Secretary
Department of Defense

RICHARD MEYER
Executive Secretary
Agency for International Development

RONALD J. POST
Acting Chief of the Executive Secretariat
U.S. Information Agency

SUBJECT: Public Diplomacy Plan for Central America (U)

The NSC Staff approves the Public Diplomacy Plan submitted by .e
Department of State on this subject. We note that there has been
considerable progress in the realization of our public diplomacy
goals concerning Central America among European audiences. we
must, however, continue to emphasize our comprehensive policy
towards Central America at the same time that we focus on the
specific question of Nicaragua. (C)

There is a need to maintain this as a high p'iority of our
missions Europe and Latin America. The opposition is engaged in
an intensive propaganda effort to sustain their point of view in
these areas, and our activity must be at a high level to gain
support for our policies. In addition to the continued provision.
of important materials to the field passions, we must keep up a
flow of speakers to the target areas. We must also seek to
utilize, as such as possible@ Central American spokesmen to speak
on their own behalf in Latin MAerica and Europe. Posts in Europe
and Latin America should find ways to encourage locals to travel
to Central America to gain onotheground knowledge of what is
happening. (C)

DCAI O OADR

U UI
.. ft
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2~2.

The limited reorganizatLon of the SLPD function should Ln .o way
suqgest any d.munitLon of effort. (C)

The NSC requests a status report of activities unde.t-ken to
implement .e act.cn .pLan by Auqust 31, 1986. (U)

Rodn.)* 5. Ncn,
Executive Secretary

DECLASSZFY ON: OADR

U lv% A.er~cu Im,,
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Loited St es Department of -t,.ie

;;4 Iroshinlin, D.C. 03.'0

may 23, 1986

_ UNCL ASSIFIED
MEMOPANOUM ?O VAO' JOHN ,. POINOEXTER

THE.WHITE HOUSE

SUBJECT: public Diplomacy Plan for Explaining U.S. Central
Amecican Policy in Europe and Latin America

T e DepaCtment submits $hrevith a public ploM&cy plin
for explaining U.S. Central. American policy to Latin AmeCtClf'5
and EuCopeans. Parts Of the plan focus on explaining t9ose
same policies to international political oqanizations such as
the Socislist International, the International Democrat Union,
and the Christian Democrats.

Nicholas Platt
Executive Secretary

& ,ttacniomclt%
P-j31iC Diplomacy Plan

76-936 0-88-27
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UNCbAv64 f ED
?U3LIC DIPLOMACY PLAN

FOR EXPLAINING U.S. CENTRAL AMERCAN POLICY
1.4 EUJROPS AND LATIN AMERICA

BACXCROUNO ~

Tie Sandinistas came to power in July 1)79 in a coalition dLt.

genuine democrats. However, within Wee4s the Sandinista
National LibeCation rront (FSLN) oegan a pattern of actions
reflecting a betrayal of tne revolution: internal cepress ion
of genuine lem.crats and of non-communist institutions sucn is
religious organizations: aggression against fellow Latin
A.merican Countries through armed subversion: ties with
terrorist organizations in Latin America, the Middle Cast, and
ropep: and a Militacy buildup suppocrted by tne Soviet "loc an4
Cuba. TnaMt pattern continues today.

under President Reagan, a balanced U.S. policy has een
followed in Central America. It contains four mutually
reinforcing elements:

1. Encouragement of democracy;

2. Economic aid to improve living conditions;

3. Active JiplOmacy for realistic political solutions:

4. Security assistance to give tme people of Central
America the means to defend themeLves against
expanded Soviet-oloc/.uban/yicaragya, sjoversion or
armed aggression.

Much progress has been male in four of the five Central
Am'erican countries since 1381: Costa Rica, Honduras,
El Salvador, and Guatemala are democratic and ice steadily
strengthening their democratic institutions. The U.S. Congress
has yeac by year provided support for the ?resident's policy
tncough increasing appropriations for economic and security
assistance (total amounts by fiscal year 1)93--$$13 milli:,.
1)34--S)3) million: 1)35--S951 million: 199S--$1.014 million).

tiIED
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UN hA hiEIED
GOALS A :-

-- To convince audLence5 in Central and Soutm A.'erica
particularlyy tne :ontadora and Contadoca Support Group
c unrvits) and in Eucope that U.S. policy toward Central
Aertca is balanced, workable, and tne best altCenatLve
posS Lb le.

-- To convince audiences in Latin America and Europe tn.at tne
Nicaraguan democratic Cesistance has a cohesive and
credible political program and that it is a viable,
democratic force worthy of the support of the U.S. and
other democratic nations.

-- To demonstrate to audiences in Latin America end Europe
that the Sandinistas support international terrorism and
that Sandinista external subversion threatens the nascent
democracies in neighboring countries.

-- To demonstrate that the Sandinistas consciously and
systematically violate human rights.

-- To convince audiences in Latin America and Europe that the
United States seeks only that the Sandinistas deliver on
tneir promises of 1979 to the organization of American
States: that we believe that the best way to do this is
for te Sandinistas to engage in dialogue with the
opposition: that the Contadora process, if t can meet our
tree requirements that it be comprehensive, si-,wultaneous,
and verifiable, is an alternative we can support.

-- To deffonstrate to audiences in Latin America and Europe
,now Sandinista ties to Cuba and the SoVi et Union adversely
affect U.S. and their own national security interests.

-- :o persuade the internationals (Socialist international,
C.ristian O.moccats, International Democrat Union, etc.)
to speak out on their concern for civil and human rights
in Nicaragua, Sandinista intervention in neighboring
counties, and Sandinista ties with international
terrorists: and to encourage the internationals to oppose
aid to tne Sandinistas for the sa$e reasons.

-- o counter Sandinista disinfcr stion activities "ith f3cts.

ViPt .m, ,'
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hoo1t ONAL GOALS IN LATIN AMERICA 1 6OO
-- To convince tne countries of Central America that t.o

United States shares their political and economic goals
and cin !e counted upon to stick with them for the long
laul (tne U.S. is a reliable ally).

-- To persuade Central American government, political,
church, and labor leaders to be more active in telling teo
Central American story in Europe, South America, Mexico,
and the Caribbean.

ADDITIONAL GOAL I4 EUROPE

-- To convince European publics that the U.S is responding
in a constructive manner to the desires of Central
American nations for political and economic reform.

THEMES

-- Stress positive aspects (economic development, promotion
of democracy, security) of U.S. policy in Central America.

-- Set record straight on U.S. policy toward negotiations
with Nicaragua and on Contadore, including Nicaraguan
refusal to negotiate a comprehensive agreement and U.S.
aid to the Nicaraguan resistance.

-- E.phssize democratic background and objectives of the
Nicaraguan resistance, while reiterating totalitarian
nature of the Sandinista regime. Point out militaristic
and undemocratic Sandinista educational system: exploit
existence of neighborhood committees and internal
repression. Remind audiences of Sandinists efforts to
crush internal opponents, especially the Catholic CNucc.
political parties, and labor unions not controlled by tne
government. Focus on new Nicaraguan constitution when it
is unveiled by the Sandinistas and on totally controlled
process in whicM constitution will be subjected to publicc
discussion.*

-- emphasized progress and successes in El Salvador, while

publicizing tne destructLve and totalitarian nature of t-1e
Salvadoran guerrillas.

UnA fIEO
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N4 -N1

Explain that the United States supports those people and
governments who see furthering the democratic process--in
Costa Rica, Honduras, Gat0emaLa, and 91 Salvador--and
seeing to-foster reconciliation and the democratic
process in Nicacagua.

-- Remind audiences of Sandinista and Salvadoran guerrilla
ties with terrorists in Latin America (example, M-19 in
Colomoia) and elsewhere (including Middle East), ac.s and
drug runners, and of their Soviat-Cuban ties. Mention
Sandinista practice of giving NicAraguan passports to
terror ists.

-- Continue to present U.S. position on, and rationale for.
withdrawal from Nicaraguan case before the International
court of Justice. Note: The ICJ decision on the merits
of the Nicaraguan case, expected in May, will spark
Nicaraguan attempts to garner support for calls for the
U.S. to comply with the Court's rulings, likely including
a Nicaraguan approach to the UN Security Council for
enforcement of the ICJ's ruling under Article 94(2) of the
UN Charter.

ADDITIONAL THEME IN CENTRAL AMERICA

-- Europeans do not have a clear understanding of progress
todacd democracy in Central America, nor do they
understand the threat to democracy posed ly tne
Sandinistas. The United States government cannot 3lone
convey that story to Europeans. The Central Americans
should take on a share of that task.

AUDIENCES

Political and government leaders in Latin America and
Europe

Media in Latin America and Europe
The Internationals
Religious leaders
Acade*mics

UN IED
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UNu L ,a

Hote The following tnre@ audiences have ready access t. .ne
American news. edia and to U.S. public opinion data. TNLs 'iLU
Affect their vllingness to accept ,lterl5ls a31 in o .-CattLn
aimed directly at nem.

EuCopean and Latin American delegations to tne United
4at ions

Latin American and European diplomatic missions in
Washington, D.C.

Latin American and European journalists in tne United
States

ACTIONS

-- Make increased use of WORLDNZT as an interactive medium
for explaining U.S. policy in Central America (among
officials to Oe sought as spokesmen on Central America tre
Vice President Bush, Ambassador Walters, Assistant
Secretary AOrams, and Ambassador Habib).

-- Speech by President Reagan describing his positive vision
for Central Americans. This should note our greatly
increased economic assistance, including scholarship
programs, and our identification with the hopes of tme
people of the region for a better life. The speech sn.o'jL
also note that the loor is open for Nicaraguans to snice
in this prospect--if their Sandinista leaders will allow
them tie freedom to pursue it. This speech should *e a
major event delivered on some appropriate occasion,
pretfcaoly during the June 10-11 visit of the four :entcaiL
American democratic presidents. Other possibilities mnint
!e to nive the President speak to tne OcS or during eit ec
the President Sanguinetti or President Ascona visits.

-- A senior Administration official, perhaps Secretary
Shultz, should publicly unveil the second annual report oi
the i.plementation of the Kissinger Comnission (or Jac~son
Plan) findings. This can Ze an opportunity to demonstate
that we recognize the 11orth-South dimensions of the
pco~lem, and to stress the affirmative part of our
strategy.

-- For Socialist International in Lima, J4ne 20-23o State
-dill instruct embassies in the countries represented to
nake damarches to party leaders. USIS Lima will try to
place material on Central America in the Peruvian media it
that time, and will also distrioute ARA!LPD pamphlets
presenting U.S. views on Central America.
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6 " 16 611

-- USIA will maintaiA a steady flow of A.MPARTS to Europe In
Latin America to speak about Central America. TIOse wILl
be arranged according to the needs identified by posts I
their country plans.

-- In addition to continuous reporting by its own media, USIA
viii distribute abroad increased numbers of copies of
studies produced by ARA/LPD. USIA dill encourage its
posts in Europe to translate more ARAI/PD documents into
local languages.

-- DOD will continue its series of research/study jemijars in
Latin America on the Strategic Challenges to 'egional
Secur i ty.

-- 00o and USIA will distribute the 80-piece slide
presentation "The Challenge and Responses to posts in
Europe and Latin America. USIA will consider translating
the show into Local languages.

-- Put ARA/LPD sponsored "Arms Displays exhibit at key points
in U.S. and overseas.

-- ARA/LPD will work closely with IO/UNP to prepare U.S.
statements and rights of reply in multilateral foca to
counter Sandinista disinformation.

-- ARA/LPO and USIA viii be prepared to exploit any
Nicaraguan intransigence at the £sq-uipulas, Guatemala,
summit (May 24-26), and at the June 6 Contadora meeting
(possible Contadora conclusion), and at Contadora
negotiating sessions leading up to June 6. ARA/LPD and
USIA will also prepare to support positions taKen by t-e
Central American democracies.

ACTIONS (Latin America)

-- During President Duacte's travel to Costa Rica, Peru,
Uruguay, and Brazil, May 9-22. USIS posts at each stop
promoted media coverage: USIA media covered in depth.

-- At the Costs Rican Inaugural, May 8, the U.S. delegation
took tne opportunity to meet with Contadora and Contidaci
support country elderss to demonstrate U.S. support for
their goals.

UI FIED
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-- Duing visit of Uruguayani PCesidgmt1_4 g1ntti to
WaShington in Jwne, Adminiltrition leaders will anders:coe
U.S. support for democracy and economic progress,
emphasizing a positive vision, rather tan ceiterating
well*-Anon American opposition to oppression. USIA media

ill-cover in full and also assist Uruguayan media
traveling witn tne president.

-- USIA will provide full media coverage and assistance to
the working visit of Honduran President Ascona to
Washington May 26-29. Appropriate 1otes by Alcona will
be played into Europe and Latin Amer[ca.

-- ARA/LPD will prepare a cable to Embassies in Central
America instructing them to discuss with government
officials, political, church, and labor leaders the need
to tell the Central American story in Europe. A special
effort will be made to persuade President Duarte to tegin
a public affairs effort in Europe.

-- DOD Policy Support Staff prepared special briefing and
display materials on Central America for use at the
meeting with air force chiefs of staff from 20 Latin
American and Caribbean countries May S-9. Similar
materials and briefings will be given to air force
intelligence chiefs from 20 Latin American and Caritoe.i
countries dhen they meet at Homestead AFI, Florida, in
August 136.
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uN~Le4SaraL'I
ver North's Schedule

Thursday, May 2

Fortier Principal Only
Mtg (his office

1000- Honduran Security Grp
1200 RM 6210

1400 Michael Bussio
(Blackwell - Job ?}

1930 Nathan Adams

Oliver North's Schedule

.I
Tuesday, Apr 30

0930 CAPT Vincent Onslow
Terrence Douglas
Walt Doran (VPI
re:.-Kigh-level staff aPts

1100

1200

Nathan Adams

Amb Everett Briggs
(Panama)

Oliver North's Schedule
Friday, May 3

S T U A R T Speaks

1130 Frank Gomez

1200 William A.S. campbe
Richard Melchin
Canadian Conservarv"
Ctr met In IPF Dal:

1630 Darby Award byVesseyChrmn's Dining Rnm Z

1830 ob Leiken/Beinie
Aronson/Penri Kemble/
Mark Falcoff-
Carnegie £ndovnment

2000 T A M 8 $Sover

Oliver North's Schedule

0700 Breakfastvw/ iu
Fa 2LB72

0930 Terry Arnold

1030 Ken Khachiglan

1200 Lunch w/Messing

1630 Retirement Ceremony
Gorman/BGEN Whalen
Ft. Myer Sumyrall Field

1900 ON Brief p

Policyma ers look to
the Agency for Mili-
tary Analysis"
George Allen

1630 special RIG Rx ' 6939
(Motley/Darby)

1930 IF TIME

- W .Lr

WH Tour

I

-AIL

Wednesday, !'aY I

t55o -
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SNCLAS o v jpOLIVER NORTH'S CAL
MAY 8, 1985

45 Rich Miller

0930 Dennis Kux

1030 John Stepbit - TRW

1145 A,'.B Tanb$ - lunch

1345 Car to CIA HQsr

1400 Meeting at CIA HQs

1530 Car to OEOB

1645 Rich Miller A
Ross Muniro
Johnathan Miller

1830 Farewell/Cocktails
The Rotunda
British Embassy

I~i1 OLLIE NORTH'S CALENDARMAY 13, 1985

1045 Don Fortier's office
Contra Issues

1145
1400

1500
1530

1700

AdOL1O Calero

Mike Ledeen

PCG Meeting

Arturo Cruz, Jr.
Johnathan Miller

1730 Rich Miller

1830 LIC John Garrett

OLIVER NORTH'S SCHEDULE
MAY 6, 1985

1000-1400 Jack Kemp et. al,

1600 David Beisner
Ramundo Arras

2000 Farewell Dinner
Andrew Green

reht.R dence

Blacktie

?'ortio;iy Dec~a~ ;.,fed/Ree, onS -----

under prcvjt!0nj of 1.0. 123%
j 2. Regkr, Iba4Cfa U1 ounW31

9LU qru
- . UFU

OLIVER NORTH'S CHEOULE
MAY I , 1985

1100 COL Martin Ganderson
e: low ntenstY

conflict

1530 Central Xeric3
pubic Dplomacy
Meeting In Walt
Raymond's office

1630 Arturo Cruz# Jr.
Johnathan Miller

35_

.%

"'f " .

III

mn m m m n u t m

t) 6% - - 3 -,I n, / N4 % *, r-
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UNCL SSIFE~ LIVER NORTH'S CALENDARtj MAY 23, 1985

1200 Gals nrn-unc

1300 Andy Messing

1330 Raymond T. Wilson
Robert A. Pearson
(set up by DJ Mailman)

1500 Dr. William Walsh

:'1545 Amb John Ferch

2030 Charlie Allen, Paul
J3Murphy, Wayne Peal -

usual place

I
iI
Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, May 21

0900 Governor Claude Kirk

1030

1200 Lunch at Metropolitan
Club w/Tom Reed

1500- ON on Terrorism n208
1530 Fed Service Exec Ctr

1600 Buchanan Mtg

1645

1830 Council of Americas
DOS, B. Franklin Rm
(Amb Motley/Rockeallaj

Oliver North's Schedu:

Friday, May 24

0930 COL John Hocker

1100 NSC Mtg

1200 Lunch in WH Mess
Honor: Newt Gingr.:-

and Wife
By: Elliott/Noona-
Vo-J -A C , "

Oliver North's Schedule

Wednesday, May 22

1000

1045 Schneider Mt cn.T
State Rm 1205

1200 Lunch w/GEN .c2'--:-

1330 Amb David McCcnne::
Randall Wood
Cody Ice

1400 Christina 4 Johnatar.
(meet at State(

1730 Reception
Def Strategy Forum
1800 K Int'l Club

1800 Presentation by Cruz

1900 Dinner
2al LM.S I,. C l &. .4. I/ I ,,.aE

4

. '9.> - %, -k' 5
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U Norh's cheud le

0730 ODSM

Q
1030 OEOB VP Pre-Brief

1200 Lunch

Rich Miller/Frank Gome
Johnathan/Otto

1700 NSC Staff Mtg

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, June 3

1000

4'

qeJ=

C 2~

e~ ~
CU w.

CGJ*

1300 William Bodie
Carl Jenkins

1800- Republican Nat'l Cmte
PM Herbert Blaize
(Grenada)

Ritz-Carlton PotomacRm

I

UNCLASSIFIED

OLver North's Schedu1e
ThI;rsday, June 6

1000 Fortier meetLng
1030

1200 Lunch w/Terry Douci

1530 ON Speech on Terror
to Monroe Comm Coil
RM 474 (&or Gaston

1800 Retirement Merrill
Kelly ICameron St.

Buffett 1$13.00)

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, June 4

(900 Bill Bodie
Carl Jenkins

930

030

345-
430

Xe deGraff ;: : :
Charlie Allen
Vince Cannistaro
re: terrorism

OPM Dupont Plaza i:
Circle Rm
ON on Cent Am
Dr. James Van Oien

600 Dr. Beal Dedicatz:"
Rm 208

900- Congress Recept :n
Longworth HOB
Cafeteria
(ove-r)

L

- _w

i

v.,e v n L: a : t. ,_ 7n t I

9'.elo I %ICd,"0_.. 4 _. N-r Z
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1030 GEN Richard Secord
Thomas Clines
Adolfo Calero

1515 Brief on Hijacking
for Sen Denton WHSR

1400 Richard Mathias
Western Gulf (Buchanan)
re: Nic FF promotional

programs

1630 Johnathan Miller
(green for bearded one)

1900 Bob Kimmitt "Bye-Byel*
Indian Treaty Room

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, June 13

1300 Michael O'Byrne
Michael Hanson
(DIA re CAJIT)

1400 Donald Beattie
Dou asRekenthaler

referred y He n'

50) ."AV Lehman 4E686530 '46'As n '.,A) JL87,1

1730 Elliott Abrahams
RM 7802

UNCLASSIFIED

01 ivLero.,V ce:.

TUesday, June 18

0930 Bill Bodie
Carl Jenkins

1000 Fortier Mtg (Contra

1600 JMP on terr in WHSR
w/Bill Boyer (Hill

1900- WHSR w/Barbara we.nqtc
2000 Carl Rasell-Camn

"4 Rich Miller

2030 Metro Club w/Tambs

U-
Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, June 14
TCalero/Walker Talks"

0730 ODSM

0830 Breakfast w/Secor-
Sheraton-Carl ton

0930 Thomas Patton
Richard Lehman
(terr Charlie Allen)

1400

/W.?
0),v c( 

t

1800 Leave for NY

tJL A"SIF I '-e ,N day S Ju en .euN A FL 0 o M oond Jun ,1

I

41
&_t
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Monday, Mayy FbA~ lrdE 4 day, May 13

0730-

1045-

1100-

1200-

_ODSH WISR

Amb Dick McCormack

DRF Mtg on CentAm
WHSR

1602- Amb Reich Swearing-In
State (Ban FranklinPro)

1700- RIG R 6263
Contadora & Azcona

1830- Rich Miller and

i arjDdle

Oliver North's Schedule

0730-

0905-
0915

0915-
1015

1100-
1200

1215-

Friday, May 9

ODSM WHSR

JMP Renaarks Rm 450
Chiefs Am AF Conf

North & Oakley

Clair Georgm

Private Mtg w/DCI

1430- B.Day Party for HRT

1500- Rob Owen

1600- Ron Hinkley and
Bob Earl w/OLN

II

0730- ODSM WHSR

0900- OSG-TIWG WHSR

1100- Joel Lisker (terr)
RSOB Rm 198

1400- Nat'l war College
1530 COL Buse (terr)

1700- Nat'l Forum Founda-
1830 tion (hmb Kirkpatric

Capitol Hill EF100

I

Oliver North' Schedule

Monday, May 12

0730- ODSM WHSR

1100- Amb Dick McCormack

1200- DRF Mtg in WHSR
re CentAm

1600- Amb Reich Swering-:
State (Ben Frankil.

1700- RIG Rm 6263
re Contadora-Azcon,

1830- Rich Miller

61- .I T0-

_ L-

I

4 . - . - . , . ..Am,- . . .-.. -ifFit

IOL , - -.- , '-' oft - . .,.e,.- .. , . 01 4I
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Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, June 9

_0730- ODSM WHSR

0830- Breakfast at MacD's

w/Rob Owen

1230- Lunch HAQR w/Messing
& Ann Stone

" 1430- Jim Morrison

S; - . s - I
Oliver North's Schedule

S. TkAe 5
0730- ODSM WHSR

0815- HA w/GEN Seamon

0900- Earl w/T. Gillespie
& Jackie Tillman

1300- Mike Donley and
interview (PROFs)

1500- OSG-TIW%3 %HSR

I"

Oliver North's Schedule
Thursday, May 22

0730- ODSM WHSR

0830- Mark Keiser

0930- Clair George Mtq
1000 w/Oakley Rm 7E26

1030- JMP Mtg w/GEN mnon
1100 Shahak

Simhony A Zur

1300 Michael Ledeen

1500- OSG-TIWG WHSR1615

1845- DEPART S "'

OliVer North'' schedule

Friday, June 6

0800- May- ower Hotel

Penn. RoOM
Pre-panel discussOn

0900- Terrorism Panel
1030 . ussion

1100- Fa %er Dowlin(9
~08

11,I) C A
1200- cTI Gr G Rxm 208

1400- Jay Morrison

CLA S..

I!

LI4

'A

eEU
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UNCLASSIFIED
21iver-North' Schedule

-Wednesday, 
Jul 9

0815- Breakfast at HAYR
w/Abe and George

1000- FBI Brief (Bayse)
1300 (Earl attends)

1200- Lunch at Maison
Blance w/Nathan
Adams and friend

1500-

1600- OLN on Terr Rm 476
Delphi Assocs.

Oliver North's Sched-ule

Monday, July 7

0730- ODSM WHSR

1100- Vickers' Mtg
State Rm 6263
Intell Assessment/
Nicaraguan Assist

1415- David Halevy

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, July 11

0730- ODSM WHSR

1030- Meet Ledeen at
SW Gate

1100- Mtg w/Clarridge
and Ledeen

1200- Lunch w/Ledeen
and Garment (sp)

1430- OLN returns fm lunch

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, July 8

0730- ODSM WHSR

0815- Breakfast HAYR
w/Abe, etc.

1100- Amb Bob Anderson

1200- Lunch at Tiberio
w/Ken S;" inanouchi
(Ist Sec Japan Emb)

1400- Rod McDaniel

1600- Bernie Aronson

R LASS!F' .

17o0- Pt,ch fi)le'ev
-ha ver~ eg5 Av,

/10 SOC" .Ar

i
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Oliver rN

Friday, August 29 Tuesday, Sept 2

0915- Steve Shock (WHMO)personalw 5 mins.

0930- OLN on CA .in 450
1030 Coalition of

Apostolics .. Board
of Governors

1230- Lunch w/Noel Koch
Jean Pierre

1415- Father Tom Dowling

LOCK-UP PHONE WORK

Oliver North's Schedule

Wednesday, Aug 27

NO ODSM

0900-
ic: . crea Qk.,t4..

1100- Michael Ledeen

1230- Depart for Funeral

1300- Funeral - Ft. Myer
Chapel, Arlington
Cemetery
for Don Fortier

1600- LTGEN Benard Trainor

1700- Rich Miller

~

0730-

iO4--

I

ODSM

Michael Ledeen
~( (FBI)

1400- GEN John Singlaub
GEN Robert Schweitzer

1600- RIG Pm 6263
re Panama

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, August 28

0730- Breakfast 4E808)

Armi tage
Michel-Mo er ng-
Sanchez

1000-

1100-

1300-

1500-

Walt Raymond Mtg

George Van Eron

OSG-TIWG Rm 302

JNCLASSIF0P

C
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Olver North's Schedul@

- .&idJ*iL~R~~IIED Monday, October 20
FridIFIED)

0730- ODSM WHSR

0915-

0945-

1000-

1000- Hail and Farewell
1100 Indian Treaty Rm

1100- RIG Mtg Rm 6263

OLN leaves for the day
from RIG Mtq

0730- OoSM WHSROfO0O. 6En Simhcoo,
0900- Don Aamer

l00- COL John Ellerson
New MilGrp El Sala

, v u. __ "=:.sr 4. wu

Is QWtr W

veto,- Cst

Oliver North's Schedule

Wednesday, Oct 15

1015- rCAE' Ft. McNair
1145 Dr. Edwin Timbers

OLN on CentAm

1130- NSDD Review Mtg

1230-

1400- Amb Ted Briggs

UNCLASS

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, Oct 16

0730- ODSM WHSR

0830- Bill Comee

1000- Walt Raymond Mtg WHSR
Castine-K&;an chair

1100- Norm Bailey
Bill Perry (hera)

1320- VP w/Pandraud (WWing)

1500- OSG-TIWG Rm 30
Bremer-Adams-Kelly-
Allen-Revell

10~5- 9841 Rcse~ib Ia./
2000- Dinner (Stag) IHO

Pandraud
2221 Kalarama NW

-'-U-

I

!
I
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Week Beginning
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EXHIBIT GPS-75

Oliver North's ScheduleuNCLASSIF'ED Monday, JUnO 17

1030 GEN Richard Secord
Thomas Cline@
Adolfo Calero

1515 Brief on Hijackinq
for Sen Denton WHSR

1400 Richard Mathias
western Gulf (Buchanan)
re, Nic F? promotional

programs

1630 Johnathen Miller
(green for bearded one)

1900 Bob Kimaitt "Bye-ByeI"
Indian Treaty Room

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, June 13

1300 Michael O'Byrne
Michael Hanson
(DIA re CAJIT)

1400 Donald Beattie

referred by MAJ He)

ST:!IAV Lehman 41686
%'Abel f- &osC s i8i-A

Elliott Abrahams
Rm 7802

MOO
530

17-0

'UNCLASSIF'E'

Oliver North'sS chedule

Tuesday, June 1

0930 bill odie
Carl Jenkins

1000 Fortier 4tq (Contras

1600 JMP on terr in WHSR
v/Bwll Boytr IHill)

1900- WHSR w/Ba ra Nawingtc
2000 Carl kassll-channe

I"d ch Miller

2030 Metro Club v/Tambs

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, June 14

"Calero/Walker Talks'

0730 ODSM

0830 Breakfast w/Secord
Sheraton-Carl ton

0930 Thonas Patton
Richard Lehman
(terr Charlie Alle.-

1400

1800 Leave for 1.Y

9 x,,

1

.q

I,
'I
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TU~LwAbl 1'IW
0730- Cm fr.i

0900" Artx Cxw Sr.

1000-

1130- Si Lr Habiby
Mamie Owen

1200- * cluster mI e

1330- Luc at IiN
David alevy

*10 3 -1',n A C.

1600 WanSe StzatW

0I

08

og
t I

Over North's SC hedge
Monday, March 24

730 0OS WHSR

100 Uen Elliott

45- Pros Mtg w/Abrams
000 Oval Office

030 Allen-Zur-Si honL

200- WHSR Cluster Mtq
300

S

M I-
~- -

Oliver North's Scho-&il

i Friday, WaLvh 14

0730

030 srt"/m G the Kowz
HAyMdA - yellOW FO

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, March 17

0730 OD1 WNiSP.

1000 Mta v/hostage
fi4l.1ie va 2236

1400 Dr. Walsh & 3

1530- re 450 OM1n4-o
HOLMO StafferS

1930 Mash-Pafl ~ 'DA
L NeClub

UNCLSSI

1630I bL) I UCIUZ

under p ,,VsiOd of fO. 12356

N

i

I

I
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08
04
09
10

10
104

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, March 26

30 ODSM WHR
0. vea.,k st HA ' VA.
36- Jack L.Cuyer
15 (Don Mahley's)

30- Nick Klissas
45 re Honduras

1400 Amb Gone Douglas

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, March 25

0730 ODSM WHSR

0930 Terry Arnold
Neil Livingston

1000 Richard Ferris

1100 Ron Hinckley/H. Earl

1200 WHSR Cluster Mtg

4

.4

'Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, March 31

0830 ODSM WHSR

1200 WH3-; Clustar Mtq

1500- Rm 4E83i
Abrams - anc hE

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, March 27

0730 ODSM WHSR

0830 Breakfast HA - YR
wSpitz & Dan

dipornck Ball in NY"
1000 Walt Raymond Mtg

1100 Chris Arcos P
Jerry Clark
Bill Walker

1400 Johnathdh Miller
Mitch Daniels/Hinkel
Penn Kempbell

10". e'-N.

1930 Stuart CODE OF HONOR
Forrestvillo

Methodist Church

1830- Rm 476 OLN on CA
2000 w/Robelo 20 people

(Dan 6 _tzGrp)

%~ I 'N-W2f 0

,o
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....r- N , -,,lr.,l•I lchldul2

Monday, Apr 2&

-- NO ODSN

0830- i War Game
1230

1500- OSG-TING IM 340

-1 le (?)

Tuesday, Apr 29

0830- ODS !';iSR

1100 63

1130- wzuwaiave G
ue13entrance?

1600- Dan/spitz
BLIr O' oyle

1500- Amb Nobuo Mataunaga2000 B. Day of Japanese
Eperor

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, April 24

0730- ODSM WHSR

1000- Walt Raymond Mtq
q'4,. "%a.

1400- Chris Christensen

1530- G. Cav

1700-
re terr & Sumit

1830- Tribute to Am Heros
2030 Capital Hill Club

Govosrnors Rm

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, April 25

1000- John Hocker

1100- Allan Ryskind
w/HUVAN EVENTS
re Contras
(Zen Elliott sugg.)

1400- IG Rm 6263
re:

UNCLASSIFIED
UK ______I_________ IJ

#dI

-. -

0,.

i
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SNCL Se O
0 Nve orth eul Oliver North's schedule

Monday, May S

0830- ODSN WHSR

1100- GEN lain HcClintock

1200- Lunch w/Ledeen
(FAWN & WILMA)

1530- OLN on CA Rm 476
Baptist Editors

1700- IG Mtg (Abrams)re Contadora

I

I

Thursday, May 6

0830- ODSM WHSR

0900- John locker
Charles Cavanhaugh
Craig Coy

1200- Fawn lunch w/Ledee

1400----*9 ! --k91

WOO- OSG-TIWG

1600- David Haleyv
2000 /.

".-t A...C

Oliver North's Schedule

Wednesday, Apr 30

0830- ODSM WHSR

0930- Dan and Spitz
* -Bruce Hooper

1100- Terrell Arnold

1230- Michael Ldeen
(sandwich in office)

1430- Dave Fischer Mtg
w/Mr. Marriott

1500- /Fawn

1700- NSC Staff Mtg

1900- Jean Hicke
WH TOURN P.N I

and Dr

R CC

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, May I

0830- ODSM 1':;SR

AND * 0930- Rev Wachstetter

1100- Amb Edwin Corr

1230- Lunch w/3arnaby
at HAGR

1500- William Comee

1715- FAWN L E A V E S

;IID 45- WH Tour Jean H.

I
.1
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Oliver NorMsIIAWlED
Thursday, Oct 23

0770- ODSM 1HS3

1000- walt Raypond Mtg
in Roca lM

1130- Jackie Tillman and
friend Nat

1500- 00-TIVG Pa 302

1630- Dr. Herbert Schandler
NOU

0730- OOSIM

0330- Nicaragua war Game
1230 Pa 208

1230- W1ISR IG/N (Abrams-
Nichel-Wa 8 lj 1 gan-

ering-Croker-RF3-VC

1400- Dovlin g-
Wash Hotel ft 1033

1445- GOOD-BY2 RV. |ZNsxr

1500- Dr. Lools Schvartx
Dir Dep Sec Service

61S- C AP Mike Decker US C

Oliver North' s Schedule

Tuesday, Oct 21

0730- ODSH WHSR

ObO0- Breakfast KAYR
Tery Arnold-Owen
Spitg-Dan-Livinqston

1045- FAWN arrives fa DRA

1100- Amb Gary Matthews

1400- OLV on CentAn
Roos .1a

Financial Contributors
(Castine-Kagan)

1645- Leave Office

1750- Depart Dulles
TWA 0890

...UNCLASSII

I
F~E

* -
* _*~ a
4 .-.- '

'0
C
6
p4
14
S
N
41 IA~

.14

ao~0 0. h

@ 0 0 04

I 4 N N A000

dl
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s o S

A s

S4J

04 4 14

N A
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Oliver North's Schedule
L
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NLASSIFPED
Oliver North's Schedu

Friday, Nov 14

0730- OmS;.

1330- IDA Working Grot
1530 Panel (w/Gonna

1500- RIGIN (Abrams)

1630- Father Dowlinq

L-0 Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, Nov 17

0730- ODSH WHSR

1200- WH Mess Lunch
McDanieL-Soaer

in) Mayor Barcelona

1300- IG/N

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, October 27

0730- ODSM WHSR

1100- eGraff)

1600- RIG F 6263

'I?{nCLASS

O1ivei North's Schedule

IWednesday, Nov 12

0813- Breakfast HAYR
Arnold-Livingston-
Owen-Spitz-Dan

1000-
0to*-

1200-

GEN Gorran

Mr. Quinones

1400- Sen Pern SubCrite
on Investigations

Mary Vinson
Howard Shapiro
Dan Rinzel
wlRLE A Bill Perry

1i30- Bill Cockell

y . _ _

*4

I
1

J
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L 'e rNorh'sSched& le
ACLASIPE~rTuesday, Nov 19

0730 ODSM WdSR
0815 Mike Shaw (Tom Reed)
0900 Amarin Nit

0945 Kevin Latham

I

. 1000 Walt Raymond Mtq

1130 Run w/BOD EARL

'a

1tV

z

il

SIq

C
rp

5
4j

4j4ac

Oliver North' s Sehed -,

Thursday, Nov 21

0600 OOSM WNSR

1100 Arturo Crux, Jr.

1

1500-
1603

1630

1700

1810- RM 474 ON on CentAm
155 6Spits Group"..

Oa Mtq Room (?)
kley-Koch-Rice-

~Allen
Martha V. Lyntl

pits-Rich lMillerW lialn J. O'Neil

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, Nov 18

0730 ODSM WHSR

0900 Kevin Latham

1200 Mike Shaw (Tom Reed)

1315 Lunch at Bottomline
w/Dave Quinlan

500 Amiram Nir

I15 (car)
1230 Lunch Capitol Hill

Club (300 lit St SE)
V/Kuykendall,

Slakemore & Hunt,
1400 (car)

pi

830 Dinner w/Koch-Oakley
GEN Ulrich Weqener
CDR Fed Border
Police Wesr- FRG

I ;

I

I7
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- Exmrr GPS-76

to L14 s)I k- W IRCNorth'-s Schadule

Monday, May 21

0900 Walter Gold Rom 203
View Tape

1000 Larry -Sternfieid

1130 Baker/Meest/RCH/Shul1t
Casey/Daran/Oqlsby6' 6 -O-- " r t Conf. Nic Pro ra n

-- 100 Casey's Mtg re above

1400 Jonathan Miller
John Blacken
ret Nic paper/photos

1600 Richard JMP

1700 Hickey Ntq

1800 John Lehman Party
for Bill Stearman

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, Apr 26

090 a

w: q^I'I'Pto CA

-103 A--~: on

-A' A kM

1500 David Chev and i
- Christopher Hicks U *.- %t

New Positions
Comptroller of
Currency ITreasury)

C, 'lcASI

UNCLASSIF46,R

910

1%

I ~~~ x,.TI
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I IuNCA41"
Oliver Vorth's Schedule

?uesday, June 19

09OtO ' ecu, 240, OO0
fioaraquan -Supplement
(Jonathan Miller)

143# Senator Evans
818 Hart Office Bldg

1700- Nat'l Strategy Info
1900 1730 Rhode Island

Suite 601
Cocktails/Photos

IC 'i O'

&

-J Q
D

CA

C

I . 153

-J 164

a -J

19:

UNCLASSIFeED

Oliver North's Schedile

Wednesday. June 20

1215 Menges/lkle
Metropolitan Club

1330 CentAm OutReach Mtz
Room 450

1930 Hickey Reception
University C1rub
1135 16th St NW

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, June 18

0 Dr. William Walsh

0 Shlaudeman/hotley
w/JMP in WHSR

0 Walt Raymond
CA Strategy Group Mt9

S Hart Senate off Bldq
Senators Evans

Gorton
brief on arms inter-
diction

30 Doug Olin
Charles:Flickner

> >

0 a rC C

3 tq
)p

-4 , -

1113



Tuesday, Sept It

0900 Mtg W/bill Ma
r*: bilateral
Rm 360

-'0 Jeane Kirkpatrick-
Duane Clarridge
(here)

1400 IG/T Ram 2236

1630

1930 Cocktal/BBuft

ior Sayre)
normal

Oliver North's Schedula

Friday, Sept 7

1000- Senior Advisory Mtq
1130 Hickey/Poindexter

East-West Basement

1130 R1 t m 6909
pre-!G

Nicaraquan elections

1300 Mary Lawton-Justice
Rm 6325
v/Paul Thompson

1600 RCM v/Amb Lew Tambs

-

IOliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, Sept 11

1000, Terry Oougqlas
res Goodpastori'

s- - -

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, Sept 10

1000- Prof Paul Wilkinson
1130 "Int'l Coop 6 the

Problem of State-

1215 Lunch v/Rich Miller
1607 New Hampshire
Third Floor
Frank GOMeZ/Jon Millet

1400 Prof Paul Wilkinson
"Terr in W. Europe"

1530 National Council of
Churches--Roose. P.'
Jackie Tillman.
(fon-Mil)

1615 Olle North IMill

1700 RCM Overall .+ Q&A

("NCLASSIF'ED

.~I.

912

iii,
si

An
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UNCLASSIFED. Oliver Norp's Sched.

Monday, Sept 17

1JQQ AM Reich/Jonathan
and Arturo Cruz, Jr

Here (Rm 392)

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, Sept 13

1100 LTCOL BIl Farrell
NAVWARCOL

1200 Lunch w/3ob Helm
Ester w/Fawn

PNT Pm 3E822

1400 RM 6909

1500 Clarridge/Michel
Rm 6263
re: legislation

1930 Take Fawn's friend
fo WH tour THX!!

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, September 14

1000 John Gunther HCUSYC

1045 Bernie McMahon (',url
JCS-Central Amer .:3

1200 Arturo Cruz, Jr.
Otto Reich
Jonathan Miller

1515 Amb Robert Oakley
mtq w/JMP

1945 Fawn leaves

UNCLASSIF:ED

- -- l I. . W

OR
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09

"101

ii

110

Wednesday, Sept 26

50 car leaves w Ba.ont W-% M4C
00 State am 1206 4 C o C,<

Schneider's office,n "W
re: C.R- 009,-C c

iS Car returns to oEOS , W

00O Jonathan Miller
Arturo Crus, Jr. DC a

,0 tv,'
00

oa "'ie

,Io is

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, Sept 24

1000 Andy Mesinq

1100 JMP/GEN Lewis

II
I

Oliver North's Schedule

- Tuesday, Sept 25.

1200 Lunch w/Ron Frankum
Romeo & Juliet
2020 K Street

N

ot

".:

g-

IA

VI.-

o -~

~

914
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UNCLAS F'E
Oliver North's Schedu e

Tuesday, Oct 30

Oli'er North's Schedul

Wednesday, Oct 31

0830

09150930 Douq Olin

OOSM

0930 Mike Walsh
re: OP1 report & 1tr

1530 NSC Mtg on CentA
Cabinet Room

1000 COL Adolfo 0. Blandor
GEN Vessey/RCM

1100 RCM/JMP Mtq CentAm

1215 Lunch v/GEN Rice
Pentagon Rm 2C840

1830 Pumpkin Paperq
international Club
l1th & K Streets
Casey & Silberman

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, October 26

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, October 29

0730 ODSM

1000 RCM. M /Rockefeller

1045 Prof David Hall
WARCOLLEGE

113-Axl-Otte Reich
Arturo Cruz, Jr.
Jonathan Miller

1100 Charlie Allen

UNCLASSIFIED

L:
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uN

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, Jan 24

0730 ODSM

09-10-
1000

William Comee

1000- Jennifer Thomas (GAO)
1100 Alan Bennett

re: Quality Equip
to El Salvador:
Congress review

1100- Bill Farrell
1130 re: Terr Research

, VA* sL.,f ua,

1230 Mike Walsh

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, Jan 28

0930 Steven Trevino
Benny Veteto

1100 Dr. William Walsh

1400 Bob Linhard
Terr Research

1430 Bob Reilly
Tillman - Menges
Reich - Miller

"Constitutional & lega:
aspects of U.S.
involvement in CA"

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, Jan 25

0730 ODSM

0830 'HSR
Citizens for America
Lew Lehrman
Reich - Miller
Sanchez - Raymond

1300 Auro C

1400

1300 Felix I. Rodriguez

1600 WHSR Dave Vario Brief ' t ,

UNCLASSIFiED)

At

- •...,
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UJIGLtSSIFED

Oliver North's Schedule

Oliver N.orth's Schedule

Wednesday, Jan 23

0930 Terrence Douqlas

1000 Mtq v/.acNaara
& aurahar,4ak

1200 Lunch v/Betsy and
Ambassador Tambs

1700 NSC Staff Mtg

Wednesday, Jan 16

0930 Jonathan Miller
Frank Gomez
Richard Miller

1000 Arturo Crus, Jr.

11YO John Mocker

1300 Nathan Adams

1500-
1700

1430 Morgan Smith w/RCN
Dr. Evan Peele
OARDtEAct in Nic"

IBIS phe and
" I. McMahon

UNCLASSIFID

'

1.~.
3
a

I

CVi

Ip
40
C

0.

(A 3
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Oliver Noru

Tuesday, Feb 26

0800- Breakfast v/Rich Morse
-1000 Rep Alexander/Leach

LA Program Wilson Ctr
1000 Jefferson. Dr NW
Regents Rm 3rd Fir
Options for Cuba

1030 Michael Ledeen

1045 Ron from CM?

1200 Mtq v/Oakley,
and Gilbert

1300 Lunch Foreign Service
with Oakley)

O.~livor North'. Schedule'
Wednesday, feb 27

1030 Fawn arrives

1230. Lunch
and

1300 CPPWG

160V

1715

v/GE Galvin
Ray Surghardt

Jim Wheelan

Fawn leaves
1730 Schneider/Keel/Michel/

Mulford/Armitaqe/
FcPherson Rn 1206

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, Feb 21

0930 Bill Swope
John Scharfe

1000 Bob Linhard
Bill Farrell

1753 Depart Dulles Airport
(see trLp file)

UNCLASSIFE

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, Feb 25

0900 Nathan Adams

tge6!-?rametloiR-6gK-4tvtR -

(you're not going)

1100 .. i ;W.LjJgha rdtWLc BrLef

lI3Q0 -St e'rinf<0up t
EasbY ing

1700

1715 Rod McDaniel'

19Q Al Keel

~4,J
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Oiver North' Sc Oliv North's Schedule

Monday, Manch 4

0900 Bob Pearson "HELLO'

0930 Miguel Walsh
Willie Griffith
Terrence Douglas

1000 Terrence Douglas

Tuesday, March 5

0900

1200 Lunch v/Curt Winsor

2030 CAPT John R. Allen

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, Feb 28

0930- Pres Mtq Oval Office
0950 Gorman/Galvjn/Vesev/

Weinberger and Aids

1000 Retirement Ceremony
Ron Sable Ward Rm

1030 Nathan Adams

1'100 Lunch in WH Mess a
deGraff/Don Fortier/
Gary Chase/Bernie

McMahon

1630 CA Brief Rm 450
Congress Interns/Staff
(150 add new spin pls)

1900 Fawn leaves

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, March 1

0910 Car leaves - Ramp

0930

1035 Car leaves - Hdql.r3

1500 Mtq Ra 6256
Reich/Ball/Fox/ : e:

1600

Blair-Dickens-D e-: - -
Souchey-Raymond-
Reich-Millr

UNCLASSIF'ER
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OlveWorth's Schedulie
Oliver Nor th's Noiday, Apt 29

Tuesday, March 19

-0900 Co:e SuP.ort Brief

1000 GEN Paul Gorman Ihere)

i1o' jyp "drop byo.Rp 20$
Cre Supper: Erief

1230

1345

0930 ichard FerrisWilliam Roemer

Gorman/Gates (here)

1430 David Walker and
Sparkplug

Oliver North's Schedule

Frida

0830 Aab Holsy Handyside
Terry Arnold

0945 CAX
1000 Everett Dierman

Rayburn Bldg Rm 8360
1115 CAX

1'

* . o - ,%w

1630 Worki' Grp MtgT-Kuykedall

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, Mrch 18

0815 Breakfast Hayadams
Ken Khachiqan
Dave Wigg
re: OPIC clAim NIC

1000 Mike Walsh
drop off paper)

1015-1200

1400-1600

1600 CPiGMin WSR

1715 Mtg w/JPM & RCM

1915 OCS Dinner
Old Town Ramada Inn

continued IG/T

1900 Blackies' House of

UqNCLASSIF'lEI -

.. Uo"Ou"

1! it. % cu-m
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" $.SW ' Oliver North's Schedule
0Oliver North' Schedu feWednesday, match 20

Friday, Aprit 19

0.920 Fortier Mtq WMSR 0900 -
1000 Hawkins' Testimony %

t l315 COL Ted Cumminq. Ipass envelope,

I ii~?.h %jjrs~um hI.nlo tIOWPM

carryy Spivy
WH mess/Raymond-Reich

1500- ON Brief on CA Rm 450
1530 Evangelical Protestant

Media (Doug Holladay)

'~-

1400 Jonathan Miller

1630 Reception for Gorman
PNT PA 2ES77 (Vessey)

1930 Coktail/buffett

Oliver North's Schedule
Oliver North's Schedulh

Monday, April 22
Friday, Apr 26

Arturo Cruz, Jr. CALL

Mike Ledeen

1130 Harry 8.

0920 Fortier Mtg WHSR (?

raMA.L Q..M... 't C%.

M~ !wVV.,I ( OO11

1500 Darby PromotLon/Detach
ment Ceremony

JCS Dining Pa
, ftt:- e6

%1 V,
1810 DOlta Airlines

National Airport

It

76-936 0-88-30

0930

1000

*I '~) 't:

k,,, 1.4IA'TQ_
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Olivedrn,N. LM k' Iriday Schedule

wednesday, Mar 27 Friday# March 29

0930 Dick wood (013 re, t r
se.actd Nat'l See Issues
Pree's Briefinq Bo

1100 Adolfo Caleo

1200 AAA w/ON I
1230-
1330

A v/ ikwdall (Oen)

1400 Singlaub arwiCaleio

1400 TuW 'HSR

1600 Bye-Bye Diane Doaan P 372

1830 Recpeii Shorft Mte
Faith Whittleeey Nst
Guest of Andy MesshI-

1930 Dinner (busLnes cct)

Oliver NortAn's Schedule

1000 Robert Wood, NAVWARCOL
•0re: J G Global War Cn

1100 Jack Abramoff
Grover Norquist
Johnathan Miller

1300 VP Pro-Brief WW

1430 Ex Crute IG/T Rm 2236

1530 RCM-JM?-GEN John GalvL.-

1630 Arturo Cruz

2100 Charli* Ailen

OaiSlm

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, March 21

0900- Core Support Brief
1200 RuM 208

1030 Mike Ledeen

1100- JMP Drop-by Rm 208
1115 Core Support Brief

1300 Jack Abramoff

1500 Axb Curt Winsor

1600 Oakley Wrap-up
w/Brits Run 1205

UNLASSIFIEP

Tuesday, March 26

0930 Jonathan Miller

0930 Rob Owen

1030 GEN Richard Secord

1130 Elie Krakowski

1730. Rm 208, Pub Dip re CA
Buchanan-Reilly-EI'o:
Reich-Mil ler-HoIWL" '
Raymond- Burgha rdt
North- Lehman

n I s ,

7

( g7 j6;D
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011e LVort _*r North's 55sch~.5LA2~ 2 jdula
Thursday, Apr 4 I1f5

0900- RCH with MA
0930

1COO- Lehman w/AAA WHSR
1030

1030- Pres w/AAA
1100

1120- ON Brief on Pol-Nil
1200 and Human Rights CA

RA 476 Student Body
Presidents at GT,
GW, AU, UVA

1400 Jorge Hae (here)
Surghardt/Reich

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, April I

%too- Z: C%>

1230 Johnathan Miller

1313 LSG Regan's Office
Shultz-Weinberger-
Casey-RCM _

;-. %00f V 1A

1600 PRG VP OEOB RX 208

1730 Kuykendall -- AM Mtg

0730

0800

0900

1000-
1200

rriday, April 5

ODSM WHSR

Task Force mtg RAm 2

Jorge Mao

HOQTRS CHC 4TLckets

1400 JiP WHSR

1530 f 2 Okley
& terror:

1730 Buchanan Mtg RM 208

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, April 2

0930 Mike Ledeen

1000 Pr3pare slides P 2:

1015- Rc.4-Small-Surqhardt*
1200 J. Miller-Brokaw

Rm 208

1100 IG/T Mtg Am 2236

1230 Dave Quinlan Lunch

1545 Walt Raymond Funeral

C-f 7U %a U ~z
',I'll& MV4.j! of F.0. P156

PEP

I

en"k 
0401a i

IPM!)
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Thursday, Apr 11

0530 Obln,
0900 Bill bode/Nestor Pino

rei USSOUTHCOM and
S chwei tzer

1030 Carib Task Force Mtq
Galvin.guest speaker

114S Oan Nudd

1215 Lunch w/Amb McCormack

J30 j jU kentl

1645 John Stenbit (TRW)

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, April 8

0630 OOSN NwSR

0900 Fortier Mtg Rm 208
Nic Task force

1000 Sol Sanders

1100 Rob Owen

1215 Lunch w/Tin Brown
Old Zbbitt Grill

1345 American Enterprise
Inst. for Pub Dip
KNes s aks

UNCLASSIF'EP

Oliver North's Sc ed..;

Monday, April is

t'0930o
1.94s

A w/Pres Monge
Oval Office

1400 Cabinet Mt4 on
Sudqet/Nicaraqua

I4 300

1315- RCN Speaks KR? "Tea
IS30

1530-
1540

VP Speaks NR "Tea"

1930. NP Dinner
J1W matiott

Oliver North's Schedul.

Tuesday, Apr 9

0830 ODSK NSR

0930 Secure PHONEC N
Fortier/lore/a,;,
MLch*e/Rexc, :, ::

1,300 Ab Richart '*--
(replaced -,

Middendorf)

1030 Rob Owen

1400 -Sava Stepanovx-. .
Sven Kraemer

1700 NSC Staff Mtq

410 *~x-. z

~rc-&A. P

j
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UNCL4S Eg LI OTK EDR
OLIVER NORTH'S CALRI OLLIE NORTH'S CALENDAR .

MAY 0, 1985 MAY 13, 1985

-0845 Rich Miller

0930 Dennis Kux

1030 John Stenbit - TRW

1145 AMB Tamb - lunch

1345 Car to CIA HQ -

1400 Meeting at CIA HQ

1530 Car ti vEOB

1645 Rich Miller
Ross Munro
Jchnathan Miller

1830 Farewell/Cocktails
The Aotunda
British Embassy

..A 1045.|

)

3,
C-

.,

OLIVER NORTH'S SCHEDULE
MAY 6, 1965

1000-1400 Jack Kemp et.

1600 David Beisner
Ramundo Arras

2000 Farewell Dinner
Andrew Green
0 Residence

i nie

Don Fortier's officeContra Issues

4

Lr ________u_
amklt I ort r

L

1400 Adolfo Calero

1500 Mike Ledeen

1530 PCG Meeting

1700 Arturo Crux, Jr.

Johnathan Miller

1730 Rich Miller

1830 LTC John Garrett

OLIVER NORTH'S SCHEDULE
MAy 7, 1985

1100 COL martin Ganderson
re: low intensiY

conflict

1530 Central America
PubliC Oplomacy
Meeting in Walt
Raymond's office

1630 ArturO Cruz# Jr.
johnathan Miller

- fit-
L
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UNCLASSIFIED
12

. 1500

'1545

2030
0

OLIVER NORTH'S CALENDAR
MAY 23, 1985

10 Gale Or n
1300 Andy Messing

1330 Raymond T. Wilson
Robert A. Pearson
(set up by .J Mallman)

Dr. William Walsh

Amb John Ferch

Charlie Allen, Paul
Murphy, Wayne Peal -
usual place

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, May 21

0900 Governor Claude Kirk

1030

1200 Lunch at Metropolitan
Club w/Tom Reed

1500- ON on Terrorism ft206
1530 Fed Service Exec Ctr

1600 Buchanan Mtg

1645 -
1830 Council of Americas

DOS, 9. Franklin RI
(amb Motlay/Rock~eale3

Oliver North's Sehed.:

Friday, May 24

0930 COL John Mocker

1100 NSC mtq

1200 Lunch in WH mess
Honort Newt Glngri:

and W&(e
By: Elliott/Noonan

o - UoJ Iu,.LiV. S

Oliver North's Schedule

Wednesday, May 22

1000

1045 Schneider Htq on y'7C

State Rm 1205

1200 Lunch w/GEN cClnt-:;:

1330 Amb David McConnell
Randall Wood
Cody Ice

1400 Christina & Johnathan
(meet at State)

1730 Reception
Dot Strategy Forum
1000 K Int'l Club

1800 Presentation by Cruz

1900
204

Dinner
T^44 QA..* . - 3. ''"5Vt& %*/'
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01 ' ka4 " Sd
Thursday, May 30

0730 ODSM

tic Wy-cA ife I
1230 Wycliffe Diego

'Ws
4 6 ,0

Teofilo Archibald

ret TIWG Mtqs

Trent Lott/Buchann
Capitol Hill Club Rn 7

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, May 28

)830 Amb Des. John
(Honduras)

Ferch

.400 IG/T Rm 2238

.830 Amb 6 Mrs. Adrien
Raymond IHaiti)

(r option)

I

Oliver North's Sched.,j,
Friday, May 31

0730 ODSM

1600

I

Oliver North's Schedule

Wednesday, May 29

1000

1145 Amub Lew Tambs Iherei

1200 Lunch w/Tambs-Y.essi:n
HayAdams G::.. ..

1400 Mike Ledeen

1600 Kuykendall Mtg

1800 Armstrong Wigoins

1930

0-

rawn .Itq w/CMF Peoz

luc9'nan Mtg Rm 208

t4.- . "% 0%V, ". U A. 96

;, q A 1. s. / : , , .
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Week BegInnin
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0730 ODSM

1030 OEOB VP Pre-Biief

1200 Lunch

Rich Miller/Frank Gome
Johnathan/Otto

1700 NSC Staff Mtg

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, June 3

1000

1300 William Bodie
Carl Jenkins

1800- Republican Nat'l Cmte
PM Herbert Blaize
(Grenada)

Ritz-Carlton PotomacRm

IINCLASSIFIEIP

Oliver soa , js ed

Thursday, June *

1000 Fortier-Meeting

1 0 3 0

nNCLASSIFidy Ju4 Wednesday, Jun 5

I

q@§0A

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, June 4

)900 Bill Bodie
Carl Jenkins

0930 Kevin Lathan (:x.-)

.030 Ken deGratf R. 3:
Charlie Allen
Vince Cannistraro
re: terrorism

a-, -

.345- OPM Dupont Plaza 4t
1430 Circle Rm

ON on Cent Am
or. James Van Dien

1600 Dr. Beal Oedicjt!Or
RM 208

1900- Congress Reception
Longworth HOB
Cafeteria
(ovar)

Lunch w/Terry Doucq

1530 ON Speech on Terror
to Monroe Comm Coil
PR 474 (for G'ston

.1200

I

v..,no * I - %4 . --wr. c z

1800 Retirement Merrill
Kelly 1Cameron St.

Buffet ($13.00)
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UNCLASSIFIED r North'I ' Monday, June 17

1030 GEN Richard Secord
Thoma Clines
Adolfo Calero

1SiS Brief on Hijacking
for Sen Denton WMSR

1400 Richard Mathias
western Gulf (1hananD
re: Nic Fr promotional

programs

1630 Johnathan Miller '
green for bearded one

1900 Bob Ximmitt "Bye-Sye1"
Indian Treaty Room

1ig
I111

k.

OLiver sdoay h' S1 ,
Tuesday, Jun. It

0930 Bill Dodie
Carl Jenkins

1000 Fortier Mtq (Contras

1600 JMP on terr in "SR
vl/ill Boyer (Hill,

1900- WHSR w/Bazmararedg
2000 Carl -illot

2030 Metro Club r/taMs

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, June 14

"Calero/walker Talks-

0730 ODSM

1300 Michael O'Byrne
Michael Hanson
(DIA re CAJIT)

1400 Donald Beattie

~reor

0830 Breakfast w/Secord
Shera ton-Ca rl ton

0930 Thomas Patton
Richard Lehman
(terr Charlie Aller.1

5)

)501 S:w::AV Lehman 41686

/655 /10f' t - Acvsevv e4on
1730 Elliott Abrahams

Rn 7802

1400
/,V3c

/Mv.ecI .a ev

1800 Leave for NY

~Itlrn

Oliver North's Schedule
Thursday. Tunia 1]

I

)

Thrsa June..
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iiNCLASSIF EDI
Oliver North's Schedule

friday, June 21 I
1100 IO/T Rim 2238

Rw of IplerVYInttic of
Pra M"q on Civil Aviation
Security Mpects

1200 R/IG Rm 6253
Pres Statement on

El Salvador
/* 1V xn &C, bP VP railt QI.N: "

w.__________

1715- CA Brief RIm 450
45 elected officials
Colorado (SEn AIMUtMg)

1$0 Johnathan

Oliver North's Schedul.
Tuesday, June 25

flee •

1200 Lunch State Dining
Bipartisan Congres

1230-1245 RCM on Hijacking

190) WNHSR Barbara NewinqtCarl Russell Chann

1900 Sanchez Cocktail/Buffe

2000 McCurdy

Oliver North's Schedule

Wednesday, June 19
Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, June 20

1200 Lunch w/DICk Ferris
HayadamSl Grill R-M

,J.

It

C ,, :

4

II

1130

1530- ON on CA Pm 476
1615 30 top Espanic leaders

1600- Kuykendal Reception
1800 honoring A. Calero

AiNCLASSIM
I
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Oliver No s Y Areh 28 . oay, rch 31
Friday, March 26 J Monday, March 31

0830 ODSK ",FR
'00 pr e. k FAR YRK

Jack L*Cuyer
1015 (Don Mahley's)

1030- Nick Kilssas
1045 re Honduras

1400 Amb Gene Douglas

0830 OOSM WHSR

1200 WH33 Cluster Mtg

1500- Ru 4E8
Abrams U Sanchc

I.tA- _-!4

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, March 25

0730

0930

1000

1100

1200

ODSM WHSR

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, March 27

0730 ODSM WHSR

Terry Arnold
Neil Livingston

Richard Ferris

Ron Hinckley/B. Earl

WHSR Cluster Mtq

0930 Breakfast HA - YR
w/Spitz & Dan

Ntatherneck Ball in NY
1000 Walt Raymond Mtg

1100 Chris Arcos
Jerry Clark
Bill Walker

1400 Johnathad* Miller
Mitch Daniels/Hinkel
Penn "K6mpbell . 4. O'rP

lit. - ~ s.%a. v.'~

1930 Stuart COO OF HONOR
Forrestville

sChrch

n~tTAiSI III1

1830- Ru 476 OLN on CA
2000 w/Robelo 20 people

(Dan 6 Spitz Grp)

~3ii§u.

A-,
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ExHBrr GPS-77

UNCLASSIFIED
Oliver North's Schedule OLver .North's Schedule

Monday, July 23 Tuesday, July 24

0900
1000

1100 Carribean Steering
Group Briefing
(w/Bill Coenefn|

* ~ *

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, July 19, /ypq

1000 Fawn Leaves for apt

1000 Walt Raymond Mtq
Otto Reich

1200 Lunch w/Wood Parker
at Transportation

4~4%34 1 k-3b.

E34S Apt w/Judge Clark

1200- US/UK Luncheon at
1400 Maison Blanche

1400- Mtq on terrorism
1600 in VSR

NOTE: RCM needs
WHSR at 1615

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, July 20

084 Meet with RCM'''

1200 t.S?G Luncheon Mtg
Cabinet Room
re: CA covert action

1430 RCM Mtg in WHSR
re: CA legislation

1700 Swearij
A'b . P

.,,:le :rr,:'n3. ! £.[0 :?35

nq-in of -1

edra Rm 474

UNCLASSIFIED .
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AINCLASSIF'ED
Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, August 61 /

1000 AOM Dan Murphy

S 13

1500 Richard Krieger
Dick Childress IS
re: Cubans/Nicaragua,

1330 Walt Raymond
Otto Reich
re: Public Diplomacy

0

Pqp
I,

c pq p

p.; p..;

op..;
00

I
abb~

A]CLASSI

Oliver .North's Schedul-

Tuesday, August 7

900 Terry Douglas
Vincent Onslow-

300 Senator Hawkins'
Press Conference

0 RIG Mtg re:

"~..b % ekL"

OLLIE NORTH'S CALENDAR

JULY 31, 1984

1000 Central American
Task Force meeting
in Operations Center
State

1200 CDR Cameron (CNO
Exec Panel) re SOF

f 141

1iL:

30 Security Policy Orcup
meeting

-Vr - INK

O-W

I;
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Oliver Natn UOI Oie orth~'s Schedi,

Monday, August 20

1000 COL Alfred Paddock
Plans i Policy (State)

1530 M W b8 321006

1600 Pro-Brief for CHO Game
LCDR Casuidy/Bethea
for Tillman/Surghardt
North OO Ma 341

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, August 14

0830

1000

Ed Hickey

Jim Pate
(w/Sen. 09 W

Tuesday, August 21

1000 Prof Oavid Hall
NAVWAPCOL
(friend of PJ4/Lnha:
re: Interagency Protes,

6 Grenada Resea'.r

isoo- funeral Arlington C.n
for Riley

1730 Favn leaves for the
night

Oliver North's Schedule

Wednesday, Aug 15119

1030 Amb Otto Reich

1300 Lunch v/Sol Sanders
at HayAdams-Grill RA

1500 Ronald Kelly tPanama)

1545 Leave for Helms
Swearing-In at 4:00
Pentagon Pm 3E869

1700 StAff Meeting

1600 Bill sode
Richard Osborne

1930 ftug Olin

' \; ,'

I.

l
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:!i-ve NoUN LASSIF!ED.
Tuesday, Sept 11 Tues

0900 .eg w/Bill Mar 1000 Tr
rea bilaterals -e.
Am 368 -e:

L Jean* KLirkpatrick
Duane Clarridge
(here)

1400 IG/T Rm 2236

1630

1930 Cocktail/Suffett at

Oliver North's Schedule olive

Friday, Sept 7 Mon

1000- Senior Advisory Mtq
1130 Hickey/Poindexter 1000-

East-West Basement 1130

1130 RIGM1  Rm 6 9 09
pro-!G

Scaraguan elections 215

1300 Mary Lawton-Justice
f 6325
w/Paul Thompson

1400

1600 ACM w/Amb Lew Tambs 1530

, Z.- - . ., g ..

1615
1700

'UNCASSIFIED

orth's Schedule
day, Sept II

*ry Douglas
. ood~a stor
meg

IV

r North's Schedule

day, ept LO/ 11tq

Prof Paul Wilkinson'
"Int'l Coop & he

Problem of State-

ir 
s

Lunch w/Rich Miller
1607 New Hampshire
Third Floor
Frank Gome/Jon Millet

Prof Paul Wilkinson
"Terr in W. EuroFe"

National Council of
Churches--RoOse. R.-
Jackie Tillman
ton-Mil)
Ollie North 1Iil)

RCM Overall 06QA

t'. *r," ", ' " : ,'

• . I

ii
I
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UNCLASSIFIED :L/.nSet 11s Sc'L,--

Monday, Sept 17, ,9P9

1030

1200 Amb Reich/Jonathanand Arturo Cruz, Jr.
Here (Rm 392)

.:, 1,_... . .... * /0f

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, Sept 13

1100 LTCOL Bill Farrell
NAVWARCOL

1200 Lunch w/Bob Helm
Ester w/Fawn

P'T Rm 3E822

1400 RIG 4t9 PA 6909

1500 Clarridge/Michel
am 6263
re: leqislatfon

1930 p Take Fawn's friend
fo WH tour THXII

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, September 14

1000 djjjjer HZ.3S'C

1045 Bernie McMahon (% r
JCS-Central Ane':;3

1200 Arturo Cruz, Jr.
Otto Reich
Jonathan Killer

1515 Amb Robert Oakley
mtg w/JMP

1945 Fawn Idaves

"NC ASS.1FFP

I
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' NCLASSIFIED., Shl!

, ILver North's Schedule E North's Schede

Tuesday, Oct 30 Wednesday. Oct 31

0030 ODS

0930 Doug OlLn

1530 NSC Mtq on CentAm
Cabinet Room

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, October 26#/qf

0730 00SM

1000 RCM M t /Rketeller
re: ;"

104S Prof David Hall
WARCOLLEGE

l130-AmdrOtto Reich
Arturo Crux, Jr.
Jonathan Miller

0915

0930 Mike Walsh '
re: OPG report & tr

1000 COL Adoto 0., candor.
GEN Vessey/RCM

1100 RCKIJKP tq CentAm

1215 Lunch v/GE4 Rce
Pentagon R 2CS40

1630 Pumpkin Paporq
international Club
18th & 9 Streets
Casey & Silberman

Oliver North'sSchedule

-Monday, October 29

1100 Charlie Allen

rie

00 IJNLASSIFIED

"d
I
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~M- j.CASSIFtI

OLLIE NORTH'S CALENDAR
DECEMBER 20, 1.1?4

1400- Andrew Green

1500 - Thurs .;roup Meeting
AXB Motley's office
Room 6909

1600 - Geoff Kemp party in
Indian Treaty Room

U Oliver North's Sc.edu le

Thursday, Jan

21ln IRmobinso

OLLIE NORTH'S CALENDAR
DECEMBER 21, 1984

1000 MAJ Tom Linn of Quant.
re: Low Intensity

Conflict

1130 Vince, Lyle and John
Kaufman

1500 Bob Kimmitt

WELCOME BACK, OLLIE!

inder ji..s of E.O. 12356
Ny ., ReSer, Securliy CunriD

'u"NI CASS IF IEDm"
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UNCLASSIFIED Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, Jan 281I1.5

0930 Steven Trevino
senny Veteto

1100 Dr. William Walsh

1400 Bob Linhard
Terr Research

1430 Bob Reil17
Tillman - Menges
Reich - Miller
*Constitutional lega"
aspects of U.S.
involvement in CAN

kt4(

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, Jan 24

0730 ODSM

0930- William Comee
1000

1000- Jennifer Thomas ,(GAO)
1100 Alan Bennett

re: Quality Equip
to El Salvador:
Congress review

1100- bill Farre*l
1130 re: Terr Research
tlq'. %.44 'I S. ftL, sa.

1230 Mike Walsh

1300 Felix I. Rodriguez

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, Jan 25, /qps

0730 ODSM

0830 'HSR
Citizens for AMerica
Lew Lehrman
Reich - Miller
Sanchez - Raymond

1300 Arturo Crus, Jr.

1400

1600 WMSR Dave Vario Brief Ol- %t /e.4

L ~ ~~~~,nderp :vi:s -ci E ".",

75-9 0-88-81

I
IJ

iI
!
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Clever Norq hASLASSIF EDOliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, Feb 12

0915- international Securit)
1540 elations Conference

LTCOL Quist
(see letters)

1630 TZWG Mtq in Rm 208
res TOR

OliverNorth's Schedule

Friday, Feb I

1215-
1400

Lunch v/ADM Noreau

1430 Mtq in R 208 w/JMP
ret Lyle Cox's trip

to London

Wednesday, Fob 13

0900

1000

1200 Lunch v/Bob Gates
at Ho

1400 Charlie Allen

1510 Carl Boykin GAO art*!
Donald Saiardo
Harry Coffman
Murray Grant/deGraff

AHiqh Asseseible Hazardous
Culture re Terrorism"

Olive'r North's Schedule

Monday, Feb 111 191?S

1100 M.q in Cha n'$ o.f.:e
re: NiTC
Burqhardt recormends

1200 Lunch w/Kuykendall
Sam Dickens (ASCI
Jim Denton (forum,-.)
Lynn Bouchey

140o

1530 MauriCe Roscch (5 : i

W/RCM '~P ~V~J

.I Idr prwronr of E.O. 12356
bty 9. neer, N:ti 1 $ecri'...l. rI

1745 Mtq w
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Oliver Northost L1 S SF Lvov North's Schedule

Monday, Match 4 Tuesday, March 5

0900 Bob Pearson "HELLO* 0900

0930 Miguel Walsh
Willie Griffith
Terrence Douglas

1000 Terrence Douglas

1200 Lunch v/Curt Winsor

2030 CA"? John R. Allen

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, Feb 20

0930- Pres Mtg Oval Office
0950 Gorran/Galvin/Vessey/

Weinberger and Aids

1000 .ecirement Cereony

Ron Sable Ward Rm

1030 Nathan Adams

1200 Lunch in WN mess
deGraff/Don Fortier/
Gary Chase/Sernie

McMahon

1630 CA Brief Rm 450
Congress Interns/Staff
(150 add new spin pls)

Oliver North's Schedule

Friday, March 1, 1995

0910 Car leaves - Ramp

0930

1035 Car leaves - Hdqtrs

xder p ,:i ns of E.O. 12356
t,?. Reger, N:ic'al Securi, C'N4ji

1500 .Mtq Ra 6256
Reich/alllrox/mLnL

1600 no

Slair-Dickiens*0e@"
Souchey-Raymond-
Reich-Miller

CLASSIFIED
00 Fawn leaves

335If* UNI
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Oive lie Noridy's Schedule
Wednesday, mar 27 rriday, March 29

0930 Dick 1* (Of) re: tart
C.aectad Nat'l Se Issuess
Pros's Briefing Bock

1100 Adolfo Calera

1200 A. W/ON I
1230-
1330

AA w/KWkendall (06m)

1400 Sirqlaub and Caler

1400 TING 944SR

1600 Bye-Bye Dian* Doman Inu 37#.2

1830 R,8epti, S'or* Hotal
Faith Iittlesey Ast
Guest of Andy Messing

1930 Dinner (business oct)

Oliver North's Schedule

Thursday, March 21

0900- Core Support Brief
1200 Rm 208

1030 Mike Ledeen

1100- JMP Drop-by R1 208
1115 Core Support Brief

1300 Jack Abramoff

1500 Amb Curt Winsor

1600 Oakley Wrap-up
w/Brits Ans 120S

1000 Robert Wood, NAVWAACOL
re: 1 & Global War We

1100 Jack Abramoff
Grover norquist
ohnathan Miller

1300 VP Pre-Brief WW

1430 :x Cmte IG/T m 2236

1530 RCM-JMP-GEN John Galv-

1630 Arturo Cruz

210 CarlieAl

"Pub in Glnt Flls"

Oliver Nol.thhs Schedule

Tuesday, March 26, /s

0930 Jonathan Miller

0930 Rob Owen

1a30 GEN Rchard Secord

1130 Elio Krakowski

(l1y awio/ o, IA __ -
lmnir Droilog of LO0. 12356

1730 Rls 208 Pub Dip re CA
Buchanan-Reilly-$::-::
Reich-Miller-Holwi:
Raymond-Burgha rdt
.Nor th-Lehman

UNCLASSIFIED
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01xver Nort ffW LASSIFIE -for .4 _Ihdujl

0900-
0930

Thursday, Apr 4,I_ 5

ACM vith A

1000- Lehman w/AA.A WHSR
1030

1030- Pres v/AA
1100

1120- ON Brief on Pol-Mil
1200 and Human Rights CA

Ra 476 Student Body
Presidents at GT,

4 GW, AU, UVA

1400 Jorge Mas (here)
Burghardt/Reich

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, April I

1- 60 - ZI

1230 Johnathan Miller

1313 LSG Regan's Office
Shultz-Weinberger-
Casey-RC ___

• :. %& - .

1600 PRG VP OZOS ?A 208

1730 Xuykendall -- AA Mtg

%jA %a

'"imi

Friday, April 5

0730 ODSM WHSR

0800 Task rorce Mt9 Ai 2

0900 Jorge Mas

1000-
1200

HDQTRS CHC (TLcke-s

1400

1530 RhAM OkcleyI G terror:

1730 Buchanan Mtq Rm 208

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, April 2

0930 Mike Ledeen

1000 Prepare slides An 2:

1015- RC-Small-Burghardt-
1200 J. Miller-Brokaw

?At 208

1100 IG/T Mtg ;- 2236

1230 Dave Quinlan Lunch

1545 Walt Raymond rumeraL

-u ir Iiord of LO. 123
byS. Rejer NMtienal, 5ecuni' C, -. -d

PEP

I

I
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O 4 Oliver North's Sched.

Thursday, Apr 11 F onday April 15
09l40- At ./en aea

O0 ObSlm
0900 Bill Bode/Nestor Pine

ret USSOUTHCON and
Schweitzer

* #-kp A &L. *
1A30 Carib Task Force Mtq

Galvin quest speaker

1145 Oan Mudd

1215 Lunch w/Amb McCormack

-ill

.0943 Oval Office

1400 Cabinet Mtq onbudqgt/Nicaraqga

1430 -
1515- RCM Speak ?- WRY "Tea
1530

1530-
1540

1645 John Stenbit (TRW)

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, April I /t5

0830 ODSm WHSR

0900 Fortier Mtq Pm 206
Nic Task Force

1000 Sol Sanders

1100 Rob Owen

1215 Lunch v/Tim Brown
Old Ebbite Grill

ft: C -.. j

1545 American Enterprise
Inst. for Pub Dip

VP Speaks N? "Tea

1930 NA, Dinner
3W mariott

Oliver North's Sche*duL

Tuesday, Apr 9

0830 ODSN WHSR

0930 Secure PHONECON
Fortier/Mooea :
Mchel/ReLCh/ ~or:

1000 Anb icl.ar! :r
(replaced A"

siddendorf)

1030 Rob Owen

1400 Sava StepanovitCh
Sven Kraemer

1700 NSC Staff mtq

4WO C.A%5

1530

uNCLASSIFIFI
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WNCLASSIF en, JuWednesday, Jun 5

. 0730 ODSM

1030 OEOB VP Pre-Brief

1200 Lunch

Rich Miller/Frank Gomq
Johnathan/Otto

1700 NSC Staff Mtq

Oliver North's Schedule

Monday, June 3

1000

1300 Williau Bodie
Carl Jenkins

1800- Republican Nat'l Cmte
PM Herbert Blaize
(Grenada)

Ritt-Carlton PotomacRm

I
m

UNCLASSIFIED

Oliver North's Schedul.
Thursday, June 6

1000 Fortier Meeting

1030

0

C

1530 ON Speech on Terror
to Monroe Comm Coil
Rm 474 (for Gaston

1800 Retirement Merrill
Xelly (Cameron St:

Buffett ($13.00)

Oliver North's Schedule

Tuesday, June 4

1200 Lunch v/Terry Douc,

900 Bill Bodie
Carl Jenkins

930 Kevin Latham (CMFJ

1030 Ken deGraff Am 3:
Charl~e Aller.
Vince Cannistraro
re: terrorism

1345- OPM Dupont Plaza Hc
1430 Circle Rm

CN on Cent Am
Dr. James Van Dien

1600 Dr. Beal
Rm 208

Oedic3t::

1900- Congress Reception
"onq orth MOB
Cafeteria
(ovex)

75
'~ 2 C -

Z' r

v.C10 - 1)0ra - 0,0r. CZ
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uNLA$SIRE 'e r No ScheduleOliver North's Schedule liver th2s

Thursday, Oct 31

0730 ODSM WHSR

"DORNrN PUMPKIN CARVING*

1200 WHSR RCM 'w/Sen rntell

Leahy/Hatch

1400- Four Seasons Hotel
I500 Smithsonian Room

Richazd Strauss re tZ & tez
Peter PoAw/Jim Placke/rPd9taz

1600 Farewell Gene Douglass
Rm 7526

1700 David Halevy (15 min)

Friday, Nov 1

0730 OCSm viHSR

0740 (car)
0800 Lee Hamilton "t;

Rayburn Bidq RM 21:7
w/Abrams and

0900 (car)

0930

1000

1000
1200

Kevin Latham

COL Rosales (pickup Itr
cnly)

Donley-Lunger re RCM
Drop-by for WHSR
people party for
ria-State "workerbees"

re ACHILLE LAURO
1230 "RUN" w/Bob Earl

1400

1500

Oliver North's Schedule

1?)

RIG RM 6263

3 B's Mtg (?)

Oliver North's Sch.dule
Tuesday, Oct 29

OCSM WHSR

Rob Owen/Chris Arcos

Fortier-Michel r
Sable-fox ro 'Ni L3,s.

John Douglass re NSDO

"RUN" w/Bob Earl

Andy Messing

Happy B.Z. John Grimes
Rn 370

1900 EASCON -'Tom Weathers
"The Dream 'IAir 4 Spec I S m.

Wednesday, Oct 3/905

1000- O.1 Bri." on C. , 17i
1030 New ra.' 1 Ldrship a!

Ame:.can :.egion
(Linas Koe10s/OPLI

1100 IG/T R 2236 State

1230- Lunch at HAGR w/Mo~ley
Moreau-C1arridge

1400- Mtq w/Cong Dan Burton
1500 (R-IN) Cannon Rm 121

re Nic resist & ter

1530- Raymod ub Oip .tq
1630 w/Reich

1700 NSC Staff Mtq RM 208

F F Ledeen & RCM

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

0730

0830

0930

1100

1130

1313

1500

1600

J'
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

SYSTEM IV
NSC/ICS-4003Co

March 20, 1985

ACTION

EMORANDUM FOR ROBERT C. MCFAR E

FROM: OLIVER L. NORTHy

SUBJECT:

40S3O

Timing and the Nicaraguan Resistance Vote

Attached at Tab A is the most recent version of the chronology of
events aimed at securing Congressional approval for renewed
support to the Nicaraguan Resistance Forces. This schedule
results from the four communications/media meetings we have nuw
had with Pat Buchanan's ad hoc working group. Please note that
the schedule contirues to focus on a vote at the end of April
triggered by submission of the required report on or about
April 15.

In addition to the events depicted on the internal chronology at
Tab A, other activities in the region continue as
planned--includinq military operations and political action.
Like the chronology, these events are also timed to influence the
vote:

-- planned travel by Calero, Cruz, and Robelo;

various military resupply efforts timed to support
significantly increased military operations imediately
after the vote (we expect major Sandinista cro rd.4
ttathi -today's resupply t

Efro a im ent well) and I
- special opora"sttacks against highly visible military

targets in Nicaragua.

Some of these efforts will proceed whether or not the vote occurs
as planned at the end of April. For example, today Bernardario
Larios, former Sandinista Defense Minister, defected to Costa
Rica and is now in Panama (you were briefed on this operation
during the trip). Others, however, including actions by U.S.,
interests groups are very sensitive to the timing. Next week the
networks auction their air time for 15, 30, and 60 second
commercials during prime viewing hours. These groups are
prepared to commit nearly $2M for commercial air time and the

Declassify, OADR "q ry1T

F
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production of various advertising media. If we are to retain
their support, we must let then know by Friday whether or not
they should proceea'.To the maximum extent we have-tried to
prevent the kinds of errors that will cost them financially or
politically. Unfortunately, some, like the Young Republicans
ad, get through--this has been fixed.

It is important that a decision be taken no later than noon,
Friday, March 22, if we are to proceed with the events in the
checklist (Tab A) and those activities which support a vote at
the end of April.

Senator Durenburger plans to make a major speech on this issue at
the National Press Club next Tuesday, March 26. We should at
least give him a sense of what to expect before he speaks.

You should also be aware that Director Casey has sent a personal
note to Don Reqan on the timing matter. We are attempting to
obtain a copy for your use.

Worthlind has apparently completed an analysis on some recent
polling data. It reportedly does not look good for a vote at
this time.

Finally, Jim Michel reminds that in your meetings with the
Central American Heads of State you told them that we would be
quiescent during the early Spring, but that in April we would
act. 7his description fits either scenario--going for the vote
or a fallback option with sanctions. One way or the other, we
need to have a decision.

RECOMMENDATION

That you discuss this matter with Don Regan and urge that a
decision be made on timing by noon on Friday, March 22.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab A - Chronological Event Checklist (dtd March 20, 1985)
Tab B - Young Republicans. Ad

' f
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CHRONOLOGICAL EVENT CHECKLIST

february 21-28, 1985 (completed)

Event

Send resource book on the Contadora process
process to congressmen, media outlets, private
organizations and individuals interested in
Nicaragua.

FDN to select articulate freedom fighters with
proven combat records and to make them available
for contact with U.S. media representatives.

Assign U.S. intelligence agencies to research,
report, and clear for public release Sandinista
military actions violating Geneva Convention/
civilized standards of warfare.

Prepare themes for approaches to Congressmen
based on overall listed perceptions which will
directly attack the objections listed above.

Encourage U.S. media reporters to meet
individual FDN fighters with proven combat
records and media appeal.

Contact internal eyewitnesses/victims to
testify before Congress about their abortive
attempts to deal with the FSLN (deadline
March 15).

Responsibility

State/LPD
(Miller)

NSC (North)

NSC (North)
(Raymond)

NSC (North)

NSC (North)
State/LPD
(Gomez)

NSC (No.rth)

4 ~ iiz.Kr~iz~u.Imu. urn
-4 IWEMFILEUUIILlJI Ut,' ~Jw~.~Igv.vve~7.U

qee"r, -a wpemt"

r1DEt"1Ab
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March 1-U, 1985

Event

Prepare list of publicly and privately
expressed Congressional objections to aiding
resistance and voting record on the issue.

Responsibility

WH/LA
State/H

Provide State/H with a list of Nicaraguan NSC (North)
emigres and freedom fighters to serve as State/IARA
potential witnesses to testify before (Michel)
hearings on aid to Nicaraguan freedom fighters State/LPD
(due March 15). (Riich)

Nicaraguan internal opposition and resistance State/LPD
announce unity on goals and principals (Miller)
(March 2, San Jose) (completed). NSC (North)

Request that Zbigniew Brzezinski write a NSC (Menges)
geopolitical paper which points out
geopoliticalconsequences of Communist
domination of Nicaragua (paper due March 20).

Briefings on Nicaragua for key Congressional NSC (North)
members and staffers. North on NU aggression (Burghardt)
and external involvement, Burghardt on
diplomatic situation.

Supervise preparation and assignment of State/LPD
articles directed to special interest groups at
rate of one per week beginning March 18 (examples:
article on Nicaraguan educational system for NEA,
article by retired military for Retired Officers
Association, etc.).

Assign agencies to draft one op-ed piece per NSC (Menges)
week for signature by Administration officials.
Specify themes for the op-eds and retain final
editorial rights.

Conduct public opinion poll of America WH (Rollins)
attitudes toward Sandinistas, freedom fighters.

National Press Club news conference for FDN State/LPD
commanders Bermudez, Tigrillo, Mike Lima (Gomez)
(March 5) (follow-on Congressional visits (Kuykendall)
(March 6) (completed).

Martha Lida Murillo (9 yr old atrocity State/LPD
victim) visit to Washington--media interviews, (Gomez)
Congressional visits, possible photo-op (Kuykendall)
with First Lady (March 6-8) (completed). (WH/OPL)

Get! " EJV arLL
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March 9-15, 1965

Event Responsibility

WR/Legislative Affairs, State/H and ARA State/H(Ball/Fox)
complete list of key Congressmen interested WH/LA
in Nicaragua. State/ARA

(Michel/Holvill)

Intelligence briefing for White House NSC (North)
Administration and senior staff by CIA
(Vickers, Room 208, 0OB, 30 minutes).

Brief Presidential meeting with Lew Lehrman NSC (Raymond)
and other leaders of the influence groups (North)
working on MX and resistance funding.

State/LPD and WH Media Relations prepare a NSC (North)
list of key mediaoutlets interested in State/LPD
Central American issues, including newspapers, (Miller)
radio, and TV stations (including SIN). Where
possible identify specific editors, commentators,
talk shows, and columnists.

NSC update talking points on aid to Nicaraguan NSC (North)
freedom fighters.

Briefings in OEOB for members/Senators: NSC (North)
Shultz, McFarlane, Goruan, and Shlaudeman to (Lehman)
brief Lehman (requires General Gorman to be
placed on contract).

Call/visit newspaper editorial boards and State/LPD(Reichl
give them background on the Nicaraguan WIH/PA
freedom fighters. NSC (North)

Brief OAS members in Washington and OAS(Middendorf)
abroad on second tern goals in Central NSC (Menges)
America. Explore possible OAS action State/LPD(Reich)
against Nicaragua.

VP at Brazilian inauguration. Discuss VP (Hughes)
possible OAS initiative on Nicaragua with
Core Four, Colombia, Brazil, and Uruguay
(March 15 and 16).

Prepare a *Dear Colleagues' ltr for signature NSC (Lehman)
by a responsible Democrat which counsels
against *negotiating" with the FSLN.

eet4L&4UEsTzkL- 'I f
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March 16-22, 198S

Event

Results due on public opinion survey to see
what turns Americans against Sandinistas
(March 20).

Joachim Maitre--Congressional meetings,
speeches, and op-ed pieces.

Review and restate themes based on results of
public opinion poll.

Presidential drop-by at briefing for American
evangelicals on MX and Nicaraguan resistance.

Congressional hearings Foreign Relations/
Affairs) and testimony by Nicaraguan emigres
and atrocity victims.

Prepare document on Nicaraguan narcotics
involvement.

SSCI CODEL oellor, McConnell,
and Wilso-or meetings with
resistance (March 15-70;.

VP in Hondurasi meeting with Pres Suazo
(March 16).

Argentine state visit; President emphasize
need for OAS case (March 19).

Pastoral and Calero meeting with
Congressional Hispanic Caucus (Jorge Mas)
(March 20).

Production and distribution of La Prensa
chronology of FSLN harassment.

' .,.

Responsibility

NSC (Hinckley)

State/LPD
(Kuykendall)

State/LPD
(Reich)
NBC (North)

(Raymond)

IH/OPL (Reilly)
NBC (North)

VH/LA
NBC (North)

(Lehman)

Justice
(Mullen)

NSC (North)
(Lehman)

VP (Hughes)

WH (Elliott)

State/LPD
(Reich)
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March 23-31, 196S

Event

Rev. Vallardo Antonio Santelis (Pentecostal
Minister atrocity victim)--Congressional/
media meetings (March 22-23).

McFarlane, Friedersdorf meeting with key
Congressional leadership (Rm 208 or WHSR) to
brief situation and proposed course of
action (March 23-25).

Presidential breakfasts, lunches, and WHSR
meetings with key Congressional leaders
(March 24 through vote).

Pedro Juaquin Chamorro (Editor La Prensa)
U.S. media/speakinq tour (March 25-April 3)

President to meet in Room 450 w/Spirit of
Freedom," concerned citizens for Democracy.
Representatives from 8 countries (180)
(March 25).

Release of DOD/State paper on Soviet/Cuban/
Nicaraguan intentions in the Caribbean;
possible WH backgrounder.

Distribute Bernard Nietschmann paper on
suppression of Indians by FSLN.

Antonio Farach (Former FSLN Intelligence
Officer)--media and Congressional meetings
regarding Sandinista espionage, intelligence
activities.

V a vulry priYvA.u muuInq Ln
Texas wit ke Congressional leaders so that
CODEL can hear unvarnished concerns re
Sandinistas and Democratic leaders' support
for the FDm.

Release paper on Nicaraguan media manipulation.

Publish and distribute as State Department
document Nicaragua's Development as Marxist-
Leninist State by Linn Poulsen.

Declassify Nicaragua's Develovment as a
Marxist-Leninist state by Linn Jacobowits
Poulsen for publication as State Department
document (clearance req1kest v/Casey).

-e. ~o w mt4iU

Responsibility

State/LPD
(Kuykendall)
(Gomez)

WH/LA
NSC (Lehman)

(North)

State/LPD
(Miller/Gomez)

State/LPD(Reich)
WH/PA (Sims)

State/LPD

Republican
Study
Committee

(Kuykendall)
NSC (North)

State/LPD

State/LPD
(Reich)

State/LPD
(Blacken)
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4.Ua 1K_ N 40308
April 1-7, 1985

Event

Request Bernard Nietschmann to update prior
paper on suppression of Indians by FSLN (to
be published and distributed by April 1).

AIi Sponsor media events w/print and
television media for Central America
resistance leaders (April 1-7).

European Parlimentary delegation to
meet with President Reagan (April 2).

Visit by Colombian President Betancur
(April 3-4); possible Joint Session speech
by Betancur.

Proposed Presidential television address
on Nicaragua (April 4).

Second round of SFRC hearings on Soviet
build-up in region (Helms) (prior to recess).

CODEL visits during recess (April 4-14).
Nicaraguan refugee camps in Honduras and
Costa Rica (include visit to freedom fighter
base camp and hospital

CODEL visit during recess (April 4-14) with
regional leaders of Central America. Regional
leaders convey importance of resistance fighters
in NU.

Administration and prominent non-USG
spokesman on network shows regarding Soviet,
Cuban, East German, and Libyan, Iranian
connection with Sandinistas.

Publish updated "Green Books* distribute
personally to Congressmen, media outlets,
private organizations, and individuals
interested in Nicaragua. Pass to Lew
Lehrman and other interested groups.

Distribute paper on geopolitical consequences
of Communist domination of Nicaragua.

Release paper on Nicaraguan drug
involvement.

. CNFIrDBM~tAL IL rIr~NtIM~11*suwinmmmuuu~a~im

Responsibility

State/LPD
(Blacken)

State/LPD
(Reich)

WH/OPL (Reilly)

National Forum
Foundation
WH/OPL (Reilly)

.WHSpeechwriters
(Mlliott)
NSC (North)

State/H

NSC (North)
(Lehman)

NSC (North)
(Lehman)

WH/PA (Sims)
WH (Buchanan)
State/LPD

State/LPD (Reich)
WH/LA
State/H (Fox)

State/LPD

State/LPD
(Slacken)
NSC (North)
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April 6-14. 1985 (During recess)

Event

H 40309

Responsibility

25 Central American spokesmen arrive in Miami CPA (Abranoff)
for briefing before departing to visit
Congressional districts. Along with national
television commercial campaign in 45 media
markets.

Targeted telephone campaign begins in 120 CPA (Abramoff)
Congressional districts. CITIZENS FOR AMERICA
district activists organize phone-tree to targeted
Congressional offices encouraging them to vote for
aid to the freedom fighters in Nicaragua.

Lew Lehrman speaking tour of major U.S. cities. CPA

Telephone campaign.

Central American spokesmen conduct rallies
throughout the country in conjunction with
CITIZENS FOR AMZRICA activists Starting
April 12).

Nationally coordinated sermons about aid to
the freedom fighters are conducted (April 14).

Naval Institute Seminar in Newport, RI
(Lugar, McFarlane (April 12)).

CPA

IJi• , DEN c, Eee"PID0.1i9i",
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N 40310

April 15-21& 1965

Event

Nicaraguan Refugee Fund (NRF) dinner,
Washington, DCI President as Guest of
Honor (April 15).

Presidential report to Congress on reasons
for releasinq funds to freedom fighters
(April 15).

AAA available to Washington press.

Central American spokesmen visit Congressional
offices on Capitol Hill (April 16).

SFRC Nicaraguan issues, open hearing
(April 16-17).

Washington conference "Central America:
Resistance or Surrenders (Presidential
drop-by?) (April 17).

Barnes' subcommittee hearing-on Nicaragua;
Motley, public witnesses (April 18)
(2170 Rayburn, 2:00 p...).

Presidential Radio Address (April 20).

Responsibility

State/LPD
(Miller)

NSC (Raymond)

NSC
State

•State/LPD

(Go..:)

Abramoff

NSC
Abramoff

WH (Elliott)

GOeffiI-nTZ.~r.

j54. L
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N 40311

c$FIDIAL 9

April 22-29, 1985

Event Respons ibi ity

House Appropriations (Obey subcc-mittee)
intelligence brief on Central ALerica/
Latin America (April 23).

Obey subcomittee (panel on Central America),
public witnesses (a.m.)/Administration
witnesses (p.m.) (April 24).

Major rally in the Orange Bowl in Miami,
Florida, attended by President Reagan and
important Administration figures
(April 28).

Presidential calls to key members.

Cuban American
National
Foundation
Stat*/LPD

(Reich)

WH (Friedersdorf)
NSC (Lehman)

CGVT40W#TIN.b

75-9 0-88-41

41 , . T

j& a

W A" &DWI t
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H 40312

10

April 30, 1965

Event

Vote in the U.S. Congress on aid to the
Nicaraguan freedom fighters (April 30).

President leaves for Europe.

Responhibilit,

WH (?riedersdor
NSC (Lehman)

/

/

V

-1FI
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CW;F 1. I.KHTL L~I~EMIALiJ
"Ii Ict, O31,

PUBLIC DIPLOMACY PRESIDENTIAL EVENTS
REGARDING NICARAGUAN RESISTANCE

ResponsibilityEvent

March 16-22, 1985

Argentine state visitj President emphasize
need for OAS came (March 19).

March 23-31, 1985

Presidential breakfasts, lunches, and WHSR
meetings with key Congressional leaders
(March 24 through vote).

President to meet in Room 450 w/Spirit of
Freedom,8 concerned citizens for Democracy.
Representatives from 8 countries (180)
(March 25).

April 1-7, 1985

Visit by various members of European
parliments who support the President's
policies in Central America (April 2).

Visit by Colombian President Betancur
(April 3-4); possible Joint Session speech.

Presidential television address on budget
(April 4).

Presidential meeting with AM.

April 15-21, 1985

Conference on religious freedom;
Presidential drop-by in Rm 450, OWO.

Nicaraguan Refugee Fund (NRF) dinner,
Washington, DCI President as Guest of
Honor (April 15).

Presidential report to Congress on reasons
for releasing funds to freedom fighters
(April 15).

Possible Presidential meeting with AAA.

Possible Presidential visit with former
Central American Presidents, Foreign
Ministers, and Presidential candidates.

Presidential Radio Address (April 20).

I L P% '#. f D

W9 (Elliott)

NSC (Raymond)
WN/OPL (Reilly)

WHSpeechwriters
(Elliott)

NSC (North)

NSC (Raymond)

State/LPD
(Miller)

NSC (Raymond)

NSC
State

NSC (North)

NSC (North)
S/LPD (Reich)

WH (Elliott)
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Event

April 22-29, 1985

Proposed visit to Washington by
Presidents Monge, Duarte, and Suazo.

Presidential calls to key members.

Major rally in the Orange Bowl in Miami,
Florida, attended by President Reagan and
important Administration figures
(April 28).

April 30, 1985

Proposed Congressional
leaves for Europe.

GwQIt;D=4m

Responsibility

NSC (North)
S/AAA (Michel)

Wt (Friedersdorf)
NSC (Lehman)

Cuban American
National
Foundation

vote; President

K'I

ra IL
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EXHIM GPS-81

July 1, 1986

2O Spitz Channell

V~if" Iruce Cameron, Center for Democracy in the Americas

ns Why the President Von on Contra Aid

i. In part, it was the Iresident who von Contra aid in the House last
week: His phone calls and other contacts with Members made a difference.
"When a President Sets to the point that he can pinpoint 20 people and work
face to face with them, he's hard to stop," Tip O'Neill yas quoted as
saying. "One fellow said he had never spoken to a president and he was
awed. Nov do you turn dovn a presidust?" (Of the 11 Kembers who rejected
contra aid in Match and made the difference this time by voting "yes," we note
three Memsbers - Carroll lubbard (D-I), Chalmers Wylie (1-02), and Larry
Hopkins (-KS) -- who turned because of a Presidential plea.)

Unacknowledged by the Speaker yas the President's address June 25,
the day before the vote. The speech, written by former ondale adviser
Bernard Aronsom, cannot account for one vote is favor, but it established a
hkih moral groud and the intellectual basis for the bipartisanship. The next
day the Nev Tork Times changed its tone, if not its position, on contra aid
180 degrees*.Mjort Whip Ton Foley was forced to pay his respect to the
President on the Rouse floor, and Rouse debate proved surprisingly
Civilized. All of this favored the ccuideration of some form of aid, forcing
members to focus on the merits of the aid amendments.

StLll, Wednesday's 221-209 victory cannot be attributed wholly to
last-minute White Rouse lobbying. The grovudwork for this vote yas being laid
over a period of moths. tn this regard, three events stand oots

1. The appointment of Ambassador Eabibs labib had great credibility mons
Rouse oderates, including lowland, Sove, Wylie, Freael, and lustmante. By
mid-June be had been working Central America over two months; he made the term
good faith diplomatic effort, and its exhaustion more meaningful. In a memo
last May (1985), 1 called for the appointment of a special envoy to Central
America who was credible to Democrats.

2. In May, three weeks of meetings between Arturo Crus, Alfonso Robelo, and
Adolfo Calero, the three piamipels of WVO, aed the IDI political
directorate. These meetings set in motion a series of measures (yet to be
tested) that could give note clout to son-rDt forces (Crus and lobelo, with
whom most Kebers identify), establish democratic procedures within UN40, and
build a credible international image -- something the 1DM could never do. As
you know, I was in Miami 10 days out the three yeakh; tu4va I helped intervene

* (i,9L'i.*
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%aith kobelo and Cruz to keen the talks on trck. I have since learned that "
tla announcenchanges by WOO impressed Congressmen Lay, Aspin, and lustamante,
three Democrats who switched in favor of contra aid. The meetings and the
changes neutralized opposition to the Contrass" by making UO reform a atter
of open debate. And the modest reforms that vere produced, which the
Aduinistration said it would *ncourage, shoved the Adminstratiun could make
goo3 on its promise. By mid-June only Meubers who were going to vote for
Baenes/Hamilton could only disingenuosly question the reality of UWO refot.

3. The McCurdy congressional delegation (codel) to Central America in early
Jmes. I convinced McCurdi to lead a codel in mid-ay in the hope of
acquainting swing embers vcn-the leaders of Central America's new
democracies and letting these members decide for themselves the viability of
Contadora. All 13 Members came away horrified by the Sandiniasas (they met
with Daniel Ortega) and recognizing them as the real obstacle to peace in
Central America. It was also acknowledged that the Central American four --
on their ova, rather than under Contadora nations auspices - vere the
appropriate managers for any Central American treaty arragemant. (In fact,
when Contedora broke up June 6v it chose to lay low and pass the diplomatic
ball to the Central Americansl thus Contadora played almost no role in the
debate on Rouse floor June 25).

Four members on the trip switched their vote in favor of military aid
to the contras - Snae (i-ME), Bustamante (D-TX), Rovland (i-CT), and Ray (D-
CA). Reportedly, Frentel (i-MN) also switched because of influence from lay
and Snove. I went to Guatemala to insure that President Cerezo would meet
with Members on their visit.

All Members on the codel became convinced that any aid package to the
contras had to include increased economic support for Guatemala, Honduras, El
Salvador, and Costa Rica as yell. This new regional dimension proved
extremely popular; the inclusion of economic aid to the region's democracies
in the Skelton/Edwards amendment provided enough compromise and political
cover for lowland (i-CT), Frenzel (i-N), and Wylie (i-OH) to vote for the
substitute amendment.

ZZ. Against this background the Skelton/Edvards proposal, not the McCurdy
bill, made more sanse. Both proposals established a Bipartisan Commission
that monitors negotiationsp etc.; both called for more accountability of U.S.
funds to the resistance, both gave large sums of economic aid to CA
democracies. The difference turned on a second vote for military aid.
McCurdy's second vote on October 1, 1986 on military aid yes untenable. Few
members wanted to vote on contra aid again so close to the November
elections. The resistance's need for anti-air defenses up front were
imperative; their absence in the McCurdy bill hardly provided an incentive for
the Sandinistas to consider negotiating (just the opposite). And yet the
Democratic leadership would not budge on this issue. Bustamante, Rowland, and
Snows consequently parted company with McCurdy. Robin Tallon (D-TH) and Dan

19 L2 4' 2
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Mica (D-FL), thought to have been wavering, never joined the leadership.

Meanwhile, Skelton/Edvards provided both military &id up front and
another vote on additional military aid, including the delivery of heavy
weapons next February. Essentially this was the compromise position I had
advanced in May, though with different figures $55 million, including

• military aid, up front; $45 million released upon a second vote. HcCurdy and
some Members close to him never accepted this ideal perhaps because of
pressure from the House leadership. I had hoped that a modification - a
Presidential letter promising to respect a two house vote of disapproval next
February -- vwld cause more Democrats to endorse Skelton/gdvards. This idea
also proved unac:eptable.

In fairness to McCurdy, it should be noted that Skelton/Idvards
attracted votes by taking whole key sections of the basic M4Curdy draft --
e.g., the economic aid package, the Bipartisan Coimission. Also# McCurdy

succeeded in forcing the House leadership to hold another vote on contra aid
first after the President's request was defeated in March and then after the
April vote was aborted by the Republicans.

III. Some remarks on the members who switched their votes on contra aid.

Eleven members who previously voted against the President's package in Karch
switched in favor of the administration's proposal. They included six
Democrats - Lee Aspin (WI), Kario Biaggi (MY), Albert Buatamante (TX),
Hubbard (M) Marilyn Lloyd (T) and Richard lay (CA) -- and five Republicans
- Bill Frensel (MM), Hopkins (KS), John Rovlaad (CT), Olympia Snowe (ME) and
Chalmers Wylie (O)

Aspin, Lloyd, and lay were not surprises, nd were factored into our vote
count, although so"e claim Aspin was undecided until the very last moment

Ain previously intended to vote for aid in Aprill followIng his trip to
u s with Bob Leikenj it could be that the delay in his vote June 25 was

to save face because the President referred to him favorably on the contra
issue in his Tuesday speech. Contra reform was very important to Aspin.

Llold had been to the rebel base camps in March before the last vote, came
back and voted against aid, though promised on the next vote she would vote
for it. No big surprise, therefore, and we knew she vas such influenced by
Duarte's conversstions with her.

Fis was one of the cosponsors of the winning amendment, a meber of the codel

Fiune, and an absolute tiger o contra reform. He personally vent to Miami

to evaluate the outcome of the contra meetings.

Hubbard came out publicly Tuesday afternoon and said the President had
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convinced bim of the need for military aid.

luatemanteI a leading member of the McCurdy group who speaks Spanish, formed a
bond with-Central AmerLcan leaders on his trip there in June. He also did not
want to vote again on military eid in October.

81asui's yes vote is more of a mystery. According to his aide, there's no big
news about the switch; be felt the President made a good case and he vent with
it The Nev York Times quotas liaggi as saying, "The control are scoundrels
and the Siannstes are scoundrels...but when it ce~es to the national
interest, a tie has to go with the President."

OUTLICAM8

Saove vas a member on the codel to Central America in June. The presentations
y"eraso, Dftarte, Ariasp a Lscons. moved her, and the aid package to the
four deocraciesp plus labib, convinced her there was a regional approach.

V lie claims to have been impressed with economic aid package. e was assured
by President and Vice-iprestdent that allegations of Contra corruption were
unfounded and convinced by administration that Sandinistas could not be
brought to negotiating table without military aid. The Sandinistas hadn't
dose anything in last ninety days.

lopkins voted because of a presidential plea.

Trensel's negative vote in March vas not emphatic; it centered on lack of
regional policy; this time he felt the region was addressed. Influenced by
Ray, Chandler, Snowe and their terrible impression of Ortegaa nd their
positive impression of the other presidents.

lowland doesn't regard hit vote as a evitch since this proposal was different,
T.e=gtha economic aid package. lowland himself worked vith SkeLton on the
economic aid language. ge also thought a second vote was going to have no
impact on the Sandinistas and would not unite the core 4 CA countriee.
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October 17, 1986

Mr. Mitch Daniels
Assistant to the President
for Political and Intergovernmental Affairs

White House
Washington, DC 20600

Dear Mr. Daniels:

Enclosed is some of our mo:3t current work In support of
President Reagan. As I am sure you will agree, Issues have
been coming fast and furious. We are doing the best we can.
I wish we were more successful.

On South AfrIca, we ran to ads in the WAshington Times.
We sent Iobbyists to Capitol Hill to try to turn the tide
and we sent scores of mallgrams to Senators asking them to
sustain the President's veto. I have enclosed a copy of our
newspaper ad for you.

on 301, we ran $50.000 worth of ads In Washington, D.C.
urging the Congress to Increase the budget two weeks before
the Iceland meeting. (Television schedule enclosed.) I
personally gave a letter to the President regarding SDI. We
put ads In the October 17th Washingtan T.g A and the
October 19th York TIM&s thanking the President for his
support of $01. In addition to these television efforts, we
have just spent $60.000 on newspapers.

On the campaign, we are supporting candidates who
endorse SOt. This will Involve the use of radio and
television In 7 states beginning the week of October 20. If
you wish to see our ads, they'll be available Tuesday
afternoon on October 21. Please call me at 662-8700 If you
want copies of the ads. We hope to spend $300,000 the last
ten days.

The National Endoment for the Preservation of Liberty.
my lobbying group Sentinel, and my two federal pace, Anti-
Terrorism American Comlttee and the American Conservative
Trust, have ali been Involved In the above projects to
support the President's agenda. If we can be of help to you
In the future. wS welcome the opportunity.

Very sincerely,

Spitz Channell

A 0029644

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Sbctoer 24, 1lo OsO ACT/1 (1OI23/84) pae 1

I. Western GOall/Network America

6. get endorsements for Network America

C. solicitation strategy

1.'were not being militant enough

2. review hi dollar contributor results
(Lam)

3. send a letter on Hassenfus out ASAP

D. Western Goals report to Barbara Newlngton

E. Larry McOonald Memorial Project

F. Western Goals: 4 page newsletter of Network
Amer Ic

1. Angela: Input proposal on Cauputer

0. press pass for Tam Wahle

H. des.tgn Western Goals fund raising plan

I. Kuykendall: letter from Steve Symns
supporting Network Amer Ica

J. MolIhany: owes Western Goals money advancee
against a book never written)

I I. HIII Potamac Group

A. send letter to prospects asking them to
became clients

Ill. Rich Miller

A. What will be the extent of the Freedam
Fighter's public relations program In 10877

IV. David Fischer

A 002C0240
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October 24, 106" 06:00 ACT/NEPL (10/231") pa" 3

A. Moose meetIng .#1

0. John I Nancy Ramsey meeting

E. Pentecost meeting

r. Dole meeting: after Noveamber 4th

V. Curt Serge

A. laws of European philanthropy

a. what UNO can and cannot do in the LS (what
are State Department restrictions?)

Vi. 011 Forlnza

A. rent 41.000 names & 9.000 Western Goals
contributors

B. send SDI better out ASAP

C. analysis of Western Goals direct mail to
contributors

D. Forlenza: Western Goals Status Report (extra
copies)

ViI. Nicaragua

A. develop a plan for the Nicaraguan War
Informtion Service

1. dally video tapes (actualities)

2. follow the model of Afghanistan

3. research books on how press treated
Vietnam

a. Mike lacobelllst literature on
press treatment of Vietnam In
scholarly Journals

4. RR to make an aggressive speech A 0020241
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October 24, iB 06f06 ACT/NRPL (10/31"4) page a

&w nobility of the Freedo Fighters$
oau"e

b. were there to get rid of a
Communist regime

0. a I v; Gre an out I I ne of" the spoeoh
on Tuesday

d. Rf should change the context

I. don't let the left do It

s. RR should have UNO there

B. Bob Kagan: State Depts get an appointment
for the last week of October re: Nicaraguan
Support Group (by conservatives)

C. Wesley Smlth: contact for CAFP program

D. design CAFP program for Jan - March

ViII. SoI

A. "Pidge to Support SoI to the End':
mnborshlp campaign

B. meetings to arrange

1. Richard Perle

2. Bud McFar lane

3. Ed Luttwak

4. Kuykendall 

C. Whittle Johnston

0. Lichtenstein: review Sentinels proposal

E. Q: what Is the role of direct mail In
educating the population? (vs. tv. radio.
newspaper)

1. budget: $160,000 per week.

2. ask Goodman, Blakemore, Flnklesteln A O02'242

. .................
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August 15, 1986

Mr. Robert Kagan
Bureau of Inter-Awerican Affairs
U.S. Department of State
Washington, DC 20520

I

Dear Bob:

This is in regards to the IAPA
Vancouver, B.C. in September.

meeting In

Best,

Penn Kemble

-I(). . q .4-f
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/ I~Dcember 12, 1"65US

Mr. Penn Kemble
Institute for Religion and Dmocracy
Suite 930
729 - 15th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Kemble:

Thanks very much for accepting our invitation to meet with the USIA
officers who will be returning frmC etral Amrica this weekend.
The meeting is set for Decmber 16, and the session in which you
will be participating is scheduled to begin at 3:45 p.m.

The USIA building is located at 301 - 4th St., S.W., an easy walk
from the Federal Center S.W. Metro stop. Please ask the security
guard to telephone my office (485-6644) from the lobby so that we
can clear you into the building.

The objective of this orientation program is to help key USIA
-officers stationed in arope develop the capability to explain and
defend U.S. Oentral American policy sore effectively at their
posts. During twelve days in the region they will have met with key
leaders and observed each of the five countries first-hand. The
meeting in Washington is to provide an opportunity for them to
report their observations while still fresh and to share views with
Washington officials and others involved in Central American issues.

The session in which you and Bob Liken will participate should
provide additional perspectives and a chance to discuss the. I
would suggest t$hat yQu plan to speak briefly (10-15 minutes) about
how you see PROENCA's role developing. Bob laiken will Yaks an
equally brief statement about the situation in Nicaragua. And the
remainder of the meeting, hopefully, will be devoted to questions to
both of you and to dieiinIon.

I hope you find this a useful way to proceed.

Looking forward to seeing you,

Sincerely,

Dept 3E. Mthes:
Deputy Director, Policy Staff

K



8:45 a.m.

9:15 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:00

11:00 - 12:00

12:00 - 2:00

2:00 - 3:30

3:30 - 3:45

3:45 - 5:00
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EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVES ON CENTRAL AMERICA

Washington Program Day
for

EU PAOs
Central America Orientation Tour

December 16, 1985
Room 800 - USIA

Welcome - Director Wick

Introductory Remarks - Michael D. Schneider,
Acting Associate Director for Programs

On-site Observations/Public Diplomacy Issues
PAOs De-briefing and Discussion
Moderator: Philip W. Arnold, Chief,
Policy Guidance Staff (PIG)

Coffee

Latest Polling Data on Central America Issues
Dr. Nils Wessell, Director,
Office of Research (P/)

Lunch

Public Diplomacy Strategy for Europe
Discussion leader: Amb. Otto J. Reich,
Coordinator of Public Diplomacy for Latin America
and the Caribbean (S/LPD), Dept. of State

Coffee

Other Perspectives
Views from Private Sector Observers

Mr. Robert S. Lelken, Senior Associate
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

Mr. Penn Kemble, Founder and Member of the
Executive Committee, Friends of the Democratic
Center in Central America (PRODEMCA)

"Poll.
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October 24, i 006 ACTNIEPI (10/2316) page 4

I X. Ta Iwan

A. Mike: statements of Congressmen and Senators
whore supportive of Taiwan

8. request a list of Congresrmen and Senators
whore supportive of Taiwan from the sgoassy

X. Constitution

A. -. ;V Ig -h.- Statue of Liberty lit

S. Rick Manning: National.Rifle Association may
want to co-sponsor our ConstitutionaI Minutes

C. design Constitution Project

D. phone e: (202) PATRIOT

X1. Nicaraguan Book

As The Struggle for Nicaragua

B. Contributors

1. Charles Robb

2. Henry Klsinger

3. Uri Orlov

4. Chevechenko

XlI. Administration

A. Marl Maseng RR letter response
B. reservations at Heritage Foundation: Nov 17

a is

C. CRC: Richard Nixon letter

D. Kris: President's Club article from Fund
Raising Management

E, Warms: 1980 contribution report
A 0020243
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April 5 - 1986 11:23 ACT/NEPL (4/5/86) page 9

1. maybe Green will refer us to an
international lawyer In Geneva

D. briefing contact for SD! to be referred by
Green

1. Sven Kraemer. NSC: invite to lunch at
Hay-Adams

2. Green will brief Sven first

E. will recommend executive director for Western
Goals

F. call Dick Stone (banker), 338-0663 (H) --

contributor prospect

1. have Fawn have Green call Stone first

o. calls to make:

1. Ellen Garwood

2. John Ramsey

3. David & Paula Warm

H. trip to Dallas & Corpus Christi

1. Bill Carla

2. Bunker Hunt

3. Mrs. King

I. Christian Broadcasting Network re: half-hour
broadcast for Spitz

1. network Into their radio & tv feeds

2. Pat Robertson

3. Green to contact

J. Congressman from 'mld-TX re: contributor
prospect

K. Secretary of State contributor referral, see
Elliott Abrams

L. Sasakawa research

M. O'Boyle: Douglas process for oil extraction
from low producing wells

A 61.20600
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Public Affairs Strategy

for

S-itz Channell 4 NEIL

introduction

This document is a strategy paper designed to help NEPL and
you defuse the controversy caused by the recent libelous
accusations made against yot3. This a prepared with consul-
tation from several of your senior consultants and reflects
our best judgment on the means to put these scurrilous
charges behind you. We suggest you review this document
with your attorney, advertising agencies and other consul-
tants not part of IBC, David C. Fischer & Associates, and
the Kuykendall Co.

PREMISES:

1. The Iranscam money charge made anonymously by Senator
Kerry and picked up by the Lowell Sun, Miami Herald,
UPI and NBC-TV, as well as in lesser degree other major
news organizations is a lie.

2. The accusation, coupled with the above charge, that Lt.
Colonel North coordinated your educational and campaign
expenditures is patently false.

FACTORS GOVERNING STRATEGY:

1. Liberal Democrats on Capitol Bill have used, and will
continue to use, the charges to strip you'of your
ability to help the President.

2. Conservatives and conservative fundraisers are angry
that you raised money from people they must count on
for contributions and therefore have dried up as a
funding source for them.

3. You are the head of several diverse organizations and
are the single focus of this and future news stories.

4. Some of your consultants and ad people have confused
the issues with reporters and your statements have bee-
used largely to reinforce the notion of North's control
over your activities.

S. --You have an arsenal of truth and an aemy of supporters.
But they must be mobilized.

A 00.17177
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CONCLUSION:

We must begin a three-track program designed to defuse the
oiginal allegations, cut off Congressional action against
you and put you back on an even keel.

The three tracks are as follows:

TRACK 1 - IRANSCAN ALLEGATION
JANUARY IS - 16, 1986

CONTROLLED RELEASE - Through a controlled media release
using selected interviews, we will demonstrate the
dubious nature of these allegations. With the Coopers
& Lybrand income audit, we will destroy the allegation
that you got Iranscam money. In the same interviews we
will drop the fact that we are preparing libel proceed-
ings against the Lowell Sun, UPI, Knight Ridder and
possibly NBC-TV. This will demonstrate our credibility
and make it possible to deny, believably, that North
coordinated your activities.

The present list does not include reporters we might
select from the stack of messages you received. They
are as follows:

CBS-TV --
Washington Post -- Tom Edsal
The New York Times -- R.W. Apple
Wall Street Journal --

Baltimore Sun -- Karen Hurser
New Republic -- Fred Barnes
Human Events -- Tom Winter
Time -- Barry Seaman (Still open for discussion)
AP -- (Still open for discussion)

After the interviews are completed and we have gone
through one news cycle, the consulting team will
present one of two options for the announcement of the
1987 Central American Freedom Program:

OPTION 1) - News Conference, January 19 or 20
National Press Building

OPTION 2) Controlled Release, January 19-21
With Political Writers and Editors

TRACK II - CONGRESSIONAL FOES AND FRIENDS
JANUARY 5-23

The select committees are not even convening until late
January and early February. But, during this time,
staff members will be picking their targets. We should

- 2 -

A ().' 7.,8
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\L=Mk &u uickly to reas ure our friends and to placate our

new-found antagonists. -

We will use copies of checks until the Coopers 6 "

Lybrand audit is through, and only with trusted
friends. The schedule of meetings and who will attend
will be handled by Dan Kuykendall in conjunction with
Lyn Nofziger and I.B.C. The present targets are broken
out in three categories: our friends who can publicly
support us now; reasonable members who have not sup-
ported us but are men of fair play; and our new antago-
nists who should be forced to see the truth. The list
includes all the contact possibilities.

FRIENDS

Broomfield - Dan Kuykendall (DK)
Trent Lott - Dan Kuykendall
Dick Cheney - Dan Kuykendall
Bob Dole - DK, Dave Fischer, Lyn Nofziger
Bob Michel- Dan Kuykendall
Orrin Hatch - Dave Fischer, Dan Kuykendall

RESPONSIBLE MEMBERS

Dante Fascell -
Sen. Boren -

Sen. Rudman -
Sen. Trible -
Bill Richardson-
Kika de la Garza -
Claude Pepper
Dan Mica
Sen. Graham
Dave McCurdy -
Ike Skelton -
Bustamante -

DK, Steve Schwartz, Penn Kemble
Bruce Cameron, Penn Kemble
Dan Kuykendall
Dan Kuykendall
Frank Gomez
Dan Kuykendall
Penn Kemble, Denise O'Leary
Penn, Denise O'Leary, DK
Denise O'Leary, Steve Schwartz
Penn Kemble, Bruce Cameron
Pen Kemble, Bruce Cameron
Dan Kuykendall

ANTAGONISTS

Unreasonable
Senator Metzenbaum
Senator Kerry

Reasonable
Jake Pickle
Cong. Coleman

When these are each contacted and the Coopers & Lybrand
audit is made public, the issue will be greatly defused
on Capitol Hill.

- 3 -

A W017179
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TRACK III - POLITICAL TRACK
JANUARY 5-20

The White House, State Department and NSC must be
reassured that there is no validity to these charges.
All your consultants will be contacting past and
present officials to share the Coopers & ryb-tand au-d--t
with them and to create an understanding of the differ-
ent organizations and media used in your programs. in
this way, we can start some independent sources feeding
the journalists at the same time we establish a reser-
voir of sympathy among Reagan supporters for the
terrible way NEPL was libelled. There will be no list
and each consultant will be responsible for his own
contacts.

We will reconvene a full strategy group next week to begin
preparation of documents and videotapes for the media. We
counsel that until that time you refuse all interviews.

-4-

A O .' , .7 4 ' l
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United States Department of State

Anisant Secrtwy of State

for Inew-Amerwan Affairs

WFAimun, D.C. 20S20

October 17, 1986

Mr. Carl Russell Channell
President
National Endowment for the

Preservation of Liberty
Suite 350 South
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Washington. DC 20004

Dear Spitz:

With the passage of the Skelton-Edwards amendment
in the House and the Senate's reaffirmation of its
earlier support for aid to the Nicaraguan democratic
resistance, we are beginning a new, historic chapter
in U.S. policy toward Central America. This new hope
for democracy in Nicaragua could not have been achieved
without your assistance.

Your dedication to the democratic cause and your
tireless efforts in telling the story of Nicaraguan
suffering at the hands of the Sandinistas were crucial
elements in developing the public and political
awareness that resulted in Congressional victory.

You have set both a standard and a challenge to
which we must all aspire if we are to be successful
in Central America.

A 0036817
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINOTON

October 22, 1986

Mr. Spitz Channel, President
American Conservative Trust
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 350
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Spitz:

As I watched events unfold in Iceland last weekend, I could not
help but think of you and the day you and Dan Kuykendall shared
with me your research on the Strategic Defense Initiative.'

As far as I know, yours was the only organization that not only
fully grasped the strategic importance of SDI but also understood
the political significance of the program, as part of our
rebuilding America's defenses. The research that you shared with
me at that early September meeting was extremely helpful. In
fact, you may have noticed that the results of your very extensive
polling has been the basis for remarks that the President himself
has made.

In the next couple of weeks, as the President travels across the
country, he will be emphasizing the importance of a stronger
America protected by SDI, our strategic defense against nuclear
attack. Getting that message out is important to our keeping the
Senate and, you know the Republican majority is essential to
achieving the President's goals for the next two years.

Thanks again for sharing the research with me last month and for
all the support you and your organization has given the President
and his initiatives. It makes difference to have friends like
you.

9 e r r
Deputy Assistant t a President

Director, Office of rlltical Affairs

A 0(0'36818
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINOTON

October 28, 1986

Dear Spitz:

Congratulations on your efforts on behalf
of SDI. The cause is a great onel and we
shall prevail.

Best.

Sin

Patrick J. Buchanan
Assistant to the President

SI

Carl Russell Chanuell
2032 Belmont Road, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

A 00136ei9
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January 6, 1187 10:61 ACT/NEPL (1/6/87) page 1

I. Western GoalsA.--n-M Flettot Western -Goi l c€tribut-ors
1. do a mailing on the German radio program ASAP
2. try the report format used by Linda Gueli; cover letter from

a big ne
B. Mci Ihany: owes Western Goals money (advance against a book never

written)
C. Western Goals projects:

I.. terrorism films
2. Nicaraguan aid letter
3. put people on the radio (pay to put them on)

I. Orin Hatch
II. Jeremiah Denton
Ill. problem: how far ahead of time do we book them?

0. WO analysis: S of S from WO contrlbutors/NEPL contributors
it. Western Goals-Europe

A. meet with Franz Joseph Strauss
1. get a letter from Strauss saying OWe really need you over

here...(to broadcast the conservative message to all
Germans)9

B. meet with Gerhard Lowenthal
1. 7 minute film 6 Berlin wall
2. develop a script;contact young man 0 Checkpoint Charlie

MJseum
3. *how the torch will mean so much to GermansO
4. 3 minute message from Prince of Prussia

C. radio station offer
1. Frleborg available now
2. Stuttgart later
3. 10 stations In total
4. total Investment available: $60.000

I. CRC has cowlted $20,000 (not due til Spring)
II. 20-28% per year return on Investment
ill. with each 6% ownership, owner gets to broadcast 1 1/2

hours per week on any subject of the pimer's choosing
a. poliltil candidates can only b4 )oken about in

the 2 months before the election"
b. can make political comentary at any time

5. what is the listening audience for each radio station?
6. how many government owned stations are there? where? how

many listeners?
0. Constitution Project

1. $1 - 1 1/2 million is being requested to co-sponsor ads
I. our Chief Justice resigned to participate In this

project I
2. Mercedes Benz
3. OW -- Strauss
4. Lufthanzaf
6. Volkswagen (/- VO
6. Dle Wet (rror 0 CvLrL)
7. Senate of Berlin
8. Gerhard Lowenthal
9. status of meetings with companies

E. contact In Arlington, VA: Hann$-Seldel Stiftung/Foundatlon

A ""° 2':' " T
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January 6. 1367 10:81 ACT/NEPL (1/6/87) page 2

1. former ty tsedi st Hertge Fo-h-wtqow

2. why contact them?
F. Prince Louis Ferdinand 0 Charlottenberg

1. get sample German invitations from Burkhard
0. Torch for Freedom

1. good dates to erect: June 17 or August 13. 1907
2. find out when RR will come to Berlin for 760th anniversary

. i. best time Is August 13
3. Lowenthal: will investigate 2 ways to have the torch
4. Lowenthal: send NEPL Nicaragua tapes ASAP
8. professionally videotape the Iighting of the torch In Berlin

to show to contributors who can't attend
S. Uurkhard: photos of the Berlin wall at night (check Liam's

book a firstj&4
H. Communists at - University

1. send us your report
2. get it translated
3. what other investigations do you want to do?
4. get Bob Dornan cover letter
6. headlines "RR authorizes SOi research money to be given to

Coemunlt soilentlsto (do a memo in Linda Quel's style)
Ill. South Africa

A. arrange a briefing on how to submit a bill to end sanctions on
South Africa

B. briefing on current law and how long It will last; find out if
any Democrats said the current bill was horrible

C. call Keegan In Eliot Abrams office 4o determine all this
D. Kuykendall: where Is present law vulnerable?

1. how can we cripple the current sanction law?
IV. David Fischer

A. Meose meeting
1. first with staff person to discuss Meese's participation in

the Constitution project
2. DLC: draft of endorsement letter
3. bring list of Constitutional law experts so Moose can Dick 3
4. schedule 3 dinners
6. list from Honor Meese Dinner
6. list of Eisenhower Building contributors
7. Lyn Nofziger lists
6. National Steering Comittee membership recommendations

B. RR thank you letter
C. AR thank you meeting
0. John a Nancy Rmsey meeting
E. status of resume of Barbara Newington's friend (attorney)
F. status of sets of photos

1. King
2. Garwood

0. Bill Simon meeting
H. Brger information: who's on Steering Committees
I. Orin Hatch: mailing Iletal -- David knows (meeting?)
J. meeting with Justice Berger on Constitution project by Jan 15
K. SOI meetings: David to arrange; due by end of Jan

1. Mike Curb
2. Joe & Holly Coors

A 0020914
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January 6, 1667 10:51 ACT/NEPL (1/6/67) page 3

2. Bill Marriott
4. David to make list by Jan 18 of National Sponsors

L. David will do Ilason work for West Germany
M. David: Bob Dole: list of 20 people to Invite to Future of

Freedom meetings
N. status of RR meeting with Bill O'Neli
0. Lyn or David Fischer: how are you with Regan?

1. arrange an appointment with Regan on Nicaragua
P. Lyn or David Fischer: can we get through to Joe Coors?

V. Curt Herge
A. laws of European philanthropy
B. what UW can and cannot do In the US (what are State Department

restrlotions?)
C. National Rifle Associatlon--PAC: why doesn't their report show

more expenditures?
D. British foundation -- ASAPI
E. direct mall development

1. how did FCM get Its direct mall off the ground (process)?
I. NCPAC
II. High Frontier

2. to be better In direct mall, do we need more publicity?
3. do we need an Important signer? Dole?
4. meeting with new direct mail people ASAP

Vi. Bli Forlenza
A. analysis of Western Goals direct mall to contributors

1. Vlguerle meeting
2. Bruce Eberle meting
3. Mike Thompson meeting
4. Steve Winchell meetlr.g
6. Brent Bozell meeting

B. Forlenza: Western Goals Status Report (extra copies)
VII. Lyn Nofzlger

A. arrange a meeting with Richard Wlrthln to discuss what his polls
show after the election

U. Lyn or David Fischer: how are you with Regan?
1. arrange an appointment with Regan on Nicaragua

C. Lyn or David Fischer: can we get through to Joe Coors?
ViII. Nicaragua

A. develop a plan for the Nicaraguan War information Service
1. daily video tapes(actualitles)
2. follow the model of Afghanistan
3. research books on how press treated Vietnam

I. Mike lacobelils: literature on press treatment of
Vietnam In scholarly Journals

4. RR to make an aggressive speech
I. nobility of the Freedom Fighters' cause
II. we-re there to get rid of a Communlst regime
ill. give Green an outline of the speech on Tuesday
Iv. RR should change the context

a. don't let the left do It
v. RR should have UNO there

B. Bob Kagan: State Dept: get an appointment for the last week of
October re: Nicaraguan Support Group (by conservatives)

C. Wesley Smith: contact for CAFP program A e0:,2oI
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January e. 11? 10161 ACT/NEPL (116/07)

D. design CAFP program for Jan - March
E. meeting on Nicaragua with consultants

1. what we did, right and wrong-
2. what we need to do for the next go-round

F. C-span tape of RN speech on Nicaragua -- request from Fawn
1. can we use clips from It?

IX. Sol
A. *Piedge to Support S0i to the End: membership campaign
B. meetings to arrange

1. Richard Perle
2. Bud MoFarlane
3. Ed Luttwak
4. Kuykendall

C. Whittle Johnston
0. Lichtensteins review Sentinels proposal
E. Q: what Is the role of direct mail In educating the population?

(vs. tv. radio, nesaler)
1. budgets $160,000 per week
2. ask Goodman, lakemore, Finklesteln

F. revise eMy Dream" brochure
1. Jane's World Aircraft (from Washington Times) Si quote (Nov

20 to Doc 7)
2. picture of AR & Gorbachev In Reykvick saying goodby
3. quote Of AR: 6Im not going to give away SDI*
4. graph: '72 or 077 thru 87 spending on SO (compare Soviet

vs. US)
8. headline: ODemocrats Control Congress; SDI Doomedo
6-. headline In center of cover: Year of Crisis
7. deadline end of December

X. Bob Dole
A. *What Conservativee Must Do to Save the Reagan Agenda*
B. Future of Freedom seminars In Jan/Feb

Xl. Green

XII.

A. tour of Berlin Waill
B. NEPL contributors

1. have all been called for Green fund?
2. call Barbara Howell
3. call 9 A Morris

C. Fred Bacher A Groans walk On the wall at dusk
Ed Luttwak
A. where are the budgets?
B. Blueprint for Desocracles -- February. 1987

1. 20 people
2. Kissinger. Kirkpatrick to participate
3. RN meeting to welcome-partlcipants (0 White House)
4. hold at Hay Adems hotel: February 28 through 27. 1987
6. develop a publication from the meetings
6. we-ll get stenographers to take verbatim transcripts
7. Luttwak will bring research assistants

C. new topics religion as a motivating force In revolution
D. December 10: Bob Dole A Ed Luttwak meeting

1. Doles *Crlsis In American Foreign Policy: The ComMle4
Over the Senate*

2. Topic: Guerilla Warfare A (!020916

s Take

Parje 4
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January 6, 191N7 10161 ACTINEPL (1/6/67) Page a

3. Toplos How the Soviets Do It (as a model for how democracy
should take over oountrlee)

Xlii. Dan Kuykern. ii
A. who did the NR film for the Republican party I who contributed?
U. iistp to acqul.M1. Eag Iee

j. 2. Senatorial Trust
Constitutions list of Congressional supporters (due by 1/20)
arrange dinner with Paul Craig Roberts (Georgetown). Dole & Ed
Wleeel

a. status of Nixon meeting
P. suggestions on who we should Invite to the Nixon event
Q. arrange dinners on Constitution project for all fund raisers with

Kuykendall, Dole, David Fischer
H. South Africa: where Is present law vulnerable?1. how can we ripple the current sanction law?
1. review meetings with now prospects for CIPtC •k &C -- who can

Kuykendall Introduce us to?
XIV. Terrorism

A. aange metings (not constituency on anti-terrorism)
C . Ray Kin J
2. Koopermn

B. Green's staff to speak On terrorism
'1. Bob Earls

2. Craig
C. arrange an day In Jan/Feb con terrorists

1-. got hostage Jacobsen to speak (Green can get)
2. Terry Waite to speak

0. Terry Arnold Conference on Terrorime what is the status?
XV. Taiwan

A. Mikes statement* of Congressmen and Senators whore supportive
of Taiwan

8. request a list of Congressmen and Senators wholre supportive of
Taiwan from the embassy

XVI. Constitution
A. titles OTo Live Free*
B. Whittle Johnston

1. Adme or Jefferson wrote an essay on how the Constitution
should properly be celebrated (get Citation)

C. Important points our Chief Justice resigned to do this project
0. Rick Manning: N&tional Rifle Assocliation may want to co-sponsor

our Constitutional Minutes
_. phone em (202) PATRIOT
F. AR film: 3 to 8 minutes on the Constitution

i. show on first or last day of Constitutional Convention
2. budgets $600.000
3. play on all networks nationally

0. Kuykendall review list of National Sponsors to see how many he
can get In 30 days

H. celebration In September
XVII. Nicaraguan look

A. The Struggle for Nicaragua
6. Contributors A 00:0917

1. Charles RoOb
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January 6, 17 10,61 ACT/N9PL (1/5/67) paSge 6

2. Henry Kissinger
3. Url Orlov
4. Cheveoheno

XVIII. Administratlon
A. Aneila keeD a file for CRC. new contributors by direct malt
II. Mike. Western Goale previous mailings to CRC
C. Mikes gold books Palm Spring's Whole Who
0. Mikes Washington On-Line Inquiries

I. Funderburke for Senate
2. LInda Chavez for Senate

E. Marl Masong. RR letter response
F. reservations at Heritage Foundation: Nov 17 & 18
6. CRCs Richard Nixon letter
H. Kries Presldent'e Club article from Fund Raising Management
I. Warme 10" oontributlon report
J. Sob Vaetine recomemndatlons ad man. Roger A slee, NYC. John

Krausoher, AIlee Camunlcatlons
K. Nicaragua: we have 72 contributors to Nicaragua according to CAC

(11/110/641)
1. who has them?
2. how much has been raised from each?

A 020919
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August 25. 1986

Memo to David Fischer

RE: Draft memo for Don Regan

FROM: Spitz Chanfleli. National End t Fr thPreservation of Liberty 4t. /,V.D

in January 1986. the National Endowment for the
Preservation of Liberty and Sentinel Initiated a $4.1
million educational and lobbying campaign which eventually
reached 25 states. The purpose of this 8 month campaign was
to give support to President Reagan's Nicaraguan policies
with special 'focus on the Freedom Fighter aid package the
President submitted to the Congress for approval In January.

Many consider this effort to be the largest of Its kind
devoted to supporting Ronald Reagan on a foreign policy
issue In the past S years.

Television educational and informational messages were
broadcast by the National Endowment for the Preservation of
Liberty In 49 Congressional districts and the DlstrIc of
Columbia In varying degrees of Intensity from March through
August (139 days). Ads were broadcast In difficult-to-win
Congressional districts whose Congressmen were undecided as
to their vote for or against Freedom Fighter aid. Over
$2,500,000 went to the television campaign alone.

i% 000 was spent by Sentinel directly to build
Congressional support for President Reagan. This Included
advocacy television messages In 32 Congressional districts,
the production of two 30 minute television documentaries
supporting the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighter cause filmed
secretly In Nicaragua, active lobbying of Congress by a
staff of 5. newspaper ads In major media markets (New York
and the District of Columbia), and continuous work with
Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Inter-American Affairs,
Department of State. Elliott Abrams.
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$600,000 was spent by the National Endowment for the
Preservation of Liberty to conduct pro-Nicaraguan Freedom
Fighter speaking tours in 27 Congressional districts In the
7 months prior to the first House vote In March on Freedom
Fighter aid.

$85,000 was devoted to nine Washington, D.C. briefings
with opinion leaders, political activists, and volunteer
supporters for the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighter cause.

On the day In June of the historic House reversal.
which resulted In a victory for Ronald Reagan on Freedom
Fighter aid, It was determined that the National Endowment
for the Preservation of Liberty and Sentinel had carried the
support program for the President successfully Into 32 of
the 51 Democratic districts that ultimately stood with
Ronald Reagan on this Issue.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Mari Maseng

FROM: David C. Fischer

SUBJECT: White House SDI briefing

DATE: July 15, 1986

INTRODUCTION: The National Endowment for the Preservation of
Liberty has just completed a 3.5 million dollar program to help
educate the public and Congress on the need for President
Reagan's Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters aid package. The program
was reviewed by the President and Vice President and President
Reagan participated in a Roosevelt Room meeting with NEPL quests
in January of this year. NEPL now wants to help the President
convert the broad public support he enjoys on S.D.I. to full
congressional funding levels.

During the discussions held recently in your office concern-
ing the National Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty's "My
Dream" program to support the President on S.D.I., we agreed that
a written proposal should be forwarded to you. After lengthy and
and detailed discussions with NEPL representatives the following
proposal, with agreed to guidelines, is submitted:

It is recommended that during the week of September 12th an
Office of Public Liaison (OPL) sponsored meeting be held in the
White House Cabinet or Roosevelt Room for the purpose of briefing
supporters on the President's S.D.I. program. Suggested speakers
include Lt. General Abrahamson and former Science Advisor Dr.
George Keyworth, followed by a brief appearance of the president.
Mar Maseng or her appointed substitute should offer opening
remarks and moderate the program.

It is clearly understood that this meeting is being sched-
uled under the auspices and control of the O.P.L. who will issue
the only invitations to this event. NEPL will be asked to submit
a recommended list of attendees, from which O.P.L. can delete-
names as it deems necessary. It is also agreed that representa-
tives of the defense industry will not be invited to this event.
NEPL agrees not to independently solicit attendance for this
meeting without prior approval from O.P.L. This includes both
written and verbal communication. NEPL agrees to submit to
O.P.L. for approval any proposed text or written communication to

A 0412974.
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those who will receive O.P.L.Is invitation to attend this meet-
ing.

Counsel's Office will review this proposal. Your recommen-
dations or comments will be appreciated. This briefing will
greatly assist the President's efforts to gain continued full
funding for his S.D.I. program.
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KUYKENDALL COMPANY

July 23, 1986

Mr. Spitz Channell, President
The National Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty
305 4th Street, NE
Washington, D. C. 20002

Dear Spitz:

Now that we have gotten a favorable House vote on our first
cooperative effort, I will take this opportunity to give you
my analyis of the accomplishments.

In the Spring of 1985 the first attempt to obtain military
aid to the Contras was decisively defeated with our receiving
only 180 votes in the House.

Due to this very poor showing we were forced to change oLr
tactics to seeking only humanitarian aid. Having been
retained by the Gulf & Caribbean Foundation and private Texas
clients I coordinated the outside (private) lobbying efforts
to obtain this aid. We lost our first "showdown* (Michel I)
by two votes but due to an intensive educational and lobbying
effort we won approval of Michel II by sixty-three votes.

In late 1985 I had my first experience working in a voluntary
coalition with NEPL and Spitz Channel1. This was a result of
our both using the services of IBC. In early 1986 Gulf &
Caribbean received its first direct support from NEPL. This
support enabled us to intensify our efforts to obtain
military aid for the Contras.

It became very obvious to me that NEPL was the only organ-
ization with both the ability and the resources to run
productive advertising on aid to the Contras. Some other
groups actually did more harm than good with their
advertising.

On our first try in March we were able to get 210 votes for
military aid to the Contras, an improvement of thirty votes
but still eight votes short.

The months of April, May, and June saw the most intensive
educational and lobbying efforts by NEPL, Sentinal, and Gulf
and Caribbean that this issue has ever received.

51? Wd &rect. a.L Ia6qge. D.C. 20003 * IO2/5*21%
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Page 2.
Mr. Spitz Channell
Washington, D. C.
July 23, 1"986

We began the campaign with a target list of approximately
forty members of Congress. About tei, of them were considered
soft* even though we got their votes in March. The target
list of forty was about one-quarter Republicans and three-
quarters Democrat.

The educational type TV plus the various lobbying efforts
began to shorten the undecided list to the point that two
weeks before the vote we specifically targeted thirteen
Congressmen for the last push TV effort. Efforts began in
earnest to remove people from the undecided list and,
therefore, enable us to cancel the TV in their markets. We
withdrew TV in Louisville and San Antonio before the schedule
actually began because of commitments from three members.

Since I was retained by Sentinal as Senior Consultat on June
I, I became even more involved in media and lobbying strategy.

Even though we continued to work hard on an additional ten
undecideds until the very last, our estimated vote count on
June 23 was 222 votes with a projection of an additional five
Republicans and seven Democrats over and above the March
total of 210. we actually received all the original 210 plus
five additional Republican and six Democrats.

Immediately after our 221-210 victory on the President's
package vs. the House Democratic leadership package, another
interesting vote took place. A very liberal package with no
military aid was offered against the President's package.
Twelve to fourteen people, all of whom had been on our
original undecided list, changed and voted for the
President's package, including military aid.

All these last twelve to fourteen changes, plus the eleven
additional votes we received on the initial vote on the
President's package, were the successful targets of intensive
educational and lobbying efforts. I can say with total
confidence that our various combined efforts were a major
factor in more than half of the total.

I am hopeful that this new relationship with its multifaced
capability will bring us many more victories in the future.

Very truly yours,

Dan Kuykendall

DK : 1p
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September 23. 1986

Marl Maseng
Deputy Assistant to the President

and Director of Public Liaison
White House
Washington. D.C. 20500

Dear Marl:

I appreciate very much being included in your national
security briefing, which occurred on Tuesday. September 23.

When you ask us to help, we try the best we can.
Within an hour after the briefing we began to gear up to
help on the Issue of South Africa sanctions.

Time Is very short as you know. Our Immediate plans
are to send our lobbyists to Capitol Hill from my lobbying
organization Sentinel, call various members of our Board and
ask them to send telegrams to fifteen Senators and to place
two fulI page educatIonaI messages In the Washington TI mes
on Monday and Tuesday of next week discussing the
consequences of sanctions against South Africa.

We would be honored to dO more if we could have a
little bit more lead time In the future. I hope this helps
the effort.

Sincerely.

Spitz Channell, President
Sentinel
National Endowment for the

Preservation of Liberty

A 0029592
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January 12, 1987 09:26 ACT/NEPL (1112/67) page 6

C. Mike T!ompson meeting
0. Steve Winchell meeting
E. Brant Sozell meeting

2. Forlenza: Western Goals Status Report (extra
copies)

I. Lyn Nofzlgor

I.

2.

arrange a meeting with Richard Wlrthiln to
diScuss what his polls show after the election
Lyn or David Fischer: how are you with
Regan?

A. arrange an appointment with Regan on
Nicaragua

3. Lyn or David Fischer: can we get through to
Joe Coors?

J. Nicaragua

1'. LI
br

2. dt
Ir

Ilk &

Inas Kojell: new Nicaragua-terrorlm
lefing

0velop a plan for the Nicaraguan War
formation Service

A.
a.
C.

daily video tapes (actualities)
follow the model of Afghanistan
research books on how press treated
Vietnam

1. Mike lace"ellis: literature on
press treatment of Vletn In
scholarly Journals

0. RP to zake an aggressive speechW%

I.

2.

3.

4.

nobility of the Freedom Fighters'
cause
we're there to get rid of a
Communist regime
give Green an outline of the speech
on Tuesday
RA should change the context

A. don't let the left do It

S. RN should have UNO there

3. Bob Kagan: (647-7024t Carolyn, Secretary)7State Dept: get an appointment ,e
Nicaraguan Support Group (by cons&-vatlves)

4. Wesley Smith: contact for CAFP profmi

A .'I92

%Lo
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EXHIBIT GPS-82

PRODEMCA
FRIENDS OF THE DEMOCRATIC CENTER IN CENTRAL AMERICA
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Conversation with Bob laan/8-6-86

1) Our group cousistinpj of John Hoag
Tommy Glakas
Denise O'Leary
Ron ladosh
Michael Kramer
Adrianne Doherty

has been approved by the State Department.
Bob Kagen will assist us with transportation
once we have arrived in Tegucigalpa.
He will not provide transport to Tegucigalpa.
The date of August 29 - September 1, 1986 Is
fine with State. Bob gSan will contact the
Honduran authorities and give us final
confirmation by Wednesday, August 13th.

2) Bob Kagan stated that Lally Weymouth could not
accompany this delegation. Any telephone calls
from Ms. Weymouth should be referred to Bob Kagan.

3) In the future PRODEMCA should notify Bob Kagan
if ye are interested in sending anyone to
the Border. That Individual vii either be added
to a organized group or State will assist PRODEWCA
with transport in Tegucigalpa. (this all depends
on the approval by the Hondurans)

4) We will see how this arrangement works out for all
parties concerned at this time it is a case-by-case
arrangement.

11J:I89

deAao. umsel usEo asahI Juseo 65 Cela Amee o a
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Strategy Session
Tuesday, February
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Penn Kemble
Bob Kagan
Bruce Cameron
Rich Miller
Bill Walker
John Hose
Chris Barton
Dave Mason
Denise O'Leary
Eric Singer
Peter Flaherty
John Burson
Susan Alberts
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Participants/Strategy Session
Tuesday, February 11th
10:OO A.M.

Penn Kemble, PRODEHCA
Rich Miller, International business Conuntcations

Bruce Cameron, Center for Democracy in the Americas

Denise O'Leary, PRODDICA

Bob Kagan. Elliott Abrams' office

John Noag, Capitol Associates

Chris Barton, Senator Durenberer's office
Dave Mason, Congressman Lott's office

Eric Singer, Center for Democracy in the Americas
John Hurson, PROD WA

Susan Albert@, Center for Democracy in the Americas

Den Kuykendell
Peter Flaherty, Citizens for Reagan
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BACKGROUND

Several moderate House Democrats seemed to vote against the President in
"March only out of a desire to have the content of his executive order in
legislation. Thus It was anticipated that these Democrats, In a second vote
on contra aid promised them by House Speaker O'Neill, would endorse the Senate
resolution on contra aid -- a resolution that codified, and provided more
concessionary language than, the March 20 executive order.

S1lIARY

After visiting with key House Democratic staff aides whose bosses came
close to supporting the President's bill on March 20 contra aid vote, It was
clear that these Members could not, as expected, be satisfied with the Senate
resolution. Members had returned to their districts over the Easter recess
only to face larger, more liberal constituencies who praised their negative
vote. In the House, several new conditions for contra aid not found in the
Senate bill suddenly emerged: a second vote, as opposed to the Joint
resolution of disapproval; no anti-air defenses provided to the contras up
front; and bilateral talks between the Sandinistas and the United States
conditioned on a cease-fire, not on upon Sandinista-contra talks. All these
points formed the basis of the latest McCurdy amendment.

Neither the McCurdy group nor the administration felt compelled to
negotiate on these points. Congressmen with whom we met and who supported
these condition proved unmovable. Many were convinced they had the votes to
win, just as the Administration was certain it had to votes to defeat
McCurdy. Of the Members with whom we spoke, only Les Aspin, who voted against
the President on March 20, said he would support the administraiton.

We learned, however, that if McCurdy's amendment were defeated, he and
other supporters would vote for the Senate version introduced by Bob Michel.
Similarly, we were told by Vin Weber (R-MI) that if McCurdy won, the
Republicans would vote for it on final passage rather than leave themselves
with no aid package at all.

On the evening of April 14, the House, by four votes, finalized a rule to
couple any contra aid package with a supplementary appropriations bill certain
to be passed by the House and vetoed by the President. At the same time it
became increasingly clear that the McCurdy amendment stood an excellent chance
of winning. Although the Republican leadership could have lived witt. a Senate
version being passed under these rules, or even a free-standing McCurdy bill,
the possibility of a McCurdy amendment attached to the supplementary proved
intolerable. The word was sent down among the Republicans, then, to vote for
the Hamilton amendment In an effort to forestall a vote on McCurdy and
effectively decouple the contra issue from the supplementary. This tactic
succeeded. At present, the Republicans are introducing a new rule to obtain a
vote on contra aid -- one that will require a discharge petition In the face
of stonewalling by the Democratic leadership. Unfortunately, as presently
written, the rule will be unable to obtain the requisite 218 signatures since
it would have the present McCurdy amendment offered as a substitute, I.e., as
a money bill -- something no liberal will ever sign on to nor Repubicans, who
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know they can vote for a Michel wmndrent later.

Qn the other hand, as the mcratic leadership still believes they have
an obligation to the Wl~ardy group for a second vote, a W~ardy mundmnt
cauId be offered to the defense authorization bill in mid-My. WMether that
bill can be a vehicle that can lead to a real consensus, however, is
uncertain. The answer depends on, among other things: the willingness of the
?.~urdy group to capranise on sam of elemnts in Its contra aid packages the
good faith of the House leadership to honor its promise of a second vote for
MtQzrdy; and the willingess of the administration and the House leadership to
swallow Maoirdy's legislative lead on the contra isiue.

ES, with Keith Hendricks, aide to StallingsCD-ID).

Lunch with Bob Kagan
BC, ES with Jim Cooper (D-TN)
BC, ES with Los Aspin (D-WI)
BC, ES with No)irdy

4/9/86 BC, ES with Andrews
BC, ES with Bustamunte

Susan Alberts wrote and sent to moderate Derocrats paper on
Alfonso Robelo's efforts to negotiate peaceably with the Sandinistas from
1980-85.

4/10/86 BC, ES with Vin leber

4/11/86- Spent 3 days working with IM leaders to develop
acceptable UlW reform package.

BC with Vin V*ber-4/17/86
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The Honorable Elliott Abrams
Assistant Secretary of State f,
Bman Rights

U.S. Department of State
Washington, DC 20520

Dear Elliott:

During the past few months I have been working with several
other Democrats -- Bernie Aronson, Bob Leiken and Bruce Cameron
to build support for the Nicaraguan resistance among Democrats and,
both to use a perhaps inexact term, the moderates. I think we have
produced some interesting results, and we all look forward to your
closer involvement with this matter. It might be worthwhile for us
to get together to fill you in before you take the wheel. (The
others share my interest.)

Best,

Penn Kemble
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July 11, 1985

-h'W Honorable Elliott Abrams
A&Vistant Secretary of State for

Inter-American Affairs
U.S. Department of State
coom 6263
Washington, DC 20520

Dear Elliott:

Congratulationsl

I m sorry that I am going to miss the meeting vith Bernie
Aronson, Bruce Cameron and Bob Leiken. I have spent the last couple
of months working closely with them and I &m firmly convinced that
on the main issues they have fully turned the corner.

I also think that there is much to be gained from their
perceptions of the whole UNO°FDN enterprise.

Best,

Penn Kemble
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July 1, ios8

Kr. Robet Xagan
Office of. nter-Aaerican Affairs
U.S. Department of State
Room 6263
Washington, DC 20520

Dear Sobi

I thought you might be Interested In a rather hard-headed
appraisal of our Nicaraguan policy which Bruce McoCla presented
to a recent meeting of Social Democrats.

I differ, of course, vith his vieve that we should
decouple our concern about Nicarag"s domestic practices from
our concern about activities that threaten the security of the
region (p. 19). I'm not sure of other points, but they
certainly merit candid consideration.

Best,

Penn Xemble

CC: Bruce McCols

A -W e napo m ,sseuceM n ooEft~ Mnm by pewte CMlWe ft o su We
domoaty, NaSA 140 WW saW W"05 eoe W C4W An
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July 31t 1985

The Honorable Otto J. Reich
U.S. Department of State
Room 6253, SLPD
Washington, DC 20520

Dear Otto:

Have you and your comrades seen this series? I think it
gives an excellent flavor of the Sandinistas -- their personal
struggles and weaknesses and the totalitarian impulse they
embody.

It's not in the least propogandistic - it could serve ai
an example of truly objective journalism. But the impression
one is left with is certainly that these people are a most
unattractive group of neighbors.

Best,

Penn Kemble
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October 3, 1936

Mr. Robet Kagan
shares of Inter-American Affairs
U.S. Department of State
Washington, DC 20520

Dear &obe

You mentioned a forthcoming State Department briefing
paper on the system of Saninista social control. I'm doing
a piece for Comnetary that touches on this. Any chance for
an advance copy, or a talk vith the appropriate staff?

Best,

Penn Kembls

66HaMOCss. I%~ WI MWN siN 01 PA$* 61 CenWa Awyaqn=
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September 5, 1965

Otto Reich
Coordinator for Public Diplomacy

for Latin American G the Caribbean
Room 62s3
Department of State
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Reich,

Our organization is a broad-based group of Americans
who share a deep concern about the future of democracy in
Central America, and the danger to the security of the
Americas that Is posed by the possible consolidation of a
Marxist-Leninist regime in Nicaragua.

Was tWe believe that Central Americans do-have the desire
and the will to join the community of democratic nations.
The gravest problem is that their aspirations are so weakly
understood and supported by their neighbors, not least of
all the United States.

The Friends of the Democratic Center in Central America
(PRODINCA), a tax exempt, son-profit organization, is
undertaking a program of education both for American non-
governmental leaders and the broader public on this
problem. We are confident that our organization has the
experience and the technical expertise to carry this out
successfully. I have enclosed a prospectus which describes
our plan in greater detail.

We hope that your office will be able to consider this
proposal at your earliest possible convenience. The
American people must make critical choices about Central
America in the coming year, and too often, the democratic
option is not adequately understood or appreciated.

If you should have any questions or should require any
additional Information, please call ae.

Sincerely,

Anger Diddle Duke
Chairman

A aeswg an gome O&Aoiw wW*5 h a by a I we c5ej at 0400"
-uC 1. k~ ft VW'P OMW -m * 6% COF" AxmsWa
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Ex mBrr GPS-83

PAYMENT TO FRAW GOMEZ & RIQ{ARD MU

January 1985 to December 1986

Frank Goez

from IBC

from Gcmez International

SUBTOTAL

Richard Miller

from I3

$63,881

38,633

$102,514

$59,833

from Miller Camm.nicaticns 91,860

SJHBIOAL

Gomez/Mil ler

from I.C., Inc. to CI
(owned by Gomez and iller)

TOTAL

$151,693

$452,000

$706,207

Note: Gomez and Miller were also the principals in the Institute for
North South Issues. We do not know precisely how much money they took
for themselves from that entity.
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E rr GPS-84

PAYMCMTO MARTIN L. AR?1W & DAVID C. FIS3O(

Martin L. Artiano

from IDC 12/13/85 - 12/11/86 $305,000

David C. Fischer & Associates

from IBC 3/13/86 - 1/9/87 $292,400

frcm Martin Artiano 1/22/86 - 2/21/86 $ 50,000

TOTAL$342,400
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ExHmrr GPS-85

PAMMNX' TO CARL R. CHANNML &DANIEL L. OONRAD

Carl p. -C2anne!! -

from NEPL - 1985 $ 86,800
from ACr/SW - 1985 44,300
from NEPL/WGF/ATAC - 1986 (fees) 52,900
from NEPL - Salary - 1986 161,022

TOTAL 0345,022

Daniel L. Conrad

from NEPL - 1985 $ 40,000
from NEPL to RMI - 1985 33,595
fran MPL - 1986 63,500
from NEPL to PMI - 1986 89,500
from WGF - 1986 10,640
from W to PMI - 1986 35,000

TOTAL $272,435

Note: PHI is Public Management Institute,
owned by Daniel L. Conrad
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ExHIBrr GPS-86

SUMMARY OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CC9UI ATIC S NXJNTW

January 1985 - January 1987

Inome

NEPL

Calero
Gowz International
Miller Comynication
Bank of Panama
North South Issues
Palmer National Bank
Ransom Shoup & Ccomany
U.S. Treasury - Dept. of State
Western Goals Foundation
William Mulvey, Inc.
American Conservative Trust
M0P Association

Gulf & Caribbean Foundation
Other (See below)
Unknown

TOTAL

Other Inome (included above)

Altivil Trading Enterprise
American Express
Associates in Ccumnity Dev.
Caja De Ahoccos
Cuban American National Found.
Deutch Budemurkansche Bank
Express Reproduction
Factor Holding Inc.
Gulf Marketing
ITT Corporate Relations
Kate MacInnis
Masoudi
Richard Miller
Antemes Suarez
System & Applied Science Corp.
Charles D. Tack
T.C. Darwin
Travelers Checks

$5,090,609
39,000

179,829
100,000
35,000
39,000
21,000-
15,170

356,472
12,761
20,000
11,440
22,500
14,447
56,176

147,348

$;6tl 60t 752

$ 187
4,500

10
3,009
1,750
2,000
2,000

10,990
1,000

400
9,800

330
4,800
1,400
2,000
6,000
3,000

TOTAL
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Sumway -of IBCv Contiuesd

Exenditures

-American.Express $ 168,216
Arguelo Frederick 10,000
Artiano, Martin 305,000
Cash 73,136
Cruz, Arturo 10,005
David Fischer & Assoc. 250,000
David Fischer 42,400
Gomez International 121,432
Gcmez, Francis 63,881
I.C. 2,740,000
Inst. on Religion and Dcracy 800
Lake Resources 430,000
Lat. Am. Strategic Studies 25,000
Miller Cmminications 148,725
Miller, Richard 59,833
NBV 186,483
Nicaraguan Developmental Council 31,000
Pobelo (Friends of Freedom) 60,000
Unknown (Wires and illegible checks)94,552
Min & other charges under $5#000 605,948
Other (See below) 446,837
1912 Surnlerand Place Assoc. 100,837
Gary a iarian 100,000
Masoudi 25,000
Monieri, Shakri 46,000
Doniald Miller 45,000

TOTAL $6,190,9i'85

Other disbursemnts(included above)

Anthony & Williams 30,164
Bayport Industries 6,000
Bragg Communication 47,000
Champion Kail Travel 23,823
DCNG 494
Eason Associates 20,362
ESOP Association 13,690
Flores, Rafael 20,275
Quintero, Henry 2,000
QuLniones, Humberto 28,000
International Business Machines 8,331
Keffer, Jeff 2,000
Kemp Enterprises 6,207
Maginnis, Kate 15,961
Maltre, Joachim 4,357
Mateo Guerroro 415
Ocean Adventures 16,338
Smith, Wesley 6,807
U.S. Customs 5,080
dilliams, David 7,363
Young, Lawrence 13,141

76-936 0-88--86
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Sumpry of .IBC Continued

ZGS 14,900
Zmpado, Tony 30,00)
1607 Asdsociates 17,007
C & P 5,085
Bruce Cameron 10,000
Ricardo Carrasco 9,300
Childrens Hospital 10,000
Federal Express 13,6'19
Internal Revenue Service 10,758
Kevin Hopkins 5,000
Gerald McElsay 10,000
Youfid/Arnous 12,000
Radio Resources 5,000
William Sutton 1,300
Weir-Jacobs, Inc. 5,000
Wolk Press 10,000

'TOTAL 446,837
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Ex~mrr GPS-87
INEL...O-EATIW MLI -,4/3/85 - V/4/87

Income

opening Balance $ 1,000
19C 2,740,000
NEPL 450,000
Heritage Foundation 80,000
Other 71,737

TOTAL $3,342,737

Exjndtures

Calero $1,030,000
Carlos Vlet 10,000
Denise Ponce 11,000
Frederick Aguello 31,000
Friends of America 125,000
Gulf & Caribbean Foundaticn 21,!82
Katyal 15,000
Institute for Terrorism 75,000
Lake Resource 1,308,075
Lassi 50,000
Latin American Finance 55,700
Nicaraguan Business Council 10,000
Parkefeld Enterprises 60,000
Polca S.A. 25,000
Unktiwn Wires 2,924
WACI 452,000
Other Admin Charges 1,482

'IrAL $3,283,363
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ExmBrr GPS-88

MIMM O4MlCTIONS AOXW 2,86 - 12/86

Income~

'BC

Unknown

TOTAL

$ 143,425
302,500

5,300

$ 451,225

Expenci tures

Alpha Envirornental
Campaign America
Cash
IBC

IRS
Maginnis, Kate
Miller, Richard
NBW
Raisin & Wright
Admin & Other Charges

TOTAL

$ 36,455
2,000
4,975

65,000
10,908
35,863
91,860
69,796
19,000

Under $5,000 17,370

353,227

F--
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EXHIBIT GPS-89

GM-I ngA00~

IBC
WAC I

Cuba Indepndent
Unknown

TOTAL

Democratica

Expenditures

E.F. Hutton
Gomez, Francis
IBCIRS
NBW
Admin under $5,000

TrAL

$ 121,432
135,500

1,500
22,369

280,801

$ 25,000
38,633

115,000
3,200

15,717
32,632

$ 230,182
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REPORT ON
SPECIAL INQUIRY INTO THE

DEPARTMENT OF STATE' S CONTRACTS
WITH INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS COS4MUNICATIONS AND

iTS PRINCIPALS

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In response to a request from the Secretary, the staff from
the Office of Inspector General (OI) examined the Department's
contracts with International Business Communications (IBC) and
Frank Gomez, one of its principals. Those contracts were
entered into by the Department's Office of Public Diplomacy for
Latin America and the Caribbean (LPD) which initially operated
out of the Secretary's office and currently is located in the
Bureau of Inter-American Affairs (ARA).

The examination covered six purchase orders and contracts
totalling about $436,000 with IBC or Frank Gomez between
February 1984 and September 1986. In addition, the examination
included one purchase order for $5,500 with the Institute for
North-South Issues, a firm established by Frank Gomez. IsC is a
Washington, D.C. public relations firm and the Department's
contracts with IBC were for media relations activities such as
arranging media events, interviews, and public appearances for
Central American refugee groups and exiles in the United States;
preparing talking papers, briefings, and op/ed articles;
translating articles on Latin America and the Caribbean and
making them available to U.S. news organizations and public
interest groups; and designing and operating a mail distribution
system for materials and information on Latin America and the
Caribbean.

Findings of the examination are as follows:

The need for the purchase orders and contracts was
,Justifiable in the beginning, but was questionable in
the later periods as LPD's in-house staff grew and
gained experience.

The acquisition process for awarding and administering
the purchase orders and contracts was mismanaged. In
addition, one contract was improperly classified
SECRET, without legitimate justification, apparently to
avoid competition and public disclosure of the contract
in the Commerce Business Daily.

Some charges to the final contract between LPD and IBC
are questionable, particularly travel expenses of
Central American refugees brought to the United States
for media events and expenses for ADP equipment used in
developing and operating the document distribution
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system. The specific amounts will be described in a
separate report of an incurred cost audit, currently
underway by OIG staff. In addition, the conduct of
media relations training by IBC for Salvadoran military
officials differed so significantly from what was
contracted for that collection efforts should be
instituted to recover funds from IBC. Although
deliverables were vaguely defined and reported, the
performance by Frank Gomez and IBC on all other
purchase orders and contracts was approved, accepted,
and frequently applauded by LPD officials.

Many of LPD's activities provided opportunities to
conduct prohibited lobbying activities; however, there
is no evidence that LPD officials, or IBC personnel
while working under LPD contracts, violated the
anti-lobbying statute. Among other things, the LPD
Coordinator and staff traveled and spoke extensively on
the merits of the Administration's Central America
policy. LPD staff and contractor personnel sponsored
and escorted Central Amiican refugees and exiles to
cities in the United States for speaking engagements
before various groups.

violations of ethical standards and/or conflict of
interest restrictions may have occurred in the case of
two individuals. Since neither was-an employee of the
State Department, referrals were made to the
appropriate Government agencies for consideration and
appropriate action.

Some of the information provided by the Department to
Congressional requesters and to Public Affairs for
press briefings was inaccurate, incomplete, and
misleading. we found no evidence that errors were made
intentionally.

Responsiveness to Congressional requests for
information about these and similar contracts has been
somewhat slow and fragmented, partially due to the
large volume of requests which have been received.
Much information was provided, however, and we found no
evidence that the Department personnel deliberately
delayed or frustrated Congressional requesters. The
role of the Office of the Legal Adviser in collecting,
examiningg, and releasing documents on the IBC and other
procurements has been poorly understood and has caused
resentment by Congressional members and staff.
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II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

As a result of a number of press articles critical of the
Department's association with International Business
Communications (IBC) and its principals, the Secretary requested
an examination of the subject by the Office of Inspector General
(OIG). The request, dated February 13, 1987, asked OIG to
examine (l) the procedures followed in entering into all
contracts between the Department and IBC or its principals,
Frank Gomez and Richard Miller and (2) the performance under
those contracts. The Legal Adviser's memo transmitting the
request mentioned and included, as attachments, information on
alleged improper lobbying activities, improper classification of
an IBC contract as SECRET, that the contract was signed after
most work was performed, and a brother/sister relationship
between personnel of the Office of Public Diplomacy for Latin
America-and the Caribbean (LPD) and IBC.

We established the objectives for this special inquiry by
considering the request from the .Secretary, examining the
articles which had appeared in the press, and holding
preliminary discussions with Department officials. The specific
objectives were to determine:

whether the contracts with IBC and its principals were
needed or whether the work should have been performed
in-house;

- - whether required procurement and contracting procedures
were followed;

-- whether the contractor performed the work required by
the contract and charged reasonable and allowable costs
to the Department;

-whether LPD personnel, or IBC personnel while
performing under contract to the Department,
participated in improper lobbying activities;

whether conflicts of interest or violations of ethical
standards occurred as a result of the conduct of or
relationships between LPD and ISC personnel;

whether information provided by the Department to
Congressional requesters and for press briefings was
accurate and appropriate; and

Whether Department officials or offices intentionally
delayed in providing information to or withheld
information from Congressional requesters.

The inquiry included six purchase orders and contracts with
Frank Gomez or IBC totaling $435,584 between February 14, 1984
and September 30, 1986. In addition, a purchase order with the
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Institute for North-South Issues (INSI) for $5,500 for September
1985 was included because INSI was established by Frank Oomez.
This represented the extent of the Department's contracts with
IBC and its principals. There were no contracts or purchase
orders with Richard Miller as an individual. The inq iry was
limited to performance by these organizations and individuals on
the contracts with the Department. Activities of the
organizations and individuals for other clients were not
included in the scope of the inquiry.

The inquiry was conducted in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards and included appropriate
tests to evaluate the adequacy of internal controls and
procedures used to protect funds and assets from waste, fraud,
and mismanagement. In the course of the work, applicable
program and contract files were examined. In addition,
Department officials in the Office of the Legal Adviser (L), the
Office of Public Diplomacy for Latin America and the
Caribbean--initially in the Office of the Secretary (S/LPD) and
currently in the Bureau of Inter-AmericanAffairs (ARA/LPD), the
Bureau of Administration, Operations (A/OPR) and Office of the
Procurement Executive (A/OPE), the Bureau of Legislative and
Intergovernmental Affairs (H), the Bureau of Public Affairs
(PA), and the Foreign Service Institute (M/FSI) were
interviewed, as well as officials of IBC and its legal counsel.

we distributed a copy of this report in draft to affected
offices and officials in the Department for their comments and
incorporated the more significant into the appropriate sections
of the report. In addition, we have included the complete
responses of the former head of S/LPD, the current head of
ARA/LPD, the Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Operations,
Bureau of Administration (A/OPR), and the Procurement Executive
(A/OPE) as Exhibits B through E.
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III. BACKGROUND

By white House "Memorandum for Special Planning Group
Principals" of July 1, 1983, Mr. Otto J. Reich was given the
dual designation of Secretary of State's Advisor for Public
Diplomacy and Coordinator for Public Diplomacy for Central
America and the Caribbean. The Coordinator's office was to be
located in the Department of State, with staff support to be
detailed from other agencies and departments. His activities
were to begin immediately.

Coordinator Reich came to State with no staff support except
for his secretary whom he had brought from the Agency for
International Development (AID). His office was established as
the Office of Public Diplomacy for Latin America and the
Caribbean (S/LPD). Lacking adequate staff, Mr. Reich obtained
permission to contract for & short term professional services
contract in February 1984 with Frank Gomez, an outside publicrelations specialist. The relationship proved highly
satisfactory to both parties and was continued through
successive sole source contracts with Mr. Gomez or with
International Business Communications (IBC), the partnership
company Mr. Gomez formed with Richard Miller, through fiscal
year 1986.

The purchase orders and contracts for S/LPD with IBC or its
principals are listed below. One purchase order, 1001-502356,
was with the Institute for North-South Issues (INSI). That
order is included because INSI was founded by Frank Gomez.

Performance
Number Contractor Period Amount

1001-402214 Gomez 02/14/84 - 05/31/84 $ 9,500
1001-402296 Gomez 05/01/84 - 07/31/84 19,300
1001-402486 IBC (Aug/Sept 1984) 16,198
1001-502074 IBC 10/01/84 - 12/31/84 24,400
1001-502160 IBC 03/01/85 - 09/30/85 90,000
1001-502356 INSI 09/01/85 - 09/30/85 5,500
1001-602066 IBC 10/01/85 - 09/30/86 276,186

During the early purchase orders Mr. Gomez prepared talking
points papers, fact sheets, and draft speeches for S/LPD
speakers, drafted op-ed articles, and arranged press conferences
for Central American visitors. During the late 1984 and early
1985 period IBC continued and intensified these activities, plus
arranging for translation and publication of documents critical
of the Sandinistas in Nicaragua and arranging visits for
Nicaraguan defectors to speak in major U.S. cities. In the
final contract IBC designed and operated a computerized mailing
list for S/LPD's publications.
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S/LPD classified the FY 1986 contract SECRET, maintaining
that it contained national security information. The
classification led to numerous complications, security
violations, and delay in signing of the contract until September
2, 1986, in the final month of the contract's term. This in
turn raised suspicions in the media and in Congress after the
contract came to light that the secret classification was
intended to cover illegal lobbying.

In January 1986 the Coordinator of S/LPD was nominated as
Ambassador to Venezuela and withdrew from active leadership of
S/LPD. He was succeeded in May 1986 by Robert W. Kagan. At
that time S/LPD was transferred from the office of the Secretary
to the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs (ARA). Mr. Kagan
decided to discontinue the contractual relationship with IBC and
have the contract functions performed by the ARA/LPD staff.

Congress and the media began to question the State
Department's dealings with IBC and its principals, Frank Gomez
and Richard Miller in late 1986 and early 1987. Various
allegations of illegal lobbying and political activity began to
focus on the secret contract with IBC.

On February 13, 1987, the Secretary of State requested the
I.spector General to examine the procedures followed in entering
into all contracts with IBC or its principals, and the
performance under those contracts.

This is the Inspector General's report on his findings.
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IV. FINDINGS

A. Need For The Contracts

We believe there was justification for the initial purchase
order for outside assistance, during a temporary short handed
situation in S/LPD early in 1984, but the practice continued
through fiscal 1986, after the urgency and the original
justification had passed.

A white House "Memorandum for Special Planning Group
Principals" ot July 1,1983 created the Office of Coordinator and
the Secretary's Advisor for Public Diplomacy for Central America
and the Caribbean. The office was to be located at the
Department of State; support staff was to include officers
detailed from "appropriate agencies and departments"; State was
to provide appropriate space, logistic support, operating
budget, and clerical support. Activities were to beyin
immediately. The office was established under the office of the
Secretary as the Office of Public Diplomacy for Latin America
and the Caribbean (S/LPD).

According to tho Coordinator (now Ambassador), he came to
State with no staff support but himself and his secretary, whom
he had brought from AID. The Coordinator was under considerable
pressure from the White House to popularize the Administration's
Central American policy, but did not have the specialized staff
that he needed. This is not surprising since his specialist
staff were to be provided on nonreimbursable detail from other
agencies--not a very effective way to staff an office for quick
action. In addition, the Coordinator was not well grounded in
Department of State regulations, nor were his first detailees
from other agencies. In short, he did not have bureaucratic
expertise. He discovered later how to use the influence of the
White House to obtain assistance from the bureaucracy of State
and the other executive agencies and departments. Finding
himself In a bind between high expectations for immediate action
from the White House, and a lack of staff at State, the
Coordinator decided to get assistance from outside through
contracts.

Early in 1984 the Coordinator was introdu~ed to Frank Gomez
who was retiring from the U.S. Information Agency (USIA) and was
looking for post-retirement employment. Finding that Mr. Gomez
had the qualifications that he needed, the Coordinator offered
him full time employment. Mr. Gomez did not want further full
time employment, so they settled on a consultancy, through a
short term purchase order.--.

Mr. Gomez's purchase order called for him to write talking
points papers on Central America, prepare speaker kits, iden..ify
and refute distortions and false allegations of U.S. policy,
draft sample speeches, prepare and clear op/3d pieces and
feature articles, assist Central American refugees and exiles
visiting Washington, arrange media events for them and make them
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available for Congressional interviews. His purchase order was
later amended to authorize travel to Central America for
contacts with those governments.

Faced as he was with a lack of adequate staff and under
white House pressure to perform, we believe that the criteria
for an urgent, sole source, professional services acquisition by
purchase order were arguably met: the Department of State had
authority, the Office of the Secretary had appropriated funds,
and the personnel system did not locate and make available the
needed specialized talent in time to meet the Coordinator's
perceived urgency.

Unfortunately the original short term arrangement became so
comfortable that it seems to have taken on a life of its own.
As discussed on pages 9 through 11, purchase order followed
purchase order and contract followed contract without regard for
rules and regulations. Contracting for outside assistance
continued even after S/LPD acquired substantial staff of its own
and full time detailees from other agencies who should haye been
able to perform much of the work that IBC was performing. In FY
86 S/LPD had nine State and ten other agency personnel whose
annual salaries alone totaled some $780,000. We believe that by
that point the original justification for outside assistance was
no longer valid.

when leadership of S/LPD changed in mid-1986, the new
Coordinator came to the same conclusion and decided to stop
contracting with IBC at the end of the FY 1986 contract, and to
perform the work in-house.

The basic responsibility for balancing in-house and contract
resources rests with the program manager, in this case the
Coordinator of S/LPD. As long as funds are available, and the
program manager can obtain those funds, contract resources can
be increased (assuming, of course, that appropriate procurement
regulations are adhered to). For these reasons we have made no
recommendations concerning the need for the contracts.
Recommendations concerning the manner in which the contracts
were awarded and administered are included on pages 34 through
36 of this report.

Comments of Department Officials

In commenting on a draft of this report, the former head of
S/LPD stated that the justification for contracts and purchase
orders for outside assistance was greater in 1985 than in 1983
because the workload had increased. He cited specifically the
need to distribute voluminous amounts of materials and
publications relating to Central America which he also stated
was the major purpose of the last contract with IBC. However,
the distribution of materials and publications is the precise
function which the current head of ARA/LPD stated he felt could
be performed in-house by Department personnel when he decided to
stop contracting with IBC. Consequently we believe, as we state
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in the report, that the original justification for contract
assistance from IBC was not valid in the later periods.

B. The Acquisition Process

The practices followed in the procurements with Frank Gomez,
IBC, and INSI were contrary to proper acquisition policies and
procedures and failed to meet the fundamental requirements of
the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). S/LPD officials
abused the acquisition process and OPR/STP officials, rather
than control and correct the problems, condoned and assisted in
the commission of unauthorized actions.

This inquiry examined seven acquisitions made by two of the
organizations in the Department which have been delegated
procurement authority--Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Operations, Office of Supply, Transportation, and.Procurement
(OPR/STP) and the Foreign Service Institute (N/FS).. The
purpose of our audit was to evaluate the adequacy of the
policies, procedures and practices followed in acquiring these
services. Our findings are divided into two sections. The
first section addresses the acquisitions made by OPR/STP and the
second section addresses the a:quisition made by N/PSI.

1. Purchase Orders and Contracts Awarded by OPR/STP
Contracting Ofricials

Our findings are based on our audit of the OPR/STP and S/LPD
files, interviews with the OPR/3TP contracting officials azid the
Department's Procurement Executive, and information from
previous OIG audit reports. We found that

Purchase Orders and Contracts were Placed After Work
Had Begun;

Sole Source Acquisition* Were Not Justified;

Acquisitions Were Not Publicized in the Commerce
Business Daily (CBD);

Acquisitions Were Apprantly Split to Circumvent
Regulations; and

OPR/STP Contracting Officials Did Not Perform Adequate
Contract Administration.

a. Purchase Orders and Contracts Were Placed After Work
Had Begun

The S/LPD program officials assumed the duties of the
OPR/STP contracting officials by obtaining the services of Mr.
Gomez, IBC, and INSI without following proper acquisition
policies and procedures. Once S/LPD program officials had
arranged for the services and settled the substantive issues
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involved in the acquisition process, they turned the work over
to the OPR/STP contracting officials to process the paperwork
needed to pay for the services. OPR/STP contracting officials
assembled acquisition documents and signed them to cover
unauthorized commitments made by S/LPD program officials.
Despite the fact that these methods of conducting the
Government's acquisition affairs were contrary to the
acquisition regulations, the OPR/STP contracting officials did
not challenge the S/LPD actions as unauthorized commitments.

For example, Purchase Order No. 1001-502074 was signed on
January 28, 1985, by the OPR/STP contracting official; almost
one month after IBC was to have completed the work and almost
four months after IBC had been directed to begin the work by
S/LPD officials. The order was awarded to IBC for $24,400. The
proposal from IBC was submitted to S/LPD officials based on
their discussions with Mr. Gomez. If done correctly, proposals
from any and all sources should have been obtained by OPR/STP
contracting officials through the prescribed acquisition
procedures. However, S/LPD officials assumed the role of the
OPR/STP contracting officials for this portion of the
acquisition process. Next, the S/LPD officials directed IBC to
perform the work without contracting officer authority and
created an unauthorized commitment. This purchase order was
illustrative of the other orders and contracts awarded to Mr.
Gomez and IBC.

The FAR prescribes the acquisition process to ensure that the
interests of the United States are safeguarded and that
contractors doing business with the Government receive
impartial, fair, and equitable treatment (FAR 1.602-2). The FAR
clearly states that contracting officers are responsible for the
control of the acquisition process and that contracts may be
entered into and signed on behalf of the Government only by
contracting officers. FAR 1.602 (b) provides that no contract
shall be entered into unless the contracting officer ensures
that all, requirements of law, executive orders, regulations, and
all other applicable procedures, including clearances and
approvals, have been met.

We believe that additional measures must be taken by
the Department's senior managers to strengthen the acquisition
process and to ensure stricter enforcement of the provisions of
the acquisition regulations. (Recommendation 1). Moreover, by
separate correspondence, we are referring a copy of this report
to the Director General of the Foreign Service and Director of
Personnel (M/DGP) with a recommendation that disciplinary action
be considered against personnel who were responsible for
violating the acquisition regulations and for directing and
managing the acquisitions from Mr. Gomez, IBC, and INSI.

b. Sole Source Acquisitions Were Not Justified

All purchase orders and contracts awarded by the OPR/STP
contracting officials to Mr. Gomez, IBC, and INSI were based on
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inadequate sole source justifications. The documents furnished
by the S/LPD program officials as justifications did not meet
the requirements of acquisition regulations, but were merely
capability statements. The OPR/STP contracting officials did
not challenge the adequacy of the justifications. They simply
accepted the documentation and did not seek free and open
competition.

For example, Purchase Order No. 1001-402214 was the initial
order with Mr. Gomez placed in February 1984 on a sole source
basis by OPR/STP contracting officials. S/LPD's request
included a document titled sole source justification. The
document was merely a description of Mr. Gomez's background and
capability, however. It did not demonstrate that he was the
only source that could provide the services required by S/LPD.

Once this document was accepted without question by the
OPR/STP officials, the die was cast. During the work of the
initial order, S/.PD officials began negotiating with Mr. Gomez
for the next purchase order. They used essentially the same
justification for the next purchase request they prej,,N-ed for
Mr. Gomez's services. Using the inadequate justification, the
OPR/STP contracting officials placed the second order
(1001-402296) with Mr. Gomez in July 1984.

In the final contract with IBC another feature of
contracting was added--the Competition in Contracting Act of
1984 (CICA). At the time this contract was being considered by
S/LPD officials, the FAR had been changed to include the CICA
provisions. OPR/STP contracting officials brought the new FAR
provisions to S/LPD's attention; including the requirements to
publicize even proposed sole source awards and seek competition
to the maximum practicable extent even in cases of urgency.
This contract was classified SECRET by S/LPD officials, not
publicized by OPR/STP officials, and was eventually awarded on a
sole source basis some 11 months after IBC began the work at
S/LPD's direction.

This final contract with IBC included the addition of a new
requirement, on a sole source basis, for the design and
operation of S/LPD's distribution system. The distribution
system services were not included in the media relations
services that S/LPD had been obtaining from IBC during the
period of February 1984 through September 1985. Nonetheless,
S/LPD officJals proposed IBC as a sole source for these
seemingly ordinary services.

We believe that additional measures are needed to improve
OPR/STP's compliance with the competition requirements in the
Federal Acquisition Regulation. Moreover, we believe that any
instructions prepared to address improvements in compliance with
the competition requirements should be furnished to all the
Department's acquisition offices. (Recommendation 2).
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C. Acsuisitions Were Not Publicized in the Commerce
Business Daily

OPR/STP contracting officials did not comply with the
requirements of the acquisition regulations on publicizing
proposed contracts in the CBD. None of the purchase orders or
contracts over $10,000 awarded to Mr. Gomez or IBC were
publicized by OPR/STP contracting officials and this
noncompliance was encouraged by the S/LPD program officials.

Some of the acquisitions were made during the time the
Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR) were in effect (through
March 31, 1984) and other acquisitions were made under the
present regulations, the FAR. The FPR and the FAR both
contained specific requirements for synopsizing proposed
contracts over $10,000.

Based on evidence in the files, the only acquisition which
was considered for CBD publication was contract 1001-602066.
This contract was for IBC services for FY 1986 and was awarded
through the ratification process some 11 months after IBC was
directed by S/LPD officials to begin the work without a
contract. It was awarded in the not-to-exceed amount of
$276,186 and contained the new requirement for IBC services
related to the design and operation of the S/LPD distribution
system.

The S/LPD request for FY 1986 services from IBC was prepared
the day before the contracting officials sent the new CICA
guidance to the S/LPD officials. The S/LPD request contained
the same justification for not publicizing the requirement as
the first contract with IBC: "... the services and contractual
arrangements of which are not to be disclosed publicly because
of their character, ingredients, and components." The OPR/STP
contracting officials cited the revised FAR and stated that the
previous basis for not disclosing work with IBC was no longer
acceptable because the FAR required publication in the CBD of
proposed sole source awards and competition, to the maximum
practical extent, for even those requirements that were
determined to be urgent. After interaction between various
Department staffs, a decision was made by S/LPD officials to
have the contract and the entire contract file classified SECRET
for "national security reasons." This action caused a series of
delays in the acquisition process.

The OPR/STP contracting officials were aware of the
requirement that S/LPD had for FY 1986 services in late
September 1985, but did not act to publicize the requirements in
the CBD. The negotiation summary in the contract file prepared
by OPR/STP officials and dated August 26, 1986, stated: "The
procurement was not synopsized in the Commerce Business Daily
(CBD) due to the highly sensitive nature of the services, and
the fact that S/LPD did not want the requirement to become-
public knowledge." (emphasis added.] In the same files, in the
justification for othnr than full and open competition, dated
April 3, 1986, the OPR/STP officials cited FAR 6.302-6,
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"National Security," as the basis for not providing for full and
open competition. That justification went on to state: "FAR
Chapter 5.202 provides an exception to synopsizing a procurement
in the Commerce Business Daily (CBD) if disclosure of the
Agency's needs would compromise the national security. In the
case of this contract, the contractor will be performing
services that fall within that criterion."

In our opinion, the reason cited by the OPR/STP contracting
official for not synopsizing the proposed contract did not
adequately address the FAR requirements. PAR 5.202(a)(1) states
that the contracting officer need not submit the notice to the
CBD when the contracting officer determines that - "The synopsis
cannot be worded to preclude disclosure of an agency's needs and
such disclosure would compromise national security (e.g., would
result in disclosure of classified information).* The fact that
a proposed solicitation or contract action contains classified
information, or that access to classified matter may be
necessary to submit a proposal or perform the contract does not,
in itself, justify use of this exception to synopsis.

We believe the Department should issue additional
instructions on the requirements for CBD synopsis.
(Recomtmendation 3).

d. Acquisitions Were Apparently Split to Circumvent
Regulations

Purchase orders with Mr. Gomez and IBC were made on a
fragmented basis apparently to circumvent the acquisition
requirements. The first three purchase orders wets based on
split requirements prepared by S/LPD program officials for
periods of performance of a few months and at dollar levels
below $10,000, the threshold for small purchases in effect when
these orders were awarded. The final S/LPD request for a small
purchase award to IBC was under $25,000, the small purchase
threshol in effect at the time that order was awarded. S/LPD
program officials knew they were going to continue to use Mr.
Gomez's services for an extended period of time because while he
was working under a purchase order or contract, S/LPD was
negotiating with him for the next purchase order or contract.
OPR/STP contracting officials were %ware of these S/LPD actions
because the S/LPD requisition documents referred to extensions
of previous orders or continuation of previous services.
However, the OPR/STP contracting officials did not attempt to
stop these practices.

We believe that additional measures are needed to bring the
small purchasing operations into compliance with PART 13 of the
FAR. (Recommendation 4).

e. OPR/STP Contracting Officials Did Not Perform Adequate
Contract Administration
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Preaward administration includes the actions that
contracting officers are required to take prior to signing a
contract to determine that a proposed acquisition meets all the
requirements of law and regulation. Postaward administration
includes the actions that contracting officers are required to
take during the period the contract work is performed up to
contract completion and close out. OPR/STP contracting
officials did not perform adequate preaward administration and
did not perform any postaward administration.

(1) Preaward Administration

The two contract files for contracts placed with IBC showed
that the OPR/STP contracting officials accomplished most of the
preaward actions required by the PAR; however, there were some
preaward actions that were either overlooked or were not treated
adequately. Some examples of the preaward administration
activities that were either lacking or inadequate were as
follows:

Contract No. 1001-502160

-- The contract was place on an after-the-fact basis but
was not treated as a ratification action because of a reference
in the file to a verbal approval from the Department's
Procurement Executive.

-- The information in the price negotiation memorandum for
the $90,000 fixed price contract was not sufficient to
demonstrate that the price was fair and reasonable nor did it
offer convincing evidence that a fixed price contract was the
appropriate type of contract because of the number of
uncertainties in the work to be performed.

-- The matter of determining that IBC was a responsible
bidder was not adequately addressed by the OPR/STP contracting
officials. We were told by the OPR/STF contracting officials
that they had accepted IBC as a responsible bidder based on
previous purchase orders placed with IBC. However, when the
next contract with IBC was negotiated, it became apparent that
the matter was not addressed in adequate depth. The next
contract with IBC, for FY 1986 services, was classified by S/LPD
officials and IBC was required to obtain a facility clearance
prior to contract execution. Attempts to grant a security
clearance for IBC were delayed at one point because the
investigators found that IBC was in fact a loosely formed
av.ociation between two other companies. If the OPR/STP
contracting officials had pursued the issue of contractor
responsibi ity as required by the FAR in their preaward actions
for the $90,000 IBC contract, the organizational issues that
later caused the delay in the clearance might well have been
avoided.
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-Contract No. 1001-602066

-- The OPR/STP contracting officials negotiated this
contract on a cost-plus-fixed-fee basis using audit information
developed by a review of the IBC cost proposal by the
Department's Inspector General. The OPR/STP contracting
officials failed to require IBC officials to execute a
certificate of current cost or pricing data as required by FAR
15.804-4.

(2) Postaward Administration

There was no evidence uf any postaward administration in
either the small purchase order or the contract files. We were
told by the OPR/STP contracting officials that no administration
was performed. Some of the more significant problems we
identified were as follows:

-- There was no oversight by the OPR/STP contracting
officials of important features of the acquisitions iuch as
timely and complete deliveries of the services and payments of
contractor invoices.

-- In the case of the final contract, a cost type contract,
the OPR/STP contracting officials had not acted to obtain a
final audit of the IBC costs or to settle the issue of the
number of hours contracted for under the level-of-effort
arrangements in the contract. The contract work was supposedly
completed in September 1986; however, the actions described
previously were not initiated by the contracting officials until
the OIG staff began this inquiry in early 1987.

We believe that improvements are needed in the performance
of preaward and postaward contract administration functions.
(Recommendations 5 and 6).

f. Other Problems

We considered the lack of procurement planning that was
evident in the acquisitions from Mr. Gomez, IBC, and INSI. The
use of urgency as the basis for these acquisitions for the S/LPD
needs was caused by a lack of sound acquisition planning

We discussed the issue with the cognizant contracting
officials. We were told that acquisition planning procedures
were being developed and that requests for planned acquisitions
were issued but with little results. we were also told that
several policy letters on acquisition planning had been issued,
the latest on March 27, 1987.

The PAR requires agencies to perform acquisition planning.
Part 7 addresses acquisition planning and contains a multitude
of specific requirements-for agencies to follow to establish a
satisfactory acquisition planning system. One of the primary
purposes of the planning system mandated by the FAR is to
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promote and provide full and open competition or, when other
than full and open competition is authorized by the FAR, to
obtain competition to the maximum practical extent possible.

The actions taken by OPR/STP contracting officials to award
purchase orders and contracts for S/LPD program officials based
on urgent needs of the S/LPD program could have been avoided had
the Department enforced the acquisition planning requirements.
(Recommendation 7).

Our review of the acquisitions from Mr. Gomez, IBC, and INSI
also included a review of the Department's policies and
procedures currently in effect for acquisitions by OPR/STP
contracting officials. The instructions we reviewed included
the Department of State Procurement Regulations (Title 41,
Chapter 6) and the Procurement Division Instructions issued by
the OPR/STP staff. These procedures were not current with the
FAR and did not address a number of the acquisition policy and
procedure questions we were reviewing.

For example, during our review of the ratification action of
the final IBC contract, we found that the procedures for
contract ratification were in the as yet unpublished Department
of State Acquisition Regulation (DOSAR). The DOSAR was
published in the Federal Register for public comment on May 28,
1987. when published in final form, it will become the
Department's implementation of the FAR. The delay in issuing
Departmental procurement regulations has been a longstanding
problem and we believe that a high priority should be placed on
finalizing and publishing these regulations. (Recommendation8).

g. Problems Reported Previously

These deficient-acquisition practices are not now. A
previous audit report issued by the Department's Inspector
General In July 1983 on OPR/STP acquisition activities included
the following:

"Requisitioning organizations frequently engage in
procurement activities before submitting a procurement
request to OPR/STP/P. They often conduct market
surveys and even solicit proposals using OPR/STP/P not
as the Department's major procurement activity, but as
a requisition processor." The audit report included a
recommendation that OPR/STP should advise all
requisitioning organizations of their precise
responsibilities and limitations in procurement
activities.

"The inordinate use of sole-source procurement is
attributed mainly to insufficient time to permit formal
advertising or competitive negotiation and to
unquestioned acceptance of the sole-source
justifications of requisitioning offices.* The report
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included the recommendation that OPR/STP should not
process requisitions which stipulate sole source
procurement unless the criteria have been satisfied.

"OPR/STP, in accordance with FPR 1-3.807-2, should
establish controls and set forth procedures to assure
that price or cost analysis is performed on each
negotiated contract awarded and that such action is
adequately documented in the contract files."

-- "OPR/STP should emphasize to all Department
organizations the importance of their early
identification of planned acqisitions in the
procurement process even though funding is not a
certainty."

Apparently, the actions taken in response to the report were
not adequate to resolve the problems.

In the course of our interviews with the cognizant
contracting-officials we were told-that-there-was a great deal
of pressure to place the S/LPD orders and that there were
inadequate OPR/STP personnel resources at the time the
acquisitions were processed to perform the functions related to
the acquisition process. One official simply stated that the
OPR/STP small purchasing staff failed to do their job.

Contracting officials told us they generally agreed that the
sole source justifications were inadequate and they did not
question S/LPD officials on their actions to split the purchase
requirements. Moreover, we were told that the shortage of staff
caused OPR/STP to act as a "rubber stamp" operation.

2. Training Order Placed by the Foreign.Service Institute
Registrar

The Doreign Service Institute (MI/SI) Registrar placed
Training Order No. 1001-402486 for $16,198 with IBC on September
10, 1984. The training order required IBC to conduct seminars in
El Salvador on improving press relations for El Salvadoran
military officials in late August and early September of 1984.
The use of an M/FSI training order to obtain these IBC services
appears to be inconsistent with the principles that generally
apply to M/FSI training orders. Normally, M/FSI arranges for
training for State Department employees that is job related.
The training order with IBC was for media relations training for
officials of a foreign government and was conducted by a private
company in a foreign country.

According to the IBC proposal, it had been instructed to
plan and execute a series of mini seminars of two days each for
about fifteen persons per session. In addition to the formal
class work, IBC planned to arrange meetings between a former
Ambassador and senior government officials for hLm to impart
insights, methods, and recommendations on the proper conduct of
public information activities.
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The M/COMP Certifying Officer stated that the invoices
submitted by companies which have performed services under a
training order are -self-certifying." We were told that the
training order form statement--"I certify that the above named
student has been properly registered as stated" was used by
M/COMP personnel as the basis for certifying in invoice for
payment. Therefore, the documents needed for M/COMIP to process
a training order payment would be a copy of the training order
and the company's invoice.

we believe the procedures for "self-certification" of
contractor invoices may be an appropriate method for processing
payments when M/FSI personnel use a training order to acquire
training using M/FSI funds for job-related training for
employees. However, we believe that the use of
-self-certification" of contractor's invoices for the IBC
training order was not an appropriate method to process payments
since the services provided by IBC deviated from the normal
M/FSI training procedures.

In discussions with an IBC official -w were told that IBC
was asked to improve Salvadoran public relations capabilities.
we were told that IBC prepared materials for the program and
went to E1 Salvador. while there, IBC met with various people
and gave them advice and a plan; however, the "seinar" never
took place as a formal seminar. Instead, individual counseling
took place with 20 to 25 individuals. The former Ambassador
informed us that he went to E1 Salvador in June 1984 but not
during the period late August and early September 1984.
Moreover, he said that except for his travel expenses he
received no other payment for the work he performed in June
1984. The IBC proposal for the seminar in August/September 1984
included a $1,000 honorarium for the services of the former
Ambassador. During the same period IBC was providing services
to S/LPD under purchase order 1001-402296. The order covered
travel expenses to El Salvador for IBC personnel and the
evaluation of the government's public information programs.
S/LPD officials were unaware of the nature and extent of IBC
performance under the training order.

while the IBC official told us that the work ordered by
M/FSI's training order was not performed in accordance with the
specific requirements of the order, the invoice submitted by IBC
showed tuition for ten officials for a price of $16,198 for a
two-week seminar for El Salvadoran Government Officials in late
August--early September 1984. This IBC invoice was paid based
on the "self-certification" process.

On July 13, 1987, M/FSI informed us that its internal
controls over pass-through contracts such as the one discussed
above had been strengthened to prevent similar problems in the
future. We believe the delegation of procurement authority to
M/FSI should be reviewed to determine whether it is appropriate
for the Registrar to continue to award these types of training
orders in the future. (Recommendation 9). Moreover, we believe
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that action should be taken to recover funds from IBC since the
services specified in the training order issued by M/FSI were
not performed. (Recommendation 10).

Comments of Department Officials

In commenting on a draft of this report, the former head of
S/LPD stated (1) he was not aware of the procurement policies
and regulations, (2) he relied on his staff and procurement
office staff to insure that appropriate rules were complied
with, (3) he was never informed about any irregularities in
S/LPD'S procurement practices, rather, he was informed that such
practices were followed all the time, (4) he was not adequately
supported by the Department with administrative and other
personnel familiar with Departmental procedures, and (5) the
pricing of many of IBC's activities such as handling defectors
and establishing credibility of U.S. government officials was
difficult to establish.

Officials in A/OPR and A/OPE described the causes fsr the
problems somewhat differently. Both stated that a lack of
resources within the procurement function has been a historical
problem in the Department and has hindered the carrying out of
effective procurement operations. However, both also stated
that the majority of the fault for the problems with the ISC
contracts was with the programming office (in this case S/LPD)
rather than the procurement or contracting officials. A/OPR
commented that S/LPD exploited the situation by entering into
unauthorized commitments, selecting the source, deciding upon
dollar amounts and relying on the contracting officer to correct
the situation on an urgent and compelling basis to facilitate
payment. Both A/OPR and A/OPE stated that S/LPD used extreme
duress and "stoamrolled" procurement officials to process
acquisitions which did not comply with appropriate regulations.
A/OPR also commented that the report did not recognize the
considerable progress which has boen made in the procurement
operations in the Department since the subject contracts with
IBC and its principals were processed. Along these lines, he
stated that most of the recommendations concerning procurement
operations have already been implemented.

We acknowledge that a lack of personnel resources could have
been a contributing factor in the operations of both S/LPD and
procurement. We found that the former head of S/LPD made many
requests for staffing and other support for his office. We also
verified that administrative positions in S/LPD turned over
frequently and were vacant during some periods. In summary, we
agree that S/LPD probably was not adequately supported by the
Department. We also acknowledge that the lack of adequate
personnel resources in the procurement function has been a
problem reported previously by the Inspector General.
Concerning progress made in procurement activities we believe
that significant improvements may have been made; however, the
scope of this inquiry was limited to specific procurement
actions, some of which were several years old. We did not
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conduct a review of the Department's procurement function and
therefore cannot coirnent on its overall operations. We will,
however, conduct a complete examination of procurement
activities in the future.

In our opinion, as we stated in the report,. both S/LPD and
procurement personnel are responsible for the problems in the
acquisition process. we believe that as a manager, the former
head of S/LPD had a responsibility to be knowledgeable of basic
federal procurement requirements, such as the prohibition
against directing a contractor to begin work or otherwise
committing the government to contracts without the authority to
do so.

C. Reasonableness of Prices and Performance

Some charges to the FY 1986 contract appear to be
questionable. The specific types and amounts of such costs will
be described in a separate report on an incurred cost audit
which currently is being conducted by OIG staff. In addition,
as previously discussed under the Acquisition Process, IBC's
conduct of a media relations seminar differed so significantly
from its proposal for the seminar that we recommended collection
efforts by Department officials (see Recommendation i0). while
deliverables were vaguely defined and reported, the performance
by Frank Gomez and IBC on all other purchase orders and
contracts was approved, accepted, and frequently applauded by
S/LPD officials.

with the exception of the FY 1986 contract, we did not
conduct incurred cost audits because the purchase orders and
contracts were fixed price procurements. Our audit of that
contract has been delayed somewhat because of the unavailability
of documents and because we were requested to work through the
legal firm representing IBC in obtaining information about the
work performed. Based on preliminary results of the audit, it
appears that travel and ADP equipment costs charged by IBC are
questionable.

The travel expenses included lodging, transportation, meals,
clothing, and other items for individuaLs while they were in
Washington, D.C. and other cities in the United States under the
sponsorship of S/LPD. During these visits, the exiles and
defectors ware giving interviews; meeting with groups, members
of Congress; and attending press conferences. These work
elements and costs were not specifically included in the final
contract issued by procurement, although they were included in
the proposal sent to OPR/STP. The amount that is disallowed
will be determined during the incurred cost audit.

The charges for computer support need to be recomputed. In
the c,&" proposal, IBC stated that $25 an hour was the best
price available from vendors for computer access. This rate was
accepted for use in the cost review. The actual amount IBC
billed for computer usage totalled $7,981. This amount almost
equalled the total cost of the computer equipment, software, and
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supplies purchased by IBC ($8,277). Since the equipment was not
used only for the Department of State contract, and is still
available for use by IBC for other clients and its own staff,
there should ba an adjustment of the computer charges.

Finally, the indirect rates need to be recomputed.
Provisional indirect rates were computed during the cost
proposal review. These rates are subject to recomputation and
adjustment based on the actual costs incurred. Work performed
under the FY 1986 contract, as well as all work under all other
purchase orders and contracts except the M/FSI training order
was invoiced, approved for payment by S/LPD officials, and
certified and processed for payment by M/COMP personnel. In
each case it appears that at least some work was performed;
however, it appears that Department personnel approved invoices
for payment without adequate evidence that required work had
been conducted.

For example, the purchase order with INSI for $5,500 was for
an analysis of S/LPD's distribution system for publications on
Central America. The invoice from INSI to S/LPD was a one
sentence statement that the analysis had been completed and that
payment was requested. An S/LPD official certified that the
work had been completed and forwarded the invoice for payment
and payment was made. There was no written report of the
analysis. Frank Gomez informed us that, while no written report
was prepared, an analysis was conducted. He stated that the
main purpose of the purchase order, however, was to start
designing and implementing a new distribution system for S/LPD.
The S/LPD official who certified the invoice for payment
informed us that he did not recall whether an analysis had been
performed.

we believe that purchase orders and contracts should be more
specific in describing required performance and that officials
approving invoices for payment should have more evidence that
the required work has been performed. (Recommendations 11 and
12). On balance, almost all officials we interviewed expressed
i-tisfaction with the quality and level of performance on the
subject contracts.

Comments of Department Officials

In commenting on a draft of this report the former head of
S/LPD again expressed satisfaction with the level and quality of
work performed by IBC and Frank Gomez for the Department. ie
described in some detail the difficulty in pricing such
activities as re-establishing the credibility of government
officials or the handling of defectors, two of the functions he
stated were being purchased under the contract. While we agree
that establishing a price for some activities may be difficult,
it is firmly and clearly required by procurement regulations.
The response also illustrates the nature of the problem with
vaguely defined work elements. As stated the functions are not
only difficult to price but also difficult to measure, evaluate,
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and certify as completed so that payment can be authorized--also
required by procurement regulations.

D. Lobbying Activities.

Although allegations stere widespread, there is no-evidence
that S/LPD staff particip&t-d directlyy or indirectly in any
unlawful lobbying or that IBC spent S/LPD contract funds for
lobbying activities. Many of S/LPD's and IBC's activities under
contract with S/LPD provided opportunities to conduct prohibited
lobbying; however, there is no evidence that these officials
violated the anti-lobbying statute.

Public diplomacy is separated from lobbying by a thin and
complex line. The basic legislation, 18 USC 1913 (the
"anti-lobbying statute") provides that

"No part of the money appropriated by any enactment of
Congress shall, in the absence of express authorization by
Congress, be used directly or indirectly to pay for any
personal service, advertisement, telegram, telephone,
better, printed or written matter, or other device, intended

or designed to influence in any manner a Member of Congress,
to favor or oppose, by vote or otherwise, any legislation or
appropriation by Congress, whether before or after the
introduction of any bill or resolution propsing such
legislation or appropriation; but this shall not prevent
officers or employees of the United States or of its
departments or agencies from communicating to members of
Congress. on the request of any Member or to Congress,
through the proper official channels, questss for
legislation or appropriations which they deem necessary for
the efficient conduct of the public business."

Many of S/LPD's activities provided opportunities to conduct
improper lobbying. The Coordinator and staff traveled and spoke
extensively on the merits of the Administration's policy and
programs for Central America. S/LPD paid for the cost of
publication and circulation of pamphlets and articles favorable
to the Administration's policy. S/LPD sponsored, paid for, and
escorted Central American refugees and exiles to cities in the
United States for speaking engagements before members of
Congress and various private sector audiences. If, in carrying
out these activities, S/LPD personnel had suggested or agreed
that a members) of Congress should be contacted and encouraged
to support programs in Central America, a violation would have
occurred.

During our inquiry we question,-d a number of S/LPD's
activities and discussed them with OIG investigations staff and
the Department of Justice. One such activity was reflected in a
June 25, 1985, memorandum from the Administrative Officer of
S/LPD to the S/S-EX Budget Officer providing information in
support of S/LPD's budget request. The memorandum contained the
fo owing statement:
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"During the recent congressional hearings on financial
assistance to the freedom fighters in Nicaragua, S/LPD furnished
floor speeches and talking papers to Congressional supporters of
the President's program".

During discussions with an official from the Department of
Justice we were informed that this activity was not a violation
of the anti-lobbying statute as it has been interpreted by the
Department of Justice. According to this individual, violations
are evident only where the appropriated funds are used to
effectuate a grass roots type of campaign directed at
influencing a member(s) of Congress.

Tn some extent Congress was informed of S/LPD's activities.
In the Department's FY 1997 budget request, under the Office of
the Secretary, the following information was included:

"One unit within the Office of the Secretary is the Office
of Public Diplomacy for Latin America and the Caribbean. -his
office has coordinated the efforts of appropriate agencies of
the Federal Government toward a better public awareness and
understanding of the administration's policy in Latin America
and the Caribbean. This office also sponsors the public
appearances of individuals whose experiences in Latin America or
the Caribbean are germane to public debate on policy issues for
the region. In the last 12 months, the office has arranged for
more than 400 public appearances (including speaking before
refugee and exile groups iA the United States), and more than
100 radio and television appearances, of its staff and others,
including foreign visitors. * * *-During the same period it has
arranged for publication and dissemination of publications and
pamphlets (including translations of foreign originated
articles)."

There is no evidence that IBC performed lobbying activities
for the Department under contract. Notwithstanding the
considerAble press coverage of IBC's activities in this and
related areas, our work to date has disclosed no evidence that
S/LPD knowingly paid IBC or Frank Gomez to perform prohibited
lobbying activities.. As mentioned previously, the scope of our
inquiry included only the activities of IBC or Frank Gomez
performed under the purchase orders and contracts with the
Department between 1904 to 1986. Our work did not include the
activities of IBC or Frank Gomez performed for other clients.

The first head of S/LPD informed us that he was alert from
the beginning that his official public diplomacy functions would
put him close to the prohibitions against lobbying contained in
the State Department appropriation acts and the anti-lobbying
statute. He requested guidance from the Legal Adviser's office
and circulated to his staff the guidance provided: "Do's and
Don't's in Department Public Affairs Activities." Most of the
key S/LPD officials we interviewed stated that considerable care
was exercised within S/LPD to assure that lobbying violations
did not occur.

75-986 0-88-37
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There is also evidence that S/LPD participated in a group
with other organizations which conducted activities which S/LPD
would have been prohibited from performing (e.g. a targeted
telephone campaign in selected congressional districts). One
example is reflected in a document titled "Chronological Event
Checklist" which was located in the S/LPD administrative files
and IBC files. The document, dated March 1, 1985, lists
week-by-week activities, along with the person or organization
responsible for carrying them out. Three of the entries on the
checklist are as follows:

Event Responsibility

Send resource book on the Contodora process State/LPD
to congressmen, media outlets, private
organizations and individuals interested
in Nicaragua.

Prepare themes for approaches to Congressmen NSC
based on overall listed perceptions which will
directly attack the publicly and privately
expressed objections to voting for financial
aid.

Targeted telephone campaign begins in 120 (Private
Congressional districts. CITIZENS FOR citizen)
AMERICA district activists organize phone-
tree to targeted Congressional offices
encouraging them to vote for aid to the freedom
fighters in Nicaragua.

we were unable to establish the authorship of this document
and others like it even though we found them in both S/LPD and
IBC files. None of the officials we contacted could recall
specifically where the documents came from or how they came to
be filed with other related documents.

We found no evidence that S/LPD funds, either directly or
through its contracts with Frank Gomez and IBC, were used for
the activities listed as the responsibility of the NSC and the
private citizen. The preparation and dissemination of the
publication on the Contodora process was a legitimate activity
for S/LPD.

The SECRET classification of the IBC contract for FY 1986
probably gave rise to suspicions among the media and in Congress
that illegal or improper activities were contemplated under the
contract. The suspicions were enhanced by later revelations
that IBC, while under contract to 8/LPD, was simultaneously
involved in questionable dealings with Lt. Col. Oliver North, at
al. On May 7,1987 one of the IBC partners, Richard Miller,
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pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy to defraud the
government of income tax for his work with Carl R. (Spitz)
Channell. There is no evidence, however, that IBC used any
S/LPD contract funds for prohibited lobbying activities. Also,
according to press reports of the testimony of Messrs. Channell
and Miller to the Independent Counsel, they seem to have-had no
need of State Department funds for their other activities
because of the generous funding available to them from the
National Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty (NEPL), the
tax exempt foundation of Mr. Channell.

Comments of DePartment Officials

In commenting on a draft of this report the former head of
S/LPD objected to our inclusion of the Chronological Event
Checklist. He stated that the document was irrelevant to
S/LPD's activities and was not prepared by anyone in S/LPD or
the Department of State. He stated that the use of the document
could give the impression that S/LPD in some way condoned or
coordinated the activities listed. The current head ok ARA/LPD
suggested that the document, and others like it, were provided
to the office by IBC. He stated that all such documents were
marked CONFIDENTIAL when received from IBC.

The document in question was only one of several we
identified in S/LPD's and IBC's files. Other documents covered
different time periods and described different activities of
different organizations. Some of the documents, even those in
S/LPD's files, were marked as classified and some were not. we
acknowledged in the report that the authorship of the document
was not established and that S/LPD's activity described in the
document was an acceptable one; however, we believe that the
document itself is relevant and that it accurately reflects
S/LPD's association with other groups and organizations involved
in activities which S/LPD would have been prohibited from
performing or from paying IBC to perform.

E. Ethical/Conflict of Interest Considerations

The special inquiry disclosed a potential violation of
ethical standards of conduct and a potential conflict of
interest. The ethical question involved a Department of Defense
employee detailed to S/LPD. The potential conflict of interest
involved activities of Frank Gomez during the period immediately
preceding his retirement from the U.S. Information Agency.

I. Ethical Considerations

The Code of Federal Regulations (22 CFR Part 10.735-201)
lists various proscribed actions under Ethical and Other Conduct
and Responsibilities of Employees. The section states that an
employee shall avoid any action, whether or not specifically
prohibited by the regulations in this part, which might result
in, or create the appearance of: (1) giving preferential
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treatment to any person or (2) losing independence or
impartiality.

A Department of Defense detailed to S/LPD, who served as a
Senior Military Advisor from June 1984 through June 196, and as
Executive Officer from about June 1985 to June 1986, may have
violated these regulations. This individual introduced his
sister, who was a specialist in establishing and operating mail
distribution systems, to the head of S/LPD and to Frank Gomez of
IBC. Both the head of S/LPD and Frank Gomez confirmed that she
was introduced by the Senior Military Advisor as his sister. At
the time of the introduction, she was employed by a private firm
in New York. S/LPD subsequently contracted with INSI and with
IBC for analysis, design, and operation of a mail distribution
system. The sister was hired by IBC to direct the work under
such contracts.

By virtue of his position as the Executive Officer, the
Senior Military Advisor was in a position to influence S/LPD's
decision to contract for the services and IBC's decision to hire
his sister. Also, even though Frank Gomez and IBC had performed
various activities for LPD under several previous purchase
orders and contracts, operating a mail distribution system was
not one of such activities. The analysis, establishment, and
operation of S/LPD's distribution system was contracted for on a
sole-source basis. In addition, the Senior Military Advisor was
involved in the decision by S/LPD officials to classify the
final contract with IBC, which included about $150,000 for
design and operation of the mail distribution system. He
informed us that he probably made the suggestion to classify the
contract although the final decision was made at a higher level.
As previously stated, we found that the classification of the
contract was done, without justification, apparently to avoid
competition and public disclosure of the contract in the CBD.

Since the Senior Military Advisor is a Department of Defense
employee who was on a nonreimbursable detail to the Department,
we referred the matter to the DOD Inspector General for further
consideration and appropriate action on May 18, 1987.

2. Potential Conflict of Interest

Prior to being employed by S/LPD on a purchase order in
February 1984, Frank Gomez was employed as the Director of
Foreign Prcau Centers for USIA. He retired from that agency on
February 14, 1984 and the performance date for the work called
for by the purchase order with S/LPD was February 14, 1984
through May 31, 1984.

Documents contained in the S/LPD files indicate that, while
he was employed by USIA, Frank Gomez established the Institute
for North-South Issues and negotiated with USIA and the State
Department for contract work after he retired. The purchase
order discussed above was also negotiated with S/LPD while he
was employed by USIA.
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This matter was referred to the USIA TG along with available
documentation on May 15, 1987 to determine whether any conflict
of interest laws or regulations were violated.

F. Congressional and Press Guidance

A relatively small, but important, portion of information
provided to Congressional requesters and as press guidance was
either inaccurate, incomplete, or potentially misleading. There
was no evidence that mistakes were made intentionally.

The first external interest in the Department's contracts
with IBC and its principals was by Senator John Kerry of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee on December 17, 1986. On
December 19, 1986, Representativa Edward Feighan of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee requested information about the IBC
and other contracts. Since that time numerous additional
requests have been made by:

Congressman Dante Fascell, House Foreign Affairs, 2/9/87
House Foreign Affairs Committee Staff, 2/10/87
Congressman Lee Hamilton, Houir Foreign Affairs, 2/13/87
Congressman Dante Fascell, Houre Foreign Affairs, 3/4/87
Senator John Kerry, Senate Foreign Relations, 3/24/87
Congressmen Fascell and Broomfield, House Foreign Affairs,

3/26/87

Senator Kerry's December 17, 19116 request was for "any and
all contracts between the State Department, or any agency or
entity under its aegis, and International Business
Communications, * * * or Richard MiLler or Frank Gomez, two of
IBC's principals, entered into at any time from 1981 to the
present." In responding to the request on January 29, 1987 the
Department's correspondence stated: "A search of our contract
files coyering the year 1981 through the present has surfaced
the two enclosed contract documents.' The documents referred to
were the last two contracts with IBC--the FY 1986 contract for
$276,186 and the contract for the 7 months ending September
30,1985, for $90,000. As discussed above, our work shows that
there were four earlier purchase orders and contracts with Frank
Gomez and IBC totalling $69,400 between February and December
1984.

Press guidance was prepared on several occasions in
February, March, and April 1987. Press guidance prepared by ARA
on February 7, 1987 included a sries of questions and answers,
one of which was as follows:

0Q. Why was the State Department contract with IBC
backdated? Is this normal practice?

"A. The contract with IBC was not backdated. The contract
was signed in September 1986 to cover the period from October
1985 to September 1986.
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"The contract was negotiated wall in advance of being
signed. However, its terms required that the contracting firm
obtain specific security clearances before the contract could be
signed. Procurement regulations allow unclassified work to be
performed in such cases pending the receipt of the security
clearances necessary to allow the signing of the contract."

The inference that IBC delayed the classified activities and
worked only on unclassified activities pending receipt of its
security clearance is erroneous. The records show, and anyone
familiar with the contract should have known, that IBC was
conducting allegedly "classified" activities before receiving
its clearance and, in fact, had completed all such activities
before receiving the clearance.

We believe that officials providing information for
Congressional requesters and press briefings should be reminded
to exercise caution to insure that such information is accurate
and complete. (Recommendation 13).

G. Departmental Cooperation with Congressional Requesters

Responsiveness to requests for information by members of the
Congress and their staffs has been somewhat slow and fragmented,
although the volume of information requested has been
considerable. The role of the Office of the Legal Adviser in
providing information to the requesters was not completely
understood and was a source of some friction with some members
of Congress and Congressional staff.

Departmental procedures for providing information to
Congressional requesters are described in 5 FAN 110 and the.
Secretariat Handbook. The procedures require Congressional
correspondence to be answered, or at least acknowledged, within
3 workdays from receipt in the action office. Concerning
requests for information, the stated policy is that all officers
are authorized and encouraged to provide prompt and forthcoming
support.

The Department has been criticized, mainly by staff of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee (HPAC), for not cooperating with
Congressional requesters attempting to obtain information about
the contracts with IBC and Frank Gomez. On February 19, 1987,
in testimony before the HFAC, the Secretary was asked about the
Department's unresponsiveness to the Committee's request. The
Chairman and Ranking Minority Member stated that "Apparently,
the Department is following an internal review process before
documents are furnished to the Committee that has effectively
choked off the flow of information to the Committee. In the
interest of comity, we respectfully request the Department to
speed up the process."

The criticism of the Department focuses on two main
issues--first, the length of time taken in responding to
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requests for information and, second, the role of the Office of
the Legal Adviser in releasing information to the requesters.

In the case of timeliness, requests for information took as
long as a month, or longer, to receive a response. The request
from Congressman Feighan, dated December 19, 1986, took over 3
months. On balance, the requests for information from the
Department have been voluminous. One request alone involved
copies of documentation for 90 procurements on 67 separate
procurement actions. Another problem has been that Department
officials have been quicker to promise information to
Congressional requesters than to deliver such information.
During an on-the-record meeting between staff of the HFAC and
officials from H, ARA/LPD, OPR/STP, and L on February 10, 1987,
numerous questions were asked and requests for information from
the Department were made. Department officials agreed to
respond to the questions and provide the information requested;
however, no one inventoried what had been promised and made sure
that information promised was delivered. As of May 4, 1987,
some of the information still had not been provided..

The role of the Office of the Legal Adviser in the process
for receiving requests from the Congress and responding to those
requests has also caused consternation, particularly among
Congressional and General Accounting Office (GAO) staff. The
role was, or at last was perceived to be, unusual since L
normally does not function as a conduit for detailed information
requests and response, to such requests. All files and
documentation requested by the staff, and, in the initial stages
of our inquiry, even by representatives of the OIG, were first
reviewed by L before being made. available for examination by the
staff. Requests for copies of documents were made through L.
This process was criticized as an attempt to obstruct staff
investigations of the Department's contracts with IBC and
others.

According to the Deputy Legal Adviser responsible for
coordinating the Department's cooperation with the Iran/Contra
investigations, the Secretary asked the Office of the Legal
Adviser to coordinate the efforts of an Informal Working Group
(IWG), which was composed of persons from a number of bureaus
and was designed to facilitate all of the Department's efforts
to cooperate with various law enforcement and Congressional
investigations underway on Iran/Contra issues. L assumed such a
role before questions were raised about the Department's
activities with IBC and Frank Gomez. When such questions were
raised, a )udgement was made that the documents involved were
likely to be requested by the Independent Counsel and the
Congressional Select Committees investigating the Iran/Contra
affair. He stated that the IWG adopted the same procedures it
had established for other aspects of the investigation to ensure
that a thorough search was made, that the chain of custody of
documents was maintained as required by the independent counsel,
and that documents and requests therefore were logged and
arrangements made for prompt access by the various
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investigators. He stated that this role and rationale was
explained in a meeting with HFAC Staff on February 26, 1987.

We believe that Department officials should place a high
priority on responding to Congressional requests for
information, particularly after such information has been
promised by the Department. Officials dealing with
Congressional representatives should be more selective in
promising information and should attempt to negotiate reduced
volumes of information or phased delivery. Requests should be
discussed thoroughly with requesters so that redundant, boiler
plate, and routine procedural information is eliminated unless
absolutely necessary. Promises of information which are made
should be systematically tracked to ensure that requested
information is delivered and further criticism for
non-responsiveness is minimized. (Recommendation 14). The
specific nature and purpose of L's role (or the role of any such
working group or task force) in this and similar issues should
be clearly defined, documented, and communicated to affected
parties at the outset. (Recommendation 15).

Comments of Department Officials

In commenting on a draft of this report, A/OPR stated that
OPR/STP took the lead in trying to be responsive to the Hill and
that every initiative to release information came from the
Procurement Division. He added that at no time did any of the
offices involved assume responsibility for a coordinated
response.

H. Other Matters

1. Classification of the FY 1986 IBC Contract.

S/LPD classified its final contract with IBC as SECRET,
contending to officials in OPR/STP and L that it contained
sensitive information of a national security nature. However,
the contract was virtually a continuation of an unclassified FY
1985 contract, except for the addition of an unclassified
document distribution system. There wa nothing of nat Al
*seuritv ,-n a sensitive atureinthe ?i¢ rt.Inour
opinion, the real reason for classification W'*s to avoid

I publication in the CBD and possible challenges to the soje-
s? "-of trA .relationship. Most of thiremainingstaff of iM/ILPD, and the former officials we have contacted,

(now admit that classification was an error.

The improper classification created a number of other
problems since IBC could-not retain---copy of the contract, and
the contract could not be signed until IBC obtained a facility
clearance. This led to multiple technical security violations
and probably added to suspicions that the classification was to
cover improper dealings with IBC. -----
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The criteria for secret classification are contained in 5
FAN 922.1-2 which reads:

"Information may not be classified secret unless its
unauthorized disclosure reasonably could be expected to
cause serious damage to the national security.*

The FAM also prohibits certain classification actions at 5
FAM 921.b. It provides that "Information may not be classified
to conceal violations of law, inefficiency, or administrative
error; to prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or
agency; to restrain competition; or to prevent or delaT the..
release of information that does not require protection in the
interest of national security." (emphasis added).

On August 30, 1985, S/LPD requested an extension of the Fy
1985 contract with IBC to provide for services during FY 1986.
The only new work requirement was for the design and
implementation of a document distribution system. No mention
was made that the FY 1986 services would be classified. OPR/STP
informed S/LPD that the FY 1985 contract was a fixed price
contract and could not be extended. In addition, OPR/STP
informed S/LPD that the new contract should be publicized in the
CBD and full and open competition should be obtained.

On December 4, 1985, S/LPD requested a new contract and
stated that the services and contractual arrangements were to be
classified SECRET and not disclosed publicly "because of their
character, ingredients, and components." The justification
statement submitted by S/LPD was prepared so as to appear to
meet the classification requirements of the PAN. The
justification stated that "publication of the general nature of
the performance would be detrimental to ongoing programs under
S/LPD and revelation of certain operations or allowing
speculation could result in serious damage to our relations
with several allies and other foreign states." In a memorandum
dated February 24, 1986, the Deputy Coordinator wrote: "This is
a precise definition of secret." OPR/STP returned all contract
documents to S/LPD where they were subsequently stamped SECRET.

S/LPD officials informed us that they decided to classify
the contract because of concerns for the safety of Central
American defectors being brought to the United States by IBC for
media events. They said they believed that if this activity
became widely known, the safety of the defectors would be
jeopardized. They acknowledged this activity was not
specifically described in the contract and that the same
activity had been conducted by IBC under the previous
unclassified contract. In fact, S/LPD had previously contracted
with the U. S. Marshals Service to provide protective services
for a Central American defector. The correspondence concerning
the services, invoices, and request for payment were all
unclassified.

In our opinion, the only rationale for classification of the
FY 1986 contract was to avoid publication in the CBD and
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competition. The contract extension initially proposed by S/LPD
was unclassified, the statements by S/LPD officials concerning
the consequences of disclosing such information are not
accurate, and the safety of Central American defectors does not
justify a SECRET classification.

Declassification actions of ARA/LPD also did not follow
proper procedures. The declassification of the contract on
January 28, 1987, in response to Senator Kerry's request for
copies was not improper. The Coordinator of ARA/LPD at the time
of the declassification had the authority, by succession to the
Coordinator of S/LPD, to downgrade or declassify a document
classified by (or by direction of) his predecessor. On January
28, 1987 he wrote at the bottom of only the original copy of the
contract: "Declassified by Robt. Kagan 1/28/86." (sic). The
correct date was 1/28/87. However, other copies of the document
were not retrieved for declassification and holders of these
copies were not notified. Also various other documents which
were classified subsequent to and because the contract was
classified were not declassified. On June 9, 1987, following
several inquiries from OI staff, the Coordinator properly
declassified the contract and supporting documentation. We
believe that the Coordinator should be instructed to follow
established procedures for classifying and declassifying
documents in the future. (Recommendation 16).

The improper classification created an anomalous situation:
the contract could not be signed until the contractor had a
facility clearance; the contractor could not have a copy of the
contract; and the contractor could not be paid until the
contract-was signed. The classification of the contract
probably also gave rise to, and later fed, allegations of
improper lobbying through use of a classified contract.

Having created the problem of a classified contract with an
uncleared contractor, S/LPD and IBC did not act quickly to
resolve toe problem. Four security investigations were begun by
the Defense Investigative Service (DIS) at the request of S/LPD
and ARA/LPD in 1986: February 5, April 17, May 14, and July
10. According to DIS reports the first two were terminated
after IBC refused to respond to the investigators; the third was
terminated when DIS learned that IBC was not a registered
partnership; and the fourth resulted only in an "interim"
clearance, in the tenth month of the contract, but without
permission to possess classified material on the contractor's
premises. IBC was finally granted a secret facility clearance
on November 17, 1906, nearly tro months after the contract was
completed. However that clearance still did not allow the
contractor to have classified information on its prmises. As
discussed below, we found evidence that this requirement was
violated and we referred the issue to the Bureau of Diplomatic
Security for appropriate action.

While the fault for failure to obtain the necessary
clearance is primarily IBC's, S/LPD should not have allowed its
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contractor to continue to perform on a classified contract
without a facility clearance. (See Recommendation 16).

2. Security violations by ISC and LPD

During the course of the inquiry several potential security
violations were discovered. In responding to our request, IBC's
legal firm provided documents which were marked with the
security classification CONFIDENTIAL. Our information indicated
that the contractor did not have authority to store classified
documents and neither did the legal firm. In addition, the
documents had been commercially copied befor, they were provided
to us. During our review of S/LPD files, we found a TOP SECRET
document improperly stored in a bar-lock cabinet. These
problems were referred to the Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DS)
for investigation and appropriate action on April 9 and May 5,
1987. (See Recommendation 16).

Comments of Department Officials

In commenting on a draft of this report, the former head of
S/LPD stated that the DOD detailee told him that a procurement
official had suggested that the contract be classified so he
assumed that this was the proper thing to do. He also described
the issue of safety of the defectors which IBC was handling for
S/LPD and stated that keeping this activity secret seemed to be
the prudent thing to do. The current head of ARA/LPD, on the
other hand, stated that the activities conducted under the
contract were not classified and that the contract should not
have been classified- He stated that this was part of his
rationale for declassifying the contract in January 1987. A/OPR
stated that new procedures are now in effect which require all
classified procurements to be brought to his attention.

In our opinion, the comment regarding the procurement
officials suggestion is misleading. As the situation was
described to OG staff, the suggestion was made only in response
to comments of S/LPD officials that the contract contained
sensitive information which should not be disclosed to the
public. The suggestion was not a concurrence that the
information contained in the contract was classified. Rather,
it was presented as advice to S/LPD that if the information was
sensitive and should be protected from the public, consideration
should be given to classifying the document.
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V-. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Department (A) should take appropriate actions to
implement Department policies to ensure that program offices,
including S-S/EX, ARA/EX, and ARA/LPD, are prohibited from
performing the acquisition functions assigned to the contracting
officers by the Federal Acquisition Regulation. Moreover, this
policy should prescribe disciplinary action in those instances
whsn a program official acts to commit the Government to
contracts without the authority to make such commitments.

2. The Department (A) should direct A/OPB and A/OPR to issue
instructions to OPR/STP contracting officials to reaffirm their
responsibilities to adhere to the competition requirements in
the Federal Acquisition Regulation. If deemed appropriate by
OPE, these instructions may be provided to other contracting
officials in the Department.

3. The Department (A) should direct A/OPE and A/OPR to issue
instructions to the OPR/STP contracting officials to stress
their responsibilities to adhere to the requirements for
publicizing proposed acquisitions in the Commerce Business Daily
as required by Part 5 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation. If
deemed appropriate by OPE, these instructions may be provided to
other contracting officials in the Department.

4. The Department (A) should direct A/OPE end A/OPR to issue
instructions to the OPR/STP contracting officials to stress
their responsibilities to adhere to the small purchasing
procedures in Part 13 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.
Specific instructions should be given to OPR/STP officials to
detect and eliminate split requiremftnts proposed by program
officials.

5. The Department (A) should direct A/OPE and A/OPR to issue
instructions to the OPR/STP contracting officials to define the
preawardiand postaward contract administration functions they
are to perform. Moreover, OPE should conduct a random review of
OPR/STP contracts during early FY 1988 to determine if the
instructions are being followed by the OPR/STP contracting
officials.

6. The Department (A) should direct A/OPE and A/OPR to issue
instructions on the use of contract audit services for both
preaward and postaward contract actions. Moreover, OPE should
conduct a random review of OPR/STP contracts in early FY 1988 to
determine if the instructions are being followed by the OPR/STP
contracting officials.

7. The Department (A/OPE in coordination with M and A) should
take the actions necessary to implement an effective acquisition
planning program within the Department as required by Part 7 of
the Federal Acquisition Regulation. Moreover, OPE should review
the results of the planning system in early FY 1988 to determine
if it is achieving the desired results.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

P I Z i , . t I me W , 11 - I
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8. The Department (A/OPE) should complete the actions necessary
to finalize the Department of State Acquisition Regulation as
expeditiously as possible.

9. The Department (A/OPE) should review the current delegation
of procurement authority issued to the Foreign Service Institute
(M/FSI) and determine whether it needs to be modified to
preclude the use of the Registrar's authority to issue training
orders for persons outside the Department using funds that are
not M/FSI funds.

10. The Department (M/FSI) should take immediate action to
recover funds from International Business Communications (IBC)
for nonperformance of services under Training Order No.
1001-402486.

11. The Department (ARA/EX) should instruct ARA/LPD to prepare
purchase requirements in sufficient detail to allow OPR/STP to
structure definitive, quantifiable, statements of work which
identify deliverables and delivery dates.

12. The Department (A/OPR) should direct OPR/STP to reject
purchase requirements which lack sufficient detail to develop
definitive, quantifiable statements of work.

13. The Department (H and PA) should instruct all Department
offices, including ARA and L, to exercise more care to insure
the accuracy and completeness of information provided for
Congressional requesters and press guidance.

14. The Department (H) should modify instructions for use by
Department offices and officials in dealing with Congressional
requesters. Such instructions should address informal or verbal
requests and should include the need to:

-- ,place a high priority on responding to Congressional
requests, particularly after information has been
promised,

-- thoroughly discuss, define, delimit, and document the
information needed to respond to the request,

obtain a written request for the information, if
possible, and

periodically follow-up on commitments to provide
information, to insure that requests do not remain open
for excessively long periods.

15. The Department (H in coordination with L and S/S), when it
is desirable to designate L (or any other working group or task
force) as a focal point for receiving and responding to requests
for information on a particular subject, should describe the
nature and purpose of the arrangement in writing and communicate
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it to affected parties, particularly those in the Congress, at
the outset.

16. The Department (DS and ARA) should require that the
Coordinator and staff of ARA/LPD familiarize themselves with the
Department's security regulations and adhere strictly to the
classification, declassification, and physical protection
requirements of 5 FAM 920, 930, 940, 950, 960, and 970.



KEY PROGRAM AND PROCUREMENT OFFICIALS
INVOLVED IN CONTRACTS" WTH I C AND ITS PRINCIPALS

STAFFING OF KEY POSITIONS IN S/LPD (ARA/LPD) 1984-1987

Position

Coordinator

Deputy
Coordinator

Deputy
Coordinator

Administrative
Officer

1984

Otto J. Reich
(STATE)

John D. Blacken
(STATE)

Johnathan S. Miller
(STATE)

vacant
Matthew Freedman

(USAID)

1985

Otto J. Reich

John D. Blacken

Johnathan S. Miller

Francis Gardner
(STATE)

Daniel Jacobowitz
(DOD)(9/85 - ;2/85)
Thomas F. Calhoun
(STATE)(from 12/85)

1986

Otto J. Reich
(to 1/86)

John D. Blacken,
(1/86 - 5/86)

Robert W. Kagan
(from 5/86)

John D. Blacken(to 5/86)

John Scafe, Acting
(USIA)

Thomas F. Calhoun
(to 12/86) 1

1987
Robert W. Kagan

Acting

Cresencio Arcos(USIA)

Daniel Fisk
(STATE)

Vacant
(Daniel Fisk,
Acting)

STAFFING OF KEY PROCUREMENT POSITIONS 1984 - 1987

Procurement
Division Chief

Procut (&ihitit
Exe futivt!

John Conway

John Conway,
Acting

John Conway(to 6/85)
Joseph W. Globe-
Acting (to 10/85)
Barbara A. Garland,
Acting (from 10/85)

John Conway,
Acting

Barbar'b A. Garland,Acting,(to 4/86)

Robert B. Dickson
(from 4/86)

John Conway
(from 2/86)

Robert B. Dickson

John Conway

EXHIBIT A

I-A
CA



Order/Contract No.

1001-402214
Awarded to:

1001-402296
Awarded to:

1001-502074
Awarded to:

1001-502356
Awarded to:

1001-402486
Awarded to:

1001-502160
Awarded to:

1001-602066
Awarded to:

Mr. Gomez

Mr. Gomez.

LISTING OF OFFICIALS INVOLVED IN
EACH CONTRACT

Officials Involved

0. Reich, S/LPD (Requested Order)
J. Miller, S/LPD (Liaison Officer)*

0.
J.
S.

IBC

INSI

IBC.

IBC.

IBC

Reich, S/LPD (Requested Order)
Miller, S/LPD (Liaison Officer)*
Canady, OPR/STP (Signed Order)

J. Miller, S/LPD (Requested Order)
(Liaison Officer)*

S. Canady, OPR/STP (Signed Order)

F.

R.

0.
J.
A.

F.

J.
J.
B.

0.
F.
R.
J.

L.
B.
J.

Gardner, S/LPD (Requested Order)
(COTR)

Green, OPR/STP (Signed Order)

Reich, S/LPD (Requested Order)
Miller, S/LPD (COTR)
Edwards M/FSI (Signed Training Order)

Gardner, S/LPD (Requested Contract)
(COTR)

Miller, S/LPD (Proposed as COTR but not designated)
Handrahan, OPR/STP (Negotiated Contract)
Garland, OPR/STP (Signed Contract)

Reich, S/LPD (Requested Contract from S/S-EX)
Gardner, S/LPD (Requested Contract from OPR/STP)
Kagan, S/LPD (COTR)
Blacken, S/LPD (Designated as COTR by S/LPD, not
named as COTR due to rotation)
Berryhill, OPR/STP.(Negotiated Contract)
Garland, OPR/STP (Signed Contract)
Conway, A/OPE (Ratified S/LPD Actions)

*NOTE: No Contracting Officer's Technical Representative (COTR) was designated
on the purchase orders. Instead, a Liaison Officer was designated.
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exhibit B - Memorandum from Former Coordinator
of S/LPD dated JuLy 17, 1987

United States Department of State

WIr. heingun, D.C. 20520
July 17, 1987

MEMORANDUM

TO: 01G/AUD - Lynn W. Burgener

FROM: Aibassador Otto J. Reich6

SUBJECT: Draft Report--Special Inquiry into the.
Department's Contracts with International.
Business Communications (IBC)

The following are my comments on the draft report I
can only address myself to those management decisions over
which I had an impact at S/LPD. Several of the
allegations concerning Department procedures occurred
after I left S/LPD and many do not apply to S/LPD.

I will begin with Page 14 on the report, which is
where the main text starts.

Page 14, IV, Para A. I wish to take issue with the
statement that *the need for the purchase orders and
contracts may have been justifiable in the beginning but
was questionable in the later periods as S/LPD's in-house
staff grew and gained experience." This judgment is
subjective and erroneous, and frankly, constitutes
second-guessing. The purchase orders and contracts for
outside assistance were as justifiable as the staff grew
as they were at the beginning, because the demands on the
office grew geometrically while the staff grew
arithmetically. As the office became more and more a
reliable source of information for members of the
executive branch--including the President, the Vice
President, the Secretaries of State and Defense, the
Director of Central Intelligence--the Congress, the media,
and other audiences; demands on this office increased. In
the *later periods* the S/LPD staff was just as busy as it
had been at the beginning. The enormous amount of product
which was demanded and received by our audiences caused
our staff to work extremely long hours and every weekend.
In fact the IBC contract which first drew the attention of
the Congress and the press and-which caused this IG report
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to be undertaken, was a result of the inability of the
State Department to properly distribute the voluminous
amount of S/LPD materials satisfactorily to audiences in
the executive and legislative branches as. well outside of
government.

I would like to add at this point tha one of the
principal objectives of the office from the very first day
wac to help re-establish the credibility o& the

A-idnm-i tration' in-fo-rmation. Wen the office was
created, a number of Members of Congress and the media
were publicly questioning the credibility of the
Administration. I am very proud to say that in two and a
half' years of producing scores of documents, speeches,
briefings, issues papers and other materials, not one
factual error or mistake was made in S/PD materials. In
April of 1985 Secretary Shultz told me that, in his
opinion, S/LPD had done *a superlative, an outstanding"
job. This sentiment about the office was not a result of
carelessness or lack of attention to detail. It is very
easy to second-guess the actions of an executive, whether
in the government or the private sector, two years after
the fact. But the reader should put himself in the
position in which the Administration found itself in the
summer of 1983, when banner headlines in the press too
often distorted or misrepresented the facts of reality in
Central America and of the policy of the United States
designed to deal with the crisis (as the President
correctly called it) in that region of the world. The
urgency" never passed, at least as far as the President
of the United States and his senior advisors were
concerned. In fact, even after I had already left for
Venezuela and taken over my duties as Ambassador, the
President continued to use S/LPD products in his
successful battle to obtain Congressional support for his
Central American policy.

There is a factual error (in the second paragraph of
page 10 and again on page 14) which states *Coordinator
Reich came to State in December 1983....' Actually, I
began the public diplomacy activities on July 5, 1983,
immediately upon public announcement of the establishment
of the office. The Office had been established, as the
report states on July 1, 1983, but I had been designated
at a meeting of the National Security Council on June 21,
1983. [The possible reason for the confusion in the dates
may stem from the fact that from July to December 1983 I
was still on the AID payroll and in effect working on
detail from AID to State.) The report is completely
correct however, when it states that 'lacking adequate
staff, Mr. Reich obtained permission to contract for a
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short-term professional services contract in February 1984
with Frank Gomez .... 0I believe it is important to state
(in fact, it cannot be overstated) how much this office
was lacking not only in adequate staff, but in adequate
resources of all kinds. As I told the IG Team, I
personally had to ask constantly for resources for what
was supposed to be a Presidential initiative. It took
months for S/LPD to obtain its own office space,
telephones, typewriters, staff, and all the other support
necessary to carry out its function.

One very important element related to inadequate
resources, which had direct bearing on the subject of this
inquiry, was my constant request for an administrative
officer from the State Department to be assigned to S/LPD
to assist us in all administrative matters. This
included--and I remember repeatedly mentioning this as an
example of why we needed such administrative support--
supervision of our outside contracts (e.g., IBC). It took
over a year from the time that the office was established
for a State Department administrative expert to be
assigned to S/LPD. Even then, we had only what amounted
to 1TDY6 personnel as we changed administrative officers
frequently because of other priorities of the Department.
In fact, over two years after the establishment of the
office, I personally requested the Director General of the
Foreign Service to please see if he could identify an
experienced person to fill the again empty administrative
slot in S/LPD. This was after a two-month gap in that
position in the fall of 1985. This timing is very
important and bears elaboration because it is precisely
during this period in 1985 when S/LPD had no State
Department administrative officer assigned to it, that the
IBC contract in question (the one which is allegedly
erroneously classified) was negotiated. Because of the
lack of administrative support, I had to turned to a
Department of Defense detailee, an active duty military
officer, to help me with administrative matters. This
officer was an extremely hard-working and conscientious
individual but he had absolutely no knowledge of State
Department procedures, much less contracting. However, I
had no choice but to turn to him as I had already been
designated as Ambassador to Venezuela and was trying to
focus on my ongoing assignment, while still trying to keep
the office in operation. In fact, it was on a trip to
Quito, Ecuador, in October of 1985 to attend the Andean
Chiefs of Mission Conference in anticipation of my future
Ambassadorial assignment that I requested the Director
General of the Foreign Service to find S/LPD an
administrative officer. I told the Director General that
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I wanted to leave S/LPD in the best possible management
condition. Immediately upon his return to Washington, the
Director General did find us an administrative officer,
but this person could not be detached from his assignment
until six weeks later (December 1985). in effect,
therefore, we were without administrative support for
another crucial period. It can be argued that the
inability of the Department to provide S/LPD with such
help was an important contributing factor to any
irregularities which may have occurred in the handling of
the IBC relationship. I think it is a very telling
commentary on the Department's priorities that one and a
half years later (1987) approximately half a dozen
experienced State Department auditors were found to look
into the contract. These individuals spent a total of
approximately two to three months looking 4nto this
relationship. Had we had -ust one of these capable and
knowledgeable individuals assisting us with our
contracting procedures in S/LPD in 1984 and 1985, perhaps
the American taxpayer would have been spared the need for,
and saved the cost of, this investigation.

Going back to the Report itself, on page 12, third
paragraph, it is stated that gin January 1985 the
coordinator of S/LPD was nominated as Ambassador to
Venezuela and withdrew from active leadership of S/LPD.8
This is not correct. It would be correct to state that I
withdrew completely from active leadership of S/LPD at
that time.Y T indications since May of 1985 that I was
going to be nominated as Ambassador to Venezuela. In
August of 1985, President Reagan signed the internal
memorandum approving my nomination and requesting FBI and
other clearances. In early December of 1985 I received
the call from the President officially requesting that I
take the job of Ambassador. The last step, in January
1986, Oas the public nomination of the Ambassadorship and
the transmittal of the nomination papers to the Congress.
At that time, I withdrew completely from S/LPD leadership
and concentrated full time on my confirmation hearings and
in continuing to prepare for the Ambassadorship (something
which I had already begun to do, concurrently with my
S/LPD duties, in the summer of 1985).

On page 16, the report states that the criteria for a
sole source contract with Frank Gomez appeared to be weak
though justifiable at first. As the report self states
on page 15, I was not familiar with State Department
regulations and I relied entirely on the advice I
received--usually through someone on my staff--from the
contracting office at State. When Frank Gomez appeared on
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the scene, I was told--repeatedly--that sole source
contracts "were done all the time and were perfectly
legal. The report also seems to question why Frank Gomez
received a series of short-term contracts. There appears
to be a contradiction here, in that a sole source contract
was initially justifiable but not later, as Mr. Gomez
proved himself capable of doing the job even better. I
would like to reiterate what the report states, and that
is, that I did not know Frank Gomez until I took over
S/LPD. When he became available in early 1984, I had no
knowledge of how he would be able to perform for us.
Therefore, I thought that the prudent thing to do from a
management standpoint was to try out Mr. Gomez for a short
period of time. I was very impressed with his performance
and extended the contract for another three months, and,
as the report states we continued increasing his
activities, as well as his remuneration, in subsequent
contracts. Borrowing from some of the hindsight so
abundant in this investigation, we could ask whether
S/LPD's initial contract with Mr. Gomez should have been
for one year, thus avoiding the present aggravation of
having to explain three consecutive short-term contracts
would that have been Justifiable?

On page 17, the report states that by PY 86, S/LPD
had nine State Department and ten other agency personnel
and that, therefore, by that point the original
justification for outside assistance as no longer valid.
This is another example of Monday morning quarterbacking.
In FY 86, the demands on the office far exceeded the
office's capabilities. On many occasions, we had
personnel working until one o'clock in the morning and
through entire weekends, something that is not common
procedure in the State Department, even though it is one
of the hardest working of all executive departments. I
simplytcould not justify continuing to demand that kind of
performance from my staff forever. If anyone questions
those statements, all they have to do is interview any and
all of the S/LPD staff to determine what the working hours
were. Additional evidence is available from the overtime
requests for secretaries. It is very easy now for people
totally unfamiliar with the demands on this office and the
working conditions prevalent at that time to make the
statement that "outside assistance" was no longer
justified. In fact, it was probably even more justified
in 1985 than it had been in 1983 since we did not know at
the beginning exactly what the demands on the office were
going to be. Moreover, the last contract for IBC, most of
which was for distribution of S/LPD publications, was made
necessary by the enormous amount of material which the
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office was producing. The materials were simply not
getting into the hands of the people who needed to have
them. The Administration continued to be criticized by
officials in the Congress, the public, and even the press
about the lack of effectiveness in 'telling its side of
the story on Central America.' Having contacted the
Bureau of Public Affairs, and having examined all of the
available avenues open to us to distribute the
Department's publications, I came to the conclusion, with
the assistance of other State Department officials# that
the most efficient method open to us was to seek and
outside source of distribution services. I was told this
requirement could be added to the IBC contract. Once
again, I had to assume that the information I was
receiving from the Department's experts was correct
especially since, as the report itself indicates, we were
not told otherwise.

The second paragraph on page 17 is not entirely
correct. It states "when the leadership of S/LPD changed
in mid-1986, the new coordinator came to the same
conclusion and decided to stop contracting with IBC at the
end of the PY 86 contract and to perform the work
in-house.' I recall that prior to my departure for
Venezuela, I had met with the new S/LPD coordinator and
among other things told him that I thought that the IBC
contract was simply taking too long to negotiate (it was
indeed not concluded until September 1986) and that I felt
that he should find some other way to get the job done.
This was not a reflection of IBC's ability to do the job,
it is more a reflection of the frustration with the
contracting procedures. I was not aware at that time of
the reason for the the difficulties with IBC, and in fact,
have only become aware of all of them by reading this
report. I did know, however, that if they were ever going
to get'the job done of getting the material distributed,
and since the IBC contract was taking so long, that the
Department had to find some other way to do it.

Page 19. For each example which is listed on this
page as evidence that S/LPD 'abused' the process, I have
to respond that I asked, at every opportunity, whether the
recommendation that was being made to me, by whichever
person was monitoring the contract and dealing with the
contracting office, was legal and standard procedure. At
every step I received the reply that this was standard
procedure and completely legal and 'done all the time.'
The example of acquisition activities listed on page 21-22
of the report was thought by me at the time to be
completely normal. I had no reason to believe otherwise
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since, as the report itself indicates, *the OPR/STP
contracting offices did not challenge the S/LPD actions as
unauthorized commitments." How am I supposed to know,
when I am attempting to run what was later described by
seventh floor principals as one of the most productive
offices in the State Department, that the office upon
which we were relying for contracting advice and
assistance had, in the words quoted in the report, 'failed
to do their job?"

On page 23 the report states that the sole source
acquisitions were not justified. I believe this is
partially second guessing, but also that S/LPD was let
down once again by the experts in the Department. On
*sole source' as well as the other apects of these
acquisitions, I was told that 'this was done all the time
and that I had no reason to believe that our
recommendations were inadequate or were not justified.
Since none of these contracts were rejected by the
contracting office, I had to assume they were adequate and
proper.

I would argue with the tone of pages 24-25 in that
there appears to be a question about Frank Gomez' ability
to qualify for a sole source contract. Considering the
condition of S/LPD staff at that time, and the demands
upon the office, someone with Mr. Gomez' background was
practically made to order.

On page 36 there begins a discussion of whether or
not some of the contract amounts constituted a 'fair and
reasonable" price. It is very difficult to determine just
exactly what price to put on the credibility of USG
offficials. It is therefore very difficult to put a price
on the ability of an individual or a corporation to assist
the USO and its highest officials to obtain understanding
and support for a particular policy, (the success of which
may in fact event a major foreign policy disaster). I
mention the above to attempt to put the pricing issue in
its proper perspective. For example, in 1981, (long
before the establishment of S/LPD) the State Department,
in an attempt to prove the fact that the Salvadoran
guerrillas were receiving support and assistance from
Nicaragua, issued a so-called 'White Paper' which reported
extensively on the evidence of Nicaraguan support for the
Salvadoran guerrillas. In their continuing effort to
discredit the Administration's policy, some members of the
national media found minor errors in the multi-page 1981
report. Immediately thereafter, in order to support their
own effort, they began to call it *the discredited White
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Paper.' This was a very embarrassing incident to the U.S.
government. Ititook approximately two years to overcome
the damage to the credibility of the Administration in the
Congress and the press regarding what everyone now knows
to be the overwhelming evidence of Nicaraguan support for
the Salvadoran guerrillas during that and subsequent time
periods. (The Congress of the United States in 1985, in
order to end this discussion once and for all included
language into legislation which states that it is the
opinion of the Congres that Nicaraguan support for the
Salvadoran guerrillas is indeed true). When S/LPD was
created, the experience of the so-called 'White Paperg was
still very fresh on everyone's mind. One of the very
important areas in which Mr. Gomez assisted us was in
insuring accuracy in some of the papers as well as in
bringing to us unclassified materials which could be
included in such papers. Some people may consider those
services to be relatively inexpensive. It is certainly
inexpensive when one considers the cost to the Governitent
of the United States of having its statements constantly
questioned by friend and foe-alike.

There is another aspect of Frank Gomez' work which
has an impact on pricing. Gomez was helping us to deal
with defectors from Central America whose lives had been
threatened by the government of Nicaragua and by the
Communist guerrillas in El Salvador. He handled, very
effectively, I must add, a number of those defectors. He
helped us with the physical care and feeding of these
human beings who found themselves in a totally strange
country and whom in no case spoke English; they did not
have any contacts in the United States, nor any knowledge
of how to even get around. I believe this would be an
appropriate time for me to comment on the haphazard way in
which the United States too often handles defectors. It
is no surprise that the U.S. Government has been
embarrassed by cases such as that of the Soviet KGB
defector Yuriy Yurchenko who redefected to the Soviet
Union in early 1986, three months after his defection to
the U.S. In 1982, one year before S/LPD was created, the
U.S. Government suffered another major embarrassment when
a Nicaraguan who had been captured in El Salvador fighting
with the Marxist guerrillas was brought to Washington by
high State Department officials in order to re-tell the
story which he had told the Salvadoran authorities of his
training in Cuba and Nicaragua as well as his insertion
into the Salvadoran conflict by the Nicaraguan
government. This captured Nicaraguan, whose last name was
Tardencillas, changed his story when he was put on U.S.
national television and said that he had been *tortured*
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and--.forced -to tell _a-lie- and that--he had-never-been
trained by the Cubans or Nicaraguans. We know now (and
knew then) that Tardencillas was lying in this latter
version of his story. But the damage to the credibility
of the USG around the world had already been done.
Tardencillas was returned to Nicaragua and it took
approximately a year to live that episode down. I am
proud to say that never in the two and a half years in
which I headed S/LPD, did we have an incident with
defectors. Can someone put a price on that? We took
pains to prevent such incidents with our in-house staff,
but on occasion Prank Gomez helped us screen defectors to
make sure that they were not 'plants" or foreign agents.
Under S/LPD's management of defectors, there were many
requests for them from several members of Congress,
including the then Chairman of the Senate Intelligence
Committee, David Durenburger of Minnesota.

The report says that *although deliverables were
vaguely defined and reported, the performance by Frank
Gomez and IBC on all other purchase orders and contracts
was approved, accepted, and frequently applauded by S/LPD
officials." I would go even further. I would say that we
'enthusiastically' applauded Frank Gomez' performance. As
I told the IG team investigating this relationship, I
believe that Mr. Gomez performed exceptionally well- for
the USG almost without exception. The question we have to
ask ourselves when dealing with contracts such as this one
is: How does one determine the real value to the U.S.
Government of, for example, something as 'vaguely
definable' as re-establishing credibility? Or of avoiding
a repetition of the "White Paper' or the Tardencillas
incident?

Classification of the PY 86 IBC contract. I would
like tq set forth my version of why the FY 86 IBC contract
was classified secret. At some point in the fall of 1985
to the best of my recollection, the military detailee who
had been acting as liaison with the rest of the Department
on S/LPD contracts, told me that it had been suggested to
him by a Department official that the contract be
classified. Knowing that he was in constant communication
with the contracting office and other entities of the
Department trying to get this contract approved, I
naturally assumed that this was the proper thing to do.
In 1987, in response to questoWs rrm the iG and the GAO,
I stated that I had probably given the go ahead for the
classification for that contract. I have no evidence to
the contrary even today. That is, that I probably did
tell the officer to go ahead and to through channels to
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get -the contract classified. The IG report states -that
there was no justification for that classification. I
believe that does not take into account the
circumstances. As I mentioned earlier, IBC was dealing
with defectors on behalf of S/LPD, and keeping that
relationship secret seemed to be a prudent thing to do.

Although IBC had been handling such defectors from
practically the onset of its relationship with S/LPD, in
the summer or fall of 1985 we received indications that tit
least one of the defectors whom we were handling, Mr.
Alvaro Baldizon, was under a death threat from the
government of Nicaragua. (Baldizon's brother was
"arrested" in Nicaragua immediately after the defection,
disappeared, and is presumed dead). We had been advised
that there might be a hit squad in the U.S. sent by the
government of Nicaragua to assassinate Baldizon. I
therefore requested protection for Mr. Baldizon from the
U.S. Marshals. They provided this service but, much .to
our surprise, proceeded to charge the Department of State
at the rate of approximately $8,000 a week for
round-the-clock protection for Mr. Baldizon. I received a
call from S/S-EX stating that we should sever the contract
with the U.S. Marshals because the Department simply
'could not afford it,' that the Department did not have
the funds to provide that kind of expensive protection for
Mr. Baldizon. At that point, one could say that S/LPD was
really in a bind. On the one hand, a defector had trusted
his life to the USG and on the other hand, the Department,
in effect, washed its hand of this individual. We have to
understand that when people trust their lives to the USG,
we have a moral responsibility and cannot discard that
responsibility simply because the U.S. Marshals decide to
charge $8,000 a week to guard that person. At any rate,
when the Department told me to sever the relationship with
the U.S. Marshals, I asked Frank Gomez if he could help
take care of Mr. Baldizon. Mr. Gomez said that he could,
and as a precaution, proceeded to move Mr. Baldizon around
the Washington area from hotel to hotel as well as to feed
him and take care of his basic human needs. Earlier, we
discussed the matter of what constitutes appropriate
pricing for a contract such as this. I would be very
interested in knowing how much the services provided by
Mr. Gomez on behalf of the Department of State, in taking
care of a politically sensitive defector with a price on
his head are worth to the USG. If the security alone for
such an individual is worth $8,000 a week (or $416,000 a
year), then was the contract that was being negotiated
with IBC for approximately $10,000 a month (in addition to
the distribution services) adequate or appropriate?
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I object to, and disagree with, the characterization.
of the statement on page 69 of the report that the reason
for classification for the contract was *to restrain
competition.o I do not believe that was the reason why
the contract was classified; I have stated why I believe
the contract was classified. I believe that if the
information we had received about Mr. Baldizon was
correct, that is, that he was under threat of
assassination, and if that assassination had been
successfully carried out while he was in our custody, that
that would have caused serious damage to our nation.
Defectors are the repository of a great deal of very
valuable information which often impacts on our national
security. If we cannot care for these people, then other
potential defectors, who may have even more valuable
information, would probably, human nature being-what it
is, at least think twice if not actually change their
minds, about defecting to the U.S. If I may add my own
unofficial recommendation to this repoort, it is that the
USG establish a better system than presently exists for
dealing with defectors that includes not only their
physical but also their emotional and spiritual needs. r
would be curious as to how many IG or Congressional
investigations would have been launched had a successful
assassination been carried out against one of the
defectors which S/LPD was caring for or "handling.* Would
there have been an outcry from some of the same staff or
members of Congress who are quick to criticize the
Administration for the IBC contract? Would they have been
quick to criticize the Administration for not being able
to take care of defectors?

Page 44, paragraph 2. The allegation regarding the
training order placed through PSI was a surprise to me. I
was under the impression that the training described in
the order had indeed taken place. I will be interested in
knowing if there is a plausible explanation of this case.
In the meanwhile, I fully agree with the two
recommendations of the IG report on this issue. I had
never heard of a 'self-certification' system of payment
and find it inadequate. I would like to point out,
however, that this event also occurred at a time when
S/LPD had no administrative support. Our aid detailee who
was handling this contract (and all other administrative
matters) ieft in late August 1984 an was not replaced for-
several months. This obviously contributed to the
confusion on this contract. One additional factor which
may be relevant: it bears remembering that S/LPD did not
deal with 'normal' issues. In this particular instance,
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....frexamPleMthe principal.counterpart in the government
of El Salvador with whom Mr. Gomez dea-lt, a Li-e-utenant .
Colonel Cienfuegos, was assassinated by the communist
guerrillas just six months after the time in question
(March 1985). The opinion of both USG and Salvadoran
experts at that time was that the guerrillashad killed
LTC Cienfuegos precisely because he, and his office, had
become too effective in dealing with the international
press. Their response was to shoot him through the head
and drape him with a red flag with the guerrilla
movement's initial on it. As I said, this may or may not
be relevant, but that is the environment in which we
operated.

Page 53, Para D: Lobbying activities. The first
paragraph appears to be contradictory. The first sentence
states that "although allegations were widespread, there
is no evidence that S/LPD staff or IBC personnel
contracted with the Department participated directly in
any unlawful lobbying.* I agree with that. The next
sentence states "there is considerable evidence, however,
that S/LPD conducted and participated in activities which
came close to prohibited categories, and were interpreted
as illegal by some observers.* I do not understand who
these anonymous "observers" are and why their
*interpretation* should have any weight in this report. I
believe this last sentence should be struck. As the
report indicates, the Department of Justice looked at the
allegations and found that the activities of S/LPD were
lawful. The opinions of the unnamed observers are,
therefore, irrelevant.

The report also states that 'while S/LPD did not
violate the lobbying statute, there is considerable
evidence, however, that activities were carried out which
are very close to the line between authorized informing
and unauthorized attempting to influence.' r object to
this statement because there is absolutely nothing wrong
with coding 'very close to the line.' I do not know which
'line' this report is talking about, but if that 'line' is
the law then it should be very clearly stated that S/LPD's
activities were all within that law. As the report itself
indicates, S/LPD management went to great pains to ensure
that all our activities were within the statutes.

The report then goes on to say so ethzng very
strange: "Among other things the S/LPD coordinator and
staff travelled and spoke extensively on the merits of the
Administration's Central American Policy.' I really do
not understand what this statement is doing in this
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report. State Department officials constantly travel and
speak throughout- the country--on-th meroitsofan
Administration's foreign policies and there is nothing
wrong with that. In fact, there is an entire bureau (the
Bureau of Public Affairs) designed to organize such travel
and speaking engagements. That statement is confusing and
gives the wrong impression.

Perhaps this would be a good time to point out that
one of the reasons why S/LPD was created at such a high
level (the National Security Council) was because, in the
opinion of the highest policy makers of the USG, the State
Department was simply not performing satisfactorily in
Communicating to the American people the Administration's
policy objectives in Central America. The Bureau of
Public Affairs at the State Department and other Executive
departments were simply overwhelmed with requests for
speakers and other materials on the Central America
policy. I was informed when the office was created that
the President, the Vice President# and others were, to say
the least, very upset with the inability of the Executive
Branch to publicly communicate to the American people what
the USG was trying to do in Central America. in
subsequent conversations with the President, the Vice
President, and a number of Cabinet Secretaries, I was able
to personally confirm that sentiment.

The report states that S/LPD Osubsidized'
publications supporting the President's Central American
policies. This is a very strange statement. We not only
"subsidized* publications, we confess to paying for them.
This was clearly within our mandate and within the law.
It is also something which the Department does regularly
and for which there is great public demand. If the United
States Government cannot communicate directly with the
American people, we are in very serious trouble because
many major media are no longer a reliable source of
information on issues such as Central America. One
reality, however, is that the press always has the last
word on any debate. (As I am sure it will have on the
subject of this report.)

In addition, I would like to point out that,
according to law and established practice, S/LPD's
activities that pertained to the Congress were done in
response to requests to members of Congress or coordinated
-hrough the Department of Stateos Office of Conwr..wiloaal
Relations or the White House or NSC congressional
relations.
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On pages 56 and 57, an example is given of what is
-called *evidence that LPD participated in a group with
other organizations which conducted activities which LPD
would have been prohibited from performing.* I will state
again what I stated to the IG Team: This example is
irrevelant. The paper from which this examplea...-aken
was not prepared by anyone in S/LPD nor, in my opinion, by
anyone in the Department of State. It was probably one of
the literally hundreds of papers which S/LPD staff picked
up at the hundreds of meetings which were attended by the
staff outside the Department over a period of two and a
half years. I do not know who prepared this particular
paper, but the inclusion of these examples in this report
may give the reader the impression that S/LPD in some way
condoned or coordinated the activities listed.

Finally, I would like to point out two things on
behalf of the *senior military advisor' who is alleged to
have committed an unethical act. First, he was not the
executive officer from June 1985 to June 1986, but rather
only from September 1985. This is important because he
was not in a position, as the report states, to
"influences S/LPD's decision to contract for the services
of his sister. Second, from the very outset, he disclosed
the kinship and separated himself from management
decisions affecting his sister. There is enough character
assassination taking place in Washington right now without
the Department unnecessarily participating in any.

Conclusion: S/LPD was created largely in response to
criticism in the Congress and the media that the
Administration was not 'leveling' with the American people
on Central America; that the Administration was either not
telling the truth or did not have the facts to back up its
principal contentions about the crisis in the region.
Very often, when Administration officials would testify
before Congress or speak to the press, they would have to
fall back upon the true but inadequate excuse that *that
is classified and.I cannot share it with you.' After a
while, even reasonable people tend to believe that is a
cover-up for lack of information, rather than an effort to
protect sources and methods. When S/LPD was created, one
of the first tasks that it undertook was an attempt to
work with the intelligence community to declassify the
enormous amount of intelligence available and which did
prove we were being truthful. This task was accomplished
due to the cooperation of almost all (there were some
notoriously tight-fisted ones) members of the intelligence
community. It should also be pointed out that S/LPD was
an experimental program. It was the first and for almost
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two years after its inception the only Office of Public
Diplomacy in the State Department (or the Executive
Branch). As a result much of what the office did was
brand new and did not have precedent. The three principal
areas in which it operated were (1) information gathering,
(2) information processing, and (3) information
dissemination. In each one of these areas I believe that
we broke new ground, such as for example, in enhancing
cooperation with the intelligence community for
accelerated declassification of information; or by
obtaining unclassified information which corroborated
classified information which could not be declassified
because of the source or method of acquisition; or by
attempting to ensure that the information available to the
executive branch was also available to Members of
Congress, members of the press, and as much of the public
as was interested in that information. It was this last
effort at distribution which the final IBC contract
attempted deal with. The bulk of the IBC FY 86 contract
was for distribution services. It must be reitereated
that that is riot the reason why the contract was
classified; as we know, the contract was classified
because among the other services at IBC was the handling
of defectors from Central America, some of whom had a
price on their head.

There are many cases when S/LPD was the only source
of unclassified information available to policy makers.
For example, at a press conference in the summer of 1984
President Reagan personally highlighted the S/LPD
publication 'Nicaraguan Military Buildup and Support for
Subversion.0 It goes without saying that for the
President of the United States to use one of the first
major projects a brand new office, and which had been
completed in just a few months, was a great source of
pride dnd satisfaction to the staff and it encouraged us
to continue our efforts. In addition, there were other
instances when, as S/LPD products became more and more
sophisticated and. relied upon, that there were additional
demands upon the office. For example, there came a time
in 1985 when a very high level Cabinet official asked for
a particular unclassified chronology of Nicaraguan
incursions into Honduras and Costa Rica. Incredibly
enough, we found that S/LPD was the only office in the
Executive Branch which had prepared such an unclassified
chronology dating back to the very first week of the
Sandinista takeover of Nicaragua in 1979. There were many
instances such as this in which very high ranking (as well
as other) members of the Executive Branch and the Congress
came to rely on the Office of Public Diplomacy. In most
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cases, we simply provided the information to an
intermediary office or bureau of the Department or the
White House for transmittal to the end users. It should
also be pointed out that this was accomplished with one of
the smallest budgets of any such office in the executive
branch and also one of the smallest staffs. As the IG
report indicates, we had approximately $750,000 per year,
not an exhorbitant amount if we believe that the American
people have a right to know what its government is doing.
In fact, it is only a fraction of the cost of what the
Iran-Contra investigation is costing, and for the same
reason: because 'the people have a right to know.0

I accept responsibility for that which is my fault.
I was in charge of the office and if there were any
technical violations, then they happened on my watch. But
I was given to believe that there was an entire team of
experienced contracting, legal, administrative, and other
officers supporting my office. It is not coincidental
that the principal issue in the investigation, the
contracting procedures and classification of the final IBC
contract, happened precisely during a period of three
months in which our office did not have a single State
Department administrative officer assigned even though I
had constantly requested one. It was during this period
of September to December 1985 when I had to rely on an
active duty military officer on detail to the State
Department to help me try to untangle the jumble of
regulations concerning contracts. This was not fair to a
military officer with no experience in State, performing a
job for which he was not trained and which he did not
expect to do when he was assigned to the Department of
State.

Although S/LPD was indeed one of the smallest offices
in theDepartment, it was also one of the most
productive. At least that was the opinion of the
Secretary of State as expressed to me on the 30th of April
1985, when he offered me a promotion based on my
performance for the previous twenty-two months as
Coordinator for Public Diplomacy.

This was also the position, as expressed to me by
other Seventh Floor principals, two U.S. Permanent
Representatives to the United Nations; the late Director
of Central Intelligence Mr. William Casey; the Vice
President of the United States; a number of Senators and
Congressmen: U.S. Ambassadors to Latin American and
European countries three advisors to the President for
National Security Affairs; a number of superiors,
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colleagues, and private sector people whose opinions I
value; and finally, the President of the United States on
the 16th of May 1986, as I departed Washington to assume
my duties as Ambassador to Venezuela. In fact, if S/LPD's
experience is any indication, I believe that the taxpayer
will be well served by reducing the number of personnel in
many large Executive Branch offices and having them become
more cost effective and productive. I realize of course
that that recommendation is not feasible in every case,
but the productivity of the interagency personnel in S/LPD
is a testimony to the dedication and professionalism of
career and non-career government officials and
secretaries, who worked tirelessly and in many cases
around the clock to perform a duty which they had been
told and knew to be a high Presidential priority.

Other than the fact that, with the benefit of the -
hindsight which this report provides, I am now aware that
I should have paid more attention to the lack of support
we were getting from the rest of the Department, I have
absolutely no regrets about my management of S/LPD.

75-936 0-88-38
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Exhibit C - Memorandum from Coordinator
of ARA/LPD dated June 25, 1987

United States Department of State

Washington, D.AC 20520

June 25, 1987

MEMORANDUM

TO: OIG/AUD - Lynn W. Burgener

FROM: ARA - Robert W. Kagan 4

SUBJECT: Comments on IG Draft Report on IBC Contracts

While ARA/LPD generally finds the draft report to be
fair and balanced in its findings relative to Department
contracts with IBC, et al, there are several areas which
require comment.

Classification and Sole Source Procurement Without
Proper Justification. On page 2, and in other references
throughout the report with regard to classification of the
FY 86 contract and the sole source justification of other
contracts/purchase orders, the report states that the
contract was improperly classified *without
justification.' This implies that no justification was
submitted, which was not the case. Justification of the
proposed classification and sole source statements were
provided and were not challenged by contracting
personnel. Recommend that references be changed to
indicate that classification and some sole source requests
were approved 'without adequate justification' rather than
implying that no justification was submitted.

Siaffin. The report discusses the use of purchase
orders to intam short-term expertise and personnel when
the office was first being formed. In pursuing the logic
trail of this decision on page 16, the report states that
the personnel system was not capable of providing
sufficient talent 'in time to meet the Coordinator's

perceived (emphasis added) urgency.' The use of
"perceived" indicates that urgency existed only in the
mind of the Cooordinator. Ambassador Reich was selected
to establish a new office in order to work one of the
Administration's top foreign policy issues. He could not
hope to accomplish his job without an adequate staff.
Recommend that statement be changed to read, *the needed
specialized talent in a timely manner.'
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Lobbying. On pages 3 and 4 and on pages 53 and 54,
the report states that LPD did not participate in lobbying
activities but that it often operated *close to the line*
between authorized *informing* and unauthorized
'attempting to influence." Specific reference is made to
the extensive travel and speaking engagements of the
Coordinator and his staff. While not so stating, the
report seems to imply that such speaking engagements may
have been a questionable activity. We do not believe this
to be the case. The office was founded because public
opinion polls showed that the public did not understand
Central American issues and events nor did they understand
U.S. interests and policies in the region. The major
focus of LPD has been to inform the public in the belief
that a public which is well-informed and follows the
issues will support the policy. One of Ambassador Reich's
major objectives was to increase public awareness of the
significant foreign policy issues in Central America and
to raise the level of public debate on those issues.
Ambassador Reich and his staff became recognized as
respected, authoritative sources who were sought after by
both the media and private organizations to speak on the
issues. The Coordinator must be able to speak out on the
issues and to explain the policy. We do not believe that
the report should imply that public and media speaking
engagements or the production of documents may in some way
constitute an improper activity.

Conduct of Classified Activities by IBC and IBC
Possession of Classified Documents. The report
unequivocally concludes that there was no real
justification for the Secret classification of the PY 86
contract. However, on page 64, in a critique of prepared
press quidance, the report states: 'The inference that
IBC worked only on unclassified activities pending receipt
of itssecurity clearance is erroneous. The records show,
and anyone familiar with the contract should have known,
that IBC was conducting allegedly 'classified' activities
before receiving its clearance and, in fact, had completed
all such activities before receiving the clearance.'
Either the activities were classified or they were not.
If they were, then the contract was correctly classified.
If they were not, then Department representatives should
not be criticized for saying that classified activities
were not conducted under the contract. It should also be
noted that the press guidance was prepared after the
contract was declassified.
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The quoted statement implies that anyone familiar
with the contract should know that IBC was conducting
*classified" activities. The statement of work included
many activities, some of which may have been classified
and some of which obviously were not, e.g., distribution
of LPD publications. The report implies that because the
contract was "classified" any activities conducted under
the contract were by definition 'classified.' After S/LPD
became ARA/LPD in the spring of 1986, the only substantive
service provided by IBC was related to distribution
services. This work was not classified.

The press guidance stated (page 63) "Procurement
regulations allow classified work to be performed in such
cases pending the receipt of the security clearances
necessary to allow the signing of the contract.' This
statement may not be correct. If procurement regulations
do not provide for this situation then the press guidance
was incorrect and misleading and the report should-so
state. However, that is considerably different from.
implying that Department personnel knew that classified
work was being done, but failed to acknowledge it.

The statement discussed on page 64 and statements
regarding the IBC possession of classified documents on
pages 73 and 74 apparently refer to the 'Chronological
Event Checklist,' dated March 1, 1985, which is quoted on
page 57. When the IBC contract became a public issue,
ARA/LPD requested that IBC provide appropriate files on
IBC activities under the contract. IBC provided a
notebook containing various memos and status reports on
February 11, 1987. Several Chronological Event
Checklists, which were stamped Confidential, were in the
inside jacket pocket of the notebook. No one presently in
ARA/LPD had ever seen these checklists before. We are not
aware 9f inspectors finding other copies in normal LPD
files other than those provided to ARA/LPD by IBC in
February 1987. To our knowledge, there is no evidence
that S/LPD gave those checklists to IBC. It is unlikely
that the checklist was developed at S/LPD since, as
quoted, the document refers to State/LPD rather than
S/LPD. The report should say that it is unknown, or that
the IG was unable to determine, whether these checklists
were provided to IBC by LPD personnel.

ARA/LPD was not aware of work that IBC was conducting
for other clients, some of which may have been of a
confidential nature. In the opinion of ARA/LPD personnel,
no classified work was conducted for LPD under the PY 86
contract. If IBC was improperly doing classified work for
others, it does not follow that ARA/LPD personnel 'should
have known* about it.
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Declassification of Contract. On page 72, the report
discusses the declassification of the contract and
criticizes the way in which the declassification was
accomplished. These criticisms are valid: however, it
should be noted that the handwritten declassification note
was written in the Legal Advisor's office at the
suggestion of the Legal Advisor to review the contract for
possible declassification.

The report states on page 72 that, *We believe that
the method of declassification indicates that the involved
officials did not give much credence to the 'national
security' contention in their earlier classification
justification statements.* This statement implies that
the officials who declassified the contract and those who
submitted the original justification statements were one
and the same. This is not true. The decision to classify
was made by members of S/LPDj none of which are still with
ARA/LPD. The contract was declassified by Robert W. Kagan
who was not affiliated with ARA/LPD until May 1986.
Mr. Kagan is on record as stating that he does not think
the contract should have ever been classified.
Declassification was accomplished by Mr. Kagan, with the
concurrence-of the Legal Advisor, based upon the belief
that activities conducted under the contract were not
classified and in an attempt to be as responsive as
possible to Congressional and media inquiries.
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Exhibit D-Memorandum from A/OPR, dated June 23, 1987

United States Department of State

auhingon, D.C 20520

June 23, 1987

MEMORANDUM

TO: OIG/AUD - Lynn W. Burgener A
FROM: A/OPR - Richard C. Faul/

SUBJECT: IG Special Inquiry - IBCm I

I have carefully read your draft report on the
International Business Communications (IBC) and make the
following observations. I strongly believe that the report
underemphasizes the amount of pressure, high level involvement
and national security emphasis that were used to warrant said
contract with IBC. The report places the majority of the fault
with the Contracting Office and not with the Program Office,
where I believe it should rightfully fall. This is not to say
that OPR/STP/P is without faulty on the contrary, we have
recognized our problem areas and have made a herculean effort
to rectify our procurement weaknesses. My fault with the
report may be in that area most of all. The recommendations on
the whole are nothing that OPE and STP have not already been
working on or are in place. Yet, no mention of that in the
report.

I would now like to do a page-by-page response to your
report:

(I) Page 2 - Last Paragraph

"P.O.s/contracts mismanaged*: This refers to
improper classification to avoid competition. This point
confuses the issue. Contracting officers are obligated to rely
on the judgement of program personnel with regard to the
classification or sensitivity of matters within the purview of
the program office.. Only if the contracting officer has reason
to believe that the program offices' statements are false or
misleading is the contracting officer obligated to challenge
such a determination. This, of course, was not the case in the
IBC matter. The contracting officer had a reasonable basis to
believe that a requirement from the Secretary's support
element, S/S-EX, or memos tasking the Department from the
National Security Council could very well be classified, and
therefore, in our opinion, acted properly to withhold release
from the Commerce Business Daily. (FYI: New procedures are
now in place that require all classified procurements to be
brought to my attention.)
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(2) Page 18 - First Paragraph

OPR/STP officials "condoned and assisted in the
commission of unauthorized actsE: The Procurement Division
staff was grossly understaffed during most of this period.
Nevertheless, when Program Offices provided adequate leadtime,
documentation suitable for competition and sufficient support
to identify sources, countless successful competitive
procurements were completed. In this case, the Program Office
exploited the situation by entering into unauthorized
commitments, selecting the source, deciding upon dollar amounts
and relying upon the contracting officer to correct the
situation on an urgent and compelling basis to facilitate
payment. By using the Office of the Secretary as a
justification , the contracting officer was placed in a
position of extreme duress, especially when national security
issues were cited as a basis for immediate action. The early
procurements, which even the S/IG report suggests were-
justifiable, then served as a precedent. The record suggests
that as the dollar value of the procurement activity increased,
and therefore became subject to more detailed contracting
regulations, the contracting office increasingly attempted to
force the Program Office to comply with the Federal Acquisition
Regulation.

(3) Page 32 - Paragraph 1

• no attempt to seek competition or draft a synopsis
on the final contract': Clearly, no attempt was made to secure
competition on a contract which met the criteria for
ratification, after eleven months of contract performance. To
suggest that the Program Office would have considered somi
additional firms as technically acceptable would seem to
indicate their willingness to provide data in direct conflict
to all previous submissions. There is no reasonable basis to
suggest that the Program Office would have ever considered any
alternative to IBC.

There is also no basis to assume that the contracting
officer would have drafted a proposed synopsis, when the
program office was invoking national security issues involving
potential life-threatening issues.

(4) Page 32 - Paragraph d.

Split Requisitions: The S/IG report properly
indicates that "S/LPD officials were controlling this process
by splitting their requirements', but inaccurately indicates
that all of these contracts/purchase orders were continuations
of previous services', and that OPR/STP contracting officials
did not attempt to stop these S/LPD practices.'
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Clearly some of the documents support the S/IG findings;
however, the following should be considered:

(a) The two early purchase orders to Mr. Gomez were
awarded by OPR/STP covering work from February through July,
1984.

(b) The next order (listed on Pg. 11) was to IBC and was
awarded by the Foreign Service Institute and was unknown to the
OPR contracting officials.

(c) A purchase order was issued to IBC by OPR/STP
(Purchasing) covering work done from October through December,
1984.

(d) A contract was issued to IBC by OPR/STP (Contracts)
covering work performed March through September, 1985.

(e) A purchase order was issued by a previously
uninvolved purchasing agent to the Institute for North/South
issues in September of 1985.

(f) The final contract was awarded by OPR/STP (Contracts)
to IBC for a one-year period, ending in September of 1986.

The S/IG Report suggestion that OPR/STP did not challenge
S/LPD's actions may be based upon the flawed assumption that
there was sufficient time and organization available for this
purpose. This was not the case. S/LPD knew what it was doing,
and as their requirements grew in magnitude, they were
increasingly challenged for documentation and justifications.
However to suggest that OPR/STP could have taken the above list
and fragmented series of events and challenged them is not
realistic, based upon the organizational structure and time
factors involved.

(5) Page 37 - Paragragh 1

Ref: responsibility determination on the 90K
contract, and the suggestion that later delays on the security
clearance could have been avoided: The delay in obtaining a
security clearance on the 276K contract was due solely to the
absolute failure of company officials and S/LPD officials to
cooperate with OPR/STP and the Defense Investigative Service.
Numerous attempts were made to secure the cooperation of the
parties, but they totally ignored the requests of OPR/STP. In
fact, all efforts to comply with established security
procedures were generated by OPR/STP.
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While additional research could have been performed on the
90K contract to determine IBC's responsibility, the Contracting
Officer relied heavily upon the previous successful performance
of the contractor on Department of State projects. Such
reliance is not uncommon, and the contracting officer may have
pursued the course recommended by S/IG only if there was some
reason to believe that a problem existed.

(6) Page 38 - Postawar'k:adrninistration ... Last Para

..the timeframes are not unusual, as post award
audits often take months to schedule and complete.: In fact,
the Procurement Division had involved S/IG early on in the case
of the 276K contract, by requesting a pre-award audit. This,
along with the security clearance issue, was the reason that
negotiations could not commence until August 1986.

In the fall of 1986, OPR/STP was havily involved in
the procurment of over 1600 orders for 'recurring services,
That took precedence over post award matters. These services
involved a wide range of services crucial to the performance of
the Department of State mission. It is not uncommon under such
circumstances to set priorities in favor of new awards,
especially when all of our rights are preserved in the post
award audit.

(7) Page 42, previously reported problems

In fact, the problems reported in the current review
have been existent for many years. In response to the 1979 and
1983 audit reports, OPR/STP attempted to address the concerns
cited therein. In fact, the A/OPR consultant studies on
internal controls and the organization of the Procurement
Division, conducted by Watson Rice Co. in 1985, were in
response to the 1983 findings. A separate management study was
also conducted by A/OPR during 1985 to analyze staffing and to
propose a new organization.

As a result of this effort, a complete overhaul of the
Procurement Division took place in 1986. Attempts to share the
many initiatives currently underway in the Procurement Division
seem to fall on deaf ears of the S/IG representives. They
chose to focus on the organization and guidance in place at the
time, but did not review the many corrective actions that have
already been put into place. For instance, the following
corrective actions are in place or are well underway:

(a) Complete realignment to provide management controls
throughout the Division.
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Twelve management and supervisory personnel will now monitor
and direct activities in the Division. This is in contrast to
the three personnel in place during the period in question.
most of the twelve personnel are in place or will be in place
within the next few months. These personnel are experienced
contract professionals with the training and background to
provide the leadership required to prevent a reoccurence of the
situation which existed during most of the IBC matter.

(b) A detailed system of written guidance and procedures
is well underway to establish uniformity and compliance with
the latest FAR and statutory requirements. This system
includes a Project Officers' Handbook to provide written
guidance in standard format to all requiring activities;
Procurement Division Memoranda providing internal guidance to
contracting officers; and, a new contract file system with a
totally overhauled procedure for tabs and indexing.

(c) A Contract Review Board, comprised of senior Division
personnel, to review all new contracts and modifications
exceeding $100,000.

(d) An extensive emphasis to professional development,
including the completion or scheduling of 55 courses for
personnel assigned to the Procurement Division.

(e) An authorization to hire an additional 26 personnel,
which has been continuously underway since June 1986. Division
personnel assigned now include 47 direct hile personnel, with
17 contract personnel who will be phased out as additional
direct hires are brought on board.

(f) The effective application of management techniques.
The Procurment Divison is currently operating on a well
thought-out planned system of goals and objectives. Through
the use of, effective management principles, regular meetings
are conducted with all supervisory personnel to insure
compliance with current requirements. Performance is measured
and monitored through the use of a management information
system, previously developed but not fully utilized until now.

(8) Page 50 - Ref: reasonableness of price

The incurred cost audit is being performed at
the request of the Procurement Division. It was S/IN that
conducted the original audit also, at the request of the
Procurement Division. OPR/STP is well aware of the safeguards
and uses the audit tool extensively to insure that costs are
properly managed.
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Vouchers and performance were reviewed by LPD, so if there were
significant deviations they should have reported them. Their
consistent failure to observe even the fundamentals of the
procurement process suggests that even with additional contract
administration by OPR/STP, proper management of the contract
would have been difficult.

(9) Page 63 - Last Paragraph

... The statement should be attributed to the
originator, or at least they should indicate that no one from
OPR/STP ever made such a statement. We were adamant about the
security issue and never did anything but go by the book. It is
my understanding that a Department official did make such a
statement during Congressional staff briefings.

(10) Page 64 - Ref: responsiveness to the Hill.

see OPR/STP took the lead in trying to be responsive
to the Hill. Every initiative to release information came from
the Procurement Division, including phone calls from the DAS to
others in the department and outside attempting to get the
docurments released. Whenever we developed a package for
release it was always our personnel who walked the hall trying
to get coordination from L, H, ARA, IWG, etc. The initial
response to the February 10 meeting was delayed because of a
misunderstanding that the transcript of that meeting was
forthcoming, and that this would assist in the preparation of a
response. At no time did any of the offices involved assume
responsibility for a coordinated response.

(11) Pae 70 ... It should be clear that the OPR/STP
contracting officer tried to control the 90K contract by
refusing to extend. Also, the contracting officer did not know
that an extension would be required, until August 30. For a
new award,the lead time would be about 180 days under the best
circumstances. Therefore, it should be clear that the Program
Office did not communicate with OPR/STP, and did not provide
information necessary to conclude a successful procurement.
The fact that they classified the effort further compounded the
matter.

(12) Recommendations ... Corrective actions have
already been identified, and in most cases, have been
implemented. In fact, most actions were taken prior to the
inquirylthus, we feel that the recommendations are without
merit, and only redundant. While A/OPE can codify them and
provide Department-wide guidance, we have not delayed or waited
for such guidance to implement corrective actions.
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The IBC contract issue is really a manifestation of a far
greater problem. In reality, the practices of S/LPD -- and
later ARA/LPD -- reflect a Department-wide failure to manage
resources wisely. The Program Office knew the rules about
competitive and sole-source procurements, enough to know that
they wanted a sole-source procurement in each separate
instance. They provided documentation to support every case.
There is no reason to believe, in retrospect, that they would
have, upon advise of the contracting officer, changed their
requirments to go along with competition rules. They knew that
the contracting officer would be influenced by the fact that
their technical judgment was persuasive, and that these were
issues of a sensitive/classified nature involving the National
Security Council, S/S-EX and perhaps others. None of the facts
suggest that a grossly overworked Procurement Division would
have ever really been able to overrule the requirements office
and direct a competitive procurement without the cooperation of
the requiring activity.
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Exhibit E - Memorandum from A/OPE dated June 26, 1987

United States Department of Sate

Asuiusr Secreato of Sta.

WaaAin., DA C. 20S20

Office of the Procurement Executive
Room 227, State Annex Number 6

June 26, 1987

MEMORANDUM

TO: OIG/AUD - Mr. Lynn W. Burgener

THROUGH: A/EX - a ei

?RON: A/OPz X ;.0EA!onway

SUBJECT: Draft Report - Special Inquiry into the
Department's Contracts with International Business
Communications

As requested in your memorandum of June 10, attached are my
comments on OIG's draft report on the Department's contracts
with International Business Communications (IBC) and its
principal officers.

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to comment on the
report while it is still in draft. Should you have any
questions with respect to my comments, please telephone me
on 235-2352. Also thank Mr. John Payne for a time extension
so that I could coordinate our response with A and A/OPR.

I

Attachment:
As stated

cc: A - N. Donald Bouchard (memo only)
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A/OPE Comments on dIG's Draft Report -

Special Inquiry into the.

Department of State's Contracts with

International Business Communications and

Its Principals

June 22, 1987

The Office of the Inspector General (dla), at the request of

the Secretary, performed a special inquiry into Department of

State contracts with International Business Communications

(IBC) and its principal officers. On June 10, 010 provided to

A/OPE a copy of its draft report, with a request for written

comments by June 24. This memorandum transmits A/OPZ4s

comments on the report, including responses to those

recommendations directed at A/OPB.

A/OPE does not take issue with the findings presented in the

report, except when 010 declines to make any recommendations

with respect to the need for the latter IBC contracts, after

having stated that IBC was performing work that S/SPD'u

in-house staff should have been able to perform (page 17).

A/OPE disagrees with the OG statement that such a situation is

not a matter for recommendations, particularly since that

determination was identified as a specific objective of the

inquiry (pages 6 and 7). A/OPE strongly objects to OIG's
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statement (page 17) that "[a]s long as funds are available, and

the program manager can obtain those funds, contract resources

can be increased.* Taken at face value, this position could be

used to justify massive year-end spending.

Otherwise, A/OPE considers the report to be thorough and fair.

The report contains 16 recommendations, of which eight (numbers

2 through 9) are directed to A/OPB; in addition, recommendation

1 is within A/OPE's purview. Prefatory to its responses to

these recommendations A/OPE offers the following comments for

010's consideration.

Introductory Comments

One main finding of the report is that contracting officials in

OPR/STP failed to enforce their legal and regulatory

responsibilities. Because the report covers only one program,

however,'it does not address the larger issue of the ability of

all Department contracting officials to enforce their

authorities. If contracting officials can be faulted in

general, it is perhaps for accommodating Department

unwillingness, including at the upper levels of management, to

follow the rules and to accept determinations made by those

contracting officials. Too often when contracting officials

have attempted to resist improper contracting, they have been

"steamrolled* by a system that is indifferent to their legal
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and regulatory responsibilities. A positive result from this

report would be a policy statement, signed by the Secretary,

acknowledging that Department contracting officials have these

legal and regulatory responsibilities and the authority to

execute them (see OIG recommendation 1).

The report finds that OPR/STP/P contracting officials did not

perform adequate contract administration. For preaward

contract administration, A/OPZ finds that the problem is not a

lack of instructions, but a failure to perform. Problems with

postaward administration, however, result from other

circumstances. As 01 reports, this problem was reported by

S/KG in 1979. S/IG supported in writing a request by OPR/STP/P

for 12 positions, 6 of which would be used to build a contract

administration function. This request was denied in the review

process. In 1983, S/IG reported contract administration as

deficient and again OPR/STP/P's request for contract

administration staff was denied in the review process.

OPR/STP/P has continued to assign some postaward contract

administration functions to the requirements offices. Under

these circumstances, coordination is difficult between the

contract administrators and the contracting officials. This

does not excuse the lapses identified by 010; it only attempts

to clarify the historical aspects. A/OPE will work with

Department contracting activities in both file documentation
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and procedures to strengthen the areas of contract

administration, to include critiques of files (see OG

recommendations 5 and 6).

If Department contracting officials are regarded a. *ordering

clerksO it is because that is the way the Department wants

it. For example, to ensure proper acquisition planning, which

is covered in the report, contracting officials should

participate in the budget process for each Department office

that requests the acquisition of supplies or services, as it is

at that point that acquisition strategies should begin (see OIG

recomendation 7). This does not happen now, both by lack of

consideration for procurement planning in the budget process

and, heretofore, a lack of procurement personnel for that

purpose.

The concept of acquisition planning is a practice that must be

accepted'as a Department philosophy. A/OPE has stated

government-wide policy to all requirements offices and

OPR/STP/P has attempted to enforce it, but the plain facts are

that if a requirements office procrastinates long enough and

time becomes of essence, the pressures on OPR/STP/P are

insurmountable. The argument then is either project

impairment, loss of one year funds, or both. OPR/STP/P

contracting officials become the "bad guys" who make

"impossible demands" for conformance with government
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regulations.

If the recommendations in the report are to have any

long-lasting impact, then top management, beginning with the

Secretary, must throw their full support behind them. If not,

the problems will not be resolved. For example, the Department

of Energy had already established and staffed an independent

procurement policy office when Executive Order 12352 "Federal

procurement reforms" (attachment A), was signed on March 17,

1982, so it quickly implemented these new initiatives. When

the Competition in Contracting Act became effective on April 1,

1985, the procurement policy staff developed a series of

policies and procedures for implementing it, including a

memorandum, signed by the Secretary of Energy and distributed

agency-wide, on competition in contracting (see OIG

recommendation 2). This occurred at about the same time the

Department was just beginning to establish a procurement policy

office.

The creation of the Office of the Procurement Executive

exemplifies the Department's disinterest in its

responsibilities for managing a procurement system and/or its

unwillingness to provide the resources necessary to ensure that

proper acquisition policies and procedures are established and

enforced.
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A and A/OPR formally requested a budget and staff resources for

A/OPE in Fiscal Years 1984, 1985, 1986, and 1987. The

Department denied each request with the suggestion that A

reprogram out of existing resources. Concurrent with these

events, A had to respond on an emergency basis to the demands

imposed by the $360 million security supplemental appropriation

and the succeeding establishment of the Bureau of Diplomatic

Security.

A/OPE was established as a separate office on January 28, 1985,

with no personnel allocations. The Chief, OPR/STP/P, was

designated Acting ?rocurement Executive, concurrent with

OPR/STP/P duties, bLt with no formal personnel action. After a

meeting with OMB and thm Office of Federal Procurement Policy

(OFPP) on June 17, 1985, concerning the Department's

noncompliance with Executive Order 12352, the position of

Procurement Executive was divorced from OPR/STP/P. The formal

personnel action was dated October 27, 1985, for a 90 day

detail not to exceed February 23, 1986. One staff position was

also detailed to the Procurement Executive, though an official

personnel action was not processed.

In FY 1986, A/OPR transferred 4 positions to A/OPE and A/EX

provided a OfloatO position for secretarial support--a total of

5 positions out of the 12 requested for A/OPE (attachment B).

The FY 1988 budget request contains 6 positions of which 2 are
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subject to transfer back to A/OPR. This record speaks for

itself; apparently, only A and A/OPR recognized the

Department's responsibilities for managing its procurement

system and were willing to ask for, and after the usual

denials, allocate their own resources toward that end

(attachment C).

Until A/OPE's creation in 1985, which some Department officers

resisted for several years as unnecessary, the Department had

no staff office responsible solely for managing its procurement

system. One result was the three-year delay in completing the

Department of State Acquisition Regulation, which also was

cited in the report (see OIG reconurmdation 8). The

Procurement Ezecutive is the Department's principal officer

assigned responsibility for its'procurement policies,

regulations, and procedures. The Procurement Executive's '

delegation of authority was signed on April 18, 1986, by the

Assistant Secretary for Administration and published on May 6,

1986 (attachment D). The Procurement Executive's charter

assigns significant responsibilities over 12 domestic and

approximately 250 overseas contracting activities. Even with a

staff of 10 professionals and 2 support this would be a taxing

undertaking.
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Responses to Recommendations

Recommendation 1. The Department (A) should take appropriate

actions to implement Department policies to ensure that program

offices, including S-S/EX, ARA/ZX, and ARA/LPD, are prohibited

from performing the acquisition functions assigned to the

contracting officers by the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

Moreover, this policy should prescribe disciplinary action in

those instances when a program official acts to commit the

Government to contracts without the authority to make such

commitments.

Response. A/OPZ accepts this recommendation. The Department

of State Acquisition Regulation (DOSAR, see recommendation 8),

will establish the Department's basic public policies with

respect to the responsibilities of programmatic and contracting

officials in the acquisition process. Implementation of these

policies'will require new texts for the Foreign Affairs Manual,

which A/OPE intends to begin this fiscal year. A/OPZ believes

that, in consideration of the importance of this issue and to

ensure full Department compliance with its implementation, a

policy statement should be prepared for the Under Secretary's

(M) signature. The statement should acknowledge that

Department contracting officials have these legal and

regulatory responsibilities and the authority to execute them.
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Regarding disciplinary action against program officials

usurping contracting officer authority, A/OP believes that

such a policy should be established, but only in broad terms;

like the ratification action itself, any disciplinary action

must .be considered on a case-by-case basis. Depending on the

specificity of the policy, the review and concurrence of M, and

N/PER, and possibly the employee unions, may be required.

In 1984, the Procurement Executive issued a memorandum on

ratifications to all executive directors and administrative

officers (attachment Z). Ratification also was mentioned in a

1986 memorandum on recurring services contracts, issued from

the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Operations to all executive

directors and administrative officers (attachment F).

Recommendation 2. The Department (A/OPZ) should issue

instructions to the OPR/STP contracting Officials to reaffirm

their redponsibilities to adhere to the competition

requirements in the Federal Acquisition Regulation. If deemed

appropriate by OPE, these instructions may be provided to other

contracting officials in the Department.

Recommendation 1. The Department (A/OPE) should issue

instructions to the OPR/STP contracting officials to stress

their responsibilities to adhere to the requirements for
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publicizing proposed acquisitions in the Comerce Business

RAI1Z as required by Part 5 of the Federal Acquisition

Regulation. If deemed appropriate by OPE, these instructions

may be provided to other contracting officials in the

Department.

Recommendation 4. The Department (A/OPE) should issue

instructions to the OPR/STP contracting officials to stress

their responsibilities to adhere to the small purchasing

procedures in Part 13 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

Specific instructions should be given-to OPR/STP officials to

detect and eliminate split requirements proposed by program

officials.

Recommendation 5. The Department (A/OPE) should issue

instructions to the OPR/STP contracting officials to define the

preaward and postaward contract administration functions they

are to perform. Moreover, OPI should conduct a random review

of OPR/STP contract during early FTY 1988 to determine if the

instructions are being followed by the OPR/STP contracting

officials.

Recommendation 6. The Department (A/OPE) should issue

instructions on the use of contract audit services for both

preaward and postaward contract actions. Moreover, OPE should

conduct a random review of OPR/STP contracts in early FTY 1988
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to determine if the instructions are being followed by the

OPR/STP contracting officials.

RBasonse. A/OPZ does not accept the basic premise for

recommendations 2 through 6. A/OPE is responsible for

establishing Department procurement policies and procedures,

not for issuing instructions to implement those policies and

procedures. That is a responsibility of the operational

elements, i.e., the managers and supervisors for the

contracting activities. In its current configuration,

OPR/STP/P supervisors are responsible for ensuring that its

contracting personnel are instructed in the procedures followed

by that activity. A/OP! expects that the OPR/STY/P supervisors

are fully capable of instructing their staff in these

procedures.

For example, in 1984, the Chief, OPR/STP/P, issued instructions

to the OPR/STP/P staff on small purchase procedures and

contract administration (attachments 0 and H). The current

Chief, OPR/STP/P, issues OProcurement Division Memoranda,"

which again instruct OPR/STP/P personnel in operational

procedures (attachment I).

Nevertheless, A/OPF will discuss these recommuendations with the

OPR/STP/P chief to determine the extent of assistance A/OPF can

offer to that activity.
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A/OPE accepts recommendations 5 and 6 that A/OPE conduct random

reviews of OPR/STP/P contracts in early FY 1988 to determine

whether OPR/STP/P contracting officials are following their

instructions. However, A/OPE notes that, at least for

OPR/STP/P contract actions, postaward contract administration

currently is usually delegated to the requirements offices.

A/OPE will work with Department contracting activities in both

file documentation and procedures to strengthen the areas of

contract administration, to include critiques of files.

Regarding the compliance review function, A/OPf presently is

constrained in that it has approximately one full time

equivalent position available for the review (both preaward and

-ostaward) of contracts issued by all eleven domestic

Department contracting activities. A/OPE's review function

initially concentrated on OPR/STP/P, and involved all

acquisitions over $100,000. To extend this review function to

other Department contracting activities, A/OPE had to raise to

$500,000 the level of review for OPR/STP actions.

Recommendation 7. The Department (A/OPE in coordination with N

and A) should take the actions necessary to implement an

effective acquisition planning program within the Department as

required by Part 7 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.

Moreover, OPE should review the results of the planning system

in early FY 1988 to determine if it is achieving the desired
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results.

Razsgnse., A/OPZ accepts the recommendation on implementing

acquisition planning, though it is uncertain whether a

"program" per so is necessary. Acquisition planning, as

required by Part 7 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation and

previously by OKB/OFPP policy letter, has not been fully

implemented by the Department. To illustrate, over the last

several years, officials in A have issued memoranda on

acquisition planning (attachments J through L) and a number of

memoranda on year-end spending (attachments N through 0). This

method has had only limited results in terms of meeting the

requirements of FAR Part 7.

As intended by the FAR, A/OPU believes that for an effective

acquisition planning process, contracting officials should

participate in the budget process for each Department office

that requires the acquisition of supplies or services by

contract. The budget process itself comprises three major

phases, i.e., formulation, mark-up, and approval; in theory,

acquisition planning should be considered during each phase.

Making acquisition planning effective, however, will require

the full support of senior management.

From a management perspective, an acquisition planning process

should include three components: development, implementation,
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and review. Because the roles and responsibilities of

contracting officials in the Department's budget process have

not been established by policy or implemented procedurally,

A/OPE believes it will not be feasible to review acquisitions

in early FY 1988 to determine whether acquisition planning is

effective.

As an interim measure, A/OP t has drafted a policy directive

that will deny a procurement action, other than for reasons of

unusual and compelling urgency, to proceed without an approved

acquisition plan included with the purchase request from the

requirements office. This is an interim measure in that it

concerns only acquisition planning for the approved budget.

This may cause some requests to fail and/or the lapse of some

one year money, but the larger objective will be met.

Recomendation I. The Department (A/OPZ) should complete the

actions necessary to finalize the Department of State

Acquisition Regulations as expeditiously as possible.

R&22onssL. A/OPZ accepts the recommendation. The Department of

State Acquisition Regulation (DOSAR) was published as a

proposed rule in the Nay 28, 1987, edition in the Federal

Register (52 FR 19990). The period for submission of comments

closes on June 29, 1987. After reviewing those comments, A/OPE

will publish the DOSAR as a final rule, at which time it will
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become effective. Given the process for regulatory rule

making, A/OPE projects that this should occur by late July or

early August of this year.

Recommendation 9. The Department (A/OPf) should review the

current delegation of procurement authority issued to the

Foreign Service Institute (K/FSI) and determine whether it

needs to be modified to, preclude the use of the Registrar's

authority to issue training orders for persons outside the

Department using funds that are not N/FSI funds.

Rau~nze, A/OPE accepts the recommendation. Since A/OPE has

not yet reviewed the specific authority cited in the

recommendation, A/OPE cannot determine at this time whether the

authority needs to be modified.
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Concluding Coents

A procurement system comprises personnel, management, and

organization elements. Unfortunately, the report addressed

only the first two. Department contracting officials soon

recognize that while personnel and management inadequacies are

real, the more intransigent problem is the Department's

organizational mindset. Contracting officials know what

happens when they try to enforce the regulations--their

decisions are circumvented. This is not to denigrate the

findings contained in the report, but to stress that the

recommendations are not sufficient as they are directed at

contracting officials without mentioning the role and

responsibility of senior management to ensure that those

officials have the authority commensurate with their

responsibilities.

Contracting is a dynamic service function that works properly

only when it is based on cooperation within the Department.

Too often it has been allowed to degenerate into an adversary

relationship between the programmatic and contracting

officials. Contracting officials genuinely want to help the

programmatic officials accomplish their missions, but the

system seems to be stacked against them. If any proof is

needed, just -remember that the fourth quarter is rapidly

approaching; let's see how the Department reacts to the
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enforcement of the regulations by contracting officials.

A/OPE's acceptance of the report's recommendations and its-

intentions to initiate actions as stated must be considered in

light of its resources relative to the responsibilities

assigned in Delegation of Authority No. 120-3. Despite

numerous requests by A, resources have not been forthcoming,

which reflects a persistent insensitivity by upper management

to the magnitude of these responsibilities.

Attacdments:

As stated
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NATIONAL SICURITV COUNCIL

JuTne4 ?. 19l5 .

9Yv
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"NU
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. .... . .... N 7 4 1
EYES ON

VIORAmoUH FOR MIt3I C. cAR

THI, OLZV3 I. ,
5 Ct status of Ioeta". Rovery afort

The two independent hostage recovery actLvitlee briefed last
Saturday have proceeded 41 folloe0
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U9YEG ONLY
N 7Adn

O. At tho request of the two D officers vti@
oriqt~naft contact in 1,0Lnoo, Iet wLth "tir asset ia
WashJqtofl. L48 veer, their Lntermediary expressed concern vith
proeeding vith thle operaton based on the Ir.stab&Lity inide
.*bairor.. In response to qqel: (tIh9I ee CZA ofWicers Were
a4e avaze of tm pessiLily %A th e Daws priaOnelS could be
executed shortly a ter the end of Rammdaa*-June 19 and oe death
of one of Me contacts Inside ,ebanon, he has now aqreed to
;.oceed 41 fellowi

s WiLL 4lep Saturday JaM
watael is ftop. as veil~r as
seom oay oetaet Inside Weba"nA.

&m &I e Laan*. Ad &rrame or a
Io

-f one, emte has ea establish anda mseitiaq 6ranqed.
te "a M eo fleets vill 4e"n fe0 CypM via Viena vhere
txey villa depooevt tS 3ot & establish an account for tAe
5A ($5|003 of VIeb ll be VLL L teLY In U.S.
dollars eh fo use ia Lebama) 4VLl theft proceed
to the mee%ta Lndicated ave.

VNfEFYES ONL'

75-936 0-88---39

A-

'.
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dUN+10.49jfEs ONLY
3

7421

00 The say a" enme
hostages "Ar be biaLed

,IL.Yes that %iseI as tOlowe o

:--L

establish be s$de t
pauuaq o as least 2

v.A oe. .n n:Iquda v as $|0
wilbe provided with 650

in3Eva! tuarn the hostages Wex t
V 6r 'LI. to pled a:as 4

teprspo tCyprus .
One of the 0UA offeer ,1 wil have pioceaded to
Cypr s to xent a altehou"Wa ttvO1rry holdLnq
Losa is in th event e all hostages are se
recovered in the Lire attempt.

The fmaistat I.IN 2ade available by the donor will be
Ce"eSed Ins the asses. Us Via"a as as the

ZC s a 4 tt the peee e ae be ed s ee,

eso* of .. e e9 rtl britobee. Seth
belie" t efor tVil pro4_ we hoaes M
4iditteSI Getago@ Vill be COMA fot SIX each. The satehose
vtil be seed te ba Rle at Vw forest t hoetages Vbile

rgamqinate (bet"AIRIhA"l onell) a" beLng made for

tm "tat"boot4is Sthat 729 ~9 ouIldbe lq" nd f" a $.l..es+, tt-.itioM nso li

ewmisfl to svule~o *a a "4 iralt -tim baes. TM donor is
&veae that the pifee be0la ase &a SIX "4h. to i WVore that

plea toree ~a only two J9 the price
4"41 mC RoE dONtL
3.w. P e E E O N LY

,MMIM,
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N 742'2
The CrA olficare repared to take saVe "@Soon as they at*
contacted by ?:avel arranqements ard operational costs
are curentTy IY flMfT-aneed from funds no maill' avaLLble tco t?.
Nicsraqu'an resistance. Our normaL point-of-contact in the
resistance for these satters is not yet aware.

SUJ TY: A$ 4Lcussed with ADM Poindexter# it appearS that both
US$* en Cann proceed sLmultaneousy WithoUt Undue concern for
coMomIOS or-mnUtuaL Jeopardy. Given thit arranqements for the
D&A operation vil take considerable time Icontacts inside

#~~t~~* Ift A 4I W9AAMn &&-. .-. A - -0 ..

YES ON LN
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S IFIED
OKA Support for Recovery of American Hostages

Seized in Beirut

Several week ago, as part of the Hostage Locating Task Force, Dl
officers reestablished a contact in Lebanon with an asset who h
connections with the Lebanese criminal entities. Last week,
their intermediary, in response to awareness that the Dawa
prisoners could be executed shortly after the end of Ramadan
(June 19), agreed to proceed as follows in an effort to recover
the hostages:

ndlety -onta-at bs[Ian Leba;nn. '-~-i1return to Lebanon and arrange for a meeting
an one o of the QJk officer himself,

hs been in touch

Once contact has been established and a meeting arranged,
the two DEA officers will depart for Cyprus via a European
city where they will deposit the $200K and establish an
account for the $2M ($500K of which will be available
immediately in U.S. dollars cash for use in Lebanon).

*A* believes that the hostages can be bribed free for SIM
each as follows:

wransporr
$250K apiei-noerto b
believes that the $200K.ha.
establish bona fides to
to agree to passage of a

Ureni

H
4 rn the hostages over t

where they will be rna
~i~chtfY4anport to Cyprus.

Declassify $

Is

na fo
Giast stages

stages are through
iwwill be provided with up

0

OADR

z, 12 a

"V, v- '' I"
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One of the DZA Officers will proceed to Cyprus to rent
a safehouse as a temporary holding location in theevent that all hostages are not recovered in the firstattempt.
The remaining $1.5M made available by the donor will be
released fromA the account in the European cityas hostagesareaboard 

the yacht

h o stT h e s e 
t a

It is assume that the price cannot be negotiated dow" given the
number of people requiring bribes. Both the DEA and A believe
that this effort will produce at 1leat two hostages and that it
may be necessary to bribe the .ddi.. on-lhostages free for $i
each. The safehouse will be used to harbor/tret the firsttp
hostages while arrangements(both financial and operational) •
being made for the remaining hostages. "A" believes that at
least 72-96 hours would be required for a second round.The DIA officers are prepared to depart as soon as they are
contacted by A." Travel arrangemontstand operational costs are
currently being financed from funds from private sources.The two DIA officers should be made available for this operation
for a period not to exceed 30 days, Preferably directly to this
organizatjon.i t is important that no other parties become aware
of this operation in order to protect 6A6 as well as the donors.

UNCLASSIFIED



DATE TfIE PHONE

10/28/85 3:30 FTS 955-4450

ALT PHONRORTI -

El

10/29/85 10:00 224-9294

Javitz, Sen. 10/29/85 11:30 463-7887

Carmen, Lavonne 10/30/85 11:15 895-5194

Humphrey, Sen, 10/31/85 10:50 224-2841

Brady, Former Sen. NMcholas 10/31/85

After 5:00 call him at. the Waergate at
965-2300, Suite 1116.

Pleae call re: some concerns
in San Diego, Ca. (tft± sure

legitimate.)

7:05

she's having
if this call is

212/906-7777 Re didn't care to leave the
sub-ct.

Lantos, Cong. Tom

Humphrey, Sen.

Perow, Ross

Edwar&s, Sherrill

11/01/85 9:39 225-3531

11/01/85 11:00 224-2841

11/01/85 4:10 -14/661-6000

11/01/85 4:45 214/232-1041

He returned Your call

He is from Fisher Tnstitute in Dallas and
said he has an idea- you might be able to
use.

NAME

Fines, Jerry

I
Boschwitz, Sen.

co

'-A

-A

SUBJECT

Fines is U.S. Attv. from lhincis. He saidhe was called bv Cong. Robert PW2jel who
tld him that one term was enough The
Conq. said he understood that DOJ
thouqht otherwise, but )re stl thinks one
berm is enough.



Tuesday 5 November 19R5
TIME NAME/ORGANIZATION

Teleohone Calls
PIRON #

The Attorney General
MESSAGE as of 7:10 p.O.

5 November 1985

10:20 Cong. Del Latta

Prof. Donald Wilhelm
Cambridge, England

10:50 Ross Perow

11:37 Cong. Trent Lott

1:40 Don Regan

2:32 Cong. Newt Gingrich

2:40 Charles Bakalv

225-6405

011-44-123-248810

214/661-6180

%f
He said he has called for 3 wees and
has not received a call,

He called yesterday. He wrote a letter
on 16 Oct. and two follow-up letters on
19 and 29 October.

He will be in Wash. tomorrow at 10:45
meeting with the President and lunch
following. Re said he'll probably see
you there.

2?5-5772

456-6797

225-4501 RE: Mr. Sikora for Parole Commission

213/669-6030

4:10 Dr. Allan Levy

I

839-9222
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EXHIBMEM-4

THE WHITE HOt'SE

WkSHINGTON

June lit 1986

Dear Rosst N 4247
I have been briefed on your effort over the
past several weeks on behalf of our Americans
abducted in Beirut. On behalf of the American
people, I want to thank you for your discreet
assistance in this regard. My hope is that
we may yet succeed in reuniting these men
with their families and loved ones. Thanks
again and God bless you.

Sincerely,

Mr. H. R. Perot
7171 Forest Lane
Dallas, TX 75203

THE WHITE HOUSE

Mr. R. R. Perot
7171 Forest Lane
Dallas, TX 75203
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EXHIBIT EM-5
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XKAE: IJU064000 PAGIE 53

1254 because the money is Just In the process of being used by

1255 the states. What we are doing, however, is trying to

1256 supplement the funds that the states axe putting into drug

4257 enforcement, which is a considerably lower percentage of

1258 their law enforcement resources than we put into federal law

1259 enforcement.

1260 What we axe trying to do Is to provide some additional

1261 funding through sharing the forfeited assets of drug

1262 traffickers with the local law enforcement authorities. We

1263 think that this is a better way to approach.

1264 Mr. HUGEIS. Well, I hope that once you evaluate that that

1265 you can keep an open mind on it.

1266 Mx. attorney General, I an sure that like many of us you

1267 have looked at the Tower Commission Report. I an sure that

1268 your attention was drawn, as mine was, to a reference to you

1269 in a communication between Oliver Xozth and Robert

'270 McFarlane. The subject was organizing a private ransonm

1271 effort funded by 1. Roth Perzot to free the hostages.

1272 Let me read to you from Page 3-13 of the Commission

1273 report. It is referring to a memo from Xorth to McFarlane

127' I.ated June 7, 1985, and I quote ''The second plan involved

1275 the private ransoming of two hostages, Including Buckley,

1276 for 02 million. This operation would take considerable

1277 time, contacts inside Lebanon, financial transactions, and

1278 rental of yachts, safe houses and so forth. Thus, it was
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1279 possible to undertake it at the sane time as the private

1280 efforts were under way.''

1281 ''To implement this proposal, Xozth asked McFarlane to

"$82 contact the Attorney Genezal to secoure the services of two

1283 officers of the Drug Znfoxcement Agency who would work with

1284 the KSC staff on this particular matter. McFarlane approved

1285 and wrote Xorth to follow up on June the 10th.''

1286 Did Mr. McFarlane or anyone else contact you or anyone

1287 else in the Department of Justice about secuzing the

1288 services of the Drug Enforcement Administration or its

1289 agents in ransoming hostages?

1290 We provide congressional oversight of the DIA. Was there

1291 any contact with you made in that regazd?

1292 Attorney Genezal 1ES. Contact was made, Mr. Hughes,

1293 with me. I have a recollection, a fairly vague

1294 recollection, that contact was made with me for assistance

1295 of some DIA agents who might have information that would be

1296 helpful.

1297 At no time did anyone talk to me about zansom. It merely

1298 had to do with providing assistance of DAE agents who might

1299 be helpful in regaining custody of our hostages.

1300 Mr. NUGNIS. Well, I understand--

1301 Attorney General HUSE. And I did authorize the DEA to

1302 cooperate with the Xational Security Council staff in

1303 anything that would be helpful to get back the hostages, but

of
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130" zansoming or the plan was never: diSouBSe4 with me.

1305 Mr. IUGIES. So your understanding would be that any,

1306 contact would be in Zafezence to securing information as

"1307 opposed to operations, using DII agents for operations?

1308 Attorney General HZ1SI. Yes. It was not my-undetIstanding

1309 they were to be used tot operations.

1310 Mr. BUGlIS. DER agents axe not used for Intelligence

1311 gathering, I pxesuae?

1312 Attorney General K115. Oh, yes, all the time.

1313 Mr. XVUIS. In non-natcotics matters.

1314 Attorney General MIS. o.

1315 Mr. XUGNES. That conoezns me because I know you know very

1316 well that one of the reasons we enJoy such a tremendous

1317 amount oi coopazation in host counties is because DER is a

1318 mission agency that deals with drug enforcement. If other

1319 counties believed that they were engaged in espionage,

1320 countexespionage, counterintelligence, we would not enjoy

1321 that kind of cooperation.

1322 Attorney Genezal MHUS. Yes. These types of activities

1323 maze not contemplated, to the best of my knowledge.

1324 Pz. HUGUIS. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chaizxan

1325 The CIAZIMAX. Mz. McCollum.

1326 Mx. MCCOLLUN. Thank you very much, Kt. Chaizan.

1327 Mr. Attorney Ganazal, we welcome you this nozning.

1328 Atto:ney General KRIS&. Thank you.
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0400

Vice Admiral John M. Poj,41xtt, S!.SOf~uty Assistant to tae Presigm

for Natiol SecUP!ty Affalr.S
Presidential Fnding on M41.e1 Eas:

Pursuant
the Pre. idea
Oassed 11rOund

Attackdvnt:
As sated

to our conversation this should go to
for his signature And shouId not De
in any hands below our leel.

CL SY ".C:3C':
411W "Acp.

"Olt

" p. . . , b . . ,,e

I
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Fw.didng Pursuant to Se*C;n 62 of the Foreign
A s&SslCe Act of 196 .. s Amen4e4. concerning
ooer1t&on Undertaken ov the Central I.telLigence:qeiny in Forien Coune.-es. Oter Than ?oe

_lmfe@.4 SoleLy :zr %ne Pir:Ose o! I.-sLJie,,
C40~

: have boen briefed an he e .'rs being made by ?=;.'a:e
parties to obtain the release of Americans held hostage ;,
the Middle East. and hereby find that %he following opera:...s
&n foreign countries (Lncludjnq all ;upport necessary to
such Operations) are iportant to the national security of
the United States. Because of t.e extreme seneicxvity Of
t.ese operations, in the exercise of the Presdent's Co-stL-
tut&onal authorities, r direct ine Otrector of Central
Intelligence not to brief the Congress of the United States,
as provided for in Secton 501 of the National. Security Act
of 1947, as amended, until suct time aS I may direct otherwse.

SCOPE :I[SCRIPTIO

Hostage Rescue -
.4iddle Cast

The provision of assistance by the
Central intelligence Agency to
private parties in their attempt to
obtain the release of Americans
held hostage in the Middl*e ast.
Such assistance is to include the
provision of trafiptation,
communications, and other necessary
support. As pact of thee* efforts
certain foreign materiel and muni:.o-s
may be provided to the Governmen:
of Uan whizh is taking steps to
faci itate the release of the
Aeican hostage.

AIL prior actions taken by U.S.
Government officials in furtherance
of this effort axe hereby ratified.

"he White House
Washington, D.C.

Date:

1 k~'lv

M~ ~

I

% 6
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January 4, 198C

..so&..:N'5:, :'-S-4 c'"

N ,4

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN K. POINDEXT91

FROM:

SUBJECT:

OLIVER L. NORTH

Covert Action Finding on Iran

Attached at Tab I is a nemorandum from yra to the President
forwarding a Covert Action Finding (Tab A). This Finding Ls
based on our discussions with Nir and my subsequent meeting with
CIA General Counsel Stanley Sporkin.

At Sporkin's request, I talked to Bill Casey on secure re the
Finding and the overall approach. He indicated that he though
the Finding was good and that this is probably the only approach
that will work. He shares our goal of achieving a more moderate
government in Iran through this process.

RECOMMoeDATION:

That you sign the memorandum~ to the President at Tab 1.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - Poindexter Memo to the President

Tab A - Covert Action Finding

(U.

'-. ,gMf,
a)

UNIO2HD
It

I
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N 1251,j

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FRO14: JOHN M. POINDEXTIR

SUBJECT: Covert Action Finding Regarding Iran

This week, Prine Minister Pares of Israel secretly dispatched his
special advisor on terrorism with instructions to propose a plan
by which the U.S. and Israel can act in concert to bring about a
more moderate government in Iran. The Israelis are obviously
very concerned that the course of the Iran-Iraq war and the
potential for further radicalization in Iran pose a significant
threat to the security of Israel.

The Israeli plan is premised on the assumption that moderate
elements in Iran can come to power if these factions demonstrate
their credibility in defending Iran against Iraq and in deterrinq
Soviet intervention. To achieve the strategic goal of a more
moderate Iranian government, the Israelis are prepared to
unilaterally ocmence selling military materiel to Western-
oriented Iranian factions. It is their belief that by so doing
they can achieve a heretofore unobtainable penetration of the
Iranian governing heirarchy. The Israelis are convinced that the
Iranians are so desperate for military materiel, expertise and
intelligence that the provision of these resources will result in
favorable long-term changes in personnel and attitudes within the
Iranian government. Further, once the exchange relationship has
coinenced, a dependency would be established on those who are
providing the reuisite resources, thus allowing the providers)
to coercively influence near-toem events.

As described by the Prim Minister's emaissary, the only
requirement the Israeli@ have is an assurance that they will be
allowed to purchase U.S. replenishments for the stocks that they
sell to Iran. Since the Israeli sales are technically a
violation of our Arms ZXport Control Act embargo for Iran, a
Presidential Covert Action finding is required in order for us to
allow the Israeli sales to proceed and for our subsequent
replenishment sales.

Declassify ont OADR
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The Covert Actio. rnding attached at Tab A provides.the
lat-ituc, fc: the transactions indicated above to proceed. x!
this Tindirn; is signed, we would not interfere when the Israe ,is
unilaterally comence sales and deliveries of TOW missiles during
January, 196. We would also be able to legally sell basic TOWs
to Israel wher they submit purchase orders for replenishing their
own stocks, The Iranians have indicated an immediate requarement
for 4,000 basic TOW weapons for use in the launchers they already
hold. We would be expected to replace the Israeli stocks in less
than 30 days. 4,000 missiles represent 1/3 of all available TOWs
in Israel.

The Israelis and the Iranians vith whom they are Ln contact agree
that the continued holding of the five American hostages in
Beirut will be isediately solved through commencement of this
action. Prime Minister Pores had his emissary pointedly note
that they well understand our position on making concessions to
terrorists. They also point out, however, that terrorist qrops.
movements, and organizations are significantly easier to
influence through governments than they are by direct approach.
In that we have been unable exercise any suasion over Hisballah
during the course of nearly two years of kidnappings, this
approach through the govermnMt of Iran may well be our n. way
to achieve the release of the Americans held in Beirut. mtimust
again be noted that since this dialogue with .the Iranians began
in September. Reverend Weir has been released -and there have been
no Shia terrorist attacks against American or Israeli persons,
property, or interests.

The Israelis have asked for our urgent response to this proposal
so that they can pla accordingly. They note that the current
crisis in the Riddle last provides a rationale for a significant
purchase of TOWs and expedited delivery on our part. In order tc
provide an answer to Prime MinistAr Peres, the Finding at Tab A
should be discussed privately with Secretarois Shults,
Weinberger, Director Casey and Attorney General Hesse. if, based
on their input, you decide to proceed, the Finding should be
signed and held.

Recommendations

-- That you agree to Met with Secretareie Shultz and
Weinberqr, Director Casey and Attorney General
meese on this Mtter as soon as possible.

Attachment .. .. -,V
ab 9U-Ct
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LASSIRED
-., ;*.--- . . : Se:r.o j N '124
TM. ir5 grISAan.t ; * o: H I 2.

Z Jen~ , Conceri..c uper7 :ionsI
Unde:ts ea e Cent=r. Z1nteloence

cene" i. loriar. Cou.ttriqes Other Thar.
Those ftere the -Purpose'" €:ntej;sen¢lCo Clectior." "

hereby find that the following operation in a foreigrn
country includingq all support necessary to such operation) it
important to the national security of the United States, and due
to its extreme sensitivity and secruty risks, I determire it is
essential to limst prior notice, and direct the Director of
Central Intelligence to retrain from reporting this Finding te
the Congress as provided in Section S01 of the National Security
Act of 1947, as amended, until I otherwise direct.

SCOPE DRSCRIPTOZ

Iran Work with Iranian elements, groups and individuals,
selected foreign liaison services and third countries,
all of which are sympathetic to U.S. Government I
interests and which do not conduct or support terrorist
actions directed against U.S. persons, property or
interests, for the purpose of, 11) establishing a more
moderate government in Iran, and (2) obtaining froml
them significant Intelligence not otherwise obtainable.
to determine the current Iranian Government's inten-

tions with respect to Its neighbors and with respect toN terrorist acts. Provide funds, intelligence, counter-
Intelligence, training, guidance and communication

IF assistance to these elements, groups, individuals,
CC liaison services and third countries in support of

these activities.

The UG will act to facilitate efforts by third parties
and third countries to establish contact with moderate
elements within and outside the Government of Iran by
providing these elements with arms, equipment and
related materiel in order to enhance the credibility of
these elements in their effort to achieve a noer
pro-U.S. government in tran by demonstrating their
ability to obtain requisite resources to defend their
country against Iraq and intervention by the Soviet

Union. This support Vill be discontinued if the U.S.
Government learns that those elements have abandoned
their g ae of moderating their government and
appropriated the materiel for purposes other than that

__ provided by this Fin"ing.
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EXHIBIT EM-9

1e41 WMITE HOUse
WAS"I $ oTO P

N 10046

January L7, l9$1

ACTION

MEJtORqApDLUM FOR

FROM:

SUBJT:

THE PRSIoENT (V

JOHN M. PONOIXTZR

Covert Action finding Regarding Iran

Prime Minister Peres of Israel secretly dispatched his specLal
advisor on terror&a wilh instructions to propose 4 plan by wftic.
Israel, with Wlaited assistance from the U.S., can create
conditions to help bring about a more moderate government in
Iran. The Israeli$ are very concerned that Zran's deteriorating
position in the war with Iraq, the potential for further
radicalization in Iran, and the possibility of enhanced Soviet
influence in the Gulf all pose significant threats to the
security of Israel. They believe it is essential that they act
to at least preserve a balance of power in the region.

The Israeli plan is premised on the assumption that moderate
elements in Iran can coe to power if these factions demonstrate*
their credibility in defending Iran against Iraq and in deterring
Soviet intervention. To achieve the strategic goal of a more
moderate Iranian government, the Israelis are prepared to
unilaterally commence selling military materiel to
western-oriented Iranian factions. it is their belief that by so
doing they can achieve a heretofore unobtainable penetration of
the Iranian governing hierarchy. The Israelis are convinced that
the Iranians are so desperate for military materiel, expertise
and intelligence that the provision of these resources will
result in favorable long-term changes In personnel and attitudes
within the Iranian government. further, once the exchange
relationship has ccmmencede a dependency would be established on
those who are providing the requisite resources, thus allowing
the provider(e) to coercively influence near-term events. Such
an outcosi is consistent with our policy Oblctivis and would
present significant advantages for U.S. national Interests. As

described by te Prime Minister's emissary, the only requirement
the Israelis have is an assuane that they will be allowed to
purchase U-S. repleneLmenhtS for the stocks that they sell to
Iran. We have researeed the legal problems of Israel's selling
U.S. manufactured arms to-ran. aesaue of the requirements in
U.S. law for recipients og U.S. arms to notify the U.S.
government of transfers to third couAtries, I do not recommend
that you agree with the spetifie details of the Israeli plan.
K.oever, there is anotAer possibility. Some time ago Attrney

REC 'WFO
- 1i~ y on$ OADR

jas"*,0A&P4f" Tflft OCPDf
A* "to36
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TOP SECRET
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General William French Smaith determined that under an appropriate
finding you could authorize the CIA to sell arms to countries
outside of the provisions of the laws and reporting requirements
for foreign military sales. The objectives of the Israeli plan
could be met if the CIA, using an authorized agent as necessary,
purchased arms from the Department of Defense under the Economy
Act and then transferred them to Iran directly after receiving
appropriate payment from Iran.

The Covert Action Finding attached at Tab A provides the latitude
for the transactions indicated above to proceed. The Iranians
have indicated an iediate requirement for 4,000 basic TOw
weapons for use in the launchers they already hold.

The Israeli's are also sensitive to a strong U.S. desire to free
our Beirut hostages and have insisted that the Iranians
demonstrate both influence and good intent by an early release of
the five Americans. both sides have agreed that the hostages
will be immediately released upon comencement of this action.
Prime Minister Peres had his emissary pointedly note that they
well understand our position on not making concessions to
terrorists. They also point out, however that terrorist groups,
movements, and organizations are significantly easier to
influence through governments than they are by direct approach.
In that we have been unable to exercise any suasion over
Hisballah during the course of nearly two years of kidnappings,
this approach through the government of Iran may well be our o
way to achieve the release of the Americans held in Beirut.
must again be noted that since this dialogue with the Iranians
began in September, Reverend veir has.been released and there
have been no Shia terrorist attacks against American or Israeli
persons, property, or interests.

Therefore it is proposed that Israel make the necessary
arrangements for the sale of 4000 TOW weapons to Iran.
Sufficient funds to cover the sale would be transferred to an
agent of the CIA. The CIA would then purchase the weapons from
the Departaent of Defense and deliver the weapons to Iran through
the cgent. Ij all of the hostages are not released after the
first shipment of 1000 weapons, fustrtr transfers would cease.

On the other hand, since hostage release is in some respects a
byproduct of a larger effort to develop ties to potentially
moderate forces in Iran, you may wish to redirect such transfers
to other groups within the government at a later time.

TOP SECRET
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The Israelis have asked for our urgent response to this proftsal
so that they can plan accordingly. They note that conditions'
inside both Iran and Lebanon are highly volatile. The Israelis
are cognizant that this entire operation will be terminated if
t.he Iranians abandon their goal of moderatinqtneir government or
411oW further acts of terrorism. You have discussed the genera"
outlines of the Israeli plan with Secretaries Shultz and
weirtberger, Attorney General Meele and Director Casey. The
Secretaries do not recommend you proceed with this plan.
Attorney General Meese and Director Casey believe the short-term
and long term object ves of the plan warrant the policy risks
involved and recommend you approve the attached Finding. Because
of the extreme sensitivity of this project* it LS recommended
that you exercise your statutory prerogative to withhold
notification of the rFndinq to the Congressional oversight
committees until such time that you deem it to be appropriate.

Recommendati on

41 That you sign the attached Finding.

Prepared by:
Oliver L. North

Attachment
Tab A - Covert Action Finding / /

I
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,I here~ find that the followinq atisi noret rgncountry lifru"dlaq all sappers, neqeartosuch.operation) to
important to the national e~itY ioUinited Ses$ 44d duo
t0 its extueme sensitivity and *eenttriety taIdetermine it 16eseatial to limit prior notice# eWWd rg4e t irestor ofCentral Zntelligence to refrais from reporting this Findin eothe Congrees as provided in sectionn o1 t9 the $4t1o6 1Security

^4t *f 194?, as mended, until Z otherwise direct.

I in Assist selected friendly foreim liaison services,third countries and third partlse which have
established relationehipe with ranl elauente,
groups, and ndividgalss ympathetic to U.S. Overnmentinterest$ and whLch do nt conduct oa support teerrist
actions drected against .$. persons, property or
intereetse for the purpose 6:t (1) establishing a moremoderate government in tran, (3) obtaining from them
significant .ntelligence not otherwise obtainafeb, to
determine the current Iranian Governments attentions
with respect to its neighbors and vith respect to
terrorist acts, and 1)3 furthering the release of the
AMericaa hostages ld oS lelrut and preveating
additional terrorist acts by these groups. Provide
funds, telltlgence, coAteer-intel igenve, training
guidance and communications and other necessary
assile ace to these elements, groups, individuals,
1iaisoe services and third countries in support of
these activities.

The US4 will act U failitate efforts by third parties&ad third outries to establish contact w%1t moderateelements within and outside the Governent of :ran by
peoviding these elements with arms equipment andrelated materiel harder to enhance the credibility ofUwee elements in their effort to achieve a more
pi-o.S. eovernsent in Iri by demonstrating theirability to obtain requisite resources to defend their
country against I1aq a d Anterventiom by the Soviet
Union. This srpporst will be discontinued L 9the U.S.
Government leans that these eelintsh ave abandoted
their gea o f nmderating their government and
appropriated the materiel feir prpes other than that
provided by ia Findd.

TM White a"" OCR TS"" - @16Washingtone S.C. copy I
Date Januaary 17j, Its$ I"

I
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EXHIBIT EM-10

i)'LASSIFI1ED
0CIO1R 5. 1981

The "onorable wllnie. 3. Casey,Vitectot / :
Central Inteligence Agency
WasbLngton, D.C. 20505

ReI CIA 3A'ance

I.

.x.eaon I

I. Weaponry

Dear B1s

We have been advise! by the State Department's Legal
Adviser that the Foreign assistance Act and the Ars Et:port
Control Act were not intended, and have not been" applied, by
Congress to be the exclusive means foe sales of U.S. w eron.
to foreign countries and that the President may approve a
transfer outside the onte tes. Accordin ;ly,
I believe the exchange -fo rmay be legally com-
pleted, based upon a dete [ Y1U 1 resident that these
Acts cannot be used and tkat the authorities of the Economy
Act and National Security Jotmay be utilized to achieve a
significant intellge -Cpje@tive. In order to satisfy the
Con~gessional reporting requiresents imW sed on the Secretary
of Defense under VoD Apprpriations Authorization Acts
(10 U.S.C. 233v Note) and on you by the Intalligerce O'e:';i ..Act of 1980 (S0 U.S.C. 413) , the Io se a"8 Senile Inteii;..
Comi tcees should .be. informed of this proposal and t*%,-President's determinations. (S)

a Sn~erei

,SM J.lu___ a en i. AtO, sGeneral

Classified by DeAvative: State De g lent-- " -D" T w O-l-

f7TTT~

k ... Is00E.. 1. -Z ,4Z;Z7-"-2 (# Vn M4L

...........

Q...,
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EXHIBIT EM-11

13064 CO:
I further announce that the Senator

frq Georgia Mr. TALxADG) ts absent15 blsiess.
further announce that, If present
voting. the Senator from ConnecU-

cut (Mr. RISICoo) would vote "nay."
Mr. SrrVVdS, I announce that the

senator from South Dakoa (lMr. p u-
Li) Is necessarily absent

The PRESIDING OMFFCER (Mr'.
Exow). Are therq any other Senators
in the Chamber Wishing to cut their
vote?

The result was announced-ym 5 1,
nays 42, as follows:

liouicU vote Na 170 L4g.1

lsucus Notlne
96yb SiuddlestonSlentsal Inoupe
Mlden JacksonIlorenl inv~t
Braway Jcbswa
Bumpers Leahy
Byrd. Robert C. Levin
Cannot lose
Chita Luer
culler Weazuson
Danforth MathIst
Durkin atsunsgffseleton SteobSe
Ford mts4nbotn
Olean fltcheti
Kadin Morgan

MAYS-42
Armoirone 11,00

8ker OM
8e1pnon Goldwator
Soochwits ar
Burdlck Ratch
Byrd. lattleld

ry P. Jr "em ws
He~f Mine= Helms

111 ll ZM llHu[ mphrey7
- hen Jopsen
DeConcini Kasenbeum
Doe t..ait
Doestct McClure
Dt-),bersr "unn

Moynihee
Nelson

Randolph
W~eals
Ro0th
Sarbanes

Stalgord
Stens
Stevens
Stewart
Stone

voIlems
Young

P'Sckwood
Poll
pro-mire
Schmitt
Schwuilhe5,mm-ron
bit eeson
Thurmond
Tower
Wallop
Warner
Ztrclery

NOT VOTING--7
Crasto McOovern TsLmadse
Cora v Preder
Klnnedly JAbloog

So the motion to lay on the table Mr.
Witcite's amendment tNo. 1793) was
agreed to.

Mr. RIEGLE. Mr. President. I move to
reconsider the vote by which the motion
wai agreed to.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President. I move to
lay that motion on the table.

The motion to Lay on the table wu
agreed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Joint
resolution Is open to amendment. If there
be no further amendment to be pro-
posed, the question is on the third read-
ing of the Ront resolution.

The joint resolution cHJ. Res. $541
was read the third time.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. I ask
for the yeu and nays.

The PRESIDING OFICER. Is there
a sufficient second? There is a suffcient
second.

T veas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFICER. The joint

resolution having been read the third
ime. the quetion Is. Shall It pas? The
as ard nays have been ordered, and
is clerk will call the roll.
The asalUatnt leIslaUve clerk called

the roll.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce

that the Senator from California (Mr.

NGRSSI( AiDg-EIK
CtAirmox), the Senator from Alak
(Mr. Gauv L). the Senator from Masa-
cbu"eU (Mr. Kzil, tI). the SenatOr
from South Dakota Mr. McOoviNi. '
and the Senator from Connecticut (IMr.
Rislcorv) are necessarily absent.

I further announce that the Senator
from Geortg IMr. TALM.80s) is absent
on official business.

I further announce that. If present and
voUng, the Senator from Connecticut
(Mr. Rrotcorv) would vote "yeL.'

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Sentors in the Chamber wish-
ins to vote?

The result was anounced-yeas 78.
nays 16. as follows:

Ilolicali Vat No. t1 Leg.I

TlA&-79
Baker ion Nelson
isucus lrd Nunn

BSayh GleA Packwood
Bellman 55051 loll
Sentuse Hatfield Percy

lden Heels Pryo
Soron Hels Randolph
ibehvltl Holitngs RletIs
Brelley Huddleston Roth
sumperts Inoup Sarba
Burdick Jackson asse?
Byrd. Robert C Javits ikhmttt
Cannon Johnston Scbw1etev
Charee Ksembaum Stfford
Chtles Leay Stennis
Church Le ia Stevens
Cochran Long Stevenson
Cohen Low Stewart
Cuiver Mgujoao Stone
Danforth llatlis Torgas
l*Concini Mstsuna Wallop
Do! Metcber Warner
Gomenict ltzmnbaums Waerl
Durenberger Mitchell Williams
Durkin imorer Younw
Kegitos Mornihan Z*oKnak7

NAY3--Is
Armstrong lAra was Proselsv
Byrd. Relms Promire

Ifryl P. Jr Humphry Sampeon
OaM Joleeen Thurmond
Ooidwtef ta-sit Tower
Ratch McClure

NOT VOTINO-4
Cransn Kennedy Plb1,oRf
Oravel McOOreM Tali alfe

So the Joint resolution IH J. Res. 554)
was Poieed.

Mr. HOLLINOS. Mr. President. I move
to reconsider the vote by which the bill
was paised.

Mr. HUDDLESTON. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table wan
agreed to.

W joLMCU ovmm Adr
OP INe i

The PRESIDING OF7ICER. Under the
previous order. thi Senate will now pro-
ceed to the consideration of 5. 2284 which
the clerk will state.

The assistant legislative clerk reed as
follows:

A bili IS. 224I t3 auti-ornss the intellIl-
gene system Of the United states by the
estabiishsient of a statutory basis for the
national Intelllgece activIles of the United
States. a" for other purposes

The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill. which hod been reported from the
Select Committee on Intelligence with
an amendment to strike all after the en-
acting clause and insert the following:
That this Act may be cited as the "Intelll-
gonce Oveeibht Act of 110".

Jun* 8, 1980

6Wc. 2. SOCUOU 6111 at the Foreign Assisi.
ance Act of 1ost I2 USC. 2422) is smend
by sWi ling out 1n subsection (a) '50d re-.
ports. in a timely fashona- " ali that rot.
l'ws down through the period in subsecSon
II and4 Inserting in lieu thereof a period

Lnd the okirti: " .Each such operation
&hail be considered a slgnifScat antlclpated
lnte~llgnce activity for the purposes of ee-
Lion 501 of the NaUonal scurity Act of
1547.".

Sec. 3. ia) Tbe National Security Act of
19t? 150 US C 401 at seq.) Is amended by
addIng at the end ttserso the following now
Utle:

"*TITZ V-ACCOUNTASILITT FOR
IHT.UOEI5NC ACTIVITIES

"'cO e~slseA ovu1slosyi

"Sec 801. (a) To the extent con stent with
all applicable autbortes and duties. Lnclud-
Ig those conferred by the Constitution upon
the exncutive WA legislative branches of the
Government. and to the extent consistent
with due regard for the protection from un.
author ed disclosure of classifld Informa-
tion ad taformstlon relating to Intelligence
sources and methods. the Director of Central
Intelligence and the heeds of all depart-
menu. agencies, aid other entities of the
United States involved 10 Intelligence b.
tivLtles shll-

"(I) keep the 8elect Cousittee on In-
telifeonce of the Sette sod the Permanent
select committee o intelligence of the
noue of Representatives (hersinaftr in
this section referred to as the 'select Com-
-iuttee') fully an currently Informed of all
InteilIgence activities which ar the respon-
nibilty of. are engaged in by, or are carried
out for or on behalf of. ay department.
agency. or entity Of the United States. In-
cliding any signIficant anticipated o11telll-
goe activity. esrept that (A) the foregoing
provisIon shall not require approval of the
Select Committees ae a condition precedent
to the Inittatio of any much anticlpated In-
tellgenc activity. snd (3) If the President
determines It Is essential to liit prior no-
tics to meet extraordinary cltc¢mstaaflte
affecting vital tntereets of the Unitd StalteL.
such notice shall be limited to the chairman
and ranting minofitv members of the Select
Committees. the Speaker and minority
leader of the Ron of Reprsent&tves and
the msorl y nd minority leaders of the
Senate;

i2) rurnish any Informnati00 or matts"
concerning Intettlfence activities which to
In the poseesion. custody. or control of any
department. agency, or entity of the UIted
States and which is requested by either Of
the Select CommJttm In order to carry out
its authorized reepo"niblltles: sad

is) report in a timely fashion to the
Serect Committees any 11legni intellgs1ol
activity nr dmniA€nt tftell"IScS failure
and any correltive action that has beeS
taken or te ptanne to be takes n tO-cMc
tion wit'i such Ulelal activity O failure.

"(bl The resident Shall fully Inform the
Select Committee in a time l ftahlon of
Intelligence operations In foreign countries.
other than activities intended solely fof 0'
tanlg nesery intellgence. for which
pri notice was not g ven under sueection
ra and shall provide a statement or the
reaons for not giving prior notice.

"(el The President an the Select coa
mittess shall each establish uch prccd<lr
as may be nece-sary to camvy out the pro'-
sions of %ubeectioc is) a d (b).

"(d) The House of Representtivee ad
the Senate. in consultation with the Director
of Control ntnelltisvca stall esh esbUsa
by rule or resolutions of suchS HO111s. PrOOM-
dors to protect faro uniuthOrzed SteeWl-
sure all classilfed normston and si to*
formation relating to lautlliltc soturc
and metod fumishe to th4 Select COO'
aultess or to Members of the C*ngrese uldef

75-9S6 0-88-40
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Junse 3, 1980 C
tJ *So. In socordatie wit suh pro
CO each of the select Committees lta
PM .,Ay Call o s atWtoU of Its teepee
uke Mou, or to &AY Apopriats hemioio.
or committee of Its esetie osran
mare relating to Intelligence pctivlse re
quir n the vtotteO of such NOUN* or Bud
0smmttee c or mtse

Mr. HUDDLZS ni. Mr. President,
ask unanimous consesit that the follow.
Lg members af the staff of the Selec

Committee on Intelligence be Cr ntey
Privilege of the floor during proceed, gi
On 5. 2284 and during the vote on thi
bill and any amendments: Bill Miller
or Eisenhower. Dennis Sharon. joh
Huff. Keith Reffel. Mike Eptein. Ab
ShUisky. David Shaw, Ken deoaffen-
reid. Angelo Codeilae, Tom Crow ey, EA
Loevine. Ted Ralsto. mmi Roche, erl
Evans, Mark Schneider, Tlom Connollyand Sherry Towe t.

The PRESIfINO OFFICER. Without
Objection. It is so ordered.

Mr. HUDOLESTON. Mr. President,
today in taking UP . 2214. we amr tak.
ing another ste up the ladder leading
to comprehensive legiselation tautori-
dn and regulating the intelligence

activities of the government. The firstl
step was taken in February 1978 when
this body Passed the Foreign Intelli-
gence01 Survellance Act. Over the past
2 years we have seen that a statute can
Ladeed give the intelligence agencies the
authorities they need to undertake nec-
esmr intelligence activities, while at
the is tme Protecting the Civil tibfer-
tic Americans and providing for
strict congressional oversight. In a.

n4 the bilU before us today, we ar
extending the statutory baeia of congress
slonal oversight to the entire umbit of

intelligence activities within the juts
diction of the Intelligence Committees
Of each House.

In the first instance, S. 2284 modifies
the Hughes-Ryan amendment. Under
that amendment the Central tntell-
9nce Agency Is not permitted to spend
money On covert operations abroad un-
less the Presldezut finds that each such
NWeraUon is important to the National
Security of the United States and re-
orts In A timely fashion a description
Of the oeration to the appropriate cam-
nittees of Congress.

The appropriate committees am now
understood to be those dealing with in-
telligence, foreign relations, armed
services, and appropriations in each
noue. The procedure of Hughes-Ryan
Was always intended to be a temporary
expedient designed to hold the field only
until a Permanent arrangement was
4ade for congressional oversight of in.
tellIgnce activities. As Senator Hucats.
It sponsor, stated on the floor of the
Senate, the amendment "provides a tem-
0_i'ry arrangement not a Permanent

ne, recognizing that a permanent at.
'..lement Is In the Process of being
d", L 'Jd." 5. 2284 embodies such an ar-
Mal )nt. Hughes-Ryan has certainly

t n a failure. It has set a needed17ceent of congressional Oversight of
t co en operations and also showed
T"ai coe. gre5onal comInttees could

ntaj a high level of security.
At the same time, however, the the.

C XXVI--- -ps.t to
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ortical possibility that a leak of dAm-
Ing information could emerge from om

• of the eight committees which possess at
lest a theor*cal right of access to the
nformLUon troubles the executive

branch a great deal.
Restricting the notice of such opera-

tons to the two Intelligence Commit-
tees with their stringent security pro-
cedures does, in the view of the executivebranch, reduce the possibiliues of a
leak, thereby helpLng assure the succeu
of covert operations and In fact remov-
ing an impediment to their initiation. At

, the same time S. 2284 specifically recog-
nizes the responsibility of the two in-
teligence Committees to bring to the at-

" tention of any other committee or of
either House matters warranting their
concern.

For example. If CIA were undertaking
a major covert operation which would
have significant effects on US. foreign
policy in a certain region of the world, I

* would view it to be incumbent upon the
Senate rntellagnce Committee to in-
form the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee of the initiative.

This bill goes far beyond the scope
of Hughes-Ryan. krsi of all. unlike
Hughes-Ryan. the provisions of the bill
are not restricted to CIA; the activities
of such other agencies as the National
Security Agency. the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and the Defense intelli-
gence Agency are also covered. Next, the
requirement for reporting applies to In-
telligence activities undertaken in the
United States as well u abroad. Most
importantly, the committee is to be kept
"fully and currently informed." As was
stated in the committee's report:

The responsibility of the Executive here
ti riot limited to providing fi and complete
Information upon request from the com-
mittees. It also Incliudes an ifrmative duty
On tse part of the head of eich I intellireceI
entity to keep the committees fully and cur-
rent7 Informed of aII major policies, direc-
tives. a"d intelligence actIvittes.

Supplementing this provision is a re-
quirement that the two intelligence com-
mittees receive full access to Information
requested by the committees in further-
ance of their responsibIlities: under this
provision, the scope of their responsibil-
tis should be retd as broadly u the
congressional power to enact legislation
and appropriate funds relating to Intel-
ligence. The committees are also to be
specifically informed of any Illegal activ-
ity or significant intelligence failure.

Not only does S. 2204 go beyond
Hughes-Ryn In requiring reports on
and full access to all Intelligence activ-
ities, but it also changes the timing of
the reports to Congress. The Director
of Central Intelligence and the heads of
all departments and agencies involved in
Intelligence activities are required to
keep the two Intelligence committees

fully and currently informed" of all
intelligence activities, Including any
"significant anticipated intelligence ac-
tivity." The use of the word "antici-
pated," of course, requires prior notice
of such activities.

This act, then, extends beyond
Hughes-Ryan to constitute a compre-
hensive statutory plan for oversight of
InteUigence activities. in supportng the

1395
- bil and its accompanying report, the ad-
I ministraUon has recognized that nteili-

gen acivities are the Joint repoi.
i ability of Congress and the executive
i branch. Intelligence acuvitel clearly

should be viewed as an arm of the na-
tional defense and the foreign policy of
the country

The Constiltution does not speifically
m address the allocatioo of powers ssoci-

ated with these matters. Certain of the
* powers, such as the function of Com-

mander n Chief and the power to ap-
point Ambassadors were specifically con-
ferred by the Founders on the President;
In turn. Congress received equally impor-
tant powers including those to declare
war, raise and support Armed Forces.
and, in the Senate consent to treties
and the appointment of Ambassadors.

Olven this right to be kept fully ap-
prised of intelligence activities, Congress
will be able to fulfill Its constitutionally
mandated role in the area of national
defense and foreign policy. Unlike most
national defense and foreign policy mat-
ters. intelligence activities cannot be dis-
cussed publicly. Therefore, in consulta-
tions with the execuUve branch, the two
broadly based Intelligence Committees
will be acting as proxies for the Ameri-
can people.

The input of the committees will be
especially significant when they obtain
prior notice of a significant intelligence
activlty-significant due to its particu-
larly high cost or Its significant poten-
tial for affecting this country's diplo-
matic, political, or military relations
with other countries. Prior notification
of InteUigence activities that have sig-
nificant potential for affecting foreign
policy will permit consultation between
the branches and help prevent harmful
divisions of opinion such as occurred
over US. policy In Angola. In addition,
informing the Intelligence Committees
of significant antlpated actIvities gives
the President the benefit of advice and
policy recommendations from outside
the executive branch. It can only serve
the nAtionL interest If the President
knows whether he has broad support In
the Congress before deciding on such a
significant activity.

While before the committee, Director
of Central Intelligence Turner stated
that:

Actions of both irnteiliience Commit-
tee in reviewing .• . covert &UOc dtngs
has Influenced the way In which we hve
carried them Out.

He went on to say that the influence
had been "absolutely" beneficial. fmi-
larly, former Director Colby said that
discussion of significant planned acUv-
itiles "enables the Executive to get a sense
of congressional reaction and avoid the
rather clamorous repudiation which has
occurred in certain cases * I think
that Is a helpful device."

While Congress, acting through the
two committees, does Indeed have a role
in the sphere of intelligence. . 2284
states that even where prior notice is
required, approval of the commtui as
a condition precedent to the inutstion
of any anticipated Intelligence acUvity
is not required. This language can Ie
traced back to Senate Resolution 400-I
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64th Congress, where It exists In similar any aReed constitutional powe to deny I, addition, the committee will Make
form. During the floor debate on that pior notice are much reduced. How- special elorts to oversee Invest4laom
resolution. the Senat from Tennessee ever. it he doss claim such a power, he of Americans. With proper congressional
(Ur. BAns). the distinguished maority must give timely notice of the significant oversight, no Intelligence agency could
leader, stated that he had requeete that activity to committees together with an conceivably be out of cmtroL At the same
this provision be added: explanation of the reason for denial of time, we recogni e that congrulonej

To ma1" abeoiutly Clear that the ociae. Prior notice. oversight is no silbetitut for compare.
Blon 09 the words snc.udie any sislcant The two branches share the ruponel- hensive Intelligence charters.anticipated StUlU' - did lot COosttuts a bLlity to protect classified Information In closing, I reaMrm the commitmniA
reuime tha tMg dlt B OS mute and intligence sources and methods I and the Inteligence Committee as a
ether owti Iw or l nt00051 actpivi?5 t y from unauthorized disclosure. Under 5. whole ha.v made to the principle of com.
Could be Implementd by the bxecutlvS 2294. the committees arn to establish prebenslve legislative charters which de-
branch. Rather the tent ot aduding rules protecting such information. Set- fins the mission of the inteWlence Mgen.
those wors is to requipr r &lon tion 102(d) of the National Security Act cee. authorize certain intelligence uivi.
between the committee ead the tosatugence of 1947 gives the Director of Central In- tes, and protect the civil liberties ofcommunity, but not prir canet cr a telligenoe authority to protect Intelll- America.s. I remain convinced thatprovsL gence sources ad methods from tmau- charters an not lust Important. btt es-

Thus, the committee Is not able for- thorized disclosure. That statute, as Mr. sentlal to the eficient and effective op.
mally to veto any proposed signll ant Anthony Lpham. former Oenaral Coun- eratlon of our intelligence community.activity~ It learned about In advane. el of the CIA., ha pointed out in a UK rubh membe of the committee hasAll tvee provsinb dbscussed--hat ter, wa never intended to dey Inform&. spent untold hours and days grappling

the committees be kept fully and cur- tion to a duly authored oversight COm- with the Issues raised by congressional
rently Informed. be turnlhed any in. mittee of Congres oversight and by comprehensive chat.
formation concerning Intelligence activi- Mr. President, I ak unanimous con- tes. The chairman of the committee, the
ties In order to carry out its authorizd sent to have Mr. Lapham's letter printed Senator from Indiana ltr. BATH): the
responsibilities, and receive reports on in the Racoa at the conclusion of my vice chairman of the committee, the Sen-
the ilUegal activities or significant in- remarks. tir from Arisona (Mr. OoLnwArtxs):
telligence failures--art premised on con- The PRSIDING OFFICER. Without and the vice chairman of the Subcom-
sAstency with "all applicable authorities obJectioc . it is so ordered. mittee on Charters and Guidelines. the
and duties, Including those conlerred by 4See exhibit 2,) Senator from Maryland 4Mr. MAT=Ms)
the ConsUtution upon the executive and Mr. ITUDDLESTN. Mr. President. In are especially deservin of thanks for
legislative branches of the Government. fact, the administration recognizes that their diligent work.
and due regard for the protection from the Intelligence Oversight Commttlu of Other members of the subcommittee.
unauthorized disclosure of clasIfied n. the House and Senate are authors d to such as the Senator from New York (Mr.
formation and information relating to receive such information. There may be MOTWuAx). who is in the Chamber: andintelligence sources and methods." aspects of certain Intelligence activities the Senator from Delaware (Mr. S t);

I myself believe that the only con- which will not be given to the committees the Senator from Utah (Mr. Oaxi) hasve
sUtutional basis for the President to in order to preserve essential secrecy; played very important roles in develop-
withhold prior notice of a significant in- when appropriate, the committee would ing charter legislation and in developingtellgence acUvty would bee s4gegcld agree to such restrlction. As to sald n the bl that is before us at ths point.
cumatancee when time does not Penii" the committee report: I can assure the Members of tis body
prI Dotice; in such a cem t commit- The riglt of rull scse to any Intelligence that these Senators and other commit-
tee could be noted. as soon as poe- Information implies some measure or dua. tee members will cotinue their workstb" At the sme time, the executive cr*uoa aimed at passage of comprehensive char-
branch has arued that the President's On the other hand. the committee ter1.
"constitutional authorities snd duties" gr o ot
might permit a withholding of prior no- manta is the rlght to bens iforms- PowIM re, Cowcat, s To I ,Tazn CI 10'
twice through the exercise of the Prest- thon; as, talso tue d d n the report: .oTioN 5 claxtn Iwrz. ,G93cs Of,
dent's constitutional authority. This statute does not prtoi a satutory 1-ATetot,fight. Indepedent Of COnl~tittI &I~~ author- Th4 recent €ontroverty over t.he sdvLsablI1

As I have stated. I believe that inte I* . to witohoit m to from Coneres ty a pratlcahllty ol the whgbfs-Rtith
gene activites should be a joint respon- when requested b16 a rongressina subpe-. Amendment. 22 UAC. 1242. has given rus
sIbUlty of the President and Congress
and for that reas, Conm" should Despite thetr Importance, this bill en.- to a more fundameial qumtion regrdlO
obtain prior noUce Mr. Raymond Celads visions a far broader role for the In- the constitutonal bound ar betweeO C 'an
of the Congresslonal gesh Service teUllence Committees than consultations rgtesasiseurity powr. The Hughes-•to
has rtten a scholarly report supporting with the executive branch on intelligence Amenment which &adm a new ettOm 6
this view. activities. In the absence of comprehen- to toe "oreLg A ance Act of 1t1. a

Mr. President, I ask umanimous con. lve charters. It is up to the two Entel.. amended. l ts the use ot runds spprQoPt-
sent to have printed the research repot gence Committees. acting through legle- sled under Ly act. "by or on be alf Of the
at the conclusion of my remarks. native oversight, to help insure that we Central Intelligente Agency for operaUon

The PRESIDNIO OyMCI'w. Without maintain the beet possible intelligence to foreign countries. other than activities
It soIntended solely ror Obtaising DIeomeary Int'llobjection. It is so ordered, organization i the world, and at the icence Ule S d until the President ind(See exhibit i.) same time protect the civil liberties of ut each such operation is umportat wMr. yUDDLE8TON. Mr. President, in Americsns The primary focus of atten- the national Security or the United 5-tes

any case. I am confdent that these ma- to n for the committee should be to in- an reports, i a timely frailo,. a dwsctP-
tens will be worked out in & practical sure high quality intelligence, tr10 Lad op or such operation O the 610.
way. even If the constitutional author. In a world growing increasingly comn- proprate committees of the Congress & of
Wes of the two branches remain In dis. plex. the policymakers of the Oofern- maw. at leat insor ti u they eiht nzo"
Puts. ment must have the fullest. most up-to- tat* pre.opseronal reports, are those Intel-In order to reduce concerns about a- date Information on matters ranging ,litne operation which occur "dur tl -senti secrecy In truly extraordinry from world grin harvesei to Soviet nu- tan ope"satons Initiated by the United Statescircumstances. the President may limit clear plans and sapabtilties. The InteW. under a deca,,itoa of war approved by tbe
prior notice to the Speaker and minority gence Committee wll continue to work Congress or so exercise or powers by til
leader of the Rouse of Representative, toward further Improvements I what President under the war Powers Rasoutio,
the maJority and minority leader of the I believe to be the best intellience T* Thegislative history of the HugbS SISO&
Senate. an the chairmen and vice ratus In the world. e te 4it .Andament ma rtha It w*a nteod5*
chairmen of the two Intelligence Com. additional legislation or further appro. o'at ruvitls e, wh, w Popu rarl ....b
mittee". Gven this provision, the priations, the committee will work to be termed epionage actlftial a4 dWvUO'
chances that any Presidentl will rely on ward that goal, guished from intelligence gebthnn activities
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sity to get this intelligence group moT-
Ing faster, and I would hope that we can
pass this bill even this afternoon.

There Is really not a lot of disaree-
ment with it. although I Imagine ome
of the Jane Fooda type groups which
roam around this country might find
something wrong with It because It did
not make a very Perfect guarantee that
they can go around downgrading Amer-
ica ali they want to-and it might even
amuse a gentleman who is now over In
Tehran to note that we would smile at
his efforts Instead of doing what any
other country would do. slap him in Jll,
wljch is a good place for him-if he will
just raise a beard, that is about all it
takes.

We want to get rid of the Hughes-
Ryan part of this thing first. Hughes-
Ryan Is merely the one that made it in-
possible for us to conduct covert actions
without I different committees--at least
8, which mean about 200 people-
knowing what was taking place in thee
covert actions. You cannot have covert
actions. in my opinion, even It YOur wife
knows about It. That is another reason
why I do not like the whole country or
the whole town knowing what is going
on. When you tou the New York Times
in. which has some pipeline into what
we do every day. clasafication becomes
something that is rather a joke. But we
do have to get rid of Hughes-Ryan: we
have to make It tough for a man who
has said he will live by the standards
of the Intelligence agencies, and then
goes out and writes books using name.
rank, and serial number of the people.
has an office out here on Dupont Circle,
and be able to cause the deaths of people
around this world, to make It Increas-
ingly impossible for our country to oper-
ate in this powerful, powerful world, and
growing more so every day. without fear
of hurting someone.

So. Mr. President. those are the few
remarks I have to make on this subject.
I think the Senate and the Congress are
indeed fortunate in having the type of
men--probably the present speaker ex-
cepted--on the committees in the House
and Senate being willing to spend hour
after hour after hour. being awakened
at all hours of the night to hear what
is going on in places that normally you
would not give a darn about, but we have
to hear It

In spite of all of the IdIoUc groups that
wander around this country downa-
Ing the United Matea talking badly
about It. are trying to tear down intell-
gene, I do not think the Senate or the
House Is going to stand still for It and I
do not think the American people are,
either.

I want to thank the chairman of the
committee and the former chairman of
the committee for allowing me to address
a few remarks.

Mr. INOUYK addressed the Chair.
The ACTION PRESIDENT pro tem-

pore. The Senator from Hawaii.
M. VIOUTEL Mr. President, I had the

honor of serving u the first chairman
of the Intelligence Committee when It
was formed on May It, 1170. At that
Ume. the Senate. In Its resolution 400.
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assigned to the committee a broad range
of dutes, all of which were designed to
Carry out rigorous Oversight of the Intel-
Ugene activities of the UA Oovernment.
One of the most Important of those du-
tis was to examine 'the desrabilft of
developing charters for each Intelligence
agency or department."

As chairman. I appointed Senatr
HvDDLUow as cha' man of the Charters
Subcommittee. ties that appointment.
the Intelligence Committee has held 24
open hearings and heard from 77 wit-
neses concerning the charters. In addi-
tion. this committee has held eight full
committee hean in executive session
and six subcommittee hearings in exsc-
utive melon concerning the same sub-
Ject.

Throughout all of these hearing, and
meetings, Senator Husmtrow bas dem-
onstmted extraordinary ability. effec-
tiveness ad character. Of the 24 open
hearings, he was at all but three, which
is quite an achievement for any chair-
man of any Committee, and for all of the
other subcommittee meetings or full
committee hearings or full committee
meetings in executive session, he was the
Man at the helm.

In add uto, he has had 12 meeting
with Admiral Turner, 3 meetings with
the President's legal counsel Lloyd Cut-
ler, I meeting, with the Vice President,
and 5 meeting with the President of the
United States. Ne has Presided over
four major draft. of this bill. and Ood
knows how many modifications.

Mr. President. I think the Intelligence
Committee-and the Senate---owe Sen-
&tor Hvuotcsrox a great debt of grnU-
tude. Although the brevity of the legts-
lative calendar this year has made it
Impossible to consider the full charter
Package. Senator HUuDL ssox has com-
pleted all the ground work and funda-
mentals necessary for charter legislatioa
to go forward in the future. I am con-
vinced that this effort will go forward
and that It will eventually succeed.

For the present the step we take to-
day in that direction is a most Important
one. Fi, this legislation will make the
Intelligence community function more
efclienty and securely by reducing from
eight to two the number of committees
which must be Informed of covert opera-
Uons. Second. this legislation strength-
tes the oversight role of the Intelligence
committees of Congress by requiring ad-
vance notice of significant anUcipated
Intelligence activities and access to all
information.

The necesity for a large and extensive
secret intelgence system Imposes great
demands upon our open. democratic,
constitutional society. Secret InteUlgence
activities, by their very nature, require
that only a delegated few in the Qovem-
ment. both in the executive and the leg-
islaUve branches, have detailed knowl-
edge of the overall activities of our in-
telligence agencies. Nevertheless. our
constitutional system of checks and bal-
ances and of shared responsibilities be-
tween the branches demands shared
Knowledge as well.

I firmly believe that under our consU-
tutionl system, the license foe the ex-
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,cuUve branch to undertake secret Intel-
ligence activities requires a full aware-
nes of the nature and detail of these
activities by the lerilative branch. The
experen=e over the past few Yer Makes
it clear that the executive branch should
not be authorized to undertake secret In-
telligence activities unl tMe legislative
branch, through Its appropriate com-
mittees, Is fully knowledgeable od the
extent and the purpoe of such latell-
gence activities.

The obverse of Congress right to prior
notice and access to Information is Its
duty to protect the valid secrete of our
country. I am satisfied that the Senate
select Committee on Intelligence has
demonstrated that It has the discipline
necessary to protect the most senstUve
secrets entrusted to It. In fact. I recall
that the President himself. at our meet-
ing with him at the White House on
August 4, 197. commended the commit-
tee for its record of security. saying that
it was better than any other part of the
U.&- Government. Since that time, the
committee has conUnued to demon-
strate that It can be trusted with the
Nation's most sensite secrets.

The Intelligence Oversight Act of 1M40
provides that the two Intelligence Com-
mittees of Congress will receive Prior
notice of significant intelligence t cUvi-
ties. However. provision has been made
for a "Umited prior notice" in those case
in which the President determLne It is
essential to limit prior notice to meet
extraordinary circumstancs affectng
the vital interest of the United States.
For these cases, the President shall limit
prior notice to the chairman and rank-
ing minority members of the House Per-
manent Select Committee on InteLli-
gence and the Senate Select Committee
on ntellgence, the Speaker and the ml-
nority leader of the House of Represent-
stivea, and the majority and minority
leaders of ts Senate.

The purpose of this limited prior notice
in extraordinary circumstances is to pre-
serve the secrecy necessary for very sen-
sgtive ces while providing the Presi-
dent with advance consultation with the
leaders in Conlrees and the ch"men
and rankln minority members who have
special expertise and responsibility in
foreign policy and intelligence matters-
Such consultation Will insure strong
oversight, and at the same time share
the President's burden on difficult deci-
sions concerning significant activities. I
@m of the firm belief that the only time
the President would not consult with the
Intelligence Committees in advance
would be in matters of exrm e eIigecy.
In my experience as chairman of the
Intelligence Committee and u a con-
tinung member of that committee. I can
conceive of almost no circumstance
which would warrant withholding of
prior notice, except in those very rare
situations we the President does not
have asg1mt t to consult with
ConeUee

The so-ct Committee oan Intelligence
voted unanimously in favor Of this bill.
The present membership of the commit*
tee reflects the full spectrum of Senate
vlews from left to right. The commfit-
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tee's unanimous vote In favor of this bil
'recoani that the bill trka th

wr balance between maintaining t
ecy of information and insuring thaL

Conres knows what the excutive
branch Is doing In the name of thi
American people. Therefore. Mr. Prea,
dent. I strongly ure the Members of the
Senate to vote favorably on this mesue
i. 2284.

Mr. MOYNtHIA addressed the Chair
The ACTING PRiIDENT pro tern.

pore. The Senator from New York.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President. I ap-

preciate the opportunity to comment on
the bill immediately before us and I do
so" a member of the committee who
has served 3Va of the 4 year of It ox-

tencc,
I would like first to take the oppor-

tunity to express the singular admirs-
Uon In" what I think to a very special
group, the select committee, which, of
necessity. Ues a somewhat closed life.

I would lce to express the admiration
I have, which I know Is shared, for our
first chairman. who has Just spoken and
who came to me when I arrived In the
Senate and asked me If I would Join the
Committee. I had served as an American
ambassador on two occasions and had
some experience in the executive branch
with this matter, and it was characters.
tic of him to bring a new person into
the counsel of the group If he thought
there was some queaiscat.on mnvo,,ea. as
he did In my case.

But then, most singularly, at the end
v 2-year period of service, the senior

.ator from Hawal (Mr. txooTs) and
the chairman of one of the mostIrpor-
tank committees In the Senate stepped
down ss chairman. He said that 2 years
of the Intensity of the experience was
enough for any one person who was care-
ful to perform at his best levels at all
times.

The chaLrmanship was not to become
the domain of any Individual, something
which the chlrman had acuired
through seniority, and which he would
hold on to.

But he did not leave the committee.
rather he stepped to the bottom of the
committee to continue the cycle again. I
do not know of in equivalent In the ht.
tory of this body. Certainly. not In thte
time have we seen such a measure of s-
riousness and patriotism, a measure of
which he need not be ashamed. I would
like to attest to it and to thank him for
the Opportunity he has given me.

There are not words to describe our
fondness for the ranking member, with.
out whom those days and evenings In the
Dome would not only pass unnoticed but
unremcmbered, and for the chairman of
our subcommittee, on which I have the
honor to serve, for whom no praise would
be sufficient at this time for what he has
been through to bring us to this impor-
tant point.

On one hand, this Is a point where the
"'mate is going to resolve, in a very ef-

:tire way. the Question of how we es-
_.blish an oversight with respect to
matters that are of great sonsiUvity and
equally great Importance to this Nation.

On the other hand. Mr. President. I
cannot but note a certain antculmatlc

1 quality to this session. This subject was
e supposed to be one of the most difficult
4 for the Congress to deal with, one
A charged with politleal conviction. The

S Senator from Hawaii has spoken of
a members on the committee from the
. left to the right. He very accurately uss
Such terms, which are nevertheless rare
P in our dscourse because we do not think

of ourselves in those terms so much As In
terms of East and West and North and
South. But, of necessity. Ideolog"cl con-
cerns have entered the deliberations of
this committee more than in moat. It Is
odd that at this particular first culmi-
nation, In statutory terms, of work th&a
began practically a decade a g there

- should now be six Members of the Sen-
ate on the floor. I fear there win be

. fewer still i the proceedinip go forward.
There is a reason for ths, Mr Presi-

dent, which is that the brave undertaking
which commenced. 3 Years ago to pro-
duce a charter has not. As such, sc-

-eeded. The document finally produced
by us, . 2244. In aI of Its 178 pag. is
available for those who find It possible
to read, but it is not before us for ay
Legislative action. It seenu to me impor-
tant that It be acknowledged at this mo-
ment why It Is the cas that we are deal-
ing with this very important matter in
such an abridged form.

It Is simply because in the course of
the past VA years the Administration,
which began with a commitment toward
the enterprise and an enthusiasm for it.
changed its position and gradually with-
drew from active participation. In the
end, In certain ways. it even began to be
obstructive.

I regret the senior Senator from MLay.
land. who shared this effort with the
Senator from Kentucky. is not present to
describe that process o! White House
meetings which would end with an agree-
ment from the other end of Pennsylvania
Avenue that they would respond to our
colleagues' queries In a week or a week
and a half, I think a week and a half
was about the average.

I see the Senator from Kentucky nod-
ding knowingly.

Usually, however, after 3 months, in
answer to an inqury by the Senator
from Kentucky, they would say. "WoU.
it wil be another week and a half."

The fact is. however, the cooperation
was withdrawn.

This Nu never been explained. This
has never evvn been acknowledged. But
the reality Is here with us, and it is one
to be commented upon and to be regrt-
ted. Because, If the administration has
changed its mind on something so cen-
tral. It is of elemental Importanc .at
it should expound Its purposes and ex-
plain the change to those who were co-
operating in good faith and with rather
large expectations.

I would like to say. just so Lhere be no
mLsunderstsnding, that I never ok part
in these negotiations in the Whilev House.
They were very properly left to Ute chair-
man of our subcommittee and hs raM-
ing member. It may be I have .aot ac-
curately reflected the events. though
I tried to do so, and I do not detect any
dissent.

This leads me to another Aspect of the

I bill before us, an Incomplete aspect ot
t the work we have so far done, about

which I would Like to take the liberty of
i addressing a question to the chairman

of the subcommittee.
As he will, I think, agree, what we

haye here Is a codification in law of the
practice our committee has followed
with the administration for the past 314
years. I think this accurately reflects
what we are now doing, as much as can
be. and I think it reflects the arrange-
ments which we have found saaasfactory
and which we think, having been tested.
in a sense, can be put into statutory
form.

I would note that there is one addi-
tion to the bill that perhaps was not con-
templated, but which reflects an amend-
ment, If you will. Mr. Preaident, that was
offered by my good friend, the Senator
from Wyoming (Mr. WAL.op, who Is
also in the Chamber, and at whoe sug-
gestion I made an emendation, If that
is not too obscure a term for purposes of
being more explicit. in paragraph 3 of
section SO%(a) (. the Director of the
Central Intelligence and the heads of all
Departments and Agencies are required
not only to report in a timely fashion to
the select committees on any illegal in-
telligence activities which may have oc-
curred, but also on any significant In-
telligence failures and any corrective ac-
Uon that may have been taken which
is planned in connection with them.

That change. that addition , reflects
a concern which I think has been rising
within our committee but which has
not been much spoken about In public,
which is that the first function of the
Intelligence community Is to provide
high quality Intelligence, and that the
first oversight responsibility of the ntel-
ligence Committem of the Congress is
to insure as much as possible that this
is done or to find out If it Is not.

A second responsibility is to Insure
that the rhis of Americans are not
violated In the cvwe 'f the perform-
ance of this activity. That is not a lesser
responsibility, but it ti simply one which.
In logic. follows from the first. Absent
an Intelligence activity, there are not
likely to be abuses of it. It was this sec-
ond concern that brought forward the
Church committee, as it s known, and
led to the crntion of the present
committee.

But we must not forget our first
responsibility, which the chairman of
the subcoctmittee pointed to it in his
opening remarks. This is a matter which
gives all of us Increasing concern. It
certainly gives me Increasing concern.

I manifess Iteif In several ways.
Ftrst o all, I detect In the executive
branch, and I do not ask anybody to
share this judgment, an unconcern with
the security of the information produced
by the intelligence community which
verges oan disdain and can only, in fact.
ree% an underlying feeling that the
quality is not worth prot cUng, that the
product is not good enough to matter.
There has been a very great deal of talk
about the problem of the Huglhes-RYan
legislation, with Its ight committees,
their multiple membtrat1h, and the
problems of security.

13106 June 3, 1980
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That is not the main security problem

In Or inteler community. It may
have incidentally created some such
problems; I cannot speak to the matter. I
know of no such problems emerging
from the Senate committee In my 3 %
reas. The problem. Mr. President. is the
deliberate making public through the
medla of intelligence information for
the pLrtcular political purposes of
Incdimbent administration officials. They
re not necessarily the sune purposes.

They can be conlicting purposes. Chiar-
acteristically, they are.

Not many days ago, Mr. President, I
undertook what. in other circumstances.
might be the unusual act of introducln
the national Intelligence estimate on
Soviet strategic weapons Into the Coe-
etasowAL lcoas. This Is the most
sensitive of the annual collection of esU-
matu that we make.

Obviously. I did not Introduce it ver-
batim Or anything of the kind, even
though that information will become
ava.ilble to us In the Intelligence Com-
mittea. I think probably It has already
arrived amd any of us can read it. Once
we read It. we would be bound not to
discuss it. AnticlpaUng the debate to this
point. I sImply put into the Cocits-
sloiest Rtcoav the official reports on what
was In the Intelligence estimate u they
appeared seritim in the Washington
press by one administration official or
the other. Then. In an act of parochial-
Ism to which I think we are all given in
this body, I turned, at lst, to the most
authoritative formulation

The Washington Post. on the 31st of
January, had "Intelligence Estimate
Said to Show Need (or SALT," a fine
article by Mr. Oetier and Mr. Kaiser,
attributing the information to "some
Government oficials who support SALT."

Then in May, there was an article by
Mr. Getler. again a very fine one, quot-
in" "admlnstratton sources." In one
place, it quotes "adminstratlon sources"
and n another, "CIA ofclals" and
-Pentagon sources," again It told us yet
more of what the Intelligence estimate
says.

Mr Richard Burt-not meaning to
suggest anything but the highest qualifi-
cation for other journalists Involved. but
he is. after ail. the senior man around
here-finally decided to straighten it all
out and get straight In the newspaper of
record 4the New York Times) Just whoa
the intelligence estimate was. He, of
course. quoted "Carter admInistration
aides ."

It is not unimportant that this should
happen. and it suggests a lack of concern
for the protection of the Intelligence esti-
mate. There is no more serious effort the
community makes than the collecting
of this information and preparing the
estimate for the President. If the Presi-
dent's aides hand It out, what must they
feel about it and what must be the worth
of the people who try to do it?

I even suggested on that occasion, May
I. tht perhaps there was no cure for
this until the day came when a Director
of the Central Intelligence walked Into
the Oval Ofice and said:

Mr. President. I rPeign. I want that fel-
low's etars, or you wili have my reoLgniUon.
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That hu not happened . It oughtto.
What brings me to the point Is simply

this, I hope that as we move to the next
period of activity, we do direct ourselves
as best we can to the question of th#
performance of the Intelligence commu-
nity. This is a very dif cult thi to a-
see. I do not know that it ha ever been
attempted.

I think all credit ought to be given to
Mr. George Bush. who, as Director of the
CIA. had the good grace to accept the
very inspired thought of Mr. Leo Cheme,
who was then on the President's ForeLgn
Intelligence Advisory Board, that an ad-
venry system be developed to test un
argue concepts.

We had better address ourselves to this
or our work will soon have an imbalance
that will Justify criticism.

We are trying to do something with-
out precedent in the experience of Oov-
ernment, whlch is to conduct publicly a
secret activity. This Is not beyond the wit
of this democracy. I think we are doing
so, and doing so well. But it should not
be lost to us that the first task of inten-
gence is to produce information in cLr-
cumstances of incomplete access and In-
complete knowledge.

That task will persist and it will per-
sist well beyond our efforts to Insure
that. in the course of it, we do not abuse
power.

I simply would like to conclude my
first remarks by asking the chairman if
I am not correct In my understanding
that we do mean, in the next Congress
or possibly sooner, to take a very ese-
tained look Into the question of how ef-
fective our present performance is. If the
ranking member wishes to speak on that
point as well, I should be happy to hear
him too.

Mr. HUDDLESTON. I am happy tn re-
spond to that. It has been a subject of
some discussion among Members indi-
vidually and among the committee Itself.

There is no question that will be a
major thrust. In my Judgment.

I do not know whether I will be on the
committee, but that will be a major
thrst in the committee's activities in fu-
lure months.

Mr. MOYNIIfAN. Mr. President, ! ap-
prectate hearing that. I cannot overesU-
mate its Importance. I thank my friend
from Kentucky.

Mr. President. there is every reason to
believe we have here a serosuly injured
institution, a hurt institution, an insti-
tution for which problems of morale and
recruitment are difficult, an institution
which lives in an adversary relationship
it has not sought with a significant seg-
ment of our community, an institution
profoundly different from what it once
was.

We are engaged in this debate today.
because this particular Institution grew
out of a very small coordinating agency
contemplated by the National Eecurity
Act of 1947.

As members of the committee know,
the statutory basis of the present agency
is five paragraphs in the National Secu-
rity Act of 1947.

The defense of the world led to a very
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different evaluation than wu contoin-
plated, and it Li lone Past time a statu-
tory beais was provided.

But a little as we can remember back
to the origins of the agency ad the in-
stitution, neither, it seems to me. do we
recall the elan. the morale, the presU.
the support that this activity had. M
wLs the kind of morale and the kind of
support that did not make swrecy a
problem be-ause secrecy, where neces-
sary, wu a matter of pride and a matter
of morale and was sustained.

The hemorrhaging of information i
recent decades i a symptom of an L- t-
tuUOia difculty which we ignore at our
peril, and an Indulgence which soni per-
mlit themselv. No Member of this body
has done this, but there are Persons, it
seems to me, in this Nation that have
done it. and we have to recognize that
realty.

So it is to the question of performance
as well as to the protection of the rights
of American citizens that we now turn,
having done a significant and Impor-
tant piece of beginning work. having
laid the foundation of cOngrfesainl
oversight, upon which that subsequent
inquiry into performance and the protec-
tion of the rights of American citizens
can be based.

So. Mr. President. once Ugain I thank
the Senator for the opportunity of work-
ing with him for these 

3 1J years. for the
forbearance and patience on his part
witch might not have been expected of a
man from Kentucky. and this which is
perhaps all the more to be praised when
encountered.

I thank the Chalr.
Mr. LEAHY addressed the Chair.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro

empore. The Senator from Vermont.
Mr. LEAKY. Mr. President. I yield to

the Senator from Kentucky without los-
ing my right to the floor.

Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President. I
ask for the yeas and nays on final Pai-
sage.

The ACTINo PRESIDENT pro
tempore. Is there a sugicient second!
There Is a suificient second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. u the

Senator from Vermont. I add. as hu
been said by many here. my praie, the
praise felt in a bipartisan fashion for
both the chairman of our committee
(Mr. BAyW) and the vice chairman of
our committee (Mr. OOLsWa s.ai

I think it s an example of the biperti-
san esteem felt for both of them that we
have a piece of legislation before the
Senate with such unanimity. But I think
this committee. perhaps, brings out the
best in people.

It has been stated by others far better
than I. the example set by the first
chairman of the committee (Mr.
IsooTrOe in establishing credibility, ex-
cellence, and the strictest of 'ompetrce
in that committee.

This has been reflected In the hours
and hours, weeks and months of work by
the Senator from Kentucky in putting
together an extremely important piece
of legislation.

Mr. PresideAt, I rise to express a deep
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Mr. SASSER. Mr. President T suggest
the absence of a quorum.

The PRXSIDING OP7ICER. The clerk
will call the roU.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the roU.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

Mr. MATHIAS. I object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection

is heard. The clerk will continue the ,-V
of the roll.

The bill clerk continued with the r
of the roll.

(Mr. HART assumed the chair.)
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. Preeden,

sAk unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDINO OFFICER. Without
objection, It Is so ordered.

PRWILSOE OF THE FLOOR
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President, I

Ask unanimous consent that the follow-
ing staff members from the Senate In-
tellgence Committee staff be granted
floor privileges during consideration of
the conference report on S. 2 97:

William 0. Miller. Dennis P. Sharcn
Danny Childa, Ted Ralston, Edward Le-
vine, John EUhlf, Keith Raffel. Thoma
Crowley, James Roche, and Spencer
Davis.

The PRESIDINO OFFICER. Without
obJection, It s so ordered.

7;_TrELOGMCR AUTHORIZATIONACT-CONfZRZ"CZ REPORT

Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr, President I
submit a report of the committee of con-
ference on S. 2597, and ask for Its Im.
mediate consideration.

The PRESIDINO OFFICER. The re-
Port will be stated.

The assistant legislitiv clerk read as
foUows:

The com-ittee of oonterence on the di .
Agrfeag vots of the two Roues on the
Aondmonte of the 8o% to the bLil (&
1307) to sauthorlas ppcpraUtons ft Sa I

ye1 1oel tr tnt 2Mgee actilites of 0e
United 8t Oovsrnment, Me ntellltgn
ommunity staff, the C.stral fotsligsn s

Agency ReUtrement and DOteaUty *ystem,
an" for other purposes4. ting me t.na

ommsaddorca~o to Uso-
repectve Roues tsJ report, signed by a
maljalty of se oferees

The RESIDING OFFICER. Without
objects., the Senate will proceed to the
conslder%.mn of the conS ereno report.

(The conference report will be printed
in the proceedings of the Kous at
Representatives.)

Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President In-
cluded In the intelligence authorzation
bill te in amendment containing the
complete text of S, 2284. the Intelligence
Oversight Act of 1930. The Senate rsed
S. 2284 am a separate measure by a vote
of so to I on June 3 of this year. The
mechanism envisioned by the bffl and
the amendment will insure proper con
gresslonsl oversight of Intellience ac-
tlvitte The heas of the Intelligence
agencies ane to keep the two Intelligence
Committees fully and currenUy in-
formed, provide full access to Informa-
tion, and report sigificant sctivites be.
fore their initiation. Of course. the Intel-
lIgence committees are explicitly given
the duty of keeping other committees in
the two Houses of Congress informed on

telligence activities that fal within
dr jurIsdicton.
,Cho amendment alo alters the re-

.irements of the Hushes-Ryan ameDd-
ment on prior notice of covert uperatlons.
Rather than reporting CIA operations
abroad to seven "appropriate" commit-
tees in a timely fashion, under the
amendment In this bill the President will
give prior notice of such operation. only
to the two Intelgence committees.

It is not my Intention to discuss In de-
tail the various provisions of this amend-
ment. The Intelligence Committee report
on 5. 2284. and the floor debate on June
3. including the colloquy between Sen-
ator JAvue and myself, all of which
should be regarded as part of the legisla-
Live history of this amendment, hae
dealt with Its meaning In detail. The
amendment envisions a partnership be-
tween the two branches of Government
n exercising responslbility for Intelli-
gnDe activities. Specific respo biitles
ire placed on both branches. The execu-
tive branch ha the duty to provide In-
rormation to the two Intelligenocom-
aittees. At the same time, the Intelli-
rnce Committee. have a duty-which
hey share with the executive branch--to
protect sources and methods from un-
uthorlsed disclosure. An amendment of-
'ered by the House In conference makes
lear that the committees ar not to be
lenled Information by the executive
ranch on the grounds that giving them
aformstion would be unauthorized dis. I
closure .
Without doubt, passing a statutory

ramework for congressional oversight t

Into law Is a historic step. It is the renj
of a long process ancompusslag cotmis
negotiating sssons

in working out the delicate compre-
miss which sets forth the duties and
authority of both branches in the area
of Inteigence activities, the execute,
branch should be commended, I knpw
that this Ism has had the pisl
attention of both the President and Vlce
President This b(Il has evolved under
the guidance of the two chairmen of the
Senate Intelligence Cominottee, my col-
league from H&aaL Deron K. Imom
and mv coLleague from Indiane, um
Baia, without whose judgment and pout-
ical skill this plan for statuty cnys-
slona Oversight would nver have bess
brought to a successful cealusioa.

Other Semators. Inducing my friend
from Auisona (Smaor OoswerMsa,
from Utah (Senator Osiz). from Dela-
ware (Seonstor Bo). from New York
($Sator Movinrn), from Vermont
(Seatr Lamy), from Indiana (Senar
Luoat). ad my ateenmed colleague from
Maryland. CuiiS1 McC. ILSUZAS, the
vice chairman of the Suboommitt on
Charter& avd Ouldelines have had a
major role In shaping this legislatIo
Our contle-ges from the other side ot
Capito Fill including Mr. ZABSocE the
chain of the Foreign Affairs COm-
mittee, Mr. Bo.auu, the chairman of the
House Intoeence Committee and Mr.
Rm mwio. the making member of the
House Intelligence Committee. aso
deserve no emi pat of the credit for
passage of this bIL

Mr. MATHIA& Mr. President, the
oversight provision. contained.in the blU
before the Senate mark the culmination
of a remarkable effort to rstore cons1-
tution balance to our system of 00-
eminent. In the aftermath of the Sec-
nrid World War. the United States as-

sumed world leaderahp and had to ac
n ways and in areas of governmental ac-

Uvty that our Founding Fathers had
never contemplated. That created strW
on the constitutional sy tm of Govern-
ment that were unique In our histOeT,
What has been achieved today marks &
restoration of constitutional checks "~d
balances in the areas of secret overn-
ment activities. What the Senate W?-
proves today Is, In essence, a consensum
between the legislative and executive
branch of how the secret activities of the
United States are to be governed.

What we have constructed are unde-
tandings and procedures which respect
Je constitutional authoriUee. duties. and
erogativea of both branches. The pro-

rislons we have written provide a frme-
work of shared responsiitles for the
nteligence activities of the United
states based upon a recognition that coW

with full information can these vital I0'
Urumente of power be governed. But wO
have done so in such a way that respect
lutlee and authorities of both brenchie

A heavy burden has been placed 01
he overnight committees to insure that
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secret activities are governed in accord-

with the Constitution and the law.
U.y Important, the provisions we en-

au. today give the power necessary to do
the task effectively. The combination of
fully empowered oversight committees,
and carefully drawn Internal fuidelines
can serve as an appropriate constitu-
tional means of Oovernment. In
coming years, It mfy be necessary to en-
act a carter or atititory framework for
the activities of the intelligence agen-
cies. It may be that consensus on char.
ters will not be arrived at for some time,
but there Is no question that what ham
been established today ha given the Na-
tion the capacity to have an effective in-
telligence system within the Constitu-
tion and the law.

This has been a very dIcult. compli-
cated process, but it has had the support
of the Carter administration and the
predeceswr Ford administratIon. The
leadership of the Senate has supported
this activity in the best spirit of bipar-
tsanshlp. The President. the Vice Presi-
dent and their chief advisers have
worked closely with the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence to achieve
this rctorstion of checks and balances
and shared responsIblity. Without that
desire to arrive at a consensus of
shared responsibility, this bill would not
have been possible. We owe special
thanks to the chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Charters and Ouidelfnes. of

'Ich I have the honor to be the vice
irman. Senator HUDDLIsOMo. with

.ence and diligence has spent untold
hours to bring this bill to its successful
conclusion. The country owes him its
gratitude.

I want also to commend my two chair-
men who have guided the way, Senator
IwoXu,, our first chairman, and the pres-
ent chairman. Senator BEYN. I also
want to thank Senator Beay OoLswA-
m. the vice chairman who has encour-
Aged this effort.

Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President, !
thank the distinguished Senator from
Maryland.
* Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, today's vote
on the conference report to S. 2597
marks the end of an effort begun 5 years
ago when the Senate received a recom-
mendatIon in the final report from the
Church committee that a fully emoow-
ered oversight committee be created.
The recommendation made 5 years ago
was that effective oversight would re-
quire full access to information, effective
monitoring of all the activities of the In-
telligence agencies, vigorous annual au-
thorization procedures, and the formula-
Utn of a competent, professonal, non-

rWla0n staff to assist the committee.
With the PL&ss*e of th bill today, and
particularly the provisions which contain
the Procedures for Senate oversight pre.
'lously passed by the Senate on June 3,
'I. in S. 2284. all of these objectives
LTG been achieved.
This Is the fourth annual authorisa-

tion bill for the intelligence activities of
the United States. The committee.
through this action has ought to
strengthen all area of intelligence se.
tiv'Ates through the allocation of funds
and general policy guidance for the use
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of these funds. It is our view that the
work of the committee in this area has.
in fact, strengthened the intelligence
capabLItUes of the United States.

I wish to commend Senator Miri I.
Isouvy. the first chairman of the full
committee and presently the chairman
of the Budget Subcommittee, for the
leadership and wisdom he has given to
his colleagues. The procedures he astab-
lished over the Past 4 years have proven
to be an effective guide for those who
follow.

The oversight provisions of the au-
thorzation bill are of great significance
They are based on 4 years of d cult
negotiation with the Intelntence agen-
cies, the House of Representatives, and
the President. Vice President and his
chief advisers. We have agreed upon a
formula which we believe serves the
duties of both branches, and fully re-
spects the constitutional authorities and
duties of both branches. The procedures
contained in the oversight provisions are
based on the practical experience of the
past 4 years. They are predicated on the
sidelines set forth In Senate Resolution
400, which have been In force since 1976,
and Executive Order 12036.

Access to information and the power
of the purse are the bedrock of an effec-
tive oversight system. The underlying In-
tmtion of these provisions is that all the
information that the oversight commit-
tee requires will be provided when the
committees require It and in the detall
that the particular occasion demands.
There is, however, a recognition of the
authorities and duties of both the Con-
gress and the executive branch. Includ-
Ing the constitutional authorities of each
branch. There is further a duty on the
part of both branches to Insure that In-
tell ience Information Is handled with
care and discretion so that the Interests
of the United States are protected.

The process by which these oversight
provislons have been developed is. In my
view, the only way that such a consensus
could have been reached. The President.
the Vice President and their chief ad-
visers, the Intelligence agencies and the
legislature all recognized the necessity
to work together, to respect each other's
duties. authorities and prerogatives In
developing agreed upon procedures.
Neither branch was asked to give up any
powers. Rather, the guiding Principle
was to establish procedures by which
both branches could carry out their
separate and Joint responsibilities.

The procedures of the oversight pro-
visions concern four ways by which the
oversight committees will receive and
use information. The first is an obliga-
tion on the executive branch to keep the
select committees on Intelligc fully
and currenLk informed of all intelli-
gence acivities. This placel upon the In-
teligence agencies the obligation to tell
the Intellience committees those things
which In their judgment are of Impor-
tance, current interest. and useful to
policymakers and to bring this informa-
tion to the attention of the committees
in a reasonably timely fashion.

Second, the intelligence agencies are
required to provide advance Information
on significant anticipated activities such
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a covert opentons and other intelli-
gece activities specied by the intelli-
gencs committos In consultation with
the executive br.tnmch. Third, in order to
carry out Inquiriu which arise from time
to time, the int llence agencies ar to
furnish any Information or material
concerning Intelligence activities that
are requested by the oversight commit- t
tees. Finally, they are to provide timely
reports on any We* al activities or signlfi-
cant intelligence failures. What Is em-
bodied In these provisions Is the essence
of the practices am! procedures that we
have developed ovez the past 4 years.

There has been concern that a full
charter has not been enacted this year.
Until a comprehensive charter is en-
acted, these oversight procedures must
serve as the principal means of govern-
Ing the Intelligence activities ot the
United States In ombination with
guidelines provided by the Attorney Gen-
ersl. the Director of Cec tral Intelligence.
and the Intelligence Lgency heads. Effec-
Uve oversight that will asure that the
Intelligence activities f the United
states serve both the foreign policy and
defense needs of the country and do
so within the limits of the law Is now
a major burden of the Intelligence over-
sight committees. The committees now
have the full means to carry out this
task.

Senator D21 HUDLZSTOX deservess the
special thanks of the committee, the
Senate and the country for his devoted
leadership In bringing the oversight
provisions to enactment. He and his sub-
committee vice chairman. Senator
Cue&aa . McC. MATm , hava worked
since 1975 as members of the Church
committee and as the chairman and
vice chairman of the Subcomnittee on
Charters and Oufdelines to write over-
sight provisions that would have a broad
consensus in the legislative and execu-
Uve branches. They deserve our grati-
tude for achieving success in thJs very
docult task. They have spent hu.idreds
of hours In negotiations. They have led
us In dozens of discussions with the
President. Vice President and other of-
ficials in the executive branch repat-
edly over the past 4 years and have done
so with patience and determination.

And finally, I want to take this ocs-
slon to express my gratitude to the vice
chairman of the Select ComMIttee on
Intelligence. my good friend. Senator
RELUa OoLWATaL I have be..n very for-
tunate to have been able to work with
Senator OOLDwarT over toe 4 years that
the Select Committee on Intelligence
has been in existence. For the past 2
years we have share. the burden of the
leadership of the ormmlttee's activities.
I want to say that his advice and counsel
have served the committee and the Sen-
ate well. With h i help we have been able
to conduct the committee's work In a
spirit of nmportlsanship. The important
work of the e.ommltte requires no les.
Senator Ocrewtras' commitment to
making the Select Committee on Intel-
ligee an effective nstrment of over-
sight of the Nation's intelitOle acUvi-
ties has been a major reason why the
comm.tee has been successful thus far
in c4vryIng out its mandate.
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His long experience In the Govern. | ater 4 years of reviewi"g the covert- Prro. Mr HUMPHUuv Mr. Towta. Mr.

ment of the United States has been on poenion of our te i oce sysit=m. cnum. Mr. RA&r5Ls. and Mt. LAXALT Pro-

&I b hel. Hi unfllin goo conm ofam d Am= 5 .4 an unprinted amendment numbered-,valuable help. Is unfaling good ~ W o e
unor has lightened many occasions " 41 alie ao1'

were very difficult indeed. I know boL , i Fe J wber t1h Is ?e Mr. CRANSTON. I ask unanilmou
all the members of the committee would sttek and the ?rnidit " a& consent that further reading be dLs-
asree with me that we have been very to oosign wft Cogrem before re- pensed with.
forts nate to have BARRY U vice chairs to esav the coumt" The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
mar. Speaklng personally, our friend- Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President, I objection. it is so ordered.
shit has deepened even though we may move the adoption of the conference The amendment Is as follows:
approach some issues from very differ. report. On pige 34, line 5, srlks out "t 953.-
ent perspectlvds. In these overriding The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- 28.000" and Inert In lIelu thereof 5"5.54.-
matters of vital Importance to the se- tion is on agreeing to the conference 954,000".
curity of our country. I could ask for report. Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President I have
no firmer colleague.0 The corerence report was agreed to. called up this amendment on behalf of
* Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President, the In- Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President, I myself and all of the other members of
telligence Oversight Act of 1980, which move to reconsider the vote by which the the Committee on Veterans' Affairs,
has been approved in conference as an conference report was agreed to. Senator 8,elsoe Senator TALUAOOE.
amendment to the intelligence author- Mr. MATHIAS. I move to lay that Senator RANeoLPs, Senator Tsccaseor,
[ration bill, will. I am sure, become motion on the table. Senator STAtrotl, Senator SroNe. Sena-
known as "the Huddleston amendment," The motion to lay on the table was tor Dao'mJ. Senator MussusAnA. and
in recognition of Senator Doe HUDDLE- agreed to. Senator HuxeHuT-as ell as Senators
sToi's tireless and effective leadership Towta, WILLAxus. HASrTLD, and LAXAzT.
since 1976 in "ding this landmark leg- DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND As chairman of the Committee on Vet-
islatlon through Congress. Along with URBAN DEVELOPMENT-DIDE- erans' Affairs, I urge my colleagues to
the rest of the SeltLCommittee on In- PENDENT AGENCIES APPROPRIA- support this amendment to provide an
teiligence, I salute Deg H=os .s5o"e for 'lIONS. 1981 increase of $31.' million In fiscal year
his unflagging efforts and congratulate 1981 appropriations for the Veterans'
him on this important accomplishment. The Senate continued with the con- Administration medical care account,

The Huddleston amendment wil make sideration of the bill (H.R. 7831). This additional funding which can be
the intelligence community function Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I ask provided without exceeding the targets
more efficiently and securely by repeal- unanimous consent that I may send to in the first concurrent resolution on the
ing Hughes-Ryan and reducing report- the desk for consideration an amend- fiscal year 1981 budget for function 700-
Ing of intelligence activities to two com- meant relating to veterans' matters. veterans' benefits and services-would
mittees instead of eight. In addition, this The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is thcre provide $31 1 million for an additional
legislation continues the significant con- objection? 1.000 badly needed direct patient-care,
sultative role of the intellIgence over- Mr. MATHIAS. Reserving the right to full-time employee equivalents and $10 6
I ht committees of Congress by requir- object. Mr. President the Senator from million to restore funding for 500,000

advance notice of significant Intel- California wishes to lay aside the outpatient visits that was cut on the as-
'nce activities and access to all in. Tsongas amendment temporarily? sumption that non-service-connected

formation. Mr. CRANSTON. Yes. I would. disabled military retirees would be e,-
The Huddleston amendment also pro- Mr. MATHIAS. The Tsongas amnend- cluded from VA outpatient health-care

%ides for a more "limited prior notice" in ment would then become the immediate- services during fiscal year 1981.
those cases In which the President de- ly pending business upon the completion Mr. President this amendment Is sup-
termlnes it is essential to limit prior no- of the Cranston amendment, ported by the American Lelon, the Vet-
rice to meet extraordinary circumstances Mr. CRANSTON. Actually. I have two erans of Foreign Wars, the Disabled
affecting the vital interests of the United amendments, both relating to veterans' American Veterans. and the Paralyzed
States. For these cases, the President matters, and then we would return to Veterans of America. I ask unanimous
shal limit prior notice to the chairmen the Tsongas amendment, consent that the letters I received from
and ranking minority members of the Mr. MATHIAS. The unanimous-con- those organizations in support of this
House Permanent Select Committee and sent request is that the Tsongas amend- amendment be printed at this point In
the Senate Select Committee on Intel- meant be temporarily laid &side until both the RsCoes.
ligence, the Speaker and the minority Cranston amendments are completed. There being no objection, the letters
leader of the House of Representatives, Would it then be the intention of the were ordered to be printed in the Ricors,
and the majority and minority leaders of Senator from California to put in a as follows:
the Senate. quorum call at that point? Tei. AMIUcAw LKWoe.

The purpose of this limited prior no- M' CRANSTON. Yes. Wasisnigon, DC. September *1, ItSO.
ticsein extrordinay circumstances r Mr MATHIAS. Under those condl- Dess Sasatoa: This tL to advise you of The
to preserve the secrecy necessary for tions. Mr. President. I have no objec- American Legion's support for two amend-

tion. ments to M Y. 7631. the Fy 1981 X1D-In-very sensitive Cases while providing the dependent Agencies Appropriations Act
President with advance consultation The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without These proposals are the product of deltbera-
with the leaders In Congress and the objection, it is so ordered. tions within the Senate Committee an Volt
chairman and ranking minority merm. U aheZINDMIer NTo tisll -ran Affairs and they have been uVaMs-
hers who have special experts and re- (Purpose: To increase by 531 7 million the mously endorsed by the membership of thee
sponaibility In intelligence matters. Such Veterans' Administration medical car ac- Committee.
consultation will insure strong oversight, count to provide funding for 1.000 addl- The first of the"e amendments would de-
and at the same ime share the Prest- tiosai direct health-care personnel and late from MR. 7631 a rider prohibiting the

Vent's burden on difficult decisions con- for 500.000 additional outpatient visits) expenditure of PTY 1941 funds for 01 Ul
Because thegni.fCRANSTaN.tiv.tiee.ldeetauIestnd flight training benefit s. We feel strongly thatcern significant actvites.Mr. President. send these benefits should be continued for thoet

limited prior notice provision preserves ni amendment to the desk and ask for veterans who seriously pursue eight Careter$
the secrecy necessary for very sensitive Its immediate consideration. In fact. the Senate registered its support for
cases. I am of the firm belief that the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The the concept of this program earlier In th

time the President hps the con- amendment will be stated, year by approving language In HRA. $25 do'lonL auhorty o wthhld rio8V ned to elimlDat a recurrence of Past

'I The ULlstant leilatve clerk read a abuses.• to the Intellgence committees follows: The second amendment would increasewould be In matters of extreme exigency.e The Senator from California iMr Cux. the VA medical care account ty $317 ral'In my experience as chairman of the ToN) lo, himself. Mr. S ersoe, Mr. TaL- lion for the purpose of providing additlonsi
Intelligence Committee and as a con- mAcDe. r Rueoi.o. Mr STove. Mr. DuR- direct patient care personnel and restoringtinuing member of that committee, and st., Mr, MATSUeAGA, Mr. Tssueoow, Mr. funds for some 500.000 Out patient visit&. The
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EXHIBIT EM-12

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS; POSSIBLE. NEUTRALITY VIOLATION
CONCERNING A C-123 AIRCRAFT SHOT DOWN BY

NICARAGUAN MILITARY FORCES, OCTOBER 7, 1986;
NEUTRALITY ACT - NICARAGUA

SOUTHERN AIR TRANSPORT
DETAIL

On October 8, 1986, FBI Miami initiated a preliminary
inquiry into the crash of a C-123 aircraft in Nicaragua. This
inquiry was initiated based on news media accounts concerning the
circumstances of the crash.

While attending the International Association of Chiefs
of Police Convention on October 8, 1986, Executive Assistant
Director (EAD) Oliver B. Revell was telephonically contacted by
Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North, National Security Council, and
advised that a civilian aircraft, a C-123, crashed in Nicaragua.
North also advised that FBI Agents were reported to have visited
the offices of the Southern Air Transport (SAT) Company in Miami,
Florida, in conjunction with this crash that day. North
indicated that although he knew nothing of SAT being involved in
any illegal activities, he was concerned that the FBI Agents
conducting investigation at SAT might inadvertently discover that
SAT was involved in authorized activity in regard to the
Presidentially authorized initiative that Revell was privy to.
North did not request that the investigation be held in abeyance
nor that the FBI take any specific action but he indicated he
wanted to insure that EAD Revell and Director Webster knew that
the negotiation process was at a very critical stage and that any
inadvertent disclosure of the involvement of a U.S. company in
this process could have disastrous results. EAD Revell
telephonically contacted the Miami Field Office after receiving
this information from Lieutenant Colonel North, and learned that
the Miami Field Office had already initiated a preliminary
inquiry into this matter. EAD Revell instructed the Miami Field
Office to submit a teletype to FBI Headquarters (FBIHQ) advising
of the initiation of the inquiry for further dissemination to the
Department of Justice (DOJ). Miami advised FBIHQ of its
investigation by teletype dated October 9, 1986, which was
disseminated to DOJ, Internal Security Section (ISS).
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On October 10, 1986, Deputy Assistant Attorney General
Mark Richard met with representatives of FBIHQ in EAD Revell's
office and set forth specific instructions for the preliminary
inquiry. These were included in a teletype to Miami to contact a
specific source to determine the circumstances pertaining to the
last known departure of the C-123 aircraft which crashed on
October 7, 1986. Miami was also instructed to identify who was on
the aircraft, what the aircraft was carrying, and when the
aircraft had departed the Miami, Florida, area. In addition,
Miami was instructed to determine any other information pertaining
to the origination of this flight. Miami was instructed to
establish the history and ownership of this aircraft and to
determine flight plans, manifest, and any other pertinent data
pertaining to the aircraft. Miami was instructed to document the
basis for information received by the source pertaining to what
was on the aircraft when it left Miami. Miami was also instructed
to document any information in the source's possession pertaining
to when and where weapons were loaded on the aircraft.

On October 14, 1986, EAD Revell advised Director
William H. Webster of the call he received from Lieutenant
Colonel North and the action taken by the Bureau.

Between October 10, 1986 and October 30, 1986, FBIHQ
coordinated information received from the Miami, San Francisco,
Jacksonville, and Savannah FBI Field Offices.

On October 30, 1986, Judge Webster received a secure
telephone call from Associate Attorney General (AAG) Trott.
AAG Trott had been directed by Attorney General Meese to ask that
the FBI suspend for ten days, any non-urgent work in this matter.
AAG Trott advised that apparently there were some sensitive
hostage negotiations underway that could possibly be prejudiced.
Judge Webster coordinated this required delay with Assistant
Director (AD) Floyd I. Clarke, Criminal Investigative Division.
AD Clarke contacted Section Chief Steven L. Pomerantz, Terrorism
Section (TS). It was agreed that this temporary suspension would
create no problem in the preliminary stages of this investigation
inasmuch as it was concluded there was no perishable leads that
would deteriorate during a ten-day suspension.

On October 31, 1986, Judge Webster prepared a memorandum
dated October 31, 1986, captioned "Southern Air Transport." This
memorandum was directed to AD Clarke and confirmed conversations
between Judge Webster and AD Clarke, summarizing the conversation
between AAG Trott and Judge Webster.
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On November 10, 1986, the Unit Chief, Counterterrorism
Planning and Special Investigations Unit (CPSIU), telephonically
contacted the Assistant Section Chief, ISS, Criminal Division
(CD), DOJ, to confirm the resumption of the preliminary inquiry.
.ISS stated it should be noted that no instructions had been
receivedd to resume the preliminary inquiry. The CPSIU coordinates
directly with ISS, CT), all proposed neutrality investigations
initiated by the FBI.

On November 12, 1986, Judge Webster placed a telephone
call to AAG Trott. AAG Trott was not in the office. On
November 13, 1986, when AAG Trott returned Judge Webster's call,
they discussed reinstituting the investigation.

On November 12, 13, and 18, 1986, the CPSIU, TS,
recontacted ISS, CD, DOJ, determining that no confirmation had
been received to resume the investigation.

On November 14, 1986, Lieutenant Colonel North
telephonically contacted EAD Revell. Lieutenant Colonel North
ad&ised that he was concerned that the U.S. Customs Service (USCS)
investigation of Southern Air Transport was going to inadvertently
disclose the ongoing negotiations situation with Iran. He
emphasized the negotiations were at a critical stage and lives
were at stake. North stated that the records subpoenaed by the
USCS could reveal the involvement of Southern Air Transport in
carrying out the presidentially approved covert mission, to Iran.
North stated that he was prepared to contact the USCS and ask them
to hold their investigation on a temporary basis. EAD Revell
advised Lieutenant Colonel North that he should not contact the
USCS since this was a criminal justice matter but that he should
contact AAG Trott who was aware of the hostage situation and would
be in a better position to evaluate the appropriate course of
action. Lieutenant Colonel North agreed this would be the
appropriate course of action. Thereafter, EAD Revell confirmed
with AA Trott that Lieutenant Colonel North had, in fact,
contacted him regarding this matter.

On November 20, 1986, AAG Trott advised EAD Revell that
the FBI should resume their preliminary inquiry in this matter and
complete this inquiry.
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On November 21, 1986, the CPSIU prepared a comunica-
tion, after a detailed review of the case, setting forth specific
leads per instructions received in the past from DOJ. This
communication was revised to assure prioritization of leads and
after obtaining necessary approvals, was transmitted to the field
on November 26, 1986.

On November 26, 1986, this teletype was received by the
appropriate field offices with instructions to complete investiga-tion.

On December 5, 1986, this matter was turned over to the
"Front Door" Special and the White Collar Crime Section.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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EXHIBrr EM-13

tongrt of tbe Uniteb £tateo
""" 'R.tprnrnaeib0 0 0 8 3 83

Sastingon. VC 20515
. October 17, 1986

The Honorable Edwin eese III i
Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

Dear Mr. Attorney General&

Pursuant to the Ethics in Government Act, 28 U.S.C. Sec,
591-598, the undersigned representing a majority of the
Democratic members of the House Committee on the Judiciary write
to request that the Department of Justice appoint an independent
counsel to investigate ongoing involvement on the part of United
States officials, including George Bush, William Casey, Casper W.
Weinberger, Donald Gregg, Lt. Col. Oliver L. North, Rear Adm.
John M. Poindexter, Lt. Gen. Leonard R. Perroots, Vincent H.'
Cannistraro, and others, with the Nicaraguan rebels, commonly
known as the contrast, that may be In violation of U.S. law.

As you are aware, these possible violations were brought to
light last week when a plane with Americans and possibly
munitions on board was shot down inside Nicaragua. The lone
survivor claims to have been working for the Central Intelligence
Agency and news reports have repeatedly linked the other
Am.ericans on board and those for whom they reportedly work with
the C.I.A. Administration officials including the Vice
President's national security advisor have acknowledged ties to
individuals involved in the aborted operation. The Ilopango air
base In El Salvador, from where the flight is alleged to have
originated, Is reportedly financed, travelled, and constantly
monitored by U.S. Intelligence officials. A staff report by
Senator John Kerry this week has chronicled allegations of
violations of law by Administration officials and Americati
sercenerarles involved with the cotras in possible violation of
law have received the open encouragement of the Administration.

As you are aware, official involvement with the contras
beyond Qintelligence sharing" is strictly prohibited by the 1986
fiscal year Intelligence Authorization Act (PL-99-105).
Involvement in unauthorized arms export would violate statutes
prohibiting their licensed shipment. Administration Involvement
In private citizen violations of the law, including the
Neutrality Act II IU.S.C. See. 960), woald also sees to violate
criminal law. Also, the U.S. District Court for the District of
Northern California held in 1964 that the President is bound by,
the Neutrality Act which he may be violating. #-"
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letter to the Attorney General
Oct. 17, 1986
pag. 2

You have, in the past, stated your intention to vigorously
uphold the letter of the law. The credibility of the
Administration In this instance depends on its candor and
adherence to the law. That is why an independent counsel Is
needed.

Sincerely.

/. h onyer .#uV

Don Edwards

Sruce .Mrio

hn F. Seiberl

Pricc odet

,- Geioige N. Crockett, Jr.

egry Fr

. taggers,
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EXHIBIT EM-14
U.S. Department ofjustice

Federal Bureau of Investigatiun
m

0qiCV oft he Ditlr
-ISt

W',,,.a -,n D C. 2053.5

October 31, 1986

MEMORANDUM TO MR. CLARKE

RE: SOUTHERN AIR TRANSPORT

This confirms my telephone conversation with you
late yesterday afternoon. Associate Attorney General Stephen
Trott called on the secure line at the request of the Attorney
General to ask that we suspend for ten days any non-urgent
work in the Southern Air Transport Neutrality Act investigation.
Apparently there are some seiisit.'e hostage negotiations now
under way that could possibly be prejudiced. He emphasized
that the Attorney General did not want to do anything which
would wreck the investigation but simply to permit a good climate
for the negotiations to the extent possible. You informed
me that we were just at the preliminary stages and that this
should present no difficulty.

I would like to know
problems for us at any time.

if these instructions create

William H. Webster
Director

WHW: mfd

ei
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EXHIBIT EM-15

Memorandum

5.1.I

Independent Counsel Request by Members NOV 14
of the House Committee on Judiciary: WFW JCK:GtfpJD
Aid to Nicaraguan Rebels

To F
The Attorney Gerneral William F. Weld

Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

On October 17, 1986, eleven Democratic members of the House
Committee on the Judiciary requested you to *appoint an indepen-
dent counsel to investigate ongoing involvement on the part of
United States officials, including George Bush, William Casey,
Casper W. Weinberger, Donald Gregg, Lt. Col. Oliver L. North,
Rear Adm. John M. Poindexter, Lt. Gem. Leonard H. Paroots,
Vincent M. Cannistraro, and others, with the Nicaraguan rebels,
commonly known as the contra&# that may be in violation of U.S.
law.' In support of the request, the letter referred to news
reports of the capture of Eugene Hasenfus in Nicaragua and of
alleged CIA ties of those involved. In addition, the letter
referred to a report prepared by Senator Kerry's staff concerning
'allegations of violations of law by Administration officials and
American mercenaries involved with the contras in possible
violations of law'Q

The Congressmen's letter alleges that the actions reported
in the media and in Senator Kerry's staff report may violate:
1) the prohibition in the Intelligence Authorization Act for
fiscal 1986 concerning aid to the contrast 2) the Neutrality
Acts; and 3) the statutes prohibiting unlicensed arms exports.
We have reviewed two reports by Senator Kerry's staff, which
further charge that pro-contra groups may be involved in nar-
cotics trafficking and in violations of the Foreign Agents
Registration Act. (In addition, you should be aware that there
have been allegations in the media that the Justice Department
generally has ignored pro-contra criminal activity and that you
and former Deputy Attorney General Jensen specifically instructed
United States Attorney Leon Kellier in Miami to slow down or kill
an investigation into alleged pro-contra gunrunning. Our inquiry
has shown these last allegations to be totally baseless.)

When an appropriate independent counsel request is made, the
Attorney General is obliged to decide whether, considering the
specificity of the information he has received and the credibi-
lity of the sources of that information, there are grounds to

9.,
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-nvestigate criminal conduct by a high level official covered by
the independent counsel provisions of the Xthica in Government
Act, 28 U.S.C. $591-598. (Of the names mentioned in the letter
of October 17, only the Vice President, Director Casey, Secretary-t
Wbinberger, and Ad". Poindexter appear to be covered.) On
receipt of the letter, the Criminal Division began a review of
the information available frok the Congressmen, from the media,
and from investigative files in order to determine whether
information existed that might trigger the need to conduct a
"preliminary investigation into the conduct of any persons
covered by the statute. So far, the material we have reviewed
has not disclosed any credible, specific information concerning
any violation of law by such a person. Nevertheless, more
remains to be done before we can state that we have made a
thorough review of the information in the possession of the
r)epartment, the FBI* the Customs Bureau, and others that might be
fairly described as havin been received by or freely available

The independent counsel provisions require the Attorney
General to provide written notification to the Judiciary
Committee of *any action taken in the matter. The report must
be made within thirty days of the receipt of the request or
within fifteen days of the completion of a 'preliminary inves
tigation," whichever comes later. In this case, thirty days
will have elapsed from receipt of the Congressmen's letter on
November 16, and we have not yet had an opportunity to review all
the relevar~t information, including new information promised to
us by the Congressmen who made the request, in order to recommend
whether a "Oreliminary investigation' will be necessary. Accord-
injly, we htve prepared an interim response for the signature of
Assistant AA.orney General Bolton that reports on the status of
actions taken to date and promises to report any final decision
made in the matter. This is similar to the interim response made
in the request for an independent counsel in the zPA matter, and
will satisfy youx notification requirement under the statutes.

You should no-e that the Act specifically provides that this
notification 'should not be revealed to any third party* except
by the Committee.

* i*
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EXHIBIT EM-16

/II.iI 0 g' , riur 0
V S. Department of Justice
Otf:-(. of (he Attorn#y General

21 July 1986'

M4r. Meese:

welcome Back!

Attached Op-Ed piece by Evans and Novak
appeared in today's Washington Post.

As you know, O1ie North has been a soldier
for several Administration policy initiatives,
perhaps vunerable to criticism for getting
too much out in ftont on certain issues,
particularly those dealing with Central
America, but following through on Administra-
tion directions nonetheless. Granted, the
r'SMC is not terribly thrilled with Ollie --
primarily because he has opted to stay at
the NSC for so long expressly against USIIC
wishes and because he has taken several
positions openly counter to DoD and the USMC.

What is troublesome about the piece, however,
is the trend line it reflects. While per-
sonalities and issues are intertwined, it is
personalities which are subsuming the issues
at NSC often times, i.e. personalities and
the NSC's organization/power plays are too
often becoming the issues, rather than the
issues themselves -- and the debates and
arguments within the Administration and White
House are becoming Lncreasingly public vis-
a-vis the NSC.

Provided FYI.

Ann ondeau

14'l Y.
ie

cecsH ed/FKsI2Jse oi..-J.uIIltJIO.

under prmisbs of FE. MX5
by 8. R . er, h:'cn:I Sel.'Ily CO

ISI.

,.

I F 6011
e
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EXHIBIT EM-20

Memorandum

Subject

Investigation of Southern Air Transport

Date

November 12, 1986

JLM:TEH:cmc

TO

William F. Weld
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

From

John L. Martin, Chief
Internal Security Section
Criminal Division

Attached hereto is a copy of a memorandum, dated October 31,
1986, from Judge Webster to Assistant Director Floyd Clarke of
the Bureau's Criminal Investigative Division. Briefly, Judge
Webster's memorandum advises that in accordance with a request
from Associate Attorney General Steve Trott, the Bureau was to
suspend its ongoing investigation of the captioned matter for a
period of 10 days, because of possible prejudice to "some
sensitive hostage negotiations." ----

As you know, this matter involves Eugene lHasenfus, the crew
member of the C123 aircraft shot down over Nicaragua on October 7,
1986. The Bureau is anxious to resume its investigation, but,
even though the 10-day period requested by Steve Trott has expired,
it is unwilling to do so without the Department's approval.

Unless you advise to the contrary, I intend to advise the
Bureau that it is free to resume its investigation without
further delay.

Attachment

I,
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Administration of Ronald Reagan, 1986 / Nov. 13

er united and committed to this cause, I
think we represent a powerful force for hu-
manity. And when that happens, there'll be
no sanctuary on Earth for those who were
pilfering human dignity and pandering de-
spaV. ,

So, 'I'm counting on all of you, and i'm
looking forward to hearing your views now.
Maybe you've heard enough from all of us
at this side.

Note: The President spoke at 1:35 p.m. in
the Cabinet Room at the White House.

US. Ambassadors to 21 countries at-
tended the 2-day conference, which was
held at the White House.

Iran-United States Relations

Address to the Nation. November 13. 1986

Good evening.
I know you've been reading, seeing, and

hearing a lot of stories the past several days
attributed to Danish sailors, unnamed ob-
servers at Italian ports and Spanish harbors,
and especially unnamed government offi-
cials of my administration. Well, now you're
going to hear the facts from a White House
source, and you know my name.

I wanted this t.me to talk with you about
an extremely sensitive and profoundly im-
portant matter of foreign policy. For 18
months now we have had underway a
secret diplomatic initiative to Iran. That ini-
tiative was undertaken for the simplest and
best of reasons: to renew a relationship with
the nation of Iran, to bring an honorable
end to the bloody 6-year war between Iran
and Iraq, to eliminate state-sponsored ter-
rorism and subversion, and to effect the
safe return of all hostages. Without Iran's
cooperation, we cannot bring an end to the
Persian Gulf war; without Iran's concur-
rence, there can be no enduring peace in
the Middle East.

For 10 days now, the American and
world press have been full of reports and
rumors about this initiative and these objec-
tives. Now, my fellow Americans, there's an
old saying that nothing spreads so quickly as
a rumor. So, I thought it was time to speak

with you directly, to tell you firsthand about
our dealings with Iran. As Will Rogers once
said, "Rumor travels faster, but it don't stay
put as long as truth." So, let's get to the
facts.

The charge has been made tha tie
Unitd Stats ha S1ppe4r&A weapon to IM
Uam payUMe (M the relse of Am*#
icm hostages in ab "- that the United
States undercut its allie and secretly violate.
ed American policy agalnit trafficking i
terrorists. Those charges are utterly f&W.
The United States hu not made concession;
to those who hold our people captive in
Lebanon. And we will not.' The United
States has not swapped boatloads or plhae-
loads of American weapons for the return
of American hostages. And we will not.

Other reports have surfaced alleging U.S.
involvement: reports of a sealift to Iran
using Danish ships to carry American arms;
of vessels in Spanish ports being employed
in secret U.S. anns shipments; of Italian
ports being used; of the U.S. sending spare
parts and weapons for combat aircraft. All
these reports are quite exciting, but as far
as we're concerned, not one of them is true.

During the course of our secret disus-
sdons, I authorized the transfer of smu
amounts of defensWe weapons and spm
parts for defensive systems to Iran. My pur-
pose was to convince Tehran that our nego-
tiators were acting with my authority, to
send a signal that the United States was
prepared to replace the animosity between
us with a new relationship. These modest
deliveries, taken together, could easily fft
into a single cargo plane. They could not,
taken together, affect the outcome of the 6-
year war between Iran and Iraq nor could
the), affect in any way the military balance
between the two countries.

Those with whom we were in contact
took considerable risks and needed a signal
of our serious intent if they were to carry
on and broaden the dialog. At the same
time we undertook this initiative, we made
clear that Iran must oppose all forms of
international terrorism as a condition of
progress in our relationship. The most sig-
nificant step which Iran could take, we indi-
cated, would be to use its influence in Leb-
anon to secure the release of all hostages
held there.
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Some progress has already been made.
Since U.S. Government contact began with
Iran, there's been no evidence of Iranian
Government complicity in acts of terrorism
against the United States. Hostages have
come home, and we welcome the efforts
that the Government of Iran has taken in
the past and is currently undertaking.

But why, you might ask, is any relation.
ship with Iran important to the United
States?

Iran encompasses some of the most criti-
cal geography in the world. It lies between
the Soviet Union and access to the warm
waters of the Indian Ocean. Geography ex-
plains why the Soviet Union has sent an
army into Afghanistan to dominate that
country and, if they could, Iran and Paki-
stan. Iran.s geography gives it a critical posi-
tion from which adversaries could interfere
with oi flows from the Arab States that
border the Persian Gulf. Apart from geogra-
phy, Iran's oil deposits are important to the
long-term health of the world economy.

For these reasons, it is in our national
interest to watch for changes within Iran
that might offer hope for an improved rela-
tionship. Until last year there was little to
justify that hope.

Indeed, we have bitter and enduring dis-
agreements that persist today. At the heart
of our quarrel has been Iran's past sponsor-
ship of international terrorism. Iranian
policy has been devoted to expelling all
Western influence from the Middle East.
We cannot abide that because our interests
in the Middle East are vital. At the same
time, we seek no territory or special posi-
tion in Iran. The Iraian revolution is a fact
of history, but between American and Irani-
an basic national interests there need be no
permanent conflict.

Since 1983 various countries have made
overture to stimulate direct contact be-
tween the United States and Iran; Europe-
an, Near East, and Far East coui,,ries have
attempted to serve as intermediaries. De.
spite a U.S. willingness to proceed, none of
these overtures bore fruit. With tihis history
in mind, we were receptive last year when
we were alerted to the possibility of estab-
lishing a direct dialog with Iranian officials.

Now, let me repeat: America's longstand-
ing goals in the region have been to help
preserve Iran's independence from Soviet

domination; to bring an honorable ena to ,
the bloody Iran-Iraq war; to halt the$e.xport
of subversion and terrorism in the region. A
major impediment to those goals has been
an absence of dialog, a cutoff in communi-
cation between us. It's because of Iran's
strategic importance and its influence in
the Islamic world that we chose to probe
for a better relationship between our coun-
tries.

Our discussions continued into the spring
of this year. Based upon the progress we
felt we had made, we sought to raise the
diplomatic level of contacts. A meeting was
arranged in Tehran. I then asked my
former national security adviser, Robert
McFarlane, to undertake a secret mission
and gave him explicit instructions. I asked
him to gq to Iran to open a dialog, making
stark and clear our basic objectives and dis-
agreements. The 4 days of talks were con-
ducted in a civil fashion, and American per-
sonnel were not mistreated. Since then, the
dialog has continued and step-by-step
progress continues to be made.

Let me repeat: Our interests are clearly
served by opening a dialog with Iran and
thereby helping to end the Iran-Iraq war.
That war has dragged on for more than 6
years, with no prospect of a negotiated set-
tlement. The slaughter on both sides has
been enormous, and the adverse economic
and political consequences for that vital
region of the world have been growing. We
sought to establish communication with
both sides in that senseless struggle, so that
we could assist in bringing about a cease-
fire and, eventually, a settlement. We have
sought to be evenhanded by working with
both sides and with other interested nations
to prevent a widening of the war.

This sensitive undertaking has entailed
great risk for those involved. There is no
question but that we could never have
begun or continued this dialog had the initi-
ative been disclosed earlier. Due to the
publicity of the past week, the entire initia-
tive is very much at risk today.

There is ample precedent in our history
for this kind of secret diplomacy. In 1971
then-President Nixon sent his national se-
curity adviser on a secret mission to China.
In that case, as today, there was a basic
requirement for discretion and for a sensi-
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tivity to the situation in the nation we were
attempting to engage.

Since the welcome return of former hos-
tage David Jacobsen, there has been
unprecedented speculation and countless
reports that have not only been wTong but
have been potentially dangerous to the hos-
tages and destructive of the opportunity
before us. The efforts of courageous people
like Terry Waite have been jeopardized. So
extensive have been the false rumors and
erroneous reports that the risks of remain-
ing silent now exceed the risks of speaking
out. And that's why I decided to address
you tonight.

It's been widely reported, for example,
that the Congress as well as top executive
branch officials, were circumvented. Al.
though the efforts we undertook were
highly sensitive and involvement of govern-
ment officials was limited to those with a
strict need to know, all a--_to Cabinet
officers were fully consulted. The actions I
authorized were, and continue to be, in full
compliance with Federal law. And the rele-
vant committees of Congres are being, and
will be, fully informed.

Another charge is that we have tilted
toward Iran in the Gulf war. This, too, is
unfounded. We have consistently con-
demned the violence on both sides. We
have consistently sought a negotiated settle.
meant that preserves the territorial integrity
of both nations. The overtures we've made
to the Government of Iran have not been a
shift to supporting one side over the other,
rather, it has been a diplomatic initiative to
gain some degree of access and influence
within Iran-as weU as Iraq-and to bring
about an honorable end to that bloody con-
flict. It is in the interests of all parties in the
Gulf region to end that war as soon as
possible.

To summarize: Our g ent has a
firm policy not to capitulate to trorist do-
majds. That ae 1in4117 temas
in &r i n spite 7" he speculative
and fase stories about m for hostages
and alleged ransom payments. We did
not-- t- not trade weapons or any-
thing else for hostages nor will we. Those
who think that we have gone soft on terror.
ism should take up the question with Colo-
nel QadhafL

We have not, nor will we capitulate to
terrorists. We will, however, get on with
advancing the vital interests of our great
nation-in spite of terrorists and rodicals
who seek to sabotage our efforts and immo-
bilize the United States. Our goals have
been, ar d remain, to restore a relationship
with Iran; to bring an honorable end to the
war in the Gulf; to bring a halt to state-
supported terror in the Middle East; and
finally, to effect the safe return of all hos-
tages from Lebanon.

As President, I've always operated on the
belief that, given the facts, the American
people will make the right decision. I be-
lieve that to be true now. I cannot guaran.
tee the outcome. But as in the past, I ask
for your support because I believe you
share the hope for peace in the Middle
East, for freedom for all hostages, and for a
world free of terrorism. Certainly there are
risks in this pursuit, but there are greater
risks if we do not persevere.

It will take patience and understanding; it
will take continued resistance to those who
commit terrorist acts; and it will take coop-
eration with all who seek to rid the world of
this scourge.

Thank you, and God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 8:01 p.m. from
the Oval Office at the %*hite House. The
address was broadcast live on nationwide
radio and television.

National Philanthropy Day, 1986

Remarks at a White House Briefing for
Philanthropists. November 14, 1986

Thank you very much. I have just read a
clipping this morning from the United Press
that shows how the private sector is spread-
ing and things of this kind in philanthropy;
that the First Lady of the Soviet Union has
been named to the board of directors of a
private, and privately financed, group in
the Soviet Union. But I appreciate this op-
portunity to be with you tolay in recogni-
tion of one of America's greatest national
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U.S. Department of Justic

Oflce orf LeCounrte

A~mMUll A~e MI ii XHIBIT

th.RORtUa FOR KHI ATTORY GENERAL
Re: Statutes Relevant to Recent Actions

with respect t9 Iran '

The statutes most directly bearing on the legality of the
recent missions to and transactions vith Iran are the following:
the Hughes-Rymn Amendments the congressional reporting provisionsif the National Security Acts ani the Arms Export Control Act.

Based on our understanding of the facts, ye believe that the
recent actions with respect to Iran, including the transfer of
arms to Iran b the CIA, do not violate the Hughes-Ryan Amendment
or the National Security Act. Moreover, under the the executive
branch's nor interpretation of the Arms Export Control Act,
this Act is inapplicable to the arms transfers to Iran. (S)

Hughes-van AMenent. The Hughes-Ryan Amendment to the
legislation authorizing the operations of the Central Intelli-
gence Agency was passe in 1974 in response to revelations of
covert CIA operations. The Amendment, as amended in 1980, pro-
vides (22 U.S.C. 2422)1

No funds appropriated under the authority of this
chapter or any other Act may be expended on behalf
of the Central Intelligence Agency for operations
in foreign countries other than activities intend-
ed solely for obtaining necessary intelligence,
unless and until the President finds that each
such operation is important to the national secu-
rity of the United States. Each such operation
shall be considered a significant Intellince
activity for the purpose ef section 413 ol title
50.

Because the President made the appropriate finding, the Hughes-
Ryan Amendment dues not prohibit the use of CIA funds for the
transfer of arms to Iran. (5)

Concre;ional Oversiaht Provisions of tbe lationol Seclrity

. In 1980 the National Security Act of 1947 was Mended to
provide for congressional oversight of 'significant anticipated
intelligence activities.* This section nov provides (section
501 of the National Security Act, S0 U.S.C. 413(a)) emp lis
added): M... llt1 APOI F1ll
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th Drector o Central
tliec nd the heads of all departments

agencies, and other entities of the United States

involved in intelligence activities shall --

(1) keep the Select Committee on Intelligence
of the Senate and the Permanent Select Committee
on Intelligence of the house of Representatives
* . fully and currently informed of all intelli-
gence activities which are the responsibility of

are engaged in by, or are carried out for or onbehalf of, any department, agency, or entity of
the United Staers, including any significant
anticipated intelligence activity, except that (A)
the foregoing proSlion shall not require approval
of the intelligence com aittees as a condition
precedent to the initiation of any such anticipat-
ed intelligence activity, and () if the President
determines it is essential to limit prior notice
to mee extraordinary circumstances affecting
vital interests of the United States, such notice
shall be limited to the chairman and ranking
minority members of the intelligence comittees,

and the majority and minority leaders of the
Senate . ...

Section 501(b) of the national Security Act applied to those
situations in which the president fails to give prior notice

under section m01(a) i

The President shall fully inform the intelligence
committees in a timely fashion of intelligence
operations in foreign countries, other than activ-

ities intended solely for obtaining necessarySection 501 of the National Security Act dpples tothsspecific pinshionhe f orsiat n ils th icve prior notice
e under subsection (a)0 1us section a) inld

To he President psal f ires oste o ntlienf

ielgen committees u n er uel ctfashion o il ienc
ineifiche provi ons pri or notice resi te to tit

given %"ndesu~cin(a. eas subsection( fn sa) nl de

contematesi h th siet provide notice of 'n* 1[cea tivtes wll

intelligence committees under subsection (a)(1)(A) andO0situations
in which he provides prior notice restricted to designated
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members of Congress, including the chairmen and ranking members
eif the House and Senate Intelligence comittees under subsection
(a)(1)(2), it seems clear that subsection (b) contemplates
situations in vhich no prior notice has been given under either
of these provisions. This interpretation is Confirmed by a
colloquy between Senators Javits and Huddleston, who were on the

committeee that drafted this rovision. Senator Javits asked
4 4 information has been vithheld from the select co ittee
aNd the 'eadership aroun (as section t0(b -niae) an it be

withheld on any rounds other than independent constitutional
authority' and, f so, on what grounds?" Senator Huddlestonanswered "cto &All%%% .e oonize a t hrsdn a

assert ontuinal :authoriA~ty to vit-hhold prigr notice of
comert oceratin, but would not be able to claim identical

authority to v t hold timely notice under section 501(b). A
claim of constitutional aut ority is the sole grounds that may be
asserted for withholding prior notice of a covert operation.'
126 Cong. Rec. 17693 (June 28, 1980) (emphasis added).

moreover, the preamble to the provision makes clear that
disclosure is required only vhen such disclosure is consistent
with the President's constitutional duties. Accordingly, the
President is not required to make disclosures vhen he is acting
in a situation in which he is employing his inherent foreign
affairs powers. As the President made clear in his televised
address to the Nation this evening, the primary purpose of the
recent actions with respect to Iran was diplomatic. The
'intelligence activities* involved in the Iran matters consisted
of, inter alia, negotiations with a foreign sovereign, of which
the arms transfers were an integral part, and attempts to gain
information relating to Americans captured abroad. These
intelligence matters were inextricably intertwined with and
essential to the President's foreign policy goals. We therefore
believe that the President was acting at the height of his inher-
ent power in fori gn affairs. in United ttes v.
Wright, 299 U.S. 304 (1936), the Court eads clear that te Presi-
dent has plenary power over negotiations with foreign powers:

in this vast external realm (of foreign affairs)
with its important, complicated, delicate and
manifold problems, the President alone has the
pover to speak or listen as a representative of
the nation. He makes treaties with the advice and
consent of the Senates but he alone negotiates.
Into the field of negotiation the Senate cannot
intruder and Congress itself is powerless to
invade it. As Marshall said in his great argument
of March 7, 1800, in the House of Representatives,
'The President is the sole organ of the nation in
its external relations, and its sole representa-
tive with foreign nations.

The Court in CurtisWriht 1SO quoted approvingly oofge
Washington's message to Congress in which he refused tpgive 

the
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House of Representatives documents re ting to negotiations over
the Jay Treaty, characterizing the refusal as one 'the visdom of
which was recognized by thelHouse itself and has never since been
doubted.' 299 U.S. at 320. Accordingly, given the strengthof
the argument that Congress cannot require the President to make
disclosures concerning negotiations with foreign governments even
after they are completed, the argument that he cannot be forced
to make disclosures during the tendency of sensitive negotiations
is particularly compelling. 

(Si

Second, we believe that a good argument can be made that
section 501 of the National Secuirity Act does nct require
disclosure of information in particularly sensitive
circumstances, even if the President is not acting in a manner
that implicates his inherent constitutional powers in foreign
affairs. The preamble to Section $01 qualifies the requirements
of the provision not only by reference to constitutional
authorities, but also by reference to the need to keep certain
national security information secret. President Carter, in his
signing statement for the intelligence Authorization Act of 1981,
stated the understanding on the basis of which the bill received
executive approval (emphasis added):

it it noteworthy that in capturing the current
practice and relationship, the legislation pre-
serves an important measure of flexibility for the
President and the executive branch. It does sonot on y by &"aaizn Aht h rae circuc-

stncsinvhc sns veinoMation may-have to
be~~~~~~~ shraot vt iitdnme of executive

branch ficas even though he congressional
overst ht committees are uthorized recipients of

classified information. Circumstances of this
nature have been rare in the past: I would expect
them to be rare in the future.

1 As quoted in Cu rtLLs-WrJlt, 299 U.S. 320-321, President

Washington said

The nature of foreign negotiations requires
caution, and their success must often depend on
secrecy; and even when brought to conilusion a
full disclosure of all the measures, demands, or
eventual concessions which may have ben proposed
or contemplated would be extremely impolitic; for
this might have a pernicious influence on future
negotiations, or produce immediate inconveniences,
perhaps danger and mischief, in relation to other
powers. A

UNCLASSIRED
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President Carter seems to have contemplated that there would

be instances in which the President vould restrict information
even when there vu no constitutional basis for doing so.
Cutting against this interpretation of section 501, however, i'.
the previously quoted colloquy between Senators Javits and
'K3dleston in vhich Senator Huddleston suggests that *(a) claim
ofk constitutional authority is the sole grounds that may be
asserted for withholding prior notice of a covert operation."
126 Cong. Rec. 17693 (190). Because we believe that the
President was acting in a manner that implicates his inherent
powers, we need not nov decide the question of whether the
National Security Act permits the President to withhold prior
notice on other than a constitutional basis.

Arms Xxoort Gontrol Act. The Arms Export Control Act places
a number of restrictions on the export of arms executed under its
authority, including

1) Sales must be made only to countries with respect to
which the President has found that such sales will strengthen the
security of the United States and promote world peace ( 22 U.S.C.
2753(a) I)M

2) The articles must be sold only for use for legitimate
purposes and the recipient country must agree to use the arms
onl for legitimate (e.g. self-dofnse) purposes (22 U.S.C. 2753
(01(2))l;

3) A report of the proposed sale of major defense equipment
valued at $14 million or more must be submitted to Congress (22
U.S.C. 2776(b)).

4) As of August 26# 1966, no arms may be exported to
countries that the Secretary of State ha certified as supporting
terrorism. See Section 509 of the Omnibus Diplomatic Security
and Antiterrorism Act of 1986. (The Secretary of State has
certified that Iran supports terrorism).

The ODeartment of Justice, however, has previously concurred
in the conclusion of the Department of State that the Arms Export
Control Act is not the exclusive authority for transferring arms
to foreign countries and that arms mqT be transferred outside the
context of that statute. See Letter from William French Smith to
william J. Casey (Oct. S, 1901). In the case considered by
Attorney General Smith the government relied on the CIA's author-

ity under Section 102(4) of the National Security Act in
transferring arms to a foreign country for the primary purpose of
achieving certain intelligence objectives. Sect ion 102(d)
provides that it shall be the duty of CIA, under NSC direction,
to perform services of common concern for the benefit of existing
intelligence, agencies and to perform Osuch other functions 

and

duties relating to intelligence affecting the national security

UNCLASSIFIED
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as the National Security Council may from tiLe to ti- Erect."2
We understand that the arms transfer to Iran had an intelligence
objective among its obj ctives. Accordingly, under prior
precedent, section 102(d) of the National Security Act furnish6o
authority for the President's action, and the restrictions of

%the Arms Zxport Control Act do not apply. (S)

We therefore believe that the Department of Justice can
successfully rebut arguments that the actions vith respect to
Iran violated either the congressional reporting provisions of
the National Security Act or the requirements of the Arms Export
Control Act.

Charles J. Coops
Assistant Attorney General

Office of Legal Counsel

2 We understand that the President informed members of Cong press

of this transaction pursuant to the section 501 of the Hational

Security Act.

IINCLASSIFIEB
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U.S./ZtAKAA CONTACTS AO THE AMINICAN HOSTACES

from the earliest Month$ following the IsLamic revolution in
Iran, the U.S. Government has attempted to reestablish official
contact with that go~rnmnt in order to discuss strategic
develop ents In that critical part of the world and to try and
reestallish a constructive working relationship. &ven before
President Reagan cam to office the U.S. Government agreed to
expand security, economic, political, and intelligence
relationships at a pace acceptable to Tehran. In the fall of
1979, the U.S. undertook three secret asiLone to Tshrane

-- September 197m
- October* 7

October-November 1979 dLcussed
normalLsation of relai on

When these meetLngs0 and the secret November 1, 1979 meting in
AlLers between Irseoinski and Prime HinListor lasargan, became
public In Iran, they precipitated the takeover of the U.S.
Oebassy by radical elements and led to the resignation of the
lasargan qovernment. These events have adversely influenced
tran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact
with the USQ.

Despite mutual difficulties involved In re-eettblishing normal
relations, our strategic Interests in the erlian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts on our part to try to establish a dialogue.
In this regard, It is notable that only a few major countries
do n s have relations with Iran -- Eqypt. .:rdan, Morocco,
Tioi, South Atricae aard the United State. Iven Iraq continues
to have diplomatic relations with Iran.

tran. the key to a reo o eo vital Importance to the Weobt ia
increasingly threats a ooLn1. I ai l ca

0 The S !bl i ,a ~ K eellm dies. thoy w1il have

an excel lent opportunit t" influence the tormation of a
government to Tehra which serves Soviet strategicinterests
in the area.

ftipstya 4Am l SECRE).jr

MII.o

, . .. . . .I '"-a
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Coffmunist nations have become principal arms suppliers to
Iran .* making Iran dependent on this source of supply in
contendlnq with an IncreatsIfLMy threatening Iraq. This
Leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets ay well be
attempting to pursue their own revolution in Iran. That Is,
by fueling both sides in the conflict, the Soviets could
well encourage. a disastrous finelyl offensive" by Iran that
would precipitate a political disintegration ioLcan,
leavtif a poWVl vacuum whfik the Sovieta could exploit.
Speci Meally, the CoQlunist LakUln,4 in Uran stej4ym,

The increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran-Iraq
var hae exacerbated Iran's vulnersbLiLty to Soviet influence.
Moreover, Soviet designs in AfqhanLstan, pressure on Pakistan,
and actual crosebordec strikes in Iran trots Afghanistan have made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important.

TOP SECRET VILNO
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Zn short, the Soviets were far better positioned to IiqnifLcantly
improve their influence in the region in 1935 when we were
presented with an opportunity to open a dialogue with Iran. in
deciding to exploit this opening, we evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels which had not succeeded.

Since 196). various countries have code overtures to the U.S. andIran m am i effort to stimulate direct cn-

iuttw years ago. senior Iranian offal a

apparently e ded that some Accoseodation with the U.S. was
necessary. However, internal splits and debates made it difficult
for them to respond to these overtures.

NNuirous individuals and private parties have likewise attempted
to be helpful as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iran
or in seeking Iranian assistance in the e1 ase of our citizen

In 190, a private American citLien (Michael Ledeeni was
approached by a representative of the Israeli government lOavid
Rimche), who reported that they had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate Inanuchehr Ohorbanifar)
in lurope who sought lZfri--elp in establishing contact with
the U.S. Governmient. In acknowledging the need to demonstrate
the bonafides of the officials Involved, he WGhorbanifar)
indicated that his 'sponsors in Tehran could also help to
resolve the American hostage situation in Ieirut.

The Israelis analysed this intermediary' background exhaustively
in order to validate his legitimacy. This analysis led them to
have extremely high confidence in his standing and genuine
relationship to the highest Iranian officials. lasted in large
part upon the Israeli evaluation and in recognition of the clear
U.S. interest in a dialogue that sight, over time, lead to the
moderation of Iranian policies, the U.S. established an indirect
contact with the Iranian lnterredlary in mid-Ifl$, through the
private U.S. citizen and a senior Isrel I official. These
contacts were established through the Nationa Security Council
staff with the full knowledge of appropriat net officers.
rrom the very first meeting with tAe Israeli$ and the Iranian, it
was emphasised that the USO Qould not proceed with direct contact

b unless tran renounced terrors -s an instrument of state policy.

-"10-SzCWTOP SECRET
t
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In June of 19811 in the midst of the TWA-147 hijacking, the
Israeli officials in direct conti-t with the Iranian expatriate
asked him to use his influence viih senior Iranian officials to
obtain the release of the hi~ackWd passengers. To days after
this approach, four Americans hc.ld separately from the rest of
the hijacked Qaslonaere were free M nd over to Syrian
authorities. IKa) ~l1Speaker RAfianjani. who was trevehin in the miest at the
time, and Iranian rorigon Minister Ve oyati both Intervened with
the captors. PAf sanani, In his speech on November 4. 1l4, for
the f t l; acknowledged his role in this matter.
In ept(*berof 19 the Israelis advised totyty

U.S. had been we of sort maintain discreet

_ contact wIth Iran sd te-p h assistance in its warwith Iraq. Oeepitt long-term U.. efforts to convince the_ Ieraeli to desist Israel continued to provide limited MiliteryI and Industrial technology to [ran. The USO judged that the
" Israelis would pe et in these secret deliveries, despite out, e objections, because they believed it to be in their ItratagieLAtereets.

On August 22, 91lS# the U.S.. through th U.S. citizen inter-
mediary, acquiesed in an Israeli delivery of military supplies--...... ,L Os to-Tebn... mee-ere-shboequont~y infor--d that -hei. t£ ' delivery had taken place at the end of August. though ve were not

___- - ~ Iaware of the shipment at the time it was made. O.S. acquiescence
In this Israeli operation was based on a decision at the highe
level to exploit es A4sLLcal with Tehras4m aneiffort to establih m~ Wi~s~i~em itt~ SeIranian government. - ,.

On September 14, 195, Reverend Senjaan Weir We released In
leirut by the Islamic Jihad Organisation. This release was
preceded by an intense effort on the part of Mr. Terry Waite, the
Special to eacy of the Archbishop of Canterbury. To this date,
Kr. Waite remains the onl Westerner to ever meet directly With

On October 4, 15, slaamic Jihad announced th4t it had °ax'ecuted"
leircut Station Chief William luckley in retaliation for theOctober 1 Israeli sir raid on VtA installations in Tunis. This
announcement led to a aerise of meetings in Europe ainong the U.S.
ICIA and HeC), sraselit and Iranian Intermediaries. In these
meetings, the Iranians indicated that, while their ability to
influence the Riebailah was waning, the Rlballah had not killed

.- TOP SECRET , g
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luckleyg he had in (act died Several mnths earlier of naturalCGule. We have since substantiated this intoration in debriote
of Father Jonco and OavLd Jacobsen, both of whom indicate thatSuckley probably dted on June 3, 194S Of Pnewuonia-Like symptop4.
In late Kovgber 13. the Israel s, respol.JIng to urgententreaties from the Iraniane. provlIded to basic RAWT Missiles toIran In order to impcove the Static defenses around Tehran. TheIsraeli delivery of MAW! KiseLls raised U.S. concerns that wecould el be creating mi@understa dings in Tehran and therebyjeoparditing our objectLve of arranging a direct i withhigh-level." Ilr -aw-t'al ~

r-t md i n heZr" r" Wr'" onr" eusthe
seat

- nq '" "
csaitonollfp with TeLan

Ending! the tram-Iraq Wsar on' .~ Cs

S genvincing tran to cea its support fot tfrd" and
radial abversion. -

o helping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran andcoordinating ways in which we might counter Soviet
activitiW-, the region.

Mr. McFarlane Pade clear tha Id
be precluded unless Iran was wilflg to use its influence toachieve the release of Western hostages in Beirut. He also madeclear that we could not and would not enqa;g In trading arms for
hostages.

On January&j 1916, the President approved a covert actionrindir,g directing that the intelligence ;o;srunity proceed withspecial activities aLmed at S_ - s set th
above. "s at scci th exta1t-...=
that the 0ire.kof'~ comiral atoletlge njthe Finding to the apprfpriate comittes of t e Congress untAreasonably sure that the lives of those carrying out theoperation Iboth U.S. and foreign) would not be in jeopardy.

On February S-7, U.S. officials INSC and CIA , arepresentative of the Israeli ?tie Minst ( Ti% r An" rI, and asenior-leveL IranLan official

TOP SEC;RET- -NO
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GermAny. Ai tIs tIi7t rte Iranian$ agreed
that, ie-V-e"USG wouldd provide ?TO weapons to Itan, they would,
Ln turn. provide same to the Afghan *eAjhdee. The U.S. agreed
to e lore this possibility and. workiA with the Israelis,
e0tablished the foLlowkng mechanism for transfer of the vesponSg

The IranLin Lntecmediery (Whorbanitar) would deposit funds
Ln an Ieraeli account.

-- The Israelle would transfer fwnds to a eterile U.S..
controlled account in an overseas bank.

-- Using these funds, the CIA would covertly obtain materiel
authorited for transfer from 0.1. military stocks and
transport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

Using the procedures stipulated above, funds were deposkte4 inthe CIA account in Geneva on rebruaaly i ,si and an February 14
1,oo TOws wre transported to Toroe for pre-positionin. The
TOWs were oft-loaded and placed in a covert Israeli facility.

On February 19-31. U.S. end Iranian officials I SC and CIA) met
again in Germany to discuss problems in acranginga meeting among
higher-level official$. At this seetinj, the 0.1. side agreed to
provide 1,000 TOWs to Iran as a clear signal of U.S. sincerity,
This delivery was cogece4 on the morning of February 20 and
completed in two transits to Tehraa on february 21.

On )tarch 7, U.U. Cat-d s--.n-Tyttru-eessntatives met
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any
further progress was possible in arangLng for a high-leveleating with U.S. and tranian officials. Touring these meetings,
the intermediary ephesixed the 4eteriorating economic situation
in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi militaryeWectiveness,

The eselsation *I tensions with Libya, leading up to the April L4
tries, prevented further diloge from taking place until the
Iranians urged the LntermeLary (Ghocbnifacl to accelerate t

-, 'TOP SECRET
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effort in late April, j98. At that point, the Iranian expatriate
advised us that the leadership in Tehran e prepared to coeonce
a secret dialogue vth the United States along the lines of our
established goals. We believe that the Zranians Were stimulated
to renew n t b the ArI 17 murder of hostage Peter
ilburnt oal tatan for the U.S. raid

cran an expatriate told the NSC 4A4d A a ocit V m th
him in turope at the end of April, that the Iranians d
to be accused of an abilit in Kilburn's deah

based on assurances that we could at last meet face-to-face with
top-level Iranian officials, on ay 15, the President euthorited
a secret mission to Tehran by former National Security Advior
14ctarlane accompanied by a CIA amuitant, CIA consunicators,
members of the MSC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu-
tore. In order to ensure operational security, the trip wasp ade
from israel, coincident with the delivery of a pallet of spare
parts for Iranian defensive weapons systems 11L.Aw spare electronic
parts). At thea ..Lic request of the Iraniansi. alias foreign
documentation o was obtained from the CIA.

In the course of the four-day (May 2Sl visit. lengthy meetings
were held with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact between the two governments in over six years. Kr.
Mctarlane and his team were able to establish the basis for a
continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives,
concerns, and intentions. The group was a.so able to assess
first hand the internal political dynLamic in Tehran and the
effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win. Using
Presidentially approved Terms of Reference M1ab Al, which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
Mcrarlane emphaised that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages, but the continued detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
During the visit, g. Mctarlane made cleart

-- that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us
from the middle tsato

-0 that we flrmly opposed their use of terrocismi

TIY TOP SECRET
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that ve accepted their reoIltion and did not reek to
reverse ilt
that we had numerous other disagreements involving regional
policies i.e.. Lebano Nicaraia, etc.). but might lseo
find areas of conon interest i.e., Afghanistan) through
dialogue.

During those meetings, both sides used the Op"Ortu t to detail
the obstacles to implementing a strategic re otionchip between
the two countries. In addit o to the points noted above. Kr.
KIcrarlano emphasized the political prob leos caused by Iranian
involvement in the hostage issue. The Iranians objected to the
US embergo on U.S. military supplies already paid for plus the
continued USO blocking of Iranian assets I the U.S.. even after
U.S. courts had ruled in their favor. During the course of these
meetings, the Iranian officials admitted that they could not win
the war, but were in a dilemma in Tehran over how to end the
conflict given the need to present an Iranian victory before It
could be concluded. They emphasised that the original 4agressor,
Saddam lussein. must be removed from power ir order for the war
to end. Kr. Mcfrlane concluded the visit by suwarLsing that
notwithstanding Iranian interest La carrying on with the dialogue,
we could not proceed with further discussions ti light of their
unwillingness to exert the full weight of their influence to
cause the release of the hostages.

On June 10, MaJlia Speaker Rafsanjani, in a spech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iraniaintorest in improved relations with
the U.S. On July 26, rather Lawrence Jenco was released in the
ekka Valley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint.

On August 3. three pallets (lees than % planeloads of electronic
parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses (MAW w4issLl sub-
components) arrived in Tehran Ifro Israeli.

In early August 1106, the contact with the Iranian expatriate
began to focus exclusively on the willingness of the US* to
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
we sought to establish different channels of corunication which
would lead us more directly to pragmatic and moderate elements in
the Iranian hierarachy. In aid-August, a private American
cition (NDNM Richard Secords USA (fet.!) satin within the
purview of Aga Cove n Pindin ,ct in
turopa with 

of

senior Iran 
e of the

CIA, this Iraniam IAll) was brought covertly to Washington for
detailed discussions We juded Lhai effort to be useful in
establishing contact witha close confidant of the man ju4e4 to

& TOP SECRET
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el the most influential and pragmatic political figure In tran
(Rafsanjani). These discussions relfirmed the basic obectives
of the U.S. in seeking a political dialogue with Tehran. We also
provided Intelligence designed to discourage an tranian offensive
and contribute to an Iranian decision to negotiate an and to the
war.

Through August, September. snd October 1916, nu orous additional
meetings were held in Ziarope between U.S. representatives and the

e an4 Iranian contacts. Touring the October 24, 1916 seating in
Frankfurt@ Germany, the U.S. aide, as in the past, insisted that
the release ha e t was a pre*reqIasite to any progress.
The tranianurged that we take a e activ le

or two wouid be reed soon. O ober 21. with U.S. ecquiscence,
Israel provided Iran with an additto MIncrement IS@@ TOW
Missile$) of these defensive Veapous.

Wte on October 31,calee d the U.S. citizen
., .- ai" tasked to aea vised that Iran had

"exercised its influence with the Lebanese• in order to obtain
the release of American-- David Jacobsen ow and an uncertain
nubmer of French hostages. Re further noted that this Wai part

* he purpose of the Iranian Foreign minister's visit to Syria.
stated that the situation in Tehran# as well U.. l

v lcobses n vas voie n opo t neas E d American
b~bassy compound In West leirut. The U.S. asey in East leirur
imediately dispatched an embassy officer to west Beirut to pick
up Me. Jacobsen.

It is now apparent that persistent U.S. effort to establilh
contact with Iran have probably exacerbated the power struggle in
Iran between praqmatic elements led by kafsanjanLl and more
radical factions (under the overall sponsorship of Ayatollah
montaseri), In late October, radical supporters lof Montateril
revealed the IRafeanjani) contact with the USC and the terms of
the contact. Zn order to defend himself against charges of
colluding with the USC and to preserve a degree of latitude for
both parties, MaJiLe Speaker Rafsanjani provided a highly
fabricated version of the Kay 191 Mcfarlane mission in his, n___-'TO SEGRET1--- ---:'
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November 4 address to the 0s82s6. Moderate Iranian political
leaders apparently now feel constratned to Settle theLC internal

political problems before proceeding with the U.S. relationship.
The revelations in Tehran regarding the Mcrlacine mission are
demonstrable evidence of the internal power struggle. The
October l9g0 arrest of cadie:l Leader KMhdi gashes&, a close
confidant and son in-law of Aytollah 1ontemari, for acts of
terrorism and treason hia.scused further internal conflict.
Aesolgtion of the Lebanon hostage situation io also complicated
by waning Iranisn Influewie in Losbanon due Ln part to financIaL
constraints and the fact thAt LL M

e

Cjjts~ey *4vlatLve report utat vnese nuu"aww
Were -akem La order to stimlate the acqLettion of sore amuse
they were mat likely capture4 in order to prevent the very
rapproacheelt with Iran we are seeking* - 4

wUNtAmfIEI
*1

DAINY "
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Throuihout this process the U54 hae acted within the limits of
established policy and in compliance with alW U.S. law. The
shipment ot 2.008 TOWs and 3)5 KA" MINLIl parts was undertaken
under the provision$ of a covert 4ctLon findLng.
In support of this Fkndlnq and at the directiew.f the President,
the CIA provided the following operational asiLstanCes

-- Stecrie Overseas bank accounts for financial transactions'.

• A secure tranehipment point for the dispatch of U.S.
military items from the U.S.

Transhipeent of military items fr(o the U.S. to Israel.
Co. nicatlons and intel

-- cleared " ;1I -A eS to x'rop. for westn'v t I tdWti4 .

-0 Alias doc'aentation for O.S. and foreign officials for
meetings In Europe and Tehran.

The weapons and materiel provided under this program are in no
way adequate to alter the balance of millUry-power nor the
outcome of the war with Iraq. They have. however, ad a positive
effect on the Afqhan resistance UL demonstrated the U.S. comit-
Pont to Iranian territorial integrity. rurth*er, U.S. efforts
ovee the last 11 months have had tangible results on Iranian
policy&

T0 The Kbflsnjani/VelyatL intervention on behalf of the TWA
1147 passengers (June 195).

Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan An 673 could not
leave Karachi for Iranian territory.

- The rel ase of th ee American and two rcench hostages.

It should else be noted that the U.S. arms exar notwithstand-
ing, West ureopan nations have provided S00 million a year in
miltttry eqipment to Iran. Host of the$* transfers were accom-
puLhed vIth government knowledge and/or acquiescence.

ftW ~ Top SECRET *'9
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All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout.
The Congress was not briefed on the covert action rindit due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our IranLan contacts and the
potenttal'cone.quences for our strategic position in Southweet
Asia. rinaily, our efforts to Achieve the release of the
hostages In Lebanon must continue to rely on discreet contacts
end intermediaries who cannot perform it they are revealed.

, *-, . ' .!is ("hIL1 '
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(MUaxmMa Version)

EXHIBIT*

U. ./IRANIAN CONTACTS A"C ThE A ZRICAN HOSTAGeS

rrom the earliest months following the Islamic revolution in
Iran, the U.S. Government has attempted to reestablish official
contact with that government in order to di ,.

4 -- "
w .:

October-Movembeir discussed
normalization of eai

When these meetings and the secret November 1, 1979 meeting in
Alqiers, between Iraesinski and Prime Minister sazargan, became
public in Iran, they helped precipitate the takeover of the U.S.
Embassy by radical elements a led to the resitcAk~maof the
Baxargan government. These events have adverselLyinrTuenced
Iran's subsequent wLllingnesst-

Despite mutual difficulties involved in reo-establishinq normal
relations, outr strategic interests in the Persian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts to establish a dialogue. In this regard, it
is notable that only a few major countries doan have relations
wih ::an -- gypt, Jordan, Morocco, Isras! Po.hAfrica, an!
the United States. Even Iraq continues to have diplomatic
relations with lran.

Iran isothe key to a region of vital importance to the West, yet
it is increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military power
and political influence along its borders and inside its
territory. Over the course of the last two years, the Soviets
and their surrogates have moved actively to qain greater
influence in the Gulfs

Tho Soviets believe" that once KhomeinL dies, they will have
an excellent opportunity to influence the formation of a
government in ?ehran that serves Soviet strategic interests
in the area.

Decilsawy

el Q
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Communist nations have become the principal arms suppliers
to Iran -- making Iran dependent on thLs source of supply in
contending vth an increasingly strengthened Iraq. This
leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets may vel be
attempting to pursue their ovn revolution in Iran. That is.
by fueling both sides in the conflict, the Soviets could
well encourage a 4 satrous Ofinal offensive" by Iran that
would preipitate4 political disintegration in Iran,
leaving a pover vacuum vhich the Soviets could exploit.
Spe*CMcally, the indicators of Coiminiet illiaence in tran.
are. ______ ________

The Increasing deeperatiom brought oa by the costs of the tra -caq
war has exacerbated 1re vulnerability to SoViet Influence.
moreover# Soret designs in Afghanistan; pressre on Pakistan,
and actual croesborder strikes in Iran from Afghanietan have made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important. ::

'rot szcM~ miv'i jM
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In shorts, 8oet$ weore far better positioned to improveeivmigic C y I~e~ ntluenCO in the region In 1 15 when we y oepresented vith an opprtunity to open AdLloqu* eth ern. En
de:Lding to exploit this opening, we *valuatd pTevious efforts
through more Conveniton4rhnJAels Which had not succeeded;'
About two years a a senior Iranian OfficiaLs apparentLy decidedthat t h's U6. wvas noessecy. Since tel3

overtusre e

wmeroue indivLdls end private parties have likewise attempted
to be helpful as interiadrieS In establiahing contact in Iran
or An o 4tn ian as the reloea0 O citizens

Zn 19$5, a private AMOrIcn c titn (Klchaci Ledeen) was
approached by a representative of the Israeli government iDavid
KAchei, who reported that they had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate (Panuchehr Chorbenifar)
in turope who sought Israeli help in establishing contact with
the U.S. Government. In acknowledging the need to demonstrate
the bonaftides of the officialsI nvoLved, he (horbanifar)
indicated that his sponsors* in Tehran could also help to
resolve the American hostage situation in 5eL.'P't.

The traelis analysed this Intermediary's background exhaustively
in order to validate his legitimcy. This analysis Led them to
have extrmly high confidence in his standing and genuine
relationship to the highest Iranian officials. Based in large
part upon the Israeli evaluation n4d in recogtion of the clear
U.S. interest in a dt lo" a tjt aight, over time, Lead to the
moderation of Iranian poliees, the U.S. established &A indirect
contact with the Iranian intermediAz tn *id-I915, through the
private U.S. citizen ad 4 en iof Itaell official. These
contacts were established throuh h National Secutrity Council
staff with the full knowledgeof Oappropriate CabLnet officers.
from the very first meeting with the Israelis and the Iranian, it
Was eMphasied that the USS could proeed with direct contact
unless Iran renounced tqrrorF ieam - nstreumnt of stef. policy.ZU2iStIHaEm
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in June of 1915, in the midst of the lM-I47 hijacking, the
Israeli ofcals in direct contact with the Iranian expatria .j
asked him to use his influence with senior Iranian officials tt
obtAin the release of, the hijacked passengers. Two days after
this approach, four Americans held separately from the rest of
the hja ck d en ers were freed and turned over to Syrian
authoritLes. _aj Iis
Speaker tfsa nin,, who was travelling in the Mrid-east the
tame, and Iranian Soreigr Itinister Velayt! both tntervered with
the captors. Paea&n;an , in his speech on NOVember 4, 1916, for
the first time publicly acknowledged his role in this matter.

in julr of.1955, the IsraelIs advised that. they believed they
were c ose to achieving a breakthrough in their Contact with Iran
and would proceed unless we objected. It is important to note
that the U.S. had long been aware of Israeli efforts to maintain
discreet contact with Iran and that they had in the ast provided
Iran with assistance in its war with Iraq. Despite long term
U.S. efforts to convince the Israelis to desist, we b Lieve that
Israel continued to provide limited military and industrial
technology to Iran -- even after they officially told as thet
such activities hd ceased. The USG ]udqed thet the :sraelas
would pesist in these secret deliveries, despite our Ob]ectloft.s
because they believed it to be in their strategic interests.

On August 22, 115, a senior Israeli official (David Kimche)
visited Washington and met with the National Security Advisor.
The Israeli asked us to acquiesce in a single Israeli delivery a!
defensive military materiel to Tehran. Ne urged that we allow
such an action to take place in order to gain increased influence
in Tehran. Mr. McFarlane stated that the U.S. could in no way be
construed as an arms for hostagesO deal and that there could be
no guarantee that whatever items of U.S. origin Israel sent,
could be replaced. We were subsequently informed that the
Isra*lis had delivered 5l TOws at the end of August. Though we
were not specifically aware of the shipment at the time it was
mads we did make a subsequent decision not to expose this Israeli
operation so that we would have the optin c! expl:tn'. ex-st-;
Israeli channels with Tehran in our own effort to establish an
American strategic dialogue with the Iranian government. The
Israelis managed this entire o"eration, to include delivery,
arrangements, tending, and transportation. The total value of
this shipment was less tha SI mLllie. and, therefore, below the
threshold for required reporting of a military equipment transfer
under the S port CastroL MI..

On September 14, It$, Reverend lenl aml Weir was released in
eirut by the Islamic Jihad Otanisatioe. This release was

preceded by an intense effort on the part of Kr. Terry Waite, the
Special ,ssary of the Archbishop 3f C&nterbUry. To this date,
Kr. Waite remains the on wvet lth
--the Lebanese kidnappers.

IMP 3CU lA& l9IElD
J
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On October 4, 1965, Islamic Jlhad announced that it had eixcOWtd4,
Beirut Station Chief William Buckley in retaliation for the
October I Israeli air raid on PLO installations in Tunis. This
announcement led to a series of meetings in turope among the U.S.
(CIA and NSC), Israeli, and Iranian intermediaries. In these
meetLngs, the Iranians indicated that, while their ability to
influence the HMiballah was vaning, the Hiabailah had not killed
Buckleyi he had in fact died several months earlier of natural
causes. We have since substantiated this information in debriefs
of Father Jenco and David Jacobsen, both of whom indicate that
Buckley probably died on JQne 3P 1905 of pneumonxa-like symptoms.
in late November 1955, the Israelis, roepnd to urgent
entreaties from the Iranians provided I HAKIM missiles to
lran in order to LMrove the static defenslTi-ound Tehran. The
Israeli delivery of KAN missiles raised U.I. concerns that we
could well be cre.missunderstandings in Tehran and thereby
jeoparditing a ing a direct meeSLaS with
high-level Iranian officials. As a consequence of U.S.
initiative and by mutujl.agreement of all three parties, these
missiles ware subseq-.er.:ly returned to Israel in tebrbtary 1986.
On December 6-$, 1985, the National Security Advisor -tet (in
London) with the Israeli official and the Iranian contact to sake
clear the nature of our interest in-a dialogue with Iran. At •
this meeting, Mr. McFarlane stated that our goals were as
follows,

Devising a formula for re-establishinq a strategic
r lationship with Tehran.

a Ending the Iran-Iraq War on honorable terms.

a Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion.

Helping ensure the iAriltorial integrity of Iran and
ecordinatinq ways in which we oLqht cc'.*.er So.et
activities Ln the regon.

Kr. N carlane madei clear t- a- --- ll- dialoue with Iran
be precluded unless Iran wre 'wi-ln to use its influence t
achieve the release of Western hostages in Beirut. He also made
clear that we could not and would not engage in trading ams for
hostages.
On December 14, the P e a--m idence with the
Secretaries of Stale 9109d4 -e 1the-!Wrney General, the
Director of Centrazl ntelllme And the National Secrity
Advisor to review the fiAings of M. Ncrarlae's meetings in
London, the situation in lran and the prospects for a strategic
dialoque. At this meting he Mided that we should attempt to
keep the israeli channel open as long as it offered pfpsibilittis
for meting with high-level Iranian officials.
TotR IsICM
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On January 3, the Prim Kinister of Israel dispatched a specIAI
emissary to the U.S. (Amiram Mir) to review proposals for next
steps i dealing WLth Iran. In that implementation of the
Israeli proposals vould require the active partLcipation of the
intelligence community, the NSC Staff (North) was tasked to
prepare a covert action finding. Work on %us Presidential
finding. Convened oft J mery 5 w forarao tothe Prt&iam A-0l2 by
appropriateWW_6fdr--

On January 17, 1964, the President approved a covert action
Finding directing that the intelligence community proceed with
special activities aimed at accomplishing the goals let forth
above (Tab A). In accord with extant statutes, the President
directed that the Director of Central Intelligence refrain from
reporting the Finding to the appropriate committees of the
Congress until reasonably sure that the Lives of those carryii"
out the operation (both U.S. and foreign) would not be in
jeopardy.

On February 5-7, U.S. official$ (NIC and CIa
representative of the Israeli 4int ras ri , and a

t -if the USG would provide defensive weapons (TOWs) to Iran,
they would, in turn, provide same to the Afghan Mujahideen. Te
U.S. side agreed to explore this possibility and, working with
the Israelis, established the following mechanism !or transfer o!
the weapons

The t 4 -Lr 0sit f- .n

AP he vraU r le~ r le -cutro lit

tomome to Letn.

Using the procedures stipulated above, funds were deposited in
the CIA account in Geneva on Fobrary 11, 1966 and on February 14
1,000 TOs wero transported to osrae( for pre-positionng. These
TOWs were transferred by CIA from D0 (U.S. Army stoc b in

TOP SEtCLtT
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Anniston, Aa6bama) and an$ rt through
using standard CIA-DOO *q.tice rrangemeneu.
?olicy-level coordinatil or fbi ,W arrangements was affected by
N$S wNorth) with DOD IArmitaqe) and CIA (Ckair George). The TOWs
were placed in a covert Israeli facility awaiting onward
shipment.

on February 19-21P U.S. (NSC Ad CIA), Israeli and Iranian
off I a me in~ 0 to disuss robles in arrange
-- ,S. I no L G,€*- ,rnq

February 20 and completed in two transit to tehran on r
21. Transportation from Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag

raeli aircraft.

On February 20, the Prim Minister of Israel wote to President
Reagan (Tab 3) urging continued efforts to achieve a strategic
breakthrough with Iran, but askingconsideration for the safety
of recently seized Israeli hostages.

On March 7, U.S. (CIA and NSC) and Israeli representatives met

with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-level
nee:%ing with U.S. and Iranian officials. Outing these meetings,

the i-e:rediary emphasised he deterorat,, eeo,.c- L sivtua.ion

in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi military
of fectivecs-.

The escalation of tensions with Libya, leading up 
to the April 14

strike, prevented further dialogue from taking place until the
Iranians urged the intermediary (Ohorbanifar) to accelerate the

effort in late wApril. 1906. At that point, the Iranian expatriate

advised us through the Israeli point-ofocontact that the
leadership in Tehzan was prepared to coiennce a secret dialogue.

with the United States along the lines of our established goals.
we believe that the Iranians wret estimated to renew the-contact
by the April 17 murder of hostage Peter Kilburn by Libyf .
authorities, in retaliation for the U.S. raid on Libya.

TOP stcNM
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The Iranian expatriate told th~e NSC and CIA officers, who ieT
with him in Zurope at the end of April. that the Iranians did not

On May , 7, 1964, U.S. and Isr&eL officers met in London with
the Iranian intermediary in which he urged that we take imediate
steps to arrange for a high-level U../Iranan meeting in Tehran.
Touring the London meeting, the Iranian urged that we U.S. and
Israel) take imediate steps to help with Iranian air defense.
me emphasized that the Iraqi Air Force was increasingly effective
of late and that the Iranians were desperate to stop attacks on
population centers. The Israelis also used this opportunity to
.rtvately ask the U.S. to -eplace tne 506 TOWs which t.ey had
sent to Iran in August, 1915. The Israelis were infotrmed via
coded message on Kay 15 that the U.S. had agreed to the Iranian
request for limited anti-air defense equipment and to replenish.
the 50 TOWs sent by Israel.

Sase4 on assuranc tj weCould at 1,t meet face-to-feof wftn
top-levl esdent authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by form -Iion-al Security Advisor
.crarlane, accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA comunLcators,
members of the HSC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian interloc,-
tors.

On May 16, the Iranians, through the Israelis provided S6.5K goo
deposit in the CIA secure funding mechanism. The funds were used
to acquire 508 TOW missiles Ifor replenishing the TOWs ?srael
s.ipped .. September 1906) and acquiring HAWY .1 4 a
parts. This material was subsequently moved toiA9L&;Ad.5 t
repackaged and shipped to Kelly Ari for onward MROMMM M~l
on May 22. A
logistics o to Isral.

In order to ees operational security, the McFarlane trip was
made from Israel. coincident with the delivery of a pallet of
spare parts for Iranian defensive weapon* systems (HAIuI spare
electronic parts). At the f j request of the Iraniannt,
alias foreign documentation -- obtained from the CIA -
was Used. CIA also prov deUI transportatLon support from
CoWUS to Israel for the Mckarlane party. The group Vas
transported from Israel to Tehran aboard an Israeli Air Force 707
with fals flag markings.

TOP $smCl
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In the course of the four-day (Nay 25-21) visit. lengthy meeings
vere held with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact between the two governments in over six years. Mr.
ctarlane and his teas were able to establish the basis for a

continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives,
concerns, and intentions. The group was also able to assess
first hand the internal political dynamic in Tehran and the
effect of the war which Zran clearly can no longer win. Using
Presidentially approved Terms of theference ITabS), which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
McFarlane emphasised that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages, but the aontirned detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
During the visit, Kr. Mcarlane ad clear,

-0 that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us
from the Middle tasts

-- that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism

-- that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse iti

that we had numerous other disagreements involving regional
policies (i.e., Lebanon, Nicaragua, etc.), but might also
find areas of common interest (i.e., Afghanistarp) through
dialogue.

During these meetings, both sides used the opportunity to detail
the obstacles to implementinq a strategic relationship between
the two countries. In addition to the-points noted above, Kr.
McFarlane emphasired the political problems caused by Iranian
involvement in the hostage issue. The" Iranians objected to the
USO embargo on U.S. military supplies already paid for plus theo
continued USO blocking of Iranian asseS in the U.S., even after-
U.S. courts had ruled in their favor. Touring the course ce these
neetinqs, the Iranian officials ad-itted that they could nzt "#ft
the war, but were in a dilemma in Tehran over how to end the
conflict given the need to present an Iranian 'victory a before it
could be concluded. They ephasised that the original ggressor.
Saddan 3ussein, mat be remved frm power in order for the war
to end. Mr. Mcfarlane concluded the visit by sumsarising that
notwithstanding Iranian interest In carrying on with the dialogue,
we could not proceed with further discussions in light of their
unwillingness to exert the full weight of their influence to
cause the release of the Western hostages in Lebanon.

On June 10, Ma#jlis Speaker Rafsanjani, in a speech in ?Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian Interest in improved relations with
the U.S. On July 3, rather Lawrence Jenco was released in the
lekka Valley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint.

OUNCLASSIFHED
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on August 3; the remaining ih ro pellets fless than i% planeload)
of electronic parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses (HAWK
missile sudb-coC onents) arrived in Tehran. As in all flights
to/from Iran this delivery was made with an Israeli Air force
aircraft (7071 using false flag markings. Timing of the delivery
was based on coordination among U.S., Israeli and Iranian
officials.

In early August 19l8# the contact with the Iranian expatriate
began to focus exclusively on the willingness of the USO to
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
we sought to establish different channels of icmienication which
vould lead us more directly to pragmatic and oderate elements in
the Iranian hierarachy. In aid-August, a private Arican
citizen (N4= Richard Secord, USAF (let.el acting within the
purview of t Cove finding,n Ij. _ ct in
Iurope witd rel t I e m f asenior Irani off Rts ans . With theTITIUTffce of the
CIA, this tran a i nas brought covertly to Washington for
!*tailed discussioF!g-e ]udgld this effort to be -.leful in
establishing contact with a close confidant of the ran judged to
be the most influential and pragmatic political figure in Iran
(ftfsan~ani). These discussions reaffirmed the bast.- objectives

of the U.S. in seeking a political dialogue with Tehran. We also
provided intelligence designed to discourage an Iraran offensive
and contribute to an Iranian decision to negotiate &n end to ..e
war. The intelligence also detaLed the Soviet threat to Iran.

Through August, September, and October 1984, numerous additional
meetings were held in Curope between U.S. representatives and the
new and Iranian contacts. During the October 24, 1916 meeting i.
frankfurt, Germany, the U.S. side, as in the past, insisted that
the release ~hr. a was a pre-requisite to a:y progress.
The Iranian urged that we take a more active role
in support for 6e 0rI1I-'T distance and suggested a;an that, L!
we could provide additional TOW weapons to Iran, .. ** wiuld %:a.
and equip more Afghan resistance fighters with these weapons.
The Iranians also the U.S. accepted, te
a Soviet T-73 tank At this meetingstated that there was t o en-" 84"" We4 hnce that &noterAm®raw
or two would be freed soon.' On October 29, with U.S.
acquisceace, Israel prov1ad Iran with an additional increment ofdefensiveo weap~os (S0 TM misilles).-

Late on October 31 called the U.S. citizen(Eakia) tasked to ifaNopm eded that Iran had
Sexer ied its influenme with the Lebanese" in order to obtain

the release of an Amrica *- David Jacobsen -- and an uncertain
number of Frech hostages. no further noted that this would be

HIM,
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part of the purpose of the Iranian Foreign minister's visit t
Syria -- Ga event W became aware of on November 1. 19i.
stated that the situation in Tehran, as a Iran u cover Hisbillih were both daeioai

On Noveabo

American Nilsy @@NOUPA in *est SeirUt. The U.S. ftbassy in
ast oirut imiediatsly diLpatched a embassy officer to West
sitrut to pick up Mr. Jacobs"n.

It is now apparent that persistent 0.S. efforts to establish
contact with Iran and i ubl speculation regarding
these contacts have prooA V0rcerbate4 the power struggle in
Iran between pragatic elements A--
radical factions (und _ Oh
reveal " _ " ". _..e s~
the contact.- In order to efe. nst charges of
colluding with the USG and to p gre of latitude for
both parties, Mallis Speaker Rafsanjani provided a purposely
distorted version of the May 191| Mc arlane mission in his

November 4 address to the masses. Moderate Iranian political
leaders apparently now feel constrained to settle their internal
political problems before proceeding with the U.S. relationship.
The revelations in Tehran regarding the Mc arlane mission are
demonstrable evidence of the internal power struggle. The
October 1986 arrest of radical leader Mohdi lashemi, a close
confidant and son in-law of Ayatollah Montesari, for acts of
terrorism and treason has caused further internal conflict.'

Resolution of the L4banon hostage situation is also complicated
by waning Iranian influence in Lebanon due in part to financial
constraints and the fact that the Libyans are ex .heirContacts with =o radical Visballah semnu.

on 0OVeer 7, the day after a meeting with U.S. officials,
Iranian government authorities arrested six other individuals

UNCLASSIF!1D
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involved in radical activities. Axonq the two vere senior
-military officers and a lal1lis deputy (Ahmad Kasheni), the
qrandson ot Ayatollah Kaehani, & Conspirator in the 1949 attempt
aqainst the Ihe. Despite those Internal difficulties and
attendant publicity in the Western media, the Iranians continue
to maintain direct contact with the U5 and met a Geneva
an Noveer 9-10 with MSC &Adrsan tive

It is Lnportnt to note tbAt since
contact with Iran there has boen &

tAe initiation of the USQ 5
iVtiAtA af 1ra.SAfrn-

DU

SpVcLfL

ThJr e Is J,
•arae go

gqa

The No blet 1965 shLpwt of 1 Ie@i41 mLaU mieusles v49
not a &Utborige4 exzeti a to policy. This shipmnt was
eventually retrleved in reb ruary 190 as a consequence Of
U.S. Lntervention. ,

TOP 51C5*?
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In support of this Finding and at the direction of the President,
the CIA provided the following operational aissistance

-- Sterile overseas& bank accounts for financial transactions.
-- A secure tranehLment, CAR~

fWML t ON rom the U.$S. t.o Israel.

ComnAicaLons and intelligence support for the meetings
with Iranian officials and the crlarlane trip to Tehran in
may.

wi dged

comr.tmn 0 canan terr egr and. served to support
those in Iran interested in opening a setrateic relationship with
the U.S. They have alo furthered U.S. efforts over the last 1
months have had tangible results on Iranian policy%

-- The Rafsanjani/Velayati intervention on behalf of the TWA
5347 passengers June MS).

-- Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan Am 473 would not-be
received in Iranian territory if it left KarachL.

The release of three Amrican and at least two French
hostages.
The initiation of an 1rani&n dialogue with their regional
neighbors.

The Iranian 'final offtnsLve.'

TOP 593CMM
. . a e^ 60 1M
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Finally. It must also be noted that the U.s. arus emarqonotvithstandig, West Kuropean nIatlons have provided S00 milliona year in MlIttryw eq plent to Iran. Most ot these trl&feltagwere accomplished with government knowledge &a/or aCquiescenc*.
All appropriate Cabinet Officets have been apprised throughout.The Congress was not briefed on the covert action Vinding due tote extraordinary sensltivity of our Iranian contacts and thepotential consequences for our strata Lc position In SouthwestAsia. rLally, onr efforts to achievee the release of thehostages in Lebano must continue to rely on discreet contactsad intermedilrie8 vho canot perform it they are revealed.

*l
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But, my friends, that letter may have
been adEts.4 to me, but it wasn't written
to m alone. _U was written also to each of
you p" a&1l4wricans, and to our allies was

itwas wrTitten in thanks to all those
wh Joined in our bipartisan crusade to
make.Amerifi stronger. And it was written
in thanks t b of those who have returned
us to Ai.--q0 s and reminded us of what

- they nan im' this world. At the National
last December, 1 closed my
g thanks to Bill Buckley for

g much good in the world."
R ton'i I, Ernie, Paul, Don, Jeane,

thers far away, thank you,
Cod bless you all.

. __i "rWK&dent spoke at 7.32 p.m. i .n
;M A I Ballroom of the Washing-

News ig nce of
1986

Irn on#
. Good evening. I have a

few' e before I take your ques-
tio n f remarks.

ths ago, as I said last Thurs-
d ths a stration began a secret initi-W to amc Republic of Iran. Our
purposes. w4 fourfold: to replace a relay.
tionshpof 'otal hostility with something

. better, g a negotiated end to the
[ran4r- nd to bring an end to ter-
rorism a W"effect the release of our hos-

undertaking involved great
for ir people and for the'with whom we dealt. That's
ation was restricted to ap-

et officers and those officials
rute need to know.

k taking was a matter of consid.
W10within administration circles.
-_ ~ecttves were never in dis.

r ere differences on how best
e principal issue in conten-

3her we should make isolated
** ceptions to our arms embargo
of eur serious intent. Several top

advisers opposed the sale of even a modest
shipment of defensive weapons and spare
parts to Iran. Others felt no progress could
be made without this sale. I weighed their
views. I considered the risks of failure and
the rewards of success, and I decided to
proceed. And the responsibility for the deci-
sion and the operation Is mine and mine
alone. As Mr. Lincoln said of another presi-
dential decision, "If it turns out right, the
criticism will not matter. If it turns out
wrong, ten angels swearing I was right will
make no difference."

I understand this decision is deeply con-
troversial and that some profoundly dis-
agree with what was done. Even some who
support our secret initiative believe it was a
mistake to send any weapons to [ran. I un-
derstand and I respect those views, but I
deeply believe in the correctness of my de-
cision. 1 was convinced then and I am con-
vinced now that while the risks were great,
so, too, was the potential reward. Bringing
Iran back into the community of responsi-
ble nations, ending its participation in polit-
ical terror, bringing an end to that terrible
war, and bringing our hostages home-
these are the causes that justify taking risks.

In foreign policy the presence of risks
alone cannot be reason enough not to act.
There weie risks when we liberated Crena.
da, when we went into Lebanon, when we
aided the Phidippines, and when we acted
against Libya. So, we'll continue our efforts.
However, to eliminate the widespread but
mistaken perception that we have been ex-Mai rs o hoft&M I have directed

that r sales of um of any kind be
sent to Iran. I have further directed that all
information relating to our initiative be pro-
vided to the appropriate Members of Con.
gress. There may be some questions which
for reasons of national security or to protect
the safety of the hostages I will be unable to
answer publicly. But again, all Information
will be provided to the appropriate Mem-
bers of Congress.

And now I'll take your questions. Helen
(Helen Thomas, United Press Internation.
alp?

Q. Mr. President, in the recent past there
was an administration whose byword was
"Watch 'hat we do, not what we say."
How would you assess the credibility of

1583
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your own administration in the light of the
prolonged deception of Congress and the
public in terms of your secret dealings with
Iran, the disinformation, the trading of Zak.
harov for Danioff? And I'd like to follow
up.

The Preside,,t. Well, Helen, let me take
the last one first. I know some persist in
saying that we traded Zakharov for Dani-
loff. We did not. We said that we would
have no dealings with the Soviet Union,
even on going to Iceland, until Daniloff was
in our hands.

But to bring it up to date on this, there
was no deception intended by us. There
was the knowledge that we were embark-
ing on something that could be of great risk
to the people we were talking to, great risk
to our hostages. And, therefore, we hadto
have it limited to only the barest number of
people that had to know. I was not break-
ing any law in doing that. It is provided for
me to do that. At the same time, I have the
right under the law to defer reporting to
Congress, to the proper congressional com-
mittees, on an action, and defer it until
such time as I believe it can safely be done
with no risk to others.

And that's why I have ordered in this
coming week the proper committees wil
be briefed on this. And there are still some
parts of this that we cannot go public with,
because it will bring to risk and danger
people that are held and people that we
have been negotiating with. We were not
negotiating government to government. We
were negotiating with certain individuals
within that country.

Q. You don't think your credibility has
been damaged? And are you prepared now
to disavow the finding which let you make
end runs around the Iranian arms embargo?
Are you going to tear it up?

The President. No, as I say, we are going
to observe that embargo. And it's part of
tjhe same reason that, as I've said, we were
doing this in the first place: And that is to
see, among the other issues involved, if we
can help bring about peace between those
two countries, a peace without victory to
either one or defeat and that will recognize
the territorial integrity of both. And this is
something that all of our allies are seeking
also.

But 1 think the people understand that
sometimes you have to keep a secret in
order to save human lives and to succecI in.'
the mission, just as we went into Grehada
without prior notice, because-then we
would have put to risk all of those men who
were going to hit the beach.

Yes, Mike (Mike Putzel, Associate4 Pr-
Secretary of State Shu ltz

Q. Mr. President, has Secret Ot
discussed his resignation with yo*)av1e.-
you agreed to accept it, or have yoft askec
him to stay on?

The President. Mike, he has-*i".g. i
tested to me in our meetings thiefesigna.
tion. And in fact, he has made it plain -7
he wfll stay as long as I Aan al
want him. So, there's never , did
cussion there. He knows that I .
stay, and he has, in advance, said that he'
wants to. There's been no talk of resigna-
tion.

Q. If I may follow up, sir: Has he made
his staying conditioned on your agiing '
not to send further arms to Iran?

The President. No, there have been no
conditions. As I say, we didn't discuss that.
And as I've said now, there is no net"Wgo'
further with this. The mission was seedd -;,
that made us waive temporarily that fox *
that really minuscule amount of spare par,
and defensive weapons.

Chris (Chris Wallace, NBC Ne%,.i*
Q. Mr. President, you have y,

and you stated flatly again tonightilat.5'ou --

did not trade weapons for hostage*L >et
the record shows that every time
can hostage was released-last Sept ' -7
this July, and again just this t "
there had been a major ship
just before that. Are we all to
was just a coincidence?

The President. Chris, the only t 4 .'
know about major shipments.of &a"'-".s
I've said, everything that we sodW"t e.
could be put in one cargo plane, and there
would be plenty of room left over. Now, if
there were major shipments-an4N ,'Ww.
this has been going on-there
other countries that have been d.i m
arms with Iran. There have been -pri.'
vate merchants of such things ;-r- h
been doing the same thing. Now, 1'v*

L584
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the stories about a Danish tramp steamer
and a Danish sailors union officials talking
about their ships taking various supplies to
Iran. I didn't know anything about that
until I sw:he preionijt, because we cer-
tainly neer had an'y contact with anything
of the kllid. -And so, it's just that we did
something for- a pardmiar mission. There
was a risk entaii*.And Iran held no hos-
tages. lra did ni.kdnp anyone, to our
know e. And Lbi-t that part of theop. m.sJE e3 w, however, that
th ki naers oq# o,- hostages did have
so k .ieatlo in which Iran. ce them-not
alway t e them. And so

ur ome.

you a- lways

fiou C up, Sir: On that

first you Chit of Staff, Mr.l~~,ha said tho'4ho.-O.S, condoned Is-
.w~meah& bf aarto Iran. And aren't

yoU sen fft ve message

you always said wan( to send?
AreW.tHa-,ing s either you or
your stat .nso M n this case was
lran-can.-pjn fronsiae .o lding of hog.
rages?.

The. d.. l I don't seewher 4 46F os tge. holders

gain g. They d get anything.
-"bhy l, Ltil l whatever is

s ,e pr rt about, rm
just grateful. " Iu that we got
them. As a Fat here had not
been so much-pub] ity, we uld have had
two more that we _,ng.

.Mr. dthe arms
embargo ono ou other nations,
our a&W ay it--public-.
ly. But a h t ly, you con-
cede you we brlddng of
that embargo by, the States. How
can you Jus tf hduTh e ' .* en wus duplic.

ity. An ' r*iolation did
not in any w ry balance
between what we
were aim r, I tb rics it worth.
while. And ths w. our own
embar" the m " now and
for the future.iutt hat I out.
lined here in my oSftaig "M& Ient-first
of all, to try kad e4blish ,ltionship
with a co grea- ategic im.

portance to peace and wer)thing else in
the Middle East, at the same time, also, to
strike a blow against terrorism, and to get
our hostages back, as we did. And this par-
ticular thing was, we felt, necessary in order
to make the contacts that we made and that
could lead to better relations with us. And
there was a fourth item, also, as I pointed
out.

Q. Sir, if I may, the polls show that a lot
of American people just simply don't
believe you. But the one thing that you've
had going for you, more than anything else
in your Presidency, your credibility, has
been severely damaged. Can you repair it?
What does it mean for the rest of your Pres-
idency?

The President. Veil, I imagine I'm the
onJy one around who wants to repair it, and
I didn't have anything to do with damaging
it.

Bill (Bill Plante, CBS News)?
Q. Mr. President, you say that the equip-

ment which was shipped didn't alter the
military balance. Yet several things: \Ve i n-
derstand that there were LOW( TOW" a.nti-
tank missiles shipped by the U.S. The U.S.
apparently condoned shipments by Israel
and other nations of other quantities of
arms as an ancillary part of this deal-not
directly connected, but had to condone it,
or the shipments could not have gone for-
ward, sir. So, how can you say that it cannot
alter the mditary balance? And how can
you say, sir, that it didn't break the law,
when the National Security Act of 1977
plainly talks about timely notification of
Congress and also, sir, stipulates that if the
national security required secrecy the Presi-
dent is still required to advise the leader-
ship and the chairmen of the intelligence
committees?

The Prwident. Bill, everything you've
said here is based on a supposition that is
false. We did not condone and do not con-
done the shipment of arms from other
countries. And what was the other point
that you made here-

Q. There were the antitank missiles, sir.
The President. Oh no, about the-that it

didn't-no, that it didn't violate the--or
that did violate the law. No, as I've said, the
President, believe it or not, does have the
power if, in his belief, national security can

1585
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be served to waiv-e the provisions of that
law as well as to defer the notification of
the Congress on this.

Q. Isn't it possible that the Iraqis, sir,
might think that a thousand antitank mis-
siles was enough to alter the balance of that
war?

The President. This is a purely defensive
weapon. It is a shoulder-carried weapon.
And we don't think that in this defensive
thing-we didn't add to any offensive
power on the part of Iran. We know that
Iraq has already announced that they would
be willing to settle the conflict, as we've
said, with no winners or losers. And the
other parts happened to be spare parts for
an antiaircraft Hawk battery. And, as I say,
all of those weapons could be very easily
carried in one mission.

Now, I think-Charles (Charles Bier-
bauer, Cable News Network).

Q. Mr. President, I don't think it's still
clear just what Israel's role was in this. The
questions that have been asked about a con-
doned shipment. We do understand that
the Israelis sent a shipment in 1985, and
there were also reports that it was the Is.
raelis that contacted your administration
and suggested that you make contact with
Iran. Could you explain what the IsraeR
role was here?

The President. No, because we, as I sW,
have had nothing to do with other countries
or their shipment of arms or doing what
they're doing. And, no, as a matter of fact,
the first ideas about the need to restore
relations between Iran and the United
States, or the Western World for that
matter, actually began before our adminis-
tration was here. But from the very first, if
you look down the road at what could
happen and perhaps a change of govern-
ment there, that it was absolutely vital for
the Western World and to the hopes for
peace in the Middle East and all for us to
be trying to establish this relationship. And
we worked-oh, it started about 18 months
ago, really, as we began to find out some
individuals that it might be possible for us
to deal with and who also were looking at
the probability of a further accident.

Trudie?
Q. Can I follow up please, if I may, on

that? The contacts that you're suggesting
are with moderates in the Iranian Govern-

meant und in the Iranian system. Barry
Coldwater tonight said in his judnent
there are no moderates in lran. --
mean to suggest that there may not-t,
how did you know that you were reaching
the moderates? And how do yoweine a -
moderate in that kind of a government?.

The President. Well, again, you're asking
questions that I cannot get into with regard
to the answers. But believe me, we had
information that led us to believe. th% e
are factions within Iran, and man, .
with an eye toward the fact that Omuthir*t"
sooner rather than later there is g
a change in the government th
there is great dissatisfaction amo1e,
people in Iran.

Trudie [Trudie Fieldman, Transfeatures)?-

Arrn, Reduction Negotiations

Q. Mr. President, could we turn tLS.-
Soviet relations for a moment, pleasn ,-

The President. I'd be delighted. [Laugh-
ter)

Q. Your chief arms negotiator, MaIx Kim- -
pelman, said that as a result of your meet-
ing with Mr. Gorbachev in Iceland that
there indeed were substantial results an&.:
agreements. But the leadership of th'.
Soviet Union say that there were no resuni,-
nothing positive, and the area is idey-.
scattered still. How do you propose, in ie
remainder of your term, to close the gap for
an agreement?

The President. Well, Trudie, the thii=-f
about that situation, they are not wideg
scattered. All the agreements, or
ent places where we agreed at
are on the table now with our a A '
tors in Geneva. And for the first time
was an agreement reached on the d-dm -

ity of eliminating all strategic nuclear i' 41
siles in a 5-year period and then iing
with the intermediate-range - 11=
many. And just before the "k
up was the first time that
been our purpose, and it was ou
when we went there, to see if thi
are the destabilizing weapons, these.*&t'e
weapons that people in their mindVf' pic-.
ture someone pushes a button-Ad
places blow up. And we always th-
if we could make a start on th
bilizing missiles, and then we co -wvk on

1586
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to the other nuclear weapons-bombs car-
ried by airplanes and so forth. And we had
gone there with the express purpose of
seeiag if we could arrive at some kind of a
settlement on one or the other of these
other two missile types. And it was just
before the meeting broke up that for the
first time they suggested that they were
talking about all nuclear weapons, not just
the others. Well, there was no time for us to
discuss them-this new force that was in
there.

But I think Mr. Kampelman was saying
right-that I just cal] to your attention that
never in the history of the Soviet Union has
a Soviet leader ever publicly proposed
eliminating weapons they already have.
And this Soviet leader has. He has talked
actually of totally eliminating them. And so
the only thing I can say to this is--I know
they are difficult to deal with-but all [ can
say is they're still at the table in Geneva,
and the proposals are still there. So, I con-
tinue to be optimistic.

Q. I just want to follow up. Do you think
you're going to see Mr. Corbachev again
during your term, or do you think he is
thinking that he'll wait for the next Presi-
dent to negotiate an arms control agree-
ment?

The President. Weil, I have to believe
there is reason for optimism, because he
himself suggested the Iceland meeting as a
forerunner to the summit that was sup-
posed to take place in the United States.
And all I can do is recall that when the
Soviets, sometime ago, got up and walked
out of the Geneva arms meetings, because
we were installing medium-range---the
Pershings and the cruise missiles in Europe.
And they walked out and said, "That does
it." Well, they came back.

Q. Do you have a date-
The President. What?
Q. Do you have a date to meet them

again?
The President. No, that's what we're wait-

ing for-is for them to give us a date.

Iran-U.S. Relations
Q. Mr. President, going back over your

answers tonight about the arms shipments
and the numbers of them, are you telling us
tonight that the only shipments with which
we were involved were the one or two that

followed your January 17th finding and,
that, whatever your aides have sad. on
backopud or on the record, there wer n
other swpments with which the US. con-

The President. That's right. I'm saying
nothing, but the missiles that we sold-and
remember, there are too many people that
are saying "gave." They bought them.

Andrea [Andrea Mitchel!, NBC News]?
Q. Mr. President, to foLlow up on that:

We've bee told by the of StN',
Donald Regp that we condoned-h" gov-
ernment condoned--an Isrui shipment It
September of 1983. sotly before the re-
ease of hostage Benjamin Weir. That was 4
months before your intelligence finding on
January 17th that you say gave you the
legal authority not to notify Congrem Now,
can you clear that up-why this govern-
ment was not in violation of its arms ember-
go nd of the notification to Congress foe
having condoned American.rnade weaposs
shipped to Iran in September of 198W?

The President. Well, no, I've never. heard
Mr. Regan say that, and Ill ask him about
that. Because we believe in the embargo,
and as I say, we waived it for a specific
purpose, in fact, with four goals in mind.

Yes.
Q. Can I just follow up on that for a

second, sir, because what is unclear to, I
think, many people in the American public
is why-f you are saying tonight that there
will be no further arms shipments to Iran-
why you won't-cancel the January 17th in-
telligence finding so that you can put to
rest any suggestion that you might again,
without notification and in complete secre-
cy and perhaps with the objection of some
of your Cabinet members, continue to ship
weapons if you think that it is necessary?

The President. No, I have no intention of
doing that, but at the same time, we are
hopeful that we're going to be able to con-
tinue our meetings with these people, these
individuals.

Q. But you won't cancel the intelligence
finding?

The President. I don't know whether it's
called for or whether I have to wait until
we've reported to Congress and all. I don't
know just what the technicality legally is on
that.
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Q. Y4, Mr. President. Why do you
think-its strategic position not withstand.
ing-the Anmican pop would ever sup-
port weapons to the Ayatollah Khomeini?

The President. We weren't giving them
to the Ayatollah Khomeini. It's a strange
situation. As I say, we were dealing with
individuals, and we believe that those-and
some of those individuals are in govern-
ment, in positions in government. But it
was not a meeting officially of the United
States head of state and the ranman head of
state. But these people, we believed, and
their closeness to the Iran military was such
that this was necessary to let them know,
number one, that we were serious and sin-
cere in our ef(ot about good relations and
also that the: iere dealing with the head of
government over here, that this wasn't
something coming out of some agency or
bureau, that I was behind it.

Q. Well, sir, if that's the case, some have
asked that if Libya occupied a strategical
position as Iran did, would you then arm
Qadhafi and bomb Khomeini?

The President. Believe me, that's about as
hypothetical a question as anyone could
imagine. The situations are quite different.

Q. Mr. President, you said that you were
not swapping--or you did not think you
were swapping arms for hostages. But did it
ever .;ccur to you, or did it never occur to
you, that certainly the Iranians would see it
that way and that they might take it as an
inducement to take more hostages, especial-
ly in light of the fact that they've released
three but taken three more?

The President. No, to the best of our
knowledge, Iran does not own or have au-
thority over the Hizballah.1 They cannot
order them to do something. It is apparent
that they, evidently, have either some per-
suasion--and they don't always succeed-
but they can sometimes persuade or pres-
sure the Hizballah into doing what they did
in this instance. And as I say, the Iranian
Government had no hostages, and they
bought a shipment from us. And we, in
turn-I might as well tell you that we, in
turn, had said when they wanted to kind of
know our position and whether we were

I Radical Shi'ite group operating in Leba-
non.

trustworthy and all of this--we told thim
that we did not want to do business with
any nation that openly backed terrorism.
And they gave us information that they did
not. And they said also that they had some
evidence that there had been a lessening of
this on the part of the Khomeini and the
government and that they'd made some
progress. As a matter of fact, some individ.
uals associated with terrorist acts had been
put in prison there. And so that was when
we said, "Well, there's a very easy way for
you to verify that if that's the way you feel,
and they're being held hostage in Leba-
non."

Q. Vel, if I can follow up: If your arms
shipments had no effect on the release of
the hostages, then how do you explain the
release of the hostages at the same time
that the shipments were coming in?

The President. No, I said that at the tire
I said to them that there was something
they could do to show their sincerity. And J"
they really meant it that they were not in
favor of backing terrorists, they could begin
by releasing our hostages. And as a matter
of fact, I beleve and have reason to believe
that we would have had all five of them by
this last weekend, had it not been for the
attendant confusion that arose here in the
reporting room.

You don't have your red mittens on.
Q. On that point, you said earlier, and

you said just now again, that, but for the
publicity, two other hostages would ha'e
been returned home by now. As you know,
the publicity began in a Syrian-backed, pro-
Syrian magazine-

The President. Yes.
Q. - in Lebanon. My question is, there.

fore, are you suggesting that someone who
was a party to this sabotaged it by deliber.
ately leaking that original report?

The President. To our best information,
the leak came from a person in government
in Iran and not one of the people that we
were dealing with, someone that would be
more hostile to us. And that individual gave
the story to the magazine, and the maga-
zine then printed the story there in Beirut.

Q. Mr. President, there has been an obvi.
ous change in policy towards Iran: from re-
fusing to deal with a terrorist state to even
sending weapons as a gesture of good will.
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Would yoth consider, in the name of the
same geopoliical interest that you invoked
with Iran, changing your policy towards
Nicaragua?

The President. No, and I believe that I've
answered that question, I think, more than
once here-that no, we still hold to our po-
sition, and Iran officially is still on our list of
nations that have been supporting terror-
ism. But I'm talking about the people that
we were doing business with, and they gave
us indication and evidence that that policy
was changing. And so, as I said, to give
them more prestige and muscle there
where they were, we made this sale.
Nicaragua

Q. Then, Mr. President, would you con-
sider breaking diplomatic relations with
Nicaragua to increase the pressure on the
Sandinista government?

The President. No, we have not thought
of that, and we stiU believe vcry much in
supporting the contras, because we believe
in the cotras cause. The contras have
made it plain that all they seek is to be able
to put enough pressure on the Sandinista
-overnment for that government to negoti-
te with them and the people of Nicaragua

for the kind of government that they alto-
gether had promised \%hen they were fight.
ing the reolution against the Somoza dicta-
torship. And it was the Sandinistas who, as
Communist groups usually do, simply, when
the reolution was over, they did every-
thing they could to get rid of their fellow
revolutionaries, and they seized power and
created a totalitarian Communist State.

Now, the Sandinista---or the contras have
neer proposed overthrowing the govern.
ment. They have repeatedly offered and
said: "We simply want lo be able to negoti-
ate and have a chance to have the govern-
ment installed that we'd promised the Or-
ganization of American States we were
ighting for." So, I think .e continue to

help them, but we believe that there is a
value in maintaining relations. It gives us a
listening post in Nicaragua.
Iran-U.S. Relations

Q. Mr. President, there is a mood in
Washington tonight of a President who is
very much beleaguered, very much on the
defensive. Why don't you seize the offen-

sive by giving your Secretary of State a vote
of confidence declaring that all future
covert activities will have his support and
by shaking up the National Security Council
in such a way as to satisfy the concerns in
Congress that it has been running a para-
military operation out of the basement of
the White House in defiance of the State
Department and the Congress?

The President. The State Department--or
the Secretary of State was involved, the Di-
rector of the CIA was involved, in what we
were doing and, as I said before, there are
certain laws in which, for certain actions, I
would not have been able to keep them a
secret as they were. But these people
you've mentioned have been involved-do
know what was going on. And I don't see
that the action that you've suggested has
called for it. But what you've disappointed
me the most in is suggesting that I sound
defensive up here. I've just been trying to
answer all your questions as well as I can.
And I don't feel that I have anything to,
defend about at all. With the circumstances
the way they were, the decision I made I
stiU believe was the correct decision, and I
believe that we achieved some portion of
our goals.

Q. Mr. President, do you believe that any
of the additional hostages will be released?

The President. I have to believe that.
Q. And during any of these discussions

with your administration, was there ever
any hint or suggestion that these weapons
might be used to topple the Ayatollah?

The President. No, and I don't see in any
way how that could be, with the particular
things that we were using. I don't see
where the Ayatollah could be a logical
target for an antiaircraft missile or even for
a TOW missile for that matter.

Q. Mr. President, you made an exception
for the arms embargo when you thought it
was in the U.S. interest to do so. Why
shouldn't other nations ship weapons to
Iran when they think it's in their interests?

The President. \Veil, I would like to see
the indication as to how it could be in their
interest. I know that there are other nations
that feel as we do that the Western World
should be trying to find an avenue to get
Iran back where it once was-and that is in
the family of democratic nations and the
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family of nations that went peace in the
Middle East and so forth.

Q. How, Mr. President-if I may follow
up-how does shipping weapons to Iran
help bring them back Into the community
of nations? You've acknowledged that you
were dealing with only a small portion of
the government?

The President. I was talking of strength.
ening a particular group who needed the
prestige that that could give them, who
needed that, well, that bargaining power,
themselves, within their own ranks.

Jerry (Jeremiah O'Leary, Washington
Times]?

Q. Mr. President, I believe you may have
been slightly In error in describing a TOW
as a shoulder.mounted weapon. It's a
ground.to-ground weapon. Red-eye is the
shoulder weapon, but that's beside the
point. TOW's are used to destroy tanks.

The President. Yes, I know, Jerry, I know
.t's a tank weapon.

Q. I don't think it's fired from your shoul.
der.

The President. Well, now-4laughter]-if
I have been misinformed, then I will yield
on that. But it was my understanding that
that is a man-carried weapon, and we have
a number of other shoulder-borne weapons.

Q. I did have a question, though. (Laugh.
ter]

The President. You mean that wasn't a
question? (Laughter]

Q. No, sir, I thought I knew what a TOW
Was.

I just wanted to ask you what would be
wrong at this stage of the game, since ev.
erything seems to have gone wrong that
could possibly go wrong, like the Murphy
Law, the Reagan Law, the O'Leary Law,
this week-what would be wrong in saying
that a mistake wu mads on a very high-risk
gamble so that you can get on with the next
2 years?

Th President. Because I don't think a
mistake was made. It wu a high-risk
gamble, and it was a gamble that, as i've
said, I believe the circumstances warranted.
And I don't see that it hu been a fiasco or a
great failure of any kind. We still have
those contacts. We still have made some
ground. We got our hostages back--three of
them. And so, I think that what we did was

right, and we're going to continue on this
path. ' ,

Federal Aid to the Homeless

Q. Mr. President, Mr. President, please
one domestic question, would you please?
Sir, this Is the question-

Th President. Helen, %%ill you yield to
this?

Q. This is a question that will not wait.
It's cold weather out there, and the grow-
ing number of hungry and cold people %% ho
are homeless in all of our cities-and these
volunteers that you urge to take part in this
and try to help have now made their sur-
veys across the Nation. They've come back
and said we can't feed the hungry and take
care of the homeless by ourselves. We've
got to have Federal help. You have no
policy in the White House, I believe, to do
this, and you're now just leaving this to
local government and local groups. They
can't take care of it. Won't you please give
us a federally coordinated program with
long-time planning?

The PresidenL I think that in things of
that kind we are stiU spending more than
has ever been spent before trying to help
the needy. I will be very pleased to look
into that particular facet and see if there is
some snafu there, but I don't think so. But I
do think that many of these programs are
being undertaken at a State and at a local
level and with the aid of Federal financing.
But I'll look into it.

Q. They're doing a great job, sir, but they
simply say themselves--the churches, the
nonprofits-we can't do it sufficiently. The
number is growing so rapidly. They've got
to have Federal help.

The Presiden. No, well, as I'm saying,
I'm going to find out, because I think and
believe that there is such help. I just read
this morning in the paper about a needy
family in New York that is being put up in
a hotel, and the cost to welfare just for the
rent of the hotel room is $37,000 a year.
And I wonder why somebody doesn't budd
them a house for $37,000?

Note: The President's 39th ntes conference
began at 8.01 p.m. in the East Room at the
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White House. It was broadcast live on na.
tiontwide radio and television.

Before answering the last series of ques-
tiont, the President addressed Helen Thomas,
who as the senior member of the White
1foike press corps indicates when the news
conftqce has ended.

Iran.United States Relations

Sttemev t by the Prmesint.
November 19, 1986

There may be some misunderstanding of
one of my answers tonight. There waa a
thd amtry involved in our secret project
wih Ire. But taking this into account, alf
of th-e dmi ts of the token amounts of
defendve arms and parts that I have au.
thm'Pd or condoned taken in total could
be placed aboard a single cargo aircraft.
This includes all shipments by the United
$tm'or any third country. Any other sip.
ments by third countries were not author.
ized by the U.S. Government.

Note: The President's statemet refers to his
news conference.

The National Floral Emblem of the
United States of America
The Rose

Proclamation 5574. November 20, 1986

By the President of the United States
ofA merica

A Proclamation
Americans have always loved the flowers

with which Cod decorates our land. More
often than any other flower, we hold the
rose dear as the symbol of life and love and
devotion, of beauty and eternity. For the
love of man and woman, for the love of
mankind and God, for the love of country,
Americans who would speak the language
of the heart do so with a rose.

We see proofs of this everywhere. The
study of fossils reveals that the rose has ex.
isted in America for age upon age. We have
always cultivated roses in our gardens. Our

first President, George Washington, bred
roses, and a variety he named after his
mother is still grown today. The White
House itself boasts a beautiful Rose Garden.
We grow roses in all our fifty States. \Ve
find roses throughout our art, music, and
literature. Ve decorate our celebrations
and parades with roses. Most of all, we
present roses to those we love, and we
lavish them on our altars, our civil shrines,
and the final resting places of our honored
dead.

The American people have long held a
special plce in their hearts for roses. Let us
continue to cherish them, to honor the love
and devotion they represent, and to bestow
them on all we we love just as God has
bestowed them on us.
.. The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

"159, has designated the rose as the National
Floral Emblem of the United States and au-
thorized and requested the President to
issue a proclamation declaring this fact.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-
dent of the United St3tes of America, do
hereby proclaim the rose as the National
Floral Emblem of the United States of
America. -

In Witness Whereof, 1 have hereunto set
my hand this twentieth day of November,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-six, and of the Independence of
the United States of America the two hun-
dred and eleventh.

Ronald Reagan

(Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-
ter, 1102 a.m., November 21, 19861

President's Commission on Executive

Exchange

Executit;e Order 12574. NYo1mbet 20, 1986

ESTABLISHING AN
CRAM WITHIN THE
SION ON EXECrrIVE

EXPERIMENTAL PRO-
PRESIDENT'S COM.sIS-

EXCHANGE

By the authority vested in me as Presi-
dent by the Constitution and statutes of the
United States of America, including the Ex-
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SU&JCTs CIA Airline Involvsent

in late November 1950. a CZA proprietary icline was
chartered to carry cargo to Ican 4t the MaIce reqeust. The
cargo was descclbed to us as oil drilling spare pact$*
Although we did not know it at the time, the cargo woo actually
16 Nawk Tissles, the chconolgy Of the Incident is as follows,

rO2 n oveab~r.J445kShe a: contacted the Agency With an
urgent request, Se-r.-wwr. f a discreet, reliable airline
that could transport bulky ol-d/rilling parts to An unspecified
destination in the middle last.

we offered the name of the CIA's proprietary airline as 4
company which could handle the Mac request. The NSC passed the
name of our itrline to ....... : ;.. . . t:-V-

In the Interim, We contacted our airline and told then that
they would be receiving an urgent, legitimate charter request.
The .4SC intermediary contacted the airline that evening (3

4ovema a ctngements for the airline to pick-up the
part -u:ci;.

The destination was anged to TeL Aviv anl two e-..
los111 $oeIng rr' cived in TeL Aviv 23 Movembers The

cargo was ultimately ebaded onto only one of the aircraft.
Loading was complate4 soLJ~eber and the airC aL a ded
to Iran via a stop an tten overfly i n At
the 4SC's request, a4A T* protection of our a we
helped arrange go the overflight clearances. /

To the b es of our knowledgq,ath i........... --
that0flv as dealing with a CIA propcietacy, nor. d j el ,
personnel know what they were carrying. Lag A
out that our aicline had hauled NlvU sislee into Iran until
mid-January when we were told by the Iranians.

The airline was psidthe normal €oe*'rciaL rate which
amounted to approximately 1137700 . 1 should stress that the
airline does a considerable amount of nOAal business in
addition to its support to CIA. It had, in tact. made ao wo&A-ew--
6-e flight into Tehran carrying conmeccial items Priot
to the 22-25 Hovember incident.

Senior CIA management found out about the flight on 25
I.I.L.--. F fowso. Although we did not know the tituc Of the caro. We

thought that any future support of this type to the .SC would
require a rlnding.

I
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SUsJl g' CIA Airline Involvement

Ifl late Novembor 156$, a CIA proprietary airIin@ was
chartered to carry cargo to Ian.-__ . The
cargo was described to us ts oil drilling spate parts.
Although we did not know it at the time. the cargo was actjal)
18 Hawk missLes. The chronolgy of the incident io as follows:

"On U2 November !; S.Zhe NISC contacted the Agency with 4n
urgent request _,f-- e" o" 'af a discreet. reliable airline
that could transport bulky oil-drilling parts to an unspecified
destination in the Middle gait.

we offered the name of the CIA's proprtitary airline as a
company which could handle the NSC request. The WSC passed the
name of 0 "iLl fa to the$*~!~d>g -i *I--,

n .terjw , we contacted out airline and told them that
they ldbe calving an urgent, legitimate.choter request.
The .- M contacted the &Jeline that evening (22
Movembet) lj &Carrangoments for the airline 40 pick-up the
Part: in JWW- :1x J

The destination vas AOnged to tel Aviv an7 two o4m..
V-!T ' oeing ' arrived in-Tot Aviv 23 November. The

cargo was ultimately rbaded onto only one of the aircraft.
Loadin, was completed r and the SirLLg ispsjded
to Iran via a stop a then overfl jig n At
the NISC's request, an ft.tia our op. I w
helped acenge fot the overflight clearances. .,_.tr •

bb ~a~st.of our knowledge. theC.fi A-
the -WhM. 'eal ing with a CIA peopristacy, not d, 'Dirlrine
pecsonno, knew who% they were carrying. w- ,.- e##did not findout that out airline had hauled Hawk mis les into Ira until
mid-January when we veto told by the Ica jams. .

The airline was paid the normal commercial rate which
anounted to apprbaimately 5127,700. 1 should stress that the
airline does a considerable amount of normal business in
addition to its support to CIA. It had, in fact, made a b.j-,,n

flight Into Tehran carrying commercial items prior
to the 23-25 November incident.

Senior CIA management found out about the,light on 25
. V4~4w4p. Although we did not know the nAture of. the cargo. -e
thought that any future support of this Yo to theN S would
require APlndlma. j i T1
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Oct's Iran Tes ti4ny for NPSCI a4 SSC! W T21 Moemoee? 1994 L:-,3
for the lst five years. bothi the nAttOnA41 SeCurity CoffMaity md ti

intelligence C~ft ~n~tY MAVO Dn keenly aware and constantly c0ncerned aoout

the geopolittcal position n the strategic significance of tran. Nch

t t lad effort his been devoted to n<ow we might develOp contacts and

r@lItionmiApS whiCh wouid provide 4 *Otto? understanding of hlt" is napen gem1

there and establish Contacts and relalonsIM which eight l.0O to fmerOvd

relationGips later on.

-- iiiiabout the im"ptance of

our Identifying and establishing Contact with leaders In a future Ira.

we do not know wh O

ill Ierge to lad Iran In the future, but that .e must gather all the
ltrad and held them In our hams, to thalt we il b0 ready.

In the early fall of WI.S $W NcFrlane, after one of the weekly m stiag

which he as atiWnI Secority Ad~v and his 4pUty had with SO aW my

deputy, asked a to Stay bhind. t told a u64t disCuSSIOnS he had had at

the highest levels In Israel uinllg the desirability of discussions with

officials in Iran and offeinV channels of acces. ft Said that, for obvious

reasons, only a handfVl of people in the Israeli and Dercln governments knew

about this effort. NcFirlane .m izeld that the pure of such dilcuSsIos

would be the future relationships with Iran and a'ls great importance in n .

the lastleSt Anelt1ddle East-rsian Gulf equatio.I19
'(u
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CIA's iavolviewt began In lite OvemOerF WhOa the Agency was asked

tO 'rcomimm a reliable airline that could transport bulky carvo tO an

un (eiffd location in the.middle Cast. The reqyirenment 1t04tfMd that it

be re lale and able to eove fast. A proprietiry of ours whiCh regulirly

tOOk o Comercal vntureS wIs 4eslgt41 ted. Wh4R the p14ne got to Te! Aviv,

the pilots were told the cdrgo was l1are parts for tne oil fields dan WAs to

go into Tabriz. Our decided that In order tO protect tie pline,

should be asked to get flight clearances IrtO Iran.

This was dOte. On 25 Movember 1985, the plane dropped the cargo in Tehran.

To the best of our knowledge, neither the Israelis nor the Iranians knew

that they were dealing with a CIA proprietary. The airline was paid the

normal commercial rate which amounted to approalmately S127,700.

All this was authorized by our Associate Deputy Director for Qoerations.

I was out of the country at the time and the Depvty Director, then in c arqe,

approved the flight is'an urgent mission in seeping with the proprietary's

AorF4l business. lyt ft directed that we would not provide any future flights

Into Iran in the abs ece of a Finding.

In the MIAtime, the Israeli proposal of problna the possibility of

discusSions with Irtri&a officials, Including akinl Smllt Shipmnts of arms

to estaisN OWs "M faith ar4 to induce tmi to use their influence with

those holding our bost&e$$ was discussed it one or two meetings of the NSPG

principals in OeCWer ard January. There were differences of view about

the desirability of this Po~lcy, but it was dCided that it should bO Cautiously

pursued.

S(tCIf ' .. 000077
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On 7 0eanter 1985, Sud PC0HlAe1 , then N 0tion41 Seurity Advisor, aet

in LOndOn with 1sraeli officials and the IPrniAn expatriate who was their
Intrmed dIry to the Iranian government. At this ma4ting, Mr. MCFirliAn

stated Ouf goals of Duesulng the relationship with Iran were these:

0vISiig A fOrWiula FOr reeaollIshing A Strategic rtliaomShip

with Tenran.

EnaIn ire IranM-rlej War On nonorable terms.

convincing Iran to close its Support for terrorism.

Helping ensure the territorial integrity of [ran and

coordinating ways to counter Soviet activities In the region.

Mr. Mc arlane made cloe tnat In this relationship we would expect Iran

to use Its Influence to schfive the relese* of Western hostages In Lebanon.

me also msde It clear that we could not and would not engage In traditiy arms

for hostages. TIS matter was discussed again several times with the PreSidemt

and others In the national security community fo ;owing the Decemer Mc arlane :r.

On 17 January 1986, a Presidential Finding was Signed directing the CIA to

provide operational and 1istical support for a proyria'aimed at three obJective

(1) establishing a more OIderate 90vttAer t in Iran, (2) Obtaining Intelligence

to determine the current Iranian government's Intentions with respect to Its

neighbors and with respect to terrorist acts, and (3) furthering the release

of Amrican hostage1 held In kirt and preventing further terrorist acts by

the s greps o

The Finding Stated that the USe would provide acaerate elements within

and without the governmet of Iran with ares, equipment an4 related matetel

In oreer to enhance the credibility of these elements in their efforts to

Achieve a more operate government Is Irnm by demonstrating their Ability to

obtain resources to.d ofnd their country.

3
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In the Finding, the President directed the CIA to refrain from reporting

tna. Finding to the Congress until otherwise directed. The Finding wasrtvtt , j

and concurrted in by the Attorney General.

At tO VtMe tae Presidential Finding was Ceing drafted, the CiA's Office

of General Counsel provided tho legal opinion that the President has th.

autority tO withmOld prior nOtice Of OperitiOnl from the Congress. Section S,;

of the National Security Act expressly provides that notificatof OfIntelligence

activities to the Congress shall be provided "tO the extent consistent with

All Applicable authOritiel and duties, Including thOse conferred by the

Constitlutioneo

The Act also states that the Intelligence Committees be Informed of

activities for whiCh no prior notice was given at the appropriate tim

as determined by the President. This was a clear recognition that

extraordiairy circumstances could lead the President to conclude that

notice of an operation should be withheld, in whole or In palt.

The history to the Oversight Act shoWs that a ACCOiMn46i118 reKOniAg

both the President's constlutitoAl respsibility and authority and the

Congressional oversight reosibility AMd autWity was reached In this

legislative process. TM suiseqwent Piec4dure agreed upon by the Oct And

the SSCR on reporting covert action operations provide that advance 
reporting

of such operations wold also be subject to the exceptional circumstances

contemplated In Section S01 of the Pational Security Act.

The President has instructed me to advise you of his conclusion that

the activities authorized by the Finding Justifted withholding prior notif1titor

due to thi etrea sensitivity of the dialogue beinj established. M determined

000079
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that If the fact Of this progrM became knon, those Carrying Out tne l0loue '

(both U.S. and 0 rian) ad te Amiwcan hOstage$ In Lb04aOA would Oe put at

a greater rtk.

There Move Only been two Frdlangs sInce 'he inttgi*o Of tme ovrsiqht

0rOCes teM years 190 wfiCM RlAv Ot been briefed to Cogre1s. This is SecoM4.

The first was tMB IlrAnaiPl4 osai0 e rescue mission of 191kW.

Now I would like to eXpldAn exactly What ACtIVitilS Wore undertta by

the CIA in carrying out tre directives Of this FIMiag of 17 Jauary 1988.

On S.7 February 1980 U.S. officials (NSC), a represeltattVe of the

Israeli Prime Ministry, and A seIor.level Iranian official met In G4eay.

At this meeting, tht U.S. side emphasized Its desire to enter Into a Istrft9C

dialogue with the Iranian side. The Iranians raised their desire to rteieve

U.S. wepfls. The U.S. agreed to explore this possibility. WrkAig With

true Wrallis, the followuny Mechanism for transfer if the weapons was *5cabl'S e:

The Iranian interediary would deposit r'ndS in an Israeli account.

The funds would then be transferred to A sterile U.S.-controiled

account In an overseas bank.

.. Using these funds, the CIA would work with the Army Logistics

Coma to otain the msateril.

T- Materiel would then be transportel to Israel for future

shipi t to Iran.

Using these procedures, $3.7 million was deposited in the CIA account

in Geneva on II Foruary 1986 for the purchaSe Of 1.000 TOW issi is ad

associated costs.

0137
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On 15 Frury, Uffice of LogiStIcS perSOnnel d4liverid tM@ I ,QO O '1

missiles to kelly Air Force Sate. The missiles were then transorteo to'

Israel (O OIward Si ipment to Iran. CIA waS Aot involved In @ trImsoortatit

of tits ilmipent.

On 19.21 Feoruary, U.S. (NSC ano CA) and Iranian officials Ret again

in Germaay tO diSCuSS proolomS in ,Irr4Agq ,ettg among nvin!!r.;evel

officials. At this meeting, toe U.S. si1e agreed to provide INO0 TOvs to

[ran is a clear signal of U.S. sincerity and support for the 'faction we were

talking to. This delivery was comencto on 0* mornilng Of 20 Febrary and

completed in two transit to Tehran on 21 February. Transportation fro

Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag Israeli aircraft.

On 24 February, the sum U.S. officials traveled to Germany wmere they

met with the Inteogdiary and in Iranian government official. At that m4etiAg,

the Iranian official provided a list of varying 4uintities of approzimately

240 different spare parts neeAdd for thie Maik MIssile b4tteries provided by

the uSG to [ran during the Shaf's reign. The Iranian official ase4 for

USG 4ssistjace In retaining these spare parts as additional proof that this

channel had the approval of the hisgoest authority in the USG.

on 2S February, the U.S. officials, as they continued to 40 In later

contacts with th@ trauliane provided the Iranians with limited Information

designed" to exComi 4 a Iranian decision to negotiate An en4 tO the war

and increase Iranian awareness of the Soviet threat to Iran.

Throughout March and April, the Office of LoVistics worked with DoO to

Clarify the Items on the Iranians list of spare parts 4n4 identify which

ites were in 0o stocks. .:, :"
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On 1 Mirch, U.S. (CIA and NSC) aNd Israeli representatives met witri t140

Iranian Int@MWd iary In Paris to deterilne wlethier any further Wrogress was

9osstofen ,^ rrag1An for iihigi-tival mN4ting with U.S. &Ad Iriain officials.

Touring tr$6e E4i t91f , tme intermediary emphasized tlhe deteriorating economic

Situitio i n Iran and Iranian anzleti5 regarding increasing Iraqi ml itry

etfftechveniS.
uesed on assurances enat we could it list meet face-to-f ace witr top.level

Iranian officials, on IS May the President authorized a secret mlision to

Tehran by former National Security Advisar McFarlmne, aCc04 Aied by a CIA

annuitant, a CIA comunicator, members of the MSC Staff, An the Israeli and

Iranian interlocutors.

On If May 196, the Iranians provided 14.S million through A inter4diary

for Hawk spare parts and an additional SO$ TOW missiles. The receipt of tie

Iranian fu~is set into motion arrangements for tme planned visit to Iran at

follows:

The CIA Office of Comminicatoas provided securet cmonication

equipmet cAd tje Smicas ef a comnicatofs officer to

travel to Iran with the U.S. tern

The CIA Office of ThMical Service was tasked to provide ton

passports f(o lse by the tern and the air

Cre of the ircraft that wid fly from Israel to Tehran.

The Iranians Insisted on the use of no".U.S. passports.

passports were chosen W use the Israeli aircraft used for tie

Journey garri e" M r i stratiofl numbers.
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Th Office of Logistics assembled th@ available awk fisslile'I

spare pWrAs at Kelly Air Force Sale. The parts wore then

transported to Israel by A private contractor.

The Office Of Logistict delivered sue TOW M1ssiles to Kelly

Air Force Sase for onward shipment to israe by private

contractor.

On 2S May, thr u.S. team traveled to Tehran via Israel. The CIA

provided two Waers of the team.-a communicationl officer and a Farsi

speaking anauitAnt with considerable iepeirlie in Ir4nIan Affairs. The

annultant provided translation services and advice to the team, le continued

to be Involved In subsequent beings with Irania repreifntatiVes.

The U.S. team brought a single aircraft pallet of MA missile spare

parts with them to Tehran at the tie of the meeting. However, It was decided

tnat the greater portion of the spare parts would stay In Israel for later

detiver-' i r . i fW S Mliou.W

first direct Contact between the tws lverents in Oer s years. Mr. McFarlan,

and his team were ale to establish the basis fer a coAtinving relationship and

clearly arti~ ato ve Oii1 eti|vell €ORer 4an inltenti*6o1s1. Th1' IroVp, In

its discu181iel and observations, was else able to assess firsthand the

internal political dynamic in TOP&n and the effect of the war on Iran.

UsinV Presidentiallyapprovd Trs of Referefce, which had 044'A reviewed

and approved by appropriate Cabinet offiCeS, McFarlane Wh4t1d that our

Interest In Ir&a transcende the hostages, but the continued detentiotl of

hostages by a Lebanese group Philosophically alitned with irenRpreveftsd

troross, During two visit$ Me. cfajrlane made clear:

I
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that WO fWndaaientally Oposed IPaniAi efforts to eapel us .

frOG the Middle fait;

th4t we firmly opposed their use of terrorism;

C.at we acclpttd tleir revolutIOn Ifid did not Sleek tO tiv!I$o it;

that i Ilad Aw rOus otler dilsagreements lvoll rel1o0al

p0liceS (i.e.. LOAlnO, Nicardgud. etC.). but 'ti9ht Also fimd

arias of comwon torlesttet f rOug dialogue.

on 19 Septsmer, three Irnins traveled to the U.S. for detailed discilsicA.

with thle U.S. tisA. These disCussi|ol reaffirmed the basic objKtives of the

U.S. In seeking a political dialoVue with Tlehrn,

Throughout August aInd Septeooer, numerous additiOnll meetings were held

In Europe between U.S. representatives and the now Iranian contacts In an

effort tO develop th dialoge Authorized by thI PresidefeiiI Flnding.

On I OCtboer, those Iranians traveled to Frankfurt for Meetings with

On 26 Octo jwe, ortmting were held IN Frankfurt with the s

participsats. --

The IrSA16an pcrffere and the U.S, octepted, the offer of a Soviet

T.12 tam
Om I eooIt the Irnans provided 1.031 million n the Office of

Logistits procured 00 more TOW missiles from 000.

Those alssiles were delivers by th Office of Logstics to Kelly Air

Force Sae on J Nov elP. A USAF C-141 aircraft carried th millies to

where they were tran,"li p*l by a CIA air prprieta6,alircraft which

AAW"reA1 aIsslt1e to Israel.

,Ie+t+V ,4
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This i1ngs the record of CIA InvolvWeat in these activities autmorfzeo

'by tMe 17 January 1986 PreSdintal Finding up to date as of te Present ti".

[i iurI~ry, A total Of 2,008 TOW Missiles along with variOus Hlwk Isst lI

sare part$ have been delivered under th@ Finding of 17 January 1986. 1,OW

TOws were delivered In February 1984; S08 In May 1980; and 500 In Novsmber 1986.

We SOul4 note that none of tne weapons c€oo from CIA stokS.

we have received no requests to acquire any sore Materitel of any type

for shipment to Iran under this program.

I would lIN to retterate that the funds for theo procurement of the

materiel enumerated above, is well as for all associated colts, were provided

by the Iranian% themselves. Funding from Iran was transforred to CIA for

depOsit In a Covert funding mofAinisa. This action provided secure eans

for control, payment, and Accountability of all f.,dtng Associated vith this

program. The ranialn funds, a total of S12,237,000, were deposited into A

special account in a Swiss bank.

The only costs Incurred by the CIA in this activity were expenses for

the travel of CIA officers involved in the various metings, the costs of

hotelrom

ndOperational sIpr _____________

amtoia to apralmtely S4000. The costs for this support have boom

charged gaitnlt noMil operational accots. Since all travel by CIA officials

is routinely charged to suCh 4coUnts, to do otherwise in the cal of the

trips undertaken during this program would have Compromised the security

of the activities.

0142 i": ; .",,'"'000o0oo
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a SA COnfident at my teltimonty is complete As to the baSic facts

of CIA's Involvement, but lot me Iau te you that we are still coming our

records and will promptly rep-t Ai new Infor*ation that comes to I int.

Let Me 'lla it perfectly clear that it wa apparent to all ha t tmis

initiative was I cOntrOversial one. Even those Of us wO suppOrted going

forward unOdrStood that It was a close call and a risky operation. !more

were no Illuionl.

Was it a reasonable call? Yes, I think It wit. AS th@ health Of Khomeini

has declined over the past year, we have seen an Increase In factional
Infighting In Tehran. This Infighting has been sharpened by severe economic

probllms, as well as the war with Iraq. There have been humtrois arrests.

This factional Infighting has Implications for both the United States and

the Soviet Union. It was the Administration's Judgiet that any powerful

Iranian faction seeking to reestablish ties with :i Mest n4 willing to

attett to curtail Iranian support for terrorism was worth talking to.

it was in that Contest that the ju dgent was made that providing a small

amount of defensive weapons woeli ive this fiction slom leverage In the

Internal struggle by sugIting that there weire advantages In contacts with

the wst.

AS I stated evllee, Ifra is not going to i away. Its geographic

and strateli poitioNS guarantee that it will rimin a political force

which th U.S. Will hive to deal with. If we do not establish ties to the

various Iranian factlont now we will b* faced with the problem of doing so

later. It Is that simple,

lIl
6 :1ll
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EXHIBrr EM-37

.?1F It llt? /0/i 00

CONTACTSS AMCO ".9 AXIPCA NOSACg

from the earl"e1 Mothe following the Islamic revOqtjaA
tran, the U.S. GOvernmoAt has attempted to reastablash WtLC1.4Lcontact with that 5overmenA &n order to discuss strategic
deve lop1n~t LA this Critical part of the World in4 recofs-r€C:working relationship. tvn before President AeaqaA came t*
ofics the U.S. GOvernment agreed to try to expand *etuCLty,economies politicaL. and Lntelli once reletionship$ it 4 pace
acceptable to Tehran. [A the fall of 1979, the U.S. Yg:%0Cgthese ecret millions to Tehrant

ea Sopteber 1 179 (.et secretly with S48Irlafat t e
reaUePt of the trn.Ans

October-Novemter 1179
AormaLL/IIton of reltQW ,

When the$e meetings and the secret Nove"ber t. 1179 Meet:.q -m
Aiqiere, betveen Irlesineki and Prime Kinister Ia:arqan. :er.-epublic in Iran. they helped precipitate the takeover of , . ' S.
Dbassy by radical elements and led to the resignation of t.*e
latargan government. Theis events have adversely influencedIran's subsequent willingness to engage : ny direct com:ac:
w&th the VSC.

Doepite mutual difficulties iutv A 'estab1ishgA -relations, our etfateLe interests in the Persian Gulf ,ftamda epersistent efforts to establish a dialogue. In this :egart. .%is notable that only a tew m.3or countries do mol have reit.!*:sVith Ira. ** 9Iyt, Jordan. Moroeo, IsraelJi din Africa. Ai4'
the United Stateo. tven Iraq continues to Nave dipIonati:
olatisas with tratn.

:ran is the key to a region ot vital importance to t0e We$%. .etit is isut easily threatened by growing Soviet military :%oreand political t 1fluence along its borders and inside its
tortitory. 'Over the comrs of the lt0 two years, the Sovtel
and their surrogates have moved actively to gain greater
influence 1n me QuiC.

The Soiets believe that onee homedini dies, th4ey wiLL P4v,
a excellent o f tunity to influence the (ortion of aBIT overln"1 in ehra tm serves Soviet Strategic i.nteres€asfi,* ~ . I.d...~it t"

37 iAf -

T~
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3
TOP S'

compunist MatLoms have become the principal arwms 1upp';ers

to Tran -- 'eeiq Ir4n dependent o tn is Source of supply in'
eontendmq with an Licfrs&iMqLy strenqthee4 Iraq. T.u-1
load$ us to tA conclusion th4t the SovLets may wel1 to
attlptjMq to pursue treLr Ownrevolution Ln Iran. Tdt is.
by NOllnq both sideS in the Conflict, te Sve*%s tWA
Well encourage a dilastroul tinaL offensive* by Iran *-;At

would prec&pitate a poL;ticaL disinteqration Ln ::A.
leaving 4 pover vacuuA vhich the Soviets c0ul poit .

SpecIfLcaly. the indicators of COMPiwnst in:

/CS

Ofte rm

.he increasing deperatIon brOulni on 5y - ..... .
war has exiat:crbated ln'l vs LnetJbLLtY to Sovet inttIeCe.

moreover, Sovt, deelqnG in AfqhaiLI$It&M presSQCP:4o
1 ?PALOCAM

and actual crcssbordst Ittihes in Iran 
from Alqhlistan Aie -Ae

reopenlil a stratol4 dialoqgue increslingLy Lportant.

?OP S1UC

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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TO ZiL.m

I,

In Shori, the foviets wre fat better poiotoned to Improve
6&qA&!"4tlY their influence in the Callon in 1941 When we Vero
presenid with an opportunity to open a aoo with Zran. :m
4ecidq to exploit ts opeing. v evaluated previous @(Ot$g
through more conventional channels which had not succe ,d.

A

About two years alo, senior Iranian officials apparenz.zy 4cj.j.4*j
that some 4CCOMMOdation wLth the U.S. Val necessary. $it :j.'
various countries have been engaged in overtures to th u,$. US
ZIan in an for sl te direct con
countries. jJ . jj
?NU Oxe have -all iti serve as interl&ocutor$ a this-

However, %Atter"aL split$ and debates Made it dlfLN~
(oN&o 4ranans to respond to these overti ....

Numerous individuals and private parties have Likewise atoQPptt4
to be helpful as intecrediries in establishing contact In ?Irg
of in h axing Iranian all ng. in the

In the spring of ISIS, a private Aeerican cititen (Michael
Ledeen) learned from 4 t etgL. 1M, nMent offlittl Iawvid
Ki c el that the foraIlls had established a liaison rela u~.
with An tsninaen e9t rte tAafluchehg GhoCbanf9 f in LtUCCe w!O
sought Iraeli help in etabLshiaq contact with the U.S. Cover?%
cent. :n 4aonovleditL the need to demonstate te boMn!Lqe1 C!
this zranian OffciaL l involved, he (Ghorbaniar) indicated o&a.
his sponsorede Ln Tehran coLd also help to resolve tMe Aroer4C:.
hoStage situation in IeIrut.

zn :anq aof Ites, in the midst of the TWA-*47 hijacking, 04
sraell officials in direct contact with the Iranian aXP4t?.4a.4

asked him to use his influence with senior Iranian ofh:1elu to
obtai,4 the release of the hiljacked passengers. TVo days after
this approach, four Americans held 8eparateLy from the :est o

Speak, ~ aaf. 5i S * -

tij~e, and tanan Fe nusa mi& iYlwW met $ed
the captors. P3fsan s, In his spel an NOV1I6.
the first t&Ne publicly acknOwILed1d is role tns:hil Matter.

Tot I CJ ! . 0 I

3 .4 1 f! A 4 4.
iiGLh%1W11 va'A.W.
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r: July 3, 1#3. during a visit to vishnqtoS 4n!sreli
I'€, v., [o(Ce XinceD advised N tO agh ,oenr.,,,.toeltiara IethoatvisedSecurity Advior. looer.Y 0 rctrlanethis Israel h,4 established a channel of Oguo at=

*$&IF with authoritative elements in Iran who were interested jn
U4 determine iAg whether the United States ve open to a dtscrset

hih-level dialoque. The Iranian$ were described as comprtes. q
the principal figures of the governent (iL.e., Speaker ofthe
Malli Rtafsanjani, Prime Minister )savi, and Jloffein's
heir-apparent, Aytollah Montaeri) and a4 being devoted :oL0reonta tion of iranian policy.

(it this first meeting, crarine vent to great length to drew o t'
the israeli as to why he found the Irianian pCop81sa credible, r 0
liven the events of the pact six years. Tne Israeli replied that.
their exhaustive analysts had one beyond the outface loqic
deriving from the chaos and decline within Ir4anand the
deenerative effects of the was, to more concrete tests of the
Willingness of the Iranians to taie personal.risks. Me roted
that the tranians had exposed themselves to possible ccMpromkise
by meeting with 1raelis 4nd by paying extremely sensitiveLntelligence on the situa 4an rand polU .al WuJ) v thler :r

The ISM4,61i.asked for our position on opening such a dial:q e.-
'0 ,ntion W a 4d .of anPI. ad ltor rnian prlor €es.
metarlane conveyed-this proposal to th reside (in the
presence of the Chief ot Staff). The President s4id that he
believed such 4 diloque would be worthwhile iat leat to t~e
point of determining the validity of the interlocutors. Ths
decision was Passed to the Israeli diplomat b telepone o

On t -.cLAuquot..ZA.l the Israeli caed aqain on Metaramne. At
this seetLn, he stated that he had conveyed our posLtion to V.e
tanfian intermediary and that the ranilns had responded tOat
they geconised the need for both sides to hive tangWite evde-c.
of t bone fides of the other aod tt they believed they ou;'.4
affect the release of the AwerLcans held hostage in ebamon...

04a ff-ordin to the Israeli, the ranians separael stated atd
theyI veovfterSaiseiI a4group and before h1ving any prospect Q!

eing able to affect change within Iran theyvrould need to be
substantially etrengthened. To do see, they would need to secure
the cooperation of 8ILtary and/of Revolutionary Guard l& r0.
Toward thi s l. they expresls4 the view tat tte most cfE 3 l a
demonstration o* the influence sad abilittee ould be to secure
llmite4 &mouts of U.S. equipment. The tsraeli asked for our

ition on such actions.

0147
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e. Mlefale elevted this proposition to the PreO€Ldet at *
' %Mtnq rithifn day$ that nAelde4 the esetaries of State *
Defense and the 0treeter of Central InMolliqnce. The Pres:&ft
stated that. While he ooukd u decoStehiA a inq the
leqqtieiacy of tMe interlocutors, they vould be quite v1I1Ierab1
and ultloftely Lqht deserve out support to neldI tnliblo
materieli a the tme, Vwithout any first hand experIence in
dealing with them, he Could not authorise any transtors of O
Z.itity materieL. ThL yes conveyed to the EraSil.

kUA ALt 2 5. ,the Israeli diplomat called once more to
report that %IN* mosee had been conveyed and that an ilpa ss of /
confidence existed. Re asked what the position of the V.10
ovegruent. woulda eto 4 aseaell transfer of dest intiti~s

of dotes *.uiiZs, ty atri", ' eztaBu1pfMthat te hil
such in 4ftLOf veuld trsen a 4istLaction'vitho, a 4Mtaence.
The cSraeoL dipl6iat ewlatine-qt.t q1reek06 Ut tht rael ha4
its own policy tm eato t t be rVet by fostering such a
d1sloq 44 in beha'4fih . Id,* O~e . alte

,bi 1 ~i1 z oi tO W4W~'iW ay l~liib the U.S. -they ultimately a % joO42I' sh Omo

whev others to hip mIlitary equ pment to Iran. he Zsraeli
asled for a position fgI our *-v61..mnt. lieta1lane elevated h.ta
question to the President land to the Secretaries of State ta%Dence and the 0ireetor of Central mntell qeneel. The Preisdent
stated that. whle he ee aLd envision proved Lng matei~el supportto moderate ehets is ra it a1l the Vestemn hossaqec vore

alfreed. heoold nt apve iany transfer of mylptary materht iela
tat tm e. Tora position s conveyed to the srl1 d elev at.

qn Septinber 1t. h901 presdented Sen atn Wetactia re%setoin
Seirat by the Ilicr ,ihtd rqanisatlion. Tr release vi
preceded bya i ntense effort on the part of hz. Tarry Waite. -:,Speatl b shary of the Azculshop of 1anterbury, to this e,
om. oeate remine the On nit tO ever n dr0t w vi.e

tidehecould not-preove d that the ra lse f i had transaerred
at ti".ThLis otion ans that t ois shient hd taken place

-0 latei Aiasat. The lersehis told ci that they undertook theonesn, despite iu ole,$#et io, because they believe it to e dine t strte i interest . e4t Israeale t isnaa tise entire
ption, to enelude delivery .ran9.ft act M, lundinq, t ad
pttCIncpttion. Aft dIesAsb n tht CattrriT the Presidat,
t.wagt derided not tox e thL cr eo vs tiecals we

L&M d i r, .... i

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . I I . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .m i

-. w- -
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wantet l rate&" %he qpLOfl of Mxloitingthe existing Israeli'
chanl with Tehranhin t own 0 fee% t o establh al I teigIle

- 14

oto Ito rtin ir . aiop @W-"o f *xpsottt 4 in TAras "
cAnfluni withledtoa $iseuro ffort to establih&A£ ,* S.q

daLoad I vt li t , nd Iranian Int. Ihe total vsloe of ts eo1
aes nipped by ZeIfl as esiated to be LhSs than 5A bilon.

in Octoeth 4. 3IS5. tllamie.Jingd the Uiaa t had notkilld'
seal htIat intao c C ite4llis , c -- ieta0,,ln for ,h
Ostoeer 1 ft&I+ O& raid mic 1 I$ t in?"Il nsI. wift
ahnouf eel't lidto a seri0 s o' e tme.'n repe rindcan e ' . .
CtZanid UC), hlraelI, and trana .ntermodLarLss. Z, n the

&ItKlnS, the lranins indicated tht. hIni tetat blty 1
$nfluencl the )isa ah ncdtatteyvetoheaigl b roatro

withI hhale l j .. Thea elio natAlUS

afca wot):ndAe frtheRaise t 4 lue tanadr.f

eolrineJane andrancar. s wfit nldicate nsit
*uckiey probably died on June s. atI$ o pneuP, flni-.L .e sy9s

n ted.4V.S.r. the srel , through a sleor offer -n 4te
drevon te t si' offe (,amtheI° indicated th at the vet qerL

of Israel v Co vieid shat they ere nearit a bathrouqh
vt ram on a hiqh-Lv l daL o&. Th Irel i cotAc td a U.S.
official (North) and asled for the na e of a uioptin-bosed.
CArLo vhich could dsecreetly tnditto irlan eoa the rirnc%4 r!
deL-verjnm paLnqer rad eeaqo. Re specifically noted ta0.t
either t U.S. carrier nor as sralni ffliated carrie heyer- .e
used. We vye assure, at the tIal, that the IsaeLmI were qof q

epes d 0 manh 4ploUts "it~.B$et TOtW snipnent. :.e

nate of teep ra hae proprsietsrled to te
srali.i w subsequent hid the aitrclahtedored nerosqth

not ael ' oieialiv centrist for a AW i0 rlo TeL Avsiv to ?..
irn. on oveer 2$, 1905. ehe ier *rl iwelioe u tviseic t o -e

C iA'linvoaveient n the eairite hd the rlire ias pid it .e
4 normal 04 O L charter rate Anpproxiately 17,0of). "Ll~rb.w~ere a le unwtttuiq of the cirqoey car~s.

'la Jauaty , ye learned that the Zerls respondinq to jrqet
lnb ntrelee free the Iranians. has used the proprieaury irera[t

to uae rt 11 thes aissilee to Iran in an effort to Irl prov tie-statidt s~c d4eeses arlound ?ehraa. €er belated awareness thatt

the cserelI' had de lvere4 K 'ssiolesoP, rsed serig oun sS.
concerns that these deliverlei were leeatrdsinW our obective ot

.a6nql9 a direct ineetctwith tt hil-anvei IrAnian ofLciLs.a consequence of U.O. inittitve and by mutual aqreenent of aLL
three partiets these tmisILl were returned to Israel it rebruary

1116.

On Oeceamber A, the pretiet convened a ,setin5 in the Whitelouse (residence) 90 dil asl neat steps in our efforts to
estalLIh direct contaet wit the rantan. Atte lqa the

T- P Is II
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meeting Veyothe Chief of Staff. Secretariea of State and
Defense; rtheDeputyDirector of Central ntelli4ftce. and the
Assistant to te President for National SCYu ty Affairs and hi
fOpuY. l Merd& tIy after %he M44ting, Kr. Nrtan* departed
for.London to leetd wth the nIraelioffcs tra.fdthe rionan

contact to make rlear the ctlre of our neres in4dtaorqe
trheran. At thts meetno, Mr.c oarlane, as instruce abyge.

aresitent.iobttedatdt: 7
h U.S. osiopen no a sportcal diloue wih th Iraei
o hfnl o such dalo ue culdmar ousroe sor 4 ion, a
groups oetn as dominatednbygran hold U.S. h ortAerae d

ac the U.S. omt under v o crcLatancss transfer armsto In
n ean XCA.h re r hstAees.

Thse pay to t ere.S ,"d ractly to teIrananopntarlocutor .n e
Ianian replied tat. uless. hs associates n Tehran ore
strengthened toy couLd notet defenvahea dwthtthe diloque.
to cararlane ac ledqad t ose allon but eatreves cou not
changup position. wntAseparate oeAto w t he raeli
official r necrar e mad*cear our trong objections to
Sh*ien neponsoshvpmen a totra. taon .woued av e . .
IS Mcsara re eturned to siton and shortly thereafter .et~vo 5overspent service.__

an january 3, the Prime Minister of Israel dispatc! ed a $;octal
of t&e bto the U.S. ropsLm woil to revteavproposal$ formext:
steps indealig gc thcran. The Israefli s Noed that vtressi'edthe Issue of Providing limited defensive arms to those attpt.:-

to take paper Ln Thoran.ince nll other centhv reuonomiL
Assistancl e.0dical supp lis mchine partsi)yortet o oV41-40 n
firingoupm8me e onanar d .OPLM9to the t. Admiral

ponndetry noted out stringent obecion to street He missile
sipfntain hovember and notedth ate U.S. ould have o

vived thet returned (4 stop undertaken the ebcarymenallZll IsILeII were returned to Israell nthat I any Lffiesm lta€or
of %he tGW&SlJ proposals would requxre the active partic€pat4:,

of the bsyt*'11once copMnit the SC through orth scias
to prepare a covert action finding. work an th&e PresLdeMtL

feidng oy44A.Cd On January 4.

On January , #the President, the Vtice Pelident, t te Chie foi
staff, and the NationaLl Scurity Advior and his assistant
reviewed %he first draft of the finding ad the reCONO.Me4taons
made by the prive minisate, of eel through his spacial

GiLIIII,

on January 7, the Froi4Qd~n met in the Oval Offic ot h tb4 Vice

President, the c hief of Staff, Secretaries Shultz fpd Welnbeqrero
Attorney 4neta ) Meee.ireactor Casey. and the National Security

Top SZCNX lop SECRET I
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lul 'l' L, S3
AdviSO t4 disuss the overall situation in Iran arnd Prospects

for a strategic diala~s. It Again noted that it. MCrarlane,on return from-his trip to London, had recommended that no .
further action be taken unless 4 mechanism could be estabLLshed
by which the U.S. could exert better control ever events. Re
aqreed Lin Principle, with Infector Casey that provLdtn limited
quantities of defenoLve ars ater the hosteqes Were released
still had merit. Both Secretary'Shultz And Secretary VeLberqer
objected to any provision of arms. citing that we could not be
oure that these would really help sderate elements And th.t, if
exposed, the project would not be understood br oderate Artbs
and would be seen as contravenin_ out policy @1 not deaing with
states that support terrorism. The President decided that ve
should attempt to keep the Israeli channel active 4 lone eicLt
offered possibilities for meetings with high-level Iranian
officials and left open tho issue of providing defensive ervA to
Iran if all the hostages were released.

it was further determined by the President that any dLaloquoe wLt
the Iranian$ must be aimed at achieving the following qoals,,

Oevisimq a formula' for re-establishLmn a strategic
relationship with Tehran.

o ZadLn the Iran-Iraq war on hoeorable terms.

- Convincinq Iran to cease its support for terroriosm and
radical subversion.

* ~(eln Amite*eity '4"ran And
cor~int~'~ vy~LigiL ht counter Soviet

activities In tR relLon.

The President made clear that a Western dialoge with Iran Would
be precluded unless Iran were willing to use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in seirut. He Also P44e
clear th% we could not and would not enqaqe in t:adinq ar-e.tfor
hostaqe@o Secretaries Shults and Weinberger retained their"
oriniLaL position on providing any aits to Iran. but Attorney
General Neese and Director Caey both supported the concept As
valLd mans of opening the dialolut. Attorney Ceneral Meese*
noted a 1901 deterLnatLon by then Attorney General rw.ch SML',h
that transferring small quantities of arms through third
countries under a Covert Aetioa MndLn was not illegal.
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Adetvse * tffqe wkth Seeretil7 Wetftberqer. Attornfey Ce'Ieral
/qee Olfecter Casey, and CIA Osneral Cobunsel Stanley SRorkLA.
At this eetLnl, the fina1, draft at the Covert A~tton 7ind~nq was
relvL.weda4nd Ve forwarded to the President with Secretory•

On January 1?, 1116. the President approved a Covert Actzon
ru'ndtnq (Tab A) 4trecsinqr thsat the lntelLLtqence cOmmun ty prced
with special acttv~ties aiised at ae¢Omp.lhlng the qoals set
forth above. The President fithet determined thet the CvCe
authort$rd by the Ti~ndi.nq ustiLLed v JthLtPdtrnq pior Conq.,,~0 . 4 .noifca M4on due to the extreme tin a it vty o4 the SLecuriy being

ests blshdd. Re further noted that publ. tnovledge of t~.proqr. w Mwuld place the aierlcan h4teg in LebAnon ea freCA er
res*. NOectn hr concern for the I vesl of those carry q out the
operation (both U.S. and foren , he directed that the irector
of Centr(ab nteliqence refretn troe reprteng the Vlndmnq to the
nppropr ce o tee o f the x onere s util reasonably is re that
thse t Lnvoved would no tonqer b PA owldy.

tn
O e baft I V 4 It I

-4t &A ons N provide d exangyshe i nI a rat he US4 ould provide defensive we.,no (TO.s) to-ram.

s..i dea1r1e4 to explore this possibility'and, worknq th
the Israeli$, established the follovthl mechanism for transfer of
the weapons

aft e Iranian Intermediary Whorbanitarl would depoLt Nds
in an Israeli accounts

--0 ?he Israelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.-
controlled account in an overseasbant.

-- VUin these funds# the CIA would covertly obtain Yaters.
authorLled for transfer fromQ -1. military stocks and
tZanspo t this to Israel for onward Iovement to tram.

d

Usinq the procedures stipulatedaoQve, O 3.1 million was depoiLts4
in the CIA account In Geneva o so bruar It#1,94a and on
february 14, 1000 OWvet transportel to Israel for pro-positi
Ing. These TOWs were transferred by CA froe M 0.0 €. Ar

%! L..Lfl..M ~i ton , Alab a i ) a nd % ran$ tedt / n 1

using standard ClA OOStLC9
Of i IRan Policy-leveL ctotdinat T asi ihse arranqenonts
was effected by NSC lMorth) with O (Aawitqoe land CIA (Clir
Ceorq),. The TOWs were pla4d in a overt IMraeIL:fa*L1LtY
awaiLting onward shipments e.

M? SC r? , .
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On February it°:I, U.S. IMSC and C:A), Israeli and Irantnofficials met in Germany to discuss problems in Arranqna
meeting Among hWehew f ial. At this.seatIranians coINm~gued

4ut~orL&,t1oM
IAlter coded uhr aowas received from Washingne, the 4._60d agreed -t Provide1000 o tWO lean as a c1e 9iynal-of S. sincerity. ?hLsdelivery Vs '"nwced on a February 2,..4 COmp9I.,in two translts to Tehran on rebaary 21. Transportation tr*mIsrael to :ran wes aboard a false fle Israeli ircraft. (n th.return flight from Iran* these aircraft carried the 10 RAwitmissiles which Israel had sent to Tehran in oveR et 191 with

USO MLMAI .*.,-

On rebraars.. 4~.Si~ (CIA and NSCI off Wa
Frankf"t vit 4 e Israeli and traftianO as to discuss -.sxesteps. At t-his meeting, the U.S. side urged that the Iranians
expediti a 48#ti n9.g -he~~e~~~.f sides.
On February 31; ihe Pr im Miister of Israel wrote t4e9presidint
Reagan ITab 1) urging continued efforts to achLeve a strats9LC
breakthrough with Iran, but Asking consideration for te safetyof recently soied Israeli hostages.

On March 7, 0.8.. (CA and NSC) and Israeli represantasLves -a-with OW Iranian intermediary in Paris to deternIMe wne!ter 4ny
further progress was possible in arranging for a hiqh-level
meeting with U.S. and Iranian officials. During thee meet.-ns'
the intermediary'emphasited the deteriorating econorLe si~t~4t.c
in Iran and IranLkan anxitt" eacd in Iraqi -R&.O.Acy

The escalation od tensions with Libya, leading up to the April :4
strike, prevented further dialoqe from taking place until the
Iranians urqe4 the intermediary Ihorbanifar) to accelerate the
efft9 in late April, 1i14. At that point, the Irantan expatriate
advised us through the Israeli pointofocontact that the
leadership in Tehran was prepared to commence a screst d'8109ue

a a

TOP .1zCM lRjlzAf~r

Iranians calmi M

1
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witih %he fnAted St %e along he lines of qv 0StAbl |shed qoels.
we believe that the IranLan$ vete stimulated tosnwe contact
b L~e A ril 7 mrder of hostage Peter It~UrnA

The IrantanexpesTIeS I t-lO I"Sarid CA ofticers.Who met
with him InZ EuOpe S t.he end of Aprl, th% te Iranians .did Mo
Wish toe be accused *I ay CugjjiLtyin ltlbuffl'sdeath.

cot. L11 May V jth
;eh Iranian intermediarY in which he ugqed that We take effloLate
steps t o reanqe for a hLh-level U.S./ZranI Meei 9in Tehran.
Outing the London meeting . the Iranlan urled that Ve 011.. and
tsrael) act urgently to help with Iranian air defense. Ne
emphasized t4at the IraqL Air force was LncreeiftiflY effectre of
late and that the Iranians Were 4desperate to step attack on
.population centles. The Israeli$ also used this opportyty to
privately ask the U.S. to replace the SO$ OWs which they ?ad
sen% to Iran in August, 1915.

eased on assqcances that e could at last met fact-to-ace Wit
top-Level Iranian officials, on may 15, the President autorL:ed
& secret mission to Tehran by former National Security Advisor
Mcrralane, accomp4aLed bY a CIA annuitant, CIA communicators,
Mebecst of the MSC staff. and the Icrael ld r aanin 1terLzC€-
tori. The Terae*is were informed via coded meessae on may 15
tat the U.S. had agreed to theifleaMLA request for limited
anti-air defense equlpen% and to replenish the $03 1 CW sem y
Israel.

O" M"y 1#0 the ranians., through the Israelis provided1I .5m Ir

depoelt i the CIA secure fundn trig chaniss. The fnds vee jsetd

to acquire 50 TOW missile$ (for replsenishing qthe ?OTWS Istael
shipped in September 1905 1and acquirilng AWX missile ctromj i

4 6rat setsl. This material was subsequently moved to
repackaged and eshipped toKe11Y MSfI or aonwardrement to

TiileTon may 23. As irk tle February shipment, the CIA provided

loeisies support tot te 4einet of this ateriel to Israel.

:A Order,.toensure operatiol 4se rityj the McrailnC trip ws
made-from Israel. 4Lcoinciden with she delivery of a pallet of

$9s a:. as foir Iranian defensive weapons systems 1~V pr

*iNCt ET r~
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eletronic Partas. At the of t
alias foreign docuent at tohibAALA.ge l ~ s t r s q n o c m e n a & o n b t a i n e d f r o m t h e C : .was 4sed. C:A als provide. 00 s pertation support from
COWUS to Israel for the McIllane Party. The group was
transported from Israel to.Tehran aboard an Israeli Air force ?1?
with false flag markings.

In the Course of t:. four-day (Kay 5-38) visit, lengthy a.44%L.s
were hold with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
,contact between the two qoverrients in over six years. Mr.
?lelarlane And his team were able to establish the basis tot a
can'tnuLng-rla'titaffli -- ad- -cleaaly articulate our objectives,
concerts, and intentions. The group was also able 'to assess
first hand the internal political dynamic, in. ehran an4 the
offset of tha wr which Iran clearly can .%o longer win. Using-
Presidentially approved Terms of Referenge Tab 81 , which ha4
been reviewed And approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
Metarlane emphasi:ed that our Linterst in :ran transcended the
hostages. but the continued detention of hostages by a Le04nese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
Wring the visit.-@r. -ar-a-n-ne Made clear:
-- O that we funda,"Antally opposed Irenian efforts to ex;#e is

from the middle gast,

am that we firmly opposed their us* of terrorism:-

that ve accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse itl

that we had nwaerous other disagreements involving :eg1o.al
policies 1i.e.. Lebanon. lWicaaque, etc.). but f.faqt a.$i(
find areas of coeih interest 1i.a., Afghenistan and tr
Soviet threat to the Gulf) through dial4gue.

During these meetings. both side$ used the opportunity to deta-"
the obsteclies to ioplementIng a strategic relationship baetWee
the t" ouitriee. :n addition to the points noted above, Mr.
Gfruane ehasited the political problems caused by IraLan

Involvement in the hostage issue. The Iranians objected to V:e
u34 embargo on U.S. military supplies already paid for plus ts
continued USO blocking of ranian assets in the U.S., even after
U.$. courts had ruled in their fever. During the course of tese
meeirLrt the Iranian offLeal admitted that they could not win
the var,,ut were in a dleMa in tehraa over how to end the
conalies gives the seed to present as Iranian victory before it
.could be concluded. They eaMhasLed t % the original aggressor.
Saddam lusseLn. Must be removed frem power in order for the var

TOP
I I
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to end. M r. NMearlane concluded the vLsit by sumattLng tat
notwLthitanding Iranian Lnterest In carrying on Wip 1 the daLoq e
we could Rot Proceed V~th further discussions n L light of teir
,nwilliagne1 to *Net% the full weight of their intlunce to
cause the release of the western hostages in Lebanon.
On June 10' &"ls$ Speaker RafsananL, in a speechh in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian interest in impeoved relations Wththe U.S. On July 24, rather Lawrence Jenco was released In the*ekke valley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint.

On August 3, the remi Ling three pallets (less than 4 #laneoad)
of electronic parts for Iranian ant -arraft Jefensee (Law
missile sudbocomponents) arrived in Tehr As In 41 l Sijqhtsto/rom Iran this dqivtry Ve. a&e vith eorZsraeli Air forceaircraft (707) using .false flag Markins. Timing of the deliveryyes based on coordination among U... Israeli and Iranian
officials.

In early August 1904, the contact vith the IrenLfn expatriate
began to focus exclusiveLy on the willingness of the ulO to
provide military asLatance to team In ekchftog for hostages a .dwe sought to establish different channels of cosunicatiom vhtchwould lead us more directly to pragmAe and moderate elS'eVts Lm
the Iranian hierarachy. In aidoAuque., a priute American-
Citizen IMGO4 Richard $ecard, UIAF (Rtel.) actin withinn thepurview of LA-n.

_ ._-Alton ee

establishing cont tR a 'close csfJantfe the man .udqed to
be the moet inluential aI .mattv political f re" in tran -(Rarfan)ani). Thoee dionsees-S reeffLmd tebasic object-ve1of the Q.Se to seeking a political dialogue wtth Tehran. we also
previke" assessments, designed to discourage an trnALA effe~s~ve
end *"~tribute to an Iranian decision to negotiate an end to the
was. no assessments also detai1e4 the Soviet threat to tran.

Through JAUgUet, Ieptember, and October IM6, numerous "ddLtionat
eeeting were held In Suroe between U.. representatives and thenew Iranian contacts. O r the O Wtee 2, 1154 Meeting in
rcankfurt, 610a e V,. I-d e in the pa insisted that
the ralat twas a re eLita-" any progress.

Th ,rni -r* tak a sor

in su"8 tO

W

9'-.
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14.

? IranLans o po:so er the USI . accepted, the otter of
4 Soviet ?-7 %ank0 The tr&Mtts have 4164

offered to provide copy 0 a ,e interrAleft on of IOLrjt
Station Chief w Lliam Buckley. At this eeetiflq stated %,o
t iere ws4 *VIry lood chance that-1nother Amerm lt tvo VtOd
be freed 8oon.' Oft October 29P with u.S. cquliscence, tsrael

. provided Iran With an additional Lncrement of defensive veapcS
(500 TOW missiless.

C. Late on October )1, lled the U.S. ciLtier,
(NaiXLf) tasked to Maint cont Ves d a 4eLead 0h a!.tn had
exercised its intlence wih tN&LobafMue' " *'woef obtain
the release of aerjwica -- 04aVd Jacobse -- and * uncatain
number of rkench hostages. no, 1W" r+jie" that thif -woul d to
part of the purpose of t IrMAnirn Per , ls #ter's vt toSyria 0" an event W41 b~eea 4"re of 44 eveatlJ LI,

st~ated %rA&% the situation n- ~fr elvia + : t-AwlLle
over 9ILsball~ ere ot.ot

@ortce" Mbbassy cepond i .-. L
Last leirut !nMndLately dsp4te 6-
seirut to pLc up Mr. JaeC40-n. Y 11 '

It is now aufaroit t eal&tt*.S t~s e*4jS*0Li&
contact with 10811 anrfL b ioae OW is sp4alAon reqerd&rnt'
these contacts have probably cerbtle _
Iran betWeet1 Pra e %i nor
radical factiens (undettJv o all sponsor Srip e-i& fhyae
IontaxerlI. In late oemr, radical suppo;;tes Jall1as
revealed the (s lflla4ninL eettae% with th*MSO an retelys of
the contact. In order to defend himself against charqet of
colluding with the Uld and to preserve a deqreo of attitude far
boeth par4es, Ma1l Speakr P1f41a116a&~OVI4 4 prpobeS4y
dLstorte4 version ofe-nay th- I c.l ae i t-s- . t)5

Haoe~br 4 addresS to t~a * rate tranilan POLSIA 1

leaders apparently no-w 14-. -to $4=10 thob .. te,
political P taM i n0SbAl* r Wtaboo, 4n Mio -.Vir-.2
The revelaft5n tfl ra
deonstrwie ev o tN t
CO ober ........ . 1 .__ -A o .'

tolx*is arjltrease has eaised t he iternal Conflit

IelolutioR of the Leban Ia hosted Situation is also copplicatoed
by waning Iranian influence in L4ktno due in part to financial
constraints and the faot& t the Libyan$ are *xpA-ldinlg their

TOP ' g.,. an -
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con a ct with more radical Hitballah

Cm November 7, the day after a meet.nq wich U.S. officials,
Zranian govers,,ant authorities arrested six other individuals
invc~ved in radical aetLvitLes. Ajonq the two were senior
military officers and a M ajis deput (Amad Kashanx), tA*
grandson of Ayato2ah Ka nanl, a conspirator in the 1949 attempt
against the Sham.

e'Plte :e*se nternaL !f;c'4Ltie6 and attendant publicty In
the wetern -ed2.a., :he :ranians continue tu maintain direct:onsac ' th :n o SG and met aqatnAn enev on eovmber 9-10
wvr.th NSs!rI:-. : A '-hIresent& tIva S.

Bot ?l
3C .:7,S~r6 I -uld h a em per:
ine~rst zf the two countries.

!ave war-.ed ".at ,:,ter
aly and the ,er-tem

.t :.portant to note that since the aentn:tL-n :, tte :SG
contact with Iran there has been no evidence of :r an govern-
..ent opLlcity xn aces of terrorLsra against te i 2.S. we do not
< who, seized the last three American hostages in 9eirut
Messrs. Reed, CicLppio, and Tracy). The Islamic ihadorganization n (?kJOI has d' r.aumed responsibility -- as have c
Irnan ineroJuOr

It is possib ltat these nree
Mapped at the direction of Iranian radicals

-'P SECRET UN LASSIFIED I 'I
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Y16the MOW imprisoned N si 1 o i

loyal tO MhelV prifl hdi Nshemi. If I., th~ €o b.

an effort to undermiine tae nscefnt U'S.**ranian strategic
dLalol5 and exacerbate the internal Zranjan power struqqle
against the pragmatie action with which we have been in contact.

Throu hout this process, the USo has acted within the li.p. of
established policy and in compliance with all U.S. law. Te
shipment of 2,000 U.S. TWO and 235 RA V missile electroniLc spre
pasts was undertaken within the provisions of A Covert Ac;ion
Finding.

ODuring the course of this operation -- and before -- the U.S. was
cognigant of only three shipaents from Israel to Iran.
Specifically$

The Israelis acknowledged the August 191S shipment of
TOWs JIMo it had taken place. until we were advised-- -u
Ierael-leU, nd had the information subsequently confirmed by
Iranian authoritLes, we wore unaware of the composition of
the shipment. We subsequently agreed to E9L14ae these TCws
in may of 1914.

The NovMber 1956 shipment of.10 Israeli RAWN mLssl es vas
not an authorized exception to policy: "Si11''ipentlwas
retrieved in rebruary 1936 as a consequence of U.S.
i,.uervention.

The October 1964 shipment of .$.09Q.7OW from Israel to Iran
was undertaken with U.S. acquiescence. These TCW9 ve.o
repjaced n Kovermer 7.

In support of this riding and at the direction of ths P:esidet.
the CIA provided the following operational aSOsstance:

CIA communications officers and an annuitant to assist Lf
various phases of the operation.

Sterile overseas bank accounts for financial transac.Lons.

A secure transhipment point for the dispatch of U.S.
military items from the U.S.

- rnehipoent of military items from the U.S. to Israel.

0141 Coimunieatione and intelligence support for the meetinqs
with traiain officials and the Mcrarlane trip to Tehran 1i
may o

.AA .... .1'. '
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EXHIBIT EM-44

.. , P.ZLEAs Of Ao r CAN HOSTAMfs :. uz:e N 590
paZn June 1065. private American and Israe l citizens

commenced an operation te effect the release of the American
hostages in beirut in exchange for providing certain factions Lt
tar with U.S.-origin Israel& military materiel. 31' September.
U.S,. and :sreeli Government officials became involved in this
endeavor i. order tC ensure that the USC would!

not object to the Israeli transfer of embargoed materiel tc
Iran;

ell replacement it"ms to Israel as replenishment for i&ke
items sold to Iran by Israel.

on Septeber A4', the Israeli Goverment, with the endorsement of
the USG, transferred S04 basic TOW missiles to Iran. Forty-eght
hours later, Reverend Ien)amin weat was released in Beirut.

Subsequent efforts by both qoverrents to continue this process
have met with frustration due to the need to comunicate our
intentions through at Iranian expatriate arms dealer an turope.
In :anuary 19160 under the provtsions of a new Covert Action
finding, the VSG demanded a meeting with responsible Iranian
government officials.

A% Februarv 20. a U.S. government afxiaia! met wtm

the first direct u.s.-Iranan contact in over five fiars. At
thit meetinq, the U.S. side made an effort to refocus Iranian
attention on the threat posed by the Soviet UnLon and the need to
establish a longer term relationship between out two countries
based on more than arms transaction. it was emphasized that the
hostage issue was a hurdles which must be crossed before this
Improved relationship could prosper. During the meetinq, it also
became apparent that our conditions/deaends had no% been accurate'..
transmited to the Irantan Government by the Intermediary and It
was agreed that:

- The USG would establish its good faith and boan fides by
immediately providing 1,000 TOW missiles for sale to Iran.
This transaction was covertly completed on rebriary 21,
using a private 0.S. firm and the tsraels as intermederies.

- A subsequent meting would be held in Iran with senior U.S
and Iranian officials during which the 0.. hostages would
be released.

°° Imnediately after the hostages were safely in our hands, the
U.S. would sell an additional 3,000 TOW missiles to Iran
using the sam procedures employed during the Seber 1915
transfer. Hill

I!Eify AS UNCLASSIF ITv
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In early March, the Iranian expatriate &ntenrediery demanded th4a
Iranian conditions for release of the hostages now included the
prior sale of 200 PHOtWIX missiles and at. unspecified nu mer of
RARPOON missle. i addition to the 3.00C TOW$ whic, would be
dlverdd after the hostages were released. A subsequent meeti.
was hed with the interuedsary in Paert or March i, whereir. it

was explained that the requirement for prior deliveries violated
the understanding reached in Frankfurt on February 20. and were
therefore unacceptable. It was further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for thele missIles were in s'ach
disrepair that the messiles could not be launched 4ven if provided.

From March 9 until March 30, there was-no further effort
undertaXen o our behalf to a tan Government or the
intersodiary. On March 26. mde an unsollcited
call to the ph9 A Tw ich s bad established for

- - this purpose. asked why we had not been in contact and
urged that we Woe peditiously since Lhe situation in 8eL-rU
was deteriorating rapidly. ge was informd by our Farsi-spea .im;
interpreter that the conditions requirinq additional materiel .
beyond the 3,OOC TOws were unacceptable and the we could in no

# r vide anything else prior to the release of our hostages.
W observed that we were correct in our assessment of thei:
4 iiTL .' to use PHOENIX and IRAA.OOK missiles and that the moot

urgent requirement that rar.ahad was to place their current , V
missile inventory in working condittn. In a subsequent phone
cal., we agreed to discuss this matter with him and he indicated
that he would prepare &n inventory of parts required to make
their KAVIK systems operattomal. This parts list was received or.
march ji. and verified by CIA.

Currt Situatio.. Ot April 2. Ail GorbanifsJir, the Iranian
t I m ary', arrived In Washingtot. D.C. with instructions fro9

to cons11nate final arrangements for the return of the
astF Gorbanifahr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate

the types, quantities, Ad delivery procedures for materiel the
u.S. would sell to :ra& through Israel. The mting lasted
nearly a ni ht A d inavolverm ro calls

Tehran during the metin. p ritemual approval, It
was agreed %* prf"WW B fellWe3

** *y M monday, April 7, the Iranian Govermant will transfer
I17 *ilai to am 8ra411 aeeomata Switterland. The
Israelis will, in turns transfer tl prvT& V..
corpratLo "oeatAt Switz8erlad the sm of "S5 Million.UZ IED
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On Tuesday, Apr&l I for as soon as the trfsactions are
verified), the private U.S. cerporatioe will transfer
13.5s: MIlion to a CZA account In Swttserl&nd. CZA will
other %ransfer this $up to a covert Deparumnt of the A").'
account &t. the U.S.

Or. Wednesday. April 9, the CIA vil, comence procuring
$3.45: million vorth of &AME sisstle parts
line &teas) and trunstezLM..i* Parts to

This process &S
emate4 to taxs seve0 s v0gor kih

On Friday* April 15, a private U. kqrraft (70731 vil
ptch-up the RAM essile parts at and fly them to a
covert Israel airfteld fog prepotlRing Ithis field Vag
used for the earlier delivery of the 1000 TOWs). At this
field, the parts will be traseferied to an Israeli Defense
Forces, ID) aircraft with false markings. A SATCOM
capability will be positioned at this location.

.Set day, April is. crariane, North, Teicher, Cave,
and a SA?COM coumuntctor will boe"_ CLI ercrsf-

On Sunday, April 20, the following series of events will
occur,

U.S. party arrives Tehzan (A-hour) -- moet by
Aafsanani, as head of the Iranian delegation.

At A*7 hauri, the U.S. hostages will be released in
SeLrut.

* At AoIS beers, tM 10F Aircraft with the RAW1 m1s818e
pan$ Mppd will laSd at jUadar Abb&s, Iran.

0t.t. The following points are relevant to this
transaction, the discussions In Iran, and the establishment of a

broader relationship between the Unitted States and Iran$

The Iranians have been told that our presence tn Iran is A
'holy coemitiuent° on the part of the U6 that we are sincere
and can be trusted. There ri great distrust of the U.S.
aonq the various Iraian part 0s involved. Without or
presence on the ground tn Iran, they will not believe that
we will fulfill out end of te bargain after the hostages
are released.

UNCLASSIFIED
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g o sa ft buy the hostages could succeed Ir
the near future. further, the Iranians are vel aware that
the situation &r Sae rt is deterioratinq rapidly and that
the ability of the IVC to etlect the release of the
hostages will become increesangly more difficult over time.

We have convinced the Iranians of a significant near tert
and long range threat from the Soviet Union. we have rea!
and deceptive intelligence to demonstrate this threat d%:f;t
the visit. They have expressed Considerable interest in
this matter as part of the longer term relationship.

The Iranians have been told that their provLslon of
asgijtance to Nicaragai tI unacceptable to us and they have
agreed %o discuss this matter &n Tehran.

We have further indicated to the Iranians that we vish t:
discuss steps 1*ea~f 1l n to 4 CIOSSl eaer.

The IranLans are vell aware that their SoSt LhmeLate roee
are for technical assttence in maintaining their Alr !C::e
and navy. We should expect that they Wl raLe this ;ss.e
dqrLnq the discusLons an Tehran. Further convereetaor U;tn
Corbaitfahr on April 4, indicates that they va.L want to
raise the &te: of the original 3,00 TOVs as a significant
deterrent to a potential Soviet move sa nst Iran. They
have alsoent reached to rovile

-- The Iranians have beem told and a reed that they will
receive neitherkdum nor crediLt (or the se , eaeaee of
the hostages.

UN CLASSIFIED
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The eautal funds gran this transaction are allocated as
£olloves

- 2 mllwle will be used to purchase replacement TOWs
for the original S0 sold by Israel to Iran for the
release of Uon)aMAn weir. ihs is the only way that we
have found to meet our co atmant to replenish these
stocks.

t12 million Will be used to purchase critically needed
supplies got the Pieaer an Democratic ResLitance
forest. This materiel as essential to cover shortages
in resistance inventories resulting from their current
offensives and SandinieU countero-attacks and to
bridge the period between now and when Congressionally-
approved lethal asisteace (beyond the M million in
defensive* arm$) can be delivered.

The ultiuate obective in the trip to Tehran Is to comence the
process of aprovinq U.S.-Iranian relations. Roth sides ore
aware thea the Iran-Iraq war is a &aor factor that must be
discusse. We should not, however, view this meetinq as a
session which wilt. result in mediate :ranxan agreement to
proceed with a settlemet with Iraq. Rather, this meeting, the
first high-level U.S.-Iranian contact in five years, should be
seen as a chance te move in this direction. These discussions,
as well as follow-on talks# should be governed by the Terms o!
Reference ITOR) (Tab A) with the recognition that this &as.
hopefully, the first of many meetiage and that the hostage issue.
once behind us. improves the opportunities for this relationship.

Finally, we should recolnise that the Iranians wLI; undoubtedly
vent to discuss additional arms and commercial transactions as
equidse for accompodating _ Nicaragua,
and Iraq. Our emphasis on oviet military and ubversiva
threat, a useful mechanism in brisging thea to agreement on the
hostage issues has also served to increase their desire for means
to protect themselves against/deter the Soviets.

That the lreeLdt4j approve te tamore depicted above under
'Current 8itvtie T and the Tormn of Reereonce at Tab A.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A - U.S.-reania" Tern of Reference

rcirlArar=frEhTIVZ-UNOC IEB
SNC[ASSIFIID
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S. UASIC PILL"$5 Or U.S. POMICI' POLICY foatipnal,

President Reagan & Into office St a tLUO Vhen Iran had
had a certain Lamae on the raMseA political process
perhaps not what you Lntended.

The President represented and Sodied AerCcas recovery
from s period Of weak&eSS. Ie has rebuilt American eiL~tar
and econoes strength.

"os &mportant, he has restored Aaerifcan will and
self confidence. The u.$. is not afraid to use its power irt
defense of Its interests. We are set intimidated by Sovist
pressures. whether on armo coatrol or Afola of Central
America or Afghanistan.

At the $a"e time, ve are prepared to resolve political
problems on the basis of reciprocity.

we see many international trends - economic. technological .
and political -- working n ou r favor.

t. U.S. POLICY TOWAJD I.AI: IS PRIWCZPLIl

A. U.S. Assessment of Iranian Polcy.

a We view the Irani" revolution as a fact. The U.S. is
not trying to turn the clock back.

a Our present attitude to Iran ts not a product of
pre)Vdcee or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment of
Iran's present policies.

lsr has o"ed revolultionary Islame as a weapon to
ubdeisne pro-Western governments and American
interests thstrghout t"e Middle IOt. As long as th s
is ~ree po , w bovn nd tor strategic
adversaries.
Support of tprrorim and hostage-taking is part of this
strateie pattern. we see it used not only against us.
but againSt or friend. We cannot accept either.
Tour imflcenee 1A achieving the release of A" hostages.
retur of those killed lover tUI ti essential.

tffcff iUys OADR SE6'RO '

UNCLASSIPI1E0
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We see your activity in eany parts of the world.
"Including even Central America.

The U.S. know$ how Iran views the Soviet Unkor.. &St '

subversion of Western Interests and friends ob)ectivel
serves Soviet Interest$ on a global seale.

Thus. our assessment is that a decisive Iranian victor.
in the war with Iraq vould only unleash greater
regional instability, a further erosion of the Western
positions and enhanced opportunities for Soviet
trouble-akiLg.

The C.S. will therefore do what it can to prevent such
a development. We regard the war as dangerous In mar.
respects and would like to see an end to it.

3. Possible Intersectione of .S.- Irenian Interests.

- Despite fdaMental Conflicts, vprCetve several
possible Intersections of U.S. and Iranian Interests.
I propose vs explore these areas.

first. the U.S. has had a traditional interest in
seein Iran preserve its territorial integrity and
independence. This has not charged. The U.S. opposed
Soviet desins on Iran.

S Seon a k

eareseei en tot'&
n it ant to usa improved re ationshi p wit..

Sra. to further that end.
* Tird, we have parallel views on Afghanistan. Sayiet

ut get out and
let the Afghan people choose their own course.

C. U.S. Objectve Today.
We have no illsions abut vhet is possible in our
bilateral relatioss. Perhaps this meeting vill reveal
only a liited, inmeetary, tactical coincidence ofinterests. Perhaps ere. Wae are prepared either ay.
In es , w are prepared to have whatever kind ofrelationship with Iran that Iran is prepared to have

th u s

I! STOV
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I::. SOVIZT MILITARY POSTURE

'Moscow has designs on parts of ran.

AfghaiteteA illustrate$ the price the Soviets are ready to
pay to expand areas under thet direct control.

Sumarise Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan which could threaten Tehran.

~~~,are of Soviet activity

-- Soviet plants low they would do It.

-0 Iranian support to Sandiniste reLe in Nicaragua aid@ and
abte Soviet designs -- s akes 0.S.-IranLan relationshLp more
difficult 15100 mllLon in oal last year, plus arms,

-- L.S. can help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

ov. Arcw:STAX

-- may be real value for Iran and U.S. to f&nd ways to
cooperate against MoScov in Ahaaistaf.

L.. ar. provide huaitarlaft asjj aet So* remes '

ae need to knov who you work with, what you already proved,
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparative
advantage.

V. P"WAJ

we may be prepared to resie a limited mil t&ary supply
relationship.

- however, its evolution and ultimte 0#0p Vill depend on
whether our convergent or our dLvergent interests come to
loom larger in the overall picture.

%Wat does Iran wat?

SIMSIVIC~
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Questions for Oliver North

1. Who among the lsrae)As contacted you in an effort to obtainreliable transportation to send a shipment to Iran in November of1985?

2. When did this Israeli contact you?

3. On whose authority did the Israeli say he was acting?

4. What did tht Israeli tell you would be in the shipment?

5. What reason did the Israeli give for wanting to make this
shipment to tran?

6. What reasons did the Israeli give for wanting reliable
transportation arranged by the United States?

6. Did the Israeli indicate that Iran would do the United States
any favors in return for the aid in transportation?

7. Did the Israeli indicate that Israel would do the United
States any favors in return for the aid in transportation?

S. with whom did you discuss the Israeli's request:
a) at KSC?
b) at CIA?

96 9. Did you recommend that an airline arranged by the CIA be used
to transport this shipment?

v/ 10. Why was it necessary to use this airline?

11. Did you know who in the CIA approved the use of this
airliner?

12. Given that the National Security Act may require a
presidentially authorized finding before any covert operation can
be undertaken, did v"u... k lea1 advice: as to whether, such a
finding was required before recommending such an operation be
undertaken?

13. Did you monitor this operation in any way after CIA approval
was given?

/ 14. When did you first learn of the true contents of the
shipment?

/ 15. Who tol&you of the discrepancy between the contlts
originally proposed by the Israelis and the actual contl.nts?
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16. old you-ever complain to your original Israeli contact of his
decetption?

w 17. Where you involved in the effort to obtain the return of the
.ctual contents from Iran.

18. Why did the United States seek to obtain the return of the
individual contents?

19. How yore the actual contents of the shipments interfering
with our ability to make contacts in Iran? (This is alleged in
HSC documents).

20. Why did Iran give back the actual contents?

/ 21. How did Israel, the United States, and Iran come to a mutual
agreement to return the weapons?

22. Who negoitiatd this agreement the parties?

23. When was the agreement made?

24. When were the actual contents returned.

5. Was the President ever informed of the aid ve provided the
/sraelis at the time of the shipment?

26. Did the President approve this aid?

27. When was the President informed of the discrepancy between
the original contents and the actual contents?

26. Given that the Arms Export control act may require reporting
transfers of arms to third countries without Presidential consent
was there any consideration of the legal consequence of Israel's
action?
29. Did the President decide not to report?

C'-.&w -130. Do you know of a relating to the Israeli's
origianl request for a shipment?

/ 30. Do you know of any documents relating to the decision to use
CIA transport?

31. Do you know of any contemporaneous documents recording the
discovery between the originally proposed contents and the
actual contents?

32. Do you know of any other documents relating to this affair?

00
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No'. 25 / Administration of Ronald Reagan, 1986

National Security Council and
Implementation of United States Policy
Toward Iran

RemdrkrAnnouncng e evie ofthe
Cou nii' Role ead Arctdums.
Noembe 25. 1956

Th* Presidert. Last Friday, after becom.
ing concerned whether my national securi.
ty apparatus had provided me with a securi.
ty---or a complete factual record with re-
spect to the implementation of my policy
toward Iran, I directed the Attorney Gener.
al I to undertake a re, iew of this matter
over the weekend and report to me on
Monday. And )esterday Secretary Meese
proided me and the \White Houe Chief of
StaffI \kith a report on his preliminary find.
rags And this report led me to concluded
that I was not fully informed on the nature
of one of the activities undertaken in con-
nection with this initiative. This action
raiws serious questions of propri~y.

I've just met with my national security
advisers and congressional leaders to inform
them of the actions that I'm taking today.
Determination of the full details of this
action will require further review and in-
vestigation by the Department of Justice.
Looking to the future, I will appoint a spe-
cial re\ iew board to conduct a comprehen.
sive res iew of the role and procedures of
the National Security Council staff in the
conduct of foreign and national security
policy. I anticipate receiving the reports
from the Attorney General and the special
review board at the earliest possible date.
Upon the completion of these reports, I %,ill
share their findings and conclusions with
the Congress and the American people.

Although not directly involved, Vice Ad.
miral John Poindexter has asked to be re-
lieved of his assignment as Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs and
to return to another assignment in the

I A attorney General Edwi n .feese 111.
"Donald r Regan, Assistant to the Presi-

dent and Chief of Staff

Navy. eeutenant Colonel Oliveo Nqth I
has been relieved of his dutiep on the Na-
tional Security Council staff. ' '

I am deeply troubled that the iinplemen
nation of a policy aimed at resolving a truly
tragic situation in the Middle East has re-
sulted in such contioersy. As i'\e stated
previous, I believe our policy goals toward
Iran \ere well.founded. Howe,er, the in-
formation brought to my attention yester.
day convinced me that in one aspect mm-
plementation of that policy Was seriously
flawed. While I cannot reverse %hat has
happened, I'm nit-ating steps, including
those I've announced today, to assure that
the imp!ernentation of all future foreign
and national security policy initiatives \%il
proceed only in accordance with my a'i-
thoization.

Over the past 6 \ears %%e' e realized
many foreign policy goals I believe \e c-an
yet achie'e-and I intend to pursue-the
objectives on which %e all agree a i: er
more secure, and stable world

And no%%, I'm going to ask Attorney Gen-
eral Meese to brief 'ou

Reporter. What Was the flaw,?
Q. Do you still maintain %ou didn't mnake

a mistake, Mr, President'
The President. Hold ;t
Q. Did \ou make a stake in !ending

arms to Tehan, sir,
The President. No, and I'm not takir,,z

any more questions nd in just a secor.l.i.
I'm going to ask Attorney General \Iee!e
brief you on what ,\e presentl\ know

hat he has found out.
Q. Is anone else going to be let go, sirl
Q. Can %ou tell us---did Secretory

Shultz-
Q. Is anyone else going to be let go?

There hae been calls for -
The President. No one Aas let go. They

chose to go.
Q. What about Secretary' Shultz, Mr

President?
Q. Is Shultz going to stay, sir"

DeputV Director for Political. %fhIlh. ry
AffaIr$.

1604
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Q. How about Secretary Shultz and Mr.
Regan, sir?

Q. What about Secretary Shultz, sir?
Q.'Can you tell us if S,.cretary Shultz is

going tostay?
Q. Can you give Secretary Shultz a vote

of confidence if you feel that way?
The President. May I give you Attorney

General Meese?
Q. And who is going to run national secu-

rity?
Q. What about Shultz, sir?
Q. Why won't you say what the flaw is?

Note: The President spoke at J2:05 p.m. to
reporters assembled in the Briefing Room at
the UWhite House.

Special Review Board for the National
Security Council

Statement by the Prerident.
,ovember 26. 19S6

1 am pleased to announce the appoint.
ment of former Senator John Tower, f-,rmer
Secretary of State Edmund Muskie, and
former National Security Adiser Brent
Scowcroft-three distinguished experts in
foreign policy and national security affairs-
to serve as the members of che Special
Review Board I announced yesterday.
Former Senator Tower has agreed to serve
as the Board's Chairman.

As I incicated, the Special Review Board
will co,.c1Jct a comprehensive study of the
future role and procedures re the National
Security Council staff in the development,
coordination, oversight, and conduct of for-
eign and national security policy. In particu-
lar I have asked the Board to review the
NSC staff's proper role in operational active.
ties, especially extremely sensitive diplo.
matic, military, and intelligence missions.
Specifically, they should look at the manner
in which foreign and national security poli.
cies I established have been implemented
by the NSC staff. In conducting their

review, the Board will have full and com.
plete access to the NSC staff and its re-
sources as well as the cooperation of the
other Departments and Agencies in the ex-
ecutive branch.

I hope the Board will conduct its review
in a prompt and thorough manner. Upon its
completion, I intend to share its findings
with Congress and the American people.

Special Review Board for the National
Security Council

Appointment of the Membership.
.Vovember 26, 1986

The President today announced the ap-
pointment of the following individuals to be
members of his Special Review Board:

John Coodtcin Tower, of Texas. Former Senator
To. er most recently has served as a U S. nego-
tiator on strategic nuclear arms, 1985-1986. He
was a U'S. Senator from the State of Texas,
% here he served on the Senate Armed Services

Committee, 1961-1985; an assistant professor
of history and political science, Midwestern
State L'ni rsity, in Wichita Falls, TX. Former
Senator Toner -as born September 29, 1925.
in Houston. TX.

Edmund Sixtus Mukie, of Maine. Former Sena.
tar Stuskie served as Secretary of State, May
19S0-January 1981; and as a U S. Senator from
the State of Maine, 1959-1980, serving on the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Edmund
Muskie is currently engaged in the private
practice of law with the firm of Chadbourne &
Parke in Washington, DC, and New York City.
He was born March 28, 1914, in Rumford, ME.

L. Cef. Brent Scowcroft, USAF (Ret.), of Mary.
land. General Scowcroft is vice chairman of
Kissinger Associates, Inc., in Washington. DC.
Most recently, General Scowcroft has served on
the President's Blue Ribbon Commission on
Defense Management, 1985; and he served as
Chairman of the President's Commission on
Strategic Forces. 1983. General Scowvcroft was
an Assistant to the-President for National Secu-
rity Affairs, 1975-1977. He was born March 19,
1925, in Ogden, UT.
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EXHIBITHEM-5

N .r he a dn:,dn a rj,.i, Nuv r.d

"L,-O:N FIPSr SECTTOi, PACE AS

I. rCrH 7
7
0. words

:4CADLIN2. Tr-ans crip4 of Attorney General Moea's New% Conrerence

CODY
Whj don'L I cell you what is the vituation and thcnt I'll 4ake your quio'ior,.

On Fr.dRJ aftirnmon --- or Friday at noon, the president astkhit me to look L'.
Ard bring ageLther the facts concerning tho -- particularj ;he implementation
or the ntracemyt tnitiattvm in Tron ,end more pr'-tionly. 4nijLhtij erprt.in,; o
Che .raisfer u# aras Over the wa,2kend thx% inquiry wa% ciidu,o_. .d. Yemtirda,
evening T reported to the president We lontn,,ed our inut~ir'j and this ;orn-n,j
%he pr4,-sident directed 6hat we make uhis information immvdiately avail-o o
the Congress and to the pubtir! throitlh this oditum this noon

Let me s.iL Lha. all of ihe information is not yet in. Wu arw . ill oi,,±u L
our inliiiry Pit* ho did want s- to s.ake available immediately what '

fr-i I*oP The Washington Post, November 26, 11z'6

L. ,,: i. involved is that in the cour-se of Che arms tranwiers, which LIV. -
thu Unti ed States providing the are* to Israel and Israel in tuirn LranF2-_rr,
,he arm% s- in eFfeca, selling the area to representative of Zran C.r'.Ir,
* n'.,s ,which were received in the tranac&Lion between representatives of Ts - v4l
and reiprementatives of Iran were taken and made available to 4he Fur-c% in
Central America, which .a. opposing the Sandinmista government thore

Tn essentee Wei Sh-which the transactions occurred was that a c,;- ,,Li I
-to"'Int of a s400" d by repregentaitivee outside of the linttrd t-i. ,
with Iran fiW This amount of money was then transferred to re'....',r. t, .
al boest we k z antoabe det-rlhed as representatives of Zrael Th',j. Ln
urn, tranamfef qtN* CZA, which wan the agent for the United 5ta.v

g,3',ernsent under x finding prepared by thi -president -- signed bq the pr.s - I-,,
in january of 1986. And, incidentall1, all of these transactions tha. I Am
referring to took place between January o# t96 and theprement tilt Th.j I
cr'ansferred to the CIA the exact amount of the money that was owed 6o th, UL'r:.
States government for the weapons that were involved plum any costs of
transportation tha eight be involved. This money was then repaid by he CIA
the department of ttfenme under the normal procedures and all government! Lu,. .
and all governmental property was accounted for and atatementm of tih" have btiu,
varifind by us Up tO th- present time

','I 1 "1. Th" W. .r,,.oiv ' ,. P1n.A-m Ir )n
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The onej -- the dtfferenc, between the money owed to the United Stases
governor.,. aond the money received from representatives of Iran was then
deposited in bank accounts which were under She central of repreentatiee of
the forces in Central America.

How vuch money, sir? How much involved?

V. Luwit i'lla uxac 6 amount., 'jtt.. Our setiaase is oohac . 1. i womowt,tivoo,
. w., ci t V ,ind 1 30 miltl on

i'%,.a.; 'urN 'o your attentacro?

,?q ,T0 'r4,rcv OF a thoronglJh review c? a number of intercept, arnd .-S*.
i~i'.~i~i 01tis - the hin. of a pattbilut6y chat. there was iun suflabi.

1t,-Ldo tvailablep far caome other piilrposs Came to otr attntion, andJ t!011 tj.
,.ar, with ther LildViduals nrivolved.

Why wasn't the president -- wh'l wasn't the president told?

Th. pmesidwnri was told as soon as we found out about it.

(c) 1Q96 The Washington Post, November 26, 19S6

AnJ Ish, staew nothing about 1.?

The pr,.siddnt knvw nothing about it until I repa3rted t& to hit I ." -

yoLss(.rd4.y Pu ning 0tat we still had some more work to do, and thea I oavw ,1i.i
the detail .hat we had yesterday afternoon

li6 hx wha. you were locking for when yjau began?7 Or is 0h4m ,us.
.h..t;. .,ro,l up in the courts of your weekend Investigation?

Thit;, turned ip in the course of she invemiigaion. The farsi si.aq; dat

rrtg;-",, if jnt w4.lt, an inquitry, uas the 8act that as people pr.-parid.P
t. .Imony -- be.aume this had been dune in a rLther covpsrteentaLiazd wbij

people prepared their testimony $,or the Hill on rridaj, there were 7:-z---

'thins w;teaiem..f -- thewPm 4pepred to be sure facts out there s.,An we ;,-
1

r.'adij pit together. And It we,% a mattotr, then, of the prmsidcntr. . .t.
.u -. 1k dsith ecery o.whp had any Part..capation ai, all, because ore* awwe...., ~
'lot-ag 0,ne1 tht4. meethec'agency was doting another thing -- there wa% s',r'j.
pperwk - to etermlne preciwely what all of 4he 'acts were be..-,L
* ir ,' to t e Z. that hi had all of 'he information aboat anything :..
I',x..; ac.urrad in zhe course of this whole situ.1ora. That was -- if wAs ,

'".-- ri that inquiry that this information was find and then Wan ruil'..
N. ,.ullolusions 4hat, I mentioned.

'--1 @96 Tha Wjashington Poet, Novomber 26, 1996

Guoral Hee'i. can yo tell us who is running national security pl.,-7 Ca.
jou :l- 1ar .p fo" th- Am-rt Lan p"opt., is --eeretary C Corge P I Shultz " ;jJ

Wji . . th. ,,w ,,csr..,slj a dvisvr? And whai are you rec luf nsn tiuny i5..

of r:-''l'j r .... turtng th- White Hatias staff? t

S.4,ur qubsti ons in murder, at siss present time, ulpIOII ZVSL.. s..Jt.
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d*pufV, wai& lbe the Acting asieant to h@ president for national smlittl ol
affairl The prestd 'I has uot et selected a replacement, but he will do so as
*oon as possible.

Secretary Shult2 is remaining in his position a ssecretary of state. That has
not been a matter of con~ecture, or discummion, or inquiry. And the third part
of your question?

9,

Oh, whCL4,. ,,mmd.i',ns will we make? We will make whatever reua.m, ,-aul ,u.n
?'3r irulr'.hur- prnr--d4mn% !OmP Out af it, but mori parti'-tilarlj, th-i pr' JJ-iiu

willE ba ppoin.iuII ., small commission whii-h will look into ,h p, u,Jur.. ,ij
rol. of the NS, WNational Security Council] staff and will #eakv 'p:-'-i.
recirmendtions -to him as Far as the process for the fu.Iirc.

(r,| 1 '6 The Washington Post. Nov.mb-3r 26, 1906

We've been told that the president was operating, From the beginning of hi.

operation in ,I1no. or July of tQ8S, on legal opintons -- not wrxtt-am, but or'tl
Frm you Now, oie can ask, then, are you, at this point, sorr, .hst you gave

the advir-.s that the NSC should do this operation, overlooking .hv objinCSion,;o f*
5jate Arid D- Fonse?

The only -gal opinion that was involved had to do with the routine

concurrence with the finding of January 1996, That's the only Iclei pA,,,
legal advice that wai asked for, or that wam given

Gan,alal Miase, who in the NSC was aware that this OAtU U1%ur4 ,:L,..1j

being transf-rred to the so-called contras or under their ,-:onrol' OiJ .is

Poindexter speciFically know? Who else knew, and did the CIA kruw7 W.t.,
Oirr-.-tnr rWilliam J.1 Casey aware of thie

The only persons in the United States government that knew pvo'ec.ely ,n,

this, the onl, person, was Lt. Col. COliver L.3 North. Ads. PoindeAer dij k .LA

that something of this nature was occurring, but he did not louk ioui.

,r thur.

And what, if I could follow up, sir, what about CIA Oirecior C.tey"

(or if";'ft. Washington Post, Novesber 26, 1906

CIA Oirectovin 5reetary of State Shultz, Secretary of DoeFwn LZ,-L,.dv

W 3 Weinberger,'m =Uf. the other members in the NSC -- none of us knouw.

When you say that Poindexter knew, do you mean he approved of i-?

No. Ade Poindexter knew generally that something of this nature w,.-

happening. He did no& know the details.

He did not try to stop it, though?

I don' * k;itw prtcisely when he learned it. He knew of it sume&.Im-s .W-,I-',

t ar

Cut he didn't t.ry t. stop it, sir?
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Ie dtd now ry tr y top

General Moose. lot so ask you this. In th. course f yVour Investigation.
did you stisfV yourself that you know exatlLy how ai mshtpments of ire% went

from the United States or Israel to Iran, ad ea t y what they contained?

There's quite a bit of controversy over that.

U.

4,-) 1096 The Washingtor Post,. November 26. 1906

• o arm FittlJ curm that we know of the shipments of arms, be.ausv we hA/.-

.;ura cnkru. We know i was shipped out of DOD COepartieent of Vefensw l .k',.

'jo will on. knw -- we nly know at this time what the United States

pa&r-icipated In. We don't know of any other aroe sales that may have been P.Li.

bi we do knwn those t.hat the 1Intted States participated in.

W11. lt me jubt follow up. Have you eotablished In your investIg&t&o-

,hml.har sijame in th Jtted St.ateS qoverneenLt gaV a wink, a nod, an accord o.

-ny kind of approval for shipments which Israel or anV other third country may

havo a uIda

W11, all of he shipments that, in which the Unted States' eqjIpm0it was

involved, were made by, through Iosel -- were made bV Israel.

Was hat lcgal? Was that legal?

Yes.

Mr AttorneV General, do I understand. Iir, that what you're repor-(.g on

th is morning and what the president reported On this morning ts a dts:ownr4 Cr

,di.erslon of #undo? The central questions that have been asked for th- l"%%

threat or four weeks about the propriety of shipsent to -- areso tran, abosmi

(c )1906 The Washington Post. November 26. 19.4

tho IJS arms embargo at the te. the questions that the Hill has bee.' ask.,tj

-- you have, if I understand eorreocty, we hav heard nothing now on Lhab

qii.5tione Loday. Is tMt Se lrrCt?

We have heard Mfn@lo.#w% that hasn't been tetLfied to LOsentially o, .

tall There .. ,,-Wama have ore infora.ton than hasbeen brought '.u

ligh. alre 'U !We'MV with Congress basically. I think Director Caw. iv.

a pretty fulI SS.

u..this to' .the dimceverV and the announcement, rather, today o fhe

diversionof fundss -- we take it by Col. North -- that does not driv to - of

those other questions. Did what Col. North de is that a crie? WWill he b4.

prosecu ted?

We are presently looking into the legal&a%ects of it as to whether there's

any critinality involved. We're also eloking precisely at hi involveme t nd

what he did. so that the onoluoio amns as to whether there's &nV criminal f.b.t.

involved is still under tnqutry by us.

Tsn' L it at this time likely, even preferable from your polij of v-w, hjL. -,

spectal prosecutor be appointed to exaitne these questions? YOu're taking nu.

only about he law about the Iranian transactions but the congresooinil
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(-:t V786 The WUahington Post. November 26, 1Q6

strictures against the military aid to the contras. 1sr,'4 it now time for a
special prosecutor?

No. If wo find that there is any criminality -- which as yet there have been

I.

no *nne-litimmqn. - I i- wi- #ind that MnljonM Who Ls i .-. r- J i.nd-zr
litJCprUrJ i. isurt,.,*1 , i n vii.ulvid, then h-&% would b-- ,.tdi 6.im. tu ik. cuii., ait

ivp'-ndon' ~ -- W0ii'l .wnwould in anij other matter

1% .a gr~nd jury .o Follow up - is a grand jury t.LIll,, .vdJ,. .

NO Thmr- is no grAnd jUrJ at the present time.

CinaLidibl:? s. l sayirig it wais not a mistake -- the PiJQ.j was no .a
miscake, GentralI Mees e?

I •..in'k thu pulitij, it ch-a pi.sident said. to reestabliliL uir relationship
'4ith Tr-n, to ,rij tin hning an .nd to the Tratn-Traqi ,.ar, to rlj o decrease 6he

PJil-.rC-ipa'.iLn uF :r-n in €,rrorisp in the Middle Eanst. 4rid u get our ham tges,
bAlc" - a f oP '0.hci Ohk0e'tives - certainly were not Ca% etIL-%k-i.

T;): way it wa.. i..arritd u. led o this diversion of ruiidi co, ,tt including
tho n~hir Lgenr.is.

(,.: 1936 The Washington Post, November Z!&, "3C6

tt didn't tlad to th. diversion of funds. The funds were trar 'faor,-?d, ,ni
that'S one of the thirig that ham disturbed me and disturbed the pretideli, CuI..
w.?, nmot -n 'nhiren' part of anjthinq having to do with the policA t;,lP
tii!- sLuJ, L. wau actually an aberration from the policy and from eyery thinr
hiad h'.i!n d-,r41hd to the president and to the other member-s of 'ho ,tt.

0e1uri LI Council .

Cinmudihll iitiggesting if Congress had been notified, don't ,qoe think t,
would havw biwrl urlikely for this to happen?

No I think exactly the same thing could well have happened bilcauc hL'. Lia.

somethingg that was unknotA, tpan of the officials that gave ausuhu.,iZA.aU.6 Fu,
.his in the fir-et place. .

Could yjou" tf o h41"4these funds were used for?

I don't kno 0 1 donet know that anyone does, They were jtst pro.atd',.1 to
contrast througiV l -a bacmph account, and that warn the and, so far as w* know, u7
anyone in the United Statee government knowing anything abour what happ,n:d -o
thee.

Ic) 1996 The Washington Post, November 36, 1996

Iow did -ate disc,vur it, Pir ALttrnney Ceneral? #

14ow lid we -llscovnr it? In the coursee nf n review of dc.time, s, w. im-4

across a referipnce to the possibill L of differences in amount bi,' ,, . , ,
h,' no n' 4 .

4
hip #i~ -.h- '" f eua wase-e - .12 . 0
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And. seocandly, there were *so il'O fO~iem so feshs in ene pars&Cular deg"E -14
.hat we found iltte it dtdnot reveal the whole situation, we then used th"t 4
the "asis for proceeding further and discussing wish one of the participants
wat this all meant. And that's how this sas discovered.

When you talked so Col. North over 4he woelnd. did he admit that he had dane
this?

wij. alk abOIJU bhe facU 1 thinkk far o at any&hing that migh,. tcjb*,tl1

L.. involved in legal ao-tion eo t- ..hr2 ̂vt 1v td what., T think it waold nu,
a5prOpriALO for me .u. gu into that

tire .nptt follow-up, then 14eu diO Col. N-irth -- let me put it thirn .a

Lh-ase .ranfor4 of ones, did 4hey only go through one man -- Col. NE'uls Wvr..

.h*.." n#2 oth ,r peoopl-* involved?

t-1, 1?90 The Washingor, Post, November 26. 186

No tr.ansfrs nf voney went through Anyone. Sank accounts were established, IL

best wo know, by representatives of toe forces in Central Americ. And $his
information was provided to representatives of the Isrmelt government ad tha

funds -- or representatives of Israel, I should say -- and then hese funds ea,"

put into the accounts. So far as we know at this stage, no American person
actuallV handled any of the funds thut went to the forces in Central Any..

Cinaudiblel Isramol depoetted money to accounts that It had been 421--1

deposit the money 6o - Israel depoblted money to account. it had Lowti .

Theve at', some of the jetails that. te're still going into. beaois Lj-t.:

had a chance to interview everyone.

Cemnral, have you made any finding regarding the use of the NIational .. '-,

Council stAfF as an operational wing of the government, and tha,. i wuuid

in something like thiS?

This As what the board or the commission that the president will %e. op -. 1;

;,rsiosabty be looking a4S. We will probably be making recommendatiune on 01L.

rueyard -

i9t 19 The Washington Post, November 26, 1966

You made the long march with the president from California. and there a,

many, many reports that his California friends and supporters do think thorq

should be a real mhake-u t the top. Yesterday, a No. 8 man at the Sta*&e

Oeparteent really dama41 the prosidvlt'C position in a way -- publilj -- b4

opposing it, differing and of forth. Do VeS think that StomevrV Shult& hau

behaved in the proper stle, and should he stay on? And what do you think .hr"-11

happen? WhIlat' happening to the president?

W11, T t1hnk joto know that for the almost $in years that 'p bon h'- I

have never commented an any other somber of the adainistration.P2'm n.,. ujtouu

change that now I do think -- t will sag this I think ever* member ur P,-

adeinibration owes It to the president to stand shoulder-to-shouldr w..Lh "L

q~u~R@41 et~il" that he has -- tbe ogliomi decisions he has AAd-l .4 4
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well aS to stand by him when something has happened which thU qpres&dent didn't "
know, as in this rease, and where he has very courageously, z think, made it
immediately available to the American public and to the Congress. And I intend
to do that Other people can speak 'or themselves.

Mr. Moese, setting aside what the president didn't know until last night
about the diversion of funds, you hav the spectacle of the top members of thx%

.9.

.I.mi n a, .i'.n~ri ;.yh.ing one another Like caa's and dogs over- policy, And thf
pr.1.,fnt', ,*,'rdtbtllty being damqed a% a resiit Have you done nothing 'o

- c) 1936 The Washington Post, November 26, 1936

aidre-s h.L 14-a's anyone here addressed it7

I t.hank, ajain, 'hLs would involve commenting on other members of 'he
AJmirtstratlon, which t won't do 've already said what my position is, and Pj
poLitiji. .. _learl-j ih~t I think anyone who is a member of the presidmnt'. stAi*
or the prsdrnz's Cabinet has an obligation -ither to support the policy
diya sions of the prpsiden or 6o get. out.

Sp'-Mft-Aly, though. there have been published reports that you have
a'..omcrtdtd Lo P.w president or Mrs. ENancyJ Reagan or to someone that a cr.ar.
reeded t,) b.v madr iLt the White House staff Zs that so7

No

Ho.. trukt
7

I have not. -- the published reports I've seen are those which said £h.L. L
in lagito nomehow with 4, quote, groupp of Californians" which had tO do WL,,.
major shkh -ups in the government. I have not had any conversations wi'h as- ,
Californians about such a group or making such recomsendatians

(c) 1986 The Washington Post, November 26, 1986

Have oit had any conversations with Drew Lewis about replacing CWhi .,*4n's.i
,-,.af of staff Donald ~qan,,..sr7

No

You have n iled'Ore w Lewis?

I havew not cultqd Orea Lewsis, and he has not called me about getting 61h, j,,r).

Is the job open?

Mu.

Ex-.use me. sir You said that between $ 10 million and 9 30 million -sirp1'.;
funds from the Iranian arms sale may have been diverted to sources in r-r.vil

I %ay, say have been transferred.

That's right. The public reports and what the White House has sai'.d ',y:.. ..
hat onli 1 9 P tl.'in ots1 'ins q-o"t for theqe What'. 'hi ''e cc. -.7
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&ags

(c 1906 The Washington Post, November 26, 1936

The difference is - It was 9 12 million worth -- approximately -- worth of
arms that was trPMfSferfMd from 000 sto'koh That's --

I,

Is that how the Israelis sold the* for 5 10 to 5 30 million 0orw.t,.n o.'.

That' my -- that'% the beet of our understanding at the present timi,

OLO you know they were selling them at a premium?

No nne Rt % r-naand level in the United States government did 4c

What was the purpose, as you determined It. for setting up %his sp..

given the finding that'% been approved, why wAs it that iomeone in the Uh.4q
HOM!.o felt it necessary to funnel this extra monej to 4he con.ra*s7

Wnll, I dom't know prectsellmj -- except that this was all darg during a pnrtl:

when .ha funding was not being provided by the Conyress. This w-q all done prk,

to the first of this fs ral yoar when funding was essod. So, t; was I ,

when no fundu were being provided by ihe Uhied SLatob go.wrn m4n.

ts this deftnitela in violation In the law, then?

:c) Le& The sashington Post. November 26, 1?06

Tha-'s something we're looking at at the present time because it d*-nd. ,:r,

4wo tings: precisely what was done and preclaoty who did it. in terms of whm.

people !sho ar United States officials, or United States citizens --

pArtcipaLod. and what their conduct was. That's whot we're still looking a4.

In 'joir nversa~ions with Ads. Poindexter, how does he explain not havv ,q

al rtod anyone chat this was going on? As you said, he was Aware of t.oL.*

hzppenings and -

Again. %'s net ei9ol.$ .,S precise conversations with asiyone while .h.j

nquirij is ti&w Lot 0e just *&I that he did not notify anyore o?

.1,l, por l hd"% or any of the other members of the HasiorAl

OIJ he qui ird

Ads. Poindexter regig'ne - or actually requested reassignment to the Na*j f

his own accord before anyone ever ralied &AV question about this. He did hts or

his own volition be cause he felt -- because he felt that It was his

responsibility to take that action to avoid anV possible confusion aver %his

matter and to allow the president to have a new start in torso of his national

security operations.

(c) 19.6 The Washington Poe, November 86. 1Q
6

When did he do that, sir?

He dtscussqd it with me. qestedsu. and he actuell-j -- and he --
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That was after the information had case out about this diversion of funds te
the contras, yes?

Zt was during the same conversation that I discussed with his that he
mentioned what his esling had been as to what he ought to do in regard to the
whole matter.

-..

. .. w, t mlj nftcr ho# was aware that this had become publt.., 411.1 -jou kno

Plo, it h%d not become public at that time

E t't, Lhac you knew about it, correct?

This is -orrect. However, I was led to believe that he had alr-Ady p'ar, ' .,I
rs-tsign prior tO hin conversation with me, and he actually told the pre.ide,;r
this morning.

(c) 1986 The Washington Post, November 26, 1936

Yni nat4 th- members of the administration should support the president or q4
out. Whwre does tha. lvave the secretary of state?

I'm not talking about any particular person, Conclusions ar, YOur' bina5,
not mine

Watil.1 you, please, clarify the whole question of the president conIJon r,
Lhird-LounLry shipment prior to signing this order -- this intelliWrrcw i i-,,-.r

in .Janiar Exactty what did the president know, and when did Ih know iL? tj:,
uld him the details were, in terms of Israel shipping arms to Iran, Ap. r .c

ihts ,ddittonal question of shipping arms to the contrai?

This is still being looked into. The president did not have full deaiLiS .JF
all ef th" aspect% of transactions that took place prior to the finding rh. r.,
were -- there was at least one transaction that we know about in which Israel
s whipped weapons without any authorization fro* the United States. There' we ;
4iiuthgrr transaction of a similar nature, although there was probably knowledgew
on the part of people in the.nited States about li, and this

When was.thS " ,

(c) 1"6 The Washington Post, November 06, 1986

-- is one of -- there was a transaction, one transaction in late Augum. or

September and there was another transaction in . . . of '85 -- in November.

And in the November transaction, actually, those weapons were returrse i-u

larael, it's our understanding. That was -- that whole -- both of those
transactions took place between Israel and Iran, did not involve, at thaL time,
the United States.

A6 what pQ.nL did the president know? You said he didn't hav# the 1'1l.

d4jtail'i.-
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What details dd he have about those transactionl0 and when did he have thent"'

The president -- this is one of the things that we're recolliecting now. The

president was inforued generally that thure'had been an Israeli shipment of
weapons to Iran sosetise during the late summer, early fall of 1995, and then he
later learned Februaryy of 1936 details about another shipment that had taken

place in N vvmber .. f "35, which had actually betn returned Lei Israel in rebru.r-j
of '84

EL) 1906 The Washiigion Pu5t. Novvsber 26, 1906

f ha. e41n't r-allIy know. why did he AIl SMh - mon Per'eeq to thanik ht 'N I

a#ucr t:.,njaein WcLr's rc lea257 Why did hw call the then Israeli p4 im- s.i±,.ur

to thank him for T!-yol's help in sending that shipment of arms?

ell. 6,, .hank--d - he called -- I dun'% know, because tha' d something I

hav,. not It-lctiisd tjath the presi'ient specft'iiTalY, the ,-All to Shamir Csi,:1,

but I think .ter - waz no quowsion &ha,, .he I.sraelis had been helpful in torsi e.

thntr -n'.a'!t% witK oth'.r people in reoj.rd to 'Jeir

,o.%Lni'nj Ceneral. Ads Puinjevter has Lld reporers uhat ",h-i presid nt

v-arbAllj authorl.-?d that qhipmmnt in Septtember -of 19*5 from israuel to Tan 7.,a
, our Irarma-Lion dispute that.7

Our information is that the president knepw about it probably a*tr :- 2,r,..

and A.gr.od with the general concept of continuing our discussi6On. wtL,

I'raelis connr.rning these eatters That's the information I hvn

Cu. who had ;hc &uthori&tion ability, if not the president? Whu '..,

W 11, t.ot',ody -- to my knowledge . . To my knowledge, nobcrdy .tur L.J

th.t. particular shipsent specifically.

(c) 1934 The Washington Post, Nuvember 26, 1986

The Israel 040heir own?

That's air yes.

Vo you ko claim that they never did anything wichrUtc'L.. r,

knowledge un Il d consent of the United States government

MJ understanding is that in terms of that particular shipment --- Mr, Jht, L

one of the --

Which one7 The September '85?

The September -- August or September, it's either August or September -,

on that partirtttlr o-casion, it was done at their -- on their own snttUr' bj .h,

Israelis. It was known to us, and it's uncertain as to whether taL wa.s known

before or after, and --

Didnt"L C Former" national security adviser Bud CRobert C.3 McFarlar.x utu twi.,,

an Israelt official iJst at that time?

75-986 0-88-47
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Wait a minute. Let me finish my answer -- ani 'hat it was, however, afte tlal

fact, at least, was condoned by the Jnited States government.

(c) 1986 The Wavhington Post, November 26, 1936

Volt .-r .r- -. , -- ,-l t- 4 a -Its ti '.rt ion bst.jeon he Iss'&a l 1 gi i' r,ir,..-

.Lnd Ir.,.avli.. . -r' involvacd in the diversion of funds. Are you impl.j.ny .1...
'.h !r.- , s 4 on .had-j ooitstd- 'h- govormin.nt and that .he u-r, in ra. ,

kIl igpins bat[lnd Lhu -. , this oporaLion to diver. the Funds?

iel, one of the things that's v.rj dIfFic,1t ii to be talking O)ai ..

%he middle of an inquiry which is not yet complete. We can'tL know alJ 0 ...

And so, as Far 4, 3 ? hi gs that arn happentrg other O.'An tnvalvi'q UIn'..' "-

pc.rsons or United SL-aes govrnaeriL officials that, we have t-alked vr, w- J,-

know all the facts That's why T'e beinq vnroj careful to say that, a-. 1 .' , u

know, they w,ei j-wpresenuaitivCs of IStrafl. Whether 'they wre %pecificaJLy
authorized boj theo government or not is one of the things T would assue-s we will

fiaad cvuv

What's o pr rnl. Lf irtncr' .ritn ly c,ni:at poiblie. from thinking that yo-i w:i,.
looking Fur a scaj, goat and you came up with this whopper, but is. doen.t -,av.

lot ^.o do u.th .hn original conrov,?rsy?

Well, the only v.hing that r can say is that we have been very carertul rs 1I4-

oL I hn fActq for Jou and for the American public julst as rapidly as w'v,

rotton them -- such, much different than we would do in a normal inquirj
investigation, when we usually wait until the inquiry is complete Pit

(c) 1966 The Washington Posz, November 26, 1906

,preqi.jmn felt that in the interestR of getting the full store out, Lha, .

sKould make &he statement that he did today and that I should appear t-.. Vi j

•and answer questions -- which I think you will agree i doing ever, ht-hi.g'v .

do to be sure that there is no hint that anything is trying .o be cunze.AL---U

Mr. Meese, how high did this go? In other words, do you belilv .n,1 .r r

being asled to believe, that a lieutenant colonel took this in;tI&ie m,r. I

these funds tramnferered, al.. 1.hat only Adls Poindexter knew about it
7 

lq.. 1 j
did It go?

Well, whal vik; Vw said is .n crtclrate picture of what we know , h

time. And to %et of our knowledge -- and we have checked this rat.-ur

extensively -- d4# ne" go any higher than that.

Xr. Moose, ws Cretired ma,.or3 general CJohn K.3 Singlaub or C,'tir-,..

sejor3 general Clichard V 3 Secord or anybodl in that network providing ..L-

the contras -- were they Involved in this?

Well, I can't tell you because we have not completed our inquiry, and
only naies that I have used are people with whom we have talked and r_ -

good information %s to who's who.

. ,736 The Washing,,on Post, November 26, 19860

Vrj-q'1,r talked ,lhmpt o4vina us 'his In'or11ti.n a l'9 he 9,m "."
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Congress specifically forbade you, in tne land eendoent, free direct&" or
provili"g suppOrt to the COntras. Haven't you, based iSritClV on the Infermation
you've given us today. violated the 9oland sendolent; and hasn't one of the
president's staff members overseen hat?

This is something that we are looking into at the present time. As to the
-specific applicability of variety of laws and whether the acts that particular

. ,i'. . ., ;W.' ' Los violation of Lhasa laws, I'm no6. wrUpar-Cd .6 .1 .. 4..

ti m.ik a ' .oilt rvrr li-vion b'ataisse that's still under consideration.

IWMld -,LI 0*11 (h#, p-esident that the Boland amendment might hae bf.t-t

vl.tt d, ind thrln'-. why you wore taking this a, tlonl

h an ..w-- o' i m ims .hwt Same.

Mr Mr- pIs , jijui say Ads noindexter is being reassitgned Should hi b.

rQ~a1Lr'.%LJ wi.hOltL any ettraitnatiorr-baing made as to whether or not hsu... ha

t-en n-j ,:rtminaitoj involved her.?

W-ill, i. & naval oFficer, a very distinguished naval officer. He has £ak-,

Lo bc rr..oiirmo! t the Navy, and the president ham agreed to altnw him to do

(.] 1936 The Washington Post, November 26, 1906

'i t n i.' ' a matter of him dee-idinq to relinquish his position as the
to the president for national security affairs. So he autoa, i&t,-'J

;o.ps ba-k to the Navy, as he's requested,

Ci:_oditlu3 Do you believe, or has the president expressed to you s•aim-

',,3i-rrrn that perhaps he needs to chaMge some of his staff operations in r,'.'-

Fur hls u rca.:uivl s ore information and have more of a hands-on pre%.xdn.j7

Tt/l not a matter of having a hands-on presidency. it's making sure ha.

tI..se pwoplo who are working for him are following the procedures. Tha& s ,tL

re-a,'on why he has this commission which will be reviewing epecifically wha.
,lIi.s, procesu ss and what those standards of conduct are. As far as what 0.
pr.acident didn't know, T only mentioned two times -- one tie where he knw

io..ia m, which was the transfer of funds to the force. in Nicaragua. The oat-r

,hing was where he didn't hav* complete information at the ties regarding ho

Nwvqsber Lransactileh. Am4-A i.h mummer the August situation in which he w".

in rned of that. & the fact. And it's my understandinq that th finx.

, 3ndivId4t(9lnV062nv d were also informed after the fact.

Put does "0 iev5'that he has been badly served
7 

Is he angered by Lhi.

1c) 176& The Washington Post, November 26. 1986

t think what -- that that Calls for a conclusion. r's just tIlking abcu.
FAL Lf

What doe this do to your credibility with Caongress? I meamn, how cair ,'

p.uple nuw gjo down to Congress and look these in the eye when Lhe , pa-- •

oppo0tS fun % for the contras and your adelnistrtio', howevs.rftt K,,,

wooind up saznding that money?

Ithlik he %ass wsa uou olo when antbody in the adeinistrsttom do'-, " '
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that i not correct. And that IS. you go downl to Congress W -
*2actl-j what happened, which t what the president and what I die today. t en't
think anyone can be reponsible if someone on the lower echelons pf government
does something that we don't fee1 -- or that -- objectively viewed as not
correct. But when that happens and you find out about it, you investigate it and
you take the necessary action, which I% exactly what we did and what th4
president has dein.

4 r *tnrn-.j r-"Per, wilt ajoo 'oopi-rate witth Congres-0

I , - don't like to - - I wunt io gut Larry's CWhj ( luui wjk.,l&.tn

I a r'r - , r permt-ion rto take ad lt1 ton t. qtaIstion'sI, P1vt f's ,r M'Mj o

(,71 1Q06 The Washington Post, Nevmber 26, 19#?6

Congr¢C% will Undoubtodly require ivs own investigation, on the theory hsa.

Lb., tiministrat'LOM cAnnot property inveqttgate ttsel# in this moettor. Will jott
.. opoc wiih a congrebwiunal investigation?

T 
4
1n' accept U0.jr precise that Congress will feel that we c-an't Investi(i.i

our3evw%. Wa,'w lot investigating ourselves. We're investigating certain peapi.
within thr administration. There's no question whatsoever or no implication .x

any .,ing ihd. was dono was administration policy or directed by bop

administration officials However, tc president has already directed -

.uld jou, I think almost two weeks ago -- that he wanted all members oF .t,
government to cooperate fully with the Congrmss so that all th'i faces wij,,'

presonted 4o them. And that's why such an immediate presentation to Lhv l

Aas male, as it was thiq morning.

Si , was there -- can I ask you, what did Col. Nor.h actually ti'.1 -uu -;,'j
did ho do it, and who was the money deposited

7 
Was it in one bank qr '. i

barksl

,'s rot going to go into specific conversations, for the reasons th,-.T

santiuned Qarlier My -- the Information we have at the present tise is .sa. I.

was done because this was during & period when Congress had not provid-d so.

to the contram, it was done during a time in which, it is my undersandilg.

Washington Pont. November 26. 19e6

-. ;,.t provide i a by Congress to permit the United Sua'es %u a. -.A

funding of %h4 a gua from third countries and -- what' w-ts .h.

athwr part of ? . And the bank accounts -- my undersmardir,

t that the bl! . were in Switzerland and that they were -- wh?. ,ini,tt

deposits are made into ounto -- into numbered accounts, and then this wa%

withdrawn by the representatives of the fores% in Nicaragua.

Was Econtra leader Adolfo Calero involved? Was he the man that Nor.h

contacted?

I'm not going to be able to talk about people where I don't know spearii
facts.

I would like to know what's going to become of Lt. Col. Norbh, and i- 1-'-

going back to the Marine Corps?

Li. Col North has requested to return to the Marine Cores. anJ 0-
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accospitihad As a matter of fact., I think -- my underetanazng Is - N bSRS
thai he has alroadV Indicated that. he is retiring fro the Marine Corps, but
hat I'd have to chock.

i.

-.) 1'/ The Washington Pos.., Novwmbor 26, 1916

Yeii said that it is tlim for the preniidn!'q son ti %%and
'.,1d. r l '- ,t-ahtulder - - -thaL that 12 your belie.'. But spaciFically, wt,6 i..1 ....
pr-,tdnnt introicted of his Cotbinot member- in thAt mneetirg -ljxer i1j h.-.
la,'L.i, Por 'wo hours, that he wants to have happen now?

Y-ii %now that I nnver cement on meetinq with thA prooiid-nt* m.c' wh- .- ,

Co i r j u naj -- - .e that money warn awed to the U.S government, tho S 30
m-ll.&jn or S 40 millionn , are you going to --

,o, i' wit not owed to the U.S. government. till the eoney that wasn owed to
Uh. U tQd Sta.e& government was paid Lo %he United States government.

Ar -jot. Ining to r-quttio that that addittinal money that tjont to thacon-a.r
go 'ack to 'he U.S. government?

No hive no enntrml over that momey. It was never United States rune's, L6 .vt.
i1ic'vr h1 property of United States Officials, so we have no cumir.al .j.-r+ .2,,..
what ioovar

Cc) 1186 The Washington Post, November 26, 1-36

rimatiltbtel ran the president legitiomtely expect to get anyL iSr
arcuwplist,*d on Capit l Hi11 unless he takes some changes? -

T .ink the president has already indicated that he will ,ak, 2ote .h.-n,--
Ono o# the things he's going to do Is to have a commission to review 4he
prc -'1turots and the o role qftbq National Security Council staff. Already, AJm.
,c-.ndoAter hasrorequenWO return to the Navy, so the president can maie ,.Aom,
c',-,ngce in th~ pWSioulaa spot .. . So I think the -.hanges* are alr--adj tn"':.
way

!lobort Mc~.the former national security advisor who was deeplj
lfvalved In te tl1 p+ejec.., did he know about this diversion of fUnr.h. t .. 4L-
:3r ; r~as ?

3ud McFarlane know about It. He warn told about it in the middle of ,.ho year
- April or May of 19 6 -- at a time when he was no longer in thes government .

So he wan aware of this while it woas going on?

That's my understanding, yes.

Cc) 1986 The Washinaton Post. November 26. iq0O
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And posibl' am illegal act -- an tilegat diversion of FundG?

You're coming to conclusions that we haven't made yet.

Whj did the administration decide mot to mend medicine end humanitariar, ,%id,

and isn't it true that If you had decided to go that route, you woulLn' be in

Ta , -L ma .LLL,- rtir ft,'o i n polir-y expr.±ts 'L ', IIy,.. . y , I., I-riI

0o 4you -"pcrt fiither resignations or nomo othnr wAr -r th'' '11 ILJ

4u 'suabli~h its LredxbiliLy and to chow that AL~I CabLinci foi.!rn,

'htn4 that th"- .dminiitration hatam fl qnn%~e it's 'r",
4
iiL-

die Full di L,,losurO of he facts- I thirix uhsriv's no quci.aion 6h, Cakb±',

fu~nctiontrig right mnnw -- .i witn-q% thr %- -tinqq wo'vq had yeLnf~a l od'aj

and : kr-aM of no ri6her rciWna&ions hat arc either contomplated or

Do j 4 n man .u s~t. ;i i', t h a thsu Congress MAY ha-ve~ aLt l,ori ad wha.,:
orth d'd n *--PN'mr , hindi; f th -'ontr"Ls and third cot ntri sl .id yoi *oman .t-

fC- 1eF14 The Washington Poit, Novnamber 26, ' 0'.

I :r - nlj, Congress never specifically authorized whht Cul I.

The qi-ttrinn that has to be looked at, Am A le1l matter, is .h-th,2r h,

*,z.w.tL .. ed .ny vioUl-atLor( of law at the time he did thac.

Ct'. , wnr- you suggmtinmq-thAt the intelligence committ-e ag h- -- j: L

jo ah-..d to the CIA, for instance, to raise money from thin d zoun.r'.r..,

0o, I did not I did mot comment ti that Aspect of it at All, ()I! r

,h.2 only point that I'm making -- Is ihat before determining whn..hcr A;,-

.t ,crimtnal oFamnm-s, you have to find out what, how the law Appti-', %.o lp L r

ac-t And Lha. '. going on At the prewatht time.

To follow up, sir, could you explain how it is that thD presidon. ,.m. ,

.. ~uri&,y adviser, who hGa& -M U.sresident's mar, could not, a. leas-, ii'a-

,:h.,or of mtaff.,PMr. Regas; of this?

I ,*.not& ei % V60t r than the fac-t h&t it happened

Sinr. no tWher Lhan those two men knew about this, And ,sLtn'!

presid nt ins hVtia he-did not make a mistake in the Iran deal to L gin WL.,,

'.hj w-it thf- investigation begun? Why did he cose to you ilst week and -.-J, "L LA

LniO hi%"?

(c) 1086 The Washington Post, November 26, 19e6

He didn't. I came to him.

Why? -

Bucauso -as ho various I had been in meetings -- in Iookinu . h, in

a'pncm;s of the testimony -- and there appeared to be things thAt w- 'I t ...

ins*QC4b' r -,ron red done this arid n-e carson had rnr, ',' , . - "
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t ve~I nocessarj Icrec.y Involved in this, and the highlj coeparten f9-lf

nature of the operation, a lot of people did not know certain things that .eve'9S

going on, that were being done by others. V suggestion to the president e

that we get all of the facts together to be sure that anyone testifying before

Congress was being absolutely accurate, not only as to what they knew, but as to

other facts, since they were reprnsenting the administration. The president

suggested that that be done -- tw,.t 'he facts all be pulled together It wa3 I',

.,

~,:,e cjtir-.: %a,' .L 41 ,Pora. -;amt X',;C lagh.

Tn ljr:r inr,-l1-j A441 ,-mt el-t-mln" hnw mm"'h informatto'n th1 '.a:-,ar n-e.

au; guu.un i-no. in :.-, r'.. j core~'a ciney -- but in the whuiL,..,,t.

:hr-s Y -- "tinn, rld, wrr -hoiy informoid, 'in wevrnn't ~'y
W11l, r LhL,2e 4 1 hul( h.as -;aid Lha,. he parcicipated in c.r .n . .

t.nd li d g-, - " l'r~r. n n, ",hag he had opposed the :n:'p. .

The Was.ngton Post, Novembcr 26, £'n3

trasfe rfnmi e1,h't he ,i at involved, -or Lwa,- hr informed abou6 anyj

.45 sp~h~tn -. *. . ^ tnd jv.:rj thiseg ta - I have Puured, .rtC-l"JL119g0m

dtic'ii'i i jlN Mrn chultr N-Pt, eif-j that that i-, -i-o"ti.illy n:orr2..

Whuio. sanic.y wao mi.p'~~~IF I-% wasn't he UniLe; 56aues govotn5wflt
funds -. •"

do$, fact4,.Jw ta. snjboJy'.. ma.e, was sisappropriated.

can jJii , vfl-Inin v t''l, sore tbout how the pricing o thet+e ec"',pm -, i

.lace I m-an, w u . was who L'st Lhe price for the Iranans., .nd hLIW 11-6

~cejr~7W.-e t,, Nn Wam tt the rIsraelis
7

,My undr-irAJing is that all of that took place in negotiations bs-w

.onsetich w- might call 'loosely" representing Israol and people r"Pr.

Ir-an rind, so --- at?. this was not done in the presence of, or wat. ,

;articipation of any Am r tan persons, to the best of our knowledrp- A .1.

jies. That's one of the things that we'll be looking AntO.

rid Israeli officials know that this money then was bsinq ra-r-,lI
aoutr.Ls -- that that WAS the goat or the target of it?

tW~itYe Washington Print, Novesb r! 6, tP.I,'

I don't . tthem sraeli o Lffitlals, as opposed to reprs-&.n .. Li,,

d~ipendiig on w% tb. pepe were, knew -- that's onei of the thtnes ,1JliLr .' . .

will be looking at.

Who ware the Tiratolti and who were the Iranians?

Again, I can't mention any nases until we actually have hose things ,,,,--J

down, which 41 on of 'he things we'll be looking at.

Was this Col North's idea? Was Jl. Col. North's idea -- if we -n t L,;

notrLnt of monmg tho Trniatnn ar" paing, wn ranh take that ert pnr''j

i .u ttwc oitr-as? Dad he coM Lp wsh the original jdea
7 
Was a .,, .

tda "a And a ireCond 1inrttion, ir -- thr-- have been alleati n' ,. -- -

President :uh was to4volved in suppLying money ar aiding A '+1, U ' I ....... .

" h'. rontr,s nn el, know ,j*#-th-?r or n t he was aware og tt-s rK ' . ,,
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ir~ts.. I don't know precisely wha; the conversation* wore -- w4he sold what "%e
who -- when thio thing first got tarted Agatn. it's a mater that to still

under invetagatieon. I do know that the president - that the vice preldent did
not know about aMy of this until yesterday when I informed his of essentially

the -aaa information I had given the president.

I,

f).' ce,C T h W. hr n o i qv.* L-2 rni Lf. 17 86

I .w L~~.. ~ much uF 0i;.ws ...ari 1gu an aid ,he presiJwnl. flu. A~u j,?

-1 4 m t,#? .n t .nte S tat-?s tWhiy Jaom' t hoi know?

. ,,; Jldn'. tell him, thzi.' . ; ., ,rd r member. we* ; ,. &I ,, ,
2verri ~ni a p-r1 d of Sso*? -s or ol yht monthi-, aidtI .1-

- .. ,vu 1. . in (.he si%. a LiQn did,'L tell- an Vbody, 1nclLd i y t hft; . ,
, -os-ron mnrtl- d i j whyo t's pr"It"dt iol dnt klow, bo,:aLISO 01 a L

S. Jr. J - oo.mand wa,. informed.

Mr 1"-" , i h-,J wtr-n 't Of 9; finds, whn,-.p "an'j '.S thi-.1

W, ,7 , hat ,h-.1.'s - I would assume 4hat J& w.aiher ktoigdd to L* m r.y
:It toh-NM 1,md "-'ld the weapons to thot T"nMtamn, or t bolaorged to thep41rq

w-.0 .. U, jht Lh,. w-zapons and jiven he rone . Tha,', - - bu6 I think " would

prT~ahl-j ts' thos rurtij that harl 9*14 'the woo.-ronu to the Tranians

wt.'r'. Liuy oP F h pri nu. i als on 4.Me Iranian or the ImrA40li 6 L .

v.'ij ivol'1Ji' in '.,',u thiat thot 'igutics I.part n nt was proseriutiml or

•i,.; LJ ,ii '-,J;. P ra el - - First? And second, was ;hat - -

P4nw'edgo, in amt w, to ,joiir quzt, ton

(72 1986 The Wawhingiton rost, No,6eaber 26, L186

Th n's ink a'"o!unts -- is tholr-9 any @vtdon-o or indicatiou ih,.. l

.JUl, .'. wire set up by the CIA?

h re's no indie.totl-_t all.

. , ,heUpttra' idJ It wii.h uhe help of uhe CIA?

o0 There Riion whatqoevolr, to the best of our knowl-ig .I,,.

.. .hQ Cl. S auyJing about Jt

C.n joi explain, sir, why, if it was the people who are leaving .o,-Lj

u..,w ,k o*iu'- who proposed to the president the idea of arms shipmen u E, a ,.

- t, perhaps, they had other Information from the president on that' ,

WLII, whyj dLwn't the president ask for a reexnamination of that policy?

the Four goals that gou -sentionod, whth they proposed -- that there'a ,t

qoit5tion .bout them, as well7 Perhaps the president, has been misled abu.i, -tk

larger policy, am wall, since we know that Senrretar y Shultz opposes it ,-,-,,

Sc'cretar-j WcAnberger Oppomes jt, but the main advice came from NSC, fr,,m 1I-*

I:,p', '.ho ,irc now leavin; hon-t ,joii think tho. prentdent hould, ro.i nm ,
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Cc) 1964 The htetvtngton Pest, November a*, 1964

No, because the people who are leaving todau were not the people that
proposed the policy to the president. The policV was proposed Initially as a
result of conversations with Israel. it was then presented to the president py
the theq-Sesissnw to tt president for national seurttV affairs It w.s

d±Lc uc-m.d with all of thy. members, in ,January. with all tf ;he see&Uers of tie
fattonal -- or almost tll of the embers of the National r-,irity Coun,=il .nd
tha on the National Security Council there was a split of opinion. Cut Lf..',r
hearing all of the arguments, pro and con, the president de.td,'d thtt ch.
potential for achieving the goals of eff#cting peace in the Middlt Ei,su ,
secure that area, stopping a war and obtaining our hostages w-L .rch -,. a.
involved

Can you naj that whon the pr-eident made that de -sion -- who L-:. hL.
naion-l security adviser?

Ado PoindoxtNr w.ns actually -- it really was at the time when Bud McFarlanc
was leaving rre. discussions with the president about this specific series of
events h.-id gonfs on under Mr M-Fatrlane during 1985 and the spectfic discusaion;
oF tAe of 0-ese t iings ,hat led to the finding in January had actually s ArteJ
in Oeccsbi', while Mr McFarlane was here.

(c) 1986 The Washington Poss, Novesber 26, 1986

10v wn, transfnrring omit during the latter part of Oecesbser
of January. At that Les, Ads. Poindexter case in.

So h- lnt'w about details of this operation but didn't tell
admiois..,ration for --

Mr McFarlane7

He didn't learn of this, of the transactions involving the
,.morica until probably At ettlqr May of 1986.

Why did he a thing to the president?

He did go a ,a .or the president --

He didn't --

and h ., o I I ji.t,'

,n'jor' Ln I--

(orcs'~ an

(m) 1916 The Washington Post, November 26, 1986

-- in May of that year, right? He was a representative of t e pm.J

That's correct. Whether.JAa lasted with the oreaident durtn g hat

time, I don't know.
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Well. ho sJould the pe4fident take these people's dvlce, str? -

Well, because -- the president didn't just take these people's advice as to
the overall policy. He had the advice of the entire range of his national
security advisers.

Most of them advtsed againstt It

I,

All of hi. advi-rs , wu u? -- %ams uF whom adv.sed LQalnmL 1, ,0111
of whom zJv'iied in favor or iL.

Whu ul1e &dvised iii favor of i. besides members of the NSC?

A- 'Jail I-Mnw, T don't tmlk abosit who at-o-1 ndvice to th% pr..siden.

1I punpiw who jots say profited from this diversion of funds., thse 6h..'
% -. n:-np thnt w tanrq working with, people perhaps that were even xbolr .'

Cc) V96 rhe. Washington Post, November 26. 1986

plar. with Mr Mcrtrlxne into Tran

No, Ila Tho peuple who prufited? I don't know that anyone profited. The funo

to ,-ael , who you Say

T don't know that anyone in Israel

owtied the money the got diverted Into --

Th,' money that was transferred tn the forces in Nicaragua -- 1 don'. I.,m,
d.." anjoare who was involved In that transaction was necessarily on 6hQ .Za,...

',.h Mr MacFarlan that's something we haven't gon4 into yet

We now know of three specific shipments, unless I'm mistaken -- the cne x.i
1ae 11.'st, nrlyj September, as you've dees-tbed it; one in November, whL.1, W.
roturnd to Israel, and then another one in May. The diversions of funds I.uuk
place from which of those or all three of those?

There were several ehipeents -- there were, I believe, three or fo~tr
shipments dUr~~,~ e-an't give jou the precis-* dates The trar,%f.-ir of

)196 6The Washington Post, November 26, 1986

ftlnds were involved with a% lealt one and possibly three of those shipment.
during the period from roughly January of 1996 or February through probaLbIj
September of 1986.

Mr Moese, Mr. CEugene3 Hasenfus is In jail In Nicaragua. as you know, Fur
running supplies into Nicaragua to help the contras. ODd his session, zAtn jat
now say, was 1t in any waV funded by any of theme diverted funds?

I havo no knowledge and I doubt if we'll ever find out stnevwe h,:v- .lj
information about how those funds were used once they were ulteela t . j-..,

-'PAPHt" Photo, Oroitdent Deagan qtm aside as Attorney Ceneral Fdwin ."

ITTY pre~ouir 4 -.0 -'c'CAP *n r-p*orl.s- p.. hr' White 'louse i r,,*4%i 14p. Its.,
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ExHlBrr EM-57

".; , ..N!. .
0 C 1

25 November 1916

The Nomorable Edwini Mtse ill -
The Attorney General
Department of Justice
oasnington, 0. C. 20530

As promised thts ,ornaiui, I send You herewith Copis'Of !Pmor4Aa Pef'*Ct!-:
jiformation wnich Roy Furmare brought to uS. ROy Fmirk S I friena lan

former client of Rine Una I Mid not seen in prooioly sI of Seven years. -e

:elepnoned In arly October to slay e nad so"e laformation Which Pe "Ispej
to oring to me. Ae came down to its me on October 7 and provided mei Qtm
more information than I mid ever heard stout %me Gmroanfar. Israeli carmeil
to the IranianS.

FrMark said that MO Rid bt involved in Gorafor-Israeli c-a-el
to tri &riaiaS from its inception. Bob Gates and I pised this$ infOr a:3t

to John Polidexter a day Ur so later, we Wryed him to got all the facts
togeteer and have I compreenstve itateine prepared ocIuse it Ieted 1-cely
tnMt the litlgat oA "fl cFh filar lad his clients were contemplating .ojd
require this. 1lso told , aht the MSC personnel involved in this mnoull

Vet legal advice ndO recommended rio taitup wit the mite mOyse Cotel all

tre facts and ctrcnstanices. I believe John later t5ld me that e Wo.ij :t

take the u4vateh up with trhe .ite Mouse Coun1el but W-Lld Ieev trie A:v.' if
Paul Thompson, his military aide whO is a lawyer.

Gates said trit me would apprise the CIA General C uniol's office ::.t
:1is matter and get mni advice.

I mad C arlie Allen and George Cave, who have tne 91epest Cw¢le!;i I-4

tacigroul of the matter, yo up to Mew York to disCus tiae wriole tn1mg it

length with Furmdrt. I enclose memoradums of 17 Wcooer ard 7 :,e:ar :q

their meetings with Furmark. I also enclose a memordid6m of 14 c:::ip -,:,

I mid prepared and I believe delivered to tme NSC to review tme sit ef ;

a tne cmanel to t ri Iranian government.

I also enclose a memorandum whiCm I mad not read .til thi "ori;

addressed tO John Poindeater which Seems to nave oem repared fir y -j t.

it appears never to have been signed and I don't recall ever Pavi-; ew -t

before. Charlie Allen tells me it was prepared by him and ieor;e :awe
apparently never went forward.

'O .rS s

dilliam J. Casey

ErcIosures

PrUpotlai daafl/Sial .1t J2U
und' peddOl d E.O. 12356

by B. R p. haUoal 1Mdty Countl

UNCLASSIFIED

Aim3

4I
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UNCLASSIFIEDW,-'
C 5mO 11•..

wz MAwxN noz vice oural jam A. Poandexter, M~4
AaaiIUIt to the fTeSIdent for

National mety Affairs

S 4W : Roy Pt ,lirks l ClPw.,I on the ,ostage Situation

1. OQirle Allen and orge Cave wont to Now York on 32 octor 1981 to
'-ot with Roy Pirrark. thai was an extruely Lnterestiq ;eetin q In that Lt
revealed that the finmiall backers of QMao ifar hive oin are of the
Operation since its inception and 'fy actually have played a key role in
getting it Moving, posiSoly tog altruistic reasons, u al.me t c€rtaLnly .*r
their owt prot1. Roy hisl.f adptted several tiros du imq the ovenrq ":At
profit was certainly a motive tut that the group did see thair efforts .
leadinq towards taility Len th region and ene release of the hos ages. 1?.Y
appeared to oo very open dur t.e course c-f the evening and eve*rymq to
told vs tacked with wnit we RMcw. The emly doubtful &Ansu#r he gave was 0I
rja.ly to a question as to .meter soivo cf tpl OgtmieAnls wre mvolved in' :.q
?ting operation. Roy $at* mlt mno of Cle principals wtre involved, .
we of the players, lawyer SaUeol NamI, was the rajor itwLcte# and is .:ee cvi
$4.5 miillton r-n'd. Roy lav.4 thit vas oes him $200,000.

2. Khashoq nas been involved in triis fro^ the :oeqinnnq 4A
financier. evoryth inq stated in Janisay 1963 with a emeting in curcpe,
Fcranmfrt apparently, Involvinq hamn laro KNaMo , "y, And ott ers. .s
.as !ollowd up cy sunsequoent v etinqe in Parits and Landon. '.e.s v-cs
C¢ilfated in a ffesinA In Aquas 19$5 in .Ql AvIv. Aoy w.nt -o Tel AVi, wtt.A
1oAtar ad while there tfey Stayed wit.A N"irOdl in MIS ,ouse. XC9 t-e

COurSe Of cne -otLnqa, ROy r t CAR Hit. At this -eetLn Lt as Z c4 cd
:-A. it wa n lcessary to got W.siminqtons approval for 'me ovraIl plan.
.'..e.. were tw usi¢ o)Oectivels oM g"t release of cte hostages, And two

open vp a d.taLogujW with Zrat. Schi, me was sent to Washinqton tO OOcaiL t. S
approval. fty La WAcereak as to whether h@ discussed :his with ,or or
macclane In iahingtom. hoiantafar also m+de a total of for tcIa '0
washington. Chobamifar coedrsents t~e line held Zy CM& Prim*e '40tttr..-
Roy describes as '4ecdt.4 Iwo did not tell h11% that the Priw i.

could not b considered as A~dealte.) By way o f personal reiat&WsrLps, M:Y

.'S )5J6-46
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said that he US tMCI Q45hO*ql sU" 1S6I ad cruted hLX. Aoy ad V'It
SWWWO Id *V"L US Cl*o. Roy UUMS this POutS up KhtsoqqIs
ocoduh * 9 dlan. My pointed out that Schilu:t N actually returned fr= &
Visit t d t* MG the hi9StI tLtq,

S. Th first tr saCtion was &A Septkfer LfS &Ad was for 500 g. C
coat of the Ms wis 55 million. *%&ehML put up the money cause r"
WelIeveS in *@WL~fae. qb@ CQ4t to 1I4 WAS $6 million. 2tSa anllo,. for $1
million to *ee profit "n ewims. QT first snitpnt of Itus As
defCwtive so a bewoin satpiint was se. There was a suba o~nt 53 Ru on,-
del that wn off in twe Moveo -Doer trufc4e. *QiAsn" told Aoy
todt they we* not involved. out Roy &a certain that tisi was 4
Kashl i/Olentfac oraniled deal.

4. " said that prior to the elt del there vaII 9 teti. tmI n "II
airport NX4i e11 Oqets or never Ktnw exactly who was involved In t!-15
eewtq. T mMeting concerned HawS r e parts. The deal for tne #AV% s-A:e
parts boAn to oe put toqWMet LMi ApCIT 19. P~q t444ed 815 rullion %o
covec th deal IS million from an Arab Irin er, 4d Sd 10 mllLn frCa .q
C adi&MS. *iAmnoil CLi tre SauY On L$ My. A qrOUp of fericji.s - t
to ?shraf and too with those seven percent of the lKiw% spite Part& whicM
consisted w*inly of nuts aM bolts. With rceqad to trhi deal, * tiw-rlcier.,
Ghooanafar, and NIC ffet and AqreW that $3 Illion woul4 00 added to :e ;rim
to cover profit and expeses and also another $2 MSll:on wrld 0 adea .0

cover .Gnies owed to Nil. 'Me price to the Iranians would tnen ce 520
million. (Why did Qsooanfar char,. $24.5 rilliom and with Pit's voito~ee?1
Neither Roy mar tried financiers apprently kow &aytriinq acout t"e raise in tv
price oy Vr' tvnfar, Although t.ey are aware that :Me Iranians o:ecetd

tcenuwosly to t e price. Ghobonifac told Roy an ghdshnoqqi t 'Jke :*. ..ed
the toulk of the original $15 million p ice taq was vsl-rArd for C1rutai
kackrca. tn thisa reqard. 2sawitr told "o th~at ?,' gas relie~ ed .ta A
$100 Million aid to tile :ontras was p&ed oy C iqc#ss. I

S. .he aOwve cequites clatfication. : T.inA, 37OOad.%a ".a :4.e
aside and told him utut ie trcanians wmold be alx. iO' il ,' I.X..t ;'.:t
of crn Kav s ate pacts. 2%oomsfar told Cave to insist trat t's ;r.:@ '4
"illon old dollars is correct. 4ihn asted l=ut .!to :cI .p .P^
sic give a !Oq ciccrcO'lt~ion on Wr. ire price of aver 514 i...:m .

T : ' e *eOr SO rln4er 00-e i t11 l t ,ate , : silete "..
!%Os.Ganlfsr exactly no %cm ne couid e mrqe Qn any b,.,. :A.a ."
Roy-s ciomnta, it is clear tnat tre ;0 pacceit knsecesat 2).niAA!r ::.

OUMt ia LA fact the qco$s pect it -AC9qn q o -pon.

6. gby said that amanifar told te-m tnat It :ece..d '..o ;A-*!
for $3 million and tre oter for SS Jk. As or,.-ly &;:te! .)-. ".-e
Arab Lnvestor was sgPCsed to get a se $6 ,ullon to( is :.t i-d t"-
Cadana wojld get Doca $11 Million. 1te otl~er $1 "1il On -As t.c ;s
Khashioi. 3i Ln 4,f 'S Cut vii to COO O Of V.e 11 %1i1,Cm. -'0 '-e S$
siillion that Qvowifat reeived, heo added S100.000 zf hi~s -*- Z' e
Atab uwastor was paid off ($5 8lton). :he two Caadiars t ec ite S1..
rzllion. Ry Was no sure owt pCresiaioly the 52 million went to ir.

UNCLASSIFIED
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' ;, iLASSIFIE[1,
Origiradlly, rA Wadia'm vvre qxven 4 Ch0€t by I0txt nr tamnt of t!

x ltmon to MW I $10 afion trpy pcovdM u&*Wy. 24 mue to ove rtW "Avk @WCf vPi xd %rito An €o 't Of A OQW clled *Laksde which

is &A O£tf-dMCM aMpwy. IN CMWAa M beliv eutagt ttm ntoy Vas Stolen
and thu to gtvYJ Daog hm4ctAurn. (Hxet %Thi rot a96a9e wLth I.
vwnt we krd. Me k Uat O2 itiC r"cuived 84 411oi tco t ce Ic:ArA&"
in July. 0 a1SD receLved S$ IP41laA Lfol@ i wis um ac LC nt an

S.,&aNt. tee two pmyvts ere Cash. Me say eLse have received a enecs
tar $4 mllio in between these t* POVINt8. The Iertaouv caused a tiq StUrM
anou the price t U vw spo tHow* QcAiifar offered thA a $4
million dedumciam. DccordinIQ m the $4 million payrent on
UI Agust 9.iarod .bj.iLomAnms =t ~aI far oy sutual aqrowenm. :.i
fact, accord ng tol Z $7 mullion coveed the crosinder of the $*&I, t-*
otnec million was t T..iiar fmewAnce the mest deal.)

7. oy's sugqeated solqtton to the problem to to lt O2sobeifar ,radle
t,-e sniMpM't O thO COfiiLder f the New% spire pacts. Pcr .Da from m is
deal would allow hem to as" t"e Canait pceaajre. than it Wuld b 500
TMas for one host&g and another $00 10i fe ao second hot"ge.

Sincerely,

Willm J. Casey

NCLCASSIFIE
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_ 41'' °L+f Y1

7 ,WA-er 1914

':aluty M recto o ntrl anll. nlli

n'C.rle 9. Alen
l .mb aonsl Zmtelll~enee Octicer toe O !,O-fCt/r(ocm

SUW ICT: %W1etIn vIth "y N. Pirsrt

1. NAW X. Purratt, mead ot Adman Xho&SPho'8 "v York eperdtons, !a&l:td
an 5 movepirr 1M to ceest an rgnt Meting VI r59 in Uhi.mtoil. Z :It
V:LA AnY on the .. f:.rn of I *Kwefr at the Key Ridrade 'arrcitimotel.
pCoid4 father Irjordtioon m faJllt tLt is 0 clcin with te
siwutdw" of the 2ans&Afd. rE~~Chvie. 2is, follainn9 are hiJtUiqr~tS *f
to", COW.tMtl0I vitIi Myl

A. ThO CanAdI&a Investors wt0i put kp $11 million to ei..mI :,*
tranetiong with jean nave retained a b &.nqton law fire to orlaq st
aqamst *Ash*" and the :ffshore copgny lakeside, the fiem into 'MI.1
they paid 0..0 Il1 9-.1to e Co tr the 00t of 44a% P4sStIe s :. ".-*

kmldiarj told iy that they wold obctn slut agaimIt 10 4 I&;i Ld
LANeside on Amday, 10 4oviuver, and that t.%Y intended to .-Pllcato :.I
:.,I* ligitation d1 ecr:y *eluor levels of the US Gove/tw nt. MCy :..I: -*I
noiover. that th-.0 CaAdias PAd aggeed-4t his c.q' ist-t wi.v-:d 11 ;.
the suit sntil ,17 em r.

0. After :e rleals, of €acvbw. rve CaAdians *< to -press
2 oacifar and *.Asm*q. for eaeywen of t.he ?Vi,*y owed. 24wniar *:.3
t ie n adias t."I n',I aet trwmClt-ion did not iRvOve '%10 .A 41'.j .4y

%-.at hes United Sta was "daliqi WOWre~ with tne ::4AIa
z vg I .

C. 1h , diam.a tend to oslieve * imnaar , OeCAWSI tI .y Ave Ad
".tJ r ALovlrS OlJOC CQG,&ni.ftS aCeON in C4edor Sisle. :1 !.rS -,41

Dee'n rL-Anferr*d Into QO o anfars' aeOdnt In C#;Aje41t fIOCr V." i: ;-I
to IrA, Credit i1136t wolld hdve 4'Ji' Ialt Y tCd'Ps!1. eed . ",: .
the CanJdmAS' aCCOWt in vi.s't Ur of POw'rtL.

.I IsleI46
pv I of I

llmim /SOL r" S:=4L

.. ; - '. 1. 1

- t* , . ,. +
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4. vW U Am "Ie 1teeit. ly Ahryt 'iW '"I e.SUMq c~4qb~
Uad, nd firly elieM e tMt 9 tM IM COdIMti A, US paid mW" "o
SOMM u 4. remlt af 4ddtotrou an1 hIfin Olson lant to AA. 24y
OtAf Mt a sn's rel.sa c d guy PbAY ruhItel fto ainomer &.-.A

• cafcses tus U&%
r

4 -i.. . i~~~ i n Vopata Sut of "a, CyKaW LU., * wns olagates dit of
*t'•i ~~~~~~= I ocacto A .FAA M ,we. The tared tinlvtta inwlwed in tns inv.n

"~ ~.L'~~~t 8 ( ~ -. 04,e cac hie PAM) wie lives In LAG~P 1.11 &-q9~lei, 1ifogr . 7i a~ a n~e of rirntliee

icrvwtion was enisiu d) a tdvmS the
hS coweled J and te as p4tint, but ", two if age
mw dtermned to tecow rt&,C wy.

f. 2,W Cmadij :Mtend ts expos fully the US C0Vec.VVMnt4 role in
F. bCitV t@ ' ar!% ttansacrtiong with tera. ,y believe LtAeside :o
a peofotaryeu of M us Cuvnientl thy kIici tha tort m' Md;or 0C4e Qr
Rich.rd Secoord Is hdavily involved In rw~Aing the Ar" tratC .a :o
Z *94Ao Oiliveo .f- rtn ad that S coed As also involved in as istisr

sa in i. Support t. Cnot:. tn RicaCgia.

g. *Ahen a.ie CAnsdlirw oriuinalty put up the mwy af er V'".L.dt;4r
with *~Ash*"& and 0ibanafag, they believed the effort was for-dliy
swAtioned oy the US Gooecrurent. "h ate, niot concerned about i.
PoItiCs.- ft?Ius-:AAlI&. eq~ti~ they euplY want C#PaY-Wti Of 110
snllion. a" :g tua u4 sleaxy individual, t is chilly dtr..
to got his Mway Wei.

h. in addition to otimirig suit against LAcuside and 'CJAhoqgia s-d
esosinq US zOvicr.Vnt InVolvWrs1jt in uia ar ms £:arutsteons, _* * .
intend to use t .o lobby toy oiCre$590. The anada ar, Zi._.,
that iney have De" svindled &nd that t.e Aney Pid by :Can toq :"o a:.a
my have been *iapnd off to supwht the Contras in Nicaragua. '2,
Cadtans atiqimally expected to be epaid in thirty days. It U.s %C :Ow-
$12 MOMuti #,%d trey have proved only $1.1 %Illion.

i. il, Q dtaar mmqed the cwwl to 'ena, !5 ccr;w-zod .5
Initiatives in a vatety of ways with all si n ficant !AeaLo L a n ::4M.
Clearly, wnievec is ewing ine r0ew chAm0l us !&&ed to . ,.-" :s. a
devastAti miSt6A*.

2.M stated that NO would endeavor to identity Via law !11% %-Ast Z.
Cadians hays retained and would cAll me on 7 4*ve.-r. :t .as "Is
underitAndii that the law tice in question at Oral .i's ad *add.@ a :i~e
Involving President N34mo. lhe Canadians. have told Qasocqqt !,at "t".
already lot $4 Mllion as a result Of th1at tll-fa:e d tS:':. ':C -.

pact, *.&hoqg is CeM'cal&1ed and i sirals to correct :e s:.i:-:. ;..t-
ala own finartcial difficu~lties. C&1.04Cn ar accordi-9 to Acy, -as s5.- s.;t
S of his W" personl fortune cyer trie past is r'iomt!s on .ns *'::'.
described toolt&ar AS an eucIllerat ter with earrrdinraarn y ;;.t.e
QW4ACtS in W~bt*Cf 1CCoe tAIN KIdWIS Mat. and :ranI. AhWosrn!a. ':We-er.
s ugy A bitter and nas htfIt is MW 13aiged.
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W I Oite" -W specific 9499O.ta GM hoy w solve the fi Af."
PCO0IQb btAtid that ainno $10 1oULmo e a d 0 Paid into 20MAlfat's
AGMA " @U ALSL& (A*Xufnt 2NM -42-). bec~ e m@a. LI&e -
acmmn as Cet bLa Se ia torly blwaked, the money vould ejuply b
ranafeted the aadiW. All the CUM&Adia have age €hicts eatsQC .1tf Md lhaagi-c! ka that aim vortlUesi. Roy cmatlrm that

*W Mta ad VASa t 'AYO boW "e to pay off the otheg IMMtocP-4A A146WOi put Up SS Million. Wy stated that he MAi *iA010gI My On L48 *1eAdjL.in Wpse in the nA" future to Cowen mace tIN b" they ve haO W 4qe
that anythi ww*ld result teams uch a emeting.

4. th .nsdiana have told May tMt they h6d kept their word teepinqthese trtAb tIs totally secreC, mut MW felt no NcVwtion to dso ii thefutute in viw of imefa erpsuce of the macitlane telp. by stated that *ie
personally felt rePOnsible tot Persuading *iA~ahog to help fkinnc tme$etC4a4ctiWo , The effort had taken cisi44rale cCr"qe both on trh pact of
both OVnifai aVW Qia4Slog1. :Ai btye opiniOn it Mhe tra actiors h&adpeOC4ed U plavned in July 1954, the hostile issue wdd have been ,pso ,ved
oy nA. The appait vtc)UIn to Another aWMl* by the Luted States LA
dm.41rq vith the ICaUAn CtomAtj, ho..qveg, had destroyed this pro ss. -
curent publicity aout these transactions pcably has tocecloed any
near-cerm h of otaituan Zran'a typport in securing the release of
adit1oal hosauges. The damage .iat culd ocr frco tn legal efforts ofthe Cmadia i s potentially stgnaftcant, especially because the Cnedia.- ace&veta of Ll of th ttrAactm ions that have omUrred over the put 14 to .5
monuw.

4. 1 conclude frct lay's ataterentu titats
4. Pa rm is personally troubled by having pleaded *era/ o

capital fot a venture that Maa now gone sOCr.I
b. KIs approach to the US ove[Vnnt appears to be a last-diz.

SUoMt to try to presure the goveCrMnt to c4m OMa aCtioM, (or .'.e,
4MiUCIng anouteg sIAPunt Of AruM tACOgii *toAA~afar.

C. SCrM very nasty allegattMS ag4Mit th S Coer -Oent uw A y
officials vill be rie it he n ,dians bring civil suit, 'Lt'. qmt ".:..
.rAt they tn is speculation and cwvm Do proven.

d, The fallout from any litigation by Mue Cadiaris -y **t m
s1i5ruffoc, espwally sme the Pres already nave .taoc pieces :f -Q
bact ciuml effort with Iran.

ek whomn dealing wi'th rcan, every faction--to sorem~ n..~:
taken Iwo rccownt. "hte fact that (210bafar. kept Ayatoll"i .nert.''
fully infoc"d on his initiatives with the United States s.ggst"
radicals around motamea mve decided to use the ,ac:rlaje visit 4&.dcontacts by ItAnans with the Urited Stateris a way to attack
patsa)ut's ugrace faction. *cstufat, hitter Ad &Aqry, Ay "ave
actually en.~uuaged radical elareatu to eipoee those contacts. altc.6Vsut" Uset of ptdL Masa, pio mioly finally triggered Me action ty :

• inI7Sa/smvTb [ NCF E

UNCLASSIFIED"
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f. even WUO4j U situutien is a &y is i ikely to boo v
or, we sould keep in SN PeIIV* the dam pris CaI Wcjm

t Vm a .m lives Ume4

aw:lw R. Alln

T,,eSD4?n/ITMCM Cah
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P.EC'k OU0 fr: irectot of Catral tntellignce
Dputy 0icectoc of Central Ltelligerce

O'Ares C. Allen
National Intelligence O1ficle (oC CoAectercar

S!.,SJCCI: Qoo0ariCa- OiiNW~I

I. My meecaq YeOCefNay with Aoy M. Nrdtck, New yoet cepcesen tare of
Adan V Saangql, only SeCved to Wn SCo*C the 14toua ConCCernS that
O.6L&ned to you in my Twfc rmdhA of 14 ¢tobe€ . :ndtsputedly, we nust
en eavor to. ,,,.an o&derly, danqge-liutinq shutdown of t e
2,cc~anitar ' :a nnel icy etore seri€a-pecap6 iCrevOCabe-- a.q s
!one to cucrnt imnit&id s to free A00fica hostages &A L&CWRon and -.a
euraoiiSM links With -Oderate faction in the ZCanIari Govcrent.

2. F. cmak, in a zctet conversation with f on If October, -&do tie
!*o:*Wiiq points:

- ,N "as known. Ci ccait sihe Jananr., 196S amd hal datai'.ed
tne u' mfaic -C Ct nel (.although he revtt ?fl&ned,

. :; ?4t OLItI ..C. .'.JAY *'dCl.ftS d Mrr&.i~Patc-4 iM llsc.tbI..rs
t!e s6.rrc of 191S on tre ned toe cappcoceom. betwoeem V 4 ad ::ji.
Ne* acknowletied cute cappcocn.eunt was not ;ust a national socict:y 4sse.
:.; tnat Ie, aconiftil, KJasnmqiL, and otmeta saw a patent- la y !.c:ac..e
• xet it relations were ceetsaoiasted bet'.en era and ,asnigeon.

-Teidea ot providing Iran wien &ilitary equp'tnt in !z-.refo
Artcjica noscaqga--seen as a way of comncLq a dialoqie wkth :a.--a.S2
ocLIgnted in tne swwc oft 1S9S and he along withm 1ocAniac. ::jvee
:'el Aviv in August .98S WieC@ tney iet with a .nmer of !SrAeO:I:aL
include kmican Ntr, :$acelt Special Assistant :o C'e P:I "In's:e..:
Corattrng TgorLs.,. Suoseqwencly, aCIP .ece deL&vered to .e,'ran -.1
septoeftr 1965, a developwit ttdt ceSulted in -:e release (cc::-.
Sbenamin weir.

CL &Y
OCC CAZA VP~ S:SA ,CL

W /SENS IT[ V&

0-0sDPoe

5 ., . '. , P.,
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.- fter a raIWr Of false Stafct in late 19S5 and early 1916, x.uhoq
4greato tinance &nothe acme tiaftsction in PAy 1905. 3ust prior to I'd
macraulae secret visit to MeanHe. Nbocrrc d uRey fc a nc of
Canadlan tinciiers. on the bilS of a Osr tute loan, he bacca*e a
total 01 $15 million at 20 poftoit, 4atei0q to repay pCincLpel!and
tntecet in 30 days. NocyOre anticipated that the iactarlean visit vu1
result in CesolucLon of tri hoo.su Crisis.

--4Jnfortunately, this did not occur, and only $8 million has n'p;ed oy
tile tanins fo0tr ne SqUiLpfft received. Of this, $5 Million ase oem
used to r'y oacx oe creditot: the Ce nininf l $3 .111on IaN o*sen jsod to
covet OXpOnses and (or otmec ttotrs. NO pCo(it rAs t~n oalizoed, and
KJ1is"9 owes nc C.nadalls $0 million.

--T1ie CUrrent financing WAS COM I i Cited by the fact that !9anMn 1 fciM
in io Pciiv minister's Office c-obplalned acout the price of te wit
slace parts that %oer* slitipped, assertLnq that te cost vwas five or sL
tows wat should nave o*r* craiared. Pdny of the delivered s em,
.roreovwcr, did nOt Oct or veoe for a different ,d el of te Sawk misstIe
system.

-- IraltiAn ot isls, after iaving paid $I million in cash, claim lt'c 'o

addLCOA41 funds ate -od to QOxnifat oC Kiashvqo . 1e Shpfrtnt f -e
m,2We spare pacts to Tean, nowver, resulted in the celease of Fatsoc
Lawrnce enco.

3. rutr'act stated tnat -he curenCt sLtuation has e1ft hoonMI!r and
_______________Withn Su n&iLlton of indeptedness and no pcospectsfoc resolsirg t __________

.mdatevness. Accotdinq to Vicirtr, iobsnifat and, "*' virtue of M13

t rmaneimi iavolvvu-xht 01 Vt.4 seneile mIasroqqi, Are Doing Dola-e4 Oy rio'
CJnadiafl CCediLCOrs for iil Situation. e Canadi an entrepretucs. ).o -4

vweSttCrtS in Oil. qold. LmLunnq, and ceal estate. reportedly ace r ;:ess.-e,
t,6q u-mtuded indivLLuuls -ll Have influential contacts in WAsP1inton. .Cy

.ve tld C04 asnoL 0:dC jnles5 sofe payment on to pcIncpaIP ;s :ori.c:,-.'-o
iri@y .'old ocqun ko infouft indkviLhjals lute SenAtOrs L&AMrY, AoYfi"Am. A1d
Cranston around LS tCCoooC 4out this b&c-ChAM*el deal With :an and -Ow %:e
4v* LeOn Sw indledl. IFcCM49, wnLie stating tat Ie was !o t 3.'&VCiiezd "*

p:ovide VhO nrws Of tie ,andln inveStorS, asserted t-t e sovw.d -C.

.: ccestir~at* trio deCtttir~tioft Of trio Canadians. . li4~y-b
:tpcation (or calling CouJniy WLtn :mose wno do not 'sOtt te: :o..;a-.:-s.

1 lsiO'9i alloqedly is trying to get tro.4 to eAtend ".e .S Cc::=cr .eao..'e.
Out was uMgt&iinl as to wnecteo ne void Do successful -M "S et!;ti.

4. Flcmuck stated ta4t me spent tvo days last -e .n . ,dc :a. t:

.1^1ni ile. . ft0 -tAt-".It qr iCoenifdtr teolu i) "# t r' r w

tr4.11VaCt4Qlb dri in.it4 ,.J tr, ,t 010 tran n r t -11 et-t . . %,t *.. 1

pcuft off this dal. ile Scted that cWanLfar was in A "'eaS.te'

co.lojitoliO Vwthout any co ,st~tctive idea on Ie to pW1 n,ii 0%l, .t -^; ".s

c~jrroojt finncil crs. .aSroqqu who alSO rAS finacial (00.e. .s -CC
in a 0Siction to repay tre Caradilan ceditOC. 'N.rt-AK stated t'-At 0e Ad

worked for riuy yVd.u in tile Oil ouinmess and vas a good ;udr of .
wl.10 were attemtlng a swindle. in this qa.s--Ce9qAsdLeSS oz .atec : A&fifar
W8snois deals--ho was c nvinced CAt tre Iranian was essentially teU;.q -t

trut h.

4 ,' 'I I
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S. 1Trcf stated t at evyanft had agreed to keep hiS backeAL
aocaqu't "Ih L M 'highly WCtlt* but that It the SltuitIoRi CinedL
atsic# b L bIolutely cectain Lat the Qkndisne will talk and that te
retUC WW VVItntlly beaft psJublc k'nldge. He ceanWad that he uS
conradft iw 16"t a partial siuptflt faietmional &a! to 1CM in ocder to
rdLntn 111 credibility with -
to provide hobanfar vth go-r.'LnoVlstoca 4-
partially and go that Qhajaifac Can boccoI meiy to fLnate 66ddtional
sh&Prwnts. 2ls would kep the process callir ar could esit in e ee4 of
additional hostages. furiF'aC1 o(feCed to imet with m2 int few Yo0k next woel ',a
ocdec to report fully on his %nvolwveint in these tc&UiMCtLoASi.

6. C5*ren:t I find rrucmCr*S detailed knowledge of the
3,anI a Cnit deeply CCrOlUinq. Regardless of who Ls at fault on

the ~ ~ ~ ~ o GAMXt *AO hat OXcbnildt IS Mot to 04 tCWted-cn* *zpc.:e.
of tVhI , e -charel dealings will &l.3st certainly have a cclppkLnq ef.1u-
an the new chalr- e that !as now been opened between t.e UnQ ed States ard

-- -The visit of exposure is qrOwkinq datiP
ano I ".l4 e T --y 'o l 4dvigo Ad Lcal PoLndexter that S • F
focVed that ig nroledeale of the Q'o: nfacdr ehael to cons.dec
how to cope with this aurgeofltnq Proble". It t$TSTqt donie LMediately, t
predict an exposure of this activity in the near future. At a f wm,e
m@*n.tnd ways to stave off discleure for 60-9O days while we VOCK t
Fi iar~u el tactically to qet ouC hostages released. Nrfrk s.'- .o
ThIC& IM that he was I'darC of CS new Cnannel, ut we know Q2OV 4cnf LS
aware.

J-- arC~g E. A ;e

UHCLNSSIEIEB
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EXHIBr EM-58
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EXMBrr EM-59

U.S. e of Jades

MFVIgm, ?'IP, aem

I

KC i W

Honorable David Durenberger
Chairman, Select Comittee

on Intelligence
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As you requested of Attorney General Meese during his
appearance before the Committee, I am furnishing you herewith
copies of our request under the Treaty between the United States
and the Swiss Confederation on Mutual Assistance In Criminal
Matters in the investigation of Lt. Colonel Oliver L. North and
others dated December 12, 1986, and our supplemental request __
dated December 15. 1986.

Sincerely,

Philip T. White
Director
Office of International Affairs
Criminal Division

Enclosures

&- az'461
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Crimnal& DvisionA ',

Office of Ma A im A "0;407 GW WSW" AC it
DEC i 2 I

TO: The central Authority of Svitzerland

SUW3CTr: Assistance Under the Treaty an Wtual Asistance

in Criminal Matters in the investigationn of

Lt. Colonel Oliver L. North and Others

The Central Authority of the United States request the

assistance of the appropriate authorities in Ivitzerland under

the Treaty on utual Assistance in Criminal Matters.

The Federal Bureau of Investigqation (Fax) is

investigation Lt. Colonel Oliver L. North and others who, acting

on behal fthe-United States -- sold to Iran arms belonginq to

the United States. A portion of the proceeds from these arms

sales are unaccounted for and are believed to have been

unlawfully converted. These proceeds are believed to have been

deposited in an account or accounts at Credit Suise Bank. The

records of the account(s) are needed to: (1) identify the parties

with signature authority over the acoount(s); (3) determine the

amount of the arms sales proceeds that belong to the United

States or other parties; and (3) trae the disposition of these

proceeds. It is also requested that the account(s) be frozen so

that any proceeds in the account belonging to the United States

or other parties say be claimd.
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The r3 is also Lnvemstqat Srth a othe with

rjpect to the disposition of funds allegedly deposited by a

third country into an amount at Credit tisse snk. Worth,

acting on behalf of the United States provided the account

number into which the third nty was to depoest funds. This

account is one of the above-de*cLbed accounts at Credit Suisse

Bank used for arms sales proceeds. The third country has

informed the United States that it shade a deposit to that

account. worth has stated, that the deposit was not received. -

The records of the account are needed to: (1) identify the

parties with signature authority over the accounts (2) d~trine

whether the deposit was made and the unt thereot and (3)

trace the disposition of any funds so deposited. It is also

requested that this account be frozen so that any funds provided

by the third country will not be dissipated or unlawfully

ccnverted.

Pursuant to United States law, 25 USC 591 et seq., an

independent counsel La expected to be appointed in the near

future to exercise the Lnvestigative and prosecutorial functions

a.d powers of the Deparmnt of Jiustice over these atters.

in the latter part of 1965# North, Deputy Director of

Political - military Affairs of the National Serity Council

a.
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WtdC), a United States qavruuit agency, was authorised to enter

into certain negotiations with Iran* wit included the sale and

delivery of United States am to Iran. He vs at all tims

d ui:nq his negotiations vith Iran to act in his official capacity

and as an agent of the United States.

in connection with this effort, the United States

authorized the sale to Iran of arms costing approximately

$12,000,000 in fwrtherance of the initiative for which North was

responsible. North arranged for the negotiation of a purchase

price, to be paid by Iran, substantially in excess of

$12,000,000o Proceeds in excess of the cost of the arm

(approximately $12,000,000) and brokers fees (unknown) were

apparently intended by North to be converted to other uses.

Althouqh North acted in his official capacity and was an aqent of

the United States in negotiating with Iran, he was not authorized

to secure sales proceeds from Iran for conversion to other uses.

In September, 1985, and in February, May, and November,

1986, the United States arms wee transported to Iran. After

each shipment, Iran made payment in accordance with North's

instructions. North or his representative had control over an

account at Credit Suisse Sank, G&neva, Switzerland. North

provided the account number (364-430-22-1) to the Iranian

representatives through an intermediary. Iran made payment to

that account. North arranged for the transfer of part of the

money (approximately $12,000,000) to the proper United States
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fise" authorities the reimainer of the money is accounted

for.

Curing the negotiations *Vith Iran, North was assisted

by Albeft Eakim, an tranian-born American who speaks Farsi, and

Richard Sword, a retired Air Force General with numerous Iranian

contacts, both of wthm are employed by Stanford Technology

Trading, Inc., a firs that purports to sell security sysatms

overseas. North had rescinded to the NBC that Hakia and Secord

be included as embers of the negotiating tea. Both Hakim and

Second attended seetings at the NSC and met with Iranian

representatives in foreign countries vith respect to the arms

sales. Hakim's attorney has represented that Hakim participated

in negotiations of the February, 1966, arm sale and that sce of

the proceeds wens channeled into accounts to which Hakia had

access.

In late November, 1986, the United States learned that

the arms sales price paid by Iran yes well in excess of the

monies accounted for. North thereafter acknowledged that the

arms were sold for an amo nt in excess of $12,OOQ,000 plus

brokers fees, but has declined to account for the remainder.

North has asserted that the excss was provided to a resistance

movement in a Latin Amrican country. There is reason to believe

that the resistance mvmsnt did not receive the full amount of

the excess, or value equivalent to the excess.
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Owing this sam period of time, ort was requested by

the United States Department of State to perform a task unrelated

to Iran but for the benefit of the resistance invemnt. The

Depatent of State, in accordance with United States law, had

solicited $10,000,000 frc a third country to be provided as

humanitarian aid to the resistance mov-nt. North was asked to

provide a Swiss bank account into which the funds could be

deposited and from which the State Deprent could direct or

cause payments to.the resistance movement for uses other than the

purchase of weapons.

Zn July, 1986, North provided an account number (368-

430-22-1) at Credit Suisse Bank, Geneva, Switzerland. On

November 1, 1986, North was asked whether the money had bean

deposited. He replied that it had rot. On December 4, 1986, the

third country advised the Deparnt of State that the money had

been transferred to the Credit Suisse account (368-430-22-1) on

or about August 19, 1986. These monies remain unaccounted for at

this time.

18 USC 371

If two or more persons conspire either to commit any

offense against the United States, or to defraud the United

States, or any agency thereof in any sanne or for any purpose,
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Ad One or more of sucht person do any aft to etffet the Qbjeot

of the onspiracy, ec shall be fined not more than $10,000 or

imprisoned not more thn tive years, or both.

16 USC 641

Whoever ... knovinqly converts to his use or the use of

another, or without authority, sells, conveys or disposes of any

... thing of value of the United States ... shall be fined not

more that $10,000 or imprisoned not more-than ten years,. or

both ....

18 USC 1343

Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any

scheme or artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or property

by means of false or fraudulent pretenms, representations, or

promises, transmits or caue s to be transmitted by means of wire,

radio, or television comuication in interstate or foreign

coerce, any writings, signs, signals, pictures, or sounds for

the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice, shall be fined

not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or

both.
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101 USC 2314
9.

Whoever rts in interstate or foreign omrme

any goods, wares, mr~sdw se, securities or money, ot the value

of $5,000 or more, knmL those to have been stolen,

converted or taken by frudi or

Whoever, having desired or intending to devise any

sch me or artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or property

by means of false-or fraudulent pretenses, representatLons, or

promises, transports or causes to be transported, or induces any

person to travel in, or to be transported in interstate coerce

in the execution or concelment of a ,Amis or artifice to

defraud that person of money or propety having a value of $5,000

or more ... shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned

not more than tan years, or both.

SONSS INVOLVED

Name: Oliver L. North

Citizenship: United States

DOB: October 7, 1943

POB: San Antonio, Texas

Residence: KentlaM :Drive.

Great Falls, VLrLnia

fuployer: United States Marine Corp

Mase: Albert Hakta

Citizenship: United States

7&-936 0-88-48
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July 16, 1936

Tehran, Iran

14375 Aztec Ridqe Drive

Los Gato@, California

Stanford Technology Trdinq,, Inc.

1299 Delmar Avenue

San Jo", California

Name: Ric1ard Vernon Secord It

CLtizenship: United States

DOS: JUly a, 1932

POo: Larae, Ohio

Residence: 6502 Anna Marie Court

McLean, Virqinia

Employer. Stanford Technology Trading, Irc.

Viena, Virqinia

PERSONS AFFECTED

None known at this time.

DOCUMDMTS NEEDED

Please provide comlete records of accent number 368-

430-22-1 or any other account at Credit Suism Bank, Eeux Vives

Branch, Geneva, Switzerland, held or controlled by Lt. Col.

Oliver L. North, Albert Hakim, and/or Richard Vernon Secord 1I,

OM

POW:

Res idence s

Wloyart
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or of any other coount (especially an aooomit whichi can be

identified as ans from whLch money cam to an above-dscribed

account, or to Which money from an abov.-de-soibed account went)

relatedd or traceable to any of the following: the above-

described aooounts, the arm salestransactions, the third

country deosit, or the parties involved in this request: at

Credit Suisse or any other bank in Switzerland. The records

should include, but not be limited to:

(1) original signature cards;

(2) opening account documentation;

(3) periodic account statements;

(4) account ledger cards;

(5) records of all items deposited, wiLthdrawn, or

transferred, including front and back copies of

items deposited or withdravn;

(6) wire transfers;

(7) certificates of deposit;

(8) letters of credit;

(9) correspondence to, from, or on behalf of the

account holder; and

(10) memoranda relating to the account.

TESTIMONY NEEDED

Please identify the officials of Credit Suisse Bank who

opened the account(s) and executed any subsequent disposition of

funds in the account(s). Please interview these officials on the

following points:
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(1) the iden*Lty of the person s) who opened the

accout(G) u
(2) the cLrcumstane" Under which each account was

(3) the identity of any person ordering the disposition

of the money from the accountss; and

(4) the disposition of the money after it had been

placed in the account(s), including the

instructions received and the means by which they

were conveyed.

FROCi Z TO BE FOrL14

Please ask the cantonal magistrate to do the following:

(1) interview the appropriate bank officials and

provide a procee-verbal pursuant to Articles

1(4)(b), 10, and 12;

(2) require production of original documents or true

copies thereof from the bank pursuant to Articles

1(4) (c) and 18(1) ;

(3) attach to the documents A Certificate of

Authenticity of Bus mss Records completed and

signed by the parson producing the documents

pursuant to Article 18(2);
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(4) aff Ix his seal (or stamp) upon the Certificate pAr-

suant to Article 18(3) if satisfied that# under the '.

procedure followed, a false statent on h& Certi-

fleste would subject the person who completed and

signed it to criminal penalty under Swiss law; and

(5) invite the bank officials giving testimony and

producing the documents to appear in the-United

States at some future date, at the expense of the

United States Government, to testify at a

proceeding pursuant to Article 23(2). If any %.

witness chooses not to appear in the United States,

a formal deposition of the witness in Switzerland

at some future date is requested pursuant to

Articles 10 and 12.

William F. Weld

Assistant Attorney General

Criminal Division

United States Depart=ent of justicee
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U.S. Dsept eets of lt"

I.

DecerA 15, 1986

Paeal Gossn, Esquire
International L4aal Assistance Section
Federal Office for Police Matters
Bundesrain 20
CH 3003 Bern
Switzerland

Re: Request for Assistance in the Investi nation
of Lt. Col. Oliver L. Hor~h and Others (B 66165 Goo)

Dear Mr. GossLn:

By letter dated December 12, 1986, this office
transmitted a request for assistance in the above investigation.
By telefax dated Dece r 15, 1986, you inform us that,
pursuant to the request for assistnce, certain accounts at
Credit Suisse Bank have been provisionally frozen but that the
freeze will be maintained for 30 days only absent a translation
of the request for assistance. This letter is intended to
clarity and supplment the request for assistance dated
December 12, 1986.

With respect to the provisional freeze, this office
will provide a translation of the request for assistance within
the next several days.

Even though the provisional freeze remains in place
until the assistance requested has been provided, the United
states will need additional time to evaluate that assistance
before deciding what further action is appropriate. If, as a
result of the assistance provided, the United States is able to
claim any funds provisionally frozen in Swiss bank accounts as
assets belonging to the United State, then the United States
will seek the return of the funds pursuant te article 1,
paragraph 1(b), of the treaty. Acordinqly, you are requested to
maintain a freeze of those funds relevant to the request for
assistance until such time as the United States can determine
whether a claim under article 1, paragraph l(b) , of the treaty is
appropriate and, if so, has perfected that claim.

With respect to the additional accounts to be frozen,
the United States requests that any Swiss accounts into which
proceeds from the arm sales or the third country deposit are
traceable be frozen, at least to the extent that funds in the
account do not exceed the proceeds traceable to these arms sales
or the third country deposit. Such accounts may be held by or on
behalf of the following parties:
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1) Manucher Ghozbanifars Iranian arm dealer

Ghorbanifar participated in the arm sales purportedly
as a broker, fund raiser and newgtiator. Re alle-mdiy raised
money fro American, Arab and Canadian investors as front money
for the aims deal. He may have-umd Credit Suisse account number
24383-92-1. He also may have used the name "Abdollah Khak",
Credit Suitss account mmber 370-113-121.

2) Adnan Xashogqi: Saudi Arabian businessman

Thashoq i purportedly advanced money to help finance
the arms ales and solicited the participation of certain
Canadian investors for the arms deal.

3) Roy N. uamrk: New York %Lsinessman

An associate of Thashogqi, Furmark identified himself
as a middleman between Iranians and money sources.

4) Dona.,d Fraser: Canadian busiLnessAman

Fraser, the president of Triad America, a Salt Lake
City, Utah. unit o Triad Group, a Cayman Islands holding company
controlled by Khashoqqi, invested funds in the arms deal.

5) Earnest Miller: Canadian businessman

Hiller, a member of the board of directors of Triad
America, also invested funds in the arms deal.

6) Hyde Park Square Corp: (no further information
available as to identity)

Hyde Park Square Corp. is a conduit corporation through
which purchase money for the arms sold to Iran was transmitted to
the United States.

7) Auditinq and Fiduciary Services (Audifi S.A.): a
Fribourg, Switzerland, coany

Audifi, through Suzanne Hefti and Sebastian Criscione,
alle;edly arranged for smm aspect of the arm sales payments.
PanamaLrican records a ntly list both ReMti and Criscione (and
Marie-Noelle Eqqzertsyler) as adinistrative board m.bers of
Lake Resources, which used an account at Credit Suiss to
impliment the arms deal.

8) Jean de Senarclens: (no further information
available as to identity)
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Serc=iens, doini bWLne5 s 0eMpie de ServiceeFid c rie, runs Stanford -Wo-y Tnd ins rop
rnteataeonal, rri , wi tterlhn, e svm affiliate of the
United States .mployer of Albert akm ds Richard Secord.

9) Willard Zucke I an American attorney

Zucker, a resident of Geneve, is an associate of
Senarclens.

With regard to the third country deposit, the 6otry
involved is Brunel. However, with respect to the arms deal,
accounts held by or for the goverrmants of Iran, Israel, or Saudi
Arabia may be involved. Moreover, all the persons and entities
mentioned above should be considered as persons involved for
purposes of article 10, paraqraph 2, of the treaty.

Please contact this office if you desire additional
information. This office will provide a translation of this
letter as soon as possible. Your assistance and cooperation in
this matter are greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Philip T. White, Director
Office of International

by: Richard C. Owens
Senior Trial Attorney
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9 Il.. uepu~~ c el w
W FW3MTW:aea

WNV"4 t D.C. mm

DEC 18 Vs

Honorable David Durenberger
Chairman, Select Committee

on Intelligence
United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

By letter dated December 17. 1986, I furnished you with
copies of our request under the Treaty between the United States
and the Swiss Confederation on Mutual Assistance In Criminal
Matters in the investigation of Lt. Colonel Oliver L. North and
others dated December 12, 1986, and our supplemental request
dated December 15, 1986. Please find enclosed the correct last
page of the request dated December 12. 1986.

Sincerely.

Philip T. White
Director
Office of International Affairs
Criminal Division
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United stat.. Govrnmet, to testify at a

pr,04irng purnant to Article 23(3). It any

vitness chooses not to appear in the United States,

a formal deposition of the vitness in Svitterland

at sam future date is requested pursuant to

Articles 10 and 12.

William r. Weld

Assistant Attorney General

Criminal Division

United States Depaxran of Justice
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Sermlens, doLM_ business as Campanie do Services
irLdiaries, ru Stanford Technolo Tr"dim armP

International, ribau, Svitxeuln t O affiliate of the
United States employer of Albet i- and Ricard Seoord.

9) Willard Suckeri an Aerican atto n y

Zucker, a resident of Gewm, is an associate of
Senarciens.

With ard to the third cwx*xy deposit, the country
involved is = - Hloever, vith respect to the arm deal,
accounts held by or for the qovernents of Iran, Israel, or Saudi
Arabia ay be involved. Moreover, all the persons and entities
mentioned above should be considered as paesos involved for
purposes of article 10, paraqraph 2, of the treaty.

Please contact this office it you desire additional
information. This office will provide a translation of this
letter as soon as possible. Your assistance w c ration in
this matter are greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Philip T. White, Director
Office of International

by: Richard C. Owens
Senior Trial Attorney
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87-pO/9S
WFW:?'IR:PTW:&ae. x~. ',f/7,/

VmN. DC.WM.

OEC 18m

Honorable David Durenberger
Chairman, Select Coinittee

on Intelligence
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

By letter dated December 17, 1986. 1 furnished you with
copies of our request under the Treaty between the United States
and the Swiss Confederation on Mutual Assistance In Criminal
Matters in the investigation of Lt. Colonel Oliver L. North and
others dated December 12 1986, and our supplemental request
dated December 15, 1986. Please find enclosed the correct last
page of the request dated December 12, 1986.

Sincerely,

Philip T. White
Director
Office of International Affairs
Criminal Division
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(4) affix his seal (or stamp) upon the certificate pur-

suant to Article 18(3) if satisfied that, under the

proce&.um followed, a false Statesent on b Crti- .

f Late -would suu act the persa= wbo copeted and

siqsd it to criminal penalty ud*er Swiss laws and

(5) invite the bank officials giving testimony and

producing the dooments to appear in the United

States at sone future date, at the expense of the

United States Government, to testify at a

proceeding pursuant to Article 23(2). If any -

witness chooses not to appear in the United States,

a formal deposition of the witness In Switzerland

at some future date is requested pursuant to

Articles 10 and 12.

William F. Weld

Assistant Attorney General

Criminal Division

United States Department of Justice
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EXHIBIT EM-60

XAMI: HJU064000 PAGE 13

276 possibly two meetings subsequently--to look at the finding

277 itself, which I did. That was in the Office of the

278 Assistant for National Security Affairs, Admiral Poindexter.

279 That was the only occasions on which my advice was sought

280 as to the Iranian initiative itself. I was not at any time

281 asked about any aspect of the diversion of funds to the

282 contras.

283 Then subsequent to the public knowledge of this

284 initiative, the President did ask me to look into and find

285 facts as to what had occurred so that there could be a

286 comprehensive presentation of Administration information to

287 the Congress in testimony. That, however, was not, strictly

288 speaking, legal advice, and it was after the fact.

289 The CHAIRMAX. Kr. Attorney General, I an not going to

290 pursue more specifics there. I am going to reserve that for

291 when we sit with you again in the Select Committee. But

292 there is one question that I must ask you now.

293 There is now substantial evidence in the public record

294 that money belonging to the United States government was

295 paid into a number of foreign bank accounts. There were at

296 least two sources of these funds' money paid for United

297 States government property--that is, arms and equipment--and

298 money raised as donations by the Xational Security Council

299 and others to fund the contras.

300 The Tower Committee report, for example, repeatedly cites

dIT7XHIT
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NAME 1

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

325

why not.

Attorney General MuZSE. Mr. Chairman, these matters and

the investigation of these accounts are now presently within

the province of the independent counsel, and it would be

inappropriate for us to commence a separate investigation

which could interfere with or conflict with the

investigation of the independent counsel.

However, it is--

The CHAIRMIX. I would like to stop you right there, Mr.

Attorney General. I am talking about civil suits.

Attorney General MEuSE. Yes, I understand, but the

investigation of what accounts are there and who they belong

to and so on are things that are being investigated by the

independent counsel and we have taken the position that we

will utilize the results of his investigation, in which

elements of the Department are cooperating working directly

NJU064000 PAGE 14

references to '"out lake resources account and "'our

accounts'' in the documents.

Kave you, Mr. Attorney General, taken any steps to ovtain

an accounting of all funds that aro the property of the

United States government? Will you file a civil suit or

otherwise seek to obtain a full accounting, and have you

filed or will you file any civil lawsuits to obtain

immediate possession or return of these funds for the United

States? And if you have not done so, I would like to know
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XAMEz HJUO64000 PAGE 1s

326 -with him, but which are not reporting to me but are

327 reporting directly to the independent counsel.

328 we will utilize this information to proceed with an'.civil

329 actions that are appropriate in a way and at a time so as

330 not to interfae with the independent counsel.

331 The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. attorney General, if you have

332 information now separate and apart from any criminal

333 implications and strictly separate and apart from that, just

334 civil liabilities that we could pursue.

335 Attorney General MUZSE. We do not have any such

336 information, Mr. Chairman.

337 The CHAIRMAX. This is notwithstanding the fact that we

338 have in the Tower Report references to ''our various

339 accounts'' and that these are properties of the United

340 States?

341 Attorney General MEZSE. Well, these accounts are things

342 that are now being investigated by the independent counsel.

343 For us to launch a separate investigation into those

344 accounts would not only be duplicative, but would conflict

345 with the work of the independent counsel.

346 The CHAIRMAN. But, General, I do not mean to insist, but

347 I have got to insist that we are talking about now civil

348 matters that are not in any way going to interfere with the

349 work of the independent counsel.

350 Attorney General MuJS. Well, if we have our
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351 investigators, civil investigators going through the same

352 steps that the independent counsel is now taking to dixrovxr.
353 these-bank accounts, then we will have the situation of two

3514 different branches of the government getting in each other's

355 way, and also perhaps impeding the investigation of the

356 independent counsel; whereas, we will be able to get that

357 same information and utilize it in cooperation with the

358 independent counsel.

359 The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me say, Mr. Attorney General,

360 that I am disappointed at that attitude, because if there is

361 one thing that I think we need to follow it is the trail of

362 funds. And I believe that a civil lawsuit or civil action

363 contemplated in this case will be mighty helpful in view of

364 the fact that the President last night took a first step in

365 what I believe to be is actually an attempt to try to set

366 this record straight; and yet there are so many unanswered

367 questions. I think we have got to do everything we possibly

368 can without trying to suggest that we are running afoul of

369 what the independent counsel may be doing.

370 1 know full well that you cannot get into that area, but I

371 know full well, too, that there are areas that are areas of

372 your responsibility that it seems to me become something

373 that you cannot ignore.

374 Attorney General MES5. Mell, nobody is ignoring any

375 responsibilities, Mr. Chairman. The only thing we are doing
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376 is making sure that we are not going to interfere or get In

377 the way of the independent counsel. And if there is

378 anything that is appropriate to be done that is not

379 investigated by the independent counsel and that would

380 provide additional evidence fox civil actions which axe not

381 revealed by his inquiry, we certainly will be doing that.

382 The CXAIRMAN. Mll, let us remember, this is taxpayers'

383 money--

384 Attorney General MEESE. No, actually, it is not. It Is

385 the money that would aocrue to the United States. All the

386 taxpayers' money has already been returned to the taxpayers,

387 but the money that we are talking about is money that would

-388 have come from Iran that becomes constructively the property

389 od the United States.

390 The CHAIRMAX. Mall, it becomes property of the United

391 States, and the taxpayer pays less if there is more in the
1

392 account. So it would seem to me that, while you may want to

393 difezentiate, but nonetheless we--

394 Attorney General nEzSZ. Wall, Mr. Chairman--

395 The CHAIRMAN. I think the taxpayer has an interest in it.

396 Attorney General MEESE. Nobody is more diligent and

397 concerned for the taxpayers' dollar than I an, Mr. Chairman.

398 And as I say, we will do everything that we can legally

399 without interdering with the independent counsel.

400 The CHAIRMAX. Thank you very much, Mr. Attorney General.
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1271 RPTS BOYUM

1272 DCM1 DANIELS

1273 110:30 a.m. )

.1274 Hr. NIELDS. My question is why, if it was up to Mr.

1275 Secord to decide what to do with the $10 million, did you

1276 seek the President's approval to use it for the oontras?

1277 Mr. XORTH. What I sought was--as I Just tried to

1278 articulate--I sought the overall approval for the overall

1279 plan, a part of--in fact, a relatively small part of the

1280 overall plan for dealing with the Iranians was the use of

1281 the residuals from those transactions to help the icaraguan

1282 freedom fighters.

1283 It was, if you Just look at the number of words dedicated

1284 to that aspect of it in the one memo that still exists, it

1285 is a very brief mention. Not because it is trying to be

1286 buried, but because it was a relatively small part of it.

1287 It has been made an enormous political event, but I am

1288 telling you it was a relatively small part of the overall

1289 objective.

1290 The overall obJectives were what I just articulated. We

1291 were st.Aving, as the finding clearly indicates--and I wrote

1292 those words in the finding, those words have come from the

1293 earliest discussions I had with Mr. Ledeen and Mr. McFarlane

1294 in the summer of 1985 as to what we hoped to achieve as a

1295 consequence of these deliveries or transactions with the
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1296 Iranians.

1297 That is what we were about.

1298 Mr. XIELDS. I don't want to belabor the point, but let

1299 me see if I can ask the question simply once and see if you

1300 can answer this one way or the other.

1301 Whose decision was it whether the moneys would be used for

1302 the contras or not? Somebody in the U.S. Government, or

1303 General Secord?

1304 Mr. XORTH. The decision was made that residuals from

1305 those transactions would be applied to support the Nicaragua

1306 resistance with the authority that I got from my superiors,

1307 Admiral Poindexter, with the concurrence of William J. Casey

1308 and I thought at the time the President of the United

1309 States.

1310 I later learned that the President was unaware of that

1311 aspect of these transactions.

1312 Mr. NIELDS. And if the United States Government had

1313 decided that the $10 million less expenses should all be

1314 paid into the United States Treasury, then that is what

1315 would have happened, isn't it?

1316 Mr. SULLIVAN. Ne has answered the question, Mr. Nields.

1317 Mr. XORTH. Please, Counsel, let--

1318 Mr. SULLIVAN. One at a tine.

1319 Mr. NORTH. You know, the United States Government charged

1320 X thousands of dollars for a commodity. If I were to buy a
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1331 piece of land Irom the United States Park Sarvice fox

1322 $10,000 and then a year later or a week later go out and

1323 sell it for v20,OOO, would the Government of the United

1324 States'lay claim to my $10,000 profit?

1325 Mr. NIELDS. Axe you--

1326 Mr. NORTH. I know I am not supposed to ask the questions.

1327 Mr. XXELDS. That did not answer my question. Counsel

1328 said you already answered it.

1329 Mr. SULLIVAN. That is right.

1330 Mr. NZELDS. I would like an answer.

1331 Chairman INOUYE. I hate to remind counsel, but ha is wall

1332 awax of the rules. Please address the Chair.

1333 fr. SULLIVAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
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1339

1340
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1343
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1345

1346

1347

1348

1349
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1351

1352

1353

1354

1355

1356

1357

1358

% IChairman IXOUYE. Let's notstall the prooedings. ,

Mr. SULLIVAX. Mr. Chairman, if taking four minutes to

.explain my position can expedite the proceedings and remind

the Chair of its intended--its intention to us to complete

these hearings in four days, then I think it is four minute.

well worth spent.

Chairman INOUYE. Please proceed.

Mr. NORTH. Whose turn?

Mr. NIELDS. The question was, if those higher-ups in the

United States Government from whom you sought approval

decided that the *10 million should not, any part of it, be

sent to the contras but should all come back to the United

States Treasury, that is what would have happened, isn't it?

Mr. NORTH. Yes.

Hr. NIELDS. So it was our money that was going to the

contras, wasn't it?

Mr. NORTH. I disagree with your conclusion, Counsel.

Chairman INOUYE. Is this a good time for a recess?

Mr. KORTH. I an sorry, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman IXOUYE. Please proceed.

Mr. NORTH. I disagree with your conclusion. If my boss

told me, ''Ollie, every penny that comes from this thing

goes right baor into the Treasury of the United States of

dg
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Draft Memo:
: DN to WW

jeot: Independent counsel request
I

The purpose of this memo is to advise you of my concern that,
given the revelations made by the Attorney General on Tuesday,
extensive investigation will be required to determine whether, as
alleged by eleven members of the House Judiciary Comittee, lover
level government officials or higher level officials covered by the
independent counsel provisions may have committed criminal acts in
arranging for aid to the contras. I also believe that any
investigation into this information will concern the same matters
now under investigation by the Attorney General.

The request for independent counsel

This request for independent counsel, made on Oct. 17, 1986.
called for an investigation of information that certain officials.
including Col. Oliver North, Adm. John Poindexter, CIA Director
Casey, Vice President Bush, Secretary Weinberger. and others in the
Executive Office of the President and on the National Security
Council staff, may have committed criminal acts by arranging for
the provision of illegal military assistance to the contras.
Specifically, the congressmen alleged that the officials in
question may have violated the Boland amendment, the Neutrality
Acts, and lave prohibiting the unlicensed shipment of arm and
munitions.

Our Rreliminarv inauiry

Until Tuesday of this week, our role was to determine whether
the information available to the Attorney General, either from the
press, the Congress, or from existing criminal investigations,
indicated that there were grounds to investigate criminal activity
by any covered officials. Of course, a corollary was to determine
whether information of criminal activity by non-covered officials
was being properly investigated and, when appropri te, prosecuted.
In carrying out this inquiry, we operated on certattn basic
assumptions. These included the following:

--that evidence of wrongdoing by low level
government or contra personnel did not indicate
high level misconduct, so long as the evidence
shoved that misconduct was being properly
investigated by the appropriate authorities and
that no pervasive pattern of improprieties existed
that necessarily implied policies directed at a rd;

higher level. UI
--that contact by US government officials with .
pro-contra personnel allegedly involved in
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2"privately funded" aid to the oontras did not of
itself indicate any impropriety, since both
diplomatioand intelligence gathering contacts were 7 4,
not prohibited. Thus, abent any evidence to the
contrary, there was no reason to believe that uch
contacts Indicated US government involvement in
providing illegal assistance to the sontras.

-that statements by high level officials that any
military aid to the contras was "privately funded"
were true, or at least that we had- nor received no
specific, credible evidence to the contrary.

-- that any government involvement in possible
Neutrality Act violations by mercenary groups in
the US would not oonstitute crimes by government
: raonnel, since those Acts do not, In the

apartment's view, apply to official acts of the
Executive Branch authorized by the President.

-- that, similarly, arm exports authorized by the
President probably would not violate the export
control lav. Thus, any knowledge of or authorized
involvement by government officials at any level
with private exports to the contras probably would
not constitute criminal aots (we had not completely
analyzed this last assumption).

I think that the information made public by the Attorney
General on Tuesday has totally discredited all the assumptions listed
above and that, therefore, extensive investigation will be necessary
to determine whether government officials, both covered and
uncovered, my have omitted crimes in connection with aid to the
contrast. That investigation will necessarily involve the same
documents and witnesses already involved in the investigation being
conducted by the Attorney General and probably cannot be successfully
accomplished without extensive examination of documents and personal
of the CIA, the NSC and tie contras ,including the Vice-President,
Director.Casey, Secretary Weinberger, Col. North, Mw. Poindexter and
others, and extensive grand jury work to gather financial records
and to resovlve differences in testimony. I set forth below some of
the reasons that lead me to this conclusion.

The Boland Amendment

Among other thing, the Boland amendment prohibited the
expenditure of any funds:

"available to the Central Intelligence jeancy, the
Department of Defense, or any other agency or
entity of the United States involved in
intellie e activity"... "for the purpose or which
would have the effect of supporting, directly or
indirectly, military or paramilitary operations in
Nicaragua by any nation, group, organization,
movemnt, or individual."
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Lt seem to me clear from the information made public by the Attorney
General that funds available to the Department of Defense vote used
to store, transport, load, and ship to Iran the arm eventually
turned into aid to the contras. CBS News reported Wedn*esdaV$4ning
that the CIA vas also involved in the loading and shipping of the
weapns, thus indicating that CIA fuDds vere also spent. Also on
Wedneday, both the Now York Times and CBS reported that the funds
generated by sale of the weapons to Iran were used to fund the
airdrops of weapons from Ilopango Air Base in El Salvador into
Nicaragua. (That operation was reportedly run by Max Gomez, aka
Felix Rodriguez, who has met with the Vice-President at least twice.
It was in the course of one of those operations that the C-123 was
shot down and Eugene Hasenfus captured). If the above information is
true, it appears to me fairly clear that anyone who designed the Iran
operation to deliver weapons in Nicaragua, concealed that information
from the President, and then ordered the deal to go forward, could
reasonably be said to be in violation of the Boland amendment.

It is true that the Boland amendment contains no penalties,
either civil or criminal, and that therefore a conspiracy to violate
the amendment arguably might not constitute a conspirac-to commit an
"offense against the United States" under 18 U.S.C.S371. However,
S371 also prohibits conspiracies "to defraud the United States" and
there is case law that the provision applies to any conspiracy having
as its purpose "impairing, obstructing or defeating the lawful
function of any department of the United States", including "any
conspiracy to defeat application of governmentl funds to their
statutory purpose" or "to divert resources from their intended
purpose." Given the facts revealed by the Attorney General, it
appears to me that there is reasonable cause to investigate whether
Col. North and others were involved in a criminal conspiracy to
defraud the United States.

Information indicating that there may have been other diversions of

Of course, any eventual d cisXsu whether the Iran cnnection
involved a criminal conspiracy ed will depend on the details
revealed by further investigation, including review of all
documentation generated in connection with the arm sale and all
evidence bearing on intent. However, the preliminary inquiry in
which I have been involved has revealed information and unproven
allegations that, in light of the recent revelations, give rise to
reasonable suspicions that North and other officials may have
knowingly diverted funds other than the arm sale profits and the
funds used to shin the arm. I think that this information rises to
the level of information that must be thoroughly investigated in
order to intelligently determine whether any criminal acts vere
comiLtted by low or high level officials. Among the facts and
allegations I an referring to are the following:

- The New York Timee has reported that the amounts
raised by the Iranian sale were not enough to pay
for all the weapons shipments to the contras.

770

I.
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--High level government officials, including
Assistant Secretary of State Elliot Abras, have
repeatedly stated that any weapons shipments to the
contras were privately funded and that there was
clearly so government involvement in such
shiyent. There have been neva reports that
Director Casey and Assistant Secretay Abram my
have so testified to the Congress. These
statements have been shown to be patently false.

--No one has yet determined who did fund all the
arm shipments to the contras. A thorough FBI and
grand jury investigation could probably resolve
here the money came from and who knew about it.

--The C-123 in which Hasenfus crashed apparently
recently belonged to Southern Airways, formerly a
CIA proprietary company, and the flight was manned
by ex-CIA personnel. The crew carried documents
connecting them to members of the NSC staff. The
same airline reportedly delivered ari, as well an
National Security Adviser MacFarlane, to Teheran.

--A GAO investigation alleged, and the Fraud
Section's investigation confirmed, that large
amounts of money paid by the NHAO, set up to
administer the twenty seven million dollars
appropriated to fund humanitarian aid to the
contras, cannot be accounted for. Some of the
funds that have been traced ended up in secret
accounts in the Caymans or were apparently used to
bribe members of the Honduran military. Although
there are receipts shoving that the contrast
actually received the humanitarian aid allegedly
purchased, it has so far not been determined if
many of these receipts are genuine (many are signed
with false names), and some have been conclusively
demonstrated to be fraudulent. Very few interviews
have been done and no grand jury investigation has
been conducted into these irregularities.

-- The fraud section has conclusively established
that some of the money appropriated for
humanitarian aid was used to buy weapons, an act
clearly prohibited by the Boland Amendment. This
act involved the submission of false documentation
to the US government and was conaitted by"unilateral assets" of the CIA.

--One contra witness informed the fraud section
that the head of the ?WAO (who reported directly to
Assistant Secretary Abram) instructed hi to
certify that humnitarian aid had been received
after the witness informed the Ambassador that he
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had no such information.

--The press has reported that records of the
Salvadorean telephone company show conclusively -

that calls were made from safe houses used in the
airdrops of weapon to the contrast to a contractor
associated with the NHO, to Col. North's office in
the White House, and to retired Gen. Richard
Seoord. (Gen. Secord, who reportedly accompanied
MacFarlane to Teheran aboard a Southern Air flight,
is reported by the Customs Service to be under
criminal investigation, soon to reach the grand
jury stage, for violations of the Neutrality Acts
concerning the organization of mercenaries to fight
for the contras).

--According to the press, witnesses have stated
that there were large quantities of mnitions
aboard the NHAO's supposedly humanitarian airdrops
into Nicaragua.

-- An AUSA in San Diego has reportedly alleged that
a high level Customs Service interfered with of a

'~ Neutrality Act investigation involving the contras. /

-- An AUSA in Miami, who went to Cost& Rica to
investigate Neutrality Act violations, reported
that US Embassy officials advised a key witness not
to speak to him and that the CIA station chief, who
told the AUSA that he had been introduced to the
President by Col. North, tried to steer the AUSA
away from certain lines of inquiry.

Before Tuesday's revelations, it was not reasonable to
believe, solely on the basis of these isolated bits of information
and allegations, that there was any organized government plot to
supply prohibited military aid to the contras. Given the existence
of information apparently indicating the existence of an NSC staff
operation, conducted without the President's knowledge or consent,
to violate the Boland Amendment, it would clearly be inappropriate
not to thoroughly explore all evidence that other federal funds were
diverted for illegal purposes, especially since many of the people
allegedly involved have been linked to the NSC and the CIA. Any
other course of action surely would be seen as a failure to follow
important and obvious leads in a criminal investigation involving
important officials close to the President.

In this case, further investigation might, I believe, have to
include review of all relevant NSC, CIA, White House, and DOD
documents as well as interview with all low level personnel
involved, and of high level officials such as North, Poindexter,
Casey, Weinberger, Bush, Gregg, Cannizaro, and possibly the
President. A truly thorough investigation could require access tf*
NSA overhears as well. In addition, a thorough review, using grand
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jury subpoenas, vould be necessary to audit the use mW of the
twenty-seven million in "humanitarian" aid, to establish exactly
where all financing used to fund contra military operations was
obtained, and to determine where the Iran money went. As you can.
sea, such an investigation would be masive and would almost. totally
overlap the Attorney General's investigation of the information
announced Tuesday. Indeed, it my already be a part of that
investigation, but I have no vay if determining that. Therefore, I
an bringing the matter to your attention.
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ExHIBI EM-O

U.S. msSM ef 3us
Ofme or L Coua , ,,

December 17, 11S4

WOPLAMOM FMR TIU ATTOMIU ORNBRA

tel Leal Authority for Recent Covert Arms Transfers to Iran

This memorandum responds to your request for a summary of
the legal authorities affecting the recently disclosed arms
transfers to Iran. Because the exact tails of the transfers
have apparently not completely transpired, this memorandum will
provide a general framework for analysis, with references only to
the basic facts that have already emerged. Although this
memorandum does not deal vith questions arising from the handling
of the monies that Iran paid for the arms in question, the
operation in which weapons were sold to Iran appears in other
respects to have been lawful.

I. General Authority for ArM Transfers to Iran

As you know, there are numerous statutes that regulate the
export of vespons. The principal statutes directly affecting
transfers by the government are the roleign Assistance Act of
],f" and41 the Ars lart Control Act. Althoughfboth statutes
establish substantilly crehenasive regulatory schemes in the
areas of military assistance and military sales, they do not
purport to constitute the sole and exclusive authority under
vhich theAeacutive branch may transfer weapons to foreign
nations. Tus, the limitations that the Foreign Assistance Act
and Arms Jort Control Act impose on arms transfers apply only
to transfers undertaken pursuant to those statutes. if the sales
to Iran were accomplished under other authorities, as ve believe

I Codified, as ended, in relevant part at 22 U.S.C. 2311 t1

2 Codified, as amnded, in relevant pat at 232 U.S.C. 3?Sl 11
am* g*

..-
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they vere, these restrictions would not apply.
3

ComniStentwith the President's constitutional
responuibilitil for conducting the foreign policy of the nation,
Congress bs" recognised that the executive has considerable
discretion to use government resources for a variety of
activities not specifically authorized by statute, most
conspicuously for present purposes* section 101 of the National
Security Act of 1947 assigns certain functions to the National
Security Council, but expressly acknowledges that that entity may
1,erformC] such other functions as the6Prsident may direct.

SMolarly, section 102 of the same Act assigns certain functions
to the Central Intelligence Agency, vhile authorizing that Agency
Oto p*erform such other functions and duties related to
intelligence affecting the national security as the National
Security Council may from time to time direct.0 Ve believe that
these tvo provisions may be relied on to support s wide range ot
foreign covert activities not otherwise forbidden by law.

The authorities exercised by the XSC and the CIA include the
discretion to transfer arms to foreign recipients in the course
of intelligence or intelligence-related activities. Congress
recently confirmed the existence of such authority in section 40A
of the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1986, Pub.
L. No. 99-169, 99 Stat. 1002, 1006 (1935). That provision
provides in relevant parts

Sec. 403. (a)(1) During fiscal year 1986,
the transfer of a defense article or defense
service exceeding $1,000,000 in value by an
intelligence agency to a recipient outside
that agency shall be considered a significant

3 It should be noted that the Department of State'and the
Department of Justice have both taken the position, long before
the operation at issue in this memorandum, that arms may be
transferred to foreign countries outside the context of the Arms
Export Control Act. See memorandum of Law on Legal Authority for
the Transfer of Area Incidental to intelligence Collection, by
David R. Robinson, Legal Adviser, Department of State; Letter
from William French Smith to William J. CaSey (Oct. 5, 1981).

4 For a detailed discussion of the President's constitutional
powers and responsibilities, as they relate to the Iran operation,
see our memorandum on section 501(b) of the National Security
Act.

9 Codified as amended at 50 U.S.C. 402.

6 Codified as amended at 50 U.S.C. 403. 14

-2-#
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anticipated intelligence activity for the
purpose of section 101 of the Nationalkc ity Act of 1947.

(23 Paragraph (1) doos not anpl if--
(A) the traimsfer is being sas to a

department, agency, or other entity of the
United states (so long as there viii not be a
subsequent retransfer of the defense articles
or defense services outside the United States
Government in conjunction with an
intelligence or intelligence-related
activity)i or

(a) the transfer--
(i) is being made pursuant to

authorities contained in part it of the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, the Arms
export Control Act. title 10 of the United
states Code (including a low enacted pursuant
to section 7307(b)(1) of that title), or the
federal Property and Administrative 8erviceb
Act of 1949, and

(ii) is not being made in conjunction
vith an intelligence or intelligence-related
activity.
(3) An intelligence agency may not transfer

any defense article or defense services
outside the agency in conjunction with any
intelligence or intelligence-related activity
for which funds vere denied by the Congress.
(b) As used in this section-

(1) the term "intelligence agency means
any department, agency or other entity of the
United States involved in intelligence or
intelligence-related activities;

This provision, which wa made a permanent part of the National
Security Act (new section 503) by the Intelligence Authorization
Act for Fiscal year 198?, v primarily intended to limit the
executive's discretion to transfer rAs in the course of
intelligence-related activities. Its present significance,
however, lies in its unambiguous recognition that the executive
possesses such discretion saart Iroe the Fo-eLgn Assistance Act

A:
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and the Armi Export Control Act. Assuming that the arms a
transferred to Igan were Sold to that country at a IeQally
Justified price, the language of sections 101 and 102 of the
National Security Act is broad enough to encompass the kind of
discretion wMse existence is manifeatr implied in section 403
at the Intelligence Authorization Act. It follows that the NSC
and/or the CIA had authority to arrange for the sale of arms to
Iran as part of an intelligence or intelligence-related
operation, subJect to such other restrictions as Congress may
hays imposed by law. The remainder of this memorandum discusses
the z-1naLbulty of such restrictions.
Slecause subsection (a)(2) states that subsection (a)(1) does
not apply to tranL!ers made pursuant to authorities contained in
the Fore ign Assistance Act or the Arms Export Control Act, the
clear implication is that the restriction in subsection (a)(l)
applies to transfers made pursuant to some other authority.

The sane implication can be drawn from other congressional
actions that have imposed restrictions on covert aras.transfers
without suggesting that such transfers were subject to existing
restrictions under the Foreign Assistance Act or the Arms Zxport
Control Act. For example, a provision was enacted in 1974
precluding funding for military assistance to Laos outside the
confines of the Foreign Assistance Act and the Arms Export
Control Act. See Pib. L. No. 93-559, sec. 12, 66 Stat. 1796
(1974) (repealed by Pub. L. No. 97-113, title VtI, sec.
734(a)(1), 95 Stat. 1560 (1981)).
a Our point here is that the charters of the CIA and MSC appear
to recognize that those entities may use their facilities to
arrange an arms sale to Iran. Whether these or other
governmental agencies would be authorized to spend the sums of
money necessary to procure and gKAj arms to Iran is a distinct
question, which need not be addressed at this time.

Because ye have not seen the classified Schedule 6f
Authorizations referred to in section 102 of the Intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1946 or the similar schedule
referred to in the rFT 195 authorization legislation, we do not
know whether anything in those schedules would affect the issues
addressed in this memorandum.

This memorandum does not address the legal questions that may
arise from arms having been sold to Iran at prices higher than
the prices at which they were made available to the CIA or NSC.

9 whether the ultimate source of this discretion is the
President's inherent constitutional authority in foreign affairs,
or the cited statutes, or some other statute, is a question that
need not be resolved. The crucial point is that section 403 of
the Intelligence Authorization Act clearly recognizes tqp
existence of the authority, whatever its source.

-4-0
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I. section So1 of thn National Security Act

* ' Under section 403-of the Intelligence Authorization Act for
Fiscal Tem 1066 (vhich ha nov been me permanent as nov
section 103 oflahe National Security Act). an arms transfer by
either the WSC or the CIA exceeding $1 million in value is
subject to the congressional ?!ersight provisions of Section 501
of the National Security Act. We have prepared a separate
memorandum in vhich ye concluded that the requirements of section
501 were satisftiod as to the recent arms shipments to Iran. we
villa not repeat that discussion here.

I1. The Xuahes-Rvan Amendment

The so-called Hughes-Ryan Amendment, section 662 of the
Foreign Assistance Act, (codified as amended at 22 U.S.C. 2422),
provides in Lts Loresnt forme
10 MWH clearly falls within the deftinition of an intelligence
agency giwen in section 403(b)I)( o the Intelligence
AuthorisMLo Act: ony department, egeml. or other entity of
tho Unit*& States involved Is intollilenc e intelligence-
relate aectivities.0
11 Covert intelligence operations are subject to the

C conresional reportingvrequirements of section Sol of the

Nat onal Security Act, hither they are conducted by the CIA, the
WSC, or am* other agency, Section 501(a), 50 U.S.C. 413(a),|
Tmpoeoa reporting requirements not only on the Director aof]

Jcentra Intelligence, buta o an denaralsoeon

L Intitx of the United States . ... •(mhsS de) 'language is broad enough to encomass the C. Finally, even if
activities carried out by the HOC could someh v escape the broad
language of section 501(a), section _ )(b) contains unqual liidratinalge rsurty At aPesid to Uintlligence operations

forin conri es vhthe reson ducedb t he CIAf the IS a di y r some
cther onernm nbtal entityk.WA M in o#

Cne1- g &o o0 onni
activittiesa carie outellence
language o sectin 501a) n gvnesusection ain unulf is

anq! a - ir n = ursnetn to he-Re aanLa

|cton ecrinaty t appliesc t a n t imnel opeahions of

;aJ tv or hg ponotie wasth no vonute 1y te cIthe ofSC thso

other governmental entity.
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we funds appropriated under the authority of
this'chapter or any other Act may be expended
by or on behalf of the Central intelligence
Ae904 for operations in foreign countries,
other than activities intended solely for
obtaining n~e1,e:,ry .JJ!Lligence, ue a nduntil the Presiden that each such
operation is importan to the national
security of the United States. Bach such
operation shall be considered a significant
anticipated intelligence activity for the
purpose of section 413 of title 5O (i.e.
section 501 of the National Security Act].

The original version of this provision, Pub. L. No. 93-559, sec.
32, as Stat. 1804 (1974), contained identical language
pertaining to the President's national security finding and also
required him to -report[], in a timely fahion, a description 1
and scope of such operation to the appropriate committees of th)
Congress . . . . In 1910, the reporting requirement yes
replaced vith the currf t reference to section S01 of the
National Security Act.

The current version of Hughes-Ryan, which recognizes ;e
President's authority to conduct covert operations abroad,
applies by its terms only to activities involving the CIA and
requires only that the President. make the requisite finding
before funds are expended on the operation. Thus, any transfer
of arms to Iran in which the CIA was not involved (for example,
an operation conducted by NSC staff members without the aid of
the CIA) is exempt from flughes-Ryan. Thus, based on vhat ye knov
at this time, it appears that nan residential eLinviiasa
rured under Hughes-Rtyan vith respect t- th teber 965arms tranarer to iran.

Further, the President's written finding of January 17, 1986
sufficed to satisfy Hughes-Ryan as to CIA-assisted transfers that
occurred after that date. Because the Iran project appears to
have been a single, ongoing operation and because the January 17,

12 The statutory language requiring a presidential finding vas
not amended, and the legislative history indicates that no change
in this requirement vas intended. See . Rep. No. 730, 96th
Can., 2d Seass. 5 (1960). reprinted in 1960 U.S. Code Cong.Ain.n News 4192, 4196.

13 f

13 C/. 120 Cong. Rtc. 33,49 (1974) (colloquy between S4ators
ftmqprey and Hughes).
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196 finding was drafted broadly enough to-cover multiple arms
sthi ents in the course of that ongoing operation, we do not
bedlee that separate presidential findings were required for
each of th. shipments that took place after that date.

Thus, the main issue under Hughes-Ryan concerns the November
15 arms shipment. Robert McFarlane, formerly Asistant to the
President for National Security Affairs, has publicly testified
that shipments prior to January l, 1966 were carried gut
pursuant to an oral authorizatin from the President. And it
appears thgt CIA resources vere used to facilitate the November
shipMent. The question, then, is whether the President's oral
authorization of arms transfers to Iran could have implied or
constituted a Hughes-Ryan "finding" that would allow the CIA to
participate or aid in the transfer.

On its face, Hughes-Ryan requires only that the President
find each CIA foreign operation important to the national
security of the United States before such operation is
undertaken. The Hughes-Ryan Amendment contains no requirement
that this finding be reduced is writing or indeed that it be
articulated in so many words. we believe that the main purpo*
of the presidential finding requirement is to ensure that the

because there is some reason to believe that Mr. McFarlane's
Collection was not holly accurate, this Office is preparing a

separate analysis of the legal issues that vould arise from the
lonce of an oral authorization by the President for the

September and/or November shipments]D

15 There may have been pre-existing written omnibuss" Hughes-Ryan
findings that would cover whatever tasks the CIA performed in
connection vith the Noveomber shipment. Further research into the
exact nature of the CIA's participation and into the existence of
such findings will be needed in order to resolve this issue.

Although the facts are not clear at this tine, it appears
possible that the only significant CIA involvement in the
November shi ment was through the -is* of one its proprietaries.
If the propretai'y was paid for its services with non-CIA funds,
then CIA appropriations may not have been used at all. If that
is true, Nughes-Ryan would not be applicable to the November
shipment. Alternatively, the CIA's involvement in the November
shipment may have been so peripheral that it should be treated in
terms of a 9e minimis exception to Hughes-Ryan; such an analysis
uld require further research.

1 There are other statutory provisions requiring that .endings
or determinations by executive branch officials be commitfted to
writing. See la, 20 U.S.C. 2836(c)(3).
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President himself3 decide@, before each aperation, vhother the I'national security justifies its being carried out. Such a
decision, which can be j rred from an oral authorization,
.Atisfiee this" ppose, and an oral uthoriz an therefore
satisfies the l vghes-Ry inding requirement. 1

go for a ve knov, the only legal provision suggesting that
the President's finding under Hughes-Ryan might have to be in
writlgn form Is found in section 654 of the Foreign Assistance
Act#

(a) Report to Congress

In any case in vhich the President is
required to make a report to the Congress, or
to any committee or officer of either House
of Congress, concerning any finding or
determination under any provision of this
chapter . . . that finding or determination
shall be reduced to writing and signed by the
President.

17 The President could, presumably, delegate this function to any
executive branch offiial w ho had been confirmed. by the Senate.
3 U.S.C. 301. Such a delegation would have to be published in
the Federal Register, vhich vould give Congress the opportunity
to object or enact nev legislation if it were felt that such
delegation yes inadvisable.

18 The legislative history of the Hughes-Ryan Amendment, which
focuses mostly on the reporting requirement and congressional
oversight generally, contains little discussion of the
presidential finding requirement itself.. On the floor of the
Senate, Senator Humphrey mentioned in passing that national
security 'vould be the only reason we would vent to have covert
operations . . . The bill's sponsor, Senator Hughes,
interrupted to remark, 01 hope that is the only reason. 120
Cong. Rec. 33,49 (1974). we interpret this exchange to confirm
our conclusion that the requisite finding could be inferred from
the President's having personally authorized a particular
operation. We knov of nothing in the legislative history of
Hughes-Ryan suggesting that Congress meant to disallow oral or
implied findingsO by the President. Indeed, Senator Hughes
stated on the floor of the Senate that even the congressional

I report itself, vhich was regarded as the more important
requirement of the Amendment, could be delivered orally by a
presidential aide. 120 Cong. Rec. 33,490 (1974) (colloquy
between len. Mighes and Sen. Stennis).

Codified at 22 U.S.C. 2414.

-a-
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(b) Action prohibition prior to execution of
re"Qrt

06 action shall be taken pursuant to any
such finding or determination (prior to the
date on which tha, finding or determination]
has been reduced to writing and signed by the
President.

(c) Publication in Federal Register

Each such finding or determination shall
be published in the Federal Register as soon
as practicable after it has been reduced to
writing and signed by the President. In any
case in which the President concludes that
such publication would be harmful to the
national security of the United Itates, only
a statement that a determination or finding
has been made by the President, Including the
name and section of the Act under which it
was made, shall be published.

(d) Information accessible to Congress prior
to transmission of report

No committee or officer of either House of
Congress shall be denied any requested
information relating to any find ngor
determination which the President is required
to report to the Congress, or to any
committee or officer of either House of
Congress, under any provision of this
chapter, the Foreign Military Sales Act (22
U.S.C. 2751 et seq.], or the Foreign
Assistance and Related Programs Approprjation
Act for each fiscal year, even though such
report has not yet been transmitted to the
appropriate comittes or officer of either
House of Congress.

Because Ifughes-Ryan and this provision are both in chapter 32 of
title 22, the President would be required to reduce the required
finding to writing before each covert operation if he were
required to make a report €.oncerwn nhA tha finding to Congress or
to any congressional committee or officer. Hughes-Ryan,
however, has never required the President to make any such
report concerning his findings. (1) in its present version,
Hughes-Ryan requires compliance with section 501 of the National
Security Aqt, vhich demands certain reports about "intellqence".,I

-'-
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activities'20 and 'intelligence oper1 lions'
21 but requires no 1

reports aot presidential findingsj (2) as originally
nactd, Mogl1-Rtyan required the President to report 'a

'descriptinO M scope" of the g_ "Ation to certain congressional€ imttesel (-3) s. originally introduced by senator Hughes,
th Rboaghes-Ryan Aimndment vould have required that the President
provide Congress with both a report of his finding and 2
description of the nature and scope of each operations the
first of these requirements vould have ade the requirements of
section 654 applicable, but this requirement was from
the final erspion of the bill thus, Congress deliberatly
r84ec-Ai the language that might have brought section 654 into
play and substituted language that made section 654

20 So U.S.C. 413(a)(1) (requiring that executive branch officials
keep certain congressional committees *fully and currently
informed of all intelligence activities' within their
jurisdiction).
21 50 U.S.C. 413(b) (requiring that the President 'fully inform
the (cong ressionall intelligence connittees in a timely fashion
of intelligence operations in foreign countries . . . for vhich
prior notice was not given under subsection (a) of this
section . . ,.,*),
22 Section S01(a)(1), 50 U.S.C. 413(a)(2), might require certain
executive branch officials to provide information about
presidential findings, if the information is in their 'possession
custody, or control,' to a congressional intelligence committee
upon that committee's request, but it does not require that the
President himself make an such report. Section 9s4 applies only
to findings as to which Ne President himself is required to
report to Congress.
23 As originally enacted, ughes-Ryan forbade the CIA to spend
appropriated funds for covert foreign operations unless and until
the President had mde the requisite national security finding
and had reportedlyl in a timely fashion, a description and scope
of such operation to the appropriate comttees of the
Congress e . e see

24 See 120 Cong. Rec. 33,490 (1974), reproducing Senator Hughes'
proposed amendment, which vould have permitted the President to
authorize covert operations 'if, but not before, he (1) finds
that such operation is vital to the defense of the United States,
and (2) transmits an appropriate report of his finding, together
with an appropriate description of the nature and scope*:f such
operation to certain congressional committees.

-10-
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inaglhica b. 2 s we therefore conclude that section 6SiSby its
own- terms dS not apply to the IMghes-Rtyan Amendment.

This awiclusion is reinforced the structure of the
r~tlgn Assistance Act and long- sting practice. This Act
ddals primaily with gYJ foreign aid, including military
assistance. To subject covert operations, including covert arms
transfers, to the requirements of section 654(c), vhich requires
publication in the Federal Register, would not make much sense,
especially nov that the National Security Act contains an
elaborate mechanism by which Congress is kept informed of covert

The language ultimately adopted by Congress vs taken from the
House of Representatives' version of the proposed amendment. See
120 Cong. Rtec. 39,13S (1974)Y N.A. Conf. Rep. No. 1610, 93d
Cong.. 3d Seas. (1974), remrintgd in 1974 U.S. Code Cong. &
Admin. Nev 6734, 6744-6745.

26 This analysis does not leave section 654 without any
applications. Chapter 32 of title 23 contains numerous
provisions requiring both a presidential finding or determination
and a report to Congress concerning such finding or
determination. See. &.g., 22 U.S.C. 2344(&)# 2370(f); 2371(b);
2414a(b); 2426b(b)t 24291b)(1): 2429a(b)(2)(A). Furthermore,
chapter 32 also contains numerous provisions requiring
presidential findings or determinations without also requiring a
congressional report. See, R.aL., 22 U.S.C. 2179(a); 2163(a);
2199(b): 2314(b): 2357(&)1 210.)1 2370(a): 2775. Thus, there
is a meaningful distinction, reflected in the language of section
654, between findings concerning which the President must report
to Congress and findings concerning which no such report is
required.

it should be noted that the legislative history of section 654
suggests that it was enacted in response to incidents in which
(1) the Nixon Administration provided military aid to Cambodia
and obtained the presidential determination required by the
Foreign Assistance Act after the fact: and (2) President Nixon
orally determined to authorize military aid to Ceylon, but did
not put the determination in writing or inform Congress until
some weeks later. S. Rep. No. 431, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971),
r In &n16a 1972 U.S. Code Cong a Admin. Nova 1663, 1695-1896.
Thelegistative history of section 6 cannot properly be used to
draw inferences about the subsequently enacted Hughes-RypeI
Amendment, especially if those inferences would be cont y to
the language and legislative history of Hughes-Ryan itsse.

-11-
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aprationse.3* We are informed by the General Counsel of the CIA i"
trat presidential findings made pursuant to nughes-Ryan have
never bee lished in the Federal Register, and that Congress
has nveo heated to this practice. This confirms our
cnclusloe, @% " on the language and legislative history of the
statutory provisions at issue, that sect tjn 614 does not apply to
presidential findings under Ifughes-Ryan.

Our conclusion, that Hughes-Ryn findings may take the form
of an oral authorization for a particular ogratione agrees vjh
previous opinions by Attorney General Bell,°* by thil Office,
and by the Legal Adviser at the Department of State.°

37 The anomalous nature of publishing notice of covert operations
in the Federal Register is reduced, but not completely
eliminated, by the following provision in section 654(c)t gin
any case in vhich the President concludes that such publication
vould be harmful to the national security of the United States, .
only a statement that a determination or finding has been made by
the President, including the name and section of the Act under
vhich" it was made, shall be published." 23 U.S.C. 2414(c). Some
covert operations could veil be so sensitive that the mere
publication of the section of the act under which a presidential
finding yas made could in some circumstances serve to alert a
foreign intelligence agency to the possible existence of the
operation.
28 This conclusion is further strengthened by the nature of
section 634(d), vhich requires the executive branch to respond to
inquiries about residential findings before the report
concerning then h" been transmitted to Congress. Such a
provision would make no sense as applied to the cdvert operation
findings required by Hughes-Ryan.
29 In a classified mtemorandum of Oct. 20, 1977, for the Assistant
to the President for National Security Affairs, which dealt with
a particular proposed covert operation, Attorney General Dell
opined that tha President's decision that the operation was
important to the national security constituted the finding
required by Hghes-Ryan Onotwithstanding the fact that his
Finding has not been reduced to writing.'
30 OLC Memorandum for the Attorney Generale Oct. 25, 1977, on
Reuirements of the Hughes-Ryan Amendment, 22 U.S.C. 2422, at 6 ,
n~y

31 Memorandum of Dec. 11, 196, to the White House Coun'l LL
on Validity of Oral Instruction to Initiate Covert Action(

I d
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IV.- Other Loa0 Obiections to the Arms ShiMent*

A nmber of other legal provisions have been mentioned as
possibly raising problems about the arms transfers to Iran. None

,.f tha raises Serious questions, AM they warrant only a brief
discuss ioa.

A. fmnibus Diplomatic Security and Antiterrorism Act of 1986.

Section 509 of the Omnibus Diplomatic Security and
Antiterrorism Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-399, 100 Stat. 853, 674
(1966), vhich became effective August 27, 19S6, amended the Arms
export Control Act by adding a nev section providing:

(a) ftr.ajjjhjl.--txcept as provided in
subsection oO items an the United States
Munitions List may not be exported to any
country vhich the Secretary of State has
determined, for purposes of section
6(j)(l)(a) of the export Administration Act
of 1979 (S0. U.S.C. App. 2405(j)(l)(A)), has
repeatedly provided support for acts of
international terrorism.

(b) MaivMr.--The President may vlive the
prohibition ccntained in subsectLon (a) in
the case of a particular ex rt if the
President determines that tM export is
important to the national interests of the
United States and submits to the Congress a
report justifying that determination And
describing the proposed export. Any such
waiver shall expire at the end of 90 days
after it is granted unless the Congress
enacts a law extending the vaiver.

The Secretary of State has identified iran as a country that has
repeatedly3g.-ovided support for acts of international
terrorism.

The same reasons that require treating the covert arms
shipments to Iran as outside the ambit of the Arms Export Control
Act also require that this new amendment to the same Act be
treated s inapplicable to covert arms shipments. The President

32 49 Fed. Re. 2636 (19 4). #0

-13-
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has independent authority, recognized in the National Security ,
Act, for transferring arms in the course of covert InteLligence-,
related operations the consreSsionlal notification requirement in
the aio e td provisional aa odds with the congressional
oversight 9vocese established in section Sol of the National

Curit u a the sparse legislative history of this nov
revision gives no indication of an intent to override section
01. we therefore conclude that this now provision was not

violated by the covert shipment of arms to Iran.

1. Import Ad lnistration Act of 1979.

Section $(j) of the Export Administration Act of 1979, 50
U.S.C. App. 2405(j), limits the issuing of licenses for the
export of goods or technology to countries that the Secretary of
State has identified as having repeatedly provided support for
acts of international terrorism. This statute does not apply to
items on the United States munitions List, which are covered
instead by the Arms Export Control Act. Nor does the statute
apply to shipments b the United States government, for vhich n
Offcernsoe is require. The Export Administration Act is
therefore inapplicable to the Iran project.

C. Executive Order 12333

It has been suggested that the Iran project in some vay
violated the provisions of 3.0. 12333, vhich is the executive
order dealing with the structure and conduct of the nation's
intelligence effort. B.O. 12333, however, like all executive
orders is a set of instructions from the President to his
subordinates in the executive branch. Activities authorized by
the President cannot violatedg an executive order in any legally
meaningful sense, especially in a case here no private rights
are involved, because his authorization creates a valid
modification of, or exception to, the executive order.

V, Three-wy Transactions Involving tsrael

Robert McFarlane, formerly Assistant to the President for
National Security Affa~rs, in the public testimony previously
mentioned, has said that the arms transfers that took place
before January 17, 1986 were accomplished by inducing Israel to

ship weapons, which she had obtained from the United States, 
to

Iran on the understanding that our government would replenish
Israeli stocks ye also gather that the coitment to resupply
Israel was kept. As a legal matter, we believe that such a
transaction is equivalent to one in which the United Stje sells

the weapons directly to Iran.

-14-
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Assuming that the woapcns shipped to Iran were originally
supplied to'lsrael under the Foreign Assistance Act or the Arus
Export Control Act, Israel would have been forbidden to
retransfer tkei to Iran without the consent of the President. 33

These statute permit the President to consent to retransfers,
i~e they also requre him to comr1y with a number of formalities.
(1) Under the Arms Xzport Contro Act, the President must not
consent to e retransfer "unleas the United States itself would
transfer Se defense article under consideration to that
country.* (2) Furthermore, retransfer of Munitions List items
is not permitted under this Act unless *the proposed reci pient
foreign country (L.m. Iran) provides a comitment in writing to
the United States Government that it will not transfer such
defense articles . . . to any other foreign country or3 person
without first obtaining the consent of the President.' (3)
Finally, the President must *promptly submit a report to the
Speaker of Kouse of Representatives and to the Committee on
Foreign Relations of the,|enate on the implementation of each
(retransferi agreement.' So far as e know, the second and
third of these requirements were not complied with.

The President also has special statutory authority to
authorize military assistance and arms export sales, but the

33 22 U.S.C. 2314(a); 2753(s)(2).

34 22 U.S.C. 2753(a). The Foreign Assistance Act contains a
similar provision. 22 U.S.C. 2314(e). This language appears to
allow presidential approval if the United States would itself
transfer the defense article under some authority other than the
Arms Export Control Act (1.,U, as part of a covert operation
undertaken pursuant to the National Security Act), If this
interpretation is correct, the requirement would have been
satisfied as to the Iranian project. As we point out in the
text, however, there appear to be other formalities that were not
satisfied.
35 22 U.S.C. 2753(a). The Foreign Assistance Nct contains a
similar provision. 22 U.S.C. 2314(e).
36 22 U.S.C. 2753(a). The Foreign Assistanct Act does not
contain a similar provision.

It should also be noted that the Arms Export Control Act imposes
additional congressional notification requirements for
retransfers of *major defense equipment' valued at 514 million or
more and for other retransfers valued at $50 million or more. 22
U.S.C. 2753 (d). "wajor defense equipment' is defined as 'any
item of significant military equipment on the United States
munitions List having a nonrecurring research and development
cost of more than $50,000,000 or a total production cost of more
than 1200,000,000.0 22 U.S.C. 2794(6). ,

* e
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exercise of-this authority is contingel urn prior consultations
with certain congressiona cmittees, w ich again does not
seem to have been done.

AsSunl9e that the formalities and congressional notification
rwquirements discussed in the previous paragraph vere not
ceplied vith, the arrangement with Israel cannot be regarded as
a transferr specifically authorized by the Foreign as stance
Act or the Arms Ixport Control Act. We do not believe, however,
that these statutes are the only authorities that could Justify
the transaction. Wer do we believe that the three-vay
transactions involving Israel and Iran are properly analyzed
under these statutes.

In evaluating the legal significance of the shipment to Iran
of weapons from Israeli stocks, one must focus on the nature of
the three-way transaction as a whole. According to Mr.
Xcarlane's testimony, the transaction was designed to expedite
the arrival in Iran of arms that could lawfully have been
supplied directly from American stocks further, Israel
participated in the transaction as an accomodation to the
American government, and did not itself gain or lose any weapon,
as a result. Seen in this light, it is apparent that the real I
nature of the transaction was a bilateral sale between the United
States and Iran, with Israel serving solel;has a conduit or
facilitator in the execution of that sale.

We see no reason to treat the legality of Israel's
participation differently than we would treat the participation
of any other party that served as a conduit In a lawful covert
operation. Had the United States consigned weapons from American
stocks to Israel for shipment to Iran, Israel's role would have
been exactly equivalent to the role that common carriers or
public warehouses play in overt transactions. Because, so far as
we know, the weapons that Israel shipped to Iran and received
from the United States vere completely fung ible, a similar
equivalence is present here. Just as an Jj sale of arms to
Iran could not be made legal by using arael as a conduit, so too
a local transaction could not become illegal by Israel being used

37 22 U.S.C. 2364.
30 This memorandum does not deal with the financing of the
transaction, the details of which are apparently not yet clear.
If Israel retained some of the funds that the Iranians paid for
the weapons, the analysis might change, depending on whether the
retained funds were viewed as a fee in the nature of a brokers'
commission or as profit on a resale. Without nov deciding how
the analysis would differ, we can note that retention of some
funds by Israel would make it less WNIOUR.L appropriate to treat
the whole transaction as essentiall ya&bilateral sale of U.S.
weapons to Iran.

'1
I
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in the same-way.
39

Several features of the relevant statutes support this
nalyi8s First, the statutes restricting retransfers of

)mer|can-rqplied weapons clearly contemplate situations in which
toe transferring country, not the United States itself, is the
source of the request to make the transfer. The Arms export
Control Act, for example, requires the recipient of American arms
(in this case, Israel) to agree not to transfer the arms to to
third country (ga, Iran) without the President's approval,
and then goes on to specify certain factors that the President
must look to etiln considering a request for approval of any
transfer ... . Clearly, the statute is not aimed at
situations in vhich the President is considering requests from
himself for his own approval. Thit Foreign Assistance Act
containsAtimilar provisions, to which the same analysis
applies.

The Arms Export Control Act also makes an express
distinctio- etveen arms exports by private parties in the United
States (vhtch ordinarily require an export license) and exports
by such private parties by or for an agency of the United Statys
Government . . . (3) for carrying out any foreign assistance or
sales program authorized by law and subject to the control of the-
President4 ty other meansO (vhich do not require an export
license). Analogously, a distinction should be made between
Israel's transferring American-supplied arms for her own benefit
(which would be subject to the retransfer requirements of the
Foreign Assistance Act or the Arms Export Control Act) and such
transfers "by or for an agency of the United States Government"
(which were not contemplated by the retransfer provisions of
those statutes). That Israel's shipments of arms to Iran were
by or for an agency of the United States Government" is cledr

from (1) the fact that the Israeli shipments were made at tie
request of American authorities, and (2) the fact that Israel vas
promised and given i4entical replacements for the arms that she
shipped to Iran.

39 So far as we know, there is no legal bar to the use of Israeli

help in American intelligence operations.
40 22 U.S.C. 2753(a).

41 See 22 U.S.C. 2314(a)(1)(B); 2314(s).

42 22 U.S.C. 2776 (b)(2). Kote that this provision appears to

assume that there may W arms sales programs carried ouS pursuant
to legal authorities other than the Arms Zxport Control'jct.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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S oe the foregoing reasons, ve conclude that a covert
ittelliqence ot intelligence-related OVeration, authorized by the
President awd coNducted by members Of the NSC staff and/or the
CIA, culd lawfully have included the sale of arms to Iran. Such
an operation would have been carried out pursuant to presidential
povers recognized in sections 101 and 102 of the Mational
Security Act. An oral authorization by the President would have
sufficed to allow CIA participation under the Wughes Ryan
Amend ent. The use of Israel a American-supplied veapons, under
an arrangement by vhich Israeli stocks vere later replenished,
appears not to have violated the conditions under vh ch American
veapons are supplied to Israel.

Charles J. Coop rAssistant Attorne General
Office of Legal Counsel
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EXHIBIT EM-70

U.S. Depueat ofwdee

Ofike of Leo Counsel
December 17, 1986

I,

JJPMA .1 th W j, D.C. Mf 5iAd-. Aaty ,uj * | IXNI iT

?4V4ORANDUM FOR THS ATTOPkIY GVIZAL

Re: The President's Comnl antcM vi4t% &h "sTimely Notification"
Beau romMn of Section 501(b) of the

National security Act

This memorandum responds to your request that this Office
review the legality of the President's decision to postpone
notifying Congress of a recent series of actions that he took
vith respect to Iran. As ve understand the facts, the President
has, for the past several months, been pursuing a multifaceted
secret diplomatic effort aimed at bringing about better relations
between the United States and Iran (partly because of the general
strategic importance of that countY to help end the
Iran-Iraq var on terms favorable t ar interests in the region);
at obtaining intelligence about political conditions within Iran;
and at encouraging Iranian steps that might facilitate the
release of American hostages being held in Lebanon. It is our
understanding that the President, in an effort to achieve these
goals, instructed his staff to make secret contacts vith elements
of the Iranian government vho favored closer relations with the
United Statesi that limited quantities of defensive arms vere
provided to Iran; that these arms shipments were intended to
increase the political influence of the Iranian elements who
shared our interest in closer relations between the two countries
and to demonstrate our good faith; and that there was hope that
the limited arms shipments would encourage the Iranians to
& rovi4e our government with useful intelligence about Iran and to
ssist our efforts to free the Americans being held captive in

Lebanoin

On these facts, we conclude that the President was within
his authority in maintaining the secrecy of this sensitive
diplomatic initiative from Congress until such time as he
believed that disclosure to Congress would not interfere with the
success of the operation.

As we indicated In our memorandum of November 14, 1186,
section 501 of the National Security Act permits the Proident to

i 0'
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withhold prior notification of-covert operations from Congress,
subject to the requirements that he inform con ressional
committees 4f the operations *in a timely fashion, and that he I.
giv statm t of reasons for not having provided prior notice.:
Wig concluft that the vague phrase Oin a timely fashion"s-l-d bl construed t6aEv O e rsz@et ide discretion-to

sal e a reasonale moment or yn congress.
discretion, vhich is rooted at least as firmly in the President's
constitutional authority and duties as in the terms of any
statute, must be especially broad in the case of a delicate and
ongoing operation whose chances for success could be diminished
as much by disclosure while it was being conducted as by
disclosure prior to its being undertaken. Thus, the statutory
allowance for vithholding prior notification supports an
interpretation of the "timely fashion" language, consistent with
the President's constitutional independence and authority in the
field of foreign relations, to withhold information about a
secret diplomatic undertaking until such a project has progressed
to a point where its disclosure will not threaten its success.

1. The President's Inherent Constitutional aowers Authorize a
Wide Ranae ol Unilateral Covert Actions in the field of
Foreign Affairs

A. The President Possesses Inherent and Plenary
Constitutional Authority in the Field of International
Relations

"The executive Power shall be vested in a President of the
United States of America." U.S. Const. art. 11, sec. 1. This is
the principal textual source for the President's wide and

1 The vagueness of the phrase *in a timely fashion,* together
with the relatively amorphous nature of the President's inherent
authority in the field of foreign relations, necessarily leaves
room for soue dispute about the strength of the President's legal
position in withholding information about the Iranian project
from Congress over a period of several months. The remainder of
this-memorandum outlines the legal support for the President's
position, and does not attempt to provide a comprehensive
analysis of all the arguments and authorities on both sides of
the question. This-caveat, which does not alter the conclusion
stated in the accompanying text, reflects the urgent time
pressures under which this memorandum was prepared.

'I
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inherent discretion to act forthe nation in foreign affairs.
2 

'

The clause has long been held to confer on the President plenary:
authority tO represent the United States and to pursue its
interests outside the borders of the country, subject only to
lTmits specifically set forth in the Constitution itself and to
such statutory limitations as the Constitution permits Congress
to impose by exercising one of its enumerated poers. The
President's executive poger inclues, at a minimua, all the
discretion traditionally available to any sovereign in its
external relations, except insofar as the Constitution places
that discretion in another branch of the government.

Before the Constitution was ratified, Alexander Hamilton
explained in The .LeraLI).kvhy the President's executive pover
would include the con uct of foreign policy. 'The essence of the
legislative authority is to enact laws, or, in other words to
prescribe rules for the regulation of the society; vhile the
execution of the laws and the employment of the common strength,
either for this purpose or for the comn defense, seem so
comprise all the functions of the executive magistrate.* This
fundamental distinction between *prescribing rules for the
regulation of the society" and "employing the common strength for
the common defense' explains vhy the Constitution gave to
Congress gal those powers in the area of foreign affairs that
directly involve the exercise of legal authority over American

2 The Constitution also makes the President Commander in Chief of

the armed forces (Art. It, sec. 2); gives him power to make
treaties and appoint ambassadors, subject to the advice and
consent of the Senate (Art. tI, sec. 2), and to receive
ambassadors and other public ministers (Art. tt, sec. 3); the
Constitution also requires that the President 'take Care that the
Lavs be faithfully executed' (Art. it, sec. 3). These specific
grants of authority supplement, and to some extent clarify, the
discretion given to the President by the Uxecutive Power Clause.

3 JbI ederalist No. 75, at 450 (A. Hamilton) (C. Rossiter ed.
1961). This number of the Thg FderU was devoted primarily
to explaining why the power of making treaties is partly
legislative and partly executive in nature, so that it made sense
to require the cooperation of the President and the Senq*e in
that special case.
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citizens.4 4s to other Matters in vhich the nation acts as a
sovereign entity in relation to outsiders, the constitution
.4elegatss the necessary authority to the President in the Core of

4 Congress's pover "(tie declare war, grant Letters of Marque and
Reprisal, and make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water,"
art. I, sec. O, cl. 11, like the power (tio define and punish
Piracies and Felonies committed on the high-- Ses,-end Offences
against the Law of Wationts. art. 1, sec. Or cl 10, and the power
"(tie regulate Commerce vith foreign Nations," art. I, sec. 8,
cl. 3, reflects the fact that the United States is, because of
its geographical position, necessarily a nation in which a
significant number of citizens viii engage in international
commerce. A declaration of var immediately alters the legal
climate for Americans engaged in foreign trade and is therefore
properly treated as a legislative act necessarily binding on an
important section of the private citizenry. Similarly,
Congress's broad power over the establishment and maintenance of
the armed forces, art. t, sec. 6, cla. 12-16, reflects their
obviously important domestic effects. In accord vith Hamilton's
distinction, however, the actual command of the*armed forces is
given to the President in his role as Commander in Chief.
Treaties (in whose making the Senateprticipates under*rt. 11,
sec. 2) have binding legal effect within our borders, a are
most notable for the significantly Ma role that Congrabs
plays.
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the executivee Pover."S

The pr tively exclusive authority of the President in
foreignn affair* vms asserted at the outsetby George Wahington
-and acknowledged by the First Congress. Without consulting
Cng ress, PIresident Washington determined that the United States
vould remain impartial in the var between France and Great

5 As one would expect in a situation dealing with implied
constitutional powers, argument and authority can be mustered for
the proposition that Congress vas intended to have a significant
share of the foreign policy povers not specifically delegated by
the Constitution. Perhaps the most oaft-cited authority for this
position is James Madison's "Helvidius Letters' (reprinted in
part in a. Corvin, The Presiaent's Control of Forelan Relations
16-27 (1917)), where he cautioned against construing the
President's executive power so broadly as to reduce Congress's
power to declare war to a mere formality. Madison's argument was
directed principally at countering some overstatements made by
Alexander Hamilton in his OPacificus Letters' (reprinted in part
in B. Corvin, #imin at $-IS)i Madison's argument sis not properly
interpreted to imply that Congress has as great a role to play in
setting policy in foreign affairs as in domestic matters. Even
Jefferson, who was generally disinclined to acknowledge implied
powers in fhe federal government or in the President, vrote: "The
transaction of business with foreign nations is executive
altogether it belongs, then, to the head of that department,
except as to such portions of it as are specially submitted to
the senate. Exceptions are to be construed strictly . . " 5
ri tinas of Thpmas Ieffarson 161 (Ford ed. 1895). While we agree

that Congress has some powers to curb a President who
persistently pursued a foreign policy that Congress felt was
seriously undermining the national interest, especially in cases
where Congress's constitutional authority to declare war was
implicated, well-settled historical practice ind legal precedents
have confirmed the President's dominant rale I.n formulakit g, as
well as in carrying out, the nation's fore~sn policy. ,
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Britain. 6 SImilarly, the first Congress itself acknowledged the
breadth of the executive over in foreign affairs vhen it
established whet is nov the Department of State. in creating
.tAls executive department, Congress directed the department's
heed (i.e. the person nov called the Secretary of State) to carry
out certain specific tasks when entrusted to him by the
President, as well as *such other matters respecting foreign
affairs, as the Presioent of the United States shall assign to
the said department.' Just as the first President and the first
Congress recognized that the executive function contained all the
residual over to conduct foreign policy that was not otherwise
delegated by the Constitution, subsequent historical practice has
generally confirmed the President's primacy in formulating and

6 Proclamation of the President, April 22, 1793, renld in 1
4e9s4aes and Caoers of the Presidents 156-157 (J. Richardson ed.
1896). President Washington also warned that his Administration
would pursue criminal prosecutions for violations of his
neutrality proclamation. Although such prosecutions were upheld
at the time, a rule that vould prohibit such prosecutions was
recognized by the Supreme Court relatively soon thereafter.
Compare Ien1ieLd's Caws, 11 F. Cu. 1099, 1102 (C.C.D. Pa. 1793)
(No. 6,3wO) (JEG C.J.), With Uniited States v. ud4sn &Goodvin,
11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 32 (1812). tt is worth emphaslsing that
Presidents have sometimes encountered constitutional obstacles
when attempting to pursue foreign policy goals through actions in
the domestic arena, but have rarely been interfered with in
taking diplomatic steps, or even military actions short of war,
outside our borders. The present significance of President
Washington's proclamation has less to do with the particular
actions he might have taken in the domestic sphere than with his
claim that foreLon affairs are generally within the
constitutions1domain assigned to the Xxecutive. This claim is
consistent with the Constitution and has now been reinforced by
long historical practice.
7 Act of July 27, 1769, 1 Stat. 28-29. See also Act of 4an. 30,
1799, 1 Stat. 613 (similar provision currently codified 4t 18
U.S.C. 993), which made it a crime for any person to attempt to
influenct -he conduct of foreign nations with respect to a
controversy with the United states.

-9 ~
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carrying out American foreign policy.$

The Supreme Court, too, has recognized the President's broso
discretion to. ct on his own initiative in the field of foreign
affairs. tn the leading case, Unit Stati s. Curtiss-Wriqht
affarso., 299 U.S. 30 (1936), the Court drew a sharp
distinction between the President's relatively limited inherent
powers to act in the domestic sphere and his gar-reaching
discretion to act on his own authority in managing the external
relations of the country. The Supreme Court emphatically
declared that this discretion derives from the Constitution
itself and that congressional efforts to act in this area must be
evaluated in the light of the President's constitutional
ascendancy

It is important to bear in mind that we
are here dealing not alone with an authority
vested in the President by an exertion of
legislative pover, but with such an authority
2IM& the very delicate, plenary and exclusive
power of the President as the 1 organ of
the federal government in the e of
international relations-- ver which does
not require as a basis or itg eercise an
act of Conaress, but which, of course, like
every other governmental power, must be

The fact that Presidents have often asked Congress to give them
specific statutory authority to take action in foreign affa Is
may reflect a practical spirit of courtesy and compromise rather
than any concession of an absence of inherent constitutional
authority to proceed. For example, President Franklin Roosevelt
requested that Congress repeal a provision of the Emergency Price
Control Act that he felt was interfering with the'var effort; he
warned, however, that if Congress failed to act, he would proceed
on the authority of his own office to take whatever measures vere
necessary to ensure the winning of the war. 88 Cong. Xec. 7044
(1942).

As one would expect, of course, Congress has not always accepted
the most far-reaching assertions of presidential authority. See
also Younoeto Seet & Tub& CO v. Sawer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952)
(Constltution did not authorize President to take possession of
and operate privately owned steel mills that had ceased producing
strategically important materials during labor dispute); j.. at
635 (Jackson, J., concurring) ('CThe Constitution, enjoins upon
(the government's] branches separateness but interdependence,
autonomy but reciprocity. Presidential pvers are not fixed but
fluctuate, depending upon their disjunction or conjunction with
those of Congress.*.

fe

I

-7-
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exercised in subordination to the applicable
provisions of the Constitution. it ts quite
aVWr ent that if, in the maintenance of our
inteonational relations, embarrassment-
perhaps serious embarrassment--is to be
aided and success for our aims achieved,
congressional legislation vhich is to be made
effective through negotiation and inquiry
within the International field must often
accord to the President a degree of
discretion and freedom from statutory
restriction which would not be admissible
vere domestic affairs alone involved.
Moreover, he, not Congress, has the better
opportunity of knowing the conditions which
prevail in foreign countries, and especially
is this true in time of var. He has hi&
confidential sources of information. He has
h" agents in the form of diplomatic,
consular and other officials. SrecyLin
respect of informstion oathf-red IEYihemmay
be highlv necessary, and the aremature
41sclosure Of Ii roductive 2E Dameu

-I-
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,i*d an this anals is, the Supreme Cour t rejected the argumentthat'Congres had iMroperly delegated a legislative function to
thePresident when it authorized him to impose an embargo on
arms going to an area of South America in which a war vas taking
place. The Court's holding hinged on the essential insight that
the embargo statute's principal effect vas merely to remove any
question about the President's pover to pursue his foreign
policy objectives by enforcing the embargo within the borders of

9 299 U.S. at 319-320 (emphasis added). See also Chicano LSoUthern Air 4ines v. Watermen J.S. Coro,, 333 U.S. 103, 109
(1g48) (President "pasants in his own right certain powers
conferred by the Constitution on him as Comander-in-Chief and as
the Nation's organ in foreign affairs'); it. at 109-112 (refusing
to read literally a statute that seemed to require judicial
review of a presidential decision taken pursuant to his
discretion to make foreign policy); jW. at 111 ('It would be
intolerable that courts, without the relevant information, should
review and perhaps nullify actions of the Executive taken on
information properly held secret. ), aVoted4 vth aooroval in
United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 710 (1974).

In Perez v. Brovnell, 356 U.S. 44, 57 (1958) (citations omitted),
the Coart stated, wAlthough there is in the Constitution no
specific grant to Congress of power to enact legislation for the
effective regulation of foreign affairs, there can be no doubt of
the existence of this pover in the law-making organ of the
Nation.0 The Perez Court, however, was reviewing the
constitutional ty of a statute in whose drafting the Executive
Branch had played a role equivalent to one of Congress's own
committees. 356 U.S. at 56. Furthermore, the statute at issue
in Portz provided that an American national who voted in a
political election of a foreign state would thereby lose his
American nationality. If the President lacks the inherent
constitutional authority to deprive an American of his
nationality, then tho ftgre Court's language about congressional
*regulation of foreign affairs" may refer only to *regulation of
domestic affairs that affect foreign affairs.' In any case,
Perez should not be read to imply that Congress has broad
legislative powers that can be used to diminish the Presitent's
inherent Article 11 discretion. :8

9
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this country. 10 As the Court emphatically stated, the
President's authority to act in the field of international
relations Is penary, exclusive, and subject to no legal
linitations save thol9 derived from applicable provisions of the,
Constitution itself. AS the Court noted with obvious
approval, the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations acknowledged
this principle at an early date in our history

SThe lPresidetI the constitutional
r ese.ntative of the Un itd States with
regard to goreion nations, He manages our
concerns with foreign nat-ions and must

necessarily be most competent to determine
vhen, how, and upon vhat subjects negotiation
may be urged with the greatest prospect of
success. of hig conduct he i an la
t2 the Cons 1 The committee consider
this responsibility the surest pledge for the
faithful discharge of his duty. They think
the interference of the Senate in the
direction of foreign negotiations calculated
to diminish that responsibility and thereby
to impair the best security for the national
safety. The nature of transactions with
foreign nations, moreover, requires caution

10 See 299 U.S. at 327 (effect of various embargo acts was to

confide to the President "an authority which vas cognate to the
conduct by him of the foreign relations of the
government*)(quoting Panama Rfintn Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388,
422 (1935) (emphasis added)). This implies that while the
President may in some cases need enabling legislation In order to
advance his foreign policy by controlling the activities of
American citizens on American soil, he needs no such legislation
for operations and negotiations outside our borders.

11 Because the presidential action at issue in Curtiss-Wriaht was

authorized by statute, the Court's statements as to the
President's inherent powers could be, and have been,
characterized as dicta. See, e1.a., Ygunqstovn Sheet S. Tube Co.
v. Sawer, 343 U.S. 579, 635 n.( 1952) (Jackson, J.,
concurring). We believe, however, that the Curtiss-Wr-iht
Court's broad viev of the President's inherent powers was
essential to its conclusion that Congress had not
unconstitutionally delegated legislative authority to the
President. Furthermore, the Supreme Court has since reaffirmed
its strong commitment to the principle requiring the *utmost
deference' to presidential responsibilities in the military and
diplomatic areas. United States v. mixon, 418 U.S. 683, 710
(1974).

10
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and unity of design,.and their success
frequently depends on secrecy and dipatch.0

299 U.S. at 319 (emphasis added) (quoting U.S. Senate, Reports,
Committee on Foreign Relations, vol. s, p. 24 (Feb. 1s, 1816)).
it follow inexorably from the CWarisa-Wriht analysis that
congressional legislation authorizing extraterritorial
diplomatic and intelligence activities is superfluous, and that
statutes infringing the President's I herent Article 11
authority vould be unconstitutional.

9. Secret Diplomatic and Intelligence Missions Are at the
Core of the President's Inherent Foreign Affairs
Authority

The President's authority over foreign policy, precisely
because its nature requires that it be vide and relatively
unconfined by preexisting constraints, is inevitably somewhat
ill-defined at the margins. Whatever questions me arise at the
outer reaches of his power, however, the conduct of secret
negotiations and intelligence operations lies at the very heart
of the President's executive power. The Supreme Court has
repeatedly so held in modern times. For examples

Not only, as ye have shown, is the federal
power over external affairs in origin and
essential character different from that over

12 See O, United Sales Ix gel. Knauff v. Shaughnessv, 338

U.S. 537,-542 (1950) (citations omitted)s

The exclusion of aliens Is a fundamental act
of sovers'7nty. The right to do so stems not
alone frm leislative power but is inherent
in the executive power to control the foreign
affairs of the nation. When Congress [
prescribesa procedure concerning the
admissibility of aliens, it is not dealing
alone with a legislative power. It is
implementing an inherent executive power.

See als Worthy v. Hgrter, 270 F.2d 905, 910-912 (D.C. Cir. 1959)
(statute giving President authority to refuse to allow Ampricans
to travel to foreign "trouble spots* simply reinforces ttp
President's inherent constitutional authority to impose tbe same
travel restrictions).
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internal affairs, but participation in the
exercisee of the paver is significantly
limited. In this vast external realm, vith
its important, complicated, delicate and
manifold problems, .he President alone has
the pover to speak or listen as a
representative of the nation. He m
treaties vith the advice and consent'-o the
Senate but he alone negotiates. Into the
field of negotiations the Senate cannot
intrude; and Congress itself Is powerless to
invade It.

nited States Export Corp., 299 U.S. 304, 319
(1936) (emphasis In original). The Court has also, and more
recently, emphasized that this core presidential function is by
no means limited to matters directly involving treaties. In
United States g. is, 416 U.S. 663 (1974), the Court invoked
the basic Cutis, J rilhdistinction between the domestic and
international contexts to explain its rej action of President
Nixon's claim of an absolute privilege of confidentiality for
all communications between him and his advisors. While
rejecting this sweeping and undifferentiated claim of executive
privilege as applied to communications involving domestic
affairs, the Court repeatedly and emphatically stressed that
military or diplomatic secrets are in a different category:
such secrets are intimately linked to the President's Article 11
duties, %here the *courts have traditionally shown the utmostleference to Presliential responsibilities.* 416 U.S. at 710
(emphasis added).

Such statements by the Supreme Court reflect an
understanding of the President's function that is firmly rooted
in the nature of his office &s it was understood at the time the
Constitution vas adopted. John Jay, for example, offered a
concise statement in The F1srLiIs

13 See also j. at 706 ('a claim of need to protect military,
diplomatic, or sensitive national security secrets* vould present
a strong cae for denying judicial poer to make in camera
inspections of confidential material); 4. at 712 n.19
(recognizing "the President's interest in preserving state
secrets').

Note also that the Curtiss-Wriaht Court expressly endorsed
President Washington's refusal to provide the House of
Representatives with information about treaty negotiations after

h iations bad been concluded. 299 U.S. at 320-324. 6
or jii such information could be vithheld during the ,:
negotiations.
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it seldom happens in the negotiation of
treaties, of whatever nature, but that
perfect a*5.LT and immediate d4ilAth are
somotims-requ site. There are cases here
the most useful intelligence may be obtained,
if the persons possessing it can be relieved
from apprehensions of discovery. Those
apprehensions will operate on those persons
whether they are actuated by mercenary or
friendly maotivesi and there doubtless are
many of both desc- ptions who would rely on
the secrecy of the President, but who would
not confide in that of the Senate, and still
less in that of a large popular assembly
The convention have done vell, therefore, in
so disposing of the power of making treaties
that although the President must in forming
them, act by the advice and consent of the
Senate, yet he will be able to manage the
business of intelligence in such mamner as
prudence may suggest.

So often and so essentially have we
heretofore suffered from the want of secrecy
and dispatch that the Constitution would have
been inexcusably defective if no attention
had been paid to those objects. Those
matters which in negotiations usually require
the most secrecy and the most dispatch are
those preparatory and auxiliary measures
which are not otherwise important in a
national view, than as they tend to
facilitate the allainnent of the objects of
the negotiation. 4

Jay's reference to treaties 'of whatever nature* and his
explicit discussion of intelligence operations make it clear
that he v speaking, not of treaty negotiation in the narrow
sense, but of the whole process of diplomacy and intelligence-
gathering. The President's recent Iran proj ect fits comfortably
within the terms of Jay's discussion.

I The edaF.L.Xs go. 64, at 392-393 (J. Jay) (C. Rossiter ed.
1961) (emphasis in original). Jy went on to note that 'should
any circumstance occur which requires the advice and consent of
the Senate, he may at any time convene them.' ,,I at 393. Jay
did not, however, suggest that the President Voul be obliged to
seek such advice and consent for actions other than those
specifically enumerated in the Constitution. ,1

13
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C. The Prquident Has Inherent Authority to Take Steps to
Protect the Lives of Americans Abroad

Pwrhqpe the most important reason for giving the federal
government the attributes of sovereignty in the international
arena v" to protect the interests and welfare of American
citizens from the various threats that may be posed by foreign
powers. This obvious and comon sense proposition was confirmed
and relied on by the Supreme Court when it held that every
citizen of the United States has a constitutional right, based on
the Privileges or Immunities Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
"to demand the care and protection of the Federal government over
his life, liberty, and property when on thr5high seas or within
the jurisdiction of a foreign government.* Accordingly, the
Supreme Court has repeatedly intimated that the President has
inherent authority to protect Americans and their property abroad
by whatever means, short of war, he may find necessary.

An early judicial recognition of the President's authority
to take decisive action to protect Americans abroad came during a
rid-nineteenth century revolution in Nicaragua. On the orders of
the President, the commander of a naval gunship bodbarded a town
where a revolutionary government had engaged in violence against
American citizens and their property. in a later civil action
against the naval commander for damages resulting from the
bombardment, Justice Nelson of the Supreme Court held that the
action could not be maintained:

As the executive head of the nation, the
president is made the oay legitimate organ
of the general government, to open and carry
on correspondence or negotiations with
foreign nations, in matters concerning the
interests of the country or of its citizens.
it is so Ulm. also.a &%,a citzens ara Mus
looo frr g,MC= and for the faithful execution of

the we existing and intended for their
protection. For this purpose, the vholg
gageutive power of the country is placed in
his hands, under the constitution, and the
laws passed in pursuance thereof ....

Nov, as it respects the interposition of
the executive abroad, for the protection of ,g
the lives or property of the citizen, Lbs *

IS Slauahter-ouse Case, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36, 79 (1873).
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SBig cts of lawless
olence, ora threaten violence to the

citizen or his property, cannot be
anticipated and provided fort and the
protection, to be effectual or of any avail,
may, not Infrequently, require the most
prompt and decided action. Under our system
of overnaent, uchenildto- protec in -as %-e -it-zen- a

e The ret Oct and duty of
government Is the protection of the lives,
liberty, and property of the people composing
it, whether abroad or at homes and any
government failing in the accomplishment of
the object, or the performance of the duty,
is not worth preserving.

Duran %. Hollns, 5 ?.-Cas. 111, 112 (C.C.S.D.N.Y. 1860) (No.
4,186) (emphasis added).

Later, the full Court confirmed this analysis in an opinion
holding that the President has inherent authority to provide
bodyguards, clothed with federal immunity from state lay, to
protect judicial officers, even when they are travelling within
the United States in the performance of their C'tias. in re
Meacle, 135 U.S. 1 (1890). Rather than base its decision on a
narrow analysis of the status of federal judges, the Court held
that the presidential6duty to *take Care that the Laws be
faithfully executed' includes "any obligation f frly and
properly inferrible [sic] fromO the Constitution. The Court
specifically stated that these were not limited to the express
terms of statutes and treaties, but included 'the rights, duties,
and obligations growing out of ., our

inter a l rel 1 at at "s a nd j protection iftli ad by the
nature o fthe government under the Constitution.' As the Court
pointed out, Congress itself had approved this position when it
ratif ied the conduct of the government in using military threats
and diplomatic pressure to secure the release of an American who
had been taken prisoner in Burope. Noting that Congress had
voted a medal for the naval officer who had threatened to use
force to obtain the American's release, the Court asked, "Upon
what act of Congress then existing can any one lay his finger in

16 U.S. Const., art. It, sec. 3.

17 InLreaale, 135 U.S. at 59.

A. at 64 (emphasis added). eg
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support of the action of our gwernment in this natter?19 If
military force may be used on the President's own discretion to ,

protect Ametica lives and property abroad, surely the less
drastic meas.employed by President Reagan during the Iran
projectt were within hic constitutional authority.

It.

Congress has traditionally exercised broad implied povers in
overseeing the activities of Executive Uranch agencies, including
"probes into departments of the Federal Government to expose
corruption, inefficiency or vaste.1 htkiny. f-niLtA 4elus,
354 U.S. 178, 187 (1957f; see also carAin . r. 273 U.S.

135, 161-164 (1927). This power of oversight is goned on
Congress's need for information to carry out its legislative
function. Because the excutive departments are subject to
statutory regulation and to practical restrictions imposed
through appropriations levels, Congress can usually demonstrate
that it has a legitimate and proper need for the information
necessary to make future regulatory and appropriations decisions
in an informed manner. Mcrai±n, 273 U.S. at 178.

As the Supreme Court has observed, however, the
congressional poyr of oversight *is not unlimited. asking
354 U.S. at 187. It can be exercised only in aid of a
legitimate legislative function traceable to one of Congress's
enumerated powers. See McGrain, 273 U.S. at 173-174. The power
of oversight cannot constitutionally be exercised in a manner
that would usurp the functions of either the Judicial or
Executive Branches. Thus, the Supreme Court has held that by
investigating the affairs of a business arrangement in which one
of the government's debtors was interested, "the House of
Representatives not only exceeded the limit of itd own authority,
but assumed a power which could only be properly exercised by
another branch of the government, because it was in its nature

19 L4. The fact that such a statute may have existed, see

'xpatristion Act of July 27, 1868, ch. 249, sec. 3, 15 Stat. 223,
224 (current version at 22 U.S.C. 1732) (authorizing the
President to use such means, short of war, as may be necessary to
obtain the releie of Americans unjustly held prisoner by foreign
governments), does not diminish the force of the Supreme Court's
statement that no such statute would be needed to support such an
exercise of executive power.

20 It is worth observing that Congress's oversight powers are no

more explicit in the Constitution than are the President's powers
in foreign affairs. See UdriL, 273 U.S. at 161.

16
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An tot Infringing unon the President'sInhoentAuthority to Conduct Foretian Policy Would be Unconst,:
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clearly judicial.* 103 U.S. 16S, 192

(1M81). TWO ae principle applies to congressional inquiries
'that would trench on the President's exclusive functions.
"LEackin the judIcial power given to the Judiciary, (Congress]
c'aniot Ynqire into matters that are exclusively the concern ofthe Judic 0ntoh:aol1w 4 U.

ezlsveveons 1ah !!dutv
tte,360 U.S. is9 12(5)(eh addd)

It is undoubtedly true that the Constitution does not
contemplate *a complete division of authority between the three
branches.0 ulAnL. Administrator of General r icem, 433 u.S.
425t, 443 (1977) . evertheless, there are certain quintessential
executive functions that Congress may not exercise in the guise
of its "oversight pover." Congress, for example, may not give
its own agents the over to make binding rules 'necessary to or
advisable for the administration and enforcement of a major
statute. Suckle . Vales, 424 U.S. 1, 281 (1976) (white, i.,
concurring in part) Nor may Cong res unilaterally alter the
rights and duties created by a prior statutory authorization.
INS v. chadha, 462 U.S. 919, 951 (1983). In general, the
management and control of affairs committed to the Executive
Branch, even those given to th. Executive by Congress itself,
must remain firmly in the control of the President. Myers v.
United States, 272 U.S. 52, 135 (1926). Afrtiori, the conduct
of affairs coitted exclusively to the President by the
Constituon must be carefully insulated from improper
congressional interference in the guise of oversight'
activities.

This principle has three immediately relevant corrolaries.
First, decisions and actions by the President and his immediate
staff in the conduct of foreign policy are not subject to direct
review by Congress. 'By the constitution of the United States,

the residents invested with certain important political
powers, in the exercise of which he is to use his~ovn discretion,
and is accountable only to his country in his political
character, and to his own conscilqce." Marburv v. Madison, 5
U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 164 (1803)."

21 On its facts, Barenblatt did not involve an inter-branch
dispute. The Court upheld a contempt citation issued by a House
Committee against a witness who refused to answer questions about
his ties with the Communist Party.

22 Obviously, Congress may investigate and consider the
President's past actions when performing one of its own assigned
functions (for example, while giving advice and consent t4
treaties or appointments, deciding whether to issue a dedrigration
of war, or during the impeachment process).
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Second, vhile Congress unquestionably possesses the power to
make decisions as to the appropriation of public funds, it may
not attach can4itions to executive Branch appropriations that !,
require the President to relinquish any of his constitutional
discretion in foreign affairs. Just as an individual cannot be
,pquired to vaive his constitutional rights as a condition of
aicepting public employment or benefits, so the President cannot
be camelled to give up the authority of his office as a
condition of receivint 3 the funds necessary to carry out the
duties of his office. To leave the President thus at the mercy
of the Congress would Aolate the principle of the separation of
powers in the most fundamental manner. :ba Fgralilt indicates
that one great Oinconveniency of republ can government is the
tendency of the legislature to invade the prerogatives of the
other branches, and that one of the main concerns of the Framers
was to give the other branches the "necessary constitutions;,
means and personal motives to resist (such) encroachments.* In
an effort to address this problem the Constitution provides that
the President's perjgnal compensation cannot be altered during
his term of office, and it must be acknowledged that the
President's constitutional independence is even more precious and

The doctrine of unconstitutional conditions has pervasive
• Y application throughout the law. For a good general statement of

the doctrine, see Frast L frsl Trckiles Co. v. Rilroad
" ommissian, 271 U.S, 553p 594 926):

If the state may compel the surrender of one
constitutional right as a condition of its
favor, it may. in like manner, compl a
surrender of all. It is inconceivable that
guaranties embedded in the Constitution of
the United States may thus be manipulated out
of existence.

24 The Feeralist 1o. 51, at 321-322 (J. Madison) (C. Rossiter

25 U.S. Const., art. It, sec. 1, cl. 71 Federalist No. 51, at

321 (J. Madison) (C. Rossiter ed. 1961)i No. 73, at 441-442
(A. Hamilton).

11.
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vulnerable than his personal independence. 2 ,
l'1

Third.'any statute that touches on the President's inherent'.
authority in foreign policy ms t be interpreted to leave the
President a much discretion as the language of the statute will
Allow. This accords vith the vell-established judicial
presumption in favor of construing statutesn2 o as to avoid
constitutional questions whenever possible. Because the
President's constitutional authority in international relations
is by its very nature virtually a broad as the national interest
and as indefinable as the exigencies of unpredictable events,
almost &U congressional attempt to curtail his discretion raises
questions of constitutional dimension. Those questions can, and
must, be kept to a minimum in the only vay possible: by
resolving ail statutory ambiguities in accord vith the
resumption that recognizes the President's constitutional

independence in international affairs.

Ill.

In 1980, the National Security Act of 1947 vs amended to
provide for congressional oversight of *significant anticipated
intelligence activities.* This section now provides (section

26 See 41 op. A.G. 230, 233 (1955)t

It is recognized that the Congress may grant
or withhold appropriations as it chooses, and
when making an appropriation may direct the
purposes to vhich the appropriation shall be,
devoted. It may also impose conditions with
respect to the use of the appropriation,
provided always that the conditions do notSrequire operation of the Government in a way
forbidden by the Constitution. If the
practice of attaching invalid conditions to
legislative enactments were permssible, it
is evident that the constitutional system of
the separability of the branches of
Government would be placed in the gravest
jeopardy.

27 (I f 'a construction of the statute is fairly possible by

which la serious doubt of constitutionelitl] may be avoided, a
court should adopt that construction.* Caiifaflo v. Yamski , 442
U.S. 662, 693 (1979) (quoting Crovell v. Benson, 265 U.&. 22, 62
(1932)).

19
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501(a) of the National security Act, so U.S.c. 4lw(a)) (emphasisadded): ,

?6 the extent consistent vith all applicable
authorities and duties,n dto

0Msislative branches -lab ~erm~e n to the
extent consistent v t due regeN for the
protection from unauthorized disclosure of
classified information end information relating to
intelligence sources and methods, the Director of
Central intelligence and the heads of all
department, agencies, and other entities of the
Wilted States involved in intelligence activities
shall --

(1) keep the Select Cowmittee on Intelligence
of the Senate and the Permanent Select Cowmittee
on intelligence of the House of Representatives

. . fully and currently Informed of all
intelligence activities vhich are the
responsibility of, are engaged in by, or are
carried out for or on behalf of, any department,
agency, or entity of the United states, including
any significant anticipated Intelligence activity,
except that (A) the foregoing provision shall not
require approval of the intelligence cowittees as
a condition precedent to the initiation of any
such antics ated intelligence activity, and (3)

m t prior notice to meet ex rsordnary
ItrcSM~tncep efzecUsngvzta&nterestsF-of the
ited Statesv SuCH noZce sne D e 11MM TotO ther neirmn and renngmnV ara of 'E

majority ant~o~ 0e-_r g~~ mt~

F'- situations in vhich the President falls to giveprior notice
under section 901(a), section 501(b), 50 U.S.C. 413(b), (emphasis
added) provides

The President shall fully inform the
Intelligence coimttees In t finely fashion of
intelligence operations in foreign countries,
other than activities intended solely for
obtaining necessary intelligence, for vhich prior
notice vas not given under subsection (a) of this
section and shell provide a statement of the

20
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reasons for not giving prior notice.
28

T). ulicte connection between the "timely notice"
requirement of section 501(b) a the President a inherent
constitutional authority, acknowledged in section 501(a), is
dramatically confirmed by a colloquy between Senators javits and
Kuddleston, both of vhom vere on the committee that drafted this
provision. Senator Javits asked Qif information has been
withheld from both the select committee and the leadership group
(as section 501(b) envisages), can it be withheld on any grounds
other than 'Independent constitutional authoritT and, if so, on
what grounds?" senator luddleston ansvereds Section 501(b)
reconises that the President may assert constitutional authority
to Tthhold prior notice of covert operation Isie], but vould n
be able to claim the identical authority to withhold timely
notice under section 501(b). A claim of constitutional authority
is the groundss that may be asserted for withholding prior
notice of a covert operation.' 126 Cong. Rec. 17693 (l960)

28 Section 501 of the National Security Act does contemplate

that prior notice of "intelligence activitiesa will be given in
all instances. Subsection (b) of section 501 makes specific
provision for situations in vhich Oprior notice yes not given
under subsection (a)." Because subsection (a) includes
situations in vhich the president provides notice to the full
intelligence committees under subsection (a)(1)(A) and situations
in which he provides prior notice restricted to designated
members of Congress, including the chairmen and ranking members
of the House and Senate Intelligence committees under suLsection
(a)(l)(3), it seems clear that subsection (b) contemplates %.
situations in which no prior notice has been given under either
of o 0
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(emphasis added). 29  If, as Seastor -iddleston contended, section

29.
7p,o

A similar Collouy took place on the floor of the House
between Rep. oln, Chairman of the House select Committee on
U0,elllgence, and Uep. Hamiltons

Rep. Hamiltons As I understand that subsection,
it alloys the President to vithhold prior notice
entirely that is, he does not inform anyone in
that circumstance. He only has to report in a
timely fashion.
is that a correct viev of subsection (b)?

Rep. Solands In response to the gentleman, let me
say that the President must always give at least
timely notice.

126 Cong. Rec. 28,392 (1960). Thus, Rep Boland clearly, If
reluctantly, confirmed Rep Hamilton'eointerpretation. During
the floor debates, several Senators also acknowledged that the
proposed legislation did not require that Congress be notified of
all intelligence activities prior to their Inception. According
to Senator Nunn, the bill contemplated that *in certain instances
the requirements of secrecy preclude any prior consultation with
Congress.' 126 o .- .. ,ec. 13,127 (1980) (statement of Sen. Nunn).
See also id. tA13d 5 statement of Sen. Muddleston)('Section
501(b) recognl'xws- f tohe President may assert constitutional
authority to withhold prior notice of covert
operations . . . "); 1j. at 13,103 (statement of Sen. sayh).

In the course of the floor debates, some Senators stated that
the situations in vhich prior notice va requiredid vould be
very rare. See, 126 Cong. Rec 26,276 1950) (remarks of

Sen. Inouye). Sue statements are of tffttrelevance to
determining the scope of the prior notice requirement. First,
the executive branch has alvays agreed that instances of deferred
reporting will be rare and has consistently given prior notice.
Second, section 501 at the very least permits the President to
defer notice when he is acting pursuant to his independent
constitutional authority the scope of this authority is
determined, not by 1eislators' v ev of the Constitution, but by
the Constitution tseff. Third, the draftsmen of section 501
decided that because the scope of the President's constitutional
'authorities and duties" was in serious dispute, the legislation
would not attempt to resolve the issues so rating the parties to
the dispute. See 126 Cong. Rec. 13,123 (180) (statement of Sen.
Javits). The ambiguities of subsection (b) reflect Congress'
iaklix to override the executive branch's viev of the
President's constitutional authority. That dispute cannot now be
settled, contrary to the lftecutive's position, by reference to
the statements of individual Congressmen vho had a narrow viev of
the President's constitutional role.

22
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501(b) is to be interpreted to. require the President to act on
his inherent authoritlrin withholding notice of covert operations
until after the fact, then any further statutory limitations
on the Preeidit's discretion should be narrowly construed in

.order to repeat the President's constitutional Independence.
The requirement that such after-the-fact notification be made 6in
a timely fashion appears to be such an additional limitation.

The entire analysis in this memorandum supports the
proposition that the phrase sin a timely fahion" must be
construed to mean " soon as the President judges that
disclosure to congressional committees will not interfere with
the success of the operation." To interpret it in any other
vay--for example, by requiring notification within some arbitrary
period of tine unrelated to the exigencies of a particular
operation--vovld seriously infringe upon the President's ability
to conduct operations that cannot be completed within 3yhatever
period of time v.-m reed into the statutory provision.
Furthermore, several putatively discrete Intelligence
operations" may be so interrelated that they should
realistically be treated as a single undertaking whose success

C0 Ssator Huddleston's Interpretation is not necessarily
correct. As ve indicated in our memorandum of Noember 14, 1986,
the President may be able to withhold prior notice even without
invoking his independent constitutional authority.

31 On the floor of the Senate, e ill's s insoindicated that

his personal view of the Presidet s €onsitutional powers was
very narrow, and nt congressional
committees notifeod.'s i noi sjibe.±) He acknowledged,
however, that the exe ve branch tooa a different view, and
that he expected "that these matters will be worked out in a
practical way.' 126 Cong. Rec. 13096 (1980) (remarks of Sen.
Huddleston). Those statements show that the legislation wis not
thought to preclude the President from acting on his own view of
his own constitutional powers. In guarding against such improper
interference, the President's own interpretation of his
constitutional powers is due great respect' from the other
branches. Be* Unitid State v. Nixson 418 U.S. 683, 703 41974).

23
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might be jeopardized by disclosure prior to its completion.
32  

a

us, &-number of factors combine to support the conclusion,
that 4 e "timely fashions language should be reed to leave the

resident vith virtually unfettered discretion to choose the
gtmoment for making the required notif iationj The word

31 In his prepared testimony on S. 2264, President Carter's CIA
Director, Stansfteld Turner, stated (National Intellicence Act of1980t bearings beore the Senate Sel0t01Al
Intelligence, 96th Cong. 2d Sea . 17 (1980)) (epaIs added-)s

Prior reporting would reduce the President's flexibility to
deal vith situations involving grave danger to personal
safety, o -which dictate special reqairements for speed and
secrecy. *LQp the other hand, activities which would have long
term consequences, or which would be carried out over an
extended period of time should genhrall be shared with the
Congress at their inception, and Iwould have no objection to
making this point in the legislative history._

Turner's testimony cannot properly be interpreted to imply that aI
'long term," as opposed to short tern,* projects require prior
notice. First, Turner drew a distinction between projects involving
great personal danger go requiring speed and secrecy and projects of
long duration or with long term consequences. He did not address
projects that are both long term ad that involve danger to personal
safety, such as the recent Iranian initiative. The inadvisability
of prior reporting applies as forcefully to such a project as to
Short term" projects that involve personal safety. Second, Turner
was careful not to say that long term projects must always be
reported at their inceptions he said only that they will general
be so reported. In a colloquy with Senator Uayh concerning the word
'generally," Turner stressed that 'one has to be a little cautious"
in making such a statement because 'it will be quoted back from
these hearings for years to came.' w4 ,- a gp., at 32. Turner
never stated that the Executive would or shouldgive prior notice of
all long term projects. Third, a distinction between long and short
term projects would virtually force the President to prefer military
to diplomatic initiatives in situations like the one at issue in
this msmorandum, which could not have been Congress' intent.

In any event, S. 2284 was not enacted, and the full Congress
never had its attention directed to Turner's statements. Those
statements are therefore not a significant aid in interpreting
section 501(b). wAs we have shown, both the text of the statute and
the colloquies ortthe floor of the House and Senate indicate that
Congress did not require prior notice when the President was acting
eursuant to his independent constitutional authority.T In permitting
timely notice' in section 501(b), Congress nude no distinction

between long and short term projects, and no such distinction should
be read into the statute. ,

24
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'timely" is inherently vague . in aU statute, it would
ordinarily be read to give the party charged with abiding by a
timeliness beqhirement the latitude to interpret it in a
reasonable manner. Congress apparently thought that the
notificationrequirement vas meant to limit the President's
.exercise of his inherent authority, while at the same time
Congress acknowledged the existence and validity of that
aVthority. Because the President is in the best position to

determine what the most reasonable moment for notification is,
afid because any statutory effot to curtail the President's
Judgment would raise the most serious constitutional questions,
the *timely fashion' language should be read, in its natural
sense as a concession to the President's superior knowledge MA
constit tins rght to make a5y decision that Is not manifestly
and |disputabl unreasonable." Tis conclusion is reinforced
by the nature of intelligence operations, which are often
exceptionally delicate undertakings that may have to extend over
considerable periods of time. The statute's recognition of the
President's authority to withhold prior notification would be
meaningless if he could not withhold notification at least until

33 The statute uses a more precise phrase in section 501(a),
where it requires that certain committees be kept "fully and
currently informed' of activities not covered by section 501(b).
This phrase was interpreted by the Senate Comittee to mean that
'(a~rrangements-for notice are to be made forthwith, without
delay.' S. Re p. No. 730, 96th Cong., 2d Seas. 9 1980),
re intga 4n 1980 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 4191, 4199. No
such interpretation was placed on the 'timely fashion" language
of section 501(b). See Li. at 12, rearinted in U.S. Code Cong. &
Admin. News, at 4202-4203.
34 The legislative history of section 901(a) specifically
indicated that C[nlothing in this subsection is intended to
expand or to contract or to define whatever may be the applicable
authorities and duties, including those conferred by the
Constitution upon the Executive and Legislative branches.' S.
Rep. No. 730, 96th Cong., 2d Seas. 6 (980), recrine4d in 1980
U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. yews 4192, 4196. Furthermore, the
Senate Coinittee acknowledged that it was 'uncertain' about the
distribution of powers between the President and Congress in the
national security and foreign policy area. See id. at 9,
reprinted in 190 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. Hes, at 4199.
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after the undertaking @ a v"e was cOmPleted or terminated.33

Section 501(b) of the National Security Act of 1947 must be
interpreted in the light of section 501 a a whole and in light
of the President's broad and independent constitutional authority

3S Section 502 of the National Security Act, 50 U.S.C. 414,
generally limits the use of funds appropriated for intelligence
activities to cases in which Congress ha been liven prior notice
of the nature of the activities. Section 502(al(2) allows
expenditures when *in the case of funds from the Reserve for
Contingencies of the Central Intelligence Agency and consistent
vith the provisions of section (5011 concerning any significant
anticipated intelligence activity, the Director of Central
Intelligence has notified the appropriate congressional
committees of the intent to make such funds available for such
activity." This provision should be interpreted to allow the
President to use funds from the Reserve for Contigencies in order
to carry out ope rations for which he vithholds notice in accord
with section S01(b). Section 502(a)(2)'s specific reference to
section 501 should be taken to give the President implicit
authorization to withhold notification of the expenditure of
funds just as he withholds notific4tion of the operation itself:
to read it otherwise would mean that section 502 had effectively,
though impliedly, repealed section 501's acknowledgement of the
President's independent constitutional authority.

It should be noted, however, that section 502(a)(2) Is clumsily
drafted; if read literally, it could be taken to suggest that
Congress must always be notified in advance when funds
appropriated for intelligence activities are to be used for
covert operations. The Conference Comiittee commented on the
language in question by noting that it did not expect situations
to arise in vhich there would have to be prior notice under
section 502 as to the funding of an activity that did not itself
have to be reported under section S011 the Comittee also
indicated that if such a situation were to arise, it should be
resolved In a spirit of *comity and mutual understanding." H.R.
Conf. Rep. No. 373, 99th Cong., 1st Seas. 19 (1965). erinttd in
1985 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 952, 961-962. Accord S. Rep.
79, 99th Cong., 1st Seas. S (1S). Similarly, the House
Committee Report indicated that 'the same event . . . can be
treated in the same way under new Section 502(s) 

and Section 501 .

H.R. Rep. No. 106 (Part 1) S (195), raOrinted Ln 1985 U.S. C1*e
Cong. a Admin. News 952, 954. This supports the reasoning :
outlined above. A
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to conduct foreign policy. The requirement that the President
Lpfor certain congressional committees in a timely fashion' of
#,foreign intelligence operation as to which those committees
"to not gives prior notice shouldbe reed to leave the President
with allrtion to postpone informing the cmMittees until he
determines that the success of the operation will not be
jeopardized thereby. Secause the recent contacts with elements
of the Iranian government could reasonably have been thought to
require the utmost secrecy, the President vas justified in
withholding section SOl(b) notification during the ongoing effort
to cultivate those Individuals and seek their aid in promoting
the interests of the United States.

Charles Jy. Coo oAssistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel
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EXHIBIT EM-71

£N~41' ~ AJSDD IS'?qJ P 2 '

sjd January 18, 1945s

,jrT ¢OVCVU ACTION POLICY APPROVAL
An0 COORDZNATION PROCrDUPZS

Approval Procedures for Zntellicence
1. Presidential rindinms. The President shall approve

all covert action Ungs . r4 nder Section 662 ofthe Foreign Assistance Act Of 4141o" amended, all covertactions undertaken by the Central Intelligence Agency must beauthorted by a Presidential Finding that each such operationis important to US national security. 1-4. 12333 anid "J0 ive QjU ri&bz sha PAWrr-u T&s1i- o Sipeci0aLa €iVIUSii') Undinrk aY aooit O r thA CIA also

require a PresIdent ach covert action s a s0gaM ,4cane ant pated intelligence activityunder Section 501 of t.e National Security Act and is subjectto certain Congressional reporting procedures. TheCongressional reporting procudures for significant intelli;entactivities apply to all, agencies of the intelligence co sw.--'.Findings shall remain valid until formally cancelled. OW
2. in accordance with Zxec ,tive Order 12333, the Coen:j.Intelligence Agency shall conduct covert actan sr sdan j2M:.Lfic81lX delgiglttel Mg_ btgejr & at W te oever.--

0ert wonwa rn provZolon or. 1-unxantial support by one qover:-enat component to another is essential to the conduct of acovert action, isc e n of the extend t af e of t"IL

a "J ifcLMS a. evl r * eprov&eono01 routtnesupport n" g 1, f=ad8, equipment, supplies, transport-.tion, trcjaj4 , logistics, and facilities by Government corpo-ets ohetr tban.CZA to support a covert -action shall not initself be considered 'separate covert action by the supplyingagency. (

o 12356 IFTF Tm "
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ExHIBrr EM-72

823

Memorandum

Sub*c Dwe
Criminal Implications of
Arms Deal with Iran

TO From
Gerald E. McDowell, Chief Jo Ann Farrington
Public Integrity Section Special Assistant to the
Criminal Division Chief

Public Integrity Section

You asked me to make a quick survey of the statutes that had
been mentioned in connection with the apparent trafficking in
arms with Iran to offer my opinion as to whether there was any
potential criminal conduct involved. My preliminary opinion,
based on limited research, is that there probably is not, though
it does appear that the arms shipments may have been illegal.
The statutes involved do not, for the most part, carry any
criminal penalties, and we have no information that any false
information was conveyed to Congress (as opposed to failure to
report at all).

1) The National Security Act, which has been most often
cited in media reports, requires reports to Congress concerning
intelligence activities. Even if this provision of arms to Iran
were to be considered an "intelligence activity" (which it may
be, since apparently the CIA was involved at some stage), there
are no criminal provisions for failure to report, and the statute
itself contains a broad loophole, permitting the President in
"extraordinary circumstances" to forgo reporting the proposed
activity beforehand, so long as he thereafter reports "in a
timely fashion." Neither phrase is defined. 50 U.S.C. 5413.

2) The War Powers Act was apparently cited by Attorney
General Meese in a speech on the Iran shipments and criticized by
him as a potential infringement on Presidential power. However,
that Act governs procedures required when the President decides
to use military force outside the United States - a situation
that, so far as I know, is not involved here. In any event,
again there are no criminal penalties the only penalty appears
to be that use of the armed forces must cease within a given
period of time absent congressional approval. See, 50 U.S.C.
S 1541 et seq.

3) Because these particular overtures to Iran appitently
involved arms, statutes governing arms shipments come into play,
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and there are a number of these. If the arms were given to Iran,
thei provision would presumably be governed by 22 U.S.C. S2301
et seq., governing military assistance and sales. If so, there
are numerous requirements under that statute requiring certain
human rights findings, reports to Congress, agreements as to use
of the weapons for defense purposes only, etc., all of which I
will assume for these purposes were ignored. See, specifically,
22 U.S.C. S 2318, requiring notification to Congress in the event
of an unforeseen emergency requiring provision of arms to a
country not otherwise qualified under the statute. Nevertheless,
there is no criminal penalty prescribed.

4) Title 22, Chapter 39, governs arms export control, if
the arms were sold to Iran. Again, there are various
requirements that must be met before a country is eligible for
sale of arms, and a report to Congress of all proposed sales is
required. Section 2778 gives the President the power to control
the export of defense articles, and requires the licensing of
every person other than an officer or employee of the United
States Government actirm in an officiaX capacity who exports
arms. There is a criminal penalty attached to violations of this
requirement, 22 U.S.C. 52778(c), but so far as we know so far,
nobody in this matter was acting except in an official capacity
on behalf of the United States.

5) 18 U.S.C. S921 et seq are the criminal penalties
governing sales and transport of firearms. The scenario as I
understand it would involve only official conduct, however, which
is privileged, just as it would be in an undercover operation.
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EXHIBIT EM-73
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I The Deputy Attorney General
IMMarch 20, 19+6

Oliver B. Revell
Executive Assistant Director

Investigations

INFORMATION MEMORANDUM

The entire contents of this memorandum are 0lssified

Classified By Deolassity On: ....-
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EXHIBIT EM-74

as of 4:20 p.m. 0
3 January 1986

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
___ ___ ___ EMIOQO

Schedule for: Monday. 6 January 1986_

TIME SUBJECT/VISITOR LOCATION

7:00 Depart Residence

7:30 TKC

8:10 DLJ/AIBIWBR/"KC/SHG

8:30 Chair Staff Meeting AG Conference Room

9:00 Civil Litigating Heads (TAB A) AG Conference Room

9:30 Desk TimeI,. -/Tr ./ t, , * , / /
lb,: r Depart for White House

11:00 RR NSC Meeting Cabinet Room

12:00 Return to Justice

12:15 Photo Ops for Merrill Hartson
.4ebph 1-1- (TAB B) Conference Room

12:30 Lunch v/ DLJ/WBR/AIB/CF/WI/TKC AG Dining Room

2:00 KAM7'CII rs: Schedules

2:30 Administrative Time

3:00 Personal/Desk Tim.

3:aae

wpwpwr Colonel Tom Johnson

5:00 6T) .. . .W& .. _ :-:. : . 1..- .n.-- Conference Room

5:30 40bU - 04'.CUT?

780

PER'

3C

3C

6C

15

90

30

30

1 3/4

15

30

60

U loll

df:qf

JkJ L i 9,U- ALV CA
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EXHIBIT EM-75

//

AMERICANS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS d SOCIAL JUSTICE, INC. -

P 0 Ofaw* 6258. Fort Worlh. Texas 7$11 S
Philip Maory, Chlairm n 0 R 0 PeitCe. Vice C iarman

Mr.Edvin Meese
Counselor To The President
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washingt'on,D.C. 20500

21 October 1983

Dear Mr.-eese;

Herein please find information that I would appreciate your
opinion and that of President Reagan, these are matters of
concern to all conservative thinking Americans, in the past
weeks I have sent you letters but as yet received no reply.
Your consideration is very much appreciated.

Sincerely,

National Chair-an
AHRSJ,Inc.

A NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION SERVING HUMAN ITY
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W7m
Unju:d Pres Intremuonal

AUSTLN - Tb. Jusuje Deparunent on
Fray approved a nww state law glvi4 cun.
vctdL 16on In Texs tka rlht to vOt BaM
(ivc year. altar thsy oocasipfrta t ", ,.

Chules Sullivan, dir*c of Citizens
Uited for RehabLtation of kIrmts said the
new Liw, eff tve nday, c*Wd add so many

500,000 new am R to Tsx axU list. whh

JwI..ce Depsartnertt appr*val was neces-
swy under te 165 feder. Vodtng Rhm Act
which reqlu r fed"al approval o state laws
aff "mng ellaction and voe reg oaams.

CURE and other prim reform pwa
had worked on the leguan tot rwly 10
ycra belfom the m Lalsal, firfly op-

provd It in 1963
The concept has beens well debated by

the stte of Temi" smad Sullivan. "We feel
th ks a history data."

Dr. OCh iles. a atnuw )Ark pw-fe*-
ar at the Unlverdty of Texas. led the raw
statute "a Mp forward for the sute of Te=rn"

The new law will not affect cwmrrt state
law whui as a convictd felon egivot hold
publk office In Ten

Sullivan and the author at ths new law,
Repi 13 Frwc Lose. D-Hotmtm mid they
would atlept In the nex aocn of the Lag.
islsur* to do away with te fivo-yin: waliam

Prior rt the .ew aw, fe COn Wit
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AMERICANS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS & SOCIAL JUSTICE, INC.

P 0 Drawer 6258. Fort Worth, Texas 76115

Phaip Mairy, Chairman * R D Pearce. Vice Chiarman

The public is entitled OPINION
to see files on King YOUR SUPPORT & LETTERS

VIENNA. Va. -why is Howard Phigips u choaL
there no media outcy.4 mn of The Cowrwvtive Cou-L ~ ereaRm o CmeE]E cus

u,ther whi/ch rLA& President JceeoLowe!% v.

M- _.fe eo t e b U Assembly. funded with 243 mi.

ence and Jimmy Wte 5 jus e j.e'r _

I he1;V dernanded to
know everything about Rc.- But wh Is the Juvice De.
ard Nixon and Watergate. p lment iommittd to con-
They went to extraordnary ceRling act that bear heavily
r 1earn. @on whether Dr. King o4 to
10-oared ent Reamn's e l out u e ol

Amera outsde of pridens
NB to Jimmy Carter's debate in our 207.yehr hISTory to be

olefi book. the Subject of a national hotl
But when It comes to 5"1 day a-d the objW of offcia

Given Mhe pri-dens deci
swon. for admittedly poUIic

h'foLtenm Chnstan Leader. rIesson t he "
s~Th~nfeoJMKXMI holiday. It cWMl W"uv orbir.

Is it simple hypocrLsy, or Is.. 110
there a conflict of Intere

When commentator George
Will was found to have p8ven
p cal advice to candidate .orWReaprn6 his colle~le" Anr, of cwziis. dis Mawn
irswed on full discre, wy en of conm who saw a
have't thse am jout wiT n t vote for
asked 301 .Moyers of CBS-TV to ipUAc
dbclose h memorandum to tilwTTiles
President Lyndon JohnsoO. -
which umitfem irave ca oman
about nabonal security Lmph-
cations of Ki4s actviues? But the enence of thi d s.

pute is not piofiticaL Genea
yions of Amien school chd-
dreo yet unborn - sU denied
the clssoomi opportuniy to-- "t d t recopum in prayer, the sover-

iIA cfe ~ wanted f etty of God - wl be plded
S mur- I to C Ann m of'tw w av te W.,t0 Q~ft%31X-= liar altar of.Martin Luthe Kfng

MuniPartyties American pentl have a rogt
Even now. the SCLCs con- to kow. now. wh a di cul-

munro ties are strong. SCLC den wil be c el9 W

TO LIFT THE MEDIA CONSPIRACY OF

SILENCE ON KING F.B.I. RECORDS!

AMERICAN TAXPAYERS WHO ARE EXPECTED
TO PAY FOR THIS M.L.KING HOLIDAY IN
1986 DEMAND TO KNOW WHY THE NATIONAL
NEWS MEDIA IS NOT MAKING THEIR USUAL
OUTCRY FOR THE -ELEASE OF F.B.I.FILES
ON THE NEGRO M.L. KING.
THE MEDIA DEMANDED TO KNOW EVERYTHING
ABOUT PRESIDENT NIXON & WATERGATE!.

AND HERE WE HAVE A NEGRO,M.L. KING
THAT ASSOCIATED WITH COMMUNISTS AND
PRACTICED AN ACTION ORIENTED MARXISM"

EVEN NOW HIS _GROUPS.C.L.C.COMMUNIST
TIES ARE STRONG-SCLC PRESIDENT JOSEPH
LOWERY GAVE A SPEECH TO THE WORLD PEACE
ASSEMBLY, FUNDED WITH $45 MILLION BY
THE COMMUNIST PARTY CENTRAL COMMITTEE!

FORMER F.B.I.DIRECTOR HOOVER REGARDED
M.L.KING AND HIS ASSOCIATES AS A THREAT
TO UNITED STATES NATIONAL SECURITY!

THIS MAKES KING UNDESERVING OF ANY TYPE
U.S. NATIONAL HOLIDAY AT THE COST OF A'
WHO BELIEVE IN AMERICA AND FREEDOM!

WILL YOU SUPPORT A COMMUNIST HOLIDAY??

SEND YOUR PROTEST LETTER TO THE MEDIA
OVER THEIR SILENCE TO INFORM THE PUBLIC
AND LETS ALL VOTE THOSE OUT OF OFFICE
IN 1984 THAT SUPPORTED THIS KING BILL.

IT'S TIME WE STAND UP FOR WHAT IS RICH
IN AMERICA!
WHILE WE CAN,LET OUR VOICE BE HEARD!

SEND US YOUR LETTERS OF SUPPORT TODAY!

A NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION SERVING HUMANITY
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STOP IMMIGRATION
& FOVG - STUDENTS

13 AVE YOUR JOB

iML .CANS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS ASOCIAL i ,TICE, INC

AHRSJ DOES NoT AGREE WITH
CHURCHES VIOLATING THE LAW|

9E HAVE MORE TRAN ENOUGH
ALIENS IN TEXAS AS, IT 15!

ILLEGAL SANCTUARY OF ALIENS

BY ANYONE IS THE U.S. LAU,

ANYONE HARORING AN ALIEN

SHOULD BE PUNISHED TO THE

MAXIMUM 5 YEARS IN JAIL!!

IF YOU BELIEVE IN JUSTICE
mn LAW 4 ORDER..WRITE TP

13E PRESIDENT
1600 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
WASHINGTOND.C. 20500

AND VOICE YOUR CONCERN TO
THIS VIOLATION OF THE LAW!
STOP ILLEGAL ALIENSAND

SAVE AMERICAN JOBS,!
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"-Miso Joseph Deae of OW
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EXHIBIT EM-76

15 November 1983

Dear Mr. Mabry:

Thank you for your recent correspondence and for
sending me information about your organization,
which I have passed along to the appropriate people
working on these issues.

Your thoughtfulness is appreciated, and I am most

grateful for the time you have taken to write.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

EDWIN MEESE III
Counsellor to the President

Mr. Phijp..&4bry.._
National Chairman
Americans for Human Rights

& Social Justice, Inc.
Post Office Drawer 6258
Fort Worth, TX 76115

&Ek- 2 8

"SIT
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I':-2 Oliver North

4 :1 3

PHONE; 9

395-3345

ArSSA(F:
6 January 1986 c-1

He spoke with Mr. Meese and they are
to have a meeting this afternoon with
Admiral Poindexter.

Rill Caspv

i~f&lcaLL. kdA~t

tzj

-POIM. catt
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ExHmrr EM-79

XANK: H1R197002 PAGE

1 RPTS MAZUR

2 DCIX DOXOCK

3

4 DEPOSITION OF WILLIAM WELD

5

6 Thursday, July 16, 1987

7

8 House of Representatives,

9 Select Committee on Investigate

10 Covert Arms Transactions with Iran,

11 Washington, D.C.

12

13 The select committee net, pursuant to call, at 210b p.m.,

14 in Room B-352, Rayburn House Oifice Building, Pamela J.

15 Xaughton (Staii Counsel to the select oommitteel presiding.

16 Present: On behalf of the House Select Committee: Pamela

17 J. Xaughton, Staff Counsel; and Ken Buck, Assistant Minority

18 Counsel.

19 On behalf of the Senate Select Committee, Thomas MoGough,

20 Associate Counsel.
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XAME'

21

22

23

a'4
25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

WILLIAM WELD

was called for as a witness and, having been previously duly

sworn, was examined and testified further as follows

EXAMIXATIOX OX BEHALF OF THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE

BY MS. NAUGHTOK'

2 Mr. Weld, when did you become the Assistant Attorney

General for the Criminal Division?

A September 15 or 16, 1986.

2 And before that, you were?

A From November 1, 1981 until September 15, 1986, 1

was under United States Attorney for the District of

31R197002 PAGE 2

. MS. XAUGHTOX Okay. We are on the record.

. It is a deposition of William Weld, and the witness

has already been sworn. I an Pamela J. Xaughton, Staff

Counsel to the House Seleot Committee to Investigate Covert

Arms Transautions With Iran.

Will the people present around the table introduce

themselves?

* MR. MoGOUGH: I am To MooGough, Associate Counsel

with the Select Committee.

MR. BUCK, Ken Buck, Assistnt Minority Counsel for

the House Committee.

THE WITXESS: William Weld, Assistant Attorney

General, Criminal Division, Justice Department.

Whereupon,
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46 Massachusetts with my duty station in Boston# Massachusetts.

47 . Q Prior to your becoming U.S. Attorney, did you have

48 experience in original law enforcement?

49 A Not much. I had been for 10 years with a Boston law

50 firm, Hill and Barlow, where I was a litigation partner. I

51 had a total of three or four criminal defense cases that I

52 had-taken on referral from the Public Defender. I had nine

53 months of working on the Watergate impeachment matter in

54 1973 for--I was Associate Minority Counsel for the House

55 Judiciary Committee on the impeachment inquiry.

56 . 1 had taken six months off to run for Attorney

57 General of the State of Massachusetts in 1978, and I had

58 been a judicial law oleark for the Supreme Judicial Court of

59 Massachusetts, where most of the business was criminal, but

60 by no means all of it.

61 . 2 And I gather in your capacity as U.S. Attorney, you

62 have supervised probably hundreds of criminal prosecutions?

63 . A Thousands, yes.

64 . 2 Okay.

65 . Xow, I want to address the issue of the Iranian aras

66 sales. In early November, around the 3rd or 4th, newspaper

67 stories started breaking regarding the sale of

68 Israeli--excuse se of Amerioan-made arms to Iran. Do you

69 recall when you first heard of that?

70 A Oh, I probably read about it at the time the stories
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71 were first published. I think the first time I became

72 engaged with respect to the matter was in dealing with the

73 Evans case that was pending in New York City, and upon
.,

74 xeviewing my records, it looks to ae as though that was

75 November 10, 11, 12, that year.

76 Q Prior to reading about it in the newspapers, did you

77 have any knowledge of the U.S. participation in arms sales

78 to Iran?

79 A I don't believe so, no.

80 Q Okay. Can you tell us what your involvement was

81 then, and with the Evans case, beginning on or before

82 November 10 of 1986?

83 A Yes. That vas a case pending against one Samuel

84 Evans, an American lawyer, and others for violating the

85 export control laws by conspiring to have weapons go to

86 Iran, and as I learned in Xoveamber, one of the defenses

87 offered by the person scheduled to go to trial was that they

88 believed they were acting in a manner authorized by the

89 United States Government.

90 91 Excuse me. Was this a defense that was recently

91 posed after the public revelations or is this a defense that

92 they had been asserting prior to the first week of November?

93 . A I believe it is a defense they have been asserting

94 prior to the first week in November.

95 . Q Okay, please continue.
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96 A At any rate, the public statements concerning

97 alleged official Amerioan sales of arms to Iran obviously

98 raised questions in the mind of 4udge Sand, among others,J,

99 who had the case in Mew York, as to what thev'lftl story was,

100 so the attorneys from the Southern District of Kew York

101 called down to the Czminal Division, speoifioally Deputy

102 Assistant AG Mark Richard and also myself I became involved

103 for some help in giving themselves comfort that they could

104 make a representation to the court that the actions by the

105 defendant in the Evans case were not officially sanctioned.

106 The line attorney to the oas( was a woman named

107 Lorna Schofield, and I believe I dealt also with Denny

108 Young--Denison Young, and Benito Romano, who were in a

109 supervisory capacity in that office.

110 . I can't remember whether I first heard of this from

III Mark Riohard or from some other souzoe, but I remember

112 carrying the message upstairs--I think perhaps to a daily

113 morning staff meeting, saying in effects ''ey, we nee4--we

114 need to give an answer to Judge Sand. Me had a draft

115 opposition that Kew York pZoposAs to file, but, you know, we

116 have got to make sure that when we say there was no

117 government involvement here, or this was not even capable of

118 a type of activity authorized by the government, we have got

119 to make sure when we say those things, that they are

120 accurate,"' so I ocaxied that message upstairs.
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121 2 Okay.

122 . Was there any sort of affidavit or declaration to

123 appear, or was this simply to be a statement deposed in the

124 motion papers?

125 . A I think it was in a notion pajax. X do recall that

126 there was a document that I was working off at some time,

127 and I think it was--you have At. I saw it when we did my

128 interview. I think it was in the nature of a representation

129 in a notion paper.

130 . 2 Okay. And they axe looking to Main Justice for

131 confirmation of that position; is that correct?

132 . A Yes. They sent down a draft, and I think the first

133 draft I saw said something such as, well, the events

134 discussed by President Reagan at his recent news conference

135 of no connection with the events at issue in case--something

136 broad and conclusory like that.

137 . I was not teribly comfortable with that language.

138 1 mean, how would the author of that memorandum know that?

139 I think Mark Richard felt the same way, so our theme was

140 more homework has to be done here.

141 . Did the Evans at all involve Adnan Khashoggi?

142 . A I think that San Evans used to represent Adnan

143 Khashoggi, although I am not positive about that. I think,

141 yes, his name definitely cane up in that case. He was not a

145 named defendant--I don't think, but I recall the names

76-93 0-88-51
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146 Khashoggi and Do la Rocque both being associated with Evans

147 and Evans' defense.

148 . B Were there any other shall I say copeon denominatrs

149 between the Evans case and whet you know oi the U.S.

150 Government Iran initiative?

151 A X should say that I an no expert on the U.S.

152 Government Iran initiative, but one topic that came up

153 quickly was the type of materiel being shipped to Iran.

154 There were TOM missiles, HANK missiles, F-14 spare parts,

155 night vision equipment and something else that I can't

156 zemerber--with the five categories involved in the Evans

1S7 case, and I remember asking early on, well, you know, were

158 these involved in the shipments to Iran, and I recall H*.

159 Meess saying at one point, ''Xo, only one or possibly at

160 most two of t1ose things are common--'' so there was some

161 common link, X believe, in the type of equipment shipped to

162 Iran.

163 . 2 Okay.

164 A Again, as far as I an ooncerned, this is allegedly

165 in both cases.

166 . 2 Sure. Did you take this eventually to the attention

167 of the Attorney General?

168 . A Yes.

169 2 Do you recall when?

170 . A Nell, it got quite quickly to the attention of the
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171 Attorney General. 1--! believe I must have raised it at an

172 8:3C staff meeting, because during that week, between

173 November 10 and November 17, the Attorney General

174 essentially undertook to supply the information which would

175 be necessary for the notion papers in the New York case, or

176 to pexfora due diligence work, it you will.

177 . Prior to this, do you know whether-or not the

178 Attorney General undertook to ask Admiral Poindexter whether

179 or not the axs sales that were in the Evans case were

180 sanctioned? In other words, did he do this in the summer ox

181 early fall of 1986?

182 . A I have no knowledge about that. After--you know, one

183 or two meetings with the Attorney Genezal on the Evans

184 moving papers, I said, look, how can we be sure about this,

185 and I was talking with--with him and Ken Cribb, C-r-i-b-b--and

186 either Ken ox the Attorney General suggested that the matter

187 be run past the Assistant to the President for National

188 Security Affaizs, who is 1r. Poindexter.

189 . B Okay.

190 . A And if you look at the drafts of the moving papers

191 or affidavit, whatever it is, that I was working off of, you

192 will see on one of then that there is inserted in my

193 handwriting the words, ''and after consultation with the

194 Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs.'t

195 That was done at a sitdown I had with Ken and the AG one
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196 morning, at whioh Ken mentioned that the language in the

197 moving papers had been, 'fly-speoked past Poindexter,''

198 meaning as I understand that reviewed in detail.

199 . W Who had done this?

200 . A The AG was my understanding.

201 . 2 Was there any discussion at that time of the

202 Attorney General doing this on his own?

203 . A Having done it earlier?

204 2 9 Yes.

205 . A Xo.

206 2 Okay.

207 What about at this particular time? Was there any

208 discussion when he said we should go to Poindexter as to who

209 should do that?

210 . A Ge, I have always thought the AG did it personally.

211 . Oh, I am not indicating any knowledge to the

212 contrary. What I an saying is, did the Attorney General

213 say, ''I will do this myself'' or did he say maybe someone

214 else should do it, or was there a discussion of who should

215 do it?

216 . A I think he never took to do it himself. There was

217 one meeting where he said he would do it, and then this

218 morning meeting with him and Ken Cribb was a later meeting

219 where I learned that it had been done, and that is when 1

220 wrote in my copy of the moving papers which I later sent up
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221 to John Richardson, I think on Xovember 17, you know, after

222 checking with Poindexter.

223 2 Okay.

224 . Do you know when that went out to the Southern

225 District of Xew York?

226 . A No.

227 . Was it shortly after you sent it up to Mz.

228 Richardson?

229 A I don't know. I would think so.

230 2 For the reoord--

231 . A It would have gone out presumably from Mark Rtohazd,

232 not from John Richardson. I would think in the ordinary

233 course, I would have been sending it to John Richardson for

234 clearance# end then the Internal Seourity Section or Deputy

235 Assistant AG, Mark Richard or whoever was- directly in

236 contact with Denny Young or Benito Romano or Loxna Schofield

237 would have sent it up. I could be wrong. Maybe it went

238 from Richardson.

239 . 2 At any rate, you did not send it to Xew York?

240 . A That is right.

241 . 2 Was this a Customs case?

2142 A Yes. I kept forgetting that, but Customs was the

243 investigative agency.

244 . B Okay. And did you discuss this language with

245 Customs?
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PAGE 11

1O.

Okay.

Xow, at this time, of course, there ware revelations

.S. initiative with Iran in the arms sales. Was

's say prior to the Xovember 17--was this a subject

vision at any of the staff meetings?

fes.

Can you give us a flavor of what those discussions

A Well, the thing I remember is a discussion about who

should deal with the press concerning inquiries regarding

Iran--because Juliani's office in Xew York, among others, was

getting questions about whether the activities under

indictment had actually been sanctioned by the government,

and his was only one of a dozen or more Iran arms cases

pending around the country.

• I remember the Attorney General suggesting that when

it comes to questions concerning Iran, that no comment

should be made by the field.

2 And what wis decided regarding how those press

inquiries would be handled at Main Justice?

A Oh, I assume they went to Terry Eastland as per

usual, Terzy Eastland being the Press Secretary.

2 Okay.

Were there any discussions of the substance of the

HIR197002

. A

of the U

this--lel

of discu

were?
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271 facts surrounding the arms sales?

272 . A well, there was some discussion at the morning

273 meeting on Friday, Xovember 21st, concerning statements

274 being mad* to Congress and whether they hung together, that

275 sort of thing.

276 . 2 Okay. Prior to that, though, in the staff meetings

277 was there discussion of the substantive facts revolving

278 around the Iranian arms sales as they were coming out?

279 A My impression is that that was closely held, and

280 that there was no discussion of what was going on with the

281 Iranian arms sales.

282 2 Okay.

283 Were you aware of Assistant Attorney General

284 Cooper's activities in trying to find the facts and apply

285 the law?

286 A Xo.

287 . Okay. Do you know whether or not anyone In the

288 Criminal Division was aware of that?

289 A. I would be reasonably sure that no one was.

290 . 2 Okay. So, his activities prior to November 20,

291 let's say, wae not discussQd in any staff meetings of any

292 kind that you can recall; is that co&,xect?

293 . A lIght. There's an 8110 a.m. arid an 8:30 a.m. every

294 day. I go to the 8130. I ton't go to the 8110. 1 can't

295 speak to the 8.10.
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296 . Okay, in the 830 meetings, then, you don't recall

297 that being--

298 A I an pretty clear that was not discussed.

291 0 Okay.

300 by the way--strike that.

301 Okay, now, as to Xovember 21, you attended the 8,30

302 meeting.

303 A Yes.

304 0 Okay. And did the subject of the Iranian arms sales

305 come up?

306 A Yes. I believe the Evans case came up, and I recall

307 saying that I wasn't sure it was such a good idea for the

308 Criminal Division and the FBI not to be involved in the

309 process of researching the government to be able to make

310 representation to the court as to--you know, what was in

311 accordance with official policy and what wasn't.

312 rQ Okay.

313 When you say in researching the government, you near

314 the U.S.-Iran initiative arms sales as opposed to the Evans

315 arms sales?

316 A Right.

317 . 2 To see whether or not there was--

318 A My point was in order to make a representation to

319 the court, you have to have somebody who knows all the facts

320 of the Evans case and all the facts of the U.S. arms sales,

a
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321 and that it didn't make sense for very high-ranking

322 officials to be reseaohing the U.S. Government side of the

323 case unless they were intimately familiar with the Evans
A

324 side of the case as well.

325 a Okay.

326 Why did you suggest the Criminal Division in the FB

327 to do this?

328 . A Well, you know, I think this is--I think this is one

329 of those times when I forgot that Customs had the Evans

330 case. I was thinking the kUSA, the agents on the oase,

331 maybe someone iron Internal Security, Joe Tale, who was

332 already serving as a liaison on that case.

333 . And fox the record, the Intexnal Secuzity Sectiow is

334 part of the Cximinal Divi ion?

335 . A it is part of the Criminal Division, yes.

336 Q So, basically people who were familiar with the

337 general facts of Iranian arms sales to begin to look into

338 the--the U.S. initiative regarding sales of weapons to Iran.

339 . A Right, in order to be able to answer the defense

340 motions.

341 . All right.

342 . A And when I said Criminal Division and FBI, I think

343 what I really mean is attorneys and agents. Sone of the

344 Iran axs oases around the country are FBI cases, and some

345 axe Customs.
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346

347

348

349

350

351

352

353

354

355

356

357 wall.

358 . R

359

360 not at

361

362 21st,

363

364 .

365 . A

366 . Q

367 . A

368 . 2

369 there

370 .

I an not certain whether Mr. Burns wan there as

I think he was. I am Certain that Mr. MOsO Was not.

Okay.

MR. MoGOUGH, You are certain about Mr. Moose was

the meeting?

THE WITXESS: He was not at the Friday, November

8:30.

BY MS. NAUGHTOX:

Was Mr. Reynolds there?

Yes, definitely.

And Mr. Cooper?

Yes.

And you mentioned Mr. Tiott and Mr. Burns. Was

anyone else theze that you can zeoall?

Oh, there was a full table, because I was sitting

2 Okay.

When you--I take it that you were the one who

mentioned this at the meeting; is that ooreot?

A Yes.

2 All right. And when you said that, what was the

response?

A People wore surprised, because I--this was a new

topic I was raising, and I raised it with some feeling, and

I remember Mr. Trott looking at me with what I thought

surprise.
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371 down at the very end, so there would have been 10 people

372 there anyway.

373 . 2 Okay.

374 A The people who customarily attended that meeting,

375 although I don't recall anyone except for Trott, Reynolds

376 and Cooper definitely being there, but the people who

377 usually attended would include Terry Eastland, John Balton,

378 who is the Legislative Assistant AGs Steve Markman, who was

379 at the Office of Legal Policy--

380 . Does Kathy Appleyard usually sit in on those as

381 well?

382 A She has been for a number of months. I an not

383 certain whether that was the practice in Xovembez. I aould

384 say no. Also, although I never thought about it before , I

385 tend to think she is there only when the AG is there.

386 . 2 Okay.

387 Was Kr. Richardson or Mr. Cribb there?

388 A Could have been--yeah, I should add the- to the list

389 of customary attendees.

390 . MR. MoGOUGH: Mr. Habioht?

391 . TIE MIIXESSt Xo, he is not a customary attendee,

392 although he sometimes does if there is a matter involving

393 the Lands Division.

394 . BY MS. XAUGHTOX'

395 . 2 Okay. Do you recall, was Mr. Cooper there
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396 throughout or did he come late or--

397 A You know, I don't recall that. The reason I say

398 Brad Reynolds and Chuck Cooper were there is I recall

399 talking to then at tha conclusion of the meeting. I have

400 read recently in the press that Mr. Cooper was at an 8 a.m.

401 meeting at the CIA on that day, and I am trying to think if

402 1 an crazy for remembering that, but I think he and Brad

403 were there at least at the conclusion.

404 Conversely, it is conceivable that Mr. Neese had

405 been there early, and then left, but he wasn't there when 1

406 made my statement about the Criminal Division and the FBI.

407 . Mr. Cooper did testify he did not spend a great deal

408 of time at the CIA that morning. Do you have any

409 recollection how long the whole meeting took?

410 . A They usually break up around 9100.

411 . 2 Okay.

412 A But they sometimes go as late as 9120.

413 . 2 Okay.

414 You stated that you expressed your feelings rather

415 strongly. Can you give us a sense of what you said?

416 A My exact words, as best I can recall, were I am not

417 sure it makes very much sense for the Criminal Division and

418 the FBI not to be involved in this.

419 . B Um-hum. Did you also make any comments regarding

420 the Attorney General being used as a faot-gathezer?
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421 • A I had discussed that with Mark Richard downstairs

422 that I could not see tho wisdom of that. r cannot now

423 recall whether I said that at that morning meeting, but i I

424 so stated at my interview, then--

425 • 2 My notes indicated you referred to that the Attoriey

426 General should not be a gunshot--

427 . A Okay; that sounds like me.

428 . --was what I wrote down.

429 A That sounds like me.

430 . Okay.

431 . A I don't now recall saying that at that meeting. 1

432 certainly said that in conversation with Mark Richard.

433 . 2 What did you mean by that? 
;

434 . A Well, he has got limited number of hours in the day.

435 If there are--if there is factual research that needs to be

436 done to support a statement being made in--you know, one

437 motion in one of the 30,000 cases we have pending, get

438 some--somebody from the office or the Internal Security

439 Section to do it.

440 . It is a question of his time. And the point I made

441 earlier about, you know, he is going to have to take time to

442 get steeped in all the Evans facts in order to be the

443 signatory as it were on the zepresentation to the court.

444 . 2 Sure.

445 . Did you know at this time that the Attorney General
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446 had actually partioipated in drafting of the January 17

44/ finding?

448 . A Xo, I had never heard of the January V7 fInding atp

449 that point. Had I? Had that been--

450 . 1 I wouldn't know.

451 A Any way, the answer is no.

452 2 What r am getting at is, was there a concern solely

453 for the Attorney General's time, or did it also encompass or

454 concern about being a fact-finder if one was involved with

455 the initiative?

456 . A Xo, I think it was just a management issue. It is

457 crazy to have the top people going out doing fact research.

458 2 Okay.

459 After you mentioned this--and I believe you stated in

460 your interview rather warmly. I wrote that down, too.

461 A Yes.

462 . 2 What was the response? Do you recall what people.in

463 the room had to say about that?

464 . A No. The discussion, I recall, was after the meeting

465 broke up, Mr. Cooper and Mr. Reynolds were still seated next

466 to eaoh other at the table, and I came over on the other

467 side and said something like, well, you know, I don't mean

468 to overstate this point, but it just seems to ae that we

469 ought to be able to manage it a little bit better.

470 . I was trying to take back from the warmth of my
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471 statement so that people wouldn't think that I was

472 particularly angling fox business, but I Just want to make

473 sure this got done in a way that made sense, and that led to

474 a conversation involving Chuck and Brad, where Brad I

475 believe said, ''Vell, somebody has got to get involved here,

476 because there are a lot of statements going around and

477 statements being prepared for the Hill, and these things

478 aren't hanging together.''

479 And I said, ''Well, that is way over my head,'' and

480 Brad said, ''Well, that is way over all of oux heads.''

481 . Okay. Do you recall if Hr. Cooper said anything on

482 that subJect?

483 . A Yeah, I think he did more ox less along the lin's

484 that Brad was saying, but I an not sure.

485 . Oka,.

486 . Did either of then mention Director Casey's

487 testimony specifically, that you recall?

,88 A I wouldn't be surprised. I think that Director

489 Casey's testimony had been in the news either the day before

490 or the day of, so that it would have been topical.

491 . 2 Well, did either of then tell you what was being

492 done about ',%a*, these dissimilar statements that wexe

493 coming out?

494 . A Xo.

495 . 2 Okay. Did they indicate--either of then indicate to
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496 you that the Attoznay Genaal was personally involved in

497 helping to review drafts of the Casey testimony?

498 A Xo, I don't think so. It wasn't that in-depth a

499 conversation. Brad was being factual in a way of saying,

500 ''Yeah, you are right. Someone has got to ga1. in here and

501 have a look around.''

502 2 But when he said that, did he indicate that someone

503 was?

504 A Xo. I don't believe that I understood that Mx.

505 Reynolds or Mr. Cooper was doing that.

506 . 2 Okay.

507 . Was there anything else on that subject at the

508 meeting or--afta the meeting?

509 . A I don't think so.

510 2 Okay.

511 Aftex you returned to your office, did you assign

512 anybody to do research on the legal issues involved?

513 , A I called up Jerry McDowell, who is head of the

514 Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Section at some

515 point; I guess it was that Friday, and said, ''Key, Jazry,

516 about Iran, why don't you have somebody have a look see

517 whetha--if the stories in the papers are true, or there

518 might be any violations of law implicated.''

519 . 2 By calling the Public Integrity Section then. I take

520 it you mere focusing on public officials?
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521 A Yes.

522 a Okay. And did Mr. McDowell look into that for you?

523 A He had Joanne Fairington, who is a special assistant

524 to him, look into it, and she gave him a neao on Saturday,

525 Xoveaber 22, which I don't believe I saw until several days

526 later.

527 9 Okay.

528 . And did that neno outline oertain statutes that may

529 be applicable?

530 A Yes. It was a quick and dirty look. I said, you

531 know, the Aras Export Control statute night be

532 applicable--whatever that 1917--ational Security Act might be

533 applicable. Her reading was that as long as it was

534 officials acting within the scope of their duties doing this

535 that none of the criminal penalties would be implicated.

536 . Okay. At that time, were you aware of any

537 findings--in other words, were you aware whether or not any

538 of those activities had been authorized?

539 A Xo, I was not aware one way or the other.

540 . B Okay.

541 . Xow, on the 24th, did the Attorney General call you

542 in regard to this subject?

543 . A Yes.

544 . 9 Do you recall when that was?

545 . A Well, it was during a meeting I was having with my
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S46 deputies, and those are often the 10 or 10s30 a.m., so I

547 would say it was between 10 and 11 a.m.

S48 2 Okay.

549 Do you know if he was calling from his office?

550 A I don't know where he was calling from.

551 2 Okay. Do you recall anybody placing the cell fox

552 him?

553 . A When I got on the line, I think he was on the line,

554 but that is his style.

555 . He places his own calls?

5S6 . A Xot all of them, but if it is--I think he was on the

557 line. I don't know that anything turns on it. I am

558 uncertain about that. I think he was.

559 . And when he called you, what did he say to you?

560 . A He said words to the effect of, ''I just want you to

561 know with respect to this Iran matter that the fact that the

562 Criminal Division is not involved is not negligence or a

563 product of sloppiness, and you should not be concerned that

564 matters are, you know, falling between the cracks. This is

565 being done that way on purpose.''

566 B Okay.

567 Did he alludh to what was being done?

568 A No. I took his statement to refer to my expression

569 of concern at the Friday meeting. My inference was that

570 someone had reported to him that I had expessed this view
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571 with some wazmth, and he should--that he might want to give

572 me a call to make sure that I understood that the matter was

573 being handled.

574 . But did he tell you by whom or what was being done?

575 A Xo, that is Just about all he said.

576 2 Do you recall what your response was?

577 . A I said, "'Ed, I--I gather--or I did--I did register a

578 concern at the Friday meeting about you doing this research,

579 and my only thought is that if you tried to carry too much

580 water here that some may spill on you.' Those were my

581 words.

582 . 2 Can you tell us what you neant by that?

583 . A Well, if you are going to be responsible for making

584 a representation to a court in a court paper, you have to be

585 very sure of your facts, and I guess my meaning was that it

586 would be difficult for him to be sufficiently on top of both

587 the facts on the Iranian arms sales by the government and

588 the facts in the Evans case to be able to make a clean

589 statement that, you know, the activities in Evans had no

590 connection with the activities that the government had been

591 carrying on.

" iz 2 Um-hum. Did you mention to him the research that

5v3 you had had $one?

594 A No, I don't even think it was in my mind. As I say,

S95 I didn't see it until sometime later, and when I did, it was
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596 an anti-climax. I didn't really dwell 4n At until I saw it

597 in document production In February of '87.

598 . 2 Between the time of that phone call and the Attorney
A

599 General's press conference the next day, where obviously the

600 whole word was told it was happening, dLidyou have any other

601 discussions or learn anything or read anything pursuant to

602 the subject matter?

603 . A Read anything--you mean other than in the newspapers

604 ox--

605 . 2 Correct. Yeah. Was anything going at the

606 Department of Justice regarding this issue?

607 A That I was involved in?

608 . Yes, sir.

609 . A I don't think so. I think I got off that train and

610 the next I heard was when Mark Richard called me sand said

611 there had been a press conference and Poindexter resigned

612 and North had been fixed.

613 . 2 Did you have any knowledge on that -ay, on the 24th,

614 that Brad Reynolds and Chuck Cooper had met with Tom Green,

615 the attorney for Oliver Xorth?

616 A o.

617 Q Or actually for Seoord?

618 . A No.

619 Q After the Attorney General's press conference, what

620 did you do?
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621 . A Nell, Mark Richard Called me. I was in my office.

622 Me said that this press confezenoe had occurred. Poindexter

623 resigneds North had been fired. I sa*d,%1,'ait, wait.

624 Timeout. You better get in here and bring me up to speed on

625 this.' Ne said okay.

626 . As soon as he got into my office, which would have

627 been 30 seconds later, we reoeivad a call to go up and see

628 Steve Trott on the fourth floor.

629 9 For the record, Steve Tzott is?

630 A ge is the Associate Attorney General.

631 2 Okay.

632 A Steve said, ''You two guys,'' meaning Richard and

633 Weld, ''are to go meet with Chuck Cooper now and sooop LOut

634 what the possible criminal implications of this scenario as

635 described by the press conference night be.''

636 . So, we proceeded from Trott's office to Cooper's

637 office to do that.

633 . Okay. What did he tell you?

639 A What did Trott tell us?

640 2 What did Cooper tell you when you went to see him?

641 A He gave us a little bit of a Chronology on past

642 sales--I think he mentioned September '85, Xovember '85,

643 February '86, May '86, August '86 and either September or

644 October '86. He talked about 508 TOM missiJes here and then

645 some Hawk missiles that got returned, and what types of
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646 equipment.

647 Hie talked about Iranian middlemen and God knows who

648 else making a buck on the side, you know, as possibilities.

649 He talked about the CIA and DOD and the price between then

650 and you know, what the implication of that might be for

651 whether or not American dollars were involved.

652 . And basically, it is like the first year law school

653 exam question, what torts? This is' What crimes?

654 2 Did he discuss the diversion of the money to the

665 contras?

656 A Oh, yeah. He did. He must have. That was the

657 topic of the press conference, although you know, I didn't

658 get a--a transcript of that until latex, but in Mark's i4rst

659 call to me, he had mentioned the diversion, so, yeah, thai

660 was very much discussed.

661 2 Okay.

662 A And the Boland Amendment was discussed. During the

663 initial narrative by Chuck, he took a call from Dick

664 Armitage at Defense and learned--he said that 508 TOW

665 missiles was all that the Army had in stock at the time that

666 the 508 missiles went froh Israel to Iran which seemed to

667 make an impression on him.

668 . e All right.

669 Which--when Armitage said that the 508 were all the

670 U.S. had in stock, what was Cooper's response? Why would
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671 that make an impression?

672 . A His response was, ''Oh, wow.'' I infer that the

673 reason it would make an impression is that it might support

674 an inference that the decision by the Iszaelis to select a

67S number 508 to send was the product of some colloquy with the

676 Americans, but I an not even sure if I got the countries

677 right.

678 1 am going on my memory of notes of a conversation

679 that I didn't understand in the first place.

680 . Okay. When you were--

681 . I I have detailed notes of this conversation, which 1

682 am sure would enable ae to be more precise, but for whatever

683 it is worth--

684 . Q I think we have those.

685 . A He did those last time.

686 . Yeah. What I went to try to pinpoint is when you

687 were discussing what partioular criminal statutes might be

688 involved, were you focusing on the diversion of the 1,ands or

689 on the legality or illegality of the arms sales themselves?

690 A nark Richard and I were answering it as a what-

691 crimes question. First thing that ooourxed to me was

692 conspiracy to violate the Boland Amendment, 371, conspiracy.

693 The second thing that ocouxed to Mark and ae both was

694 conspiracy to defraud the Congress in the faithful

695 administration of the foreign military sales pxogxam but,
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696 you know, we considered everything, mail fraud, wice fraud,

697 munitions statutes, arms export control, tax violations, a

698 641 threat from the government, assuming that there wea

699 some spread between the price paid to the governent-and

700 what the property was worth to the Iranians.

701 . So,_I think that out response was directed to both

702 halves of the situation at that meeting--speaking fox Mark

703 Richard and myself.

704 . g Okay.

705 . After you laid these out, did you put it in any sort

706 of a written foxm?

707 . A I have notes, and I think I recapped my notes into

708 five broad headings when we went in to see the AG at 5,'O.

709 . 2 Did you communicate with anybody from the FBI or

710 Customs during this time period, that is, Tuesday afternoon?

711 . A That afternoon.

712 2 On this subJeot?

713 . A o, I don't think I got out of meetings all day. 1

714 went from Trott's office to Cooper's and from Cooper's to

715 the AG.

716 2 And when you met with the Attorney General, did he

717 tell you he had spoken to anybody at the FBI?

718 A I had--I have to look at my notes. There was one

719 meeting where he suggested--but I think it was the next

720 morning, wherehe suggested that he had spoken to Ruck
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721 Ravell, and that he and I and Trott should be briefed by the

722 Buxeau latex in the day--I think that was Wednesday morning,

723 the 16th.

724 . Okay.

725 . A It would appear in my notes.

726 . 2 Okay. When you met with the Attorney General at

727 5:30 on Tuesday, do you recall what it was he told you?

728 A He said, ''Okay, Bill. Let's hear about the

729 potential criminal theories--criminal violations.' There

730 was a bunch of people in the room, eight or 10, and I laid

731 out a summary of what Richard and I had cone up with with

732 Cooper.

733 . 2 Okay. And did the subject of authority come up',

734 regarding the 1985 shipments?

735 A Well, I think it was recognized that the answer to

736 the criminal questions could be a lot different depending on

737 whether--various shipments were taken with authority or not.

738 2 Well, I guess what I am getting at is at this

739 meeting, did the Attorney General volunteer any facts that

740 he had found out over the weekend or at any other time gi--

741 . A Xo, I think that came up at the Wednesday 2130

742 meeting.

743 . 2 Okay. Did--when you were discussing the Arms Export

744 Control Act, which i assumed you did during this 5'30

745 meeting--
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746 A Briefly.

747 2 -- and the Hational Security Act, did the 0 tozney

748 General tell you that they had proceeded under the Xationil

749 Security Aot so to allay the problems of the Arms Zxport

7SO Control Act?

751 A Xo, I don't think he did.

752 . 2 Okay.

753 . Did he impart to you that he had participated in the

754 finding in Januiry of '86?

755 A Xo, we didn't get into that at all.

756 . 2 Okay. So this is 4minly a recitation by you?

7S7 ". A He talking now.

758 . Okay. And what was his response after you finfheu

7S9 going through your laundry list?

760 . a Thank you very much.

761 . 2 Okay.

762 . So there was no sort of discussion or--

763 X W sell, X think my notes make reference to the

764 Attorney General mentioning some vague conspiracy charge or

765 something like that. I led off with conspiracy male fraud

766 and wixe fraud, three of the Attorney General's lease

767 favored statutes, and then I thought of the false statement,

768 which is another one of his lease favorite statutes.

769 2 And recently, the Supreme Couzt's--

770 . A And recently the Supreme Court's. but there was
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771 some--you know, you are asking about the discussion. Thee

772 was some discussion about meat-and-potato statutes wee, you

773 know, specific prohibitory provisions versus these vague

774 conspiracy mail fraud, wire fraud type of statutes.

775 2 After the meeting their with the Attorney General and

776 others, did you do anything else on this issue Tuesday

777 afternoon?

778 . A I would think I probably went downstairs and

779 continued to kick it around with Mark Richard, because 6,00

780 is not usually when I go home.

781 . Okay.

782 Then on the 26th, there was a meeting--actually a

783 very large meeting which a lot of people attended to try to'

784 get the game plan going. Did you have any meetings prior to

785 that meeting?

786 1 think the record will indicate that took place

787 around 2:45 in the afternoon.

788 A Yeah, we had a morning meeting as well.

789 . And was this with Mr. Cooper and Mr. Reynolds?

790 A Yes. I am not consulting the three pages of notes

791 that I made of the meeting that I attended. I had a 9115 on

792 the 26th with the Attorney General, Mr. Burns, Mr. Trott,

793 Mr. Reynolds, Cooper, Bolton, Cribb, Koxten, K-o-r-t-a-n,

794 and John Richardson.

795 . B Okay. As a general matter, does Mr. Burns usually
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796 take notes at these seating@?

797 A Hot usually, I don't thinhd.

798 a And at that meeting, did you discuss how the A

799 Criminal Division was going to handle this new

800 investigation?

801 . A I think the very first thing that was said was that

802 the Attorney General said, ''Bill, today is the day for

803 handoff to the FBI and to the Criminal Division.''

804 . I Is there anything that made Wednesday different than

805 Tuesday night?

806 A I doii't know.

807 . I In other words, when you left the Attorney General

808 Tuesday night, did you get the impression that you now had

809 the authority to go forward and investigate?

810 A Xo. I had the impression that was on hold until the

811 next day.

812 . 2 Okay. So, the next day is when you actually heard

813 of his decision to go forward with the criminal

814 investigation?

815 A Yes. My best reoolleotion is that I formed the

816 impression somehow on Tuesday night that that was on hold

817 until the next day.

818 . 2 Okay.

819 A So, I would infer that the subject had oome up on

820 Tuesday night.
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821 9 And what eso w&s discussed at this meeting?

822 A I believe at the 9115, the composition of the

823 investigative--or excuse me, the pxoseoutive time was

82Q discussed, and I said I would probably go with a couple

825 senior people from the Public Integrity Section, which

826 handled Special Prosecutor and Independent Counsel matters.

827 There is a guy over there, Bill Hendricks, who has a

828 lot of experience in CIA matters, as wall, so he was a

829 natural. I think we put on Alan Carver as well, who as a

830 special interest specialist, and a military background, too.

831 . The AG said he wanted me to personally supervise

832 this in the interests of speed. He wanted both Jack Keaney,

833 who is my principal deputy and supervises the Public "

834 Integrity Sectior, and Mark Richard, who is my second

835 principal deputy and supervises the Internal Security and

836 International Affai.s Sections, to be involved, and that

837 Chuck Cooper would be a member of the prosecution team as

838 well. So it would be six in all.

839 . 9 Did he say why he wanted Mr. Cooper to be involved?

840 . A I don't believe he did.

841 . 2 Did the Attorney General ask to be kept informed on

842 a routine basis?

843 A Oh, sure. I mean, I think that was the point of

844 having me supervise it closely. It was John Richardson said

845 at that meeting--said if anything comes up hot, get it to the
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846 AG immediately.

847 . Okay.

848 . Xow, was it at this meeting or the afternoon meeting

849 that it was brought up as to whether some facet should

850 proceed civilly as opposed--

851 . A It was at that meeting.

852 . Okay.

853 . k Mr. Cooper said it was his understanding that the

854 criminal investigation would focus on the diversion to the.

855 contras, and that the investigation that he and Mr. Reynolds

856 had been conducting of the Iran side of the fence would

857 proceed on a civil track, although it might throw off leads

858 for the criminal investigation.

859 . 9 Okay. And what was the response to that?

860 . A I an not sure anyone said anything. I probably gave

861 negative body English, because I didn't draw a distinction

862 between the two. I know I wrota a question mark in my notes

863 in the margin, and the--I don't think the idea was kicked

864 around much after that.

865 . What--my notes indicate you told us at your interview

866 what that that suggestion did not survive the meeting.

867 . A Well, it was never raised again.

868 . Okay.

869 - A I don't think we kicked it to death at the meeting.

870 I think it was a trial balloon that didn't go anywhere--that
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871 is unfair to Mr. Cooper. it was a thought that didn't go

872 anywhere.

873.. 9 Xvertheless, you did not see that as any indication

874 that you shouldn't proceed in any area criminally?

875 . A I mean no way was I going to look only at the

876 Xicaragua side of the fence.

877 . Okay.

878 . A You know, I am trying to remember. I think most

879 likely I scratched my head ox gave some affirmative sign

880 that I found that suggestion puszling and people didn't

881 salute it. It was zu' up the flagpole and not saluted.

882 . 2 Later on then, there was a very large meeting about

883 2:45 or so in the afternoon with a case of thousands.

884 . A Yeah.

885 . B Including some people from the FBI, including Mr. J-

886 a-m-a-z--I believe Mr. Floyd Clark was there, and others.

887 Did the Attorney General at that meeting describe to them

888 that you and Mr. Cooper would be teas leaders or leading

889 this investigation--anything to that effect?

890 . A I don't recall a joint command concept. I do

891 believe it was stated that Mr. Cooper would be on the tean.

892 . 2 Okay. Mr. Cooper testified publicly that he had the

893 sense that that did not sit well with the FBI.

894 . A Ma, ha, ha.

895 . 2 Does that comport with your xeoollection?
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896

897

898

899

900

901
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904

905

906

907

908

909

910

911

912

913

914

915

916

917

918

919

920

a A Yes.

a B Okay. Was that expressed to you by the TBI?

• A Yes, it was.

2 Do you recall who. expressed it to you?

• A Every FBI person that I talked to.

• 9 Okay.

What did they tell you?

. A well, it was really mote questioned than telling,

but I think we went after the big 2130 meeting--I think

Cooper and I and Hendricks and Carver--and Mark Richard and

Jack Keeney went back down to my office with all the FBI

guys, ha, ha, ha, and we sat around and nobody said too

much, and at one point, I think Chuok said that he--he

certainly hoped that, you know, no major actions would be

taken in his absence or without him participating, and the

Bureau guys just looked at him, and afterwards Jeff Jaear or

one of the Bureau guys asked me, ''ey, what is Cooper going

to do?''

Q Did you respond?

* A I don't recall what I said. I would have said

something like, 'Well, you know, he is on the teas.''

2 B Okay. So, the FBI wanted to know basically what

role Cooper was going to have in the investigation.

A A Yeah, I think it was stronger than that. I mean, I

didn't follow Chuok's public testimony, but if he said they
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921 didn't seem comfortable with that, I would agree with that.

922 . A And did they express why they did feel comfortable

923 with that? A

924 . A Xo, I don't think they did. I thought at the time

925 it was because they viewed his as a ''political'' Assistant

926 AG.

927 . 9 What is kind of clear from the record that develops

928 is that the FBI does not impart anything of what they are

929 doing, basically, to the people that are-supposed to be

-430 working on it.

931 . Did they say anything to.you at that time that they

932 did want to discuss the details of the investigation with

933 Mr. Cooper?

934 . A I don't know whether they said it or not. It was

935 abundantly clear to me they didn't have to say that for me.

936 to pick that up.

937 . okay.

938 . Later on, on December 1st, 1986, Mr. Reynolds and

939 Mr. Mendiocks neit with Tom Oren, who now is representing

940 only Secord. Prior to that meeting, when it was being set

941 up, did you discuss with Mr. Reynolds the-the advisability

942 of his meeting with Mr.--

943 . A Yeah, I got wind of this--I can't remember how--but 1

944 called Brad, and he calls me back again, I think, during a

945 deputies' meeting, because I ramembex deo Keaney and Vicky

75-986 0-88-52
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946 Tungsten and maybe Mark Richard sitting right in front of me

947 when I was talking with him, and I said, ''Look, you might

948 be a fact witness in this whole shouting match about your

949 weekend investigation, so it may not be advisable for you to

950 go meeting with counsels, and--'' this incidentally had been

951 discussed at the 2:30 meeting with the FBI, the advisability

952 of having Tom Green bring in Secod fox a proffer.

953 . Bill Hendricks had argued against it. Reynolds had

954 argued--Brad Reynolds had argued in favor of it, but anyway,

955 now this meeting was going ahead on the first, and I urged

956 Brad not to--not to have the meeting with Green.

957 . He didn't buy me scenario about fact witness. He

958 said, ''ell, isn't every FBI agent who conducts an

959 interview a fact witness, and why isn't he debaed from

960 conducting any further fact interviews?''

961 I said, ''Wall, you know, we don't agree, but I

962 think if you are going to have the meeting in a minute, you

963 should have Bill Hendxicks there. Hendricks is a career guy

964 from the Public Integrity Section, now Chief of the Fraud

965 Section,'' and Brad sald, 'I have no problem with that.''

966 . 2 Va-hum. What was your understanding of the purpose

967 of the meeting was to be?

968 . A A mini-proffer by Green as to what his client might

969 have to say?

970 . 2 Okay. And at that point, was it clear he
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971 represented just Secord alone, or were you under the

972 impression he represented more than one oi the paztioipants?

973 A I an not sure when it changed Izow al three to just

974 Secord in my understanding.

975 . 9 Thank you.

976. Wall, by the time you spoke to Mr. Reynolds on the

977 1st of December, did you have an understanding who Green

978 _zapAsntd?

979 . A Quite fture on the 26th Brad said he represented more

980 than one, but it looked as though he was going to have to

98) get out for one or the other. Now, the 1st of Deoember

982 would have been my next business day in the office, so I

983 don't know if I learned that in the interim.

984 . Just in the interests of completeness, after X hung

985 up from talking with Mr. Reynolds, I called Mr. Trott, who

986 was somewhere out of the office. He said, 'Look, X have

987 had this conversation with Brad. Do you think I should go

988 over the cliff on it, you know, raise it up to the AG, pull

989 it all over the floor, because the way I left it, it is

990 going to go ahead, but with Hendzicks present.''

991 . And Steve said, ''Yeah, that is probably

992 survivable.''

993 . 2 Did Mr. Reynolds give any affirmative reasons for

994 wanting to be part of this meeting?

995 . A Wall, he had argued in the Xovember 25 afternoon
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996 meeting that sometimes you can get more at the beginning

997 then you can after a position freeze, which is itue, and M.

998 Hendricks had argued that you don't want to have somebody

S999 come in before you can intelligently cross-examine them and

1000 tell you their stories, because then later, you get so you

1001 know your case, and you want to ask them questions, and they

1002 tell you, ''Look, I already told you my whole story', and

1003 that is also true.

1004 . But what reasons did Mr. Reynolds give for himself

1005 wanting to participate in the meeting?

1006 . A The impression I got was that he thought he could

1007 advance the ball. I pressed him pretty hard, and his

1008 response was the one I just related about the FBI agents and

1009 the fact--

1010 . Did he mention at any time that he had a long-

1011 standing relationship with Mr. Green?

1012 . A Xo, I don't think I knew that.

1013 . B Okay.

1014 . For the record, you are the person that drafted the

1015 application for Independent Counsel; is that correct?

1016 A Yes.

1017 . 2 Okay. Colonel North, in his testimony, which you

1018 may have missed--

1019 A I missed it.

1020 . 2 You were lucky, but made much ado about the fact
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1021 that he was the only paxson mentioned in the application for

1022 Independent Counsel, a faoi which apparently rankled him a

1023 bit. Do you recall any conscious decision to only put his

1024 nane in the application?

1025 . A Well, I guess the reason I started with him was a

1026 feeling that if there was anybody who knew what was going on

1027 here, it was he.

1028 Now, the next question is, why not throw.in

1029 Poindexter and a bunoh of other people? The answer to that

1030 is, we were a little- short on facts at the time this was

1031 being drafted, which was on the night of December 1.

1032 . So, you didn't know exactly what Admiral Poindexter

1033 had done, in other wozds?

1034 . A That is correot.-

1035 . 2 Okay. Did you have anybody else in the government

1036 in mind?

1037 . A Well, no. I mean, my thought was, let's draft it

1038 broadly and let the facts take us where they will.

1039 . 1 I guess, then, my question is, then why did you add

1040 Colonel North at all?

1041 A I guess to give oontext. I have been involved in a

1042 couple of these things before and none of then with no

1043 names.

1044 . B Was there any discussion in any of the drafts that

1045 were circulated to add more names or to delete his- name?
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1046 A I don't recall either of those changes being raised.

1047 Thea were a lot of--there was a lot of discussion about

1048 adding more violations or subtracting violations.

-1049 . Would it be normal procedure in drafting such an

1050 application to add people who aren't in the government as

1051 possible co-oonspirators?

1052 . A It has happened in a number of cases.

1053 . 2 Okay.

-104 Did y u-giv.-amy--thoughtthen to ad 4ng-nxr---S3oxr---

1055 or Mr. Nakim or--

1056 . A Oh, no. This is December 1. 1 don't think I was

1057 that for along in terms of knowledge.

1058 . B Ny the way, did you ever receive Kr. Cooper's notes

1059 that he had taken at the interviews over the weekend

1060 inquiry?

1061 A Xo. I have never seen them.

1062 . 2 Did you ever ask for then?

1063 . A I don't believe so.

1064 . 2 Did you ever see Kr. Rlohardson's notes of the Xozth

1065 interview?

1066 . A I have never seen then.

1067 . 2 So, you never actually received any notes from

1068 anyone taken that weekend; is that correct?

1069 . A That is right.

1070 . 2 Okay.
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1071 A I became aware that they had given their notes to

1072 the FBI.

1073 . 9 Okay. Were you aware that the FBI had or was going,

1074 to interview Admiral Poindexter?

1075 . A Yes.

1076 2 Okay. Did they relate to you the outcome of that

1077 interview?

1078 . A Xo.-

1079 . W Has there some discussion or concern about Fawn Hall

1080 and, whether she had retained an attorney or had been

1081 contacted by the FB?

1082 A There was some discussion about her having retained

1083 Plato Cacheris, who was looking for immunity, and I recaIL

1084 Jeff Jaae and myself both being frustrated by our inability

108S during the preliminary investigation phase of--an Independent

1086 Counsel case either to grant immunity or to issue subpoenas,

1087 because as I looked at it, she would have been a zed hot

1088 candidate for immunity on day one in a garden variety

1089 criminal investigation, but we were hamstrung.

1090 . 2 Did anyone else step forward othex than her attorney

1091 and Mr. Green?

1092 . A Yeah, there was a guy named Sherwyn Markman ox

1093 Markham, who called me izom Switzerland, who wanted to come

1094 in and speak on behalf of Willard Sucker and somebody else.

1095 I think they night have been American lawyers in
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1096 Switzerland.

1097 . 2 Do you remember who they were?

1098 A He is fron Hogan and Hatson.

1099 . 2 Yes, but who the others wae in Switzerland?

1100 A Mo, I don't, but I should have notes of that. There

1101 was Millard Zucker and some company which later made the

1102 news--some Societe Anonieme.

1103 . 2 Was it CTF for short?

1104 . A I think so.

1105 . 9 Where did Mr. Narkman work?

1106 . A This is on December 9. Wa1, by that time, we had

1107 filed our application for independent Counsel. I think that

1108 was filed on the 4th. So, he cane in with John Keaney, A.,

1109 Jack's son--Jack roused himself, obviously--representing

1110 these witnesses from Switzerland, and the phone message I

1111 had, or maybe it was the message given to me through my

1112 assistant, Mark Robinson, was that these people wanted to

1113 shed light on a whole extraordinary web or tangle of events

1114 in Switzerland designed to make it sound as appetizing as

1115 possible.

1116 . Shortly before the meeting, I concluded that I

1117 should not neat with them, because--suppose they mentioned

1118 the word "immunity.'' Then they might later feel that they

1119 had negotiated immunity aith the Criminal Division while the

1120 application for an Independent Counsel was pending.
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1121 So, I opted out of the meeting and sat then down--I

1122 believe with the 731 alone

1123 . 2 And would these have been the FeZ agents who weze.

.1124 then assigned to the Independent Counsel staff?

1125 A Yeah, the Chinese Wall at the Buzeau had already had

1126 alzeady been established , and the bae.LMng that the Buzesu.

1127 gave--gave us on--I guess it was December 1st, Xeil Devers was

1128 the--yeah, had a 410S meeting on December 1st, and this was a

1129 much-postponed briefing by the F73.

1130 . And it was clear to se that they were holding the

1131 cards close to the investigation and Just telling us the

1132 categories and subject matter headings of their

1133 investigation without any of the meat, which I must say'-I

1134 fouid appropriate.

1135 . That did bother me, because we all knew an

1136 Independent Counsel was coming down the road within a matter

1137 of days.

1138 . Q So, you never heard of the outcome of their meeting

1139 with Jack Keaney,Jr., or Mr. Marksman?

1140 . A Correct.

1141 . Q Meze-you aware of any efforts on the part of Brendan

1142 Sullivan to contact either the Attorney General or the

1143 President on behalf of Colonel Xorth?

1144 . A No, I donet think so.

1145 . 2 Okay.
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1146 Was there any discussion--obviously a-tOf 1ovember

1147 25--of giving Colonel Xoxth immunity--oz discussing the

1148 possibility of a pardon when it was all said and done?

.1149 A Theze was some discussion of iaunity on or around

1150 Deoember 16. The topic came up in the form of a question as

1151 to what we would do if the Souse and/or Senate committees

1152 did vote immunity fox Colonel Nozth or Admizal Poindexter

1153 pursuant to 18 USC 6005 or whatever the statute is.

1154 2 Okay. And who was that discussion with?

1155 . A Well, I thought it was a non-starter as an idea. I

1156 was violently opposed, but in a conversation with Hz. Trott,

1157 I learned that consideration was being given to going--into

1158 having the Department of Justioe go along with innunity-;for

1159 those two individuals, on the theory that this isn't ''a

1160 zeal'' immunity. It is only ''limited'' immunity.

1161 . I button-hqled the Attorney Genteal at his Christmas

1162 party and this conversation occurred whatever date that

1163 was--I think it was the 16th, and said, ''Look, on this

1164 question of immunity for Xorth and Poindexter, be advised

1165 that the government's burden after immunity is granted to

1166 show an absence of taint is a vezy heavy one.

1167 . The Kastigaz, K-a-s-t-i-g-a-z, taint problem is a

1168 very severe one, and If Immunity is granted at this stage,

1169 itmnight very well render impossible any prosecution of

1170 Colonel Xorth or Admizal Poindexter, and I don't think it is
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1171 a good idea.

1172 2 And what did the Attorney General say?

1173 . A It was inconclusive. I mean, this is in a zoom w4th

117' 200 people and it was, you know, a real not-to-do-anything-

1175 precipitous and wa-will-take-everything-into-consideration.

1176 The request I made of him was that I would like to be heard

1177 before this is done, and he said that I can be, period.

1178 . 9 Okay.

1179 . A And he didn't seen, you know, overwhelmingly

1180 committed to the idea, either. It was Just something that

1181 had oome up on the plate.

1182 . 2 Weil, at that time, there weze public reports that

1183 the White Mouse was trying to push Congress in that

1184 direction.

1185 . A I think that is right.

1186 . 2 Okay.

1187 So, this was a discussion of whether or not the

1188 Department of Justice was going to approve that or go along

1189 with that or support that--

1190 . A Right.

1191 . 2 --push.

1192 . A Which.was not an idle question, since we-have an

1193 opportunity to oppose it under the statute.

1194 . 2 Okay.

1195 . A And this was before Judge Walsh had-been appointed,
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1196 so I think I also argued to the A6 it would be doubly

1197 inappropriate for us to exercise an authority which would

1198 belong at least in part of the independent Counsel within a

1199 matter of days.

1200 . 2 Did anybody at the Department of Justice, including

1201 the Attorney General, express the opposite view, that it

1202 would be good for them to receive immunity?

1203 . A Nell, I a Just trying to remember whether--I

1204 remember the Attorney General at some point making a public

1205 statement along the lines that this immunity is limited and

1206 not total, but I can't remember when that was, whether it

1207 was after this happened or whether it was back in--back in

1208 December.

1209 . Let me Just think whether anyone in the--Z think it

1210 is possible that one or two of the many people I discussed

1211 this with may have said that in their view, it was more

1212 important to get the story out for the good of the country

1213 than it was to preserve the option of prosecuting Xozth and

1214 Poindexter.

1215 . Do you recall who that may have been?

1216 A Possibly Jack Keaney, although I am not sure. I

1217 was--you know, stalking around waving my arms, and he may

1218 have been trying to slow me down.

1219 a Ara there any other things that you think we should

1220 oover that the committee should know?
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1221 . A There was a part B to your question which was, did X

1222 evez hear any discussion of a pardon fox North?

1223 2 Oh, yes.

.1224 A I heard the word once. A follow from the Vice

1225 President's office, C. B. Gray, who is a social friend of

1226 mine, called me up on two matters. One, &--I think Criminal

1227 Division Christmas party that I had invited him to, but two,

1228 he had some question relating to Fifth Amendment and waivex

1229 involving Colonel North, and I remember saying to him,

1230 ''Look, I am not advising anybody about anything. We axe in

1231 total conflict position here, but you know you people should

1232 be very careful how you talk to Mr. North or his lawyer,''

1233 and I xeember C. B. saying, yeah, that people will com-

1234 back and say it was all a big deal fox a pardon.

1235 . Having worked though the Watergate years, the word

1236 leapt out at me.

1237 . 2 Are there any other things that you think we should

1238 cover in this that I didn't ask? We obviously skipped over

1239 a lot of meetings and things that you participated in, but 1

1240 sort of Just wanted to hit the main points.

1241 . Please feel fre at this point to put anything on

1242 the xecoxd that you think the committee should be aware of.

1243 . A No.

1244 . B Okay.

1245 EXAMINATION ON BEILF OF TE SEXATE 5ELECT COKHITTEE
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* BY MR. MoGOUGaS

2 Q Okay, Mr. Meld, at one point you referred to

discussions at a staff meeting regarding who is going to

speak to the press about Iranian matters, and this was In

the context of the Evans case.

* no you recall approximately when that took place?

* A Yeah, I think it would have been between the 10th

and the 17th, probably-closer to the 10th of Xovember. It

was the first time Iran had bubbled up to my conscious, and

the question was, well, what should the United States

Attorney say when the press begins to ask them, you know,

''Are you cases going to survive or are they all going to

fall because of what the Administration has been doing?''

Q You mentioned that on Friday--get my dates confused

sometimes--but Friday, November 21, which mould have been a

Friday, you asked a member of the Public Integrity Seotion,

Jerry McDowell, to look into possible criminal violations,

and that was, I believe, the sane morning that you

indicated, too, at the staff aeating, that you thought the

Criminal Division ought to be involved in the investigation.

. A Well, that I thought that the Criminal Division

ought to be involved in getting the answers for the motion

in New York.

2 Righ*, and I guess that really brings up my

question, which is at the time of the staff meeting and the
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1271 time of your staff meeting, did you have any Inkling or any

1272 belief, any--well, any belief or inkling there might be

1273 criminal activity involved, not on the Evans side of the

1274 matter, but on the Izanian initiative side of the case?

1275 . A Well, I think the reason I put the question to

1276 MoDowell must have been with a view to our responsibilities

1277 under the Independent Counsel statute. I don't like to sit

1278 around waiting for a referral. If there are matters

1279 publicly reported that might possibly support or might

1280 possibly constitute ''sufficient grounds to investigate a

1281 person covered by the Independent Counsel Act has committed

1282 a Federal offense,'' so I wanted Jerry Just to take a quick

1283 look to see whether there was some obvious criminal

1284 possibility in the Iranian initiative as reported, because

1285 if so, I wanted to know it.

1286 . 2 What, if anything, about the Iranian initiative

1287 suggested to you there might be criminal activity? Let's

1288 take events out of it for a second. I view the Evans

1289 situation as being different from the Iranian initiative

1290 itself, and it seems to me what was it about the Iranian

1291 initiative that--

1292 . A I am having trouble reconstructing how much was in

1293 the press by Xovember 21, but if the press accounts had

1294 reported that this was being done on an unofficial basis or

1295 with private sorts, and there were, you known, phony
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1296 manifests on shipments, that would be a 1001 or possibly an

1297 export violation.

1298 Again, that is speculative since I can't remember

1299 what was in the press, but that is one possibility.

1300 . But at least when you spoke to Kr. McDowell, there

1301 was some thought you might have that there might be some

1302 criminal activity on that side of the equation.

1303 . A There must have been, or I wouldn't have put the

1304 question. I recall a feeling of lack of knowledge on my

1305 part that week, which I think is what led to the slightly

1306 frustrated tone with which i said at the morning meeting,

1307 you know, I don't think even this investigative fact finding

1308 work on the Evans case should be done without Criminal qnd

1309 FBI, so I wanted Jerry to, you know, give me some comfort

1310 there.

1311 . 2 At the staff meeting that morning, given that you

1312 had this staff meeting the next morning, did you express the

1313 Criminal Division's interest in those terms? I mean, let me

1314 back up for a minute. I believe you said at the staff

1315 meeting, you said, ''We have got this Evans case, and we

1316 have got somebody investigating this Iran initiative and the

1317 same person ought to be doing both, so they can make the

1318 affidavits and the proper representation in the Evans

1319 case.''

1320 . Did you, in addition to that, say, 'and there may
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1321 be some criminal activity on the Iran Initiative side''?

1322 1 A don't think I did. I wouldn't even fix the date

1323 of my request to McDowell as having been Friday the 21st,

1324 except that he and I later had some by-play about whether

1325 the request had come over on a Friday or a Monday.

1326 . Turned out to be a Friday. And it could conceivably

1327 be Friday the 14th. But in other words, I have no memory of

1328 asking Mr. McDowell on any particular day. But I did ask

1329 him for quick and dirty, and the fact that Joanne Tairington

1330 got to it on Saturday the 22nd suggests to me that it was

1331 probably Friday the 21st.

1332 . 2 All right. And Miss Fairington's memorandum was

1333 dated the 22nd, as you recall?

1334 . A In hand.

1335 2 In hand on the 22nd.

1336 A There is a handwritten date of the 22nd on it.

1337 2 Okay.

1338 Did the Attorney General ever ask you at any time

1339 prior to November 26 to brainstorm the Iranian situation and

1340 see if there are any criminal violations in it?

1341 A No.

1342 2 So that Miss Fairington's memorandum was done

1343 independent of any requests--

1344 A That was me on my own hook. There was one other

1345 thing that the Attorney General did ask me to do, which was

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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1346 to get further information about the Evens case, I think 1

1347 should put this on the record, in fairness to the Attorney

1348 General, who the defendants were, brin:; over a copy of the

1349 indictment, and I did.

1350 1 had Joe Tafe from Internal Security bring that

1351 over, and I gave it to John Richardson sometime shortly

1352 before Movember 17, so if I left the impression earlier that

1353 the Attorney General was purporting to opine on the Evans

1354 case without knowing anything more than -he name of the

1355 case, that is not quite accurate. He did have the papers.

1356 2 You indicated that after the press conference on the

1357 25th, you met with--first with Mark Richa:d and then with Mr.

1358 Cooper, and Mr. Cooper gave you some chronology and a

1359 briefing on some of the facts.

1360 Did Mr. Cooper mention to you that he had also been

1361 looking into possible criminal violations?

1362 A Xo, I don't think so.

1363 2 So that any discussion of--well, strike that.

1364 Did you ever discuss with the Attorney General what

1365 Mr. Cooper's roles could be on the investing tive team? You

1366 indicated at the meeting on the 26th, he said Mr. Cooper

1367 will be a member of the prosecution team, but didn't say why

1368 at that time. --

1369 Did you every discuss with him Mr. Cooper's role on

1370 that team?
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1371 . A Xo. I dontt think so. I am just trying to think

1372 whether I questioned that at the meeting ox not. I have a

1373 dim memory of a little bit of back and forth, but then the a

1374 conclusion being, okay, let's do it this way.

1375 . 2 And shortly thereafter it was that the FBI expressed

1376 some reservation to you about his participation?

1377 . A More by deed than word, but it washed out because it

1378 wound up that the entire proseoutive team was not getting

1379 information out of the FBI, and Bill Hendricks called over

1380 for reports on this and that. They weren't coming over, and

1381 it's not that the FBI doesn't trust Bill Hendricks, Just

1382 -h-aZ they knew they were going to have a new prosecutor in a

1383 few days, and as I said earlier, I think they behaved

1384 appropriately.

1385 2 1 guess really following up on that, or maybe you

1386 answered it implicitly, were there ever any steps taken to

1387 remove Hr. Cooper from the prosecution team, or did the

1388 issue simply moot itself?

1389 . A I think it just dropped out. There may have been

1390 meetings held, you know, between Carver and Hendricks on the

1391 one hand, and brick agents as opposed to supervisory agents

1392 on the--

1393 . 2 But not at your level.

1394 A You mean with me, but not Cooper--no.

1395 2 Did you at some point become familiar with a case

I
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1396 arising in the Southern District of Florida under Leoi

1397 Kellnoz, K-e-l-l-n-o-r, and relating to an investigation

1398 into alleged violations of the Xeutrality Act, and in

1399 particular if it had come to your attention, it might have

t100 cone to your attention through press accounts indicating

1401 that the investigation had been postponed or stalled by the

1402 Attorney General--

1403 A This was the one where Lowell Jensen and the

1404 Attorney General were supposed to have called Kellnor up?

1405 2 That is right.

1406 . A Yeah, I read about that in the press, and I feel

14071 that one phone call from Kellnor on the topic--as best I can

1408 remember, he was violently denying that this had ooouzrd.

1409 He said he felt muddled by these press accounts and that his

1410 personal integrity was on the line, and he was demanding

1411 that the Department, in its next public pronouncement on

1412 some topic--I can't remember what issue or statement--to the

1413 effect that these conversations never occurred.

1414 9, Which conversation?

1415 . A The alleged conversations between Jensen and the AG

1416 and Kellnor.

1417 . 2 What did you do about that request?

1418 A Well, I think possibly it was in the context of a

1419 letter to Judge Walsh, the Independent Counsel. This night

1420 have put it Into January, and the question was whether this
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1Q21 statement regarding, you know--the statement regarding those

1Q22 conversations would be somehow included in this letter to

1423 Judge Walsh, and I recall telling Leon KeIlnor that I

142' thought the letter had to go, and we couldn't, you know,

1425 comment on a fragment of the evidence of comment on

1426 something that wasn't even a fragment of the evidence. We

1427 had to just send the letter.

1428 . And did you ultimately send the letter?

1429 A Yeah, it was for Trott's signature, as all the

1430 letters to Judge Walsh were. But I think it went--it was

1431 about the Posey case, and I not sure of--and I think--

1432 . 2 The case we are referring to has gone under a lot of

1433 names, but Posey may have been one of the people involved.

1434 rid you ever conduct within your own Division or

1435 elsewhere any independent investigation or investigations to

1436 determine exactly what happened in that case?

1437 A You know, 1--1 believe that Jack Keaney has had

1438 t- 1ephone conversations, maybe evel aen t M k,4 ' !+-li

1439 respect to that. The lion's share of the dealings with Leon

1440 on this matterr have been conducted by Jack Keaney. There

1441 was at one point something that happened involving a

1442 subpoena by the Customs Service.

1443 . I would place this probably in December of '86,

1444 where Leon had a subpoena out, but it was so broad that it

1445 swept into Judge Walsh's territory and Jack told him,
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1446 ''Look, you ought to trim this so you don't step on the

1447 Independent Counsel's. tows,'' and somehow that got back to

1448 Leon as ''You have to close domn the entire case,'' ox

1449 something like that.'

1450 . it was a misunderstanding,..later cleared up, so that

1451 was action taken by the Criminal Division that would have

1452 had some impact in Florida.

1453 . W Khen you read these newspaper articles and fielded

1454 this call from Hr. Kellnor, did you at that point attempt to

1455 get up to speed on what had happened? Did you talk to Mark

1456 Richard, for example, about the case?

1457 A I think Keaney, fox some reason, was my designee on

1458 this one. He dealt with Leon on the trip between Southexn

1459 District of Florida and the Independent Counsel. There were

1460 two cases in the Southexn District of Florida which was

1461 quite anxious for the Independent Counsel to take over, but

1462 I couldn't blow them past Annie Callson, who is the FBI

1463 -Agent working for Judga Walsh.

1464 And one of them, I think the Independent Counsel may

1465 have changed his mind on, but I can't recall. Anyhow, that

1466 is the context in which Kellnor rose--in which these cases

1467 rose to my attention. Whether or not they were going to

1468 Independent Counse'.--

1469 . 2 Did you ever speak to Mark Riohard about the

1470 allegations?
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1471 . A mal, if they Involve gun-running, I probably did,

1472 yeah. I mean, there is the Posey case# something called

1473 Corbo, a case called Garoa. There is the case about the

1474 guy who testified yesterday, Morales, and I have heard all

1475 those names.

1476 . 1 would think I probably did talk to Richard about

1477 it. At another time, I either asked or had Vicky Tungsten

1478 ask Leon foz a synopsis of all the allegations people have

1479 made about gun running or improper conduct by people

1480 involved in his cases down thexe, and he sent something up,

1481 so that is something else that the Czninal Division did.

1482 2 All right. I guess when you say you spoke to Mr.

1483 Richard about the allegations and mentioned allegations,by

1484 Corbo and Garcia--

1485 . A I can't remember who Corbo is.

1486 . 1 I understand. What I really meant was, did you

1487 speak to Mr. Richard about the allegations that the case had

1488 been slowed or stalled by anyone in DO0?

1489 A I think I would have been more likely to have spoken

1490 to Mr. Keaney about that, because that would be a Public

1491 Integrity matter.

1492 . 2 So, the answer is no, you don't recall talking to

1493 Mr.. 1ichardson. All I can do is ask you if you recall

14941 rape ing to Mark Richard about those allegations.

1491; . A It it is a gun-running case--I rely on my senior
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196 deputies all the time for. Keany and Riohard.

1497 2 1 want my question to be clear so the reoord makes

1498 some sense. A11 I an really asking is, do you recall. ever

1499 speaking to M:. Riohard about the allegations that someone

1500 in the Department of Justice had stalled or slowed down

1501 Kellnor's investigation in that case?

1502 . A I +%ink I must have-discussed it with one of my

1503 deputies, because I wouldn't have let it sit theze. I don't

1504 recall discussing it.with any of them in particular. I

1505 recall receiving the impression that the thing had been

1506 looked into and laid to zest, that there weze three AUSAs

1507 who had sworn mighty oaths that it never happened, words to

1508 that effect.

1509 . 2 Do you recall any discussion with Mz. Richazd about

1510 his own oonversations with Hr. Kellnor on the case? That

1511 is, Did Mr. Richard ever say, ''Yes, I have spoken to Leon

1512 about this matter on a number of occasions''?

1513 . A I am just drawing a black on Richard about this

1514 case, but if it is gun running, it may well be.

1515 . 2 Do you recall discussing this case, in partioular-

1516 the allegations that the case was slowed or postponed, with

1517 Pr. Trott or the Attorney General?

1518 . A Xo, I an quite sure I didn't discuss it with Trott,

1519 and I an oextain I never discussed it with Mz. These.

1520 2 And just to complete the set, have you ever
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1521 discussed this case with Lowell Jensen?

1522 A No.

1523 2 Does the Criminal Division have any policy ox

1S24 standards for briefing or--describing the types of oases in

1525 which the XSC would be briefed on an investigation?

1526 A I would just be guided by what Mark Richard told me

1527 on that.

1528 . 2 You are not faiiliar with any criteria?

1529 A You mean written down?

1530 . 2 Either written or pxecedential.

1531 A Well, I an developing some knowledge about that, but

1532 at this point, I would be very muoh guided by Mr. Richard

1533 and John Martin from the Internal Security Section. -

1534 2 In your tenure as Assistant Attorney General, have

1535 you ever come across a case in which a briefing has been

1536 given to the HSC, special briefing to the XSC?

1537 A Yes.

1538 . 2 Without--I don't want to obviously penatrate--I don't

1539 want to penetrate any departments I am not entitled to--

1540 A Don't worry. If I told you I would blow up.

1541 2 Can you give me any indication what triggored the

1542 briefing to the XSC, what it was about the case or cases

1543 that caused the Department to brief the XSC?

1544 A Extremely sensitive foreign policy. Relations with

1545 other countries.
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1546 . 1 I think that is all I have.

1547 A You know, I am--I sense that I am forgetting

1548 something that may have happened. Let me tell you one otIer

.1549 thing I remember about Mark Richard whioh may relate to this

1550 case of Kelinor's that I draw a blank on all the time.

1551 There was an HSC meeting that Mark once mentioned to

1552 me that he had attended which might have been on this case.

1553 I don't know. And Colonel Xorth was there. And Mark

1554 mentioned to me that he had forgotten that he attended it

1555 until much later, but maybe that has something to do with

1556 this case of Kellnor's.

1557 MR. McGOUGH1 Okay, that's all I have.

1558 . MR. BUCK, I don't have any questions.

1559 MS. NAUGHTOK' I have one more.

1560 EXAMIHATIOK OH BEHALF OF THE dOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE

1561 BY MS. HAUGHTOH:

1562 2 Getting back-luow to the 24th of Hovember, on that

1563 Monday when you received the phone call from the Attorney

1564 General, did you at some point later tell Steve Trott about

1565 it? In other words, did you discuss with him or the AG

1566 calmly on holding off on the Iran arms investigation?

1567 . A Well, let's see. Trott had been present on the

1568 21st, so he knew my view.

1569 . 2 How--can you tell me something about his

1570 participation in that meeting that makes you sure that he
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1571 was there?

1572 . A I recall him looking at se with surprise the way he

1573 does when--this is my inference--when he thinks maybe I hove

;1574 stepped out a little bit.

1575 . Mo, I do not recall telling Tzott the AG called me

1576 and said, it is no accident that Criminal is out of this.

1577 Tlme-whole thing wouii-have been overtaken by events the next

1578 day, because by the afternoon of the 25th, Cziminal was in.

1579 . Q But you say your deputies were present during the

1580 phone call; correct?

1581 . A Yes.

1582 . 2 Did you relate what the Attorney General had told

1583 you to them?

1584 . A Yes.

1585 . Was there any discussion of that?

1586 . A Yeah, Mark Richard thought it was crazy. But he and

1587 I have been telling each other for a week that it didn't_

1588 make sense to have the AG doing the investigation. Both

1589 these calls that happened during deputies' meetings there

1590 was some discussion of--

1591 . 2 Okay. Was Mr. Keaney there?

1592 . A Yes, I think so.

1593 . 2 Did he have any comment about it?

1594 . A I would think that it would have been negative. It

1595 might have been just a, you know, facial expression.
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1596

1597

1598

IS99

1600

1601

1602

1603

1604

1605

1606

1607

1608

1609

• MS. XAUGHTON, I think that is it.

. BY MS. NAUGHTOXI

• 2 Oh. The situation when you described giving a
A

briefing to the NSC, did that briefing involve Oliver Xorth

or Admiral Poindexter?

A No.

--2 Did the subject matter involve either Iran or

Nioaragua?

A Xo. I am not even sure that that briefing has

occurred as we sit heze, but-the question has come up at

high levels.

MS. HAUGHTOXN All right. Thank you.

* [hereupon, at 4:00 p.m., the taking of the

deposition was concluded.)
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Chairman Inouye, Chairman Hamilton, Members and Counsel of

these Committees:

I welcome this opportunity to come before these Committees

and assist in your review of this Administration's Iranian policy

initiatives, as well as other activities aimed at providing

funding for the Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua. A number of

witnesses have preceded me and provided an accounting of the

policy decisions that were and were not made, and have described

efforts undertaken for the ostensible purpose of furthering those

policies. As I join the witnesses before you, it might be useful

to address what I see as the larger perspective of these hearings

before turning to the specifics of my limited involvement in

certain events.

As a threshold matter, it is important to understand that

the Constitution commits to the President the conduct of United

States' foreign affairs, just as it gives to the Congress certain

responsibilities for the formulation of our country's foreign

policy. The strategic initiative regarding Iran was the

President's policy. Providing assistance to the Freedom

Fighters, within the constraints of the law, was and is also the

President's policy. The President has taken full responsibility

for these policies. He has already said that mistakes were made

in their implementation, and it is clear as well that he neither

approved nor knew about the diversion of funds from the Iranian

arms transfers to the democratic forces in Central America.
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To the extent one may disagree with the President's

policies, there are appropriate ways of making that disagreement

known. In regard to the mistakes that were made in implementing

the President's policies, the President has already taken steps

to correct those problems and he continues to work to ensure that

they will never happen again. In regard to any possible illegal

conduct by anyone involved in various aspects of this matter, an

independent counsel has been appointed and is investigating. Let

us not forget that Congress, in enacting the Independent Counsel

statute, gave to him the responsibility as much to exonerate as

to prosecute, depending upon the state of the evidence and the

legal conclusions that it compels.

The Administration has thoroughly cooperated with the

Independent Counsel and will continue to do so. Whatever legal

questions there may be concerning the constitutionality of the

Independent Counsel statute, there should be no doubt about the

wisdom of seeking an independent counsel in this instance.

Indeed, to preclude possible adverse court rulings, I gave Judge

Walsh a parallel appointment within the Department of Justice to

ensure that his investigation would continue uninterrupted to its

completion. It is imperative, both in fairness to the

independent counsel and to those individuals who have been

involved in the Iran-Contra matter, that his efforts not be

prejudged or impeded.
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With those preliminary observations, let me turn to my

participation in the events you are reviewing. As the Attorney

General of the United States, it is, of course, one of my

responsibilities to serve as the nation's chief law enforcement

officer. In that capacity, I am privileged to assist the

President in making sure that the laws of the United States are

faithfully executed. In addition, as prescribed in the Judiciary

Act of 1789 which created the office of attorney general, I am

assigned the responsibility of providing legal advice and

opinions to the President on such matters and at such times as he

directs. Further, the Attorney General is, and has since 1791

been, a member of the President's Cabinet, and thus has the

distinctly separate role as one of the general advisors to the

President and the Executive Branch. My exposure to the

Iran-Contra matter was not confined to any one of those areas of

responsibilities, but from time-to-time touched them all. I

believe one can better appreciate my limited role in the events

of the period by understanding in which of the several capacities

I was approached for advice and assistance.

Some eight months ago, the President asked me, as his

principal legal advisor, to develop a factual overview of the

events related to the Iranian initiative. During that hectic

weekend in November, 1986, we were able to piece together a basic

outline of what is now known as the Iran-Contra story, which has

been essentially validated during the extensive investigations

which have occurred since.
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I mention this because after many months of televised

hearings and intensive press coverage, some might understandably

have difficulty recalling that, as we embarked on our fact

finding inqui" on November 21, few inside or outside the

government understood the true nature and scope of the Iran

matter, let alone knew of the many details of all related

activities and events. I certainly had no such knowledge.

My first exposure to the Iran initiative was in reality

rather brief. I recall on January 7, 1986, being asked to attend

a meeting with the President in the Oval Office along with the

Secretaries of State and Defense, the Vice President, the White

House Chief of Staff, the Director of Central Intelligence,

the National Security Assistant, and perhaps one other member of

the NSC staff. Parenthetically, let me state that my calendar

shows -- and I have been told by others -- that on the previous

day the Deputy Attorney General, Lowell Jensen, and I met with

Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North who gave us a short briefing on

an Iranian initiative. I do not specifically remember that

meeting.

At the meeting on January 7th in the President's office,

Admiral Poindexter and Director Casey raised the proposed Iran

initiative. As described, the initiative involved overtures to

"more moderate" elements in Iran and the cultivation of a

relationship that could, in the future, be to the geopolitical

advantage of the United States. The proposal was also described

as possibly helping to end the long Iran-Iraq war. The
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initiative was also seen as a means for decreasing Iranian

sponsorship of terrorism, forestalling Soviet designs on the

area, and gaining Iranian assistance for the release of the

Americans being held hostage in the Middle East. We discussed

Israeli suggestions concerning the initiative, especially

concerning a transfer of arms from the United States and

assistance in the release of hostages from Iran as a means of

establishing with each side the good faith of the other. One

legal issue that was raised concerned the appropriate \statutory

authority for an arms transfer as part of the strategic

initiative. I was present at the meeting both as the President's

legal advisor and as a member of the Cabinet. Based on my

familiarity with a 1981 opinion by Attorney General William

French Smith, I concurred with the view of Director Casey that it

would be legal for the President to authorize arms transfers

pursuant to the National Security Act.

Admiral Poindexter and Director Casey favored the

initiative; Secretary Shultz and Secretary Weinberger opposed it.

My own counsel was that, while very close, the benefits seemed to

outweigh the risks, especially since I had the impression that a

time frame of 30 to 60 days was contemplated and that the risks

were, therefore, short-term.
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It is my recollection that the meeting included a brief

discussion that a presidential finding would be necessary because

of the proposed involvement of the Central Intelligence Agency.

I believe there was also a discussion of the necessity .of

notifying Congress and the legality of delaying that notification

because of tle extreme hazard to the hostages and others. I do

not recall anyone at the meeting arguing in favor of immediate

notification. With regard to the legality of the delay, I do

recall stating that I believed a short delay was appropriate but

wanted to examine the statute before I agreed that such a

postponement would be permissible. At the conclusion of the

meeting, the President decided that the project was worth

pursuing and directed Admital Poindexter and Director Casey. to

proceed.

I should add parenthetically that it was not my

unfderstadning at that meeting that anyone was discussing an

arms-for-hostages transaction, or that the President understood

the proposal in those terms. Cute the contrary, no deals were

to be made with any of the groups who had taken or were holding

American hostages. The President was firm on this point. A

limited number of defensive weapons were to be sold to certain

Iranians to demonstrate the United States' good faith. They, in

turn, as a display of their good faith, were to negotiate

separately with forces in Lebanon for the return of the American

hostages. No direct dealings with the hostage-takers nor the

payment of any type of ransom were ever contemplated.
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Following the January 7 meeting and over the next ten days,

I attended one or possibly two follow-up meetings which included

Director Casey, Admiral Poindexter, CIA General Counsel Sporkin

and me. The one meeting I most clearly recall occurred on

January 16, 1986. I believe Secretary Weinberger also attended

at least part cf that meeting. We discussed section 501 of the

National Security Act, the law involving notification to Congress

of certain covert activities. General Counsel Sporkin explained

his analysis of the statute. After reviewing the statute, I

concurred with the Central Intelligence Agency's advice that

notification to Congress could, in the circumstances, be

postponed due to the imminent danger facing the hostages.

In this regard, I should eriphasize that the expectation at

the meetings that I attended in January was that the

Administration would notify Congress as soon as possible after

the hostages were on board an airplane, out of the Middle East,

and under the control of the UnLted States. There was no desire

or plan to keep this matter from the Congress. There was simply

a recognition that this was a highly sensitive activity and that

human lives were at stake -- the lives of the American hostages

and the lives of the more pragmatic Iranian elements who were

willing to attempt a relationship with the United States. We

were all a-cutely aware that if word of the initiative got out,

however innocently or inadvertently, it would likely be fatal to

the hostages and others helping in their release. It is

precisely because of this concern that knowledge of this

operation within the Administration was so closely held and

shared on only a strict "need-to-know" basis.
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Indeed, I was not even kept advised of the Iranian

initiative after rendering advice in January of 1986. Apparently

there was no continuing need for me to know of efforts undertaken

to implement this program. In that regard, I had not been

included as a necessary participant in 1985 when the concept of

an Iranian strategic initiative had first been suggested and

developed. And I, along with some other members of the National

Security Council, had not been informed at any time in 1985 about

any arms shipments that occurred during that year or about any

related presidential findings prepared or signed prior to

January, 1986. I had no awareness of such matters until I

learned of them for the first time in November, 1986, and

thereafter.

As the testimony of others before these Committees has

indicated, there were only twc occasions that I can recall in the

summer of 1986 when Department of Justice matters prompted a

conversation between me and Admiral loindexter that related to

the Iranian initiative. On both occasions, I acted in my

capacity as the country's chief law enforcement officer. The

first arose as a result of an inquiry from within the Department

of Justice concerning a criminal investigation originating in New

York relating to arms smuggling to Iran. The suspects in the

investigation alleged that the U.S. government had authorized

their arms sales. Criminal Division attorneys had asked that I

check to be sure that no such authorization existed. I
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therefore called Admiral Poindexter and received his assurance

that the arms sales in question had not been authorized and were

not connected with the Iranian initiative. A declaration was

subsequently filed in court stating this fact.

The second incident occurred around the end of October,

1986. Admiral Poindexter telephoned me to inquire about a

federal investigation which included an air carrier known as

Southern Air Transport. He advised that the airline was involved

in efforts concerning the Iranian initiative that were at a

critical stage. He therefore asked whether it might be possible

to delay a scheduled visit of investLiators to Southern Air for

around ten days so as not to disrupt this activity. I informed

Admiral Poindexter that we could not impede, weaken or interfere

with the investigation, but that I would check with FBI Director

Webster to ascertain if it might be possible to delay certain

non-urgent aspects of the inquiry.

Through Associate Attorney General Trott, I was informed by

Director Webster on October 30, 1986, that the delay could

properly take place without in any respect adversely affecting

the investigation. I have since been advised by Director Webster

that this is precisely what occurred, that the investigation of

Southern Air Transport resumed on November 26, and that it was in

no way prejudiced by the delay.
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In early November of 1986, events occurred which were of

great consequence to the Iranian initiative. On or about

November 4, following publication of a story in a Middle Eastern

journal, American newspapers began to print widely varying

accounts of the matter. On November 7, I advised Charles Cooper,

Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Legal Counsel -- the

office that assists me in my responsibility as legal advisor to

the President and the Executive Branch, including national

security matters -- that his efforts would probably be needed on

the legal issues that might arise in regard to the Iranian

initiative. The following Monday (November 10) I attended a

meeting with the President and other advisors at which the

Iranian initiative was generally discussed.

On November 13, the President addressed the nation on the

Iranian activities. Six days later, on November 19, he held a

press conference on the subject. At Admiral Poindexter's

invitation, I attended a meeting in his office the next

afternoon, with Director Casey, Assistant Attorney General

Cooper, and for most of the time, NSC Counsel Paul Thompson and

Lieutenant Colonel North. I was invited, az the President's

legal advisor, to review legal aspects of the Iranian initiative

prior to Administration witnesses giving scheduled testimony and

briefings before Congress.
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I recall seeing for the first time at that meeting a draft

chronology of events that, from all appearances, had been

prepared earlier in the day by the National Security Council

staff. In addition, drafts of proposed testimony were

distributed -- again, which I was seeing for the first time.

Those documents were reviewed and discussed, and corrections and

revisions were made at the suggestion of those who had knowledge

of specific events.

Questions have been raised during prior hearings of these

Coummittees about my participation in this meeting and whether I

"acquiesced" in the statements included in the proposed testimony

being prepared. The truth is, I did not at the time have

knowledge sufficient to allow me to make any sort of judgment

regarding the accuracy of the proposed testimony, or the prepared

chronology, or the revisions or corrections that were being

suggested. You will recall that the Iranian operation had been

rigorously compartmentalized, and only those with a "need to

know" were brought into the planning and implementation. Thus,

while I was generally aware on November 20, 1986, that there may

have been arms transfers to Iran by Israel in 1985, I had no

personal knowledge about such shipments, about our role (if any)

in assisting with the transfers, or about the contemporaneous

knowledge of other Administration officials concerning the

details of these shipments.
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It was After that meeting, late that evening, when I first

learned, in a secure telephone conversation with Mr. Cooper, that

there were apparent differences in the recollections of the

Secretary of State, former National Security Assistant Robert

McFarlane, and perhaps others. I was concerned that great care

be taken to resolve these differences so that accurate testimony

would be giVen at the Congressional hearings and briefings the

next-day. I believed that, because the Iranian initiative had

been such a highly sensitive matter and because it had been so

rigidly "compartmentalized," no one seemed to have all the facts

and all seemed to me to be trying to piece together various parts

of the story without full knowledge of the events. As a

consequence, there appeared to be considerable confusion as to

what occurred when; and the many conflicting and inconsistent

news stories only seemed to exacerbate the situation.

It was for this reason that I went to see the President the

next day. I advised him of my concerns, and recommended that he

have someone undertake a fact-gathering review into the Iranian

initiative to ascertain a fuller and more accurate picture of the

events and activities that had occurred. The President agreed

totally with my assessment and directed me to commence an

immediate review. He asked that I complete this task before the

National Security Planning Group meeting on this subject that was

scheduled for 2:00 p.m. on Monday, November 24.

- - -- V -~ - -
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It might be helpful if I spend a just few minutes on the

activity that took place during that weekend. The essential

point to keep in mind is that our purpose was not to conduct a

criminal investigation. Indeed, on November 21, 1986, there was

no hint that criminal activity was in any way implicated in the

Iranian arms transactions. Indeed I later learned that the

Criminal Division had separately conducted its own independent

review of criminal statutes that might possibly be involved, and

as reflected in a memorandum dated November 22, 1986, found no

basis to suspect that crimes had been committed.

Early Friday afternoon, after my meeting with the President,

I discussed the matter of the fact-gathering inquiry with FBI

Director William Webster, who concurred that it would be

inappropriate to utilize FBI investigators. Our purpose, plain

and simple, was to find out what the facts really were and report

to the President. I therefore put together a small team of

lawyers who were knowledgeable about national security matters

and proceeded to systematically talk with each of the persons

having information about the Iranian initiative and to review the

applicable documents. As Secretary Shultz said in his testimony

last week, our efforts in the space of just over three days

turned up the essential facts that are still the essential facts

today. Obviously, much more information and many additional

details have been uncovered by the various investigations and

months of effort that have taken place since that weekend. But

the basic outline of facts that the President and I related to

Congress and the public on November 25, 1986, remains intact

today.
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From the afternoon of Friday, Novemiber 21, 1986, through the

evening of Monday, November 24th, a number of people were

interviewed, documents were examined and information was obtained

from the relevant agencies that had participated in the strategic

Iran initiative. Much of the information we obtained has

previously been provided to these Committees by the witnesses

that have appeared before you and in the depositions and

documents which are part of your record. Therefore, I will not

chronicle in detail the events of that weekend, but will, of

course, be happy to respond to any questions you may have about

it.

During our review, we discovered facts indicating that funds

obtained from the arms transfers in Iran had been diverted to the

Democratic Resistance Forces in Nicaragua. I brought this

information to the President, who determined that it should be

reported promptly to the Congress and to the American people, and

that immediate corrective action should be taken.

Therefore, on Tuesday, November 25, 1986, a briefing for

Congressional leaders was held at 11:00 a.m. and a news

conference was conducted at noon. Although our information was

by no means complete, and we recognized that much investigative

activity would follow, the President requested that I disclose

all that we had learned to date so that there would be no claim

of withholding of information or charge of "cover-up."
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Several actions were immediately commenced to pursue

necessary followup investigations and remedial actions.

The President announced that he was convening a Special

Review Board to investigate and make recommendations to ensure

that the mistakes made in implementing national security policy

in this case would not occur again.

We also took immediate action concerning the possible

criminal law implications of the information which had been

uncovered. I, therefore, met with Assistant Attorney General

William Weld, who heads the Department's Criminal Division, to

discuss the initiation of an investigation by his attorneys and

the FBI into the possible violation of criminal statutes. That

process was well underway by the same evening. I also directed

Deputy Attorney General Arnold Burns to contact the White House

Counsel to secure all files in the NSC offices.

As these steps were being taken, it was clear to me that the

initiation of an Independent Counsel investigation was probable.

The activities of the Criminal Division included the initial

inquiry to determine whether the legal and factual predicates

required by the statute were present. By December 2, I had

concluded that seeking an Independent Counsel was appropriate and

advised the President of this fact.
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On December 4, the formal request for assignment of an

Independent Counsel was presented to the Special Division of the

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. That

request was ultimately granted and Lawrence Walsh was appointed

as Independent Counsel. Since then, I have continued, in

accordance with the President's wishes and my own best judgment,

to be fully supportive of and cooperative with all the official

inquiries into this matter. Today is my sixth session of

testimony on this matter. Others in the Department and elsewhere

in the Administration have also appeared multiple times; and

there has been an unprecedented willing disclosure of perhaps

millions of pages of sensitive government documents.

That, in brief, is my knowledge of events surrounding the

matters under consideration by these Committees. But I would be

remiss if I did not comment on one of the often-stated goals of

these hearings -- the need for a constructive relationship

between the Executive and Legislative Branches in the conduct of

foreign policy.

We have heard some harsh criticism of the Executive Branch

over the past several months -- some of which is deserved; some

of which is not. Obviously, the destruction of documents and any

breakdown of communications within and outside the Administration

deserves serious review and reflection. But no branch of

government has a monopoly on good intentions, and no branch is

without its faults and problems.
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1 JUDGE WEBSTER: I am sure that it would, but there

2 was no such indication.

3 THE CHAIRMAN: Let me turn your attention now to

4 your conversations with Attorney General Meese on

5 November 21st, 1986, when he informed you of his

6 prospective inquiry. I want to go to the nature of the

7 conversation which you had with Mr. Meese on November

21st. Did Mr. Meese explain to you in any kind of

9 detail why he was conducting this inquiry?

10 JUDGE WEBSTER: Well, it was a very casual

11 conversation; it was not an agenda item. I was just

12 visiting with the Attorney General. And he indicated to

13 me that he had been given the ticket or had been asked

14 by the President to straighten out the various confusing

15 statements that were coming out of various departments

16 of government with respect to what actually had

17 transpired in relation to Iran and that he was going to

try to get the facts straight.

Did you want me to proceed, Mr. Chairman, or did

you have another question?

SENATOR COHEN: Could you clarify the date on which

that conversation took place?

JUDGE WEBSTER: That was Friday, November 21st,

Senator.

THE CHAIRMAN: How long did that conversation take?
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1 JUDGE WEBSTER: Ohs I suppose I was in the Attorney

2 General's office for probably maybe 20 minutes, and

3 probably that conversation itself took about a minute

4 and a half, I guess.

5 THE CHAIRMAN: So it was a very brief conversation

6 about this inquiry. And I understand that at that time

7 you offered assistance. Looking back, do you think --

8 and we always can look back with more in our minds in

9 hindsight than we would have understood at the time --

10 do you think that the Attorney General would have been

11 better advised to have had someone from the FBI or the

12 Justice Department with extensive criminal law

13 experience take part in that inquiry?

14 JUDGE WEBSTER: Well, I first should emphasize, Mr.

15 Chairman, that neither of us saw this as a criminal

16 inquiry. The purpose was to try to get the facts

17 straight so that the government could be speaking with

18 one accurate voice. And when I made that offer of

19 assistance, I was thinking primarily in terms of

20 manpower resources. Is there anything we can do in that

21 way for you? He was also thinking in terms of an

22 inquiry, a fact-finding inquiry to eport back to thv

2 President. So neither of us were thinking in criminal

24 terms.

You can always look back and ask in light of what
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1 transpired, could the FBI agents have done a better job

2 of conducting such an inquiry or looking for materials.

3 I don't think we're in a position yet to know really the

4 answers to that question. There is also the downside of

5 sending FBI agents into the White House when there is no

6 known criminal activity to investigate. So you can say,

7 sure, maybe we knew better how'to ask the questions or

8 maybe we knew better how to do something else. But it

9 was not a criminal inquiry. The Attorney General took

10 his own group of experienced attorneys from the

11 Department of Justice. And I am just not able to say

12 that in hindsight we could have done a better job than

13 they did.//But that --

14 THE CHAIRMAN: Had you known that it was going to

15 indeed turn into a criminal inquiry, which it did four

16 days later, in essence, when you were asked to bring the

17 Bureau into it, thinking specifically about the need to

18 protect records and the need to protect potential

19 evidence, had you known on the 21st that this was to

20 become a criminal inquiry, would you at that time have

2! advised the. Attorney General that either the FBI or

22 those within the Justice Department who have dealt with

23 a criminal inquiry should have been brought into it

24 specifically to protect evidence?

25 JUDGE WEBSTER: Absolutely, Mr. Chairman. If I
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might go one step further, I am confident the Attorney

2 General wouldn't have had to have that; he would have

3 asked for it had he known it would be a criminal.

4 THE CHAIRMAN: Well, I gather then it does not

5 surprise you that the Attorney General in his testimony

6 before the Cummittee on December 17th, which we have

7 released today, testified that you agreed, and I quote

8 from this, you agreed that it would not be appropriate

9 for the FBI to be brought in at that time.

10 JUDGE WEBSTER: That is correct.

11 THE CHAIRMAN: This morning you have entered into

12 the record some comments in regard to a memorandum, an

13 internal FBI memorandum dated October 30th, which bears

14 your initials, which indicates that an official at the

15 Justice Department had speculated that Colonel North

16 might someday come under a criminal investigation, and

17 that certain information which was contained in this

18 memorandum micht best be withheld from him at that time.

19 I wondered if, when you had those discussions with

20 Attorney General Meese on November 21st, it must have

21 been known that Colonel North was one of those involved

22 with the Iranian matter, if you had in mind or gave any

23 thought to this information passing across your desk,

24 that there were at least some people in the Justice

1Department who had suspicion that Colonel North might
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1 become the target of criminal investigation?

2 JUDGE WEBSTER: No, I have to tell you in all

3 candor it was not on my mind. In fact, I don't even

4 recall seeing it until it was called to my attention-

5 recently in connection with preparing the answers to

6 these questions. It came up with the kinds of

7 informational notes that come up literally by the

8 dozens, call for no action on my part, had been reviewed

9 by all of my career subordinates in the criminal line.

10 I really did not have that in mind.

11 THE CHAIRMAN: So there was nothing in your mind at

12 that time that caused you to have any feeling that this

13 might turn into a criminal investigation.

14 JUDGE WEBSTER: No, Mr. Chairman. It was entirely

15 focused on Iran and the Iranian situation, the Iranian

16 initiative. I frankly have entertained some ill ease

17 about the role of the National Security Council in those

18 areas, but I had no question about whether anything

i illegal was taking place.

20 THE CHAIRMAN: Let me go now directly to the point

21 of oversight responsibility, and of course as you know,

22 prior notification is to be given to this Committee, or

23 at least in extraordinary circumstances to the

24 leadership of this Committee in regard to covert

25 actions, significant intelligence gathering activities,

0


